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Abstract ; 

 By  jumbling   a  given  Latin   word , a Tamil  word  of similar meaning  can  be 
arrived .  However it  is not  a simple anagram  as  we have  use   one or  more  
consonants  to  read  Latin   words  as  Tamil   words.  The significance   of  the  letters -
pa- and -sa - has  to be understood .  Pure  Tamil words  in Latin   language  are very  
few  and  all most  all the Latin  words are  Tamil  suththiram words  as we see also in 
other languages  too.  

While   interpreting   the   words   of different   languages  i  have   used the following –
Dravida  -Egyptian magical- sacred letters. They are;

1.   ka-   vaanam  = sky / hot ;    vaa-   vaanam = sky ;  va> Ka ;   ka>vaa ;   ki  - kayam -  
earth;    vai - vaiyakam - earth;   sae/ sa -  Saeyon =  red sun;    su/sa  – pachha = 
water ;  Ra - Orai -an -- sun;   pa-   puvi -  earth  or ocean  or  nether world ;  
an- andam =  the universe -  suffix for men ;   akh-  aakku-   to create;    am / ma 
-   om -  the primordial sound-  great- big;  thee - thee =  fire/  heat ;   da -   idi -  
thunder ; the --  thanni- water / cool;  la- ozhi / oli- nila  =  light /sound/ moon/ 
abundnant  ;  aa- distance;  e-  near  .
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                                Suththiram – secret  formula    .

                                [ Sudran-  Tamil people  ]                               

1. The letters of the given word are actually   jumbled   and  so  the   placement  of 
the  letters has  to be necessarily  changed .  But then , It  is not a  simple  anagram. 

Examples; 

luna[L]  has  the consonants – la- an -and the original Tamil  word is nila- moon. 

 leg[E]  has the consonants-  la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kaal- leg. 

troops[E]   has the consonants –the- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  poar padai
- army .

creator [L]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
thoatru- viththavar -  founder. 

                   Although the words of different languages  are  phonetically   different 
[  because of the vowels]  they all have the same meaning [ and same consonants]  
in all languages   ;

Examples ;

creator [L]  has the consonants- ka -Ra –the- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  
karththar [Skt] - creator .

word[E]  has the consonants - va -Ra -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
vaarththai [Skt] - word .

tree [E]  has the consonants – th-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  tharu – tree. 

Zodiac[E]   has the consonants – sa –the – ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
vaan kanitham/   jaathakam [Skt]- zodiac. 
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Kill[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kollu - kill. 

 fool[E]    has the consonants-  pa-la-  and the original Tamil  word is  payali   .

shut [E]  has the consonants  -sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  saaththu- shut. 

attack[E]    has the consonants  -the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   thaakku- 
attack .

do [L]  has the consonant-  the- and the original  Tamil  word is  thaa- give .

pisces[L]  has the consonants  -pa- sa- [- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   paasi  
-fish .

basha[Skt]   has the consonants-  pa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  paechchu / 
seppu -  speech/ language .

  2.  While interpreting the words  use  the  letters - ‘an’- and – ‘am’   routinely  and  
delete -an – and-  am - occasionally.  

Examples; 

                      Sumerian  -thol  =  language .

                     thol [ -the- la-] =  thaal-  tongue. 

                     thol [ - the – la-] = thol mozhi[-the- la -]  – ancient  language. 

                     thol [ - the – la-] =Tamizh  mozhi [-  the – la -]  -  Tamil language 

                     thol [ - the – la-]= thaai  mozhi [-  the -  la -] -  mother  tongue. 

                thol [ - the – la-] = thaen mozhi [-  the -  la -] -  sweet languge .

                thol [ - the – la-] =  senthamizh [- sa- the -la-]- classical language / pure 
Tamil .
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                thol [ - the – la-] =  painthamizh [- pa- the- la-]- ever green language.  

              thol [ - the – la-] =  pazhamthamizh[-  pa- the - la-]  -  old Tamil 

                 thol [ - the – la-] =  then mozhi[-  the -  la-] -  Tamil     .

photo[E]   has the consonants-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  padam –
photo. 

brow[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra –va-  and the original Tamil  word is  puruvam- 
brow. 

ship[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  sampaan  -ship. 

die[ E]   has the consonant  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  madi- die. 

tego [L]   has the consonants-  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mooduka – to 
cover. 

mens[L]   has the consonants-  ma -an –[- sa-]  - and theorignal Tamil  word is   manam
-  mind. 

niteo  has the consonants - an –the- and the original Tamil  word is   minu 
minuththida/  to shine.  

 cito [L]   has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is   sattena – 
quickly .

edo [L]    has the consonant-   the -and the original Tamil  word is  thuei/  thinnu  - eat .

 lacus[L]  has the consonants  -la –ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kulam –
lake ; the suffix  -sa –in  Latin word  becomes  the  -am- in Tamil .
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 3. Add / use   other letters - consonants   like – sa- Ra-ka- pa- the- la-  -  where ever 
necessary   while  interpreting the words  apart from using  vowels - a – e- i- o- uoo  -
routinely. 

                                  Missing  letter/ pass  word - ka-. 

Examples; 

elephant[E]   has the consonants- la –[- pa-]  –an- the –and the original  Tamil  word is 
thantha  valam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  elephant;  thantham- tooth /tusk .

sitis [L]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is  
thanni  vaetkai[ missing  letter-  ka -]--  thirsty ;  thanni- water;  vaetkai- thirsty;  sa- is a
silent letter in this  given word.  

sitis [L]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  [- sa-]   -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thaakam [Skt] [ missing  letter-  ka --]- thirsty .

                     Missing  letter/ pass word - Ra -.

Examples; 

duco[ L]   has the consonants – the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
varainthiduka /kavarnthiduka  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - to draw .

denego  has the consonants – the- an -ka - and the original Tamil  word is  marukka  
vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  to refuse 

defeat[E]   has the consonants  -the- pa- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  tharai  
paduththu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- defeat. 
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                             These   missing   consonants   are actually   “ pass   words” without  
which  we  cannot  read the words;  these consonants are missed intentionally . 

4-a.  There   is a significant   relationship   between the letters –pa- and - sa   .

Examples; 

speed[E]   has the consonants  -sa –[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word is  
sattena- quickly. 

speed[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] – pa-- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
pettena – quickly.

speed[E]   has the consonants  --sa-– pa-- the - and the original Tamil  word is  sattu  
puttena – quickly.

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
sampaasanai [Skt] - speech / conversation. 

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
basha[Skt]- speech/ language.

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  paechchu -
speech/ language .

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
seppu- speech/ language .

food[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  theeni-  
snacks. 

food[E]  has the consonants –pa- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  thin  pandam- 
snacks / food. 

food[E]  has the consonants –pa- the -  and the interpretation of the word is   
saapaadu [ missing  letter- sa-] -  meals. 
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food[E]  has the consonants –pa- the -  and the interpretation  of the word is  pattai  
saatham [Skt] [missing letter- sa-]  – meals. 

food[E]  has the consonants –-pa-the -  and the interpretation  of the word is  
pasiththida [ missing  letter- sa-] –  to feel hungry.  

food[E]  has the consonants –pa- the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  saapidu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - eat. 

food[E]  has the consonants –pa- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  pusiththidu-
[ missing  letter- sa-]  eat .

food[E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  thinnu-  eat. 

4-b.  while  interpreting  the Indo-  European words into  Dravidian  Tamil  words  
delete the letters - pa - and/ or -sa - most of the times and retain them/ use them  
whenever  necessary   . 

Examples;  

soul [E]  has the consonants – [-  sa-] - la-  and the original Tamil word is  ullam  -soul / 
mind ;  sa- is a silent letter in this given word . 

soul [E]  has the consonants – [-  sa-] - la-  and the original Tamil word is  paazh  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - soul .

heart[E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  kuruthi  pai
[ missing  letter/ pass word - pa-]- blood bag;  kuruthi- blood;  pai- bag. 

cardio [L]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuruthi  
pai  [ missing  letter/ pass word - pa-]- blood bag;  kuruthi- blood;  pai- bag.

kardino [Greek]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- the- an- and the original  Tamil  word is  
kuruthi  pai  thodarpaanathu  -[ missing  letter/ pass word - pa-]-  pertaining  to heart ;
kuruthi- blood; pai- bag;  thodarpaanathu - related  .
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snake[E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is   
naakam -  cobra;  sa- is a silent letter in this given word .

snake[E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is  naaka  
paampu   [ missing  letter- pa-]- cobra snake ;  paampu- snake;  sa- is a silent letter in 
this given word .

5 -a.  when  the letter –pa – occurs  once or twice  in  the given word  it may  be  a  
clue  to add / use the  letter-  sa – while interpretation  .

 5 -b . when  the letter –sa – occurs  once or twice  in  the given word  it may  be  a  
clue  to add / use the  letter-  pa – while interpretation  .

                        when  we  apply both  the letters-  pa -and –sa- in a  given word ,  the 
interpretation  will  be mostly  correct .

meat [E]  has the consonants – ma- the- and the interpretation  of the word is   
pisitham   [ missing  letter-  pa- and- sa-]- meat. 

aer [L]  has the consonant- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  piraseenam[Skt] [
missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] - aer. 

remedy[E] has the consonants-  Ra- ma- the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
piraya siththam [Skt] [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] –remedy.

tree[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is  
piriyadarshini [Skt][ missing  letter- pa- and- sa -]  -  a kind  of tree [ vanni maram] .

6 . While   interpretating  the  words   remember  the letter -  ka =  va-   and - va =  ka
.

  Examples;
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 cut[E]   has the composition -  ka -  the -and the meaning of the  word  is  vettu [ -va- 
the -] - cut [- ka- the -]  .

monk[E]  has the  consonants  -ma -an – ka- and the original Tamil word is munivan [- 
ma- an- va- an-]-monk [- ma -an –ka- ].  

wood[E]   has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil word is  kattai-  wood.

woods[E]   has the consonants - va -the –[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  kaadu- 
forest. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 Short list  of  pure Tamil  words in Latin  language. 

Latin-          English –              Tamil .

1.abeo----  to go way- ---    poa 

2.abscido ----cut off-----    pichchidu [ tear  away] 

3. addo-----to give------  thaa ! thaa  / thanthidu 

4. aequus-----equal------ okka.

5.aer---- ---     air-----  ari

6.aestus----- heat-----soodu 

7.agnitio---recognition----kandu-k-ka 

8.alieus----- alien------ayalaan. 
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9.animi---- at heart----manam

10. animus –soul--- manasu [ sooththiram word ] 

11. aprio----to un cover-----piri

12. aptus-----fitting----padiya/ padimaanam  

13.aque-----water-----ka

14.aro-----plough ----yaeru. 

15. bos---- cow---    pasu. 

16.calculaus----pebble---koolaam-k- kal. 

17.capto----- grasp ----kai pidi-kka 

18. cito---quickly----   sattena

19. collum----neck-- -kalam  

20.coloro-   to color- ---kalar[ black] 

21.crux-------cross---     kurukkai 

22.cure---care---   akkarai 

23. curta---to shorten ----kuraiththidu 

24. dentis----tooth- ----thantham 

25. disco----to learn--- oathuka/ kaththukka[ sooththiram word] 
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26.divinitus ---- divine influence---- thaeivaatheenam/ thaeiva thanmai   

27. do---to give---  thaa. 

28. dare -----to give--- thara

29.docui----- teach----- oathuka 

30. dolos----fraud--- thillu mullu 

31. duco---influence----thaakkam 

32. duco-----count-----enniduka 

33. edo----eat---     thuei/ thinnu 

34. ego-----ego------akam / aanavam

35. enimus--- truth---- unmai 

36. evito------avoid-----  vittu vidu 

37.falses----   false—-----pizhai 

38 .femina----woman---penmai [ jumbled letters] 

39.festino ------ speed----  fettena /sattena 

40.filia--  daughter---- --pen pillai 

41. filius – son- -----aan pillai  

42.fleo---- weep- -----azhu 
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43.  haud---no/ not at all----koodaa/ koodaathu  

44. hora ------ hour---- --akoarai[ one hour] .

45. humus—earth-------kaayam 

46. ictus----- bite—-----kadi 

47. ista---that-------    antha 

48. lambo----- to wash------alambu 

49. leto---sly------- azhiththu/ azhiththidu / ozhiththidu 

50.madide------ mad--------maththam/ un maththam  

51.medidus------drunk----maattu adi 

52. madidus------ moist---- namaththu 

53. maiores----- ancestor--- munnoar 

54. mane------- early---- munnamae 

55.mellitus----honey--- malai  thaen [ hill honey] 

56. mens---- -mind---  manam/  manasu 

57. mentis-------mind---- manathu  /antham 

58.moris----- custom-----  murai 

59.mutatio--------change-----maaththam 
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60.  natio----- nation--------- naadu

61. navis-------- ship --------naavai  /ampi 

62.neo---------- weave---nei / neiya 

63. nidor-----smell/ odour ------- naatram 

64.nos------we------naam. 

65.oratio----speech-----  uraiththidu/ urai aatridu [sooththiram word ] 

66. oro---- speak---- urai   /arai 

67. pario----to bear--- poaru 

68.pario----get----peru

69. pedis----  foot --------paatham/ adi 

70.peto---- strive after------- paadu padu[ sooththiram word ] 

71. peto--------- seek-----  naadu /thaedu 

72. piscis-----fish----paasi 

73. pius------ affectionate ---- paasam 

74.poet------ poet------- poottan/ paattan / puthan 

75. post----after----    pinthaiya 

76.postea----- behind-----  pinnaadi 
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77. prius------ prior----  munnarae 

78.  pro---infront off------  mun puram 

79. peula------girl----- pen pillai

80.pupa------doll------ pommai 

81.pupa----  little girl---- paapa 

82. poteus---- pit--- ponthu 

83. question-----  question ------ kaettidanum  [to ask ] 

84. question------ difficulty------- kadinamaana 

85.risi--- laugh---------siri  [ jumbled letters] 

86. seto---plant------ nadu/ sedi nadu 

87. sedo---calm---amaithi

88.sepelio----- to ruin------- paazhl 

89.  seputus – to bury --------puthai 

90.  sileo----- to stand  still ----asaiyaamal 

91.sine------ without------inmai 

92. solus------land-------nilam 

93.tetigi----- touch---- thoduka 
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94. tego------- bury--------- puthaikka 

95. tego---to cover- ------    mooduka  

96. temeritus------ temerity---   thimir thanam 

97. terra-------earth----tharai

98 .totus------whole------ moththam 

99.tui-----your----unnudaiya 

100. ubi------when------ yaeppo 

101. una-----in one---onnaa 

102. unus-----one ---onnu 

103.ut----that------- antha  

104.valeo---- to be strong----- val/ valimai

105. various---- various--- veu-vaeru  [ sooththiram word ] 

106. ventum----  to come---- vanthidanum [ vulgaris] 

107. ventito---to come often------ meendum meendum vanthidanum  [ sooththiram 
word]  

108. ventus---wind---- ---vindu /vanthu 

109.verto---- rout ------- vaeroadu aruththidu [  sooththiram word ] 

110. verto—to flee-  ---- virainthidu  [to go fast]
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111.vito--- to avoid----- vittu vidu[ sooththiram word]  . 

112. volo---- wish / want------ aaval .

Short list of pure Sanskrit words  in Latin  language ;

donum-------  gift---------  daanam .

duo---------two--------------thou/ thuvaitham .

creator -  --- creator- -----karththar. 

moris---- death--   mari/ maranam.

 virs--- ---- manly / hero -------- veeran.

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………..

 
   Examples  for  simple  Tamil sooththiram  words in Latin ; 

adaugeo  has the consonants  -the – ka-  and the original Tamil  word is   koottu – add. 

aduro  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eri  yoottu –to set 
fire. 

canis  has the consonants  -ka- an –[-sa-]- and the originalTamil  word is  nayakkan – 
dog. 

carbo  has the consonants - ka –Ra- [- pa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word is  kari -  
coal .
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carpo  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  parikka- to 
pluck .

ceterus  has the consonants-  sa- the- Ra -sa and the original Tamil  word is  ethra -  
the rest .

ceterus  has the consonants- [-  sa-] - the- Ra –[- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
matrathu-  the other. 
 
dementis  has theconsonants - the- ma- an -the- [- sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
un maththam-  madness.  

dementis  has theconsonants - the- ma- an -the- [- sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
mattan-  fool / idiot. 

diripio   has the consonants  - the -Ra -pa  - and the original Tamil  word is  piriththidu 
- separate. 

domus   has the consonants  -the ma- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  madam- 
house. 

domesticus   has the consonants- the-ma- [-sa-]- the- ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  kudiththanam – family/ household. 
-
duco   has the consonants  -the -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  ennudika  / kana-k-
kiduka- to count. 

eloquentia   has the consonants - la -ka –va- an- the – sa-  and the original Tamil  word 
is  sol  vanmai  konda -  eloquence. 

fiducia  has the consonants-  pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  nampidu -
have  trust .

gladius  has the consonants  -  ka- la- the -[- sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  kodu 
vaal / udai   vaal – sword. 
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 gusto  has the consonants – ka—sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
suvaiththiduka- taste. 

induco   has the consonants  -an- the- ka - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
moodi / adaiththu  vaikka  vaendum -  to cover. 

invade  has the consonants-  an -va –the- and the original Taml  word is   thakka  
vaendum – attack;  ka= va;  va= ka.  

 ledo  has the consonants  -la -the -and the original Tamil word is    moathuthal 
/adiththal – hit/ strike .

legatus  has the consonants - la –ka- the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  uthavi
yaalan – deputy .

legatus  has the consonants - la –ka- the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is veli  
naattu thoothuvan – ambassador. 

longus  has the consonants – la- an –ka- [- sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
neelamaaka -  lengthy .

 luna  has the consonants  - la –an- and the orignal Tamil  word is  nila /moon .

lux  has the consonants-  la- ka- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  velichcham –light;  
ka= va;  va= ka  .

currus  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   kaarai- car. 

matrimony  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra- ma –an- and the original Tamil  word is 
thirumanam – marriage .

monachus  has the consonants  -ma- an -ka [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
munivan  /mahaan  [Skt] -  monk. 
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moris  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- sa -  and the original Tamil  word is moonjuru – 
mouse. 

 niger  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is   karu vannam – 
black  color. 

niger  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  karuppu  niram  [
missing  letter- pa-]- black  color. 

niger  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  karuppan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-- negro .

niteo has the consonants-  an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  minu minuththidu 
– to shine .

niveus  has the consonants - an –va- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  venmai- 
white. 

olim   has the consonants - la –ma- and the original Tamil  word is   munnaal- 
formerly . 

ortus  has the consonants - Ra -the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  thondru  
/thoatram- rise /appear   .

otium   has the  consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil  word is   amithi- peace .

otium   has the  consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil  word is   saantham [Skt] 
[  missing  letter- sa-]  -  peace. 

pactus   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  
udanpadikkai / oppantham   seithidu -  to make a pact. 
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pectoris   has the consonants  -pa –ka- the - Ra –[- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   kuruthi pai – blood bag / heart. 

pectoris   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –ka- the - Ra –[- sa-]  -  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  hiruthaya[ Skt] .

pervalidus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- va- la -the –[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word is  perum  valimai udai-yathu -  very  strong. 

pictor   has the consonants-  pa- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  padam   
varaikindravar -  painter/ one who draws .

piscator  has the consonants – pa-  [-sa-]  - ka -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
parathavar -  fishermen.

piscator  has the consonants – pa-  sa- ka -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
sempadavar -  fishermen .

premitus  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra- ma- the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word is  muthar muthatru – the first one/ primordial .  

prius  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  munnar / 
munnarae -  before/ earlier. 

 ratio  has the consonants -  Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  theerpu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  judgement.

reclo has the consonants- Ra -ka –la-  and the original Tamil  word is   ninaivu  kooral  -
recall .

reddo has the consonants-  Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thiruppi  thaa  
[ missing  letter-  pa-] -  to give back. 

rogo  has the consonants  -Ra –ka- and the original Tamil  word is   koaruka  /  ask .
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rex has the consonants - Ra –ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  eraivan – god/ 
king  ;  ka= va  ;  va=ka  .

rex has the consonants - Ra –ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  arakkan/ 
raakshasan[Skt]  - king. 

rideo  has the consonants - Ra – the -and the original Tamil  word is siriththidu  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  to laugh . 

satio has the consonants-  sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is    thaniya  seithidu - 
satiate / satisfy .

satis has the consonants  -[-sa-]  –the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  poathum 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - enough.

super has the consonants - sa -pa –Ra- and the original tamil  word is  serum   
sirappaana   / ariya / uyaria  -  super. 

ter has the consonants – the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  moondru   tharam/ 
moondru  murai- three times.  

terreo  has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  aratta-  to  induce 
fear .

texo  has the consonants  -the-  ka- sa  -and the original Tamil  word is  nesavu  
neithiduka -  to weave. 

tribuo   has the consonants –the- Ra- pa and the original Tamil  word is  pirithidu – 
divide. 

tumulus  has the consonants-  the –ma- la –[- sa-]  and the original  Tamil  word is  
manal   maedu- mound ; suffix  letter- sa- is silent . 
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lacus  has the consonants – la- ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kulam/ lake .

lingua has the consonants-  la- an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   nuval -  speech ;
ka= va;  va-ka. 

lingua has the consonants-  la- an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  panuval [missing
letter- pa-]  -speech ;  ka= va;  va=ka .

porta has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is thurai – 
port. 

quater has the consonants-  ka—the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  naanku  
tharam -  four times. 

ferrum  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  erumpu -  
iron. 

 neco  has the consonants – na- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  konnu - kill .

venio  has the consonants – va- an- and the original Tamil  word is  mannikka – 
pardon/ forgive;  ka= va;  va= ka .

victor has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  vetri  
kondavar/ vetri  adainthavar -  the winner. 

victory  has the consonants - va- ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   vetri   
vaakai -  victory. 

Victoria  has the consonants - va- ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
Kottravai -  Victoria – the  Dravidian goddess of  victory . 

Victoria  has the consonants - va- ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
pidaari   thaeivam  [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  kaali , the deity  of victory . 
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vilis  has the consonants  -va- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kollai   
malivu – cheap;  kollai vilai- costly[ antonym]    .   

vilis  has the consonants  -va- la –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  malivu 
vilai- cheap price.

vilis  has the consonants  -va- la –sa-- and the original Tamil  word is sallisu  vilai 
-cheap price.

               
                   Remember - ka= va;  va= ka. 
                  Tamil – padaku [- pa-the- ka-]  =   padavai [ -pa-  the – va-] =  boat[English ]
.

video   has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil  word is   kan kondu  kaana
/ kandida-  to see. 

vis  has the consonants  - va- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  ennikkai -  large 
number/ quantity .

vitium  has the  consonants-  va- the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththam- 
crime/ fault;  ka= va;  va=ka . 

                Remember - ka= va;  va= ka.
      English-  canoe  [- ka –na-  ] =  Tamil-  naavaai [- an- va-] -  boat/ ship .

vitium  has the  consonants-  va- the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaedu ketta 
kunam-  vice;  va= ka;  ka= va . 

 voco has the consonants – va- ka- and the original Tamil word is  koovuka – call 
/summon /to invite by name .
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vomer has the consonants – va- ma -Ra and the original Tamil  word is  vaaram- 
plough share. 

vomito   has the consonants - va -ma -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kaakka  
vaendum – to put  out  /vomit ;  vaanthi [Skt]  edukka  vandum – to vomit. 

vulgus  has the consonants – va- la –ka- [- sa-]   -  and the original  Tamil  word is  keel 
makkal-  common people / base people .

vulgus  has the consonants – va- la –ka- [- sa-]   -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  saamanya[Skt]   makkal- common people .
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

     Long  list of complex Tamil  soothtiram  /secret formula  words in Latin.   .

A.

abbas abbatis : father / abbot. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-]- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
peththa / padaiththa   thanthai[ dady]  - father ;  peththa achchan [Malayalam] ;  udu  
- planet;   maa  udu - sun ; maadu- bull;  thee-fire  .

abbatis    has the consonants - pa-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
peththu  eduththa  appan  -  father  - who gave birth .

abbatis    has the consonants - pa-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
peththapan / peththaiyan -father .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
padaiththavan -  aandavan [ missing  letter- ka-] - the creator is the god ; pirajapathi 
[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  Ra  -] - creator. 
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abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the 
 other interpretation is  dady[E]  - father .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the 
 other interpretation is  aththa  - Arabic/ Turkish. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the 
 other interpretation is  pitha [Skt]-  father .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
peththa/ peththu eduththa/ padaiththa    thaai- mother  ;  peththa -   given birth ; 
padaiththa- created ;   thaai- mother.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the 
 other interpretation is    thaai  /  maatha-[Skt]   mother ;  thanni - water;  paapaathi - 
moon  .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the 
 other interpretation is   thaathi  [  thaayin - thaai ]  wet  nurse.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
peththu eduththa  thaayim thanthaiyumae   petror   aavaar  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- 
parents. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-]- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
thaa thaa -  grand father.  

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
paattan/ poottan -   great  grand  father .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
paatti-  grand mother.
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abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  mu 
[p] -paattan  -  great - great - grand father.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
aaththa-  mother/ grand mother/  goddess .

  abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
mu paatti-  great great grand mother .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
aththai  - aunt. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
aththaan -  husband / uncle’s  son. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
thoththa [ siththi ] - mother’s younger sisiter. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
sinna thaai  [Siththi-Skt ] -  mother’s  younger sister.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
paeththi-  grand daughter .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
thankai / thamakkai [  missing  letter- ka-]-  younger sisiter.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] - the-sa-and the original Tamil word is  
siriya  thanthai -  siththappan [  missing  letter- Ra -]-  father’s  younger brother  .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
periya  thanthai - mooththa- appan/muththachchan [Malayalam]  -[ missing  letter- Ra
-] -  father’s elder brother. 
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abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
paeraandi-[ missing  letter- Ra -]-  grand son .

 abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
naathinaa-  husband’s   sister  .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
oppadaiya    -  co sister. 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
mathani - brother’s wife .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
undaakiyavan/ undaakkiya  thanthai  -  thakappan [ missing  letter- ka-] - one who  / 
made created  - father .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
thaai ammai/ madam  - grand mother/ goddess.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
mooththa ammai -  mother’s elder sister .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
udan piranthaan / udan pirappu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  brother.

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
thampi  / sinna thampi -  younger brother .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
podiyan - small boy  .

abbatis    has the consonants - -pa-pa-the- sa-and the original Tamil word is  thaai  
paththu maatham  sumanthu   peththu  eduththa   saei/ sisu /  paappa  -  the child 
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given birth by the mother after 10 months of ‘ carrying’ ;  paththu maatham-  ten 
months;  sumanthu- carrying ; pethtu -  giving birth;  saei -child;  paappa- baby .  

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-] -[-pa-] -the- sa- and the other interpretation is   
sutha / suthan [Skt]  -child / baby .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
mooththa  annan - eldest brother .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
kattiya  maaivi [ missing  letter- ka- ]  wife .

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the  other interpretation is  
pondaatti -  wife .

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- sa-and the  other interpretation is   pen 
saathi- wife/ female. 

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
pettai - female .

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
aadavan [ missing  letter- ka-]- male.  

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
paedi- eunuch.

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
aandavan /   aan    thaeivam / daevan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- god .

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  pen
theivam  /devi  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  goddess.
 
abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
aathavan [ missing  letter- ka-] -sun .
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abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is  
mathi- moon . 

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is 
kuttan[Malayalam]   [ missing  letter- ka-]- small boy.

 abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word  is 
kutti -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  little girl .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
kattiya  kanavan  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  husband .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
kooththiya  [ missing  letter- ka-] - prostitute .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
thaevadiyaa -[ missing  letter- ka-] - prostitute .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   
paraththai  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - prostitute .

abbatis    has the consonants - pa-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
karpudaiya   pen /  nadaththai thavaraatha  pen/nankai/  neri  thavaraa  pen   [ missing
letter- ka-  and-  Ra - ] -chaste woman. 

 abbatis    has the consonants - pa-pa-the-[- sa-] -and the  other interpretation is   padi
thaanda   paththini [Skt]  - chaste woman who has never gone out of the house .

 abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- sa-and the original Tamil word is  
machchandaan  / maiththunan  [Skt] - brother inlaw   . 

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
uyir  neeththaar [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  dead relatives/ ancestor  .
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abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
mooththor  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - ancestor ;  pithru[Skt] .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
natpu udaiyavan[ missing  letter- ka-]   - friend ;  snaekithan-[ Skt] .

abbatis    has the consonants - [-pa-]-pa-the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
maanthanai  / motha  manithanai  padaiththavan-  aandavan - the one who created 
man /Adam  is god ;  maanthan- human ; motha manithan- Adam;  padaiththavan- 
created;  aandavan- god .

abbatis   has the consonants - [-pa-]-[-pa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
aandai - king/god ;  athipathi[Skt]  .

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is   
thaayar-  mother. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
thanthiayaar -  father

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
nunthaiyar -  father.   

father[E]   has the consonants  -  pa-the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
padaithor -  creator. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] -the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
munnodiyar-  ancestor. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] -the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
moothurar – ancestors.
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father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] -the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
mooththor-  elders.  

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] -the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
neeththaar – ancestors [ pithiru ] .

father[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is  pottran -
grand  father .

father[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is   
paeraandi-  grand son .

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is   
thaathar – father. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is   
paattanaar-  great grand father. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- - the -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word  is   
moondraathai-  great  grand father. 

father[E]   has the consonants  -  pa- the -Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pithir / piththuru [Skt] -  ancestors/ father. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - the -Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  then nattaar – ancestor/   the people from  south- Dravidian  people. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the -Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pithir pithir [Skt] – grand father. 

father[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the -Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pira maatha[Skt] -  grand father. 
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daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the and the original Tamil  word is  thatha 
/thanthai -  father. 

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thaatha- 
grand father. 

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thoththa-  
aunt /  grand mother .

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is    paatan- 
[ misising  letter- pa-] - grand father  .

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is    poottan  
[ misising  letter- pa-]- great  grand father .

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   pootti  -
[ misising  letter- pa-] -  great grand mother .

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is    paatti 
[ misising  letter- pa-] - grand mother . 

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   aththai-  
aunt . 

daddy [E]  has the consonants- the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   aththaa 
[Arabi]-  father. 

ti /father [ Egyptian hieroglyphic word]  has the consonants  the and the original Tamil
word/ meaning  is   thaai - thanthai -  mother-  father . 

ti /father [ Egyptian hieroglyphic word]  has the consonants  the and the other 
interpretation of the word is aththaa[Arabic] -  father .

mom [E]   has the consonants -ma –ma- and the original Tamil  word is  ammai .
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ambaal [Skt] has the consonants – ma- [- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  
ammaal- mother. 

abbatia : abbey, monastery. 

abbatia has the composition-[- pa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
aatheenam/ aa -  thee  -inam  -   mut .

abbatia has the composition-[- pa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  madam 
[Skt] -  mut. 

abbatia has the composition-[- pa-] -the -  and the original tamil word is  motha/  
mootha /  aa-  thee-  inam / aatheenam - mut;  thee- fire;  inam ;  aa- that  ;  mootha- 
first  ;  inam- race.   

abduco : to lead, or take away / detach, withdraw. 

abduco  has the composition-  pa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  pin 
vankdu -  withdraw.  

abduco  has the composition-  pa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  aeduththu
poka -  to  take  away;  kondu  poka - to  carry  away  .

abduco  has the composition-  pa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  mun 
nindru  poar  padai yae  nadaththuka -  to  lead the battle [ missing letter-  Ra-] ;  
munnidru-  dstanding in the front;  padai-  troops;  nadaththuka-  to lead  .   
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abduco  has the composition-  pa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  kanni  
pennai  kadaththi  poka  - to  abduct  the unmarried girl/ virgin ; kanni  pen-  virgin ; 
kadaththi-  to  abduct;  poka-  to  go .

to  lead [E]   has the consonants – the-  la –the- and theorignal tamil  word is   
thalamai  thaankidu [ missing  letter-  ka -]- to lead. 

abeo : to go away, retire / depart from life, die. 

abeo  has the composition-  pa -  and the meaning of the word is   po ! po!-  to  go  
away .

abeo  has the composition-  pa -  and the meaning of the word is   pinamaa  poa -  be 
a corpse; pinam- corpse.  

abeo  has the composition-  pa -  and the meaning of the word is    pani    oaivu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- to retire from work ; pani- work;  oaivu- retirement .

depart [E] has the consonants-  the- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil word/ meaning
is   pura  pada vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to leave / to go .

life[E] has the consonants - la -pa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pizhaippu-  life. 

life[E] has the consonants - la -[-pa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vaazhvu / vaazhkkai  [ missing  letter- ka-] - life .

life[E] has the consonants - la -[-pa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   il  -  
domestic  life. 

life[E] has the consonants - la -[-pa-] -and the other interpreation is   aayul[Skt]  – life .
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die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is madi- die .

die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is
seththtidu  / seththu  madi / saainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - die .

die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is
seththu po [ missing  letters- sa-   and - pa-] - go and die  ; 
seththidu -die;  po- go. 

die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is
maanthan-  god of death. 

die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is  thunju [missing  letter-
sa-] –die. 

die[E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is  theemai –die . 

 mt [ Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  ] has the consnants-  ma- the -and the original Tamil
word is   madi/  madinthidu  -die .

abeo : to digress / change / vanish, disappear. 

abeo has the composition-  pa -  and the meaning of the word is poei-  [it is] gone . 

vanish [ E]  has the consonants - va -an -sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kan  kaanama  poka seika [ missing  letter- pa-] - disappear from eyes;  kan- eye;  
kaanoam-  not there /disappeard  .

abscido : to cut off, to separate, take away. 
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abscido  has the composition- pa-  sa- the -and the meaning of the word is   pichchidu 
– tear/sever. 

abscido  has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  
pirinthu  po-[  missing letter-  Ra-] -  to  go  separately.

abscido  has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   
priththidu- separate. 

abscido  has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  
eduththu  po -  take away .  

abscido  has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   pidu/ 
pudu – divide. 

abscido  has the composition- [-pa-] - [- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  
vettu [ missing  letter- ka-]- cut. 

cut [E] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil word  meaning is  vettu- 
cut .

cut [E] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil word  meaning is  thundu 
iduka- slice. 

cut [E] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil word  meaning is  thadivu –
cut. 

separate [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - pa- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  piriththidu - separate .

separate [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - pa- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thurappu – separate .
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absconditus : hidden, concealed. 

absconditus  has the composition- [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka- an- the- the- [-sa-]- and the 
meaning of the word is   moodi  maraikka  vaendiyathu  [missing letter-  Ra-] - to  be 
concealed;   moodi maraikka  pattathu-  concealed. 

hidden[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oliththu  vaiththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  to hide;  oliththu 
vaikka- to hide .

hidden[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   maraiththu  /moodi vaiththida vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to hide ;  
maraiththu vaikka- to hide.

concealed [ E]  has the consonants - ka -an- [-sa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oliththu  vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]-  to conceal .

absens, absentis : (adj.) absent, missing, away, gone. 

absentis  has the composition- [-pa-] - [-sa-] -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kaanaththu [missing  letter- ka-]  -  not seen ;   kaanama  ponathu - missed .

absentis  has the composition- pa- [-sa-] -an- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
poei  vittathu  [missing  letter- ka-]  -gone. 

absorbeo : to swallow, gulp down, carry away, engross. 

absorbeo  has the composition- pa- [-sa-] -Ra- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  seekkiramaaka [Skt] parakka  parakka  / viraivaaka  paruku [ missing  
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letter- ka-] - drink  quickly ; seekkiram-  quick ;  paruku- drink ; parakka  parakka-  adj - 
for speed .

absorbeo  has the composition- pa- [-sa-] -Ra- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  arunthu [ missing  letter- the -] -  drink .

absorbeo  has the composition- [-pa-] -sa-Ra- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  urinju -  absorb .

swallow[E] has the composition- [-sa-] - va- la-and the meaning  of the word is vilunku 
-  to  swallow .

gulp [E]  has the composition-  ka-la -[-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   vilungu 
-  to  swallow. 

absque : (+ abl.) without. 

absque  has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - ka - [-pa-] -la -  and the original Tamil 
word is   illaamal  irukka/ illaamal  irukkum nilai  [ missing  letter- Ra-] - lacking .

absque  has the consonants  -pa-sa- ka -pa-la -  and the original Tamil word is  panam 
kaasu   pai -yil / kai yil  illai -  without money  in  the pocket/ hand  ; panam kaasu-  
money ;   pai-   purse;   kai-  hand;  illai- nil .

  abstergo : to wipe off, clean away. 

abstergo  has the composition- [-pa-] -[-sa-] - the- Ra -ka- and the meaning of the 
word is   thudaiththu  erika  -  thooimi  ura thudaikka- to wipe off and clean;  
thoouimai-  clean; thudaikka- to  wipe off.  
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 to wipe[E]   has the consonants-  the-  va -[-pa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kuppaiyaei    thudaikka- to wipe  off ;  kuppai- wastage/ dirt;  thudaikka- to
wipe .

clean[E]   has the consonants - ka -la -an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
azhukkai  neekkuka- to remove the dirt ;  azhukku- dirt;  neekkuka- to remove . 

clean[E]   has the consonants - ka -la -an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalankam illa -  spot less .

clean[E]   has the consonants - ka -la -an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ozhunkaana  nilai /  ozhunkaaka  vaikka  - to keep  orderly .

absum : to be absent, be away, be missing. 

absum has the composition- [-pa-]- [-sa-]  -ma-  and the meaning  of the word is   
kanoama poka /  kaanoam -  missed [ missing letter- ka -]. 

abundans : abundant, overflowing, abounding in. 

abundans has the composition- pa- an -the- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
ekkachakamaaka  /  mikuthiyaana  kaasu  panam  vaadu  thaedi   vanthu saera 
[ missing letter-  ka- and- Ra-] getting  more  cash;  mikuthiyaana- excess;   
ekkachakkamaaka-  in abundance ;  kaasu-  cash; panam-  money   ; vanthu  saera-  to 
come. 

 abundans  has the composition- pa- an -the- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
koorai  yaei  pitchikittu  ekkachakamaaka   panam  kaasu  kotta[ missing letter-  ka- 
and- Ra-] - cash  pouring  from the roof ;  koorai-  roof;  kotta- to fall. 
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 abundantia : abundance, bounty, plenty 

abundantia  has the composition- [- pa-]  - an- the -an- the -
and the original Tamil word / meaning is  enna  mudiyaatha  vannam  
mikuthiyaanathu –[ missing  letter- ka-]    plentiful  which can not be counted ;  
mikuthiyaanthu- plenty ;   enna  mudiyaathu- can not be counted .

bounty [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - an -the - and the interpretation  of the word 
is  thaanam-  wealth /gift. 

bounty [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- an -the - and the interpretation  of the word is  
koduppinai[ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  gifted .

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word – abd [ month]. 

abd has the consonants-  [-pa-]- the- and the interpreation of the word is  maatham 
-month;  muppathu thinam- 30days. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – aba [boast] .

aba  has the consonant - pa -and the original Tamil  word is  peeththu [  missing  
letter- the -]- boast;  bantha [Skt] – boast .

abutor : to make full use of, to abuse. 

abutor  has the consonants - pa -the- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thavaraaka   payan  paduththu [ missing  letter- ka-]  - misuse. 

abutor  has the consonants - pa -the- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
michcham  meethi  indri  anaithaiyim payan paduththu [ missing  letter- sa-]- use 
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everything without keeping  any balance;  michcham meethi- residue;   anaithaiyim- 
all;  payan paduththu –use. 

abutor  has the consonants - pa -the- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhi  thootru[ missing  letter- zha-]  - abusive .

abuse [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  ninthai-
[ missing  letter-  the-] - scolding / verbal abuse. 

abuse [E]   has the consonants-  pa- sa-and the other interpretation is  paarusiyam- 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- abuse.

abuse [E]   has the consonants-  pa- sa-and the other interpretation is  yaechchu  
paechchu -  verbal  abuse. 

abuse [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] -and the other interpretation is  pullam-
[ missing  letter- la-] -  abuse .

abuse [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] -and the other interpretation is  pazhippu -
[ missing  letter- zha-] – abuse. 

abuse [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - sa--and the other interpretation is   vasai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  verbal  abuse. 

abuse [E]   has the consonants-   pa-- sa--and the other interpretation is    saapam – 
curse. 

abuse [E]   has the consonants-   [- pa-] -- sa--and the other interpretation is  thittu /  
thoosanam[Skt]   [  missing  letter-  the -]- abuse .

abutor : to use abusive language / use a word incorrectly. 
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abutor has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ketta / 
thavaraana  /thappaana    vaarththai  [Skt] / naavu  koosum paechchai   
paesuka[ missing  letters-  ka –and- sa -]- touse bad words ;  tappu –bad;  vaarththai –
word; paesuka –speak. 

abutor has the composition- [-pa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is kutram 
kuri koori   thitti  theerkka –[ missing  letter- ka-] - to scold  .

abutor has the composition-pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  theri  
paraiya  vaendum  [Malayalam] -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  use abusive language .

abutor has the composition-[- pa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  idakkar  
adakka [ missing  letter- ka-]- to avoid  using  indecent  words [ antonym] .

abutor has the composition-pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   thol  mozhi 
yaana / Sumerian  Thiravidurudaiya / Tamil mozhi – yil ulla / ilakiyaththil ulla   oru  
ezhuththai /sollai / sotrodarai  /  mozhi  arivindri /  allathu  vaendum endrae /   
thavaraaka / pizhai  pada  payan paduththa [ missing  letters -ka -  sa- and -la-]   - to 
use a word/ sentence/ phrase  of Tamil  language  in correctly  with out the  necessary
knowledge  skill  or  intentionally  ; thol-  old;  thol-  Sumerian language thol ;  
thiravidar- Dravidian people ; ilakkiyam- literature;  oru- one;  ezhuththu- letter; sollu- 
word; sotrodar-  phrase;   mozhi- language; arivu- knowledge;  indri- without;  allathu- 
or; vaendum endrae-  intentionally ; pizhai- mistake;  payan- use. 

abutor has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
mariyaathai / maththipuravu   kurivaaka  periyoridam   ketta  paechchai  vaarththai 
-yae[Skt]    koora/koorathae / paesaathae -  do not use bad words to  elders [  missing 
letters-  sa- and-  ka -] ;  maththippu- uravu- respect/ honor ;  kuraivu- less;  ketta  
paechchu  -  bad words;  kooraathae/ paesaathae -   do not say  .

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is   
aandavarudaiya   thiru vaai  kooriyathu/  uraiththathu /  thiru  manthiram  -  said by 
the god- the sacred  sayings  ;  aandavan-god ;   thiru manthiram- sacred sayings ;  
kooriyathu - said/ paesiyathu .
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word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is   urai- 
yaaduka- to speak .

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is  karu 
vannam/ varnam [Skt]  konda   Dravidarudaiya  thaai   mozhi  / thon mozhi / Tamil 
mozhi [ missing  letter-  zha-] -  Tamil-  the language of the  bark skinned Dravidan 
people. 

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is karuththai  
eduththu  uraikka/   karuththurai -yaduka-  to discuss.

word[E]  has the consonants   -va -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is vaarththai 
[Skt] - word  . 

word[E]  has the consonants   -va -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is   thiru 
vaai  /thiru naavu -  sacred tongue. 

word[E]  has the consonants   -va -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is   navitru – 
sayings.

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is  idakkar  
adakka  to avoid  using indecent words. 

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is   thaaraka  
manthiram[Skt]  -  watch  word. 

word[E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is  
karainthiduka- speak /say .

accedo : to approach, come near / (things) to be added. 

accedo  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -the- and the meaning
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of  the word is  kittae  vaa/vanthu - come near ;  arukae vanthu-  to  come near;  
koottuka- to  add;  santhikka/ kaana -  to meet .

accendo : to kindle, illuminate, inflame. 

accendo  has the composition- ka- sa- an- the- and the meaning of the word is  thee  
mootta  vaendum -  to  make fire ;  thee -  fire;  motta vaendum-  to  induce/ to  make. 

kindle [E] has the consonants- ka- an- the- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thee  yaei-/ kattai yaei    koluththa  vaendum- set fire to ;  thee- fire;  koluththu- 
kindle;  kattai- wood ;  kinduthal  .

illuminate  [E]  has the consonants- la- ma –an- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
vilakku  yaeththa  vaendum  [missing  letter- ka-]- to light;  vilakku- light;  yaeeththa- 
to light. 

acceptus : welcome, pleasant, agreeable. 

aceptus has the composition- [-sa-]-pa- the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is  
pidiththamaanathu - the one that  is liked .

aceptus has the composition- [-sa-]-pa- the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is  
udan paadu  udaiyathu – agreeable. 

agree [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra  -and the original Tamil word  is yaerkka- to 
accept.

welcome[E]  has the consonants-  va –la- ka- ma -ans the original Tamil  word is  
valathu kalai  eduththu  vaiththu  veettukku  ullae   vara  vaendum/ varukai thara  
vaendum   [missing  letters-  the- and- Ra -] –to come home  stepping  with  the right 
leg  /welcome ;  valathu –right ;  kaal- leg;  veedu –home; ullae-  inside; varukai thara  
vaedum- come. 
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welcome[E]  has the consonants-  va –la- ka- ma -ans the original Tamil  word is  
veettukku  / vizhaavukku   varukai  tharum   muthanmai  virunthinarkali   vaazhththi  
varavarkka  vaedum -  to  greet  the  chief guests of the function[missing  letters-  the- 
and- Ra -]  ;  vizhaa-  function;  muthanmai- important;   virunthinar-  guests;  
vaazhththi  varavaerkka- welcome .  

welcome [E]  has the consonants-  va –la- ka- ma -ans the original Tamil  word is  
vaazhka  valamudan [ missing  letter-  the -]- have a prosperous life.   

welcome [E]  has the consonants-  va –la- ka- ma -ans the original Tamil  word is  
ellaam  valla  aandavanai  vaazhththida vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] - praise the 
lord. 

accipio : to consider oneself indebted, receive, learn, take.

accipio has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -pa- and the meaning of the word is  kadan 
patta [missing letter-the-]-  indebted ; 

accipio has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -pa- and the meaning of the word is  
padikka[missing letter-the-]- to  read .

accipio has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -pa- and the meaning of the word is edukka 
[missing letter-the-]- take.
 
indebted [E]  has the composition- an- the- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kadan patta [ missing letter-  ka -] -  indebted. 

 take[E]  has the consonants-  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thekku- take. 

accommodo : to adjust, adapt, accommodate oneself. 
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accommodo  has the consonants - ka – ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  oththu kondu poaka / inanki vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] –  to adjust .

accommodo  has the consonants - ka – ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  unavoadu  koodiya  thankum idam-   accomodation  with food and stay ; 
unavu- food.     

accusator : accusor, plaintiff. 

accusator  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
entha naeramum matravaridaththu   kuththam /  kutram kurai  kaanpavar -  the one 
who  find faults with other always. 

accuso : to accuse, blame, find fault with.

accuso  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  kuththam  
sumaththu  -  to  accuse [ missing letter-  the-]. 
 
blame [E] has the consonants -  pa- la- ma  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is 
pazhi  sumaththu [ missing  letter- sa-]-blame. 

blame [E] has the consonants -  pa- la- ma  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhi mozhi- blame .

fault[E]   has the consonants-  pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pizhai udaiyathu – with fault.

fault[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thollai  -  fault.
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 acer : sharp, keen, eager, severe, fierce. 

acer   has the composition-  ka-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  koormai-  sharp . 

acer  has the composition-  ka-Ra - and the meani9ng of the word is   aarvamaaka-  
eagerly .

acer  has the composition-  ka-Ra - and the meani9ng of the word is   kavanamura  - 
attentive .

keen[E]    has the consonants - ka- an - and the orignal Tamil word / meaning  is  
unnipaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] - keenly. 

keen[E]    has the consonants - ka- an - and the orignal Tamil word / meaning  is  
kavanamaaka-  enthusiastic.

acerbitas : harshness, bitterness. 

acerbitas  has the composition- ka -Ra -[-pa-] - the -[-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the 
word is  koduramaaka - harshness; koduramaaka paesaathae .  

harshness  has the composition ka- Ra -[-sa-] -an - sa- and the meaning of the word is  
koduramaana  manasai /manathai   kondavan-  the one who with harsh mind [ missing
letter-  the -] . 
bitterness has the composition  [-pa-]- the -the -Ra-an -[-sa-] and the meaning of the 
word is koduramaana  manathu  - harshness in one’s mind[ missing letter-  ka-] . 

acerbus : bitter, gloomy, dark. 

acerbus has the composition- ka -Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
eravu  naeram -  night time.
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acerbus has the composition- ka -Ra-pa-  [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
karuppu-  dark/black ; karumai-  black . 

acerbus has the composition- ka -Ra- [-pa -]- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
kaaramaaka - spicy .

acerbus has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kasappura-  bitter. 

acerbus has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thuvarppaaka  [ missing  letter- the -] - sour/ bitter . 

gloomy[E]   has the consnants  -ka -la -ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
manakalaana  / nila  oliyil-   gloomy .

gloomy[E]   has the consnants  -ka -la -ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
velichcham inmai [ missing  letter-sa-] -  no light ;  vleichcham- light ;  inmai- nil.

gloomy[E]   has the consnants  -ka -la -ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
manam  mikka  kavalai kolla- sad;   manam /akam - psych;  kavalai- worry.

gloomy[E]   has the consnants  -ka -la -ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
makizhchchi  inmai[ missing  letter- sa-]  -no happiness ;  makizhchchi- happiness;  
inmai- nil.

 gloomy[E]   has the consnants  -ka -la -ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaazhkkai  vaaazha  vazhi inmai-  no way to live ;  vaazhvu- life;  vaazha- to live  ;  
vazhi- way;  illai- nil .

acervus : a heap, mass. 
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acervus   has the composition- [- sa-]- Ra -va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   
kundru/  senkundram- [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  red hills;  kundru- hill.  

acervus   has the composition- [- sa-]- Ra -va-sa- and the meaning of the word is  
urundu  ondru saerntha  thiratchchi  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  gathered  maas;   
thiratchchi-  mass.   

mass[E]  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kommai  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - mass. 

mass[E]  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  moththai 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  mass . 

acidus : sharp, sour. 

acidus  has the composition -ka - the -[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  kaadi- 
sour/acid. 

acidus  has the composition -ka - the -[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  kaattam- 
spicy .

sharp[E]   has the consonants - [-sa -] -Ra- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kooriya  / koor munai [ missing  letter- ka-]- sharp / pointed. 

sharp[E]   has the consonants - [-sa -] -Ra- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
karukku[ missing  letter- ka-] –sharp. 

sharp[E]   has the consonants - [-sa -] -Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word is   perum  
arivu  koormai  udaiya /konda [  missing  letters- ka -and -the-]  -intelligent .

sharp[E]   has the consonants - sa -Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   kirichch-
idukira  oasi  [ missing  letters- ka -and -the-]  - shrill sound ;  oasi- sound .
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sharp[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kuththukira [ missing  letters- ka -and- the-] - piercing .

sharp[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   koor 
unarvu  konda  [ missing  letters- ka -and- the- ]  vigilant .

sharp[E]   has the consonants -sa -Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word is   suru 
suruppaana- brisk .

sharp[E]   has the consonants -[-sa-]  -Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word is   
poruththamaana- apt .

acies : keenness, edge, sharpness  , battle-line, battlefield. 

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] -sa- and the meaning of the word is  seru munai  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  battle front. 

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] -sa- and the meaning of the word is them / then 
munai [ missing  letter-  the -] -  battle field.  

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] -sa- and the meaning of the word is    thoosi  padai 
[ misisn g letters- pa- and -the -]-battle front .

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  munai 
mukam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - battle front.   

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  munai -  
war/ tip .

acies  has the composition- [-sa-] - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   munai-   
battle front.
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The presence of the letter -  pa -  in the word ‘battle’  gives a  clue  that  the word 
‘battle’  is  a Tamil ‘sooththiram’  word  ; the word ‘battle’ represents   many  
different words  which are related to the theme  ‘battle ‘.

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  padai   
eduththal -  invading  with army . 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  padai 
thozhil -  fighting  as a profession .

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is vinai  
thalai  [ missing  letter- ka-] – battle .

battle[E]   has the consonants –pa-  the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  padu  
kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  battle field. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –pa-  the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is   pinam/ 
kuvial  kuvilaaka   veezhinthidum / kidakkum /  kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] –the place 
where dead bodies are there .

battle[E]   has the consonants –pa-  the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  padu nilam
– battle field. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is   
kadaththal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to war. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is    
kanthalam-[ missing  letter- ka-] -  war .

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is    padaikal  
kali   idum  nilam/ kalam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  the place where troops fight ;  padai- 
force; kali- war .
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battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is   kalapam   
nadukkum  idam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the place where war takes palce; kalaapam-  
war . 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is   kai 
kalaththal [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to war .

battle[E]   has the consonants – - pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai  pin 
vaankuthal-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  army  retreating  .

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is   venth-
niduthal [ missing  letter- ka-]- run away  from the battle.  

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  poosal idu
[ missing  letter- sa-]- to war .

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is    madi  
pidiththal – war . 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  poruthal 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] war .

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  thiral 
[missing  letter-  Ra -] -  battle .

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is
mar poar purithal –[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  to do wrestling ;  mar poar- wrestling 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  padai 
mallaattam – war. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word is  
malaiththal-  war .
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battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  malai  
thozhil –war as a profession  .

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
minduthal-  battle. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
maraluthal [ missing  letter- Ra -] - war .

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
muttuthal- war. 

battle[E]   hasthe consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
moeiththal – battle. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
mayakkuthal- to fight. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
aaduthal- to fight .

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  attal- to 
kill. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  moola padai 
– an army with all  amenities and facilities  maintained  for a long time. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thandu  
eduththal- -  invading  with army.  

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thilai- to
fight /  war .
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battle[E]   hasthe consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
elaiththal-  set back in war. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
thazhinchchi  [ missing  letter- sa-]- avoiding  cruelty to the enemies  who  were 
defeated in the battle. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word 
parumiththal [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - learning to handle war weapons.
 
battle[E]   has the consonants – pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai 
thalam-  battle field.

battle[E]   has the consonants –[-  pa-] -- the- la- and the other interprretaion  of the 
word is yuththa [Skt]  kalam [ missing  letter- ka-]- battle field .

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai  
thalaimai – head of the army ;  padai- army;  thalaimai- head. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  pindi 
paalam -  missile. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thala 
vaadam-[ missing  letter- ka-]  -weapons/ tools. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa--- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai  
ezhuchchei  [ missing  letter- sa-] – valor of the army .

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa--- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai 
kalaippu -[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  dissolution  of the army .

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa--- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   padai vaal  
-[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  battle sword/ axe .
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battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thala 
vaai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  commander of the army . 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai  
aatchchei yaalan [ missing  letter- sa-] – soldier/ padai aatchchei  -  warrior  caste in 
Tamil  people. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa--- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai 
vakuththel -[ missing  letter- ka-]   -severally  arranging  an army  to facilitate -  
defence,  aggression  and invasion .

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  adi  all - 
mercenary  army/ thug . 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai 
aalumai-  commandership. 

battle[E]   hasthe consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  padai  
valimai-  the strength of an army . 
 
battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
kunthaali  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - battle axe. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   paalayam  
poaduthal-  to pitch a  war  camp. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word    padai 
ezhumputhal -  to start  an expedition. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word paalayam- 
irankuthal  [ missing  letter- ka-]- to encamp in a war expedition .

battle[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   kala  pali/ 
kaavu  koduththal [ missing  letter- ka-]- to sacrifice  a life  to the goddess of victory  
before going to the war field . 
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battle[E]   hasthe consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  kodu  
vaal  /padai  vaal [ missing  letter- ka-]  – battle axe. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
kolaattam [ missing  letter- ka-]  -war sport  in which  a strong  six feet stick is used. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  
silampaattam  [ missing  letter-sa-] war sport  in which  a strong  six feet stick is used. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  kala  padai [
missing  letter- ka-] – plough – the weapon.  

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  kalaat 
-padai [ missing  letter- ka-]- ground soldiers/ infantry ; kaal- leg; padai –army. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  ethir  
uoondral [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - prepare for the war. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
thalluthal-  killing. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word    
thalam-  army . 

battle[E]   hasthe consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thumpai  
poo -maalai –  a garland  of  flowers - thumbai -  worn by  warriors engaged in  battle. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- the- la- and the original  Tamil  word  thumbai 
nilam-  battle field;  thumabi  -war /a flower ;  nilam- land. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [-  pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   thiral 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- battle .
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battle[E]   has the consonants – [-  pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   amalai  
aattam  poduthal  /aaduthal – heroic dance of soldiers. 

battle[E]   has the consonants – [-  pa-] - the- la- and the original  Tamil  word   
koottam  kooduthal  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  war ;  koottam- war;  koodu –assemble  .

battle[E]   has the consonants –   pa-- the- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   pattaalam- battalion. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –   pa-- the- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   padai nilai-  a place where soldiers  stay  with women. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –   pa-- the- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   padai  aal-  soldier.  

battle[E]   has the consonants –   pa-- the- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   padai uoozhiyam-   military  service. 

battle[E]   has the consonants –   pa-- the- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  padai  kulappam  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  confused state of an army 

clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalaathi [
missing  letter- ka-] - quarrel/ tumult / clash .

clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalatta- [
missing  letter- ka-] - clash .

clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalaam-  
war .

clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalakam-
clash/ upraisal .
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clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
kalappu [ missing  letter- pa-]- clash. 

clash [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kaal kole
- beginning  the memorial sculpture of a fallen warrior. 

quarrel [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -  and the interpretation  of the word is  
kalaevaram – clash .

quarrel [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sa-chcharavu  kolla [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  quarrel . 

acquiro : to acquire, gain, get, obtain. 

acquiro has the composition- ka- Ra-   and the meaning of the word is  peruka-  to  get
[  missing letter-  pa -] .

acquiro has the composition- ka- Ra-   and the meaning of the word is  vaaruka-  
collect .
  
get[  E] has the composition-  ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  vaankidu -  get; 
kidaithathu  - got; koduththathu-  given ;  kodu-  to  give.  

acquire[E]   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
muyandru  adaiya  vaendum [ missing  letter - the -] - acquire .

obtain [E] has the consonants -[- pa-]- the -an - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  thaedi / odi/  naaadi  adiya  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka -] - seek and get ;  thaedi/ 
naadi - seek;  adaiya- to obtain .

 obtain [E] has the consonants -[- pa-]- the -an - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  eetta   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to  earn/  acquire .
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obtain [E] has the consonants -[- pa-]- the -an - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  vaankida  vaedum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to buy ;  vaankida- buy/ get .

obtain [E] has the consonants -[- pa-]- the -an - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   adainthidu  -attain .

obtain [E] has the consonants - pa-the -an - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
kai patra  vaendum/ pera  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra -] - to get hold of/ 
acquire .

 gain [E]   has the consonants  -ka- an- and the original  Tamil word/  meaning is  
mikuthiyaana  uoothiyam  adainthida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  -  to get more  
earnings ;  mikuthi- more; uoothiyam- income .

gain [E]   has the consonants  -ka- an- and the original  Tamil word/  meaning is  
munnaeruka [ missing  letter-Ra-] -  to progress .

gain [E]   has the consonants  -ka- an- and the original  Tamil word/  meaning is   
nangu-  gain. 

gain [E]   has the consonants  -ka- an- and the original  Tamil word/  meaning is   kaasu
panam[ missing  letters- sa- and -pa-]  - money .

gain [E]   has the consonants  -ka- an- and the original  Tamil word/  meaning is   
vanikam- gain/ trade. 

adamo : to fall in love with, find pleasure in. 

adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   kammam  
kondu – to have  desire. 
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adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
mithunam[Skt] -  sexual pleasure. 

adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  manam  
oththu   innainthida -  to fall in love;  manam-  mind;  inanithida-  to unite ;   
muththam ida-   to  kiss.

  adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   manathu 
inpam  adaiya [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  mental  pleasure ;  inpam-  pleasure. 

  adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is    maanathu  
aanantham [Skt]  adaiya -  mental  happiness;  aanantham-  happy  .

adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   maanathu 
santhosam [Skt]- adaiya[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  mental  happiness;  santhosam-  happy
.

adama-  has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   mathan[Skt] 
- god of love .
 
pleasure [E]    has the consonants - pa -la -sa- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ullam  perum  inpam/  makizhchhi/ kalippu - ura/ kolla/  makizhchchiyil  
thulla    [ missing  letter- ka-] -  mental  happiness;    ullam- soul;  perum- big;  
makizhchchi/ inpam - happiness;  kalippu- gladness. 

pleasure [E]    has the consonants -[- pa-]  -la -[-sa-]- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ullam  niraivu kolla[ missing  letter- ka-] - mental  satisfaction;  niraivu 
-satisfaction .

pleasure [E]    has the consonants - pa-la -[-sa-]- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   perum  inpa  nilai -  happiness/ bliss.

pleasure [E]    has the consonants - pa-la -[-sa-]- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    ullam viruppam kolla  [ missing  letter- ka-] - desire ;  viruppam/ 
virumpida -   desire/  wish .
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love[E]  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is nal kal- 
love.

love[E]  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is uzhuval-
deep love. 

love[E]  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is yaakkai  
ili-  cupid / one without body ; yaakkai- body;  ili-without. 

love[E]  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is  neela 
kolan-   cupid  /god of love .

to  love[E]  has the consonants- the-   la -va -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is 
uooduthal– lovers  quarrel .

adaugeo : to make greater, add, increase. 

adaugeo  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kootta- to  
add .

adaugeo  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   mikuthi 
aakkuka / athikamaakkuka[Skt]- to  increase .

adaugeo  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   athikarikka 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to increase .

 addo : to give, bring, place, / inspire, cause, / add, join.

addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is   thaa-  give.
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addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  idam- place.

addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is   thaa-  give. 

addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  thanthidu  - give.   

addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  inaiththu- to join. 

addo  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  aththodu -  in 
addition to that .

join[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
inai- join . 

join[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pinai   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  join .

join[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
anaavu [ missing  letter- ka-]- join .

join[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
annu – join.   

join[E]   has the consonants  -sa- an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  santhi 
[ missing  letter- the -]- join/ meet.

join[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
munnu- join. 

joint[E]   has the consonants  -sa- an -  the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
santhi - joint/meet . 
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joint[E]   has the consonants  -sa- an -  the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
santhu- bone joint .

joint[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - an -  the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  netti-   bone joint .

joint[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - an -  the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   mundu- bone joint .

joint[E]   has the consonants  -sa- an -  the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
santhippu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- joint / meeting .

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word is  aakku -  
make. 

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word is    vinai – 
deed. 

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word is    nokkam- 
motive . 

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word is   kaarani /  
karaniyam [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  reason. 

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- sa- - and the original Tamil  word is sei vinai / 
seivikka-  cause/ bring about/ make happen   .

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [- sa-] - - and the original Tamil  word is  vilaivi / 
vilaivikka [ missing  letter- la-] -  to cause .
cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [- sa-] - - and the original Tamil  word is  pannuka 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - to do/ bring about   .

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [- sa-] - - and the original Tamil  word is  thuvakkam [
missing  letter-  the-]- origin .
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cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the other interpretation of the  word is  
sokinam-  cause. 

cause[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]   - and the other interpretation of the  word is  
vazhi  [missing  letter- zha-] –cause. 

                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  aD  [edge] .

aD has the consonants-  the -and the original Tamil  word is  ottu-  edge. 

adduco : to lead, induce, persuade. 

adduco  has the composition- the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   thalamai  
thaanki  vazhi nadaththa   -  to  lead [  missing letter-  la -];  thalamai- head;  vazhi  
nadaththa- to lead.

adduco  has the composition- the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  kattaya 
paduththuka- to  make it compulsory  [  missing letter-  pa -];  kattaya paduththi  
inanka vaikka- to  persude. 

lead [E]  has the consonants-  la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vazhi  
nadaththu  [missing  letter-  ka-] -  to lead  / to guide/ to show the way;  vazhi - way.  

lead [E]  has the consonants-  la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ittu 
sellu [missing  letter-  sa-] – to take /  lead .

lead [E]  has the consonants-  la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nadaththi  sellu[missing  letter-  sa-] -   to take /  lead .
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induce [E]   has the consonants - an- the- [-sa-]  - and the original  Tamil word is   
thoondu /  thoonda  sei-  to provoke.  

persuade  has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [-sa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is  varpuruththuka [ missing  letter- ka -] - persuade .

persuade  has the consonants  -pa -Ra- sa- the- and the  other interpretation is  
nirpantham[Skt]    seithidu- to persuade . 

lead[E] [  alloy -metal]   has the consonants - la -the -and the original  Tamil word is 
piththalai [ missing  letter- pa-]- brass.

ademptio: a taking away. 

ademptio  has the composition- the -ma- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is 
eduththu  kondu  poka  vaendum -  should take away[ missing letter-  ka -] .

adeo : to such a point, such an extent, so far, so long.

adeo  has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is   athu  mudiya  -  to  
such  a point  where it ends .  

 
adeo : to approach, visit, come to, undertake. 

adeo  has the composition - the - and the meaning of the word is  eduththu  
nadaththu -  to under take .
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visitor [E]  has the composition-  va-[-sa-]- the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
kaana vanthavar / varukai  thanthavar -  visitor;  kaana -  to  see;  vanthavar -  one  
who came .  

adepto : to obtain,   get ,   acquire. 

adepto  has the composition- the -[- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is 
thaedu - to seek /to search / to acquire .

adepto  has the composition- the -[- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
adainthidu – obtain. 

adepto  has the composition- the - pa-the - and the meaning of the word is  petridu 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – get .
.
get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   vaankida  
vendum - to get.

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   kitti / kidai – get .

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   yaenthuka – 
get  /take .

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   adainthiduka- 
obtain. 

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   kondidu- 
have/get .

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   thaedi  kandidu /
thaedi  kandu pidi/ kandu pidikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-] - find  out .
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get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is  pidiththida 
vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to catch .

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is  thonduka   - dig  ;
thonda  vaendum- to dig out.

get [E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil word is   thaeduka- to 
search .

adfectus affectus : (fr. adficio) : influenced, worked upon. 

adfectus  has the composition- the- [-pa-] - ka- the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  paathippu  undaakka  seithu - to  affect;  aathikkam  kondu- to  influence. 

adfero affero : to cause, bring about, contribute. 

adfero  has the composition- the -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
theivathirkku thara vaendiya  pankai padaiththu   kodaiyaaka/kaanikkai yaaka  nandri  
kadanai  theerkkum  vannam   tharuka - give to the god his share[ missing letter-  ka 
-] . 

adfero affero : to bring news, report / apply, bring to bear. 

adfero  has the composition- the-[- Pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is seithi  
thara -  to give news-[ missing letter-  sa-];  seithi-  news;  thara-  to  give;  nadantha  
seithi  yaei  tharum  nirupar -  the reporter who gives the news ; nirupar- reporter  . 
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adfero  has the composition- the-[- Pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
vinnapiththu  paarka - to  apply and see[  missing letter-  ka -] ; vinnappam-  
application;  parka-  to  see. 

adfero  has the composition- the- Pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   kurippidu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - report  .

adficio : to affect, afflict, weaken, sap, exhaust, drain. 

adficio  has the composition  -the- pa- ka-and the meaning of the word is paathippu  
kodukka-  to  affect .    

affect [ E]  has the composition-  pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
paathippu  kodukka- to  affect ;  kidaikkum  paaththippu  .

affect [ E]  has the composition- [- pa-]- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
thaakkam – effect . 

adflicto affligo : to injure, weaken, discourage, damage, break. 

adflicto  has the composition- the –[-pa-]- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
saetham  vilaivikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-] - make damge ; saetham- damge.

adflicto  has the composition- the –[-pa-]- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
azhiththida  vaendum  -to ruin. 

adflicto  has the composition- the –[-pa-]- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
valiamiayaei  kuraikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] - to weaken .
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adflicto  has the composition- the –[-pa-]- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
udalil  kaayaththai  undaakka  vaendum- to injure one’s body ;  udal- body; kaayam- 
injury. 

adflicto  has the composition- the -pa- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
pakaivanudaiya   udampai  thalli  , kai kaal ezhumpai    udaiththu   kazhuthai  
valaiththu pidiththu   thalaiyae  vadi  kondu  adiththu   veli  / ull kayam undakki  aalai 
kolluka-kill  the enemy  with  the stick  injuring  his  hands, legs , head and body. 

adflicto  has the composition- the -pa- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
unnudaiya pakavanudaiya    kudupaththil   kalakam  undakki   kulappam   vilaiviththu   
kalaithu  keduththu  viduka  -  do  harm to the  family  of your enemy .

adhaero : to hang to, stick to, adhere. 

adhaero  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  iruka  
katti/   irukka otti-/ ottri irukka     stick on to .  
 
adhaero  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thongum  
kairu   -  to hanging rope.  

adhaero  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  saarnthu  
irukka- adhere /depend  [  missing letter-  sa-] 

adhere[E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
otri irukka- adhere. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  ottuka- stick .

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  pasai  ittu/ pottu otta vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-] - to stick with paste ;  pasai -  
paste/saanthu pasai ;  idu- apply;  ottuka- stick.   
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stick[E ]  has the consonants-   sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kattai  kuchchi- thin wooden rod;  kattai –wood;  kuchchi- stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  kaandam- stick .

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  kattai- wood. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vadi- stick. 
 
stick[E ]  has the consonants-   sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sinna  thadi kattai  / kattai   thadi – small  wooden stick; sinna- small;  thadi- stick;  
kattai- wood.

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nadakka uthavum  sinna  kai  thadi – walking  stick ;  kai- hand;  thadi- stick;  nadakka- 
walk ; uthavum- helping.   

stick[E ]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
munivanudaiya / thavasi [Skt] udaiya - kai - thadi / thandam / thandayutham -   
aasaadam -  the hand pole of a monk ;  munivan- monk ;  kai thai - hand pole. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kathai [kaatai]  aayutham - club / stick  with on e thick  rounded  end used as weapon  
.
 
stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  otti irukka[ missing  letter- Ra -]   - adhere .

 stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  viraku kattai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - fire wood;  viraku- fire wood. 
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stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  mara kattai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  - wood ;  maram –tree; kattai- wood. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  kaandam-  a stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thaanku  kattai-  a wooden  block  which  supports  something. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sulli  kattai  [ missing  letter- la-] –fire wood . 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pisu  pisuppu  thanmai  konda [ missing  letter- pa-]  –sticking ; pisu pisuppu- sticky ; 
thanami- nature. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   vilaiyaattu  mattai [ missing  letter- la-] – play stick;  vilaiyaattu – game;  mattai- 
stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   vedi  thokuthi-  unit of  bombs ;  thokuthi- unit;  vedi -  bomb.

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   thaankiduka - bear/ withstand;  yaethaiyum thaankum   ithayam kondiuka .

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kampu naduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - post a stick ; kampu- stick;  naduka- post. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kuththu- stab.

stick[E ]  has the consonants- - sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
vida muyarchchi  seika [ missing  letter- Ra-]  – stick in .
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stick[E ]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
uruthiyaaka  iru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - stick by . 

stick[E ]  has the consonants- sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
seithida   thayanku- stick  at /  hesistation to do  ; thaykkam- hesitation.  

stick[E ]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pidivaatham[Skt]   pidikka [ missing  letter- pa-] –stick at. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thondai- kuzhiyil  otti kolla[ missing  letter- la-]   -  it sticks in  my throat ;  thondai- 
throat ;  otta -stick.   

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  sa- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
vaththi  kuchchi /thee kuchhci –match  stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
uoothu  vaththi-  incense stick . 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thaakku-  stick . 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kaattam-  small stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thee kadai  koal[  missing  letter-  la -]- sticks  to induce fire by friction ; thee-  fire;  
koal- stick. 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kadaiyum  maththu  / mantham -  churning  stick. 
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stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kadikai  - small stick . 

stick[E ]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kadippu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  drum stick .

adhuc : till then, till now, still, even now, besides, also, yet. 

adhuc has the composition- the- ka -ka-   and the meaning of the word is   avai 
meendum  aduththa murai  koodum  varai [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  till the session  
starts  for the next  time.  

now[E]  has the consonants - an  -va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ikkanamae- at  this moment. 

adicio : to direct, address, apply / to throw to. 

adicio has the composition- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is   kai kaattu- to 
direct .

adicio has the composition- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is   veettu  mukavari 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- house address;  vedu- house;  mukavari- address. 

adicio has the composition- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is   vazhi  kaattu 
[ missing  letter- zha-] -  guide .

throw[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- va-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thookki  thoora   erinthiduka- throw. 
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throw[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- va-  and the other interpretation  is vithir -  
throw out. 

throw[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- va-  and the other interpretation  is utharuka- 
throw out. 

throw[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- va-  and the other interpretation  is visirduka [
missing  letter- sa-]- throw off.

adimpleo : to fulfill, perform. 
 
adimpleo  has the composition- the- ma- pa- la- and the meaning of the word is  seyal 
pada  vaendum -  to  act [  missing letter-  sa -and- ka -]. 

adimpleo  has the composition- the- ma- pa- la- and the meaning of the word is  seyal 
padaththu  iyalaamai-  can not act / can not perform[ missing letter-  sa-]  [ antonym] .

adipiscor : to come up to, overtake, obtain. 

adipiscor  has the composition- the- pa- [-sa-]- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
kidaika   peruka -  to obtain .

obtain[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  adainthidu - obtain .

*****adiuvo : to help, aid, assist. 

adiuvo  has the composition- the- va - and the meaning of the word is  uthavi-  help;  
uthavidu- assist . 
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assist[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kai  kodiuththida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to give hand ; kai- 
hand;  kodukka- give. 

assist[E]  has the consonants- sa- sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
oththaasai  seithidu- assist .

assist[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
uthavi  seithidu [ missing  letter- ka-]   - to help .

aid  [E]   has the consonats-  the - and the original Tamil word is  uthavi [ missing  
letter- ka-]  - help .

aid  [E]   has the consonats-  the - and the other interpretation  is   uthaththam[Skt] - 
gift. 

administratio : giving of help, administration, government. 

administratio  has the consonants - the- ma -an -sa -the- Ra -the and the oringal  Tamil
word / meaning  is nandraaka  /seer mika aatchchi  - yaei-  arasu   seithida  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -– to offer the best  governance;  seer miku-  the best ;   arasu- 
government ;  aatchchi- governance.  

administratio  has the consonants - the- ma -an -sa -the- Ra -the and the other
interpretation  is nivaakam[Skt]  seithda vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]   - to govern;

nirvaakam- administration  .

administratio  has the consonants - the- ma -an –[-sa-] -the- Ra -the and the oringal
Tamil word / meaning  is variyavarukku uthavi  karam neetta  vaendum[ missing

letter- ka-] -  to lend helping hands to the poor ;  variyavar- poor; uthavi- help; karam-
hand. 
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admiratio : wonder, astonishment, surprise, admiration. 

admiratio  has the consonants - the- ma- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
perum   viyappai   tharukindra  ondru [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -] -  the  one that 
makes to wonder ;  perum-  big;  viyappu-  wonder; tharukindra-  giving ; ondru- one .

admiratio  has the consonants - the- ma- Ra -the -and the other interpretation is   
aachcharyam [Skt]  tharukindra  ondru  [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]- the  one that 
makes to wonder;  aachcharyam- wonder.

admiratio  has the consonants - the- ma- Ra -the -and the other interpretation is   
perum maththippu /  mathippu- uravu  / maraiyaathai    thara  vaendum/kodukka  
vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]-  to give great  respect ;   mathippu uravu - 
honor;  maththippu-  repect .

admiratio  has the consonants - the- ma- Ra -the -and the other interpretation is    
serum  sirappum -maana   mathippu  uravu  kodukka [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-  ka
-] -  to give great  respect;  sirappanna-  super ;  mathippu uravu- honor. 

surprise   has the consonants -[- sa-] - Ra -pa-  Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word /
meaning   is  ethir  paarathu  nadantha   ondru/ ethir paaratha athirchchi /    perum    
viyappai  tharukindra  ondru  / perum    aachcharyam [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -]  un 
xpected one/shock ;    big surprise;  viyappu- surprise;  perum  achcharyam[Skt] - big  
surprise;  athirchchi- shock .  

admiror : to wonder at, admire, marvel at. 

admiror   has the composition- the- [-ma-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
paaratta -  to  admire [ missing letter-  pa -]; paaratttum  manapaanmai ; manam 
perumitham adaiya . 
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wonder[E]  has the composition- va- an- the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
viyanthu paaratta- to  wonder  and praise[  missing letter-  pa -]; viyanthu-  to  
wonder;  paaratta-  to  admire.  

*****admitto : to admit, receive. 

admitto  has the composition- the- ma- the -and the meaning of the word is  
anumathithu  -  admit .

receive [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- [-sa-] - va  -and the original Tamil word is  peruka 
[ missing  letter- pa-]   - to receive .

admonitio : warning, reminder (insult - Herimann, p. 282). 

admonito  has the composition- the- ma -an -the -and the meaningof the word is   
manathai  punpaduththu-  to  hurt one’s mind [  missing letter-  pa -]-  manathu- mind;
punpaduththu- hurt.  

admonito  has the composition- the- ma -an -the -and the  other  interpretation of the
word is  avamaanam [Skt]  paduththa -  to insult  [  missing letters-  pa- and- ka -].

  admonito  has the composition- the- ma -an -the -and the meaningof the word is   
ninaivu  uootta  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to remind . 

admoveo :  to move to, bring up, apply. 
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admoveo  has the composition- the- ma- va -and the meaning of the word is 
vinnappam/ manu  kodukka-  to give the application  [  missing letter-  pa-] ;  
vinnappam-  application. 

adnuo : to nod assent. 

adnuo   has the consonants – the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  mandai -yei  
aattu -  the  shake the head  . 

adnuo   has the consonants – the- an- and the original Tamil  word is   udan padu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – agree .

adopto : to wish for oneself, adopt, select, pick out. 

adopto  has the composition- the- [- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is 
thaththu  edukka- [  missing letter-  ka -]-  to  adopt .  

adopto  has the composition- the- [- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  
manathu  aasai pada- [  missing letter- sa-] - the desiring  mind  ; manathu- mind;  
aasai- desire. .

pick [ E]  has the composition-  pa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  porukki  
edukka-  to  pick out [  missing letter- Ra-]  .

select [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-] - la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   
ullathil  nallathai  mattum  thaedi kodukka- give only the  good ones ; nallathi  -  good 
ones;  mattum-  only;  thaedi- to  search;  kodukka-  to  give . 
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adsidue assidue : continuously, without remission. 

assidue  has the composition-  sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thodarchchiyaa/ thodarnthu/thodar  - continuous/continue [ missing letter-  Ra-] .

continuously  [E]  has the composition- ka -[-an-] - the- [-an-] - sa- la- -and the 
meaning of the word is naetru , endru  matrum  naalai  yena   thinam thinam  
thodarchchiyaaka  -   daily  and  continuously[ missing letter-  Ra-] ; thodar  
kathaiyaaka - continuous  like  a  serial  .

adstringo : to draw together, tighten, bind. 

adstringo  has thecomposition- the -sa- the -Ra- an- ka-and the meaning of the word is
kayitrin  erandu  munai yaei yum ondraaka saerthiduka -  join the two  ends of the 
rope . 

adstringo  has thecomposition- the -sa- the -Ra- an- ka-and the meaning of the word is
ondrayium matrondaiyum  saerththu erukki  kattuka- tie the two together tightly .

bind [E]  has the consonants –-pa-an –the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pinaiththidu – bind. 

bind [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an –the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   inaiththidu- unite.

bind [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an –the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   katta  vaendum- tie. 

bind [E]  has the consonants – pa- an –the-  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  panthanam – tie/ fasten  .
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fasten [E]   has the consonants  -pa –[- sa-]  -the -an -and the interpretation  of the  
word is  panthanam – fasten .

adsum : to assist, be present, be near, be in attendance, 

adsum  has the composition- the- sa- ma- and the original  Tamil word is  oththaasai 
seithida vendum  -to assist .

adsum  has the composition- the- sa- ma- and the original  Tamil word is  uthavi  
seithida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to help. 

adsum  has the composition- the- sa- ma- and the original  Tamil word is  varukai   
thara  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and -Ra-]-  be in attendance .

adsum  has the composition- the- sa- ma- and the original  Tamil word is  arukae  
irunthida  vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra and- ka-] - be near ;  arukae- near ; iru- be .

adsumo (assumo) : to take to oneself, claim, appropriate, call. 

adsumo  has the composition- the-[- sa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil word is  koopida
vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]   -call .

adsumo  has the composition- the-[- sa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil word is  
azhaiththida  vaendum  [ missing  letters- zha -and -ka -]  -to invite/ call .

 adsumo  has the composition- the-[- sa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil word is   
poruththamaanthu  [ missing  letters-  pa- and -Ra  -] -  appropriate  /  fitting .
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adulatio : fawning, flattery, sycophancy, buttering up. 

adulatio  has the consonants - the- la -the - and the original Tamil  word  is  andi  
pizhaiththal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sychophancy .

adulatio  has the consonants - the- la -the - and the original Tamil  word  is  eena  
mozhi  mozhinthidu    - adulate. 

adulatio  has the consonants - the- la -the - and the original Tamil  word  is  poi- yaaka 
pukazhnthidu  [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -] -  flattery ;  poei- false;  pukazhanthidu -
praise .

adulescens : young man, youth, lad. 

adulescens has the composition- the- la -[-sa-]- en -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is   yaenthilaan -  young man .

adulescens has the composition- the- la -[-sa-]- en -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is   yaenthizhaal-  young  girl  .

adulescens has the composition- the- la -[-sa-]- en -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is elamaiyaana  manithan -  young man ;  elamai-  youth;  manithan- man.   

adulescens has the composition- the- la -[-sa-]- en -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is  vidalai  manithan -  youth [ missing letter-  ka -]. 

adulescens has the composition- the- la -[-sa-]- en -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is  thiralaan [ missing  letter- Ra -]  –youth .

lad has the composition-  la- the- and the meaning of the word is   vidalai-  youth 
[ missing letter-  ka -] ;  ilam  vayathinan ;  elaimaiyaana  manithan-  young man. 
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lad [E]   has the consonants-  la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  thiralaan    
[ missing  letter- Ra -] – youth  .

lad [E]   has the consonants-  la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  ila vattam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- youth .

lad [E]   has the consonants-  la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kattilamai –
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  youthful .

lad [E]   has the consonants-  la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  pillaiyaandaan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  young boy. 

adulescentia : youth 

adulescentia   has the consonants - the- la -[-sa-]  -[- sa-] - an -the  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   thiralaan [ missing  letter- Ra -] - youth. 

adulescentia   has the consonants - the- la -[-sa-]  -[- sa-] - an -the  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   yaenthal  padi  nilai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  adolescent  stage ;  
yaenthal- youth; padi nilai- stage .

adulescentia   has the consonants - the- la -[-sa-]  -sa- an -the  -and the original Tamil  
word is  vidalai  / kaalai / ilam  /   paruvaththinan  [ missing  letters-  ka- pa- and -Ra -]  
- youth  .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ilamai  
udaiya [ missing  letter- la-]  - youthful .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  yaenthal
nilai  [ missing  letter- la-]  - youthful.
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youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaarunniyam [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- youthful . 

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  paiththu
[missing  letter- pa-] –  pai / youth .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   pasu 
patham [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]- adolescence. 

                        *Look  out the absence of the letters -  pa –and- sa- in English  
and the  presence of  the letters- pa -and -sa in Tamil .

*youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saedan[ missing  letter- sa-] -  young man .

*youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  patti  
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  young man. 

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vadu 
[ missing  letter- ka- ]– youth. 

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vidai-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  youth .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  aadavan
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - young  man .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kedaa 
maadu  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  bull -  well grown  adolescent  boy .

youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
madanthai -  adolescent girl.
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youth  [E]  has the consonant - the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
maathankam [ missing  letter- ka-] - youth .

young   [E]  has the consonant – an- ka  - –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kunju [ missing  letter- sa-]  – small child  / small bird .

 young   [E]  has the consonant – an- ka  - –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vidankam [ missing  letter- the -] -  youth .

young   [E]  has the consonant – an- ka  - –and the other interpretation of the word is  
yuvan[Skt] -  youthful man .

adultus : (adj.) grown up, mature, adult, of age. 

adultus-  has the composition- the- la- the- [-sa-]and the meaning of the word is   
mutriya  nilaiyil ullathu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - matured.

adultus-  has the composition- the- la- the- [-sa-]and the meaning of the word is   
elam  kaalai  vayathu  konda  aan makan - the youth as  a young bull[  missing letter-  
ka -]   .

age [E]has the composition-  ka - and the meaning of the word is   akavai -  age .

age [E]has the composition-  ka - and the meaning of the word is   ukam  -age of 
earth . 

aged[E]  has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  vanthi- old 
woman .

aged[E]  has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   yayathaanavan 
– old man .
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aged[E]  has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   muthumai 
kondu – aged. 

adult[E]  has the consoants –the- la -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhuththa[ missing  letter- pa-]  – ripe. 

adult[E]  has the consoants –the- la -the – and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
ilamai  adaintha / ilamai  ettiya -  becoming  young .

mature[E] has theconsonants  -ma –the- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaningis 
mutriya/ mutriya  netru   -   ripe/ fully developed. 

mature[E] has theconsonants  -ma –the- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
muthirntha- matured .

maturity [E] has theconsonants  -ma –the- Ra - the and the interpretation  of the word
is piraayam[Skt]   adainthida  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to get matured .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -pa –pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   muther pooppu  adainthida/ adainthitta  thinam/ naar-   the first  
menstruation.   

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -pa –pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   poopu  neeraattu- puberty  celebration  .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[-pa-] - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  manja  thanni   neeraattu – puberty  celebration .
  
puberty [E]   has the consonants  -pa –pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is pirayam[Skt]   adainthitta ponnu   -  the girl who  has attained maturity  .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -pa –pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ponnu   periya   manusi  aana  thinam    /aatchchai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  
the day  when the girl  got matured . 
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puberty [E]   has the consonants  -pa –pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is thiru marai oathi   pooppu / punitha [Skt]  neeraattu -  the sacred  bath  
following  first  menstruation .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –[-pa-] - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   antha  muthar  moondru  naar  /thinam – those  first three  days 
[ of menstruation] .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –-pa-- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word /
meaning is   ponnu  samaintha  naar[ missing  letter- sa-] - first  menstruation .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –-pa-- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word /
meaning is  ponnu  utkaarntha  naar-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   first  menstruation.    

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –-pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   eru- paththu  ettu  naar kanakku [ missing  letter- ka-]-    twenty  days 
calculation [  menstrual cycle] .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  - pa-–pa - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   pen paruvam  adaintha naar  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  the girl attaining 
puberty .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  - [-pa-] -–pa - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   ponnu  vayathukku  vantha naar -[ missing  letter- ka-]-    the girl attaining 
puberty.

puberty [E]   has the consonants  - [-pa-] -–pa - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pen   muther  theettu  adaintha   naar – first menstruation .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –pa-- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   muther uthira / kuruthi poakku   vanthitta   naar --[ missing  letter- ka-]-    
first menstruation.
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puberty [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –[-pa-] - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   ruthuvaana [Skt]  naar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  first menstruation .

puberty [E]   has the consonants  - pa-–-pa - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ponnu / puththiri [Skt]  piraayam [Skt]  adaintha  naar/ thinam  [Skt] - the 
girl attaining puberty.

*****aduro (adustum) : to set fire to, burn, singe, kindle, light. 

adura has the composition-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eri- yoottu – to 
set fire. 

adura has the composition-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  anatru -  burn .

adura has the composition-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  neruppu  idu 
/moottu- to  set fire [ missing letter-  pa -] ; neruippu-  fire;  idu-  to  make. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   idu –
put.

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  podu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – put.

set [E] has the consonants- sa- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
saainthidu/ oaeinthidu  -   rest

set [E] has the consonants- sa- the - and the other interpretation  is   asthamanam 
[Skt] - sun  set .

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
vaiththidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - place.
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set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
amaithhtidu – establish .

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
nulaiththidu  [ missing  letter- la-]- insert.  

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
inaiththidu- join/ inai .

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
thodanku / thuvanku [ missing  letter- ka-] - start.

set [E] has the consonants- sa- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   sari 
paduththu  [ missing  letters- pa- and -  Ra-] – adjust. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
iyakkidu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- direct. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thokuthi-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   unit. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
iruthidu  / amarththidu [Skt][ missing  letter- Ra-] –appoint.

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the other interpretation  is  niyamiththidu
[Skt]  -appoint.

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
eedu paduththu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - involve. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
petti-[ missing  letter- pa-] - box/ apparatus.
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set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is   
erattai [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  pair. 

set [E] has the consonants- sa- the - and the other interpretation  is  sodi   -pair.

set [E] has the consonants- sa- the - and the other interpretation  is  jathai [Skt] - pair. 

set [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning is  
niruththu [ missing  letter- Ra-]– station.

set up [E] [a pole]   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –the- pa -and the original Tamil  word 
is  nippaattu -  to erect. 

to burn [E]  has the consonants - the- pa- Ra- an - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  neruppu  moottu  -to make fire;  neruppu- fire;  moottu- kindle  . 

singe [E] has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   theenji [
missing  letter- the -] -  charred .

*****advenio : to come, arrive, reach. 

advenio  has the composition- the -va -an-and the meaning of the word is  vanthidu – 
come . 

advenio  has the composition- the -va -an-and the meaning of the word is  vara  
vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   – to come   

advenio  has the composition- the -va -an-and the meaning of the word is   varukai   
thara  vaendum –to visit. 

advenio  has the composition- the -va -an-and the meaning of the word is   vanthu-  
came;  nadanthu  vanthidu -  come by walk.  
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arrive  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- Ra- va -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
tharai   erankiduka  [ missing  letter- the -]   -land ;  tharai- land;  erankiduka- get 
down.

arrive  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- Ra- va -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
sendru  saernthida  vendum   [ missing  letters- sa-and -the -] -to get there .
 

adversus : (adj.) facing, opposite, opposing. 

adversus  has the composition- the- va- Ra-  [-sa-] -[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the 
word is  ethirkka-to  oppose  .

 adverto : to turn towards, direct one's attention to, attract. 

adverto  has the composition-  the- va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kavanaththai  thiruppum vannam -  to  distract one’s  attention /mind;  naeradiyaaka  
kavanaththai  kaattu - to  direct one ‘s attention.

direct [ E] -  has the composition-  the- Ra-  ka-[- the-]  and the meaning of the word is 
naeradiyaaka-  directly ;  naeradiyakaa kavanathai kaattu- to direct one’s attention. 

advoco : to summon, call / call in an advisor. 

advoco  has the composition- the -va- ka - and the meaning of the word is  koovi  
alaithiduka   to  call/to  summon [ missing letter-  la-];  vakkilai  alaithiduka -  call the 
lawyer;  vakkil-  lawyer;  alaithiduka -  to  call . 
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call[E]   has the composition- ka -la- la-  and the meaning of the word is   aalai    
alaikka- /vilikka  [Malayalam]  -  to  call .

summon [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -an  -and the original Tamil word is    
mannanin  aanai-   king’s order; mannan- king;  aanai- order . 

aedificium edificium : building, structure. 

aedificium  has the composition-  the- [-pa-] - ka- ma - -and the meaning of the word 
is  kattidam -  building.

aedificium  has the composition-  the- [-pa-] - ka- ma - -and the meaning of the word 
is   veedu  katta  vaendum- to build a house;  veedu- house;  kattu- build. 

building [E] has the composition-  -pa- la -the -an- ka -   and the meaning  of the word 
is  veetai  katti  yezhuppa  vaendum  -to build  the house; veedu- house;  kattu- build. 

building [E] has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -the -an- ka -   and the meaning  of the 
word is  kallai  kondu  kattiya  kattidam-  the building built  with stones .

building [E] has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -the -an- ka -   and the meaning  of the 
word is    sen kal  kondu  kattiya kattidam/veedu [  missing letter-  sa-] -  the 
building/house  built with bricks ;  senkal- brick;   kaatu- build. 

building [E] has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -the -an- ka -   and the meaning  of the 
word is   kallu  munnai  kondu  kattiya/ katta patta  veedu - the house built with mud ;  
kal- stone;  mun- sand;  kattu- build.   . 

building [E] has the composition-  pa- la -the -an- ka -   and the meaning  of the word 
is   panai  olai   kondu  maeya patta  kudisi   veedu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  mud house 
thatched with palm reeds ;  panai  olai- palm reed;  kudisai- hut.  
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cement [E]  has the consonants - sa -ma –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
munsaanthu -  sand paste. 

cement [E]  has the consonants - sa -ma –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
sunnaampu  -  mun saanthu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - lime- sand paste .

aeger eger : sick, ill. 

eger has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   arokiyam [ Skt] 
inmai-  lack of health  ;arokiyam- health; inmai- without. 

eger has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  udal nala kuraivu - 
loss of health[  missing letters-  the -and- la -] ; udal -  body ; nalam-  health;  kuraivu-  
loss/little . 

sick [E] has the composition – [- sa-] -ka -and the meaning of the word is  novu- 
disease. 

sick [E] has the composition - sa-ka -and the meaning of the word is  suka veenam[Skt]
/seeku  -  sickness;  saka -  to  die  . 

ill [E] has the consonants - la - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  nalam illai - 
not doing  well ;  nalam- health;  illai- without.

illness[E]   has the consonants – la- sa-   and the original Tamil  word is  masalam -  
disease. 

ill[E]   has the consonants – la-  -  and the original Tamil  word is nali –disease. 

ill[E]   has the consonants – la-  -  and the original Tamil  word is nalam-  health  
[antonym] .
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illness[E]   has the consonants-  la -an -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  noasal-  
illness. 

to ail [E]  has the consonants-  the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  noathal-  to ail . 

to ail [E]  has the consonants-  the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  noa -paduthal 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - becoming weak. 

to ail [E]  has the consonants-  the -la -and the original Tamil  word is   noai uruthal  
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- to ail .

aegre egre : (adv.) hardly, scarcely, with difficulty, laboriously. 

aegre  has the composition-  ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  theevaramaaka -
intensively ;  arai kuraiyaaka-  with little  [interest] ;  mika mika   kuraivaana  -  very  
little   . 

aegresco : to become ill, grow worse, be ill. 

aegresco  has the composition- ka- Ra- sa -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  
saakum  naram  vara  irukka/nerunka   -  the time to die  is about to  come .

aegresco  has the composition- ka- Ra- sa -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  udal   
noi yin  arikurikal   athikaraikka theviramaana   sikichchi / vaiththiyam  maer kolla  
vaendum - [  missing letters- la- and- the -]  when the symptoms of the body  illness  
are getting worse intensive care is needed. 

aegresco  has the composition- ka- Ra- sa -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  sakum 
tharvaai -  about to die [ missing letter-  the -].  
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aegretudo egretudo : sickness, mental illness. 

egritudo has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kirukkuthanam  kondu -  to  become mentally ill ;  kirukkuthanam  konda manithan- 
mentally ill person. 

egritudo has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  udar 
nokkaadu/ noavu   kondu -  sickness;  udal- body ;  nokkaadu/ noavu  –sickness. 

egritudo has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the - and the meaning  udar  arokiyam [Skt]
indri  – without health ;  udar- body;  arokiyam- health; indri- without. 

aegrotatio egrotatio : sickness, illness. 

egrotatio has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the -and the meaning of the word is  udal  
nala  kuraivu  kondu /kondavar - sikness/ sick person [ missing letter-  la -] .

egrotatio has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
roakam[Skt]   kandida -  to have illness;  roakam- sickness. 

egrotatio has the composition- ka- Ra- the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
arokkiyam[Skt]   kettida – lack of health ; arokkiyam – health.

ill[ E]  has the composition- la - and the meaning of the word is nalam  inmai -  lack of  
health.

 sick[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is noavu- 
disease. 
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                          Sanskrit  word-   Kirutha yuga.

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  Thiraavidarin /  then -naattavar   kavar  padu kootru  [  missing  letter- 
pa-] - the  secret wordings  of the Dravidian/ southern  people .   

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  maanthar inam  kurinchchi  nilaththil  vaazhnthitta  kaala kattam 
[ missing  letter- la-] - dwelling in  Kurinchchi .

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  maanthar  ina  thoraththin    muthan  muthar kaala  kattam/ kaala  
akavai  [  missing  letter- la-]- the  first   period  of the  human race ;  muthar-  first ;  
kalam- time ;  akavai –age. 

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation  is   kar/ kal  aayuthankal  kaattu miraandikalin   vaazhkkai 
payan  paattirkku  vantha   naeram / akavai  [ missing  letter- pa –and- la-] -  the 
age  /era of  stone weapons  ;  kar – stone;  aayutham -  weapons;  kal aayuthankal 
[ stone weapons] – lithic ;  kaattu miraandi – scavenger ; payan- use;  vaazhkkai-  
life;  naeram- era;  akavai –age. 

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   pandaiya / palaiya   kar kaalam/ naeram / kaala   akavai /  kaala  alavai 
[ missing  letter- pa –and- la-] – paleo lithic  period ;  pandaiya- old ;  palaiya- paleo ; 
kal aayuthankal [stone weapons] – lithic;  kaalam- time;  naeram- era ;  akavai- age;  
alavai -estimate. 

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   aadai  indri /kaadukalil    vilankukalai   vaettai   aadi  /  kidaikkum  
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pazha / kani / kaai   /kizhanku   vakaikalai  undu /  meen pidiththu/  thinnu   
moothaathayar  kaattu miraandikalaaka   vaazhntha  kaalam [ missing  letters- pa 
-and -la-] – the  time when our ancestors  lived  as  scavengers  in forests  hunting  
animals ,   gathering  fruits and  legumes;  aadi- cloth;  indri-  without;  kaadu –forest
;  vilanku-  animal;  vaettaiaadu-  hunting ;  pazham- fruit;   kani- fruit;  kizhanku- 
legumes  ; meen- fish ;  undu –ate;  kaattu miraandi- scavenger;  kaalam- time. 

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  moothaathaiyar  naakarekamatru[Skt] /   panpaadu  indri   
naadoadikalaaka  vaazhnthitta  kaalam  [ missing  letters- pa -and – la-] -- the period 
when our ancestors  lived an uncivilized  nomadic life ;  moothathaiyar –ancestor;  
panpaadu –culture/ civilization;  nadoadi-  nomads;   kaalam- time.   

Kirutha yuga  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation  is   pinthaiya  kar kaalaththil maanthar  inam  paalukku  
vaendi  aadu maadukalai   / kaal nadaikalai  valarththu  mattum indri   nilankalai   
pan paduththi /  neer eraiththu  /  uzhavu  thozhlilum  eedu pattanar [ missing  
letters-  pa- and -la-] -  in the neo lithic period  humans started   domesticatins 
animals   and indulging in agricultural works;  pinthaya -   later;  kar kaalm-  stone 
age;  maanthar-  humans; inam- race;  paal- milk;  aadu  maadukal-  goats and cows; 
kaal nadai- cattle;  nilam- land;  uzhavu  thozhil- agriculture / ploughing  .  

                      Sanskrit  word-    dwapara yuga.

dwapara yuga  has the consonants - the – va- pa- Ra- ka -  and the original Tamli  
word / meaning is   maanthar   ina thoattraththin / vaazhkkai  thodarin / kadanthu  
vantha  paathiyin   erandaavathu   paruvam/  kaala   kattam / padi nilai/  
naeram[  missing  letter- la-]   -  the 2nd stage / era of the human race  ;  maanthar-  
inam -  human race;  thoatram- appearance ;  erandaavathu – 2nd;  kaalam - time ;  
kattam-  stage;  padi nilai -  stage. 
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dwapara yuga  has the consonants - the – va- pa- Ra- ka -  and the original Tamli  
word / meaning is  eruvai  kanimam   makkalin   payan  paattirkku   vantha   
paruvam /  kaalam   akavai /  naeram[ missing  letter- -la-]  -  the era when copper  
came  into use ;  eruvai-  copper ;  kanimam- metal;  payan - use;  akavai- age;  
naeram- era .

dwapara yuga  has the consonants - the – va- pa- Ra- ka -  and the original Tamli  
word / meaning/ interpretation  is   naadodi vaazhkkai  vaazhnthitta  makkal  oru 
idaththil  nilai  petru/  vuzhavu  thozhilil  eedu pattu  /paal  patraa kuraikku  aadu 
maadukalai    veedukalil   valarththu /   kudi yim kudiththanamumaaka /  siru  siru  
uoorklaail  / panda maatraththil  eedu pattu  panpaadu  pera thuvankiya  paruva   
kaalam [ missing  letter- la-] -  the time when the nomadic  humans started settling 
in small villages  doing   agricultural works and  trading ;   naadoadi-nomads;  
vaazhkkai- life;  makkal-  people;   oru  idam-  at one palce;  nilai  petru- stabilize ; 
uzhavu  - ploughing;  kudiththnam- family ;  siru-small ;  uoor-  village ;  panda 
maatram-  exchange of goods;  panpaadu-  civilization .   

dwapara yuga  has the consonants - the – va- pa- Ra- ka -  and the original Tamli  
word / meaning/ interpretation  is  manthar ina  varalaatrukku mur patta  kaala 
kattam/ paruvam  [ missing  letter- la-] - pre historic peiod of human race;  
varalaaru-  history    .

                          Sanskrit  word-  thretha yuga.

thretha  yuga  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation is  moondraavathu  kattam/ akavai - 3rd  stage ;  3rd age. 

thretha  yuga  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning/  interpretation  is    karum pon-  irumpu  kanimam  makkalin  andaraada 
payan pattukku  vantha  kaalam/ kaala kattam / paruvam [ missing letters- pa –and- 
la-] -  the iron age ;  karum -pon-  black  gold- iron;  irumpu- iron;  makkal- people;  
payan- use;  kaalam- period;  kattam- stage ;  paruvam- time/ season .
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thretha  yuga  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation is   maanthar ina  varalaatru  kaalam – the period of  
human  history .

thretha  yuga  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation is  mozhi   /ezhuththu  vadivam/  kalai / ilakkiyam /  isai  
/aadar  paadar  /ariviyal / panpaadu  valarnthitta  kaalam [ missing  letters-  pa- sa- 
and- la-] -  the period of  the development  of language/ letters/ arts and science  / 
literatures  / dance and music.
thretha  yuga  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning / interpretation is  siru, kuru , peru  arasukal  thondriya  kaala 
kattam[ missing  letters- sa – pa- and- la-]  -  the period of the origin of small and big 
kingdoms. 

                        Sanskrit word-   Kali  yuga.
Kali yuga   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  naalam  
kaalamae  nikal kaalam aakum  – present time  is the 4rth period .  

Kali yuga   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ariviyal  
kaalam [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  the era of science .

aeneus eneus : made of copper or bronze, brazen. 

aneus  has the  compositionan -  an- sa- and the original tamil word / meanings  
sempu  kanimam [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -] - copper metal ; sempu- copper; 
kanimam- metal. 
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aneus  has the  compositionan -  an-sa- and the original Tamil word / meanings   ven 
kalaththaal  seithathu  [ missing  letters- the- ka -and - la -]  - bronze ;  venkalam- 
bronze;  seithathu- made.

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka-   pa-- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   karpam  -copper. 

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka-  [-  pa-] -- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is    kannaar- smith. 

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka-  [-  pa-] -- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   kaamiyar- smith.  

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka-- [- pa-] - Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thaamira  kanimam . [  missing  letter- the ] - copper metal ;  thaamiram- 
copper; kanimam- metal .

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-] - - Ra  -and the other interpretation is   
aravintham [ missing  letter-  the -]–copper .

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka- pa- - Ra  -and the other interpretation is 
uthumpara  kanimam  [ missing  letter-  the -]-copper;   uthumparam- copper;  
kanimam- metal. 

copper[E]   has the consonants-  ka- pa- - Ra  -and the other interpretation is   
pithaaka   paeram [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]- copper. 

bronze[E]  has the consonants-   pa-Ra -an- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thaamiramum     thakaramum  saernta  vaarppu -   karum  kaesam [ missing  
letters- ka -and-  the -]  - copper  and  tin ;  thaamiram- copper;   thakaram- tin .

brass[E]   has the consonants  -pa –Ra- [- sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the word is  
aaru patham [ missing  letter- the -] –brass. 
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brass[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –Ra- [- sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  aaram- brass. 

aequitas equitas : justice, fairness, equity. 

equitas  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is y 
naduvu- justice. 

equitas  has the composition- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is yaarodum  
saaratha  vannam  neethi  yaei  /sittaththai  /sattaththai   kaakka -[  missing letter-  Ra 
-]  do not take sides while  giving justice;  sittam-  justice; sattam- law. 

equitas  has the composition- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
samththuvam[Skt]   –  equity /  impartiality . 

justice[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  - [- sa-] - the - [- sa-] -  and the meaning of  the 
word is   thaaththu -  justice. 

justice[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  - [- sa-] - the - [- sa-] -  and the meaning of  the 
word is  nadu- justice. 

justice[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  - [- sa-] - the - [- sa-] -  and the meaning of  the 
word is   neethi [Skt] –justice;  neethi aatchchi . 

fairness[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- an- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  
saarpu  yaethum  indri -  fair [ missing letter-  the -].

fairness[E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- an- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  
sariyaana- right one.  
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                          Sanskrit  word  aakirasukaamiyam [  similarity between the coir  and 
the snake] .

aakirasukaamiyam  has the consonants - ka Ra- sa- ka -ma - and the originalTamil  
word is  kayirukkum   saarai paampukkum/ karunaakaththirukkum   -aana  
otrumai / oppuvamai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the similarity between the coir and the 
snake/ cobra  / water snake.

aequus, equus : level, even, calm, equal, favorable, just. 

equus-  has the composition- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  okka  
-equal. 

equus-  has the composition- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  samamaaka-  
equal .

 equus-  has the composition- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  manam  amaithi
kaaka  /kaana [ missing  letter- the -] -  be calm / calm. 

equus-  has the composition- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  saathakamaaka -
[ missing letter-  the -]- favorable.

level[E]  has the composition-  la -va- la - and the meaning of the word is  vella alavu -  
flood level; vellam-  flood; alavu-  level/  measurement;  veli alavu- outer 
measurement ; ull  alavu-  inner measurement ; kaal  alavu - level up to the legs;  
alavai  alakka-  to  measure  the level .

even [E]  has the composition- va- an -  and the meaning of the word is  samanaaka-
[  missing letter - sa-]   even .

just[ E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  neethi -  
justice;  neethimaan- just person.   
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just[ E]   has the composition- [-sa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is  nodi -   a 
moment /a second  .

just [E]  has the consonants - [-  sa-]  -[- sa-] - the  -and the oirignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  nadu nilaimai[ missing  letter- la-]- fairness. 

just [E]  has the consonants - [-  sa-]  - sa- the  -and the oirignal Tamil word / meaning 
is  semmai udaiya  - justness. 

just [E]  has the consonants - [-  sa-]  - [- sa-] - the  -and the oirignal Tamil word / 
meaning is   naduvum - neutrality .

                The most  sacred  Dravido Egyptian letter - Ra –
                                    Ra=  sun / life 

aer, aeris : air, atmosphere, ether, weather. 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  ari-  air.

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  sameeran [ missing  
letter- sa-]- air. 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  neroopam   [missing  
letter- pa-]  -air. 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   pira seenam [ missing
letters- pa- and -sa-] – air. 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  marukkam  [ missing  
letter- ka-] –air. 
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aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  maarutham [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  air .

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is / kaar iraivan   /   
varunan [ Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]   – god of  air;   kaar-  air ; iraivan –god.  

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  kaatru[ missing  
letters- ka- and- the -]-  –air. 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is neer-  water;  maari-  
rain . 

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is uyir-  life .

aer  has the composition-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is
piraanan [Skt] missing  letter-- pa-] - life. 

ether[E]   has the composition -  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thanneer-  
water;   kaatru-  air /wind [  missing letter-  ka -] .

weather [E] has the composition-  va- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is kaatru-
air /wind .

weather [E] has the composition-  va- the- Ra - and the other meaning of the word is  
thaara vaani[Skt]  – wind/ kaatru  .

aestas estas : summer. 

estas has the composition- [-sa-] - the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  kodai  
samayam  - summer  time [ missing letter-  ka -] ; kodai-  summer;  samayam-  time .
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estas has the composition- [-sa-] - the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  soodu 
samayam-   hot time;  soodu-  hot;  samyam-  time .  

aestivus estivus : pertaining to summer. 

estivus  has the composition- sa- the- va- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kodai  samayam-  summer time.

summer[E] has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  uruma
naeram- summer. 

summer[E] has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  varam
[ missing  letter- ka-]– summer. 
  
season [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] – [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is  
pun [ missing  letter- pa-] –season. 

aestus estus : heat, tide. 

aestus has the composition-  sa - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   soodu - 
heat ; 

aestus has the composition-  [-sa-]  - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thooimaiyaanathu - tidy.  

tide  [E]  has the consonants -  the -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thoimaiyaanathu - clean / pure.

tide[E]  has the consonants -  the -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
neerottam[ missing  letter- Ra -]- stream .
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heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
soodaakku [missing  letter- sa-] - heat  [v] . 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
sooddaaka- [ missing  letter- sa-]- warm. 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
kothikka -  boiling .

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
mikuthiyaana  veppam [ missing  letter- pa-] - hot .

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  thaki / 
thakikka- heat . 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
thakam/ thakanam - hot. 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
thakippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- heat .

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
nithaakam – heat. 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
vithaakam- heat. 

heat[E]  has the consonants - ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
vathakka-  fry/ heat .

 to boil  [E]  has the consonants  -  the- [-pa-]- la - and the original Tamil  word is  ulai 
vaitththal / vaela vaiththal  [ missing  letter- ka-]   - to cook .
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to boil  [E]  has the consonants  -  the- [- pa-] - la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is samaiththal [ missing  letter- sa-]  - to cook. 

*****aetas : an age, stage, period of life, time, era. 

aetas has the composition-  the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  maedai -  
stage.  

aetas has the composition-  the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   vayathu  
[ missing  letter –ka-] –age .

aetas has the composition-  the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  padi maedai  
[ missing  letter- pa-] -stage[ of life] .

aetas has the composition-  the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kaala   
kattam [ missing  letters- ka -and- la-  ]- period of time;  kaalam- time;  kattam -phase. 

stage[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is naadaka  maedai - stage;  naadakam- drama;  maedai- dais  .

stage[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   naadaka    kalai [ missing  letter-la-] -dramatic literature;  kalai- art;  naadakam-  
drama.

stage[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  naadaka maedai- -  drama  stage .

stage[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaethikai  [Skt] -  stage .

stage  [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kooththu maedai  -  platform for street play  .
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stage  [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  aadu  koodam – the palce where people  dance .

stage [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kattam  -  point / period/  phase/ stage .

stage [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nadikan- actor;  nadikka- act. 

stage[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  maedai  padi kattu- [ missing  letter- pa-]  stage  steps ;  step -  padi .

era [E]  has the consonants  - Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  naeram- 
time.   

period[E]  has the  consonants –[- pa-]- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word is   
gnaattrai – period. 

period[E]  has the  consonants –[- pa-]- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word is   
thaandri – time period.  

periods [E]  has the  consonants –[- pa-]- Ra -the –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is
theettu  naeram-  menstrual time .

periods [E]  has the  consonants –[- pa-]- Ra -the – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
is antha  moondru  thinam/ naar -  those three days; antha- those;  moondru- three; 
day -  thinam.  

period[E]  has the  consonants – pa-Ra -the -and the original Tamil word is  paada   
naeram  -  lesson  time  [ in the class room] ; paadam  - lesson ; naeram- time.
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aeternus eternus : eternal, everlasting, without end. 

eternus  has the composition-  the - Ra- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thotramamum/aathi yum  [Skt]   eruthiyum/ anthamum[Skt]  indri  -  without the 
beginning and without the end ; thotram-  beginning;  erithi-  end;  indri-  without .

ager (agri) : farm, field, acre. 

ager has the composition- ka-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   kaani karai - farm 
land .

acre[E] has the composition- ka -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is kaani  karai - 
farm land; oru  kaani-  one acre. 

farm [E]  has the consonants - pa -Ra -ma- and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
perum  pannai-  big  estate. 

aggero : to make a mound, heap up, increase. 

aggero  has the consonants-  ka- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
athikarikka   /athikarikka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -] - to increase  .

aggero  has the consonants-  ka- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
manar  kundru  ondrai  kuvikka / uruvakka  vaendum[ missing  letter- the-] - to make a 
mound ;  manar kundru- mound;  uruvaakka- to make. 

aggredior : to go to, approach, address, attack. 
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aggredior has the composition - ka -Ra- the- Ra- -and the meaning of the word is  
paeyar  uoor ,  theru ,  veedu  aakiyavattrin    paeyrum  ennum  adankiya   
oruvarudaiya   mukavari - name of the person,  his city ,  street,  house and the 
number of the house  is his address[  missing letter-  pa -] .

aggredior has the composition- ka- Ra the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
ethtiriyaei /  ethiri  yin  veettai /  naattai / uoorai   nandraaka  adiththu  norukki   
thaakkuka- -  attack the enemy ,  his house  and his town. 

attack [E]  has the composition- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  adikka / 
thaakka;  beat/attack; kadikka-  to  bite ; odikka/odaikka -  to  break . 

address[E]   has the consonants-   the- the- Ra -[-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  koodiya  kottaththin munnae   paer  urai aatruka  [ missing  letter- 
ka-]  -make a speech   before the audience ; paer urai- speech/ paechchu.    

address[E]   has the consonants-   the- the- Ra -[-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  thanki  irukkum   veettin  mukavari [ missing  letter- ka-]  house 
address;  veedu- house; mukavari- address. 

  
agnitio : recognition, knowledge. 

agnito  has the composition- ka- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kandukka –
to recognize.

agnito  has the composition- ka- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  manathu  
kandu  kondida - to  recognize / identify .

agnito  has the composition- ka- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is arivum  
thiramaiyum  konda  oru  manithan  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  a man with  knowledge 
and talent. 
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knowledge[E]  has the composition-  ka - an - va- la -the- sa -  and the meaning of the 
word is  mana  kannai  vizhiththida   seithal  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  –to  
awaken the sleeping mind;  ;  manam- mind;  kan- eye;  vizhiththida- awake. 

knowledge[E]  has the composition-  ka - an - va- la -the- sa -  and the meaning of the 
word is  ulakil ulla  ella kalaikalaiyum  katru  arithu  thaerchi  adainthu  arivum  
thiramaiyum  oruvar kolla   vaendum -  one should master all the available arts and 
sciences of the world to  gain knowledge and talent [  missing  letter-  Ra-].    

recognition- [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka - ka -an- the -an - and the meaning of the
word is  oruvarai  mathithuthu   ankikaaram  koduththu   avarai   mariyaathaiyodu  
nadaththa vaendum   - to give respect  and  recognize  someone and treat  him with 
dignity  .  

                       English  word – affinity .

affinity  has the consonants  -[ -pa-]  –na- the -and the original Tamil  word is -  
naattam-  affinity .

                     English  word-  agnate  .

agnate has the consonants – ka- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is gnaathi-  
agnate. 

agnosco : to know again, recognize, report, understand, admit. 

admit[E]   has the consonants - the -ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
anumathithidu -admit. 

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   anumaththikka    vaendum[ misissng  letter- the -] - to admit .
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agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kandathai  / kanda kaatchiyaei meendum   kandu  ariya  vaendum[ 
missing  letters-  the -and- Ra -]   -to recognize what has seen earlier .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is yaetru  kondida vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and- Ra -]  - to admit / 
accept .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is arikkai  koduththida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and- Ra -]  - to give 
the report; arikkai- report  .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is eduththu uraikka vandum[ missing  letters-  the -and- Ra -] - to report. 

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an- sa- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
nadantha  ondrai seithi -yaaka   thara  vaendum-[  missing  letters-  the -and- Ra -]   to 
give a report of what has happened;   nadantha  ondru-  one that has  happened;  
seithi - news .

agnosco : to recognize, understand, perceive. 

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  manam  kandu  kondidu/    kandu  unara / ariya   vaendum [ missing  
letters- the- and- Ra -] -  to know / to understand   /to make out .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   koornthu  kavaniththida  vaendum-  [ missing  letters- the- and- Ra -]-  to 
observe .
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agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   yaetru  kondida   vaendum [ missing  letters- the- and- Ra -] - to accept/ 
acknowledge .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an-[- sa-] - ka - and the  other interpretation  is   
ankikaaram[Skt]   seithiduka  [ missing  letters- the- and- Ra -]  - to give recognition .

agnosco   has the consonants - ka -an- sa- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thakka/ sirantha   mathippu uravu   koduththida  vaendum- to respect / to give 
recognition ;  maththippu uravu -respect.

perceive[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- [- sa-]  –va- and the original  Tamil  word is 
vaeru  paattai  kandu  ariya / unara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] –to identify / to 
make out/ to distinguish .

perceive[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- [- sa-]  –va- and the original  Tamil  word is 
nangu   purinthu  kondidda  vaendum -[ missing  letter- the -] -to understand. 

ago (egi actum ) : to spend time, live / manage, drive, lead. 

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vaazhkai  vaazhnthida vaendum[ missing  letter- zha-]- to live the life ;  
vaazhkkai - life/ pizhaippu  ;  vaazhnthida/ vaazha -  to live .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vazhi   kaattida  vaendum [ missing  letter- zha-] - to show the way .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kaalaththai   kazhiththida    vaendum -  to spend time;  kaalam- time;  
kazhiththida  -to spend .
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egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kan -kaanththida  vaendum- to supervise .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kai aandida  vaendum - to handle   .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  nadaththa / nadaththti   kaattida  vaendum- to run/ to manage .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kattaaya  paduththa vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to compel .

egiactum   has the consonants -ka- ka -the- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kattu paduththa  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]  to control .

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is    vaazhkkai- life. 

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is    valamaana  
vaazhvu-  wealthy  life .

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   il  vaazhkkai  - 
domestic life. 

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is    vaazhkkai    vaazha 
-to live .

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   nikazhvu- one that 
is happening [ live programme] .

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   nala vaazhvu- 
healthy life ;  nalam- health ;  vaazhvu - life. 
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live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   kanavu  vaazhakkai 
-  deamy  life.

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   kalavu  vaazhkkai-  
sexual life.

live[E]   has the consnants-  la -va - and the orignal Tamil  word is   veezh  naal-  useless
days  of life.  

  

alienus : somebody else's, foreign, alien, strange, different. 

alienus   has the composition- la- an- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is  ayalaan -  
alien /stranger.

alienus   has the composition- la- an- -sa-and the meaning of the word is   
milaechchan -  foreigner. 

alienus   has the composition- la- an- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is  veli naadu 
[ missing letter-  ka -and- the -]  -   foreign .

alienus   has the composition- la- an- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is  vaetru  
kirakaththil  irunthu vanthavan[  missing letters-  ka - Ra - and -the -] -  alien ; vaetru  
kirakam-  different planet .  

alienus   has the composition- la- an- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is   indru  
varai  yaarum  kandiraatha / kaettiraatha  ondru  -  so far no one has seen / heard ;  
indru  varai-  till today;  yaarum-  no one ;  kandiraatha -  un known;  kaettiraatha-  
unheard  .
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foreigners[E]  has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- an – Ra- sa  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  pura nattai/ vaetru naattai saernthavar  [missing letter- the -] -   people 
belonging  to other nation  ;  pur anaadu- foreign. 

foreign[E]  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaetru  naadu [ missing  letter- the -] foreign . 

foreign  [E]  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thodarpu / uravu  indri -un related ;  uravu- realtion; indri- without .

foreign  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kandariyaa  ondru/  kaettu ariyaa ondru-[missing  letter- the -]  - un 
familiar;  un seen / un heard.  

foreign  [E]  has the consonants - pa-- Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaeru patta  ondru [missing  letter- the -]  -different one .

foreign  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadar  kadantha [ missing  letter- the -]  - over seas. 

foreign  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- ka- an  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikuthiyaana  thooram konda [missing  letter- the -] - far/ distant ;  
thooram- distance.

alien [ E]   has the consonants - la- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ayalaan- foreigner .

alioqui : (adv.) otherwise. 

alioqui  has the consonants -la- ka  -and the origna;l Tamil  word / meaning is   innoru  
vakayil / innoru  vazhiyil/   vaeru oru vakaiyil  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - other wise .
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alioqui  has the consonants -la- ka  -and the orignal  Tamil  word / meaning is   illa vidil 
[ missing  letter- the -]  -other wise .

aliqua : some. 

aliqua  has the consonants - la -ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ennikkaiyil   konjam - few numbers .

 aliqua  has the consonants - la -ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    konjam 
alavae [ missing  letter- sa-] - little quantity   .

some[E]  has the consonants  -sa- ma -and the original Tamil  word is   konjam [missing
letter- sa-] - some .

                       English  word -always .
always  has the consoants - la -va –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is allum  
pakalum-[ missing  letter-  pa-]   -night and day .

aliquando : at any time, sometimes, occasionally, at last. 

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  munthaiya  naatkalil / munthaiya  kaalaththil  -  some time  back / in the past .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  sila   samayankalil- mattum  thaan [ missing  letter- sa-]   - only  occasionally ;  sila- 
some;   samyankalil- times.
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aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  konja  naatkalaka -thaan -[  missing  letter- sa-]   only recently .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  anaiththu  naatkalilumae  / anaiththu kilamaikalilumae-   all  days ;  anaithum- all; 
naatkal- days;  kilamai- days  . 

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  ekkanththilumae  thaan  - at any moment .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  ella  kaaalaththilumae - thaan- at all time ;  ellam- all ;  kaalm- time/season. 

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  ella   naerankalilumae/ tharunankalilumae[Skt]  thaan[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - all all 
time ;  ellam- all;  naeram- time.

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  ella  pozhuthukalilumae  thaan [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  at  all times ;  ellam- all;  
pozhuthu -times.
 
aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   pakal  vaelaikalil  /  pozhuthil   mattum thaan- [ missing  letter-  pa-] -   only  at  day 
time  ;  pakal- day ;  vaelai- time.

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kaalai   vaelaikalil  mattum thaan -  only at  morning  time only   ;  kaalai vaelai- 
morning time .

  aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maalai vaelaikalil  mattum thaan -  only  at evening  time ;  maalai  vaelai- 
evening hours. 
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aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  eravu  naerankalil  mattumae [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - only  at night time;  eravu- 
night  ;  naeram- time .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kodai  kaalaththil  mattum thaan - only during summer times; kodai   kaalam- 
summer time .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  mazhai  kaalththil mattum thaan - only during rainy  season ;  mazhai kaalam- rainy 
season .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  pani kaalaththil  mattum thaan[ missing  letter- pa-] - only  during  snow season ;  
pani kaalam- snow time 

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kulir kaalaththil   mattum thaan[ missing  letter- Ra -] - only  during   winter season ;
kulir kaalam- winter season .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  veyil   kaalaththil  mattum thaan -  only  during summer ;  veyil  kaalam- summer. 

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  vella  kaalankalil  mattum thaan - only  during   flood  times;  vellam- flood ;  
kaalam- time.

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  panja   kaalaththil  mattumae -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  only  during  the  drought 
season;  panja kaalam -drought time .

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   kaatru  adikkum  kaalththil  mattum thaan  - only  during  windy  season ;  kaatru- 
wind.
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aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  velli   kilamaikalil    mattum  thaan-  only  on Fridays;  velli  kilamai- Friday.

aliquando  has the consonants-  la -ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  vaara  naatkalil  mattum  -thaan - only  on week days;  vaaram-week  ; naatkal- days
.

aliquid : someone, somebody, something. 

amaritudo   has the consonants - ma -Ra -the -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is is   adaiyaalam  illaatha / theriyaatha    aal/ manithan  [missing  letter-  la -] 
- a person who is not familiar / un known person ;  adaiyaalam- identity ;    
theriyaatha- un known;  aal- person ; maanthan/ manithan - man .

amaritudo   has the consonants - ma -Ra -the -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  anavarum  arintha   manithar - known  person ;  arintha- known ;  
anaivarum-all .

*****aliquo : (adv.) in some direction. 

aliquo   has the consonants - la- ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  evu-  
vazhiyae  / avu  vazhi – yae – this way/  that  way .

aliquo  has the consonants - la- ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  vazhi / 
kaal  thadam  [ missing  letter- the -] - track .
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aliquo  has the consonants - la- ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is   kan  
kanda  thikkil -[ missing  letter- the -]  - whatever direction  seen by the eyes ;  kanda - 
seen;  kan- eye; thikku- direction .

aliquot : some, several. 

aliquot  has the consonants-  la- ka- the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
ennikkaiyil/ alavil   mikuthaiyaana  /athikamaana [Skt] - numerous .

some [E]  has the consonants - sa -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
konjam[ missing  letter- ka-]  – little .

alius alia aliud : other, another, someone else, something else. 

aliud   has the consonants-  la -the –and the  original tamil  word is   intha all illai-   not
this man ;  intha –this; aal- person; illai- nil/no .

aliud   has the consonants-  la -the –and the  original tamil  word is   ithu  alla-  not this
one ;  ithu- this. 

aliud   has the consonants-  la -the –and the  original tamil  word is   maththa  aal-  
some  one else ;  maththa-  something else; aal- person.  

alo (alui altum) : nourish, cherish, support, sustain, maintain, keep. 

alui altum has the consonants- la- la- the -ma - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   azhthidum kai  kuzhanthai  yaei  thaai   paal  uootti  / thooliyil   ittu aatti   thaalattu 
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paattu  paadi   thole    meethu   poattu /ittu    uranka  seithu  naalum  seeraatti  
valarththida    vaendum  [ missing  letters-  ka- pa –and- sa -  ] to feed crying baby  
with milk  and to make him to sleep singing   lullaby  [ thaallattu  paadal] ;  
azhuthidum- cryong;  kai kuzhanthai- baby in arms; thaai paal-  mother;s mik;  uootu- 
feed ;  thooli -  cloth  swing ;  thalaattu  paadal- lullaby  ; paadu –sing;  thole meethi  
idu- tohave in the shoulder ;   uranka- to sleep ; seeraatti- cherish ;  valarkka- to rear .

alter : (adv.) otherwise. 

alter has the composition- la -the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   illai  endraal -  
if not .

alter altera alterum : the second, the other one. 

altera  has the composition- la- the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  erandaam  
nilai-  the  second position ;  erandam -  the second one  ;  nilai- position  .

alter ... alter : the one ... the other. 

alter has the composition- la-  the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  ithu  allathu 
mattrondu - the one other than this .

other[E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
matrathu /  ethara -  other /rest.

*****altus : high, deep. 
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altus  has the composition- la- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  azhaththil  
-   in the  deep.

deepE]   has the consonants-  the- [- pa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   neeththam-
deep. 

high [E]  has the consonants-  ka- ka and the original Tamil word is   pokkam [ missing 
letter- pa-] - tall. 

                        English  word-  suit case .

suit  case has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai  petti [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  hand  box.

alveus : hollow, basket, bed (of a river). 

alveus  has the composition- la- va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  kuzhi- 
pit ; kuzhi yaka-  hollow ;  vellam-  flood . 

hollow- [E]  has the composition-  ka- la - and the meaning of the word is kuzhi - pit;  
kuzhiyaaka-  hollow .

basket [E]  has the consonants - [- pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tami l word 
is  koodai-   basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -  pa- [- sa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tami l word is   
poo koodai -  flower basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tami l word 
is   thattu  koodai -  broad /shaloow basket. 
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basket [E]  has the consonants -  pa-sa-ka -the - and the original Tami l word is   
sivappu  saayam poosiya  koodai-  red colored basket;  sivappu- red;  saayam- paint ;  
koodai- basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -  pa-sa-ka -the - and the original Tami l word is   
saappttu   /soaththu  koodai-    food basket  ;  saapadu -food;  koodai- basket.

basket [E]  has the consonants -  pa-[- sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tami l word is  
thin pandam /  unavu koodai-  food basket ;  unavu- food. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - sa-ka -the - and the original Tami l word is   
saattu koodai- large basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - [- sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tami l word 
is  kaandikai- basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -   pa- [-  sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tami l word is   
paedikai/ peedikam - basket.

basket [E]  has the consonants -   [- pa-] - [-  sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tami l word 
is   thoakkodam  - fruit basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants -   [- pa-] - [-  sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tamil word 
is   vatti- basket.

basket [E]  has the consonants -   [- pa-] - [-  sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tamil word 
is   kai vatti – a small box made of palm leaf .

basket [E]  has the consonants- pa-- [-  sa-] -ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
panai  olai  koodai [ missing  letter- la-] – palm leaf basket .

basket [E]  has the consonants -   [- pa-] -  sa- ka -the - and the original Tamil word is   
kunju kadakam- a smaal box made of dried palm  leaf .
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basket [E]  has the consonants - pa-  sa- ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
panchchaara  koodai[ missing  letter- Ra -]  – basket to cover chickens.

basket [E]  has the consonants - pa-  sa- ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  kaai 
kari koodai-[ missing  letter- Ra -]    vegetable basket .

basket [E]  has the consonants - pa-  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
kuppai koodai – waste basket. 

basket [E]  has the consonants - pa-  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
pirambu  koodai[ missing  letter- Ra-]  – cane basket .

basket [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
moonkil  koodai [ misising  letter- la-]- basket made from  bamboo ;  moonkil- 
bamboo. 

basket [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
kottu/ kottam - a basket made from bamboo or rattan .

basket [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
kottu koodai/ kinna vadiava  koodai -  a basket shaped like a small cup. 

basket [E]  has the consonants –pa-  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
kattu petti- a kind of box .

basket [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
karandikai- [ missing  letter-  Ra -]    flower basket .

basket [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
karandakam- [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  flower basket made of coconut leaves.     

basket [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -  [- sa-] - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is
arippu  koodai [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  sieve in the form of a basket .
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amaritudo : bitterness. 

amaritudo   has the consonants - ma -Ra -the -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kodumaiyaana   ondru [ missing  letter-  the -] - bitter one .

amaritudo   has the consonants - ma -Ra -the -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadum  thuyaram  tharunkindra  ondru - bitter one.

ambitus : border, edge, extent / going around, circuit. 

ambitus  has the composition- ma -[-pa-] - the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   mattam-  level .

ambitus  has the composition- ma -[-pa-] - the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaandam[ misising  letter- ka-]-  border .

ambitus  has the composition- ma -[-pa-] - the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vattam [ misising  letter- ka-]-  - circle. 
  
ambitus  has the composition- ma -[-pa-] - the- sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   uoorai   sutri  vara vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra -] - to go round;
uoor- village;  sutri vara- to go round  .

ambitus  has the composition- ma -pa- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  sutru  payanam   poka  vaendum-[ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra -] - to go for a tour   ;
sutru  payanam- tour .

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  vadimpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- tip .
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edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  koththam-  
border .

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   kaandam- 
border. 

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   mukadu - tip  .

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   Koadu- peak /tip
.

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kadai  koadi -  
edge.

edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   mudivu- end. 
edge[E]  has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  ottu-k-ku-  edge .

ambulo : to walk. 

ambulo  has  the composition-  ma- [-pa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is    
nadamaattaththil -   mobility  /walking  [  missing letter-  the -] ;   kai  kallodu  
nadamaattaththodu  vaazhkaai   vazha - living  with mobility [  missing letter-  ka -and- 
the -] .

 to walk[ E]  has the composition- the-  va -la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is    
kaal kondu   olkuthal -  walking with legs;  kaal-  leg;  olkuthal- walk. 

walk[ E]  has the composition-  va -la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  vayathaana
kaalam    kai kaalodu  nadamaattaththudan  vazhkkai  vazha -  living with  mobility  of 
limbs  in old age [  missing letter-  the -]  .
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walk[E]  has the consonants  -va -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaal-kalaal  
selluka [ missing  letter-sa-] -  to walk with legs.

walk[E]  has the consonants  -va -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    kaalai  
eduththu  vai  [ missing  letter- the -] -  walk .

walk[E]  has the consonants  -va -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    ulavuka- 
walk around .

walk[E]  has the consonants  -va -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    kulaavu- 
walk about. 

walk[E]  has the consonants  -va -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    kai  valai -  
walking stick . 

amicitia : friendship

amicitia has the composition- ma- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
thozhamai [  missing letter-  zha-] -  friendship. 
 
amicitia has the composition- ma- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  sandai 
yidaathu  amaithiyudan - peacefully  without  quarrelling ;  sandai - quarrel ;  amithi-  
peace. 

amicitia has the composition- ma- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  snaekam 
kondu  [missing  letter- ka-] – friendship. 
 
friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thinniyar – friend. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ottinar -  friends. 
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friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  nattaar-  friends.

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  nayanthaar – friends. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  uru/ utra  thunai- close friend. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  utra thunaivan-[ missing  letter- ka-] -  close /dear   friend .

friend  [E]  has the consonants - pa-Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  natpaalar[ missing  letter- la-]  -  friend.

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   naynathoar –friends ,

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –and the other  interpretation is  
thamarmai   udaiyon -  friend;  thamarmai – friendship .

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thundrunar – friends. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kai  koarththida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to make friendship .

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thunnunar – friends. -

friend  [E]  has the consonants - pa-Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  maanthai   purinthor  - friend. 
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friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  naernthaar-  friend.  

friends  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –sa- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   naesam/ naeyam   udaiyaar-  friends. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  koottu- k-karan[ missing  letter- ka-]  – friend. 

friend  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- an -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vaendiyavar [ missing letter- ka-]  – friend.

friends  [E]  has the consonants - pa-Ra- an -the – sa- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   pisainthaar - friends.

friends  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- an -the – [-sa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is maithraeyan[Skt]-  friend .

friends  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- an -the – [-sa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   andrinaar -  foes[ antonym] . 

amiculum : cloak, cape. 

amiculum   has the composition- ma- ka- la -ma - and themeaning of the word is 
kovalam- peninsula /cape .

amiculum   has the composition- ma- ka- la -ma - and themeaning of the word is   
koadi  kaalththil   kai   illaatha  kaada   thuni-  yilaana   mael   aadai  / vaetti   aninthida 
vaendum [ missing  letter-  the  - ] – to have  half  shirt  / dhoti in summer  time  made 
of  cotton cloth ; koadai kaalm-  summer time;  kai illaatha-  without hand;   mael  
adai- uoter garment;  vaetti- dhoti ;  aninthidu- to wear. 
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amiculum   has the composition- ma- ka- la -ma - and themeaning of the word is kulir  
kaalaththil    kai  /kaalkalai  melliya   miruka    tholaal   aana/ kampalai   urai kondum;  
thalai yayaei yum /  mukaththaiyum  / kaathaiyum  kamapali    noolaal aana   kullaai  
kondum  moodi   kulir kaatru  padaamal   noei  nodiyil irunthu   nammai naam  paathu
kaaththu  kolla vendum[  missing letters- Ra - the- and - pa - ] -   during the winter 
season we should  wear woollen socks  for the hands and the legs and wollen cap  for 
the head and ears to  protect  from  cold wind;   kulir kaalam-  winter time;  kai-  
hand ;  kaal-  legs;  melliya -  thin;  mirukam-  animal ;  thole-  skin;  kampali  nool -  
wool ;  urai-  socks/ envelop;    thalai-  head;  kaathu-  ear ;  mukam-  face ; kullaai-  
cap;   mooda -  to cover ; ;  kulir kaatru-  cold wind ;  noei- disease;  paathu  kaakka-  to
safe guard  . 

cape[E]   has t he consonants - ka-[- pa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   kovalam  
[ missing  letter- la-] -  cape/peninsula .

cape[E]   has t he consonants - ka-[- pa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   mukanai – 
tip .

cape[E]   has t he consonants - ka- pa --and the original Tamil  word is   nun  nampikkai
mukanai/ munai-  cape of good  hope;  nun numpikkai - good hope ;  munai –cape. 

cape[E]   has t he consonants - ka- [-pa-] --and the original Tamil  word is   mukaadu 
[ missing  letter-  the -] –shawl / weil .

amicus : friend, comrade. 

amicus has the composition- ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  paasam /
anpu  mikka  nanpan  [ missing letter-  pa -] -  affectionate  friend ;   anpu- / paasam-  
affection;  nanpan-  friend ;  kaamukan-  lover;   snaekam[ Skt] ] -  friendship  .

comrade[E]  has the consonants - ka -ma -Ra -the - and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  tholamai  unarvu  kondavan-[ missing  letter- la-]-  friendly  man .
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amissio / amissus : loss.

 amissus has the composition  -ma -[-sa-] -[- sa-]  -  and the meaning  of the word is 
nattam [ missing letter-  the -] - loss. 

loss  [E] has the consonants  -la –[-sa-] –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  izha/  ezhappu[ missing  letter- pa-]  – loss. 

loss  [E] has the consonants  -la –[-sa-] –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ezhavu [ missing  letter- ka-] - loss of person /death.

 loss  [E] has the consonants  -la –[-sa-] –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   paazh [ missing  letter-zha-] - waste. 

amita : father's sister, paternal aunt. 

amita  has the composition-  ma- the- and themeaning of the word is  mathani – 
father’s  sister’s  daughter.  

amita  has the composition-  ma- the- and themeaning of the word is  aththai maama 
-  aunt  and uncle ;  aththai-  aunt ;  maama -  uncle. 

aunt[E]   has the consonants-  an- the- and the original Tamil  word is thanthuvai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – aunt .

sister[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –sa- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  sothari – sister. 
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sister[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –[-sa-] - the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  udan piranthava / pirantha pen  [missing  letters-  pa- and -ka -] – sisiter. 

sister[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –sa- the- Ra – and the other interpretation is  
sakothari  [Skt][missing  letter-  ka -] -  sister. 

sister[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –[-sa-] - the- Ra – and the other interpretation is  
naathinar -  husband’s  sister. 

sister[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –[-sa-] - the- Ra – and the other interpretation is  
oarpadiyaar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -wife’s sister .
 

amitto : to send away, let go, let slip, lose. 

amiito  has the composition- ma- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
veettukku   anuppi   vaikka   vaedum [ missing letters- pa- and -ka -] - to send  away ;  
veedu- home ; anuppu -send  .

amiito  has the composition- ma- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  poka
vaendum  [ missing letters- pa- and - ka-] -  to go .

go[E]   has the consonants -  ka -and the original  Tamil  word / meaning is   neeenku 
-go .

slip[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la –[- pa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   nazhuva / vazhukka/ vazhuva [ missing  letter- ka-] - slip . 

 to loose [E]  has the consonants- the -  la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
tholai  - to  lose .

  to loose [E]  has the consonants-  the-  la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
ezhanthida-  to loose .
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amor : love, affection, infatuation, passion. 

amor  has the composition- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   paer  
aarvam  [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -]- strong  desire .

amor  has the composition- ma- Ra  - and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
kaama  unarvu / kaama veri  [ missing  letter- ka-] - sexual feeling ;  kaamam-  sexual  
desire ; veri- urge ; unarvu -feeling .

amor  has the composition- ma- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   piriyam[Skt]  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - affection .

amor  has the composition- ma- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   praemam[Skt]
[Skt] -  love.   

amor  has the composition- ma- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  perum 
viruppam/ aarvam [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -]- love .

amorous [E]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- sa-and the interpretation of the word / 
meaning is  sarasam[Skt]  – romantic/ sexual play .

lover[E ] has the consonants – la- va- Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word is  aavalar –lover.

love[E ] has the consonants – la- va- -and the orignal Tamil  word is  yaakkai  ili- cupid/ 
god of love; yaakkai- body ; ili- nil . 

love[E ] has the consonants – la- va- -and the orignal Tamil  word is  kuliththi [ missing 
letter- la-] -- love. 

love[E ] has the consonants – la- va- -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kilu  kiluppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -adj -for sexual pleasure .
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love[E ] has the consonants – la- va- -and the orignal Tamil  word is   aakamali-   
manmathan / god of love. 

love[E ] has the consonants – la- va- -and the orignal Tamil  word is   aakkai ili – god of 
love / sun god who has no body like that of a human. 

lovely  [E]  has the consonants - la –va- la- and the original Tamil  word is azhaku ulla -  
beautiful.

amoveo : to move away, remove, take out, shift. 

amoveo   has the consonants - ma -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
neekka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]- to remove. 

amoveo   has the consonants - ma -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
eduththida   vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the -]- to  take .

amplexus : an embracing, surrounding, loving embrace, 

amplexus    has the consonants - ma -pa -la -ka -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikka  anpu kondu [ kaathalan-  kaathali  yaei ]  katti  anaikka/ katti 
pidikka  / kaiyil  yaentha   vaendum -[ missing  letter-  the -]   to embrace/ to hug / to 
hold in arms  ;  mikka anpu- excess affection;  kaathalan -  lover  boy;  kathali- lover 
girl;  katti anaikka-  to embrace ; katti pidikka- to hug; kaiyil  yaentha- to take in arms. 

amplitudo : size, breadth, dignity, grandeur, greatness. 
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amplitude  has the composition -ma -pa- la- the -the - and the meaning of the word is 
neelaththaiyum   akalththaiyum     uyaraththilum  vadivilum   thotraththilum    mika 
mika periya  aalvilaana  [  missing letters-  ka- and- Ra-] – having a  huge 
size  /breadth , length  and length  ;  neelam-  length;  akalam-  breadth;  uyaram- 
height;  vadivam –shape;  thotram- appearance;  mika periya- huge  ; alavu- 
measurement. 

size[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  thinmai 
[ missing  letter- the -] - size. 

*****amplus : large, spacious, ample / great important, honorable. 

amplus   has the composition -  ma -pa- la- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of  the word is  
ampalam - wide space/ sky /temple. 

amplus   has the composition -  ma –[- pa-] - la- -sa- - and the meaning of  the word is  
visaalamaana  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  spacious .

amplus   has the composition -  ma -[-pa-] - la- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of  the word is
maenmai  ulla-   honorable. 

amplus   has the composition -  ma -pa-la- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of  the word is   
maanpu ulla  - honorable.

amplus   has the composition -  ma –[- pa-] -la- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of  the word 
is   muthanmai ulla [ missing  letter-  the -] – important. 

amplus   has the composition -  ma -[-pa-] - la- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of  the word is
mika   mukkiyam[Skt]    ulla [  missing letter-  ka-] - great  important ;  mukkiyam-  
important .
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ancilla : maidservant, also used by nuns to describe themselves. 

ancilla   has the consonants - an-sa- la- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kovilil   / ampalaththil  / kanni  maadththil  daevanukku   uoozhiyam   sei-thidum   pani
penkal / kanni  penkal [ missing  letters- the - ka-and-  pa- ]- those  maid servants   
who serve  the god in the temple ;  pani penkal- servant maids;   kovil -temple;  
ampalam /ampalaththil  - temple;   kanni maadam/ madam  -  convent;  deavan- 
god;  seithu -do. 

                     Sanskrit  word -anka pirathatchchanam 

anka pirathatchchanam  has the consonants  -an- ka – pa- Ra- the - sa- an -ma  -  and
the original Tamil  word  /meaning is Sivan/  Thiru murugan /  kovir karvarai 
koodaththai  sutri / pirakaaraththai  sutri  / tharai yoadu  tharai yaaka  paduththu  
urundu  pirandu  kondae  vanthu  naerththi  kadanai  nirai vaetra   vaendum/ 
aandvanai  vaendida  vaendum – to roll over on the floor around  the sanctum 
sanctorum of the temple  to worship  the god /as a vow. 

                  Sanskrit  word  - anka paalikai .

anka paalikai  has the consonants – an- ka- pa- la- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is
mana makalai / mana  pennai / thaali  kattiya   mana makan  katti  thazhvida   
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  –  to embrace .

angelus : angel. 

angelus   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-]- la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is    
paal nila /pon nila /    pen  nila [ missing  letter- pa-] -  full moon/ moon goddess. 

angelus   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-]- la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   
aran makal  [ missing  letters-  ka –and- - Ra-] - angel   .  
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angelus   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   vin 
meenkal [ missing  letters-  ka-]  - stars .  

angelus   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   
velli nila-[ missing  letters-  ka-] - full/ golden  noon.

angelus   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   nila
makal-[ missing  letters-  ka -]  moon goddess;  nila- moon;  makal- daughter.

angel [E]  has theconsonants - an –[-sa-] - la - and   the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   aran/nila  makal  [ missing  letters- ka-and-  Ra -]  angel .

angel [E]  has theconsonants - an -sa- la - and   the original Tamil word / meaning is   
anjalai – moon goddess. 

angel [E]  has theconsonants - an –[-sa-]- la - and   the original Tamil word / meaning is
nila- moon.  

angulus : corner, niche. 

angulus  has the composition- an- ka- la  - and the meaning of the word is   veettin   
moolai  -[ missing  letter- the -] - corner of the  house ;  veedu- houe; moolai- corner .

angulus  has the composition- an- ka- la  - and the meaning of the word is veettin 
/kovilin  maada   kuzhi-[ missing  letter- the -]   space set on the wall of  the house/ 
temple ; veedu- house; kovil- temple;  maada kuzhi - space  on the wall .

angustus : narrow, limited, strait,  tight, constricted. 
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angustus    has the consonants-  an -ka-[- sa-] - the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word is  odunkiya -  narrow/ constricted .

angustus    has the consonants-  an -ka-[- sa-] - the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word is  irukkamaana  ondru  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - tight one. 

angustus    has the consonants-  an -ka-[- sa-] - the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word is  kurukiya  ondru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - narrow one .

animadverto : to turn the mind to, take notice of, see, perceive. 

animadverto    has the consonants -an- ma- the- va -Ra -the - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  kannar kandathai / kaathaar kaettathai   manathaar   kandu  
unarnthida / arinthida vaendum - to perceive / to recognize;  kan- eye;  kaathu- ear;   
kandathu-  seen;  kaettathu- heard;  manthu- mind  ;  arinthida-  to know;  unarnthida-
to understand .

animadverto    has the consonants -an- ma- the- va -Ra -the - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  nadakindra  anaiththaiyum    kandida   vaendum/ utru  nokkida 
avenum -  to see what happening/ to observe   ;  kandida- see ;  utru nokkidu- observe
.

animi : at heart. 

animi  has the composition- an- ma-  and the meaning of the word is  manam-  mind/ 
heart.

 animi  has the composition- an- ma-  and the meaning of the word is    aanma- [ Skt-]  
- mind.  
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heart[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuruthi pei [ missing  letter- pa-] - blood bag ;  kuruthi -blood;  pai- bag .

heart[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the - and the othe interprataion is   hiruthayam 
[Skt]- heart .

heart[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the - and the othe interprataion is   thaamarai   
mokku[ allegory ]  - lotus  bud. 

  animus : courage, vivacity, bravery, will, spirit, soul. 

animus  has the composition- an- ma- sa- and the meaning of the word is  manam /  
manasu-  mind/soul . 

animus  has the composition- an- ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
aanma[Skt] -  soul .

soul [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-]- la - and the meaning of the word is ullam -  
soul .

soul [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-]- la - and the meaning of the word is   munnal-  
chest . 

soul [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-]- la - and the meaning of the word is  paazh – soul
. 

soul [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-]- la - and the meaning of the word is  pulampan 
[ missing  letetr- pa-] - soul .

soul [ E]  has the composition-  [-sa-]- la - and the meaning of the word is pul  kalan 
[ missing  letters-  pa -and -ka -]– soul .
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will [E]  has the composition  va- la - and the meaning of the word is   valimaiyaana 
ullam -  strong  heart /mind ;  ullam -  psyche .

will [E]  has the composition  va- la - and the meaning of the word is   ulam – soul; 
ullam vizhiya – desire of the soul; ullam- soul; vizhiya- like .

courage[E]  has the composition-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
veeram  -  courageous .

bravery [E]has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
perum veeramaaka;  perum thaeiramaaka [ Skt]; parakirama  -   with more courage.  

animus : character, intellect, memory, consciousness, often mind. 

animus  has the composition-  an -ma - and the meaning of the word is  kunam- 
character-  [ missing letter-  ka -] ;  mei  - gnanam[Skt]-  wisdom  . 

animus  has the composition-  an -ma - and the meaning of the word is  manam- 
mind. 

animus  has the composition-  an -ma - and the meaning of the word is  thanmai-
[ missing  letter- the -]- nature. 

character [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- ka- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvarudaiya  iyarkkai   panpu kooru[ missing  letter- pa-]  –one’s natural 
personality  traits ; oruvar- one person; iyarkkai- natural;   panpu-  personality ;    
kooru- unit. 

character [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- ka- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvarudaiya  ozhukka  neri [ missing  letter- zha-] – one’s  morality.   
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                         Sanskrit word abdah .

 abdah  has the consonants-  pa- the - and the original Tamil word is aandu -  year .

abdah  has the consonants-  pa- the - and the original Tamil word is  aandin paathi -  
half   year.

annus : year.

annus  has the composition-  an-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   aayanam-  
year .

annus  has the composition-  an-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   aandu- year 
[  missing letter-  the -]. 

year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   oarai-   sun
/ planet .

year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaaram  
[ missing  letter- ka-] –week .

year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word  is  var 
saram [ missing  letters- ka –and- sa-]- year. 

year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   eru aaru  
maatham=  oru aandu  [ missing  letter- the -] -  2 six months= one year ;  eru- two; 
aaru- six; maatham- month; oru- one; aandu- year. 

year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  aandu  
thorum[ missing  letter- the -] - yearly  ;aandu- year. 
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year [E]   has the consonant - Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  aandukku  
oru murai / aandukku oru tharam[ missing  letter- the -] - once ayear; aandu-  year; 
oru murai- once.

anser : goose.

anser  has the composition -an-[- sa-] -  Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  nari -  
fox;  siriya   neer   annam-  small  swan  .

swan [ E]  has the composition -[- sa-] - va - an -  and the meaning of the word is  ekin 
– swan. 

swan [ E]  has the composition -[- sa-] - va - an -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaanin   annam  -  swan of the sky-  moon goddess .    

goose[E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaaththu-
goose/duck  [  missing letter  the -]. 

duck  [E]  has the composition- the- ka- and the meaning of the word is vaaththu-  
duck. 

                      English  word  -antics.

 antics  has the consonants -an –the- ka – sa-  and the  interpretation of the word is   
anka  saettai [Skt-]- antics.

antics  has the consonants -an –the- ka – sa- and the   original Tamil  word is  mukam
koani  -konaanki  thanam  seika -  clowning around ;  koanki thanam- antics.

antea : (adv.) before, previously, formerly. 
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antea has the composition-  an -  the -  and the and the meaning of the word is  
munthaiya  -  earlier/ previously .

antea has the composition-  an -  the -  and the and the meaning of the word is  
pinthaiya  [ missing  letter- pa-] -later  [antonym] .

before[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   munnarae - earlier .

before[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ethirae [ missing  letter- the -]- in front of  .

former[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ma- Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is mur kooria [missing  letter- ka -]  - first mentioned ;  mur kooriya vaaru-  as 
mentioned .

former[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ma- Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mun- noru naeram - olden time .

previous[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- va -[-sa-] -   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  yaerkanavae - earlier.

previous[E]  has the consonants-  pa-Ra- va -[-sa-] -   and the other interpretation  is  
poorvam -  previous ; poorva senmam- previous life. . 

previous[E]  has the consonants-  pa-Ra- va -[-sa-] -   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mun arivippu  -previous notice ;  arivippu- notice.

previous[E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]- Ra- va -[-sa-] -   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mun oru kaalam[ missing  letter-  la-]  - in the past  ;  mun- earlier ;  
kaalam- time .

previous[E]  has the consonants-   pa-Ra- va -sa-   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  poorva  jenmam[Skt] -  previous  birth .
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antepono : (+ dat.) put before, prefer, favor, promote. 

antepono  has the composition-  an- the -[-pa-] - an -
 and the meaning of the word is munnae   idanum - put before; munnae-  before;  
idanum-  to keep/put .   

put  [E]  has the consonants-  pa- the -and the originalTamil word is  podu / idu - put .

promote[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -ma -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is perum   munnaetram- promotion .
 
promote[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -ma -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paaratti   uookkam  thara  vaendum[ missing  letter-ka-]  - encourage  ;  
paraattu -appreciate;  uookkam- encouragement  .

promote[E] has the consonants  -pa- Ra -ma -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aduththa / uyar  vakuppirkku  / uyar panikku- pathavikku /  idaththirkku    
maatra / uyarththida  vaendum[ missing  letter-ka-]  - promote to higher  standard  
/place /job;   uyar vakuupu- higher class ;  pathavi- position/ rank ;   idam- place;  uyar 
pani- higher  job ; uyarththida  vaendum -  promote .

                        
antiquus : ancient, old, hoary 

antiquus  has the composition- an- the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  antha 
kaalaththu- that  old time  ; kaalaththaal  aziyaatha  vannam - not destructed by time [
missing letter-  la -] .
ancient [E]   has the  consonants  -an- [-sa-] -an -the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thonmaiyaana  - ancient.
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ancient [E]   has the  consonants  -an- [-sa-] -an -the  -and the other interpretation of 
the word is an-naathi [Skt]  - ancient. 

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thol -  
old .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thallai-
old mother. 

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
palithai  [ missing  letter-pa ]- old woman. 

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thonami  ullathu- old  /ancient  .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thallaatha- old.

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
iyalaatha- can not  .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
muththiya  nilai-  matured status. 

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
munthaiya  naalil - in the olden days ;  munthiya-  earlier ;  naal-day .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pandaiya  naalil [ missing  letter- pa-] - olden days ; pandaiya - old;  naalil- days

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
palayathu [ missing  letter- pa-] - old .
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old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhamai   pattathu [ missing  letter- pa-] - old .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  naal  
aanathu- old. 

old  age [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thallaatha/ iyalaatha / mudiyaatha   muthiya  vayathil  / akavai - yil  -  aged ;  
thallaatha/ iyalaatha  -  unable ;  akavai-age .

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
muthumai  nilaiyil /  kaalththil [ missing  letter- ka-] - in the old age ;  muthumai - old 
age;  kaalam- time  

old  age [ E]  has the consonants - la -the – ka-  -and the  other interpretation is  
vayothika   kaalaththil  - in the old age.

old  age [ E]  has the consonants - la –the- ka-   -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kizhadu/ kizhadan   - old  man;  kizhaththi- old woman .   

old [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kizhadu  thattiya  nilai  yaei -adaiya [ missing  letter- ka-]  - becoming old .  

old age  [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  - ka- -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ilamai  kaalaththai  kadanthavar- one who has crossed  adult hood ;  ilamai kaalam- 
adult hood;  kada- cross .

old   age [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  - ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kaalam  kadantha  vitta /  kaalam kadantha nilai yil / kaalaavathi aana-   out of date
;  kaalam- time .

old   age [ E]  has the consonants - la -the  - ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thondu  kizham -  very  old. 
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hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ven 
-niram  -white  color ; karuvannam- black color [ antonym] . 

hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ven 
narai / mayiru -  white hair .

hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vayathu  muthirtha  / akavai  niraintha [ missing  letter-  the -]- aged . 

hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ven 
thirai  [missing  letter-  the -]-  white screen. 

hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mathippu urauavu  kodukka  thakka / maraiyaathaikkuria- respectful .

hoary [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ven 
nira   urai pani [ missing  letter- pa-] - white/  snow frost ;  ven- white;  urai - frost ; 
pani-  snow. 

aperio : to uncover, lay bare, reveal, make clear. 

aperio  has the composition -pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  piri-  to  open/  
to  separate/ to  divide   .

reveal  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- va- la-and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
veliyil   kulumi -ulla   anaivarukkum / uoor makkal anaivarukkum    kooruka  / arivikka  
- to say to all / to the public;  uoor makkal- village people;  anaivarukkum-to al;  
arivikka  to announce ;  veliyil- outside ;  kulumi ulla-  gathered.

aperte : openly, frankly. 
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aperto has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is thirantha
manam – open heart. 

aperto has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
thirantha  ondru –open one .

aperto has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is 
maraikkaathu/   maraivu indri  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - not concealing. 

frankly [E]  has the composition-  [- pa -] -Ra- an- ka -la- and the meaning of  the  word
is  olivu  maraivu  illaamal – not concealing. 

frank [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an- ka – amd the interpretation  of the word is  
pakirankamaaka  -  openly .

openly[E]   hs the consonants –[-  pa-] - an- la - and the original Tamil  word is  ollena- 
openly . 

 
apostolus : (legal) notice sent to a higher tribunal / ecc. Apostle. 

apostolus    has the consonants - [-pa-] - sa -the- la -sa --and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  uyar/ uchcha  neethi mandraththirkku   vazhakkai   mael   murai eedu  
seithida vaendum-[ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra]-  - appeal to  the supreme court;  
uyar neethi mandram-  high court;   uchcha neethi mandram- supreme court;  
vazhakku-  legal case;  mael  murai eedu- appeal ; seithido - do it.

apostolus    has the consonants - [-pa-] -[- sa-]  -the- la -[-sa -]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  adikalaar /  thiru  thondarkal -[ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra]-  
missionary .
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apostolus    has the consonants - [-pa-] - sa -the- la -[-sa -]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  Sivan kovilil   aandavanukku   uooliyam / thiru  thondu   seithdum  
sivanadiyaarkal / adikalaar  [ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra]   - one who does  service in  
Sivan Temple    ; Sivan - lord Siva;  kovil- temple;  aandavan- god;  uooliyam- service ; 
thiru thondu- scred service; sivanadiyaarkal- followers of lord Siva.

apostolus    has the consonants - pa- sa -the- la -[-sa -]  -and the original  Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  Yaesu  Naatharin /Yasu  piranin    pannirendu  seedarkalil / thondarkalil / 
adikalaaril   oruvar [ missing  letters- ka -and-  Ra -]- the one of the 12 disciples of lord 
Jesus ; Yasu Naathar- Jesus  ; pannirendu  -12;  adikalaar- disciples;  oruvar- one 
person .

apostolus    has the consonants - pa- sa -the- la -[-sa -]  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  Yaesu Naathar /  vaan ulakaththil   irunthu   vantha   Daeva kumaran /  
Mariyaal- in   makan / Bethlaekamil   piranthu   Nazaraeththil   vaazhntha  maa- 
manithan  / yuoothar   kula  makkalin   thalaivan  /  yaezhai  makklin  paathu 
kaavalan / pamara makkalai    yuivikka vanthavan  /   Roma puri   mannan -in /  paer 
arasrin / aalukkaikku   utpattu aatchchi   seiyum    aalunar   Pilaathu - vin  aanai  
padi   / kolkothavil  / kal vari malaiyil  / kurukkai - yil / siluvaiyil   araiya pattu  / 
moondraam   naalil   uyirthu  ezhuntha   maa manithan  /  ari  uruththiya    kolkai kalai 
/ avar aruliya /  kot paadukalai  /  ara  uraikalai  /  pin pattri  nadukkum   irai  
thondarkal / allathu /  pothu makkal /  Sumeria Tamizh makkal  [ missing  letters- ka 
-and-  Ra -] - the followers  of Jesus ; Daeva kumaran-  son of the god; Mary-  Maari 
-yaaei; yaezhai  makkalin  paathu kaavalan-  savior of the poor; yuoothar  kula  
makkalin thalaivan-  head of the Jewish people; mannan- king;   paer arasan- 
emperor/- Pharaoh ;  kurukkai- cross ;  kol kotha-  kolai koodam  ; moondraam naal-  
on the third day ;  uyirththu  ezha-   to re born ; pin patra- to follow;  thondarkal-  
followers; pothu makkal-  public; Sumeria  Tamizh makkal- Sumeria  Tamil  people .

apostolus    has the consonants - pa- sa -the- la -sa - -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  irai / nur  seithi sollupavarkal [ missing  letters- ka -and-  Ra -]  - 
messengers of god ;  nur seithi- good news;  sollupavar-  one who tells .
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apostolus    has the consonants - pa- sa -the- la -sa - -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is  Yaesu  Naatharaiyum  avar   kooriya   ara uraikalai  yim   manathaara
yaetru kondu /  avar vazhi  nadanthu /  avarai yum  avar   pirappiththa  /  sthaapiththa 
[Skt] undaakkiya  / uruvaakkiya /  samayaththaiyum   aatharikkum  / pottri  varum  
pothu makkal / Sumeria Tamil makkal  [ missing  letters- ka -and-  Ra -] -  supporters of
Jesus ; Yasu Naathar - Jesus;  kooriya  -said;  ara urai-  moral teachings;  yaetru- 
accepted;  avar  vazhi  nadanthu-  to follow his foot steps;  pirippiththa-  made;  
samayam- religion; aatharikkum- supporting ;  pothu makkal- 

apparatus : equipment, gear, machinery / splendor, magnificence. 

apparatus has the composition- pa- Ra -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  upa  
karanaththai[Skt] /  pari soathani karuvi /  kondu  pani yae  seithu  mudikka [ missing 
letter-  ka-] ; with the help of the apparatus complete  the work ; upa karanam-   
apparatus;    pani  work; seithu  mudikka-  to  complete .

apparatus has the composition- pa- Ra -the -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  
perithaana  ondru - a big one ;  piramaandamaana  ondru   -  a magnificent one . 

apparatus has the composition- pa- Ra -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
sirantha- thondru -- splendor/ super one .

machine[E]    has the consonants- ma- ka- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thannai  thaanae  iyankum  onnu [ missing  letter- the -]   - the  one that  operates 
itself .

appareo : to become visible, appear, manifest 
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appareo  has the composition-[- pa-] - pa-Ra -and the meaning  of  the word  is  
arumpu-  appear. 

appareo  has the composition-[- pa-] - pa-Ra -and the meaning  of  the word  is  
puramae   theriya  varu [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  coming out  ;  puram-  outside;  
theriya  -  to be seen .  

appareo  has the composition-[- pa-] -[- pa-]  -Ra -and the meaning  of  the word  is  
kannaar  kaanum vannam [ missing letter-  ka -] -  come in to  sight ;  kaana -  to  see;  
kan-  eye .

appareo  has the composition-[- pa-] - pa-Ra -and the meaning  of  the word  is   pura  
thotram  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  external  appearance   ;  puram- external;  
appearance-  thotram. 

visible  [E]  has the consonants - va - [-sa -] -[-pa-]-  la  -and the original tamil word / 
meaning is  kannaal  kaanum vannam -  can be seen by the eyes ;  kan- eye;  kaana- 
see. 

visible  [E]  has the consonants - va - [-sa -] -pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ullankai yil  nelli  kanai  pola  -  -evident - like the plum over the hand ;  
ullam kai - palm ;  nelli  kani- amla  fruit.

visible  [E]  has the consonants - va - [-sa -] -pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thelivaaka   kaanum vakaiyil [ missing  letter-  the -] - that  is seen clearly;  
thaelivaaka- clearly ;  kaana- see. 

visible  [E]  has the consonants - va - [-sa -] -pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  veli padaiyaana   thanmai - [ missing  letter-  the -] -transparent  nature .

visible  [E]  has the consonants - va - [-sa -] -pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaanil   thelivaaka  kannaal   kaanak-koodiya   vinmeen [  missing  letter-  
the -]   - the star  which can be seen clearly by  eyes ;   vaan- sky ;  thaelivaaka- clearly; 
kan- eye; kaana- to see; vin meen- star.
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appello : to call, name, summon. 

 appello has the composition-[-  pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is  azhai -  to  
call .

call [E]   has the  consonants -ka- la -la- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  aalai  
koovi azhikka / vilikka  -  call .

approbo : to approve. 

approbo   has the consonants -pa- Ra-[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is   yaerkka  
paaru  [ missing  letter- ka-]   -approve . 
approbo   has the consonants -pa- Ra-[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is   
ankikaaram   peruka[ missing  letter- ka-]  to get approval .

approbo   has the consonants -pa- Ra-[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  anumathi
peru [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to get approval .

approve [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
yaerkka-  accept .

appropinquo : (+ dat.) to near, drawn near, come close, approach. 

appropinquo  has the consonants - pa -Ra- [-pa-]  -ka-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  veku  arukae  poka  - to go close ;  veku arukae  varuka   - come close ; 
arukae- near ;  poka-go;  varuka- come .
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apto : to fit, adapt, adjust, make ready, or fit. 

apto  has the composition -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  poruththam/ 
poruntha [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  matching ;  fit . 

apto  has the composition -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is   thayaar-  ready ;  
thyayaar  aakku [ missing letter-  Ra -] make ready . 

apto  has the composition -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  sari  seithidu/ sari
paarththu  seithidu  [  missing letters-  sa- and -Ra-] -  make  it correct . 

fit[E]   has the consonants –[- pa -] -the -and the original Tamil  word is   maathimai- 
fit. 

fit[E]   has the consonants –[- pa -] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  oththathu – 
fit. 
 
fitness[E]  has the consonants –pa- the –an- [- sa-]  – and the original  Tamil  word is  
padinam- fit. 

fitness[E]  has the consonants –pa- the –an- [- sa-]  – and the original  Tamil  word is  
padimaanam- fit .  

fitness[E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the –an- [- sa-]  – and the original  Tamil  word 
is  iyainthida – fit.

aptus : fitted, connected, fastened / prepared, fitted out. 

aptus  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  athaiyum
ethiyum  saethhtidu /  inaiththidu  -connect .
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aptus  has the consonants - pa- the-sa- and the original Tamil word is  poruntha 
seithidu [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - to make it  fit ; ondru  saerththidu - to unite .

aptus  has the consonants - pa- the-sa- and the original Tamil word is   mudichhcu  
podu -  to tie / to make a knot .
aptus  has the consonants - pa- the-sa- and the original Tamil word is  thayaar 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - prepared/ ready ;  thayaariththidu- prepare ;  payirchhci  edu- 
prepare .

aptus : suitable, appropriate, fitting. 

aptus   has the consonants -  pa -the -[-sa-]  - -and the original Tamil word / meanings  
padiya- fit. 

aptus   has the consonants -  pa -the -[-sa-]  - -and the original Tamil word / meanings  
porunthum/  poruththamaana ondru  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -   appropriate  one /   
suitable  one .

appropriate  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- pa - Ra -the-and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  poruththamaaana  ondru - fitting one ;  poruththam- 
appropriate;  ondru- one.

suitable [E]   has the consonants - sa- the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  samaithal- suitable. 

suitable [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -pa- la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  oththa  padi ullathu- suitable .

suitable [E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] - the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is   oththu ullathu-  fit. 
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appropriate  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - Ra -the-and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  sariyaana   ondru  [missing  letter- sa-] -correct one

suitable[E]   has the consonants - sa - the -pa- la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  sari poruththam ulla ondru  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - suitable   one. 

suitable[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –[-pa-]- la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  oththu ulla- fitting . 

suitable [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  ukantha thanmai ulla/    thakaimai ulla / thakuthi ulla [ missing  letter- ka-]
- suitable. 

suitable [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is   thakuthal- [ missing  letter- ka-]  - suitable.

suitable [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is   ottuthal –suitable. 

suitable [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - the -[-pa-] - la  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is   izhaithal- suitable. 

aqua : water.  

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is  ka -  water. 

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is  kam   -water .

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is  koovam-  well  / 
name of a river .

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is vaavi- pond/ tank  .
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aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is  kaeni –well. 

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is koosa [ missing  
letter- sa-] - jug .
 
aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the original Tamil  word is kusam- breast .

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the meaning of the word is thooimaiyaana   kudi
thanni  [ missing  letter-  the -] - driking water ;  kudi -drink ;  thanni -water ;  
thooimaiyaana- pure.

aqua  has the composition-  ka -   and the meaning of the word kaayam- water/ sea. 

aqua  has the composition-  ka - and the meaning of the word  kanmaai/ kammaai- 
water tank. 

aquarius   has the composition-  ka - Ra- [- sa-] -   and the meaning of the word  
kareeram – aquarius in the zodiac. 

aquarius   has the composition-  ka - Ra- sa-   and the meaning of the word  kumpa  
raasi  [Skt] [  missing  letter- pa-]  - aquarius sign.

aquarius   has the composition-  ka - Ra- [- sa-] -   and the meaning of the word  
kudankar [ missing  letter- the-]  – aquarius .

aquarius   has the composition-  ka - Ra- [- sa-] -   and the meaning of the word  
kareeram- aquarius .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
Thiraavidarin  sooththiram   -  water  [ missing  letter- sa-]- – the  sooththira  language 
of the  Dravidian people . 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
thooimaiyaana   kudi thanner- drinking water; thooimaiyaana- pure .
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is 
oru thiravam-  a liquid .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kothi neer uootru – hot water spring. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kuruthi  neer -  blood; kuruthi- blood .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  putkarani  [Skt][ missing  letter- pa-] - temple /lotus pond .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation   of the word 
is kana viratham  - water. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kovir  thaamari  thadaakam  -  lotus pond of the temple; kovir- temple; thamarai- 
lotus; thadaakm- pond .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
vaai  eerru   uoorum thanneer-  saliva ;  vaai-  mouth;  eerru- gums;  uoorm- 
secreting ;  thanneer- water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is 
neerai  kudikka  vaendum  / neerai  arunthuka-  to drink water;  neer- water;   
arunthuka- drink.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
nukarnthidu- eat /drink / enjoy.
 
water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kinatru  neer - well water;  kinaru- well;  neer- water. 
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kadai  madai  varai  aatru  neerai  / madai yaei/  kani maai -yaei   thiranthu   viduka-   
to open the dam /canal  so that  water will reach  the  final end .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kanneer  nirainthida - fill with tears   /  kanneer vidu / kanneer  vittu karaika  - to weep
sheading  tears  ;  kanner- tears;  karaika- weep. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
Caveri/Konkai    aatru neer -  water from  the  River  Caveri/ Ganges  ;   aaru -river;  
neer- water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
endrendrum  vatraatha/ odukira   -aatru  neer -  river water;  vatraatha-  not drying ;  
odukira- flowing;  aaru- river;  neer- water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kadaar   neer-  sea water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
maa- vaari  thanneer - ocean  water; vaari-   sea . 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
theertha  vaari – sacred  water .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
neer   thivalai [ missing  letter- la-]  - water drops .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kottum  aruvi  thanneer-  falls  water .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
maruththuva  kunam mikka    kothikkum uootru neer- hot water spring ;  uootru neer- 
spring .
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kirumi neekkiya thooimaiyaana   kudi  thaneer-   pure water  without  germs  ;  kirumi-
germs ;  neekku- remove .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
uyir  anuvai  konda  vinthu [ thaenkaai  thanneer manam konda]  -neer- semen ;  uyir 
anu- sperm ;  vinthuneer- semen ;  thaenkaai  thanneer-  coconut water;  manam- 
smell .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kuri  thanneer-  genital secretions; kuri- genitals  .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
koothi  thanneeer-  pudantal   secretions  ;  koothi- cunt.
   
water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
vettai neer-  white discahge .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
manitha  uyirai  kaaththidum  thaayin  konkai  thanneer - breast water/ milk ;  konkai - 
breast/ paruththa maarpu ; manitha  uyir-  man’s life;  kaakka- save ;  thaai- 
mother  .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
thaenkaai  thanneer-  coconut water.
 
water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
ketta neer-  discharge/ pus .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kaathil vadiyum/ ozhukindra  ketta neer[ missing  letter- la-] -  ear discharge ;  kaathu 
-ear;  ozhukum- flowing out ;  ketta neer- diacharge .
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
mookku  thanneer- nasal discharge ;  mookku- nose .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
siru neerakam  vadithhtu  edukkum  mooththira  thanneer/ siru neer[ missing  letter- 
sa-]  - urine filtered by kidney ;  siru neerakam- kidney ;  vadikka- filter; mooththiram- 
urine ;  siru neer- urine .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
kanayam  suranthidum  neer [ missing  letter- sa-] -  pancreatic   secretion ;  kanayam- 
pancreas;  suranthidum - secrete;  neer- water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kal eeral -in  piththa neer[ missing  letters- la -and -pa-]  -  bile from liver;    kal eeral- 
liver;  piththa neer- bile .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
akavai   muthirntha    kaarumiyam  kondu    thaeintha   kaar muttu  / kai muttu / 
mudankiya  mutttu /  irukiya  muttu / muduakku  vaathaththa  noei  -  kaarumiyam  
kondu undaakum    ketta  neer  kondu   undaakum   muttu veeekkam -  joint swelling  
of arthiritis  / rheumatoid arthiritis ;  mudakku  vaatha noei -  rheumatoid arthiritis ;  
veeekam- swelling; karumiyam- reason; muttu- joint  ; kai muttu- hand  joints;   kaar 
muttu- leg joints  .  
 
water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
vaayir voorum uooththa neer- salaiva / vaai echchil ; vaai- mouth;  surrkka- secrete .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kaathu  kurumpi[ missing  letter- pa-]-  ear  wax  .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kaattru  pai - uraiyin   ketta neer[ missing  letter- pa-] -  pleural  effusion ;  kaatru pai-  
lungs.
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kuruthi- pai   uraiyin   neer-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  peri cardial effusion ;  kuruthi pai - 
heart .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
karu  pai yin uthira/ kuruthi / eraththa   pokku [ missing  letter- pa-] -  menstrual 
discharge;  karu pai-  womb ;  kuruthi - blood.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thenneer kudam /  kudaththu  neer-  pot water  ; kudum- pot;  neer- water .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
tharai- yaei   erra- maakkidu - to dampen the floor;  tharai- floor;  erram- wet. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kaattu  aatru  neer -  water from the mountanious  river .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kuttai  neer- pond water ;  kuttai- pond ;  neer- water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thadaaka   neer-  pond water. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
vaan thantha  kodai -   vaanin  kaar  maekam   thantha  neer  - water from the dark 
clouds of the sky  ;  van-  sky ;   kaar maekam- dark clouds ;  thantha- given ; neer- 
water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kudi thanneer  thotti  -water  tank  ;  thotti-  tank . 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is    
neeraduka -  bath .
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
thurai  padika [ missing  letter- pa-] -  bath   .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thaneer  uootra  vaenum- to water .  

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kudi  thanneerai   veenaakka  koodaathu -   do not waste  drinking  water;  veen- 
waste .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
yaeri  /  kulaththu  neer[ missing  letter- la-] -  lake  water ;  kulam- lake .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
neer indri   amaiyaathu  iv - ulakam/ tharani / mun  tharai  [ missing  letter- la-] -  the 
world  can not  function with out  water ;  ulakam- world;   neer- water;  indri- 
without. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
manam  / niram   illa /  kathiravanin   oli   uooduravak-kodiya   oru   thiravam [ missing 
letter- la-] -  a colorless / odor less   liqiuid  which  can pass  sun light  ;  manam-  
smell;  niram- color;  illai- nil;   kathiravan- sun;  oli- light ;  uoodu urava - penetrating;  
oru- one;  thiravam- liquid . 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kothikkum neer-  boiling water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
vethu- vethup-paana   neer-[ missing  letter- pa-] - luke worm water.   

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kulirntha neer [ missing  letter- la-]  - cold water. 
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water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
vadi kattiya  neeer-   filterd water 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kaaya  vaiththa neer-  hot water .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
verum thanneer-  plain water.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thaakam[Skt]  / vaetkai   theerkkum / thanikkum   neer -  the water that  quinches  
thirst ;  vaetkai- thirst .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
aadu  madukku  thanneerai   kaattuka-  give a drink to cattle ;  aadu/maadu- cattle .  

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
pira kiruthi [Skt][ missing  letter- pa-] - water- 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the original 
Tamil word  /meaning is   neer kadan- libation  of water. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation  is  kana  
viratham[Skt] - water .

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation  is  kaar 
maeka koottam- dark clouds.

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation  is  
aavarththam-  one of the severn clouds that gives rain water. 

water[E]   has the consonants - va -the -Ra -and the other interpretation  is   kaatru – 
ether .
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ara : altar 

ara  has the composition -Ra  - and the meaning of the word is karuvarai [  missing 
letter-  ka-] -   womb/  altar .

altar[E]  has the  consonsnts-  la -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
thiru  kovilin / thaeva aalayaththin [Skt]   karuvarai   koodam [missing  letter- ka-] -  the
sanctum sanctorum  of the temple ; kovil- temple; karuvarai- womb / sanctum  
sanctorum .

altar[E]  has the  consonsnts-  la -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
thiru  kovilil   vananku-vatharkkaana  thooimaiyaaana   idam / maedai  [  missing  
letter- ka-] - the place for worship in a temple ;  thooimai-  sacred / pure;  vananka 
-worship;  idam- palce; maedai- table .

altar[E]  has the  consonsnts-  la -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
thirumana  naalil  /ketti maelam kotti/  thaali  katta   kovililukku  vara  vaendum  
[  missing  letter- ka-] - to go to the temple to marry ;  thirumanam- marriage;  naal- 
day ; ketti maelam- to beat the marriage drums;  thaali katta- to tie the sactred  
thread ;  kovil -temple ;  vara- to come . 

altar[E]  has the  consonsnts-  la -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
kaali/ kotravai   kovilil   kaavu  kodukkum  nilai  maedai [  missing  letter- ka-] -  the 
table  for sacrifice in  Kaali temple ;  kaali- goddess;  kaavu- sacrifice; nilai  maedai- 
table/ stage .

arbitro arbitror : to witness, bear ,witness / judge, arbitrate. 

arbitro   has the consonants - Ra -pa -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  uyar  neethi  mandram   iruthi    theerppu  thara / ariviththida / theriya  paduththa  
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vaendum   - theerppu  tharuka [ missing  letter- ka-]- to pass a judgement  ;  uyar  
neethi mandram-   supreme court  ;  iruthi -final  ; theerpu- judgement ;  tharuka- to 
give.

arbitro   has the consonants - Ra -[-pa-]  -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  saandru   tharuka [ missing  letters- sa- and- ka -] - to give evidence .

arbitro   has the consonants - Ra -[-pa-]  -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kannaar  kandathai  / kaathaar kaettathai  koorida  vaendum [ missing  
letter- ka-] - to tell what has seen / heard;  kan- eye; kaathu- ear;  kooru- tell.

arbitro   has the consonants - Ra -[-pa-]  -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   neethi / niyanmai  mandra  naduvar [ missing  letter- ka-]- judge ;  neethi 
mandarm -court;  naduvar- moderator .

judge [E]   has the  consonants-  [- sa-] - the- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   naduvar [ missing  letter- Ra - ]  -  refree. 

witness[E]  [n]  has the consonants  -va -the -an -sa- and the original Tamil  word is   
saattravan [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - witness .

arbor : tree. 

arbor  has the composition- Ra -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   kodi  
padarnthu   irukkum  panther  kottakai[ misisg  letters- ka -and- the -]  – the  shed  
covered by  creeper/ climbing shrubs  ; kodi- creeper; padarnthu –spread ;  kottakai- 
shed. 

arbor  has the composition- Ra -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  periya  
maram -  big tree ; periya -  big;  maram-  tree/tharu  .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  tharu – tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thuru – tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thetru – tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thaetraa-  a  
kind of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thaandri-  a kind
of tree [ belleric myrobalan ] .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaaram- red 
cedar tree [deva thaaru maram]  .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thaatheru – 
dung littered public place under the shadow of a tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   naatru-  baby 
plant/ sapling  . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kandru  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – baby  tree/plant .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  itri –a kind of 
tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   athi tharam-  
jujube tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kondrai maram-
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - Indian laburnum- garland. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  koatta aram 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  karadu [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -  a knot in a tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kadi  maram-
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  the tree planted and well guarded as a symbol  of sovereign 
power or domination in ancient days .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kadar kaakkai -  
a kind of tree [  kadaliranchi] .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kurandam 
[ missing letter- ka-] -  a kind of tree / maru thonadri maram.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kuruntham-
[ missing letter- ka-]-  corundum/ emery .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kurunthu -
[ missing letter- ka-]-  -  wild lime tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kuru paththira  
maram [ missing  letters- ka -and -pa-]  - tamarind tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kuraththi- -
[ missing letter- ka-] - a kind of  palm tree/  nila panai. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kae thuru -
[ missing letter- ka-]- a kind of fragrant tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   Kaattraadi -
[ missing letter- ka-]  - a kind of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kiraa kathi- -
[ missing letter- ka-]   a kind of tree/ nila vaembu.  
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kirutham -
[ missing letter- ka-] - a kind of tree/ sem murunkai  maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kathiram--
[ missing letter- ka-] -  a kind  of ebony tree.  
 
tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   oathi  maram- a 
kind  of tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   maraadi –
bottom of the tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   maru  thoandri 
– henna tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   marutham- a 
kind  of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   mathuram-  nux
vomica tree  /etti .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   manthaaram-  
one of the five celestial trees/ Indian coral tree/ mul murunkai . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   manthaarai- a 
kind of ebony  tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   munthiri-  
cashew nut tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   muthirai-  a kind
of tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    mayir kondrai - 
a kind of plant  whose flowers are like pea cock’s  crest .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   muzhu  muthar 
[ missing  letter- zha-] -  trunk of the tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the  word is   
naeththira  thaari -  cactus / kalli  maram. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
naeraedam- /naaval  maram  Jaumoon –plum tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   varuttam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - neem tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  oththai   maram-
single tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   vittaram [ kaattu
maram/ mara  kattai -] [ missing  letter- ka-] - tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  vittari- [ missing  
letter- ka-]- a kind  of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   vithaari 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thiruvaaththi - 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- a  kind  of tree.  

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thiru maram-  
pipal  tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thirukam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- nut - meg  tree  .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thirikai [ missing
letter- ka-]/ munthiri  kottai -  cashew nut tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   munthiri  
maram –cashew  tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thaekku maram 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- teak  wood. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thirakkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- -  Indian Laburnum tree   [Kondari  maram] . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thikkarai 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- – palas  tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thakar [ missing  
letter- ka-]-- tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thikkuru [ kaattu 
murunkai maram ] [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - wild  horse radish  tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaeva  thaaru 
maram [ missing  letter- ka-]—margosa tree

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thetri -  a kind of
tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thooram- a kind 
of tree.
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 tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thaerai- a kind of
disease which  affects  coconut trees . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thiraa-   a kind  
of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thinthida 
maram-  tamarind tree  . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thinthiruni  
maram- tamarind  tree.

tamarind [E]   has the consonants-  the- ma- Ra- an- the –and the original tamil  word 
is thinthiruni  maram- tamarind. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is   
tamarind - tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thirisikam [Skt] 
[ missing  letters- sa -and-  ka-]-- bael  tree.
 
tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  virutchcham[Skt]
[ missing  letters- sa -and-  ka-]--tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thiralaaram-
[ missing  letter- la-] - a tree and a herb- nila panai .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thirina pathi[Skt]
[ missing  letter- pa-] - palmyra tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thatha  paththiri 
[ missing  letter –pa-] – plantain tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thama raththai-  
a kind of tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thiru arasa 
maram [ missing  letter-  sa-] -  palmyra.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   serunthi -  a 
king of tree/sedge.

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  purudam 
[ missing  letter-  pa-] -  a kind of tree. 

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thamaram- a 
kind of tree .

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaandri  
maram -  a kind of tree /thaandri  maram 

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaarini-  
cotton tree/ ilava maram .

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaaram-  a 
tree in the heaven. 

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thaaththri  – 
embric  myobalan tree / nelli maram .

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thurattu – a 
kind of thorn tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thuru- tree .

  tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaapram 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  hollow in a tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thumparam- 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  a kind of fig tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thurukkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- saffron  tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   eru veedu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- a kind of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thon[ maiyaana] 
maram- banyan tree/Aala maram]. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaen  maram-  a
kind  of tree;  thaen – honey;  maram- tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thetri- a kind  of 
tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaetra-   a kind 
of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thaetru -  a kind 
of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   sithar [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  bark of a tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sithari  [ missing 
letter- sa-]- trumpet  flower tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   paathiri  
maram- [ missing  letter- pa-]- trumpet  flower tree.
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   piriyadarshini 
[Skt][ missing  letter- pa- and -sa-] -  a kind of tree/ vanni  maram. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   peetha saaram-]
[ missing  letter- pa- and -sa-]- sandal wood ; vaenkai maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   siva thaaram/ 
tharam  [ missing  letter-  sa- and -ka -]  -   a kind of tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  siva thurumam 
[ missing  letter-  sa- and -ka -] – bael tree.  

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sirittam [ missing
letter- sa-]  –bark of wood apple  - vilam pattai .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  suka  thaaru 
[ missing  letter- sa- and- ka -]  – kind of tree/ kadappa  maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sukaththiram 
[ missing  letter- sa- and- ka -]   – Sirissa tree/ vaakai  maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  surabi  paththirai
[ missing letter- sa- and- pa -]   –jamoon plum tree/ peru naval maram.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sinthooram-
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  tamarind tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sinthu vaaram -
[ missing  letters- sa-  and-  ka-]- a kind of tree generally  found  on the hedges/ karu 
nochchei  .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  serunthai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  a kind of tree .
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eli thurumam- 
[ missing  letter- la-]-   a kind of tree- thaandri  maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is uchcha tharu 
[ missing  letter-  sa-] - coconut tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    iynthaar – 
palmyra tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    e-yanthari – 
kind of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  e –saandraar 
[ missing  letter-  sa -] – Indian  laburnum -  garland  / kondrai maram . 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is rathakam-   a 
kind of tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is eratham[Skt] / 
thaer  -  a kind of tree.  

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  other interpretation is  erathi [Skt]  – 
jujube tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eranthai- jujube 
tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is eraththi – jujube 
tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eraththa   palam 
[Skt]  [ missing  letters- pa- and- la-] – banyan tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eraththa  saaram
[ missing  letter- sa-]- a  kind of dark / heavy / durable wood – karunkaali maram. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Raama Seetha  
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  a kind of tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  era –thamparam
[missing  letter- pa-] – a kind of tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  aridam -  neam 
tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  arittam  / 
aruttam – neam tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  adi  thooru – 
bottom of a tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  athar – pit for 
putting manure around the trunk of a  tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  arul uruthi 
[ missing  letter- la-] –neem tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  aththiram- 
jujube tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  other interpretation is athi  thaaram – 
jujube tree .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  aththiru  -pipal 
tree. 
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tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  asaraathi 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – Indian Laburmum /Kondrai maram .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   arithaki  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -myro balan tree/ kadukkaai maram.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaetraa  
maram- clearing nut tree/ uthakaththi. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is ilai uthiral  
[ missing  letter- la-]-  falling  of leaves/ wither .

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   muthan muthar 
-  the trunk  of the tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   paandeeram  
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  banyan tree.  

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   paandu urai -  
paathiri maram/ trumpet flower tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pattai uri  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – strip off  the bark of a tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    paari 
paththiram-  neem tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  uchcha  tharu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - coconut tree. 

bark[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is varkam – 
bark. 
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bark[E]   has the consonants  --pa- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  porukku- 
bark. 

arbustum : a vineyard planted with trees. 

arbustum   has the consonants  -Ra- pa  -sa- the -ma  -and the original   Tamil  word / 
meaning is   siru/ perum  maram / sedi  nadapatta   oru  kodi  munthiri  /  karuppu  
thirachchi  thottam  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  a vineyard planted with trees;   maram- 
tree;  sedi- plants;  kodi munthiri- grape ;  thiraachchai- grape;  karuppu- black ;  
thottam- garden . 

arbustus : planted with trees. 

arbustus has the consonants-  Ra -pa -sa -the -sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  siru/ perum  maram / sedi  nadapatta   oru idam/  thottam  -  the place/ 
garden  where  small / big tres and plants  are planted ; siru- small;  perum- big;  
maram- tree;  sedi- plant; nadappatta - planted ;  thottam- garden.

arca archa : chest, box, money box, coffin, cell. 

archa   has the composition- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   karuvarai-  
womb.

chest [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  
ithayam – heart [ kuruthi pai/ karuvarai koodam – uterus]  . 

chest [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   
petti  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -box. 
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coffin[E] has the consonants  -ka- pa-pa- an –and the original tamil word / meaning  is 
pinam  vaiththu  puthaika  payan  padum  petti-[ missing  letter- the -]-   the box  for 
the  dead body  to be buried;  pinam- dead body; vaiththu- keep;  puthaikka- bury; 
payan padum- useful ;petti- box.   

box[E]   has the consonants – pa- ka- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
pettakam [ missing  letter- the -]- box;  nakai petti- jewel box.

box[E]   has the consonants – pa- ka- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kuppi-  small box.

cell [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la-- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  alai 
kalam [  missing  letter-  ka -]- horrible cell /prison. 

cell [E]  has the consonants – sa- la-- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sirai  
saalaiyil   ulla   siriya   arai [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  small  room  in a prison ;  sirai 
saalai- prison; siriya- small;  arai- room.

cell [E]  has the consonants – sa- la-- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   mana  
nala  maruththuva  maniyil   ulla  siriya  thani  ari [ missing  letters-  Ra –and- the -] – 
separate   small room in a metal hospital ;  mana nalam- mental health;  
maruthhtuvam- medicine; siriya- small; thani- separate ;  aria-  room/ muri  
[Malayaalam ]  .

cell [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
min-  kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  min kalam - battery cell  .

cell [E]  has the consonants – sa- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kampi  
illa  alai  pasei   [missing  letter-ka -and -   pa-] – cell phone  ;  kampi  - wire;  illa- nil ;  
alai -wave; paesi- phone. 

cell [E]  has the consonants – sa- la-- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kai -yil  
kondu   sella koodiya  / sattai  paiyil  eduthtu  sella  koodiya   alai   paesi [ missing  
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letters- the- ka -and  -pa -] – hand phone; kai- hand; kondu  sella- carry ;  sattai  pai- 
shirt pocket;  alai paesi- cell phone. 

arceo : to shut up, enclose. 

areco  has the composition- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is    thirai   iduka/  
thirai  ittu   mooduka  [missing  letter- the -] -  to pull the screen ;  thirai- screen;  
mooduka- shut. 

shut[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saaththu-  close

shut[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
adai- shut.

shut  [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
moodu –close/cover.

shut  [E]  has the consonants – sa-the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mudichchu idu  -fasten/ tie.

shut[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
poottu [missing  letter- pa-]  - lock .

shut  up [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- pa-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  poththu  -  shut up .

                     English  word -archealogy .
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archealogy  has the consnants  -Ra- ka- la –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
pazham porul aaivu – research  work on antique .

arcus : bow (BOW and arrows), arch, bend, arc. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   avaari- 
arrow. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   avaaram- 
spear .

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   kokkarai- 
bow .

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   sara 
kaandam [ missing  letter- the -]  - quiver. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra –ka-  sa--  and the meaning of the word is  sirikka-  
arrow.  

arcus  has the compositon- Ra –ka-  sa--  and the meaning of the word is  sirukam- 
arrow. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   arookam –
arrow. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   aavarnam 
-    lance. 

arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
koormaiyaana  ampu [  missing letter-  pa -] -  sharp  arrow;  koormai-   sharp ;  ampu-  
arrow .
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arcus  has the compositon- Ra -ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   eerkku – 
feather of an arrow. 

bow[E] has the composition- pa- va-  and the meaning of the word is    kaandipam 
[ missing  letter- the -]-  bow of Arjunaa. 

bow[E] has the composition- [ -pa-]- va-  and the meaning of the word is    aavam -  
case for arrows/ string of the bow. 

bow[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  saakam 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - bow. 

bow[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  aasukam-
[ missing  letter- sa-]  bow.   

bow[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  saanakam 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - bow.  

bow[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  saavam-
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  bow. 

bow[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  saayakam -
[ missing  letter- sa-]- arrow/ sword. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   muka 
nakam- bow. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  kaekayam- 
bow.  

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  
kuthai[ missing  letter-  the -] -  arrow. 
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bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  kanai kattu 
– sheath of arrows .

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is  kunam - 
string of bow. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   kuni –bow. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   Kanai  
-arrow head. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   yaevu – to 
shoot. 

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   kinitham-  
bow of Vaayu deava .

bow[E] has the composition-[-  pa-] - va-  and the meaning of the word is   viseekam 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  bow. 

bow[E] has the composition-  pa- va-  and the meaning of the word is   vipaadam 
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  bow. 

bow[E] has the composition-  pa- va-  and the meaning of the word is   pakazhi-
[ missing  letter- zha-] - arrow. 

bow[E] has the composition-  pa- va-  and the meaning of the word is   pallavam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - arrow.

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the original Tamil  word is   aavari- arrow. 

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the original Tamil  word is   arookam- 
arrow.
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arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the original Tamil  word is   aavaranam -  
arrow. 

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the original Tamil  word is   aarththikai 
[ missing letter- the-] -  tip of the arrow. 

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the  original Tamil  word is   viraiuv  / 
seekkiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  arrow /speed.   

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the  original Tamil  word is  saarankam-
[ missing  letter- sa-] -bow of lord Vishnu .

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the  other interpretation is  maar kanam-  
arrow.  

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the  other interpretation is  pukarvu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - kind of arrow. 

arrow[E]  has the consonants – Ra- va- and the  other interpretation is   kaar mukam-  
arrow. 

arch[E]  has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-] - and  the original Tamil  word is   kuranku  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  curve/ arch .

arch[E]  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-] - and  the original Tamil  word is   kokkaari  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -arch.

arch[E]  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-] - and  the original Tamil  word is   soorppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- arch. 

bend[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -an –the- and the original Tamil  word is  koon 
udaiya [ missing  letter- ka-]- curved /bend.
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bend[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -an –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
nudakkam [ missing  letter- ka-]- - bend .

bend[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -an –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
kuninthidu -  bend [ yourself] 
aridus  : dry 

aridus  has the  consonants - Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is
than-  neer  indri-  without water. 

aridus  has the  consonants - Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is
aatru thanneer  indri  varanda tharai [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  dry land because of lack 
of river water. 

aridus  has the  consonants - Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the other intrepretation  of the word
is  arattam – dry land. 

                     English  word -arrogance  

arrogant has the consonants  -Ra- ka- an -the -and the inter pretation of the word is 
akankaaram[ Skt]  -  arrogance. 

arrogant has the consonants  -Ra- ka- an -the -and the inter pretation of the word is  
karvam konda -  head weight. 

arrogant has the consonants  -Ra- ka- an -the -and the original Tamil  word is   iru 
maappu konda [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  arrogant.

argentum : silver, money. 
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argentum  has the composition- Ra- an -ka -the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
ven niram konda  kanimam   -white colored metal  ; ven - white ;  niram- color;  
kanimam- metal. 

argentum  has the composition- Ra- an -ka -the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
thanka  surankam  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  gold mine;  thankam-  gold;  surankam-  
mine .

 money [E] has the consonants - ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
panam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  money .

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  velli kark-kal- silver stones. 

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karukkan  velli- silver of low quality. 

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vellai  nira  / vilai  uyarntha   kanimam /  maezham - white colored / costly
metal ;  vellai- white;  niram - color ;  vilai- cost;   uyarntha-  high; kanimam- metal  .

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  velli yaal  aana   porul -  kaal kolusu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - object  made 
from silver ; velli- silver; porul- object;  kaal kolusu - anklet .

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   velli  allathu  athan  niraththai  oththu irukkira [ missing  letter-  the -] 
-resembling  silver or its color;   velli- silver;   niram- color; oththu irukkira- 
resembling .

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
velli mulam  poosapatta  porul [ missing  letters- pa -and- the -]   - silver  plated  object
;  velli- silver; mulam- gilt;  poosu- paint ;  porul- object.
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silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
ven saampal  niram  ulla- [ missing  letter- pa-]   - silvery  grey color. 

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
veenira/ velli  nira    pasu- men  thaal [ missing  letter- pa-] - silver paper ;  thaal- 
paper.

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
velli olai  surul -  silver foil .

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
kilakku   kadar- kariyil   kaanukindra  velli  manal   [ missing  letter- the -]- silver sand  
seen on the seashore ; kilakku- east ; kadar kari sea shore;  kaanukindra- seen ;  velli - 
silver; manal- sand. 

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa- la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is 
velli  vaelai  seiyum  kollan  - velli kammiyar - silver smith .

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   velli  thirai [ missing  letter-  the-] -  white  screen/ movie screen  .

silver[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  velli  narai- silvery  grey hair .

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa-la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
oru vakai   poochhci - velli meen [ missing  letter- pa-]  - silver fish  .

silver[E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] -la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  velli karandiyodu  piranthavan/ pirantha  uyar kulaththai  saerntha  / arasa
kudiyil /   kudampaththil  pirantha    kuzhanthai  [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] 
meaning -   born with silver spoon ;  velli  karandi- silver spoon ;  piranthavan- one 
who has born;  arasr kudi- kong;s family ;  kuzhanthai- child  .
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silver[E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] -la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  mana vaazhvin   eru paththu  ainthaavathu   aandu niraivu  vizha  
kondaattam[  missing  letters- pa- and -the -]-  silver  jubilee celebration ; mana 
vaazhvu - marital life;  eru paththu  aeinthavathu - 25th ;  aandu -annual;   niraivu- 
completion;  vizha-  festival ;   kondaattam- celebration.

silver[E]   has the consonants - sa-la- va -Ra -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
paechchaatral  mikka- [ missing  letter- the -] - silver tongued . 

                      English  word – arithemetic.

arithemetic  has the consonants-  Ra -the –ma- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  nadai murai kanitham – practical arithemetic .

argumentum : proof, evidence. 

argumentum has the composition-  Ra- an- ka -ma- an- the- ma- and the meaning of 
the word is   nadanththai / kattathai/ kandathai /  ovvondraaaka    aathaaraththodu   
eduththu  kaatti  nandrraka  pirarkku  puriyum  vannam   tharkkam/vaatham   purika- [
missing letter-  pa -]-  argue by  giving evidence;  tharkkam-  argue; aathaaram- 
evidence. 

proof  [E] has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]   -and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  thidar[ missing letter- the -] –proof. 

proof  [E] has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]   -and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  saandru [missing  letter- sa- and - the -] - proof. 

proof  [E] has the consonants - pa- Ra- [-pa-]   -and the other interpretation is  
nirupanam [Skt]- proof   . 
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proof  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-pa-]-  -and the other interpretation is   
niruvu[ missing  letter- ka-] - prove. 

proof  [E] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- [-pa-]-  -and the other interpretation is  nirupi 
- prove. 

proof  [E] has the consonants - [ -pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]   -and the other interpretation is  
aathaaram [ missing  letter- the -] - proof .

proof  [E] has the consonants - [ -pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]   -and the other interpretation is  
rusu [ missing  letter- sa-] – proof. 

evidence [E]   has the consonants – va- the- an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is  
kandu eduththa  saandru[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  the evidence found;  saandru –
evidence;  kand eduththa-  found out. 
 
evidence [E]   has the consonants – va- the- an- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is 
kandu  eduththa  thadayam/ thadayam  vaendum  – the evidence gotin need of 
evidence  ;  thadayam- evidence. 

evidence [E]   has the consonants – va- the- an- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is 
uththu  vaendum- in need of evidence ; uththu- evidence. 

arguo : to show, make clear, attempt to show. 

arguo  has the consonants – Ra- ka - and the original Tamil  word is   vilakkamaaka   
kooru – explain .

arma : arms, weapons. 
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arma  has the composition - Ra -ma -  and the original Tamil  word is  poar  aayuthum [
missing letters- pa- and- the- ]- war weapons;   poar- war  .

weapons  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- pa-] - an- [- sa-]  –and the original   Tamil  
word is  kaandam [ missing  letter- the -] – weapon .

weapons  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- pa-] - an-  sa-–and the original   Tamil  word 
is  vanjamam- cruel war . 

weapons  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- pa-] - an-  sa-–and the original   Tamil  word 
is  sanku – war weapon. 

weapons  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- pa-] - an-  [-sa-] -–and the original   Tamil  
word is   kundaan- thadi [ missing  letter- the -] –bludgeon club  used  as  a battle 
weapon .

weapons  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- pa-] - an-  [-sa-] -–and the original   Tamil  
word is   kanayam- bludgeon club  used  as  a battle weapon .

armarium : cupboard, chest, safe (for food, clothing, money). 

armarium  has the composition-  Ra -ma -Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  
mara  alamaari  -  wodden cup  board[ missing letter-  la -]; maram-  wood;  alamaari-  
cup  board. 

chest  [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - [-sa-]  -the  -and the orignls Tamil word / 
meaning is  petti [ missing  letter- pa-]  - box. 

chest  [E]  has the consonants – sa- sa--the  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
uchchi  udampu [ missing  letter- pa-]  –  body ;  uchchi- top .
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chest  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-sa-] -the  -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  ethayam- heart. 

chest  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-sa-the  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is 
nenchu  koodu [ missing  letter- ka-]- chest ;  nenju- chest ;  koodu- box.

sine [Farsi] / chest  -  has the consonants -  sa –an- and the original Tamil  word is  
nenju/ nenjam  -  chest .

chest  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-sa-] -the  -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  pina petti -  coffin ;  pinam- corpse;  petti-box. 

safe  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aapaththu  illa [ missing  letters- the- and- la-]  – free from danger;  aapaththu- danger.

safe  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nanpakamaana – [ missing letter- ka-] –reliable.

safe  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pana   pai -   bag for keeping money ; panam- money ;  pai- bag .

safe  [E]  has the consonants-- sa-[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nichchaiyam - certain .

safe  [E]  has the consonants— sa- pa-  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saema  kaapu [ missing  letter- ka-]- safe. 

                     Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
Remember the significance of the letters- pa –and- sa -. 

aro : to plow. 
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aro  has the composition- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   yaeru -  plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  
kalappaiyaal  uzhavu-  to plow with the plough  . 

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  kokkai  
saal [ missing  letter- sa-] – un ploughed land .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   uzhal- 
plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
kalanai- plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   kalam- 
plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
alaviyam- plough.

plow[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   kozhu  
munai-  plough share.  

plow[E]  has the composition-  pa-- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   padai kaal
[missing  letter- the -] - pough share. 

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  ala 
mukam-  tip of the plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
uzhavu  saal [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  plow   furrow. 

plow[E]  has the composition-   pa- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  uzhavara  
pani kal [ missing  letter- Ra -]-   agricultural  work  . 
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plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
uzhavan -  one who ploughs- farmer .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  yaer 
uzhavan -[ missing  letter- Ra -]-one who ploughs     
 
 to plow[E]  has the composition- the- pa-- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
kaalai  maattai  pootti  kalappai   kondu   akalthal – to dig .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -- la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  
kavalai saal  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  a device  consisiting  of  cauldron  like vessel and 
bellow like part attached  at  the  bottom for lifting  water from a well with oxen  .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  nellu 
vayal-  paddy field. 

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  vaal- 
plough/sword.

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  kalani- 
paddy field. 

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is  vayal  
vaeli-  paddy  field. 

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
vellaalan  -  farmer .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
venkalaman  - farmer .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
vellaamai -  agriculture. 
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plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   
uzhaakku- plough .

plow[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la -va  - and the meaning of the word is   yaer  
mankalam-  the auspicious  song at the beginning of the ploughing  in  the current 
year.

ars,***** artis : skill method, technique, conduct, character. 

artis  has the composition- Ra- the- [-sa-] -   and the meaning of the word is  thiran / 
thirami  -  skill .

artis  has the composition- Ra- the- [-sa-] -   and the meaning of the word is  kai thiran[
missing  letter- ka-] - hand skill. 

artis  has the composition- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  nadai  
murai - conduct .

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kai  thiran  kondavar  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one who  has hand skill .

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   naadaka  nadikar-[  missing  letter- ka-] -  drama artist .

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  theru kooththaadi[  missing  letter- ka-] – street player.

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thirai  pada nadikar [ missing  letters-  pa -and- ka -]-  cinema /screen  
artist .
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artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the-  sa-–the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  sinna thirai  nadikar[ missing   letters-  pa -and- ka -]-  T.V.  artist .

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   paattu  paadukiravar- letters-  pa -and- ka -]-  singer. 

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  naattityam  aadukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] – dancer .

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- [- sa-]  –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   padam  varaikiravar [  missing  letters-  Ra- and- ka-] –painter. 

artist [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- sa –the-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   aasaari  [saathi]   pattam/ pattayam  [missing letter- pa-] – one who  has a
degree or diploma in arts;  pattam- degree; pattayam- diploma .  

articulus : (of time) a moment, crisis. 

crisis[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra-  [- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is   nerukkadi- yaana  naeram   [missing  letter- the -] -  difficult time. 

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -sa -and the original Tamil word is  
sikkalkal   niraintha  naeram / kaalam-  problematic  time ;  sikkal- problem/crisis; 
naeram -time .

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la –[-sa] -and the original Tamil word is  
nerukadiyaana  kaala  kattam- difficult period. 

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
kavalaik-kidamaana   naeram / kaalam - a time of worry .
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articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -sa--and the original Tamil word is  
udanadaiyaaka   virainthu/ thurithamaaka  / vaekamaaka   aatraludun   seyal  pada  
vaendiya   avasara [Skt]   naeram / kaalam - an emergency  time  where quick  action 
to be taken;   udanadiyaaka - immediately ;    viranthu-  speed up ; thuritham- speed;  
vaekam- speed;  seyal pada- to take action;   aatral- talent / skil ; avasara naeram- 
emergency  time.

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is  
oruvarathu   vaazhkkaiyil    thiruppu munai   undaakkukira  naeram  - critical moment  
in  one’s life ;  oruvar- one person ; vaazhkkai- life;   thiruppu munai- turning point .

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
karu  maekankal / mukilkal  vaanai  soozhnthidum  naeram/ kaalam - dark  clouds  
occupying the   sky  -allegory ;  karu mukil- dark cloud;  vaan- sky ;  naeram- time .

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
sothanikal/ vaethanaikal   niraintha   kaalam/ naeram  - testing time ; sothanai- test; 
naeram- time. 

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -sa-and the original Tamil word is   
kluzhappam  niraintha  soozhal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  confusing   situation .

articulus    has the consonants  -Ra- the- ka- la -sa-and the original Tamil word is   
elithaaka   thervu  kaana   mudaiyaatha / iyalaatha   -sikkalaana   suzhal ;   problem 
which  is difficult to be solved ;  therervu- solution ;  sikkal- problem .

crisis  [E]  has the  consonants - ka -R –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
nerukkadai  [ missing  letter- the -]- crisis. 

artificiose :  skillfully. 
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artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- pa- ka- sa -and the original  Tamil word   / 
meaning  is   sirappu   payirchhci  kidaikka  petra -  having  special  experience ;  
sirappu- special ; payirchchi- experience. 

artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- pa- ka- [-sa-] -and the original  Tamil word   /
meaning  is   paer  arivum  perum   kai- thiramai  yum  konda-   having  high  
knowledge  and  skill ;  arivu- wisdom;  kai thirami- skill .

artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- pa- ka- [-sa-] -and the original  Tamil word   /
meaning  is   yaattu  arivodu / padippu arivodu  pothumaana   payirchhci yum   konda- 
having text  book knowledge as well as  experience;   yaedu- book ;  arivu- knowledge;
payirchchi-  experience.   

artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- [-pa-] - ka- [-sa-] -and the original  Tamil 
word   / meaning  is  kai thaerntha-  skillful .

artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- [-pa-] - ka- sa-and the original  Tamil word   /
meaning  is   perum  samarththiyam  konda - having  good  ability .

artificiose    has the consonants  -Ra- the- [-pa-] - ka- sa-and the other interpretation is
saathuryam   konda -skillfull.

       Egyptian hieroglyphic word – ar [ ascend/ mount up ].

ar  has the consonant-   Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  yaeru –ascend up .

    Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -arq [  know/ gain knowledge] . 

arq has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the original Tamil  word is arika- to know. 
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arto : to press together, reduce, abridged. 

arto  has the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  kuraikka  
vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-] - to reduce. 

abridged [E]  has the consonants-  pa -Ra- the- ka -the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kuraikka  pattathu - abridged.   

reduce[E]   has the consonants - Ra -the –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kuraiththidu [ missing  letter- ka-] –reduce. 

arx , arcis : citadel, stronghold, fortress, keep, donjon. 

arx  has the composition- Ra -ka- [-sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  arasan kudi  
irukkum   kar  koattai- rock fort  of the  king [ missing letter-  the -] .

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   koattai  
illam  - fort house;  kottai-  fort;  illam-  house.  

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   ull  
koattai/ ut- koattai  kalam  –citadel. 

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   malai 
koattai-   rock fort .

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   koattai 
kathavu -  door of the fort. 

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  koattai 
vaathil-  door of the fort. 
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citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  thitti  
vaathil- door of the fort. 

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  koatti 
mathil- fort wall .

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kottai 
koaththalam-  fort barack / garrison. 

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   koattai  kal
. 

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kaathal  
koattai- love fort /Taj Mahal .  

citadel[E]  has the composition- ka- the- la -and the meaning of the word is  kallaal   
aana  koattai -  the fort  built  with stones;  kal  -  stone; kottai -  fort.    

castle[E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - the- la –and the original Tamil  word is  
thoonkaeyil   /thonkaeyil – air castle .

fort [E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is    perum  /
periya    kar  koattai -  thurukkam [  missing letter-  ka -] -  big fort;  thurukkam- fort;  
perum –big.  

fort[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-]- Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is   
kaattu aran-[ missing  letter- ka-] - fort .

fort[E]  has the composition-[-  pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is  
mathir-    fort wall .

fort[E]  has the composition-[-  pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is   kanni 
mathir  [ missing  letter- ka-] - strong  fort  that can not be invaded easily .
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fort[E]  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is   poar  
padai   thalam [ missing  letter- la-]  –garrison ;  poar padai-  battalion;   thalam- place. 

fort[E]  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- and the meaning    of the word is   irumpu 
koattai- [ missing  letter- ka-]   iron fort .

ascisco : to receive, admit / adopt / take up, approve. 

ascisco   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vaanku -  get .

ascisco   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vaankidu [ missing  letter- the -] -get .

ascisco   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  yaerkka/ ankikarikka[Skt]   [ missing  letter- Ra-] - approve . 

ascisco   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thuvankidu  / thodankidu[ missing letter- the -]   - to start/ begin .

ascisco   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  oththu kondidu  [ missing  letter- the -]  - to accept/ admit .

receive[E]    has the consonants-  Ra -[ -sa-]  -va  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peruka [ missing  letter- pa-]- receive. 

adopt  [E]  has the consonants -  the- [- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thaththu  edu - treat as one’s child .

approve   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -Ra- va  -and the original Tamil word is  yaerkka- 
to agree.
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approve   has the consonants-  pa-Ra- va  -and the original Tamil word is   anumathi/ 
ankikaaram[  Skt]   peruka  [ missing  letter- the-]  - to get the approval .

 asper : rough, harsh, severe. 

severe[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
ukkiram -  severe .

severe[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
theeviram [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -] - severe .

severe[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
kadoorum [ missing  letter-  the -] – severe.

severity [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va- Ra- the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  ur- kadam[Skt]  – severity .

severity [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kodurumaaka -  severe. 

asper  has the composition- sa-pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sirithum  
panpu  indri [ missing  letter- the -] - un cultured . 

asper  has the composition- sa- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sora 
sorannu -  rough .

harsh [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sirithum  irakkam indri [ missing  letter- the -]  – unsympathetic. 

harsh [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
mika  koduramaaka [ missing  letter- the -]   - cruel .
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asperitas : roughness, severity / harshness, fierceness. 

asperitas   has the consonants - sa-pa-Ra- the -sa-and the original Tamil word is  sora  
sorappaanthu -  roughness .

asperitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -[-pa-]  -Ra- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word is  theevira-   severe.

asperitas   has the consonants - sa-[-pa-]  -Ra- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word 
is  seetram  - furious .

asperitas   has the consonants - sa-[-pa-]  -Ra- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word 
is murattu - thanamaaka - harshness .

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - pa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sora  
sorappaana   [ missing  letter- sa-]  - not smooth .

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - pa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
panpu-atra [ missing  letter-  the -] - un civil .

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thoraayama   [ missing  letter-  the -]- approximately/ just about .

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
idar / perum thunpam-[ missing  letter-  the -]  difficulty .

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
araikuraiyaana [  missing  letter- ka-]   - incomplete.

rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pokkiri  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - rowdy .
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rough[E]  has the consonants-  Ra - pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
perum  vun  muraiyaaka  [ missing  letter- ka -]- violently .

  
aspicio : to look at, behold, gaze at, see. 

aspicio  has the composition – [- sa-]  -[- pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is  
kaana -  to  see;  kan kaani- to  watch ; nokka- to  gaze. 

gaze[E]  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
viyappudan  kaana  [ missing  letter- pa -and the-]- look with surprise ;viyappu- 
surprise; kaana- look. 
 
gaze [E]  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kannaal maeya[ missing  letter- la-]  - gaze ;  kan- eye; maeika - graze. 

gaze [E]  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koornthu  kavanikka [ missing  letters-  the and -Ra -] –look  fixedly. 

gaze [E]  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
utru  nokka [ missing  letters- the- and- Ra -] -   look fixedly. 

asporto : to carry off, take away. 

asporto  has the composition - sa -[-pa-] - Ra -the- - and the original Tamil word is  
eduththu sendridu   - take away .

to carry[E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is
kondu  varuka –carry .

to carry [E] has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
thookki varuka- to carry ; thookku- lift .
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to carry [E] has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
karuvutru – pregnant;  karu -  embryo.
 
to carry[E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is
vayitirl  / utharaththil   karuvai   / karu muttai -yei   valarththida [ missing  letter-  la-]  - 
to carry /grow  the embryo in the womb ;  vayiru- abdomen;  utharam- uterus/   
womb/ stomach ; karu  muttai  –embryo ;  valarkka-  to grow .

 carry[E]   has the consonants –  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is 
pariyakaaram [ missing  letter- pa-] - to carry .  

assentator : flatterer, sycophant, yes-man. 

assentator  has the composition- sa -sa- an- the- the- Ra - - and the meaning of the 
word is  athikaari  yidaththu  yosanai  indri   etharkkum  amaam  saami    podukira  
manithar/saevakar [  missing letter-  pa- and- ka -] -  the servant who  always  says  ‘ 
yes’  to  his  boss . 

astrum : star, constellation. 

astrum has the composition-  [- sa-] - the- Ra – ma - and the meaning of the word is  
thaaram-  star. 

astrum has the composition-  sa- the- Ra – ma - and the meaning of the word is  
vaanththir  minnum  siru  vin meen  koottam/ thaarakai [Skt] / naksathiram[Skt]   
[ missing  letter- ka-]- the sparkling  star group of the sky ;  vaanam- sky ;  minna- 
shine;  siru- small ;  vin meen-  star .

astrum has the composition-  [- sa--] -the- Ra – ma  and the meaning of the word is  
thirai  meen -  sky  fish /star
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astrum has the composition-  sa- the- Ra -  ma- and the meaning of the word is  
naksathiram[Skt] [missing  letter- ka-] - star . 

astrum has the composition-  [ -sa-] - the- Ra – ma - and the meaning of the word is  
aarudam – astrology .

astrum has the composition-  -sa- the- Ra – ma - and the meaning of the word is  
vaana  saaththiram/ sooththiram  [ missing  letter- ka-] -   astronomy . 

zodiac[E]   has the consonants-  sa- the- ka –and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saathakam[Skt] -  zodiac .

zodiac[E]   has the consonants-  sa- the- ka –and the  interpretation of the word is   
sakadam -   a variety of  combination  of  planets –astrology. 

zodiac[E]   has the consonants-  sa- the- ka –and the  interpretation of the word is 
vaan kanitham/  vaan kanitha  soathidam- astrology. 

zodiac[E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word/ 
meaning is   i-nthan  koottam – astrology .

zodiac[E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word/ 
meaning is   vaan  kanitham/ vaana  saasththiram  [missing  letter- Ra -]  -astronomy.

sagittarius    has the consonants – [-sa-] - sa- the- Ra- sa  -and the interpretation  of 
the word is  danasu  nasththiram [Skt] -  sagittarius. 

libra  [zodiac sign]  has the consonants - la -[-pa-] – Ra- and the interpretation of the 
word is  nirai kole-  balance. 

libra  [zodiac sign]  has the consonants - la --pa- Ra- and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  thulaa  paaram [Skt]  [missing  letter- the -] -  balance. 
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libra  [zodiac sign]  has the consonants - la –[-pa-] - Ra- and the interpretation of the 
word is  thulaa raasi [missing  letters- the –and -sa-] – libra/ zodiac sign. 

naksthiram [Skt]  has the consonants  -an –ka- -sa--the - Ra -ma -  and  the original 
Tamil  word is Thiraavidarin  vaana  noor  sooththiram -  astronomical formulae of 
Dravidian people.

Jupiter  has the consonants – [-sa-]  - [- pa-] –the- Ra- and the interpretation of the 
word is uyarnthor – great people/ nobles . 

Jupiter  has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa- the- Ra- and the interpretation of the word 
is  paththarai  maaththu  pon -  pure gold. 

Jupiter  has the consonants – [-sa-]  - [- pa-] –the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  anthanar [Skt] -  great  people/ nobles .

Jupiter  has the consonants – [-sa-]  - [- pa-] –the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  amaaththiyar – minister. 
  
Jupiter  has the consonants – [-sa-]  - [- pa-] –the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   manthiri[Skt] - minister. 

Jupiter  has the consonants – sa--  pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is
Birakaspathi [Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]- Jupiter. 

Jupiter  has the consonants – [- sa-] --  [- pa--] –the- Ra- and the interpretation  of 
the word is  thanthaiyar -  father .

Jupiter  has the consonants – [- sa-] --  [- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Vaenthar  [ missing  letter- ka -  king .

Jupiter  has the consonants – sa---  [- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   naattin   arasar / paer arasar -  emperor of the state . 
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Jupiter  has the consonants –  sa-  [- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  Sakkara  varththi [Skt]   [ missing  letter- ka -]-  king of kings .

Jupiter  has the consonants –  [- sa-] -  [- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of 
the word is tharai  - earth [Boomi/ Boomika ].

Jupiter  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -  [- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the
word is   uruthi- firm  [ Bhupad] .

Jupiter  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -  pa-the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word
is   Bharath  [Skt] .

Jupiter  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   purinthoar -  friends .

Jupiter  has the consonants –  -sa- pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is
Seethai  piraatti- Seetha. 

Jupiter  has the consonants –  -[- sa-] – [-pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of 
the word is   adiyaar-  devotee. 

Jupiter  has the consonants –  -[- sa-] – -pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  theeraatha anpu – love. 

Jupiter  has the consonants –  -[- sa-] – -pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  perum andam/ piramaandam-  magnificent.

Jupiter  has the consonants –  -[- sa-] – -pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   veedu  paeru [ missing  letter- ka-] - heaven .
 
Jupiter  has the consonants –  - sa- -pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  sooriya kanthi  poo vin vithai  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  sun flower seed. 

Jupiter  has the consonants –  - sa- -[- pa-] -–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  sandai indri -  without war. 
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Jupiter  has the consonants –  - [- sa-] -  pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   poar indri-  without war. 

Jupiter  has the consonants –  - [- sa-] -  pa-–the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  Thamarai poo-  lotus flower.  

great bear [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  
word is   perum karadi -  big bear. 

great bear [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- pa- Ra –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is thuruva aaram /  kaar / sakkaram [Skt] [ missing  
letter- sa-] –polar  wheel . 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   thaaram- star. 
  
star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  thaarai/ thaara [Skt] –star.  

star [E]  has the consonants-  sa -the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  erasatham- star . 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   thirai- sky . 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   thiru- beauty  /wealth .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   thaer/ rath[Skt] - chariot. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  sa -the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   sutru  paathai[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  orbit. 
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star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  kathiravan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- sun .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is   kathir [ missing  letter- ka-]-- sun ray .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  Thiru Murugan[ missing  letter- ka-]-  - Dravidian sun god-Egyptian 
Horus –junior  /Sumerian Marduk .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  thaarakam/ thaarakai  [Skt]- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the 
interpretation  is  thaaraka  koottam / kanam[Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] –group of 
stars .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the interpretation  is  thaaram- star .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the interpretation  is   thaara  panthi
[ missing  letter- pa-] - row of stars. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the interpretation  is  thee pori 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - fire sparkles;  thee- fire;  pori –sparkle .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the interpretation  is  thaara  pathi 
[Skt] -  [ missing  letter- pa-]- moon/ Jupiter. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thaara  paathai/ patham [Skt] - [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sky .

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the other interpretation is   
thaarakai  [Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-] - star. 
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star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the other interpretation is   thuruva 
meen [ missing  letter- ka-] -  pole star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the other interpretation is    
kirththikai  meen [ missing  letter- ka-]- kirthikai  star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thirai  meen – star/ sky fish ;  thirai-  sky;  meen- fish/ star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Thiruvaathirai   meen / nakasththiram [ missing  letter- ka-]-  Thiruvaathirai  - star . 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Raevathi  meen [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – Raevathi  star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Thiruvoanam  meen-[ missing  letter- ka-]-    Thiruvoanam  star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kaettai  meen [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – Kaettai   star. 

star [E]  has the consonants- -sa -the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Miruka   seeridam [ missing  letter- ka-].  

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Ardra [Skt]meen –Ardra star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Anuraathai [Skt]  meen -  anuraathai  star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Arunthathi  meen – Arunthathi  star.
 
star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Bhatra [Skt]  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] – Bhadra star. 
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star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
parani   thirai meen  / nakasththiram[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  Barani  star. 

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pooradam  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] - Pooradam  star  

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Purattaathi meen[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  Purattaathi  star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
Uththiraattathi  meen-Uththiraattam star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  -sa -the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thirai  meen  swathi  [ missing  letter- ka-] –Swathi star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  sa -the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
siththirai  meen –chitra  star.

star [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   Thiru moola  meen [ missing  letter- la-] -  Moolam star. 
 
Venus[E]   has the consonants-  va -an –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   velli 
meen [ missing  letter- la-]-  venus;  velli- 
venus;  meen- star .    

Venus[E]   has the consonants-  va -an –[- sa-] -and the other interpretation  is   
usavan-  Venus / Sukkiran[Skt]  .

Sukkiran[Skt]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ka -Ra -an – and the orignal Tamil  word is
vaikuru meen – morning star/ Venus . 

Venus[E]   has the consonants-  va -an – [- sa-] -and the other Vinterpretation  is   
kavignan  -Venus.
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Venus[E]   has the consonants-  va -an – [- sa-] -and the other interpretation  is   
vaani /vaeni- Venus. 

 meteor [E]  has the consonants -  ma- the -Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is
eri muttam /  eri natsaththiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -meteor.

                  English  word- asterisk.

asterisk  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- Ra- sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   nakasththira[Skt]  kuri eedu -  star symbol . 

asterisk  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- Ra- [-sa-] –ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  udu  kuri – star symbol .

atavus : great-great-great grandfather, ancestor. 

atavus  has the composition-  the -va –[-sa-]-   and the meaning of the word is   
koppaattaan  [  missing letter-  pa -] - great grand father. 

atavus  has the composition-  the -va –[-sa-]-   and the meaning of the word is  
kudiththanththin   mooththavan/  muppaatan-  great  grand father of the  family  ;  en 
thaththa  udaiya   thaththa / paattan    enakku muppaattan  vaenum - my grandfather 
‘s grandfather  is my  great - great - great  grand father .

                              English  word - at  .
at  has the consonant-  the- and the original  Tamil  word is  meethu  -at .

    Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – At [ moment/ instant /time] .
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At  has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  antha nodi- at that 
moment. 

At  has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  antha nimidam- at that  
minute. 

        Egyptian hieroglyphic  word  - itmw [ Atum / the finisher] .

ttmw has the consonants - the –ma- va -and the original Tamil  word is  mooththa / 
motha   thaeivam -   the first  god .
ttmw has the consonants - the –ma- va -and the original Tamil  word mudiththu  
vaikkum thaeivam -  the finsher god.

ater atra atrum : dark. 

ater  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   eruttu -  dark .

ater  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  karuththa 
[ missing  letter-  ka -] -  dark / black .

ater  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   eraaththiri[Skt] - 
night  [ thirai  mudiyaayitru- sky is closed] ; thirai- sky;  moodu- close.  

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
Thiraavidar –Dravidian people . 

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
Karu Maari  Thaai /Durka[Skt] /Sarasvathi-   Dravidian fertility  goddess/ moon 
goddess .
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dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
vaanam  karukkum  naeram- -  the time for the sky  to become dark ; vaanam- sky ; 
karukkum- becoming dark ;  naeram- time .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
karuththa  vaanam- dark sky ;  karuththa- dark/ black;  vaanam- sky.

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is   
karuththa-  black .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is   
kirutina  - dark. 

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is 
akarai udaiya - darkness; akarai- dark .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
ariyaamai kondu  - being ignorant ;  ariyaamai- ignorant . 

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is   
kum - iruttu -  dark .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning is  
vannam  indri-  no color ;  vannam- color; I ndri- without;  karuththa  vannam- dark 
color; karuththa- dark .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is  
viruththiram  -  dark .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is   tarike 
[ Farsi ] - dark .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is  kaad-
antha  kaaram – primitive  darkness.
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dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is  
mantharaamaka – dark. 

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is  karai  
udaiyathu – tainted one. 

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is 
kaanthaaram/ Kandahar / karu varai  kooda eruttu -  the darkness of the uterus/ 
sanctum sanctorum ;  karu varai – uterus; eruttu  -dark; Kandahar -  a place in 
Afghan  .

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is    
kathiravan  marainthidum  naeram- the time of sun set  -  dark.

dark [E]  has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka  -and the other interpretation is  kathiravan 
thondriyatharkku  munthiaya kum-eruttu [ antha kaara[Skt]  eruttu ] -  the darkness 
existed  before the  appearance of sun ;  kathiravan- sun; kum eruutu- pitch  dark .

atqui : (conj.) and yet, still. 

atqui  has the consonants - the -ka - and the original Tamil  word is   ithu  varai  / intha 
naeram varai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – still.

atrocitas : hashness, cruelty, frightfulness, barbarity, horror. 

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is   aachchu rithakam [missing  letter-  ka -]- atrocity.
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atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is   thundareekam  [ missing  letter- ka-] atrocity .

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is  akiriththiyam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-] atrocity .

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is   nettooram -  atrocity. 

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra -sa-the- sa--and the meaning of the word is   
achcham    tharakoodiya [ missing  letter- ka-] –frightful .

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is   mika   koduramaana  ondru  /  verukka thakka  ondru [ missing letter-  ka -] - 
atrocious.  

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the 
word is  kaattu miraandi  thanam-[ missing letter-  ka -] -  barbarity .  

atrocitas  has the composition -  the- Ra - sa-the- [-sa-]   -and the meaning of the word
is  neethi  niyaaththirkku / Manu Darmaththirkku[Skt]/ araththirkku / sattaththirkku / 
manitha  naeyaththirkku    purampaana / ethiraana ondru   [  missing letters- pa  - and 
-ka -] -  against  law / ethics/ humanitarian  nature /virtue  ;  neethi-  justice;  
Daramam -  virtue ;  aram-  virtue;   sattam-  law;   manitha  naeyam-  humanitarian 
nature;  purampaana -  against ;  virothamaana-  against  .

harsh [E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra-[- sa-] -and the original  Tamil word is  karam -  
harsh .

atrox : terrible, cruel, horror. 
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atriox has the composition- the- Ra- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
koduramaaka-  cruel . 

terrible  [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- Ra- pa- la  - and the orignla Tamil  word/ 
meaning   is manathil   perum   peethi - yaei  tharum   -  the  one that  gives extreme 
fear with in the mind;  manathu- mind;  perum- big;  peethi- fear;  tharum- giving .

attero : destroy, waste, weaken, impair. 

atttero  has the composition- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  saethaaram-  
wastage [  missing letter-  sa-].  

waste [E]  has the consonants-  va- sa-the-  and the original Tamil word is   thaevai   
illaamal   selavazhikka  [ missing  letter- la-] -spend unnecessarily .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-sa-the-  and the original Tamil word is    veen  
selavu   seithiduka [ missing  letter- la-] - spend uselessly;  selavu seika- spend .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  edai yaei 
konjam- konjamaaka   izhakka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- la-] -  to lose weight ;  edai- 
weighy ;  izhakka- to lose .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  azhikka  
vaedum [ missing  letter- la-] - to ruin .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  makkal  
vaazhaatha/ vaazha mudiyaatha   idam [ missing  letter- la-] - uninhabited place .

 waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-sa-the-  and the original Tamil word is  
naasamaakidu / saethamaakkidu - destroy. 
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waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-sa-the-  and the original Tamil word is  saetham/ 
naasam  konda   - ruined.

 waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  
veenaakka  patta [ missing  letter- pa-] spoiled .

 waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is   
uoothaarithanamaaka [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - spending  uselessly .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  viruthaa 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - waste .

 waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is  
meendum  payan paduththa  mudiyaatha vannam [ missing  letter- pa-] - of no further
use ;  meendum- again;  payan  paduththa- to use ;  mudiyaaththu- can not .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-sa-the-  and the original Tamil word is  varanda mun
/   tharisaaka  kidakka  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  barren .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is   kedukka 
vaendum-  to spoil / impair.

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is   kaadu  
padu [ missing  letter- pa-] - to waste .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the original Tamil word is   veen 
adikka  vaendum- to spoil  .

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   koathu-
waste.

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   
vaendaathethu – un wanted .
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waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  
vaendumaanathu –wanted  [antonym] 

waste[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-sa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thaevai  
-yaanathu-  not a waste / needy one[antonym]  .

  
attero : to weaken, ruin, rub against, rub away, erode. 

attero  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
ariththu/ariththida  -  erode. 

erode  has the consonants - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ariththidu  / ariththu thinnu  - wear away / eat away . 

attollo : to raise, lift up, elevate / excite, exalt. 

attollo has the composition- the- la -   and the meaning of the word is  yezhunthu  
nillu -  to  raise up /  to  stand up ; yezhunthidu -  to  raise ; nillu-  to  stand .

attollo has the composition- the- la -   and the meaning of the word is  maelae  
izhuthidu  -to pull up ;  maelae- up ; izhuthidu- pull .

elevate [E]  has the consonants  - la- va –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai onkuthal -  elevate ;  kai- hand; onkuthal-  growing  tall/ going high . 

elevate [E]  has the consonants  - la- va –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
maelae  thookki  viduka- to elevate ;  maelae- up;  thookki vidu- lift.  
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auctor : author, originator. 

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is   
Thiraavidar-  Diravidian  people.

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is   karththar 
– creator.

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  
uruvaakkiyavar - the one who created

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  
undaakkiyavar - the one who  made. 

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  iyatriyavar-
author .

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  noor 
vaththa-  author of a book; noor- book; vaththa- author. 

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is   karuthhu  
aakiyon-   originator;  karuththu –thought;  aakiyon –one who made. 

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  kandu  
arinthavar-  inventor. 
 
auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  
ezhuthiyavar[ missing letter- zha-]  - one who has written .

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is kathai / 
kavithai/ katt urai  aasiriyar -  the one who  authored the novel [ missing letter-  sa-] ; 
noor iyattriya  aasiriyar [  missing letter-sa-]. 

auctor  has the composition- ka- the-Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is   vadivam 
amiththavar- designer;  vadivam –design . 
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auctoritas : authority 

auctoritas has the composition-  ka -the- Ra- the - sa- nd the meaning of the word is  
Thiraavidarin  arasu/  aatchhci  murai -  the rule of Dravidian government. 

auctoritas has the composition-  ka -the- Ra- the - [-sa- ] and the meaning of the word 
is  kondeeram   kondavar – one who has the  authority / power ;  kondeeram- power. 

auctoritas has the composition-  ka -the- Ra- the - [-sa- ] and the meaning of the word 
is  athi kaaram  kondavar -  the one who has the power or authority .

auctoritas  has the composition-  ka -the- Ra- the - sa- and the meaning of the word is 
athikaaram konda  arsau  athikaari [Skt] -  the government  officer who has the power;
athikaaram-  power;  arasu- government ;  athikaari-  officer. 

auctus : growth, enlargement, increase. 

auctus  has the composition- ka -the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
athikamaaku-  to increase .

auctus  has the composition- ka -the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  viruththi 
[ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  growth .

                         English  word-  average.

average  has the consonants  - va -Ra -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  sara 
sariyaaka -  average.
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average  has the consonants  - va -Ra –[-sa -]-and the interpretation  of the word is   
nadu tharamaaka[ missing  letter- the-]   - average std.

 
udacia : boldness, dash, daring, audacity. 

audacia  has the composition- va -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is thena 
vettu -  daring .

dash [E]  has the  consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  meaning is  
idi – hit. 

dash [E]  has the  consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  meaning is  
moathu – dash/ butt. 

dash [E]  has the  consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  meaning is   
muttu  -dash.

audacter, audaciter : boldly, proudly, fearlessly. 

audacter has the consonants- the- ka- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
adavadaithana maana  manithar- one who is bold   .

audax : bold 

audax  has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-]-   and the meaning of the word is  thunivu   
- boldness  ;  thena vettu  konda -  daring . 

audax  has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-]-   and the meaning of the word is 
thairiyamaaka [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  boldly.   
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audax  has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-]-   and the meaning of the word is   ada vadi
thanam – audacity. 

bold[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - la –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thunichchalaana [ missing  letter- sa-] –bold. 

bold[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - la –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
achcham  illaathu  [ missing  letter- sa-] –-without fear. 

audentia : boldness, courage. 

audentia  has the consionants-  the- an -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaningis  
thunivu  udaiya   manathu - courgeous mind ; thunivu- courage ; manathu- mind. 

audeo : (part. ausus ) : to dare. 

audeo  has the composition-  va-  the - and the meaning of the word is  thena  vettu -  
to  dare;  thinvu –boldness;  adaavadi thanam . 

dare[E]  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   theeram- 
boldness.

dare[E]  has the composition- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   thunivu   
niriantha / thunikaramaaka  / thaeiriyamaaka[Skt]   -  bold [  missing letter-  ka -].

audio : to hear, hearken, listen to. 
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audio has the composition- va-the  and the meaning of the word is  kaathu  koduththu
kaetka-  hearing  with ears  ;   kaathu-  ear;  kaeka -  to hear . 

to  hear [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kaathaar   kaettiduka – to hear. ;  kaathu- ear; kaettidu – hear.

auditor : hearer, listener. 

auditor  has the composition- va- the- the- Ra- -and the meaning of the word is kaathu
koduththu kaetkum  manithar [  kaetka vanthavar ]  -  the one who  came to  listen .

aufero : to carry away, remove / steal, carry off, make away with. 

aufero  has the composition- va- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is eduththu 
kondu  vara -  to  bring [ missing letter-  the -] ;  thiruduka/thirudi  kondu  poka   -  to  
steal ;  neeki  paarka - remove and see;  neeki- removed;  paarka -  to  see  .

                          English  word  -alloy 

alloy  has the consonant-  la- and the interpretation of the word is    kanima  
kalavai / uloka kalavai [ missing  letter- ka-]  -alloy. 

aureus :  golden. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  kanthalam- 
gold .
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gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  kilitham / 
kilitha  kodai [  por kaasukal  konda thuni mudippu ] ]   -  gold  coins  filled  pouch  
given as a gift .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thanka  
vayal-  - gold mine;  thankam- gold;  vayal- field.
 
gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   thanka  
valaiyal-  gold  bangle;   valaiyal- bangle   . 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   thanka  kaal 
kolusu [ missing  letter- sa-] -   gold anklets ;  kaal-  leg;  kolusu- anklets .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is Sivan  Kovil   
thanka  kalasam [ missing  letter- sa-] – sacred gold  pots over the  temple tower. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
thankaththilaana   koosa [ missing  letter- sa-] – gold jar. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is    thanka  
sankili [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - gold chain .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   thanka  
kaasukal- [ missing  letter- sa-] - gold coins.   

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thanka kaasu
maalai [ missing  letter- sa-] – gold coin chain. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
thankaththilaana kudam-  gold pot. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
thankaththilaana   thattu- gold plate. 
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gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is vadi vaelan  
kovil    thanka  vael  - gold spear. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   thanka  vaal-
gold  sword. 

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thankaththilaana  mookku- kuththi- gold nose ring.

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thankaththilaana   thonkattan –gold pendant .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thankththilaana   thoadu -  gold stud .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thankththilaana   ottiyaanam  -gold waist jewel .

gold[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thankththilaana   mani makudam- gold crown .

aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   arkkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -   gold. 

aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thamairam- 
copper[  missing letter- the -] .

aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  irumbu - iron 
[  missing letter-  pa -]. 

aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kaari - iyam - 
tin . 
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 aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kari-  lignite  
[  missing letter-  ka -]  .

aureus has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  -Ra -[-sa-] - 
and the meaning of the word is pon niram  -  the golden color [  missing letter-  pa-] - 
pon-   gold;  niram-  color.   

auris : ear. 

 auris  has the composition- ka-  Ra –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word  karunam   - 
ear. 

auris  has the composition- ka-  Ra –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word  sevi pori 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –ear. 

auris  has the composition- ka- - Ra –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word   pura  sevi- [
missing  letter- pa-]-   external  ear ;   
puram- external;  sevi   -ear. 

auris  has the composition- ka- - Ra –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word  sevi  unarvu
-  the sense of  hearing  ;  sevi- ear; unarvu –sense. 

ear[E]  has a  consonant-   Ra-  and the original Tamil word is karnam [ missing letter- 
ka-] –ear.  

ear[E]   has a  consonant-   Ra-  and the original Tamil word is isai   pori [ missing  letter
-pa -and -sa-]  -ear. 

ear[E]   has a  consonant-   Ra-   and the  other interpretation is sira vanam [Skt]
[ missing letter-sa- and-ka-]- ear.
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ear[E]   has a  consonant-   Ra-  and the  other interpretation is siroththiram-[ missing 
letters-sa -and-the-]- ear.

ear[E]   has a  consonant-   Ra-  and the  other interpretation is suruthi  [ missing  
letters-  sa -and -the -]- ear . 

ear[E]   has a  consonant-   Ra-  and the  other interpretation is   soaththiram [ - 
missing  letters-  sa -and -the -]- ear. 

hear[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is sira 
vanam –[ - missing  letters- sa-] - hearing / learning by hearing .

         Egyptian  hieroglyphic  word  - Damw [ fine  gold] .

DamW  has the consonants - the -ma- va- and the original Tamil  word is thooya  
thankam-  fine gold;  thooya- pure;  thankam- gold. 

aurum : gold. 

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   arukkam 
[ missing letter-] - gold.

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   paththarai  
maaththu  pon[ missing  letters- pa -and -the -]- quality gold;  pon-  gold   .

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   
irumpu[  missing  letter- pa-]  -iron .

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   karum pon  
[ missing  letters-  ka -and -pa-] - iron .
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aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   kaari -eeyam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - tin .

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   thakaram  
[ missing  letters- the- and-  ka-]  - tin 

aurum has the composition-  Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   vairam-
[ missing  letter- ka-]    diamond  .

gold [E]  has the consonants- la- ka- the- and the  interpretation of the  word is  
nakathi kal - gold. 

gold [E]  has the consonants- la- ka- the- and the  interpretation of the  word is  thanka
vayal-  golden mine .

gold [E]  has the consonants- la- ka- the- and the  interpretation of the  word is   
thanka  mulam - gilt. 

zinc[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -ka - and the original Tamil  word is  naakam-  
zinc. 

zinc[E]   has the consonants  - sa- -an -ka - and the original Tamil  word is   naaka  
seevanam -  zinc. 

zinc[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -ka - and the original Tamil  word is   thuththa 
naakam [missing  letter- the -]- zinc. 

copper [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   eruvai  
-copper. 

copper [E]  has the consonants  -ka- pa-–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   irumbu 
kanimam -  iron ore. 
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aut ... aut : either ... or. 

aut  has the composition-  the -  and the meaning of the word is ithu   allathu   athu -  
either  or/  this or  that  [  missing letter-  la -].  

autem : moreover, however, but, also. 

autem  has the composition- the- ma -and the meaning of the word is   aththodu  
mattum  illathu - more over [ missing letter-  la-] .

autus : increase, enlargement, growth. 

autus  has the composition- the-[-sa-] and the meaning of the word is   kattti- 
growth /swelling; athikamaakkuka -  to increase [  missing letter-  ka -] .

auxilium : aid, help, assistance, support. 

auxilium  has the consonants-  ka- sa- la -ma - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
yaezhai makkalukku  uthavi  sethidu [ missing letter- the -]  - to help the poor people ; 
yaezhai- poor;  makkal- people; uthavi -help ;  seithido-do .

aid[E]   has the consonant  - the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
uthaaththam  -aid. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  paeni  kappaatru [ missing  letter- ka-]  -protect/ rescue . 
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support[E]   hasthe consonants –- sa—[- pa-]  –Ra- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   samratchchi [Skt] – support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-]  –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is   uoondruthar-  support .

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-]  –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is   uru thunai/ utra  thunai- support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-]  –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is   uruthi  -  support.  

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-]  –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is   uthavuthar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to help . 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-]  –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  thaankuthar- [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to bear   .

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –pa- –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  pidiththar-  hold. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] –[- pa-] - –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil 
word meaning of the word is  thodarnthidu – sustain/ maintain. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants – [- sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is   patru kodu [ missing letter- ka-] / paer  aatharvu [Skt] – 
support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants [-  sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  paer  uthavi  missing letter- ka-] -  big help .
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support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  
thaarippu –support.

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-] –[- pa-]  –Ra- the- and the other interpretation 
is  uruthi – support .

support[E]   hasthe consonants [-  sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  thaanki nirkkum  pidimaanam [ missing letter- ka-] - support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants [-  sa-] -pa –Ra- the- and the original  Tamil word 
meaning of the word is  patri  kondu / pidiththu kondu irukkum- patru  kodu  [ missing 
letter- ka-] - supporting .

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-] –[- pa-]  –Ra- the- and the other interpretation 
is  aathaaram[Skt]-  support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-] –[- pa-]  –Ra- the- and the other interpretation 
is  aatharanai – support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-]  pa- –Ra- the- and the other interpretation is   
patri kondu- [ missing  letter- ka-]- the one that holds/ supports 

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-]  pa- –Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  
patru  - support. 

support[E]   hasthe consonants  [- sa-] - pa- –Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  
thuppaayar  -  supporter. 

                       Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
Remember  the significance of the letters- pa- and -sa-. 

avaritia : avarice, greed. 
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avaritia has the composition-  va -Ra-  -the - and the meaning of the word is  aavari  
kondu – greediness;  aavari- avarice. 

avaritia has the composition-  va -Ra-  -the - and the meaning of the word is  paer 
aasai/  athika aasai    konda manathu - greedy mind[  missing letters- sa- and- pa -] .

avaritia has the composition-  va -Ra-  -the - and the meaning of the word is  poraamai
unarvu  kondu  [missing  letter- pa-] -  jealousy .

avarice[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  aavari- greedy .

avarice[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is 
isai /aasai [Skt]  perukkam [ missing  letter- pa-] –greedy  .

greed[E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kannaeru  kondu –envy .

greed[E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
poraamai  unarvu  kondu [ missing  letter- pa-] - jealousy .

greed[E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the - and the other interpretation  is  
paravaathi  [missing  letter- pa-] – greedy.

aveho : to carry away, remove (avexi avectum ) 

aveho  has the composition  va- ka -   and the meaning of the word is  neekkuka- 
remove.  
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*****averto : to turn away, avert, avoid, turn back. 

averto  has the composition- va -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  thavirka -  to
avoid .

avoid[E] has the composition- va -the and the meaning of the word is  thavirkka- to  
avoid [  missing letter- Ra-] .

avoid[E] has the composition- va -the and the meaning of the word is  othukku  -avoid.

avoco : to call away, divert.

avaco has the composition- va- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  koovuka -  to  
shout .

                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word -   Ax .

Ax  has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] - and the original tamil  word is  aavi-  spirit. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

B.

                        English  word - bud 

bud  has the consonants - pa -the -and the interpretation  of 
the word is   putpam / poo  mottu -  flower bud. 

bud  has the consonants - pa -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  poathu-  
bud.   
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                                Tamil  word- poo [ flower] .

poo has the consonant- pa- and the interpretation  of the word is  pushpam[Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -poo  .

       Egyptian   hieroglyphic word-  ib – [ think / suppose] . 

Ib  has the consonants- pa  –and  the original Tamil  word is  ninai / ninappu-   
think / suppose. 

     English  word -  bard  [ poet/ rhymester ]

bard has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
soother[ missing  letter- sa-]  - bard. 

bard has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
kadikaiyar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bards. 

                       English  word - big. 

big  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is   kaya – big. 

big  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka -  and the other interpretation of the word is  
makaa[  Skt] -  big. 

                               Eglish  word – bad.
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bad has the consonants – pa- the--and the original atmil  word is  theeya/ theethu/ 
theeyathu/ thappu – bad/ evil/wrong.

                           English  word – bit.

bit has the consonants -  [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thundu. 

bit has the consonants -  pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  podi-  bit. 

                         English  word -   body .

body  has the consonants – pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is pothi- body;  
udampu  .

                       English  word – bark .

bark has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka  - and the original Tamil  word is  porukku -  
bark. 

               Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - bta  [wrong] .

bta  has the consonants – pa- th-e and the original Tamil  word is thappu –wrong. 

          Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  -  bT  [run] .
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bT  has the consonants  -pa  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  oadu –run;  oattam
edu –run;  oattam pidi –run. 

B

baiulus : porter, pall-bearer, carrier of a burden. 

baiulus has the consonants  - pa- la- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  vaayil   
kaappoan/ vaayiloan  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  gate keeper/ porter.

baiulus has the consonants  - pa- la- sa-and the original Tamil word is   pina petti / 
paadaiyaei   - yaei   sumakkum  aal / manithan [ missing  letters- the -and -ka-] - paal 
bearer ;  pina petti-  casket ;  sumakka- to carry ; aal- person.

balbus : stammering, stuttering, fumbling. 

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
mazhalai  paechchu/ mozhi - child talk .

balbus has the composition -pa -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   pillai  
mozhi  paechchu -  child talk ;  pillai- child;  mozhi- language;  paechchu- speech. 

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
thelivilla   paechchu/ vaai mozhi  [ missing  letters-  the- and- ka -]  -un clear speech  .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  ulaari 
paesa [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - incomprehensible  speech .
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balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   vaai  
kulari  paesa [ missing  letters- ka- and -Ra -] -sluring of speech .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- [-pa-] -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
thikku  vaai  kolaaru [ missing  letters- ka- and -Ra -]  - stammering  .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- [-pa-] -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
thikkuthal- [ missing  letters- ka- and -the -]  -stutter.

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- [-pa-] -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
paechhcil  thayakkam  kaatta [ missing  letters- ka- and - the -]  hesitancy  in speech .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
pithatral  paechhcu /mozhi [ missing  letters- the -and -Ra - ]-  incomprehensible  
speech .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
kuzhappamaana   paechuchu / mozhi  - confusing  tongue ; kulappam- confusion;  
mozhi- toungue .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  pizhai
ulla   paechchu-  faulty  speech;  pizhai  -fault  .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
kallam - illa  paechhcu/ mozhi[ missing  letter- ka-] - frank talk .

balbus has the composition - pa-la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   poei 
mozhi  paesu-  to tell  lies;  poi- lie  .

balbus has the composition - pa-la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  pazhi 
mozhi  paesu - to talk ill of .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  vaai  
mozhi  paesu[ missing letter- ka-]  - speak. 
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balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
vazhakkil  ulla  mozhi / paechhcu -[ missing letter- ka-]  - dialect / language in vogue .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   
paechhcu  mozhi- spoken language/  dialect .

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
pazha mozhi -proverb; azhamai paesu .
  
balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
senthamizh  mozhiyil   paesu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  speak  a  good Tamil ;  
senthamizh- good Tamil;  mozhi- language.  

balbus has the composition - [-pa-]  -la- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  sem 
mozhiyaana  Tamizh mozhiyil / thaai mozhi/ thol mozhi- yil   paesu [ missing  letter- 
the -]  -speak in the classical language Tamil ;  sem mozhi- classical language;  Tamizh- 
Tamil;  paesu- speech ;  thol mozhi- ancient language /Sumerian Tamil ; thaai mozhi 
-mother tongue  .

stutter [E]  has the  consonants- sa- the –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is thetri paesida[ missing  letter- pa-]-  stutter.

barba : beard, whiskers. 

barba   has the composition - [-pa-] - Ra -[- pa-]  -  and the meaning of theword is   
thaadi   mayir [  missing letter-  the -] -  beard;  thaadi-  beard ;  mayir- hair;  
romam[Skt]  -hair . 

bardus : stupid, slow, dull. 
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bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mathi indri- without  sense /knowledge. 

bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thiran indri-  without talent;  thiran- talent. 

bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
arivu indri-  without   intelligence [ missing letter-ka -] ; arivu-  intelligence;  indri-  
with out .

bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kooru indri [ missing letter-ka -] -  without sense.

bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
pakuththu arivu undri [ missing letter-ka -] -  without sense;  pakuththu  arivu-  
rational thinking .
bardus has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  masa 
masa endru -  dull . 

bardus has the composition--pa- Ra- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word is  suru  
suruppu  indri -  lethargic /dull/slow;  suru suruppu- energetic /speedy /swift ;  indri-  
without  .

stupid[E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-] - the- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  madamai- stupidity .  

stupid[E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-] - the- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mathi eenam –stupidity.

stupid[E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-] - the- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  madaththanam-  stupidity.
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basium : kiss. 

basium  has the composition- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word is 
muththam - kiss ;  muththam ida-  to kiss [ missing letter-  the -].

 to kiss[E]  has the consonants - the-  ka- sa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
uchch  uchchena uthattai  kuviththu   /kan moodi   idai  vidaathu  muththam  kodu - to
kiss uninteruptedly  ;  muththam- kiss;  kodu- give .

to kiss[E]  has the consonants - the-  ka- sa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
uchchi  mukarnthida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  Ra-and- the -]  -  to kiss on the 
forehead of a baby . 

to kiss[E]  has the consonants - the-  ka- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  muzhuvuthal[  missing  letters- la- and-   zha-]- kissing . 

kiss[ E]   has the consonants -  ka- sa -and the original Tamil word is  konju – kiss. 

 to kiss[ E]   has the consonants -  the-  ka- sa -and the original Tamil word is   uthattai  
/ vaai yaei-   suvaiththidu – taste the lips / kiss. 

beatus : blessed, fortunate, sometimes "saint". 

beatus has the composition-  pa- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
archchikka[Skt]   patta  -  blessed[ missing letters- Ra- and -ka -] .

beatus has the composition-  [-pa-] - the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
saathu[Skt]   - saint ;  thavasi [ missing letter- ka-] - monk;    amaithiyaaanvan  [ missing
letter- ka-] - saathu   .

beatus has the composition-  pa- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
punithan [ Skt]- saint .
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beatus has the composition-  [-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
thiru  thondan [ missing  letter- Ra -] - saint .

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
punithan[Skt] - [ missing  letter- pa-] -  holy man ;   

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
thondan/  thiruthondan  [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  saint .

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
amaithi  adainthavan [ missing  letter- ka-]  -   saint / saathu  /saanthan /  punithan 
[Skt] .

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
thooimai -yaanavan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  one eminent  for virtue ;  thooimai- pure. 

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
thiru  maeni  [ missing  letter- Ra -]   - saint .

saint [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -an-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning   
adaiyavan [ missing  letter- ka-]  – saint .

sage[ E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  munivan – 
sage. 

sage[ E]   has the consonants – sa- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kowseekan-  a 
sage. 

sage[ E]   has the consonants – sa- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   kavi- poet. 

bless[E]   has the consonants  -pa- la -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  nal  
paechchu- good words. 
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bless[E]   has the consonants  -pa- la -sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
palichchu – bless.

to bless[E] has the consonants  -the- [- pa-] - la –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is
yaeththuthal -  to bless. 

bellicus : martial, military, war-like. 

bellicus  has the composition- pa -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  poar 
veerarkal / maravarkal [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  soldiers. 

bellicus  has the composition- pa -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kaalapam- war. 

bellicus  has the composition- [- pa-] -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kaalai ankam- war. 

bellicus  has the composition- [- pa-]  -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kalai  kalam  - battle field. 

bellicus  has the composition- pa -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  poar 
kalam[missing letter- Ra -] -  battle field. 

bellicus  has the composition- pa -la- ka- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  poar 
kalam  poka/sella   - to go the battle field  [missing letter- Ra -] ; poar kalam-  battle 
field;  poka -  to  go. 

bellicus has the composition- pa -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  poar 
kalai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - martial arts ; poar-  war;  kalai-  arts .
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bellicus has the composition- pa -la- ka-sa-  and the meaning of the word is kaiyil  vaal 
eduthhtu   sandai  idu / poadu [ missing  letter- the -] fight with the sword  ;  vaal- 
sword;  sandai- fight. 

bellicus has the composition- pa -la- ka-sa-  and the meaning of the word is   kaiyil  val 
yanthuka- [ missing  letter-  the -]-   to hold the sword ;  kai- hand;  vaal- sword;  
yaenthu- hold.  

bellicus has the composition- [- pa-]  -la- ka-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
kalakam- clash .

bellicus has the composition- [- pa-]  -la- ka-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kalaata [ missing  letter- the -]- clash .

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Dais [ civil war ] .

Dais  has the consonants  -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sandai  - fight / 
war .

      Egyptian hieroglyphic word – bit [character/ qualities] .

Bit has the consonants – [-pa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is thanami- 
nature .

bellum :  war. 

bellum  has the composition-  [- pa-]- la -  ma -and the meaning of the word is  kolai  
kalam  [ missing  letter-ka--]   murder  place;  kolai- murder;  kalam-  field.     
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bellum  has the composition-   pa-  la -  ma -and the meaning of the word is  padu  
kalam [ missing  letters- ka-and-  the -] 

bellum  has the composition-  pa- la -  ma -and the meaning of the word is  poar   
kalam [ missing  letters- ka- and-  Ra -] -  battle field; poar-  war;  kalam-  field .    

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  poar  
purika  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to fight;  poar- war;  purika- do. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   kalari [
missing  letter- la-] -  war .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  kurumpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-–war.  

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  varaakam-  
war.  

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   thakaraaru
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  quarrel. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   
vithaaranam [ missing  letter-  the -] –war. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  nikarppu 
[ missing letter- pa-] -  war.

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   sankaram [
missing  letter- sa-] – war. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   san-k- 
kiraamam [ missing  letter- sa-] – war.
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war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  vikkirakam-
war /idol .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  veru  -war .

 war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  veru-p-
parai  [ missing  letter- pa-] –war drum;   parai- drum .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  raanuvam 
[Skt] - battalion .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  
aarparuvam [ missing  letter- pa-]- war. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  kaaththiri-
[ missing letter- the -] - war weapons .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   kattoor-
[ missing letter- the -] -  military  camp .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   vettu  
aruvaa--[ missing letter- the -] -  dagger 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   aruvaaa-    
sickle .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  aavari-  
sword.  

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  
virappu[  missing  letter- pa-] - war. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  veri kalam [
missing  letter-  la-] -  battle field. 
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war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  nikar- war .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  maer 
selavu [ missing  letters- sa- and -la-]  -war . 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  uoor 
mukam-  battle field. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  ethirkka 
[ missing  letter- the -]- to fight. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  pura 
veedu- [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -]  battle field. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  pira 
karanam [ missing  letter- pa -] – a defensive armour held in front of the body . 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   naerukku  
near  - face to face.

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is    mara 
kalam [ missing  letter- la-]-  battle field. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  amarakam- 
battle field.  

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   amar 
kalam – battle field. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   amarikkai- 
peace [antonym] .   

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   kooliyar 
[ missing  letter- la-] -  soldier. 
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war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  veera   
Vanniyar – warrior  caste.

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  Saervai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  title for maravar  / warrior  caste.

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  Senkunthar
[ missing  letter- sa-]- warrior caste. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  panikkar 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  an expert/ teacher  who gives training  in martial arts .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   maravar – 
warrior. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   veerar 
[Skt] – warrior . 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   aavari  
-arrow. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   aavarnam- 
spear. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   aaravaram-
roaring sound. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   karum 
-kuranku -  an ancient  war machine kept  on the fort wall .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is   peeranki  
[ missing  leter- pa-] -  cannon 
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armour[E]  has the consonants – Ra- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  poar 
paranam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  armour .

torpedo [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra –pa- the-  Aand the original Tamil  word is  
poar   padakai  thakarththidum  vedi kundu [ missing  letter- ka-] – the bomb that 
destroys a war ship;   padaku-  boat;  thakarkka-   destroy ;  vedi  kundu- bomb. 

grenade [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- an- the – and the original Tamil  word is  kai  
eri kundu-   bomb thrown by hand;  kai-  hand;  eri- thorw;  kundu-  bomb. 

weapon [E]  has the consonants  -va –[-pa-]- an- and the original Tamil  word is 
kattuvaanakm/ kattaankam   [ missing  letter-  the -] -  axe like weapon . 

weapon [E]  has the consonants  -va –[-pa-]- an- and the original Tamil  word is sanku [
missing  letter- sa-] – weapon .

battle  [E] has the consonants - pa- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kanthalam [
missing  letter- ka-] - battle .

bellus : beautiful, pretty, charming, handsome. 

bellus  has the composition- [- pa-]-  la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  kaanum  
kankalukku   azhuku  ulla  / azhanaa [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  pretty /beautiful .

bellus  has the composition- [- pa-]-  la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  oyilaana 
- charming  /stylish .

pretty [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paththiram  -pretty/ beautiful  figure .

pretty [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maathar- pretty / women. 
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pretty [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
por-p-pu udaiyathu   - beautiful; por-p-pu- pretty. 

pretty [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
portrodi – pretty woman .

pretty [E]   has the consonants - pa- - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word  /meaning is
paarppavarai / kaanpoarai   kavarnthidum  vithamaaka- [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
attractive ;  paarppavar- on lookers;  kavarnthida  vaendum - attract .  

pretty [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is   tharuni-  young woman.   
 
pretty [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  tharunan- young man. 

beautiful  [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- [-pa-] - la  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  ezhil udaiya -  beautiful;  ezhil – beauty. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
posanthu[ missing  letter-  sa-] - beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
santham-[ missing  letter-  sa-]- beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poathu – beauty . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mathavu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
maathar [ missing  letter- Ra -] - beauty .
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beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
panpu -udaiththu – beauty / good nature. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pasumai udaiththu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  beauty /fertile .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
utchchitham[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
theeththi – beauty.

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vidanku[ missing  letter- ka-]  – beauty.  

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vineetham-  beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vikadam[ missing  letter- ka-]- beauty. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –-pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paantham- beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thottimai-  beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
then – beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thaesu [ missing  letter- sa-] – beauty .
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beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thaesi-[ missing  letter- sa-] – beauty .
 beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thanmai- beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
maatchchi/maatchchimai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  beauty .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
maanpu  udiya- beautiful. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   maazhai udaiththu [ missing  letter- zha-] -   beautiful .

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  mathukam [ missing  letter- ka-] —beauty.   

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is    muththu- beauty. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is    mainthu – beauty. 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  thaejasthu [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – beauty .

ugliness [E] has the consonants – ka- la- an – [- sa-]  – and the original  Tamil  word is   
azhaku inmai – lack of beauty  ; azhku- beauty ; inmai- without .

ugliness [E] has the consonants – ka- la- an – [- sa-]  – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  avalachchanam [Skt] –ugly. 
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elegance [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
azhakaana  -  beautiful . 

elegance [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is   
pozhivaana  [ missing  letter- pa-] – classiness. 

elegance [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is   
elakkanam- elegance  .

elegance [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is   
azhakin  elakkanam-  the grammar of beauty ;  azhaku-  beauty ;  elakkanam-  
grammar .

beneficium : benefit, favor, service, privilege, right. 

beneficium has the composition- pa- an -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - ma -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  payan  adaiya/ kitta    vaendum[  missing  letters- the -and- ka -] -  
to get  benefit ;  payanadaiya - benefit .

beneficium has the composition- pa- an -[-pa-] - sa- ma -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thondu  seithida  vaendum [  missing  letters- the -and- ka -] - to serve .

service[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- va-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kainkariyam –work/   helping by hand;  kai- hand.
 
benefit[E]   has the consonants  -[ -pa-]  -an –[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  namai adiaya -  to benefit ;  namai  udaiyathu- benefitial . 

benefit[E]   has the consonants  -[ -pa-]  -an –[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  nala  paadu [ missing  letter- la-]  – benefit. 
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benevolentia : benevolence, kindness, good will.

 benovolentia   has the consonants -  pa- an -va- la- an-the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   anpu  mikka ullam  konda  -  kind hearted ;  anpu- love;  ullam- 
soul .

benigne : kindly, generously. 

benign  has the composition- pa- an -ka -an -and the meaning of the word is anbu 
kondu -with kindness [missing letter- the-] .

benign  has the composition- pa- an -ka -an -and the meaning of the word is perum 
thanmai  konda- with  generosity [  missing letters-  the - and - Ra -] .  

kindness [E]  has the consonants  -ka- an- the- an- sa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thayavu thaachchanyam  konda- kindness. 

generous  [E]  has the consonants  -ka- an- Ra –[-sa-]  –and the original tamil word is  
uthaara   kunam  kondvan  [ misising  letter- the -]-   liberal donor. 

 bestia : animal, beast. 

bestia has the composition -  [-pa-]  -[-sa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  pasu
maadu-  cow. 

bestia has the composition -  [-pa-]  -[-sa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  aadu
maadu -  cattle;  aadu-  sheep;  maadu-  bull. 
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beast [ E]  has the composition -pa- [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is   
pootham – monster. 

beast [ E]  has the composition -pa- sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is   pasu 
maadu -  cow.

beast [ E]  has the composition –[- pa-] – [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is 
vandi  maadu [ missing  letter- ka-]  - beast  of burden .

beast [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  
maadu -  bull.

beast [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] -  sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sandi maadu -  troublesome bull .

 beast [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] -  [-sa-]-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
aadu maadu-  goat  and bull / cattle . 

animal [E]  has the composition -an- ma- la -and the original Tamil word/  meaning is 
nikalam [ missing  letter- ka-]- animal .  

animal [E]  has the composition -an- ma- la -and the meaning of the word is  
manam /aanma [Skt]  illaa   vilanku [ missing  letter- ka-] -   animal without 
mind/psyche ; manam-  mind;  illai-  nil;  vilanku - animal .  

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic word – bit [ honey ]. 

bit has the consonants – [-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thaen-  honey;  
poon-thaen.  

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – bit [ bee] .

bit has the consonants – pa- the - the original Tamil  word is  thaeni- honey bee .
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               Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - bbt [ pit] .

bbt has the consonants – pa- pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ponthu- hole/ 
cavity .

bibo : to drink, quaff. 

bibo   has the composition- pa- [-pa-] - and the original tamil word  /meaning is   
sappu [ missing  letter- sa-] - to sip .

bis : twice. 

bis has the composition  -[- pa-]  -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   iru 
murai  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - twice. 

                              Englsih word –birth.
 
birth has the consonants- [- pa-] -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is eetram -  
birth .

                            English  word - bloom .

bloom has the consonast – pa- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  pommal – 
bloom. 

blanditia : blandishments, attractions, allurement, charm. 
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blabdita   has the composition -[-pa-] -la- [-pa-]- the- the - and the original Tamil word 
is   ullaththai  kollai adikka[ missing  leter- ka-] - to attract / loot  the mind 

blabdita   has the composition -[-pa-] -la- [-pa-]- the- the - and the original Tamil word 
is  manathai / ullaththai   kavarnthu  izhukka  vaendum[ missing letters – Ra- and-  
ka-]-  to attract the mind; manathu - mind; kavarnthidu  -attract . 

bonus melior optimus : good, better, best. 

bonus   has the composition - [- pa-] - an -sa- and the meaning  of the word is  
sumaaraana   [ missing letter-   Ra-] - average ;  

melior  has the composition - ma- la- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   maelum   
valara   [  missing letter-  ka -]- to grow more ;   valara -  to grow .

optimus  has the consonants –pa- the- ma- [- sa-] -and the original meaning of the 
word is  pathamaanthu - optimal / finest 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaningis   
virumpa  thakka  thanmai konda [ missing  letters-  pa- and-  Ra -] -having desirable 
qualities.  

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mathikka  thakka -   honorable .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ukanthathu – suitable. 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thakaudaimai  kondathu- good.
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good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kettathu –bad [ antonym]    .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
akadiyam-  evil[ antonym]. 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thakaathathu-  forbidden [antonym] .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kodaathathu-  forbidden [ antonym]. 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaendaathathu  - un wanted [ antonym].

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  enna 
kodaaththu- forbidden thoughts  [ antonym].

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kaana 
kodaththu -  forbidden  to see [antonym].
 
good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   ithoa 
kitham- good and bad .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the other interpreatino  is  inkitham-   
decent behavior. 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thakunthathu /  thakuntha -  fitting .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nanmaai   kodukka koodiya  - beneficient .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mikka 
valam konda [ missing  letter- la-]  - prosperity ;  valamai- fertile.
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good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nar 
kunam  konda [ missing letter-  Ra -] - having  good  qualities .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kutram kurai indri [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  - without any mistakes.

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mikuntha  azhakai  konda[ missing  letter- la-]  - beautiful ;  azhaku- beauty .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   nal - 
ozhukkam  konda [ missing  letter- la-]  - with morality .

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   mikka
anpum  paasamum   konda [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  kindnees   /affectionate. 

good[E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vidai  
kodu - send off / good bye.

good  [E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
akavai  mikka  / mikuthiyaana   vayathu   konda  / moothaatti   - good dame ;  
moothaatti- old lady ;  mikuthai- exess;  akavai  -age .

good  [E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nangu  seithaaai  /sonaai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  well done/  well said  

 best   has the composition-  pa- sa- the  -and the meaningof the word is   
sirappaanathu [ missing letter-  Ra-] -  super/  best/ excellent  .

best   has the composition- [- pa-] – [- sa-] - the  -and the meaningof the word is   
uththamam [Skt] – best .

                    Magical letters  -pa -and-sa -.
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                  papa[Tamil ]  =  baby [- pa- pa- ] .
                  papa[Tamil]  [-  pa- pa-] =  sisu[Skt] [ -sa- sa-] .
                  papa[Tamil]   [-  pa- pa-] =  saei [Tamil ].

            Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – awt [ goats-] .

awt  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  aattu kida- - male 
goat .

awt  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kidaamaadu- 
bull. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic  word-  ka [ bull ] 

Ka has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is kaalai [ missing  letter- la-] 
- bull .

Ka has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is kidaa  maadu [ missing  
letter –the-]-  bull  ;  aattu kidaa-  goat.
Ka has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is   aavianm- cow .

       

                      Remember  ka=  va; va= ka. 

bos (bovis ) : cow, ox, bull. 
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bos [E]   has the consonants-  pa- sa- and the interpretation  of the   word is  pasu- 
cow. 

bos [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
aavianam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- cow.

bovis  has the composition-  [- pa-] - va - [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is-   
aavinam- cattle. 

bovis  has the composition-  [- pa-] - va - [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is-  
ko[Skt] - cow.

 bovis  has the composition-   pa- va - sa--  and the meaning of the word is   pasuvum  
kaalaiyum [missing letter-  la -]-  the cow and the  bull;  pasu-  cow;  kaalai-  bull  .  

cow[E]  has the consoant  - ka  -and  the original Tamil word is aavinam  / gav [ Farsi ]   
- cow/ cattle .

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is   ko  [ Skt]  -  cow/ 
king/ god.

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is  maaki  /makai –cow. 

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is  
bavaani  [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  cow.

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is vana  kavam- wild 
cow.   

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is kavaya  maa-  wild 
cow. 

cow[E]  has the consonant - ka  -and  the  other interpretation is ukkam- cow. 
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cows[E]  has the consonant - ka - sa- -and the other interpretation is   aakosanam – 
bezoar  taken from the stomach  of  the cow .

bull [E]has the consonants- pa- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   pullam- buffalo. 

bull [E]has the consonants- pa- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   palee -  
ox/camel/pig/male animal.

bull [E]has the consonants- pa- la-  - and the original Tamil word is  poli kaalai  [missing
letter- ka-] -stud bull.

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] - la-  - and the original Tamil word is    valakam-
[missing  letter- ka-]  -wild cow. 

bull [E]has the consonants- pa-- la-  - and the original Tamil word is  kaalan   kompu -
[missing  letter- ka-]- horn of a bull. 

bull [E]has the consonants- pa-- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   puli – tiger/ 
koduvari .

bull [E]has the consonants- pa-- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   paandil [ missing  
letter- the -]  - bull .

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   eraal 
[ missing  leter- Ra -] -  bull. 

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   paaral 
[ missing  leter- Ra -] -  ox. 

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is  kooli-[ missing
letter- ka-]-  buffalo .
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bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is  koolam- -
[ missing  letter- ka-]-   cow. 

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is moazhai-   
cattle. 

bull [E]has the consonants-  pa-- la-  - and the original Tamil word is    umpal  -  ox; 
elephant .

taurus [E] has the consonants-  the- Ra -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  yeruthu –
buffalo ;  yeruthu  raasi[Skt]  [ zodiac] .

bull [E]has the consonants- [- pa-] -- la-  - and the original Tamil word is   koolam -
[ missing  letter- ka-]- tail of an animal. 

ox[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaningis     
vaakam-  ox. 

ox[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
kottiyam  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  ox.   

ox[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kedaa madu[ missing  letter-  the -]  - bull . 

ox[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]   -and the other interpretation is makidam [Skt]  
[ missing  letter-  the -] - bull .

 ox[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kundai [  missing  letter- the -] – buffalo .
brevis : short, small, brief. 

ram [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  mari- ram/ mare
. 
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ram [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  arunam-  ram .

ram [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  sem mari 
[ missing  letter- sa-] –  mare/ sheep. 

steer [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kaai  
adikka patta   eruthu [ missing  letters  ka -and- pa -]  -  castrated buffalo ;  kai- seed;  
eruthu-  bull. 

bullock  [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalai- bull. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   vidai-  goat. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   maividai- ram. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  aattu kidaa-   
goat. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  makidam[Skt] -  
bull. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  kidaa   maadu- 
bull. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  vadavai – female
horse/ elephant/ buffalo .

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kadivai-  
elephant .

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is    kadamai-  
female goat .
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goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kottiyam –ox. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is    koattu maa-  he
buffalo/  elephant/  wild boar .

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   pakadu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- bull .

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kadamai - 
female goat/ duty . 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kadamaa – wild 
cow/ musht [mad ] elephant / sambaar deer. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kadamaan-  
lion. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  kadumaa-  lion/ 
elephant  /  the animal which  runs fast. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   koattinam-   
herd  od  buffalos. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kaduvan-  male 
of   monkey / dog/ cat. 

goat[E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kandi-  male 
buffalo  .

 brevis  has the composition -  pa -Ra- va-  sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
surukkamaaka  paesuka-  talk  briefly ;  surukkamaaka-  briefly; paesuka-  to  speak .

brevis  has the composition -  [-pa-]  -Ra- va-  sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
siriya  vakai /  siriya  rakam -  small  types.
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brief  [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  siriya [ missing  letter- sa-] -  small .

                         English  word- boldness .

boldness  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la –the- an- sa –and the original Tamil  word is
thunichchal -  boldness. 

                              English word - bolt .

bolt has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -the  and the original Tamil  word is thaal- bolt;  
thaalppaal- latch ;  thaal poadu  -to latch   . 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
c.

                       English  word - comedy .

 comedy has the consonants  -ka- ma- the- and the  interpretation of the word is  
vikadam [Skt] – comedy /wit .

comedy has the consonants  -ka- ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakaiththida / nakaikka   vaendum  - to  laugh; nakaiththidum  vannam . 

               English  word-  cooly .

cooly has the consonants  -ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vilaivan- cooly. 
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C

cado : to fall, drop, plummet, topple. 

cado  has the composition  -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  keelae 
vizhunthu[  missing letter- la-] - to  fall down ; keelae-  down;  veezhnthu-  fell.

cado  has the composition  -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  kai  thavara 
[  missing letter-  Ra-] - to drop;  kai-  hand;  thavara- to drop  .

topple [E]  has the consonants-  the- [ -pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  thalai 
keezhaaka  kavizhththiduka[ missing  letter- ka-] - topple upside down;  thalai- head;  
keezhaaka- downwards ;  kavizhkka- topple. 

caecus : blind, sightless. 

caecus kas the composition -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  pottai 
kan [ missing  letters- pa-and- the-] -  blind eye;   pottai-  blind;   kan-  eye. 

caecus kas the composition -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kaana  
mudiyaatha   kan [ missing  letter- the -]- eye  that can not see;  kaana- to see; 
mudiyaatha - can not ;  kan- eye.

caecus  has the composition -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kuruttu  kan [ missing letters- Ra -and- the -] -  blind eye;  kurudu-  blindness. 

blind[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - la- an -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
nollai  kankalai  kondavan[ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  blind person;  nollai  kankal -  blind 
eyes .
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sight [E]   has the consonants – sa- ka- the –and the original Tamil  word is  kaatchchi –
sight/ scene  . 

sight [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
kandidu –see. 

sight [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
noakkidu – see. 

caelestis : heavenly, celestial / noun, a god, dweller in heaven

caelestis has the compositon –[- sa-] - la- [- sa-] -the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  vanakaththil  [ missing  letter- ka-]- – in the sky .

caelestis has the compositon –[- sa-] - la- [- sa-] -the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  vaan mandalam [ missing  letter- ka-] - space. 

caelestis has the compositon –[- sa-] - la- [- sa-] -the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  vaan mandalaththukku  veliyae [ missing  letter- ka-] -  outer space;  veliyae- 
outer ;  vaan - sky . 

 caelestis has the compositon -sa- la- sa-the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
aakayaththil[Skt]  / vaanakaththil    vaazhum /  vasikkum [Skt]  /vaasam   seithidum  
kadavul [  missing letter- ka-]  -  the god who lives in the sky ;  aakayam -sky ;  
vaanakam-  sky ;  vasikkum - living;  kadavul- god. 

caelestis has the compositon -[-sa-] - la- [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  kadavul[  missing letter- ka -]  -  god. 

heaven [ E]  has the composition  -ka- va -an -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaanakam-  sky .
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heaven [ E]  has the composition  -ka- va -an -  and the meaning of the word is   vaan  
kan-  eye of the sky –sun .

heaven [ E]  has the composition  -ka- va -an -  and the  other  meaning of the word is  
naaka  kolam / ulakam  [ missing  letter- la-] – sky  [ planet  of the naga -  the snake]  ;  
naakam-  snake/sky ;  ulakam- world;  kolam- planet .

hell[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original tami l word is   keezh   ulkam -  
under world;  keezh- down;  ulakm- world. 
 
hell[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original tami l word is   naaka  ulakam-  the
world of Nagam .

god[E]  has the composition  -ka -the-  and the meaning of the word is  aandavan  
/thaeivam  -  god .

almighty [E]  has the consonants - la –ma- ka –the-  and the original  Tamil  word is  
ellaa   valamaiyim  udaiya -  omnipotent. 

                          Remember  ka =  va ;  va=  ka .
                                
                           saaku [ die ] =  saavu-  die /death .
                        saaku [ die ]= savam [Skt]/dead body .

                   cave  [ - ka- va-]- =  gukai/Tamil / cave .
                   cave  [ - ka- va-]-  = vanku / Tamil /cave .

caelum : sky, heaven.

chaos [E]  has the consonants - ka [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   kaayam / 
aakayam / aakaasam[Skt] –sky .
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cosmos [E]  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]- ma- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   
aakayam /aakaasam[ Sky] –sky  .

cosmos [E]  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]- ma- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   
vaanam- sky. 

cosmos [E]  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]- ma- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   
vaanakam-  sky . 

cosmos [E]  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]- ma- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
vinnakam- sky.  

cosmos [E]  has the consonants- ka- sa- ma- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  kasa 
musa -  chaos. 

caelum  has the composition- [-sa-]- la -ma--  and the meaning of the word is    vaan 
ulakam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - heaven.

caelum  has the composition- [-sa-]- la -ma--  and the meaning of the word is   mael 
ulakam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - heaven .

                       Importance  of the letter- ka.

             Ka-  first  conjoint  letter of the Tamil  alphabets .
                                        Ka = god . 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   kaa-  sky . 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   kaayam -  
sky. 
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sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   akasu – word. 

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   paesuka 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – speak. 

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  aakaayam/  
aakaasam [Skt] –sky .

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   jekam[Skt]  – 
universe/ world.

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   koasam  -sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaanam- sky 
. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   vaiyakam-  
earth .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaanakam –
heaven .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   vinnakam- 
sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   sev - vaanam-  
red sky .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   naavai-   
ship – sun -who  navigates from east  to  west. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   
vaakanam[ Skt] -  sun -  the  vehicle  who  travels  in the sky daily  from east  to  west . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  naakku-  
tongue.   

sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaakku [Skt]
– word.

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaan   
naakam-  sky  snake - Naga .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
aakaayam  -  sky .

sky [E]  has the composition- ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
aakaasam[Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-]- sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
puvam [ missing  letter- pa-]- sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
puvanam[ missing  letter- pa-]- - earth .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
konmoo- sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   kam- 
sky. 

sky [E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
maekam- cloud.

sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   veli [
missing letter- la-]  –space. 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -- ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
visumpu [ missing  letter- pa-] –sky .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Kaasi  / 
Siva kaasi -  Sivan – Dravidian  sun god.

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Sivan-  
lord Sivan  .

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Kaaman / kaami- Sivan . 

sky [E]  has the composition- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Makaesan 
-  Sivan .

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kamam- lust .

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Siva  
kaami- moon goddess.   

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Kaamaini – moon goddess;  manthra that enables one to fly. 

sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Maayavan-  sun god  Thiru Murugan /Sumerian Marduk / Labonon  Ball  god [ Palani] .

sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Siva 
Naesan- devotee of Sivan .

sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Saivam-  
Dravidian  religion [  Sivan  worship]  .  
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sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vaishnavam -  Aariyan religion [ Vishnu  worship] .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Visu/Vishnu– Sivan .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Vishnu-
[Skt]  -  Aariyan god . 

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  vaasuki / 
vaasavi  -  snake / moon goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kaasu – 
cash  /coin [ round shaped  sun ] .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kusi- joy 

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  vaanjai-  
affection. 

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sakayam- 
cheap [ sun is free for every one ] .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  visaakam  -
Murugan -  Dravidian  sun god .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Sahu –   
the  resting  place  of the Pharaohs after death  /saavu [ Egyptian  mythology ]  .

sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  saaku 
/saavu-  die / death -  the final  resting place after death .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  viyan-  
sky. 
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sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Vijaiyan -  sun god. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   vijaikka 
[Skt]  /seikka -  to win .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is    vaakai
–win. 

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
koavan-  the king of the sky  .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
mannavan-  king.

sky [E]  has the composition-- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   sanakan-
[Skt]   king .

sky [E]  has the composition-- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Sheikh  - 
king .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Khan[Arabic]  -  king .

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   sikki 
mukki- fire  [stone] .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   vaan  
kan- the eye of the sky -  the sun .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Mukkannan –  one  with the third  eye – sun god Sivan .
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sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vannam-  the color  .

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
maekam- clouds. 

sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Mookan/   Mohan [Skt] – god of love .

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Sha 
-Jehaan / Jehan[ Skt]  - lord of the universe. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  jekam 
[Skt] / Jehan  - universe. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  saka[Skt] - 
boy  friend .

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   kaasam -  
sky .

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   saki [Skt] -
girl friend. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
makan- sun. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sanku -  
conch  shell. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  avai  –
assembly .
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
aakamam -  holy  scriptures. 

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   sankam 
[Skt] - assembly .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vannaan – washer man who  white washes the sky  cloth .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is    
kusavan/ kuyavan-  the potter .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vanniyan/   vanni  makan  -    son of the  sun god -  the sky  horse ;  vanni- horse. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vanikan –  the trader [  sun goes from place to place] .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vaisiyan[Skt]  –  the trader-  sun god. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is kukan- 
sun god Murugan .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Maayavan-   Dravidian sun god Murugan .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
maakam-  sky .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Maakkan-  sun god Sivan .
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sky [E]  has the composition-   sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sokkan – 
Dravidian  sun god Sivan  .

sky [E]  has the composition-   sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vaasan[Skt]   –  Aariyan sun god Vishnu .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
mahaan[Skt]  -  saint.

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
naagu-  sky  snake  -Sivan .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kunaa-
sky  snake  -Sivan . 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Naaga 
vaeni - snake goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Vaani- 
moon goddess.

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kannan/ kannaiayan -  sun god. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kannamma- moon goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
koanaan -  the  shepherd. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanikan- astrologer. 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kani -  
calculate .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanikai- moon goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanakku- He who  gave the science of  maths .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kanakkan-  the mathematician /accountant. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanakkaayan-   god -   the  teacher .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kaamukan- lover. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   kan 
mani-  He is  the pupil  of eye .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanam-  the star  .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   ‘kana 
kana’ – adj  for feverish state .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vinai  / vinaiyan-   on who  does the act .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
oviyam-  painting . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is oviyan-
the painter -sun god who paints the sky .  

sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sinkan- 
sun god. 

sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sinki- 
moon goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   koonan / 
sakuni [Skt]  - sun  god .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   kooni-
moon goddess .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
yaekan[Skt] -  the only one/  number one    ;  the loner .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vinaayakan[Skt] -  elephant  face  god .

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   kayam / 
kaja[Skt] -  elephant  .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
naayakan[Skt]  -  hero .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Gangai / konkai  –  River Ganges/ breast  .

sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kakanam/ sky/ heaven / atmosphere  .
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sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kanjam-  
bronze. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kanjan-  
Brahma / kamsan .

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanjukam – jacket/ curtain- sky- the big curtain . 

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Jakkamma -  goddess. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Jakkaiyan
-god. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  jaikka- to
win .

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vijaikka[Skt] - to win .

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Vijaiyan  
[Skt] /Vijaiya– victor. 

sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vijaiyam[Skt]  - visit. 

calamitas : calamity, misfortune, disaster. 

calamitas  has the composition- ka -la- ma- the -sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
mazhai  thannai yaal  undaana   vella  saetham-   -  the hardship   caused by  rain  flood
;  mazhai  thanni-  rain water;  vellam- flood;  saetham-  hardship / loss/ damage.
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calamitas  has the composition- ka -la- ma- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the 
word is   ketta kaalam- bad time. 
calamitas  has the composition- ka -la- ma- the -sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
kaalam  seitha  kolam-  vilaiyaattu / alamkolam -  natural disaster. 

calamitas  has the composition- ka -la- ma- the -sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
nila nadukaththal  makkal  uyirukkum udaimaikkum   undaana   peruththa  
saethaaram  [  missing letters-  pa -and- Ra-] -  the   great  tragedy  caused by   earth  
quake   to  the  life of  people and their properties;  nila nadukkam-  earth  quake;  
makkal- people;  uyir- life; udaimai- properety ;  undaana - happened;  peruththa 
saethaaram-  great  loss . 

calamitas  has the composition- ka -la- ma- the -sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
perum  puyalal/  suzhalal   kaatru /  soorai  kaatru /  mazhaiyaal    makkal  uyirukkum   
udaimukkum   undaana   perum  paadum / thuyaramum / saetharaamum [  misisnhg 
letters-  pa- and- Ra-]  -  the great  loss occurred to  the people’s life and their  
properties  caused by  cyclone ;   perum  puyal -  cyclone;  suzhalal  kaatru-  whirl wind
;  mazhai-  rain ;   makkal-  people; uyir- life; udaimai-  property;  perum  paadu-  
hardship;  thuyaram-   grief ;  saethaaram -  loss. 

calamus : anything made or reed -- pen, arrow, pipe, etc. 

calamus has the  composition - ka -la- ma- sa-and the meaning of  the word is panai  
olaiyaal  /  theenam   keetraal   seitha /mudaintha  oru porul [ missing letters- pa - the 
- Ra-] -  an article made  from  reed ; panai olai-  palam leaves; thennam keetru-  
coconut  reed; mudaintha-  made; porul-  an article. 

reed[E]   has the composition- Ra- the - and the meaningof the word is   mara mattai-  
reed. 
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reed[E]   has the composition- Ra- the - and the meaningof the word is  thennam 
keetru [  missing letter- ka-] -  coconut tree reed. 

calamus has the  composition - ka -la- ma- [-sa-] -and the meaning of  the word is  
villum ampum[  missing letter- pa-] - bow and arrow ;  villu-  bow;  ampu-  arrow .

calamus has the  composition - ka -la- ma- [-sa-] -and the meaning of  the word is  mai 
thadaviya ezhuthu kole kondu ezhuthida  vaendum [ missing letters- the - ] - to writte 
with a ink pen ;  mai- ink; ezhuthu kole- pen/writting stick . 

calamus has the  composition - ka -la- ma- sa-and the meaning of  the word is   kulaai 
yaei  seppanida vaendum[  missing leteters- pa- and- the -] -  to  repair  the pipe;  
kulaai- pipe;  seppanida-  to  make alright. 

arrow [E] has the composition- Ra -va- and the meaning of the word is  aruvaa-  sickle;
koormaiyaana   ampu[  missing letter- pa-] -  pointed arrow;  koormai- sharp;  ampu-  
arrow. 

calcar, -is : spur. 

calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
kuthirai  savaari   seipavanudaiya  kaaal  seruppil / thole   seruppil   poruththa  pattu   
ulla    thaattru mullu / kuthi kaal mullu [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] - the   pointed 
ridge on the heal  of the  horse riders  boot .

calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is    
oruvarai   oru  valaiyil   thiram  pada  seyal  aatravatharkku   aarvaththai  thoonda   
seithal [ missing  letters   pa-and - the-]  - to  encourage some one  to  function  well.

calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kuthirai yaei  kuthi  mullaal  kuththa  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -]  - to prick  the 
horse with  spur. 
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calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
neendathoru    kari   malaiyin    kilai  thodar [ missing  letter- the-] - the ridge  
extending  from a long   blue mountainous  range . 
 
calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
kizhakku   thodarchchi  malai  thodar [ missing  letter- the -]  - eastern   ghats  range .

calcaris  has thecomposition - ka- la- ka- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
avasara    kolaththil/ viraivaaka  seyalai seithu  mudikka  vaendum   endra   ennaththil  
mun   alosani  indri   oru  seyalai   seithidal   vaazhvil   verti adaivathu  
kadinam[ missing  letter - the -]   - doing  things  hastly  without  any  pre  planning   
will not bring  vitory .
 

calco : to tread, trample upon. 

calco  has the composition -ka -la -ka - and the meaning of the word is   kaalodu  kaal  
motha/ idikka[  missing letter-  the -]  -  to  walk over;  kaal- leg;  idikka-  hit . 

calco  has the composition -ka -la -ka - and the meaning of the word is  aalin  mael 
kaal vaikka- to  step over; kaal-  leg ;  mael-  over. 

calco  has the composition -ka -la -ka - and the meaning of the word is   kaalaal  
mithtikka[  missing letter-  the -] - to  stamp  over; kaal-  leg;  miththikka-  to  stamp  .

calco  has the composition -ka -la -ka - and the meaning of the word is    kaal kondu  
nadakka[  missing leteter-  the -] -  to  walk with legs ;  kaal- leg;  nadakka-  to  walk . 

                          English word – callous [ thickened skin/ emotionally hardened  ]  .

callous[ medical]    has the consonants – ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  wotrd 
is  kaal  kaaippu – corn  of the sole. 
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callous[ medical]  has the consonants – ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
aani kaal- corn  of the sole.

callous  has the consonants – ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kal 
manam-  stone heart ;  kal- stone;  manam- soul/mind. 

calculus : pebble, stone. 

calculus has the composition -ka- la- ka- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
koolaamkal -  pebble. 

callidus : clever, dexterous, experienced, skillful / cunning, sly. 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mikuthiyaana    aatral ullavan [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - skillful ;  aatral  -skill. 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aaya
kalaikal  arupaththi  moondrai    katru thelinthavan  /thaernthavan[  missing letters-  
pa- and- Ra-] -  one who has mastered 63  subjects ; kalaikal-  subjects;  arupaththi  
moondru-  63;  katru-  learnt arinthavan-  one who knows.  

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
naalum  therinthavan [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  one who  knows many  things .

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
athika naal  anupavam ullavan[  missing letter-  pa -] -  most experienced; anupavam-  
experience;  athika -  excess;  naal-  days . 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai  
valimai  kondavan  -  one who  has a strong arm ;  kai-  arm;  valimai-  strong . 
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callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  ellaa 
kalaikalaiyum  katru  thaernthavan[  missing letter- Ra-] - the one who has mastered  
all subjects . 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
puththi [Skt] /mathi  ullavan[  missing letter-  pa -] - one who  is clever  ;  puththi-  
knowledge. 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  arivu
ulla manithar[  missing letter- Ra-] - a clever man  ;   arivu-  wisdom;  manithar-  
person . 

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
kapada  ullaththai  kondavan [  missing letter-  pa -] -  one who  has a cunning  mind ;  
kapdam- cunning; ullam-  mind.  

callidus   has the composition- ka -la -the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  kalla 
thanam  kondavan- cunning man .

clever[E]  has the composition-  ka- la- va -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  mikka   
arivu  ullavan-  one who  has  good   knowledge/ clever man ;  mikka-  excess;  arivu-  
knowledge; ullavan-   one who has. 

campana : bell. 

campana    has the compiostion- ka- ma- [-pa-] - an-  and the meaning of the word is   
kovil mani -  temple bell[ missing letter-  la -] ; kovil-  temple;  mani-  bell .

bell [E]  has the compiostion-  pa –la-   and the meaning of the word is   azhaippu  
mani  -calling  bell. 
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candidus : bright, shining, white. 

candidus  has the composition- ka- an -the-  the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the 
word  is  venmai  vannam  konda  kaada thuni -   white  color  kaada cloth ;  venma-  
white;  vannam-  color;  thuni-  cloth. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the – and the original Tamil  word is   thavutham - 
white. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the – and the original Tamil  word is   vettai   -  
white ;  vettai  noei- gonorrhea .

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the – and the original Tamil  word is   thavalam 
[ missing  letter- la-] - white. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the – and the other interpretation of the word is  
visatham [ missing  letter- sa-]- white. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
suvaetham [ missing  letter- sa-]- white.

                   Sanskrit  word   sarameyah [dog]  

sarameyah   has the consonants – sa- Ra -ma – and the original Tamil  word is  
kuraikkum naai [ missing  letter- ka-] – barking dog;   kurai- bark ;  naai-  dog. 

                           English  word  -camel .

Camel has the consonants – ka- ma -la -and the original Tamil  word is  nedum 
kazhthhtoan [ missing  letter- the -] – one with a long neck. 
 

canis : dog. 
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canis  has the composition - ka- an - sa- - and the meaning of the word is  nayakkan-  
dog. 

canis  has the composition - ka- an - sa- - and the meaning of the word is  suvaanam- 
dog.

canis  has the composition - ka- an - sa- - and the meaning of the word is  sunakkan-  
dog. 

canis  has the composition - ka- an -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  andikam 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  dog . 

canis  has the composition - ka- an -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   veettu  
naai [  missing letter-  the -] -  house dog;   veedu - house; naai- dog.

canis  has the composition - ka- an -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaettai 
naai-[  missing letter-  the -] - hunting dog ;  vaetttai- hunting .

canis  has the composition - ka- an -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kaattu 
naai-[  missing letter-  the -]  - wild dog . 

dog[E]  has the composition-the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   kaattu naai /   
veettu  naai -  house  /wild dog;  veedu- house;  kaadu -woods ;  naai- dog. 

dog[E]  has the composition-  the- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
vaadi- dog. 

dog[E]  has the composition-  the- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is puro
kathi [ missing letters-pa- and -Ra-] –dog.

dog[E]  has the composition-  the- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
unchchu  kaattu [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  to incite the dog .
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dog[E]  has the composition-  the- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
sakudam [ missing  letter- sa-]- dog. 

bitch[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is   pottai  
naai- female dog. 

bitch[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- [- sa-]  –and the other interpretation  of the  
word is patti [Malayalam]  – female dog.  

wolf  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is kukkal-  
dog.

                     Sanskrit  word – vanarah[ monkey ] 

vanarah  has the consonants-  va- an -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is kuranku -  
monkey .

monkey [E]   has the consonants  -ma -an -ka  -and the interpretation  of thre word is
vanaraham[missing  letter-  Ra -]  – monkey. 

                   Sanskrit  word-  srgalah[ jackal] 

srgalah  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –ka- la -and the original Tamil word is  kulla 
nari-  jackal. 

canonicus : canonical, according to the canons, legal, lawful, right. 

canonicus   has the composition- ka- an- an- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
neethi  yum naermaiyum  konda  oru  satta  thittam/ satta varai murai  [  missing 
letters-  the -and- Ra-] - the law; neethi-  justice;  naermai-    satta thittam-  law . 
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canonicus   has the composition- ka- an- an- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
aandavan /thaeivam  / devan /Sivan   thun  makan  Moses  / Thiru Murugan 
/Marduk  /Mariyaalin  makan  Yaesu  Naathan/ Yaesu  Piraan-- ukku  Sinaai   Malai  
uchchiyil   sothi   / neruppu  puthar   vadivil  thondri  kall  palakai yil   ezhthi  
koduththa  /aliththa   paththu kattalaikal / kirusthuva   samaya   / matha / Thiru sabai /
vithi  muraikal / neethi pothanaikal / ariuraikal/ Thirumarai-  [  missing letters-  pa - Ra 
-and- la -] -   the ten  commandments   given by the lord   written in stone plates  to 
his son moses/  Marduk /Jesus  on the top of the  Sinai Mountain  behing the burning 
bush  ;   aandavan-  god;   thaeivam-  god; devan-  god; Sivan- lord Siva;   makn-  son;  
Thirumurugan - Marduk ;   Mariyaal - Mary;  makan-  son;  yaesu- Jesus;   Sinaai  Malai 
-  Sinaai mountain;   uchchi-  top;  sothi-  fire / neruppu-  fire;  puthar-bush ;  thondri- 
appeared;  kal-  stone;  palaki-  plate;   ezhzuthi-   written ;  koduththa- given ;  
paththu-  ten;  kattalaikal-  commandments;   kirusthuva-  Christian;  samayam-  
religion; matham-  religion;  Thirusabai-  church order; vithi  muraikal-  rules and 
regulations;  neethi  pothanikal-    preachings/teachings  related to law;  ariuraikal-  
preaching;  Thirumarai- Torah . 

                     Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
      Remember the significance of the letters- pa-and sa-. 

canto : to sing. 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  isai  edukka
/ kootta/ katta  / meetta/ vadikka  / mettu  /amaikka   vaendum[ misising letter-  sa -] –
to sing ;  isai- song / music. 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  nadikka 
vaendum -  to  act .

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  paattu  
paada  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to sing .;  paattu- song;  paadu –sing .
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canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  paattu / pun 
/ paada  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to sing a song;  paattu/ pun  –song;  paada- 
sing . 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  aadi paadi 
nadikka -  to  sing and dance while acting [ missing letter-  pa -] ;  aaduka- dance;  
paadu- sing;  nadikka-act. 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is   nadanam/ 
nattiyam   aaduka  -  to dance. 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kooththu 
katta  vaendum-  to enact a  play .

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  maathanki – 
dancing woman. 

canto has the composition - ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
maathankam- a musical  instrument . 

song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
themmaanku [ missing  letter- the -]- folk song. 

to  sing [E]   has the cponsonants – the- [-sa--]  an- ka  -and the interpretation of the 
word is oatha  vaendum -  to sing/ teach  . 

song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is  akanam- 
a bird  which  listens to music .

song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is   muka  
nilai [ missing  letter - la-] – a kind of song. 

song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is  kaayakan 
[Skt]/Malayalam]   - singer. 
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song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the original Tamil  word is  gaanam 
[Skt] - song .

song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vannam –song. 
song [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an - ka - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vinayam- a kind of song. 

 to sing [E] has the composition-the-  -sa- an- ka- and the meaning of the word is  isai 
edukka  vaendum – to sing. 

 to sing [E] has the composition- the-  -[-sa-] - an- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
pan / paattu paada  vaedum [ missing  letter-  pa -]  -to sing a song;  pun- song ; paadu 
–sing. 

sing [E] has the composition- -sa- an- ka- and the meaning of the word is  kanam[Skt]  
isaikka  -  sing a song ;  kaanam-  song ;  isaikka- to play  .

sing [E] has the composition- -[- sa-] - an- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
pannuka- [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sing .

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - an- ka-  Ra-and the  interpretation  of the word
is kaantharuvi[Skt]   [missing  letter- the -] singer  .

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - an- ka-  Ra-and the  interpretation  of the word
is  akavunar – singer. 

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - an- ka-  Ra-and the  interpretation  of the word
is  kavi  vaanar -  singer .

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - an- ka-  Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is   
paattu   paadukindravar / paattu kaaran [ missing  letters- pa -–and- the -] – one who 
sings  song;  paattu –song;   paadukindraver  - singer. 
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singer [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- an- ka-  Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is  
paavanar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  singer/ poet. 

singer [E]  has the consonants-  sa- an- ka-  Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is   isai  
kaaran- singer ;  isai- music. 

singer [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - an- ka-  Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalai vaanar [ missing  letter- la-] -  poet/ singer. 

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- an- ka-  Ra-and the   other interpretation  of the
word is  kalaignar  [ missing letter- la-] – artist

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- an- ka-  Ra-and the   other interpretation  of the
word is  kavignar – poet. 

singer [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- an- ka-  Ra-and the   other interpretation  of the
word is  kanikaiyar-  artists. 

          Sanskrit  word aroakana – ascending  gamut[ music] .

arokana  has the consonants – Ra- ka- an –and the original Tamil  word is  yaeri  
varanum - to ascend ;  yaerukai-  to ascend.  

 music [E]  has the consonants – ma- sa- ka -and the interpretation of the word is   
isai/ oasai   amaikka / undaakka  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the -]- –to make   noise/ 
music  ;  isai- music;  oasai- noise / ; undaakku- make .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the interpretation of the word is 
koadam [ missing  letter-  the -]- loud noise  .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- ka -and the interpretation of the word is  
saakiththiyam [ missing  letter-  the -]- – a  poem  which is  written to suit the tune .
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music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the interpretation of the word is 
kannadam [ missing  letter-  the -]  - a kind of music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the interpretation of the word is 
kaamadam [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  music .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the interpretation of the word is  
kanaikka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -]  -to make noise/ to  neigh .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- sa- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is
sankeetham[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  the -]-music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- sa- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is
isai  naadakam-[ missing  letter-  the -] - musical drama ; isai- music;  naadakm- 
drama .

 music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vaaththiyam [Skt] [ missing  letter –the -] – music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- ka -and the interpretation of the word is  
sem pakai [ missing  letter- pa-] – a kind of  music .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaanam[Skt] - song. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  keetham  [ missing letter- the-]- song.

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thaivatham-[ missing letter- the-]-  one of the seven musical notes. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kinnaaram [ missing letter –Ra-]- a  kind of stringed musical instrument.
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music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   ekkam -  a kind  of musical instrument .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  kaiseekam- a kind of music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  kowseekam- a kind of music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  savukkam -  slow timing in music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  [-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kaekayam-  a kind of music.

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  [-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kumpa- kaampoathi [missing letter – pa- and -the-]- a kind of music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  [-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vazham [ missing  letter- zha-]  – music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  [-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vairam  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – musical instrument .

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  [-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   muka veenai  - a kind of musical instrument .

musical [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka – la- and the  original Tamil   meaning
of the word is  muzhakkam-  loud noise.   

music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka – - and the  original Tamil   meaning of 
the word is   kamakam -  graceful  change  of melady in music. 
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music [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka – - and the  original Tamil   meaning of 
the word is   pankam [ missing  letter-  pa-]  a kind  of time measure in music. 

music [E]  has the consonants – ma-  -sa- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  kamusu-  a melody in  Carnatic  music. 

musical [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka – la- and the  original Tamil   meaning
of the word is  kaliyaana  maelam-marraige drums ; kaliyaanam- marriage;  maelam- 
drum .

 [ musical ]  scale [ E]  has the consonants - sa -ka -la -and the original  Tamil  word is  
kakulam-  musical scale 

musical [E]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - ka – la- and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is   ketti  maelam kotta  [ missing  letter- the -]- to play  the marriage 
drums .

disc [E]  has the consnants-  the- sa –ka- and the original Tamil  wordis   isaikka   
koodiya  vattamaana  thattu/ thakidu  -  musical disc;  isai-  music;  vattamaana- 
circular;  thattu- plate.  

tape[E]   has the consonants- the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is    iasai   naada/  
pattai [ missing  letter- sa-] - tape;   isai –music;   naada- tape;  pattai- tape. 

tape[E]   has the consonants- the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is   pattai-  tape. 

loud speaker [E]   has the consonants  -la - the –sa-–pa- ka- Ra -   and the original  
Tamil  word is  oli - sitralai - kalai     perukkidum   karuvi   -oli  perukki   . 

recordist [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ka- Ra- the- sa – the and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   isai  yaei  pathivu  sekindra   oruvar -  a person who  record the 
music .
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broad cast[E]   has the consonants  -pa –Ra- the- ka- sa -the  - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   pathivu   seitha   isai yaei / paechchai  / oli  /  alaikalai  / min- 
kaantha  alaikalaaka  maatri   oli  parappu seithu   anaivarum   kaathu  koduththu  
kaetkkum  vannam / kaanum  vannam   vaan  oli  karuvi  kondu /  tholai  kaatchchi 
petti  moolam  meendum  oli alaikalaaka   vaankida  / pera seika[ missing  letter- la-]   -
to  transmit  the   sound/ light  waves into  magnetic  waves  and to recive  by radio or 
television set  again  as sound and light. 

melodious  [E]   has the consonants – ma- la - the –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
oli  nayam udaiya – melodius. 

melody[E]   has the consonants-  ma- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  mel  isai 
paattu  [missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] – light music/ song; paattu –song ; isai music ; 
melliya- mild/ soft .

melody[E]   has the consonants-  ma- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
inthoalam – a melody  note fit to be sung in the evening .

melody[E]   has the consonants-  ma- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is inthalam-
a Tamil  melody .

chorus[E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is    oru  
saera  koorukua /   kuravai-   say in group / chorus. 

trumpet [E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- ma –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is   thaaraiyum   thappattaiyum -  thaarai  and  thappattai .

pipe[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is nayanam-
pipe. 

pipe[E]  has the consonants - pa -pa -and the original Tamil  word is   pamapi -  a kind 
of drum .
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pipe[E]  has the consonants - pa –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is    panai-  
drum/ musical instrument. 

tabla [E] /tabl[Arabic ]  has the consonants-  the- pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is
pathalai - a drum having only one side to beat[  kat -parai ] . 

tabla [E] /tabl[Arabic ]  has the consonants-  the- pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is
padalai- drum. 

lute[E]  has the consonants -  the -la -and the interpretation  of the word is  paththel 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - part of a lute. 

lute[E]  has the consonants -  the -la -and the interpretation  of the word is   padalai 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - a kind  of drum .

lute[E]  has the consonants -  the -la -and the interpretation  of the word is    yaazh 
meettu- to play  the lute;  yaazh- lute;  meettu- play. 

lute[E]  has the consonants -  the -la -and the interpretation  of the word is   theruttal [
missing  letter- Ra -] -   playing  the lute string to test the tone .

lute[E]  has the consonants -  the -la -and the interpretation  of the word is    thattazhi 
-  a kind of drum . 

flute[E] has the consonants – pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  paattu / 
paadal  paada  uthavum  / uoothum  pullan-k- kuzhal [ missing  letter- ka-] - flute  that 
is used for music. 

flute[E] has the consonants – pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  poathai  
undakkum / mathi mayakkum    kallu  kudikku payan padum  kanaadi  kuduvai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  the glass used for taking  liqour .

flute[E] has the consonants – pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  aduppu  
uoothtum  kuzhal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  kitchen pipe .
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flute[E] has the consonants – pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  thanni  
paruka  /aruntha  payan  padum   mut -paandam/ paththiram  -[ missing  letter- Ra-]-   
tumbler .

tom tom [E]   has the consonants  -the –ma- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
thampattam [ missing  letter- pa-]  –tom tom . 

tom [E]  has the consonants - the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is  moanthai-  a 
kind of drum. 

drum[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra- ma -and the original Tamil  word is   murudu - 
drum .

drum[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  damaaram
–drum .

drum[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
thooriyam-  large drum . 

drum[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  thoa-  
maram  -drum.

 Jew’s harp [E ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-pa-]  – and the interpreataion  of the 
word is  moarsingh [ missing  letter- sa-] -  Jew’s harp .

                       Sanskrit  word  kuj -[ to hum ].  

Kuj  has the consonants – ka- [- sa--]  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai munum-
mukka  -  to whisper / to hum. 
   
hum  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  vaai munukka 
to whisper  /to hum .

                      Sanskrit  word – kalaetsapa.
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kalaetsapa  has the consonants - ka -la – the- [- sa-]  -pa – and the original Tamil  
word is villu paattu  [ bow song] .

                  Sanskrit  word  kaesa [ hair] .

Kaesa  has the consonants - ka –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sikai-  - hair. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  bkk [hair] .

bKk has the consonants  -pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sikai [ missing  letter
–sa-] – hair.
    

                       Sankrit word  -savaram [ removal  of hair from face] .

savaram  has the consonants- [- sa-] - va –Ra- ma - and the orignal Tamil  word is   
muka  mayirai neekkuka- to remove the facial hair. 

savaram  has the consonants- [- sa-] - va –Ra- ma - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
thaadai  mayirai / kanna  mayirai / muka  mayirai  neekka  vanedum [ missing  letter-
the -] -  to remove the facial hair .

                       Sanskrit  word – roamam[ hair] .

roamam  has the consonants  - Ra – ma- and the original Tamil  word is  mayir- hair. 

capillus : hair. 
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capillus  has the composition - ka- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
sadai  pinniya   koonthal [  missing letter-  the -] ;   plaited hair ;  sadai   pinniya  -  
plaited;  koonthal-  hair. 

hair[E]   has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  mayir 
katrai [ missing  letter- the -]- hair flocks. 

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  thanu  rakam 
[ missing  letter-  the -] –hair. 

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  kural [ missing  
letter- la-] -  the scalp hair of women . 

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  navir- men’s hair. 

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  kodiram [ missing
letter- the -] -  long matted hair.

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  kaasarai[ missing 
letter- sa-]  - a kind  of hair oil. 

hair[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the other interpretation is  mayir naraikka-  
becoming grey haired. 

tress[E] has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the orignal Tamil  word is  maraattam-  plait.

plait [E]   has the consonants  -pa- la -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  pinniya  
thalai mudi  – plaited hair. 

capio : to seize, take, choose / attack, injure / comprehend. 
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capio   has the composition- ka- [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  edukka-  to  
take ;  eduththu  podu[  missing letter-  the -] -  to take  .

capio   has the composition- ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is   adiththu  pottu  
thaakku [  missing letter-  the -] ; -  to attack .

capio   has the composition- ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is   adiththu  pottu  
kaya paduththuka[  missing letter-  the -] -  to  injure;  adi-  to beat ;  kayam 
paduththu-  to  injure/  to  wound; kaayam-  wound/ injury   .

capio   has the composition- ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is  kai pattru 
[  missing letters- the -and -Ra-] -  to  seize.   

capio   has the composition- ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is  kaariyaththai  
nandraaka  purinthu  kondu  athan padi  nadakka vaendum  [ missing letters-  the 
-and- Ra-]  do after  understanding  the matter well; kaariyam-  matter; purinthu  
kondu-  understand;  athan padai-  accordingly.  

capitulus : chapter, chapter meeting, chapter house. 

capitulus has the composition- ka- pa- the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
paada   noolin / paada iyal  /pusthaththin  / suvadi yin oru  pakuthi / oru  
aththiyaayam -  a chapter of a book;  paada nool/ iyal -  prose   book;  puththakam-  
book;  oru-  - one;  pakuthi- part;  aththiyaayam-  chapter. 

capitulus has the composition- ka- pa- the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
Aathi  Sivan  kovilil    saamiyaarkaluikena / munivarkalukkena   othukka pattulla  oru   
pakuthi / kudil / pun maada kudil [  missing letter- Ra-] -  the separate place  for the 
priests  in  a Siva/Thiru Murugan/Marduk  temple -  chapter house. 

chapter [E] as the consonants  -[-sa-] –[- pa-] - the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
athikaaram [ missing  letter- ka-]-  chapter. 
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chapter [E] as the consonants  -[-sa-] –pa- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
paada  pirivu / puththakaththin oru  pirivu / pakuthi [ missing  letter- ka-] —section  of
the lesson of a book ; paadam- lesson; pirivu –part .

chapter [E] as the consonants  -sa-–pa- the -Ra -and the orthe interpretation of the 
word is  pari- saetham -  chapter. 

chapter [E] as the consonants  -[-sa-] -–pa- the -Ra -and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  piraakirutham[ missing  letter- ka-] -[Skt]   chapter.

chapter [E] as the consonants  -[-sa-] -–pa- the -Ra -and the other  interpretation of 
the word is   pirathi- chapter/ copy .

chapter [E] as the consonants  -sa-pa- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    
periyathoru  puththakththin /suvadiyin    oru  siriya  pakuthi/ thokuthi / pirivu    -  a 
small section  of a big book ; periya- big;  suvadi- book; siriya- small; thokuthi –
section .

chapter [E] as the consonants  -[- sa-] –[- pa-] - the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
gnaattrai- period. 
   
chapter[E] as the consonants  -[-sa-] –pa- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
paadam   mutriyathu -  the lesson has come to an end;  paadam- lesson; mutriyathu- 
end  .

capto : to grab, try to get, grab at. 

capto  has the composition- ka- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  kai  pidikka -  
to hold the hand ;  kai-  hand ;  pidikka-  to  hold .

grab [E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- pa-  and the meaning of the word is karam 
pidikka [ missing letter-  the -] - to hold the hand;  karam-  hand;  pidikka-  to hold. 
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grab [E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- pa-  and the meaning of the word is kai patruka-
[ missing letter-  the -] - to hold the hand/ capture. 

get [E]  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vaankida- to 
get /  to  buy  .

get [E]  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   adaika-  get. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – tp[ head].

tp has the consonants  -the- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  mandai- head.  

caput capitis : head / top, summit / chief 

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaningof the word  is  
kaaradam [ missing  letter- Ra-] - head. 

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  kathi - 
head/ brain /soul/ way /gait.  

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word  is  
thatchchakan/ thachchakan  [ missing  letter- sa-] - head of the family. 

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaningof the word is thalaivan-
chief  [ missing letter-  la -].

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaningof the word is  
muthalvan-[ missing letter-  la -] -head/ chief .

caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaningof the word is  mukadu- 
head/  peak / summit .
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caput  has the composition - ka -[-pa-] - the - and the meaningof the word is  
aandavan- god .

caput  has the composition - ka --pa-- the - and the meaningof the word is  poikkum  
thattu – mendicant’s  plate. 

caput  has the composition - ka -pa- the - and the meaningof the word is   
padaiththavan- creator. 

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is soodikai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- top of head/ crown .

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   mani makudam-
crown. 

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  mukadu -  
head / peak .

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  maththakam -  
head/ head of elephant. 

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   mundakam-  
head. 

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the interpretation  of the  word is   
sikandam[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  tuft of hair on the top of the head.

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original tamil  word is  uchchi  
kudumi /cindu mudikka   [ missing  letter- sa-]   -  tuft of hair on the top of the head.

head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is    moodaakku/ 
mukkaadu  – veil  for the head .
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head[E]   has the consonants- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is    kadumpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  cloth pad used as a cushion while  carrying loads on the head. 

head dress[E]  has the consonants - ka -the -  the- Ra- [-sa--] and the  interpretation  of
the word is  moorththa  vaettanam -  head dress. 

head ache  has the consonants – ka- the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maththaka  noavu -  head ache ;  maththakam-  head;  noavu –pain;   mandai yaei  
kudai-yim / vedikkum   noavu . 

skull  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ka -la - and the original Tamil  word is  ven- dalai  
[ missing  letter- the -] – skull .

skull  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ka -la - and the original Tamil  word is  poikkum 
kalam  /  kapaalam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- begger’s  bowel  -   skull / cephalus . 

skull  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ka -la - and the other interpretation of the word is  
kullaai-  cap .

top[E]  has the composition - the - [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  mudi-  
top / peak .

chief[E]  has the consonants-  sa- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   asaan- chief. 

chief[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   iyan- chief.

chief[E]  has the consonants-  sa- [-pa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  maasae - 
chief .

chief[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - [-pa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  mun- 
king.  

chief[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- [-pa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  thae 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  chief. 
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*****carbo carbonis : carbon, coal, charcoal. 

carbo has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   kari- 
carbon. 

 *The letters -pa- or- sa  - are not  ‘ silent   letters’   always ;  most  of the times  they  
are  ‘stand by letters’. 

*carbo has the consonants – ka- Ra--pa--  and the original Tamil  word is   aduppu   
kari  -eri  viraku -  fire wood. 

*carbo has the consonants – ka- Ra--pa--  and the original Tamil  word is   kari  pukai-  
coal gas ;  gas = aavi / pukai  /vaavu [Skt]. 

carbo has the consonants – ka- Ra—[- pa-] --  and the original Tamil  word is   vairam-  
diamond .

carbo has the consonants – ka- Ra—[- pa-] --  and the original Tamil  word is   kari  
ennai-    carbon oil .

carbonis has the composition -ka -Ra- pa -an- sa-  and  the meaning of the word is  
mara kattai / viraku  kattai   neruppil   erintha  pinner   kidaikkum  saampal   kari  
[ missing letters-  the -and- la -] -  the carbon left over after burning the wood ;  viraku-
fire wood;  kattai –wood; neruppu- fire; eri- to make fire;  saampal- ash ;  kari- coal  . 

graphite [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- pa -the  - and the original Tamil  word is  kari
padika  kar—coal  crystals.    
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charcoal [E] has the composition-  [-sa-] -Ra- ka- la - and the meaning  of  the word is  
nila kari -  lignite.  

                       English  word – caricature .

caricature has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  
koora vantha  karuththai / ennaththai  oaviyamaaka  theettuthar / varainthidar – 
expressing one’s view by a picture.

carcer : prison, cell, jail, dungeon. 

carcer  has the composition -ka- Ra-sa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
arasnukku  ethiraaka  kutram   purinthavanai    thanimai  siraiyil/ paasariyil / nila 
varaiyil   adaikka  vaendum – to imprison   the culprit  in the cell ;  arasan- rex/ king;  
kutram –crime; thanimai  sirai- cell ;  nila aria- cellar . 

jail [E]has the composition- sa- la -  and the meaning of the word is   sirai  saalai -  
prison [ missing letter is - Ra -] .

prison[   E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- sa- an- and the original Tamil  word is   
thanimai  sirai [ missing  letter-  the -]  - cell .

                          Tamil  -  the Sudra  Basha .
                                vaelai =  work . 
                               azhuval=  work .
                       vaelai  [- va -la-]  = azhuval [- va - la -].   

careo : (+ abl. of sep.) be without, be deprived of, lack, want. 
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careo  has the composition- ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  varumai-  poverty
.   

careo  has the composition- ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   kuraivu-  little.
   
careo  has the composition- ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   kuraivaai  irukka 
– it is less  .   

careo  has the composition- ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  kurai 
paadu[  missing letters-  pa -and -the -]- lack .

careo  has the composition- ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   thaevaikku  
kuraivaana  [  missing letter-  the -] - deficient ;  thaevai- need;  kuraivu-  little. 

want[E]  has the composition- va- an- the - and the meaning of the word is 
vaendum/vaendiyathu  -  want .

lack[ E]  has the composition -la- ka - and the meaning of the wor is  illaamal  
irukka[  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  lack;  kuraivu  ulla-  lack . 

lack[ E]  has the composition -la- ka - and the meaning of the wor is  ezhakai – lack .

                        English  word – cart .

cart has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- and the interpretation of the word is  
karaththai- cart. 

caries : rottenness, corruption, decay. 

caries  has the composition- ka -Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thaei-vu  
uttra/ kaedaana/ soththiayaana   enbu  [  missing letters-  the- and -pa-] -decay  of 
bones;  enbu- bone;  thaeivu-  decay.  
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caries  has the composition- ka -Ra-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  naermai  
atra   thanmai [ missing letter-  the-] corruption;  naermai-  honesty.

 cariosus : rotten, decayed. 

cariosus  has the composition- ka -Ra- sa -[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  
kaedu utra [ missing letter-the-] -  decayed ;  sithai  utru -  decayed. 

caritas : dearness, affection / charity. 

caritas  has the composition  -ka- Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is 
anpirkkum  paasaththirkkum uriya [ missing letter-  pa -]-  affectionately  ;  anpu-  
dearness;  paasm-  affection/passion .

caritas  has the composition  -ka- Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is   nun  
-kodaiyaaka  panam  kaasu  thara avendum [  missing letter-  pa-] -  give money  as a 
donation ;  nan koai-  donation;  panam kaasu-  money ;  thara -  to  give. 

charity [E]   has the consonants  -sa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   aram 
seithidu – do charitable activities .

charity [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word  is thana tharmam- charity .

charity [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word  is  pirithi paathanam[ Skt]-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - charity.

carmen : song, poem. 
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carmen  has the composition -ka- Ra- ma -an  and the meaning of the word is  
paadar / kavithai  paada / iyatra  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] to sing a 
song/ poem  ;  paadar- song ;  kavithai-poem ;  paadu- sing;  iyatru- compose. 

 song [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -an- ka-  and the  original Tamil word / meaning 
is  paattu  paada  vendum / paadi  - aada  vaendum[ missing  letters- pa -and- the -]  - 
to sing song;  paattu- song ;  paadu- sing;   aadu- dance 

 song [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -an- ka-  and the  other interpretation is   
gaanam[Skt]   -song .

 song [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -an- ka-  and the  other interpretation is   
themmaanku  [ missing  letter- the -]- folk  song .

avaz [Farsi ]  has the consonants   va -[-sa-] - and the   interpretation is  gaanam[Skt]  - 
song .

poem[E]  has the consonants- pa –ma- and the orignal Tamil word is 
koppiyam[missing letter-ka-]- poem .

*****carpo : to pluck, seize, grab, lay hold of, hold on to. 

carpo  has the composition -ka -Ra -pa-  and the meaning of the word is  parrikka-  to 
pluck .

carpo  has the composition -ka -Ra -pa-  and the meaning of the word is  kai patra  
[ missing  letter- the-] –to capture. 

to  pluck [E]   has the consonants- the  [-pa-] - la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
koithal- pluck .
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to  pluck [E]   has the consonants- the  [-pa-] - la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
enunkuthal-  to pluck .

pluck[E]    has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   killa  -
pluck  .

pluck[E]    has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kal- 
pluck .

pluck[E]    has the composition- pa- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   malar  
parikka- [  missing letter- Ra-] -  to pluck  the flower;  malar-  flower;  parikka-  to  pluck
.

 to pluck[E]    has the composition-  the- [- pa-] - la- ka - and the meaning of the word 
is   thatti  kolluthal- - to pluck.  

carus : dear, beloved / costly, high-priced, expensive. 

carus  has the composition- ka -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is uyarvaana  -
valuable.

carus  has the composition- ka -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is    
anpirkkuriya   pen [  missing letter-  pa -]  -  dear/ sweet heart;  anpirkkuriya -  dear; 
pen-  woman .

carus  has the composition- ka -Ra -sa- and the meaningof the word is  anpirkkuriya   
pensaathi  [  missing letters-  pa- and -the-] - beloved  wife;  anpirkkuriya -  beloved;  
pensaathi- wife.

carus  has the composition- ka -Ra -sa- and the meaningof the word is  athika  
roopaaikku/ kaasu panaththirkku   vaankiya  ondru[missing letters- the -and -pa -] -  
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bought for higher price;  athika-  high;  roopai-  rupees;  vaankiya -  bought -  kaasu  
panam-  money .

dear[E]  has the consonants-  the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
perum  anpu udaiya  /  anpu- udaiyeer [ missing  letter- pa-]  - one with kindness;   
piriyam[Skt] udaiya.  

casso : to bring to naught, destroy, annul, make void. 

casso  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
azhikka[  missing letter-  zha-] -  to  destroy . 

casso  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  neekka- to  
cancel .

casso  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   verumai 
[ missingletter- Ra-] -  nothing .  

caste : purely, spotlessly, purely, uprightly, chastely. 

  caste  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] -the- and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaaka-  pure .  

caste  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] -the- and the meaning of the word is  thakavu  
udiami – chastely .

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  
thokuthi-  social  branch .  
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caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is    kudi  
pattam[ missing  letter- pa-] - family  /group name  .

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is    kudi / 
samuka [Skt]  thokuppu [ missing  letter- pa-] social group. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kudi / 
kumukaaya  inam-  social  group  ;  kudi/ kumukaayam  -  society ;  inam- race. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kudi / 
samuka/ samuthaaya [Skt] vakuppu [ missing  letter-  pa-]- social class ;  samukam- 
society;   vakuppu- class.  

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is   kootam 
-  group/ folk  . 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  saathi kattu 
paadu  [ missing  letter-  pa-]-rules and restrictions of a caste /social class .

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  ketta  
saaathi- low caste.  

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  saathi  
kuththam - breaking the rules of a caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  [- sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word is  
koaththiram [Skt] [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  caste/ social class. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  [- sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word is   
nikanda vaatham [Skt]  - a  caste .

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Vanniyan   
kudi  inam  / saathi  sanam – Padai aatchchi  caste.  
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caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-   sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  Vanaan  
kudi inam /  saathi  sanam[Skt]  -  washerman’s caste  - 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-   sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Vanika  / 
koa mutti  chetti  /etti   saathi   sanam[Skt] -  merchant’s caste.   

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-   sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Kammiyan  
kudi inam / saathi  sanam –black  smith‘s caste 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-   sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Vellaala 
kudi  inam /   saathi  sanam  [ missing  letter-  la-]- Pillai caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Senkunthan 
kudi  inam /  saathi  sanam [Skt]- Kaikolar caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka-  [-sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word is Idaiyan/ 
Yaathavaa   kudi inam –saathi sanam [Skt] –shepherd  caste.

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Kallan   Kudi 
inam  /  saathi  sanam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- la-]  - Kallar caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Thaevan  
kudi  inam/ saathi  sanam [Skt] – Daevar caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- sa--the -and the original Tamil  word is  Thaevaanka  
chetti   kudi  inam  / saathi  sanam [Skt]-  Daevaankar caste. 

caste[E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word is  
Goundan  kudi inam – Gounda .

race[E] has  the consonants- Ra –[- sa-] -  - and the original Tamil  word is  marunku  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – race. 
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race[E] has  the consonants- Ra –[- sa-] -  - and the other interpretation is  varkkam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] -  race. 

race[E] has  the consonants- Ra –[- sa-] -  - and the other interpretation is  varnam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - race. 

                      Remember  ka= va;  va =ka.

Remember the special significance of the letters-pa-and- sa – .

casus : accident, chance, fortune. 

casus has the composition-  ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaaippu[  missing letter-  pa-] -  chance . 

casus has the composition-  ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
vipaththu  [ missing letters-  the -and- pa-] -  accident . 

casus has the composition-  ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   nalla  
vaelai /  nalla kaalam [  missing letter-  la-]  -  good time . 

accident [E]  has the composition- ka- the- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
nadanthu  mudintha   vipaththu [  missing letter- pa-] - the accident  that  has taken 
place;  nadanthu  mudintha - that has happened; vipaththu- accident  .

catena : chain, fetters. 

catena has the consonants – ka- the- an –and the original Tamil  word is  kai  vilankida 
vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] - to apply  shackle ;kai  vilanku – shackle/ hand cuff.
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fetters  [E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - the -Ra- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  thodar- chain . 

fetters  [E]  has the composition- pa- the -Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
irumpu  sankili  kondu  kai  kaal kalai  katti  kaithi   thappi odaathavaru   vilanku idu 
[  missing letters-  ka -and- the -] -  to  apply  shackles.

shackles[E]   has the composition- [-sa-] -ka- la- [-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the word 
is  kai  kaal vilangu -  shackles;  kai-  arm;  kaal-  leg ;  vilangu- shackles. 

chain[E]   has the composition –[-sa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is  idam kani 
[ missing letters- ka- and -the -]-chain.

chain[E]   has the composition –[- sa-]  -an- and the meaning of the word is  nikalam-  [
missing  letters-  ka –and- la -]- chain .

chain[E]   has the composition -sa -an- and the meaning of the word is    kazhththu    
manimaalai-  necklace ;   kanukaalil    ;  sankili   [ Skt]  [  missing letters-  ka- and-la -] -  
chain.

fetters[E]  has the composition- pa- the- Ra - sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
irumpu  sankili /thodar / vilanku  kondu  kai  kaalkali  pinaiththu kattuka [  missing 
letters-  ka- and -la -] –to apply  shackle;  irumpu- iron;  vilanku- shackle;  thodar- 
chain  . 

caterva : crowd, troop, flock. 

caterva  has the composition ka- the- Ra- va - -and the meaning of the word is  koodi  
varum  manitha koottam -  human   crowd.

caterva  has the composition ka- the- Ra- va - -and the meaning of the word is  paravai
koottam- group  of birds[ missing letter-  pa -]  .
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caterva  has the composition ka- the- Ra- va - -and the meaning of the word is  athi  
veerram  konda  poar padai-  courgeuos troops[  missing letter-  pa-] ;  veram-  
courage;  poar padai-  troops .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is poar padai
/ poar padaiyinar -  troop;  poar-  war;  padai-  troop. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  poaridu – 
war.  

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  
poaraattam- fight. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is   
poruththu – war. 

troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- [-pa-] – sa-  and the original Tamil   word is  
sen- soatru  kadan  [ missing  leter-  ka -]- the food  given to the soldiers. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra--pa-  and the original Tamil   word is   padai  
viruntu [ missing  leter-  ka -]-military  feast. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  poar 
madanthai  -  goddess of victory. 

troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- [- pa -] – sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
thetta  / thoatra   arasar / mannar -  the king  who  is defeated  by the  other in the 
battle .

troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- [- pa -] – sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
thoosar – soldiers .
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troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- [- pa -] – sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
saththiriyar [Skt] – warrior caste. 

troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-  pa – [- sa-] -- and the meaning of the word is 
perum  poar /   pira - yuththam [Skt]  - big war .

troops[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-  pa – [- sa-] -- and the meaning of the word is 
pira thanam[Skt] -  war .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  para 
ththuvam  [ missing  letter- ka-] - war. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  pira 
kiruthi [Skt] -  army .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the meaning of the word is  kuthirai   
padai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  cavalry .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-[-pa -]- and the meaning of the word is   kadaka
naathar[ missing  letter- ka-]  - army  chief. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
varoothini[ missing  letter- ka-] -  large army .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- pa-- and the meaning of the word is  eri  padai 
vakai [ missing  letter- ka-] -a kind  of missile. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-- pa-- and the meaning of the word is  periya  
padai- big army . 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  pari  
saaththu [ missing  letter- sa-]- cavalry .
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troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  adu  poar- 
winning war .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is   
araapatham-  battle. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  padai 
thiran-   valor  of the army  .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  perum 
padai- big force .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  tharai  
padai- infantry .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  thaer  
padai- chariot force .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  
thooriyam-  missile. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- pa- - and the other interpretation  is  eri padai-
missile. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  thaamarai 
poo - lotus/ formation  of an army in the form of a lotus. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  poar 
parani  paadu – the  sing the war song. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  
mirutham-  battle. 
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troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  padai urai-
sheath  of a sword. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is   padai 
varam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  saddle of a horse .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is   padai 
patru- cantonment /camp  .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  mathir  
pori  /   kadun -kuranku [ missing  letter- ka-]- an ancient  military  engine  kept over 
the fort. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is  kappar  
padai [ missing  letter- ka-]- navy [naavaai] .

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-pa - and the other interpretation  is   ottiya  
poar - sexual  intercourse [ fight between the partners in the bed. 

troop[E]  has the composition -the- Ra- [- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  is   
aarththal [ missing  letter- la-] -  to make a war. 

crowd[E]  has the composition ka -Ra -va- the - and the meaning of the word is koodi 
varum  manitha  koottam-  the gathering of peoplein to a crowd ;  manithar-  people ;  
koottam-  crowd .
 

catervatim : in troops, in masses. 

catervatim has the composition- ka- the- Ra -va -the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  anaivarum  koottam kottamaaka  ondru kooda vaendum – all should collect  
together  to make  a big crowd;  anaivarum- all;  ondru  kooduka- to join together; 
koottam- crowd. 
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catervatim has the composition- ka- the- Ra -va -the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  perum  thiralaaka   koodiya  uoor  makkal  koottam [  missing letters-  pa -and 
-la -] -  people  assembled  to  make a  big crowd ;  perum thiral-  great  gathering ;  
kottaam-  crowd;  uoor-  village;  makkal-  prople  .

catervatim has the composition- ka- the- Ra -va -the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is   uoor makkal  anaivarum ondru  koodi   thiruvaarur  kovil   aazhi   thaerin  
vadam   pidiththu   izhththu  ,  thaerai   uoor valamaaka  ,  therukkalil   kondu  poka 
vaendum  [  missing letters-  pa- and- la -] -  to pull the Thiruvaarur  Temple chariot  
together;  uoor makkal-  village people;  ondru  koodi-  to get collected; kovil –temple; 
thar- chariot; izhukka- to pull. 

catervatim has the composition- ka- the- Ra -va -the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is   ethiriyidam  irunthu  naattai  kappaattra   uoor   makkal  anaivarum   perum  
thiralaaka , ani aniyaaka ,  poar kalam nokki  poka thayaaraaka  irukka vaendum 
[ missing letters-  pa -and- la -] –to join together to make a big march  to fight against 
the enemy ; ethiri- enemy; naadu- state; uoor makkal- village people; poar kalam-  
battle field;  perum thiral-  big mass/ crowd . 

mass[E]   has the consonants-  ma –sa- and the original Tamil  word is   kanam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - mass. 

*****cattus : cat. 

cattus  has the composition -ka -the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  kaduvan-  
male cat . 

cattus  has the composition -ka -the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is kaattu  
poonai [  missing letter- pa-] -  wild cat;  kaadu-  forest;  poonai-  cat. 

cattus  has the composition -ka -the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is poonai  
kutti-[  missing letter- pa-]-  baby cat.
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cattus  has the composition -ka -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   veetu 
poochchai[ missing letter-sa-]   - house cat; veedu-house;poochchai-cat.

cat[E]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
vaidaalam[ missing letter-la-] – cat.

cat[E]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
kunthamam-  cat .

cat[E]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is   vidai-   
wild cat. 

cat[E]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is   kaduvan- 
male cat  .

cat[E]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is   kedaa   -  
male cat / any male animal .

tiger [E]  has the consonants – the- ka-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  kodu  vari -  
tiger .

                      English  word – cave .

cave has the consonants- ka- va- and the original Tamil  word is kevi/ kukai  – cave.  

cauda : the tail of an animal. 

cauda  has the composition- ka -the- and the meaning of the word is  thandu vadam-  
spinal cord. 
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cauda  has the composition- ka -the- and the meaning of the word is  vilanku  udaiya   
vaal - -the tail of the animal;  vilanku- animal;  vaal- tail. 

cauda  has the composition- ka -the- and the meaning of the word is  
mirukaththin[Skt]   vaal[  missing letters-  Ra -and  -la -]  -  tail of the animal;  mirukam-
animal;  vaal-  tail. 

tail [ E]  has the composition -the- la- and the emaningof the word is  vilankin  vaal 
[ missing letter-  ka -] - animal  tail ;  vaal-  tail. 

tail [ E]  has the composition -the- la- and the emaningof the word is  mayilin  thoakai [
missing letter-  ka -]- peacock’s  feather;  mayil – peacock.  

tail [ E]  has the composition -the- la- and the emaningof the word is   vaalathi 
[ missing letter-  ka -]-tail of an elephant.

causa : (in the abl.) on account of, for the sake of. 

causa   has the composition  -ka- [- sa -]-   and the meaning  of the word is   athanai   
vaendi  [ missing   letter- the -] - for the sake  of   .

causa : cause / reason, motive, pretext / interest.  

causa has the composition- ka- [- sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is    kaarani/   
karaniyam/  kaaranam[Skt]  [ missing letter-  Ra-] - cause. 

causa has the composition- ka- [- sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   nokkam- 
motive.  

causa has the composition- ka-  sa-  and the meaning of the word is   saakku  pokku  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – lame  excuses.
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causa has the composition- ka-  [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   mannikka- 
excuse. 

causa has the composition- ka- sa--  and the meaning of the word is   vaasi- cause. 

causa has the composition- ka- [- sa-] --  and the meaning of the word is  viththu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – cause.   

causa has the composition- ka- [- sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   aaval  
[ missing  letter- la-] - interest .

reason [E]   has the composition -  Ra- [-sa-]-an -   and the meaning  of  the word is 
kaarani /  kaaraniyam- cause ;   kaaraniya karumiyam[  missing letter-  ka-] -  cause and
effect ;  kaaraniyam-  reason;  karumiyam-  effect. 

causa : case at law, case, law-suit / situation, condition. 

causa  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is vazhakku 
[  missing letter- zha-] - law suit .

causa  has the composition- ka- sa-  and the meaningof the word is sandai  iduka 
[ missing letter- the -] – to fight .
 
case[ E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaningof the word is vazhakku 
[  missing letter- zha-] - law suit .

case[ E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaningof the word is    
yaethaakinum -  in any  case. 

case[ E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaningof the word is  koodu   
[missing letter-the-]- small box.
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case[ E]  has the composition- ka--sa- and the meaningof the word is   nikazhchhci / 
nikazhvu [  missing letter- zha-] - in that case/ instance /in that event  ; nikazhchchi- 
event.

case [ patient]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning of  the word is  
kaaym- -  injury.

case [ patient]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   noavu
–sickness / pain .
  
law suit [E]  has the composition -la- va- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  
saamanya/ pothu   makkaliln  nalanai  kaaka  vaendi  pazham kaaalaththil  panai / 
thennai   olai  suvadiyil   Thamil mozhiyil ezhutha  pattu  ulla  satta  thittankal 
[  missing letter- pa-]   - to protect  the  civilians ,  the rules and regulations  written  
long back  on  palm leaves in Tamil  language;   pothu makkal-  civilians;  nalan-  
welfare; kaakka-  to  safeguard;  pazham  kaalam-  ancient  times; olai  suvadai  -  palm
leaves;  Thamil  mozhi-  Tamil language;  ezhuththa -  patta - written;  satta thittankal - 
laws . 

law suit [E]  has the composition -la- va- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is   
sattaththin  munnaal  niruththa vaendum [  missing letter- Ra-]  -  to make him to 
stand before the law ; sattam- law;  munnaal-   before;  niruththa-  to  stand .

law [E]  has the composition- la -va - and the  meaning  of the word is   pazham  
kaalaththil   panai olaiyil  allathu  Kallil ,   Thamil  mozhi yil   ezhutha pattu  ulla  
paththu   kattalaikal [  missing letters-  pa -and- the -]  -  the ten commandments  
written  on the stones and palm leaves  in ancient  times in Tamil language;   pazham 
kaalam-  ancient times;  panai olai-  palm leaves; Thamil-  Tamil  language;    
ezhuthapatta-  written;  aalathu -or;  kallil-  on stones;  paththu-  ten; kattalaikal-  
commandments.  

law[E]   has the consonants - la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  ozhunku -  
regulation. 
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law[E]   has the consonants - la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  aanaikal  -orders 
/commandments.  

law[E]   has the consonants - la -va -and the original Tamil  word is   veli-aakku-  
declare. 

law[E]   has the consonants - la -va -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nadaththai   vithikal [ missing  letter- the -]  – by laws. 

law [E]   has the consonants - la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  satta  thittankal 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  legal  acts. 

lawyer [E]  has the consonants-  la- va- Ra  -and the original Tamil word is   vazhakku 
uraigner - lawyer .

cautela : caution, precaution, security. 

cautela  has the composition- ka -the- la  -and the meaning of the word is  paathu  
kaatthal [ missing  letter-  pa-]-  protection ..
cautela  has the composition- ka -the- la  -and the meaning of the word is munnamae  
thakaval  alikka  vaendum- to give prior notice ;  munnamae- prior; thakaval-  
information  ; alikka-  give. 

cautela  has the composition- ka -the- la  -and the meaning of the word is mazhai  
kaalankalil   pothu  makkalai  vella  neer abaayaththil  irunthu   paathu  kaathida  
vaendi  mun  echcharaikkai  nadavadikkai  arasu  munaippudan  seyal padathida 
vaendum -  during rainy  seasons  , to protect the people from  rain floods , the  
government  should  take  effective precautionary  measures[  missing letters- Ra - pa 
-and- sa-]  ;  mazhai kaalam-  rainy  season;  makkal - people;   vellam-  flood;   neer-  
water;  abaayam-danger;  paathu kaathida-  to protect;  mun echcharikkai-  
precautionary ; nadavadikkai-  measure.  
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precaution  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra-  ka- the -an -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mun  echcharaikkai  kondu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  prior warning .

caveo cavi cautum : beware, avoid, look out for. 

cautum has the compositon- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  vittu 
vilakida  vendum [  missing letter-  la-] - to  avoid ;  vilakidu-  to  go away;   
thavirththida vaendum[ missing letter- Ra-] -  to avoid ;  thavirikka- to  avoid .

cautum has the compositon- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   kan 
kaaniththida vendum-  to  watch .

avoid [E] has the composition- va- the -and the meaning of the word is  othukku / 
othukki vaikka  -avoid. 

avoid [E] has the composition- va- the -and the meaning of the word is  thavirkka  
vaendum / thavirththidu  [ missing letter -Ra-] - to   avoid .

beware [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is 
nindru kavanikka[ missing  letter- the -]  - look out .

beware [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the other interpretation  is  
echcharikkai [ missing  letter- sa-]  - caution .

beware [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is 
sutri noakkuka[ missing  letters-  sa- and- the -] -  watch out. 

beware [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va- Ra- and the other interpretation  is  
jaakkirathai [Skt] [ missing  letters-  sa- and- the -] - beware .
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cavus :   hole, pit. 

cavus  has the composition- ka- va-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kuzhi  
parikka  [ missing letters- zha-  pa -and- Ra-] - to  dig a pit;  kuzhi- pit; parikka-  to  dig ; 
kukai- cave.

hole[ E]  has the composition -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  valai - hole;  eli 
valai . 

hole[ E]  has the composition -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  kuzhi-  pit. 

hole[ E]  has the composition -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   kuyil – hole.

hole[ E]  has the composition -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   nuzhai  vaayil-  
entrance /gate .

hole[ E]  has the composition -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   palavam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  pit.  

pit[ E]  has the composition -pa -the- and the meaning of the word  is  ponthu - hole. 

pit[ E]  has the composition -pa -the- and the meaning of the word  is  paanthu – pit. 

pit[ E]  has the composition -pa -the- and the meaning of the word  is   poadu- pit. 

pit[ E]  has the composition -pa -the- and the meaning of the word  is   poaththu – 
pit/cow.

pit[ E]  has the composition -pa -the- and the meaning of the word  is   poathumpu – 
pit. 

pit[ E]  has the composition –[- pa-]  -the- and the meaning of the word  is thattam -  
sacrificial  fire  pit.
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pit[ E]  has the composition –[- pa-]  -the- and the meaning of the word  is thiththi-  
sacrificial  fire  pit.

                       English  word-  cease fire .

cease fire  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-sa-] - pa- Ra – and the original Tamil word  
is  poar niruththam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  stoppage of war. 

cease fire  has the consonants – [-sa-] –sa- [-pa-]- Ra – and the original Tamil word  is
sandai  niruththam[ missing  letter- the -]- stoppage of fight /war.  

                        English  word – truce.

truce  has the consonants  -the- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sandai 
niruththam - stoppage of war/ fight. 

                           English  word - amnesty .

amnesty  has the consonants – ma- an- [-sa-] –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
pothu  mannippu [ missing  letter- pa-] – amnesty. 

cedo : to go, proceed / turn out, happen / go away, withdraw. 

cedo  has the composition -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  nadakka  -  to 
walk;  kadanthu/kadakka -  to cross ; othunka  -  to  go away / withdraw ; oduka-  to  
run; thodanka-  to  start .

cedo  has the composition -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   nadakkum-  wil  
happen .
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cedo  has the composition -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   koottam- crowd.

cedo  has the composition -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   pin vaankiduka- [
missing  letter- pa-]-   withdraw .

cedo  has the composition -ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  neeenkiduka-   go
away. 

cedo cessi cessum : to grant, yield. 

cedo  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kodukka- to 
give ;  kodai- grant ;  kidaiththathu -  got .  

cedo  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vittu viduka-  
give up / yield. 

cedo  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   paninthu  
viduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to  surrender . 

cedo  has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  nilaththil  
vilaintha -  yield  from the land [ missing letter-  la -] ;  nilam- land;  vilaintha -  yield. 

yield[E]  has the composition- la- the -and the meaning of the word is  nilaththil  
vilantha-  yield from the land  [ missing letter- ka -] ; nilam-  land;  vilantha -  yield. 

yield[E]  has the composition- la- the -and the meaning of the word is  valainthu  kodu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to be flexbile. 

grant  E] has the composition- ka- Ra - an- the - and the meaning of the word is arsu  
thantha kodai - the grant given by the government [ missing letter- sa-];  arasu-  
goverment  ; thantha-   given /granted ; kodai-  grant .  
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cedo : (+ dat.) give ground to, submit to, be inferior to. 

cedo  has the composition -  sa- the -and the meaning of the word is  samar pikka / 
arpanikka [Skt]   vendum [ missing letters- Ra -pa-and-  ka -] - to submit . 

cedo  has the composition -  [-sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  thaazhntha  
nilai [ missing letter- zha -]-  inferior  position;  thaazhntha-  inferior/lower ;  nilai-  
position .

submit[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - [-pa-] -  ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mun vaiththiduka  [ missing  letter- ka-] – submit .

submit[E]  has the consonants – sa- pa-  ma- the-  and the other interpretation is  
samar piththidu [Skt] [ missing  letter-  Ra -] –submit.

celebrer : famous, renowned. 

celebrer has the composition - ka- la- pa- Ra -aand the meaning of the word is  
paerum  pukazhum  ulla- famous .

celebrer has the composition - ka- la- pa- Ra -aand the meaning of the word is  
uoorum ulakum pukalum/ arintha   oruvar/arivaali /arignar /kalignar  -  the one 
scholar who is praised/known  by the world ; uoorum - all the cities;  ulakm-  world;  
arintha-  known;  pukala-  to  praise .

famous [E]   hasthe consonants  -[- pa-]  -ma- sa - and the original Tamil  word is   
ochcham  - fame. 
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famous [E]   hasthe consonants  - pa-ma- sa - and the other interpretation is 
sampaathi[ missing letter-the-]-  earn /fame.

fame[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is   eedanam 
[ missing  letter- the -] - fame. 

fame[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
thaamam[ missing  letter-  the -]- fame. 

fame[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is  naamam  -  
fame. 

fame[E]   has the consonants  - pa- ma -and the original Tamil  word is   perumai 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] – fame.

fame[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is   isaimai  - 
fame. 

fame[E]   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is   umai- 
fame. 

defame[E]   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]  -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maana  kaedu[ missing  letter- ka-]- defame.  

defame[E]   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]  -ma  -and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is maana  nashttam [Skt] –defame. 

celebrus : abounding in, rich in, much frequented, respected. 

celebrus has the composition- [- sa-] - la –[- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the 
word is  kuraivu ilaaa [ missing  letter- ka-]-  abundant .
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celebrus has the composition- [- sa-] - la – pa- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the 
word is  perum ennikkaiyil [ missing  letter- ka-] -  numerous. 

celebrus has the composition- sa- la -pa- Ra- sa- and the meaning  of the word is   
perum  porulum   niraiya  nilamum yaeka  patta   kaani  karai  yim / nel  vilaikira poomi
yae yim ,  vaazhai  thoppum , thennam  -thoppum ,  maam thoppum ,   kaai kari,  
pazha thottamum[  maathulai , koiyaa,  thiraachchai ,sappottaa , annaasi , palaa] , 
karumpu  thottamum  kaappi  thottamum , thaeyilai  thottamum ,  maattu  pannai 
yaei  kondavarum  , vandi  vaakanum  , moondru  thalai  muraikkaana soththu 
paththum , mika periya [aran manai  pondra ]  veedu  vaasal kondavarum ,  uooril  ulla
periya manitharkail    oruvarum , paarampariyamaaka  selvaaku  konda kudampaththil 
piranthavarum  ,  anna saththirankal   aayiram kattiyavarum , pala  
maruththuvamanikal  kattiyavarum ,  kalvi  koodankal  nadathi  varupavarum , iyal  isai 
naadaka  kalaignarkalai  aatharippavarum , Thamil mozhi yae paeni  kaappavarum ,   
kappal  eari  veli naadu  pala sendru  porul  ettiyavarum , kalvi yil  siranthavarum , 
variyavarkalukku   kai  niraiya  selvam  tharupavarum , kodai  vallalum , 
mariyaathaikuriavarum ,   paar pukzhalum  perumai  kondavarum ….[ missing letters-  
ka- and -the -] -

respect[E]   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-]  –pa- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   perum  mathippirkkuriya -  honorable;  perum –big;  mathippu uravu- respect.  

respect[E]   has the consonants –Ra-  sa-–pa- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
upa sarippu  seiya  thakka -  respectable. 

respect[E]   has the consonants –Ra-  sa-–pa- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sirappaana   varavaerppu  tharuka   -welcome. 

celer : quick, swift, rapid, speedy, fast. 

celer  has the compositin- [-sa -] -la- Ra and the interpretation of the word is 
virainthidal  vaendum  [ missing  letters- - ka- and-  the -] -   to be quick .
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celer  has the compositin- [-sa -] -la- Ra and the interpretation of the word is  thalai  
therikka  odi  vaa- [ missing  letters- - ka- and-  the -] -   to be quick .

swift [E] has the compositin -[-sa]- va- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is padu  
vaekamaaka  -  with great speed. 

swift [E] has the compositin -[-sa]- va- [-pa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is  
kidu  kidu vena -  quickly .

swift [E] has the compositin -[-sa]- va- [-pa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is  
kudu kudu  vena – quickly .

swift [E] has the compositin -[-sa]- va- pa-the - and the meaning of the word is  pada 
pada vena -  fastly .

swift [E] has the compositin -[-sa]- va- [ -pa-] -the - and the meaning of the word is  
kadutham –fast. 

rapid  [E]has the composition- Ra- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
kuthirai  vaekamudaiya  [ missing letter-  ka -] -  the speed of the horse; kuthirai-  
horse;  vaekam-  speed.

rapid  [E]has the composition- Ra- -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  padaar 
ena / padaar endru-  rapid.

speed[  E]  has the composition  [- sa-]  - pa -the -  and the meaning  of the word  is 
padu  vaekamaaka-  with great  speed [  missing letter-  ka -] .  

speed[  E]  has the composition  [- sa-]  - [- pa-]  -the -  and the meaning  of the word  
is  thudi –speed. 

speed[  E]  has the composition  [- sa-]  - [- pa-]  -the -  and the meaning  of the word  
is   eendu- fast. 
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speed[  E]  has the composition  [- sa-]  - [- pa-]  -the -  and the meaning  of the word  
is   oattam/  oattamaa/  oattam edu -  speed.

fast[E] has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is    padu  
vaekamaaka  -  with great  speed[  missing letter-  ka-].

 fast[E] has the composition- pa- [- sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is   
pettena [Malayaalam ] - fast  .

fast[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - [- sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is  
thuritham   [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - fast   

quick[E]  has the compositn- ka- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  vaekamaaka-  
quick. 

quick[E]  has the compositn- ka- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   takku takku - 
ena  [ missing  letter- the -] -  quickly .

quick[E]  has the compositn- ka- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   kada kada -ena 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  quickly .

quick[E]  has the compositn- ka- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   viru viru -ena -
[ missing  letter- the -] -  quickly . 

celeritas : speed, swiftness, rapidity, quickness. 

celeritas   has the composition- [-sa-] - la- Ra-the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is  thalai   therikka  odi  vara[  missing letter- ka-]  - to run  fast ;  odu  -  run .

speed[E]  has the composition -sa- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is 
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mika/athika  vaekaththudan[  missing letter- ka-]  -  speedily;  mika-  excess;  vaekam- 
speed  .

speed[E]  has the composition –[- sa-] – [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is 
thurai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  speed .

speed[E]  has the composition –[- sa-] –  pa-- the -and the meaning of the word is 
padaar ena [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - speedily .

speed[E]  has the composition –[- sa-] –  [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  
thiruthi  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - speed / urgency. 

quick [E]  has the composition- ka -ka- and the meaning of the word ia  vaekamaaka - 
quick .

rapid [E] has the composition- Ra- pa- the-and the meaning of the word is  paravai  
pondru  paranthu vara [ missing letter-  ka -] -  come quickly like a flying bird;  paravai- 
bird;  paranthu-  to  fly;  vara-  come ;  paainthu  vara[ missing letter-  ka -]  -  come 
quickly ;  paainthu-  to leap ;  vara-  to  come .  - 

swift[E] has the consonants- sa- va   -[- pa-] - –the- and the interpretation is   
saduthiyaaka- quickly.

swift[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - va   -[- pa-] - –the- and the interpretation is    
kaduththam-  quickly .

swift[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - va –[- pa-] -  the- and the interpretation is   
udanadaiyaaka-  immediately. 

swift[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - va -pa- the- and the interpretation is   akappudan 
– swiftness ;  akappu –swift. 
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celo : to hide, conceal, keep secret. 

celo has the composition-  [-sa-] -   la -  and the meaning of the word is  oli-hide .

hide[E] has the consonants - ka -the -and the interpretation is  nee koodam- hide.

hide[E] has the consonants - ka -the -and the interpretation is   ondikko – hide. 

hide[E] has the consonants - ka -the -and the interpretation is  kaikku  adakkamaana  /
kai  moodi vaikka – hide. 

hide[E] has the consonants - ka -the -and the interpretation is   pathunku [ missing  
letter- pa-] – hide. 

hide[E] has the consonants - ka -the -and the interpretation is kaaththu  vaikka- to 
keep it safe. 

                         English  word -cement .

cement  has the consonants  -sa -ma –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  sem 
mun saanthu – red  sand paste .

  cena : dinner, meal. 

cena  has the  composition -[-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   theeni - snack 
[ missing letter-  the -] .

cena  has the  composition -[-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   un /uoon   – 
food .

cena  has the  composition -[-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   unavu-  meal  
[  missing letter-  ka -] .
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cena  has the  composition -sa- an -and the meaning of the word is   asanam- meal  
/food .

cena  has the  composition -sa- an -and the meaning of the word is   posanam [Skt] 
[missing  letter- pa-]  - meal .

dinner[E]  has the consonants-  the- an- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meningis    
eraaththiri   naeraththu  theeni – night time food;  eraththiri- night;  naeram- time; 
theeni- food. 

dinner[E]  has the consonants-  the- an- Ra - and the original Tamil word / mening is    
eravu  naeraththu  unavu[ missing letter- ka-]-   night food.

meal[E] has the consonants  -ma –la- and the  interpretation is  aththaalam  
[Malayalam] [ missing  letter-  the -] – night  food. 

meal[E] has the consonants  -ma –la- and the  interpretation is thandulam [Skt]   
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -rice/ rice food .

                              Sanskrit  word  khadati [ eat].

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thueiththiduka- eat. 

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is   kadiththu   thinnu -  bite and eat .

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  mennu   thinnuduka  -  chew and eat. 

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  undiduka -  eat. 
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Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  unavai  undiduka-  eat the food.  

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  vaeka  vaiththa  unavai undiduka-  eat the cooked food. 

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is   suvaiththu  undiduka  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  taste and eat .

Khadati  has the consonants- ka -the -the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is    thanni  kudiththiduka- drink  the water .

eat[E]  has the consonants –the- and the original Tamil  word is  madu- eat. 

eat[E]  has the consonants –the- and the original Tamil  word is   thuei- eat. 

eat[E]  has the consonants –the- and the original Tamil  word is  thinnu –eat.   

eat[E]  has the consonants –the- and the original Tamil  word is  mandu- eat 
gluttonously. 

glutton[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- the -an –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   unavai  vettuthal -  eating gluttonously.

gourmet [E]   has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  vayiru  mutta  virunthu uanavi  unna  / kudikka   vaendum -  filing  the 
stomach  with food/ liquor ;  vayiru – stomach;  unavu- food;  virunthu- feast;  kudi- 
liquor.   

Kumpa karnan [E] [Maha Baratham ]/ brother of Raavanan-     has the consonants - ka 
-ma -pa –ka- Ra- an -an –and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  vayiru  niraiya  
virunthu  unavu  undu / kudiththa   pinnar/   neenda  naeram  / maatha  kanakkir 
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[ aaru maatham]   thoonkukiravan[ missing  letter- the-]  – one who  eats a lot in the 
feast and sleep for  months together . 

cenaculum : garret, attic. 

cenaculum  has the composition -[-sa-] - an- ka- la- ma - and the meaning of the word 
is  veettin  muthal   maadi   - first  floor of the  house; veedu-  house ; muthal- fisrst;  
maadi - story .  

attic  has the composition- the -the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  veettu  
maadi - upper floor  of the house . 

garret  has the composition- ka- Ra- Ra- the - and the meaning  of the word is   veettin 
muthar   maadi  arai-  the room of the upper floor of the house;   veedu -house; 
muthar- first;  maadi -upper floor;  arai -room . 

attic[E]  has the consonants-  the- the- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
maadi  veedu /   veetu maadi  /  veettin  mottai  maadi  - top  story  of the house 
/terrace .

 
ceno : to dine. 

ceno  has the composition  -[-sa-]  -an -  the meaning of the word is  thinnu -  to  
eat /dine [  missing letter-  the -] .

dine [E]  has trhe composition -the -an -  and the meaning of the word is   thinnu-  to  
dine .

dine [E]  has trhe composition -the -an -  and the meaning of the word is  undidu- 
dine.
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dine [E]  has trhe composition -the -an -  and the meaning of the word is   mandu- eat 
gluttonously .

censura : judgment. 

censura has the compition- [-sa-] - an- -sa-- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is neethi
mandra/ sitta mandra   theerppu [ missing letters-  the -and -pa-] -    judgment  by the 
court  ;  neethi / sitta  mandram-  court;  theerppu-  judgment .

centum : (indecl.) one hundred, 100. 

centum has the composition  -ka- an- the -ma -and the meaning of the word is   
thonootri   onpathathukku   aduththu/ pinnae    varum  ennae  nooru  aakum ;  nootri 
ondrukku  munnae varum ennae  nooru aakum [ missing  letters-  Ra –and-  pa-] -  the 
numerical  100 follows  the numerical  99  and  preceeds the number 101.

centum has the composition  -ka- an- the -ma -and the meaning of the word is  nooru 
thadavai / murai  enna vaendum-  count  for hundred  times;  nooru-  hundred;  
thadavai -  times;  enna vaendum-  to count [ missing letter- Ra -] .

                English  word  -ceremony .

ceremony  has the consonants – sa- Ra- ma- an –and the interpreation of the word is
aachchaaramaana [Skt] - formal .

ceremony  has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra- ma- an –and the original Tamil  word  is  
muraiyaana – formal [ procedure ]. 
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cerno : to separate, sift, distinguish / decide, resolve, determine. 

cerno  has the composition -[-sa-] - Ra- an - and the meaningof theword is  pirikka 
vaendum [  missing letters- pa- the- and- ka-] -  to  separate .

cerno  has the composition -[-sa-] - Ra- an - and the meaningof theword is  theervu  
kandidu [ missing  letters- the- and - ka-]- decide. 

separate [E]  has the compositon-  [-sa-]- pa -Ra -the  -and the meaning  of the word is
piriththidu/  pirikka seithidu -  separate  .  
separate [E]  has the compositon-  [-sa-]- pa -Ra -the  -and the meaning  of the word is
thurappu- separate .

separate [E]  has the compositon-  [-sa-]- [-pa-]  -Ra -the  -and the meaning  of the 
word is  kaththariththidu [ missing letter-  ka -]- - to cut  .

decide[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-]-the  - and the meaning of the word is 
mudivedukka- [ missing letter-  ka -]- to  decide.  

decide[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-]-the  - and the meaning of the word is   
thittam   iduka-[ missing letter-  ka -]-  to  plan .

certe certo : (adv) certainly, assuredly. 

certe has the composition- [-sa-]  -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  uruthi - 
certain  .

certo : to contend, settle, dispute, to settle by combat. 

certo  has the composition -[- sa-] - Ra- the  -and the meaningof the word is  kudi  
yatram [ missing letter-  ka-]  - to inhabitate/ to  settle  .
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certo  has the composition -[- sa-] - Ra- the  -and the meaningof the word is  
karuthhtu vaeru paadu –[ missing  letters-  ka -and -pa-] -  dispute.

dispute [E]  has the composition -the -sa- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  
karuththu  vaeru  paadu[  missing letters-  ka -and -Ra-]  - difference of opinion ;  
karuththu- opinion;  vaeru paadu-  difference .

dispute [E]  has the composition -the –[- sa-] – [- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the 
word is  vaathaa-tattam[Skt][ missing  letter- ka-] - dispute.   

dispute [E]  has the composition -the – sa-  pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  
aatsaepanai   seithidu – object. 

dispute [E]  has the composition -the -sa- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   
sandai/ poar ittu   yittu  pirachchanaikku  theervu  kaana  vaendum[  missing letter-  
Ra-] -  to  settle the issue by  war;  poar-  war;  pirachchanai-  problem; theervu-  
solution; kaana -  to see.  

combat [E]  has the composition -ka -ma -pa -the - and the meaning of the word is  
poarida/ poar purinthida   vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  to  indulge in war/  to  
fight ; poar-  war; 

certus : undoubted, certain, sure. 

certus has the composition –[-sa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
uruthiyaa  -  certain.
  
certus has the composition -sa- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
sirithu kooda  iyaththirkku  idam indri [ missing  letter- ka-] -   un doubtedly;  iyam- 
doubt.
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certus has the composition -sa- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
sirithu kooda  santhaekaththirkku idam indri[  missing  letter- ka-] -   – undoubtedly ;  
santhaekam-  doubt. 

doubt [E]  has the consonants  -the –pa- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  iya 
paadu adainthu  -  doubted. 

sure [E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –Ra-   and the original Tamil  word is  oruppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – sure. 

certus : settled, resolved, decided / definite, certain, sure. 

certus  has the composition- [-sa-] - Ra- the-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
uruthiyaa -  sure.

certus  has the composition-sa-- Ra- the-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
theerchchaiyaa[Malayalam]  - sure. 

certus  has the composition-[-sa-] -- Ra- the-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
mudi vaayitru/ mudivu  kandaayitru  [ missing  letter- ka-] – settled/ decided. 

certus  has the composition- sa- Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is  oru 
manathaaka   theervu   kandaayitru / senjaachchu [  missing letter-  ka -] -  resoved  
whole heartedly  ;  oru manathaaka- whole  hearedly ;  theervu  kandaayitru- solution 
has been  taken  . 

definite [E]  has the composition -the- pa- an -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
naan  kandippaakaa   seithuviduvaen   [  missing letters-  sa- and -ka-]  -  definitely  i 
will do it  ;  naan-  I;   kandippaaka- surely;  seithu - to do . 
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cervus : stag, deer.
 
cervus has the composition- sa -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
chinkaara  maan - Indian small  deer. 

cervus has the composition- [-sa -] -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kavari  maan -  deer [ref-  Thirukural ] . 

cervus has the composition- [-sa -] -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kuraikkum maan-  barking deer;  kurikka- barking ; maan-  deer.  

cervus has the composition- sa -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
sampaar  vakai  maan [  missing  letter-  pa -] - sambhar deer;  vakai-  kind.  

cervus has the composition- sa -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
maarichchan  vakai   maan - maricha  deer[  ref- Raamayaanam ]  .

cervus has the composition- sa -Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kasthuri  maan  vakai  [  missing letter-  the -] - musk  deer ; kasthuri -  musk/vaasam   ;
maan;  deer;  vakai-  kind /type .

stag [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - the- ka-and the meaning of the  word is  kaattu  
maan- wild deer ;   vellai  vannam konda maan [  missing letter-  la -] -  white colored  
deer;  vellai-  white;  vannam-  color;  maan -  deer;  kaadu-  forest  .

stag [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - the- ka-and the meaning of the  word is   kaattu  
panni-  wild pig;  kaadu-  forest ;  panni-  pig. 

 deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
siruththai[  missing letter- sa-] -  leopard.

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  kuthirai 
[  missing letter- ka-] - horse. 
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deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
karadi[  missing letter- ka-]  -  bear .

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  kodu vari 
[  missing letter- ka-]  - tiger. 

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  parunthu 
[  missing letter-  pa-] -  eagle .

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   kaattu  
pandri[  missing letters-  ka -and- pa -] -  wild pig;  kaadu-  forest;  pandri-  pig .

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
semmariyaadu -  sheep .

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   eruthu  - bull.

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is    karuththa 
aanai -  elephant ;  karuththa-  dark color;  aanai-  elephant. 

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  chittu  kuruvi  
[ missing letters- sa -and - ka -]  - house sparrow.  

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  kasthuri maan 
[  missing letters- ka -and -sa- ]  - musk  deer; kasthuri- musk ;  maan-  deer.  

deer[ E] has the composition- the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
kuraiththidum maan [  missing letter-  ka -] -  barking deer;  kuraikka-  to  bark;  maan- 
deer. 

cetera : for the rest, otherwise 
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cetera  has the composition-  [ -sa-]  -the- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  ethara 
- rest of it .

cetera  has the composition-  [ -sa-]  -the- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is   
matrathu – other.

ceteri : the remaining, the rest, the others 

cetri  has the composition -sa -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  michcham  
iruntha -  the remaining ; michcham- remaining . 

rest [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [- sa-]--the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
ethara - the rest .

rest [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [- sa-]--the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
matrathu  -  the rest .

ceterum : (adv.) otherwise, moreover,  but. 

ceterum   has the composition -[-sa-] -the- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
maatrakaa [  missing letter-  ka -] -  other wise. 

ceterus : the other, the rest. 

ceterus  has the compositon  [-sa -] -the- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
ethara   the rest  .
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ceterus  has the compositon  [-sa -] -the- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
matrathu -  the other.

ceterus  has the compositon  [-sa -] -the- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is  
mattravai  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  the other .

charisma carisma : gift, present. 

charisma  has the composition- ka -Ra -[-sa-] -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
nan kodai  thara  vendum[ missing letter-  the -] -  to  give a gift;  nankodai-  grant / 
donation ; thara-  to  give .

charisma  has the composition- ka -Ra -sa-ma  -and the meaning of the word is  parisu 
thara/kodukka  vaendum[  missing letters-  pa -and -the -]  - to  give a prize ; parisu-  
prize ; thara-  to  give .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the orignalTamil  word is  thakavam 
– gift. 

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – pa- the-  and the orignalTamil  word is  koduppinai -  
gifted. 

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – pa- the-  and the orignalTamil  word is  paakkiyam 
[Skt]  konda -  gifted.

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the orignalTamil  word is   
thiyaakam [Skt] - sacrifice /gift .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vitharanai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – gift. 
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gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  uth -koasam [ missing  letter –sa-]- gift/ bribe . 

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kai uoottu   kodu  -bribe. 

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kodai  thanmai kondavan  - philanthropist / liberal donar .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – pa-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  pana  pothi  kodu – give  money ; panam- money;  pothi- bag  /sack .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – pa-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   anpu -alippu  kodu [ missing  letter- la-]- give gifts .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – pa-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  kadanaaka  panam  kodu – give  loan; kadan- loan;   panam – money.   

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  poomi  thaanam[Skt]   kodu – give gifts .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  nithi [Skt]  kodu – give money .

gift[ E]  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  panam kaasu  kodu- give money. 

chirographum : autograph, person's own handwriting / written charter. 

chiro graphum  has the composition - sa- Ra- ka -Ra -pa -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  pala  periya manitharkalin  -   kai oppa-  ththai / kai  exhuththai    kaakitha  
thaalil/ puththkaththil   vaanki  saekarikkum  pazhakkm/ vazhakkm [  missing letters-  
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the- and -la - ] -  the  habit of  collecting  the signatures  of  dignatories  in a note book 
;   pal-  many ;  periya manithan-  great  man;   kaakitham-  paper;   puththakam-  
book;  vaanka-  to  get; saekarikkum-  collecting ;  pazhakkam-  habbit ;  kai oppam- 
signature.

chiro graphum  has the composition - sa-Ra- ka -Ra -pa -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  oruvarudaiya  sontha  kai  oppam- [  missing letter-  the -] ;  one’s own 
signature;   sontha -  own;  kai-  oppam-  signature. 

chiro graphum  has the composition - sa-Ra- ka -Ra -pa -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  oruvar   thun sontha kai pada ezhuthiya  -    paadal  /  kathai / kavithai / 
kaaviya  ththin -  kai pirathi[  missing letters-   the -and -la -]   -  the   hand written  
material / song/ story / poem/  epic   -  of the author  ;  sontha-  own;  kai pada-  own 
hand writing ;  ezhuthiya-  written;  paadal-  song;  kathai-  story ;  kavithai-  peom; 
kaapiyam-  epic. 

chiro graphum  has the composition - sa-Ra- ka -Ra -pa -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  iru naattu  arasarkalum/ thalaivarkalum   kai  ippam/ kai  ezhththu ittu  seithu 
konda udan padikkai / oppantha nakal  -[ missing letters- the- and -la-  ]  -  the 
written / signed  agreement  between the two kings/ leaders ;  iru-  two;  naadu-  
country;  arasar-  king;  thalivar-  leader;  kai oppam-  signature;  kai ezhuththu- 
signature;  udan padikkai-  agreement ;  oppantham- agreement;   nakal-  copy  .

autograph [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -pa -and the original  Tamil  word is  
oruvarudaiya  kai oppam – one’s signature;  oruvar- one person ;  oppam- sign . 

autograph [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -pa -and the original  Tamil  word is   
oruvarudiya  peyar -  one’s name ;  oruvar-  one person;  peyar- name.  

autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra -pa -and the original  Tamil  word is  
poriththida   vaendum  -inscribe .

autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra –[- pa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word 
is  varainthida  vaendum / kirukkida / keerida vaendum- to write. 
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autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra –[- pa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word 
is   karum mai kondu  kuri -ida vaendum -  to mark with black ink . 

autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra –[- pa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word 
is   kaanikkai  thara  vaendum- to dedicate. 

autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra –[- pa-]  -and the other interpretation 
of the word is  arpanikka vaendum- to dedicate. 

autograph [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra – pa- -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  oppu koduththidar vaendum -  to dedeicate. 

*****cibo : food for animals 

cibo  has the composition- sa- pa - and  the meaning of the word is  saapaadu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  –food. 

cibo  has the composition- sa- pa - and  the meaning of the word is  punnaakku  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  cattle feed. 

cibo  has the composition- sa-pa  - and  the meaning of the word is  aadu  
maattukku[  pasuvukkum]   kodukaapadum   theevanam [  missing letters-  ka -and - 
the -]  cattle feed;  aadu-  sheep ; maadu-  bull;  theevanam-  feed. 

cibus : food for men and animals. 

 cibus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -pa -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
punaakku [  missing letter-  ka -] -  cattle feed . 
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cibus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
unavu [  missing letter-  ka -] -  food .

cibus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
maattu theevanam [  missing letters- the- and- ka -] -  cattle feed ; maadu-  cattle;  
theeevanam- feed. 

 cibus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
manthanin  / maanthanin    unavu [[  missing letters- the- and- ka -] -   human food; 
manithan-  human;  unavu-  food. 

cibus   has the composition - [-sa-]  --pa- -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   thin 
pandam[ missing  letter- the -] - snack. 

cibus   has the composition - sa--pa- -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
sappaadu  [ missing  letter- the -] - food .

feed[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is  uoottu – 
feed. 

feed[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is   madu  -  
feed. 

feed[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is    theettai-  
feed / food.  

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thin/theene  pandam - eatables. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thindi -food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theem-  sweet food. 
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food [E]   has the consonants-  pa- -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theepanam / thee pandam- cooked food .

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
undi- food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theettai- food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
amidam /  amuthu - food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  -pa- -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paththam- food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  -pa- -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
patham-  nicely  cooked .

food [E]   has the consonants-  -pa- -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thuppu  -food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   pattai  saatham
[ missing  letter- sa-] - rice food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  paan madai- 
milk rice. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  patchchanam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter-  sa-] -  food /snack .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   unavu  
pandam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - food/ 
snacks. 
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food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  
thakanam[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  panthi- eating  
together on feast days.

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   sutha 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  food/ elixir .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  mithavai  
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - boiled rice/ rice water .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thanni- 
water. 

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thida  
unavu- [ missing  letter- ka-]- solid food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thonthu- 
food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  uoottu/ 
uoottam  – food.

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  uootta  
saththu  [ missing  letter- sa-]- nutritious  food.

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   
uoothumaa-   sweet  liquid  pudding. 

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   madai- 
food. 
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food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is    padai - 
offering food  to god .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  padai  amuthu- 
the food  that was offered to god. 

 food [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thiththi-  
light food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa--the-  and the other interpretation is  thiththippu  
pandam- sweet food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  paathaeyam-   
packed  travel  food / rice food.

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  paaththu- rice 
food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  thuppu- food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   
saapidu[ missing  letter- sa-]-  eat . 

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  pusiththidu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  eat.

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  saapaadu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-– food .

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is  unn madam
[ unnum idam] -  the place to take food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  amuthu  
mandapam –the place to eat food / prepare food in a temple. 
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food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  kappidu 
[ missing  letter-ka-] –eat .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   idu / poadu- to 
serve food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  kaaththiyam-
[ missing  letter-ka-] -food eaten by biting.

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  uthappi- 
undigested food .

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   amutham- 
padai-  offer food .

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   amuthu 
uoottu – serve food  /feed .

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  nuthampu-  
cooked rice. 

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  sethumpu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- boiled rice. 

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  uoottu  purai 
[missing  letter-  Ra -] –rest house with free food. 

food [E]   has the consonants- -pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  tharuma  
Boajanam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra –and- sa-] – free food; free- dharmam;  Boajanam-
food. 

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  sapaaththi 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  wheat bread .
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food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  thosai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]--  fresh  oiled /toasted  rice bread .

food [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   adai 
thosai-   a kind of  oil fried food  .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  sampanthi / 
satni[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]-spicy  dhal   side dish for rise cake / bread  .  

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   puttu –rice  
cake/ pudding  .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   idai aappam- 
noodules. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  paththiri/ 
parottta[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - maida/ atta  bread   .

food [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   rotti 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] –bread.

food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is  thodu  kaai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - side dish/ vegetable .

food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is  koottu-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  vegetable side  dish .

food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is   thokku -
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  – a side dish / vegetable .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  pakkoda-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-
  a savory. 
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food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   oma  podi- 
savory .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   podi- side dish 
for  idli /rice cake.

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   pachchadi  
[ missing  letter- sa-]- a dish .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   baeda-  
[ inippu  maavu  thundu/ undai / katti ]  [missing  letter- ka-]-  milk sweet. 

food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is  methu   
vadai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-    oil  fried snack .

food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is   aamai 
vadai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-   oil  fried snack .

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is    inippu maavu  
undai-[ missing  letter- ka-]-     sweet  flour balls;  inippu –sweet; maavu- flour;  undai- 
ball .

 food [E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation is   maethai- 
meat . 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   papadam .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   thattai  
/thatta adai - a snack .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is   seedai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- savory. 
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food [E]   has the consonants- pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  soan papti 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-sweet.

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  paathusa 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-sweet.

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is  
paasanthi[ missing  letter- sa-]-  milk sweet. 

food [E]   has the consonants- pa--the-  and the other interpretation is  pondaa-  oil 
fried snack.

food [E]   has the consonants- pa--the-  and the other interpretation is  inippu   
poonthi   - a sweet snack . 

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] --the-  and the other interpretation is   laddu 
[ missing  letter- la-]   - laadu .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  itli  
[ missing  letter- la-] -boiled rice cake  .

food [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] -the-  and the other interpretation is  elladai-
[ missing  letter- la-]-  sesame  savory.

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is   padaiyal -
[ missing  letter- la-]-  -  ritual offering  to god .

food [E]   has the consonants-  pa-the-  and the other interpretation is    pattini- fasting
.

snack[E]  has the consonants- sa- an -ka - and the interpreation of the word is  
nikasam – snack. 
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snack[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - an -ka - and the other  interpreation of the word
is  pakkanam  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -snack .

snack[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - an -ka - and the other  interpreation of the word
is  norukku   theeni [   missing  letter- Ra -and -the -]- snacks. 

vitamins [E] has the consonants - va –the- ma –an- sa- and the original  Tamil  word is  
uootta mani saththu -  nutrients . 

cicuta : hemlock. 

cicuta  has the composition - sa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is nachchu  
thanmai konda  sedi kodi -   a poisonous plant ;  nachchu  -  poison;  visam-   poison;  
sedi  kodi-  plant . 

cicuta  has the composition – [- sa-] - ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kaala  
koodam/ kaala kandan   [ missing  letter- la-] – a snake/  snake  poison  which was 
taken by lord Siva; kaala kandan- Siva .

cicuta  has the composition – sa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   naaka   
paampin   vidam / naakaththin  nanju  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  cobra  snake poison  ; 
naakm- cobra; paampu –snake;  vidam- poison;  nanju –poison.  

cicuta  has the composition – sa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is   nanju  
kodi -  placenta/ umbilical cord [ Samuththira manthan story  ] .

cicuta  has the composition - sa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is Sivan  
thondaiyil  sikkiya   nanju / nachchu  thanni [  missing letter- la -] - the poison  which  
caught struck  in the thorat  of lord Siva  ;  Sivan-  Siva ;  thonadi-  throat ;  sikkiya -  
caught;  nanju-  poison ;  nachchu  thanni-  amniotic  fluid  .

hemlock  has the composition -- ka- ma -la- ka -and the meaning of the word is  hala 
hala[Skt]  visam [ missing  letter- sa-] – snake/ plant  poison . 
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hemlock  has the composition -- ka- ma -la- ka -and the meaning of the word is  aalai  
kollam visa [S] / poisonous    sedi [  missing letter-  sa-]  -  a plant  which  has  a poson 
that  would   kill human being ;   aal-  a person;  kollum-  killing;  sedi -  plant;  visam-  
poison; poison -  pasaanam  [S] .  

hemlock  has the composition -- ka- ma -la- ka -and the meaning of the word is  aalai /
manithanai  kollum  nachchu  thanmai   konda  sedi kodi [ missing letters-  the -and- 
sa- ]-  a poisonous  palnt  which  would kill human beings ;  manithan-  -  human 
being ;  kollum-  killing ;  nachchu-  poison  ;  sedi  kodi- plant. 

hemlock  has the composition -- ka- ma -la- ka -and the meaning  of  the word is  
Sivanin  thondaiyil  sikkiya / vizhunkiya   aalai kollum  nanju / nachchu  thanni ;  Sivan  
-Neela  kandanaana  kathai [ missing letters-  sa- and- the -] ;  hala   hala   visam / 
kaala koottam [S] - the poison which  caught struck  in the throat of Siva   which made 
him  blue;  Sivan-  siva; thondai-  throat ;  sikkiya -  caught ;  vizhunkiya -  swallowed;   
aal -  man;  kollum-  killing ;  nanju- poison;  nachchu  thanni-  amniotic fluid;   Neela 
kandan-  blue baby  /cyanosis  ; kathai-  story  .

cimentarius : mason? 

cimentarius  has the composition- sa -ma- an- the -Ra- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   kattidam kattum  koththanaar[  missing letter-  the -] -  the mason who  
builds the building  ;  kattidam-  building ; kattum-  constructing ;   koththanaar-  
mason;  kattidam  kattukira  thalamai   kothanaarae   maesthri  aavaar[ missing letters-
la -and -ka -]  -  the mason;  thalamai-  head;  maesthiri-  mason    .

                             English word  -chemistry .

chemistry   has the consonants  -ka -ma -sa- the- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
karima  vaethiyir  sooththiram/ saathiram -  the science of organic  chemistry.
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ciminatio : accusation, calumny, charge. 

ciminatio  has the composition - sa -ma-an- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kuththam  sumaththa vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] - to  accuse ;  kuththam-  crime;
sumaththa-  to  accuse . 

ciminosus : reproachful, slanderous. 

ciminosus  has the composition-  [-sa-] - ma -an- sa-sa -and the meaning of the word is
yachchu  paechchu  paesa  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka-] - to  scold   
someone. 

reproach [E] has the consonants - Ra –[- pa-]  –sa-and the original Tamil  word is 
yaechchu  urai-  scoldings .

  

cinis cineris : ashes, embers. 

cineris   has the composition -[-sa-]  -an -Ra -[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is   
eri neeru- ash. 
cineris   has the composition -[-sa-]  -an -Ra -[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is   
nila kari [  missing letters- la- and- ka -] -]-  coal . 

cineris   has the composition -sa- an -Ra -[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  
neruppu  erinthu   adankiya  pin  irukkum / michchamaana    saampal [  missing 
letters-  ka -la- and -pa -] -  the  ash  that  remains   after the fire has burnt  down ;  
neruppu-  fire;  erintha  burnt ;  pin-  after;  michcham-  residue;  saampal-  ash. 

ash [E] has the consonants – [- sa-]  –and the interpretaion is  eri neeru[ missing  
letter-  Ra -] -  ash ;  eri- fire;   neeru –ash .
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ash [E] has the consonants - sa –and the  other interpretaion is paspam [Skt][missing 
letter –pa-]- ash.

circumvenio : to come around, surround, cheat, defraud. 

circumvenio  has the composition-    [-sa-]  -Ra -ka -ma - va -an -and the meaning  of 
the word is   oruvarai  yaemaatra  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to  cheat  some 
one .

circumvenio  has the composition-    [-sa-]  -Ra -ka -ma - va -an -and the meaning  of 
the word is  vattamaka  oruvarai  sutri  vara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to 
come around a  person  in a circle. 

cheat [E]  has the composition – sa--  the- and the meaning  of the word is  
upatheesan [ missing  letter- pa-] - one who cheats.

fraud [E]  has the composition  -pa-Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is  poei  
purattu – fraud;  purattan-  one who  cheats.  

fraud [E]  has the composition  -pa-Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is  uruttu  
purattu – fraud. 

fraud [E]  has the composition  -pa-Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is  
thapparai - fraud. 

fraud[E]   has the composition  -[ -pa-]  -Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is  
perum  yaemaatru  kaaran  [ missing  letter- ka-] - cheater; naermai  atravan- 
dishonest one   .
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fraud [E]  has the composition  - -pa- Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is    
yaemaatri  panam  parikkum  oruvar [ missing  letter- ka-]  - one who swindles  
money .

fraud[E]  has the composition  - -pa- Ra-  the - and the meaning  of the word is  
thiruttu ennam  / puththi [Skt]/ ennaththai  manathir    kondavan [  missing  letter 
-ka-] -   one who  has a motive  of stealing .  

circumvenio : to beset, assail. 

circumvenio   has the composition  -sa -Ra -ka- ma -an- and the meaning  of the word 
is  oruvarai  adiththu  norukki   thaakki   uyirai   eduththida / saaka adiththida   
vaendum  [ missing letter -the-] -to attack  some one.  

circumvenio   has the composition  -[ -sa -] -Ra -ka- ma -an- and the meaning  of the 
word is   oruvarai   thinara   adikka / thikku  mukkaada    seithida vaendum  [ missing 
letter- the -]  - to  overwhelm  some one . 

cito: quickly, rapidly, speedily. 

cito  has the composition -[- sa-]- the -and the meaning of the word is  athi / 
mikuthiyaana   vaekaththudan[  missing letter-  ka -] -  with great  speed;  athi  
vaekam- great speed. 

cito  has the composition -[- sa-]- the -and the meaning of the word is   paainthu 
[  missing letter- pa-]  -  to  dive/leap .

cito  has the composition - sa- the -and the meaning of the word is   sattena-  
speedily .
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cito  has the composition - sa- the -and the meaning of the word is   satu puttena  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – speedily. 

cito  has the composition –[- sa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  pettena-
[ missing  letter- pa-]  speedily.  

civilis : civil, civic. 

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   kudi 
makkal [  missing letter-  the -] - citizens .

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  kudi 
inankal -[  missing letter-  the -]- commune .

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  pothu 
makkal [  missing letters-  the- and-  pa-] -general  public;  pothu-  general;  makkal-  
people.   

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
kattidam  kattum  vaelai [  missing letter-  the -]  -  building construction work ;  
kattidam-  building;  kattum-  constructing ;  vaelai-  work. 

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -sa-and the meaning of the word is  
samuthayaa[Skt] / kumu kaaya    vaazhkkai [  missing letter-  the -] -  community 
/social life;  samuthaayam-  society;  vaazhkkai-  life .

civilis has the composition -[-sa-]-va- la -[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  veettu  
kattida vaelai [  missing letter-  the -] -  house  construction work ;  veedu-  house; 
kattidam-  building ; vaelai-  work. 
 

civis : citizen, townsman, bourgeois, burgess. 
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civis   has the composition- sa- va-sa-  and the meaning of the word is   naattin  kudi 
makan  [ missing  letter - the-] -citizen  of the state; naadu- state; kudimakan- citizen .

citizen [E]   has the consonants-  [-sa--]  the- [- sa-]  -an – and the original Tamil  word 
is  kudi makan [ missing  letter- ka-]  – citizen. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  ka -sa –and the original Tamil  word is 
nadu-thara  kudiyinar/  varkkam [Skt] -  middle class people. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is   panak-kaarar-  rich  people;  panakkaara  varkkam .  

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is   panam  padaiththavar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  people with money ;  panam-  
money .

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-   pa-- Ra-  ka –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is  karuppu  Thiravidar [ missing  leteter- the-]   -Dravidian people .

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka  sa- –and the original Tamil  word is    
soththu  paththu  udaiyavar – people with properties ;  soththu  paththu- property. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra-  ka - sa-- –and the original Tamil  word
is    arasa  kudiyinar [ misising  letter-  the -] -  royal  people .

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-   pa-- Ra-  ka - sa-- –and the original Tamil  word is  
uyar kudi  pirappinar [ missing letter- the -] -  people  born in the high class 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra-  ka - sa-- –and the original Tamil  word
is   selvanthar [ missing  letters-  la -and the -]-  rich people. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra-  ka – [-sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  
word is   nila udamiyaalar [ missing  letters-  la –and-  the -] -  land lords. 
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bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-   pa-- Ra-  ka – [-sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  
word is   aalum  peru makkal   /aalum varkkam [Skt][ missing  letter- la-]  – the rulers. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-   pa-- Ra-  ka – [-sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  
word is   perum  nila kizhaar  [ missing letter- zha-] -  big farmers. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka – [- sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  word
is   uyar  vakuppinar / kudiyinar  - upper class people. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka – [- sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  word
is   padikaatha  paamarar [ missing  letter-  the -]  – illiterate people. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka – [- sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  word
is   padiththavar [ missing  letter-  the -] - elite people.  

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka – [- sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  word
is  aathikka  vakuppinar  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  those people  in  power. 

bourgeois [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  ka – [- sa-] -- –and the original Tamil  word
is  athikaaram / kirpu  udaiyor [ missing letter-  the -] –powerful people.  

civitas : state, citizenship, city-state. 

civitas has the composition-[- sa-] -va -the- [sa-] - and the meaning of theword is   
naattin  kudi makan - citizen  of a state; naadu-  state;  kudimakan- citizen. 

civitas has the composition-[- sa-] -va -the- [sa-] - and the meaning of theword is   kutti
naadu- a  small country  ;  kutti-  small;  naadu-  country/state  . 
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civitas has the composition-[- sa-] -va -the- [sa-] - and the meaning of theword is kudi  
irukkum  naadu[  missing letter-  Ra-]- the country  where one lives ;  kudi irukkum-  
living ;  naadu  [ daesam-[S] -]   - country  .

civitas has the composition-[- sa-] -va -the- [sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is kudi
urimai [  missing letter- Ra-] - citizenship ; urimai- rights.

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is  paadi 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - city .   

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is   pattinam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - city / harbor city.

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is   padappai  
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  town near  a farm land.

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is  paettai 
[ missing  letter- pa-]   -suburb. 

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is  thaem-  
city/ country . 

city [E]  has the composition--sa- -the -  and the meaning of the word is   dhaesa-[Skt]-
country .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  town.

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kedi-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  town .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kudam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - town .
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city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   koattam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  town near agricultural  tract .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedakam/ 
kaedam -[ missing  letter- ka-] - a town at the foot of the mountain .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the other interpretation is  
nikaethanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  - city .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the meaning of the word is  naadu-  
country .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  other interpretation  is  
thaesam[Skt] -  country .

city [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  other interpretation  is  aatharam [
missing  letter-  Ra -]- town.  

city [E]  has the composition- sa- -the -  and the  other interpretation  is  raasa 
thaani[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-capital city .

state [E]  has the composition -[- sa-] - the- the - and the meaning  of the word is   
thaai naadu – mother country . 

                         English  word – clove .

Clove has the consonants – ka- la –va- and the interpretation of the word is  
lavankam- clove .

clam : secretly, in secret. 

clam has the composition- ka- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  oliththu  vaikka
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- to hide. 
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clam has the composition- ka- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  yaarukkum  
theriyaamal [  missing letters- Ra- and -the -] - not  telling to  any one ;  yaarukkum-  to
no one;  theriyaamal- not  knowing .

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
marai vadakm- secret .

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   ut
-karuththu-  inner meaning. 

secret[E]  has the composition- sa- ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
arasaanaka [Skt]  seithi / arasu avai  seithi-  government  matter. 
 
secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuravu- secret. 

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathir   ittathu/ kooriyathu  -  the one that was told in the ears. 

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaevarum ariyaatha  marikka  vaendiya  kuttu  ondru  -secret  one. 

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thirai  maraivakka  nadantha ondru -  the one which  happened  behind the screen ;  
thirai- screen;  maraivu –secret. 

secret[E]  has the composition-  sa-- ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Chithambara  rakasiyam  [missing  letter- pa-]- the scecret of the Sivan  temple  at 
Chithambram . 

secret[E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
antharankam [Skt] – private. 
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secret[E]  has the composition- sa- ka -Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
rakasiyamaanathu[Skt]  – secret .

secret[E]  has the composition- sa- ka -Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
rakasiyaththai[Skt]   kaakka/ yaaaridamum  koorathu   rakasiyaamaka   vai  -  keep  it 
secretely  without telling  any one  ;  rakasiyam-  secrete;  korraathu-  not telling;  
yaaridamum- to  no one .

secret[E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
manathir  vaiththidu- keet it within the mind .

secret[E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] - ka -Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   
kavar padu kootru [ missing  letter- pa-]- a word / phrase which  has several 
meanings .

clamo : to call, shout, cry aloud, proclaim, declare. 

clamo  has the composition- ka -la ma -  and the meaning of the word is   oalamittu  
kaththa [ missing letter-  the -] -  making a loud cry ;  olam-  loud  cry ;  kaththa-  to 
shout.   

clamo  has the composition- ka -la -ma -  and the meaning of the word is   koovi  
azhaikka  vandum -  call  loudly  ;  koova-  shout;  azhaikka-  to  call .
 
clamo  has the composition- ka -la -ma -  and the meaning of the word is   makkalin  
munnaal    arivikka  [  missing  letter- Ra -] - to  tell the people ;  makkal- people ;  
arivikka-  to intimate. 

declare[E]  has the composition- the- ka -la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is 
pothu  makkalin  munnaal   velipadaiyaaka   therivikka/arivikka   vaendum[ missing 
letter- pa-] -  to  tell openly  before  the public;  pothu makkal-  general  public;  
munnaaal-  in front/ before;  velipadiyaaka-  oenly; therivikka/ arivikka- to  tell  .
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aloud [E]  has the consonants – la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   oli  ezhuppidu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to make sound ;  oli- sound;  ezhuppidu- make.  

aloud [E]  has the consonants – la- the -and the original Tamil  word is   palaththa [Skt]
oli  ezhuppidu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - make a loud  sound; palaththa-  loud;  oli- 
sound;  ezhuppu- make. 

clamor : loud shouting, cry. 

loud[E]   has theconsonants – la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thumilam- loud 
noise. 

loud[E]   has theconsonants – la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  athaali- loud. 

cry [E] has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the interpretaion of the word is  raavanam- 
cry. 

cry [E] has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the interpretaion of the word is   ukkaaram-  
cry of a bull. 

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   eduththal -  to 
utter loudly .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   ulamputhal 
[ missing  letter-  pa-]- to shout loudly .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is    uoolai  iduthal-  
howl .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is  thulani -  noise.   
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loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is  thezhi- make a 
loud noise/  roar .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   thulakkuthal 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - making sound.

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is oli   oliththal -  
making  sound; oli- noise .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   thooli-  loud 
noise/ roar.

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   thezhi-  loud 
noise/ roar. 

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is thaazham -  pitch 
of a tune   .

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is thimil-  loud  
noise. 

loud[E]   has the consonants- la- the-and the original Tamil  word is   muzhakkam 
iduthal [ missing  letter-  ka -]- to shout loudly. 

clamor has the composition- ka- la- ma- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  manam 
uruki  kanneer  vittu  azhuka vaendum [  missing letter- the-] -weeping  with shedding 
tears ;  kanneer-  tears;  azhuka-  to  weep .

clamor has the composition- ka- la- ma- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  ezhavu  
veettil  koodiya  makalir / pendir   kai korththu  kondu   maaril  adiththu  kondu    
eranthavanai / seththu  ponavanai /  ninaiththu   avanin  pinaththin  munnaal  nindru  
thalai  viri  kolamaaka    uchcha  kuralil  olamittu   oppaari  paattu  paadi  kaneer vittu  
karaiya /azhuka  [missing letter- sa- pa- and -the -] ]  - making   loud cry ;  uchcha 
kural-  loud voice;  olam-   ritual  lemanting  of  women;  ezhavu  veedu- the house in 
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which  a person is dead;  koodiya -  assembled;  makalir-  ladies;  kai korththu-  joining 
hands;  maaril  addiththu-  slapping the chest/ breast  ; eranthavani/ seththavan-  
dead one;   pinam-  dead body;  munnaal- in front  of;  nindru-  stand;  thalai  viri  
kolam-  un combed hair;  uchcha kural-  loud voice;  olam-  loud cry ;  oppaari  paattu  
paadi-  singing the song for the dead; kaneer-  tears; azhuka-  to weep . 

claro : to make bright or clear, make clear in the mind. 

claro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  manathu  
thezhivu ura  [ missing  letter- the -] -  clarity in the mind. 

claro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  manam   oru  
vaaraaka  nalla  oru  mudivukku  vara [  missing letter-  the -] - a  good conclusion   
taken by  the mind    - manam-  mind;  oru  vaaraaka-  atlast ;  nalla-  good;  oru- one;  
mudivu-  decision .

mind[E]   has the consonants-   ma -an- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
manathu- mind;  mandai- head. 

mind[E]   has the consonants-   ma -an- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
antham-  inner / mind. 

clarus : clear, bright / renowned, famous, illustrious 

clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is thelivura  
seika [ misising letter-  the -] -  make it clear; thelivu -  clear. 

clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is 
velichchamura  seika -  to  pass light  ;  velichcham- light . 
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clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is  prakaasam
[Skt]  ulla[ missing  letter- pa-] - bright. 

clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  
uoorum  ulkamum   arintha/ therintha  paaraattum  oru manithar[  missing letters-  pa
-and- the -]  -  famous / well known person ; uoor-  town;  ulakam-  world;  arintha-  
known;  therintha- known;  paaraatta-  to appreciate;  manithar-  man .

clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  
pirapalyamaanavar -  famous person . 

clarus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   uooril  
ulla kuripada-thakka  sila  periya manitharkalil / uoor  thalaivarukalil    oruvar -  noted  
dignatory of  the town [  missing letters-  the- and- pa- ] -  uoor-  town;  kuripida 
thakka-  noted;  sila-  few ;  periya manithar -  great  person;  thalaivar-  leader.  

person[E]  has the composition- pa -Ra -sa-an-   and the meaning of the word is  
periya   manusan -  adult; purusan[Skt] .  

person[E]  has the composition- [- pa-]  -Ra –[- sa-] -an-   and the meaning of the word 
is   manithar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  man .

person[E]  has the composition-- pa- -Ra –[- sa-] -an-   and the meaning of the word is  
paamaran-  common man .

claudeo : to limp, halt, be lame, to hobble. 

claudeo  has the composition- ka- la -the -and the meaning of the word is nondi  kaal- 
handicapped leg;  nondi  - to limp ; kaal- leg. 

claudeo  has the composition- ka- la -the -and the meaning of the word is nondi  
kaal  / uoonamaana    kaal  kondu   kaalai  izhuththu  izhuththu  nada -  to walk  with  
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dragging  the  leg  that is handicapped  ;  nodikaal-  handicapped leg/’ limping legs ;  
uoonam-  disabled;  kaal-  leg;   izhuththu  nadakka-  to  walk  with  dragging . 

halt [E]  has the composition -  ka -la- the - and the meaning of the word is   
thankuthal- stay.

halt [E]  has the composition -  ka -la- the - and the meaning of the word is nondi  kaal 
/ uoonamaana    kaal  kondu   kaalai  izhuththu  izhuththu  nada -  to walk  with  
dragging  the  leg  that is handicapped  ;  nodikaal-  handicapped leg/ limping legs ;  
uoonam-  disabled;  kaal-  leg;   izhuththu  nadakka-  to  walk  with  dragging . 

halt [E]  has the composition -  ka -la- the - and the meaning of the word is  nadanthu  
vantha  kaalkalukku  oaivu   kodu / kodukka vaendum -  to  give rest  to  the legs  that 
have walked ;  nadanthu  -  walked;  oaivu- rest ; kodu-  to  give. 

limp[E]  has the composition - la -ma-[- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word  is 
uoonamaana  kaal [ missing letter-  ka-] - disabled leg ;  kaal- leg;  uoonam-  
handcapped. 

claudo (clausus) : to confine, shut up, close, blockade, besiege.        

claudo   has the composition - ka -la  -the - and the meaning of the word is   vaayil    
kathavai   moodi  vida vaendum   - front door  can be closed .

 claudo   has the composition - ka -la  -the - and the meaning of the word is   oli   ezhu 
pida  koodathu   [missing  letter- pa-]  - do  not make  sound . 

claudo   has the composition - ka -la  -the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaduththu  vidallam-   can be blocked . 
 
 claudo   has the composition - ka -la  -the - and the meaning of the word is  ethiri yaei
sutri  valaiththu  vidallam  [missing  letters-  Ra- and -sa-] - to   encircle  the enemy  
force . 
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claudus : lame. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  nondi
kall-  limping  leg;  nondi- to limp  kaal-  leg. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  
mudamaana  kaal-  handicapped leg .

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
kaal  vilankaathu – handicapped ;kai- hand; kaal- leg. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
kaal  thuvandida [ vaatham[Skt] ] – paralysed leg and arm.
   
claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  
uoonam  [ heenam [Skt]]    adaintha  kai kaal- handicapped arm and leg .

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  
muthuku vali-  lame back ;  muthuku- back;  vali- pain.

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the -sa-and the original Tamil  word is  nondi  
saakku  solluthal -  to say lame excuse ;  nondi  saakku- lame excuse;  solluthal –tell. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the -sa-and the original Tamil  word is  kali  
azhaku  ulla  aadai / kaththiyam –beautiful  dress;  azhaku- beauty ;  aadai- dress;  
kaththiyam- good dress. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the -sa-and the original Tamil  word is  izhavam  
panju  aadai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -good silk cotton dress. 

claudus  has the consonants – ka- la -the –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  kadina
uzhaippu  illai – no hard work ;kadinam- hard;  uzhaippu- work / effort;  illai- nil. 
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claustrum : bolt, bar, prison, den, pen, enclosure / cloister. 

bolt[E]   has the consonants  -pa- la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thaal paal
– latch .

claustrum  has the composition- ka- la- sa-the- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word 
is and the meaning of the word is kallu ,  saraayam  virkkum/ kudikkum  idam -  the 
palce wher liquor is sold/ taken ; kallu- a kind of liquor;  saarayam-  arrack ;  virkkum- 
sold ; idam- palce. 

claustrum  has the composition- ka- la- sa-the- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word 
is kolai kutravaali  yaei  siraiyidum  thani arai  - the  separate celll of the prison  for the 
one convicted for murder crime;  kolai kutram-  murder crime;  siraiyidum-  
imprisoned;  thanai arai-  separate room .

claustrum  has the composition- ka- la- sa-the- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word 
is kaatai  aalum  arsanaana  sinkam  vaazhum  thani  kukuai -  the individual  cave  of 
the lion - the ruler of the forest ; kaadu-  forest; arasn-  king;  sinkam- lion;  vaazhum-  
living; kukai-  cave.

claustrum  has the composition- ka- la- sa-the- Ra -ma - and the meaning  of the word 
is  oalai  suvadiyil  ezhutha uthavun   karu mai   thadavia   ezhuththani   allathu  
ezhuthu  kole - the  writing  tool/ pen with black  ink used to write on leaves;  oalai  
suvadi - [ palm]   leaves/ scriptures  ;  ezhutha -  to write ;  karu mai-  black ink;  
ezhuthukole-  pen .

pen[E]  has the composition- pa -an -  and the meaning of the word is  panai -  palm 
[ leaves (panai olai) used for writing scriptures] .

pen[E]  has the composition- [- pa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  vannikai-  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  pen  [writing] .
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claustrum  has the composition- ka- la- sa-the- Ra -ma - and the meaning  of the word 
is  Aathi  Sivan/  Palani Malai Murugan   kovilin  karuvarai yae  /  sanathiyaei   sutri  
irukkum /ulla   poosarikal /  sivanadiyaarkal /  Muruka pakatharkal  /  kurukkal /  
archakarkal / kurumaarkal  /thanimaiyil   kovil  madaththil  thanki  thirumarai yaei 
[ Thaevaaram , Thiruvaasakam ,Thiru moolam/ Thiru manthiram ]  karkum  paada 
saalai /palli koodaththil    maanakkarkal /  aandavanai   ninaiththu  
manathirkkullakavae  thiru marai  / vaetham  othum   pothu makkalukku anumathi  
illatha  aayiram kaal  mandapam/  kovil prakaaram  [  missing letter- pa -] .

bar[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  sirai  [missing  
letter- sa-]  - prison. 

bar[E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paasarai  [missing
letter- sa-]  -  cellar.

bar[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  saeru [missing 
letter- sa-]   - mud. 

bar[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  siru  arai-
[missing  letter- sa-] - small room [ as a coffee bar] .

bar[E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paer avai [ missing
letter- ka-] -  assembly / legislative body .

bar[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   keeru 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  bit / bar .

bar[E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  maraippu- a 
screen / something  that blocks the way. 

bar[E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  saraaya  arai / 
muri [missing  letter- sa-] -  arrack  room;  saraayam –arrack;  arai / muri – room. 
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bar[E]  has the consonants - pa-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   irumpu   pattai  / 
irumpu  thaduppu  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  iron rod/ iron bar  .

bar[E]  has the consonants - pa-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  eruppu  –paarai - 
crow bar .

clementia : indulgence, forbearance, humanity, mercy, 
gentleness, etc. 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
erakkam  ulla manathu – kind hearted .

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
manitharkalidam  / ayalaanodu / ayal veettu karanodu    naam  irakkam / karunai / 
anpu   kondu  avarkaludaiya  kutrankalai   pazhi  paavankalai  arul  koornthu   
mannithida  vaendum  [  missing letters- Ra -and- Pa-] - we should  show mercy  to our
neghbours and we should forgive their sins ; manitharkal- people; ayalaanodu-  
neighbor;  naam-  we; irakkam-  mercy;  karunai-    mercy ;  anpu -  affection ;  
kutrankal-  faults; pazhi  paavam -  crimes and accusations  ;  mannikka-  to  forgive. 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
yaezhai  eliyavarkalidam  naam  anpu / paasam   kaatti   avarkalukku   thaevaiyaana  
unavu /  aadai /  irukka idam  thanthu  avarkalai  aathariththida  avendum [ missing 
letters- Ra -and- Pa-]-  we shoud show mercy  towards poor people and offer them  
help  in the form of dress or  food or palce to stay ;   yaelai  elivarkal-   poor people;   
anpu -  affection; paasam-  affection;  thaevai-  needy ;  unavu-  food;  aadai-  dress;  
idam- place. 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning of the word is   
ullam /  akam  / manam   makizhvu  kolla vaendum- to   have pleasure within the mind
;  akam-  psyche;  ullam-  soul ; manam-  mind; makizhvu -  happiness. 
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clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is  
vaazhkkaiyil  naam munnaera vaendumaanal /  vetri  pera  vendumaanal /  porumai   /
nithanaam  /  kadina uzhaippu  / mana kattupaadu / panivu    yethaiyum  thaanki  
kollum  manauruthi  vendum[  missing letters-  pa- and Ra-]  - to  become successful in
life we should  toltrate all hardships  and should possess  patience / obedience /hard 
working capacity/ self contol  ;  vaaazhkkai- life;  vetri  pera -  to  get success ;    
porumai- parience;    kadina uzhippu-  hard work;   panivu-  obedience;   mana 
kattupaadu-  mental control ;  thaanki kollum-  to  bear ; mana  uruthi - mental  
stability . 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is  
manitharkal -  people. 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is   
manitha kulam-  human race. 

clementia has the composition- ka- la- ma -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is  
vallaal  thanami -    charity donor / philanthropistic nature;  vallal-  generous donor;  
thanami-  nature.  .

humanity [E]    has the composition  - ka -ma- an- the -  and the  meaning  of the word 
is   manitha  naeyam  konda manam -  compassionate  mind .

humanity [E]    has the composition  - ka -ma- an- the -  and the  meaning  of the word 
is   maantha  koottam/ manthai  -  human crowd / human race.

humanity [E]    has the composition  - ka -ma- an- the -  and the  meaning  of the word 
is   nagarikam  adaintha  / kanda  maantha   koottam/ inam  [missing  letter -Ra -] - 
civilized race .

mercy [E]  has the composition - ma -Ra -[ -sa -] and the original Tamil word is   
poarmai  [missing letter-pa-] - mercy  .
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mercy [E]  has the composition - ma -Ra -[ -sa -] and the original Tamil word is mana 
urukkam [ missing  letter- ka-] - mercy .

mercy [E]  has the composition - ma -Ra -[ -sa -] and the other interpretation is 
kaarunyam [ Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - mercy .

mercy [E]  has the composition - ma -Ra -[ -sa -] and the meaning  of the word is  
erakka  kunam  [ missing letter- ka-]  - symapathetic   nature ; karunai  manam   - kind  
hearted   .

mercy [French/Farsi  ]  has the composition - ma -Ra -[ -sa -] and the meaning  of the 
word is  mikka  nandri  [ missing  letters- the -and- ka- ]  many  thanks;  nandri- thanks.

 
clibanus : oven, furnace / tray for bread making. 

clibanus   has the composition  -ka- la -[-pa-]  -an -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the 
word is   kothi  kalan  [ missing  letter -the-]  -boiler. 

clibanus   has the composition  -ka- la -[-pa-]  -an -sa- and the meaning  of the word is  
samaiyal   seiya   uthavum  soodaana   kal maedai [ missing  letter -the-]  -  oven / 
furnace . 

oven[E]  has the consonants -va –an- and the original Tamil word is  manavai- oven.

furnace   [E] has the consonants- pa- Ra –an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thanthoori [ missing letter- the -] -  oven.

stove[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- va  - and the original Tamil  word is  kundu 
aduppu [ missing  letter- pa-] – stove. 

tray [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  mara thattu –
wooden  plate ;  maram- tree; thattu – plate. 
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tray [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  periya  thattu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-–big plate ;  periya- big;  thattu- plate.  

coadunatio : a gathering together, a summing up, a uniting. 

coadunatio has the composition -ka- the -an- the - and the  meaning of the word is 
orunkinaiththu  kondu - uniting together [  missing letter-  Ra-] .

coaegresco : to become sick at the same time. 

coaegreso has the composition- ka -ka -Ra -sa- and the meaning  of the word is  uoor 
makkal   anaivarum   nachchu   kaaichchal   noaiyaal    orae  samayaththil    erakka 
/saaka [ missing letter- la-]   - all the people  of  the village  dying  at the same time   
because of a  unknown  toxic  fever . 

coepi : (pres. incipio ) : began, started, undertook, initiated.
 
coepi has the composition- ka- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  thodanka  pattu  
vittathu - has started [ missing letter-  the -] .

coerceo : surround, enclose, restrain, confine. 

coerceo   has the composition - ka -Ra -sa  and the meaning  of the word is  sutri  
valaiththida  [missing  letters- the- and- la-    -to  surround .
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coerceo   has the composition - ka -Ra -sa  and the meaning  of the word is  thanimai   
sirai  saalyil  adaikka  vaendum [  missing letters-  the -and- la-]  -to imprison  in a cell.

coerceo   has the composition - ka -Ra -sa  and the meaning  of the word is  araiyil  
adiththida  vaendum  [ missing letters-  the and -la-] -to lock up in a room .    

coerceo   has the composition - ka -Ra -sa  and the meaning  of the word is  ondrai  
adakki  aala  vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the - and-  la-]   -to control . 

 
cogito : to think, ruminate, ponder, consider, plan. 

cognito  has the composition- ka- ka -an- the -and the meaning of the word is ennam  
kondidia  vaendum  -to have an idea. 

cognito  has the composition- ka- ka -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
sinthikka  vaendum/ ninaivu vaikka vaendum  -  to think [  missing letter-  sa-] .

think [E] the composition -the- an- ka- and the meaning of the word is   enniduka/ 
sinthikka[Skt] -  think [ missing letter-  sa-] .

cognatus : (adj.) related by blood (noun) a relative, kinsman. 

cognatus has the composition- ka- ka- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
kuruthi/raththam  sampantham / uravu/ thodarpu /  konda  sontha kaarar /  uravu 
kaarar/uravu  konda manithar - relative/   related by blood;  kuruthi-  blood; thodarpu-
connection;  sontha kaarar-  relative;  uravu kaarar-  relative[  missing letters- Ra- and 
-pa -] . 

kinship[E] has the consonants - ka -an –[-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kaenmai- kinship.
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cognomen : surname, family name, nick-name. 

cognomen  has the composition- ka- ka -an- ma- an - and the meaning  of the word is  
vazhi  vazhiyaaka / kaalam kaalamaka   varum  kudi / veettu   naamam [ missing  
letters- zha-  and- the --] –family name .

cognosco : to examine, inquire, learn. 

cognosco has the composition - ka -ka -an- [-sa-]- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
nandraaka  kalvi  karkka vaendum [  missing letters-  the - Ra -and -la -] ; to learn  well; 
kalvi-  education;  karkka-  to  learn. 

cogo, coegi, coactum : to compel, restrict, confine. 

coactum  has the composition- ka- ka- the- ma- and the original tamil  word / meaning
is kattaaya  paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] to compel .

compel[E]   has the consonants – ka- ma- [- pa-] - la -  and the original  Tamil  word is  
valimai- compel / strength .

coactum  has the composition- ka- ka- the- ma- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  nirpanthikka [Skt]  vaendum [  missing letters-  Ra -and- pa-] -  to  compel .

cogo, coegi, coactum : to bring together, drive, draw.

coactum  has the composition  - ka- ka - the- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
vandi  yaei  otta vaendum  -  to  drive the vehicle ;  vandi-  vehicle; otta -  to  drive . 
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cohaero cohero cohesi cohesum : to adhere, stick together 

cohesum   has the composition -ka- ka- sa- ma-   and the meaning of the word is  pasai
kondu  otta  vaendum  [  missing letters-  pa- and- the -] - to  stick with the gum;  
pasai-  gum;  otta - to  stick .

adhere[E]  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is otti 
irukka- adhere. 

cohibeo : confine, restrain, hold back, repress. 

cohibeo  has the composition- ka- ka -pa- and the meaning of the word is kattu  
paduththa  vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to  contain/to control.

cohors : a yard, enclosure / troop, 1 / 10 of a legion. 

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra- [- sa-] and the mening  of the word is  kaani  
karai-  farm land ; nan -sei  kaani karai .

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  
veettin  mun  pura / pin pura  koorai/ keeththu   kondu  vaeintha   koodam / keeththu  
kottakai [ missing  letters- pa- and- the-] - the  front  / back yard / court-yard  of the 
house   with  thatched  roof .

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  
veettin  pin pura   irukkum  kai kani  thottam [ missing letters- pa -and- sa-]  -the 
garden in the back yard of the house .
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cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is
naangu   purmaum    mathir  suvar   kondu  adikka  patta/  paathukaakka  patta / oru
kar  kottai[ missing letters- pa and  the -] - a  protected ara / fort/  encosed  in all four

sides .

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is
naangu   puramum  suvar kondu  adikka-  pata  or- irdam  [missing letters- pa- and -the

-] - an  closed are walled  in all  four sides .

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra-  sa- and the mening  of the word is   poar  
seithidum   mararvar / veerar  koottam [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] - troops.

cohors  has the composition - ka-  ka- Ra-  sa- and the mening  of the word is  koodiya  
koottaththin  paththir   oru paukuthi [missing  letters- pa -and -the -] - one 10th of the 
assembled crowd .

yard[E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  mutram- front 
yard. 

yard[E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  oru  adi -  one 
foot length ;  oru- one;  adi- foot .

cohortor : to encourage, incite, exhort. 

cohortor has the composition -ka- ka- Ra -the -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is 
oruvarukku  thun nampikkai unarvai  uoottavum ;  thaeiriya  paduththavum ; uookka  
paduththavum [  missing letter-  pa -] - to boost  confidence  ;   thun nampikkai-  self  
confidence; thaeriya paduththa- to promote courage;  uookka paduththa-  to  
encourage .
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colligo : to gather together, collect, assemble. 

colligo  has the composition- ka- la- ka- and the meaning of the word is   ella 
makkalaiyum  ondraaka  oridaththil  koottamaaka kootta   vaendum[  missing letters- 
the- and- Ra-] -  to make  all people  to assemble  to gether  at one place  ;  inaikka-  to
join ;  ella- all;  makkal-  people;  ondraaka- to gether;  koottam- meet/ assembly . 
 

colloco : to place, put, arrange. 

colloco  has the composition- ka- la -ka-and the meaning of the word is   ennum   
azhakaaka   vaikalaam-   it can be put  still more  beautifully;  ennum-  still more;  
azhakaaka-  beautifully ;  vaikalaam- can be put.  

to place[E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-]  -la –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is  iduthal-  place. 

to place[E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-]  -la –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is yaera eduththal  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to place in order .

collum : neck. 

collum  ha the composition -ka -la- ma -and the meaning of the word is  kalam-  neck.  

collum  ha the composition -ka -la- ma -and the meaning of the word is   nikalam- 
nape of the neck. 

collum  ha the composition -ka -la- ma -and the meaning of the word is   valaiyum  
kazhuththu - the neck  that can bend  ;  kazhththu-  neck;  valaiya  -  to  bend .
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neck [E]  has the composition –an- ka -and the meaning of the word is    kalan 
[ missing  letter- la-] – neck . 

neck [E]  has the composition –an- ka -and the meaning of the word is neenda   
kazhththu  [  missing letters-  zha- and- the -] - long  neck ;  neenda-  long;  kazhththu-  
neck .

neck [E]  has the composition –an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kandam [Skt] 
[missing  letter- the - ]- neck .

neck [E]  has the composition –an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kantharam  
[missing  letters- the –and-  Ra ]- neck .

nape[E]   ha the consonants - an –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  menni- nape .

                                   look out the absence of the letter- sa -in  Engish  and the 
presence of  the letter- sa -in Tamil in the given word-  nape .    

nape [E]  has the consonants -an –pa-  and the original Tamil  word is  panichchai  
[ missing  letter- sa-] .

colo colui cultum : cultivate, cherish 

cultum has the composition-  ka -la -the -ma- and the meaning of the wordis  
valarththida  vaendum [ missing letters- Ra- ]- to  grow;  valarthida / valarkka- to 
grow .

cultum has the composition-  ka -la -the -ma- and the meaning of the wordis   
vaelaanmai  seithida avendum [  missing letter-  sa-] - to  do  farming ;  vaelaanmai-  
farming. 
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cultum has the composition-  ka -la -the -ma- and the meaning of the wordis   mazhai 
kaalaththil   vaelaanamai  seiym mun  vilai  nilaththai  uzhuthida  vaendum[  missing 
letter- sa-] -  during  the rainy  season  the  farm  land  land should be  well  ploughed; 
mazhalai kaalam-  rainy  season;   vaelaanmai-  agriculture;  vilai nilam-  farm land;  
uzhthida- to plough   .

cultum has the composition-  ka -la -the -ma- and the meaning of the wordis    
kidaiththarkkariya   ondru   kidaiththamiyaal  undaakum  makizhchchi[  missing letter- 
Ra-]  -  pleasure of getting  something  which is difficut to  get ;  kidaththarkkariya-  
difficult to  get;  kidaiththamaiyaal-  attained/got;  makizhchchi-  pleasure. 

cultum has the composition-  ka -la -the -ma- and the meaning of the word is  vilai  
nilaththin   mun  vazhatthhai  kaaththida vaendum-  to  promote the  fertility  of the  
farm land;   vilai  nilam- agricultureland  ;  mun vazham-  fertility  of the soil  ;   
kaaththida-  to  safe guard . 

coloratus : colored / dark-complexioned. 

coloratus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of  the word is   
karuthta  niram  konda   Sumeria-Dravida   Tamil makkal -  the dark  complexioned  
Sumeria Dravidan  Tamil people;  karuththa  niram-  dark  complexioned. 

coloratus  has the composition- ka- la- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of  the word is 
[  long version]    karuththa/ karuppu   niram   konda  Thamil  mozhi  paesum  
Apparikka  naattil  irunthu /  vanthu  kaveri  /  vaiaki  / kanakai/ yamunai /   then 
pennai/  paalaru/    kirutina/ thaamira parani  aattram  karai - yoram vasikkum 
/vaazhum    Sumeria-    Thiraavida  makkal [  missing letter- pa -] - the dark  
complexioned   Sumeria-  Dravidian people/  who  came from  Africa  and  who spoke  
Tamil  language   lining in the banks of the river kaveri , kothavari , kankai ,  kiruttina  
and vaikai /  then pennai/ yamunai --- Tigris  and Euphretes    ;  karuththa niram-  dark 
complexioned;   Thamil  mozhi-  Tamil language;   paesum-  speaking  ; Aparika-  
Africa ;   naadu-  country;  Thiraavidn-  Dravidan;  makkal-  people. 
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coloro : to color. 

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   kalar -  black 
color. 

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   kuraal-  
tawny  brown .

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   oliyin   
nirankal  -colors of the light rays; oli- light ; nirankal- colors .

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   vaana  villin  
yaelu  nirankal – the seven colors of the rain bow;  vaana  villu- rain bow;  nirankal- 
colors. 

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   suvaril  vellai
poosuka [ missing  letter- sa- and -pa-] –to white wash the wall;  suvar- wall;  vellai- 
white; poosuka- paint. 

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  vellai niram - 
white color ; vellai-  white;  niram -  color.  

coloro  has the composition- ka- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  karu neela  
niram -  dark blue  color. 

yellow [E]   has the consonants - la -and the original Tamil  word is  pazhu [ missing  
letter- zha-] – golden yellow .

yellow  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  manjal   vannam 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - yellow color. 
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yellow  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word is   paluppu  vannam-[
missing  letter- pa-] -  brown color. 

yellow  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  vellai  vannam-  
white color. 

yellow  has the consonants-  la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  neela  vannam-  
blue color. 

blue[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the original Tamil word is  neelam -  blue.

blue[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the original Tamil word is  nalinam  - blue
/ prudence/ water/ lotus .

blue[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the original Tamil word is   elaichchai –
[ missing  letter-  sa-] - color .

blue[E]   has the consonants – pa-- la- and the original Tamil word is  palaasam 
[ missing  letter-  sa-] —green color.  

black [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is   neela  
vannam- -  black / blue  color. 

black [E]  has the consonants  -pa-la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  paluppu  
vannam-  brown color.  

black [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  vellai  
vannam-  white color. 

black [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  manjal  
vannam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  yellow color.  

black [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  
mankalaaka   -  dim.  
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white[E]   has the consonants  va the and the interpretation  of the word is   ava 
thutham[Skt]- white/ yellow.

red  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  aritham [Skt]
- red. 

coma : hair of the head, leaves, rays of light. 

coma   has the composition - ka -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  karu mayir 
[ missing letter- Ra-] -  dark hair ;  karumai-  dark;  mayir-  hair. 

coma   has the composition - ka -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  karada  mayir 
[ missing  letters-  Ra –and- the -]- hair of the head;  karadam- head;  mayir- hair .

ray[E]  has the consonant -Ra -and the original Tamil word is kathir[ missing  letter- ka 
-and -the -]  -ray ; kiranam[Skt] .

ray[E]  has the consonant -Ra -and the original Tamil word is theeviram-[ missing  
letter- ka -and -the -] - sun rays .

leaves[E]   has the consonants-  la –va-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  uvalai/ 
uval – leaf ;  uvalaikal- leaves. 

                      English  word  -curry leaf.

curry  leaf  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- la- pa  -and the original Tamil  word is  karu 
vaeppilai  - curry leaf.   

                      English  word - leaf cup. 
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leaf cup   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] – ka- [-pa-] – And the original Tamil  word is  
[panai olai ]  kallai -  leaf cup. 

combibo : to drink up, suck in. 

combibo  has the composition- ka- ma –[- pa-]  -[- pa-]  -  and the meaning of the word
is  thanni  kudikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to drink water;  thanni- water;  
kudikka- drink.  

combibo  has the composition- ka- ma –[- pa-]  -[- pa-]  -  and the meaning of the word
is   thanni- yaei  ‘mada mada  vena’  kudikka  -  gulping the water;  thanni- water.   

combibo  has the composition- ka- ma -pa -pa -  and the meaning of the word is  
paanakaththai   paruka/ kudikka   vaendum [  misising letters- Ra -and-the -]  - to drink
the  juice; paanakam-  juice ; paruka-  to  drink;  kudikka-  to  drink .

combibo  has the composition- ka- ma -pa -pa -  and the meaning of the word is  vaai 
vaiththu   sappi /  navu kondu  nakki   kudikka/saapida    vaendum - to  eat /drink  by  
sucking/licking [  missing letters-  the- and -sa-]  ;  vaai  vaiththu-  with mouth ;  
sappuka-  to  suck ;  naavu-  tongue  ;  nakka-  lick  saapida-  to  eat . 

combibo  has the composition- ka- ma -pa -pa -  and the meaning of the word is  
urunchchi  kudikka/ parukida  vendum-drinking  by  sucking [ missing letters- the - Ra 
-and-  sa- ]  ;  urunchchi-  to  suck;  kudikka -  to drink. 

suck[E]  has the composition- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  urunchchi  
kudikka[  missing letters-  the -and -Ra-] -  to  suck;  uruchchu -  to  suck . 

suck[E]  has the composition- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  sappuka  
[ missing  letter- pa-]   - suck .
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suck[E]  has the composition- [-sa-]- ka - and the meaning of the word is  uoompuka-
[ missing  letter- pa-] - suck .

comburo : to burn up, to ruin, consume.
 
comburo  has the composition -ka- ma- [-pa-]- Ra- and the meaning of the word is 
virakai  erikka avendum - to  burn the  fire wood ;  viraku- fire wood;  erikka-  to  burn .

comburo  has the composition -ka- ma- [-pa-]- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
thakarththu  eriyaa  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -] -  to wreck 

 comburo  has the composition -ka- ma- pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
eriyum neruppai  anaikka   vaendum-  to  put off the fire;  eriyum neruppu- burning 
fire;  anaikka-  to put off .

comedo comedi comesum : to eat up, consume / waste, squander. 

comedo  has the composition- ka- ma- the -  and the meaning of the word is  unavu  
unna vaendum -  to  eat food;  unavu- food;  unna-  to  eat .

comedo  has the composition- ka- ma- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
veenaakida  vaendum -  to waste. 

comedo  has the composition- ka- ma- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
nukarnthida   vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-] - to consume . 

eat[E]   has the consonants  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thinnu  
-eat .

eat[E]   has the consonants  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  madu –eat.
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eat[E]   has the consonants  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  asiththidu  
[missing  letter-  sa-] – eat. 

eat [E] has the consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is  kai  nanaiththidu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- eating in others house .

eat [E] has the consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is kai  thodu -[ missing  
letter- ka-]-  eat . 

comes comitis : companion, friend, comrade / count. 

comitis  has the compositon -  ka- ma- the- [-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the word is  
payana   uthavikku   udan  vantha manithar [  missing letter-  pa -] -  a person  who   is 
accompanying  to  help  while  travelling / travel companion ;  payanam-  travel;  
uthavi-  help; manithar-  person . 

comitis  has the compositon -  ka- ma- the -sa-and the  meaning of  the word is kooda  
maada uthavi  seiya  udan vantha  manithar  -  accompanying  person ;  uthavi-  help;  
udan vanthavar -  accompanying person . 

comitis  has the compositon -  ka- ma- the -[-sa-] -and the  meaning of  the word is 
enni  kaatta  vaendum -  to  count;  enna-  to  count . 

count [E]  has the composition- ka -an- the - and the meaning of the word is enna 
vaendum-  to  count .

comrade [E]  has the consonants - ka- ma- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  koottu  inakkam  kondavar - one  with  group  affinity . 
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*****cometes : comet 

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
thooma  kodi – comet ;  thoomam- smoke.  

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
thooma  kole [ missing  letter- la-]- comet. 

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –sa-  and the meaning of the word is   eri- 
naksathhtiram[Skt] -[ missing  letter- Ra -]   meteor. 

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –sa-  and the meaning of the word is  vaal 
nakasththiram [ missing  letters-  la- and - Ra -]- comet. 
 
cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   
pukai  muttam [ missing  letter- pa-] - smoke .

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
aakaaya  / vaanin   pukai  muttam / pukai  kodi  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - comet ;  
aakayam- sky ; pukai – smoke.  

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   
kanar  muttam [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- -  comet .

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
thooma kaethu [Skt]  –comet . 

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   
vataamaana  thakadu- rounded plate  ; vattam- rounded;  thakadu- palte. 

cometes  has the composition - ka -ma- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   
kathiravanai   sutri   varum   oru  vakai   aaviyaal [  vaaivu]    aana  vaalai   konda    
nakaththiram - a   star  with  a tail  of gas  that  revolves  arround the sun ;  vaaivu -gas;
- vaalu  -tail ;  kathiravan- sun;  sutra  avram- revolving ; nakasththiram- star. 
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comis : courteous, kind, friendly. 

comis has the composition -ka -ma -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  anpu  
mikka [  missingletter-  pa -] -  kind .

comis has the composition -ka -ma -sa--  and the meaning of the word is  paasam  
miku  [  missingletter-  pa -] – affectionately .

kind[E]  has the composition- ka -an -the -  and the meaning of the word is    
kaathanmai – kind. 

kind[E]  has the composition- ka -an -the -  and the meaning of the word is mikka  
anpu konda[  missing letter- pa-]  -  with  kindness;  anpu- kindness. 

kind[E]  has the composition- ka -an -the -  and the meaning of the word is kanivu - 
udan-  kindness. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - [- pa-]  -Ra -an -the -sa -and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is  saarnthor -  friends. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - [- pa-]  -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thunniyar- friends.  

friends[E]    has the consonants - [- pa-]  -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  ottinaar- friends.

friends[E]    has the consonants - pa- -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  punarthor- people indulging in social intercourse. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - pa- -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thuppaaeinar -  friends. 
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friends[E]    has the consonants - pa- -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   patru  kodaayinar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  friends. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - pa- -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation
is  udan pirappu -  sibling. 

friends[E]    has the consonants –[- pa-]- -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  is  nattavar [ missing  letter- ka-]- friends. 

friends[E]    has the consonants – [- pa-] - -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  is  ukanthaar [ missing  letter- ka-]-friends. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - [- pa-]  -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  is koottu kaaran [ missing  letter- ka-]-friend. 

friends[E]    has the consonants - [- pa-]  -Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  is   miththiran / maithraeyan [Skt] – friend.

friends[E]    has the consonants -  pa--Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other meaning of 
the word is  meaning  is  puththiran[Skt] - son.
 
friends[E]    has the consonants – [-  pa-] --Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other meaning 
of the word is  meaning  is  mathu karan [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]- friend. 

friends[E]    has the consonants – [-  pa-] --Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other meaning 
of the word is  neenda   naar  arinthor – known for long time. 

friends[E]    has the consonants –pa--Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other meaning of 
the word is   neenda naar  natpu  kondavar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  long time friends ;  
natpu-  friendship . 

friends[E]    has the consonants –[- pa-] --Ra -an -the -[- sa-]  -and the other meaning 
of the word is   andrinaar-  foe [ antonym] .
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comitatus : train, retinue, following / war band. 

comitatus  has the composition- ka- ma -the -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
muraiyaana  /sariyaana   payirchchi  thanthida  vaendum [  missing letters- pa -and- 
Ra-]  -  to give good traing ;  muraiyaana -  right  ; payirchchi- training . 

comitatus  has the composition- ka- ma -the -the-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  thodarnththu  vanthida  vendum [  missing letter- Ra-] -  to  follow   ;  thodara-
to  follow. 

train[E] has the consonants  -the –Ra- an -and the original Tamil word is  payirchchi  
thanthidu[ missing letters-pa-and- sa-]-to train; payirchchi-training.

comiter : courteously, in a kindly, friendly manner. 

comiter  has the composition - ka -ma - the- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is   
karunai / erakka   manaththodu -  kind  heartedly.

comiter  has the composition - ka -ma - the- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is  
tholamai  kolkira   vakaiyil / vithaththil [ missing letter- la-]-   friendly  manner  .

comiter  has the composition - ka -ma - the- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is  
mariyaathai  nimiththamaaka - courteous .
  

comitto : to entrust, commit. 

comitto  has the composition - ka- ma- the  - and the meaning  of the word is  
numpum  vithamaaka- to  entrust .

comitto  has the composition - ka- ma- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
nampikkai  uoottum vithamaaka [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to give confidence.
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comitto  has the composition - ka- ma- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
uruthi  thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] - to give assurance. 

comitto  has the composition - ka- ma- the  - and the other interpretation is   
vaakku[Skt]   koduththida  vaendum -to give. 

commemoro : to remind, relate, mention. 

commemoro   has the composition - ka- ma - ma -Ra  -and  the-  meaning  of the word
is  marakkaathu  ninaivu    kondida / uootta /vaendum [ missing  letter- the - ]-  donot  
forget to remember/ remind .

commemoro   has the composition - ka- ma - ma -Ra  -and  the-  meaning  of the word
is  marakkaathu   koorida  vaendum-[ missing  letter -the - ] do not  forget  to  mention
.

relate[E]   has the  consonants - Ra -la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  ottu  uravu 
kaattuthal  /kolluthal [ missing  letter- ka-] – to relate.

relate[E]   has the  consonants - Ra -la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
uravaaduthal / uravu  kolluthal [ misising  letter- ka-] - relate .

commeo : To go up and down, back and forth, in and out. 

commeo  has the composition - ka -ma- ma - and the meaning of the word is  ullae   
-yim  veliyae  yim [missing letter -la-]  - in and out .

 commeo  has the composition - ka -ma- ma - and the meaning of the word is   maelae
yim    keezhae yim  [missing  letter- la-]  -up  and down .
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commeo  has the composition - ka -ma- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
munnum   pinnumaaka  [ missing letter -pa-] -   front  and back .

commessatio, onis : eating together. 

onis has the composition- an- sa- and the meaning of theword is  sama  panthi 
[ missing letters -pa- and -the-]- eating  to gether.

commessatio  has the composition-  ka -ma- sa -sa- the- and the meaning  of  the 
word  is  Sivan /Murugan / Kaali   kovil  thiru vizhakkalin   pothu  sari  samamaaka   
anaiththu  saathiyinarum  saathi matha vaeru  paadu indri    utkaarnthu / amarnthu  
unavu  unnum  pazhakka  vazhakkam [ missing letters-  Ra- and - la- - ] 

commessatio  has the composition-  ka -ma- sa -sa- the- and the meaning  of  the 
word  is  thiru mana  naal andru   manamakanin  / mana makalin  veettaar  eruvarum   
ondraka   orae   panthiyil   sari  samamaaka  amarnthu   unauvu  unnuvathu   pandaiya
kaalam  muthal   indru  varai  Thiravida  Thamilar -udaiya     pazhakka  vazhkkam / 
punpaadu  aakum [ missing letters  - la - pa- and -Ra-]-- 

commessatio  has the composition-  ka -ma- sa -sa- the- and the meaning  of  the 
word  is  anaiththu  saathiyinarum[  pillai maar/  muthaliyaar/ settiyaar/  anthanar/ 
paraiyar/ pallar mukkulathor /  vanaika kulaththinar / vannan/  sakkiliyar /saathi  
makkalum/ anaithu pirivinarum [  anthanar / saththiriyar/ vaisiyar/ suththirar 
/panchamar  /   yaezhi -  panakkaaran / uyar saathai / thaazhnatha saathi  / 
padiththavan  padikaathavan/ aan   /pen   enkira   viththiyaasam  indri   aanndavanin  [
Sivan/ Palani malai Murugan/ Kaali-- kovil ]  sannithiyil   / munnilaiyil   yatra thaazhvu  
indri   sari samam   aathallal     thiru marai  yaei/ vaethththai    otha therintha /  katru  
thaerntha    entha  oru  manitharum   kovil archchakar / poosari    aakkalaam  
enpathae  Thiravida Thamilarin  Siva samaya /  matha  kot- paadu/   pun paadu  / 
aakama  vithi  murai  aakum [  missing letters-- Ra - la- and -pa-]  
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comminor : to threaten. 

comminor  has the composition- ka-ma- ma- an- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
miratta vaendum [  missing letter- the-] -  to  threaten . 

comminor  has the composition- ka-ma- ma- an- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
payamuruththa avendum [  missing leteters-  pa- and -the-]  -  to  frighten.  

threaten [E]  has the composition -the- Ra -the- an- and the meaning of the word is 
miratta / aratta/ urutta   vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] -  to threaten .

comminuo : to scatter, weaken, damage. 

comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
inkum  ankum  thoova vaendum  [missing letter -the-] - to  sprinkle  here and there .

 comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is  
valimai    illa   maanthu [missing letter -la-]    - weak mind .

comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
uookkam  illaa  manthu   [missing letter- la-] -  weak  mind .

comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
kaayam  undaakida  vaendum [missing letter -the-]  -to injure .

comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
nattam  undaakkida  vaendum  [missing letter -the -] - to make loss. 

comminuo    has the composition  -ka- ma- ma - an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
kaedu  undaakkida  vaendum [ missing  letter- -the -] - to  damage .
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damage[E]   has the composition- the- ma- ka/ sa  -and   the meaning  of the word is  
saetham   seithida  /kaedu  undaakkida   vaendum   -to  damage . 

scatter [E]   has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka-- the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  enkondrum  ankondrumaaka  thoovuka-  spread out  /  scatter. 

scatter [E]   has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka-- the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thootruka- scatter. 

scatter [E]   has the consonants -  sa- ka-- the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   sitharuka -  scattered. 

comminus : hand to hand, in close combat. 

comminus  has the composition-  ka- ma -ma -an- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the 
word is   mukamum  mukamum / kannum  kannum   kaanum  /noakkum   vannam   
face  to  face; eye to eye .

commisceo : to intermingle, join, mix. 

commisceo  has the composition-  ka- ma- ma- sa -[-sa-] -and the meaning  of the 
word is   ondariyum  matru   ondraiyum    ondraaka   saerththida  vaendum [ missing  
letters- Ra- and -the -]  -to  join  one and the other .

commodo : (+ acc.) to furnish, lend, give. 

commodo   has the composition - ka- ma -ma- the -
 and the meaning  of the word is   panam  kaasu   kadanaaka    koduththida  vaendum  
[ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] -  to give loan .
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commodo : to make fit, adapt, please, oblige, serve. 

commodo   has the composition   - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
undaakka  vaendum-  to make. 

commodo   has the composition   - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
oththu  poakum  thanmai / kunam/ mana  paanku [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  adjusting   
nature .

commodo   has the composition   - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
manathukku   ukantha - pleasing to mind .

commodo   has the composition   - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
uthavum  thanmai  konda   kunam - obliging   character.
 
commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
koduthhtida  vaendum -to  serve.

commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is   uthavi
/ saevai  [S]  seithida  vaendum  [ missing  letter -sa-] - to  render  help .

commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is   unavu
parimaara  vaendum - [ missing letter -pa -and- Ra-]   to serve food . 

commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is   pani 
-aatrida  vaendum [ missing letters- pa- and  Ra-]  -to  render service.

commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is   
kadamai -yaei  aatrida /seithida   vaendum [ missing letters  - sa- and -Ra-] -  to  do  
the duty .
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commodo  has the composition - ka- ma- the -and the meaning  of the word is   
vaendiya  thakuthi   kondida  vaendum-  to  have  necessary  fittness .

fit [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaku / thakum/ thakka [ missing  letter- ka-]  - fit.

fit [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
oththa- fit. 

fitness[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- an- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
nalam paadu  [ missing  letter- la-]- fitness. 

commodum : convenience, advantage, opportunity, comfort. 

commodum   has the composition - ka- ma - ma -the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is    kidaiththa   vaaippu   anaiththaiyum    mulaimai-yaaka    payan  paduththi     
kondida   vaendum [missing  letter -pa-]   - to  make  use of the available  
oppurtunites.    

oppurtunity [E]  has the composition-  [ - pa-] - pa- Ra- the- an- the -  and the meaning
of the word is  oruvar   munnaettraththirkku  kidaikkum  vaaippu /santharppam [S] 
[missing  letter -ka-]  -the oppurtunity  for some one to  progress.

commoneo : to remember, recollect. 

commoneo  has the composition- ka- ma- ma -an –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  manam  ennida/ ninaiththida  vaendum   -  mind to think  over/ to 
remember ; manam- mind; ennida-  think; ninaiththida- remember .
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commoveo : to move violently, disturb, shake / excite, upset. 

commoveo  has the consonants -  ka- ma -va  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
vaekamaaka  aattida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] -  to  shake  forcefully ;  
vaekamaaka-  forcefully;  aattu- shake. 

communis : common, general, run of the mill. 

communis   has the composition - ka- ma -ma- an- sa -and the meaning  of the word is
samaniyamaa [Skt]   nikalvu [ missing  letter- la-] ordinary  incident .

communis   has the composition - ka- ma -ma- an- [ -sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is   endrandrum/ thinam thinam   / andraadam   kaanukindra/ nadakkindra   
ondru [ missing  letters-  the- and -Ra-] -   the  one  that  occurs daily  .  

communis   has the composition - ka- ma -ma- an- [ -sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is   mukkiyam   matra  ondru   [missing letters- the -and -Ra-]  - nothing  special .

communis   has the composition - ka- ma -ma- an- [ -sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is   meendum meendum   nadakindra  onnu/ ondru [ missing  letters -the -and- 
Ra-]-  the one that  happens   frequently. 

comparo : to compare. 

compare  has the composition- ka -ma- pa -Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
oppittu paarkka vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] - to  compare;  oppidu-  compare .

compare[E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa -]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
nikarida   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to compare.
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compater : the godfather of a man's child. 

compater  has the composition- ka- ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
pitha maker[Skt]-  god father. 

compater  has the composition- ka- ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
manithar   petra  makanai  kaappattra  vantha   theviavm /aandavar/ thanthai  -  the 
god  /father  who came to  save the son of a human ; manithar- man;   makan –son;  
kaappaatra-  save;    vantha – came;  thaivam- god; aandavan- god .

compatior : to suffer with one, feel pity, have compassion. 

compatior  has the composition- ka- ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
un thuraththil   naanum  pankaedukkiraen -  to suffer with one [ missing letter- la -];  
thuram-  suffering;  pankaedukku-  to  participate .
 

compello : to drive together, collect, force, compel. 

compello  has the composition- ka- ma- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is  
moththamaaka  anaiththaiyum  veliyae  thalli  vida vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  
to  drive out all together;  moththamaaka-  to gether;  anaiththaiyim-  all;   veliyae-  
outside ;  thalli vida-  to  drive away. 

comperio : to disclose wholly, lay open / learn, find out. 
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comperio  has the composition -ka -ma -pa -Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
nadantha   unmai yaei   pothu makkal  anaivarum  ariyum  vannam  maediyil   nindru  
uraththa kuralil  eduththu  kooruka /veli paduththuka  [ missing letters-  la -and -the-] 
tell the truth that has happened  to the public in a loud voice standing  on the stage ;  
nadatha unmai-  the true happening ;  pothu makkal- public;  ariya -  to know;   
maedai-  stage;  uraththa kuralil-  in a loud voice;  kooruka-  to say;  veli paduththuka-  
to reveal .  

comperio  has the composition -ka -ma -pa -Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
maanaakkar  nandraaka  padikka/karkka  vaendum -  students should study well  
[  missing letter-  the -] ; maanakkar-  students; nandraaka-  well; padikka-  to  study .

compes, compedis : fetters, shackles, chained. 

compes has the composition - ka- ma- pa- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kaiyikkum kaalukkum  irumpu  sankili  kondu  vilangu  ida  vendum [  missing letters-  
Ra- and- la- ]  - to  chain [some one] ;  kai-  hand; kaal-  leg; irumpu- iron ;  sankili- 
chain .

competo : to be appropriate, suitable, fit. 

compete has the composition- ka- ma- pa -the -and the ,meaning of  the word is  
poruththamaanathakka / poruththum konda /  poruntha vaendum  -  suitable/  fitting 
[ missing letter-  Ra -] .  

fit E] has the composition- pa -the -and the meaning of the word is  poruththam/ 
poruntha - [ missing letter-  Ra -] - suitable  / fitting  .
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 complectus : embrace, grasp. 

complectus  has the composition- ka- ma- pa- la- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is  kaathalan  thun kaathali  yaei  katti  pidththu  muththamittu  aravanikka  
vaendum -  the man has to hold , kiss  and embrace his lover [ missing letter- Ra -]  ;  
kaathalan-  kaathali-  lovers;   katti pidiththu- to hold;  aravanaikka- to embrace. 

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-] -pa- and the meaning of the word is 
karam  kondu  nandraaka   kettiyaaka   pidikka [ missing letter-  the -]- to hold  with 
hand   tightly ; karam-  hand;  piduikka-  to hold ;  kettiyaaka -  tightly .

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-] -pa- and the meaning of the word is   
kaipatruka [ missing letter-  the -]-  capture. 

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kirakanam [Skt] -  eclipse. 

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kirakkikka - to grasp . 

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
unaruka- to understand. 

grasp [E]  has the compositon - ka- Ra- [-sa-]–pa- and the meaning of the word is   
parikka- snatch .

embrace[E]  has the consonants  -ma –pa- Ra  -sa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning   is  maarpodu  saera [ missing letter-  the -]-  embrace. 

compleo : to finish. 
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compleo has the composition- ka -ma- pa- la-  and the meaning of the word is 
koduththa  vaelai yaei   vekamaaka mudikka palaku [ missing letter- the -] - one should
be trained  to  complete the given work speedily ;  koduththa vaelai-  given work;  
vekamaaka -  speedily ; mudikka-  to  complete;  palaku-  get trained . 

finish [E]   has the consonants - pa- an -[- sa-] -  and the original Tami l word is  panni   
mudi [missing  letter- the -] - finish .

compleo : to fill up, man, bring up to strength, fulfill. 

compleo has the composition -ka- ma- pa -la - and the meaning of the word is  naalum
/ thinamum   muraiyaana  udar payirchchi   siruthu  naeram   seivathin  mooolam   
udal   valimai  yaei/   palaththai   naam  perukkida  vendum [  missing letters- Ra -sa- 
and- the-] -  doing  proper exercises daily  will improve  our  physical strength;  
naalum-  daily /  thinamum-  daily;  muraiyaana-  right;  seiya-  to  do ;  udal  
payirchchi-  body  exercises ; udal-  body;  sirithu naeram-  little time;    valimai-  
strength; palam-  strength ;  perukka-  to  improve. 

compono : to put together, compose. 

compono  has the composition- ka- ma- [-pa-] - an - and the meaning of the word is  
undaakka vaendum [  missing letter-  the-] - to make .  

compono  has the composition- ka- ma-pa- an - and the meaning   of  the word is 
puththithaaka   yaethaiyaenum    kandu  pidikka  vendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to  
find out  something new;  puththithaaka-  new;  kandu  pidikka- to  find out. 

compositio : composition, agreement, pact / arrangement. 
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composito  has the composition -ka- ma -pa- sa -the -  and the meaning of the word  is
oppantham  seiya avendum -  to come for an agreement ; oppantham - pact .

composito  has the composition -ka- ma -pa- sa -the -  and the meaning of the word  is
udanpadikkai poda /seiya vaendum -  to  make a pact ;  udanpadikkai -  pact .

pact [E]  has the composition -pa- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
udanpadikkai-  pact. 

compositus : orderly, matching, made up of pieces. 

compositous    has the composition- ka- ma- pa- sa- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is  varisai  paduththi  vaikka   vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra- ] - keep  in order .

compositous    has the composition- ka- ma- pa- sa- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   udainthu   sithariya  kanaadi  thundukalai    tharaiyil irunthu  porukki 
eduththu [  yaar kaalkalilum kuththaamal  irukka vaendi ]   kuppai  thottiyil  poda  
vaendum[  missing letters-  Ra- and -la-] - collect the broken glass places  from the 
floor  and put them in a dust bin  so that  no one is injured ;  udaintha- broken;  
kaanaadi- glass;  thundukal=  pieces;  tharai- floor;  porukka-  to  collect;  kaal- leg;  
kuththaamal -  not to prick;  kuppai thotti- dust bin .

comprehendo : to seize, arrest, take prisoner, catch red-handed. 

comprehendo  has the composition- ka- ma- Ra- ka -an- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  kuttravaali yaei / kaithi yaei  pidiththu  kaithu  seithu  sirai  saalaiyil  adaikka 
avendum [  missing letters- la- pa -and -sa- ]- to  arrest  the convict  and imprison him ;
kuttravali-  convict ;  kaithi-  convict;   kaithu-  to  arrest ;  sirai  saali-  prison ;  adikka-  
to lock up. 
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comprehendo : to grasp, take together, unite / comprehend. 

comprehend  has the composition -ka -ma- [-pa-]- Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of
the word is anaiththiyum   orunku  inaikka  vaendum -  to unite  together ;  orunku 
inaikka-  unite.  

comprehend  has the composition -ka -ma- pa-- Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of 
the word is  nanku   purinthu / arinthu / therinthu / unarnthu  kondida  vaendum -  to  
comprehend well ;  purinthidu- comprehend. 

comprehend  has the composition -ka -ma- pa-- Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of 
the word is  kai patra  vaendum - to caputure .

comprehend  has the composition -ka -ma- pa-- Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of 
the word is  anaiththiyum  ondraaka  eduththu  kondida  vaendum- to all together;  
ondraaka- to gether;  edukka- take . 

comprehend  has the composition -ka -ma- pa- Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of 
the word is nandraaka   purinthu  kondu pinnarae  oru kaariyaththai   panna   
muyarchchikka    vaendum -   understand  the issue/matter  and then  try to do;  
nandraaka- well; purinthu  kodu-  understand; pinnar-  later;  panna - to  do;   
kaariyam-  matter/ issue ; muyarchchikka-  to  try . 

unite [E]  has the consonants - an- the- and the original Tamil  word is    inaintha/   
inaiththidu- join .

unite [E]  has the consonants - an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   pinaithidu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] –  join  .
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comprehendo : to embrace, take firmly, include, seize. 

comprehendo  has the composition- ka -ma -pa -Ra -ka- an- the - and the meaning of 
the word is  maarpodu  irukki  katti  aravanaikka vaendum -  to  embrace ;  maarpodu -
chests   together ;  irukki-  firmly ; aravaanikka-  to  embrace. 

embrace [E] has the consonants- ma- pa- Ra –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaing is    aravam  poandru / paampu  poandru   eruka   katti   aravanikka   vaendum 
[ missing  letters- ka- and -the -] – embrace  tightly  like snakes   do ;  paampu- snake; 
eruka-tightly ; aravanaikka- embrace.

firm[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is   thiram  [
missing  letter-  the -]  firm .

comprobo : to approve fully / to confirm, prove, establish. 

comprobo   has the composition -ka -ma- pa- Ra -[-pa- ] - and the meaning of the 
word is  santhaekaththirkku  idam indri   nirupikka   vaendum [  missing letters-  sa- 
and- the -] -  to  prove without any  doubt ;  santhaekam-  suspicion/ doubt;  indri-  
without;  niruppikka -  to prove. 

comprovincialis : born in the same province. 

comprovincialis   has the consonants- ka- ma- pa- Ra- va -an- [-sa-]  -la -[-sa-]   - and 
the original Tamil word / meaning is  orae   paer uoor- il  / orae   maavattathth-il / orae
maa nilathth-il   piranthu   valarnthavarkal [ missing  letter- the-]  - persons  born in the
same province ;  orae- same;  paer uoor- town ;  mavattam- district ;  ma nilam- state; 
piranthu- born ;  valarntha  - grown . 
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province [E]  has the consonants - pa- Ra- va -an- sa  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  naattin  thalai  nakar allaathu   aatchchi  urimaththirkku  /ellaikku  utpatta 
matraiya / ethara perum  nila  parappukal /  maavattam / makanam[Skt]   / maa 
nilam/ paer uoor  [ missing letters- the- and- la-] - districts  / states /  other- big  region
of the  country  apart  from the capital ;  naadu- country ;  thalai nakaram- capital ;  
aatchchi- rule;  ellai- border;  urimam- rights ;  perum- big;  nilam- land;  maavattam- 
district ;  maa nilam- state.

comptus : a head-dress, a hairband. 

comptus has the composition- ka- ma- [-pa-] - the –[-sa-] - and the meaningof the 
word is  mani  makudam- crown.

comptus has the composition- ka- ma- [-pa-] - the –[-sa-] - and the meaningof the 
word is  kondai mudi podu -   a kind of hair style. 

comptus has the composition- ka- ma- [-pa-] - the -sa- and the meaningof the word is  
mundaasu  thuniyaei  thalaiyil  kaatta  vaendum- -  to  head dress ;  mundaasu-  head 
dress . 

comptus has the composition- ka- ma- pa- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
thaliyil  thalai  paakai / kullai / thoppi   aninthida vaendum  [  missing letter-  la -] -  to  
wear  the cap  over the head;  thalai-  head;  thalai paakai-  cap;   kullai-  cap;  thoppi-  
cap;  aninthida-   to  wear. 

band  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an -the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
naada  thuni-  band/tape .

dress[E] has the consonants – the- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil word is  seer udai- 
uniform .
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dress[E] has the consonants – the- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil word is   sittradai- 
half saree. 

dress[E] has the consonants – the- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
paruththi  aadai/ udai   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  cotton dress. 

dress [E] has the consonants – the- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   kai- 
thari  aadai / kathar aadai  [ missing  letter- ka-]- hand loom  clothe .

dress [E] has the consonants – the- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
aadaiyae  uriththidu  - to undress. 

dress[E] has the consonants – the- Ra- sa- and the other interpretaion  of the word is  
vasththiram [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]-  dress. 

dress[E] has the consonants – the- Ra- [- sa-] - and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is  udai  tharikka [ missing  letter- ka-]- to  dress. 

conatus : exertion, effort / undertaking / impulse, inclination. 

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vida   muyarchchi  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to put effort ;  
muyarchhci- try /attempt 

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kadainamaaka   uzhaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  zha-] -to work hard ; 
uzhaikka- to work .

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  alavu  kadantha / mikuthiyaana  /thedir   yaena   uruvaana  kattu  atra  / adakka  
mudiayaatha  / unarchchi    vaeka / konthalaikkum   unarchhciyaal /    ezhuchchiyaal    
undaana  mana   unthuthal /  mathi  izhanthu/ arivu  kettu  /  yaethaiyaenum   / 
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udanadiyaaka /  oru sila  nodikalil  / oru sila  manithulikalil  / eduththaen   kavilthaen   
ena / seithakka  vaendum  yena  uruvakum   mana  veri  thoondal   [ missing  letters- la
and - Ra -]   - impulse;  kattu  atra- un controllable ;   mikuthiyaana- excess;  thedir 
yena  undaana - sudden happening ;   konthalikkum  unarchchi  - surge of emotions; 
unthuthal- urge ;  mathi kettu- loss of sense ;  undanaiyaaka-  immediately ;   oru  sila 
mani thulikalil- with in few minutes ;  seithaaka  vaendum- should be done;  mana  
veri  thoondal- impulse.

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  avaa kondu/  ichchai kondu  - liking .

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   saainthida   vaendum-  leaning .

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kuninthida  vaendum- to bend 
conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- [-sa-] - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   mun- urimai  kodukka vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to give 
preference .

conatus   has the consonants-   ka- an- the- [-sa-] - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  yatru nadaththa  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - undertake.

concedo : to concede, yield, allow, grant, withdraw, give up. 

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  padai -yaei  pin vaankida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to withdraw  
the troops .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nun kodai  -  donation .
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concedo   has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kodai  kodukka  vaendum- to give gifts;  kodai- gift .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   panam kasu  koduththu  paadam padikkum  maanavanukku  uthavi  seithida  
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] to give monetary  help  to the student  ;   panam kaasu-
money;  kodukka- to give;  paadam- lesson;  padikkum- studying;  maanavan- student ;
uthavi- help ;  seithido- do it .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   pana mudippu / thanka  nakai  kodukka  vaenum-   to give money/  gold jewel  ;  
panam - money ;   thanakm- gold;  naki- jewel . 

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-[-sa-]- the-  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   kai  vittu vida  vaendum- to quit .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-[-sa-]- the-  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   nanpikkai -yei  kai vida vaendum-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to lose hope  ; 
nanpikkai- hope ;  kai vida - to give up.

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-[-sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mutrum thuranthida  vaendum -[  missing  letter- Ra -] - to renounce all .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-[-sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  anumathikka  vaendum- to admit / to allow .

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-[-sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning   paninthu / adanki  poei  vida  vaendum- [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to surrender
. 

concedo   has the consonants - ka- an-sa- the-  and the other interpretation  is   
ethiriyidam  sarandaiya [Skt]  vaendum - to surrender  before the enemy .
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concepta : measures, capacity. 

concepto   has the composition-  ka -an-  sa -pa- the-  and the meaning  of the word is 
padi  sitti  kondu   alakka    vaendum -  to measure with  padai and sitti ;  sitti - a 
measure for capcity;  padi- a measure for capcity;  alakka-  to measure .

concepto   has the composition-  ka -an-  [- sa-]  -pa- the-  and the meaning  of the 
word is  marakkaa  kondu  alakka /alavida   vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra- and- la-] – 
to measure with marakka ;  marakka-  a measure for capcity. 
concero : connect ,join, twine, join in conflict. 

concero  has the consonants- ka- an- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  ondroadu 
ondrai  saerkka/ inaikka   vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]-  to join the two ;  inaikka-  
join;  saerkka-  join. 

concero  has the consonants- ka- an- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  sandai – 
yaei  manasaara  maranthu  manniththu   iruvarum  oru saera vaendum – to forget the
fight and join together whole heartedly ;  sandai- fight;  maranthu- forget;  
mannithhtu- forgive;  oru saera- to join. 

concido : to fall down, sink, perish / (wind) subside. 

concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is moozhka  vaendum [ missing  letter- zha-] - to  sink .

concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is keezhae  veezhnthida  vaendum[ missing  letter- zha-] - to fall down;  
keezhae -  down;  veezhnthida- to fall.

concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word is 
madiaya vaendum- to die.
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concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is munnukku  adiyae  [ seththu  pinamaaki ]  puthaiyundu   poka  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - to die and  get buried  under the soil;  mun-  soil;  adiyae- 
under;  seththu- die;  pinam- dead body;  puthai undu-  buried.

concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  erakka / marikka[Skt]  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to die .

concido   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  uyirai  vida /  thurakka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - to lose one’s life
;  uyir- life;  thurkka- to renounce. 

concido : to be ruined, fail / cut up, cut down, destroy. 

concido  has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  vetti poda  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to cut down ;  vettu-cut.

concido  has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  azhiya  vaendum[  missing  letter-  zha-] - to be ruined ;  azhivu - 
destruction .

concido  has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thorkka  vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra -]  - to fail .

concido  has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  mika  arivu  kondavan [ missing letter-  Ra -]  - wise man ;  arivu- 
knowledge.

concido  has the consonants - ka- an- [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  adiththu / udaiththu / idiththu   thakarththida   vaendum/  thari 
mattamaakida  vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -]  -  to demolish .
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destroy[E]   has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  –the- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
theerththidu  - to put an end/ destroy. 

concilium : council 

concilium   has the composition- ka- an -sa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
makkalukkaana   alosanai  vazhankum   avai/  kuzhu -  council ;  alosanai kuzhu-  the  
body  to give advice ;   makkal- people;    avai-  assembly;  kuzhu- group ;  alaosanai- 
advice . 

concilium   has the composition- ka- an [-sa-]- la -ma - and the meaning  of  the word 
is  makkal  mandram[  missing letters-the- and - Ra-] -   the  assembly  of  the people;  
makkal-  people;  mandram-  assembly .

concipio : to take or lay hold of, receive, take in. 

concipio    has the composition -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  - and the meaning  of the word 
is   panam  kaasu    vaanka   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to  receive  money .

receive [E]  has the composition - Ra- sa-  va- and the meaning  of the word is   kaasu  
panaththai   pera   vaendum  [ missing letters- pa -and - the -] - to receive money. 
 
take [E]   has the composition - the- ka- and the meaning  of the word is   vaankida  
vaendum - to  receive. 
concisus : cut up, broken, brief, concise. 

concisus  has the composition - ka -an- [-sa-]  - [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is 
udainthu   poei  vittathu  [missing  letter - pa -and- the -] -  broken . 
concisus  has the composition - ka -an- sa- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
mika  surukkamaana   [ missing letter -Ra- ]  - very briefly.
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concisus  has the composition - ka -an- sa- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
surukkamaana  urai  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  brief note .
 
cut [E]  has the composition-  ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is   vettu -to  cut ; 
udaikka- to  break .

cut [E]  has the composition-  ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is    vaathidu  
-cut. 

cut [E]  has the composition-  ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is   thadivu- cut.   

brief [E]  has the composition - [ -pa-] - Ra - pa-  and the meaning  of the word is  
surukki  paesu  [ missing letters- sa -and -ka -]  - say   briefly;  surukkam- brief  .

brief [E]  has the composition - [ -pa-] - Ra - [-pa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is  
siriya [ missing  letter- sa-]  - small .

concise[E]  has the composition - ka- an -sa  -[-sa-]  -  and the meaning  of the word  is 
mika  surukkamaana  [missing letters- Ra-]  - very  short .

concito : to move violently, stir up, excite.

concito  has the consonants - ka -an –sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vaekamaaka   aattida/ asaikka  vaendum – to shake forcefully;  vaekam- force; 
asaikka- shake. 

concito  has the consonants - ka -an –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vaekamaaka   kindida  vaendum- to stir . 

concito  has the consonants - ka -an –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is thoonduka- stimulate.   
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 conculco : to tread under foot, despise, oppress, suppress. 

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kaalil / kaal adiyil    ittu  mithikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the -]   - 
crush  with foot ; kaal- leg ;  kaal adi- foot;  mithikka- stamp . 

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kaal adiyil  ulla  munnai  azhuththi   miththikka   vaendum  [ missing  
letter-  the -] - to press  down the ground  with foot;  kaal adi- foot;  mun- soil ;  
azhuththi  miththikka- to  press  down forcefully .

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   kaalaal  / kaal adi kondu azhuththi  iyakkida vaendum [ missing  letter- 
the -]  - to operate by  pressing   the foot ; kaal-  leg;  kaal adi- foot ;  iyakkida- to 
operate .

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is makkalai   adakki   aala  vaendum-[ missing  letter- the -] -   rule by 
oppression  ;  makkal- people;  adakku-  oppress;  aala-  to rule.

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is kodunkole  aatchchi  seithida vaendum [ missing  letters-  the- and -sa-] -  
rule by  oppression ; kodunkole  aatchhci -  govern with tyranny  ;  seithidu -do it. 

conculco   has the consonants - ka- an- ka- la- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kankalaal   izhivaaka  kaana / nokka  - to  look down  ; kankal- eyes;  
izhivaaka- to disregard;  kaana- to see.

concupisco : to covet, aim at, desire eagerly. 
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concupisco  has the composition- ka- an- pa -sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
kurikoludan  seyal  pada [  missing letters-  Ra - la - and -the -] - do[ things] with aim ; 
kurikol-  aim;  seyal pada-  to  act .

aim[E]   has the consonants - ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ennam – 
intention ;   nokkam [ missing  letter- ka-]  –aim .

concutio : to shake together, agitate, alarm, disturb, shatter. 

concutia   has the composition- ka- an- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thidukkida   seiya vaendum [ missing letter-  sa-] -  alarm .

concutia   has the composition- ka- an- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   
arasukku  ethiraaka  saamanya   makkalai  ondru  thiratti   kilarchchi /   kalavaram / 
kalakam  seiya/ nadaththa   vendum [  missing letters-  Ra - sa- and - la-]  -  to  organize
the  people  to agitate  against  the government ; arasu-  government;  ethiraaka-  
against;  saamanya -  ordinary;  makkal - people;  ondru  thiratti-  to  gather;  kilarchchi
-  agitation; kalakam / kalavaram- riot ;  seiya -  to do.  

                       Remember  ka= va; va= ka.
Remember the significance of the letters – pa- and- sa -. 

condico : to agree, fix, settle, make arrangements.  

condico  has the composition- ka -an- the -ka- and themeaning of the word is  
oththukka  [ vaikka ]  vaendum-  to  agree. 

condico  has the composition- ka -an- the -ka- and themeaning of the word is   
inaiththu  vaikka   vaendm – to  join. 
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conduco : hire, employ for wages, among many other meanings. 

conduco  has the composition- ka- an- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  
vaadakai  vandi-  taxi ;    vandi yaei / veettai   vaadakaikku  edukka   vaendum-  to  hire 
the  vehicle/ to  rent a house ; vaadakaikku   edukka -to  hire ;  vandi-  vehicle;  
vaadakai-  rent ;  veedu -  house .

conduco  has the composition- ka- an- the- ka-  and the meaning of the word is   
thina/ naal  kooli  vaelai   aal   edukka avendum[  missing letter-  la -] -  to  employ  
workers for daily  wages;  thina kooli -  daily  wages;  naal-  daily ;  vaelai-  work;  aal-  
persons; edukka-  to  take. 

wage [E] has the consonants  - va -sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaelaikkaana  kooli [ missing  letter- la-] – wage for the work ;  vaelai- work;  kooli-
wage. 

hire[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is  savaari 
[Skt] [ issing  letter- sa-] – to have  a trip.   

.

confero : to bring together, put together, collect / 

confer  has the composition-  ka -an- [-pa-]- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is   
anaivaraiyum / anaiththai yum  ondru   saerkka   vandum[ missing letters-  sa -and 
-the -]  -  to  bring/unite   together;  anaivaraiyum- all people;  anaiththaiyum -  all 
items . 

confero : discuss, debate, confer / betake oneself, devote. 
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confer  has the composition- ka- an -pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is anavarum
ondraaka  koodi   oru karuththai  vivaatham   purinthu   / tharkkam  ittu  oru  theervu  
kaana    [  missing letter-  the -] -  people  gathered  to gether to  discuss the matter 
and to  find out a solution ;  ondraaka koodi-  assembled  to gether ;  oru  karuththai-  
an issue;  vivaatham-  discussion; tharkkam-  discussion;  theervu-  solution .

confestim : immediately, without delay. 

confest [m] has the composition- ka- an- [-pa-]-[- sa-] - the- - and the meaning of the 
word is  udanadiyaaka  - immediately  .

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  kaala 
thaamatham [ missing  letter- ka-]- time delay .

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pinnuduthal  [ missing  letter- pa-] – delaying .

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thanithal- delay. 

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thanaaththal- delay. 

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  thalli 
/ oththi  poaduthal  [ missing  letter- pa-] – delay / postpone .

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
attuthal – delay  .

delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
neettiththal-  delay .
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delay  [E]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thoonkuthal [ missing  letter-  ka-]- to delay /to sleep .

confido : have confidence in, be confident of, rely upon. 

confido  has the composition - ka- an-  pa- the -  and the meaning  of the word is 
namapa  vaendum- to  rely  up on;  nampikkai  kondu -   having  confident.
 

confiteor confessus : to confess, own up, admit, acknowledge. 

confiteor   has the composition - ka- an- pa- the- Ra-- and the meaning of the word is   
kutraththai  /thavarai  oppu  kondida vaendum -to  confess  the crime;  oppu kondidu 
–admit.  

conforto : to strengthen much. 

conforto    has the composition - ka- an - pa- Ra- the  - and the meaning of the word is 
maanthai   uruthi paduththa  vaendum   -to  strengthen  the mind ;  uruthi 
paduthhuka- to strengthen .

confugo : to flee, have recourse to, take refuge. 

confugo  has the composition - ka -an- pa- ka -and the meaning of  the word  is paathu
kaappaana  idam[  missing letter-  the -] -  secure place. 
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confugo  has the composition - ka -an- pa- ka -and the meaning of  the word  is 
thappiththu  oda vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - running   to escape ;  thappiththu 
-  escaping ;  oda - to  run . 

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- pa- sa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
patraasu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  refuge .

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- pa-[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  patru  koadu  [missing  letters- ka- and - the -] -  support. 

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- pa-] – [-sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   naadum  veedum atravar [ missing  letters -  ka -and- the -]- - refugee/ 
one who has no  house or state .

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- pa- [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  adi  patraaka-[missing  letters- ka- and-  the -] -    refuge .

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- pa-] –[- sa -]  -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  thaarakam [ missing  letters- ka – and-  the -] - refuge. 

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- pa—[-sa -]  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kappaatruka-[ missing  letters-  ka and -the  -]   rescue.  

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- pa-] – [-sa -]   -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  thatttu  thaavaram [ missing  letters- ka- and-  the -] – refuge/ asylum .

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra-  pa—sa   -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaar pidikka –[ missing  letters- ka -and-  the -] -  to take refuge /to hold the 
leg ;  kaar- leg; pidikka- hold. 

refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [-  pa-] —sa   -and the other interpretation  of the
word is   ethiriyidam   saran adaiya [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to take fefuge .
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refuge [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [-  pa-] —sa   -and the other interpretation  of the
word is   saranam-  refuge .

congregatio : assembly, society, union. 

congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is  ondraaka  inaikka vaendum - to unite  together; inaikka- to unite /join.

congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is   perum  koottaaththai  kootta vaendum[  missing letter- pa-] -  to organize a 
big meet;  perum koottam-  big  meet; kootta-  to  organize. 

congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is  ananiththu  pirivu  makkallum    sama  urimaiyoadu  ottrumai  yaaka   
makizhvodu   koodi  vaazhum oru  pothu  udamai   samuthaaya  amaippai  naam  
uruvaakida vaendum[  missing leters- sa - pa- and - la-]- to make an egalitarian society
;  makkal-  people;  sama-  urimai-  equal  rights;  ottrumai- unity;  makizhvodu-  with 
happiness ;  koodi  vaazhum-  living together;   pothu  udamai  samuthaayam-  
egalitarian  society ;  samuthaayam-  society . 

congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is  kootturavu  sankam [ missing letter-  sa-] -  co-operative society ;  kootturavu- 
cooperative;  sankam-  society  .

congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is   vaettai samuthaaya/ kurunchchi  nila  /  aadu maadu  maeikkum  mullai nila /
paalai  nila /    naadadikalai / kadalaadikalai   pola  allaathu   marutha nilaththil  
makkal  anaivarum  koottaaka   orae   uooril    koodi   vivasaayam/ vaelaanmai/ 
paasaam    seithu  vaazhum  oru   koottu  vaazhkkai   murai / samuka  amaippu / 
sumuthaayam [  missing letter- pa- sa- and- la -]   -a method of life where people live  
together in  agricultural lands [ agrarian life]  unlike  the  wandering  life of the  
hunters- gatherers/ shepherds / fishermen’s life;  .
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congregatio   has the composition- ka -an -ka - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the 
word is  Thiraavidar  munnaettra  kazhakam [  missing letter-  zha-] -  the society  for 
the upliftment  of Dravidian  people;   Thiraavidar-  Dradvidian  people;    munnaettra- 
upliftment ; kazhakam-  society / union  .  

society [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- sa-] - the  -and the original  Tamil word is   
kudi   inam [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  people of the  society .   

society [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- sa-] - the  -and the original  Tamil word is   
kudimai- society

society [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- sa-] - the  -and the original  Tamil word is   
panpaadu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  –   culture. 

society [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- sa-] - the  -and the original  Tamil word is  
mun pathai -[ missing  letter- pa-]    society  .

society [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- sa-] - the  -and the original  Tamil word is   
maantha  inam  – human race.  

  society [E]  has  the consonants -  sa- [- sa-] - the  -and the interpretation is   
samuthaayam  [ Skt] - society.

  society [E]  has  the consonants - sa- [- sa-] - the  -and the interpretation is  aatchchi  
mandram [ missing  letter- Ra-] - council .

 society [E]  has  the consonants -  [-sa-]- [- sa-] - the  -and the interpretation is   pothu 
makkal  [ missing  letter- pa- ka- and -la-] -   general public.

society [E]  has  the consonants – [- sa-]- [- sa-] - the  -and the interpretation is   pothu 
kottam [  missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]-  public  meeting ;  kottam- meeting . 
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society [E]  has  the consonants – [- sa-]- [- sa-] - the  -and the interpretation is  
kazhaka  /sanka [Skt]   koottam   [ missing  letters-  ka- and - la-] – meeting of the 
society ;  kazhkam- society ;  koottam- meeting.
  

congruus : agreeing, fit, suitable. 

congruus  has the composition- ka- an- ka -Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
yaerkka  thakka ondru [ missing  letter – the -]  -  can be agreed .

congruus  has the composition- ka- an- ka -Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
poruththamaaka   irukka  seiya  vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- and - the-] -  to make 
it fit/ suitable; poruththam-  suitable ;  seiua -  to  do.

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- [- pa-] -la- and the original Tamil  word is  
isaithal – fitting .

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- pa--la- and the original Tamil  word is  
oththa padi  ulla -  suitable. 

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- pa--la- and the original Tamil  word is  
padithal-  suitable. 

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the-[- pa-] --la- and the original Tamil  word is 
amaithal- suitable .

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the-[- pa-] --la- and the original Tamil  word is 
ottuthal - suitable. 

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the-pa---la- and the original Tamil  word is  
otpaakuthal [ missing  letter- ka-] - suitable. 

suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the-pa---la- and the original Tamil  word is  
porunthuthal [ missing  letter- Ra -]- suitable /fitting .
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suitable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the-[- pa-] --la- and the original Tamil  word is 
adaithal- suitable.

suited [E]  has the consonants  -  [- sa-] - the  - the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
thandum- suited .

suited [E]  has the consonants  -  [- sa-] - the  - the -  and the original Tamil  word is   
thandaathu -  not suited. 

conicio : to hurl, throw / put together, conjecture. 

conicio  has thecomposition- ka -an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  thoora   eriya
vaendum [ missing letters-  the -and- Ra-] -to throw  at a distance ;   eriya -  throw;  
thooram -  distance.

conicio  has thecomposition- ka -an -sa- and the meaning of the word is anaiththai 
yum ondraaka  saerththu  vaikka vaneum[  missing letters- Ra- and- the -] -  to  put 
together; ananiththaiyum -  all; ondraaka  saerththu vaikka -  put together. 

throw[E]  has the composition -the- Ra-va-and the meaning of the word is  thoora 
eriya  vandum-  to  throw at a distance;  thooram-  distance;  eriya -  thow. 

coniecto : to throw together, infer, guess, conclude. 

coniecto   has the composition  -ka- an - ka -the - and the meaning  of the word is   
ondraaka  anaithaiyim    thooki  erinthida   vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra-] -to  throw  
all  together .
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coniecto   has the composition  -ka- an - ka -the - and the meaning  of the word is  
mudivu  kandida  vaendum- to  conclude  .  
 
coniecto   has the composition  -ka- an - ka -the - and the meaning  of the word is   
uookikka    vaendum   /anumaanikka  vaendum - to guess. 
 
guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
ninaikka - guess.

guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
ennuka- guess. 

guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
uookam/  uookai-  guess.

guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation is anumaanikka
-guess.

guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- sa--and the other interpretation is  
uththaesamaaka[ missing  letter- the -]  – guess. 

guess [E]   has the consonants - ka- sa--and the other interpretation is  haeshiyam[Skt]
-  guessing.

infer[E]   has the consonants - an -pa -Ra -and the original tamil  word is   unaru-   to 
understand. 

conitor : to press upon, to struggle to reach 

conitor  has the composition - ka -an -the- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is   
kadumaiyaaka   poaradi  vetri  kandida   vaendum [ missing letter-  pa-] - to work  hard 
to  succeed . 
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coniuratio : conspiracy, plot.

 coniuratio  has the composition  -  ka- an -va- Ra- the-  and the meaning  of the word 
is  ethiri yaei  kondru  vida  oru  rakasiya   thittam  aarum ariyaatha vannam  vakukka  [
missing  letter-  sa-] make a  secret plot to kill the enemy ; ethiri-  enemy;  rakasiyam-  
secret ;   aarum ariyaatha vannma-  not knowing to others;  kondru vida-  to kill ;  
thittam-  plan;  vakkukka-  to make. 

Plot  [E] has the composition- pa- la -the - and  the meaning  of the word is  aalai  
paliyida   potta thittam - a plot to sacrifice;  paliyida - to  sacrifice;  thittam-  plan. 

plot[E] has the composition- pa- la -the - and  the meaning  of the word is  aalai  
kolai /kaali   panna   potta thittam- a plan to kill ;  aal-  person; kolai- killing ; thittam- 
plan[ missing letter-  ka -] . 

plot[E] has the composition- pa-la -the - and  the meaning  of the word is  veetu  nilam
/ veettu nila  padam [ missing letter-  ka –]figure of the house   land ;  veedu- house; 
nilam- land;  padam- figure.  

plot[E] has the composition- [- pa-] -la -the - and  the meaning  of the word is   thilli- a 
small piece of land .

guess[E]   has the consonants – ka -sa-[-sa -]  -and the original Tamil word is   uookika/ 
uookam  seika – guess;  uookam- guess;  seika- do .

guess[E]   has the consonants – ka -sa-[-sa -]  -and the other interpreation of the word 
is  haeseiyam[skt]   -guess. 

coniuratus : conspirator, plotter. 
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coniuratus  has the composition- ka- an- va- Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word 
is ethiri  yaei /arasani    kondru  vida  rakasiya thittam  vakuththu  kodaththavan -  the 
one who made the plot to kill the enemy / king ;  arasan-  king;  ethiri-  enemy;  
kondru  vida-  to kill  rakasiya ththittam-  secret plan;  vakuththu  koduththavan-  the  
man who made.  

conor : to undertake, try, venture, presume, attempt. 

conor has the composition- ka- an- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  nandraaka   
muyarchchikka   vaendum [ missing letters-  sa- and -the -] -  to try.

conor has the composition- ka- an- Ra- and the meaningof the word is  
thunikaramaaka  ondrai /   kaariyaththai   eduththu nadaththida  vaendum-  to  under 
take the matter; kaariyam-  act/deed/matter; eduththu  nadithida-  to  run/to under 
take[  missing letter-  the -] . 

venture [E]  has the composition - va- an -the- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is  
thunikaramaaka   ondrai  seithida[  missing letter -sa-] -  to venture something  .

venture [E]  has the composition - va- an -the- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is   
idar  niraintha / thunivu   niraaintha/   thunivu  athikam vaendiya  oru  uooka    
vanikam -  risky   business .

try [E]   has the composition -  the -Ra- and the meaning  of the word is  
muyarchchithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - to try /effort . 

attempt [E]  has the composition-  the -the -pa -the - and the meaning  of the word is  
poatti  poada  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]   to  compete  / to   challenge .

conqueror : to complain loudly.
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conqueror   has the composition-  ka- an-  ka - Ra -Ra - and  the meaning  of the word 
is  urakka  koori   kuraiyae  muraiyida vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to  complain  
loudly . 

conscendo : to ascend, mount, go up. 

conscendo has the composition - ka -an-  sa -an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
maelae  kondu  sella  vaendum [ missing letter -la -]  - to  carry /go  upwards.

conscientia : conscience, consciousness, knowledge 

conscientia  has the   composition -  ka -  an- sa  -an - the -    and the meaning  of the 
word is   suya [Skt] / thun  ninavu   konda  - with  consciousness .
 
conscientia  has the   composition -  ka -  an- sa  -an - the -    and the meaning  of the 
word is  nallathu   kettathu  ethuvena    kaanum  manathu[ missing  letter- la-]    - mind
differenciating  good and bad .

conscientia  has the   composition -  ka -  an-[- sa-]   -an - the -    and the meaning  of 
the word is   unmaiyaei   kandida  vaendum -to  seek  truth .

conscientia  has the   composition -  ka -  an-[- sa-]   -an - the -    and the meaning  of 
the word is   arimukam  kondida  vaendum  [ missing letter -Ra - ]-to have 
acquaintance .

conscindo : to tear in pieces. 
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conscindo   has the composition - ka- an -sa - an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is
and the meaning  of the word is sinna   sinna  thundu   thundu- aaka   kiliththida  
vaendum [ missing letter -la-]  - to  tear in to  small  bits ;  kizhi- tear;  thundu- bit.

tear [E]   has the consonants -  the -Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aruththu  eri  -  tear. 

conscius : conscious of, aware of. 

conscious  has the composition -   ka -an-  sa--[-sa -] -and the meaning  of the word is  
suya [Skt] / thun   ninaivudan [ missing  letter -the -] - conscious  of  .

aware  [E]  has the composition-  va- Ra- and the meaning  of the word is   unarnthu   
kondu [ missing  letter -the -]  - aware ;  unarnthida  vaendum  .  

aware [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra-and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is  arika-  
know. 

conscious [E]  has the consonants  -ka- an- [- sa-] –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is  mana ninaivu  -  mental  consciousness . 

conscious [E]  has the consonants  -ka- an- [- sa-] –[- sa-]  – and the other 
interpretation  is suya [Skt]  ninaivu – self  consciousness. 

conservo : to preserve, conserve, maintain, keep, hold to. 

conservo   has the composition - ka- an -[-sa-] - Ra -va-  and the meaning  of the word 
is  ondrai   kaaththida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to protect .
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conservo   has the composition - ka- an -[-sa-] - Ra -va-  and the meaning  of the word 
is   ondrai  thodarnthu  nadaththida vaendum [ missing letter- the - ] -  -continue to 
run .

conservo   has the composition - ka- an -sa-- Ra -va-  and the meaning  of the word is   
ondrai  saemiththida   vaendum[ missing letter- the -]  - to  conserve something .  

conservo   has the composition - ka- an -sa-- Ra -va-  and the meaning  of the word is   
munnaettraththai  nangu   thakka  vaeiththida  vaendum  [missing letter -the-]   -to  
maintain the  progress.

considero : to look at, regard carefully, 

considero    has the composition-  ka- an- [-sa- ]- the -Ra - and the meaning  of the 
word is  oruvarudaiya   thoraththai  kan  kondu  /koornthu   kaana  -to look  at one’s  
appearance .

considero    has the composition-  ka- an-sa-the -Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
karunai  kondu  kavaniththida /anukida  / sinththithu   aavana  seithida / uthavi  
seithida    vaendum  -to    regard  carefully.     

consido : to set down, settle. 

consido   has the composition - ka -an -[-sa-] - the -and the meaning  of the word is   
kudi  yaeri- ida  vaendum  [ missing letter -Ra- ]- to inhabitat.

consido   has the composition - ka -an -sa-the -and the meaning  of the word is    
sariyaakkida/ sari  seithida   vaendum  [missing letter -Ra- ] - to  make it alright  /to 
repair .
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settle [E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
nilaiththidu  / nilaththu  nillu – settle. 

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word is   nilai  
kolla  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to settle . 

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word  
thazhaiththu nillu   .  

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word   aaththal-  
be settled .

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word  adankuthal
[ missing  letter- ka-]- settle .

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word  
thankuthal-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to stay .

settle[E]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -la -and the original Tamil  word vaazhuthal 
-[ missing  letter- ka-]- to live / inhabit.

consilio : intentionally, on purpose, designedly. 

consilio  has the composition - ka -an- [-sa-] - la - and the  meaning  of the word is  
thalivaana   nokkaaththil/ennaththil  [ missing letter -the -] -  with  clear purpose . 

consilio  has the composition - ka -an--sa-  la - and the  meaning  of the word is   seyal  
nokkam - purpose / aim. 

consilio  has the composition - ka -an-[-sa-] -  la - and the  meaning  of the word is    
seyalin  /  ull  nokkam -   inner motive.
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consilio  has the composition - ka -an-[-sa-] -  la - and the  meaning  of the word is   
elakku   kondu  [ missing  letter- the -]   -with aim. 

consilio  has the composition - ka -an- -sa- la - and the  meaning  of the word is   nalla  
sinthanai /ennam  kolla [ missing letter -the - ]-to have good  thinking .
 

consilium : deliberation, consultation, assembly, council. 

consilium   has the composition-  ka -an- [-sa-]- la- ma- and the meaning of the word is
pothu/  makkalukkaana  avai  [missing letters -pa- and- the-] -  council for the 
commons .

consilium : advice, suggestion, wisdom, plan, purpose, judgment. 

consilium   has the composition-  ka -an- sa- la- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
nalla  alosanai   vaendum  [missing letter -the -] -need   suggestion .

consilium   has the composition-  ka -an- sa- la- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
nalla  thittam   iduthal  vaendum [missing letter -the -] - should do  good plan.

consilium   has the composition-  ka -an- sa- la- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
vaazhvil  munnnaettram  kaana nalla kurikole   vendum[ missing letters- Ra- and -the -]
-  to have success in life one should have good  aim .

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  kam- wise. 

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is   vivaekam[Skt] - 
wise. 

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  yuki – wise. 
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wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  kavi- wise. 

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  viththakan 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – wise man  .

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  viththakam-
[ missing  letter- the -]- wise. 

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and the other interpretation   of the word is  
vivaekam[Skt]  - wise. 

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  nakulan  [ missing
letter- la-] –wise man .

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is  viththal [ missing 
letters- the- and -la-] - wise .

wise[E]  has the consonants-  va-[-sa-]- and theorignal Tamil word is   viththaari  
[ viththai  arinthavar ] [ missing  letter- Ra -] - wise man .

wisdom[E]   has the consonants  -  va- [- sa-]  -the -ma –and the original Tamil  word is 
viththam-  wisdom  .

wisdom[E]   has the consonants  -  va- [- sa-]  -the -ma –and the original Tamil  word is 
ut- kan kondida  vaendum-   to have insight / wisdom .

consisto : (+ in) to depend on, rely on. 

consisto   has the composition  -ka- an- [ -sa-] - [ -sa-] - the- and the meaning  of the 
word is  nampida   vaendum [ missing  letter -pa-] - to trust  on .
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depend [E]  has the composition - the - pa -an - the - and the meaning  of the word is  
nampida  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] to  trust on.  

consisto : to take one's stand, stand still, stop, be posted. 

consisto   has the composition - ka- an -[-sa-]  -[ -sa-] - the-   and the meaning  of the 
word is  thaduththu   niruththida  vaendum [ missing  letter -Ra-] - to  stop .

consisto   has the composition - ka- an -[-sa-]  -[ -sa-] - the-   and the meaning  of the 
word is   munnaeri  varukindra  ethiri-yin  padiyaei  thaduththu   niriuththida  
vaendum  [ missing  letters- pa -and -Ra-]  -to  stop  the progression  of enemy  
troops .

consisto   has the composition - ka- an --sa- -[ -sa-] - the-   and the meaning  of the 
word is    sariyaana   mudivu  ondrai   thaervu  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-]
-to take a decision .

consisto   has the composition - ka- an --sa- -[ -sa-] - the-   and the meaning  of the 
word is aadaathu  /asaiyaathu/ nakaraathu  appadiyae   nirkka  vaendum [ missing 
letters- pa- and- Ra-]  -to  stand still .

consisto   has the composition - ka- an --sa- -[ -sa-] - the-   and the meaning  of the 
word is   kadithaththai   kondu  saerththida vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  to  
despatch  the letter . 

consisto : (+ abl. etc.) to be formed of, consist / stop, stay. 

consisto   has the consonants - ka- an -[-sa-] - [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is   kondu iru- kkum  / adanki irukkum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - containing   .
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consisto   has the consonants - ka- an -[-sa-] - [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  thankida  vaendum -to stay  .

consisto   has the consonants - ka- an -sa- [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thanki   vasaikka  vaendum- to live ;  vasikka -  to live .

consisto   has the consonants - ka- an -[-sa-] - [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  kaaththu irukka  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  Ra-]  -to wait .

consisto   has the consonants - ka- an -[-sa-] - [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is   thadukka   vaendum -  to stop .

stop [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] -the - pa- and the original Tamil word is   thadu  
/thadai  idu/ thadai  poadu  - prevent .

stop [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] -the - [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  atti-  
block /stop .

istagh [Farsi ]  has the consonants -[-  sa-]  -the- ka  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thadukka- prevent. 

consitor : sower, planter. 

consitor  has the composition - ka -an- sa -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
vivasaayam   seikindra /payir seikindra  vivasayee  / Thiraavidar  [missing letter- pa-] - 
farmer /Dravidian people. 

consitor  has the composition - ka -an- [-sa-] -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
vithai  vithaikindravar  -sower . 

consitor  has the composition - ka -an- [-sa-] -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
naaththu / sedi /kodi   nadukiravar- planter . 
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consitor  has the composition - ka -an- [-sa-] -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
thotta - kaaaran - gardener .

consitor  has the composition - ka -an-sa--the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
nooru -   nan sei  kaani karaikku     udamai   kondavar /   miraasuthar[Skt]  - land  lord 
who  owns 100 acres.

sower [E]  has the composition  -[-sa-]  -va -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   vithai 
vithaikiraavar  /vithai  thoovu- kiravar -[ missing letter -the -] sower.

sower [E]  has the composition  -sa-va -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   karsakar 
[Skt]  - sower.  

sower [E]  has the composition  -sa-va -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
vivasaayam   seikiravar -    farmer. 

conspergo : to sprinkle, bestrew. 

conspergo  has the consonants-  ka- an- sa- pa -Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  seeraaka  maer parappin meethu  inkum ankumaaka   thoova  vaendum 
[missing  letter-  the -] - to sprinkle over the surface;   maer parappu- top  surface;     
thoova- to sprinkle;   inkum ankumaaka - here and there; seeraaka- evenly .

conspicio : to catch sight of, perceive, behold, understand. 

conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -sa-[-pa-]- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kan kondu  kaatchchiyaei  kaana  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  -to 
catch the sight of ;  kan kondu -with eyes; kaatchchi - scene ; kaana  -see; kaatchchi 
yaei  padam pidikka  vaendum .
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conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -[-pa-]- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   Kandariya/ kandu unara   vaendum[ missing  letters- the -and- Ra 
-] - to know/ to perceive  .

conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -[-pa-]- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kandida  vaedum  [ missing  letter- the -]  to see;  kandidu -see.

conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -[-pa-]- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kan kaanikka/ kavanikka   - to watch  .

conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -pa- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   purinthu  kondida vaendum [missing  letters- the -and- Ra -]- to 
understand ;  purinthu  kondidu- understand . 

conspicio   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -pa- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    koornthu kavanikka  vaendum [missing  letters- the -and- Ra -]-  to 
observe . 

constans : steady, firm, unchanging, constant, unwavering. 

constans  has the composition -  ka -an-sa- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word 
is  asaikka   mudiyaatha   manathai  / manasai   kondu -  not easily moved ;  asaikka- 
shake;  mudiyaathu- can not ;  manathu- mind. 

constans  has the composition -  ka -an-[-sa-]- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is  kadumaiyaana   manathai  kondu - firm/stable mind.

constans  has the composition -  ka -an-[-sa-]- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is  uruthiyaana  mananthai kondu [ missing  letter- Ra -] - stable mind.

constans  has the composition -  ka -an-[-sa-]- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is  mikka  mana thidam  kondu - strong  mind.
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constans  has the composition -  ka -an-[-sa-]- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is   endrum  maatram  kaanatha   ondru -[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - unchanged ; 
maatram-change.  

constans  has the composition -  ka -an-[-sa-]- the -an -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is   maaratha  thanmai  konda- -[ missing  letter-  Ra -] constant ;  maaraathu-  
not changed;  thanmai- naure. 

constanter : steadily, firmly. 

constanter  has the consonants -  ka- an- [-sa-] -  the -an -the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  uruthi   konda ondru / maanthu  -  strong  one / mind .

constanter  has the consonants -  ka- an- [-sa-] -  the -an -the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  endrum  maatram  kaanatha   ondru -unchanged ; maatram-
change;  kaanatha-  not seen;  ondru- one .  

constanter  has the consonants -  ka- an- [-sa-] -  the -an -the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  maaratha  thanmai  konda-  constant ;  maaraathu-  not 
changed;  thanmai- naure. 

constanter  has the consonants -  ka- an- [-sa-] -  the -an -the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   methu methuvaaka / sirithu  siruthaaka    thodarnthu   
nadanthidum / munnaerum  ondru - slowly/ stadily  progressing ;  methu 
methuvaaka- slowly ;  sirithu sirithaaka -  little by little ;  thodarnthu- continuous ;  
munnaetram-  progress. 

steady [E]    has the consonants - [- sa-] - the- the- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  nithanththudan-  steadily .
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constituo : to set up, place, establish, post, station. 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an-[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aatchhci  yaei   nilai  naattida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] - to establish ;
nilai naattuka- to establish. 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an-[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  niruvida  / amaiththida   vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to establish / to 
set up .

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- sa-the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kudiththanam  seithidum idam- dwelling [ vaazhnthidum] place / 
establishment .

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- [sa-] -the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ida  vaendum- to place .

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- sa-the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pani  seithida   vaendiya  idam [ missing  letter- pa-] - the place  to work;   
pani - job ; seithida -do  ;  idam-  place. 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- sa-the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaelai  seithida  vaendiya idam-  working place;  vaelai- work ;  seithida- to 
do ;  idam- place. 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- [- sa-] -the- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  oaivu  edukkum idam- resting place ;   oaivu- rest; oaivu  edukka  
vaendum-  to take rest . 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- [- sa-] -the- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  thankum  idam - the place to stay ;  thanku -stay.
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constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- [- sa-] -the- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  vandi  nirkkum idam [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - the place  where vehicles  
have  to stop ; vandi -  vehicle;  nirkkum idam- station / the place to stop. 

constituo  has the consonants-  ka -an- [- sa-] -the- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   kadiththaththai   anuppida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to post the 
letter;  kaditham- letter;  anuppu- to post.

 post[E]   has the consonants –pa- [-sa-] -the- and the original Tamil  word  pani idam-  
working place.  

post[E]   has the consonants –pa- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word   thampam- 
post  .

post[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - [-sa-] -the- and the original Tamil  word    thoon-
pillar .

post[E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word    thadi - 
post/ stick/ pole .

post[E]   has the consonants –pa-[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word    thampam - 
post/ stick/ pole.

post[E]   has the consonants –pa-sa-the - and the other interpretation is  sthupi [Skt] - 
stupa.

post[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] -[- sa-] -the - and the other interpretation is   
thoon [Skt] - pillar. 

post[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] -[- sa-] -the - and the other interpretation is  
kanthu [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  pillar.

 post[E] [n]   has the consonants –[- pa-] -[- sa-] -the - and the other interpretation is   
kaditham /kaththu  [ missing  letter-  ka -] - letter. 
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post[E]  [v]  has the consonants – pa- [- sa-] -the - and the other interpretation is   
anupidu -send .

post[E]  [v]  has the consonants – pa- sa--the - and the other interpretation is   
santhu / thoothu  po – pass  the message/   act as a messenger ;  thoothan-   
messenger .

constituo : to arrange, decide, appoint, settle, found, set up. 

constituo has the consonants - ka –an-[-  sa-] - the- the- and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning   is  mudivu  edukka  vaendum  -to take a decion;  mudivu- decision ; edukka- 
take. 

constituo has the consonants - ka –an-[-  sa-] - the- the- and the  other interpretation 
is  niyamiththida  vaendum -  to appoint .

constituo has the consonants - ka –an-[-  sa-] - the- the- and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning   is  kandidia  vaendum –to find. 

consto : to be established, stand firm, stop, endure. 

consto   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   amaiththida / kandida/  thuvanka    vaendum -  to set up/  to find /to begin  .

consto   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  thadukka  vaendum- to stop.

consto   has the consonants - ka -an -sa-the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thadai  seithida  vaendum-  to  obstruct 
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consto   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is uruthiyaaka  nindru  kaattida  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra-] - to stand firm ;  
uruthi- firm ; nirkka- stand .

consto   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   thodarnthida  vaendum/  thodarnthu  nadaththida / seithida  vaendum [ missing  
letter-  Ra-] - to continue  .

consto   has the consonants - ka -an -[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   ethaiyum  thaankum  manathu vaendum -  mind which can bear everything ;  
thaankidu- bear ;  manathu- mind.

construo construxi constructum : to construct, build, arrange. 

constructum  has the consonants -  ka -an -sa - the- Ra- ka- the -ma -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  sutta / senkar katti  kondu  kaarai  kattidam   / veedu   ondrai 
katta   vaendum -  to build a  building /  house with bricks;  sutta  senkar[l]- bricks;   
kaarai -  lime stone;  kattidam-  building ;  veedu- house;  katta- build.

constructum  has the consonants -  ka -an -sa - the- Ra- ka- the -ma -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   muraiyaaka  / sariyaaka  /  varisai   varisaiyaaka  /adukki  
vaikka vaendum- to put in order;  muraiyaaka- orderly . 

 constructum  has the consonants -  ka -an -sa - the- Ra- ka- the -ma -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   anaivarum paraatum  vannam   sirappaana    yaerpaaatai   
seithu thara / amaiththu thara / undaakki   thara vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to 
make a good arrangement ;  anaivarum- all;  paraatta-  appreciate  ;  sirappana- 
super;  yaerpaadu -arrangement ;  seithidu -do it .
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constupator : ravisher, debaucher. 

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is  van punarchchi   seithidum   kodiya  manithar- rapist. 

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is  pen nin  karpai  soorai yaadukira  kamaanthakan – rapist; karpu –chastity  .

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is  kovil  theru  vilakklail  alavukku  mikuthiyaaka  kallu   kudiththu  kummaalam 
ittu   therukkalil  veezhnthu  pirandu   penkalidam   thavaraaka  nadanthu  kollukiravar 
[ missing  letter- la-] -  one who  misbehaves with women  under intoxication  during  
temple festival times .

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is   pala vantha  paduththi / valaanthamaaka   pennai   maana  pankam  
seikiravar [missing  letter- la-]-  – rapist. 

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is  pothu  vidanklail  penkalai  kaama  paarvai  kondu  nokkukiravar   [ missing  
letter- la-]- one who  is after women  in public places 

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- pa- the –Ra-and the original Tamil 
word is   nal  ozhukkam  sirithum   illaatha  kodiya   manithar  [missing  letter- la-]-  
immoral person ;  nal ozhukkam-morality ;  illai- nil;   manithar- person .

constupator has the consonants –ka- an- sa –the- [- pa-] - the –Ra-and the original 
Tamil word is  valaar  kaaram  seithdum manithar [missing  letter- la-]- one who  takes 
awavy  by  force. 

constupro : to ravish, corrupt. 
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constupro  has the composition-  ka- an-  sa - the - pa- Ra - and the meaning  of the 
word is  sirithum   neethi   naermai    atra   panpu   konda  oruvan  - one who  is  
dishonest   .

constupro  has the composition-  ka- an-  sa - the - pa- Ra - and the meaning  of the 
word is  aduththavarai   yaemaatrum    panpu   konda  manithan- one who  cheats  
others .

 constupro  has the composition-  ka- an-  sa - the - pa- Ra - and the meaning  of the 
word is  nadantha  unmaiyaei  / kanda   kaatchhciayei   /thoraththai   thiriththu   
koorum  pandu konda amnithan- one  who distorts facts. 

 consuasor : advisor, counselor. 

consuasor  has the composition  - ka -an -sa - sa- Ra  -and the meaning  of theword is   
arasarukku  ari -urai kooridum  amaichchar [ missing letter -the - ] -the minister who  
gives advice  to  the king .

 consuasor  has the composition  - ka -an -sa - sa- Ra  -and the meaning  of theword is  
matravarukku   thaevaniyaana   ariurai  kooidum   oruvar [ missing letter -the -]  -one 
who  gives  needy advice to others .

consuefacio : to accustom, acclimate, become used to. 

consuefacio  has the consonants  -  ka- an- [-sa-]  - pa -[-sa-]  - and the orignal  Tamil 
word / meaning is  pazhakka   paduththi kolla / vazhakka  /  maakki - kolla  vaendum -
[ missing  letters- zha/ la- and- the -] - accustom /  habituate.

consuefacio  has the consonants  -  ka- an- [-sa-]  - pa -[-sa-]  - and the orignal  Tamil 
word / meaning is   oththu  poka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] - to get used to  .
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consuetudo : custom, usage, habit / intimacy, familiar acquaintance. 

consuetudo   has the consonants-  ka -an- sa -the -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sunka   theervai / kattanam  katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] - to pay 
the customs duty ;  sunka theervai - customs duty ;  kaattuka- to pay;  katta  vaendiya 
kattanam  -ticket .

consuetudo   has the consonants-  ka -an- [-sa-] -the -the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thondru thottu varukindra   nadai murai [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  
practice since old times;   nadai murai- customs ;  endrandrum  thodarnthu  
varukindra  nadai murai.

consuetudo   has the consonants-  ka -an- [-sa-] -the -the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mika  nerunkiya  uyir  thodarpu / uravu  kondida [ missing  letters-  
Ra -and- pa-] - intimate ;  nerunkiya uravu / thodarpu- intimacy.  

consuetudo   has the consonants-  ka -an- sa-the -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sattathhtirkku ethiraana   /yaarum  ariyaatha   /marai muka   uravu  
kondida [ missing  letter- Ra -] - unlawful / secret  realtionship ;  sattam- law;  
ethiraana- against ;   yaarum ariyaatha-  not known to any one  ;  uravu- relationship .

consuetudo   has the consonants-  ka -an- [-sa-] -the -the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  nerunkiya  natpu  kondida [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- pa-] - -close 
friendship ;  nerunkiya- close;  natpu- friendship.

usage [E]  has the consonants –[-  sa-]  -ka  - and the original Tamil  word is   vaadikkai 
– habit. 

usage [E]  has the consonants –[-  sa-]  -ka  - and the original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkam-[ missing  letter- zha-]-   tradition. 
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consulo : (+ dat.) look to the interests of / consult, ask advice. 

consulo dat    has the consonants-  ka- an- [-sa-] - la -the -the - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thakaval  kaettida vaendum - to get information;  thakaval- 
information.

consulo dat    has the consonants-  ka- an- sa- la -the -the - and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   mana/ aka   thelivu  vaendi  ulaviyal     aloasani [Skt]  /  yosanai  kaettidal
vaendum /  kalanthu- uraiyaadal   seithida  vaendum/  ari  urai yei / karuththu  urai 
ayei /  korida   vaendum   [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - to get psychological    counseling  
for mental  well being ;  akam- psych  ;  thelivu- clarity ;  ulavuiyal-  psychological ;  
alosanai- consultation ;  kaettka/ kaekka - to ask ; kalanthu uraiyaadal- discussion/ 
counseling ;  ari urai -advice ;  karuththu  urai- opinion ;   kora  -ask .

consulo dat    has the consonants-  ka- an- sa- la -the -the - and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  mooththorin  ari uraiyaei  thakka  samayththil  kaettu / kori  athan vazhi  
nadanthida vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - to seek for the elder’s  advice;  
mooththor- elders;  ari uari- advice;  koru -ask. 

consulto : to ask the advice of, consult. 

consulto  has the composition -ka- an -sa- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  
aloasanai   seithidal / vaankida  vaendum /  kalanthuraiyaadal  seithda  vaendum  
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to cousult / to get counseling  . 

consulto : to consider carefully, weigh, ponder. 

consuto  has the composition - ka- an- [-sa-] - la -the  - and the meaning  of the word 
is   kavanththudan   kaiyaala  vaendum- to handle  carefully .  
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consuto  has the composition - ka- an--sa- la -the  - and the meaning  of the word is   
sinthanaiyil   kondida  vaendum-  to think  about.

consuto  has the composition - ka- an--sa- la -the  - and the meaning  of the word is  
viyappil  aazhnthida -  to  wonder about.

consuto  has the composition - ka- an-[-sa-] - la -the  - and the meaning  of the word is
maanthil   /ennaththil   kolla  vaendum-  to  consider.  

consuto  has the composition - ka- an-sa-- la -the  - and the meaning  of the word is   
seitha  seyalai  /aaivai  alavu  ida  vaendum  - to  evaluate  the action/ thesis .

   weigh[E]  has the consonants  -va- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kanakkiduka 
[ missing  letter-  the -] – to assess.  

consultum : decree.  

consultum   has the consonants  -ka -an -[-sa-]- la -the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   veli ida  vaendum  / veliyil  solida  vaendum -  to announce   .

consultum   has the consonants  -ka -an -[-sa-]- la -the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   eduththa  mudivai   veli ida  vaendum - the decision  taken  to be 
declared ; mudivu- decision;  veli ida- to declare .

consultum   has the consonants  -ka -an -[-sa-]- la -the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kattalai  ida  vaendum- to order .

consultum   has the consonants  -ka -an -[-sa-]- la -the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kadavul/ aaandavan  / theivam    mozhinthitta/ solliya    kattalai  / 
anai  - the will of god  ;  kadavul - god;  kattalai- order ;  mozhintha- told;  
thaeivaththin  kattalai - god’s order.
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decree [E]  has the consonants - the- ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
anaivarukkum   arivikka / therivikka  vaendum- announce. 

consummatio : completion, summing up, adding up. 

consummatio   has the consonants  -ka- an -sa -ma- the  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  seithu   mudikka  vaendum -   to finish / complete .

consummatio   has the consonants  -ka- an -sa -ma- the  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  manam  seithida  vaendum - to marry .

consummatio   has the consonants  -ka- an -sa -ma- the  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   kanavanum  manaiviyum  ondru  saernthida  vaendum -  union of 
husband and wife  ; kanavan- husband;  manaivi- wife;  ondru saera-  to join .

consummatio   has the consonants  -ka- an -[-sa-]  -ma- the  - and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is  moththa  ennikkai - 
total/ full amount ;   moththamaaka   kanakkai   koottida vaendum  -  to add .

 
consumo : to spend, employ, use up, finish, waste away, destroy. 

consumo   has the composition -ka- an- sa- ma-   and the meaning  of the word is   
kaasai    selavu   seithida  vaendum [ missing  letters- la -and -the-] - to spend  the 
money .

consumo   has the composition -ka- an- sa- ma-   and the meaning  of the word is  
naal/ thina   kooli   vaelai    seithida    aatkal  udanadiyaaka     vaendum /thaevai   
[ missing  letters- la -and -the -] - in need for workers   immediately.     
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  consumo   has the composition -ka- an- sa- ma-   and the meaning  of the word is   
seyalai  udanadiyaaka  seithu   mudiththida  vaendum [ missing  letters- la -and -the -] 
- to finish  the act  immediately. 

consumo   has the composition -ka- an- [ -sa-] - ma-   and the meaning  of the word is  
payan   padithida  vaendum  [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] -to use up .
consumo   has the composition -ka- an- [ -sa-] - ma-   and the meaning  of the word is  
azhiththida vaendum  [missing  letters-  the- and -zha - ]-  to  destroy  .

use[E]   has the composition –[- sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  payan  -use .

consuo consui consutum : to sew together, stitch.

 consutum   has the composition-  ka- an- [-sa-]- the- ma- and the meaning  of the 
word is  kaada  thunaiyaei  thaeiththida vaendum-  to  sew/ stitch the cotton cloth .

stitch  has the composition-   -sa- the - the- ka -and the meaning  of the word is  
saayam  itta   kaada  thuni yaei  thaeiththida  vaendum- to  stitch  the cotton cloth . 

stitch  has the composition-   -[- sa-] - the - the- ka -and the meaning  of the word is  
moottuka – stitch. 

sew [E]   has the consonants- sa -va -and the original tamil word / meaning is  / 
thaikka  / thuni  thaikka ;  oosi  kondu kaada   thuni thakka [ missing  letter- the-] – 
stitch the cotton cloth ;  oosi- needle;  kaada- cotton;  thuni- cloth;  thaikka- stitch.

to knit[E]   has the consonants- the –ka- an -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
koaththu  thaeikka  vaendum  -to knit. 

consurgo : to stand up, rise up / to arise, break out. 
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consurgo  has the composition - ka -an - [-sa-]  -Ra -ka- and the meaning  of the word 
is   anaivarum  nindraaka/ nirkka     vaendum [ missing letter-  the- - ] - all should  
stand .

consurgo  has the composition - ka -an - [-sa-]  -Ra -ka- and the meaning  of the word 
is   kathiravan   thondridum  / kaatchchi  tharum  naeram  [ missing  letters-  the -]   -  
the sun  is about  to  rise / dawn .

consurgo  has the composition - ka -an - [-sa-]  -Ra -ka- and the meaning  of the word 
is    ezhunthu    vara    vaendum  [ missing  letters- zha- and- the -]  to rise up .

contabesco : to waste slowly away, decline in health. 

contabesco  has the composition  - ka- an- the- pa-[ -sa-] - ka - and  the meaning  of 
the word is  padi  padiyaaka  udal    nazhivu  adaiya /  udal  nalam   kettu poaka  
[ missing letter- la-] -  decline in health step by step .

health  [E]  has the composition -  ka - la -the -and the meaning  of the word is   udal  
nalamum  mana  nalamum    konda  nilai   -  healthy  mind and body .

contages : a touch, contact. 

contages   has the compositon- ka- an- the -[-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  
thoda vendum - to  touch ;  thoda-  touch .

touch [E]  has the compositon- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the wordis   
theeendu- touch .
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touch [E]  has the compositon- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   thodu  
-touch .

touch [E]  has the compositon- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   aettu -  
to reach / touch .

touch [E]  has the compositon- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the wordis   
thoduka[ missing  letter- ka-]  - to  touch ; thoda  vaendum -to  touch  . 

touch [E]  has the compositon- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the wordis   theettu- 
taboo .

contagio contagium : contagion, infection / touching, contact. 

contagio   has the composition - ka- an - the - [-sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word is 
thoda  vaendum -  to  touch .

contagio   has the composition - ka- an - the - [-sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word is 
thoththi  kondu - in contact .

contagio   has the composition - ka- an - the - sa- - and the meaning  of the word is  
thoththu   seekku  / noaei  thaakida   kandu -  infected  from a contagious  illness .

contact [E] has the composition - ka- an - the- ka- the - and the meaning  of the word 
is  ondrum   matru ondrum   ondrai   ondru  thottu   kondu  irukka [ missing  letter -Ra-
]  - one is in contact  with  another.

contact [E]  has the composition - ka- an - the- ka- the - and the meaning  of the word 
is   oruvarum  matru  oruvarum    uravu   kondu  [ missing letter -Ra-] - one  in relation 
with  another .
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contamino : to pollute, infect. 

contamino   has the composition - ka- an- the -ma -an - and the meaning  of the word 
is   thoththu noaei   thaakida   vendum - to infect  with contagious  illness .

pollute [E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - la -the - and the meaning of the word is  
maasu  adaithal  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -pollute ;  puzhuthi-  pollute ; maasu  - dust .

pollute [E]  has the composition -pa- la -the - and the  other interpretation of the word
is  puzhuthi adiya- pollute;  puzhuthi    - dirt /  dust .

infect [E] -  has the composition- an -pa-- ka- the -
and the meaning of the word is  noei / pini  thoththikka -  contamination of disease;  
noei- illness; pini-  illness;   thoththikka-  to  contaminate .

infect [E] -  has the composition- an –[-pa-] -- ka- the -
and the meaning of the word is  thottu  noei  kondu -  infected. 

contego : to cover, shield, protect, defend. 

contego    has the composition  ka -an -the - ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
moodi  vaikka  vandum -to  cover.

contego    has the composition  ka -an -the - ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
kaaththida  veandum- to protect .

shield[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is   paathu 
kaappu  alikka vaendum [ missing  letters- pa –and- ka -]- –to protect .

shield[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is   
mooduthal-  to  cover .
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shield[E] [ n] has the consonants- sa- la- the- and the original Tamil word is   salla  
vattam  [missing letter-ka-]-shield.

shield[E] [ n] has the consonants-[- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is  
thakulam [ missing  letter- ka-] – shield. 

shield[E] [ n] has the consonants-[- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is vatta  
thole [ missing  letter- ka-] – shield.

shield[E] [ n] has the consonants-[- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is thole-   
shield. 

shield[E] [ n] has the consonants-[- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil word is velli 
kaedayam [ missing letter- ka-] - silver trophy ; velli –silver; kaedayam- shield. 

trophy [E]   has the consonants-  the –Ra- [- pa-] and the original Tamil  word is  
viruthu [ missing  letter- ka-]  – award. 

 
contemno : to think meanly of, despise, condemn, hate. 

contemno  has  the composition - ka -an- the- ma- an -and the meaning  of the word is
manathaar  verukka   vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra-] - to hate;  verukka  - to hate .

contemno  has  the composition - ka -an- the- ma- an -and the meaning  of the word is
kankalaal   izhivaaka   kaana/ nokka   vaendum [ missing  letter-  zha-] - to look down 
with eyes;   kankal- eyes;  izhivaaka  nokka- to look down .

contemno  has  the composition - ka -an- the- ma- an -and the meaning  of the word is
kandikka  vaendum- to condemn .
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contemno  has  the composition - ka -an- the- ma- an -and the meaning  of the word is
kurai koorida  vaendum[  missing  letter-  Ra -] - to criticize . 

contemplatio : survey, contemplation. 

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -pa- -la -the- and the meaning of the
word is   nan sei  /pun sei   vilai  nilaththai  alavidu  seithida   vaendum  [missing letter 
-sa-]  -to survey the agricultural land .

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -pa- -la -the- and the meaning of the
word is   palliyil   pillaikal  padaththai nangu  padiththida  vaendum - to  study  well in 
the school .

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -pa- -la -the- and the meaning of the
word is  palkalaisalaiyil   payilm   mael padippu  maanava  selvankal   paadam    
padipathu  mattum  illaamal   aaivu  panikaliyum seithida  vaendum[  missing letter-  
sa-]  - university  stuents should  do  research work .

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -[-pa-] - -la -the- and the meaning of
the word is   manathin    aazhntha  sinthani yil   ezhuntha  ennam   [misssign letter- 
sa-]  -the  thought  after a deep  thinking.     

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -[-pa-] - -la -the- and the meaning of
the word is    kutra  vaaliyaei kandu pidikka    kaavalarkal   theevira  pulan visarani  
maer kolla  vaendum[  missing letters-Ra- and - sa-]-  to invesiagte  to  find  out the  
criminal .

contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -[-pa-] - -la -the- and the meaning of
the word is   noaeyin   thanmaiyaei- yim  noaeyin  moolaththayum    kandariya  
maruthuvar  muthalil   noaei aaliyaei / pinyaalarai   nangu   udal  pari  -sothani  
seithida  vaendum [ missing letters- sa- and -Ra-]  -to find  out the cause of the illness  
doctor  should  examine the patient   thoroughly .
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contemplatio   has the composition-  ka- an-  the- -[-pa-] - -la -the- and the meaning of
the word is   seththu poanavanin  pinaththai/  pootha  udalai   kooru  poattu  
aarainithu  seththa  kaaranam    kolaiya   allathu  tharkolaiyaa ena   kandu  ariya 
vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]  - to do postmartem  to  find  out   the cause of death . 
 

contemptio : scorn, disdain, contempt. 

contemptio  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -ma- [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thara  kuraivaaka  nadaththa  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to 
ill treat .

contemptio  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -ma- [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ikazhnthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- zha-]- disrespect .

contemptio  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -ma- [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  manathaar  verukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to hate .

contemptio  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -ma- [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   maththippu uravu  /mariyaathai  / kuraivaka  nadaththida  
vaendum  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- to disregard .

contemptio  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -ma- [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ava-mathikka  [Skt]  vaendum- to insult ; mathikka vaendum- to 
respect [antonym]. 

contemptus : despised, despicable, contemptible. 

contemptus   has the consonants - ka- an- the- ma- [-pa-]  -the -[-sa-] - and the original
Tamil word / meaning is  kannaal   izhivaaka  kandida / nokkida   vaendum  [ missing  
letter-  zha/la-] - to look down upon ; kan- eye;  izhivaaka  kaana- to look down .
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contendo : to compare, contrast / compete. 

contendo   has the composition- ka -an- the- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is 
ondrai   matru - ondrodu   oppu- ittu    kaanna/ nikarittu kaana   vaendum [ missing 
letters- pa -  and -Ra-]  -to compare one with  another.

contendo   has the composition- ka -an- the- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is 
ondraiyim  pirithu  ondraiyim  vaeru  paduththi  kaana  vaendum [ missing letters-  pa 
-and -Ra- ] - to  contrast. 

contendo   has the composition- ka -an- the- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is 
oruvaroadu  matru  oruvar- poatti   poada  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and- Ra-] -  
to  compete each  other .

  
contendo : to contend, strive, struggle, hasten. 

contendo   has the consonants - ka -an- the -an -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vetri  pera   endrum  kadumaiyaaka    porada  vaedum  [ missing  letters- 
pa- and -Ra -] - struggle hard to win   ;  vetri- win ;  poraadu-  struggle 

contendo   has the consonants - ka -an- the -an -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadumaiyaana- thoru  poattiyaei   uruvaakkida   vaendum [ missing  
letters- pa- and -Ra -]-  to compete ;  poatti-  competition .

contendo   has the consonants - ka -an- the -an -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sandai   ida  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - to fight;  sandai- fight  .

contendo   has the consonants - ka -an- the -an -the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is virainthida  vaendum [  missing  letter-  Ra -] - to rush. 
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contendo : to assert, maintain / shoot (a missile), cast. 

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
yaevu  kanai -yaei  eithida vaendum- to shoot a missile;  yaevu kanai - missile ; 
eithidu- to shoot/sudu.  

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thun  urimaithanai  valiyurththa  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to insist up on 
one’s rights ;  urimai- rights; vali yuruththa- to insist . 

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thookki  erinthida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to throw .

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
uruvam  ondrai  vaarththu edukka vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to make a mold of
a figure ;  uruvam- figure;  vaarththu edukka- to mould .

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
kathaiyin  /   kooththin /   naadakaththin - kooththaadiyin- nudaiya / nadikanudaiya   
nadikka  vaendiya    panku [ missin g letter- pa-] - role assigned to the actor ;  kathai- 
story ; kooththu- play ;  naadakam- drama;  nadikan- actor ; panku- share/ role . 

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thurnathida  vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra -] - cast aside .

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
moththa  kanakku  kootta  vaendum / kanakkida vaendum -  to calculate /to add ; 
kanakku- account/ maths;  koottu -add; moththam- total . 

contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
kai  kandu   kaniththida   vaendum  -to predict  [the  future]   on seeing the palm ;  kai- 
hand;  kaniththida- to predict. 
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contendo    has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
adaiyaei  /  kalatri  / visiri    thoora   erinthida  vendum [ missin g letters- pa- and - sa-]  
- to shed / to drop / to throw away; adai- cloth ;   kalatru- to remove/ to drop  ; thoora
-far;  erinthida  vaendum  -throw away  .

contendo   has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thernthu  edukka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to choose/ to elect.

contendo   has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thaedi  kandu-adaiya  vaendum - to seek.

contendo   has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thodarnthu   idai vidaathu  nadaiththida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra -] carry on  
without interruption;  idai vidaathu- without interruption  .

contendo   has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
udukka  udai /  kaada thuni /  unna unavu   / thanka idam / veedu / koduththu   
kaaththu    paramarikka   vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - to maintain some one   by 
providing  dress/food/ shelter;  udukka- to dress;  udai /aadai/ thuni  - cloth ;  unna/ 
thinna - to eat/dine ;  unavu- food;   thanka- stay ;  idam- place ;  thankum idam- 
home ;  veedu- house ; paramarikka- to look after .

contendo   has the consonants  -ka -an- the -an- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
udaintha  moottukku   maavu  thuni [ venmai vanna  kaada thuni ] kodu  kattu   ida 
vaendum-   to apply   bandage   to the broken  joint with  a cloth  applied  with fine  
grain powder  ;  udaintha  moottu-broken joint;   maavu  - fine powder;  thuni- 
cloth/veluththa thuni  ;  venmai - white;  vannam- color;  kaada thuni- cotton ;  kattu 
ida- to apply  bandage .

shoot[E]   has the  consonants - sa -the - and the original Tamil word  is  sudu  -shoot 
[ missile] .

shoot[E]   has the  consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word  is   udakku  
[missing  letter-  ka -]- shoot .
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shoot[E]   has the  consonants - [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word  is  eithidu - 
shoot [ the  arrow ]  .

shoot[E]   has the  consonants - [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word  is  ampai/ 
paanaththai   eithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - shoot the arrow;  ampu- arrow. 

assert[E]    has the consonants - sa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word  saatru -  
assert  ; parai saatru[ missing  letter- pa-] . 

contente : eagerly, earnestly. 

contente  has the composition -  ka -an -the- the - and the meaning  of the word is   
athikamaana[Skt] /mikuthiyaana     aaval   kondu [ missing letter- la-] -with eagerly .

contentus : contented, satisfied 

contentus   has the consonants -   ka- an - the -an- the - [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mana  niraivu  undaakkida   vaendum  [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  to 
have mental  satisfaction .

contentus : strained, stretched / eager, Zealous 

contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil 
word is   mikuthiyaana  aaval  manathil  kondu[ missing  letter-  la-] - eagerness;   
mikuthi- excess; aaval- eagerness;  manathu- mind.
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contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -[-sa-]-and the original Tamil 
word is   miukuthiyaana  aarvam kondida vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  
enthusiastic ;  aarvam- interest .

contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -sa-and the original Tamil word is
mitha   minji  / kadina  uzhziththida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  la-] -   exert to the 
utmost  .  

 contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -sa-and the original Tamil word 
is   kadumaiyaana   muyarchchi  thanai   maer kondida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra 
-] -   to put  effort .

contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -sa-and the original Tamil word is
neettikka   vaendum  - to stretch / to prolong .

contentus    has the consonants-  ka -an- the -an -the -sa-and the original  Tamil word 
is  thasai  / sathai   naarai  neenda naeram   neettikka    seivathaaal  undaakum    
thasai  naar vali/ vaethanai -[ missing  letters- la- and -Ra -] -  muscle  pain  due to   
prolonged  stretching  of the muscle fibres ;  thasai- muscle;  naar- fibre ;  neenda 
aneram- lengthy time ;  neettikka- to stretch ;  thasai vali- muscle pain .

eager [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning    mikka  
aarvam – willing.

zealous [E ] has the consonants –sa- la- sa –and the original Tamil word is   mana  
ezhuchchi  - zeal .

zealous [E ] has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- sa –and the original Tamil word is   mikka   
aaval /   kollai  aasai [  missing  letter- la-] -   eager.

contigo : (with dat.), to happen, befall. 
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contigo  has the composition-  ka -an-  the -ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
nadakka  erukkindra  ondru  [missing letter -Ra-] - the one that  is going  to happen.
contineo : to touch, reach, grasp, affect, infect. 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   ondrai   thoda  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  to touch something ;  thoda 
vaendum-to touch 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  anaithum/  erandum ondrai ondru   thottu  kondrikka  vaendum -  to touch  each 
other.

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kai thanai  vaithhtida  vaendum  - put hand on ;  kai- hand.

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kai kondu  theenda vaendum - to touch / bite. 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   anukida  vaendum- to approach .

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   mana vaethanai- mental pain . 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   ondrai   muyandru  adainthida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to attain 
something;  adainthidu- get to  .

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kai yaei neettida vaedum- to stretch one’s hand ; kai- hand;  neettu- stretch.

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ilaakkinai  adaiya vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] - to attain the goal ;  ilakku- goal ;  
adaiya/ adinthidu  - to attain.
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contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is
manthil/   ul vaankida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] - to comprehend;  ul vaankidu- 
to take in  .

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is  
manathir  kirakkikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -to understand ;  kirakkikka-to 
comprehend  . 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is  kai  
thanai  iruka  patri kondida vaendum[ missing  letters-  pa- and- Ra -] - to hold  tightly ;
kai- hand;  iruka- tightly;  patri kodidu- take hold of .
contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is   kai 
patrida  vaendum[ missing  letters-  pa- and- Ra -] - to seize .

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is   
paathippu   undaakida   vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to  have an effect  on  ;  
paathippu- effect ;  undaakkida - to make. 

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is  
thoththu  noei  otti  kondidia -contamination of  an  infectious disease  ;  thoththu  
noei- infectious disease ;   otti kondida/ thoththi  kondida  - to get  contaminated.

contieno  has the consnants - ka- an- the- an  -and the other interpretation  is   mana  
paaththippai  undaakkida [ missing  letter- pa-] - to affect mentally ; manam- mind;   
paaththippu-effect. 

touch[E]    has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thodu - touch . 

touch[E]    has the consonants - the -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thoduka- touch.
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reach [ E]  has the consonants-   Ra- sa -and the origial  Tamil word / meaning is   saeru
- arrive ; poei  saeru  [ missing  letter- pa-] - arrive;  uoor poei  saeru -reach the home 
town   .

reach [ E]  has the consonants-   Ra- sa -and the origial  Tamil word / meaning is   
sendru  adai  [ missing  letter- the -]- reach . 

reach [ E]  has the consonants-   Ra- [- sa-]  -and the origial  Tamil word / meaning is   
karai  yaeru [ missing  letter- ka-]  - reaching the shore/ bank. 

   
contineo contigi, contectum : border on / befall (good luck). 

contieno   has the consonants-  ka- an- the- an -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   nallathu  nikazhnthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- zha/ la-] -  good  things 
to occur;  nallathu-good;  nikazhnthida-  to happen .

contineo : to keep in, surround, contain, confine, include. 

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an -the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  koottaththai /  kattu  paattuukku  kondu  vara vaendum [ missing letters- pa -and- 
Ra -] - to keep in check;  koottam- crowd.

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an -the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  adanka  seithida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- sa-] - to contain.

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an -the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   adankki   odunka  seithida vaendum[ missing  letter-  sa-]   - to contain .

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an -the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  inaithida  vaendum- to include .
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 contineo   has the consonants - ka -an -the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  ut -kondirukka   vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - containing / comprising/included
.

contineo : hold together, keep together, connect, join. 

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an- the- an -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is inaikka  vaendum- to connect .

contineo   has the consonants - ka -an- the- an -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  ondraaka  inaiththu  vaikka vendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to keep to gether ; 
vaikka- keep ; inai- join .

connect [E]  has the consonants-   ka- an –ka- the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  inaikka  vaendum – join.

contineo: to hold back, restrain. 

contieno   hasthe consonants - ka- an- the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  adakki  aandida  vaendum-  rule by  control ;  adakku- control.

contieno   hasthe consonants - ka- an- the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   mikka  thun adakkum kondu  restrained;  thun adakkum- self control.

contingo : (contactum) to touch closely, happen to, befall. 
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contactum   has the consonants - ka -an- the- ka - the- ma-  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  ondrum  matra ondrum  thotta  vannam  veku arukae   irukka  
vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - one and the other so close to touch other ;  thodu- 
touch; ondru- one; matra  ondru-  another ;  veku arukae-  so close.

contactum   has the consonants - ka -an- the- ka - the- ma-  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  nikazhnthida vaendum [  missing  letter- zha-]-should occur ;  
nikazhnthida- to occur.

continuo : (adv.) immediately, at once. 

continuo  has the composition-  ka -an- the -an-  and the meaning  of the word is  
udanukku udan-  instantaneously / udan adiyaa  . 

at once [E] has the consonants – the- an – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
udanadiyaa-  immediately .

continuus : connected together, continuous, uninterrupted. 

 continuos   has the consonants - ka -an -the -an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  idai  vidaathu  thodranthu  nadanthidum  ondru [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - 
occuring  continuously  without interruption  ;  idai vidaathu- un interrupted;  
thodarnthu- continuously l ;  nadanthindum - occurring .

continuos   has the consonants - ka -an -the -an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is ondraaka  inaiththida / saerththida  vendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to 
connect together . 
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contra : (+ acc.) against. 

contra  has the composition -ka- an- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
ethiraana  oru  karuththu-  opposite view;  ethiraana-  against ;  oru-  one;  karuththu- 
view. 

 
contradictio : a speaking against, contradiction. 

contradicto  has the composition-  ka- an- the- Ra - the - ka- the   and the meaning  of 
the  word is   kooriya  karuththukku  ethiraana   vaeru  oru  karuththai    koordia    
vaendum  - giving   counter statment .

contrado : to deliver together, or wholly. 

contrado   has the composition - ka -an -the- Ra- the-  and the meaning  of the word is 
anaiththiyum   ondraaka    kondu  sendirda /    saerthhtida   vaendum  [ missing  letter-
sa-]   - to  carry/ send   all together.

deliver   has the composition - the- la- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   ella 
vatraiyum   kondu   poaei    saerththida / koduthhtida   vaendum [ missing letters- pa 
-and- sa-] - to   deliver all .

deliver   has the composition - the- la- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is    
kadithaththai  / oru porulai   oru  idaththil  irunthu  vaeru  oru  idaththirkku   kondu   
sella  /kondu  poaei   saerthida vaendum  [missing letters- pa- and -sa-] - delivering   
letters /goods  from one place to  another place .

deliver   has the composition - the- la- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   nirai 
maatha   thaai   vayitru   valiyaal  vaethanaiyaal   thudi  thudiththu  kuzhanthai    yaei  
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alkullin  vazhiyaaka    petru   edukkum  / pirasavikkum    naeram  /tharunam  [ missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-]  -  baby  delivery  time .         

deliver[E]  has the consonants-  the- la -va -Ra –and the meaning of the word / 
meaning is  kuzhanthai – yaei  vayitril/ karuvaraiyil    irunthu   ulakirkku    veli  konara-  
to bring out the child from womb to the world;  kuzhanthai- child; karuvarai- womb ; 
ulakam- world;  veli konara- to bring out.

 
contraho : to draw together, collect, assemble, carry out. 

contraho  has the composition- ka- an- the - ka-   and the meaning  of the word is  
ondru  saerththida / inainthida / kooda   vaendum [ missing letters- Ra -and - sa-] - to  
bring to gether .

contraho  has the composition- ka- an- the - ka-   and the meaning  of the word is   
koottaththai  kootta  vaendum -  to  assemble ; koottam-  meeting; kootta  -  to  
arrange / to  carry out .

contristo : to make sad or gloomy 
  
contristo  has the composition - ka -an- the - Ra- sa -the -  and the meaning  of the 
word is   manathai  varaththam  adaiya   seithida  vaendum  - to make  sad . 

sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thiyanku [ missing  letter- ka-]–sad.  

sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vaattam [ missing  letter- ka-]– sad .

sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thudi -  sad. 
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sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thuyaram [ missing  letter-  Ra-]  -  sad  .

 sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thukkam/ kaetham[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - grief .

sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thunpam  [ missing  letter- pa  -] - suffering .

sad [E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
adu –sad. 

gloomy  [ E]   has the consonants-  ka -la- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mankalaana  - dim .

gloomy  [ E]   has the consonants-  ka -la- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mana kalakkam – mental  anxiety . 

gloomy  [ E]   has the consonants-  ka -la- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mana  kavalai  -   sad .

gloomy  [ E]   has the consonants-  ka -la- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   muka pozhivu inmai [ missing  letter- pa-] - dull  face. 

gloomy  [ E]   has the consonants-  ka -la- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   velichcham inmai  [ missing  letter- sa-] - no light;  velichcham- light ;  inmai- nil.

sorrow  [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra -va -and the original Tamil  word  is  
kavarvu –sorrow. 

 
contristo : to sadden, afflict, damage (of crops). 
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contristo   has the consonants-  ka- an- the-Ra -sa- the  -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aru vadai yaei / saethaaram / naasam  seithida  vaendum / undaakkida 
vaendum - damage the harvest;  aru vadai- harvest ;  naasam- damage;  undaakidu-  
to make .

contristo   has the consonants-  ka- an- the-Ra -sa- the  -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikka  thonthiravu  koduththida  /seithida   vaendum - to give trouble;  
thontharvu- trouble.
 

conturbo : to confuse, scatter, throw into confusion, distress. 

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
purinthu  kondida  mudiyaatha ondru  -not understandable ;  puriya  -  to understand ;
mudiyaathu- can not.

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  vilanka  mudiyaatha  ondru [ missing  letter-  la-] - difficult to understand  ;  vilanka- 
to understand ;  mudiyaatha - can not.

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  thelivu kuraivaana  ondru [ missing  letter- la-] -  no clarity  ;  thelivu- clarity ;  
kuraivu- less.

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is 
perum   kuzhappam  tharukinra  ondru -[ missing  letter-  zha-]-   confusing one ;  
kuzhappam- confusion.

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is  
puriyatha  puthiraaka / marmamaaka  [Skt] irukkindrathu  -  difficult  puzzle/ mystery  ;
puthir- puzzle;  puriyaatha-  difficult to understand .
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conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
ondrukku  matrondraaka  thavaraaka  karuthuvathu  - mistake one thing for another  ; 
ondru- one;  matru ondru- another;  thavaru-  mistake;  karutha vaendum - to think / 
sinthikka [Skt] vaendum .

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
perum   thunpamaaka    irukkirathu - big suffering;  perum- big;  thunpam- distress.

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
pank-kai  pakirnthu  koduththida vaendum-  to distribute the share;  panku- share;  
pakirnthu kodu -distribute .

 conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
ankondrum  inkondrumaaka   thoova/ prappida   vaendum- sprinkle .

conturbo   has the consonants-   ka- an- the -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   
parppida  vaendum / parappi vaikka vaendum-  to spread out .

confuse [E] has the consonants  -ka- an -pa- [-sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kulappam  undaakku  [ missing letters-  la -and -the -]  - confuse .

conventus : coming together, assembly, union, congress. 

conventus    has the consonants  -ka- an- va - an-the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  karuththu -arankai   kandu kaetka   avai  uruppinar/ ankaththinar   
anaivarum    ondraaka   koodi  / saernthu  koottaththirkku   varukai   thara [ missing  
letter-Ra -] -  all  the  members   joining to gether to attend the  meeting  ; karuththu  
aranku-  meeting;  koottam- meeting ;  kaana- see; kaetka- listen;   ankaththinar - 
members  ; anaivarum- all;  ondraaka kooda- coming to gether;   avai-  assembly ; 
varukai thara -to attend.
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conversatio : way, manner of life / monastic life.  

conversatio    has the consonants -  ka -an- va- Ra -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  vaazhkkai  vaazhnthidum   vazhi  murai  [ missing  letter- zha-]-way 
of life;  vaazhkkai- life;  vaazhnthida- to live ;  vazhi murai- way. 
 
conversatio    has the consonants -  ka -an- va- Ra -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   mutrum  thurantha   thuravu  vaazhkkai  [ missing  letter- zha-]- 
ascetic life;  thura- renounce;  thuravi- monk;   vazhkkai- life.

conversatio    has the consonants -  ka -an- va- Ra -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  veku  elimaiyaana  / saatharanamaana  [Skt]   thoru  vaazhvu  
vaazhnthida  [ missing  letter- zha-]-  to lead a simple life ;  elimai- simple ;   vaazhu - 
life.

conversatio    has the consonants -  ka -an- va- Ra -[-sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  varavukkum   selavukkum    sariyaaka   irukindra   oru  sikkana  
vaazhvu  [ missing  letter- zha-]- frugal life;  avravu- income;   selavu- expenses;   
vaazhvu- life .

way [E]  has the consonant-  va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vazhi  
[ missing  letter- zha-] - way .

way [E]  has the consonant-  va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vaayil 
[ missing  letter- la-] –way. 

way [E]  has the consonant-  va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaattam 
[ missing  letter- the -]  –way .

life [E]  has the consonants - la - pa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pizhaippu -  life.

life[E]  has the consonants- la –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   naaal- day .
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life[E]  has the consonants – la- [- pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  naal -  life 
time.

life[E]  has the consonants – la-  pa-- and the original Tamil  word is  naal  ulappu  -  life
time / wasting  life futilely .

life[E]  has the consonants – la- [- pa-]  - and the other interpreation  of the word is   
aayul [Skt]- life. 

converto : to turn around, cause to turn / to adopt the 
monastic life. 

converto  has the composition-  ka- an- va- Ra -the-  and the meaning  of the word is  
mutrum   thurantha  munvivaraaka vaendum-  to  renounce  evertything  and become 
a  sage. 

converto  has the composition-  ka- an- va- Ra -the-  and the meaning  of the word is  
thirumpi  paarkka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  pa-] - to turn around .

turn [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra -an - and the meaning  of the word is thirumpi  
paarththtida  vaendum [ missing letters-  pa -and -ka -]  - to  turn  and  see .
  
adopt  [E]   has the  composition- the- the- and the meaning  of the word is  thaththu/ 
edukka vaendum [ missing letter -ka- ]-to  adopt .

adopt  [E]   has the  composition- the- the- and the meaning  of the word is   eduththu 
kondu   [missing letter- ka-]  to  take on 

life [E]   has the composition-  la –-pa -and the meaning  of the word is  vaazhkkai  
pizhaippu  [ missing letter- ka -] - life. 
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convoco : to call together, convene.  

convoco   has the composition - ka -an  -va -ka -and the meaning  of the word is   
koottaththai  kootta   vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -  to  call up on the meeting ;  
kootam-meeting .

copia : abundance, supply.

 copia   has the composition -  ka- [-pa-]   - and the meaning  of the word is    mika  
athikamaaka  [missing letter- the-] – abundance  ; kodukka -to give .

to supply  [E]   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - pa- la-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aliththal-  to give / provide.

                       English  word - copyright

copyright has the consonants -ka –pa- Ra- ka- the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is oruvarudaiya  padaippukku   kodukka patta   kaappu  urimai -  the 
copyright given to someone for his creation.  

copiae copie : supplies, troops, forces. 

copiae   has the composition - ka- pa-  and the meaning  of the word is  poar   maravar
/  veerar   [missing letter - Ra-] - soldier .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    poar   padai - army .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   padai patru  - under ground resting  place  for the warriors.
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troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    poaridu –to  fight. 

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- sa--and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    saarana   siruvar padai  pirivu [ missing  letter- ka-] - scout .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kuthirai  padai    pirivu / thokuthi [missing  letter- ka-]- unit of cavalry ;  
kuthirai- horse;  padai- troops;  pirivu- branch;  thokuthi- unit.  

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-] --and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peeranki   padai  pirivu   [ missing  letter- ka-] - unit  of artillery . 

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-] --and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  poar padai  veeran/ maravan  [  missing  letter- ka-]- soldier.

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- pa- [-sa-] --and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thuruppu –troops .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] -sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thoosar- troops. 

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   varu  thini [ missing  letter- ka-]-  troops .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mandaiyar – soldiers .

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] – sa-–and  the interpretation  of the 
word is  samarththal [ missing  letter- la-]  -battle. 

troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] – sa-–and  the interpretation  of the 
word is  kanda  koadaari  [ missing  letter- ka-] – battle axe. 
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troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] –[- sa-] -–and  the interpretation  of 
the word is padai  thooriyam- war missile  .
troops[E]     has the consonants - the -Ra- [- pa-] –[- sa-] -–and  the interpretation  of 
the word is  kai eri kundu [ missing  letter- ka-]- grenade. 

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is tharai 
padai [ missing  letter- the-]  -  ground forces;  tharai- ground;  padai- army.

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is poar 
veerar/ maravar [ missing  letter-  ka -]- – soldiers;  paor- war;  veerar- soldier. 

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is  
thuruppu[  missing  letter- the-]- troops  .  

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is poru 
nun – soldier. 

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is poar 
padai-  military forces[missing  letter- the-] .  

forces [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is  
maravar  padai   [ missing  letters-  ka -  and -the -]- -military. 

forces [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra –[- sa -] –and the original Tamil  word is  
raanuvam[Skt-] [ missing  letter-  ka -]-military. 

forces [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra – sa -–and the original Tamil  word is  pasarai- 
underground/ hiding  place of the soldiers in the battle field. 

copiose : fully, at length, copiously. 
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copiose   has the  consonants - ka- [-pa-]- [-sa-]-and the orignal Tamil word / meaning 
is  mikai -   excess .
 
copiose   has the  consonants - ka- [-pa-]- [-sa-]-and the orignal Tamil word / meaning 
is  ennikkai  mikuntha  [ missing  letter- the -]   -  numerous/plentiful ;  mika  
athikamaaka[ Skt] .

copiose   has the  consonants - ka- [-pa-]- [-sa-]-and the orignal Tamil word / meaning 
is  muzhumaiyaaka [ missing  letter- zha-] whole .

copiose   has the  consonants - ka- [-pa-]- sa-and the opther interpretation  is  
ekkasakkamaaka - plentiful.

cornu : horn. 

cornu  has the composition- ka- Ra -an - and the meaning of the word is  sirunkam 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – horn .

cornu  has the composition- ka- Ra -an - and the meaning of the word is   
koormaiyaana  kompu-[  missing letter-  pa -] - sharp horn ;  koormai -sharp ;  kompu - 
horn. 

corona : crown, diadem.

corona   has the consonants - ka- Ra- an -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
niviram – crown .

corona   has the consonants - ka- Ra- an -and the orignal  Tamil word / meaning is  ven
kotra  kudai  [ missing  letter- the -]-  the royal  cap.  
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corona   has the consonants - ka- Ra- an -and the orignal  Tamil word / meaning is  
mannarudaiya   vaakai  mani mudi / mani makudam / kiridam [Skt] [ missing  letter-  
the -] – the head dress  of the king as  a sign of victory ;mannar- king;  vaakai- win; 
mani mudi- crown.

diadem [E]   has the consonants - the- the -ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   pattam  [ missing letter- pa- ]- crown .

diadem [E]   has the consonants - the- the -ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  manarudaiya   mani mudi [ missing  letter- Ra -] – king’s crown ; maannar- king;  
mani mudi- crown.

diadem [E]   has the consonants - the- the -ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  mudi   soodu [ missing  letter- sa-]- put on a crown ; mudi – crown/ top/ hair;  
soodu –put.

                  Sanskrit  word  dehah [ body ] 

     dehah  has the consonants-  the -ka - and the original Tamil  word  is  kattai -  
body / wood [allegory ]  ;  koodu -  body /nest [allegory ]  .

 corpus corporis : body, corpse. 

corpus  has the composition - ka -Ra -pa -sa-  and the  meaning of the word is eranthu 
pona  oruvarudaiya   /  seththu  pona   oruvarudaiya  pinam[  missing letter-  the -]  -  
the dead body  ;  eranthu  ponavar-  dead person;  seththu  ponavar-  dead person;  
pinam-  dead body . 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
udampu -  body .
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body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pattinam-  body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
pandi / pindi – body . 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
ponthi- body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
poththai- body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is pothi 
–body . 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
poothi-  body. 
   
body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
ponthai- body.  

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
poothiyam – body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
pootchchi [ missing  letter- sa-] – body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
paandam- body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
padam – body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  padi-
body . 
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body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
paadu- body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pattam-  body  shape. 

body [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sattai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thanu - body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
thaeyam- body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is    
thaamam- body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
theethu – body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
muttai- body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
udal [ missing  letter- la-] - body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kattai-[ missing  letter- ka-]- body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kudampai -[ missing  letter- ka-]- body.
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body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
thadi- body  .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
thuvakku-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   - body . 

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation is   thaeyam-  
body . 

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation is   yaedu- 
body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation is   
thaekam[Skt] -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  - body .

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is   poei  koodu -
[ missing  letter- ka-]- body . 

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is  pootha 
veedu[ missing  letter- ka-]- body. 

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation is   sadam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - body .

body [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation is   
nisathanam [ missing  letter- sa-] - body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa-the -and the  other interpretation is   pootchchi 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- body .

body [E]  has the consonants - pa-the -and the  other interpretation is   nadai  pinam-  
walking corpse. 
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body [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -the -and the  other interpretation is   nadai 
manai – walking  house.  

body [E]  has the consonants - pa-the -and the  other interpretation is   pootha 
udampu- dead body. 

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is   thandam – 
body .

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is   pindam[Skt] / 
pindu    -body . 

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is   thaer/ratham 
[Skt] – chariot.

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is  thoppai-  belly. 

body [E]  has the consonants -pa- the -and the  other interpretation is  pazhuthu 
[ missing  letter- zha-] – body. 

body [E]  has the consonants –[ -pa-]- the -and the  other interpretation is  vadivam-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  body/ shape.

body [E]  has the consonants – pa-the -and the  other interpretation is   thempu – 
body  strength .

body [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -the -and the  other interpretation is   thaathu – 
constituuents  of the body .

corpse[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- pa- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seththu  ponavarudaiya / eranthu  ponavarudaiya   udampu - pinam/ praetham 
[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  the body  of the dead;  eranthu - dead;  udampu- 
body ;  pinam- corpse. 
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corpse[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[-  pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the other interpretation is 
miruthu  thaekam[Skt] [  missing  letter- the  - ] corpse .

corpse[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra--  pa-- [- sa-]  -and the other interpretation is  
kalaeparam[ missing  letter- la-] -  corpse.

correptius : more shortly. 

correptius   has the consonants - ka- Ra- Ra -[-pa-]  -the -[-sa-]  -
and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  mika  kuraintha   naeram  kondu -  within a 
short time ;   kuraintha- less;  naeram- time.

corrigo : (correctum) : to make correct, make right. 

corrigo  has the composition-  ka- Ra - Ra -ka -  and the meaning  of  the word is   
seitha  thavarai/ kutraththai    sari  seithida / thiruththa   vaendum [ missing  letters-  
sa -and  - the- ]  -to  correct the mistake ; thaavru- mistake;  sari  seithida  -to make 
correct . 

corripio : to seize, snatch up, steal, (of a disease) attack 

corripio  has thecomposition  ka- Ra- Ra -pa  -and the meaning of the word is   
panakaararudaiya    panaththai   thiruda/  parikka   vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]  -to
steal  /snatch  the money  of a rich man   ; panakkaarar- rich  man;  panam- money;  
thiruda- to  steal; parikka- to  snatch .

corripio  has thecomposition  ka- Ra- Ra -pa  -and the meaning of the word is    
theerkka  mudiyaatha   noeiyin/ piniyin / noei nodiyin    arikuri  oruvarukku   then 
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-padukirathu [ missing  letter- the-]  -  symptoms /signs  of a  un- treatable  illness   are
seen  on him;  theerkka  mudiyaatha -uncurable;  noaei- illness;   arikuri- signs/ 
symptoms ;  theun  padukirathu -seen . 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   madi- disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  noei nodi / seeniththu – disease/weak. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thodam- disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  noakkadu [ missing letter-ka-]- disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  theenam- disease. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   noei   upaathai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  disease /  pain / suffering  from 
disease .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   uoothu mantham-  a kind  of disease. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   uoothai /uootham  -  rheumatism / vaatham[ Skt] .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ithaya  noei -  heart  disease;  ithayam-   heart;  noei- illness.  
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ithaya  thudippu / naadi  thudippu  noei -   heart/ pulse rhythem disorders
;  thudippu- beat. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  piththa  noei- liver disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muttu / nuda  noei -  joint  disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muttu  thaeimaanam-  arthritis 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is un maththam-   insanity .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is mada thanam / mathieenam-  mental  retardation .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is paiththiyam [ missing  letter- pa-] - insanity / mental illness.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thee punnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  burns/ neruppu  punnu . 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is mandai idi-   head ache .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peethi  noei-[ missing  letter- pa-]   panic  attacks ;  peethi –panic. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is puththu  noei-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - cancer  disease. 
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thaadai  noei-  disease of the jaw;  thaadai- jaw. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is noei  thaduppu -[ missing  letter-pa-]  – prevention  of disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is uootta  mani saththu  inmai  noei- nutritional  disease ;  uootta mani  
saththu –nutritious  food / vitamin  .   

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thoppai  noei-[ missing  letter- pa-] - obesity .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is poathai noei [ missing  letter- pa-] -  drug  dependence  ; poathai- 
intoxication . 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kudi  noei [ missing letter- ka-] - alcohol  dependence. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  padai  [ missing  letter-pa-] -  ring worm /skin disease. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vekkai  katti  [ missing letter- ka-] – boil.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vaai  kakkida/ vaanthi [Skt]  edukka- [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  vomiting  ; 
kakkida- to vomit;  vaai –mouth . 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-sa-[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seetha   paethi [ missing  letter-pa-] -   - diarrhea .
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paandu [ missing  letter-pa-] -   -  dropsy/ jaundice .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  iduppu   pidippu[ missing  letter-pa-] - lambago .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thasai  pidippu[ missing  letter-pa-] - muscle spasm;  thasai-  muscle;  
pidippu- spasm .  
disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  saeththu   punnu [ missing  letter-pa-] -  a skin disease  of  feet / hands   
due to continous work in mud / paddy  field  wash room. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oatham-  hydrocele .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uootham-  edema  /ascitis .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thoththu noei -  infectious disease. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thattammai – measles. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is naediya / thaediya  noei-  acquired  disease.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is muthu/ muththiya  noei-  chronic disease .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaathu   noei [ misising  letter- ka-]  –disease of the ear;  kaathu- ear .
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vettai noei- [ misising  letter- ka-] - venereal  disease .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aanmai  thanmai  inmai- impotence .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thaathu  inmai noei- azoospermia .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thonthi – a kind of disease .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kundi kaai  noei [ missing  letter- ka-] -  kidney  disease;  kundi kaai-   
kidney  .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-sa-–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  thondai  sathai noei- throat  disorder/ adenoid  ;  thondai-  throat;  sathai –tissue .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-sa-–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   moochhcu  pidippu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- asthma  .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-sa-–[-sa-] -and the other interpretation  is  
suvaasa[Skt]  thadam  noei [ missing  letter- ka-] respiratory tract disease;  suvaasam-  
respiration ;  thadam-  path .

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-sa-–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  soothaka  kattu  / maatha vidaai  noei vakai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  amenorrhea/ 
menstrual  disorders .. 
disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    anda  veekkam /vaatham[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  hernia .
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kutta/ kodiya  noei [ missing  letter- ka-]  - leprosy/ horrible disease ;  
kodiya-  horrible .   

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vithai  / viththu  noei-[ missing  letter- ka-]- disease of testis / semen ;  
vithai- testis. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    kutha/ kutha vaai  noei-  rectal/ anal disease;  kutham-  rectum ;  kutha 
vaai- anus. 
disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vandu  kadi [ missing  letter- ka-]  - bug bite. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   poochchi  kadi  [ missing  letter- pa -and -ka -]  –insect  bite ; poochchi-  
insect;  kadi- bite. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paampu  kadi[ missing letter- pa -and -ka -]  - snake bite; paampu- snake.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thadumal  noei [ missing  letter- la-] - cold. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   malattu  thanami [ missing  letter- la-] -  sterility. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thondai  kattu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - pharyngitis.

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aathen- pain caused by  disease.  
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disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athankam[ missing  letter- ka-] - disease. 

disease[ E]  has the consnants - the –-[-sa-] -–[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  amatham- disease.

Small pox [E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ma -la -pa -ka -sa -and the original Tamil  
word is   cinna ammai  kopplam-- noei – small pox infection .

malaria [E]  has the consonants – ma- la-Ra --and the original Tamil  word is  malai  
suram [ missing  letter- sa-] -  mountain fever /  malaria  .

*Remember ;  when  the letter -sa –occurs  twice  ,  there  is a  chance  to use the 
letter  - pa-  in interpretation.  

    
*jaundice [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - an –the- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  
word is  paandu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – jaundice 

steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kalavaaduthal  [ missing  letter- ka-]  – stealing .

steal [E]  has the consonants-  sa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
suduthal- steal. 

steal [E]  has the consonants- -sa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sollaamal  eduththal  -taking  without telling.

steal [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thalluthal- steal. 

steal [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
poattu  thalluthal    [ missing  letter- pa-]-  steal. 
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steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
nuzhuvathal[ missing  letter- ka-]  - steal  .

steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kannam  vaiththal [ missing  letter- ka-]   steal . 

steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thiruduthal [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – steal. 

steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai neeluthal [ missing  letter- ka-] – steal/ extending the arm ; kai- hand; neeluthal- 
extending. 

steal [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
aattaya  poaduthal   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  steal. 

corroboro : to strengthen.

 corroboro  has the composition- ka- Ra- pa- Ra -and the meaning  of  the word  is  
noei - yaal    kundriya   udar  meendum    palaiya   valaimai  - yaei  petrida  
vaendum[ missing  letters- the -and -la-]  - body  needs  strength  while recovering  
from the illness;   noei-  sikness;  udar- body; meendum -again;  paliya- old  ; valimai- 
strength; pera -to get .

strength[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- Ra –an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mikuntha thiran konda -  with high  power;  mikuntha- more;  
thiran- power.    

strength[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- Ra –an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  thiraani  kondu – with strength ;  thiraani- strength .
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strength[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- Ra –an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mikuntha uruthi  kondathu  -with strength;  uruthui –strength  . 

strength[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- Ra –an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   uootram  kondu -  with strength ;  uootram- strength.

corrumpo : to break up, destroy, annihilate / spoil, weaken. 

corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning  of  the word is  
udaiththu / ediththu   thookki   eriya pada vaendum/   ethiriyin   kottai   tharai  
mattamaakka  pada  vaendum [  missing letter-  the-]  -  to break  and throw  away/ to 
demolish  ; udaiththu-  to break;  thooka-  lift;  eriya-  throw ;  ethiri-  enemy;  kottai-  
fort ;   tharai  mattamaakka  pada -  to  demolish  . 

corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning of the word is   
ethiri / pakaivan/ virothi     thorkadikka   pada  vendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  
enemy  should  be defeated ;  ethiri-  enemy;  pakaivan-  enemy ;  thorkadikka-  to 
defeat .

corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning of the word is   
saetharam  undaakkida   vendum[  missing letters-  sa- and -the -]  - to make damage ; 
saethaaram-  damage;  undaakka-   to make 

corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning of the word is  
ethiriyin kottai / veedu / naadu   nirmoolam  aakka  pada vaendum [ missing letters-  
the- and- la -] -  the fort  of the enemy  should be destroyed  fully; ethiri-  enemy ;  
kottai- fort;  veedu-  house;  naadu- state; nirmoolam aakka- to annihilate . 

corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning of the word is  ethiri
-yaei  uyirodu kondru  puthaithida   vendum [  missing letter-  the -] to kill and bury   
the enemy;  ethiri-  enemy; kondru-  to kill ;  puthaikka-  to  bury  .
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corrumpo  hasthe composition  -ka -Ra- ma- pa -and the meaning of the word is  paer 
azhivu /  perum  nattam/ perum naasaththai   undaakida vaendum -  to  annihilate;  
perum -  big;  azhivu-   disaster / nattam- loss;  naasam-  damage .

spoil[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa –la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  paazh- spoil .

spoil[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  azhivu [ missing letter- ka-] -  ruin / destruction.

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  umiththal- spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  keduthal / kettu  poakuthal -[ missing letter- ka-] -  spoil .

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  veenaakuthal- -[ missing letter- ka-] -   waste/ spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  azhukuthal- -[ missing letter- ka-]- spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants –  sa-–pa-la-  the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uoosi poathal  - spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – pa- –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pathan  azhithal  -  spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-] - –la-  the-  and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   murithal [ missing  letter- Ra -] - to get  spoiled. 

spoiled[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]-pa-la-  the-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uluththu poathal-  spoiled .
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corruo : to fall to the ground, sink down / be ruined, destroyed. 

corruo  has the composition - ka- Ra- Ra- and the meaning  of the word is  thadu 
maari  kattan-  tharaiyil   vizha vaendum  [ missing  letters- the- and - zha-] -  stumbling
to  fall on the ground  ; thadumaari- stumbling;  thariyil - over the ground;    vizha- to 
fall.

corruo  has the composition - ka- Ra- Ra- and the meaning  of the word is   Cavery  
aatru  neeril   moozhkida   vaendum [ missing  letters- the- and- zha-] -to  sink   in the  
Cavery  River water; aaru -river;   neer -water; moozhka- to  sink . 

corruo  has the composition - ka- Ra- Ra- and the meaning  of the word is    maraintha 
Diravidarin  naakarikam [ missing  letter- the-] -the lost civilization of  Dravidian people
; maraintha- disappeared ; naakarikam- civilization. 
 

coruscus : (a) flashing, twinkling, shaking, trembling.

coruscus   has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- ka- sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
kum-   iruttil/ kaar  irulil    nakasththira  koottam   uyarae   vaanil   maththaapoovai/  
vaira karkkalaai    ozhi veesi  pirakaasikka/ minu minukka  [  missing letters-  the - pa- 
and- la -]  - twinkling little stars over the sky  like the dimonds;  kaar  irul-    [night ] 
darkness;   naksththiram-  star;  koottam-  gathering ; uyarae-  high ; vaanil- in the sky; 
vaira karkkal-  diamonds .

 coruscus   has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- ka- sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
minuminukkum[  chinna chinna   ] nakasththira  koottam- twinkling   little  stars  
[ missing letter-  the -] ; minuminukkum- sparkling; chinna-  little;  nakasththiram-  
star;  koottam-  gathering . 

coruscus   has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- ka- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word  is  
maerkku   thisaiyil   saayum  naeram / saayum kaalam  /  kathiravan  / sivappu  suriyan
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thaka  thaka vena  pala palakka/   thankamaaka   joliththu  sevvanaaththil  maraivathai
kaana  kan kodi  vaendum [  missing letters-  la - pa- and- the -]  -  is a  pleasure  to  see
the  sun set in the evening  hours in the west  ; maerkku  thisai-    western  side;  
saayum kaalam-  evening time;  kathiravan / suriyan- sun;   sivappu-  red;  thaka thaka 
vaena  pala palakka  - shining ;  thankamaaka-    like  the gold ; sevvaanam-  red sky ;  
maraiya -  to  dis appear;  kaana- to see. 

coruscus   has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- ka- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word  is  
vaikarai   vaelaiyil /  kaalai  vaelaiyil   keezh  thisaiyil    kathiravan /suriyan  thun ozhi  
kattari   veesi / irulai  neeki  velichchaththai  paachchci uthayamaavathai / vaanil  yaeri
varuvathai / thondruvathai / yaeri  varum  thotraththai   kaana  kan kodi  vendum 
[ missing letters-  la -pa- and- the-] -  it is a pleasure  to  watch  the sun rise in the 
morning  time in the east ;  vaikarai  naeram- early  morning ;   kaalai-  morning ;  
vaelai-  time ;  keezh  thisai-  east side;  kathiravan-  sun ;   suriyan-  sun;  ozhi - light ;  
veesa-  to pass;  irul-  darkness;  neekki- to  remove;  velichcham -  light;  paaichcha -  
to  pass ;  uthayam[S]/ thottram - rise /appearace ;  yaeri  vara-  to  rise;  thottram-  
appearance;  kaana -  to  see. 

coruscus   has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- ka- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word  is  
paurnami  thinaththandru /  naal andru  eravu  naeraththil   vaanil   muzhu  nila  / 
chandiran   thankamaaka   thaka thaka / pala pala vena  solippathai  kaana kan kodi  
vaendum[  missing  letters-  pa- la -and -the -] - it is a  pleasure to  watch  the full 
moon;  paurnami- fullmoon;  muzhu  nila-  full moon;  naal-  day;  thinam- day ;   eravu
naeram -  night time;  vaanil -  in the sky ;  nila-  moon;  chandiran-  moon ;  
thankamaaka - like the gold ; pala plakka- to  shine ;  kaana -  to  see. 

flash [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- sa – and the original Tamil  word  is  oli  
veesum [ missing  letter- ka-]- sparkling ; oli –light .

cotidie : daily, every day. 
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cotidie  has the composition- ka- the- the - and the meaningof the word is  ov-voru  
thinamum [  missing letter-  Ra-] -every  day.    thaethi  thavaraathu -  daily .

cotidie  has the composition- ka- the- the - and the meaningof the word is  thaethi / 
thikathi   thavaraathu[  missing letter-  Ra-] – daily.

every [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   vovoru- every.

Note  the absence of the letter -sa -in English   and the presence of -the letter – sa 
-in  Tamil  in the given word -‘day’.  
 
day[E]  has  a consonant -  the -and the original Tamil  word is aatchchai  [ missing  
letter-  sa-] - day . 

Note  the absence of the letter -pa -in English   and the presence of -the letter – pa 
-in  Tamil  in the given word -‘day’.  

day[E]  has  a consonant -  the -and the original Tamil  word is pattam [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- day. 

day[E]  has  a consonant -  the -and the original Tamil  word is itrai/ indru  [ missing  
letter-  Ra -] -  today .

daily  [E] has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  naal  yedu -   
daily  news paper  ;  naal –day. 

crapula : wine-drinking, intoxication, drunkenness. 

wine[E]   has the consonants  -va -an -and the original tamil  word is  veerai neer 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -   grape water / wine ;  veerai – grape ;  neer – water. 
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crapula   has the composition- ka -Ra- pa- la  -and the meaning of the word is pothai  
thalaikku  yaera [ missing letter-  the -] - intoxicated .

crapula   has the composition- ka -Ra- pa- la  -and the meaning of the word is 
thiraachchai  pazha rasam  kudikka  vendum[  missing letters-  the- and- sa-] -  to  
drink  wine  ; thiraachchai  pazha rasam -  wine;  kudikka -  to  drink  .

crapula   has the composition- ka -Ra- pa- la  -and the meaning of the word is kallu / 
saarayaththai  alavukku  athikamaaka   kudiththu  pothai  thalaikku  yaeri    kaalkal 
pinni  thallaadi nadakka   [  missing letters-  sa- and -the- ]  -in toxicated  because of 
excess intake of  arrack / toddy;    kallu-  Indian liquor;  saarayam/ sura paanam -  
arrack ;  athikamaaka-  excess;  kudiththu- intake/drink ;   pothai-  intoxication; 
thalaikku-  over the head;   kaalkal  -  legs;  pinni nadakka-ataxic  . 
intoxicate[E]  has the composition  an- the- ka- sa- ka- the - and the meaning of the 
word is  alavukku  athikamaaka   thiraachchai  rasam  kudiththu / saarayaththai [  sura 
paanam ] / kallai   kudiththu  pothai  thalikku  yaeri  kaalkal   pinni  thallaadi  nadakka [
missing letters- pa -  la - and- Ra-]  -  intoxicated with heavy  intake of drink .   
 

cras : (adv.) tomorrow, on the morrow. 

cras has the composition- ka- Ra-sa-  and the meaning of the word is varum  aatchchai
[ missing  letter- the -]- coming day;  varum- coming;  aatchchai- day.  

cras has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  naetru  varai
[ missing letter-the-] -  till yesterday ; indru  varai-  till  today ;  naetru-  yesterday ;  
varai-  till;  indru-  today . 

cras has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  varum   
kilamai / varum naal / varum kaalam  [ missing  letter- la-] - coming day / tomorrow  .

cras has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   vaaram-  
week. 
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*****creator : creator, founder. 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
uyirkalin  thotram [ misising  letter- la-] -  origin of   life . 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
Thiraavidarin  thotram – the origin of Dravidian people. 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  thotru  
viththavar -  founder . 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
uruvaakku- kindravar – creator. 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
karththar [Skt] – creator.

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
manithar  anaivaraiyum   padaiththavar/ andavar  -  the  one/god who  created human
beings - karththar[Skt]  ;   manithar-  human being;  anaivaraiyum-  all;  padaiththavar-
creator / producer ;  aandavar-  god .

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
sirushtiththavar [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – creator. 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
karuvukku  kaaranamaana   manithar / karuvai   uruvaakiya  manithar/    thanthai -  
the one/ father  who  impregnated ;   karu-  embryo ;  kaaranam-  reason; manithar-  
man;  uruvaakku -  produce;  thanthai-  father .
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creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
karpaththirkku  kaaranmaana  manithar[ missing letter-  pa-]  -  the man  who  made  
pregnant ;  karppam -  pregnancy ;  kaaranam-  reason;  manithar-  man .

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
puthakam  /kavithai /katturai/ kaavaiya-  ththai       ezhuthi  uruvaakiya [ karuththu  
uruvaakkam  seithu]  nool  aasiriyar[  missing  letters-  la-  pa -and- sa -] -the author 
who  wrote  the book  ;  puththakam-  book ;  kavithai-   poem; katturai -  essay;  
kaaviyam-  epic ; ezhutha-  to  write;  uruvaakiya -  produce ;  noor -  book ;  aasiriyar-  
author .

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
silapathikaaraththai  ezhuthiyavar  Elanko adikal[  misising letters-  sa - pa -and- la -] -  
Elanko  wrote the epic  Silapathikaaram ;  silapathikaaram-  an epic;  ezhutha-  to 
write;  Elanko  Adikal-  the name of the author of silapathaikaaram 

creator  has the composition- ka- Ra -the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   Thiru 
kuralin  nool  ai / Thiraavidarin Thiru  marai yaei   ezhuthiyavar  Thiruvalluvar[  missing 
letter-  la -]   - Thiruvalluvar  wrote  the  book  Thirukural   ;  Thirukural-  Tamil  literary 
work;  Thiruvalluvar-  the name of the author of the work Thirukural.  

founder[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - an –the- Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thotru viththavan [ missing letter- ka-]  – one who created .

creatura : creature, servant. 

creature  has the compostion-  ka- Ra- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
ulakaththil   vaazhthidum   vevaeru  vakai yaana  uyir- inam-kal [ missing  letter 
-la/zha-]  -the different  types of creatures that  live in the world;  ulakam- world;  
vaazhnthidum- living;  vevaeru -different;  vakai -types;  uyir inam-kal - creatures.  
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creature  has the compostion-  ka- Ra- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   veettil
naal   koolikku  vaelai   purinthidum  veettu  vaelai kaaran-  [ missing  letters-  la- the -  
and -  pa- ]- servant  who  does  household work  for daily wages;  veettil- in the 
house;  naal kooli-  daily wages;   vaelai  kaaran- servant  .  

servant[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] -Ra- va- an -the - and the original Tamil  word is 
veettu  vaelai  kaaran [ missing  letter- la-]- house servant;  vedu- house; vaelai kaaran-
servant.  

servant[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] -Ra- va- an -the - and the original Tamil  word is 
thanda karan- servant. 

servant[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-] -Ra- va- an -the - and the other interpretation  is
nipantha kaarar [ missing  letter- pa-]  – temple servant .

creber : thick, frequent, numerous. 

creber  has the composition-  ka- Ra -pa- Ra-   and themeaning of the word is  athika  
parumaanam  konda   ondru [ missing  letter -the -]  -  bulky  one . 

creber  has the composition-  ka- Ra -[-pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
ennikkai  kuraiyaatha  ondru [ missing  letter -the -] - numeruous . 
 
thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kettiyaana  - thick .

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thinunku/ thinukkam  - thick . 

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thinmai  mikka / thinniyathaaka  - dense .
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thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nerukkam  niraintha / konda [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   -dense / intimate  .

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mika 
adarththi  konda  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -dense ; adarthi- dense. 

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thadiman  konda - thick.

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kundaana-  fat/ stout  . 

thick [E] has the consonants-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thadippuaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] –thick. 

crebro : repeatedly, often, one after the other, time after time. 

crebro  has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is  thirumpa  
thirumpa    nadantha  ondru [ missing  letter- the -] -  one  that  happened  
repeatedly / often ; 

crebro  has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is   adikadi   
nadai - petra ondru [ missing  letter -the -] - the  one that  happened  repeatedly  .

crebro  has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is   ov-voru   
naeramum   /samayamum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -every  time .

crebro  has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is  ondrin  pin  
ondraaka  [missing letter- the -] - one after another.   
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crebro  has the composition- ka -Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is  meendum 
meendum   nadai  petra ondru  [ missing  letter -the -] - the one that happened  again 
and again .  

repeat [E] has the consonants – Ra- pa- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thirumpa  seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] -  do again ;  thirumpa – again ; seithidu- do it 
. 

time[E]   has the consonants  -the- ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thiyaalam [ missing  letter- la-]- time. 
time[E]   has the consonants  -the- ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
patham- time. 

time[E]   has the consonants  -the- ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pattam- time /day. 

time[E]   has the consonants  -the- ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pasantham- time. 

credo : to believe / trust, commit / trust in, rely on / think. 

 credo has the composition-  ka- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  oruvarai  / 
maantharai / aandaavrai / oruvarudaiya  karuththai    naam   nampida  vaendum -to 
believe   god / some one’s  words  .  
 
credo has the composition-  ka- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is    unara/ 
unarnthida   vaendum- to  feel .

credo has the composition-  ka- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   karpanai   
seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter -sa-]   -to imagine .

credo has the composition-  ka- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   ondrai   
thara   vaendum - to  give. 
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think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
karuthida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - think ;  karuthu- think .

think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ennida  vaendum-  think ;  ennu- think ;  ennam- thought.

think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the other interpretation is  
sinthikka[Skt]   vaendum [ missing  letter -sa-]  - think .

think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ninaithida  vaendum -  think .

think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
aainthu  thittamida  vaendum- think about;  thittam- plan . 

think [E]  has the consonants  - the -an- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
mudivu  edukka avendum -think of ;  mudivu- decision .

creo : to create, make. 

creo   has the composition -ka- Ra  -  and the meaning of the word  is    karuvai 
uruvakka/    uruvaakku  / kirikai[Skt]   -  to create .
   
create[E] has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
uruvaakida  vaedum  -to create. 

creptio : taking by force, seizure. 
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crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   
valaanthamaaka  / palavanthamaaka [Skt]   kai patra  vaendum   [missing  letter- la-] -  
to  take by  force . 

crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is    
oruvarudaiya  virupaththirkku   / kattaayapaduththi   /ethiraaka   ondrai   kavarnthu   
kondu poka  vaendum-   to take by  force with out one’s  aceptence.

crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   
kutram  seitha  thirudanai    sirai  pidaka   vaendum - to  arrest  the  thief .

crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   
oruvarai  kadaththi  kondu  poaka vaendum -to  abduct  some one .

crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  ethiri   
thikaikkum  vannam  / ethiriyin  poar   padaiyaei   thidirena   thaakida  vaendum /  
muttrukai  paor  ida  vaendum -to  attack  the  enemy  troops  suddenly.

crepito  has the composition  -ka- Ra -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   oruvar
thidir ena    ovena  katthi / tharayil  veezhnthu  /suya  ninavu  indri   kai  kaal   sodukki  
/ vaayil  irunthu  nurai  thalli /   pallu  iruka  katti  /  siru  neer  /mooththiram     
kazhiththaal    avaikal  anaiththum   valippu  noei - yin  arikurikaalakum [missing  
letters -sa- and- la-]   -  the essential  features of  seizure disorder  . 

to force [E]   has the consonants  -the- pa- Ra- [-sa -] and the interpretation  of the 
word is  nirpanthikka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to force. 

to force [E]   has the consonants  -the- pa- Ra- [-sa -] and the interpretation  of the 
word is varpuruththuka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to compel .

crepusculum : dusk, twilight. 
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crepusculum  has the composition - ka -Ra - [-pa-]  -sa  -ka- la- ma -and the meaning of
the word is  kathiravan   saayum  kaalam / maalai  vaelai  -  dusk  . 

crepusculum  has the composition - ka -Ra - [-pa-]  -sa  -ka- la- ma -and the meaning of
the word is  kathiravan  maerkku  thisaiyil   marinthidum  maalai  naeram  [ missing  
letter- the -] - the evening  time when the sun  disappears in the  west  ; kathiravan- 
sun; maerkku -west; thisai- side;  marainthidum -disappearing ;  maalai- evening ; 
naeram- time .

dusk [E] has the consonants -  the- sa- ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is  
kathiravan  marainthidum / saainthidum naeram  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - the time of 
sun set ; kathiravan- sun;  saainthidum  -  leaing/ reclining /disappearing - set;  
naeram- time/ tharunam[Skt]  . 

dusk [E] has the consonants -  the- [-sa-]- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaanam  iruttukira / karukkira  / irutta  thodunk-kira    naeram-  getting  dark ; vaanam-
sky;  irutta thodunk-kira - getting dark. 

dusk [E] has the consonants -  the- sa- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
anthi vaelai  /   santhi  / saainthidum  vaelai [ missing  letter- la-] - dawn;  santhi -set  . 
 

cresco : (cretum) : to grow, increase, expand. 

cretum  has the composition -  ka-  Ra -  the-  ma -   and  the meaning  of  the word  is  
virivaakida  vaendum  -to  expand .

cretum  has the composition -  ka-  Ra -  the-  ma -   and  the meaning  of  the word  is  
perukkida  vaendum [ missing  letter -pa-]  - to increase . 

cretum  has the composition -  ka-  Ra -  the-  ma -   and  the meaning  of  the word  is  
valarnthida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- la-]  -to  grow.
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increase[E]   has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra- sa  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athikarikka  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - increase;  
athikarikka- increase .

increase[E]   has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  perukkida vaendum/ perukka  seithida vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and
-the -] - to increase/ multiply .

increase[E]   has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra- -sa - -and the other interpreation  is  abi  
viruththi [Skt]  seithida  vendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] - to increase/ 
multiply .

  creta : chalk, fuller's earth. 

creta   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word  / meaning is   
kaarai  mun  katti-  lime stone ;  kaarai- lime stone .

cribro : to sift. 

cribro   has the composition -ka -Ra -pa- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is   
vevaeraaka  prikka  vaendum [ missing  letter -the-] -  to  sort thorugh.

cribro   has the composition -ka -Ra -pa- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is   kuranai
yaeyim   arisi yaeyim   ari petti kondu  vevaeraaka    salladai  kondu   salllika  vaendum  
[ missing letters- la- the- and - sa-] - to  separate  the full  rice  and the broken ones   
with the  help of sieve ; ari petti –sieve.  
 
sift  has the composition-  [- sa-] -pa-the - and the meaning of the word is   pudai – 
sift.
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sift  has the composition-  sa -[-pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   saliththidu 
[ missing  letter- la-]  -to  sift .

cribrum : sieve. 

cribrum  has the composition - ka- Ra -pa- Ra- ma -and the meaning  of the word is  
mookku  enpirkkum  mandai oattirkkum  idaiyae   irukkum / kaanum   ottai  udaiya  
enpu thattu [ misising  letter- the -] cribriform plate  of the base of the skull ; mookku- 
nose; enpu- bone; mandai oadu- skull;  idaiyae- in between;  ottai – hole ;  enpu  
thattu- bone plate. 

cribrum  has the composition - ka- Ra -pa- Ra- ma -and the meaning  of the word is 
kuranai   yaeyim   arisi yaeyim   vevaeraaka    salladai  kondu   salllika  vaendum 
[ missing  letters-  sa- the-and-  la- ] to  separate  the  rice  and the ---   with the  help 
of sieve  .

sieve[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - va  -and the original Tamil  word is    maavu  ari 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - maavari – sieve;  mavu- flour . 

sieve[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - va  -and the original Tamil  word is   kozhi 
[ missing  letter- zha-] - to shift .

crinis : hair. 

crinis has the composition- ka -Ra- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  karu  
vanna  mayir   -  dark  colored  hair;  karu-  dark/ black ;  vananm-  color; mayir-  hair. 

hair[E]has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   sira raakam  
[missing letter-sa-]- hair.
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hair[E]has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   virotham 
[ missing letter -the-]- hair.

hair[E]has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   ankuram- 
hair. 

hair[E]has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   pari kaaram 
[ missing  leter- pa-]-  women  hair  .

crinitus : long haired. 

crinitus  has the composition-   ka-Ra  - an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word 
is  neenda mayir katrai-  long  hair tuft. 

crinitus  has the composition-   ka-Ra  - an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word 
is  neelamaana    kaar  koonthal  [ missing  letter- la-] - long  and  dark   hair ; 
neelamaaana- lengthy; kaar- dark; koonthal  hair.

cruciamentum : torture, torment. 

cruciamentum   has the composition - ka- Ra- sa- ma -an- the -ma -and the meaning of
the word is  koduramaaka   maanthai   pun-  paduththa  vaendum    - to  give  mental   
torture   .    

 crucio : to torture, torment. 
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crucio  has the composition - ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is   
thodarnthu / theeraatha -  mana  vaethanai   thara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - 
to  torture . 

crucio  has the composition - ka- Ra- sa - and the meaning  of the word is   
koduramaaka    thontharavau  seithida  vaendum  [missing letter- the -] to  torture.

crucio  has the composition - ka- Ra- sa - and the meaning  of the word is   siththira 
vathai  seithida [ missing  letter -the -] -to  torture .

crucio  has the composition - ka- Ra- sa - and the meaning  of the word is   
kadumaiyaana    mana   thuyaraththai    kodu [missing  letter -the -] -  to  give mental  
torture.

crudelis : cruel. 

 crudelis  has the consonants   - ka- Ra-  the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
mika  koduram ulla - cruel.  

crudelis  has the consonants   - ka- Ra-  the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is
eevu  erakkam  illaatha -  without mercy .

crudelis  has the consonants   - ka- Ra-  the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is
karunai  illaatha  manathu – a mind without mercy .

crudelis  has the consonants   - ka- Ra-  the- la- sa - and the meaning  of the word is  
koduramaana / erakkm illaatha  seyal – cruel act. 

cruentus : to make bloody, stain with blood. 
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cruentus  has the composition-  ka -Ra -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
sen-kuruthi  kotta  vaendum- to  shed  red blood ; sen- kuruthi- red blood; kotta- to 
shed .

blood[E]   has the consonants - pa- la- the -and the  interpretion is   palat  saaram 
[ misising  letters-  sa -and- Ra -] - blood .    

  cruentus : bloody, bloodthirsty, blood-red. 

cruentus  has the composition- ka- Ra- an- the -sa- and the meaning  of the word is   
ethiriyin   sen- kuruthi   kudikka  thaakam  edukkirathu -   thirsty  to drink  the blood of
the enemy ;  ethiri- enemy;   thaakam [S] / vaetkai  -   thirst. 

crur, cruris : leg, shank, shin, also foot. 

cruris has the composition- ka- Ra-  [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kurukku-  
hip  / girdle. 

cruris has the composition- ka- Ra-  [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kaar- leg .

cruris has the composition- ka- Ra-  - sa-  and the meaning of the word is  erandu   kaal
kalukku  idaiyae ,  sooththin  arukae  irukkum  udar pakuthi yae  kundi [  missing 
letters-  the-  la - and -pa-]  -  the place  in between the  legs . 

thigh[E]   has the consonants- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kavattu/ 
kavattai- loin .  

leg[E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  kaal- leg. 
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bow leg [E]   has the consonants – pa- va-la – ka - and the original tamil  word is  
kappai  kaal – bow leg. 

shank [E]  has the consonantsb- sa –an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sankai  
-shin .

ankle[E]   has the consonants-  an -ka –la- and the original Tamil  word is  kanu-k-kaal –
ankle. 

foot[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  adi 
.

crux crucis : cross. 

crux has the composition- ka -Ra- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
kurukkai  - cross .

crux has the composition- ka -Ra- ka -sa-  and the meaning of the word is kutra vaali    
tholil   sumakkum   ondrukku  ondru  kurukkae   sellum   erandu   kanam niraintha  
mara sattankal - kurukkai  [ missing  letters- la -and- the -] -  two wooden  plates 
crossing  each other  / mara  siluvai [Skt]  carried by the criminal ;  kurukkae sellum - 
crossing; kanamaana-  heavy  weight ;  maram- wood/  sattankal- frames;  kutra vaali 
-criminal ; siluvai - cross ;  thole- shoulder;  summaka-carry .

crux has the composition- ka -Ra- ka -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is 
kanamaana  mara   kurukkai  /siluvai [Skt] [ missing  letter- la-]-  heavy  cross ;  kanam- 
heavy  weight ;  cross- kurukkai ;  siluvai -cross .

crusade [E] / croisade [F]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –sa- the -  and the original   
Tamil  word is  poariduka/ poar  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to fight/ 
war  .
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crusade [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –[-sa-] - the -  and the original   Tamil  word is
poaraada  vaendum- [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to struggle. 

crusade [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –sa-the -  and the original   Tamil  word is  
kurukkai   yaenthi  sanadai  idu -  fight holding  the cross  ;  sandai- fight /war;  
yaenthu- hold;   kurukkai- cross .

cubicularis : pertaining to a bedroom 

cubicularis   has the composition  - ka -pa - ka- la- Ra- sa - and the meaning of the 
word is  mana  makanum  mana  makalum   kaliyaanathinathandru  / thirumana   
thinaththandru   muthal  iravil  /thaen  nilavu  kondaada    pala  vanna  pookkalaal   
alankaaram    seiya  patta    palli  arai    kattil / paai /   meththai  [ missing letter - the-]- 
the bed room decorated with  flowers  for the honey moon  celebration  of the newly 
wedded couple .

cubiculum : bedroom, sleeping chamber. 

cubiculum   has the composition- ka- pa -ka -la- ma-and the meaning of the word is    
kanavanum   manaiviyim   pillaikalum    eravu  naeram  paduththu   urankum    kattil  
meththai  ulla  padukkai  arai  [ missing  letters- Ra -and -the -] -the  bed room  where  
husband   , wife  and  children  sleep  in the   night  time .

cubitum ire : to go to bed, retire 

cubitumire   has thecomposition- ka -pa- the- ma- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is
padukkai  araikku   poei    uranka  /thoonka   vaendum  - to  go  the bed room  to  
sleep ;   padaukkai arai -bed room;  uranka -to  sleep.
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cubitumire   has thecomposition- ka -pa- the- ma- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is
sirithu  naeram  oaeivu  edukka  veandum  -to take rest for a short time ; naeram- 
time; sirithu- little; oaeivu -rest . 

bed[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil word  is  thattam
– bed .

bed[E]  has the consonants – -pa-–the- and the original Tamil word  is  pattam – 
bed. 

cubitum : the elbow / a cubit. 

cubitum  has the composition-  ka -[-pa-] - the -ma - and the meaning  of the word is  
kai  mutti - elbow.

cubit [E]  has the composition -ka- [-pa -]-the - and the meaningof the word is  kai  
muttu -  elbow joint;  kai-  hand /arm ;  muttu - joint .

elbow [E] has the composition -la- [-pa-] - va- and the meaning of the word is   mulam 
kai -  elbow. 

elbow [E] has the composition -la- [-pa-] - va- and the meaning of the word is  kaal 
muttu [  missing letter-  the -] -  knee joint ;  kai kaal  muttu- elbow and knee joints;  
kaal paatha muttu / kaal adi  muttu/ kanukkaal  muttu - ankle joint .

armpit [E]  has the consonants-  Ra-  ma- pa –the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
thoar  moolam [ missing  letter- la-]-  arm pit. 

cubo : to lie down, recline. 
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cubo  has the composition-  ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is  padukka- to  lie 
down [  missing letter-  the -].

cui : (fem. sing. dat.) IN WHICH (province) did you live? 

cui  has the composition -  ka- and the meaning  of the word is  vattam/ maaavttam 
[ missing  letter -the -] -  district .

cuius : (neut. sing. gen) (the building) the size OF WHICH was great. 

cuius  has the composition - ka-  [-sa-] - -and the meaning  of the word is kattidam 
[ missing letter- the -] - building .

cuius : (masc. sing. gen.) (the saint) WHOSE virtues were many. 

cuius  has the composition - ka-  [-sa-] - -and the meaning  of the word is munivan - 
monk .

cuius : (fem. sing. gen.) (the queen), the vices OF WHOM were many. 

cuius   has the composition -  ka - [ -sa- ]  -and the meaning  of the word is  mannanin  
manaivi - wife of the king; mannan- king; manivi- wife.

cuiusmodi : of what kind. 
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cuiusmodi   has the composition -ka- [-sa-]  -ma- the- and the meaning of the word is   
entha  vitham - of what  type.

culpa : fault, blame, (esp. against chastity). 

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
ozhukkam  inmai - lack of morality . 

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  kallam 
ulla- guile. 

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- pa - and the meaning of the word is  karppu  nilai 
[  missing letter-  Ra-] -] -  chasitity ;  karppu  illai  ena  pazhi   podu [ missing letters-  
Ra -and- the -]   -  to  charge  of  lack of  chastity ; karppu-  chasitity ;  pali podu-  to  
charge .

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- pa - and the meaning of the word is   kolai pazhi - 
murder charge ;  kolai-  murder;  pali-  charge. 

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- pa - and the meaning of the word is   pazhi   
sumaththuka[ missing letters-  sa- and- the -]  -  to  blame /  to  charge .

culpa   has the composition -  ka- la- pa - and the meaning of the word is  kuththamum
pazhiyum [  missing letter-  the -] -  charges and blames ;  kuththam-   blame ;  pazhi -  
charge.  

fault[E]   has the consonants - pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word  / meaning  is  
pizhai  paadu  -fault. 

blame [E]  has the consonants – pa- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is   pazhi  
mozhi-  charge .
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culpo : to blame, censure, accuse. 

culpo  has the composition-  ka- la- pa-  and the meaning of the word is  kurai   sollu  
[ missing  letter- Ra-] -   fault  finding  /accuse ;  kurai-  fault;  solla- to  tell ;  letter – 
pa-  is a silent one here;  however  it is  a reserve  letter  and can be used as 
following  .  

culpo  has the composition-  ka- la- pa-  and the meaning of the word is  pazhi  sollum 
pazkkam/ vazhakkam -  fault finding  nature / habit ;  pazhakkam- habit. 

culpo  has the composition-  ka- la- pa-  and the meaning of the word is   pazhi  solluka
[missing  letter- sa-]  – accuse. 

cultellus : a little knife. 

cultellus    has the consonants - ka -la- the -la -la -sa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sinna  / neelam  mikuthi  illaatha  /  aanaalum / aalai   kuththi  kolai  
seikkya koodiya/   kai -  kuththu vaal  - small / short hand knief ;  sinna- small;  neelam-
length ;  illaatha- nil;   kai- hand  ;   aanaalum- even then ;  aal- person ;   kuththu- 
stab ;  kolai- murder ;  kuththu vaal- daggar / sword .

cultura : cultivation 

cultura   has the composition - ka- la- the -Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is   vilai 
nilaththil   eranki  vaelaanmai   seithida / payir  seithida / vivasaayam   seithida  
vaendum [ missing letters-  pa-and- sa-]  -to do  cultivation.
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culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  Vaazhkkai   vaazhukindra  vitham/ murai -  way  of life ;  vaazhkkai-  life ; 
murai –way. 

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  marutha  nilaththu    makkalin  vaazhkkai  neri  muraikal    -  the  way  of 
life of the people  of the  agricultural  tract.  

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  neithal  nilaththu  makkalin  vaazhkkai  neri  muraikal -  the  way  of life of 
the people  of coastal  people. 

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is   mullai  nilathhu   makkalin  vaazhkkai  neri  muraikal - the  way  of life of 
the people  of pastoral  land .

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is   malai vaazh  makkalin  vaazhkkai  neri  muraikal - the  way of life of the 
people of hills .

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  oruvarudaiya   pin pulam [ missing  letter- pa-] - back ground  of a person.

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  thondru  thottu   varum makkaludaiya    pazhkka    vazhakkankal  / 
nampikkaikal – [missing  letter- pa-]   customs/ beliefs   of the  people .

culture [E]    has the consonants  - ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  thiraavida  koottathaar vaazhum  vitham   -  way  of  life  of the  Dravidian 
people.   

 

cum : (with indicative) when. 
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cum   has the composition - sa -ma-  and the meaning of the word is   echch -samayam
-at  what  time .

cunabula : cradle. 

cunabula  has the composition- ka- an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   
kuzhanthi-  yin  thottle [ missing  letter- the -]- cradle;  kuzhanthai- child;  thottle- 
cradle.   

cunabula  has the composition- ka- an- pa- la - and the meaning of the word is   kai  
kuzhanthai   padukkum   thottil  [  missing letter-  the- -]  the crib   for the infant .

cradle  [E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  Tamizh   mozhi  /aatrank- karai   naakarikam  /  Thamizhar   panpaadu /  kolkai  /  
mei porul   kotpaadu /   matha / samaya  nampikkai  /  vazhipaadu /    aakiyana   
muthal  muthalil   thuvankiya  oru  idam / oru nilam /  aakiyavatrin  pirppidam  
[ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] - the birth place of language  /culture /civilization / 
religious   principles  / beliefs / philosophy  ; mozhi- language;  nakrikam- civilization;  
panpaadu- culture;  kolai- principle;  mei  porul-  philosophy ;  samayam- religion;  
nampikkai- beliefs ;  uruva  vazhi paadu- worshipping the idols  ; muthalil- first  time;  
thuvankiya - stated;  pirppidam- birth place. 

cradle  [E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   pirantha   kuzhanthai   yaei-  kulipaattiya   udan  muthan  muthalil  padukka/ 
uranka    vaikkum  thottil / padukkai  [ missing  letter- pa-] - the bed for the new born 
baby ;  pirantha- born ;  kuzhanthai- child;   kulipaatta - bath;  muthalil -first time; 
padukkai- bed;  thottil - cradle. 

cunctatio : delay. 
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cunctatio  has the consonants -  ka -an -ka -the- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  thaamatham - maakkida vaendum - to delay .

delay[E]   has the consonants  -the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaalam   thaazhththu [  missing  letter-  ka -]  - to dealy  .

delay[E]   has the consonants  -the- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  thalli 
iduthal  -  to delay .  

cunctator : delayer, procrastinator, 

cunctator   has the consonants -  ka -an -ka- the-Ra  - and the original Tamil word is  
endrum   thaamatham   seikirvar [  missing  letter-  sa -]  delayer  ;  endrum -always;  
thamatham- delay ;  seikiravar- one  who does. 

cunctor : to delay, impede, hold up. 

cunctor  has the consonants - ka- an- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   koodiya  mattum  thaduththu  niruththida  vaendum -  to  obstruct  to a 
possible extent  ;  koodiua mattum  - possible extent;  thaduththu  niruththa- to 
obstruct .

cunctor  has the consonants - ka- an- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thirumanathai   thaduththu  niruththa   vaendi  yaethaenum  oru muttu 
kattai-  yaei  ida vaendum -  to make  hindrance  to stop the marriage ;  muttu kattai- 
impedence ;  thirumanam- marriage .

cunctus : all, all collectively, the whole. 
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cunctus  has the consonants-  ka- an -ka -the- sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muzhuvathum  konda  [ missing  letter-  zha-] -  containing  all ;    
muzhuvatham - whole / muzhumaiyaaka.

all[E]   has the consonats -la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   ellam- all. 

all[E]   has the consonats -la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   muzu – all. 

whole[E]   has the consonants  - va- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
muzhumaiyaka- whole  .

whole[E]   has the consonants  - va- la - and the other interpretation is  sakalam[ Skt] 
missing letter- sa-] – all.

whole[E]   has the consonants  - va- la - and the other interpretation is  nikilam- all .

cupido : passion, desire, wanting, yearning, longing. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   kadampan-
lord  Murugan-  Dravidian son god/ lover boy.

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kantharpan [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – cupid.  

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   Thiru 
Murugan [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – Dravidan god of love /   Sumerian  Marduk . 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kathiravan  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  sun god .
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cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
karumaari  thaai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  -  moon goddess. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kaanthan-  sun god .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
Kaethan- cupid. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kanthan-  Murugan /Dravidian love god.

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  kaanthi- 
moon goddess. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka--pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is  pudukku – 
male gential. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the other interpretation is 
vasanthan [missing  letter –sa-]  -  lover. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the other interpretation is   
aavudaiyaar [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  lord Siva . 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  kaama 
thaeivam/ kaama  daevan -  god of love. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  meen 
kodi  thaan- kaaman kodi-  fish flag is the flag of cupid;  meen fish; kodi- flag. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  Sivan 
udaiya  manaivi / pondaatti -  kaamaatchchi  annai   /thaai-  the goddess of love/ wife 
of Siva . 
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cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  
kaamaatti/ kan-naatti/ kaama kotti  -  lover girl /wife .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is   vaippaatti-  
concubine. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is    kaama  
kondaattam /   kaaman  pandikai [Skt] -  love festival .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal  
noei – yaei  undaakkupavan [ missing  letter- la-] -  one induces   love sickness ;  
kaathal noei- love sickness; undaakkupavan- creator.    

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal  
kaditham  kondu pokum  thuthuvan –[ missing  letter- la-]   the messenger who carries
love letters. ;  kaathal kaditham – love letters;  thuthuvan- envoy  .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   pasalai  
noei yaei  undaakupavan-[ missing  letter- la- -]   -one who induces love sickness; 
pasalai noei- love sickness. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal   
thalaivan/ kaathal  mannan   [ missing  letter- la-]-  lover boy 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal   
thalaivi  [ missing  letter- la-]-  lover  girl .

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathalan [
missing  letter- la-]-  -  lover boy .

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  kaathali- 
[ missing  letter- la-]- lover girl .
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cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  kaathal   
kadavul[ missing  letter- la-]-  god of love .

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  kaathal  
thaeivam [ missing  letter- la-]-   – god of love . 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  nediyavan - 
tall man/ cupid. 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  nila  
makludaiya  kaathalan-[ missing  letter- la-]-   the lover of moon goddess;  nila makal-  
moon  daughter ;  kaathalan- lover. 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  valli 
-yudaiya   kanavan/ kaathalan  vaelan -[ missing  letter- la-]-  vaelan- lover of the moon
goddess valli  .

cupido  has the composition-  ka-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  aanum pennum
kaathalikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- la-]-  - men and women should love each other ;
aan- men;  pen- women;  kaathal- love. 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  koodi  
kalanthida  vaendum[ missing  letter- la-]-  - to have intercourse. 

cupido  has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  aanum 
pennum  koodi makizha   vaendum-[ missing  letter- la-]-   men and women  should 
have pleasure in union;  makila – to have pleasure. 
 
cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   
kudiththana- thin / kudumapaththin [Skt]  thalaivan [ missing  letter- la-]-  -  the head 
of the family ;  kudiththanam- family ;  thalaivan- head. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  veettin/   
kudiththana- thin / kudumapaththin [Skt]  thalaivi [ missing  letter- la-]-  -  the mistress
of  the family ;  kudiththanam- family;  veedu- house .
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cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal  
manaivi / pondaati/ kannaati   [ missing  letter- la-]-– lover as the wife;  kaathal-  love;  
manaivi-  wife .

 cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word   kaathal  
kanavan/ thunaivan [ missing  letter- la-]- lover as the husband;  kanavan- husband.  

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word   kaamaththu  
paal [ missing  letter- la-]- the love secretions .

cupido   has the composition-  ka-[- pa-] -the- and the original Tamil  word   aka thinai- 
marital life .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is    
kaamaththai  thoondupavan – kuppan -  one who  induces sexual desire;  kuppan- Siva
.

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   kootti  
vidupavan/ koduppavan -  one who  directs  / controls sexual desire .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  
thookkaththai  keduppavan -  one who  disturbs the sleep ;  thookkam-  sleep;  
keduppavan- destroyer.   

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  kaama  
kanavai  thoondupavan – one who  induces love dreams ;  kanavu -dream .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  aanai yim 
pennaiyim  anpu  kondida vaippavan- one who makes men and woman to love .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  aanum   
pennum  koodi  inpam  adaiya  vaendum- men and women to join together to enjoy 
pleaure .
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cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  inpam 
adaiya vaendum- to have pleaure. 
 
cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   punarnthu 
inpam  kondida  vaendum- to have sexual pleasure .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   adakka  
mudiyaatha / thaanka  mudiyaatha  aan/ pen  aasai – un controllable  sexual desire .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   katti   
pidiththu  anaiththu   inpam  adaiya vaendum-   to have  pleaure in embracing   ;  katti 
pidi- embrace. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word  is   kai 
thoda  vaendum – to touch  the hand/  to wed. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word  is   katta  
vaendum-  to wed .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word  is   thaali/ 
kaliyaanm  katta  vaendum [ missing  letetr- la-] – to marry .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paal 
iyal  inpam thuikka  vaendum [ missing letter- la-] - to have sexual pleasure ;  paal iyam
inpam-sexual pleasure.  

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   pen 
vaendum/ pen thavai  - need of girl. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   padukkai  
inpam adaiya  vaendum- to have pleaure in bed  ;  padukkai –bed;  inpam – pleasure. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   
kaamam / mokam  konda  manathu -   desire of the mind.
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cupido   has the composition-  ka--pa-- the- and the meaning of the word is   kaama  
piththu/ pen piththu   kondavan- lustful person.

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   
kaamathankan /  inpa vaetkai / naattam  kondavan -  lover  / lustful person .

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  
thuthuvan-   messenger.   

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   
kooththan-  dancer/Siva.  

cupido   has the composition-  ka- pa-- the- and the meaning of the word is   udampu  
soottai   undu pannupavan  -the one who makes  body heat. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   
kaama/ moka [Skt] / udampu   koththippu – 
sexual desire. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   kaithai
surikaiyan [ missing  letters- sa –and- Ra- -]- cupid. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  pennin  
meethu   kaamam/ piththu    kondu-    sexual desire towards  a  female .

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   pen 
vaetkai  kondu-    desire  towards a woman .  

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   vaetkai   
kondu  /thaakam  edukka  -thirsty .

 cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  aasai 
kondu/  pada  vaendum [ missing  letter -sa-] -  to  have  desire ; aasai  /ichchai-  
desire. 
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cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  yaekkam   
konda  manathu  - longing  mind

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   pen  
piththu / paiththiyam kondu / kaama  piththu   konda   manathu-   infatuation .

cupido   has the composition-  ka-[-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  pen   
thaevai/   pen  vaendum  - want of a female. .

cupido   has the composition-  ka-[-pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  nithu 
vanam- sexual intercourse. 

cupido   has the composition-  ka-pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    pasi   
eduththa  pinnae   thaan  unavu  unna/ pusikka  vaendum [ missing  letter -sa-] -  have 
appetite  before eating 

want  [E]  has the composition   has the composition-  va -an- the - and the meaning of
the word is  vaendum - wanting. 

longing [E]  has the composition- la- an -ka- an -ka-   and the meaning of the word is  
manam / ullam /akam   yakkam   kolla  vaendum-   longing .

desire [E]  has the composition- the- sa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is   
theeraatha   ichchai  /aasai-  passion; theeraatha -never ending; ichchai -desire .

desire [E]  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
thaarpariyam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – desire. 

desire [E]  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
aathuram -  desire/ disease.

desire [E]  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
thuruthai- desire. 
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desire [E]  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
kaamuruthal[ missing  letters -ka- and- la -] - desire .

desire [E]  has the composition- the- sa-- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
niraasai[Skt]  adaintha  manam-  disappointed mind. 

passion  has the composition  -pa- sa- [-sa-]  -an -and the meaning of the word is  pen  
piththu  /aasai   pidiththa  manam [ missing letter -the -]  -crazy mind .

cupio : to desire, wish, long for, desire. 

cupio  has the composition -ka- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kamam   / 
mokam -  desire/passion . 

cupio  has the composition -ka- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kamukan-  
lover/ one with desire .

cupio  has the composition -ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is   kaama 
paiththiym/ piththu  [  missing letter-  the -] - lust/passion   ;  kaamam-  love;  piththu -
mentally  ill .  

cupio  has the composition -ka- pa- and the meaning of the word is   kaama  piththu  
konda paiyan[  missing letter-  the -]  - the  lover boy ;  kaamam -  love;  paiyan-  boy .

wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- [-  sa-]  -and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is  
avaa   - wish  ;    kaama / moka  ichchai  -sexual desire. 

wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- sa- -and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is  mikka 
aasai / isai -  willing .
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wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is  u-
vappu [ missing  letter- pa-] wish. 

wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is  
ukavai –wish  .

wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- sa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
vachchai – wish.

wish [E]  has the consonats -  va- [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
eekam-   wish .

cuppedia : delicacies, candies, sweetmeats. 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka-pa -pa-  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning is  thithippaaka – sweet.

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka-pa -pa-  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning is  thithippu/ inippu   pakai undai- sweet sugar balls;  thithippu -  sweet;  
inippu- sweet;  paaku-  sugar  syrup ;  undai- ball. 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka-pa -pa-  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning is   suvai  konda  inippu  paakai  undai[ missing  letter- sa-]- tasty  sweet 
balls;  suvai  -taste;  undai- ball. 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka-[-pa-]-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil 
word  /meaning is  kar -kandu [ missing  letter- Ra -] - sugar candy .

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka-pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning is   karuppatti [ missing  letter- Ra -] - palm sugar. 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa- pa-  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning is   karumpu / seemai / sak-karai  paaku  kondu seitha  thin pandam  [
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missing  letters- sa -and- Ra -] -  candy ;   karumpu - sugar cane ;  sakkarai- sugar;  
paku- syrup;  seitha- made;  thin pandam  .

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is  urukkiya / kaaichhciya    sakkarai  paakai  kondu  poochhcu   kodu 
[ missing  letters- sa -and -Ra -] -   to  apply  sugar syrup;  urukkiya  - melted;   
kaaichhciya - boiled; sarkkarai- sugar ;  paaku- syrup  ;  poochhcu  kodu- to apply . 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is  panai  vella  katti [ missing  letter- la-] - palm sugar . 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is  naattu  sakkarai katti  kondu seitha thin  pandam [ missing  letters-  sa- 
and- Ra -] - a snack  made from palm sugar; naattu sakkarai- palm sugar ;  seitha- 
made;  thin pandam- eatble.  

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is  mikuntha   suvai   udaiya  / arum suvai udaiya   thin pandam / unavu  
vakai [ missing  letters-  sa- and- Ra -] - tasty  food ;  suvai  udaiya - tasty; mikuntha- 
excess;  arum suvai- delicacy ;  thin pandam- eatble ;   unavu -food ;  vakai- type/kind . 

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa-  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is paarkkum/ kandidum    anaivarum  paraattum vannam  mikuthiyaana  
naerththi-im   sirppum   konda / vaaintha[ missing  letters-  sa- and- Ra -] -  fineness;  
naerththi -  fine ness;   paarkka- see;  kaana- see;  anaivarum -all ;  paraatta-  
appreciate ;  mikuthi- more /excess;   sirappu- super .

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -  [-pa-] -  the -and the original  Tamil 
word  /meaning  is  mikuntha menmai  konda/ vaaintha - soft ;  mikuntha- excess;   
menmai- softness.

cuppedia    has the consonants  -ka- pa- pa-  the -and the original  Tamil word  
/meaning  is mikka   panpu  nayam  konda - refined character ; panpu- character . 
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cupressus : cypress, cypress wood, a cypress-wood casket. 

cupressus   has the consonants  -ka- pa- Ra -sa- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oru  vakai / pasumaiyaana / sinna sinna   oosi  ilai  maram [  missing letter-
la-]  - a kind of  green tree with  tiny needle like leaves ; oru vakai- a kind of;  pasumai- 
green; sinna- small; oosi - needle;  ilai- leaf .

cupressus   has the consonants  -ka- pa- Ra -sa- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   oosi ilai   maraththaal / mara kattai  yaal  aana  pina petti  / nakai /aniklan 
vaikkum   petti [ missing  letters- la- and -the -] -  coffin/ jewel box   made of cypress 
tree ;   pina petti- coffin ; naki  petti -coffer/ jewel box;  oosi ilai maram-  cypress tree;  
maram- tree;  kattai- wood/ vadi ;  pinam  vaikkum  petti- coffin ;  anikalan- jewel ;  
nakai petti - jewel box. 

 
cur : why, wherefore. 

 cur  has the composition -ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is    etharkku [missing 
letter-  the-]-  why .  

cura : management, administration, care, concern, charge. 

cura  has the composition -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   aatchhci  purika 
[ missing  letters- sa – pa -and -the -]-  to govern.

cura  has the composition -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   yaetru    
nadaththuka  [ missing  letter- the-] - to manage. 
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cura  has the composition -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  nirvaaki  - 
administrator;  nirvaakam-  management .

cura  has the composition -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kurai  koora-  to  
accuse .

cura  has the composition -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   paraamarikka 
[  missing letter- pa-] - to take care; paraamarippavar-   one who  takes care of .

care[E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
akkarai- care .

cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   nivarththi 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - cure / remedy. 

cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   noei  theerkka-  [
missing  letter-  the -]   to cure trhe illness. 

cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   noei  
theerkkum/ kunamaakkum   marunthu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  drug  to cure the 
disease;  noei- disease;  theerkka / kunamaakka -  cure;  marunthu- drug  .  

cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   kai marunthu 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  hand remedy /medicine.

 cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   maruththuvam /
marunthu  tharuka [ missing  letter-  the -] – medicine. 

cure[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   parikaaram [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - cure. 

curatio : attention / medical attention, healing, curing. 
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curatio  has the composition- ka- Ra- the - and themeaning of the word is  
maruththuva  kavanam -  medical  attention ;  maruththuvam-  medical; kavanam-  
attention .

curatio  has the composition- ka- Ra- the - and themeaning of the word is   noei  yaei  
kunamaakkum  marunthu / theervu  ondru  vaendum- need of a drug  to  cure the 
illness; noei- illness;  kumamaakka- to  cure;  marunthu- drug ;  theervu- solution;   
vaendum- in need of .

heal [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  noei - 
yaei  kunam  alikka -  cure the illness ; ; noei- illness; kunamaakka- cure. 

cure[E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sari  
seika [ missing  letter- sa-] - repair / mend .

cure[E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
seeraakuka [ missing  letter- sa-] - repair / mend.

curator : guardian, overseer 

curator  has the composition- ka -Ra -the- Ra-  and the meaningof the word is  maer 
paarvai idum athikaari/ urimai kondavar  [ missing letter- pa-] -  over seer ;  athikaari-  
officer;  maer paarvai ida-  to  over see . 

curator  has the composition- ka -Ra -the- Ra-  and the meaningof the word is   
paraamariththu  varupavar[  missing letter- pa-] -  one who  looks after/ takes care of ; 
kaaththu  varupavar -  guardian .

curia : court 
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curia has the composition- ka-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  paer avai  
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  assembly  hall ;  avai- assembly. 

curia has the composition- ka-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  vazhakku aadu 
mandram[ missing letters-  the- and  zha-] - court;  vazhakku - legal case;  mandram-  
assembly hall/ body  .

curia has the composition- ka-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   arasavai  [ missing
letter- sa-] – king’s court .

court[E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
vazhakkaadu  mandram [  missing letter-  zha-] - court;  vazhakku - legal case; 
mandram- assembly  hall .

court[E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  naduvu / 
naduvar  mandram-  court .

court[E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  aram 
kooridum  avaiyam -  the assembly  where justice is given .

curiositas : curiosity, inquisitiveness, nosiness. 

curiositas   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -  the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mikuthiyaana   aavar / aarvam /manathir  kondu - eagerness;  
mikuthi- excess;  aavar- expectation;  aarvam-interest .

curiositas   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -  the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   yethaiyum  theera   kaettu  araainthu  kondidum    manam   konda 
-  inquisitiveness.
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curiosus : careful, attentive / curious, inquisitive / worn out by cares. 

curiosus   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] - [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word is   
aarvam mika- eager.

curiosus   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] - [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  
koornthu  kavanikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - attentive/ watchful  .

curiosus   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] - [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  
mikuntha  akkarai  kondu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  caring ;  akkarai -care  .

curiosus   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  
mikuntha   echcharikkai   unarvu  kondu [ missing  letter-  the -] - cautious ;  
echcharikkai- caution.

curis quris : a spear. 

curis has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is   avaari- 
arrow.

curis has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is   aruva-  
sickle.

curo : to care for, trouble about, pay attention to. 

curo  has the composition- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   akkarai- care. 

curo  has the composition- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  karunai-  kindness; 
veeram-  courage;  kavanamura - to pay attention.
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care [E] has the consonants - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   akkarai -care .

care [E] has the consonants - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  kavanamaaka  iru- 
be  careful .

care [E] has the consonants - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  echcharikkaiyaaka 
iru  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - be  careful .

care [E] has the consonants - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  varuththam 
[ missing letter- Ra -] - worried .

                   Remember  ka=  va=  ; va= ka. 
Remember  the special significance  of the letters -sa -and -pa -.

curo : manage, administer / provide money. 

curo has the composition- ka- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  nirvaki[Skt] - 
manager;  nirvaakam [Skt]- management . 

money [E]   has the consonants - ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
panam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - money . 

administer  [E]   has the consonants  - the- ma- an -sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  sottu  marunthu  kodukka / thara  vaendum -  give  medicine  drops
;  marunthu - drug ;  kodukka- give ;  sottu  - drop . 

administer  [E]   has the consonants  - the- ma- an -sa- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation is   sirantha   aatchchiyaei   thara  vaendum  [missing  letter- ka-] - to 
deliver  a better governance ;  sirantha - super/ sirappaana ;   aatchchi  -rule. 
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administer  [E]   has the consonants  - the- ma- an -sa- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation is   nirvaakam [Skt]  seithida  vaendum  [missing  letter- ka-] - govern  ;  
nirvaakam- govern .

curo : (+gerundive) to see to a thing being done / cure, rest. 

cure has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   noai yaei   
kunamura  -  to  cure  the illness .

cure has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   oaivu  naeram -  
resting  time;   oivu-  rest;  naeram- time.

cure  has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kaariyum  
vetrikaramaaka  nadakkindratha  ena  kavanikka / marpaarvai  iduka [  missing letters- 
pa-and-   the -]  -  to supervise  whether  the  matter is successfully  going on ;  
kaariyam-  issue/act/matter.  vetrikaramaaka -  successfully ;  nadakindrathu-  going 
on;  kavanikka-  to  see/watch  .

curriculum : a running, race, lap around the track, course. 

curriculam has the composition- ka- Ra- ka- la- ma - and the meaning of the word  is   
pal kalai  kazhakaththin  maer/uyar  kalvi  padippu -  higher educational  course in an 
university;  pal kali kazhkam -  university;  maer padippu-  higher education ;  padippu-
course.

currus : cart / a plow with wheels. 
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currus  has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is   yaeru  
kaasiram/ sakkaram [Skt] -  the wheel of the plough ;  yaeru- plough ;  kaasiram-  circle
.

currus  has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is  urundu  
oadum   kaar  udaiya   yaeru   vandi [ missing letter- the -]– plow with wheels;  kaar- 
wheel/ leg ;  yaeru –plow; vandi- cart. 

currus  has the composition -ka- Ra- sa- and the other interpretation of theword is  
chakkara [Skt]  vandi- cart with wheels[ missing letter- the -]; chakkaram-  wheel;  
vandi  -  vehicle. 

cart[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the interpreation of  the word is  
kaanthiri  -cart. 

cart[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the interpreation of  the word is   
thikiri- wheel /  sun/ potter’s wheel / chariot. 

plow[E]   has the consonants –pa- la –va-  and the original Tamil  word is  kalappai – 
plow .

wheel[E] has the consonants-  va- la -and the original Tamil word  vandil [missing 
letter the-]- wheel.

wheel [E] has the consonants-  va- la -and the original Tamil word   kaal-  wheel .

wheel [E] has the consonants-  va- la -and the original Tamil word    vallai- circle. 

wheel [E] has the consonants-  va- la -and the original Tamil word    valayam- circle. 

wheel [E] has the consonants-  va- la -and the original Tamil word  kuzhisi [ missing  
letter- sa-] - part [ pot]   of the  cart wheel .
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car[E]   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil root  word is  kaar -  wheel/
leg  . 

car[E]   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil root  word is  kaarai- car. 

bus[E]  has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  pandi  
[ missing  letter- the -] – bus. 

vegan [E]   has the consonants – va- ka –an- and the interpretation  of the word is  
koondu/ koodu   vandi [ missing  letter- the -] – van with cover;  van-k-am  .

van [E]  has the consonants - va –an- and the interpretation  of the word is vandi / 
maattu  vandi   [ missing  letter- the -] – van. 

van [E]  has the consonants - va –an- and the interpretation  of the word is   vaakanam
[ Skt] – van. 

van [E]  has the consonants - va –an- and the interpretation  of the word is  vankam  -a
kind  of vehicle. 

cursim : hastily, quickly, rapidly. 

cursim has the composition -ka- Ra- [- sa-] -ma - and the original Tamil  word is mika 
viraivaaka -  quickly. 

cursim has the composition -ka- Ra- sa-ma - and the meaning of the word is  avasara   
avasaramaaka[Skt] -  hastily  and rapidly .

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic  word - bT [run] .
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bT  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  oaadu / oattam edu-
run  .

cursito : to run up and down. 

cursito  has the composition- ka -Ra- [-sa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is 
maelae yim kelae yimaaka [sutri] odi vara vaendum  -  to run up and down;  maelae-  
up;  kelae-  down;  odi - run;  sutri-  to take a round  .

curso : to run back and forth. 

curso  has the composition -ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  munnae 
yim  purakaeyim/pinnae yim   ankaeyim inkae yimaaka  odi vara vaendum -  to run 
back and forth/ to run here and there [  missing letters- the- and- pa -] ; munnae-  
front;  pinnae-  back;  odi - to run ; ankae- there;  inkae-  here

cursor : runner, carrier, messenger. 

cursor  has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is odi 
varukiravar / ottam edukkiravar / otta kaaran [ missing letter-  the -]runner .

cursor  has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thuthuvar [ missing letter-  the -]  - messenger. 

cursor  has the composition- ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  inkae yim 
ankaeyimaaka  kaditham / karuththai  kodukkiravar [  missing letter-  the -]  the one 
who goes here and there to  give letters;  kaditham-  letter-  kodukkiravar-  the one 
gives;  inkae-  here;  ankae-  there;  karuththu-  ideas/opinon.  
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cursus : a race, a running, race course, race track, course. 

cursus has the composition- ka- Ra- sa-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vilaiyaattu  veerarkal  sutri  odi varuvatharkkaana  oatta  kalam[ missing letters -  the- 
and -la -]-   race course for sports  persons ;  vilaiyaattu-  games;  virarkal-  sports  
heros/soldiers  ;  odi-  to  run; sutra- to  take a round ; otta kalam-  race course. 

 
curto : to shorten, abbreviate. 

curto  has the composition -ka- Ra- the and the meaning of the word is  urai yaei  /  
vaarththai yaei[Skt]   /  karuththai /  kuraiththu  kondu -  to shorten the speech/ 
words/  ideas/opinon ;   urai-  sppech;   vaarththai-  words;  karuththu-  opinon;  
kuraiththu-  to  shorten . 

abbreviate [E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]-   [- pa-] - Ra - va -the -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  kuraiththiduka  - reduce.

abbreviate [E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]-   [- pa-] - Ra - va -the -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  surukkiduka[ missing  letter- sa-] - shorten. 

curtus : shortened / mutilated, defective / gelded. 

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the-[- sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
sattaiyin  alavai  kuraiththida  vaendum[  missing letter-  la -] -  to  shorten the shirt  ;  
sattai-  shirt;  kuraiththida-  to make short; alavu-  measurement . 

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the-[- sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   kurai 
udaiyathu  - defective.
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curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  oru  
kutram  kurai   yum  indri - without  any defect [antonym] ;  kutram kurai- defect;  
indri- without. 

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   kutram 
kurai  indri kaariyaththai  seithu  mudikka avendum-  do  the work  with any  defects;  
kutram kurai-  defect;  indri-  without;  kaariyam- work;  seithu  mudikka-  to do . 

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  udampin 
oru  mukkiyamaana   uruppai / udar pakuthi  / uruppu  [  kannai yo / kaathaiyo / 
mookaiyo/ kai kaalaiyo  /aan uruppaiyo / mulaiyaei yo / thalai yaei yo / karppai  
keduththo/ maana panka paduththiyo  ]    ondrai  siththaththu  kandam  thundamaaka
aruththu   thookki  erinthida vaendum[  missing letters- pa-  and -la -]  to cut and 
remove an important  body  part ;udampu-  body;  oru- one;  mukkiyam-  important;  
pakuthi- part;   uruppu- body  part;  aruththu - to  cut; thookki -  take/ lift;  eriya-  to  
throw;  kandam thundamaaka  siththiththu- mutilate; kan-  eye;  kaathu-  ear;  mooku-
nose; kai- hand;  kaal-  leg;  aan uruppu- male genitals ; mulai-  breast ; karppu-  
chastity .

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  karu  
sithaivu-  abortion  ; karu-  foetus;  sithaivu- mutilated/ aborted.

curtus has the composition- ka- Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   kurai 
pirasavaththil  / maasaththil  pirantha  kuzhanthai / papa [  missing letters-  pa- and- la
-] -  pre term child/baby;  kurai  pirasavam - pre term ;  pirantha- born;  kuzhanthai- 
child. 

curvo : to bend, arch, curve / influence. 

curvo has the composition- ka- Ra- va - and the meaning of the word is  kuranku-  
curve / arch . 
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curvo has the composition- ka- Ra- va - and the meaning of the word is  alankaara[Skt]
/ azhaku  niraintha    valaivu [ missing letters-  the- and-  la -]-  beautiful arch ; ahzaku- 
pretty   valaivu- arch/curve ; 

curvo has the composition- ka- Ra- va - and the meaning of the word is  mara kilaiyaei 
valaikka-[  missing   letters-  the- and-  la -]-    to bend the branch  of the tree ;  
valaikka-  to  bend;  kilai-  branch; maram-  tree.  

curvus : arched, bent, bowed, curved, crooked, wrong (morally crooked). 

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- [- sa-]- and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  kuranku- curve. 

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
siriya   valaivu [ missing  letter- la-]    -small  curve .

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sirithaaka/ laesaaka   valainthu  nirkka/ valainthidu  [ missing  letters-  la- and- the -] - 
to bend a little;  valainthidu - bend ; laesaaka- little;  sirithaaka- little  .

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sirithaaka   kuninthu  nirkka [ missing  letter-  the -]   -to bend  a little/ stoop;  
sirithaaka- little ;  kuninthidu - bend .

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is murukkiya -  twisted /crooked / murukka vaendum .

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   naermai  kuraivu - dishonest; naermai- honesty ;  kuraivu- less .

curvus  has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kutra vaali-[  missing   letters-  the- and-  la - ] accused/  criminal .
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custodia : protection, custody. 

custodia  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] - the- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
anpodum  kavanaththodum    paathu kaappu  thanthu -  giving protection [ missing 
letter-pa-] ; paathu  kaapu-  protection;  thanthu-  given. 

custodiae custodie : guards, wardens. 

custodiae  has the consonants-  ka -[ -sa-] - the -the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  veettai / naattai  paathu  kaaththiduvon [missing  letter- pa-] - protector ; 
veeedu- house;  naadu -state .

custodiae  has the consonants-  ka -[ -sa-] - the -the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thankkum  viduthi  -yaei   paathu  kaaathiduvon/ kan 
kaanippavan[missing  letter- pa-]   - hostel warden  ;  thankum viduthi- hostel ; paathu 
kaaathiduvon- protector ;  kan kaanippavan- superwiser.

guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thukkari-  guard .

guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
Thiraavidan – Dravidian people. 

guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
eravu naeram   uoorai  kaaththidum  maravan- village  guard/ knight . 

guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
veettai/ naattai  kaavar  kaaththiduka - to guard ;  veedu- house; naadu- state .
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guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thaana  kaarar – guard/constable.

guard[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kaavar thurai-  police department. 

custos : (custodis) : guardian, keeper, watchman, attendant, guard / spy.

custodis  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - the -the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kaaththiduvon-   guardian. 

custodis  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - the -the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   paathu  kaaththiduvon[ missing  letter- pa-] - protector. 

custodis  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the -the - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   kai  -uthavi  seithduvon -  helper;  kai- hand;  uthavi- help.

custodis  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the -the - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   vaevu   seithidum  otran [ missing  letter- Ra -] -spy;  otran - spy.

custodis  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the -the - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   ulavu  vaelai  seithidum  ulavaalai [ missing  letter- la-] -  spy; ulavu vaelai - spy on ; 
ulavaalai- spy .

spy[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is vaei 
[ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  spy [ v] .

spy[E]   has the consonants  - sa-[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is  saran  
[missing letter-Ra-]- spy[n].

spy[E]   has the consonants  - sa-[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is  saar [ missing
letter-  Ra -] – spy .
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spy[E]   has the consonants  - sa-[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is   soosakan 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- spy. 

spy[E]   has the consonants  - sa-[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is   usaa -  spy. 

spy[E]   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa - and the original Tamil  word  is    thuppu  - 
spying  .

                  English  word  -cyprus wine .

cyprus vine has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –Ra- [-sa-]- va-an- and the original 
Tamil  word is  mayir maanikkam  - Cyprus vine. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

D.

                              English word- dear . 

 dear  has the consonants-  the- Ra - and the interpretation of the word is  aru 
mantha [Skt]  -dear.  

dear  has the consonants-  the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is is   anpu 
udaiyir[ missing  letter- pa-]  – dear .

                              Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – id [ bull] 

Id  has the consonant-  the- and the original   Tamil  word is maadu-  bull. 
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            Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - dwA  [ praise/ worship ] 

dwA  has the consonants-  the- va -and the original tamil  word is   aandavanai  
vaenduka  / thaeivaththai  vanankiduka -  worship  the god .

          Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - dA [shake] .

dA has the consonants the and the original Tamil  word is  aada  /asainthida 
[ missing  letter –sa-]-  shake.

           Egyptian  hieroglyphic word   -dAiw [ loin cloth ] 

dAiw  has the consonants – the- va a-nd the original Tamil  word is  udukkai / 
koavana thuni  -loin cloth.  

           Egyptian  hieroglyphic word   - dSrw [ blood] .

dSrw has the consonants – the- sa- Ra- va -and the original Tamil  word is sen 
kuruthi- red blood. 

       Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - dgA  [walk] .

dgA  has theconsonants - the -ka -and the original Tamil word is  nadakka- walk. 

       Egyptian  hieroglyphic word   - dgi [ look] .

Dgi has the consonants – the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kan kondu  kandidu 
-to see  ;  kaathu koduththu kaettidu –to hear with ears.  
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       Egyptian  hieroglyphic word -   dmD smA [ grand total] .

dmD smA has the consonants-  the- ma –[-sa-] -ma – and the original Tamil  word is  
moththam-  total. 

                         English  word – dance pose .

dance pose  has the consonants – the- an-[-sa-] -pa –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is thani pudam -  dance pose.

                    English  word -  damage .

damage  has the consonants – the- ma –sa- and the interpretation of the word is 
saetham – damage. 

     Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  dwA nTr [ praise the god] . 

DwA nTr has the consonants- the- va- an –the- Ra- and the original atmil  word is 
aandavarai / thaeivaththai  vanankuthar  vaendum - to worship the god.
 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Dar[ seek] .

Dar has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is naaduthar -seek .

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Dar [  search] .

Dar has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is thaeduthar- 
search .
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        Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Dar  [ investigate] 

Dar has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is
araainthidu- investigate.

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Dar [ palpate]  .

Dar has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is
thottu  arinthidu /  thottu  unarnthidu  - touch and know.

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Dar  [ plan ] .

Dar has the consonants – the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is thittamiduthar- 
plan. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -  dng [ dwarf] .

dng has the consonants -  the- an- ka - and the original tamil  word is kuttaiyan-  
short man;  kuttai manithan . 

D

damnatio : condemnation. 
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damnatio   has the composition-  -the-- ma- an- the -and the meaning of the word is 
kandikka  vaendum  - condemn ;    kandanam  - condemnation [missing letter-  ka -] .  

damno : to condemn, damn. 

damno  has the composition- the- ma- an -and the meaning of the word is  kandanam 
-  to  condemn [ missing letter-  ka -] 

 condemn[E] has  the composition-   ka -an- the- ma -- and the meaning of the word is 
kandanam  - to  condemnation.   

condemn[E] has  the composition-   ka -an- the- ma -- and the meaning of the word is  
vaendaam enka -  do not want.

debeo : to owe, to be morally bound to, to be bound by. 

debo  has the compostion- the- pa - and the meaning of the word is   mana  thooimai  
padi /  mana saatchchi   padi  [  missing letter- sa-]  - bound by  one’s soul   .   

debilito : to weaken, enervate, sap, exhaust. 

debilito has the composition- the -[-pa-] - la- the - and the meaning of the word is  
udal  melinthu -  thinning  of the body ;  udal-  body;  melinthu-  thinning. 

debilito has the composition- the -pa-- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  udal 
palam  kurainthu [  missing letter-  ka -]  loss of strength of body ;  udal-  body;  palam-
strength;  kurainthu- lessened .
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decens, decenter : properly, fittingly, suitably. 

decenter  has the composition- the- ka- an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
poruththamaanathaaka  irukkirathu [  missing letter-  pa -] - fittingly . 

decenter  has the composition- the- ka- an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
sariyaakaththan   irukkirathu [  missing letter-  sa-]-  properly. 

decerno : to decide, determine, settle. 

decerno  has the composition - the- sa- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is   
theermaanam  seithu/sei  - decide /decided. 

decide[E]   has the consonants - the -[- sa-] - the  -  and the original Tamil  word is 
mudivu  edu  [  missing  letter-  ka- ] - decide .

decerto : to contend, fight to the finish. 

decerto   has the composition- the- sa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  iruthi
varai  sandai  yida  vaendum -  fight  till the end [ missing letter- ka -] ; iruthi varai-  till 
the end;  sandai   yida  - to  fight .

fight[E]   has the consonants-  pa -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sandai/kusthi[Skt]    poduka[ missing  letter-  sa-]  – to fight;  sandai- fight. 

fight[E]   has the consonants-  pa -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poariduka[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - to make a  war. 
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fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thaavadi – fight. 

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   adikka / adi poadu- to beat.

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is    uthaikka/ mithikka -   to kick/ stamp . 

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  koathaa[Skt] -  fight  . 

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vettu / kuththu – cut/ stab. 

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   saaka- adikka [ missing  letter- sa-]- to kill .

fight[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kuththu  sandai [ missing  letter- sa-]-  boxing .

decet : it is seemly, comely, suitable, proper. 

decet  has the composition- the -sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is 
sariyaanathu  than [  missing letter- Ra -] -  appropiate / correct .

decimus : tenth. 

decimus  has the composition- the - sa-  -ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  
thasamam[Skt] -tenth 
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decimus  has the composition- the –[- sa-] -  -ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of  the 
word is   paththu  mudinthathu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  ten is over; paththu- ten;  
mudinthathu- over .

decimus  has the composition- the –[- sa-] -  -ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of  the 
word is   moththam paththu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  total is ten; paththu- ten;  
moththam- total.  

 decimus  has the composition- the –[-sa-]  -ma- [-sa-]- and themeaning of  theword is 
paththu mudiya  ennu [  missing  letter-  pa -] - count up to ten ;  paththu-  ten/ thus 
[Skt]  ; mudiya -  up to ;  ennu-  to  count .

decipio : (deceptus) ensnare, trap, beguile, deceive, cheat. 

decipio  has the composition  -the- ka- pa -and the meaning of the word is  yaemaatra 
pada  vaendum[ missing letter-  Ra-]  -  to  cheat. 

decipio  has the composition  -the- ka- pa -and the meaning of the word is   thanda 
kaaran [ missing letter-  Ra-] - cheater. 

cheat[E]  has the composition-[-sa-]  -the-and the meaning of the word is  thottottam -
cheat. 

trap [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- pa-  and the meaning of the word is pori 
vaiththu pidi [ missing  letter- ka-] -to trap . 

trap [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- [-pa-] -  and the other interpretation  is  kooda 
-yenthiram[ missing  letter- ka-] -trap  .

trap [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- [-pa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   adaar -
trap to catch animals. 
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trap [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- pa-  and the meaning of the word is  
thanthiramaaka  mirukaththai  pori  vaiththu   pidikka [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  to  
catch the animal   with a trap ; pidikka-  to  catch;  pori-  trap; mirukam-  animal . 

decor : beauty, grace. 

décor  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - - and the meaning of the word is   
sirunkaaram  udaiyathu[ missing  letter- sa-] – grace /  beautiful .

décor  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - - and the meaning of the word is  manathai  
kavarum  thanami/  kavarnthu  -  attractive;  kavarchchi  udaiya  [  missing letter-  sa-].  

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is   padu  thotti- 
most beautiful .

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is   puthumai- 
novel . 

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  paantham  
-beauty . 

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thaeyam - 
beauty .

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   then-  
beauty. 

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  saedu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  beauty. 
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beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  settam 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - beauty.

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
pasunthu[ missing  letter- sa-] - beauty.

beauty[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- and the other interpretation is sopitham [Skt]
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  beauty .

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the other interpretation is    
thaejasththu [ Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]   -  beauty.

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the other interpretation is  
uchhcitham [missing  letter- sa-]- beauty .

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the other interpretation is   mathan- 
beauty .

beauty[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the other interpretation is   matha- 
beauty. 

beauty[E]   has the consonants-  pa-- the- and the other interpretation is  matharppu 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- beauty.

beauty[E]   has the consonants-  pa-- the- and the other interpretation is  punainthidu 
-  beautify .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  arut kan paarvai [ missing  letters- the and-  pa-] -  grace of god. 

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  Thiru mukam kaana [ missing  letters- the -] – to see the god  
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grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is anu  
kirakam [Skt] - grace .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is   mana  
urukkam- grace. 

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  
varam[Skt] - boon .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  karunai
/ kaarunyam[Skt]  grace .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  
erakkam- pity/  grace .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  kirupai[
Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - blessings .

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  is  parivu-
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  pity . 

grace [E]  has the consonants - ka- Ra – sa--and the other interpretation  is  iswaryam[ 
Skt] -  grace/ wealth.

 
decoro : beautify, embellish, adorn. 

décor  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - - and the meaning of the word is   
sirunkaaram   sethida [ missing  letter- sa-]- to beautify 

décor  has the composition- the- ka- Ra - - and the meaning of the word is  kaliyaana  
naalandru    mana  makalin   muka ththaiyum [  santhanam  thadavi] [  vaai  
ithazhukku  saayam ittu],  [  neththikku  neththi  soodi ittu ]  kan  puruvaththai  yim 
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[  karu  mai ittu],  karum koonthalaiyum [  mallikai  malar soodi ] sangu kazhzuththai 
yim  [  thanka   sankili  aniviththu] ,  [kodi idai kku  thanka ottiyaanam aniviththu ]  
maruthaani  thadaviya   kai yae yim/ kai viralai yim [  vaira mothiram aniviththu]  valai 
karaththai yim   silambu anintha   kaalai yim  pattu  pondra   udalaiyim [  pattu  aadai  
uduththi]   thaevai yaana alavukku   mikai   indri   santhanam  thadavi   alankaaramum 
oppanaiyum    seithidal [  veettirkku  vellai adiththu] [  veettu vasalil kolam itttu]  
[ veettu vasalil maavilai  thoranam katti]  kaalam kaalamaai   thiravidar  veetu  
vazhakamaakum / nadai muraiyaakum [ missing letters- la- pa- and-  sa-]  -to adorn . 

decorus : beautiful , graceful, charming, proper, fit, becoming. 

decorus   has the composition- the- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  
maanthai  kaavrum vannam  -charming ; maanthu- mind;  kavara-  to attract.

decorus   has the composition- the- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   
manathukku  niraivu  tharum  ondru - the one that  gives mental  satisfaction.

decorus   has the composition- the- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   
poruntha  koodiya ondru [ missing letter- pa-] -  the one that  is fitting ; poruththam- 
fitting / matching .

decorus   has the composition- the- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   
uruvaaki / maari   vara-   becoming/ developing .
 
decorus   has the composition- the- ka- Ra- sa- -and the meaning  of the word is   
sirunkaaram  seithidu-  to apply  make up .

decretum : decree, judgment, edict, order. 

decretum  has the composition- the - ka- Ra -the- ma -  and the meaning of the word 
is  pira- kadanam [Skt]   seiya vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- and- sa-] -  to proclaim .
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decretum  has the composition- the - ka- Ra -the- ma -  and the meaning of the word 
is  aanai  pirappikka  vaendum [  missing letter-  pa -] - to issue  order;  aanai-  order;  
pirappikka-  to  proclaim . 

decretum  has the composition- the - ka- Ra -the- ma -  and the meaning of the word 
is   neethi  mandram  thun   theerpai  udanae arivikka vaendum[  missing letter-  pa -]  
- the court  should  announce  its  verdict  soon  ;   neethi  mandram- court;  theerppu 
-  judgement ;  udanae-  immediately;  arivikka -  to  announce. 

decree[E] has the composition- the- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
aandavarain  aanai /mudivu -  it is god’s will /order;  aandavar-  god;  aanai-  order;  
mudivu-  decision. 

decumbo : to fall, fall into, lie down. 

decumbo  has the composition- the- ka -ma- pa - and the meaning of the word is  
padukka  vaendum -  to lie down .

dedecor : unseemly, shameful, disgraceful, dishonorable. 

dedecor has the composition-  the- the- ka- Ra -  and the meaningof the word is  
kaedu  kettavar  ; kaedu ketta oru manithar / maanidar  -  disgraceful persons ;  kae 
ketta-  disgraceful;  manithar-  persons 

dedecor has the composition-  the- the- ka- Ra -  and the meaningof the word is  
mariyaathai  kurainthu  - dishonerable
dedecor has the composition-  the- the- ka- Ra -  and the meaningof the word is  
vetkam indri -  shameful .
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dedecus : shame,  dishonor, disgrace, crime, dishonorable act. 

dedecus   has the composition - the- the- ka- [-sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is   
vetkka pada vaendum[ missing letter- pa-]  - to be ashmed.

dedecus   has the composition - the- the- ka- -sa-  -and the meaning of the word is   
kutram  sumaththa   vaendum [ missing letter-Ra-] - to accuse . 

shame[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil word /meaning is  
naanam- shame. 

shame[E]  has the consonants – -sa--ma -and the  original Tamil word /meaning is 
sankojam [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - shame .

crime[E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kutram[ missing  letter-  the -] –crime.

dedico : to dedicate. 

dedico  has the composition-  the- the- ka - and the meaning  of the word is   padaikka
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to offer. 

dedico  has the composition-  the- the- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  kodai  
yaaka  kodukka  vaendum  -  to grant .

dedico  has the composition-  the- the- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  kaanikkai 
- yaaka  thanthida vaendum   - to donate.

dedico  has the composition-  the- the- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
thatchchinai- yaaka  [Skt]  kodukka[ missing  letter- sa-]   -  to  donate .
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deduco : to lad out colonists, found a colony. 

deduco  has the composition  - the- the- ka -and  the meaning of the word is  
kudiyaettram [ missing letter- Ra-] - settlement .

defaeco : to cleanse, purify, purge. 

defaeco  has the composition- the -[-pa-]- ka -snd the meaning of the word is  
thooimaiyaakka  vaendum- to  purify .

defaeco  has the composition- the -[-pa-]- ka -snd the meaning of the word is 
kundiyaei    kazhuvi   pei -  azhukkai  neeki  thooimaakka  vaendum [ missing letter- 
zha-] -to wash  and cleanse  the buttocks  ; kazhuvu- to wash; azhukku- impurity; 
neekka- to remove; kundi -buttocks. 

defaeco  has the composition- the -pa-  ka -snd the meaning of the word is  pei  poka  
vaendum - to pass  stools ; pei -  human excreta . 

defaeco  has the composition- the --pa-ka -snd the meaning of the word is   paethi   
marunthu/maaththirai    ut- kondu   vayitrai  kazhuvi  thooimaiaakkida   vaendum 
[missing letters- zha- and -Ra -] - to take  a  purgative  and  cleanse   the bowel; paethi 
marunthu -  purgative;  marunthu / maaththirai- pill;  vayiru- stomach ; kazhuva-  to 
wash;  thooimaakka- to cleanse  . 

defaeco  has the composition- the-pa-ka -snd the meaning of the word is   seitha  
paavaththai   neekidu  [ missing letter -sa-]  - to remove the sin ; paavam- sin. 

defaeco  has the composition- the -[-pa-] -ka -and the meaning of the word is   
thooimai  / punitha[S]     sadanku  [ missing letter- sa-] - ritual  purification; thooimai-  
purity; sadanku-  ritual.
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defendo : to defend, ward off, protect, shelter. 

defendo   has the composition-  the -pa- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
paathu  kaaththida  vaendum  [ missing letters-  ka -]  - to safe guard.

defero : to hand over, carry down, communicate, offer, refer. 

defero  has the composition- the- [-pa-]- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
uraiyaadu - to conversate.

defero  has the composition- the- [-pa-]- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   urai  
aatru- give a  speech ;  urai- speech.

defero  has the composition- the- pa - Ra- and the meaning of the word is   kuripittu/ 
kuripidu  [ missing letter- ka-]-  reference; athu  thodarpaanana - in relation to it . 

defero  has the composition- the-[- pa -]  - Ra- and the meaning of the word is    
manamaara  kodai  tharuka[ missing letter- ka-]  - to offer; manamaara  tharuvathaka  
therivikka vaendum .

defero  has the composition- the- pa - Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
manamaara  pennai  thirumanam  seiya tharuvathaaka  vaakku  thara  vaendum  
[missing letters- ka- and- sa-] -   to offer one’s  daughter for marriage; manmaara- 
whole heartedly;  pen- daughter;  thirumanam- marriage; vaakku -assurance.

defero  has the composition- the- pa - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
virppanaikku   tharuka/thara  vaendum   [ missing letter -ka-] - for sale .
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defero  has the composition- the- pa -- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  seithi   
parimaattram [ missing letter-sa-]  - exchange of news; seithi- news;  parimaattram- 
exchange.

defero  has the composition- the- pa -- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  paechchu  
parimaattram [ missing letter -sa-]  - exchange of words .

defero  has the composition- the- pa -- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   kuriththu  
paesu [ missing letter -ka- and -sa-] - say in reference. 

defero  has the composition- the- pa -- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   seithi  
thodarpu [ missing letter- sa- ] -  commnincation of news; seithi- news ;  thodrapu- 
communication.

defero  has the composition- the- pa - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  theriya  
paduththu - to communicate.

defero  has the composition- the- pa - Ra- and the meaning of the word is   thodarpu  
kondiru [ missing letter -ka-] - be in touch. 

defero  has the composition- the-[- pa -]  - Ra- and the meaning of the word is    kondu
poaei   saerththida vaendum [missing letter- ka -and- sa-] - to hand over. 

defetiscor (defessus) : to grow tired, weary, 

defetiscor has the composition -the- pa- the- sa- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word
is   mikka   soarvu  adainthu  poana manathu - exhausted ; mikka- excess;  soarvu-  
tired ; manathu - mind. 

weary [E]   has the consonants- va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
soarvu [ missing  letter-  sa-] – tiredness. 
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weary [E]   has the consonants- va- Ra- and the other interpretation is  asarikkai 
[ missing  letter-  sa-] –tiredness. 

weary [E]   has the consonants- va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kirakkam- weary. 

deficio : (defectum) : to fail, to weaken, to be in want. 

deficio  has the composition  -the- [-pa-]- ka-and the meaning of the word is  enakku  
vaendum- i want .

deficio  has the composition  -the- [-pa-]- ka-and the meaning of the word is   
thaevaiyaanthu - in need of. 

deficio  has the composition  -the- pa-  ka-and the meaning of the word is  thoattru  
poaka   vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]- to fail.

deficio  has the composition  -the- [- pa-] -  ka-and the meaning of the word is  tholvi   
adaiya [ missing  letter- la-]  - to fail .

defigo : fasten down, secure, fix firmly / concentrate, fix upon. 

defigo  has the composition-  the- pa- ka- and  the meaning of the word is   paathu    
kaaththu  vaikka   pada   vaendum  -to safeguard.

defigo  has the composition-  the- [-pa-]- ka- and  the meaning of the word is    
mikuntha  kavanththudan  -  carefully; kavanam- care/ concentration .

defigo  has the composition-  the- [-pa-]- ka- and  the meaning of the word is   katta  
vaendum   -to tie.
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defigo  has the composition-  the- pa- ka- and  the meaning of the word is   mudichchu
poda avendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - to fasten .

defleo : to weep for, bewail. 

defleo   has the composition - the - [-pa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is   
azhuthidu  - to weep .

defleo   has the composition - the - pa- la -and the meaning of the word is   thaempi  
thaempi  azhuthidu-  weep;   thaempal-  adj  for crying  ; azhuthidu- weep.

defluo : to flow down, waste, disappear. 

defluo   has the composition-  the -pa- la -  and the meaning of the word is   payan  
illaathathu-  no use  ; payan- use; ilaathathu  - without.

defluo : to flow away, disappear, be lost. 

defluo   has the composition-  the -pa- la -  and the meaning of the word is   tholainthu
poanathu -lost. 

be lost    has the consonants - pa- la- [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   tholainthu  po -  get  disappeared. 

be lost    has the consonants - pa- la- [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  azhinthu po – get ruined .
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be lost  has the consonants - pa- la- [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  illaathu  po -  do not exist. 

to appear [E]   has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] -Ra and the original Tamil  word is  
pura  thotram- external  appearance. 

to appear [E]   has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] -Ra and the original Tamil  word is   
thondru-  appear. 

to appear  [E]   has the consonants-  the -pa--Ra –and the original Tamil  word is   oru 
padu – appear. 

disappear  [E]   has the consonants-  the –[- sa-]  –[-pa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil  
word is   marainthidu -  disappear. 

appearance [E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra- an- sa- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  pirasanam [Skt] - appearance .

appearance [E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] - Ra- an- sa- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  darisanam [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  appearance. 

 defungo : to discharge one's duties, quit, retire, die, finish 

defungo  has the composition -the- pa -an- ka - and the  meaning  of  the  word is  
ovvoruvarum  avar thum   kadamai yaei   poruppudan   sari  vara   seithu vara  
varuvathae  muraiyaakam [ missing letters-  Ra - sa -] - each and every one  should  do 
their duties with responsibility  ;  ovvoruvarum-  each and every  one;    kadami-  duty;
poruppudan-  with responsibility;   sei-  to do. 

defungo  has the composition -the- pa-an- ka - and the  meaning  of the  word is  pani 
oaivu  edukka  vaendum -  to retire;  pani-  job;  oaivu-  retirement  ;   edukka  -  to 
take .
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defungo  has the composition -the- pa-an- ka - and the  meaning of the word is 
madinthu  poka  - to die.  

defungo  has the composition -the- pa-an- ka - and the  meaning of the word is pani 
yaei  mudikka vaendum-  should finish the work ;  pani-  work;  mudikka-  to  
complete. 

defungo  has the composition -the- pa-an- ka - and the  meaning of the word is veettai
vittu odi poka vaendum-  to  run away  from home; veedu-  home; odi  poka - to run 
away .
  
defungo  has the composition -the- pa-an- ka - and the  meaning of the word is pani 
yaei  vittu  vida vaendum-  to quit from job;  pani-  job;   vittu vida-  to quit. 

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   kai 
vidu- give up .

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   vittu 
vidu – give up .

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   oadi  
vidu –  leave /run .

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   nadai
viduka-  to go away. 

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
neenki  vidu-  go way .

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is 
thadukka- stop. 

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is 
othunkiduka- refrain  . 
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quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
thonka  viduka- suspend. 

quit [E]  has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
moottai kattu – pack up . 

  
degenero : to be unlike one's kind, fall off, degenerate. 

degenero  has  the composition - the- ka- an- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
ethu  varai  yaarum  kandiraatha  oru vakai-  no one would have seen such a kind;  
ethu  varai-  till now; kandiraatha-  not seen;  oru  vakai-  a kind .

degenero  has  the composition - the- ka- an- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
thisu kuruthi ottam indri   azhinthida      thodanki  vittathu [ missing letters-  sa-  and- 
zha-] -  tissue  destruction  started  due to lake of blood flow ;   thisu/ sathai -  tissue;  
azhinthida-  destroyed; kuruthi- blood;  ottam- flow;   thodanki –vittathu -  started. 

degenero  has  the composition - the- ka- an- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
ov-vondraaka  uthirnthida -  degenerate  /wither one by one   /fall of .

degero : to pass time, live. 

 degero  has the composition -the- ka -Ra - and the meaning of the word is oaivu  
edukkum naeram -  the  rest  time;  oaivu-  rest ;  edukka-  to  take;  naeram-  time. 

degusto : to taste. 
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degusto  has the composition- the- ka- sa- the- and the meaning  of  the word is 
naakku  kondu  suvaiththu/ suvaikka  -  to taste  with  the tongue ; naakku- tongue; 
suvaikka-  to taste .

degusto  has the composition- the- ka- sa- the- and the meaning  of  the word is 
savaiththidu – chew. 

taste [E]   has the consonants - the- sa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
suvai- ththidu [ missing  letter- ka-] - taste. 

deinde : next, then, thereafter, from that place. 

deinde has the composition- the- an- the- and the meaning of the word is antha  
idaththil  irunthu [ missing letters-  la -and- Ra -] -  from that place;  antha-  that ;  
idam-  place.

 deinde has the composition- the- an- the- and the meaning of the word is antha 
idam- that  place; antha - that;  idam-  place.  
 
deinde has the composition- the- [-an-] - the- and the meaning of the word is 
adauththu -  next .

place [E ]  has the consonants -pa- la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
palli - place/polis. 

place [E ]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   uzhi- place. 

place [E ]  has the consonants – pa- la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  paazhi- place. 

place [E ]  has the consonants – pa- la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  puzham- place. 
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place [E ]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  nilaiyam- place. 

place [E ]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is nizhal-  shadow/ place. 

place [E ]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is nilam- land. 

place [E ]  has the consonants – pa- la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is pozhil- land/ earth/ grove/ garden .

place [E ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  maal- palace. 

place [E ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   mael-  place. 

place [E ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   ellai-  place/ border.

place [E ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   illam  – house .

place [E ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   il  - place.  

place [E ]  has the consonants –  pa- la -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  poozhi – a region of  ancient Tamil country.

delectatio : delight, pleasure, enjoyment. 
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delectatio  has the composition- the -la -ka -the- the- and the meaning of the word is 
manam  makizhvu  kondu  kooththaada -    to dance  because of joy;  manam-  mind; 
makizhvu-  happiness;  kooththaada-  to dance .

delight[E]   has the consonants – the- la- ka- the -and the interpretation of the word is 
kuthu kalam / kuthu kaliththida- delight.

delight[E]   has the consonants – the- la- ka- the -and the interpretation of the word is 
ullam  kalippu   kondida [ missing  letter- pa-] – joyous   mood. 

delight[E]   has the consonants – the- la- ka- the -and the interpretation of the word is 
ellai illa   makizhchchiyil  ullam thullida / aazhnthida[ missing  letter- sa-]  -cheerful  
mood. 

delecto : to attract, delight / (pass + abl) take delight in. 

delecto  has the composition- the-la- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is udal 
alzhakai  kaatti  aalai  vasiya  paduththu/muttalaaku  [  missing letters-  pa -and -sa-]  
to attract ; udal -  body ; azhaku-  beauty ; kaatti-  to show;  aalai-   a person;  vasiya  
paduththu-  to  mesmerize;  muttalaakku-  to  fool some one  .

attract[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kavarnthiduka- attract. 

attract[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
eerthiduka- attract / draw. 

attract[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
oeiyaara   nadai  nadakka- to walk in a attractive  way.
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attract[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
oeiyaara  kondai  iduka- to have an attractive  hair  style. 

attract[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kampeeramaaka  nadakka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] – majestic/ manly  walk.

delego : to transfer, commit, assign, impute, attribute, ascribe. 

delego  has the composition -the- la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is vaeru   
idaththirkku  maatralaaka  vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra-] -  to get  transfer.     

deleo : (deletum ) to destroy, wipe out, erase. 

deleo has the composition - the- la - and the meaning of the word is  azhiththidu-  to 
destroy .

deleo has the composition - the- la - and the meaning of the word is   ezhuthiya  
ezhuththai    azhiththidu  - to erase  what  has written ;  ezhuththu- letter;  azhithiditu-
delete.

deleo has the composition - the- la - and the meaning of the word is     azhiththu  
thudaiththu-  wipe out .  

delibero : to consider, deliberate. 

delibero  has the composition  -the- la -pa-Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  arul  
purinthiduka – to show mercy . 
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delibero  has the composition  -the- la -pa-Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
nandraaka   aazhnthu   aarrainthu  paarthida -  think  deeply .

delibero  has the composition  -the- la -[-pa-] -Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
nithaaniththu/ sinthiththu   seitha  oru  seyal - carefully  done act .

delicate : luxuriously, delicately, slowly. 

delicate  has the composition -the- la -ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  elithil 
udaiya / valaiya  / odiya  koodiya -  easily  breakable ;  elithil-  easily;  udaiya -   break;  
valaiya- to bend .    

delicate  has the composition -the- la -ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  
vaekam  illaathu  methuvaaka   vandiyae  otta vaendum -  drive the vehicle slowly with
out speed; vaekam-  speed;  ilathu-  with out;  methuvaaka - slowly ; vandi-  vehicle ; 
otta - to drive. 

delicate  has the composition -the- la -ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  valimai
illaathau/ valaimai illaatha udal- weak body .

 
delicate : (adv.) luxuriously. 

delicacy [E]   has the consonants – the- la - ka –[- sa -]  -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  vat kal – delicacy . 

delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   mika  
athika   vilai ullathu / kondathu-  expensive.

delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   athika
selva    valamaiyaei    eduthuthu  kaatum vakaiyil   [ missing  letter- sa-] -exhibiting    
one’s wealthy  status ;  selva  valamai - wealthy . 
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delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   mika  
thaarala   selaveenam   konda  vakaiyil [ missing  letter -sa-] -  lavish  spending .

delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   veen  
selavu   seiyum vakaiyil  [ missing  letter-  sa-] - lavish  spending.

delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   
uoothaari  thanamaaka     selavu  seikindra   vakaiyil [ missing  letter-  sa- and- Ra-] 
-lavish  spending .

delicate  has the composition - the -la- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   
aadamparamaaka   panam  kaasai   selavu  seikindra  kunam  kondavar [ missing  
letters- sa - pa-and-  Ra ] - one  who  spends extra vegantly .

deliciae : allurements, charms, delights, fancies / sweetheart 

delicia has the composition- the- la -sa - and the meaning of the word is  aalai  thun 
vasa  paduththa[ missing letters-  pa -and -ka -] - to  entice;  aal-  person; thun  vasa 
paduththa-  to  charm 

delicia has the composition- the- la -[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  kaathali  
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  sweet heart /lover ; kaathal-  love . 

delinquo : to fail, be wanting / fail in duty, commit a crime. 

delinquo  has the composition - the- la - an -ka -and the meaning  of  the  word is   
kadamai - yil   irunthu   thavaruthal / valuvuthal[ missing letter- Ra- ]  - failing in duty ;  
kadamai-  duty;  thavaruthal-  to fail. 
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delinquo  has the composition - the- la - an -ka -and the meaning  of  the  word is   
kutra   thozhilil   eedupada  vaendum  [ missing letters- Ra- and- pa-] - to indulge in 
criminal  activities; kuttram- crime; thozhili - job ; eedupada- to  indulge .

deludo : to mock, cheat. 

 deludo  has the composition-  the- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  kindal  
kaelikku   aalaakidu  [ missing letter- ka- ] - to mock ;  kindal/ kaeli-mock.

deludo  has the composition-  the- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  elli 
nakaiyaaduka  [ missing letter- ka- ] - - mock. 

deludo  has the composition-  the- la- the - and the meaning of the word is   
kalaaiththal [ missing letter- ka- ]  - mock .

                      The magical letter- sa - . 

  Remember;  The presence of the letter- sa –in the word  ‘cheat’  gives a  clue that 
the word is a sooththiram word; the word  ‘cheat’  represents  many  different  Tamil
words  which  are related  to the  theme  word  ‘cheat’ .

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is  thettu-cheat.

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is  eththu –
cheat .

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is  eththan – a 
man  who  cheats  . 
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cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is  eththi- a  
woman who  cheats. 

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is  thettottam- 
cheating.

cheat[E] has the consonants –sa-the -and the other interpretation  is  upa 
theesan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- a cheat. 

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]-the -and the other interpretation  is  thakidu  
thaththam [ missing  letter- ka-]- cheat.

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]-the -and the other interpretation  is   kaathu 
kuththu [ missing  letter- ka-]- –cheat / to pierce the ear ;  kaathui –ear;  kuththu- 
pierce .

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]-the -and the other interpretation  is  kadukkaai  
kodu [ missing  letter- ka-]- –cheat.

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]-the -and the other interpretation  is  dapaai 
[ missing  letter- pa- -]- cheat. 

cheat[E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the other interpretation  is  pattai   
naamaam  poadu [ missing  letter- pa- -]- to cheat. 

mock [E]  has the consonants -  ma- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  yaekadam 
[ missing  letter- the -]- mock. 

mockery[E]   has the consonants – ma- ka -Ra -and the  interpreation of  the word is   
pari kaasam  [missing  letters-  pa -and -sa -] -  mockery .

                             Sudra  basha - Tamil  
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                           mathi  =  intelligence .
                           otpam= intelligence. 

mathi  has the consonants - ma -the -and the other interpretation of the word is  
otpam [ missing  letter-  pa-]- mathi. 

         Egyptian  hieroglyphic word-  rx [ knowledge] .

rx  has the consonasnts  -Ra- ka-[- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  arivu-  
knowledge .

demens : (dementis ) : insane, mad, out of one's mind, foolish. 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is   mana  paiththiyam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  insane. 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is mathi indri- [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   without sense .

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is  mooda  mathiyon-  mentally  retarded one ;  mathi- wisdom .

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is  mattan-  fool / mentally  retarded 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is   un maththam- madness. 
 
dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is muttaal  thanamanathu[ missing  letter-  la-] -  –foolish .  
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dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is  piththu/paiththiyam  pidiththa manithan/manathu  -  the insane person/mind  ; 
piththu- insane ; manathu-  mind . 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is  mathi  izhanthu [ missing  letter- zha-] – loss of  mental  capcity. 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is   thekkuna - mutti [ missing  letter- ka-]- fool. 

dementis   has the composition- the- ma -an- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
siththa  suvaatheenam [ missing  letter- ka-] – insanity .

foolish[E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- [-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is 
moolai  illai -  no brain ; moolai - brain  ;  illai-  without; muttaal [ missing letter- the -] -
foolish  .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is un 
maththam-  mad. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
paiththiyam/ piththam  [missing  letter- pa-] - mad .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  soan 
mathan  [ missing  letter- sa-] - mad man. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sumadan[ missing  letter- sa-] -  foolish person. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poatham [ missing  letter- pa-] -  common sense/ conscious  .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pandam[ missing  letter- pa-] - knowledge. 
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mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sutham [ missing  letter- sa-]  – intelligence[ antonym] .   

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
sitham  [ missing  letter- sa-]– intelligence[ antonym] .   

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  sittam
[ missing  letter- sa-]- intelligence[ antonym] .   . 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mathi- intelligence[ antonym] . 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
maethai - scholar/ wise man [ antonym] .  

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
madamai- foolishness. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is mathi  
eenam/ mathi  eenan -  idiot  /mentally  retarded .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  matti 
-mentally  retarded.

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
madaiyan -mentally  retarded.

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
moodan– idiot/ mentally retaded.   

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mattan  – idiot/ mentally  retarded.
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mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mooda mathi - mentally  retarded.

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mundam- simpleton / human body  withput head .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
muththan-fool/ one who has attined salvation.

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
moodaththanam-  stupidity .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
moodu- fool. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
moodi- foolish woman.  

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mundu- stupidity / a short dhothi  .

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mainthu- beauty/ desire/ ignorance/  mad / must of an elephant. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mantham -  dullness of intellect.  

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
manthan- dullard. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   mathi
moasam [ missing  letter- sa-]- losing sense due to inadvertence. 
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mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
moththu-  dullard. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the other interpretation  is  thee vaanam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- mad. 

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the other interpretation  is  mandu- 
mentally  retarded.

mad[E]  has the consonants- ma- the- and the other interpretation  is  kaa-matti 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- fool . 

to be mad [E]  has the consonants - the- [-pa-] -ma -the and the original  Tamil  word is
yaemaruthida [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to be mad. 
 
Idiot[E]  has the consonants  -the -the - and the original Tamil  word is ettan –Idiot .

Idiot[E]  has the consonants  -the -the - and the original Tamil  word is thattai –idiot. 

Idiot[E]  has the consonants  -the -the - and the original Tamil  word is matti-  idiot.

Idiot[E]  has the consonants  -the -the - and the original Tamil  word is   manda/ 
mantha / mada  thanam – dull headed. 

loose  [person ]  has theconsonants – la- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  salakan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  mentally ill person .

loose  [person ]  has theconsonants – la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   mana 
nalam  inmai – lack  of mental  health ; manam- mind;  nalam- health; inami- without. 

lunacy [E]   has the consonants- la -an –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  mana 
nalam inmai - lack  of mental  health ; manam- mind;  nalam- health; inami- without.

Insane [E]    has the consonants-  an –sa- an- and the original Tamil  word is  panasiyan
[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  idiot. 
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dunce [E]    has the consonants  -the -an- [- sa-]  -and theorignal Tamil  word is 
moodan / madaiyan/ mathi  eenan  - idiot. 

dolt[E]   has the consonants  - the –la- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
muttaal thanam – stupidity .

dolt[E]   has the consonants  - the –la- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
moolai  illaatha   aal-  one without brain .

rut [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
piraanthu/ piraantham [ missing  letter- pa-] - mad/ the elephant which  has the rut.  

rut [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  un  
maththa neer  surappu [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa- ]-  elephant in musth .

demergo : to sink, plunge into, dip under, go into debt. 

demergo  has the composition- the- ma- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
odum  aatru  thanniyil   aazhamaaka  moozhki / munki [  missing letter-  la/zha   -] -  to
have a deep  dip in to the running  river water ; odum-  running; aaru-  river; thanni-  
water;   aazhamaaka-   deeply ; moozhki-  to dip . 

demergo  has the composition- the- ma- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
kadar thanniyil  munki  [ missing  letter- zha-] -  to dip/sink  in to the sea water ;  
kadar-  sea;  thanni-  water;  munki/ moozhki -  sink/ dip .

demergo  has the composition- the- ma- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
erandu [  athika ]  vattikku   kadan maer kadan vaanki -  getting in to debt  for higher 
interest ; kadan-  loan;  erandu-  two;  . vatti-  interest  .
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dip  [E]  has the consonants-  the -[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thoei - dip. 

 
demitto : set down, let fall (to offer payment to the church), lower. 

demitto  has the composition-  the- ma- the -and the meaning of  the word is   
amaiththidu  - to set up .

demo : to take away, subtract. 

demo has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  edukka  
vaendum/ thekku  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to take ;  edukka-  to  take. 

demo has the composition- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  pidiththam-
[ missing  letter- pa-] -deduction .

demonstro : to indicate, show, describe, explain. 

demonstro  has the composition- the- ma- an-  [-sa-]  -the -Ra  - and the meaning of 
the word is   uruthi  paduththa  vaendum-  [ missing letters- pa- and -ka -] to confirm.

demonstro  has the composition- the- ma- an-  [-sa-]  -the -Ra  - and the meaning of 
the word is   vilakkamaaka   solli / vilakka  urai  thara vaendum  [ missing letters- ka 
-and -la-] - to explain .

demonstro  has the composition- the- ma- an-  [-sa-]  -the -Ra  - and the meaning of 
the word is  kurippittu  kaatta  vaendum [ missing letter- ka- ] -to point out .
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describe[E]   has the consonants- the- [- sa-] - ka –Ra- [- pa-]  – and  the original Tamil  
word is  vivariththida  vaendum -  to describe .

 to explain[E]   has the consonants-  the-  ka- [- sa -] –[-pa-] - la- an- and the original 
Tamil  word is  vilakkm  alikka  vaendum- to expain .

 demoror : to loiter, linger, tarry, belay. 

demoror  has the composition -  the- ma -Ra- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
ankum  inkum   veenaaka   sutri  thiriya [ missing letters- ka-and -sa-] - to loiter  here 
and there .

demoror  has the composition -  the- ma -Ra- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
purapadum    naeraththai   vaendum  endrae   kadaththu [ missing letters- pa- and -ka 
-] - to be slow in starting .

loiter  [E]  has the consonants - la- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
alainthu  thiri- loiter .

demulceo : to stroke down, caress by stroking. 

demulceo has the composition - the -ma- la-  ka- and the meaning  of  the word is  
muthukai /  thalai  mudiyaei   /koonthalai    thadavi    koduththal  - to stroke down the 
hair or back ; muthuku -back; thalai mudi- hair.

demulceo has the composition - the -ma- la-  ka- and the meaning  of  the word is   
katti  thazhuva vaendum -to  embrace. 

stroke [E]    has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word   
varuduka  / varudi kodukka  -caress/touch /stroke; keeridu .
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caress [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  varuduka-[ missing  letter-  the -]   stroke. 

demum : at length, at last, finally. 

demum  has the composition- the- ma- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
muthanami -yaana-  first / initially .

denego : to refuse, deny, reject. 

denego  has the composition- the- an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  marukkka 
vaendum  [  missing letter- Ra -] -  to refuse ;  marukka-  to  deny ;  kodukka -  to  give.

refuse [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- pa- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  maru – refuse.

refuse [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- pa- [- sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   maruppu  - refusal .

reject[ E]   has the consonanst- Ra- [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
karuththai  maruththiduka-  reject the idea . 

reject[ E]   has the consonanst- Ra- [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
niraakarikka-  reject. 

denique : at last, finally, again, in short. 
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denique has the composition -the- an -ka-and the meaning of the word is  kadai  nilai [
missing letter-  la -] -  last position;  kadai-  last;  nilai-  position.    

denique has the composition -the- an -ka-and the meaning of the word is meendum  
meendum  vanthu -  coming again and again ;  meendum-  again;  vanthu-  coming. 

dens : (dentis ) : tooth. 

dentis has the composition- the- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  yaanai  
thantham-  tusk  of the elephant/ tooth  ; yaanai- elephant .

tooth [E]   has the consonants  -the –the- and the original Tamil  word is thattam -  
tooth. 

tooth [E]   has the consonants  -the –the- and the original Tamil  word is   thantham-  
elephant’ s tusk/ tooth  .

tooth [E]   has the consonants  -the –the- and the original Tamil  word is   athattam-  
lower row of teeth .

tooth [E]   has the consonants  -the –the- and the original Tamil  word is   Yema  
thoothi – poisonous  teeth of cobra .

denuntio : to announce officially, pronounce, declare. 

denuntio    has the   composition-  the -an -an -the - and the meaning  of the word is   
anaivarukkum   ariviththida  vaendum [ missing letter -Ra - ]-  to announce  all; 
anaivarukkum- to all;  ariviththida - to announce. 
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denuo : anew, again, a second time, afresh. 

denuo  has the composition - the -an - and the meaning of the word is    meendum - 
again ; innoru  tharam [ missing letter -Ra-] -  once more .

second[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an- the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is irandaavathu  thadavai / murai [missing  letter-  Ra -] - second/ 
secondtime. 

second[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an- the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   vinaadi- second .

deorsum : downwards. 

deorsum  has the composition- the-  Ra- [-sa -] -ma -and the meaning of the word is   
adi  puramaaka  [ missing  letter -pa-] - lower side .

depereo : to perish, be utterly ruined. 

depereo   has the composition- the - pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   uyir 
pirinthathu- died.

depereo   has the composition- the – [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is    
mun adiththar-  ruined. 
depereo   has the composition- the – [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
seer indri  [ missing  letter- sa-]- ruined.    

depereo   has the composition- the - pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is 
maraintha/   marainthu   poanathu – perished/died/ ruined .
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ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil word is  mannodu
mannaai  maraintha/ marainthitta ondru-buried under the soil;  mun- soil; maraiya- 
disappear .

ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil word is  nir 
moolam  adaintha [ missing  letter- la-]-  ruined. 

ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  puraathanam[ missing  letter-pa-][Skt]- antique. 

ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil word is  nekuthar 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - ruined.

ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil word is  mun 
adiththar-  ruined. 

ruined  [E]  has the consonants – Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil word is  seer indri
[ missing  letter-  sa-] -  ruined. 

perish[E]  has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [- sa-]  – and the orignal Tamil  word is  uyir 
piriya – dying ;  uyir- life;  piriya- part. 

expired[E] has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  –pa- Ra-the  and the  orignal Tamil  word is
uyir  pirinthu  poka – departure of soul. 

expired[E] has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  –[-pa-] - Ra-the  and the  orignal Tamil  
word is    uyirai  viduka -  to  lose life .

depono : to put down, lay aside. 
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depono  has the composition- the-[- pa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   
mudiththida  vaendum [ missing letter -ka-] - to  finish .

depono  has the composition- the-[- pa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   vittu  
vida avendum  [ missing letter- ka-] -to  give up  .
 
side[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  paadu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - side .

side[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  muttam  
-side. 

side[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  maadu –side. 

side[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word is  andai- side. 

side[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word is   thattu –side. 

depopulo   depopulor : to lay waste, ravage, devastate. 

depopulor  has the composition - the  -pa -[-pa-] - la- Ra  - and the meaning of the 
word is  paer  azhivukku    aalaana  ondru [ missing letter- ka- ]  - ruined one .

deporto : to carry off, to take away. 

deporto   has the composition- the -pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
yaetri  anuppidu -  to send off .  

deprecator : intercessor, one who pleads on behalf. 
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deprecator   has the composition- the- pa-  Ra- ka -the -Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  oruvarukkaaka    matra -oruavar /pirithu  oruvar  tharkam   seivathu / 
paesuvathu/ arasu-idam   murai  iduvathu   [ missing letter -sa-] -  one  discussing/ 
pleading/ talking   for another. 

                   Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
       Remember the significance of the letters – pa- and- sa-. 

deprecor : to beg by entreaty, to excuse oneself / curse. 

deprecor  has  the composition - the -pa -Ra -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
oruvarudaiya    kuttraththai  /thavarai  mannikka / porukka   vaendum - to forgive 
one’s  mistake ; kutram- crime; thavaru- mistake; mannikka - to forgive .

deprecor  has  the composition - the -pa -Ra -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
oruvar  seitha  thavarukku  vaendi  avarai   manam noakum  padi  thitta  vaendum / 
kadinthu  paesa vanedum [ missing letter- sa-] - to curse some one  for   the mistake  
done by  him .

deprecor  has  the composition - the -pa -Ra -ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
udanpadikkai    seitha  padi  /  thoattru  poana  arasan   ethiri naattu   mannanidam   
mandiyittu    mandraadi  ‘uyir  pitchchai’  kaetka   vaendum[ missing letter -sa-]  - to 
beg  for life  from the enemy.  
 
curse [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   mannai  vaari   iraikka – to  throw  sand  on others   [ symbolic way of  cursing];  
mun- sand;  vaari  iraikka –throw . 

deprehensio : detection. 
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deprehensio  has the composition- the- pa -Ra- ka- an- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   thirudanai  kandu  pidiththu   vantha  avanai  sirai yida  vaendum   -  to  find 
out / detect   the thief  and  imprison him ;  thirudan-  thief;  kandu  piduththu-  to  
find out/  to detect ;  siraiyida -  to imprison .

detect [E]  has the consonants - the- the -ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kandida  vaendum -  notice/  to find out. 

deprimo (depressus) : to press down, depress, low-lying. 

depressus  has the composition- the-  pa -Ra-[- sa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the 
word is  adipuram - lower side.

depressus  has the composition- the-  pa -Ra-[- sa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the 
word is   manam   varauththa  pada[ missing  letter -ka-]  - mental  depression.  

depromo : to take down, produce, fetch out. 

depromo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
thirumpa   kondu vara  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to bring  back ;  thirumpa – 
back;  kondu varuka- bring.  

depromo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
puthiya  ondrai  uruvaakida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to create something new;
uruvaakidu- create. 

depulso : push aside, thrust away. 
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depulso  has the composition - the –[- pa-] - la -[-sa-]   -and the meaning of the word is
andaiyil   thallu –push   aside;  andai- side;  thallu- push. . 
  
depulso  has the composition - the -pa- la -[-sa-]   -and the meaning of the word is  
azhithida   pada  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to  destroy .

depulso  has the composition - the -pa- la -[-sa-]   -and the meaning of the word is   
puram  thalli  vida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  Ra -and -ka -] - to push  aside .

  to push[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]  - the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
nekkidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - push .

to push [E]  has the consonants- the –[- pa-] – [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is  
unthidu- push  .

to push [E]  has the consonants- the –[- pa-] – [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is  
uthaiththidu - kick. 

to push [E]  has the consonants- the –[- pa-] – [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is  
thallu[ missing  letter- la-] - push . 

to push [E]  has the consonants- the –[- pa-] – [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is  
nettu- to push.

deputo : to count, estimate / prune, cut off. 

deputo  has the composition -the -pa- the and the meaning of the word is  panaththai 
ennei   podu - to count  the money; panam- money; ennu -to count .

deputo  has the composition -the -pa- the and the meaning of the word is  vettida / 
vetti poda  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - cut off;  vettu- cut. 
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deputo  has the composition -the –[-pa-] - the and the meaning of the word is  
kanakkiduka  / kanakku  poda  vaendum [missing  letter- ka-]  - estimate;  kanakku- 
accounts.

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – sa- the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
mathippeedu  seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- fix the worth ; mathippu- worth.

estimate  [E]  has the consonants –[-  sa-] - the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is  kuththu  mathippu  [ missing  letters-  ka - and -pa-] -approximate value .

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – sa- the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
uththaesa  mathippu [ missing  letter-  pa-]- approximate value .

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is  uookithida   vaedum [ missing  letter- ka-] – guess. 

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is   maththippai  kanakkidu [ missing letters-  ka -and- pa-] -  calculate  the  value.

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – sa- the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
mathippeedu  seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  estimate the value .

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is mathippu-[ missing  letter- pa-]   respect / value .

estimate  [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is   thitta  mathipeedu -[ missing  letter- pa-]   -  estimated value of the  project ;  
thittam- pan / project ;  mathippeedu –estimated value. 

estimate  [E]  has the consonants –  sa-- the- ma- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
kuththu / uththaesa   maththippidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  rough  estimate .
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derelinquo : to forsake, desert, abandon. 

derelinquo  has the composition- the- Ra- la- an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
oru makani yo  oru  makalaiyo  / kuzhanthai  yaei    thaai yum  thanthaiyum  matrum  
ethara  urvinarum  kai  vittu viduthal  -  abandoning by the paraents and relatives of 
the child;  makan-  son;  makal;  daughter;  kuzhanthai-  child;  thaai- mother;  
thanathai-  father;  uravinar-  relatives; kai vittu viduthal- abandoning  .  

desert[E]   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
thuranthidu-   desert/ neglect.

desert[E]  has the consonants- the-[- sa-]- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is 
attaaram- desert  [ land] .

derideo : to laugh at, mock, deride. 

derideo has the composition -the- Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  uooraar  
unai kandu  siriththida   [  missing letters- ka- and- sa-] - to laugh at;  uooraar -   people
of the town ;  siriththida-   to laugh at .

to laugh [E]  has the consonants-  the- la- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
okkaliththal-  to laugh  .

to laugh at [E]  has the consonants – the- la –ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
kidal adiththal- to laugh at . 

to laugh at [E]  has the consonants – the- la –ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
kali -aakkuthal- to laugh at. 

*****eripio : to tear down, snatch away. 
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deripio  has the composition -the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning of the word is   peiththu  
aruththidu  - tear down .
 
deripio  has the composition -the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning of the word is   
pariththidu – snatch away. 

deripio  has the composition -the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning of the word is   pana pai 
yaei  pariththu  vida vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] -  to snatch away  the money bag;  
panam-  money; pai-  bag;  pariththu  vida-  to snatch .

desidero : to long for, wish for greatly, to miss. 

desidero  has the composition-  the- sa-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
paer  aasai   pada   vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and- ka-]  - to   have big desire ; 
paer aasai -  great  desire.

desidero  has the composition-  the-[- sa-] -  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
thavara  vittu   vida  vaendum  [missing  letter - ka-]  -  to  miss / to  drop .

desidiosus : lazy, unmotivated. 

desidiosus has the composition -the- sa -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
suththa /moththa   sompaerithanam [  missing letters-  pa- and -Ra-] -  laziness. 

lazy [E]  has the consonants-  la- sa-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
soampal [mising  letter- pa-] - lazy .

lazy [E]  has the consonants-  la- sa-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  silaepi 
[missing  letter- pa-] – lazy  person   .
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lazy [E]  has the consonants-  la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
aluppu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - lazy .

lazy [E]  has the consonants-  la- sa-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
maachchal- lazy .

lazy [E]  has the consonants-  la- sa-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  anjal – 
lazy. 

desino (desiit) : to leave off, give over, cease, stop, desist. 

desino  has the composition - the- [-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   
niruthida / thaduththida  vaendum  [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka -] -to  stop .

desino : cease, stop, end, desist. 

desino has the composition- the- sa-  an- and the meaning of the word is   satrae  
niruththu[  missing letter-  Ra -]- stop a while  ;  niruththu-  stop.  

desino has the composition- the- [- sa-] – an-  and the meaning of the word is   
thaduththu   niruththu-[  missing letter-  Ra -]-  stop .

desino has the composition- the- [-sa-]-  an- and the meaning of the word is   
mundinthathu – the end. 

stop [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  nippaattu
– stop. 

stop [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
adaiththidu – stop .
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stop [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  thadai  
poadu -  block .

stop [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
mudiththidu -  bring  to an end .

stop [E]  has the consonants- -sa-the- pa-and the original Tamil  word is   aatsaepanai  
– block  / protest .

desipio : to act foolishly, play the fool, make an ass of one's self. 

 desipio   has the composition -the -sa- pa - and the meaning of the word is muttaal  
thanamaana  seyal paadu[ missing  letter- la-] -  foolish  act;  muttaal  thanam- 
foolishness; seyal padu- to act. 

fool [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - la-and the original Tamil  word is  uluthai   
[ missing  letter- the-]  -fool. 

desolo : to leave ,desolate, abandoned, to forsake. 

desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thanimaiyil-   isolated .

desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   vittu  vilaku [ missing  letter- the -] - to leave;  vilaku- leave  .

 desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   azhiththidu  - ruin  .
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desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  makkal  vaazhaatha   nilam/ idam [ missing  letter- ka-]   un inhabited palce  ;  
makkal- people;  vaazhatha- not living ; nilam- land;  idam- place. 

desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  manathu   kavalai  / thukkam  /sokam [Skt] kondida /  maanthu kavalail  aazhnthida 
[  missing  letter- ka-]   -  mental worry ;  kavalai-  worry ;  thukkam/ sokam - grief.  

desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   valamai / vilaichchal  illaatha  kaaintha   nilam - [ missing  letter- ka-]    barren  
land ;  valamai-  fertile;   illai- nil ;  kaaintha- dry ;  nilam- land.

desolo   has the consonants   - the- [ -sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   makkal  illatha  idam [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  deserted  place  .

 leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theorignal  Tamil  word is   akazhu  - leave .

leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theorignal  Tamil  word is  vizhaku -  leave. 

leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theorignal  Tamil  word is   olika- leave. 

leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theorignal  Tamil  word is  nazhuvu – leave.

to leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theoriginal  Tamil  word is   kalaluthal - to 
leave .

to leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theoriginal  Tamil  word is    kilamputhal 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - to leave.

 to leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and the original  Tamil  word is   villuthal- to 
leave.

to leave[E]  has the consonants -  la-va -and theoriginal  Tamil  word is    veezhthal- to 
leave/ to fall .
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desparatus : given up on / desperate 

desparatus  has the composition- the- sa-- pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  sirithum   peethi / payam [Skt]/ achham   indri - without  any  fear;  peethi 
-fear;  achcham-  fear; moorrkka  thanam  konda  [ missing letter- ka -] - wild.

desparatus  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of 
the word is  sirithum  nampikkai   tharaatha - kodukkaatha   seithi [ missing letter -ka-] 
-  the news that  gives no  hope; nampikkai- hope;  kodukkaatha  - not giving ; seithi 
-news .  

desparatus  has the composition- the--sa-pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the 
word is  moorkkathanamaana  seyal  paadu [ missing letters- ka- and-la-] - reckless 
action .

 despecto : overlook, despise, look down upon. 

despecto  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - pa -ka- the  -and the meaning of the word 
is   verukka  thakka   paarvai [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  hatred look. 

despero : to have no hope, despair, give up. 

despero  has the composition -the- sa- pa- Ra-and the mneanin gof the word is  
sirithum  nambikkai   atru [ missing  letter- ka-] -  not  even little  hope;  sirithum-  
little;  nampikkai  -  hope;  atru-  without .
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hope[E]  has the consonants-  ka –pa- and the original Tamil word / mening is   
nampikkai- hope. 

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaavu 
koduththu  kodu [ missing  letter-  the -] – to sacrifice.

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
vittu vidu[ missing  letter-  the -] -  give up  .

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  vida  
koodaathu -[ missing  letter-  the -] -    do not give up  [antonym] . 

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kai 
kodu-  give a helping hand [antonym]  ;  kai- hand;  kodu- give .

give up [E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
nampikkai  kodukka  mudiyaathu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  can not give hope.

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va- pa- -and the original Tamil  word is  nampikkai 
kodu  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  -  give hope  [antonym] ;  nampikkai- hope;  kodu –
give. 

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   vittu 
vidu/ vittu odu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  quit. 

give up[E]  has the consonants - ka –va-  [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kai  
kazhuvu [ missing  letter- zha-] -  renounce/ quit.  

despair[E]  has the consonants - the –sa- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
perum  maana thadumaataram -  big  mental  distress. 

despair[E]  has the consonants - the –[- sa-] - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
nampikkai  atra manam [ missing  letter- ka-]- hopeless mind;  nampikkai- hope . 
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despair[E]  has the consonants - the –sa-- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
manathu   perum   soarvu  adainthida -  mental  depression;  mana  soarvu- 
depression .

despair[E]  has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
veruththu poana  manathu [ missing  letter- ka-]- dejected mind.  

despair[E]  has the consonants - the –sa- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
perum  mana  thalarchhei  adainthida [ missing  letter- la-] –mental depression;  mana
thalarchhei- mental  depression  .

despicio : to look down, regard from above, despise. 

despicio  has the composition - the -[-sa-]  -pa- ka-and the meaning of the word is 
veruppu paarvai  kaatta   [ missing letter- Ra-] -  to look with disgust;  veruppu- 
hatredness; paarvai- look.

desposco : to demand. 

desposco has the composition -the- [-sa-]  -pa -an- ka-   and the meaning of the word 
is  murandu pidikka  vaendum [  missing letter- Ra -] -  demand.

desposco has the composition -the- [-sa-]  -pa -an- ka-   and the meaning of the word 
is  kattaaya  paduthida  vaendum-  to insist.  

desposco has the composition -the- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- ka-   and the meaning of the 
word is  kenji  kaetta  vaendum – to request  

desposco has the composition -the- [-sa-]  -pa -an- ka-   and the meaning of the word 
is nir panththikka[Skt]   vaendum [  missing letter- Ra -] -  to  demand ;  nirpantham  
seiya vaendum.
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desposco has the composition -the- -sa- -pa -an- ka-   and the meaning of the word is 
vaasi  pidkka  vaendum [Mlayalam]  -to demand .

destinatus : resolute,  firm, determined ,  with one's mind made up. 

destinatus   has the composition -the- [-sa -] -the -an -the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of 
the word is  thidamaana  manathu  - firm mind . 

destituo : to set down, place / abandon, leave in the lurch. 

destituo has the composition  -the -[-sa-] -the -the-and the meaning of the word is  kai
vittu vida vaendum [ missing letter - ka-] - to abandon .

detego detectum : to uncover, lay bare, disclose. 

detego  has the composition- the- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  veli  
kondu  vanthida vaedum [ missing letter-  la -]  - to bring  it  out;  veli-  outside ;  kondu
vanthida-  to  bring out. 

detego   has the composition- the- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  thiranthu 
kaattida vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra -]  - to  open and show  ;  thirnathu-  to  open;  
kaatta-  to  show. 

 detineo : hold off, hold back, detain. 

detineo  has the composition - the - the -an -and the meaning of the word is   
adaiththida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – confine.
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detineo  has the composition - the - the -an -and the meaning of the word is  
thaamaththikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] –    -to delay . 

detineo  has the composition - the - the -an -and the meaning of the word is  
adaikkida  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] –- to suppress. 

detineo  has the composition - the - the -an -and the meaning of the word is  
thayakkam  kaatta  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] –- hesistate. 

detrimentum : damage, loss, detriment. 

deterimentum  has the composition- the -the- Ra- ma- an- the- ma - and the meaning 
of the word is peruththa  saethaaram  adainthidum/ naeridum [  missing letters-  pa- 
and -sa-] - a big loss would come ;  peruththa -  big; saetharaam-  damage;  
adainthidum-  will reach .

                Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Dsr  [ holy  sacred ] . 

Dsr  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thiru-  
sacred. 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  dw [ give] .

Dw  has the consonants- the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  kodu  -give .

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  dw  [place/ put] .

Dw  has the consonants- the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  iduka- place .
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          Egyptian hieroglyphic word- dw [  blow/ strike ].

Dw  has the consonants- the- va -and the original Tamil  word is adika / kuththuka  
-strike/ blow. 

                  Remember  ka = va;  va= ka. 

deus : god. 

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  udu – sun/ 
planet /god. 

deus has the composition -the -sa-- and the meaning of the word is  saaththan- god. 

deus has the composition -the -sa-- and the meaning of the word is  saasthaa [Skt]  
-god. 

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   un- maththan 
- god -the lunatic-Sivan .

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   manathu/ 
antham - mind. 

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   mathi udaimai
–wisdom .

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thee udu 
/David -  sun  /god;  thee- fire;  udu- planet. 

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   maadan- 
-deity .
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deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   maadi- deity. 

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   aththan  –  
sun god/Aten  .

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
theivam[ missing letter-  ka -] god.

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aandavan  -  
god [ missing letter-  ka -] .

deus has the composition -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kathi-  way of 
life / hope  /head/ gait. 

deus has the composition -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  saathu- saint.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   aandavan  - god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   aathavan-  sun . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   aadavan-  man. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   aandakai- ruler/ 
king .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   vakuththaan -  
god -  the giver. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   koduththaan-  
god  -the giver. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is    thakkan- god-  
Sivan. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   thaane  
vanthavan  -  one who came on his own .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vidankan- one who came on his own/ handsome man  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the othe interpretation  of the word is  
vittunu – omnipresent.   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the othe interpretation  of the word is  
vidan- warrior. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
thatchchakan[ missing  letter- sa-] -  head/ chief  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   kedaa  maadu-  
bull god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   kedaa maadu 
/aadu  vettu  -to sacrifice  bull / goat;  keda  - goat / bull ; vettu- cut. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   makidam [Skt]  - 
bull god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   kada maa-  wild 
cow. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   udaiyavan-  god- 
one who has .  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  kaathu  
koduththu  kaetta  kathai /   vaetham [Skt] – the story  that was  listend / Veda .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   vaethan[Skt] -  
god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   kadavul -  god 
[ missing letter-  la -].  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaeivam/   
daevan[Skt] - god  .  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kaanthan[Skt] / 
kanthan  – god/Murugan . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  nikkanthan[Skt] -
god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   
kooththan/nadikan - the dancer-Siva. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   David-  thee udu
;  thee- fire; udu- planet / star .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is aandavanin  
thoothuvan  Mohamed -  Mohamed  - messenger of god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaduki - kaali - 
consort of Siva .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thakappan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - father .

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaai -yim  
-aanavan -  god as the mother- Lord Siva .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   undaakiyavan-  
the creator .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thotruviththavar 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]-  – the founder .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thunaivan- 
companion.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  karththar [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- - creator. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thivaa- day / day 
time .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thivasam [thee 
vasam] -  day/ day  time. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Thiraavidan 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- god - a Dravidian-  one in the sky;  thirai –sky. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  ven kotra  
kodaiyon-[ missing  letter- Ra -]-   god the ruler of the white sky ; ven- white;  kotram- 
rule; kodai- sky . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaetti kattiyavan-
god who wears a dhoti ;  vaetti- dhoti ; kattu –to wear. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   ven pattu  karai  
vaetti  anithittavan -[ missing  letters- pa- and- Ra -]-  - god  who  is wearing a white 
silk  dhoti ;  white silk –sky ;  vaetti – dhoti; karai-  border / dark  clouds. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaada thuni  
thundu  ittavan- god who  has a white  cotton cloth as a towel  on his shoulder ;  kaada
thuni- rough white cotton cloth/ clouds ;  thundu –towel . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aadai  
aniyaathavan/ ammana kundi-  one who is with out dress/naked . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thoothuvan- the 
messanger. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   naduvan – god- 
the  judge .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   padaku- otti 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -god the sailor;  padaku –boat; oattu –drive.  

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vinthu- anu- 
god-  the sperm .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vindu – sky. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vindu- wind. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vithai / kottai  – 
god- the seed .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   viththu- god  
-the seed. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  ninaadi-   second
[ time measure ] .   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   viththkam- 
wisdom .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vittunu –
omnipresent god.   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vidi- day break / 
dawn . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vidivu –He is our 
hope for  better time .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vidi meen-  
venus .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vidan-  warrior. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vindu- sky/ wind
. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vandi-   vehicle. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is viththam-  wealth
/ gold/ Knowledge.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  viththakan-  wise
one. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  viththan-  
ascetic. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  
vithaanam[Skt] /koodu -   canopy.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vithaatha-  god 
Brahma. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   Veda 
Nayakan[Skt] -  god Brahma .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaethan/ 
vaethiyan[Skt] - god Brahma.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaethanam – 
knowledge .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaethaa[Skt] - 
god Brahma  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaethi – learned 
man . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vithi/ 
aandavanin ennan - fate. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaiththiyan[Skt] -
He is our physician .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   paanduvan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - physician .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kooththu maedai
/ vaethi  /vaethikai[Skt] - stage / platform /  the sky .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   veethi-  the 
street -  the sky. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaethu-  heat  
/the sun. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaenthu- 
king /duke.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  oathuvaan –the  
one who  recites.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   oathuka- read / 
recite. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  oma kundam 
/thee kudam/ kundaan  –sacrificial pit.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thee moottuka- 
make fire; thee- fire. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thee -avan- “ 
He” is the fire ;  thee –fire;  avan- he. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   theeyavan- bad 
boy. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   theenku- evil . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thee -vatti- the 
torch .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   
Vaethantham[Skt] - Upanishads. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vithavai[Skt]- - 
widow/ moon goddess  dressed in white clothes. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  yaekanathan[Skt]
– sun- the  loner .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vidaa -kandan-  
person [ sun god]  who  won’t yield to a modicum .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   viyaathan  -god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vinthaiyaanavan 
– god- a wonder .
 
god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeiva thaai  -  
goddess.  

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeiva  makan /
aandavanin  makan  - son of the  god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  devi [Skt] - 
goddess. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaathar [ missing
letter-  Ra-]- god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Mohamed – nabi
.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kathiravan 
[ missing  letter-  Ra-]- sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaththaan-  god- 
the savior.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kanitham-  
maths 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thooyavan-  on 
who is pure.
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thava  muni /  
thavasi [ missing  letter- sa-]– ascetic. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thavam-  
meditation .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thuravi-[ missing 
letter- Ra -]- monk. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kooththaadi- the
dancer-Lord Sivan .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vettiyaan- the 
grave yard dweller . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thee aanavan   - 
the one who is  the fire ;  thee – fire .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thee vanakkam  /
thee  yaei  vanankidu – worship  the fire;  thee- fire;  vanankidu –worship. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  moova  muthal 
[ missing  letter- la-]- the  first  one/ sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thaeivatham- 
god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   aanai  iduvon- 
one who gives order .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   naduvan-  god 
of death. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  yema kaathakan 
-  god of death.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaenthan  
/Vaethiyan[Skt]  -   god- the king .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaentha- avai -  
royal  audience hall. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is vinoathakan-  
person who enjoys hobby .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Thennaadu  
kaaththaan- the protector of the southern land  -Tamil Nadu .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Thennaattu 
vaenthan-  king of Tamil Nadu. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  muzhu  
muthalaanavan[ missing  letter- la-] -  the first man. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaan muthal 
[ missing  letter- la-] –the ruler of the sky – sun  . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  maathavam-   
penance/ months of chiththria and  vaikaasi .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  maathavam- 
toddy . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   maathavan   – 
ascetic .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is    maathanki- 
goddess / kaali .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   mathanki   
-dancing girl/ moon .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   mathankam- a 
kind of drum .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   maathavi- wife 
of kovalan- Silapathikaram  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  maathankam – 
one who is  eternally  youth .
 
god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  mudivaanavan- 
god  -the destiny.

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  muthalum  
mudivum  illaathavan [ missing  letter- la-] - god -the sun- who has  no beginning  and 
no end. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  muthalum  
mudivum aanavan [ missing  letter- la-] -  sun  -god  who is  the  beginning  and who is 
the end .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  nithaanavaan 
[Skt] –god  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaethiyan[Skt] -  
one who  taught  the Vedam.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vadivu- beauty .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vattu-  disc – 
sun .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kaadi- cart. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  sakadam  
[ missing  letter- sa-]- cart. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   oathuvon – one 
who  recites the holy  scriptures .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Vaetha[Skt]   
vaanan –  god. 
 
god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kovinthan[Skt]  – 
god.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kattaan- the 
barbarian .

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaitheekam [Skt]
– customary  religious   rules and regulations .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aakama  vithi  / 
oathum  vitham  -customary  religious  rules and regulations .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is Thiraavidarin   
Thiru  marai  oathum vitham / murai [ missing  letter- Ra -] –Dravidian way of reciting  
holy  scriptures;  Thiru marai- holy  scriptures  /vaetham .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  oathuvaar 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - one who  recites  the holy  sctiptures. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   oathu 
-vatharkku   kattrida vaendum- learn to recite holy  scriptures [ missing  letter- Ra -]; 
kattrida- to learn . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Thiru Murugan 
[missing  letter- Ra -]  –Dravidian sun god/  Sumerian  Marduk .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kanthan- 
Murugan – sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kantha  kottam- 
abode of lord Murugan .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  padai veedu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - abode of lord Murugan.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaavadi - for 
Murugan .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kadampan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - Murugan    -Dravidian sun god-Junior  Horus . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kadampa vanam[
missing  letter- pa-] – sky. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaetha 
vanam[Skt] -  heaven /sky  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vindu –  god- the
wind .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thivaa- day . 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  dhivaan-   chief 
minister.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thivi-  heaven . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thivasam / thee 
vasam [ missing  letter- sa-]  - day .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thee kathi-  hell. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  veedu- house/ 
heaven. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vai  kundam [Skt]
- heaven.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Vaetha  
keethan[Skt] - god.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thalaivan-
[missing  letter- la-] -the leader. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaanakththin 
thanthai-  heavenly father /the father of the sky ;  vaanakm- sky  /heaven; thanthai –
father. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaethandam – 
Himalayas. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  
VaethaanthamSkt]-religious  philosophy. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   ko- thandam- 
Himalayas. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Thiru ven kaadu 
[missing  letter- Ra -]   - heaven  /sky .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaer/ratham 
[Skt]  ottukiravan [missing  letter- Ra -] -  chariot raider .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaetha  
Nayakai[Skt] -   -goddess. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaipaatti  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - moon goddess /concubine of the sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaevadiya 
-moon goddess /concubine of the sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kooththiyaa - 
moon goddess /concubine of the sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Vaetha  
Nayakam[Skt] - god.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  oathuka- teach .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  padikka [ missing
letter- pa-] - read .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  dhuvaa [Arabic]  
kaetidu  -to recite .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaethanam[Skt] -
knowledge .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   ven mathiyon – 
the brilliant white sta;  ven- white;  mathiyon- wiseman .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  ankum  inkum 
enkum kaanum - vaanaththin kan   -the eye of the sky ;  kannum –seeing;  vaanam –
sky;  kan- eye. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thirai  
maraivaanavan – one who is behind the screen – sun god behind  the white clouds ; 
thirai-  white sky;  marivu –secret.  
 
god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaedai-  heat .

 god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   koadai –
summer. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  koadai –  
summer the gift  of the sun; koadai –summer; kodai- gift.   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aandavanai  
vaendi  vanankida vaendum - pray to the god;  aandavan- god;  vaendu-  beg .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aandavanai  
thuthikka  -to worship  the god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aandavanai  
kumpidu / vanankidu[ missing  letter –pa-] - to worship  the god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  andavanai   
saevikka [Skt]  [missing leetr- sa-] -to worship  the god.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aandavanukku  
vanthanam [Skt]   seithidu  -worship  the god .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kuthirai  vandi  
/kanthiri   ottukiravan [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -god the horse raider ;  kuthirai- horse;  
kanthiri- cart. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaer otti 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- god the chariot  raider. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kuraththi  
kanavan  -kuravan- [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  -sun god - husband  of the moon goddess  
kuraththi .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vanakththin  
paampu –Nakam [ missing  letter- pa-]   -snake of the sky .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Sivanaandi  
[missing  letter –sa-]- lord Sivan . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vadu-  god- the  
youth . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vidivu – dawn/ 
hope  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kai katti-  guide. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kaaththiduvon – 
savior. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   uthaviduvon – 
god- the helper. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is kai  koduppavan [
missing  letter- pa-] - god -the helper.
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  nadikan-  actor. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  paadakan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- singer .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kettavan-  bad 
boy . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thee nakku- fire 
flame; thee- fire;  naakku- tongue. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  naa- madakku  
-fold the tongue- speak. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is utravan-[ missing 
letter-  Ra -]- god – our friend .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thoothuvan -  
messenger. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   muthu  
kuravon--[ missing  letter-  Ra -]-   ancestor. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thaan  
thondriyavan  --[ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  one who came on it’s own /self made  ;  than- 
self;  thondri –appear .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   muthiyavan – 
old man . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thooyavan-  
pure man  
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaan  muththu-  
pearl of the sky ;  vaan- sky;  muththu –pearl. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is kanda mani-  
large bell-  the sun god/ sky.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kotravan-/ vetri 
adainthavan [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  king/ the victor. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kotravai 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – Dravidian goddess of victory / victoria .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  karu Maari thaai 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- moon goddess. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is vaththi – incense 
stick .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaaththi- 
teacher. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaththi-  knife- 
sun ray.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  veethi- stage/ 
street.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  sevidan [ missing
letter- sa-] - deaf man .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  saveetha [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-] –sun .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  
saaththuvan[ missing  letter- sa-]- merchant .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  saaththuva[Skt]  
kunam/ saathveekam [ missing  letter- sa-]- [Skt] - goodness. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  sakthi [Skt] / 
sakthimaan [ missing  letter- sa-]-  power/ powerful man . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   mudavan -  lame
person[ sun has no legs].

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   Mani kandan- 
sun god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  mukadu- peak/ 
summit/ head. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   mukthi-  
salvation .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is mukthan-  one 
who  gives salvation. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  mukadu-  peak. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vithanam / kudai
/ moodaakku -  canopy .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  mani  makudam-
crown. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kudiyan-  god-  
the drunkard [  drinking  the sea water by  sun ] .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vaedan- god- 
the  hunter. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kaam vatkai 
kondavan / kaama thee  yaei moottuvon / kaamaanthakan- lover.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   idu  kaadu  
vaenthan – ruler of the  grave yard.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  adakkam-   death
/ burial / final destination .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaandavan-  god
-the dancer-Siva .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aadai 
aniyaathavan /ammana kundi  -  one without dress. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  muka moodi  
aninthavan-  one who has a mask – sun with the clouds ;  muka mudi- mask. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  mukaadu  
aninthaval – nila [ missing  letter- la-] – one with weil -  moon coverd by  clouds. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aandavanukku  
padaikka  vaendum-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to offer god ;  padaikka-  to offer. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  theevu  [ in the 
water]  -  island [ like the sun in the sky .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thikku -  
direction / decided by  the sun movements. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   Yaeka [Skt] 
Naathan-  only  one- god .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   Deava 
Naathan[Skt] - god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   Naaka devan- 
snake god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   koadaanki -  
Siva’s  drum .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is    udukkau - Siva’s
drum .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kudu  kuduppai [
missing  letter- pa-]- Siva’s  drum  [ symbolically  - a clock ] .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thaeiva 
kuththam-   any act done  against  god .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Aathi[Skt] 
[ motha/ mooththa/ munthaiya / thooya/ thonamiyaaana ] - Daevan- primordial  god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Daevaathi   
Daevan – god of the gods .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Sivaandi 
[ missing  letter-  sa-]-  Sivan-  the saint.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  aanai   
mukaththoan -  god with elephant face;  aanai- elephant;  mukam –face. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kandi – male of a
buffalo .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaama  thaenu – 
celestial cow. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thavam- 
meditation . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thavasi / sivaandi
[ missing  letter- sa-] - ascetic .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  swaetham[Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – white/ sun  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kotti – the divine 
dance performed by lord Sivan .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaethu – 
descending  node - zodiac. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kaettai- 18th 
asterism .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   avittam- star- 
zodiac. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thaththuvam 
[Skt] – truth .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thoothuvan- 
messenger. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thee- kathi- hell.
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kondavan- 
husband of moon goddess. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thi- vi – heaven. 
.
god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vidai- He is our 
answer. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thivaa /dhivaa 
[Skt] – day time.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thivasam—thee  
vasam -[ missing  letter- sa-] - day  time /death anniversary. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thivam- sky. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaeiveekam- 
divine. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  dhiviyam[Skt]  – 
divine.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kathi-  He is our 
path/gait  . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  theenku- devil  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   divaan [ Skt] -  
chief minister. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   venkat [Skt]- 
Vaishnava  god. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vadavai  thee-  
thee great fire supposed to reduce the universe  to ashes at the end of an epoch .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vadukku  thikku-
north .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vadaathu- north.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vattam-  the disc.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vadi- wood/ 
sunray.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vedi- the bomb / 
fire .   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaduku  -vedic  
ceremony  of wearing the sacred thread. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kannadiyan- 
Kannada speaking  people. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vadukan-   young
man / god/ the Telugu speaking  people .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vannaan- the 
washer man- who  keeps the sky  cloth white. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vithi-  He is our 
fate. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vithu- moon .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   vinthai- the 
wonder. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vinoatham [Skt] -
the wonder. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   maaya  viththai- 
magic. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   aasththikan [Skt]
– god believer .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   naasthikkar-
[ Skt]- non believer. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is    thee mootuka –
make fire. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   akkini[Skt]   
kundam- sacrificial pit.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  akkini[Skt]   
thikku -  the direction of the fire  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thee thaeivam- 
god of fire;  thee- fire;  thaeivam- god.   

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  akkini [Skt]  
devan – god of fire. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   akandan- the 
undivided one- god .
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  adiyavan- 
devotee.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kai koopi  
kumpida  / vanakida  vaendum – worship Him . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kedu- due. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   adi  vaanam- 
horizon- entry point  in to the heaven.  

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  athi kunan – god-
with super human qualities. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  anthakan – the 
destroyer. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  idu  kaaadu –the 
grave yard – dwelling place of the sun god Sivan .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  akathan[Skt] - 
one without disease. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  adankaathavan-  
He can not be tamed. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vanankaa mudi-  
the king who can not be conquered  by any one. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kattaiyan/ 
kuttaiyan- short man[ dwarf]  .

dwarf [E] has the consonants - the – va- Ra –[- pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  
kuttaiyaana  manithar – short man .
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dwarf [E] has the consonants - the – va- Ra –- pa-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  dwara paalakan[Skt]  – short man / gate keeper of the temple.

dwarf [E] has the consonants - the – va- Ra –- [-pa-]-and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  Vaamana  avathaaram –avathar of Vishnu .

avathaar [Skt]  has the consonants – va- the-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
thaeiva  piravi [ missing  letter- pa-]  – godly birth.

avathaar [Skt]  has the consonants – va- the-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
aandavarin  mainthan- Deva kumaran  /  Thiru Murugan  /Karththar  /  manitha  uru  
eduththu  tharai  eranki vara/ varukiraar  –   son of the god coming down to the earth 
in human form .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kuttaiyan- 
Akaththiyan-  the sage  who wrote Tamil grammer .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thonkum  thee 
kudam-  hanging  fire pot. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  vaan  kudai-   He 
is our sky  umbrella . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   kudakku-  west . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   thekkanam- 
south. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   undai  katti – the
food [ cooked rice]  given to devotees after offering it  to god. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  uththunkam- 
extraordinarily great. 
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god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is   oththa  kannan /
yaeka atchchi [Skt][ missing  letter- sa-]  – person with one  eye- sun god;  yaek- one;  
atchchi –eye. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kattuvaankam-  
spear/rod for resting hands on used by sages.

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  kattai vandi- 
cargo – cart without covering[ sun] , drawn by bullocks. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  thaevattai- a  
coin which can not be exchanged / no longer in use . 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  saakkaadu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  grave yard. 

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  Akhenaten -  
Egytian king -  believer of sun god  .

god [E] has the composition -ka -the -and the other interpretation is  sakthi [ Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- goddess/ power. 

goddess [E]  has the consonants – ka- the – [- sa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word is   
thaiva  thaai-  god  mother  .

goddess [E]  has the consonants – ka- the – [- sa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word is   
thaevathai- angel .

                          English  word- disrepute 
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disrepute has the consonants – the-  sa- Ra- pa- the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
mathippu / mariyaathai   kurainthidum vannam [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  loss of 
respect .

disrepute has the consonants – the-  [- sa-] - Ra- pa- the -  and the original Tamil  
word is  ketta  peyar edukka [ missing  letter- ka-]  – to earn a bad name .

disrepute has the consonants – the-  [- sa-] - Ra- pa- the -  and the other 
interpretaino of the word is  ava [Skt] peyar edukka [ missing  letter- ka-]  – to earn a
bad name .

*****devenio : to come to, arrive at, reach. 

devenio has the composition- the -va-an -and the meaningof the word is  vanthidu /  
vanthu vidu -  come .

arrive [E] has the composition - Ra -va - and the meaning of the word is  varuka-  come
/welcome ;  varukai- arrival .

*****devito : to avoid. 

devito has the composition- the- va -the -and the meaning of the word is 
thavirththiduka  -  avoid[ missing letter- Ra -] .

devito has the composition- the- va -the -and the meaning of the word is   vittu  
viduka-  avoid .

devito has the composition- the- va -the -and the meaning of the word is   othukki- 
viduka/ othunki viduka  -avoid.
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devito has the composition- the- va -the -and the meaning of the word is  kandakka  
vaendaam/ kaana  koodaathu -  to avoid.

devoco : to call away, call down, call aside. 

devoco  has the composition- the- va -ka - and the meaning of thre word is koovidu /  
koovi  azhaiththidu [ missing letter- zha -] - call loudly .

devotio : (Christian) piety, devotion, zeal. 

devotio  has the composition- the- va- the - and the meaning of the word is  
theivaththai  vananku -  to  worship the god; theivam-  god;  vananku-  to  worship.

devotio  has the composition- the- va- the - and the meaning of the word is  
aandavanin  thondan -  devotee;  aandavan- god;  thondan-  devotee.  

devotee[E]   has the consonants - the –va- the - and the original Tamil  word is  thiru 
koottam [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – devotees  .  
devotee[E]  has the consonants - the –va- the - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is paktha  kodi [Skt] / aandavanukku  adi paninthiduvoan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
devotees .

devotee[E]  has the consonants - the –va- the - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thaeivaththidum  nampikkai kondavan [ missing  letter- pa-] - one who  
believes god. 

piety[E] has the consonants- pa -the -and the  interpretation of the word is pakthi  
[Skt][missing letter-ka-]-  piousness.

piety[E] has the consonants- pa -the -and the other interpretation of the word is  
thaeiva  patru [ missing letters- ka –and- Ra -]- piousness. 
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zeal[E]   has the consonants – sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  mana ezhuchchi – 
zeal .

devoveo : to consecrate, sacrifice, devote / curse, execrate. 

devoveo  has the composition -the- va- va - and the meaning of the word is  kovil  
kuda  muzhukku  vizha  [ missing  letter- la-]- consecration of the temple. 

devoveo  has the composition -the- va- va - and the meaning of the word is  eekai /  
thiyaakam [ Skt]  manthai  konda -   mind with  sacrificial   tendency ;  thiyakam-  
sacrifice. 

devoveo  has the composition -the- va- va - and the meaning of the word is  eekai /  
thiyaakam [Skt]   seithiduka-  do  sacrifice [ missing letter-  sa-] .

devoveo  has the composition -the- va- va - and the meaning of the word is  
aandavanai  vanankidu- worshipping  the god;  aandavan-  god;  vananku-  to worship .

dextera : the right hand. 

dextera has the composition- the- ka- sa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaiyaana   sotru  kai   kondu  unavu unna   vaendum-   with  right hand  one has 
to eat ;  thoimai- pure;  sotru kai -  rice/ right hand  ;  soru –rice; kai- hand; u navu- 
food;  unuka-eat. 

dextera has the composition- the- ka- sa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
idathu  karaththai  kondu  kaariyaththai  seiyum  manithar-  the left handed  person ; 
idathu-  left;  karam-  hand;  seiuyum - doing ; manithar-  person .
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                         Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
             Remember the significance of the letters – pa- and- sa-. 

diabolus : devil, Satan. 

diabolus  has the composition- the- [-pa-]- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of  the word is 
theeya ullam -  bad  mind/soul ;  theeya -  bad;  ullam-  mind/soul . 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  kalathu-  
devil /demon.  

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  vaazhka 
/vezhka  Tamizh  – long live Tamil language. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  theeya 
ullam-  devil ;  theeya -  bad;  ullam-  soul.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  
vaethaalam – devil  .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  thee 
valayam -  fire ring.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  kaali  
thaeivam -  godess Kaali .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is  Kaalai  
thaeivam-  bull  god .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is   thee  kuli - 
fire walking .
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devil[E]  has the composition- the- va -  la- and the meaningof the word is   kovil  adi / 
Dhaevaalayam  - temple. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   thee vazhi 
paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  fire worship .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  theeya  
vazhi  - evil path .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  kaathal  
vaazhkkai-   love .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   
kaliyaanam  katta  vaendum- to marry ; kattu –wed. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  linka vazhi 
paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] – phallus  worship .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  yoni  vazhi 
paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] – womb worship . 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  Naga  
vazhipaaadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  serpent worship .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  valamai  
sadankukal  [ missing  letter- sa-] – fertility  rituals. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   manitha   
vaazhvu – life of the humans ;    manithan- man;  vaazhvu -life.  

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   Tamil   
Vaetham .
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devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  kovil  -kalil
Tamizh  vazhi - Vazhi  paadu  - Tamil  as the language of the temple.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   Yaevaal 
/nila  makal   poopu  adaithal [ missing  letter- pa-]- Eve attaining  puberty .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   
vaelanukkum  vallikkum  idaiyae  undaana  kaathal – love   between Vaelan  and  valli /
love between the sun god and the moon goddess. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is ulakththin   
muthan  makan   Adam   Yaevaalin   ullaththai   kollai  kondaan -  Eve accepted  Adam’s
love ;   ulakththin muthal  makan - the first man of the world-Adam ; ullam- soul. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  Yaevaalum 
Aadamai  kaathaliththaal – Eve also started loving Adam .
devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  kanavan  
[ aathamukkum]  manaivikkum  [ yaevaalukkum    idaiyae   undaakum   kaathal – love  
between  husband  and wife / love between Adam and Eve ;  kanvan- husband;  
manaivi –wife;  kaathal- love .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  thirumana 
vaazhkkai  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  marital life;  thirumanam-  marriage;  vaazhkkai- 
life.  

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  ketti  
maelam kotti  /  thaali  katti  kaliyana / mana vaazhkkai    vaazhnthida   vaendum  - to 
wed ;  kaliyaanam- marriage;  vaazhkkai- life. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaethaen  
/aandavanin    thottaththil   /Tamizh Nattil  / Tamizhakaththil   /  vaan 
mandalaththil   /oththu   vaazhuthal / koodi  vaazhuthal-  to live to gether in the Eden 
garden/sky ;  thottam- garden /Thamizhakam- Tamil nadu ; vaan--sky  . 
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devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  kaathukalil
oatha  vaendum-  to tell in the ears ; kaathu –ear;  oatu –tell / recite. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  vaai   
mozhinthidu-  tell .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  aandavan  
vazhankiya  mozhi  Tamizh  mozhi- Tamil – the language of god. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  
Yaevaalukku   kuzhanthai / pillai kani    vaendum- Eve wants to have a child  /apple;  
pillai- child/ apple . 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   
kuzhanthai / mithalai  undakkum  vazhi -  the  way  of  getting a child ;  kuzhanthai/ 
mithalai  -  child ;  undaakku –create;  vazhi- way. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  kaama  
vilaiyaattai   vilaiyaada  vaendum  - to play  the love game;  kaamam- love  ; vilaiyattu- 
game. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  thaali  
kattiya  pin   aanum  pennum   koodi   kalanthida  vaendum / kalavu   vaazhkkaiyil   
eedu pada vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to have sexual  intercourse after marriage;
kalavu – sevual life. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   
kanavanum   manaiviyim    linka   vazhai  paadu   /alkul   vazhipaadu    seithidal  
vaendum[ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] -  linkam  worship  /vulva  worship  .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   kanavan  
than   manaiviyin   alkullil  thun  linkaththai   kondu  vaelai  seithida  vaendum / 
ozhuththida vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  the  method of doing  sexual  intercourse
;  alkul –vulva; linkam-  phallus . 
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devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is   
yaevaalukku  intha  maatham / thinkal   theetu  vanthaida - villai -  this monthe Eve did
not get mensus .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaevaal  
sool  kolluthal  [ misising  letter- sa-] – Eve is pregnant. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaevaal   
thalai  muzhuka - villai – eve has not taken bath  /Eve is pregnant. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  yaevaal  
ith- thinkalil   kuzhiththida -villai  -Eve has not taken bath this month;  thinakl- month ;
kuliyal- abth. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaevaal  
vaai  kumatta   vaanthi [Skt]  / kakkal  eduththal -  nausea  and vomiting  for Eve ;  
Yaevaal –Eve;  vaanthi- vomit. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is Yaevaal  
undaakuthal-  Eve is pregnant. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  
Yaevaaludaiya   masakkai  noavukku   maan- kaai  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]- to 
alleviate the morning  sickness  Eve needs mango  ;  noavu –sickness ;  morning 
sickness – masakkai ;  maan kaai- mango .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaevaal  
udal  ilaiththal/ melithal -    Eve is losing weight.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  Yaevaalin  
mukam veluththal -  Eve looks  pale .
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devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaning of the word is  
Yaevaalukku   uootta  vunavu/ kaai  kanikal    kodukka  vaendum  -Eve needs nutritious 
food and fruits. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   yaelaam  
thinkalil   kanavan veettil  pennukku  valai  kaapu / kai  valaiyalkal   / thanka / velli / 
kanaadi  valaiyalkal     ida vaendum – bangle  ceremony on the seventh  month  in the 
husband’s  house -  [ to teach  the method of delivering  the baby -  as the fingers  
coming/ going  out of the narrow  mouthed  bangle ] .
 
devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   paththu  
maathankal – vayiththil  kuzhanthai yei  sumakka vaendum [ missing  letters-  pa- and- 
sa -] – to bear  the baby  in the womb for ten months ; paththu –ten ;  maatham- 
months.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is  
kadumaiyaana   vayiththu   vali  kondu  Yaevaal  thudi  thuiththal  -  severe abdominal 
pain  suffered by  Eve ;  kadumai- severe;  vali – pain.

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   pani 
kudam   udaintha -vudan   kuzhanthaiyin thalai  irankuthal  vaendum [ missing  letters-
pa –and- Ra -]  -head should  be engaged after the rupture of the amniotic sac;  pani 
kudam- amniotic sac ;  thalai – head. 

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   al kul in   
vaathil   vazhiyaaka    kuzhanthai  yin thalaiyaei    thaathi    kettiyaaka   kaikalaal    kavvi
vaelyae  izhukka  vaendum  - to grasp the child’s  head   with the   hands and pull out 
the baby  by the nurse;  thaathi –nurse .

devil[E]  has the composition- the- va – la-  and the meaningof the word is   thoppul   
kodi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – umbilical cord. 

satan[E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - the- an -and the meaning of the word is  theeya 
manam -  bad soul/mind .
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satan[E]  has the composition --sa-- the- an -and the meaning of the word is   manitha 
aasai-  human  desire. 

satan[E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - the- an -and the meaning of the word is    aathi  
saesan /saedan [Skt]  -  the serpent god. 

satan[E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - the- an -and the meaning of the word is   thanni 
paampu- [ missing letter- pa-] -  water snake/placenta ;  Aathi Saesan/snake god – 
Vedic  god. 

                         English  word – disease.

disease has the consonants - the -sa –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  soadai- a
kind of disease. 

              English  word – diameter. 
diameter has the consonants – the- ma- the- Ra -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is aaraththin  eru madanku – twice that of the  radius [ radius=  vattaththin
aaram [missing  letter- va-] ; vattam- circle; aaram- radius.   

dico : (dictum ) to say, tell, speak, name, call, pronounce. 

dictum  has the composition -  the -ka -the -ma -and the meaning of the word is  
karuththai  koorida vaendum [ missing letter -Ra-] -   tell [your ] view ; karuththu-  
view point; koorida-  to  tell.

dictum  has the composition -  the -ka -the -ma -and the meaning of the word is  
koattida   vaendum –to speak;  koatti- speak .
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speak[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] –[- pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
koatti [ missing  letter- the-] - speak. 

speak[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] –[- pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
kathaikka[ missing  letter- the-] - speak .

speak[E]   has the consonants  - sa- pa- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   paesuka- 
speak .

speak[E]   has the consonants  - sa- [-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai  
asaiakka- to speak  .

speak[E]   has the consonants  - sa- [- pa-]- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   
vaasikka-  read .

       Magical letters -pa -and –sa-. 
      soul  [-sa- la-]  =  paazh / Tamil  [- pa – la/ zha-] .

 say[E] has the composition -sa-  and the meaning of the word is paesu [ missingletter 
-pa-]  -  speak .

say[E] has the composition -sa-  and the meaning of the word is isai- say .

 to say[E] has the composition – the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  isaiththidu-  
speak/ say .

tell[E]  has the composition -the- la - and the meaning of the word is  sollidu -  tell 
[missing letter-  sa-] .

tell[E]  has the composition -the- la - and the meaning of the word is  mozinthidu – 
speak .  
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tell[E]  has the composition -the- la - and the meaning of the word is  naviluthal  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- telling. 

tell[E]  has the composition -the- la - and the meaning of the word is  athavuthal 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- –tell. 
 
call[E] has the composition -ka -la - and the meaning of the word is  azhaikka-  to  call. 

call[E] has the composition -ka -la - and the meaning of the word is  kooval- call .

call[E] has the composition -ka -la - and the meaning of the word is  vilikka- call. 

name[E]  has the composition- an- ma -and the meaning of the word is  naamam[Skt] 
-  name.  

name[E]  has the composition- an- ma -and the meaning of the word is   punniya  
thaanam[Skt]   [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -]  – naming  ceremony .

name[E]  has the composition- an- ma -and the meaning of the word is   abi thaanam 
–[ missing  letters- pa- and- the -]-name. 

name[E]  has the composition- an- ma -and the meaning of the word is   peyar  ida  
vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- Ra -the -and -ka -]   – to name .

                         English  word - dice [ play] .

dice has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  thaayam - a 
play  with dice. 

dice has the consonants – the- sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
soothu-aattam – gambling with dice.

                           English  word  -die .
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die has the consonant-  the- and the interpretation of the word is moatchcham [Skt]
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – heaven .

dictata : things dictated, lessons, presents. 

dictata  has the composition-  the -ka- the - the - and the meaning of  the word is  nan 
kodai   thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -to  give  donation ; nan kodai -donation.

dictata  has the composition-  the -ka- the - the - and the meaning of  the word is  
kaathu   koduththu  kaettathai   pathivu  seiya  pada  vaendiya  karuththu [ missing 
letters- pa -and- sa-] - things dictated .

dictata  has the composition-  the -ka- the - the - and the meaning of  the word is   
vakuppu  paada  thittam  vakuththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to make  the  
lessons/ syllabus   for  the class .  

presents [E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra –sa- an- the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
word is  thirumana   seer/ parisu   panam kaasu / kodai / mana pennukku   thara  
vaendum [ missing  leter- ka-]- to give  prize/ / presents ;  thirumanam- marriage;  
seer- prize/ presents ;  parisu –prize;  kasu- cash;  panam- money ; kodai- gift; mana 
pen- bride ;   kodukka/ thara- give. 

present [E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra –sa- an- the –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
word is thirumana   panthikku / undaataththirikku /  virunthukku  varukai  thara  
vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  should come/ be present  for the marriage feast; . 
thirumanam- marriage; panthi/ undaatattam - feast;  virunthu – treat . 

dictator : dictator. 
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dictactor  has the composition -the- ka- the- ka- the -Ra -  and the meaning of the 
word is   ev  vithamaana  sittam /neethi  naermai  atra atchchi  nadaththum   kodum- 
kor  mannar  / sar vaathi kaari   [  missing letter-  sa-] - dicatator ;  sittam- justice;  
naermai- honesty ;   kodum kor mannar- dictator;  mannar- king ;  sarvaathikaari -  
dictator;  aatchchi-  rule;  

dictate [E] has the consonants -the –ka- the –and the original –Tamil word is   sattam  
ittu  adakkiduka  [missing letter-sa-]– to rule by law.

dicto : to say often, dictate, get written down. 

dicto  has the composition- the- ka- the - and the meaning  of the word is  adikkadi  
koorida vaendum-  to  say often [ missing letter-  Ra-] .

dicto  has the composition- the- ka- the - and the meaning  of the word is  kadithathai 
ezhutha  vaendum [ missing letter-  zha-] -  write down the letter;  kaditham-  letter ; 
ezhutha-  to write. 

get  [E]  has the consonants - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kittu / 
kitti / kidai  /adika - get. 

didico : to be told (Herimann cap. 39, 44). 

didico  has the composition -the- the -ka - and the meaning of the word is koora   
thaan vaendum  athanai  [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  that should be told ;  koora-  to  tell. 

dido dididi didtum : to separate, divide, distribute. 
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didtum  has the composition  -the -the- the- ma -and the meaning  of the word is avar 
avarukku thara/kodukka    vaendiyathai [ panaththai]   thani  thani yaaka  piriththu  
koduththida  vaendum [ missing letters- pa - ka -and - Ra- ]- distribute  what ever  
money  has to  given individually  ; avar avar -  individual;   panam- money ;  thani 
thaniyaaka-  individually  ;  piriththu- separate  ; koduththida-  to give. 

separate [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tami l word / 
meaning  is  pirithidu – separate. 

separate [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tami l word / 
meaning  is  pithirthar -  separate. 

separate [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tami l word / 
meaning  is  pirathi  paethanam [Skt] -  separate . 

separate [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] – [- pa-]  - Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  thuranthidu- renounce.

divide[E]   has the consonants – the-  va- the- and the original Tamil  wortd / meaning 
is  thundaaduka-  divide;  vetti  thundu  iduka .

divide[E]   has the consonants – the-  va- the- and the original Tamil  wortd / meaning 
is  vakuththiduka- divide. 

divide[E]   has the consonants – the-  va- the- and the original Tamil  wortd / meaning 
is  pankiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- divide to share .

dies diei : day 

diei  has the composition -the -and the meaning of the original Tamil  word is  
aatchchai [ missing letter-sa-]- day.
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diei  has the composition -the -and the meaning of the original Tamil  word is  thee 
udu -  fire   planet/ sun  -  thee- fire;  udu- sun .

diei  has the composition -the -and the meaning of the original Tamil  word is  pattam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - day . 

diei  has the composition -the -and the meaning of the original Tamil  word is nitham 
-day .

diei  has the composition -the -and the meaning of the word is thinam[Skt] -  day .

diffama -tus : spread around, made known. 

diffamatus   has the composition-  the- pa- [-pa -]-ma -the- -sa- - and the meaning of 
the word is  anaivarukkum   seithiyaei  theriya paduththa  vaendum [ missing letters- 
ka -and -Ra-] - to disclose to all  ;anaivarum - all; theriya paduththa- to disclose; seithi-
news. 

*****differo : to spread about, spread news / harrass, disturb. 

differo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is parapidu- to
spread.

differo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  seithiyaei  
parapidu [ missing letter- sa-] - spread the news; seithi- news; parapidu- to spread.

differo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
thunpuruththu - to harass.
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differo  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
thontharavu  seithidu- to disturb; upaththravam[S] - disturbance.

spread[E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] - pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  parappidu – spread. 

differo : to delay, postpone / to differ, be different. 

differo  has the composition - the -pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  ondrai  
thamatha  paduththu  - to delay ;   ondrai- one; thaamatham- delay . 

differo  has the composition - the -[-pa-]  Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
maruththidu - to disagree. 

  differo  has the composition - the -pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
maarupaadu udaiyathu   / maattru – different / change.

  differo  has the composition - the -pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  erandu 
padu – differ. 

differo  has the composition - the -pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
maarupadu-  disagree /to differ.

differo  has the composition - the -pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is   maaru 
pattu iru- be different.

delay [E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil  word is   thaazham-- 
delay .

delay [E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil  word is   thaama- 
ththiththal -  to delay .
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delay [E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  attithal  -  to 
delay . 

delay [E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil  word is meththenal-  
delay . 

differtus : stuffed full, crammed, jammed. 

differtus  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -the -sa- and the meaning  of the word is   
pai/ petti   niraiya  adaikka  patta  thinikka patta / panam  kaasu [ missing  letter -ka-]  -
box  filled with money / packed  full  of money .
 
differtus  has the composition- the- pa- Ra -the -sa- and the meaning  of the word is 
utkaaruvatharkku  sirithum   idam  indri  aranku   niraiya  koodiya    koottam [ missing  
letter- ka -]  - jam- packed  hall .

stuff [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is   thini 
/thiniththa-  stuff [v].

stuff [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is   
adaiththidu – stuff [v] .
  
stuff [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the –-pa-and the original Tamil word is   thin 
pandam /thiniththa  pandam-  snack/ stuffed food.  

stuff [E] has the consonants- -sa- the –-pa-and the original Tamil word is  kanja  
adaiththa/ thiniththa   peedi [ missing  letter- ka-] -  cannabis  filled beedi  ; kanja- 
cannabis;  thiniththathu- stuffed. 

stuff [E] has the consonants- sa- the –-pa-and the original Tamil word is    soththu 
paththu- assets/ property. 
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stuff [E] has the consonants- -[-sa-]- the -[- pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  mathi/ 
puththi[ Skt]- brain .

stuff [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the –-[-pa-]-and the original Tamil word is   
thundu- bit.

stuffy [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the –pa-and the original Tamil word is   
moochchu adaippu – stuffy /difficulty in breathing .

 
difficilis : difficult, hard, troublesome. 

difficilis  has the composition -the- pa-[- pa-] - ka -la -[-sa-] - and the menaing of the 
word is kadina thanmai konda  oru porul [ missing letter -Ra-] - an object which  is 
hard; kadinam- hard; thanmai- nature; konda- having; oru- one; porul- an object. 

difficultas : difficulty, need, trouble, distress. 

difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]-[-pa-]-ka- la -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning 
of the word is vaazhkkai  kadinamaaka  ullathu -   life  is  difficult.

difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]-[-pa-]-ka- la -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning 
of the word is  thaevai  ullathu-in  need of  . 

difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]--pa-ka- la -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of 
the word is kuzhappam  konda manathu - confused mind; kuzhappam- confusion; 
maanthu- mind.

difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]--[-pa-]-ka- la -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning 
of the word is  kavalai  konda manathu - worried mind ; kavalai- worries ; maanthu- 
mind. 
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difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]--[-pa-] -ka- la -the -sa-- and the meaning of
the word is  kavalai  kolla thakka  sool nilai  vanthu-vittathu-   condition  of much  
concern  ; kavalai- worry;   sool nilai- atmosphere. 

difficultas  has the composition- the- [-pa-]--[-pa-] -ka- la -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning 
of the word is   kaalaththin  kattaayam- need of the hour.
 
difficultas  has the composition- the- -pa--pa-ka- la -the --sa- and the meaning of the 
word is  maantha  vaazhkkai  payanam  enpathu  pookkalaal  aanathu  alla;  athu  
karkkal- laalum  murkkal-lalum  aana  / thunpam  niraintha  aapaththanaa  / solla 
mudiyaatha  pala valaivukalaiyum   thiruppankalaiyum    konda   paathai   
aakum[ missing letter-Ra-]  - life is a pathway  of  stones and thorns and not made up 
of flowers ; maanthan- human; vaazhkkai- life;  pookkal- flowers;   karkkal- stones; 
murkkal- thorns; paathai- path. 

trouble[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- pa- la – and the original  Tamil  word is  
perum thollai – big trouble. 

trouble[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- pa- la – and the original  Tamil  word is  
kazhuththu  aruppu [ missing  letter- ka-]- thoat  cutting ;  kazhuththu- neck ;  aruppu-
cut / reap .  thoat  cutting 

distress[E]   has the consonants  - the –[-sa-]  -the- Ra –[-sa-]-and the orignal Tamil  
word is mana  thadumaattram – mental  distress.

distress[E]   has the consonants  - the –[-sa-]  -the- Ra –[-sa-]-and the orignal Tamil  
word is varuththam [ missing  letter- ka-] - worry .

digestor : arranger, composer, one who makes a pattern. 
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digestor  has the composition - the - ka -sa -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
isai / sanketham[Skt] amaiththu  tharupavar [ missing letter -pa-] -  one who  
composes music; iasai-  music/sankeetham;  amaithhtida- to compose.   

digestor  has the composition - the - ka -sa -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
suvadiyaei   ezhuthiya  aasiriyar [ missing  letter -zha- ]  - the author of  the book ; 
suavdi - book;  ezhuthiya- written; aasiriyar- author. 

digestor  has the composition - the - ka -sa -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
maathiri  varaipadam  varainthu  tharupavar [ missing letter -pa-]  one who draws the 
blue print -maathiri  varai padam-  blue print  drawing. 

digestor  has the composition - the - ka -sa -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
achchu  vadivam  seithu  tharupavar -  one who  makes  mould ; achhu  vadivam-  
mould. 

dignitas : merit, worth, prestige, dignity. 

dignitas   has the composition- the- ka -an -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word 
is  arivum  thiramaiyum   konda [ missing letter- Ra- ] -  with talent  and wisdom . 

dignitas   has the composition- the- ka -an -the- sa- and the meaning  of  the word is  
maatchchimai  konda - with dignity. 

dignitas   has the composition- the- ka -an -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word 
is   oruvarudaiya   thun maanam [ missing letter- Ra- ] -    self respect  of some one .

dignitas   has the composition- the- ka -an -the- sa- and the meaning  of  the word is  
thani  sirappu  konda [ missing letters -Ra-  and- pa-  ]  - prestigious . 

pristige[E] has the consonants -pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil word is  
maththippu uravu- prestige.
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pristige[E] has the consonants -pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil word is   
perum mathippirkkuriya-  repected /reputed. 

dignosco dignosco : to distinguish, recognize as different. 

dignosco   has the composition - the-  ka -an- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is   
ov-vondraiyum  vevaeru  vakai  ena kandariya   pada vaendum  [ missing  letters- Ra 
-and -pa-]   -to  know  to   distinguish . 

dignus : (+ abl.) worthy, worthy of, meritorious. 

dignus   has the composition- the- ka- an- [-sa -] -  and the meaning of the word  is  
vaanka  thakkathu -  can be  bought/  worth of buying .

dignus   has the composition- the- ka- an- [-sa -] -  and the meaning  of  the word  is  
arivum  thiramaiyum  konda [  missing letter-  Ra -] -having  wisdom and talent ;  arivu-
knowledge;  thiramai-  talent . 

digressus : separation, departure, digression. 

digressus has the composition -the - ka- Ra -[-sa-] - [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  uoorukku  payanam    purapada [ missing letter -pa-] -  to  depart  from the 
city ; purapaadu-  departure; payanam-  travel; uoor- city .  

digressus has the composition -the - ka- Ra -[-sa-] - [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   erandakaa  pirithida /thundu poda vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -to divide  
into two; erandu- two; pirikka- to  separate.
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digressus has the composition -the - ka- Ra -[-sa-] - [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is    thirumana  oppantham   murivu - marital  separation;  thirumanam-  
marriage;  oppantham- contract ;  murivu-  break . 

digressus has the composition -the - ka- Ra -sa- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
paaka  pirivinai  seithida [ missing letter -pa-]  - to  divide the  property  .

digressus has the composition -the - ka- Ra -sa- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
tharkkam /vivaatham[Skt]   seithida    vaendiya karuththai  vittu   pirandu  vaeru  oru   
seithiyaei   paesa  [missing letter -pa-] - jumping  from the  topic  in discussion .

dilabor : to break up, scatter, dissolve, slip away, fall apart.

dilabor  has the composition  -the -la - pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
portkal/    erandaiyum   pirithidalaam -  to  separate .

dilabor  has the composition  -the -la - pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  anku 
ondrum  inku  ondrumaaka  maelaaka  thoovi    porutkalai   parapida  vaendum 
[  missing  letter -ka-]-  to  scatter  the things  here and there .  

dilabor  has the composition  -the -la - [-pa-] - Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
arasa  avai yaei   kalaiththida  vaendum[ missing  letters-  sa-and-  ka-]  -to dissolve  
the   ministry   . 

 
dilato : to spread out, extend, expand, increase. 

dilato   has the composition -the -la- the - and the meaning  of the word is  thulai  yaei 
valithakka / akalamaakka   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka -] -  to  make the  hole  big / 
wide ; thulai- hole;  valaithakka- to  make big;  akalamakka- to make it wide .
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dilato   has the composition -the -la- the - and the meaning  of the word is    naattin  
ellai  ayei  men maelum   neettikka   vaendum  [ missing  letter -ka -] - to expand  the 
border  of the country  further; naadu- state; ellai-  border;  neettikka- extend.  .
dilgenter : attentively, earnestly, carefully, diligently. 

diligenter  has the composition - the- la- ka -an- the -Ra-and the meaning  of the word 
is  mikkuntha   echcharaikkai   unarvu -  udanum  kavanaththudanum  muzhumaiyaana
ulla  eedupaadu   kondu     seithida  vaendiya  oru  seyal/karumiyam / kaariyam [Skt]  
[ missing  letters- sa- and - pa-] - doing  things   with  extreme caution and  
carefulness.   

diligens : diligent, careful. 

diligens  has the composition -the- la- ka -an- sa -and the meaningof the word is   
aazhntha   kavananuththudan / mikka  kavanaththudan    seyal  paduththa  vaendum 
[ missing  letter -pa-]  - to  act with  extreme  care .

 
diligentia : diligence, industry, perseverance, persistence. 

diligentia  has the composition- the - la- ka -an- the-   and the meaning of the word is  
mikka  kadumaiyaaka / vidaathu  uzhaiththida vaendum- to work  hard. 

diligentia  has the composition- the - la- ka -an- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
tholvi  kandu  thuvalaamal   thodarnththu    kadumaiyaaka   uzhaiththaal  mattumae   
vaazhkkaiyil  vetri  kittum  / vetri kaniyaei   suvaiththida [ missing  letters- Ra-  and- 
sa-]  -  one has to  work hard to  taste  victory  admist  failures  . 
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diligentia  has the composition- the - la- ka -an- the-   and the meaning of the word is  
vaazhvil  vetri  adaiya   vaendumaanal    vidaa  muyarchchi  seithida  vaendum 
[ missing  letters- Ra- and sa-] - perseverance will  give  success.    

 

diligo : to choose out, esteem highly, prize, love. 

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is  mariyaathai  
kolla thakka  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  respectful ; mariyaathai  aliththida  vaendum  -to  
give respect   

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is   nan- kodai   
vazhanka   vaendum-   to  give donation .

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is  pukazh  
adainthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa- ] - to  become famous . 

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is   pukazha  
vandum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to prize  one.

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is   thaervu   
seithidal   vaendum  [ missing letter-  sa -and -Ra-]  -  to  choose .

diligo  has the composition  -the- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is  kaathal/   
kaathalikka  vandum-  to love .

prize[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  seer-  gift
.

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  anpu 
kollu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- love. 
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love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kaathal [
missing  letter-  the -]  - love .

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  ichchai/ 
isai / mana  isaivu   kolla [ missing  letter- sa-] - to love .

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kaama  
vaayil-  love;  kaamam – sexual desire;  vaayil- door.  

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kaama 
vaelan-  cupid/ kaama thaeivam . 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  vaelan / 
valli-  sun god  Murugan and  the moon goddess valli  .

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaliyaanam-  marriage; kaliyaana vaazhvu . 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kai kilai 
-  one sided love.

lover [E]   has the consnants - la -va-  Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aavalar – lover. 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  poo  
vaali / poo villalan –  god of love ; poo- flower; villalan- archer. 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kai  
nilai – ancient  Tamil  love poem – Aka porul- Pathinen keezh  kanakku  vakai-] .

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
nalanku – post  marital   couples  play  in the  marriage hall .
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love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kaama 
kaaichchal [ missing  letter- sa-]-  romantic  fever.  

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kaama 
kalakam -  lover’s fight. 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kaali/  
kaama  valli-  moon goddess. 

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
Vaelan-um  valli-um -  sun god and the moon  goddess.  

love [E]   has the consnants - la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kalavu 
vaelai-  sexual  intercourse. 

 to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  nalkuthal – to like. 

to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
noovuthal- to  like .

to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kaathalanum / kaathaliyim    uoodal kolluthal -  lover’s quarrel. 

to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
vazhakkaattu-  lover’s quarrel. 

to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kalavu  kalvi -  sex education. 

to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kalavu  kolluthal- to have sexual intercourse. 
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to love [E]   has the consnants – the-  la -va-   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kooduthal-  to join/ sexual intercourse. 

diluculo : dawn, daybreak. 

diluculo   has  the composition  -the -la -ka- la -and the meaning of the word is vidiyal  
kaalai- day break;   kaalai- morning ; vidayal- dawn .  

diluculo   has  the composition  -the -la -ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  
kathiravan  thondrum  kaalai  vaelai [ missing letter- Ra-] -  morning time when the sun
comes;  kathiraavn- sun; thondrum-  appearing; kaalai- morning ; vaelai- time .

day break[E]  has the consonants- the -pa –Ra- ka -– and the original Tamil word is  
eravu poei  kathirvan  varum  - vidiyum naeram- time for sun rise;  eravu-night;poei-
gone;kathiravan-sun;vidiyum naeram-dawn.

diluo : (of troubles) to remove, resolve. 

diluo   has the consonants - the- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kavalai- 
yaei  ozhi vaakkidu-  to remove;  kavalai- worry.

diluo   has the consonants - the- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   mudivu 
kolla [ missing  letter-  ka -] - decide .
 
diluo   has the consonants - the- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
manathai   thidamaakki  kolla [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  make your mind up  .

diluo   has the consonants - the- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   karaikka
koodiya    thanmai   ulla [ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra -] - resolvable  nature ;  karaikka-
dissolve;  thanmai- nature .
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solve  [E] has the consonants -sa- la- va -and the original Tamil word is  sikkalai   
avizhkka- to resolve the problem; sikkal- problem; avizhkka-solve/ unfasten.

dimitto : to break up, dismiss, leave, abandon. 

demitto    has the composition- the- ma -the -the- and the meaning of the word is  kai 
vittu  vida vaendum [ missing  letter -ka-]  -to  abandon .

demitto    has the composition- the- ma -the -the- and the meaning of the word is  
veettukku  anuppi  vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -]  -to  send  one to  
home. 

directus : plain, simple, direct, open, straightforward. 

directus  has the composition- the- Ra- ka- the –sa- and the meaning of the word is  
evi vitha sirunkaarmum  indri – un adorned. 

directus  has the composition- the- Ra- ka- the –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is
thirakka  vaendum/ thiranthu kaattida  -to open  ;   thirakka- to open ;  veetu  kathavai 
thirakka vendum  -to open the door  pf the house . 

directus  has the composition- the- Ra- ka- the –[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  naermaiyaana  kunam konda- honest nature;  naermai- honest. 

simple[E] has the consonants- [-sa -]–ma-[- pa -]-la- and the original Tamil  word is   
elimaiyaana- simple.

simple[E] has the consonants-sa -ma- pa -la- and the other interpretation  of the word
is  sulapam -  easy. 
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*****diripio : to separate, tear apart / pillage, devastate, lay waste. 

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra -pa-and the meaning of the word is   pirithidu- 
separate .

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra –[- pa-] -and the meaning of the word is    
aruthidu- tear   .

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra -pa-and the meaning of the word is  payan  atru 
po  - of no use; payan- use; atara -nil  .

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra -pa-and the meaning of the word is   maannodu 
mannaai  marainthu  poana - disappeared /ruined.

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra –[-pa-]-and the meaning of the word is   thiruda-
to  steal .

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra -pa-and the meaning of the word is   thiruttu  
poanathu - stolen .

diripio  has the composition - the- Ra -pa-and the meaning of the word is   thiruttu  
poana panam - stolen money ;  panam- money;  thirudu  -steal.  

dirunitas : long duration. 

dirunitas  has the composition-  the- Ra -an -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  neenda   naeramaanathu - ling time; neenda- long; naeram -time.
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diruo : to demolish, destroy, ruin. 

diruo  has the composition- the -Ra-   and the meaning of the word is   mannodu  
mannai  / tharaiyodu  tharaiyaaei   maraintha-  disappeared/ ruined ;  mun / tharai- 
soil .

discedo : (discessum ) : to break up, depart, go away, pass 
away.

discedo   has the composition-  the- sa- the-  and the  meaning of the word is   
sendridu [ missing  letter-  Ra- ]-go  away . 

discedo   has the composition-  the- [-sa-]  - the-  and the  meaning of the word is   
marainthidu [ missing  letter-  Ra- ]-disappear. 

 discedo   has the composition-  the- [-sa-]  - the-  and the  meaning of the word is   
nenkida   vaendum  [ missing  letter-ka -]  to  go  away .

 discedo   has the composition-  the- sa - the-  and the  meaning of the word is    
seththidu -  die . 

discedo   has the composition-  the- [- sa -] - the-  and the  meaning of the word is  
maainthidu – die.   

discipulus : disciple, student, learner, pupil. 

discipulus  has the composition-  the- sa-  ka- pa -la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  seeda  pillaikal – disciples.
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discipulus  has the composition-  the-  [- sa-] -  ka- pa -la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of 
the word is  palli   kooda   pillaikal -  school students .

discipulus  has the composition-  the- sa-  ka- pa -la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  thinnai    palli   koodaththil   kalvi    payilum   maanva  selvankal - the students 
who  gets education   in the school;  palli koodam- school;  kalvi -education; payilum- 
studying;  maanvan- student. 

learner[E]   has the composition - la- Ra -an- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
thodakka   nilai   kalvi  karkkum maanavar  [ missing letters  - the- -ka-] - the student 
who  learns  the basic .

pupil [E] has the composition –[- pa-]  -pa- la  - and the meaning of the word is   
mazha  pulavar  [ missing  letter- ka-] – young   pupil .

pupil [E] has the composition -pa -pa- la  - and the meaning of the word is   palli -yil  
payilum   maanavan [missing letter- ka-] - the student who  is studying in the school ; 
palli- school; payilum- studying;  maanavan- student .

disciple[E]   has the consonants -  the -sa – pa- la  -  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  seeda  pillai -  disciple. 

disciple[E]   has the consonants -  the –[-sa-] – pa- la  -  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  puthalvan[ missing  letter- ka-] – son.

disciple[E]   has the consonants -  the –[-sa-] – pa- la  -  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pilai-aandaan  -son/lad. 

disco : to learn, become acquainted with. 
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disco  has the composition -  the- [-sa-] - ka-  and the meaning of the word is   
oathuka- read /recite .

disco  has the composition -  the- [-sa-] - ka-  and the meaning of the word is  paadam 
padikka   vaendum [  missing letter- pa- ]- to learn  ; paadam-  lesson;  padikka- read .

disco  has the composition -  the- [-sa-] - ka-  and the meaning of the word is  katrida  [
missing  letter- Ra -]   - learn .

disco  has the composition -  the- [-sa-] - ka-  and the meaning of the word is   
arimukam  kondu / thaeavi  [ missing  letter- Ra- ]-  become  acquainted / to have 
introduction . 

to  learn  [E]   has the consonants – the- la – Ra- an – and the original  Tamil  word is 
arivai  valarththu  kolla  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – to gain knowledge  ;arivu-  
knowledge. 

to  learn  [E]   has the consonants – the- la – Ra- an – and the original  Tamil  word is 
Tamil  mozhi   karkka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – to learn Tamil   language ;  
karkka- learn . 

to  learn  [E]   has the consonants – the- la – Ra- an – and the original  Tamil  word is  
Tamil  vazhi- yil   kalvi   karkka vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to  learn by Tamil  as a 
mediam of language.

to  learn  [E]   has the consonants – the- la – Ra- an – and the original  Tamil  word is   
ulaka   Thiru marai  Thiru  kuralai   anaivarum  karkka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-
Thiru kural  should be learnt by all. 

discrepo : to differ, to be different, vary, disagree. 
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discrepo  has the composition - the- [- sa-]- ka- Ra- [-pa-] -and the meaning of the 
word  is yaekka  koodaathu -  do not accept .
discrepo  has the composition - the- [- sa-]- ka- Ra- [-pa-] -and the meaning of the 
word  is vaeru paadu kondiru- be different.   

discrepo  has the composition - the- sa- ka- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word  is   
paesiya  karuththai  yaetru   kondu- agreeing  to the said words ; paesiya  -told;  
karuththu- matter;  yaetru  kondu - to  accept.

 discrepo  has the composition - the- sa- ka- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word  is   
paesiya  paechchuku   maatru  karuththu  kondu-   having   a  different   idea; maatru 
karuththu- different   view. 

discrepo  has the composition - the- [-sa- ]- ka- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word  
is   vaeru patta karuththai  kondu iru  -  to have a different view .

discrepo  has the composition - the- -sa- ka- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word  is   
maarupattu  / vaeru pattu   sinthikka  vaendum-  to have a different  thought .

discrepo  has the composition - the- sa- ka- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word  is  
ethirppaana  ennaththai  kondu  irukka   vaendum -   to  have  an opposite view .  

differ[E]  has the consonants- the -pa – Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  vaeru 
padu / vaeru paadu  udaiya [ missing  letter- ka-] – differ/ different. 

differ[E]  has the consonants- the -pa – Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  erandu 
pada- differ .

                            English  word – disposal .

dispoasal  has the consonants -  the- sa- pa- sa -la  -and the original Tamil  word/  
meaning   is   paisal seithdu/ paisal seithida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to 
dispose. 
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dispoasal  has the consonants -  the- sa- pa- sa -la  -and the original Tamil  word/  
meaning   is   paesi mudikkalam / paesi mudikka  vaendum; paechchin moolam 
mudivu kaana pada vaendum  -  has to be diposed by talks. 

dispono : to arrange, put in order, draw up (troops). 

dispono has the composition - the -sa- pa- an -and the meaning of the word is  varisai 
paduththa  vaendum/murai paduththa  vaendum  [missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]  - to  
put in order .

dispono has the composition - the -[-sa-]  - pa- an -and the meaning of the word is   
poar  padai yaei   kootta  vandum[ missing  letters- ka -and- Ra -]  -to draw up  the 
troops ; poar padai- troops. 

disputo : discuss. 

disputo  has the composition  - the -sa- pa -the -and the meaning  of the word is  
kalanthu  paesa vaendum [ missing letters- la -and -ka -]  – to discuss .

disputo  has the composition  - the -sa- pa -the -and the meaning  of the word is  
alosikka  pada/yosiththida  vaendum [ missing letters- la -and -ka -] - to be discussed; 
alosanai-  discussion.

disputo  has the composition  - the -sa- pa -the -and the meaning  of the word is  
vivaatham[Skt]   seithida  pada  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka -] - to  be discussed.

disputo  has the composition  - the -sa- pa -the -and the meaning  of the word is  
tharkkam /sor poar   seithida  pada vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra -and- ka-] - to be 
discussed;  tharkkam- discussion . 
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dissero : to examine, treat of, discuss. 

dissero  has the composition -the-[- sa-]- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
araainthidu-examine.

dissero  has the composition -the- sa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is pari 
sothanai [  missing letter-  pa -] -  examine.

treat[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  noei  yaei  
kunamaakkum   maruntu  maaththirai  tharuka  [ missing  letter- ka-] - to give  drugs  
and pills;  noei- illness;  kunamaakku- cure;  marunthu- drug ; maaththirai- pill .

treat [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is   akkarai  
katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -   take care of  ;  akkarai- care .

treat [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is    virunthu  
thara  vaendum-[ missing  letter- ka-] -     to give feast ;  virunthu- feast. 

treat [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is    karutha  
vaendum-[ missing  letter- ka-] -   consider .

treat [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is   theervu 
kaana koodiya  -[ missing  letter- ka-] -   - treatable ;  theervu -cure . 

dissimilis : unlike, different, disparate, dissimilar, distinct. 

dissimilis has thecomposition- the- sa- ma- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
viththiyaasam[Skt]   ullathaaka  [  missing letter-  ka -] - unlike /different .
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dissimulo : to ignore, leave unnoticed. 

dissimulo  has the composition - the- sa-sa-ma-la- and the meaning  of the word is  
sollathu   veliyae   sella  vaendum  [  missing letter-  ka -]  - to leave  without  telling  . 

dissimulo : to conceal, disguise, keep secret. 

dissimulo has the composition-  the- [-sa-] - ma- la -and the meaning of the word is  
oliththu  vikka vaendum[  missing letter- ka -] -  to  conceal. 

disguise [E] has the consonants -the -ka –[-sa-] -and the interpretation is  
vaedam/vaesam  iduka- to disguse.

disguise [E] has the consonants -the -ka –[-sa-] -and the interpretation is  moodi  
vaikka  vaendum  -to cover. 

disguise[E] has the consonants -the -ka –[-sa-] -and the interpretation is  muka moodi  
aninthidu-to wear facial mask; muka moodi-facial mask.

disguise[E] has the consonants -the -ka –[-sa-] -and the interpretation is  maaru  
vaedum/vaesam  aninthu [missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  in disguise .

dissolutus : lax, weak, wanting in energy, dissolute, profligate. 

dissolutus  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - la - the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the 
word is   melintha    udal  -  lean /weak  body  ; udal- body  ; melintha-  thin/ weak.  
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dissolutus  has the composition- the-sa-  la - the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is   saththu   illaatha  udal-  body  with no  nutrition ; saththu- energy / nutrition ; 
illaatha- without ; udal- body  .

dissolutus  has the composition- the- [-sa-] -  la - the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the 
word is  nan-nadaththai  illaatha - immoral .

dissolutus  has the composition- the-sa-  la - the- sa--  -and the meaning of the word is
avasiyam[Skt] /thaevai    illaatha / mika  athikamaaka    silavu  seithida [ missing  
letter- ka -]  - unnessary  expenditure.

distinguo : to mark off, distinguish, divide / separate. 

distinguo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is  
vevaeru   vakaiyaaka   pirithu kaana    vaendum [ missing  letters-  pa-and -  Ra- ]  -to  
classify  or differenciate   in to  different  types . 

distinguo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is   
vevaeraaka  vaeru  paduththi  kaatta vandum [ missing  letters -Ra  and - pa -] -  to  
differenciate in to different  types. 

distinguo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]- the- ka-and the meaning of the word is  
erandaaaka    pirithida  vaendum [ missing  letters -pa- and- Ra-]   -to separate  into  
two . 
distribuo : to distribute, divide. 

distribute  has the composition- the- sa- the- Ra -pa -the -and the meaning of the 
word is   pirarukku / avar avarukku  sariyaaka    pakirnthu / piriththu  kodukka 
vaendum [ missing letter -ka- ]- to distribute  correctly;  pirar-  others;  sariyaaka-  
rightly;  pakirnthu-   sharing ;  piriththu- divide; kodukka-  to give.
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distribute  has the composition- the- sa- the- Ra -pa -the -and the meaning of the 
word is arasin pothu  soththaanathu  sariyaaka  anavarukkum  pankeedu   seithu  
thara vaendum-  the property  of the government  should be distributed evenly ;   
arasu-  government    ; pothu  soththu-   common property ;  sariyaaka -  evenly;  
pankeedu -  sharing ; seithu-  done;  thara-  to  give.

divide[E]   has the consonants – the-  va -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vetti  thundaakkuka-  divide .

districtus (fr. distringo) : strict, severe / hesitating / busy. 

districtus  has the composition -  the- sa- the- Ra- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of 
the word  en naeramum  suru suruppaaka   sirithum oaivu indri  yaethaenum  oru  
karumiyaththai  seitha  padiyae – always doing some activity with out taking rest  ;  en 
naeram-always;  suru suruppaaka- active;  oaivu- rest;  indri- without ;  karumaiyam- 
deed. 

districtus  has the composition -  the- sa- the- Ra- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of 
the word  sirithum  manathir  ev-u  erakkam  indri  kadumaiyaana  kunam  konda-  one
with stricy  mentality ;  kadumai –severe; kunam-nature. 

districtus  has the composition -  the- sa- the- Ra- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of 
the word   sirithae  manathir thayakkam  / sunakkam  kondu -  hesitating;  thayakkm- 
hesitation .

*****distulo :(past) to delay [MGHss 25 : 268]. 

distulo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]  -the -la-and the meaning of the word is  thalli
podu [ missing letter-pa-]- to postpone.
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distulo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]  -the -la-and the meaning of the word is  pin-
iduthal [ missing letter-pa-]- to postpone.

distulo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]  -the -la-and the meaning of the word is  thalli
vaiththidu[ missing letter-ka-]  - postpone.

distulo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]  -the -la-and the meaning of the word is  kala 
thaamatham [ missing letter-ka-] - delay.

distulo  has the composition- the- [-sa-]  -the -la-and the meaning of the word is 
thaamatham  illai [antonym]-  no delay;  thaamatham-  delay;  illai-  no. 

delay [E]   has the consonants – the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   thaalam – 
delay . 

dito : to enrich, make wealthy. 

dito  has the composition- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  thuttu  
saeththidu[ missing  letter- sa-] - to gather money ;  thuttu-money .

dito  has the composition- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  dappu  
saeththidu[ missing  letters-  sa- and -pa-]   –to make money ;  dappu- money .

dito  has the composition- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  soththu  
saeththidu  [  missing letter-  sa -] - to accumulate property ;  soththu- property;  
saeththidu -  to collect. 

 .
diu : by day, for a long time, a long time ago. 
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diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is   neduka [ missing  
letter- ka-] – for a long time .

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is  pandu [ missing  
letter- pa-] –long time back .   

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is - entha thinam-  this 
day;  entha- this;  thinam- day .

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is thinam thinam-  daily .

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is   munthiya thinam -  - 
day  before  yesterday ; munthiya - past .

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is   naeththu -  yesterday.

 diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is   thaethi -  date  . 

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is   thithi- ancestor’s day .

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is aandu- year.  

diu has the composition -the -  and the meaning of the word is thee-  fire .

 diutinus : lasting a long time, enduring, long-lived. 

diutinus  has the composition- the  -va-  the- an- sa -and the meaning of the word is 
neenda  naatkal  kondu /  neenda naatkalaaka  nadanthu  vantha   nikalvu [  missing 
letter-  la -] -  happening for a long time ;  neenda - long; naatkal-  days;  nadanthu  
vantha-  occurring. 
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diversus : different, unlike, opposed, hostile. 

diversus  has the composition - the- va -Ra -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the 
word is  vevaeru  vakaiyaana  -  different  kinds  of ;  vevaeru vakaiyaana saathi  sanam 
-  different  kind of people  .  

diversus  has the composition - the- va -Ra -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the 
word is  ethirppu  kaana [ missing  letter- pa-]  – hostile. 

hostile[E]  has the consonants- ka- [- sa-]- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
natpu /anpu   kollaathu[ missing  letter-pa-] - unfriendly .

dives : rich, opulent, wealthy.

dives has the composition- the-  va - and the meaning of the word is   thiraviyam –
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  wealth . 

dives has the composition- the-  va - and the meaning of the word is   vazhamudan 
[  missing letter-  zha-] - fertile/ rich. 

rich[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
udaiyaar[ missing  letter-  the -] -  rich person. 

rich[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thirai  [ missing  letter- the -] - wealth .

rich[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- sa -] -and the other interpretation  is  arththam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] – wealth. 

rich[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thiru [ missing  letter- the -] - wealth .
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rich[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thiraviyam [ missing  letters-  the- and -ka -]  - riches. 

riches[E]  has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-] -sa - and the other interpretation is  
iswaryam[Skt][ missing  letter-  ka -]-wealth .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
thazhaivu- wealth .

 wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the original  Tamil  word is   
udaimaikal -  property/ possessions .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the original  Tamil  word is   valam  
udaimai -  wealthy .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   nithi 
[Skt]- valamai  mikka – wealthy;  nithi [Skt] -fund .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   pavazhsu
udaimai [ missing  letters- pa- and sa-]- wealthy .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   Thiru 
makal [ missing  letter- Ra -]  –goddess of wealth.

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   Thaeiva  
makal-  god daughter. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- - and the other interpretation is   valamai
thaeivam-  fertility  goddess. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is    kamala  
valli  thaai -  goddess of wealth .
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wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   kadavul –
god.  

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   
selvanthan-[ missing  letter- sa-]- rich man. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is Thana 
vaelan -  Dravidian sun god Murugan;  thanam-  wealth  .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   
koduththu   vaiththaval  -gifted woman .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   Sivan 
kovil  soththu[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  temple property; kovil –temple;  soththu  -asset. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   kaal 
nadaikal-  cattle. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   
asaiyaada  soththukkalaana  nilam  pulam – immovable  properties [ missing  letters- 
sa- and -pa-] ]- land;  asaiyaatha-  immovable; nilam pulam-  land.    

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is  nakai 
nattukkal /vilai konda  thanka / velli   anikalangal -   gold / silver jewels .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is  pattu   
pudaivaikal [ missing letter- pa-] - silk sarees. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is  
kuzhanthikal – children .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   nila  
udaimai -  possession of  lands. 
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wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   kudi 
vazhi / vazhi  vazhiyaaka  vantha  soththu paththu [ missing  letters-  sa -and -pa-] – 
ancestral property. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is  veedu 
vaathil/ kattil meththai -  - house/ cot/ matress. 

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   vala 
naadu -  fertile state.

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   
Thamilakam - Tamil  Naadu .

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is   thai  
thinkal -  kathir  madankal [ missing letter- Ra -]  - harvest  during the month of  “thai “.

wealth [E]   has the consonants – va- la- the- and the other interpretation is  eettalum/
kaaththalum /kaaththu vakuththalum  -  earn /save and distribute the wealth .

divinitus : divine influence, admirably, nobly, by inspiration. 

divinitus has the composition- the- va- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
theivaa theenamaaka  - divine influence.

noble[E] has the consonants –an-[- pa-]- la -and the original Tamil word is   
nallor[missing letter-Ra- ]-good people.

noble[E] has the consonants –an- pa-la -and the original Tamil word is   panpaalar 
[missing letter-Ra- ] -cultured people .
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divinus : divine, sacred. 

divinus  has the composition- the -va- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thaeiva thanmai -  godly  ;  thaivam-  god;  thanami-  nature. 

divinus  has the composition- the -va- an- -sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
aandavanudaiya  kunaathesiyam – nature of god;  aandavan- god; kunam- nature. 

divinus  has the composition- the -va- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
saami  / paei  aadupavan [  missing letter-  pa -]  - one possessed by god/spirit  ;  
saami-  god; paei-  spirit ; aadupavan-  dancer. 

divine[E] has the consonants -the -va –an- and the original Tamil word is   thaeiva 
thanami-godly nature.

divitiae divitie : riches, wealth. 

divitiae has the composition- the -va- the-and the meaning of the word is  naattilum/  
veettilum  nilaththil   valamai  vaendum  -  the country /house  should  be rich  and 
wealthy [  missing letter-  la -] ;  naadu-  country; veedu-  house;  valamai-  fertile/ 
rich/ wealthy. 

rich[E]   has the consonants- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  seeriyar- rich 
people .

 
do dare dedi datum : to give, offer, convey,  donate, 
furnish. 

do has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is thaa- give. 
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 dare    has the consonant s - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is   thara  vaendum  [
missing  letter- ka-] -to give .

dare    has the consonant s -   the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is   nun kodai/  
kodai  thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to give donation / gift  ; kodai - gif;  nun 
kodai  thanthidu -  donate ; thara - give/ kodukka  . 

dare   has the consonants -e- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is theriya  
paduththu [ missing  letter- pa-]- convey. 

dedi   has the consonants-  the- the -and the original Tamil  word is thanthidu  - give. 

to give[E]  has the consonants- the- ka - va -and the interpretation  of the word is  
nivaethanam [Skt]  seika [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to give. 

             Egyptian  hieroglyphic  word - sedi [read/ recite ]

sedi  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  padi  
[missing  letter- pa-] –read; paadidu – recite/ sing . 

sedi  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  oaathu/ 
oathidu -  recite /read ;  oaathi thaa  -teach .

doceo docui doctum : to instruct, teach, tutor. 

docui   has the consonants – the- ka- and the original tamil  word is oathuka- teach 
/recite .

doctum  has the composition- the- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is katru 
thara vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  teach .  
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doctum  has the composition- the- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
arivuruththa  vaendum[missing  letter- Ra-] -  to  instruct .

doctum  has the composition- the- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is katru 
tharum vaaththiyaar[ missing letter-  Ra -] -  a teacher  who teaches;  katru-  tharum-  
teaching ;  vaaththiyaar- teacher.   

tutor[E]   has the consonants-  the -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
vaaththiyaar[ missing  letter- ka-] – teacher.

doctor : teacher. 

doctor  has the composition- the- ka -the-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
maruththuvar –doctor. 

doctor  has the composition- the- ka -the-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
Thiraavida   Thiru marai  oathukiravar  - one who  recites holy  scriptures   of Dravidian
people. ;  Thiru marai- Torah ; oathu –recite.

doctor  has the composition- the- ka -the-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
vaaththiyaar -  teacher. 

doctor  has the composition- the- ka -the-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
Thiraavidar /Then naattavar – Dravidian people/ people from south. 

doctor  has the composition- the- ka -the-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is katru  
tharum  aasiriyar [ missing letter- sa-]  -  the teacher who  teaches ; katru tharum 
-teaching; aasiriayr- teacher.

teacher[E]  hs the composition- the- [- sa-] - Ra -and the meaning  of  the word is  
oathuvaar [ missing  letter- ka-]  - one who teaches .
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teacher[E]  hs the composition- the- [- sa-] - Ra -and the meaning  of  the word is  
thiru marai  oathukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] - one who  reictes holy scriptures;  thiru
marai-Torah/  holy  scriptures ; oathu –recite. 

teacher[E]  hs the composition- the- [- sa-] - Ra -and the meaning of the word is 
vaaththiyaar- [ kathiravan /ThiruMurugan]  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  teacher; 
kathiravan- sun . 

teacher[E]  hs the composition- the- sa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is katru  
tharukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-]   - one who teaches ;  kartru tharum  aasiriyar .  

teacher[E]  hs the composition- the- sa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is thaesikar [
missing  letter- ka-]  - teacher.  

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is   oathu- 
recite. 

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is  oththu  
oathu / uoothu – recite together. 

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is  oathu-vi  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - teach .

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is  poathi- 
teach .

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is   vaetham 
oathu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  recite the vaeda .

Vaeda[Skt] has the consonants  va – the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaathu  koduththu  kaettaththai  vaai  kondu oathu -  recite the one that  was heard ;  
kaathu –ear; kaettathu- heared;  vaai- mouth;  oathu –teach  . 
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teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is   
dhuvaa[Arabic]  [ missing  letter- ka-] – pray  /recite. 

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is  padi 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  –read ; poathi- teach .

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa -]-  and the meaning of the word is katru  
thara [ missing letters-  ka- and-  Ra -] -  to teach .

 teach[E ]  has the composition -the- sa -  and the other  meaning of the word is  
sitchchai – teach . 

teach[E ]  has the composition -the- sa -  and the other  meaning of the word is  soadi-
teach.

teach[E ]  has the composition -the-[- sa-]-  and the other  meaning of the word is  
pothakam[Skt] [missing letters-pa -and -ka-]-teach.

teach[E ]  has the composition -the- sa-  and the other  meaning of the word is  
upathaesam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] - 
reaching .

teach[E ]  has the composition -the- sa-  and the other  meaning of the word is  
usthaathu- [ Arabic] - teacher / scholar. 

educate [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  oathu-
viththiduka/  oathu vikka vaendum –to teach; oathu vi- teach .

educate [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kattu-  
teach. 

doctrina : doctrine, teaching, instruction, learning. 
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doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
oruvar konda karuththu/ karuththottam  – ideas of someone; karutthu- idea 
/thoughts. 

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
oruvar katru/ oathi   vanthathu -  what one has learnt .

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
oruvar  katru  thanthathu-  what one has taught. 

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
oruvar  arivuruththi  vanthathu -  what has been instructed by  some one. 

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
Thiraavidarin  thiru marai / Vaetham -  the holy  scriptures  of the Dravidian people ;   
Thiravidar-Dravidian people;  thiru marai -  holy  scriptures.  

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
thiru  marai  /Vatham  oatha  vaendum -  to recite the holy scriptures;  thiru marai- 
Torah/holy  scriptures;  oathu –teach/ recite.  

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is 
eduththu  urikka vaendum - to instruct .

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is 
maanavan/ maanaakkar   ariyaththa   puriyaathatha ,  vakuppu paadaththai  aasiriyar  
nandraaka  avanukku   puriyum vannam   eduththu  uraikka vaendum/ kaththu  thara 
vaendum/ ariuruththa  vaendum   [ missing letters- pa- and sa-] -  a teacher should 
explain  clearly  the  texts  which  the students  have not understood ;  maanavan- 
student;  vakuppu- class;  paadam- lesson;  aasiriyar- teacher; katru tharuka- teach. 
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doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is 
naandraaka   katru   thara vaendum -  teach  well ;  nandraaka-   good;  katru  thara -  
to  teach . 

doctrina  has the composition- the- ka -the- Ra- an -and the meaning of the word is  
thiru marai  kooriya  nar seithi [ missing  letter- sa-] – good news from the holy  
scriptures;  nar seithi –good  news;  thiru marai- holy  scriptures/Torah . 

doctus : taught, instructed, learned, tutored. 

doctus has the composition- the- ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is  katrathu -  
learned [  missing letter- Ra -]. 

doctus has the composition- the- ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is   oathi  
vittathu- taught. 

doctus has the composition- the- ka- the- and the meaning  of the word is    kaathu 
koduththu  kaettathu – listened. 

dolens : painfully. 

dolens has the composition - the- la- an  -and the meaning of the word is  
kadumaiyaana  udal  valiyum  mana  vaethaniyum [ missing letter-  ka-]  - body  pain 
and mental suffering ; udal-  body;  vali- pain;  manam-  mind;  vaethanai-  suffering. 

doleo : to suffer pain, to be pained, grieve. 
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doleo has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is kadumaiyaana   
valiyaal/vaethaniyaal  thudi thudikka [ missing letter-  ka -]  - to suffer from  pain ; vali- 
pain;  thudi  thudikka  -  to  suffer .

                          English  word  pain .

pain  has the consonants – pa- an- and the interpretation  of the word is  noppi  
[Telugu]  - pain .

dolor : pain, grief. misery, pain, suffering. 

dolor  has the composition-  the- la- Ra - and the meaningof the word is   theeratha 
vali[ missing letter-  ka -] - incurable pain 

dolor  has the composition-  the- la- Ra - and the meaningof the word is   theeratha   
vayitru   vali  allathu  vaethanaiyall    udalum  manmum   thudi  thudikka  [ missing 
letter-  ka -] – in- curable  pain ;  vali- pain .

pain [E]  has the consonanst - [- pa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
noan- pain .

pain [E]  has the consonanst - [- pa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
noanmai- pain. 

pain [E]  has the consonanst - [- pa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
noka  [ missing  letter- ka-] ache ; novu / pini- sickness .

pain [E]  has the consonanst -  pa- an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nompalam  [missing letter-la-]-pain.

pain [E]  has the consonanst -  pa- an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thunpam [ missing  letter- the -]- suffering . 
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dolosus : crafty, cunning, sly, deceitful. 

dolosus  has the composition- the- la- sa- sa- -and the meaning of thewordis   
soothum   vanjakamum   ullaththil   kondavan [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  one with 
cunning mind ;  soothum    vanjakamum -  cunning and cheating ;  ullam-  heart/soul. 

dolus : fraud, deceit, guile, treachery, a trap. 

dolus  has the composition- the- la- [- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  thillu 
mullu –fraud. 

dolus has the composition- the- la- sa-and the meaning of the word is  yaamaaththu 
vaelai /   sathi vealai [ missing letter- ka-] -  trap. 

fraud[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   poei 
purattu - fraud. 

fraud[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
yaemaatrupavan [  missing letter- ka-] - a  fraud .

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- sa- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
mosadi  seithidu  - deceit. 

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- [- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  eththu- decive 

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- sa- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
sathi  seithidu-  to trap . 
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deceit [E]  has the consonants- the--sa-the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sothadi -  deceit .

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the—[- sa-] -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pattimai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  deceit 

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the—[- sa-] -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thettottam -  cheat. 

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- [-sa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  nettooram [ missing letter-Ra-] –deceit.

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- [-sa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  yaemaaththidu- cheat.

deceit [E]  has the consonants- the- [-sa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   vanjiththidu [ missing  letter-  ka-] -   deceit .

guile[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   kallam- guile. 

 *****domesticus : domestic, civil. 

domesticus  has the composition -the- ma -[- sa-] -the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kudiththanam - household.

domesticus  has the composition -the- ma -[- sa-] -the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of 
the word is veedum naadum -  home and the home land ;  veedu-  home;  naadu-  
country .

domina domina : lady, mistress. 
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domina has the composition  -the -ma -an-- and the meaning  of  the word  is  ammani
thaai- lady /   mother;   thaai -  mother  ; ammani- lady. 

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   thalli - mother. 

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   thallai – young 
woman .

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   thalaivi 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – mistress/ heroine  .

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is  aaththaal-   
mother.  

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   thaiyal- 
woman  . 

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   thoazhi -  
female friend /  maid .

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is adi  thozhi – 
confidante of a lady / chief woman attendant.   

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is  adali – female 
cook. 

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is  mooththaal-  
first wife .

lady [E] has the composition- the- la - and the meaning of the word is   maladi -  
barren woman . 
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mistress[E]   has the consonants - ma -[- sa-]  -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
perumaatti [ missing  letter-  pa-]  - lady/ mistress.

dominus domino : master, lord. 

domino has the composition - the- ma-an-  and the meaning   of the word is  thurai 
makan [ missing  letters-  Ra –and- ka -] - lord. 

domino has the composition - the- ma-an-  and the meaning   of the word is  thiru 
makan- [ missing  letters-  Ra –and- ka -]- lord.

domino has the composition - the- ma-an-  and the meaning   of the word is  
manaathi  mannan-  king  of kings.   

master[ E]  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-] - the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
thampiraan  [ missing  letter- pa-] – master .

master[ E]  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-] - the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
katru  tharum  aasiriyar [ missing  letter- ka -]-  teacher-  one who  teaches.  

master[ E]  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-] - the- Ra – and the original  Tamil  word is 
thurai  /thiru makan [ missing  letter- ka-] - lord. 

master[ E]  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-] - the- Ra – and the original  Tamil  word is 
thiru maeni- high priest. 
 
lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   thoandral – 
leader. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   vellai thurai 
[missing  letter-ka-] – lord/ white man- sun .
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lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   thalaivar 
[missing  letter-ka-]- leader. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   kaththaraali 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  lord/ master. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   vazhi  
nadaththukiravar / vazhi kaattukiravar -[missing  letter-ka-]-   one who shows/ leads  
the way. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is  kathir  ozhi 
[missing  letter-ka-]-  – sun ray . 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   Tamizhar   - 
Tamil  speaking  people. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   nila  udamai 
yalar -  land  owner;  nilam- land;  udamaiyaalar-  owner.  

 lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is   thiruvaalar [
missing  letter- ka-] – respectable one. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is  arasa  kudi   
vazhiyinar / vamasaththinar [Skt]   [ missing  letters-  sa -and -ka-]- king’s progeny ;  
arasar- king;  vazhiyinar- progeny;  arasar   kaal   marabinar. 

lord[E]  has the consonants – la- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is  naduvar  
mandra  thalaviar [ missing  letter- ka-]- judge of the court ;  naduvar  mandram-  
court;  thalaivar- leader .

domito : to tame, subdue, break in. 
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domito  has the composition- the -ma- the - and the meaning of the word is adakka  
vaendum [  missing letter- ka-]  -  to tame /to sub due .

tame [E] has the composition- the- ma -  and the meaning of the word is  adakka  
vaendum[  misisn gletter- ka -] - to tame. 

subdue[E]   has the consonants-  sa –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  adi 
paniya  seithidu – subdue. 

                             Sanskrit word  - sadma .

  sadma  has the consonants –sa- the- ma  - and the interpretation  of the word is  
domus [Latin]. 

domus : house, home, residence. 

domus has the composition- the- ma- sa- and the meaning of the  word is  mun  
kudisai -  mud/thatched  house [ missing letter-  ka -].

domus has the composition- the- ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is   
maen / mani  maadam-  top  of the building .
 
domus has the composition- the- ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is   
madum -  house. 

domus has the composition- the- ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is  aa – 
thee- inam /   madam - mut. 

domus has the composition- the- ma- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is  mottu- 
flower bud .

home[E]  has the composition-   ka- ma - and the meaning of the word is  akam -  
home .
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house[E]  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-]-  and the interpretation is  akam – home.   

house[E]  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-]-  and the interpretation is   yaekam-  house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka- -sa-  and the interpretation is   kuchchu -  house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-]-  and the interpretation is   oakam-  house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa- and the interpretation is    vasikka- to live .

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa- and the interpretation is vaasam seika- to live. 
    
house[E]  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-]-  and the interpretation is   pavanam [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - house.

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa-and the interpretation is    sookai – house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-[- sa-] -and the interpretation is  kommai – house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa-and the interpretation is   niva sanam  - house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa-and the interpretation is   nevaasam  - house. 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-[-sa-]-and the interpretation is kudikai [ missing  
letter-  the -]-   house.  

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-[-sa-]-and the interpretation is kudisai-[ missing  
letter-  the -]-   hut ;  kudisai  veedu . 

house[E]  has the consonants -ka-sa-and the interpretation is  niva  sathi/ ni - vasathi  [
missing  letter-  the -]- house.  

house  site [E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  – [-sa-] - the –and the  interpretation  
of the word is  veettu manai-  house plot. 
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house  site [E]   has the consonants  -ka- sa – [-sa-] - the –and the  other interpretation
of the word is  vaasththu[Skt]  –house.
  
residence[E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - the- an- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning  is  oru  saerukindra idam/ veedu / kudi   irukindra idam – the place 
where houses are there;   veedu/ kudi  - home  . 

residence[E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - the- an- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning  is   en iruppidam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  my residence ;  en- my;  
iruppidam- residence.

hut[E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  veedu-  home. 

hut[E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vadi-  house built 
with bamboo sticks. 

hut[E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kudi-  house. 

hut[E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kudisai  veedu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  thatched house. 

hut[E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  niva sathi 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – house.  

                 Egyptian word- Awt a [ gifs] .

Awt a has the consonants-  va –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kodai-  gif  ; nun
kodai- donation . 

donum : gift, present, donation. 
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donum has the composition- the- an -ma -  and the meaning of the word is   nan kodai
kodukka   vaendum[- missing  letter- ka-]   to donate;  nan  kodai- donation.  

donum has the composition- the- an -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  thaanam  
[Skt]-  gift .

donate[E]  has the consonants -  the -an - the – and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  nan kodai  kodukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to donate .

donor[E]  has the consonants -  the -an - Ra – and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
uthaaran -  donor .

donor[E]  has the consonants -  the -an - Ra – and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pirathan [Skt]-[missing  letter- pa-]   donor. 
gift [E] has the consonants - ka- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kada paadu-  
gift /duty.

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
aandavanukku  / padaithavanukku   padaikka / kodukka -  offering  done to god;  
aandvan- god;  padaiththavan- creator; padaikka-  offer. 

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
manapennukkaana   kodai – the gift given to the birde ;  mana pen- bride;  kodai- gift. 

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
kannikaathaanam[Skt]  -  offering  the bride  as  a gift to the bride  groom .

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]- the -and the  other interpretation is  
thannam[Skt]   kodu – give presents ;  thaanam- gift. 

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]- the -and the  other interpretation is  
inaam[Arabic]   kodu – give presents ;  inaam- gifts. 
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gift [E] has the consonants - ka- pa-the -and the  other interpretation is  padi   kaasu 
panam   kodukka  vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-]  –to give  incentives .  

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation is  uth- 
koasam -  gift. 

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation is  
uththandam   kodukka  vaendum- to give gift -  uththandam-  gift. 

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation is  oathi  kodu
–marriage  gift .

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation is   inaam 
kodu -  give gift ; inam- gift .

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation is   san 
maanam  kodu – give gift; san maanam- gift .

gift [E] has the consonants - ka- -pa-the -and the  other interpretation is  pachchai  
kattu [ missing  letter- sa-]  – small gift. 

dormio : to sleep, slumber, siesta, nap. 

dormio  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -and themeaningof the word is   arai 
thookkam [ missing letter-  ka -] - nap .

dormio  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   
thoonkkum  naeram -[ missing letter-  ka -] - it is time to sleep. 

dormio  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is   niththirai  
[Skt] naeram-  it is time to sleep.
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dormio  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  urakkam 
varum naeram-[ missing letter-  ka -]- it is time to sleep.

dormio  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
mathiyaanaththu  urakkam-  afternoon sleep ;    thookkam-  sleep;  varum-  coming; 
naeram-  time;  urakkam-  sleep ;  maththiyaanm-  after noon .  

sleep [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la -pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  payil / palli- sleep .

sleep [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is aazh-  to fall in to sleep.  

slumber[E]  ha the consonants –[-sa-] - la- ma- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the original  Tamil  
word is urakkam kollu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- sleep. 

siesta [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-  sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  imai
moodu -  sleep/ close the eyelids ;  imai- lids; moodu –close. 

siesta [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] –  sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
thunchidu –  to sleep .

siesta [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] –  [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
kutti  thookam [ missing  letter- ka-]   -short sleep .

nap[E]   has the consonants  -an –pa- and the original  Tamil  word is  pini- nap .

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – drp [ make offerings] .

drp has the consonants - the –Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  padaiththar- to
offer. 
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dubito : to doubt, hesitate. 

dubito   has the consonants  -the- pa -the –and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
iya- pattu/ iyam adainthida -  to  doubt. 
 
dubito  has the composition- the- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  paathi  
nampikkai  konda manam  -  the mind which has  no  full  confidence;  paathi- half;  
nampikkai-  confidence;  manam-  mind. 

dubito  has the composition- the- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  thayakkam
paathi -  thun nampikkai  paathi [  missing letter- ka-]  -  having  both  hesitance  and  
confidence  in equal amount ;  thayakkam-  hesitance;  paathi-  half;  thun namipikkai- 
self  confidence. 

dubito  has the composition- the- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  nambikkai 
paathi- ava nampikkai  meethi [ missing letter-  ka -] ; not confident;   nambikkai-  
confidence;   paathi-  half;  ava nampikkai-  lack of confidence; meethi -  remaining.

dubium : doubt, hesitation, reservation. 

dubium   has the   composition-  the-[ - pa-] - ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
thayakkam  kaatta     [ missing  letter -ka-] -   hesitatation .

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is   iya  
pada  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to have doubt; iyam- doubt.  

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
santhaeka  [ Skt ]  padu   [ missing letters- sa- and -ka -] -  to  suspect .

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is    iyya  
pada  vaendum [ missing  letter -ka-] - to  suspect . 
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 dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is   ava 
nampikkai [Skt]   kondu/ namapa  thayanku  [ missing  letter -ka-] -  hesitation to 
believe .

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
nampikkai  inmai [ missing  letter -ka-] -  doubtful . 

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is    mun 
koottiyae   othukki   vaikka / pathivu   seithida   vaendum  [missing  letters- ka-and 
-sa-] -  to reserve .

dubium   has the   composition-  the-pa- ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
manam vittu  paesaatha  thanmai   [ missing  letters- sa -and -ka -]  - reserved nature .

dubium   has the   composition-  the-[-pa-] - ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
naa vadakkam / thun  adakkam [ missing  letter- ka-] - reserved nature. 

hesitate[ E]  has the consonants –ka-sa- the- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
sunakkam  kondida- hesitate.

hesitate[ E]  has the consonants –ka-sa- the- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
thayakkam kaattiduka-hesitate.

duco : to lead on the march, marry a wife, command. 

duco  has the composition- the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  thalamai  
thaanku-  to lead [  missing letter-  la -] .

duco  has the composition- the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  ani  vakuththidu - 
to make a rally . 
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duco  has the composition- the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  aanai yiduka- to 
command . 

duco  has the composition- the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kaliyaanam/thaali
katta  vaendum -  to marry[  missing letter-  la -] ; kaliyaanam-  marriage ; katta -  to 
marry .

marry [E]   has the consonants – ma- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  manam  puri  [
missing  letter- pa-] – marry .

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] -   and the original  Tamil  word is
thiru  mana murivu-  break in marriage .

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] -   and the original  Tamil  word is
theerththu  viduka -  to get  separated. 

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] -   and the original  Tamil  word is
of  the word is   pirinthu  viduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- to get  separated. 

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] -   and the original  Tamil  word is
of  the word is   aruththu  viduka – to severe the thaali -  the sacred thread – the sign 
of marriage .

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] -   and the original  Tamil  word is
of  the word is  kanakku  theerththu viduka -  to settle the accounts .

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- -sa- -   and the original  Tamil  word is  
of  the word is  thirumana  seerai  thiruppi  tharuka [ missing  letter- pa-]-to give back 
the dowry.

divorce  [E]   has the  consonants-  the- va –Ra- -[-sa-]- -   and the other interpretation 
of the word is  vivaaka raththu-[Skt] divorce.
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dowry [E] has  the consonants –the- va- Ra – and the original Tamil word  thiru mana  
kodai-  marriage gift.

dowry [E] has  the consonants –the- va- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word 
is  vara- thatchchinai  [missing letter- sa-]-  dowry.

dowry [E] has  the consonants –the- va- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word 
is  thirmanaththu- andru  kodukka padum  seer [ missing letter-sa- and –pa-]- 
marriage gift.

dowry [E] has  the consonants –the- va- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word 
is  padukkai  patru [ missing  letter- pa-]- dowry . 

                         Remember ka= va; va=ka .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is    kumai –wife.

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   kilavi 
[ missing  letter- la-] - wife.

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   kaamaati 
[ missing  letter- the -]- wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  is   vanithai- 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]-  - woman/ wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- pa-- and the other interpretation  is  kai  pidiththa  
pen [ missing  letter- the -]- wife;  kai- hand;  pidi- hold;  pen- woman. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is  kattiya  
manaivi [ missing  letter- the -]-wife;  kattu- wed;  manaivi- wife. 
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wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is  kattiya 
pondaatti-[ missing  letter- the -]-  wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is   iraivi-
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is   naayaki 
[Skt]-  wife/ heroine .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is  vasai  
[ missing  letter –sa-] -wife.   

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[- pa-] -- and the other interpretation  is   thalaivi 
[ missing  letters-  the –and- la-] -  mistress. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-  pa-] - and the other interpretation  is   vallam 
[ missing  letter- la-] - wife .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-  pa-] - and the other interpretation  is  vallapai / 
vallapi –[ missing  letter- la-] wife/ goddess . 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va-[-  pa-] - and the other interpretation  is Siva  kaami  [
misising  letter- sa-]- wife  of Sivan .  

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- pa- and the other interpretation  is  karpaal [ missing
letters-  Ra- and- la -]-  chaste woman .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- pa- and the other interpretation  is  Kupaaee-  wife 
of kuppan ;  kuppan-Sivan .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  is Mookaayee- 
wife of Mookkan ;  Mokkkan-  lord Sivan.
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wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  is 
kaaththaayee [ misising  letter- the -] -  wife of Kaaththan – lord Sivan .

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- pa-- and the other interpretation  is kudumpini 
[ missing  letter-  the -]– wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants-  va- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  is manavatti 
[ misising  letter- the -]- bride. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  manam  mudikka 
– wed. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kattu / kai  thodu 
– wed  ;  kai- hand;  thodu –touch . 

 wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  ketti maelam 
kotti  kaliyaana  thaali  kattu [ missing  letter- la-]- tie the sacred  marriage  thread .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kai  pidikka 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to hold the hand [in marriage ] ; kai- hand;  pidi- hold. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is kai  koaththida  
vaa – to come and join hands. 
  
wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kaal kattu ida 
[ missing  letter- la-]- wed lock /to get  married  .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   vaazhkkai  
thunaiyaaka  vaa--[ missing  letter- la-]-    come as life partner;  vaazhkkai- life; thunai 
partner. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   mana olai  
ezhutha vaendum [  missing  letter- la-]-    to prepare  the wedding invitation ; mana 
olai- wedding  invitation.
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wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  utchchavam[Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- marriage  /festival.

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kooduka-   to get 
united  /sexual  intercourse. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  paai  poada  vaa /
kooda  padukka vaa- “come  and  sleep with me” ;  paai –mat; padukka- to sleep  vaa- 
come. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kannikaa  
thaanam [ Skt] - wedding. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vaethikai -   
marriage stage. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kadi-  marriage. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is    kattu- marry .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kazhththai  
neettu [ missing  letter-  zha-] -to get married .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   ponnu  kaettu 
vaa-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  asking  the birde’s  parents  to  marry the girl .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  odi  poaka  vaa--
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to run away . 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  paesi  mudikka  
vaa [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-] -  to arrange for the betrothal .

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kaantha – wife. 
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wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   vathuvai -  
woman / bride. 

wed[E]  has theconsonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   vithavai- widow. 

*****duco : to lead, draw, esteem, consider. 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   nadaththuka- to 
lead.

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   munnae  
nadaththi  kondu    poaka [ missing letter -pa-] - to lead .

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   thalamai  
thaanka  [ missing letter- la-]  - to  preside .

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   vazhi   nadaththa
[ missing letter -zha-]  - to guide.

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  sinthikka  
vaendum [ missing letter -sa-] - to think over. 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   kanikka  
vaendum -to  judge. 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  mudivu  edukka- 
to take a decision ; mudivu- decision .

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  nampida  
vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] - to believe .
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duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  mathippu  
mikkathu  [ missing letter- pa-] - valuable. 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   kavara  vaendum 
[ missing  letter -Ra-]  - to draw attration.

 duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  thoonda  
vaendum  -to induce  to do .

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   vadikka 
vaendum- to extract .  

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   anukida 
avendum- to  approach . 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is    varai  padam   
varaintha  vaendum [ missing  letters-  Ra- and - pa-]  -to draw a picture ; varai  
padam- picture; varainthida- to  draw .

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is   koottaththai  
kootta-  to  draw the crowd  ; koottam- crowd; kootta- to  draw . 

duco  has the composition -the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  uruvida   
vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -to pull .

*****duco : to draw, shape, construct / (time) spend, delay. 

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  varainthiduka  
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – draw[ a map]  .

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  eerththiduka 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] - draw/ attract .
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duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
kavarnthiduka[ missing  letter- Ra-] – draw / attract. 

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  karanthiduka 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – draw[ the milk ] . 

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is   naeraththai  
veenaakiduka[ missing  letter- Ra-] - spend /waste  the time ;  naeram- time;  
veenaakiduka-  waste. 

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kattidam kattuka - 
to build a building. 

duco has the composition -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is vadivam-  shape. 

duco has the compostion  -the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thaamathamaaka
-  delayed .

delay [E]  has the consonants - the- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  thalli 
podu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -to delay .

duco : to charm, influence, mislead, draw in. 

duco hs the composition-  the- ka-and the meaningof the word is  kavarnthida - 
attracted [ missing letter- Ra -].

duco hs the composition-  the- ka-and the meaningof the word is    thakkam   
undaaikkida  -to influence .
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charm [E] has the composition- sa- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
kavarchchiyaana  mukam [missing letter-ka-] -  charming  face ; kavarchchi-  charming; 
mukam-  face .

charm [E] has the composition- sa- Ra- ma -and the other interpretation of the word is
vaseekarikkum mukam / vaseekaram [missing letter-ka-] -  charm .

 

*****duco : to calculate, count, reckon, esteem, considered. 

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  enniduka-  
count/ consider . 

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is    enni  kodukka-  
to count .

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kanakku  edukka-
to audit .

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kanakkidu  / 
kanakku edu -  to calculate. 

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kanitham-  
maths  .

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   mathikka  
thakka – respectable. 

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   mathippu  mikka
[ missing  letter- pa-]- highly valuable.  

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   maenmai  
thaankiya  -  with  high regard.
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duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   enniduka- think .

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   ninaiththiduka- 
think . 

duco  has the composition- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   uookiththiduka- 
guess/ uookam . 

calculate [E]   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- la -the –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is    enkalai / kananai   kondu  kootti / kazhiththu/ vakuththu   kanakkiduka / 
kaniththiduka – calculate  with the numbers doing   addition/ subtraction / division ;  
kaniththiduka- estimate;  enkal- numbers;  kananam-  numbers;   koottuka- add; 
kazhikka- subtract ; vakuthiduka- divide. 

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
enn- kanitham  - mathematics. 

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
vaan kanitham- astronomy.  

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
kanakkida  vaendum- to count .

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
ennida  vaendum- to count.

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai -yaei   kootta  vaendum- to do addition.  

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- -pa- the - and the original Tamil  word is    
pidiththam  seithida  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]  - to deduce. 

compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  vakuththida/ pakuththida   vaendum - to do division . 
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compute [E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  ennikkai  -yaei  perukkida  vaendum [ missing  letter-Ra -] - to do multiplication .

dudum : for a long while, a long while ago, some time ago. 

dudum  has the composition -the -the- ma -and the meaning of the word is  neenda  
nedu  naeramaa [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  for a long time. 

dulcedo : sweetness, pleasantness, charm. 

dulcedo  has the composition -the- la -ka- the -and the meaning of  the word is   
kandu  makizha  thakka  -  happy   to see ; kaana- to see;  makizha thakka-  to feel 
happy .   

 dulcis : sweet, pleasant, agreeable. 

dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  naakkuku /
unna   suvai yaaka  ullathu-  it is tasty;  suvai –tasty ;  naakku- tongue;  unna- eat .

dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is   naavil  
echchil  uoora  /surakka  seikindrathu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to make salivate/ drool .

dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
azhakaaka  ullathu -  it is beautiful .

dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   oththu
kolla  koodiyathu – agreeable. 
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dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  inpam  
aliththidum  vannam  [missing  letter- pa-]- pleasant;  inpam- pleasure.

dulcis has the composition- the- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is polivu  
ullathu[ missing letter- pa-]- pleasant.

duo : two 

duo  has the composition -the- and the meaning of the word is erandu [ missing letter-
Ra -]  -  two .

duo  has the consonant -the- and the other interpretation of the word is  dhow[Skt] – 
two .

two[E]   has the consonants – the- va- and the original Tamil  word is  ennikkai  erandu
– numeral - two;  ennikkai- count/ number  ;  erandu –two. 

two[E]  has the consonants – the- va- and the other interpretation of  the word is  
nikitham-  two .

two[E]  has the consonants – the- va- and the other interpretation of  the word is  
aadavai- pair/ two .

two[E]  has the consonants – the- va- and the other interpretation of  the word is  
thuvantham  [Skt] - two .

twin [E]   has the consonants – the- va -an -and the interpreation  of the word is  
thuvantham[Skt] - two .
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*****duro: to harden, last, endure. 

duro has the composition- the- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  uruthiyaana -  
strong . 

 duro has the composition- the- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  endrandrum- 
lasting. 

durus : hard, harsh, tough, strong,enduring, / rough, rude, uncouth. 

durus has the composition- the- Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
uruthiyaana-  strong .

 durus has the composition- the- Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  sirithum  
mariyaathai  indri - with no respect;  mariyaathai-  respect  ;  indri-  without .

rude[E]   has the composition -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  mariyaathai  
indri -  without respect / rude.

rude[E]   has the composition -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  murattu  
thanam- rude.

rude[E]   has the composition -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  thimir 
thanam- rude. 

rude[E]   has the composition -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  araaththu- 
rude. 

dux ducis : leader, guide, commander, general, duke.
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dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kundaakkan-  leader. 

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kaavithi  – 
title / honor  given to  eminent  ministers/ farmers/ accountants   by   the king;  
kaavithi  pattam/ kaavithi poo  [ missing  letter- pa-]  . 

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is vazhi kaatti [
missing letter- zha-]- guide; kai kaatti .

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thalaivan 
[  missing letter-  la -] -  leader. 

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  muthalvan [
missing letter-  la -] -  head .

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kattalai   
iduvon [ missing letter-  la -] -  one who  gives orders/ commander .

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thurai   
makan  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - lord  .

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  aanai 
iduvon -  commander;  aanai- command ;  iduvon-  one who gives .

dux has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  veeraathi  
veeran [  missing letter- Ra -] -head  of the soldiers / general ;  veeran-  soldier. 

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  naattai  aalvon
[  missing letter-  la -] -  ruler of the state;  naadu-  state;  aalvon-  ruler .

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kaaththaan-  
one who protects /  knight. 
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duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kodai-  
government .

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  konthakan  - 
army  chief.   

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   koththa vaal 
[ missing  letter- la-] - head of  the town police .

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  maki pathi 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- king .

duke[E] has the composition -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  mandalekan 
[ missing  letter- la-] – king .

general[E]  has the composition- ka - an- Ra -la -  and the meaning of the word is 
veerkalukku  ellam  thalaivan [ missing letter-  the -] - leader of the soldiers;  veeran- 
soldier;  thalivan-  leader. 

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is Tamizhar-  
Tamil people.  

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is thondral-  
leader.  

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
muthaliyaar -  head/ leader.

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  thalaiyaari-
village head .

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is   thalaivar 
[missing  letter- ka-]- leader/head. 
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leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  uoor  
thalaivar-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  village head .

leader  [E]  has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is muthalvar-[
missing  letter- ka-]- firstman/ head.   

                           Egyptian   hieroglyphic word – Dw [ evil ] .

Dw  has the consonants –the- va -and the original Tamil  word is theenku / 
kettathu  /kaedu –evil.   

                    Egyptian  word  -DAtt  [ estate ].

DAtt has the consonants-  the- the -and the original Tamil  word is thoattam-  
garden/ estate. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

E

 

                            English  word -  earn .

earn  has the consonants – Ra- an- and the interpretation  of the word is arusanam 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - earnings;  arusanan- man who earns .

earn  has the consonants – Ra- an- and the original Tamil  word is  varuvaai  kaana 
[ missing  letter-  ka-] -  to earn ;  varuvaai-  earnings;  kaanu-seek. 
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                             English  word – enormitiy.

enormity  has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the interpretation  of the word
is  aparimithamaana[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  enormity. 

enormity  has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  perum ennikkai  kondathu [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -] -  high 
quantity. 

enormity  has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   perum  vadivam /edai /vannam/  kondathu-  huge size/ shape/  weight.

                       English  word -embryo .

embryo  has the consonants – ma- [-pa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
karumai [ missing  letter- ka-] - embryo. 

                       English  word  - eclipse. 

eclipse  has the consonants -ka -la –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the interpretation of the word 
is  kanthalam[ missing  letter- the -]  – eclipse. 

                       English  word - keep mum .

Keep mum  has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
kammunnu  -keep mum .

Keep mum  has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
kumukkamaaka -  keep mum . 

Keep mum  has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the other interpretation 
of the word is  maunam -  keep mum. 
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                   English  word – eagle wood .

eagle wood  has the consonants  -ka- la- va- the -and the original Tamil  word is  akil 
kattai -  eagle wood. 

 E

ebullio : to boil up, bubble up, to appear, produce in abundance. 

ebullio   has the consonants- [- pa -] -la-  -and the original Tamil word  is    ulai - to 
boil .

ebullio   has the consonants-pa -la-  -and the original Tamil word  is   koppalikka  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- to bubble up.

ebullio   has the consonants-pa -la-  -and the original Tamil word  is   ponkal [ missing  
letter- ka-]-  -  boiling  .

 
ecclesia : church. 

ecclesia  has the composition  -  ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kovil -  
temple;  Sivan kovil-  temple of lord Siva. 

econtra : the same as contra: against, opposite, etc. 
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econtra  has the composition  -ka -an- the- Ra -  and the meaning  of the word is 
ethirkkka  vandum- to  oppose.

opposite [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -[- sa -] -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ethiraanathu - [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - opposite. 

opposite [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muranaanathu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - opposite/ contrary . 

ecquando : at any time? ever? 

ecquando  has the consonants  - ka- an -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  entha  vaelai -yilum /  entha  kaalaththilum -  at any  time;  kalam-  time;  vaelai- 
time.

ecquando  has the consonants  - ka- an -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  endrandrumaaka [ missing  letter-  Ra- -]  -ever .

edico : to announce, declare. 

edico  has the composition-  the- ka - and the  meaning of the word is  arivithida  
vaendum[ missing letter-Ra - ]- to announce. 

declare  [E]  has the consonants - the- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uoor ariya  therivikka / arivikka  vaendum-   proclaim   publicly ;  uoor- 
town;  arivikka- announce.

declare  [E]  has the consonants - the- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   iyaththirkku   idam  indri  / unmai yaei   maraikaathu/   thelivaaka  
vivaranklai   kooridu/ ariviththidu-  state clearly the details  with out  hiding the truth  ;
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iyam- doubt; umai- truth;  vivarankal- details;  maraikaathu-  not  concealing ; 
thelivaaka- clearly ; arivikka- announce. 

 declare  [E]  has the consonants - the- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uruthi mozhi - yaei / vaakku molaththai [Skt]   ezhuththu  moolam  
kodukindravar - declarant .

editio : the publishing of a book, an announcement. 

editio  has the composition -the- the - and the meaning of the word is  thiruththi  
amaiththidu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -amend / correct .

editio  has the composition -the- the - and the meaning of the word is  thokuththidu  [
missing  letter- ka-]-  compile. 

 book[E] has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kai yaedu -  
hand book ; kai – hand;  yaedu- book. 

book[E] has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –ka- and the original Tamil  word is    aavanam -  
document .  

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   paada 
puththakam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  text  book.  

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kathai  
puththakam [ missing  letter-  the -]  - story  book; kathai- story . 

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kavithai  
puththakm [ missing  letter-  the -]  - poetry  book;  kavithai- poem .  

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  paattu   
puththakam [ missing  letter-  the -] - song book; paattu- song. 
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book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanakku  
puththakam-[ missing  letter-  the -]- account book ;  kanakku –account;  puththakam- 
book. 

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   paada   
thokuthi  / paada thokuppu [ missing  letter-  the -] archives/ collections  .

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   pattaanku -
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  scriptures/ saaththiram .

book[E] has the consonants  - pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaandam / 
puththakaththin  pakuthi  -[ missing  letter-  the -]- portion  of a book /  canto. 

book[E] has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is   suvadi/  
ithikaasam  [Skt]  [ missing  letters- sa -and- the -] – scriptures. 

book[E] has the consonants  -  pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaapiyam / 
upaakiyaanam – epic. 

book[E] has the consonants  -  pa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   koappu – files/  
document .

book[E] has the consonants  -  [- pa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koasam 
[missing letter- sa-]- book . 

edo : put forth, give out. 

edo  has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is idu-   to put ;  
yeduththu  vai -  to  put forth ;  mun vaiththidu- to put forward ;   kodu[ missing letter- 
ka -] - to give ;  kodukka  vaendum / koduththidu -  to give out.
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edo edi essum : to eat, consume, devour, waste. 

edo   has the composition - the -  and the meaning  of the word is  thuei  -eat .

edo   has the composition - the -  and the meaning  of the word is  thinnu/ undidu  -  
to  eat.

eat[E]  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  thinnu/  undidu  -  
to eat .

eat[E]  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  thuei- eat.

eat[E]  has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is  umainthidu -  eat. 

devour  [ E]   has the consonants - the -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is
veriyodu   thinnu - eat  greedily ; thinnu- eat.

devour  [ E]   has the consonants - the -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is
uyiroadu  thinna -  eating  the living one  ; uyir- life

devour  [ E]   has the consonants - the -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is
uyirai  kudikka- to drink one’s life;  uyir-life;   kudi- drink 

devour  [ E]   has the consonants - the -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is
thakarkka-  demolish.

 devour  [ E]   has the consonants - the -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   meendu  varuka - get through/ overcome  .

 consume[E]   has the consonants - ka- an- [- sa-]  -ma   -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   unavu  unna / thinna   vaendum - eat up ;  unna/ thinna - eat. 
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consume[E]   has the consonants - ka- an- sa-ma   -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   selavu  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  la -and - the -] - to spend  
/exhaust.

waste [E]  has the consonants - va - sa- the  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is 
kedu/  veenaakkidu / veen seithidu - waste . 

waste [E]  has the consonants - va - sa- the  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is 
veen selavu / thanda selavu  seithidu [ missing  letter- la-] - expend uselessly .

edoceo : to inform fully, instruct thoroughly. 

edoceo  has the composition -the- ka-and the meaning of the word is  mulu  
thakavalaiyum   kodukka [ missing letter-  la -] -  to give the full  information;  thakaval-
information/ message;  mulu-  whole; kodukka-  to give. 

educo : to draw out, lead out, march out / bring up, rear / sue. 

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   neettikka  
vaendum - to extend .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   thamaththikka  
vaendum-  to delay  .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  paeni  kaaththida   
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to rear .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   tholil  thookki  
/eduthhtu  valarththu  uruvaakkida   /aalaakida    vaendum  [ missing  letters-  la -and- 
Ra - ] -  to bring  up .
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educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   thookku-  to raise 
/ uplift .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  thookki pidikka  
[ missing  letter- pa-]- to hold upwards . 
educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   yuarththuka 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - uplift;  thookki nimirthhtuka .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   kattu-  build  .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  vazhakkaadu  
[ missing  letter- zha-]  - to sue .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  satta  nadavaikkai  
edukka  vaendum[  missing  letter- sa-] -  to take legal  action;  sattam -  law;  
nadavadikkai- action ;  edukka-  take.
  
educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  neethi mandra  
nadavadikkai  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to take court  action ; neethi  
mandarm -court .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is  puthithaaka  
thuvanka  vaendum [ missing  letter-pa-] -  to have a new beginning ;  puthithu- new;  
thuvanka- to start .

educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is   pothu 
kottam kaana  /  kooththu  kaana  / naadkam  kaana /  manaivikku  [ pennukku ]   
paathu  kaappukkaaka    kanavan[ aan makan ]   kooda  poka  vaedum [ missing  letter-
pa-] -  to escort  one’s wife  by her husband to attend a meet / to see a drama  ;  pothu
kottam- public  meeting ;  kooththu - play;  naadakam- drama ;  manaivi-  wife;  pen- 
girl;  kanavan-  husband;  aan makan-  boy ;  paathu kaapu- protection;  kooda poka - 
to accompany. 
educo  has the consonants  -the-ka-  and the original Tamil word is   peedu nadai  
poda vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-] -  to march out .
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effectus : doing, execution, performance, effect, result. 

effectus   has the consonants  -[-  pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -the- sa -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  seithu kondu- doing ;  seithiduka - do ;  seithida  vaendum/ 
seithaaka  vaendum -  must do .

effectus   has the consonants  -[-  pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  mudivu - result .

effectus   has the consonants  -[-  pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word  / meaning  is  thookku  thanadani  kodukka  vaendum - to hang one  as a form 
of capital  punishment ;  thookku -  hang;  thandanai- punishment  .

effectus   has the consonants  -[-  pa-] - pa- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/ meaning  is  kidaiththtitta  payan - result .

do[E]   has the consonants - the -  and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  seithidu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  do .

do[E]   has the consonants - the -  and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  padu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  do.

 do[E]   has the consonants - the -  and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is   seithu 
mudi-  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  complete .

do[E]   has the consonants - the -  and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is   panni 
mudi /  pannidu[ missing  letter- pa-]-   to- finish  .

execute[E]   has the consonants - ka- sa -ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  seithu mudikka  vaendum- carry out. 
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execute[E]   has the consonants - ka- sa -ka -the -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   saakum  mudiya  thookku  thandanai   kodukka   vaendum - should give  
capital  punishment  [ hanging-  until he dies] -  saaka- die/madiya ; thookku -  hang ;   
thandanai- punishment .

effect [E]   has the consonants-  pa- ka- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
undaakum  paathippu - result/ consequence. 

effect [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  - ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thaakam-   effect. 

effect  [E]   has the consonants-  -[-pa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   undaakum / kidaikkum  palan [ missing  letter- la-] - outcome .

effect  [E]   has the consonants-  -[-pa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   mudivu- result .

effect  [E]   has the consonants- -[-pa-] - ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   seithu mudikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]- accomplish . 

result [E]  has the consonants - Ra- sa- la -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seitha  seyal  ondrin   iruthi  mudivu [ missing  letter- ka-]-end result  of an action 
done ;  seitha- done;  seyal- action; iruthi- final; mudivu- result. 

effero extuli elatum : to carry out, bury, lift up, exalt. 

extuli   has the consonants - ka -sa - the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
koduththa  vaelai   yaei   seithu mudikka  vaendum -  to carry out the job  allotted ;  
koduththa- given ;  vaelai-  job ; seithu mudikka-  to carry  out .
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extuli   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]  - the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   maelae  illuththida  vaendum   / maelae  thookkida   vaendum - pull up / 
to lift up ; maelae- up ;  thookkida -  to lift .

extuli   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]  - the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   munnil  ittu  mooduka -  put  underground   ;  mun-  ground;  itu- put ;  
mooduka-  to cover/ conceal .

extuli   has the consonants - ka -sa- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
seththa  manithanin   pinaththai  / pootha   udalai  /  vettiyaanai   alaiththu  vanthu  
idukaattil / kal-arai   thottaththil /    kuzhi  thondi   mannukku  adiyae   puthtikka  
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to call the  person  who digs  the  burial pit  in the 
grave yard to bury the dead body ;  seththe manithan- dead one;   pinam-  corpse;  
pootha  udal-  corpse;  vettiyaan- one who  digs the burial pit ;   alaikka- call; idukaadu
- grave yard ;  kal-arai   thottam-  grave yard   ;   kuzhi- pit;  thonduka-  to dig ;  mun 
-soil;  adiyae- underneath ;   puthikka-  to bury .

extuli   has the consonants - ka -[- sa-] - the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   oliththu  vaikka  vaendum -  to conceal .

extuli   has the consonants - ka -sa- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pootha udalai    nul  adakkam   seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to bury /  to 
lay rest;   pootha  udal-  dead body ;  nul adakkum-  burial  ; seithido - to  do .

  effero   extuli   has the consonants -  pa -pa- Ra- ka -sa- the- la  -and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  pootha  udalai   nul  adakkam  seithidum   munnae  / pootha  
udalukku   iruthi  mariyaathai   thara /  iruthi maththippai   alikka   / iruthi  anjali  
seluththida vaendum] -  to pay  the lost  homage /  to pay the last  tribute   before  
burying    the dead body  ;    pootha  udal-  dead body ;  nul adakkam-  buirial ;   iruthi -
lost;  mariyaathai- respect;  alikka-  to give .

 effero extuli   has the consonants -   pa- [-pa-] - Ra - ka -[-sa-] - the- la  -and the 
original  Tamil  word / meaning is  vetri  petra  veernai   mana  niraivudan   paraatti  
vaazhththa  vaendum-  to praise.
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 effero extuli   has the consonants -  [- pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra - ka -[-sa-] - the- la  -and the 
original  Tamil  word / meaning is  vaazhththi    arula  vaendum -  to praise;  vaazhthu - 
to praise ;  vaazhththukkal-  greetings .
 
 effero extuli   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -pa -Ra-   ka -[-sa-] - the- la  -and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning is  vetri petra   veeranukku  vaazhththukkal  koorida/ 
arivikka / theriya paduththa   vaendum -   to convey the greetings  to the winner ;  
vetri  peru  - to  win ;  veeran- hero ;  vaazhththukkal- greetings ;   koora -  to say ;  
arivikka-  to announce;   theriya  paduththa-  to convey .  

effero extuli   has the consonants -pa-pa -Ra-  ka -[-sa-] - the- la  -and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  vetri  petra  veeranai  / mannanai     paaratti   eru  karam/ kai   
kondu  kai thatti   kara  oli / kai oli  ezhuppida  vaendum -  to applaud ;  eru -two;  kai 
voli  yezheppu   - clap ;  paaraattuka  - appreciate ;  mannan- king ;  karam -  arm/ 
hand;  oli-  sound;  yezhuppidu - to make.
 
effero extuli   has the consonants -pa-pa -Ra-  ka -sa- the- la  -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   poaril   vetri  petra  / poar kalaththil    vaakai soodiya / 
komakanai  /  mannanai / maa mannanai /  arasarai  /   paer arasarai / perum mannar  
paraatti    pulvarkal /   pulavar perumakkal /  paanarkal/   paadakarkal /  paraatti   isai  
amaiththu  sen  thamizhili/  paer avaiyil /  aranmanaiyin  ariyanai  mandapaththil /   
pothu makkal / munnilaiyil /  mannan  manam /  kulirum vannam / padaalkal   paada   
vaendum -  song  of praises  sung by the poets in appreciation of their king  who  had 
won the battle ;   poar-  war; kalam -  field;  poar kalam- battle field;  vaakai-   
successs;  vetri- win ;  mannan- king;   Paer arasan - Pharaoh;   perum mannar - 
emperor ;  ko makan-  king ;  arasar-  Raja ; pulavar- poets;  paanarkal -  musicians ;  
paraatu - appreiciate ;   sen- thamizh -  sweet Tamil;   paer avai-  assembly ;   aran 
manai- palace;  ariyanai   mandapam - throne hall ; iasi  amikka  - to make  music;  
pothu makkal- people ; manathu-  mind ; paadal- songs ;   paadakan - poet ;  paada - 
to sing .

effervo : to boil up. 
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effero  has the consonants-  [ -pa-] –[- pa-] - Ra  -and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  neer  aaviyaaka [ missing  letter- ka-]  - water-  to become vapor.

efficio : to do, produce, effect, make / bring about, cause / prove. 

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word is  seika 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  do .

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -pa- ka -and the original Tamil word is  pannuka- 
do .

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word is  
undaakku [ missing  letter-  the -] - make.  

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word is   mudivu [
missing  letter- the-] - result  .

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -pa- ka -and the original Tamil word is  meipikka  - 
prove .

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -pa- ka -and the original Tamil word is  niruppikka  
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - prove .

efficio  has the consonants - [-pa-] -pa- ka -and the original Tamil word is  uruthi  
paduththuka  [ missing  letters- the -and Ra -] - prove;  niruvi  kaattuka .

make [E] has the consonants – ma- ka -  and the original Tamil word  is  amaikka  - 
establish .

make [E] has the consonants – ma- ka -  and the original Tamil word  is   undakka  
vaendum / aakka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  - to make.
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make [E] has the consonants – ma- ka -  and the original Tamil word  is   eeta  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]   – to earn .

make [E] has the consonants – ma- ka -  and the original Tamil word  is   katta  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]   –construct.

make [E] has the consonants – ma- ka -  and the original Tamil word  is   vadivam 
[ missing  letter- the -]   - form . 

effringo effrego : break, break open. 

effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-[-pa-]-Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
murikka-  break /  fracture.  

effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-[-pa-]  -Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
thakarththu  erika /   thakarkka [ missing  letter- the -]  -  shatter/  demolish  .

effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-pa-Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   pirikka/
erandaaka   pirikka/  udaikka[ missing  letter-  the -] - break in to two ;   erandu- two;  
pirikka- separate ;  udaikka-  break .  

effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-[-pa-]-Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
veettin   kathavai  udaiththu  erinthu   veettai  thirakka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the 
-] -  break open the house ;  veedu-  house;   kathavu-  door;  udai-  break;  Erika-  
throw;  thirakk-  open .   

effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-pa-Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  putty-in
moodiyaei  thirakka [ missing  letter-  the -] - uncap ;  moodi-  cap;  thirakk- open;  
putti- bottle  .
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effrego   has the consonants -[- pa-]-[-pa-]-Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  
udaiththu  sukku  nooraakkuka [ missing  letters-  the -and -sa-]  shatter /smash to 
smithereens  /   break in to 100 pieces ; udai- break ; nooru- 100.

*****effugio : (effugi effugiturus ) : flee from, escape, elude, run away. 

effugio   has the consonants - pa-pa- ka-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thappikka [ missing  letter-  the -] - escape ; thappikka  vaendum;  thappiththu  oda  
vaendum  -  to run away to esacpe .

escape [E] has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka -pa - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  thappikka  [ missing  letter-  the -]- escape .

flee[E]  has the consonants – pa- la-  and the original Tamil word is    thappiththu  odu 
/ odi  oliya  [ missing  letter- the -] – run to  escape ;  thappikka- escape; odu- run; 
oliya- hide.

elude [ E]  has the consonants-  la -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nazhvidu  [missing  letter- ka-] – elude.

elude [ E]  has the consonants-  la -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mazhuppidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - evade.

elude [ E]  has the consonants-  la -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thappiththu odi oliya [ missing  letter- pa-]  – run to escape .

                      English  word - effort .

effort  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
muyartri -  effort. 
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effort  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –the-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is yeththaniththar – effort .

 
effundo : to pour out, pour forth, shed, utter. 

eddundo   has the  consonants - the -the - an- the  - and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thanniyaei -  uooththanum/  uooththa   vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  
to pour ;  uoothhtuka-  to pour;   thanni- water .

pour[E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]  -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
uootru [ missing  letter- the -]  -  pour.

pour[E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]  -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
soriya [ missing  letter- sa-]  - pour.

pour[E]   has the consonants-[- pa-]  -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thanku  thadai   indri    paaya   / paainthu  peruki   oda  / odi  valiya [ missing  letter- 
ka- and -the -]  –flow freely ;  thanku  thadai indri- freely;  peruki oda- flow.

shed[E ]  has the consonants - sa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kudisai  veedu [ missing letter- ka-] - hut .

shed[E ]  has the consonants - [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
keeththu  kottakai / maattu  kottakai  [ missing letter- ka-] - hut/cottage .

shed[E ]  has the consonants - sa-the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kotta/ 
sottu sottaaka  kotta / sotta vidu - [ missing letter- ka-]- fall off in drops ;  sottu- drop. 

shed[E ]  has the consonants - sa-the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   sintha
-  pour out  .

shed[E ]  has the consonants - [- sa-] -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
uooththa-   pour out. 
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shed[E ]  has the consonants - [-sa-] -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kai 
vidu [ missing letter- ka-] -  get rid of  .

shed[E ]  has the consonants - [-sa-] -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thura  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  get rid of/ renounce .

shed[E ]  has the consonants -sa-the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
veesidu  [ missing letter- ka-]  - shed/ radiate.

 shed[E ]  has the consonants -[-sa-] -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theli [ missing  letter- la-] -sprinkle /shower .

shed[E ]  has the consonants -[- sa-] -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
neekkidu  [ missing letter- ka-]   - remove.  

utter[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  theera – 
absolutely .

utter[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  uraiththidu / 
uraiyaadu -  say .

egeo : to need, lack, want, be without. 

egeo   has the consonant-  ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   thaevai  
[ missing  letter-  the -] - need .

egeo   has the consonant-  ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   enakku  
vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  i want /  i  need .

lack[E]  has the consonants - la- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kuraivu 
ulla [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - be short of ;  illaamal irukkira  - lacking .
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want [E]  has the consonants-  va- an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vaendu/  vaendum -  in need/ require .
want [E] has the consonants-  va- an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaevai  kondu /  thaevaiyanathu -  in need .

want [E] has the consonants-  va- an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mikka  avaa  kondu - desire. 

want [E] has the consonants-  va- an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thattu  paadu kondu [ missing  letter- pa-]- scarcity.

want [E] has the consonants-  va- an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naada  vaendum / thaeda  vaendum- seek .

need[E]  has the consonants-  an -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaevai yaanathu [ missing  letter- ka-]- needy. 

ego : I ; I can't live without you, baby. 

ego has the composition  -ka -  and the meaning  of the word is akam- mind / psyche. 

egoistic [E]  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
akanthai  konda  manithan -  egoistic person ;  akanthai-  egoist .

baby [E]    has the consonants – pa- pa -and the original Tamil word is  paapa- baby .

kid[E]  has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  kutty-  female kid; 
kuttan- male kid.

kid[E]  has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   nandu  sinduka 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- children .
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i  [E]  has no  consonants  and the original Tamil  word is  naan-  i  .

egredior : (egressus ) : to go out, leave, depart, exit. 

egredior   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
veliyaeruka [ missing  letter-  la-]- go out .

egredior   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
purapada   vaendum [ missing  leter- pa-] -  depart .

depart [E]  has the consonants  -the -pa- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is pura pada  vendum [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  depart ;  purapaadu -  
departure .

leave [E]  has the consonants- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vizhakki   vaikka   /   vizhaku – leave.

leave [E]  has the consonants- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    akalu 
-  leave.

leave [E]  has the consonants- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   ozhikai
-leaving  .

leave [E]  has the consonants- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   valeai 
illai-  no work;   vaelai illaa naal- holiday ;  vaelai- work;  illai- nil;  naal- day .

 to leave [E]  has the consonants-  the- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  kadaththal  -  to leave. 

 to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  nazhuvuthal –to leave  .
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to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
oruvuthal [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to 
leave. 

to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the  other interpretation  of the   
word  is   nivarthiththal   [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to leave. 

to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word  is  ekaththal- to leave. 

to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
neenkuthal- to leave.

to leave [E]  has the consonants- the-  la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
kilamputhal [ missing  letter- pa-]- to leave. 

exit [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] -the – and the original Tamil  word is  kathavu- 
door. 

exit [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
neenkiduka- go away . 

exit [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  word is  poei  
viduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   go away .

exit [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  word is  vaathi – 
way . 

exit [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  word is   
vaattam- way. 

elatus : puff-up, proud of oneself, arrogant. 
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elatus  has the composition- la- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  thalai  kanam
konda manithan [  missing letter- ka -]  -  big headed man ;  thalai- head;  kanam- 
weight;  manithan-  man. 

proud [E]  has the composition- pa -Ra -the - and the meaning of the word is  
perumitham- proud. 

                      English  word  - elephant . 

Elephant  has the consonants  -la -pa -an-the -  and the original Tamil  word is   
pootha kaaloan [ missing  letter- ka-] – one with big legs . 

electus : chosen, select. 

electus has the composition- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is pothu  
makkalaal  thaernthu edukka  pada [  missing letters-  pa -and - Ra-] - to be chosen by 
the common  people;  pothu-  common; makkal-  people;  thaernthu  edukka-  to  
select . 

select  has the composition- sa -la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaerthalil  potti  ittu  saatharana  makkalaal    thaernthu  edukka   pada vaendum -  
shoud contest  the election and  to be chosen by the public [  missing letters- pa and- 
Ra- ];  thaerthal-  election;  potti ittu-  to contest;  saatharana-  ordinary;  makkal-  
people;  thaernthu  edukka-  to be chosen. 

elementum : first principle, element, basic constituent. 

elementum  has the consonants - la -ma- an- the- ma  -and the orignal Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   muthal  thanimam/ moola  thanimam  - first/ basic  element ;   
thanimam- element .
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elemosina : alms 

elemosina   has the consonants-  la- ma -sa- an - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  yaezhai -makkalukku   alikka padum  / vazhankapadum   panam  kaasu  [ missing  
letters-pa -  and -  ka -] -  money  given to the poor ;  yaezhai - poor;  makkal- poor;  
alikkum- giving;  panam kaasu-  money.

alms [E]  has the consonants-  la-ma –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  mallaai – 
begging   bowel/ alms .

alms [E]  has the consonants-  la-ma –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  pali  
mari-ee [ missing letters- pa -and -la-] – alms .
 

elemosinarius : almoner, person in charge of providing charity. 

elemosinarius  has the consonants - la -ma- sa - an -Ra -sa - and the  original  Tamil 
word  / meaning  is  varumaiyil  vaadum  yaezhai  makkalin   thuyaram  thudaikka   
vaendi   panam kaasai   nun kodaiyaaka   vazhankum   selvanthar / peru makkal / nun 
kodaiyaalar / kovil  adiyaarkal [ missing  letters- ka- and- the -] - the rich people / 
donars   who  gives  donation  to the   suffering  poor people ;   varumai- poverty ;   
vaadum- suffering ;  yaezhai - poor;  makkal- people;   thuyaram- sufferings ;  panam 
kaasu- money ;  nun kodai- gifts/ donation ;   selvanthar -wealthy people ;   nun 
kodaiyaalar-  donar;  kovil –temple; adiyaar – priests .   

eligo : to pick out, select, choose.
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eligo   has the composition -la -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  vaelaikku  aal  
eduka vaendum [ missing letter-  the -]-  to  choose  men for work ;  vaaelai-  
work/job;  aal-  vaelai  aal   worker;    aal-  person ;  edukka-  to  take. 

eligo   has the composition -la -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kuda volai 
[ missing letter-  the -].  
 
pick [E]  has the consonants – pa- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
porukku [missing  letter-  Ra -]  - pick .

pick [E]  has the consonants – pa- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
parikka- [missing  letter-  Ra -]-  pluck .

 eloquentia : *****eloquence, readiness of speech, fluency, 
persuasiveness. 

eloquentia has the composition-  la -ka - va- an- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word
is  sol vanmai  kondu- eloquence.  

eloquentia has the composition-  la -ka - va- an- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word
is   saralamaaka   maedai yil / avai yil   urai  aatrum  thiran [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  the 
talent  of giving a speech  fluently  in the stage ;  saralamaaka-  fluently;  avai-  
meeting hall; maedai-  stage;  urai -  speech;  thiran-  talent .

eloquence[E]  has the consonants – la- ka -an -sa – and the original Tamil word is  sol 
vanmai – articulacy .

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paechchu – speech. 

speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- pa- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seppu-  speak .
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speech[E]   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] - [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   oasai-  speech .

speak[E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -pa- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  pakar 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - speak .

 prattle [E] has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
pillai   ularuthal-  uttering non sense words  by the child  .

prattle [E] has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
mizhattruthal – prattle. 

prattle [E] has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
mazhalai  thanamaai  paesuthar/ uraiyaaduthal [  missing  letter- sa-] -   to babble like 
a child.  

prattle [E] has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kuzhanthai  thanamaai  paraithal [ missing  letter- ka-] – to speak like a child. 

prattle [E] has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   porul  
indri  uraiyaaduthal/ paraithal-  talking  without meaning  ; porul- meaning. 

prattle [E] has the consonants- - pa- Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
pithatral- uttering non sense words.

babble [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] –[- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  
mazhalai  mozhi-   baby speech .

babble [E]   has the consonants – pa-pa- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
alappalaththal – babble. 

to babble [E]   has the consonants – the-  [-pa-] -pa- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
paeththuthal - babble .
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blather [E]  has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
porul indri   paraithal- talking non sense. 

drivel[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -va -la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  porul indri / arththam[Skt]   illaamal   alaavaluthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- talking 
nonsense. 

drivel[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -va -la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  vaayil  irunthu echchil  ozhukuthal [ missing  letter- sa-]  -saliva flowing from the 
mouth;  vaai- mouth;  echchil-  saliva;  ozhuka- flow. 

chatter [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the original  Tamil  word is  
kathai  adiththar [ missing  letter- ka-] – talking about trivial matters. 

chatter [E]  has the consonants – sa-the- Ra – and the original  Tamil  word is  kisu 
kisuththar [ missing  letter- ka-]-gossip. 

lisp [E]  has the consonants – la- sa- pa – and the interpretation of the word is 
mazhalai  mozhi / mazhalai  paechhcu – child’s speech .

eluo : to wash out, rinse/ cleanse / squander, waste. 

eluo  has the composition- la -va -  and the meaning of the word is   kazhuvu-  to 
wash;  kai kazhuvu-  to  wash  the hands;  kai-  hand. 

eluo  has the composition- la -va -  and the meaning of the word is   thaevai  illatha 
[  missing letter-  the-] -  waste  ;  thaevai-  needy;  illai -  with out. 

wash[E]  has the composition -va- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kazhuvu 
[ missing letter-  zha-] -  to wash. 
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wash[E]  has the composition -va--sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
alasuka[ missing  letter- la-] - wash .

washerman [E] has the consonants – va- [-  sa-] - Ra -ma -an -and the original Tamil  
word is   kaaru   maan-  washerman .

eluvies : a flowing over, flood, inundation. 

eluvies  has the composition- la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vellam-  
flood; mazhai vellam-  river flood. 

eluvies  has the composition- la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vazhiya -  
flowing  . 

eluvies  has the composition- la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  kadal 
[  missing letter-  the -]  - sea .

eluvies  has the composition- la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  maelae  
vazhinthoda [ missing letter-  the -] -  flowing over; vellam vazhinthoda-  flood flowing 
over.   

flood[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  neithal- 
sea.

flood[E]   has the consonants –  pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   puthu  
punal -  first rain of the year .

flood[E]   has the consonants –  pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   paadu  
peyal-  heavy  rain   .
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emanio : to flow out, spread / arise, emanate, originate. 

emanio   has the consonants  -ma -an  -and the original Tamil word  meaning  is  
thondra  vaendum [ missing  letters- the -Ra -and -ka-]  -  to arise .

emanio   has the consonants  -ma -an  -and the original Tamil word  meaning  is  
undaaka  vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the -and -ka-] -  make . 

flow out[ E]   has the consonanst-  [-  pa-] - la -va -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
ozhuku oda – flow out. 

spread[E]   has the consonanst –[-sa-]- pa- Ra- the-and  the orignal Tamil  word is  
padaru/ padarnthidu -  spread. 

spread[E]   has the consonanst –sa- pa- Ra- the-and  the orignal Tamil  word is  
padarchchi- spread[ n]. 

spread[E]   has the consonanst –[-sa-] - [- pa-] - Ra- the- and  the orignal Tamil  word is 
niraavidu[ missing  letter- ka-] –spread.  

emendo : to amend, correct 

emendo    has the consonants - ma -an- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   maatri  
amaikka   vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra-  and - -  ka -] - to modify .

correct  [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra –- ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thiruththi  amaikka  vaendum -  correct .  

correct  [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra –- ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thavari  / kurai- yaei  nivarththi / sari -  aakkida /  seeraakkida  
/thiruththam  seithida  / maatri  amikka   vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  correct  the 
mistake; thavaru- mistake;  sari aakkida- correct .
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correct[E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kutram  kurai  indri  -without mistakes;  kurai- mistake;  indri- without. 

correct [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sari paarkka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  pa -and- sa-] - to correct . 

correct [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muraiyaaka  irukkindrathu -  it is proper. 

correct [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – ka -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  yaetru kondida vaendum-  to accept.  

                      English  word – emerald.

emerald  has the consonants - ma –Ra- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   mara 
katha kal [ missing letter- ka-] - emerald stone .

- emineo : to stand out, project, be remarkable, conspicuous. 

emineo   has the consonants-  ma -an  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
thittamida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and -ka-]  - to plan  ;  thittam- plan .

 emineo   has the consonants-  ma -an  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
mutti kondu  [ missing  letters-  the -and  -ka-]  - protruding/ projecting . 

eminor : to threaten, menace. 

eminor has the composition- ma -an- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  manitharai 
/ ethiriyaei   aratta  vaendum  [  missing letters-  ka-and- the- -] -  to threaten  a  
man/enemy ;  manithar-  person;  ethiri-  enemy ;  arattu -  threaten. 
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eminor has the composition- ma -an- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ethiriyaei  
thontharavu   seiya   vaendum -  to disturb  the enemy  [ missing letters-  the - sa-  ka-]
;  ethiri-  enemy;  thontharavu-  disturbance. 

emiror : to wonder at exceedingly. 

emiror   has the consonants- ma- Ra- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
perum  aachcharyam [Skt][  missing  letter- pa-]   - great  surprise; perum-  big;  
aachcharyam-  wonder .

emo emi emptum : to buy, purchase. 

emptum  has the composition -ma- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
moththa  panaththukku   vaanka  vandum[  missing letter-  ka -]  -  to buy paying  full 
amount ;   moththa-  total ; panam-  money;  vaanka -  to buy. 

buy[E]  has the consonant  -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   vaanku 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – buy.

emoveo : to move away, remove, take away. 

emoveo  has the composition- ma- va - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
neekka  vaendum  [missing  letter- the-]  -remove .

emoveo  has the composition- ma- va - and the original Tamil word is   edukka  
vaendum  [missing  letter- the-]  - to take .
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emptio : a buying, a purchase. 

emptio  has the consonants -  ma -pa- the-  and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
panam  koduththu  vaankida  vendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to pay  and buy;  panam-
money ;  koduththu -giving; vaanku -buy .

purchase[E]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra – ka- sa –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaasu  panam   koduththu / kaai  kari  kadaikku /  kadai kannikku /  
santhaikku / ankaadikku  sendru  thaevaiyaana   porulai   sariyana   vilaikku  vaanku  
[ missing  letters- the- and -la-] -   to  by an article  / item  in the shop/ market  by  
giving  right  amount of money ;  kaasu-  cash ; panam- money ;   kodukka- give;  kaai 
kari- vegetables; kadai- shop ; santhai-  market / kaai kari virkkum idam/agora  
;ankaadi –market; thaevaiyaana- needy ; porul- article;  sariyaana- correct; vilai- price;
vaanku- buy. 

purchase[E]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra – ka- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vilai  nilaththil   irunthu kidaikkum  aandu  varumaanam / panam kaasu / 
uoothiyam / laapam –annual return from farm  land ;  aandu – year;  varumaanam- 
income  ;  vilai nilam- farm land.
 

enim : for, in fact, truly (may often be omitted) 

enim  has the compistion -an -ma - and the meaning of the word is   unmai-  truth / 
fact .

fact [E] has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
unmaiyakavae  nadanthathu -  it happened really . 

fact [E] has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
kan kondu  kandathu/  kaathu  koduththu  kaettathu – what is seen and heard; kan- 
eye; kandathu- seen;  kaathu- ear;  kaettathu- heard.  
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fact [E] has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
nadantha /   vantha   seithi –the news  came;  vantha- came ;  seithi- news. 

fact [E] has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sankathi  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  information. 

fact [E] has the consonants  - [-  pa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
kanda  /kaetta  unmai -  the truth that was  found/ heard .

enumero : to count, count up, enumerate. 

enumero  has the composition- an- ma-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
panaththai   innum  oru  murai  enni  paarkka vaendum [  missing letters-  the- ka - 
and- pa -] - to count  the cash  once more  ; panam-  money;  oru murai-  once;  enni -  
to  count;  paarkka-  to  see. 

count [ E] has the composition - ka-   an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
kanakkida  vaendum  / enni  kodukka  vaendum -  to count . 

eo ire itum : to go, advance, proceed, travel, move along, progress. 

eoireitum  has the consonants - Ra -the- ma - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
munnaera  vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-] - advance/ progress .

eoireitum  has the consonants - Ra -the- ma - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
purapada   vaedum [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -] - to depart .

eoireitum  has the consonants - Ra -the- ma - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sendirida  vaendum   [ missing  letters- sa -and- ka-]  -to go . 
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proceed[E]  has the consonants-[-  pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thoadaru – proceed .

episcopus : bishop 

episcopus has  the composition -pa- sa- ka- pa- sa-and the meaning of the word is   
Sivan makan  Murugappanukku  poosai  seiyum  poosaari [ missing letter- Ra -]  - 
priest of the lord  Marduk ;   Sivan-   Dravidian sun god /  Zeus ; Murugappan-  Marduk
. 

episcopus has  the composition –[-pa-]- sa- ka- [-pa-]- [-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is  archchakar [ missing letter- Ra -]   - temple priest .

bishop   has the consonants - pa –sa- pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
periya  poosaari [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- head priest ; poosaari- priest .

*****epistula : letter, epistle, missive, message.  

epistula   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [-sa-]  -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ezhuththu – letter .

epistula   has the consonants-  pa- sa-the -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
pandaiya  sem mozhi / Thol mozhi /pazham  Tamizh  mozhi  ezhuththu –letters of the 
ancient classical language Tamil ; pandaiya- old;  sem mozhi- classical language ;  Thol  
mozhi- Sumerian Tamil; ezhuththu- letter .

epistula   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [-sa-]  -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  Tamizh  mozhiyil  madal ezhuthu -   write a  letter in  Tamil ;  madal- letter .
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epistula   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [-sa-]  -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thakaval [ missing  letter- ka-] - message .

epistula   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - -sa- -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is seithikal-[ missing  letter- ka-]  news .

epistula   has the consonants- pa- sa-the -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
Tamizh  mozhiyil  paesu- speak in Tamil .

epistula   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [-sa-]  -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   madal  - epistula/ letter.

epistula   has the consonants-  pa- sa -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seithi  / saethi  solli  anuppu - send  the news / message  ;  seithi- news;  saethi - 
message;  sollu -say ; anuppu- send  .

epistula   has the consonants-  pa- sa -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   panai  olaiyil  saethiyaei  ezhuthi   anuppidu - send the message in a palm leaf ; 
panai  olai- palm leaf ;   saethi- message ; ezhuthu -write ;   anuppidu- send .

epistula   has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-]  -the -la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaditham  ezhuthi anupu  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - send a letter .

message [E]  has the consonants – ma- sa –ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
seithi  adankiya  kaditham[ missing  letter- the -] –letter containing a message.

missive[E]  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]  -va  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kaditham [ missing  letter- the -] – letter .

 epulor : to feast, feast on. 
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epulor  has the composition- pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is    thiru   
vizha / pandikai [Skt]   kaala   virunthu[ missing  letter- the-]  - festival    feast   ;  thiru 
vizha -  festival ;  virunthu- feast .

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
Tamilar  veettu    kaliyaana kondaatta   virunthu - missing  letter- the-]    marriage  feast
given by Tamil people ;  kaliyaanam-   marriage;  virunthu  feast.  

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thalai
vaazhai  ilai  virunthu [missing  letter-  the-]  – -  unavu  – food served on a banana leaf
;  vaazhai  ilai – banana leaf;  virunthu –feast;  unavu  -food. 

epulor  has the composition- pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  valai  
kaappu  virunthu [missing  letter-  the-]  –  -feast on the day of valai  kaappu -  
ceremony  on the 6th month of pregnancy.

epulor  has the composition-- pa-va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
kuzhanthaikalin   pirantha naal  kondaatta  virunthu  [ missing  letter-  the -] – birth of 
children  ; birth day- pirantha  naal .

epulor  has the composition-- pa-va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is Kaali / 
Palani Malai Murugan  kovil  thiru vizha  kaala   padaiyal  virunthu -[missing  letter-  
the-]    temple  festival day food  offered to god .

epulor  has the composition-- pa-va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  puthu 
manai  puku  vizhaa  kaala   virunthu[missing  letter-  the-]   -  feast given on the day of 
house worming celebrations ; puthu manai-  new house. 

epulor  has the composition- pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ponkal  
[ vizha]  kondaatta   virunthu [missing  letter-  the-]  – feast on the day of ponkal  
celebrations .
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epulor  has the composition-  pa-- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thee  
vazhi  paattu  kondaatta  virunthu-[missing  letter-  the-] –feast given on the day of fire
worship- deepavali  

epulor  has the composition- pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  poopu  
neeraattu  / kuliyal / kondaatta   kaala  virunthu [ missing  letter-  the-]  -  feast given 
on the ceremonial  day  of   attaining menarche ; pooppu-  menarche ;  kuliyal - sacred 
bath
  .
epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is elavu 
veettu  karumaathi  virunthu – [ missing  letter-  the-] - feast  given to mourn the death
of a relative .

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
neeththaar  ninaivu  naal virunthu – [ missing  letter-  the-]   feast  given in 
remembrance of the  dead elders. 

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
kaliyaana  uruthi  madal  ezhuthum kondaatta   naal  virunthu[  missing  letter-  the-] – 
betrothal feast .

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   vetri 
vizha  kondaatta  virunthu -[  missing  letter-  the-] -  feast  given on the day of  success
.

epulor  has the composition- [- pa-] - va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kaathalar kodukkum virunthu – [missing  letter-  the-] -  feast give by lovers .

epulor  has the composition-  pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is pani  
oaivu   naal virunthu [missing  letter-  the-] -  feast gien on the day  of retirement  from
service; pani- job;  oaivu- rest.

epulor  has the composition-  pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   pal kalai
kazhaka  / kalloori   viduthyil  - pala kaalam / pala  aandukal  ondraaka   thanki    
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padiththa / katra   maanavarkal   kalvi  naal   mudiyum   andru   tharum  pirivu  naal  
virunthu  [missing  letter-  the-] – feast on the last  day of college  ;  kalloori- college  ;  
pal  kalai  kazhakam  -  university;  viduthi- hostel ;  pirivu- separation .

epulor  has the composition pa- va- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   vaazhai  
ilai  yil  vakai vakaiyaana   inippu / kaaram/  nellu  soru /  kalavai  soru/  puli  kuzhampu
/  vaththa uzhampu  /  kaththirikkai/  murunkai kaai  saampaar / milaku / thakkali  
rasam / urulai  poriyal / varuval / thaenkaai  thuvaiyal /    kaai kari  / keerai  koottu/  
thayir / thaalchcha  more / vadai / paayaasam / applam  aakiya  unavu  pandankal   
vaazhai  ilai yil ittu  vazhai  pazham , veththilai   seeval   paankam  koduththu  
virunthinarukku   kaliyaana  virunthu  koduppathae  thamilarkalin  veettu   thirumana  
pazhakka  vazhakkamaakum[  missing letters-  sa- and- the -] -  the customary   
Dravidian Tamil  marriage   feast  .

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word is   padai / 
sabath -  offer .

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word is    
pandikai[Skt]   unavu [ missing  letter- ka-] – festival food;  pandikai- festival ;  unavu- 
food. 

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- sa- the –and the  other interpretation is  Sabath .

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- sa- the –and the  other interpretation is  saapaadu 
– meals. 

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- [- sa-] - the –and the original Tamil word is  panthi-  
eating  together. 

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa- [- sa-] - the –and the original Tamil word is  kappidu
/ mandidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – eat excessively. 

feast[E]   has the consonants – pa-  sa- the –and the original Tamil word is  saapidu - 
eat. 
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feast[E]   has the consonants – pa-  sa- the –and the original Tamil word is  pusiththidu
–eat. 

feast[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- [- sa-] - the –and the original Tamil word is   
undaattam-  dance/  feast ;  undidu - eat ;  undi- food; aattam- dance .

feast[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- [- sa-] - the –and the original Tamil word is   
koodi/ koottu  uoonu[ missing  letter- ka-]   -  food  to be shared by all ;  koodi- 
together; unnu- eat;  uoonu- food.  

feast[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- - sa-- the –and the other interpretation is  
visaedam  [missing letter- ka-]-  feast.

banquet[ E] has the consonants -pa- an -ka –the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   panthi  unavu  - feast . 

banquet[ E] has the consonants   -[-pa-]- an -ka –the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  virunthu [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  – feast. 

banquet[ E] has the consonants   -[-pa-]- an -ka –the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  eravu  naeraththu  unavu - [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- supper. 

                         English  word - equator .

Equator  has the consonants – ka- va -the -Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
puvi maer  karppanaiyaaka  varainthitta   nadu  varai  koadu  [missing  letter –pa-] – 
the imaginary  line  drawn  on the center of the earth .

eques equitis : horseman, cavalry man rider (classical). 
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equitis   has the consonants  -ka- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  kuthirai   
veeran /maravan [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  horse man ;  kuthirai- horse;  veern - soldier. 

equitis   has the consonants  -ka- the -sa-and the original Tamil word is   kuthirai  mael 
yaeri  sandai idukira   maravan/ veeran [  missing  letters- la -and -Ra -] - the soldier  
who  goes on a horse to fight  ;  kuthirai- horse;  mael  yaaeri - mount -  ;  sandai idu -  
to fight ;  maravan /  veeran - soldier. 

equidem : (adv) indeed, truly, for my part. 

equidem  has the consonants - ka- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word  is  
unmaiyaakaththan-/  unmaiyaakathaanae?-  truly .

equitatus : cavalry, horsemen (classical). 

equitatus  has the consonants  - ka- the -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kodaka  padai [ missing  letter-  pa -] -  troop of horse men ;  kodakam -  
horse ;  padai - troop .

equitatus  has the consonants  - ka- the -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kuthirai - poar  padai [ missing  letters- Ra -and -pa-]  -  troop of  horse 
men ;  kuthirai- horse;  poar-  war ;   poar padai- troop.

cavalry[E]   has the consonants - ka- va- la -Ra -  and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is  kuthirai- mael   yaeri   poar  kalam  sendru  sandai   idukiravan   / poar  seikiravan / 
poar seikira  maravan / veeran [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]  -  the soldier  who  
goes on a horse to the battle field  to fight  ;  kuthirai- horse;    mael  yaaeri -  mount ;  
poar kalam-  battle field ;   sandai idu -  to fight ;  maravan /  veeran - soldier/ warrior . 
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equus : horse, steed, mount. 

equus  has the composition- ka- -sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  asuva[ Skt]
– horse. 

equus  has the composition- ka- -[-sa-] - and the   original tamil  word is   kankaanam –
horse. 

equus  has the composition- ka- -[ -sa-]-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kodakam [ missing  letter- the -]- horse. 

equus  has the composition- ka- [ -sa-]-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kana vattam[ missing  letter- the -]- horse. 

 equus  has the composition- ka- [ -sa-]-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kanthukam   [ missing  letter- the -] - horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   koaram -  
horse [honoured  stallion of Chola kings] . 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kurai- 
horse.

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- -sa--and the  original Tamil word  is   kusini- 
kaaran – person who tends  horses /chef . 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kaari- 
horse of the  anacient Tamil  philanthropist   Kaari  .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kuram-  
horse’s hoof.

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is  kurappam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - brush like instrument for rubbing the horse’s body .  
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horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the other interpretation of the word is
pira yaakam[ missing  letter- pa-]  - horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is  
kurakatham [ missing  letter-  the -] - horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is  koonthar  [
missing  letter-  the -]- mane of the horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- -sa- -and the  original Tamil word  is  keeri raasi – 
fat and lazy  horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   koaraa- 
untrained horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kinkiram-  
horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   varanam- 
horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the   other interpreation is  vaara  
keeram -  war horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   karki-  
horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   karkkam-  
horse. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   
maarkkam- pace of a horse .
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horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kuthirai 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   vari 
kuthirai- [ missing  letter-  the -] - zebra ;  vari- stripes;  kuthirai- zebra .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   savaari  / 
vaadakai  / kuthirai  vandi - -to go for a ride for rent in a horse cart ;  savaari[Skt] - 
ride ;  vaadakai- rent ;  kuthirai- horse;  vandi- cart .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   kuthirai  
maelae  yaeruka[ missing  letter- la-] -  to mount on a horse  ;  maelae- on/ over / up;  
yaeruka-  to climb .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   
kathiravan-  vaan kuthirai [ missing  letter-  the -] -  sun /  vaan kuthirai -  the horse of 
the sky ;  vaan- sky ;  kuthirai- horse .

 horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is   puravi  
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is puruvam [
missing  letter- pa-] - horse/ brow. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is  puruvai [
missing  letter- pa-] - female of goat /sheep. 

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word  is  kari aal 
[ missing  letter- la-]-  a breed of horse .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  is  thura 
katham [ missing  letter-  the -] – horse.
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horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  is  
thurankam- [ missing  letter-  the -] – horse.

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  is  
thurankamam- [ missing  letter-  the -] – horse.

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  is  kaethaari-
[ missing  letter-  the -]   mane of the horse.

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- [ -sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  is  
kathiravan--[ missing  letter-  the -] -sun .

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- -sa--and the  other interpretation  is  kurachchai  - 
hoof of the horse.  

horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- -[-sa-]--and the  other interpretation  is  aya  
kireevan – lord  Vishnu’s avathar with horse neck/haya greeva.

erepo : to creep out, creep over, creep up. 

erepo   has the consonants -  Ra -pa - and the original Tamil word is   padaru [ missing  
letter- the -]  - to creep over .

erga : (+ acc.) toward, about. 

erga has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word is    yaera  kuraiya- 
nearly .

erga has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  ondrai  
kuriththu [ missing  letter- the -] - about something  .
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erga has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word is  ondrai nokki  
[ missing  letter- the -]   -towards  something  .

ergo : (gen. +) on account of, because of. 

ergo   has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is    ak- 
karaniyamaaka  / ak - kaaranamaaka [Skt] -  because of .

ergo   has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aakaiyaar -  on account of .

eripio : (eripui ereptum ) : to snatch away, take away, rescue. 

eripio   has the consonants - Ra -pa- and the original Tamil word is   pari  /  parikka 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to snatch  away .

eripio   has the consonants - Ra -pa- and the original Tamil word is    kaapaatruku 
[ missing  letter- ka- and- the -] - to rescue . 

resque[E]  has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] -ka – and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  kaapptruka  [ missing  letters- the- and -pa-] – rescue.

resque[E]  has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] -ka – and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  meettu  vara [ missing  letter-  the -]- to rescue .

erogo : to pay out, expend, disburse.  
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ergo  has the consonants - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is    anaivarukkum  
tharuka /   thara  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to give out.

disburse [E]   has the consonants-  the- sa pa- Ra -sa –and the original tamil word / 
meaning is  anaivarukkum  kodukka   /saera vaendiya  / pankai /  panam   kaasai  pattu
vaada   seika[ missing  letter- ka-]- disburse the money  to all;  anaivarukkum - all;  
panam kaasu  - cash and money ; panku- share;   pattu vaada – disburse ; seika – do .  

erro : to wander, stray, rove / be mistaken, err, go astray. 

erro has the consonants-  Ra- - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  paraari 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - wanderer  .

erro has the consonants-  - Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  uoor  sutri   
thiriya[ missing  letters-  sa- and -the -]   -  to wander.  

erro has the consonants-   Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  neri  thavara 
[ missing  letters- the -and- ka-] -  fail morally  .

wander[E]  has the consonants -  va- an- the -Ra  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ankum inkum  thirinthida / uoor uooraaka  thirinthida - wander from 
village to village/ here and there;  ankae- there;  inkae- here; thirinthida- wander; 
uoor- village.  

go astray [E] has the consonants - ka - sa –the- Ra  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  uoor uooraka  sutri  thiriya  - going  from village to village .

go astray [E] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]  –the- Ra  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  theru theruvaaka  sutri  thiriya – wandering  from street  to street;  theru- 
street;  sutri  thiriya- wander. 
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error : error, mistake, going astray. 

error has the composition- - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is   ariyaa   thavaru 
[  missing letters-  the -and -  ka -] -  mistake  done   unknowingly ;   ariya- un 
knowingly  ;   thavaru-  mistake. 

error has the composition-  Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  uoor uooraai   
thiriya[ missing  letter- the -] - wander .

mistake [E]  has the composition- ma- [-sa-]  -the- ka - and the meaning of the word is 
thappithamaaka-[ missing  letter- pa-]  error. 

mistake [E]  has the composition- ma- sa -the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   
manathu  ariyaathu  seithitta  siru  thavaru  [  missing letter-  Ra-] -   mistake done 
unintentionally ;  manathu- mind ;  ariyaathu- un intentionally ;  thavaru-  mistake;    
siru- small ; seitha- done.   

erubesco : to blush, grow red, be ashamed. 

erubesco  has the composition- Ra –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
thuvar [ missing  letter- the -] – grow red. 

erubesco  has the composition- Ra -pa- sa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
vetkam  /naanam  kondu  kannam   sivappu  niramaaka / niraththirkku /  vannamaaka 
maara [  missing letter-  the -]   -  cheek  becoming  red in color while getting 
embarrassed ;  vetkam  kondu-  ashamed  ; naanam- embarrassed ;   kannam-  cheek;  
sivappu-  red ;  niram-  color;  vannam-  color; mara- to  change. 

red[E]   has the consonants –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thaampiram 
[ missing  letter-  pa-]- red. 
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red[E]   has the consonants –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thuvar  [ missing  
letter- ka-]  grow red .

red[E]   has the consonants –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  sivaththa  / 
sivantha  niram [ missing  letters- sa –and- ka - ]-- red color .

red[E]   has the consonants –Ra- the- and the other interpretation  suntharam [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- red color/ beauty  . 

red[E]   has the consonants –Ra- the- and the other interpretation  kuruthi [ missing  
letter- ka-] - blood. 

erubesco : (+ inf.) to blush to, (+acc.) blush for, respect. 

erubesco  has the composition- Ra –[- pa-]-[-  sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is
mathippu -uravu [ missing  letter- the -]- respect .

erubesco  has the composition- Ra -pa- sa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
periyorukku/ ariudaiyorukku   mariyaathai  seithida vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] - 
shoud give respect  to elders;   periyor- elder/scholar;   mariyaathai-  respect; seithida 
-  to  do.  

erudio : to instruct, teach, educate. 

erudio  has the composition- Ra -  the - and the meaning of the word is  katru  thara 
vaendum  [ missing letter-  ka -] - to teach.
 
erudio  has the composition- Ra -  the - and the meaning of the word is  ari  uruththa 
vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -] -  to  educate.
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erudio  has the composition- Ra -  the - and the meaning of the word is   theri  
viththida  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -] - to  inform .

erudio  has the composition- Ra -  the - and the meaning of the word is   vivaram 
koorida vaendum[  missing letter-  ka -] - to instruct. 

educate[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  katru kodukka vaendum [missing  letter-  Ra -] – to educate .

educate[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  yaedu  koduththu   paadam   padikka   vaikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-] –
supply the book  and  teach  lessoons  ; yaedu- book ;  paadam- lessons;  padikka 
vaikka- teach . 

educate[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  oatha  kaththu  kodu -  teach  to reicite ;  oathu- read/ recite ;  kaththu  kodu- 
teach .

educate[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  padikka  vaiththidu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  educate. 

educate[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  poathikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  educate. 

educated[E]   has the consonants- the- ka- the  - the-  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  padiththavan [ missing  letter- pa-]   - learned;   panpatta  kunam 
udaiyavan ;  nun -nadaththai kondavan . 

eruo : to dig up, pull out / raze, demolish. 

eruo   has the consonant - Ra - and the original Tamil word is  vaeru  arukka [missing 
letter- ka-] -  to uproot .
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dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thoanduka  -dig.

dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kindu- 
dig. 

dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koththu- dig. 

dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
noanduka  -dig. 

dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kendu 
– dig. 

dig [E] has the consonants – the- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vettu- 
dig/ cut. 

esurio : to be hungry, to hunger. 

esurio has the composition - sa- va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   vayitru  pasi 
[ missing letters-  the -and- pa -] - hunger;  vayiru-  stomach;  pasi-  hunger. 

appetite [E]  has the consonants - pa –the- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
pasiththida / pasi  eduththida [missing  letter- sa-]  - hungry .

appetite [E]  has the consonants - pa –the- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
pusiththidu [missing  letter- sa-]  –eat. 

appetite [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –the- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
undidu –eat. 
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appetite [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –the- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
thinnidu –eat.  

appetite [E]  has the consonants - pa –the- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pattini 
poadu  [antonym]  –to starve / to fast.

to hunger [E]   has the consonants  -the -  ka –an- ka- Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word /
meaning  is  vayitrukku   unavau  vaendum/ unavu  thaevai -  stomach in need of food;
vayiru- stomach;  unavu- food;  thaevai- need. 

                          Latin word – et cetera.

et cetera  has the consonants-  the-  ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
kooriyathai  oththa   ithara - others similar to that mentioned  .

et cetera  has the consonants-  the-  ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
koora pattavai pondru innum pira [  missing  letter- pa-] - any others similar to that 
mentioned  . 

                         Greek word – kai ta tera .

kai ta tera  has the consonants-  ka- the- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
kooriyathai  oththa   ithara - others similar to that mentioned  .

kai ta tera  has the consonants-  ka- the- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
koora pattathai  poandru innum pira [  missing  letter- pa-] - any others similar to 
that   mentioned .

et ... et : both ... and. 
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et   has the composition -  the-  and the meaning of the word is ethum  athum-  this 
and that;  aththudun/aththodu  -  and.  

etiam : (adv.) even, also. 

etiam   has the consonants - the -am  -and theorignal Tamil word is   andriyum  
[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - also.

etsi : (acsi) even if, although. 

etsi   has the consonants  - the- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   iruntha   
pothilum [ missing  letters-  Ra -and -pa-] - although .

evenio : to come to pass, happen, befall. 

evenio   has the consonants - va- an-  and the original Tamil word is  nadakkum  
[ missing  letter- the -]- happening   .

evenio   has the consonants - va- an-  and the original Tamil word is  nikalum [ missing 
letter- la-]  - happening .

eventus : consequence, issue, result, occurrence, experience. 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is kaettu / kandu  unarnthida - vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- to 
understand/experience  .
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eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- [-sa-]  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   thuikka/   anupavikka [Skt]   vaendum  [  missing  letter- pa-]  - to experience .

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thirami  kondida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  to have  skill .

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   nadantha  nikalchchi / nikazhvu [ missing  letter- la-] - the event  that   took place   
nadantha-  happened;  nikalchchi- event/ incident  .

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  
nadnatha  nikazhvu/ nikazhchchi [ missing  letter- zha-]  -the event that happened ;  
nikazhvu- event. 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  
nadntha  sampavam  [Skt][ missing  letter- pa-]  - the event  that has  happened ;  
sampavam-  incident  . 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   ethir vinai [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  reaction .

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  seitha  seyalaal   vilainthitta   mudivu [ missing  letter- la-] - consequence of an  act  
done;  seitha seyal-  the act done ;  vilaintha-   happened /  crop up  ;  mudivu- result. 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kuzhanthai  kuttikal[  missing  letter- la-]  children/ issues  . 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  noolin  veli- ettu  thokuthi [ missing  letter- la-] -  book issue ;  nool- book; 
veli eedu-  publication;  thokuthi- issue .
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eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   veliyae   vanthidu[ missing  letter- la-] -  to go out / exit .

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  anuppida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  pa -] - to send  / to issue . 

eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  veli -ida vendum[ missing  letter- la-]  -  to  publish/ to issue .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  pathuppikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to publish /  to issue .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kadumaiyaana   vina - difficult question ;  kadumai- hard;  vina- question .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  silkkalaanathu [ missing  letter- la-]  - problematic .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kaelvi  kaettida vaendum=[ missing  letter- la-] -  to ask a question ;  kaelvi
-question  ;  kaettka- to ask .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- sa-- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   eduththu  konda  /  tharkkam/ vivaatham    seithida   vaendiya    
karuththu/ visayam[Skt]   [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  the subject / issue  to be discussed ;  
tharkkam- discussion;  karuththu- subject ;  visayam-  issue .

  eventus   has the consonants  - va- an- the- [-sa-] -- and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning  is naattin   kudimakan - subject   ;  naadu- state ;  kudimakan-  subject . 

everto : to turn out, eject, dislodge, overturn / destroy, ruin. 
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everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word is   thookki  
erika  -   throw out .

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word is   viraitti 
adikka-  to drive out  .

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  naattai 
vittu/  uoorai  vittu  - veli -yaetruka [ missing  letter- la- ] expel ;  naadu  -  state;  uoor- 
town  .

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word  is   vaer 
arukka  vaendum-  to uproot / to dislodge .

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word  is  
thakarththidu -  to demolish.   

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word  is thayaarikka  
vaendum -   to manufacture / to make .

everto   has the consonants  -va -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word  is  thirandu  
vantha  koottam- the crowd that turned  out ;  koottam-  crowd. 

evito : to shun, avoid; also, to kill. 

evito   has the composition- va- the -and the meaning  of the word is  kolla vaendum [ 
missing letter- la -] - to kill .

evito   has the composition- va- the -and the meaning  of the word is  saava adikka 
vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - to kill 

evito   has the composition- va- the -and the meaning  of the word is   vittu vidu /  
vittu vilaku  [  missing letter-  la -] -  to  shun away . 
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kill [E]  has the compositon- ka- la -  and the meaning of the word is  kolla-  to  kill .

kill [E]  has the compositon- ka- la -  and the meaning of the word is  kolai seyal 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -   muder .

 to kill[E]   has the consonants- the-  ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
nudakkuthal -  to kill .

avoid [E]  has the composition - va -the - and the meaning of the word is vittu  vilaku/ 
vilakidu [  missing letter- la-] -  to  avoid.  

avoid [E]  has the composition - va -the - and the meaning of the word is thavirkka 
[missing  letter-  Ra -] –avoid.

evoco : to draw out, draw on, produce, recall to the colors. 

evoco   has the consonants - va -ka  -and the original Tamil word is    neettiika  
vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the -] - to prolong .

evoco   has the consonants - va -ka  -and the original Tamil word is  uruvaakku [
missing  letter-  Ra -]  - create .

evoco   has the consonants - va -ka  -and the original Tamil word is  undaakkida  
vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to make  .

evoco   has the consonants - va -ka  -and the original Tamil word is  vanna mayamaaka 
– colorful .

                     English  word – exorcist.
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exorcist  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -Ra- sa- [-sa-]-the -  and the interpretation  of
the word is  maanthreeakan[Skt]   - magician;  mandrake - Mandragora officinarum 
is  a related word. 

exorcist  has the consonants-  ka- sa -Ra- sa- -sa-the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
udukkai  adiththu  paei  pisaasu   oattukira   poosari / koadaankikaaran- one who  
drives away  the  bad spirit .

                    English  word-  phantom .

phantom  has the consonants  -pa -an –the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
manitha paei -  human spirit .
phantom  has the consonants  -pa -an –the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
seththa  pinam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  dead body .

phantom  has the consonants  -pa -an –the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
pinaththin   maandai oadu -  the skull of the dead. 

ex : (= e ) : (prep. + abl.) out of, from within, from / on account of. 

ex   has the consonants-  ka-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  aakavae-   in  view 
of / because of .

ex   has the consonants-  ka-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  aakaiyaar [missing  
letter- Ra -] - therefore .

exaequo exequo : to be like, equal / make level or even, relate. 
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exequo   has the consonants-  ka -sa- ka  -and the original Tamil word is  sama 
-maakkuka - make even ;  samam- even .

excedo : (trans.) to exceed, leave, pass beyond. 

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-  sa- the - and the original Tamil word is  
vinchchiduka- exceed /excel .  

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[-  sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is  mikai  
pada seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to exceed.
 
excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[-  sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   
maem- pada seika   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to exceed .

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is  
athikamaakkidu /  athikarikka  seithidu [ missing letter-  Ra -] - to exceed .

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is  vittu 
po [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to  leave .

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is 
viduppu  edukka[ missing  letter- pa-]  -   to take leave ;  viduppu-  leave [n] .

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is vittu 
ozhi  [ missing  letter-la -] - leave off .
excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is vittu 
vilaki  vidu [ missing  letter-la -] -  leave out. 
.
excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   vittu  
vidu  -to leave .

excedo  has the consonants -  ka-sa-[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is  
othukkai  vaiakka-  leave over.
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excess[E]  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
uookkam- excess. 

excess[E]  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is   
uoonku -  excess. 

excellentia : excellence, merit, worth. 

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  muthanmai   niliayil/ sthanaththil   [Skt]  irukkum   
ondru[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  an excellent one;  muthanami  nilai-  first  / superior ;  
nilai- status ;  ondru- one. 

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  thalaiyil  thooki  kondu   aadalaam -  to carry  over the head 
and dance  ;   thalai- head;  thookki-  to carry ;  aadanum - dance .

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   kollai  azhaku  kondathu-  very  beautiful .

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  maanthai kollai  kollum vakaiyil ullathu- captivating  one ;  
kollai  kolla-  captivating .

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   athika  vilai yaeninum   kodukkum   vilaikku   thakuthi  
udaiyathu -  worth to give high price ;  athika  vilai-  high price;   thakuthi- merit . 

excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  vaelaikku  thakuthiayaana    aal -   one  who  deserves   the 
job ;  vaelai-  job; thakuthi- merit;  aal- person  .
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excellentia   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - la- la- an- the-  and the original  
Tamil word / meaning is  athika / mikka  vilai  maththippu   ulla  ondru [ missing  
letters- pa- and -Ra -]   one that has  high valve ;  athika  maththippu -  high valve .

 excessum : departure, death, digression. 

excessum  has the compostion - ka- sa- [-sa-] - [-sa-] -ma- and the meaning of the 
word is   seththu  madintha  pin  mudivaaka    manithan   mayanaththai[Skt]  
/idukaattai  nokki    poka/ payanikka    vendum [ missing letters- the-  pa -];  after 
death  one has to  go  to grave yard  ;  seththu-  dead; madinthu -  dead;  pin-  later; 
mudivaaka- finally;  manithan-  man;  mayanam-  grave yard; poka - to go;  payanikka- 
to travel . 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
madinthu – died.

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
maainthidu – die. 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
saainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-]- die .

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mudi  saainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  - die. 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mudinthathu- it is over .

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thandaththaan- god of death .
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death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thandi  - god of death .

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Yema  thoothan-  messenger from  god of death . 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theepathi[Skt]   [ missing  letter- pa-] –death . 
death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  samaathi  
[Skt]   adainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-]     -died   . 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  theettu  - 
taboo.

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  thee idu-  
cremate. 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  
puthaiththidu  [ missing  letter –pa-] –bury. 

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  mouththu 
[Arabic]  -death.

death [E]  has the consonants  -the- the -and the  other interpretation is  
moachchaththai [Skt]  adainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-] – to reach  the heaven ;  
moachcham-  heaven;  adainthidu - reach .

excipio : (excepi exceptum ) : to take out, except / take, capture. 

exceptum   has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  eduththu kondu  poka vaendum - to take away ;  eduththu -  taking ; poka -  to
go away. 
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exceptum   has the composition -ka- sa- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
thirudanai   pidiththu  sirai  yil  adiththida vaedum [  missing letter-  Ra -] - the theif  
should be caught  and should be  imprisoned;  thirudan-  thief;   pidiththu-  caught;  
sirai-  prison;  adiththida to lock up.  

exceptum   has the composition -ka- sa- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
ethiriyin/ virothi   naattai  seekiramaaka   naam kai pattrida vaendum [ missing letter- 
Ra -] -  we should capture the  enemy’s  land at the earliest ;  ethiri -  enemy ;  naadu-  
country;  seekiramaaka -  quickly;  kai pattrida -  to  capture .

capture[E]   has the consonants -ka- pa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kai  patru –capture. 

excito : call forth, bring about, wake, raise up. 

excite  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - [-sa]-  -the - and the meaning of the word is  
koopida vaendum [  missing letter-  pa -] -  to call ;  saappaadu  saapida  koopida 
vaendum-  to call for meals ;  saappaadu-  meals;  saapida-  to eat;  koopida-  to call.  

excite  has the composition -ka -sa- sa -the - and the meaning of the word is  
seekiramaaka   satta  thiru thaththai  maer kondu  vida vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra 
-]- the  amendment  of law should be done at the earlist ;  seekitramaak-  at the 
earlist;  sattam-  law-  thiruththam-  amendment;  maer  kondu  vida- to bring  forth.  

excite  has the composition -ka –[- sa-] – [- sa -] -the - and the meaning of the word is  
kan vizhithidu  [missing  letter- zha-] –wake. 

wake [ E] has the consonants  -va- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kan  
vizhikka  [ missing  letter- zha-] – open the eye/ rouse from sleep;  kan- eye.  
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exclamo : to shout, cry aloud, exclaim, call someone by name. 

exclamo  has the composition - ka- sa- ka- la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  
aalai  saththamittu   koovi  azhikka vaendum  [ missing letter-  the-]- to call some one  
loudly ;  aal-  person;  saththamittu-  shouting;    koovi  azhikka- to call. 

exclamo  has the composition - ka- sa- ka- la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  
olam/ saththam  ittu  azhuka vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]- to cry loudly ;  olam-  
loud  voice/cry  ; azhuka-  to  cry . 

shout[E]  has the composition -sa- va- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
saththam[Skt]  / oasai  iduka  -   make a loud noise;  saththam-  loud noise;  idu-   
make. 

shout[E]  has the composition –[-sa-]- va- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
kaththuka- shout. 

cry[E]  has the composition- ka -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  karaiya -  cry . 

cry[E]  has the composition- ka -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  kanneer   vidu  
[ missing  letter- the -] – weep ;  kanneer- tears.

excludo : to shut out, exclude. 

exclude  has the composition- ka -sa- ka- la- the - and the meaning of the word is   
aalai  kazhuththai  pidiththu  veliyae thalluka [  missing letter-  pa -] -  to push out.  

exclude  has the composition- ka –[-sa-] - ka- la- the - and the meaning of the word is   
veli  yatra  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] –to send out. 
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shut[ E]  has the composition-sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  saaththu-  to  
shut.

 shut[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is  moodu-   
to  shut /close .

shut[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  adai-  
close.  

shut[ E]  has the composition-[- sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  poottu-
[ missing  letter- pa-]-   lock .

excolo : to honor (a deity), polish, adorn, refine, serve. 

exclo  hs the composition-  ka- sa- ka-  la - and the meaning of the word is   Sivan kovil 
kuda   muzhakku  aattu  vizha  - consecration of the  temple Siva .

 exclo  hs the composition-  ka- sa- ka-  la - and the meaning of the word is  kovilil   
saamaikku   vazhi   paadu  seithida vandum 
- to  worship  the   temple deity [ missing letters-  pa -and -the-] ;  kovil-  temple;  
saami-  deity;  vazhi  paadu-  worship ; sithida-  to  do. 

exclo  hs the composition-  ka- sa- ka-  la - and the meaning of the word is  palinku  kal 
silai yaei  men maleum   pala palakka  seithida vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- and 
-the -] - to  make the marble statue  shine  more  ;  palnku  kal-  marble stone;  men 
maleum-  more ;  pala palakka-  to shine;  seithida- to do. 

exclo  has the composition-  ka- sa- ka-  la - and the meaning of the word is   Sivan   
kovil   saamikku / saami  silaikku  maalai   itta  vaedum [  missing letter-  the -] -  
garlanding  the deity  /Sivan statue ;  maalai- garland. 
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 deity[E]   has the consonants - the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  thaeivam
[missing  letter-  ka-] - family  god .

deity[E]   has the consonants - the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thaevathai- 
[missing  letter-  ka-] - angel. 

deity[E]   has the consonants - the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thaeiva thaai-
[missing  letter-  ka-] - god mother. 

deity[E]   has the consonants - the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  sendaaythan 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - deity . 

deity[E]   has the consonants - the- the- and the  other interpretation  is  
Aaathiththan[Skt]  – son god.  

excrucio : to torment, torture, cause great pain. 

excrucio  has the composition-   ka -sa- ka- Ra- sa-  and the meaning  of the word is  
valiyum vaethanaiyum   athikarikka  seikirathu [  missing letters- la -and- the -] -  pain 
is getting worsening ;  vali- pain ;    vaethanai-  sufffering ; athikarikka-  to  increase. 

pain [E]  has the consonants   -[- pa-]  -an  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
noka/novu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ache .

pain [E]  has the consonants   -[- pa-]  -an  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
noan-  pain .

excusatio : excuse. 

excusatio  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is
thayavu   seithu  ennai   mannikka   vaendum -   forgive me /excuse ;  thayavu  seithu  
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thontharavu  seithamikku  mannika  vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -]- please -  forgive  
me  for  disturbing  [ you] ;   thayavu  seithu-  please  ;  thontharavu -  disturbance ;  
sei-  to  do; mannikka-  to  forgive. 

excuso : to exempt from blame, excuse, make excuses, plead. 

excuso   has the consonants - ka -[- sa-] - ka -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  mannikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to forgive.

excuso   has the consonants - ka - sa- ka -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is  kenji  kaeka  ;  kenjuka -  to request / to plead .

excuso   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]- ka -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  vilakku  alikka [ missing  letter-  la -]  -  to give exemption .

exemplar : model, pattern, original, prototype, book to copy. 

exemplar   has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - ma- [-pa-]  -la- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   thuvakkaththil / aathiyil [Skt] / thodakkaththil  /  muthalil  /  
irunthae / moolamaaka   irukkindra  ondru [ missing  letter- the -]  -  the one  which is 
existing from the  beginning  ;  thuvakkam-   beginning ;  muthal-  first ;   irukkindra -  
existing   ;  ondru- one .
exemplar   has the consonants  -ka-  sa- ma- [-pa-]  -la- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word is   pirithu  ondrai   asalaaka  / moolamaaka   kollatha  ondru [ missing  letter- the
-]   -  not copied;   moolam-  original ;  asal -  original .

 exemplar   has the consonants  -ka-[-  sa-] - ma-pa-la- Ra  -and the original Tamil word
is   thannai  thaanae   padaiththu kollum  thiran  ulla  ondru -[ missing  letter- the -] - 
creative  one ;  padikka-  to create ;  thiran-  talent. 
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exemplar   has the consonants  -ka-[-  sa-] - ma-[-pa-] -la- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word is   mun -maathiriyaaka   ulla  ondru -[ missing  letter- the -] -  a model  one ;  
mun maathiri-  model .

 exemplar   has the consonants  -ka- sa ma-pa-la- Ra  -and the original Tamil word is    
oru  porulin /  noolin  / silaiyin / karuththin / kotpaattin /  mei porul  kolkai / moola 
mun maathiri  vadivam -[ missing  letter- the -] -  proto type of  somthing ;   porul-  
object;  nool-  book ; silai-  statue ;   karuththu-  idea;  korpaadu-  concept ; moolam-  
original;  mei porul-  philosophy ;  mun maathiri - proto type;  vadivam- form.

copy[E]   has the consonants – ka- pa -and the original  Tamil  word is  padi  edukka 
[  missing  letter- the -]  – to copy .

copy[E]   has the consonants – ka- pa -and the original  Tamil  word is   
padivam[  missing  letter- the -]    - copy. 

copy[E]   has the consonants – ka- pa -and the original  Tamil  word is   koppu- 
document .

copy[E]   has the consonants – ka- [- pa-] -and the original  Tamil  word is   aavanam- 
document. 
 
copy[E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word is  achchu  
edukka [ missing  letters- sa- and- the -] – to copy.

exemplum : pattern, model, example . 

exemplum  has the composition -ka- sa- ma- pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word
is  elthil vilankidum/ purinthu  kollum  vannam   mun maathiriyaana   ondrai   maer kol
kaattida vaendum[  missing  letters-  the -and -Ra -] - to give an example  to 
understand better ;  elithu- easy  ;  purinthu kola-  to understand;  mun maathiri-  
model ;  ondaru- one;  maer- kol kaatta-  to illustrate ;  maer -kol- example . 
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 example[E]  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-]  -la –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  maer kole[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  example .

exerceo : to train, cultivate, keep at work, exercise, practice. 

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- sa- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   payirchchi  kodukka/ tharuka  /edukka  [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -]  - to train ; 
payirchchi-  training .

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- sa- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  payir seika  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to do farming ; payir- crops .
 
exerceo   has the consonants - ka- sa- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  viruththi  seika  [ missing  letter- the -]  to develop .

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- sa- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  seer aakkuka / seer seika -  to refine.

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is valarkka [ missing  letter- la-]  -  to grow.

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  yaer   uzhavar [ missing  letter- la-]   - plowing  man/ cultivator .

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  satru  munnaettram  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]   -to improve .

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is karuththai  uoondruka-[ missing  letter- the -]  to nurture   .

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   paramarikka [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to take care of .
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exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is   nadai  muraikku  kondu  varuka -[ missing  letter- the -] -  to put in to 
effect/  to implement .  

exerceo   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  niraivaetruka-[ missing  letter- the -] - to carry out .

practice [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka -the –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is  nadai  muraikku  kondu varuka- to put into practice. 

practice [E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra- ka -the –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is   payirchchi  edukka- to take training .

practice [E]  has the consonants –- [-pa-]- Ra- ka -the – sa- and the original Tamil  word
is   saathakam [Skt]  seithidar  vaendum – to take  training .

practice [E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra- ka -the –[- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is   pin patruka   - to follow. 

practice [E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra- ka -the – sa-– and the original Tamil  word 
is  seyar paduththuka  -  to carry out. 

practice [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-]- Ra- ka -the – [-sa-]-– and the original Tamil  
word is  koornthu  kavanikka- observe / watch keenly .
  
practice [E]  has the consonants –- [-pa-]- Ra- ka -the –sa-– and the original Tamil  
word is  seithu  kaata  vaendum  /seithu thara   vaendum / seithu   paarkka  vaendum  
-to do. 

practice [E]  has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka -the –sa—and the other interpretation of 
the word is  parichchiththar  vaendum / parichchai  seithidar vaendum -  to 
test/examine.
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practice [E]  has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka -the –sa—and the other interpretation of 
the word is   koduththa/ eduthta   payirchchikku / padiththa   paadaththirkku   thaervu
nadaththida  vaendum -  the under go the test/ exam  .

exercitus : army. 

exercitus   has the composition- ka-[-  sa-] -  Ra- ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  
the word is  thaai   naattai  kaakum  paoar  maravar / veerar   padai [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  the army  of soldiers  to protect  the  country ;  thaai  naadu- home land;  
kaakka- to protect;  poar padai-  army;  poae- war;  padai –army;  maravar- soldier. 

exercitus   has the composition- ka-  sa-  Ra- ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the 
word is  mannavar- udaiya   / paer arasar -udaiya   maravar  pari vaaram / paer ani 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  army /accompanying attendants of the king;  paer arasr- 
emperor; maraavr- soldier;  parivaaram- accompanying attendants.  

army [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ma -and the interpretation of the  word is  
raanuvam [Skt] [ missing  letter-  ka-]  - army .

army [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ma -and the interpretation of the  word is  nirmi- 
army .

army [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ma -and the interpretation of the  word is  perum  
-ani  [ missing  letter- pa-] – big  gathering/ march   /army .

army [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ma -and the interpretation of the  word is   pari  
vaaram [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -]- army / accompanying  attendants .

 
exertus : tested, tried, approved, experienced. 
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exertus   has the consonants - ka -sa - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pari sothanikku  ut -paduththa pattathu [  missing  letter-  pa-] -  tested;  
pari sothanai- test.

exertus   has the consonants - ka -sa - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muraiyaaka   aaivu  seiya patta  ondru/  muraiyaana   aaivukku  ut- 
padaththa  patta  ondru [  missing  letter-  pa-] - tested one ;  aaivu -  test .

exertus   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]  - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  yaerkka  patta  ondru [  missing  letter-  pa-]  -accepted one .

exertus   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]  - Ra- the -sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   muyarchchi  seiya patta  ondru [ missing  letter-  pa-]  - tried  one ;  
muyarchchi-  attempt .
exertus   has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]  - Ra- the -sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadumaiyaana    payirchhci - kku   ut- paduththa   patta ondru /  anupavam
mikka ondru -[ missing  letter-  pa-]    undergone  intense   training ;  payirchchi-  
training . 

exheredo : to disinherit. 

exheredo  has the consonants - ka- sa- ka- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word is  
kula  marabu  vazhiyaaka /  kudampam kudampaamaka    vantha / kidaiththa  -   
soththu- paththukkaana  - oruvarathu    urimai-yaei   neeka  vaendum/ vetti eriya  
vaendum [ missing  letters-  pa -and -zha-] -  to  take away  the rights of  inheritance   ; 
kulam-  family;   kudumpam-  family ;  marabu vazhi yaaka  vantha  -  inherited ;  
kidaiththa-  received ;  soththu paththu - property ;   urimai- rights; vetti eriya -  cut off
;  neeka-  remove .

exhibeo exibeo : to produce, show, display, offer, allow, cause. 
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exhibeo   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - ka- [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  undakka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -] -  to make.  

exhibeo   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - ka- [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kodukka [ missing  letter-  the -]  - give. 

exhibeo   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - ka- pa- - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aandavanukku  padaikka  [ missing  letter-  the-]-  offering to god ;  
aandavan-  god;  padaikka-  offer .
 
exhibeo   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - ka- pa- - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kodai kodukka  [ missing  letter-  the-]- to give gifts; kodai- gif  .

exhibeo   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - ka- pa- - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   virpanaikku vaikka [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  show for sale;  virpanai- sale . 

exhibeo : to show, present, allow, display, present, offer. 

exhibeo   has the composition -ka -sa- ka- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  kan  
kaatchchikkaka   vaikka  pada  vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]  -  to  keep  it  for  
display  ;  kan kaatchi - exhibition;    vaikka-  to keep;   kan kaatchchi  yil   kaatchchi  
porulaaka  vaikka vaendum [  missing letters- the - Ra -  and- la -] -  to  display   the 
object  in the exhibition  ; kan kaatchi-  exhibition/ show;    kaatchchi  porul-  the 
object  to be displayed. 

exhibeo   has the composition -ka -[-sa-]-ka-  - pa -  and the meaning of the word is  
anumathikka  pada  vaendum[ missing letter- the-]-should be allowed; anumathikka - 
to allow. 

show [E] has  the composition -sa- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  kun -kaatchi 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - the  show  .
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show [E] has  the composition –[- sa-] - ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
kaamikka-  to show.

show [E] has  the composition –[- sa-] - ka - and the meaning  of the word is   sev-vi- 
show. 

exhibeo   has the composition -ka -[-sa-]- ka- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  
anpalippu  vazhanka  vaendum [  missing letters-  the -and- zha  -] - to give a present ;  
anpalippu-  present ;  vazhanka-  to offer. 

exhilaro : to make cheerful. 

exhilaro   has the composition  -  ka -sa-  ka- la- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is  
perum  makizhchchi  kolla   [ missing letter- pa-] -  great  sense of happiness; perum-  
great;  makizhchchi -  happiness .

exhilaro   has the composition  -  ka -sa-  ka- la- Ra -and the meaning  of the word is  
muka malarchhi  kolla -  cheerful  .

exigo : drive out, force out, exact, demand, sell. 

exigo  has the composition -ka- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kazhuththai   
pidiththu   veli yae  thalluka  [ missing letters-  pa-  the -  and -la- ] - to push out ;  
kazhuththu-  neck ;  pidiththu-  holding ;  veli  yae-  out;  thalluka-  to  push.  

exigo  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   
virattuka /viratti adikka- [ missing  letter- the -]  drive out. 
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exigo  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   kattaya 
paduththuka [ missing  letters- pa – and-the -]- – demand. 

exigo  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   vaasi  
pidikka[Malayalam]  [ missing  letters- pa – and-the-] demand.

exigo  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   nalla  
vilaikku   vikka  vaendum-[ missing  letters- the -and- la-] -  sell for a good price  ; nalla 
vilai- good price;  vikka- sell. 

 exigo : complete, finish, determine, decide, settle. 

exigo  has the composition -ka -sa - ka -  and the meaning of the word is  seithu  
mudikka  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] - to  complete.

exigo  has the composition -ka -sa - ka -  and the meaning of the word is   mudivu  
seithida vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  to  decide ;  mudivu-  decision .

decide [E]  has the composition-  the -sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
mudivu  seithida vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -] -  to  decide;  mudivu-  decision.  

exilis : thin, slender, meager. 

exilis   has the consonants - ka- sa- la -[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is 
mellisaaka  - slim / mellisu . 

exilis   has the consonants - ka-[- sa-]- la -[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word  / meaning
is   olliyaaka  - lean / olliyaana  .
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. exilis   has the consonants - ka- sa-la -[-sa -]-and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
alavil  siriyathaana [ missing letter-Ra-] -  small in size ;  alavu -size;  siriyathu- small. 

meager[E]   has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   mika  
kuraivaana – too little. 

eximietate : uncommonness, excellence. 

eximietate  has the consonants - ka- sa -ma -the- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikuntha   siruppu  konda-[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- excellent  .
 
eximietate  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -the- the -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  muthanmai  nilai / sthaanam [Skt]  kondathu/ vakipathu  [ missing  letter- 
la-]  -  eminent / first rank;  muthanmai- first ;  nilai- status  .

eximius : extraordinary, excellent, fine, superb.

 eximius has the composition- ka-sa- ma  - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mikavum  sirapaana/uyarvaana  [  missing letters-  Ra -and pa-] - superb . 

superb [E]   has the consonants -  sa- pa- Ra- pa -and the original  Tamil  word is   
sirappaana- superb. 

  
eximo : to free, release, take out, remove, waste. 

eximo  has thecomposition- ka- sa- ma-  and the meaning of the word is   neeka 
vaendum -  to remove ;  neeka -  remove. 
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eximo  has thecomposition- ka- sa- ma-  and the meaning of the word is   saetham 
aakku  [missing letter- the-] -to  damage/waste .

eximo  has thecomposition- ka- sa- ma-  and the meaning of the word is  edukka 
vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to  take .  

exinde : thence, next / thereupon, after that, then / accordingly. 

exinde  has the consonants - ka- [ -sa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athan kaaranamaaka/ karumiyamaaka  [missing  letter-  Ra -]-   for that 
reason ; kaarumaiyam- reason .

exinde  has the consonants - ka- [ -sa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aduththathaaka   vara  vaendiya  ondru[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  the one 
which has to come next ;  aduththathu -  next .

exitium : destruction, ruin. 

exitium  has the composition- ka- sa- the- ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  saaka
adithtida vaendum- make him to die;  saaka-  to die. 

exitium  has the composition- ka- sa- the- ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  
mannoadu  mannaaka puthainthu    poka seithida vaendum-  to get disappeared 
under the soil ;  mun- soil;  puthainthu poaka- to be buried.

exitium  has the composition- ka- sa- the- ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  
azhiya  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- zha-] -  to destroy ;  azhiya -  to  ruin .

ruined[E]   has the consonants-  Ra –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kaedu  
utra   ondru [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ruined one .
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ruined[E]   has the consonants-  Ra –an- the- and the interpretation  of the   word is   
endrandum  /  nirantharm-  ruined/ permanant  [antonym] .

 ruin[E]   has the consonants-  Ra –an- - and the interpretation  of the  word is  pira 
naasam [ missing  letter- pa-  sa -]- ruined. 

exitus : going out, going forth, exit, end, finish. 

exitus  has the composition- ka-[- sa-] - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mudivu -  the end. 

exitus  has the composition- ka- sa- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mudivu  seithida vaendum -  to take a decision;  mudivu - decision;  seithidu-  to do. 

exitus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mudikka vaendum -  to finish .

exitus  has the composition- ka- sa- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is veli 
yae  sella  vaendum[ missing letter-  la -] - to  go out;  veli yae-  out;  sell-  to go . 

exordium : the beginning (especially of a speech). 

exordium  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
thodakka  urai / urai thuvakkam - the beginning of the speech;  thodakkam-  
beginning;  urai-  speech. 

exorior : to rise, spring up, issue, appear, come forward. 
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exorior   hs the composition- ka- [-sa-] - Ra- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
munnaeri varuka  -  to come forward ;  munnae- front;   varuka-  to come. 

exorior   has the composition- ka- sa- Ra- Ra - and the meaning of the word is siriya  
kaariyam -  small matter;  siriya -  small;  kaariyam- matter. 

exorior   has the composition- ka- sa- Ra- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
iranthavan meendum uyir odu  vara vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  the dead 
should come  live again ;  iranthavan-  dead one; meendum-  again;  uyir -  life; vara -  
to come.  

exoro : to prevail upon a person, entreat successfully. 

exoro  has the composition- ka -sa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kaariyaththai 
vetrikaramaaka  seithu  mudiththida   vananki  vaendukirom [  missing letter- the -] - 
pleading to  make the matter a  successful one ;  kaariyam-  matter; vetrikaramaaka-  
successfully;  seithu  mudikka-  to complete;  vananki vaenda  -  to plead .

exorsus : begun. 

exorsus  has the composition-  ka -[-sa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
aarampikka[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- begin. 

exorsus  has the composition-  ka -[-sa-] - Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
koottam  aarampamaaki/ thuvanki   sirithu  naeram  aaki   vitathu [ missing letter-  the 
-] - meeting has begun a short  while ago; kottam-  meeting; aarampam  aaki  vittathu-
begun;  sirithu  naeram   -  a short time.   
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 begin [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-]  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word  is   
mukanai – begin .

                        English  word -unexpect 

   unexpect has the consonants-  an- ka -sa –[-pa-]- ka –the- and the interpretation  
of the word is  akasmaaththaakka [Skt] nadakka  / nadantha  visaiyam   [Skt] -  
happened unexpectedly;  akasmaaththu- unexpected. 

unexpect has the consonants-  an- ka –[-sa -]–pa- ka –the- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  evarum  ethipaaraatha  vannam[ missing  letter-  Ra -]   un 
expected by  any body ;  ethirparaathathu- unexpected. 

expedio : to release, set free, clear, set straight. 

expedio    has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]  -[ -pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  viduvikka   vaendum-  to set free .

free[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   kattu  paadu  
indri  [ missing  letter- ka- and- the -] - without restriction;  kattu paadu-  restriction / 
control ;  indri- without. 

free [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   mear paarvai  
indri  [ missing  letter- ka- and- the -] - without  supervison ;  maer parvai-  supervision
;indri- without.

free[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    kattanam 
indri [ missing  letters- ka- and- the -] -  
without fees ;  kattanam- fees;  indri- without. 
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free[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    koottam   
indri  thiranthu irukindrathu [missing  letters- ka- and- the -] – opened   without  
crowd ; koottam- crowd;  thiranthu –open. 

free[E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    panam  indri  
anumathikka [ missing  letters-  ka-and- the -] –admit  without money;  panam- money
. 

freedom[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra - the- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
suthanthiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa ]- independence. 

freedom[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra - the- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
urimai  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- need of rights/ freedom. 
 
liberty  [E] has the consonants - la –[-pa-] –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  muzhu  suthanthiram [ missing  letter- sa-] – complete freedom .

liberty  [E] has the consonants - la –pa-–Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thaai  thiru naadu  ethiriyidam irunthu  muzhu  viduthalai pera [ missing  
letter- ka-]- to have complete freedom  of our mother nation .

liberty  [E] has the consonants - la –[-pa-] -–Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   thannai  thaanae  aalum urimai-  right to rule on one’s own .

liberty  [E] has the consonants - la –pa-–Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   naattai  aalum urimai  pera/ petridu -  to have the rights  to rule the 
antion.

expedio : to free from a snare, disentangle, set free, ready. 

expedio    has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]  -[ -pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  viduvikka  vaendum-  to set free  .
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expedio    has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]  -[ -pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   aayuththamaaka  -  ready .

expello (expuli expulsum ) : to drive out, expel, force out, banish. 

expello has the consonants  - ka -[-sa-] -pa-la-la-and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   kazhuththai  pidiththu  veetai  vittu /  kathavukku    veliyae   thallu   [ missing  
letter-  the -] -  force out ;  kazhuththu- neck ;  pidiththu- holding ; veedu- house;  
kathavu- door;    veliyae- out;  thallu- push .

experior (experiri, expertus ) : to try, test, experience, prove. 

expertus  has the composition - ka -sa- pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
muyarchchi   pannukka - to try ;  muyarchchi-  attempt;  pannuka-  to make. 

expertus  has the composition - ka -sa- pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
nirupanam seiya vaendum[ missing letter-  the -] - to prove ;  nirupanam-  proof;  seiya
to make.  
expertus  has the composition - ka -sa- pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
siruthu  anupavam  vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  needs little  experience;  sirithu-
little;  anupavam-  experience. 
 
expertus  has the composition - ka -sa- pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pari 
soththiththu  paarkka vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]  -to test;  pari  sothanai-  
testing .  

test[E]  has the composition -the- sa-the -  and the meaning of the word is sothanai  
seithu-  to  test .

try [E] has the composition -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
muyarchchithidu [ missing letter-  sa-] -  try .
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try [E] has the composition -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  oru padu 
[ missing  letter-  pa-] -  try.

prove [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra -va - and the meaning of the word is  nirupikka 
[Skt] -    to prove.

prove [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra -va - and the meaning of the word is  saandru  
koori  meippikka  vaedum[ missing  letters-  sa- and- the -] -saandru –evidence;  
meipikka- prove . 

evidence[E ]  has the consonants  -va- the- an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is  
kidaiththa  saandru [ missing  letter-Ra -]  - evidence  available ; saandru –evidence .

 
expers : wanting, destitute of, not sharing in. 

expers  has the composition -ka -sa- pa- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
sirithu  viruppam kondida  vaendum - wanting[  missing letter- the -] ;  viruppam-  
want/ desire. 

expers  has the composition -ka -sa- pa- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
pirikka padatha  soththu/ paththu   [  missing letter-  the -]-  undivided property  ;  
pirikka padatha-  undivided;  soththu/paththu -  property .
expetens : desirous, eager. 

expetens  has the composition -ka- sa- pa -the -an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  aasai   kondida  /ichchai   pada vaendum -  desirous ; aasai/ ichchai  - desire.    

expetens  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - [-pa-] -the -an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is mikuntha    aaval  kondida vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  eagerness . 
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expeto : to fall upon.  

expeto   has the consonants - ka- [- sa-]  -pa- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning   is   kandu  adiya / kandu  pidikka- to find/ to discover .

expeto : to demand, require / desire, strive after, make for. 

expeto  has the composition- ka -sa- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is 
nirpantham seika [ missing letter-  Ra -]  -  to  demand .

expeto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] - pa- the - and the meaning of the word is 
pidivaatham  pidikka/seika- to demand.   

expeto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] - [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaevai/  thaevaiyaanathu  -  need.  

expeto  has the composition- ka -sa- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
avasiyamaanathu - essential .

expeto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is aasai 
pada vaendum -  to  desire. 

expeto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] -pa- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kadinamaaka   paadu pada vaendum- to work hard .

expilatio : plundering, taking booty. 

booty  [E]  haa the consonants – pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  eduppu -  
buried treasure .
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expilatio  has the consonants - ka-[-sa-] - [-pa-] - la - the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kollai  adikka  -  loot .

expilatio  has the consonants - ka-sa-pa- la - the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  poaril / sandaiyil   kollai  adikka  patta / kai pattra  patta  vilai  uyarntha   
porutkal  - kalai porutkal /  pazham  kaalaththu  ariya  silaikal/ sirpankal / ari anai / 
thanka -vaira nakiakal/  varalaatru  aavanakal ;   [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  the plunder ;  
poar- war ;  sandai- fight; kollai adikka- loot;  vilai uyarntha  -costly ; porutkal-  
objects ;  kalai  porutkal -  antique ; silai- statue;  ari -anai  / assanam-  throne;   thanak
nakaikal-  gold  jewels ;  varalaaru- history ;  aavaankkal - documents .

expilatio  has the consonants - ka-sa-pa- la - the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is Sivan   kovilil /  Thiru Murugan  kovilil  kollai  adikka  patta  porutkal 
[  missing  letter- Ra -]  -stolen  objects  of the  Sivan  temple ; Thiru  Murugan- 
Marduk; kovil-  temple;  kollaiadikka- loot;  porutkal-  objects.  

expilatio  has the consonants - ka-[-sa-] -pa- la - the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thirudapatta  porutkal-[  missing  letter- Ra -]-  stolen objects ;  thirudu- 
steal ;  porutkal- objects .

expilatio  has the consonants - ka-sa-pa- la - the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   Sivan soththu / paththu  - kula  naasam - looting   Sivan temple’s   
property  will lead to disaster of  the  family ; sothu paththu- property ;  kulam- family
;  naasam -  disaster. 

expiscor : to fish out, find out, discover. 

expiscor  has the composition- ka- sa- pa -sa- ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the word  is 
yaarum  ariyaathu  iruppathtai  kandu  arivathu  [ missing letter- the-] -  to  discover ;   
yaarum kandariyaathu  -  no one has found  [till now] ;  kandu  arivathu- to  find out .
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discover[E]   has the consonants  - the- [-sa-]- ka- va- Ra –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kandu  ariya  vaendum- should  find out. 

expleo explevi expletum : to fill, fill up, complete, finish. 

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -sa- [-pa-] - la- the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is   vaelai -yaei  seithu  mudika  vendum -  to complete  the work ;  vaelai- work ; 
seithidu- do it ;  mudikka - to finish. 

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is   mulu   kollalavai  ettum   varai  nirappa   vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] - 
make full;  mulu kollalavu- full capcity ;  nirappuka- to  fill .

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is  kodu  itta  kaali  idaththai / idankalai   poruththamaana  sorkalaal   nirappa  
vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  fill up the blanks  with appropriate words  ; kodu - 
line; kaali idam- blank space ;  nirappuka- to fill ;  poruththamaana - appropriate;  
sorkal- words.  

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is  kali -yaaka  irukkira  vaelai idaththai  virainthu    nirappa  vaendum [ missing  
letter- Ra -]-  to fill  up the  vacancy ;  kaali idam- vacancy ;   vaelai - work ;  virianthu- 
quick ;   nirappa- to fill . 

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original  Tamil 
word is  ponthikai  adaiyum  vakaiyil -  satisfying .

expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original  Tamil 
word is   mana  niraivu kolla / adaiya thakka  vakaiyil -  mentally  satisfying ;  manathu- 
mind ;  niraivu- satifation .
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expletum   has the consonants-   ka -[-sa-] - pa- la- the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is   kodukka patta  vaelai yaei   virainthu  seithu mudikka  vaendum [ missing  
letter- Ra -]-  - to complete  the given  duty  / work  quickly ;  kodukka patta- given;  
vaelai- work ;   virainthu -quick ;   sithu mudikka-  to do / to finish .
  

expletio : satisfying. 

expletio  has the composition  -ka- [-sa-]- pa- la- the -and the meaning  of  the word is 
ponthithai  kollum vakaiyil  / mana  niraivu  kollum  vakaiyil /  thirupthi [Skt]  alikkira 
vakayil  [ missing letter- Ra -] -satisfying ; ponthithai- satisfaction ;  thirupthi- 
satisfaction.

                               English  word  -expletive 

expletive  has the consonants-  ka -sa –pa- la- the- va- and the original Tamil  word is
solla   koodaatha   /solla  thakaatha   ketta  paechhcu  paesuthal -  uttering  bad 
words which  not forbidden .

expletus : (part.) perfect, complete. 

expletus has the consonants - ka -sa-[-pa-] - la- the -sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaelai -yaei  seithu  mudika  vendum -  to complete  the work ;  vaelai- 
work ;  seithidu- do it ;  mudikka - to finish. 

complete [E]  has the consonants – ka- ma- [-pa-]- la- the - and the original Tamil  
word is  muzhuvathumaaka – fully. 

complete [E]  has the consonants – ka- ma- [-pa-]- la- the - and the original Tamil  
word is   moththam  ullavai-  total .
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explicatus: explanation, exposition. 

explicatus   has the composition-  ka -[-sa-] - pa- la-  ka- the -  and the meaning of the 
word is vilakkam   alikka  pada vaendum - to give  explanation;  vilakakm-  explanation;
alikka-  to  give.  

explico : to unfold, unroll, disentangle / explain, expound. 

explico   has the composition- ka- [-sa-]   -pa- la -ka -and the meaning  of the word is  
veli paduththa  pada   vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]  -  to expose . 

explico   has the composition- ka- [-sa-] -[-pa-]- la -ka -and the meaning  of the word is 
vilakkamaaka  eduththu  uraikka vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  to explain;  
vilakkamaaka-  explain . 

expositus : open, accessible, exposed. 

expositus  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - pa -[-sa-]  -the -[-sa-] -and the meaning of 
the word is veli  paduththu vaendum [  missing letter-  la-] ; to  expose. 

expositus  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - pa -[-sa-]  -the -[-sa-] -and the meaning of 
the word is elithil  kidaikka  koodiya  pandam  [ missing letter-  la-]  - easily  available 
item ;  elithil - easily ;  kidaikka  koodiya -  available;  pandam-  item. 

 expositus  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - pa -[-sa-]  -the -[-sa-] -and the ,meaning of 
the word is  priththu  paarththida vaendem [  missing letter-  Ra-]   - to open .
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expostulo : to demand earnestly / to make a claim. 

expostulo  has the composition- ka-[- sa-] -[-pa-] - [-sa-] -the-la -  and the meaning of 
the word is   vaendukol  vidukka -  to make a claim /request /demand ;  vaendu  kol-  
request/demand  .

expugno : to capture, overcome, subdue, take by storm, gain. 

expugno  has the composition- ka- sa- pa- ka-  and the meaning of the word is  
uoothiyam / panam kaasu   sampaathikka   vaendum [ missing letter-the- -] -  to earn 
profit;   uoothiyam- gain/ income ;  panam kaasu- money;  sampaathikka-  to  earn . 

expugno  has the composition- ka- sa- pa- ka-  and the meaning of the word is   kai 
patra/  sirai  pidikka  vaendum[  missing letters- Ra- and  the -]-  to  capture / to 
arrest /to imprison ;  sirai-  prison;  pidikka -  to  catch. 

exquisitus : sought after, exquisite, excellent, fine, delicate. 

exquisitus  has the composition -ka- sa- ka -sa-the -sa- -and the meaning of the word 
is elthil  udaiya koodiya  saamaan -  easily  breakable  item [  missing letter-  la-] ;  
elithil -  easily;  udaiya koodiya -  breakable; saamaan-  item .

exquisitus  has the composition -ka- sa- ka -sa-the -sa-and the meaning of the word is  
mechcha   thakka  vithamaaka   seyalai  seithu  mudikka  vaendum [ missing letter- la 
-]  - to do the work  admirably  ;  mechcha thakka  -   admirably ;  sayalai-  job;  sei -  to 
do. 
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exsequor exequor : to follow to the grave, follow to the end. 

exsequor   has the composition -  ka - sa- sa-ka -Ra-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
saavatharkku   thayaaraaka   irukka   vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -] - be prepared to  
die ; saava -  to  die;  thayaar-  prepared.

exsequor   has the composition -  ka - sa- [-sa-] -ka -Ra-  and the meaning  of  the word
is  saakum /maranam  varai   pin thodara vaendum [  missing letters- pa-  the-] -follow 
till  death;  saaka-  to  die;  maranam-  death ;  pin thodara -  to  follow. 

exsequor   has the composition -  ka - sa- [-sa-]-ka -Ra-  and the meaning  of  the word 
is  uyir  piriyum  kadaisi   tharunam varai   pin thodara vaendum [  missing letters-  the-
and- pa-] ; follow until  [ i ] loose my life ;  uyir-  life ; piriyum-  going away ; pin 
thodara-  to follow. 

exsequor   has the composition -  ka - sa- [-sa-] -ka -Ra-  and the meaning  of  the word
is kadaisi  mudivu varai  pin thodara vaendum[  missing letters- pa- and -the -] - follow 
till the end;  kadaisi-  final;  mudivu-  end;  pinthodara-  to  follow. 

exsequor : to maintain, keep up, carry out, fulfill, accomplish. 

exsequor  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word 
is nirai vaetra vaendum  [ missing letter is the-] -  to fulfill .   

exsequor  has the composition- ka- -sa-[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is 
nirvakikam  seithida  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  to govern .

exsequor  has the composition- ka- -sa-[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is 
kaariyaththai seithu  mudikka vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] - to carry  out the work;
kaariyam-  work;  seithu  mudikka-  to  accomplish. 
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exsequor : to execute, avenge, punish / relate, describe, 

exsequor   has the composition - ka- [-sa-] -ka -Ra - and the meaning of  the word is 
uravu  kondida vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to have relationship ;  uravu-  
relationship. 

exsequor   has the composition - ka- [-sa-] -ka -Ra - and the meaning of  the word is 
uyirai  vaankida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - put to death.

exsequor   has the composition - ka- sa-ka -Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  saaka
adiththar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - put to death.

exsequor   has the composition - ka- -sa-ka -Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  
virivaaka   seithiyaei  eduthtu uraikka vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to  explain  
the matter; virivaaka  uraikka-  to  explain;  seithi- news.  

exsertus exertus : project, thrust forward. 

exsertus  has the composition -ka- sa- [-sa-]-Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  kaariyaththai  thittamittu   mun niruththi   vetrikaramaaka   seithu  
mudiththida  vaendum-  the matter should be pushed  forward  in  a planned way  and
to  be finished  suceessfully ;  kaariyam-  issue;  thittamittu-  planned;  mun niruththa- 
to  project ; vetrikaramaaka-  successfully ;  seithu  mudikka-  to  complete. 

exsilium : exile, banishment. 
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exsilium  has the composition - ka- sa- [-sa-] -  la -ma-  and the meaning  of the word is
naattai  vittu  veliyaetra  seithida  vaendum [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the -]- to evict 
out of the country ;  naadu-  country;  veliyatra-  to  evict .

exile [E]   has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - la –and the original Tamil  word is  veliyae 
anuppu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  expel .

exile [E]   has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - la –and the original Tamil  word is  nattai  
vittu  veliyaeththu [ missing  letter-  the -]- to send one out of the state;  naadu –state. 

exile [E]   has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - la –and the original Tamil  word is   veli 
naattil  thanka [ missing  letter-  the – staying  in foreign country/ in exile .
 
exile [E]   has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - la –and the  other interpretation  is  kalthaa 
kodu- [ missing  letter-  the -] - send out. 

exile [E]   has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - la –and the  other interpretation  is    naadu 
kadaththuthal [ missing  letter-  the-]  -]-  to drive out of the state. 

banish [E]   has the consonants – pa- an-[ - sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
anuppu – send .

exspecto : to look for, expect, await, wait for. 

exspecto  hs the composition- ka- sa- sa-pa- ka -the - and the meaning of the word is  
ethir paarththu  kaaththu  irukka  vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra- ]-  wait to  expect;  
ethir  paarkka-  to  expect;  kaaththu  irukka-  to  wait.  

wait [E] has the composition -va- the - and the meaning of the word is  kaathu / wait ; 
kaaththirukka[  missing letter-  Ra -] - to wait .

look[E] has the composition -la -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  kannaal kaana -  
to  see with eyes;  kan-  eye; kaana - to see . 
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exstinguo, exstingui, exstinctum : to extinguish, put out. 

exstinguo  has the composition- ka- sa- sa- the- an- ka- and the meaning of the word is
eriyum  thee yaei  seekiramaaka   anaithida   seiya  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra - ]- to 
put off the fire at the earliest  ;  eriyum thee-  burning fire;  seekiramaaka-  at the 
earliest;  anaithida-  to put off .

exsto : to stand out, be extant, appear, project, show itself. 

exsto  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- [-sa-]-the -and the meaning of the word is  
thotram [ missing letter-  Ra - ] - appearance;  thondra   vaendum/ unmaiyaana   
thotraththai  kaatta vaendum  [  missing letter-  Ra -] - to appear / to show the real 
appearance .

exsto  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- sa-the -and the meaning of the word is 
thaniyaaka  nindrida[ nindru  saaththikka  ]  vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra -] -  to  stand
out alone  ;  thaniyaaka-  alone;  nindrida- to stand. 

exsto  has the composition- ka- sa- sa-the -and the meaning of the word is sathi  
thittaththai  thitta mittu  seithu  mudiththida vaendum -  to accomplish the secret plot
in a planned way ; sathi  thittam-  secret  plan;  thitta mittu-  planned ; seithu  
mudikka-  to  complete.

 
externus : outer, foreign, outside, external. 

externus  has the composition -ka-[-sa-]  - the- Ra- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   pura  thoraththai  kan kondu  kaana mudiyum [  missing letter-  pa -]  -  the 
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external  appearance can be seen by the eyes;  pura thotram-  external  appearance;  
kan kondu-  with the eyes;  kaana -  to see. 

externus  has the composition -ka-sa- the- Ra- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   vaetru  naattukku   oru  murai yaavathu   sendru  vanthida  vaendum  -  
should visit a foreign nation atleast one time;   vaeru-  another;   naadu -  country ;   
oru murai-  one time;  sendru-  to  visit.  

externus  has the composition -ka-sa- the- Ra- an- -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
thoora  thaesaththirkku [S]   oru  murai yaenum  sendru  vanthida vaendum;  thoora 
daesam-  foreign.

 extollo : to praise exaggerate / decorate, adorn. 

extollo  has the composition- ka- sa- the -la-  and the meaning of the word is  athika 
alavil  thalaivani   pukazhnthu   paesa[ thae] -[  missing letter-  the -] to  praise 
excessively ;  athika alavil-  excessively ;  pukazhnthu  paesa-  to  praise. 

extollo  has the composition- ka- sa- the -la-  and the meaning of the word is  azhaku  
seithida  vaendum - to adorn ;  azhaku  seithida-  to beautify. 

to praise [E]  has the composition – the-  pa -Ra- [ -sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word 
is  poattru / poatri paadu - praise. 

 to praise [E]  has the composition – the-  [- pa-]  -Ra--sa-  and the  other 
interpretation  is  araathanai  sei / araathi [ Skt]  worship .

 to praise [E]  has the composition -  the- pa -Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
uyarththi  paesu - to talk high ; uyarththi- to raise  high ; paesu-  to speak . 

 to praise [E]  has the composition -  the- pa -Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
paaratti  paesu -appreciate. 
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 to praise [E]  has the composition – the-  [-pa-]  -Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word
is  thoththiram [Skt] sei -praise. 

 to praise [E]  has the composition  -the- -pa-Ra- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  thuthi  paadar paadu   - to sing  hyms .

praise [E]  has the composition -pa-Ra- sa-  and the  other meaning of the word is  pira
sanjai[Skt] -praise.  

praise [E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra- sa-  and the  other meaning of the word is  
varnanai  sei [ missing  letter- ka-]- praise. 

 to praise [E]  has the composition – the  pa--Ra-  sa--  and the  other meaning of the 
word is   sirappiththtidu-  praise. 

 extollo : to lift up, raise up, erect / elevate, exalt. 

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is kuchchi   
yaei  nilaththil  nada   vendum -  to erect the  post  on the ground ;  kuchchi-  stick; 
nilaththil -  on the ground;  nada - to  erect .

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is  sediyaei  
mannil  nada  vaendum -  to plant the plant ;  sedi-  plant; mannil- on the ground; 
nada-  to plant. 

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is  
thookkathil  irunthu aali  yazhuppa  seiya    vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -] - to wake 
up  from sleep ;  thookkam-  sleep; aalai-  person;    yazhuppa-  to  wake .

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is  
kattidaththai  seekkiraththil  yazhuppida  vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -] to raise the 
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building  at the earliest ; kattidam-  building; seekiraththil-  at the earliest ;  yazhuppu -
to raise .

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is   
uyaraththil  kondu  sella vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  to elevate;  uyaram-  height
;  kondu  sella-  to  take. 

extello  has the composition- ka-sa- the -la- and the meaning of the word is   
vaazhththi  solluka - to praise .

extorqueo : to twist, wrench, dislocate / extort by force. 

extorqueo   has the composition-  ka -sa- the- Ra-ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
oruvar  sonna/ kuripptitta  vaarththai yaei  / urai  yaei   thiriththu  koora  koodaathu-  
donot  twist  the  speech  of  someone;   oruvar-  -  a person;  sonna- told;  vaarthai -  
word;  urai-  speech ; thiriththu -  to twist ;  koora -  to  say;  koodaathu -  do not. 

extorqueo   has the composition-  ka -sa- the- Ra-ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
ethan  porul    ennavendru   ennai kaettaal --    oru  saamaanai / porulai  athu   iruntha 
idaththai  vittu  vaeru  oru  idaththil   maatri vaippathu  aakum  [  missing letters-  pa- 
and -la-] - ‘ if you ask the meaning of the word -  relocating  the  object from its  place 
to another place’ ;   oru porul -  an object ;  iruntha idam-  the place it was kept;   
vaeru  idam-  different place;   maatri  vaikka-  to displace. 
 
extorqueo   has the composition-  ka -sa- the- Ra-ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
adiththo  uththaiththo  mirattiyo  athikaaraththai   upa yokiththo  seithi  yae / visayam
[S]   karanthaaka  vaendum [  missing letter- pa -] ; to extract the news by  force;   
adiththo- beatings; uthaiththo -  to  blow;  mirattiyo-  to  threaten ;  athikaram-  
power;  upa yoka paduththa -  to make use of ; seithi -  message/ news;  karakka-  to  
extract .

extorqueo   has the composition-  ka -sa- the- Ra-ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
thaenkaai  mattai yil  irunthu  kayiru  thirikka   seithida vaendum  [ missing letter-  la -] 
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-   making   rope /coir  by  twisting  the threads of the  outer  covering  of the  coconut 
shell / integument   ;  thaenkaai-  coconut;  kayiru-  rope/coir ; thrikka-  to  twist . 

extra : (prep. + acc.) beyond, outside. 

extra  has the composition- ka- sa-the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  atharkku  
sirithu   appaal [  missing letter-  pa-] - a little  beyond  that ;  appaal-  beyond;  sirithu- 
little.

 extra  has the composition- ka-[- sa-] -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  veli  
puraththil [ missing letters-  la- and pa -]- out side ;  veli yae v-  out ;  puram-  - side. 

extremus : outermost, last, extreme. 

extremus  has the composition- ka -sa- the -Ra- ma- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the 
word is  veku   thooramaaka  [ sendirida vaendum]  -  to go  farthest ;  veku  thooram-  
lomg distance.

extremus  has the composition- ka -[-sa-] - the -Ra- ma- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of 
the word is  etharkku  munthaiya -  previous / last  . 

exturbo : to drive away, thrust out. 

exturbo  has the composition -ka-[-  sa-] - the- Ra- [- pa-]  - and the meaning  of  the 
word is  thuraththi  adikka-  drive away. 

exturbo  has the composition -ka-[-  sa-] - the- Ra- [- pa-]  - and the meaning  of  the 
word is oda  oda  viratti adikka- drive away.
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exturbo  has the composition -ka- sa- the- Ra- pa - and the meaning  of  the word is  
uoorakkul   pukuntha  karuppu    siruththai   puli yae   seekiramaaka   uoorai  vittu 
meendum   kaattukkul   adiththu  thuraththida  / virattida   vaendum [  missing letter- 
la -] -  the  black leopard  entered  the village should be driven out  to the forest  at the
earliest ; uoor-  village;  pukuntha- entered; karuppu-  black; siruthai- leopard;  
seekiramaaka-  at the earliest ;  meendum-  again ;  kaattukkul-  in  to the forest ; 
adiththu-  beaten; thuraththida-  driven ;  virattida-  to  drive away . 

drive [E]  has the composition- the -Ra- va - and the meaning of the word is  virattida- 
to  drive away   .

drive [E]  has the composition- the -Ra- va - and the meaning of the word is  thuraththi
adithiduka- to  drive away .

driver[ E]   has the consonants  - the- Ra –va- Ra and the original Tamil  word is  vandi 
yaei  oattukiravar / ouikkiravar -  one who  drives the vehicle;   vandi- vehicle;  
oattukiravar-  driver. 

exulto : to exult, be joyful. 

exulto  has the composition- ka- sa- la- the - and the meaning of the word is 
makilchchi  kondu / makizhvu  udan - happiness;  makizhchchi-  happiness;  makizhvu-
happiness. 

joy[E] hasa  consonant  -sa- and the original Tamil word is nakai  [missing letter-ka-]  - 
smile. 

joy[E] has  a  consonant  -sa- and the original Tamil word is pun nakai  [missing letters-
pa -and-ka-]-smile.

joy[E] has  a  consonant  -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  yaemam- joy.
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exuro, exussum : burn down, burn, set on fire. 

exuro  has the composition- ka -sa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  neruppu  eriya
seika[  missing letter-  pa -]- to set fire ;  neruppu-  fire;  eriya -  to  burn ;  seika-  to  
do. 

burn  [E]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an -and the original Tamil  word is  neruppu-  
fire .

burns  [E]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an – sa-and the original Tamil  word is   
neruppu pun -  burns .

exustio : burning up, conflagration.

exustio  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - [-sa-] -the-  and the meaning of the word is  
kaattu  thee - forest  fire; kaadu-  forest;  thee-  fire. 

exustio  has the composition -ka -[-sa-] - [-sa-] -the-  and the meaning of the word is   
thee mootta / ida  vaendum -  to make fire;  thee -  fire;  mootta -  to  make /  to 
induce .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

F
                   English  word-  fast [ing  ]    

   
fast  [ing ] has the consonants-  pa –[-sa -]–the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
pattini  kidakka  vaendum -  to go for fasting;  pattini- fast.  
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fast  [ing ] has the consonants-  pa -sa -the-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  apatchchnam [Skt] -  no food; patchchanam-  food. 

                       English word - fame  

fame has the consnants  -[-pa-] –ma- and the interpretaion  of the  word is 
naamam .

fame has the consnants  -pa-ma- and the interpretaion  of the  word is paakam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- fame. 

                    English  word- fibre 

fibre has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-pa -] –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  naar- 
fibre. 

fibre has the consonants - pa -pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is   panam 
serumpu [ missing  letter- sa-]- fibres in  palmyra wood .

fibre has the consonants –[- pa-]  -pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is   panai 
naar- fibre of  palmyra leaf stalk. 

fibre has the consonants –[- pa-]  -pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is panaar- 
fibre of palmyra   .

fibre has the consonants –[- pa-]  -pa –Ra- and the original Tamil word is pisir 
[ missing  letter- sa- ]  – fibre.

                        English  word – fond hope .
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fond hope  has the consonants  -pa -an -the –ka- pa -and the interpretation  of the 
word is  nappu aasai  kondida  [missing  letter- sa-] –fond hope. 

F

fabula : fable, story, tale, play. 

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa- - la-and the meaning of the word is pazham  
kathai  [ missing  letters-ka- and-  the -]  -old story ;  pazhamai- old;  kathai- story .

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa-  la-and the meaning of the word is   vaai mozhi 
kathaikal  [ missing  letters-  ka- and - the -]  orally told stories.  

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa-  la-and the meaning of the word is  pandaiya  
Tamizh  ilakkiyankalil  ulla kathaikal-[ missing  letters-ka- and-  the -]-   the stories in 
the olden Tamil  literatures;  pandaiya- old;  Tamizh –Tamil language;  ilakkiyankal- 
literatures. 

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] –[-pa-]- - la-and the meaning of the word is  kathal  
kathai [ missing  letters –ka – and-   the -]- love story .

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa- la-and the meaning of the word is  neethi / 
nadu  poathanai   kathaikal [ missing  letters – ka –and-  the -]-moral  stories. 

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa-  la-and the meaning of the word is   kuzhanthai
- kalukkaana  kathaikal [ missing  letters –ka – and-  the -]-  stories for children .

fabula has the composition- [-pa-] -pa- la-and the meaning of the word is  payana  
kathaikal  [ missing  letters- ka –and-   the -]-travel  stories. 
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fabula has the composition- [-pa-] –[- pa-] - la-and the meaning of the word is  kovalan
/ kannaki/ Maathavi [ missing  letters- ka –and-   the -]--  kathai -  the story of Kovalan .

fabula has the composition- pa-pa-- la-and the meaning of the word is  poluthu 
pokku- kaana   kathaikal -[ missing  letters- ka- and-   the -]-   stories for “ time pass” ; 
polithu pokku- time pass ; kathaikal- stories. 

fabula has the composition- pa -pa- la-and the meaning of the word is  pazham  
kaalaththu  thottu  vaai mozhiyaaka koori  /oathi  vantha/  kaathaal  kaettu vantha / 
kathaiththu  vantha   elavarasan   /elavarasi- yin  kathal  kathai [ missing  letters- ka -  
the -and -Ra -] -  old  love stories  of the prince and  the princes. 

fabula has the composition- pa -pa-  la-and the meaning of the word is  kaalam  
kaalamaaka /  pazham  kaala  muthal /pazham kaalam  thottu/  vaai  vazhiyaaka   nam 
munnorkal    kathai  -thathai   kathaal  kaettu  kaettu  vantha   thaevathaikalin   kaathal
kathai [ missing letters-  the -Ra- ] -  the  love  story  of the angels that was  heard  
since olden times  told orally  by  our ancestors  ;  pazham kaalam-  olden times;  vaai  
vazhiyaaka-  orally;   munnorkal-  ancestors ; kaettu-  heard;   thaevathai-  angel;  
kaathal-  love;  kathai- story .

story [E] hasthe composition- sa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  vaayaar 
sonna / vaayaar kooriya    kathaar kaettu  vantha  kathai[  missing letter-  ka -]- the 
story  heard / told orally ;   vaayaar-  orally;  sonna-  told;  kaathu-  ear;  kaetta-  heard; 
kathai-  story. 

story [E] hasthe composition- [-sa-]- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   
kathaiththar –-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   story  telling. 

story [E] hasthe composition- sa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  siru  
kathai-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  short story ;  siriyathu - short;  kathai- story.

story [E] hasthe composition- [- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
karpanai  kathai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-     imagined  story .
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story [E] hasthe composition- [- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
kaathar kathai [ missing letter-  ka -]  -  love story  .

story [E] hasthe composition- [- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  thirai 
kathai[ missing letter-  ka -]  - screen play .

story [E] hasthe composition- sa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is arasan 
arasi / raasa  raani   kathai -  the story about king and her queen;  arasan- king;  arasi- 
queen ;  kathai- story.

story [E] hasthe composition- sa- the- Ra -  and the other interpreatino  of the word is 
sarithai  [Skt]-  story  .

story [E] hasthe composition- sa- the- Ra -  and the other interpreatino  of the word is 
sariththiram[Skt] -  history. 

story [E] hasthe composition- [-sa-] - the- Ra -  and the other interpreation  of the 
word is  pirapantham [Skt][ missing  letter-   pa-] - mythological stories. 

story [E] hasthe composition- [-sa-] - the- Ra -  and the other interpreation  of the 
word is  padaanthiram [ missing  letter- pa-] - imaginary  story .

story [E] hasthe composition- [-sa-]- the- Ra -  and the other interpreation  of the word
is  viruththaantham[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  story. 

tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is   kaalam 
kaalamaaka  kaathaal   kaettu  vantha kathai[  missing letter-  ka -]  - the story that was
heard ;  kaathu -  ear;  kaettu -  heard; kathai-  story. 

tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is   kaathal kathai [
missing  letter- ka-] -  love story;  kaathal-love;  kathai- story . 

tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is   kathai  alakka  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- tell tale - story .
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tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is  vidu kathaikal 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – riddle.

riddle[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is puthir  
poaduthal [ missing  letter- pa-] -   to say a  riddle. 
 
tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is   kathai  
kattuthal/ kathai alaththal -[ missing  letter- ka-]   making  a story .

 tale[E]  has the composition- the- la -  and the meaning of the word is  thonma 
kathaikal--[ missing  letter- ka-] - mythology / old stories.

play [E]   has the consonants - pa- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    kali/ 
kaelam   [ missing  letter- ka-]  - play/ game .

play [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
ilaiyam -  street play – kooththu .

facilis : easy, agreeable, affable, pleasant. 

facilis  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -ka -la - sa- and the meaning of the word is  suluvu 
-  easy . 

facilis  has the consonants - -pa- -ka -la - sa- and the meaning of the word is  mika   
sulapamaaka  -  easily.

facilis  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -ka -la - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mika  mika  eliyathaaka [  missing letter-  the -]  - easy .

facilis  hasthe composition -  pa--ka -la - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
manam  oththu -kollum padiyaaka [  missing letter - the-] - agreeable. 
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facilis  hasthe composition -  [- pa-] -ka -la - sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
makizhchchiyaaka  -happily. 

facillimus : easiest, most agreeable, pleasantest 

facillimus  has the composition –[-pa-]- ka- la- -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   mika  elimai -  easy .

facillimus  has the composition –[-pa-]- ka- la- -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   mika  azhakaaka-  most  beautiful ;  azhaku- beaty .

facillimus  has the composition –[-pa-]- ka- la- -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   kalai azhaku mikka  -  artistic beauty; kalai- art;  azhaku- beauty. 

facillimus  has the composition –pa- ka- la- -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is    polivu   miku -  pleasant .

facillimus  has the composition -pa- ka- la- -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
mika   elimaiyaana  vaelai / pani -  easiest work ;  mika elithu-  easiest ;  pani-  job ;  
vaelai-  job/ pani . 

facillimus  has the composition -pa- ka- la- la -ma- -sa-and the meaning of the word  is 
pothu  makkal  anaivaraalum  / samukaththal/  samuthaayaththaal /  yaetru  kollum  
vakaiyil / oththukollm  vakaiyil /   entha  oru  kaariyaththiyim   naam seithida   
vaendum[  missing letters-  the-  and -Ra-] ; we should  do any  thing  which  is  not   
acceptable   / agreeable  by  the society .

easy [E]  has the comnsonants -  sa- and the interpreation  of the word is  
saamnyam[Skt]  -  easy/ common. 

facina -oris : bad deed, crime, villainy / deed, action. 
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facina oris has the composition- [-pa-]  -ka- an- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
mika kadumaiyaana / perum  kutram / kutra seyar [ missing  letter- the -] –big crime;  
kadumaiyaana - bad  ;  perum- big;  kutram- crime ;  seyar-  action .

facina oris has the composition- [-pa-]  -ka- an- Ra -sa- and the meaning  of  the word 
is  ketta  nadaththai  kondavar [ missing  letter- the -] -  man with bad behavior .

facina oris has the composition- [-pa-]  -ka- an- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
kaink- kariyam- work/ bad deed. 

facina oris has the composition- pa -ka- an- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
ketta kaariyaththai  pannaathae / seiyaathae/ seithidaa koodaathu [ missing letter-  
the -] - do not do  bad deeds;  ketta kaariyam-  bad deed; seiyaathae-  do not do . 

facina oris has the composition- pa -ka- an- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kutra  seyalkalil/ kaariyankalil  orupothum  eedupadathae [ missing letters-  the -and- 
la -];  do not indulge in criminal  activites ;  kutra seyal-  criminal  actions;  orupothum-
for ever;   eedupadathae -  do not indulge . 

facio : to sacrifice, suit, help, be of service. 

facio  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -and the meaningof the word is    eekai- 
sacrifice. 

facio  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -and the meaningof the word is  thiyaakam[Skt] 
[ missing letter-  the -] -  sacrifice. 

facio  has the composition-pa- ka -and the meaningof the word is   pani vidai [ missing 
letter-  the -] -  service.
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facio  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 
saevai[Skt]  [  missing letter-  sa-] -  service .

facio  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -and the meaningof the word is  uthavi/ 
uthavida vaendum  [  missing letter-  the -] -  help /to help. 

service[E] has the consonants- sa -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kaasu  panam  indri/  vaankaathu   oaivu  naeram   pani  / thondu  purika [
missing  letters- pa –and- the-] -  to work for others  during leisure times without 
receiving money;  kaasu  panam- money; oaivu  naeram- rest time ; pani- job;  
thondu- service;  purika- to do.  

service[E] has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
pani  purika  [missing  letter- pa-] - to  serve .

service[E] has the consonants- sa -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  pari saarakam [Skt] -  service .

service[E] has the consonants- sa -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  saevai [Skt]  purika [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to serve.

to serve[ E] has the consonants- the-  -Ra –va-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   piriyaththuvam [ missing  letter- pa-]- service. 

service[E] has the consonants- sa -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
arasu  vaelai-   government job;  arasu- government;  vaelai- job. 

service[E] has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra –va-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
kainkariyam – hand  help

help [E[  has the consonants  -  -ka- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vaelaanmai- help/  agriculture. 
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 to help [E[  has the consonants  -the  -ka- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kai koduththal  – lending  a hand .

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the  -ka- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kai  kaattuthal – to guide. 

 to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thoal  koduththal  -  lending  shoulder .

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   panam  illaatha  yazhi makkalukku  panam   koduththu  uthavi pannuthal -
giving money  to the poor people. 

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  udal   uzhaippaal  uthavi  pannuthal –physical   help ; udal- body; uzhaippu
-  work. 

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vatti  illa  panam  kadan koththu  uthavi  pannuthal -  to help by giving loan
without interest .

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  yaelai makkalukku  kaliyaanam  pannyuthal- to bear  the  marriage 
expenses of the poor.     

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thaviththa  vaaiyikku thanni  koduththu  uthavi  pannuthal- to quench  the 
thirst of others.  

to help [E[  has the consonants  -the -ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pattiniyaal  thudippavanukku  unna unavu  koduththu uthavi pannuthal – 
to give food for those who are starving .
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help [E[  has the consonants  --ka- la- pa-- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kozhu kompu  – help . 

help [E[  has the consonants  --ka- la- [- pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   anu koolam [Skt] –help. 

to help [E] has the consonants  -the--ka- la-  pa-- and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning is  paathu  kaaththal- protection .

facio : to give permission / to experience, suffer (troubles). 

facio  has the composition – pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  patta  unaruka / 
arika [ missing  letters- the -and -Ra -]  -  to experience  .

facio  has the composition – pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  patta  arivu 
[ missing  letters- the -and -Ra -]  -experience.

facio  has the composition -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   anupavikka [Skt] -
to  experience;  anupavam- experience. 
 
facio  has the composition -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   anu mathi 
kodukka  pada vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  permission  should  be given;  
anumathi-  permission. 

facio  has the composition -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   thunpa pada 
vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to  suffer ;  thunpam-  sufferings.   

facio  has the composition -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   paadu  paduka 
[  missing letter-  the -] - to suffer .

 to suffer [E]  has the consonants  -the  -sa- pa -pa- Ra -   and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is  perum  sumai / perum   thunpaththai  /thuyarththai   poruththidu  
-endure pain ;  thunpam- suffering ;   poruththiru -bear . 
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to suffer [E]  has the consonants  -the  -sa- [- pa-]  -pa- Ra -   and the other 
interpretation  is  sirama  padu / sirama thasai -  to suffer .

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra-  pa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
theeraatha  perum  thollai -  never ending trouble .

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra- pa-la -and the original  Tamil  word is   
theervu  kaana  iyalaatha perum   thollai  [ missing  letter- ka-] – no solution to the 
problem ;  theervu- solution;  thollai- trouble. 

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra- pa-- la -and the original  Tamil  word is   
perum  kazhuththu  aruppu [  missing  letter- ka-] – -  thorat cutting one ;  kazhuththu- 
neck; perum- big. 

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra- [-pa-] -- la -and the original  Tamil  word is   
idar  undaakkuthal [ missing  letetr- ka-] - to give trouble.

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra- pa-- la -and the original  Tamil  word is   idar 
paadu  seithal- [ missing  letter- sa-]- to give trouble.  

trouble[E]   has the consonants-  the -Ra- [-pa-] -- la -and the original  Tamil  word is  
mana uruththal – pricking mind .

facio : (trans.) to make, do, act, perform, cause, bring about.

 facio has the composition- pa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  paanuka-  do .

facio has the composition-[- pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   seika  
[ missing letter-  sa-]  -  to do. 
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act [E]  has the consonants – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vinai  
aatruka [ missing  letter- Ra -]- do an act . 

act [E]  has the consonants – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
seithiduka-[ missing letter-  sa-]- act/ do .

act [E]  has the consonants – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
panniduka  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - do .

act [E]  has the consonants – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nadikka / kooththu katta-  act [ in a play]  .  

act [E]  has the consonants – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nadanthidum   vitham -  behavior.

factum : deed, accomplishment, work, act, achievement. 

factum  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the  word is  
saathanai  / seithu /  mudiththu   kaatta  vaendum[  missing letter-  sa-]  -  should 
achieve;  saathanai   -achivement. 

factum  has the composition- -pa- ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the  word is   
kaariyam  mudikkapada vaendum[  missing letter- Ra-] -  the work  should  be 
completed ;  kaariyam  -  deed/ work/ matter;  mudikka-  to  complete .

factum  has the composition- -pa- ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the  word is   
kooththu  katta vaendum-  to act in a play ;  naadakam   nadaththa   pada vaendum -  
drama  should  be enacted ;  kooththu-  play; naadakam-  drama;  nadaththa-  to  
conduct. 

work[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   kainkariyam 
-work. 
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work[E]   has the consonants –  Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is    kaariyam/ 
kiriyaei [Skt] –work. 

work[E]   has the consonants –  Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
pira vaakam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  work   .

facultas : power, means, opportunity, capacity, ability, stock. 

facultas  has the composition- pa- ka- la- the- sa-and the meaning  of  the word is  
porul  kalai  pandaka  araiyil   vaiththu  nandraaka  kathavai  saaththi   thaalpal  ittu  
vara vaendum[  missing letter- Ra -] - keep the goods  in the store room and close  the 
door   properly ;  porul-  goods;  pandaka arai  -  store room;  kathavu- door; saaththi- 
close.  

facultas  has the composition- pa- ka- la- the- sa-and the meaning  of  the word is   
athika  palam[Skt] /sakthi[Skt] / valimai  kondathu -  more  powerful; athikam- more; 
palam- strength.

facultas  has the composition- pa- ka- la- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is 
kidaiththa  nal vaaippu -   good opportunity;  vaippu- opportunity.

facultas  has the composition- pa- ka- la- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is 
perum / mikuntha   aatral  kondathu[ missing  letter- Ra -]  – more powerful .

facultas  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- la- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the 
word is   mikuntha  kolaalavai  kondathu – has good capcity;  kola alavu –capacity  
[measure] .
   
power[E]   has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  pira 
thaanikam [ missing  letter-  the -] - power. 
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power[E]   has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kirpu –power. 

means [E] has the consonants – ma- an -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
saathanam [Skt] – means.

means [E] has the consonants – ma- an -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is   
vannam-  means.

facundia : facultas : feasibility, opportunity, resources, abundance. 

facundia   has the consonants-  pa- ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   vaaippu  kidaikka  vaendum  - in need of oppurtunity ;  vaaippu- 
opportunity ; kidaikka  - to get .

facundia   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   ennikkai  mikuthiyaaka kondu - numerous. 

facundia   has the consonants-pa- ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   mikuthiyaaka  panam- kaasu  kondu [ missing  letter-  sa-] - having more 
money ;  mikuthi- excess; panam- money .

facundia   has the consonants-pa- ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   mikuthiyaana  soththu  paththu kondu [ missing  letter-  sa-] -  having   
more assets/ property ;  soththu paththu - assets .

facundia   has the consonants-[- pa-] - ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   mikuthiyaana  udamai kondu -  having  more  property .

facundia   has the consonants-[- pa-] - ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   mikuthiyaan  uoothiyam kondu-  having  high income;  uoothiyam- 
income.
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facundia   has the consonants- pa- ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  nadai  murai paduththa koodiya ondru [ missing  letter-  Ra-]- can be put  
into action.    
  
facundia   has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   seithu mudikka  koodiyathu[ missing  letter-  sa -]  -  that can be done .

facunditas : fertility, quickness or readiness of speech. 

facunditas   has the consonants  -pa- ka- an -the - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   palan alikka  koodiyathu [ missing  letter- la-] - fruitful  .

facunditas   has the consonants  -pa- ka- an -the - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ina  perukka  thanmai  kondathu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  fertile   .  

facunditas   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- an -the - the- sa- -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   karu ura  seithida vaendum  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- fecundate .

 facunditas   has the consonants  - pa- ka- an -the - the- sa- -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mikka sezhippu  kondathu  - [ missing  letter-  zha-]  highly fertile .  

facunditas   has the consonants  - pa- ka- an -the - the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   mikka sezhumai kondathu [ missing  letter-  zha-]  -  highly fertile 

facunditas   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - ka- an -the - the- [-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   mikka   valamai kondathu -[ missing  letter- la-] - highly 
fertile .

facunditas   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - ka- an -the - the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   mikka  pasumai  kondathu -  highly fertile;  pasumai- fertile/ 
green .
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facunditas   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - ka- an -the - the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is    perum alavil  kuttikalai  eenum   pen vilankin  thanmai - 
fecundity ;  perum alavu-  high quantity ; kutti-  kid;  eena-  giving birth/ sananam 
[Skt] ; eenuka-   genesis  ;  pen - female/ pen makal / pompalai ;  vilanku- animal ;   
thanmai- nature .

facunditas   has the consonants  -pa- ka- an -the - the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  manathu  oppa  paesa vaendum - interest  to speak ;   paesuka- 
speak .

 facunditas   has the consonants  -pa- ka- an -the - the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kada -kada  vena vaekamaaka / thamathikkaathu    paesi  mudikka 
vaendum- to speak  quickly ; vaekamaaka-  quickly ;   thamaththikkaathu  - with out 
delay ; pasuka- speak. 

faenum fenum : hay.   

fenum  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - an -ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
aadu/  maattu  theevanam [ missing  letter-  the- and- ka -] - fodder/ cattle feed;  
aadu- goat;  maadu- cattle;  theevanam- fodder .

fenum  has the consonants  - pa- an -ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thin pandam [ missing  letter- the -]  - food/   eatable.

hay[E]    has the consonants -  ka -and the original Tamil word is vaikole [ missing  
letter- la-] -  hay  /silage .

silage[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]- la- ka- and the  orignal Tamil word is  vaikole - 
hay . 
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silage[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]- la- ka- and the  orignal Tamil word/ meaning   is   
kaaya  vaiththa  pullu [ missing  letters- the -and- pa-] - dried grass ;   kaaya  vaiththa- 
dried;  pullu- grass / pur vakai .

silage[E]  has the consonants - sa- la- ka- and the  orignal Tamil word/ meaning   is   
pachchai  vaikole [ missing  letter- pa-]   -green hay / silage .

falsus : false, deceptive. 

falsus  has the composition - pa- la- [-sa-] -[-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  
pizhai-  false.

false[E]   has the consonants –pa- la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pizhai -   false. 

false[E]   has the consonants –pa- la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aethu  poali [ missing  letter-  the -] -  false reason. 

false[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   unmai  illai -  not   true ;  unmai- truth;  illai- nill.

false[E]   has the consonants – pa- la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
poali- forged.

false[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sari  illai  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - not right /correct ;  sari- correct.

false[E]   has the consonants – pa- la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
poimai  ulla  -  untrue ; poimai-  not true.

falsehood [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -la –[- sa-] - ka- the –and the original Tamil  
word is  vazhuthu -  falsehood. 
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falsehood [E]  has the consonants – pa--la –[- sa-] - ka- the –and the original Tamil  
word is   pizhai kondathu –  faulty . 

fama : talk, report, rumor, tradition. 

fama  has the composition -pa- ma - and the meaning of the word is   pazhakka  
vazakkam  [  missing letters-  zha- and -ka -] -   customs  and habbits  .  

fama  has the composition -pa- ma - and the meaning  of the word is   paesa  
vaendum  [  missing letters- sa - ka- and- the]  -   to talk . 

fama  has the composition -pa- ma - and the meaning  of the word is   paesanum 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -to talk 

fama  has the composition -pa- ma - and the meaning  of the word is   
sampaasanai[ Skt][ missing  letter- sa-] - speech .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaai  mozhinthidu – speak .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vilaikkidu- explain.

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalunthuraiyaada  vaendum  [ missing  letter-Ra-]   - discuss .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
karuththukalai  therivikka  vaendum- [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  communicate   ideas .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
maatlaaduka [Telugu]-  speak.
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talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamizh  mozhiyil   paesuka [ missing  letter- pa -and- sa-]  – speak in Tamil ;   Tamizh - 
Tamil ;  mozhi- language;  paseuka- speak.

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thakaval  kodukka-  give information. 

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vettiyaaka   kathai  alakka  - chat .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalaaiththida  [ kindal -kaeli ]  vaendum - tease .  

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nuvaluthal-  talk. 

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuzhaavuthal-  amorus talk .

talk [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
asathi  kilavi [ missing  letter- sa-] – funny  talk.

familia : family, household. 

familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  kulam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - family / clan . 

familia  has thecomposition - pa- -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  vizhuppam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  family.
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familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  valankam [
missing  letter- ka-] -  large family .
 
familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  makkal 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  people .

familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  kulumam [
missing  letter- ka-]- - group .

familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the original Tamil word is  illam- 
house.

familia  has thecomposition -[- pa-]  -ma- la - and the other interpretation  of the word
is  mandalam [ missing  letter- the-] family/zone.

familiaris : belonging to a household / friendly, intimate. 

familiaris   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –ma- la- Ra –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   tholamai  niraintha [missing  letter- the -]  -  friendly . 

familiaris   has the consonants  -pa-ma- la- Ra –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nerunkiya  pazhakkam / uravu  ulla [ missing  letter- ka-]  -closely related ;  
nerunkiya- close; uravu- relation .  

familiaris   has the consonants  -pa-ma- la- Ra –sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   orae  kulaththai / illaththai   saerntha    makkal  [  missing  letters-  the- 
and- ka  - ]- people belonging to the same family ; orae- same;  kulam/ illam - family ;  
saerntha - belonging;  makkal- people.

familiaris   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -ma- la- Ra –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  orae  kuttaiyil  uooriya   mara  mattaikal [  missing  letters-  the- and- ka  
- ]-  -  belonging  to the same family ;  orae- same;  kuttai- pond;  uoriya- soakrd;   
mara mattaikal- wood.
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famulus : servant. 

famulus  has  the  composition - pa -ma-la- sa - and the meaning  of  the  word is   edu 
pidi  vaelai  seiyum   veettu  vaelai aal  [  missing letters-  ka- and- the -] -  one who  
does  household   work -  servant ;  vaelai  aal-  servant ; veedu- house;  vaelai-  work .

servant[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra- va -an –the- and the original  Tamil  word 
is  thanda  kaaran -  servant. 

 fas est :: it is right, it is fitting, it is lawful. 

fasest  has the composition - pa- [-sa-] -  sa-the -and the meaning  of the  word is  
satta padi -  lawful . 

fasest  has the composition - pa- sa- sa-the -and the meaning  of the  word is  sata 
padi  sariyaana  ondru [  missing letter- Ra -] -  legally  right ;  sattam-  law;  sari-  right .

fasest  has the composition - pa- sa- [-sa-] -the -and the meaning  of the  word is   
sariyaana  poruththam [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  good match/fit   ;  sari-  right;  
poruththam-  match / fit .

fit[E] has the composition- [- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  maathimai – 
fit. 

fit[E] has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  padi –fit. 

fit[E] has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  poruththam  
[  missing letter- Ra -] -  fit / match; porunthiya/ poruththamaana ondru-  fitting one  . 
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fas : divine  law or command  / fate, destiny / lawful, allowed. 

fas   has the composition-  pa -sa-and the meaning of the word is   satta padi  [ missing
letter-  the-] -  law ful .

fas   has the composition-  [-pa-] -sa-and the meaning of the word is   sittam [ missing 
letter-  the-]  - justice. 

fas   has the composition-  pa -sa- and the meaning of the word is  pachchai -yanin  / 
pachchai appan  -nin  aanai-  command of the god;   pachchaiyan- Siva;  aanai- 
command. 

fas   has the composition-  pa -sa- and the meaning of the word is   thaeivaththin  
sattam  [ missing  letter- ka –and- the -]  -   law  of the god ;  thaeivam-  god;  sattam- 
law.  

fate [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  vithi - 
pada [  missing letter-  ka -] - fate. 

fate [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  thalai  
ezhuththu [ missing  letter-  la/ zha-] - fate  ;  thalai- head;  ezhuthu-  letter. 

fate [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is   mudivu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – the destiny /end .

fateor : to confess, admit, allow, reveal, make known. 

fateor   has the composition- pa- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  anaivarum  
paarththidum   vannam  thiranthu  kaata vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] -  show  
openly  so that  all can see ;  anaivarum- all;  paarkka-  to see;  thiranthu  kaatta-  to 
exhibit .
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fateor   has the composition- pa- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   manathai / 
unmaai  yaei   thiranthu  paesida  vaendum [  missing letter- ka -]  -  to  have a open 
talk ;  manathu- mind;  paesa-  to  tell;  unmai- truth . 

fateor   has the composition- pa- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  unmaiyaei   
yaetridum mana   pakkuvam vaendum- [ missing letter- ka -]-  to  acept/ admit the 
truth ; unmai-  truth;  yaetrida - to acept .

                     
  
*****fatigo : worry, fatigue, vex, harass, tease. 

fatigo  has the composition- [-pa-]- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  manam 
vaattam  adaiya – to worry. 

fatigo  has the composition- [-pa-]- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  aaka  
mantham [Skt] - fatigue.

fatigo  has the composition- pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thunpa   
paduka  -  to  worry / to  suffer .

fatigo  has the composition- pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   
thunpuruththuka [ missing  letter- Ra-] - to haress. 

fatigo  has the composition- pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kasta [Skt]  
paduka[ missing  letter- sa-] – to suffer. 

fatigo  has the composition- pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kavalai  
paduka [ missing  letter- la-]  - worry .

fatigo  has the composition- -pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  udampu  
asathi   kondu ;  udampu  mudiyaama poaka [  missing letter-  sa-] -  tiredness of the 
body;  udambu-  body;  asathi-  tiredness  .
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fatigo  has the composition-pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kindal  kaeli  
pannuka [  missing letter-  la -] -  to tease. 

fatigo  has the composition-[-pa-] - the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
kalaaiththal[  missing letter-  la -] – tease.

fatigo  has the composition-pa- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kotta  
pannuka- tease. 

fatigo  has the composition-[- pa-]- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
seenduka [  missing  letter- sa-] – tease.

fatigo  has the composition- pa-the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
thunpuruththuka [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  harass.

fatigo  has the composition- [- pa-] -the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
thookkam- fatigue/ sleep. 

vex[ E]  has the composition- va- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  kopaththai
thoonduka [ missing letters-  pa- and- the -] - to provoke anger; kopam-  anger;  
thoonduka-  to provoke. 

 vexed [ E]  has the composition- va- ka- [-sa-] – the  and the meaning of the word is  
mukam  / manam  vaattam  kondu- vexed mind /vexed look .

to worry [E] has the composition – the- va- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
varuththam - worry; varunthu .

worry [E] has the composition – va- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  erukku -  
sorrow / madar plant. 

 worries [E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
visaaram- worry. 
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sorrow[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  
erukku –sorrow. 

sorrow[E]   has the consonants –  sa- -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  visanam 
mura-  sorrow. 

sorrow[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  kuru - 
sorrow. 

sorrow[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  
varuththam [ missing  letter-  the -]- sorrow. 

sorrow[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  
kandraavi [ missing  letter-  the -]-sorrowful / a state difficult to be seen by others. 

sorrow[E]   has the consonants  -sa-Ra –va- and the other interpretation of the word is
visaaram- worry. 

fatum : fate, destiny, doom, lot, weird. 

fatum has the composition- pa -the- ma-and the meaning of the word is  ananiththum
aandavanin  enna   padi  thaan-  [  missing letter-  ka -]  - accoding  to  god’s will ;  
anaithhtum –all;  aandavan- god; ennam-  opinon. 

fatum has the composition- pa -the- ma-and the meaning of the word is   poomi  
azhiyum  thinam /  poomi  azhinthidum naal [  missing letter-  la -] -  the day the world
would disappear ; poomi-  earth ;  azhiyum-  destroyed;  thinam-  day;  naal;  day. 

fatum has the composition- pa -the- ma-and the meaning of the word is  thunpa pada 
vaendum[  missing letter-  ka -]  - to  suffer .
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fatum has the composition- pa -the- ma-and the meaning of the word is   
thunapamaana  mudivu [  missing letter-  ka -] - sad end;  thunpam-  sad;  mudivu-  
end. 

fatum has the composition- [-pa-]  -the- ma-and the meaning of the word is  madiyum
thinam  -  the day  of death ;  madiyum-  dying ; thinam-  day .

dooms  day [E]  has the composition -the- ma-   sa-the - and the meaning of the word
is  anaiththum  mudiyum/ madiyum   thinam/atchchai -  every  thing will come to an

end;  anaiththum –all;  mudiyum-  ending;  madiyum- dying; aatchchi- day .  

fautor : favorer, promoter, patron, partisan, supporter. 

fautor  has the composition-  pa- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  potri  
paathu  kaappavar/ aatharippavar / kaaththu  varupavar  [ missing letter-  ka -] -  
patron/ supporter / protector .

faveo : (+ dat.) be favorable to, aid, support, help. fawning like that of a dog, cringing 
flattery. 

faveo   has the composition -[-pa-] - va -and the meaning of the word is  uthavida 
[  missing letter- the-] -  to  help .

faveo   has the composition --pa- va -and the meaning of the word is   kaakkai  pidikka-
[  missing letter- the-]- flattery ;  kaakkai- crow;  pidikka- hold. 

faveo   has the composition --pa- va -and the meaning of the word is   naakku   
koosaathu   oruvar  vettka  padum  vannam     paaraatta  [  missing letters- Ra- sa -and-
the -]  -  flattery.    
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                         English  word – to feel shy .

to feel shy  has the consonants- the- [-pa -]–la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
naanuthal- to feel shy. 

feculentia : dregs, lees, impurities, filth. 

feculentia   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word is  
azhuukku –aanathu/ adaintha  -  impure.

feculentia   has the consonants  -pa-  ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word is   
puzhuthi  kondathu - polluted ; puzhuthi-  impurities .

feculentia   has the consonants  -[- pa-] -  ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word is
adiyil   thankiyathu- residue . 

feculentia   has the consonants  -[- pa-] -  ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word is
vandal  mun - silt .

feculentia   has the consonants  - pa-  ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word is    
veetin/ manitha  udalin    kazhivu  porul  kondathu [  missing  letter-  Ra -]  -soil .

feculentia   has the consonants  - [- pa-] -  ka- la- an -the - and the original Tamil word 
is  manitha   kazhivu - human  excreta ;  manthan - human;  kazhivu - waste  .

filth[E]   has the consonants - pa -la -the -and the original Tamil  word meaning is   
puzhuththa / puzhuthi - filthy/ impurities. 

feliciter : happily. 
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feliciter  has thecomposition - pa- la- sa -the -Ra -  and the meaning   of the  word is    
akam /   ullam   perum  makizhchchi  kondu thulla [  missing  letter-  ka -] - happily .

feliciter  has thecomposition - pa- la- [-sa-]  -the -Ra -  and the meaning   of the  word 
is  uvakaiyaal    pun muruval  pooththida /sirithida-[ missing  letter- ka-]  -smiling  
because  of happiness.

happily [E]  has the consonants – ka- pa-la- and the original Tamil  word is   
kempalippu –happily .

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka -pa -  and the interpretation  of the word is  suka 
poakam[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- pleasurable  sexual  life. 

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] - and the interpretation  of the word is  
sukam[Skt][ missing  letter- sa-]  -  happy /well .

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] - and the interpretation  of the word is suki 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]  – live happily.

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- pa-- and the interpretation   of the word is   
mikuntha  inpam [ missing  letter-  the -]  – e
excess joy  .

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- pa-- and the interpretation   of the word is   ulla 
kalippu [ missing  letter-  la-] -  mental joy .

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]-- and the interpretation   of the word is  
uvakai- happy  .

happy [E]   has the consonants – ka- -pa-- and the interpretation   of the word is 
ukappu- happy.  

 happily [E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]—la- and the interpretation   of the word 
is   manam/ ullam   mikka  makizhvu  kolla -  excess joy within the mind. 
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happily [E]   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]  la- and the interpretation   of the word is  
ukalam-  happy. 

happily [E]   has the consonants – ka- -pa-la- and the interpretation   of the word is  
kalippu – happy.

happily [E]   has the consonants – ka- -[-pa-] -la- and the interpretation   of the word is
makizhchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]- happy .

felix felicis : lucky, fortunate, happy. 

felix  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
azhakaana  valaivu-   beautiful  arch . 

felix  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  nalla 
vaelai/ kaalam -  fortunate/ lucky; nalla naalum kilamai- yum- auspicious days  . 

felix  has the composition- -pa- la- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
makizhchchi  ponka -   happiness . 

lucky  [E]  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is  nalla kalam/ 
nalla vaelai /  nalla  kaalam -  lucky / good time;  nalla-  good  ;  vaelai-  time. 

lucky  [E]  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kai valam-  
luck .

lucky  [E]  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is    uzhaikkaamal
-  without hard work .
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femina : woman 

femina has the composition -pa- ma- an- and themeaning of the word is   pen mani- 
woman . 

 femina has the composition -pa- ma- an- and themeaning of the word is   penmai-  
feminine.   

woman[E]   has the consonants - va -  ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  kannimai- maidenhood. 

woman[E]   has the consonants - va -  ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  kaamini - women. 

woman[E]   has the consonants - va -  ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  ko maanthaar [ missing  letters- Ra -and - the -]  -women .

woman[E]   has the consonants - va -  ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is makaanmiyar [ missing  letters- Ra -] women .

fenestra : window. 

window [E] has the consonants – va- an –the- ka –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaaththu  vanthidum  vithanthai- the window for ventilation  ; kaaththu- 
wind; vanthu /vindu - wind; vithanthai- window. 

fenestra   has the composition- [-pa-] - an-[- sa-]  -the- Ra-and the meaning of the 
word is  kaatru vanthidum  vithanthai-[ missing  letter- ka-] -the window for ventilation
-  kaatru –wind; vanthidum –coming; vithanthai- window. 
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fenestra   has the composition- [-pa-] - an-sa -the- Ra-and the meaning of the word is  
theru  noolai/   sannal /saalaram  [  missing letter-  la -] –street  window  ;  noolai- 
window; sannal - window;  theru –street. 

fenestra   has the composition- [-pa-] - an-sa -the- Ra-and the meaning of the word is  
thinnai  saalaram/ saalather -  [ missing  letter- la-]- verandah - window;  saalaram- 
window.  

window[E]   has the consonants -  va –an- the  – and the  interpretation  of the word is
vithanthai- window. 

fertilis  : fertile ,  fruitful 

fertilis  has  the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- the- la- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
thelirththal  -   to be fertile. 

fertilis  has  the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- the- la- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   
sezhiththar -  fertile .

fere : almost, nearly, not quite, generally. 

fere  has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   yaera  
kuraiaya [  missing letter- ka -]- almost / nearly.  

feretrum : bier, litter. 
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feretrum  has the composition  -pa- Ra- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
seththavarin  udampai  / praethathai [Skt] vaikkum  mara petti [ missing  letters-  sa 
-and -ka-] -  bier;  seththavar  -  dead one;  udampu-  body ;  mara petti-  wooden box .

feretrum  has the composition  -pa- Ra- the- Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
thaevai  atrathai  / vaendaathavatrai thooki  eriya  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
throw away  the wastages ;  vaendaathavatrai-  wastages ;  thooki  eriya -  to throw .

feritas : wildness, savageness. 

feritas  has the composition -pa- Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
panpaddu atra -   uncivilized . 

feritas  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
kattu miraandi  thanam [  missing letter- ka -] -  wildness/ barbaric / savageness .

feritas  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
nakarikam[Skt]   atra  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  un civilized .

fero tuli latum : to carry, bring, tell, relate, and much else. 

fero tuli latum  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- la -la -the- ma -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  porulai  kondu  poka /thokki  sella   vaendum [ missing  letters - sa- 
and-  ka-]  -  to carry the goods;  porul -item;  kondu sella- to carry;  thookki sella- to 
carry/ thookki vara .

fero tuli latum  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- la -la -the- ma -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  nalla  manitharkalodu  uravaaduthal   endrum  nanmai   payakkum 
- relating with good  people  is always good ;  nall- good; manitharkal-  people;  
uravaaduthal  -relate ;  endrum -always;  namai- good.  
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tell [E]  has the consonants-  the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
sollidu  /solluthal [ missing  letter- sa-] - tell  .

tell [E]  has the consonants-  the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
mozhinthidu – tell.

*****ferrum : iron, sword. 

ferrum   has the composition- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   irumbu -  
iron . 

ferrum   has the composition- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  karum  
pon [ missing  letter- ka-]  - iron .

ferrum   has the composition- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  maram 
arukkum  periya  aram / rampam[Skt]  - saw .
iron [E ]  has the composition -Ra- an - and  the meaning of the word is  karum pon-  
irumpu  [  missing letters-  ka -and -  pa -] - dark gold   -the  iron;   irumpu- iron;  
karum- dark;  pon-  gold. 

sword[E]  has the consonants – sa- va- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
siriththiduka- sword/ smile.

ferus : fierce, wild, savage, untamed. 

ferus   has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra - [-sa-]- and the menin gof the word is  miruka  
kunam [  missing letter-  ka -] -  animal nature ;  mirukam-  animal;  kunam-  nature. 
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ferus   has the composition- -pa- Ra - [-sa-]- and the menin gof the word is  poar 
kunam  [  missing letter-  ka -] - fighting   nature . 

ferus   has the composition- -pa- Ra - [-sa-]- and the menin gof the word is  pan paadu 
atra /indri [ missing  letter-  the -] -  un civilized.

ferus   has the composition--[-pa-] - Ra - [-sa-]- and the menin gof the word is  
naakarikam inmai [  missing letter- ka -]  - un civilized;  naakarekam-  civilization .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kaattil  vaazhum  vilankukal -  animals living in the forest ;  kaadu -woods;  vaazha - 
live ;  vilankukal- animals .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
makkal vaazhaatha  nilam- uninhabited land ;  makkal- people;   vaazhaatha- not living
;  nilam- land .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
maanthanaal    adakki  aala   mudiyaatha   kaattu  vilanku -  wild animal is one  which 
can not be tamed by man ;   maanthan- man;  adakka  vaendum  - tame;  aala- rule;  
mudiyaatha - can not ;   kaadu- woods;  vilanku  -animal .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
veeduklail  vaiththu  / katti   valarkka  iyalaatha   kaattu  vilankukal [ missing  letter-  Ra
-] -  wild animals  can not be  grown in the  house ;   veedu- home ;   valarkka  - bring 
up ;  iyalaatha - can not;  vilankukal- animals .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kattu paadu illaathu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- - without control ;  kattu padu- control ;  
illaatha - without. 

 wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
manitha  vaazhkkai- yaei  enkum   kaana  mudiyaatha  nilam  -   un inhabited land ;  
maanthan- man;  vaazhkkai- life  ; enkum- all over;  kaana -  see;  nilam- land. 
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wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
vilaivikka  iyalaatha  nilam- barren land;  vilaivikka - cultivate .

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
kanvukalai   minjum   ennank-kal [ missing letter- sa-]  - wild imagination ;  kanavu 
-dreams;   ennank-kal - ideas. 

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
kaatil vazhum  vaaththu- wild  goose  ;  kaadu -woods;  vaazhum- living;  vaaththu- 
goose.

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
ennaamal  thunika  - acting  without  fore -thought  . 

wild  [E]   has the consonants- va -la- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
muttaal  thanamaana  vaelai- foolish act;  muttaathanam- foolish ;  act - seyal .  

festino : to hasten, hurry, speed. 

festino  has the composition- [- pa-] -sa- the - and the meaning  of the word is  
sattena- quickly .

festino  has the composition- pa- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is  
pettena[Malayalam] - speedliy .

festino  has the composition- pa- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is  padu  
vaeka muduan  poka   vaendum[ missing letter-  ka -] -  should go with  speed  ;  
vakam-  speed;  poka -  to go .

hurry  [E] has the consonants- ka- Ra- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
viraivaaka - quickly  .
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hurry  [E] has the consonants- ka- Ra- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  para 
paravena [ missing  letter- pa-] -hurry [ like a bird] .

hurry  [E] has the consonants- ka- Ra- -and the other interpretation   is  avasaramaaka 
[Skt][ missing  letter- sa-]  -  quickly.

speed[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa- the - and the original Tamil  word  is  pedu  
vaekamaaka [ missing  letter- ka-] - with great speed  .

speed[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa- the - and the original Tamil  word  is  pettena
[  Malayaalam]  - speedily. 

speed[E]  has the consonants –sa-[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word  is  
sattena- quickly.

speed[E]  has the consonants –sa-[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word  is   
sandam – speed. 

speed[E]  has the consonants –sa-[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word  is  
saduthi- quick . 

feteo : to have a bad odor, stink. 

feto  has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word  is   naedi-  
odor .

feto  has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word  is   vaadai  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - stink. 

feto  has the composition--pa- the - and the meaning  of the word  is   kappu  adikka / 
kappu  moththi [Telugu ] -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  bad  smell.
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odour[E]    has the consonants - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naatram- odour .

stink [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the- an- ka- and themeaning of the word is  ketta
naedi -  stink .

                          English  word - fit .

fit has the consonants – pa- the- and the interpretation  of the word is maathimai  
-fitness. 

                           English  word  -fry.

 fry has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  pori  -fry.

ficus : fig tree. 

fig tree[ E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - ka- the -Ra  -and the otringinal tamil  word is  
kaattaththi  maram- a kind of fig tree. 

ficus  has the composition- [-pa-]- ka -sa-- and the meaning of the word is    
suvaiyaana   naattu  aththi  kani  maram  [ missing  letters-  the- and -Ra -]- country  fig
tree ;  suvaiyaanthu- tasty;  naattu- country ;  aththi kani- fig fruit; maram- tree. 

ficus  has the composition- pa- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   vaeppa 
maram -   acacia  tree ; maram- tree- tharu.
 
ficus  has the composition- pa- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   paakku  
maram  [ missing letter- Ra -]- arecanut tree .
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ficus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is   kamuku  
maram  [ missing letter- Ra -]- arecanut tree .

ficus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  savukku    
kuchchi    -casuarina . 

ficus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  naaka  
maram [ missing letter- Ra -] - jambolana  tree .

ficus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   koaiya 
kani  maram [ missing letter- Ra -] -guaua   fruit  tree ;  kani  fruit.

ficus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
maankaai   maram [ missing letter- Ra -] -mango tree .

tree [E]  has the consonants-  the -Ra -and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is tharu-
tree .

tree [E]  has the consonants-  the -Ra -and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is 
varuttam [ missing  letter-  ka -]- neem tree.  

tree [E]  has the consonants-  the -Ra -and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is 
maaroadam-  a kind of tree/ karumkaali maram] .

fidelis : faithful, loyal, true 

fidelis  has the composition -pa- the- la-sa- and the meaning of the word is   poei  
sollaathu   [ missing  letter- ka-] -  not telling  lies. 

fidelis  has the composition -pa- the- la-[ -sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
eppoathum  unmai  paesuthal  vaendum/ nallathu  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - always 
speak  truth ;  eppoathum- always;  unmai- truth;  paethal –speaking. 
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fidelis  has the composition -pa- the- la-[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
nampakathanmai  ulla   aal /thozhilaali  /  vaelai aal / pen / manaivi [ missing  letter- 
ka-] – truthful  person/ worker/ servant/ woman/ wife;  nampakathanmai- trust 
worthy ; aal- person;  thozhilaali- worker; vaelai aal- servant;  pen= woman; manaivi –
wife. 

fidelis  has the composition -[-pa-]- the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
erandakam/  thurokam [Skt]  ilaikaatha [  missing letters-  ka- and -Ra -] -  loyal .  
   
 fidelis  has the composition -pa- the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  uooraar 
ariya  thaali  katti  kaliyaanam / thirumanam   seithitta   purusanukku/  kanavanukku  
evvitha sool nilai yilum  manathaal kooda   sirithum  thurokam  ilaikaatha   ponsaathi   
thaan  paththinai/ karppu karasai / kannaki   ena paduvaal [  missing letters- ka- and 
-Ra -] – a wife   should be loyal to her husband ;  purusan- husband;  kanavan- 
husband;  paththini- chaste woman .

fidelitas : fidelity, loyalty, homage. 

fidelitas    has the consonants - pa- the- la -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  kallam  kapadam/ soothu vaathu   illaatha   ullam[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  
truthful one  ; kallam- evil;  illaatha- without;  ullam- soul. 

fidelitas    has the consonants -pa-the- la -the- sa--and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sirithum  neri  piralaatha   ullam/ manam[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  honest .  

fidelitas    has the consonants -pa-the- la -the-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  
mathippu  alithidu -  to give respect .

fidelitas    has the consonants -pa-the- la -the- sa-and the original Tamil word is  
mariyaathai/ mathippu uaravu   seluthidu/ aliththidu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to honor
.
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fidelitas    has the consonants -pa-the- la -the- sa-and the original Tamil word is  
valipaadu  seithidu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  worship / homage.

homage [E]   has the consonants – ka- ma- ka-and the original Tamil  word is  
vanakkam-  respect. 

fidens : confident, without fear, courageous. 

fidens  has the consonants-  pa -the- an- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  peethi  inmai- no fear ; peethi- fear; inmai- nil . 

fidens  has the consonants-  pa -the- an- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   nampikkai- yudan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  confidently .

fidens  has the consonants-[- pa-]  -the- an- [-sa-]   - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thunivu / thunivudan  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  courage/  courageous .
 
confident  [E]  has the consonants - ka -an -pa- the -an- the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is mikka  thun -nampikkai kondu - having  great confidence;  thun 
nampikkai- confidence .

fides : trust, confidence, reliance, belief, faith. 

fides  has the compostion- [- pa-] - the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
unmaiyaanathu- true .

fides  has the compostion- pa- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  paththini 
[Skt] – chaste woman .

fides  has the compostion- [-pa-]- the- sa-and the meaning of the word is  
saththiyam[ Skt] - promise. 
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fides  has the compostion- pa- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  nampidu/ 
nampida sei - to have faith. 

fides  has the compostion- pa- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  nampikkai  
uoottu/ kondu/  thun- nampikkai -udaiya[  missing letter- ka -] -  give confidence / with
confidence;   nampikkai-  faith;   thun  nampikkai-  self confidence;  uootka-  to  infuse/
to give . 

fides  has the compostion- pa- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is nampa 
thukuntha[  missing letter- ka -] - realiable. 

fides  has the compostion- pa- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  ketta   
nampikkai [  missing letter-  ka -]- false belief ;  ketta-  bed;  nampikkai-  belief 
 
fides  has the compostion-[- pa-]- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  unmai-
udaiya-  faithful . 

fides  has the compostion-pa-- the-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   nampikkai 
poei  vittathu-  trust has lost ;  nampikkai-  truse;  poei  vida-  gone.  

fides : promise, assurance, word of honor, engagement. 

fides   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the -sa - and the interpretation  of the  word  is  
saththiyam[Skt]   seithidu - promise; poei  saththiyam-  false promise[ antonym] . 

fides   has the consonants - pa-the -sa - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
unmai -yaei  paesidu - tell the truth ;  unmai- truth ;  paesu -  say ;  unmaiyaei  
paesaathae-  do not tell the tuth [antonym ] .

fides   has the consonants - pa-the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is 
nampikkai  uootuka/ kodukka  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to  give assurance;  nampikkai - 
confidence .
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fides   has the consonants - pa-the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
kandippaaka [  missing  letter- ka-]  -  surely .

fides   has the consonants -pa--the -sa- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
paechchu   thaa/   vaakku[ Skt]   kodu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  give your word .

fides   has the consonants -[- pa-] -the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  
is  uruthi  thaa [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  promise .

 fides   has the consonants - pa-the -sa- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
thirumana  oppantham   podu  /seithidu.   nichchayathaarththam   [ missing  letter-  
Ra -]- betrothal .

fides   has the consonants - pa-the -sa- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is   
mana  oppantham   seithidu - betrothal;  manam-  marriage  ;  oppantham- contract   .

fides   has the consonants - pa-the -sa- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
sandai  podu  - to fight / to engage ;  sandai- fight ;  podu- do  .

fides   has the consonants - pa-the -sa- and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
santhippu  /kandu mutta - meeting ; kandida [ missing  letter- ka-]-   meeting 
[ engagement]  .

fides   has the consonants - [- pa-] -the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  
is  thaethi - date [ engagement] . 

fiducia : confidence, trust, assurance. 

fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is  
nampidu -  have trust .
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fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-sa-and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is  
namapa  seithidu-   make to believe/  give confidence .

fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is   
nampaka  thanmai [  missing  letetr- ka-] - reliability/ dependability .

fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is  
nampikkai  kodu [missing  letter- ka-]  -  give hope ; nampikkai- hope.

fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is  
than -nampikkai kodu[missing  letter- ka-]  - give confidence .

fiducia   has the consonants- pa- the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word is  
aatru paduththu [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  give reassurance.

fiducia   has the consonants-[- pa-] - the-[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil / meaning word 
is  thunivu kodu [ missing  letetr- ka-] – give confidence.

fiducia   has the consonants- [-pa-] - the-[-sa-] -and the other interpretaion is  
vaakku[Skt] kodu  - give a word.

fiducia   has the consonants- [-pa-] - the-[-sa-] -and the other interpretaion is   manam
oppi [  missing letter-  Ra -] -uruthi  thaa-   give assurance  whole heartedly .

trust[E]  has the consonants  - the- Ra- [- sa-] - the  -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thaeruthar -  to  trust .

                Egyptian hieroglyphic word -api [ fly ] 

api  has the consonant-  pa -and the original Tamil  word is  poochhci  [missing  
letter- sa] – insect. 

filia : daughter 
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filia  has the composition –  pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   paalikai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - girl .

filia  has the composition –  pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is    pei valai-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-   woman .

filia  has the composition –  pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   paalai-  girl / 
young  woman .

filia  has the composition – [- pa-] - la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is  melliyal -  
woman.
 
filia  has the composition –  pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   paaliyam-  
youth . 

filia  has the composition – [- pa-] - la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   selli 
[ missing letter- sa-] -  dear daughter .

filia  has the composition - pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   pen pillai- 
daughter.

filia  has the composition - pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is  pen makal  
[ missing letter-  ka -] -  girl / daughter.

filia  has the composition – [-pa-] - la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is  valli-[ missing
letter-  ka -] -  girl .

filia  has the composition – [-pa-] - la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   vaalai  
[ missing letter-  ka -] -  young woman. 

filia  has the composition - pa- la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is  apalai -  woman .

filia  has the composition –[- pa-] - la -and the  meaning  of  the word  is   mutrilai 
[ missing  letter- the -]-  woman. 
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daughter[E]    has the consonants-  the- ka -the- Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kumaraththi – daughter. 

daughter[E]    has the consonants-  the- ka -the- Ra - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  enkal  veettu/ eendru eduththa   thiru makal [missing letter- la-] -  
daughter of our house ;  enkal- our;  veedu- home/akam ;  makal- daughter. 

daughter[E]    has the consonants-  the- ka -the- Ra - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  thukithaiayar – daughter. 

filius : son 

filius has the composition- pa- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  pillai  / aan  
pillai -    son  /boy ;  pen pillai [antonym] - daughter  . 

filius has the composition- pa- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  paalan  [Skt]
-    son  /boy

son [ E]  has the consonants - sa-- an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
saeyan  -son .

son [ E]  has the consonants - sa-- an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
manjan – son. 

son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thanaiyan [ missing  letter-  the -]- son .

son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nanthan-[ missing  letter-  the -]-  son. 
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son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the other interpretation  is  paiyan [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - boy  /son.

son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the other interpretation  is  
ponnu[ antonym] [ missing  letter- pa-] - girl .

 son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
meiyyan –son .

son [ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mainthan [ missing  letter-  the -]- son .

son [ E]  has the consonants - sa- an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  soonu 
–son .

son [ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
eliyan [ missing  letter- la-] - son .

son [ E]  has the consonants –  sa- an -and the other interpretation  is   aaththu masan 
[ missing  letter- the -] – son. 

son [ E]  has the consonants –  sa- an -and the other interpretation  is   machchaan-   
uncle’s  son .

son in-law [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - an – an-  la -va  -and the original  Tamil  
word is  makalin   kanavan  -husband  of daughter;  makal- daughter ;  kanavan- 
husband .

                              English  word  -film .

film  has the consonants –pa- la- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is 
padalam[ missing letter- the -] -  film .
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fimus : dung, dirt, filth, manure. 

fimus has the compoasition - pa -ma- sa- and the meaning of the word is  manithanin  
pei yim /  maattu saaani – yim [ missing letter-  the -] -  human shit  and  cow dung ;  
manithan-  human;  pei -  shit;  maadu-  cattle;  saani-  dung . 

dung [E]   has the consonants - the -an- ka -  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
aadu  maduklain / vilankuklain  kazhivu / malam / vittai  [ missing  letter- la-]  - 
excrement of animals;  aadu maadu- cattle;  vilanku -animal;  vittai -dung .

manure[E]  has the consonants - ma- an - Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
mun uram- fertilizer ;  mun- soil ;  uram- fertilizer .

finis : end, limit, boundary, purpose. 

finis   has the composition-[- pa-]- an-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mudinthathu [  missing letter-  the -] -  end. 

finis   has the composition-[- pa-]- an-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   antham 
[Skt]  [  missing letter-  the -] - end .

 finis   has the composition-[- pa-]- an-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  ennam- 
aim. 

finis   has the composition-[- pa-]- an-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
noakkam [  missing letter- ka -]- purpose .

end[E]  has the consonants  - an -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mudinthathu-  over/ended. 
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end[E]  has the consonants  - an -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
antham [Skt] - end .

purpose[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra -pa -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word  is   
perum  payan-  use   .

limit[E]  has the consonants-  la –ma- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  mattu  illaa 
– there  is no limit. 

limit[E]  has the consonants-  la –ma- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  mattu  
ullathu  – there is a limit[ antonym] . 

limits[E]  has the consonants-  la –ma- the –sa-and the original  Tamil  word is  mitha 
minjuthal -  crossing  the limits. 

border[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is itta- 
aruthi – limit .

border[E]   has the consonants  - pa-- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is   pari 
antham [ Skt] - border .

fio, fieri, factus : be made, be done, become. 

factus  has  the composition -[- pa-]- ka- the -[-sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is   
undaaka  vaendum -  to make .

factus  has  the composition -[- pa-]- ka- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
seithu  mudiththida  vaendum - to be done . 

factus  has  the composition -[- pa-]- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
uru  matram  seithida  / periya  maatram /   kandu [  missing letter- Ra -]  - to  
converted into /change  into;  matram- change.   
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firmo : to assert, maintain / strengthen, make firm / encourage. 

firmo  has the composition -pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is   parai  
saatra  vaendum [ missing  letters- sa -  the and -ka-]   -to assert .

to assert [E]  has the consonants – the- sa –Ra- the –and the original  Tamil  word is  
parai  saatra  vaendum [ missing  letters pa- and- ka-] – assert .

firmo  has the composition -pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  uruthi 
-yaakida vaendum [  missing letter-  ka- and -the -] - make firm .

firmo  has the composition -pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  thodarnthu  
poka  vaendum [  missing letters-  ka -and -the -] -  to  continue.

firmo  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  
aatharaikka  vaendum [  missing letters- ka- and -the -] - to  support . 

firmo  has the composition -pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  ursaakam  / 
uookam paduththa/aarvam  mootta   vaendum [  missing letters- ka -the -and- sa-] -  
to  encourage. 

firmo  has the composition -pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  urimaiyaei  
uruthi  paduththa  vaendum [  missing letters- ka -and -the -]  -  to  ascertain  the 
rights ;  urimai-  rights;  urithipaduththa -  to  make certain .
 

firmus : firm, strong, reliable, solid. 

firmo  has the composition- pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  porumai- 
patience. 
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firmo  has the composition- pa- Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  perum  
mana  uruthi  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  strong mind;  uruthi- strong;  manam- mind;  
perum-  great. 

firmo  has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  mikka  
uruthi  kondathu[  missing letters- ka- and the -]  - strong one ; mikka-  more;  uruthui- 
strong .

firmo  has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  mikka  
kadinamaana  ondru [  missing letters- ka and- the -] -  a solid one/ hard one ;  
kadinam-  solid. 

firmo  has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  nanpaka
thanami  konda ondru [  missing letters-  ka- and- the -] -  reliable one .

strong  [E] has the composition -[-sa-] - the- Ra- an- ka - and the meaning of the word 
is  mikka  uruthi   konda ondru -  a strong one;  uruthi-  strong ;   ondru- one. 

strong  [E] has the composition -sa- the- Ra- an- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
sirithu  kooda uruthi  indri [ antonym]  - not strong;  uruthi-  strength;  indri-  without . 

solid[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thiral 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – solid. 

flamma : flame, fire. 

flamma   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
analam-  fire. 

flamma   has the composition -pa- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is neruppu 
mazhai [  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  rain of  fire ;  neruppu-  fire;  mazhai-  rain .
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fire [E] has the composition -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  neruppu-  fire. 

fire [E] has the composition -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    paru –fire. 

fire [E] has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  soor 
[missing  letter- sa-] -  fire .

fire [E] has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   eri – to 
make fire. 

fire [E] has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sooran 
/sooriyan[Skt] - sun .

fire [E] has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Paraman 
/Perumaan-  lord of the sky . 

fire [E] has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
Naarayanan-[Sanskrit]  -  sun god .

fire [E] has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Maaran 
/Raaman[Sanskrit]  – sun god .

fire [E] has the composition – pa- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
pirakiruthi [Skt] / neruppu  vattam/  kathiravan / iyarkkaiyaanathu  [ missing  letter- 
ka- and- the -]- fire  /sun/ natural .

fire [E] has the composition –- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pari  azhal 
[ missing  letter- zha/ la-] – sun flames ;azhal- falme .

fire [E] has the composition –- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thee pori / 
parithi [ missing  letter-  the -]  - fire sparkle/ sun  .

fire [E] has the composition –- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  vari 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  fire. 
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fire [E] has the composition –- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  varkkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-   fire .

fire [E] has the composition –- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eriyon- god
of fire. 

fire [E] has the composition –- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uththiram  
[ missing  letter- the -] - final  deluge of fire. 

fire [E] has the composition –- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  maaran -  
warrior. 

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirappu-   
birth . 

fire [E] has the composition –- [- pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is uyir-  life. 

fire [E] has the composition –- [- pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
piraanan[Skt] -  life. 

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paeru-  gift .

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paaru-  see/ 
look .

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sirippu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  smile .

fire [E] has the composition –- [- pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sari-
[ missing  letter- sa-]   all right/ o.k. 

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  poru- bear.
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fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  poorippu-  
fullness/ satisfaction. 

fire [E] has the composition –- pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirai-  
crescent moon. 

fire [E] has the composition –- [- pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ari- rice. 

fire [E] has the composition –-  pa--- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  periya- big.  

fire [E] has the composition –-  pa--- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  piramam-  
marriage .

fire [E] has the composition –-  pa--- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  asiriri [Skt] - 
god’s  voice .

fire [E] has the composition –-  pa--- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  perumai- 
pride. 

fire [E] has the composition –-  pa--- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
Brahmanan[Skt] -  Brahmin .

fire [E] has the composition –- [-  pa--] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is     i-yar -  
noble men .

fire [E] has the composition –- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   piramai – 
illusion.   

flatus : blowing, blast, breathing, arrogance, haughtiness. 

flatus  has the composition -  [- pa-] - la -the- [- sa-]  -  and the meaning  of the word is 
uoothal  / uooththal – blow .
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flatus  has the composition -  pa- la -the- [- sa-]  -  and the meaning  of the word is  
puzhaankuzhal   uootha - - to blow the flute ;  puzhaankuzhal-  flute;  uootha -  to  
blow .

flatus  has the composition -  [- pa-] - la -the- sa-   and the meaning  of the word is  
thalai  sumai -  head weight .

flatus  has the composition -  pa- la -the- [- sa-]  -  and the meaning  of the word is  
nurai  eeralil / kaatru  paiyil   moochchu  kaatru  ullae poei   vara [missing letter-  ka- 
and -Ra-] - breathing ;  mochchu  kaatru-  breathing   air;  nurai  eeral-  lung;  kaatru  
paei-   air bag;  ullae poei vara- to come and go . 

flax, falcis : sickle, bill-hook, pruning hook. 

flax  has the composition-[- pa-] - la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaamal- sickle. 

flax  has the composition-[- pa-] - la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  vaal- 
sword. 

flax  has the composition-[- pa-] - la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  vael-  
spear/ lance. 

flax  has the composition-[- pa-] - la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
arivaal [ missing letter-  Ra -] - sickle.

flax  has the composition-[- pa-] - la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
koduvaal [ missing  letter-the-] - sickle. 

sickle [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaamal- 
sickle. 
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sickle [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   koluvi- 
kolukki  - hook. 

sickle [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka- la -and the meaning of the word is   arivaal  
[ missing letter- Ra-] -bill hook . 

sickle [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka- la -and the meaning of the word is   koon 
vaal- curved knife/ sword/ scimitar. 

hook[E]  has the composition- -ka -and the meaning of the word is  kokki-  hook .

hook[E]  has the composition- -ka -and the meaning of the word is  uookku – safty pin.

bill-hook[E]  has the consonants  -pa-la--ka- - and the original Tamil  word is  neela kai 
ulla  pullakam  - long handed  bill hook ; neelam- long;  kai- hand;  pullakam- billhook . 

bill-hook[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -la-- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
thuratti- kole [ missing  letters- the- and -Ra-] – bill hook. 

bill-hook[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -la-- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
arivaal  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- sickle .

bill-hook[E]  has the consonants  -pa-la-- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  pullu- 
arivaal [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – billhook . 

fleo : to weep, cry, shed tears, sob. 

fleo   has the composition-[- pa-] -la - and the meaning of the word is  azhu  -weep. 

fleo   has the composition- pa--la - and the meaning of the word is    thaembi  azhu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  –sob. 
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fleo   has the composition-[- pa-] -la - and the meaning of the word is  azhuka  
[ missing letter-  ka -] -wail .

cry[E] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   karaiya – cry  .

cry[E] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation m of the word is  
raavanam  -cry. 

weep[E]   has the consonants- va -[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaththuka  [ missing  letter- the-] - cry .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va -[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
azhuka  [missing  letter- zha-]- wail  .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va -[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
karaika  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   -cry .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va - pa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pulampuka  [ missing  letter- la-] - lament .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va - pa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
oppaari   vaikka / oppaari  paattu  paaduka  [ missing  letters-  the - and-   Ra -] - to 
sing   elegy  song ; oppaari - elegy  /azhukai  ;  paattu- song/ ganam[Skt]  .   

weep[E]   has the consonants- va - pa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thukka
padu [ missing  letter- the -] -grief .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va - [- pa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
munaku - moan .

weep[E]   has the consonants- va - [- pa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
yaengu  -weep / desire .
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weep[E]   has the consonants- va - [- pa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
avali  [ missing  letter- la-]- wail .

wail [E]   has the consonants  - va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   kaevi kaevi  
azhuka  -wail .

fluctus : billow, wave. 

fluctus  has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  veekkam kolulthal-  to swell  /billow. 

fluctus  has the composition-  pa- la- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
koppaliththal- bulge .

fluctus  has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  kadal  alai -  sea waves;  kadal-  sea;  alai-  wave;  kadalil  alai  ezhumpa  . 

fluctus  has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is ullam  thudi  thudikka  - fluttering  of the soul;  ullam-  soul;  thudi  thudikka-  to 
suffer.  

billow [E]  has the composition- [-pa-]- la -va - and the meaning of the word is  alaikal -
waves .

billow [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -va - and the meaning of the word is  
veekkam  kolla- swell  .

wave[E]  has the consonants -  va -va - and the  original Tamil  word is   vankam -  
wave. 
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flumen : river. 

flumen  has the composition- pa- la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is   punal  
oanam  -  river water;  oanam- river;  punal - water/ river. 

flumen  has the composition- -pa- la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  mazhai
punal  - rain  becoming  the river ;  mazhai- rain;  punal- river.  

flumen  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  
mazhai  neer [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  rain water;  mazhi-  rain;  neer-  water. 

flumen  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  
mazhai  thanni [ missing  letter- the -] - rain water .

flumen  has the composition- -[-pa-] - la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  
vaan mazhai [ missing  letter- ka-] - sky water;  vaan- sky;  mazhai- rain .

flumen  has the composition- -pa- la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  
pazhanam-  pond. 

flumen  has the composition- -pa- la- ma - an- and the meaning of the word is  paalai 
mun  - desert [antonym] . 

river[E]  has the composition- Ra -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   uravu  
neer- river/ saline water .

river[E]  has the composition- Ra -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  vatraathu  
odum  thenneer [ missing  letter-  the -] -  ever flowing   water  ;   Caveri  aaru    - River 
Caveri .

fluo : to flow, pour, stream. 
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fluo  has  the composition-  [-pa-]  -la -  and the meaning of the word is  ozhuka  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – flow. 

fluo  has  the composition-  [-pa-]  -la -  and the meaning of the word is  valiya 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – flow.

fluo  has  the composition-  [-pa-]  -la -  and the meaning of the word is  pozhiya  - 
flou/ pour  .  

stream[E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - the -Ra- ma  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   odum thanneer /  neerottam - water course .

fodio : to prick, sting, jab. 

fodio  has the composition –[- pa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
kuththu[ missing  letter- ka-]  - punch .

fodio  has the composition –[- pa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is koththu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - sting.   

fodio  has the composition –[- pa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is thonduka-
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  dig/ jab.

fodio  has the composition -pa-the -  and the meaning of the word is  manathai   pun 
paduththu- hurt. 

fodio  has the composition -pa-the -  and the meaning of the word is  manathai   
thunpuruththu [ missing  letter -Ra-] - to hurt  the mind .
 

forensis, e : legal. 
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forensis   has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra - an -sa -sa and the meaning of the word is 
satta  thurai  saarntha [ missing  letter-  the -] -  pertaing  to law. 

forensis   has the composition - pa- Ra - an -sa -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
satta  pooravamaana[Skt] / sapanthamaana [Skt]    ondru  [  nadavadikkai ] [  missing 
letter- ka -and- the-] - legal;  sattam-  law ;  sampantham-  pertaining to / related ;  
nadavadikkai-  action  . 

forensis   has the composition - pa- Ra - an -[-sa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is neethi  paripaalanai [  missing letter- la-] -  legal  justice . 

forensis   has the composition - pa- Ra - an -sa-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
satta  padiyaana  ondru [  missing letter- the -] - a legal one   

forensis   has the composition - [-pa-] - Ra - an -sa-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  uyar / uchcha   neethi  mandram  saarntha  [  missing letter-  the - ]- 
pertaining  to  high  court/ supreme court;  neethi  mandram-  court;   uyar-  high;  
uchcham-  supreme  .

law[E]   has the consonants  - la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  ozhunku- rule. 

lawyer[E]   has the consonants-  la- va- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is   vazhakku 
arignar -  lawyer. 

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is    vazhakku-   
legal case. 

 legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   vazhakkai  
vella-  to  win the court  case ;  vazhakku-  legal  case ; vella- to win .

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   azhi  
vazhakku – unjustifiable  litigation .
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legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   alai 
kizhiththal- to make one to suffer from pillar to post by  making  false allegation . 

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  Tamizh  
mozhiyil   vazhakkadu [ missing  letter-  the -]-   make  your statement in Tamil 
language   . 

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   Thamizh   
mozhiyae   vazhakaadum   mozhiyaakm-[ missing  letter-  the -]-   court language is 
Tamil. 

 legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   neenda  
kaalamaaka / kaalam kaalamaaka /  nadakkum  vazhakku [  missing letter- the -] -  
court  / legal  case  prolonged  for a long time ;  naanad akaalam-  long time  ;  
vazhakku-  case.    

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is    kolai  
vazhakku  -   murder case ;  kolai-  murder;  vazhakku-  case .

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  kollai  
vazhakku-  robbery  case  ;  kollai-  robbery .

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  penkalai   
kaeli  kindal  panniya  vazhakku  [  missing letter-  pa -] - eve teasing case ;  penkal-  
women;  kaeli kindal-  teasing . 

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is   pankaalikal  
potta  kudampa  soththu  paththu  vazhakku [  missing letters- pa -sa- and- the-] -  
family  property  dispute case ;  pankaalikal-  sibling;  kudampam-   family;  sothu  
paththu-  property .  

legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  vazhakkai   
izhuththu  adikka [  missing letter- the -]  -  to  prolong  the case ;  izhukka-  to 
prolong .
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legal [E] has the composition- la -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  neethi  
mandaraththil  vazhakku  aada [  missing letters-  the- and-  Ra -]   to  file a  case in the 
court  ;  neethi mandram-  court  . 

suit[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] –the-and the interpretation  of the word is  vaathu
[ missing  letter-  ka -] - suit. 

litigate [E]  has the consonants- la- the- ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
vazhaakaaduthal -  take a legal  action.  

litigate [E]  has the consonants- la- the- ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is   
koondil  nikka  vaiththal -  to make some one to stand in the  court. 

                      English  word  -  forsake.

Forsake has the consonants  -pa -Ra –[-sa-]- ka-   and the interpreation of the word is
p uya-k-karu – forsake. 

Forsake has the consonants  -pa -Ra –[-sa-]- ka-   and the other interpreation of the 
word is   purakkani  -forsake.

forma: form, shape, beauty. 

forma  has the  composition- -pa-- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   pura  
amaippu-   external  appearance .

forma  has the  composition- -pa-- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is    pura 
vadivam  [  missing letters-  ka -  and- the  -]- external  shape .

forma  has the  composition- -pa-- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   pura  
thotram  [  missing letter-  the -]  -  external appearance  .
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forma  has the  composition- -pa-- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   paruman -
size .

forma  has the  composition- -pa-- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   uruvam  [ 
missing  letter-  ka -]  -  figure. 

forma  has the  composition- [-pa-] - Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
moorththi [ Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -]- form  .

image [E]  has the consnants  -ma –[- sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word is  
pimpam [ missing  letter- pa-]- image. 

beauty [ E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   padu  thotti  -  beauty .

beauty [ E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  poathu -  beauty  .

beauty [ E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]  -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  madu- beauty. 

beauty [ E]  has the consonants -  pa--the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paantham- beauty. 

beauty [ E]  has the consonants -  pa--the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
puthumai -  novelty/ beauty .

 beauty [ E]  has the consonants -  pa--the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
settam- beauty  .

formica : ant. 
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formica has the composition -pa -Ra- ma- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  katta 
erumbu [ missing letter-  the-] -  big ant .

ant [E]  has the consonants-  an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  nimindi – one 
who pinches /ant  ; nimindu- pinch .

formo : to shape, form, fashion. 

formo  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is  pura  
thotram [  missing letter- the -] - external  appearance; puram-  external;  thotram-  
appearance. 

formo  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is  pura  
amaippu - external  shape ; amaippu- form. 

formo  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is  pura 
vadivam [  missing letters-  ka -and -the -] -  external  shape ;  vadivam-  shape.

formo  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is  roopam 
[ Skt] - form .

fors fortis : chance, luck, fortune. 

fortis has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word  is  
sariyaanathoru  / kidaiththarkariya / arumaiyaanthoru  vaaaippu /  santharppam [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  right  chance. 

fortis has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
sirantha naeram/ sirapaana  tharunam [Skt] -  good time .    
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fortis has the composition --pa- Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
poruththamaana  naeram-  right /apt  time.

fortis has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word  is  paer  
athirsttam[Skt] -  luck. 

fortis has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
mukurththa  naeram [ missing letter- ka -] - auspicious time  for marriage . 

fortis has the composition -pa- Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is perum  
paakiyaththai / koduppinai/   adainthida/ pettida  [ missing letter- ka-] -  to have big 
luck;  paakkiyam[Skt] – luck;  koduppinai-  gift.   

fortis has the composition --pa- Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
thirumanam   purivatharkku   yaetra naeram  kathiravan/suriyan  uthikkum  
samayamaana     vaikarai  naeramae[  missing letter-  ka -]-  mukurththa naeram/ 
auspicious time for marriage  is early  morning  ;  thirumanam-  marriage  ;  yaetra 
naeram-  auspicious time;   kathiravan-  sun;  vaikarai-  early  morning.   

fortune [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] -Ra- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  arumaiyaana  thoru vaaippu / kidaitharkkariathoru  vaaippu- [missing  
letter- ka-]- good  /rare chance.

fortune [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] -Ra- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sirantha  naeram-[ missing  letter- sa-]  - good time;  sirantha- super;  
naeram- time .

fortune [E]  has the consonants  - pa -Ra- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum paeru  adainthida-  lucky .

fortune [E]  has the consonants  - pa -Ra- the- an -and the interpretion  of the word is 
paer – athirshtamaanathu[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  – lucky. 
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fortune [E]  has the consonants  - pa -Ra- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   nar paeru  adainthida  / nar paeru   kittum  / vanthu  adaiyum  naeram 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - lucky time  ;  nar paeru- luck . 

fortune [E]  has the consonants  - pa -Ra- the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is panam varukindra naeram[ missing  letter- ka-]  - lucky time  - time for 
getting money ;  panam- money ;  varukindra - coming;  naeram -  time .

luck  [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- and the orignal Tamil  word is  nalla kaalam 
/nalla  vaelai  - good time; nalla- good;  kaalam- time;  vaelai- time. 

luck  [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- and the other interpretaino  of the word is  an-
k- kaalam-  good time. 

luck  [E]   has the consonants - la –ka- and the orignal Tamil  word is  uzhaikkaamal-  
without doing work. 

forsit forsan forsitan : perhaps, probably. 

forsit  has the composition - pa- Ra- sa-the- and the meaning of the word is  siru  
samayam / oru  naeram   naerida / nadanthida   vaaippu   athikam / kuraivu  undu 
[  missing letter- ka -] - most likely / possibly;   oru naeram-  some times/ rarely  ;  
nadanthida-  to occur;  vaaippu-  chance ;  athikam-  more;  kuraivu-  less .

probably [E]  has the consonants -  pa -Ra- pa- la -and the original  Tamil word  is  
perumpaalum - probably .

perhaps[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] -Ra -ka -[- pa-] -[- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   oru vaelai [ missing  letter- la-] -perhaps .
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*****forte : by chance, by luck, accidentally. 

 forte  has the compositon- pa- Ra -the - and the meaningof the word is  ethir 
paarathu  nadantha   ondru /  thidirena  nadantha ondru -  accidental one  . 

forte  has the compositon- pa- Ra -the - and the meaningof the word is   thittam  
podaathu  nadantha /  nadai  petra  ondru -  un planned one;  thittam-  plan  .
 
forte  has the compositon- pa- Ra -the - and the meaningof the word is   entha 
vithamaana   uzhaippum  indri  kidaiththa  vetri [  missing letter- ka-] - success  
without  any  hard work / by  luck . 

fortis : strong, brave. 

fortis has the composition -pa- Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
maravar   panpu udaiya- brave .   

fortis has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thiraani udaiya  -  bold.

fortis has the composition -pa- Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  peethi 
indri-   without  fear ;  peethi- fear; indri- without.

fortis has the composition -pa- Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  aritchchi  
indri- with out fear;  aritchchi- fear; indri- without. 

fortis has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
sirithum  marutchchi  / arutchchi   indri  -  without fear;  marutchchi-  fear ; indri- 
without.

fortis has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
theeram  niraintha -brave. 
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fortis has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the other  interpretaion is   
thaeriyam[Skt]  -  courage. 

fortis has the composition - pa-Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
poaeridum  panpu / kunam konda [ missing  letter- ka-] - fighting nature ;  poar- war;  
kunam- nature.

fortis has the composition - [-pa-] -Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
ethiththu  nirkkum  thunivu  konda [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bold;  thunivu- bold.   

brave [E]  has the consonants-  pa - Ra- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
maravar  kunam / panpu ; poar kunam mikka -  brave nature ;  veeram [Skt ]  mikka - 
brave. 

brave [E]  has the consonants-   pa- - Ra- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paraakiramam – bravery. 

brave [E]  has the consonants-   pa- - Ra- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
poar maravar -  brave soldier. 

brave [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  - Ra- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   vayavar-  brave  soldier 

brave [E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  - Ra- va -and the other interpretation is  
sowriyan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] / maravan   – brave man .

fortiter : strongly, bravely. 

fortiter  has  the composition -  pa-Ra -the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the   mana  
uruthiyim   perum  thaeiriyamum  [Skt] /thiraani    udaiya -having  courage and  
strength  ;  manam-  mind;  uruthi-  strength ;  thaeiryam- courage;  thiraani - bold. 
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brave [E]   has  the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is  mara 
thanmai  mikka  [ missing  letter- the -]  -  bold/ courage. 

brave [E]   has  the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is  
veram  mikka-  couragious .

brave [E]   has  the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is  
thaeiriyam [Skt] - maaka [ missing letter-  the-] - courageous . 

brave [E]   has  the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is  
uyirukku  anjaamai [ missing  letter- sa-]- no fear to loose life;   uyir- life; anjaamai-  
courage.  

                       Remember  -va   =  ka ;  ka= va .

bravery [E]   has the  consonants  -pa- Ra- va- Ra -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  parakiramam -  bravery.

                             English  word -secretary .

secretary  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- the- Ra -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  kaariya tharisi [Skt] –secretary. 

secretary  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- the- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  aatchchi   seithidum/ aanai idum   urimai  kondavarukku / aanaiyarukku 
[  uyar   -athikaarikku[Skt] ]  uthavi  seikindravar -  one who helps the officer.   

fortitudo : physical strength, courage, moral bravery
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fortitudo  has the composition -pa- Ra- the -the- the -and the meaning of the word is   
perum  mana  uruthi  kondida [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to have mental  courage;  perum 
–big;  manam- mind ;  uruthi- strength. 

fortitudo  has the composition -pa- Ra- the -the- the -and the meaning of the word is   
ekku/ irumpu   pondru  uruthiyaana     udar/ udampu/ amaippai   kondidia  [ missing  
letter- ka-]  -  to have  body strength   like that of  iron; irumpu- iron; uruthi –strength .

 fortitudo  has the composition -pa- Ra- the -the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
irumbu   pondra   udampaiyum  / pudaiththitta   sathaiyai -yim /   naadi  narampaiyim  
/ thaeriyamaana   manaththiayim  [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  physically  strong  / iron 
body    and mentally  couragious ;  irumpu- iron; udampu-  body;   pudaiththitta  
sathai-  well developed  muscle;   naadi narampu-  nerves ;  thaeriam - courage;  
manathu-  mind. 

*****fortuna : fortune, luck, fate, chance. 

fortuna  has the composition- pa -Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is   perum
paeru  adainthida – to have luck .

fortuna  has the composition- pa -Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is  iru 
manam  inaiyum thirumanam  purinthida  poruththamaana  naeram/  tharunam  -  
auspicious time to  get  married;  iru manam-  two  souls;    inaiyum - uniting; 
thirumanam-  marraige ;  naeram-  time.      

fortuna  has the composition- [-pa-] -Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is  
sirantha naeram [  missing letter-  sa-] - good time;  sirantha -  best;  naeram-  time. 

fortuna  has the composition- [-pa-] -Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is  
mukurththa naeram[  missing letter- ka -] auspicious time .
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fortuna  has the composition-pa-Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is   vaaipu  
kidaiththa naeram   / kidaikka  petra   vaaippai  payan paduththa  [  missing letter- ka-]
-  time for  opportunity ;  vaaippu -  opportunity . 

fortuna  has the composition-pa-Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is   
santharppam [ Skt] -  opportunity . 

fate  [E]   has the consoants -[-  pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vithi [ missing letter- ka-] -  fate  .

fate  [E]   has the consoants -  pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaeivaththin  enna  padiyae  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  god’s will ;  thaeivam- god;  
ennam- will.

fate  [E]   has the consoants - [- pa-]- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
mudivu-[ missing letter- ka-]-end/ destiny .

fate  [E]   has the consoants - [- pa-]- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
neethi/ niyathi-  justice/ rule .

fate  [E]   has the consoants - pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
munthiya   vinai  payan -[ missing letter- ka-]-the result of the earlier deed;  
muntahiya- earlier; vinai- deed; payan- result. 

fate  [E]   has the consoants – [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thalai  ezhuthu [ missing  letter- la/zha-]- the one that is written on the head;  thalai- 
head;  ezhuthiyathu –written .

forum : market place, town square. 

forum  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is   uoor 
mandram [ missing  letter-  the-] – town square. 
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forum  has the composition – pa- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  paer  
uoorin  maiyam- town center ; paer  uoor- town; maiyam- center. 

forum  has the composition - pa- Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  uoor  
puram-  town side;  uoor-  town;  puram-  side. 
 
forum  has the composition - [-pa-] - Ra- ma- and the meaning of the word is  kaai  kari
virkkum idam -  market  place [ missing letters- ka -and -the -] ;  kaai  kari-   vegetable ; 
virkkum  -  
selling - idam- place. 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  panniyarin  kadai  kanni/ ankaadai   irukkum  theru/  vanika  
veethi[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  the street  of shops of the business people ;  panniyar-  
business people;  kadai- shop;  theru- street;  vanikam-  trade.  

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaara  santhai  koodum idam[ missing  letter- sa-] - the place for weekly  
market;  vaaram- week;  santhai- market. 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is   tharai  kadai  irukkum idam-  the  place where one can see platform  
shops/ displays ;  tharai- plat form;  kadai –shop. 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaai kari virkkum idam - place where vegetables are sold;  kaai kari- 
vegetables;  virkka- sale;  idam- place . 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  vanika   virppanai  koodam[ missing  letter- pa-]   - business  place  where  
things  are  sold ;  vanikam- trade; virppanai-  sale ; koodam- hall . 
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market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  pandam maatrukira  idam [ missing  letter- pa-] - place where things are 
exchanged. 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is   vaankum virkkumidam- place for buying and  selling ;  vaanku- buy ;  
virkka- sell. 

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  porutkal  vaanka / virkka   makkal  perum   alavil  koottamaaka   koodum  
idam- ankaadi  theru [ missing letters- pa -and -la-]   - place where people gather in big
crowds  to buy and sell;   porutkal- commodities;  vaanka- buy;  virkka- sell;  makka- 
people;  perum- big;  koottam-crowd ; koodum- gathering; idam- place;  ankaadi  
theru- market street.

market [E]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadai kanni  /ankaadi  irukkum theru  veethi - market street ;  ankaadi- 
market;  theru- street .
bazaar  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pannaiyar  theru  [ missing  letter- the -]- bazaar;  panniyar-  business people;  theru –
street. 

bazaar [E]    has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
panniyar  theru [ missing letter-  the -] – street of traders;  panniyar- traders;  theru –
street. 

bazaar [E]    has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
aavooniyaa / aavan i  puram [ missing  letter- ka-]- market  place .

shop [E]   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   sanniyam- 
market  street.

shop [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  aapanam - 
market street. 
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shop [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  panniyam- 
goods to be sold in the market. 
 
souk   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil   word   is   aavani 
veethi[ missing  letter- the -]-  – market street ; aavani- market;  veethi - street. 

souk   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil   word   is   aavani-   
market. 

souk   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil   word   is  pakkanam  
[ missing  letter-  pa-] -  souk .   

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vanaikam  nadakkum  idam  -the place where  there is trading ;  vanikam- trade .

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is  naththam  
vaadi -   town .

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is   aavani  
veethi – market street. 

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is    thankum  
idam-  lodge .

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is  uoor 
naththam[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- town. 

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is  kottai  
pattainam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  fortied town ;  kottai- fort;  pattinam- town . 

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the original Tamil word is   pattina  
paakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  coastal town .
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town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the  other interpretation is   
nikaethanam –[Skt]   town. 

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the  other interpretation is  
kudanthai- name of a city in Tamil  Nadu .

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the  other interpretation is  thurai   
muka nakaram  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-harbour city  .

town[E]   has the consonants  -  the- va -an -and the  other interpretation is  thirankam
[ missing  letter- Ra -] –city.

square [ E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naangu  samamaana   pakkank-kalai  yum / konank-kalaiyum  konda  oru parappae – 
sathuram aakum [ missing  letters- pa -  la- and -the -] –  an area which has  four equal 
sides and angles; naangu –four;  samam- equal; pakkam- sides; kanam- 
angle/konankkal ; parappu –area. 

square [ E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
uoorin  kovilai   sutri ulla    naangu  allathu moondru /   mika  periya   theru veethi- kal 
/thaer odum veethikal   koodum   idame   / santhikkum  [?Skt] pothu -  idame – 
sathukkam  aakum [ missing  letters- pa -  la- and -the -]-a square is a place where the  
four big  car streets of the temple of the  village meet ; uoor/ ur-village;   kovil-temple;
sutri- ulla- surrounding;  naangu- four; moondru- three;  allathu – or;  mika- mega;  
periya- big;  theru- strret; thaer- chariot ; koodum-meeting – idam- place. 

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   moolai  matta  palakai/  karuvi /pori  [missing  letters- pa –la -and -the -]  -  T- 
shaped instrument; karuvi;  pori- instrument;  mattam- level  ;  moolai- corner; 
palakai- board.

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   uoor   koodum pothu  idam [missing letter- the -]  -place where  people of the 
village  gather together;  uoor- village;  koodum- meeting;  idam- place.
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square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  uoorin/nakarin / kiramaththin [Skt]   naangu  therukkal  santhikkum 
/koodum   idam [ missing  letters- the -and -la-] –the place where four streets of the 
town meet;   uoor/ur- village  ; kiraamam- village;  nakar- town; naangu – four;  
therukkal –streets;  koodum- meeting;  idam- place. 

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  sari  poruththamaaka [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] –fitting .

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  naermaiyaaka-  honest .

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is   naar purankalilum [ missing  letters- pa -and- la  -]   -  all the four sides .

square [ E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is   muthalil  irunthu  mudivu / kadaisi  varai [ missing  letters- the- and -la-]  - 
from beginning to end ; muthal- beginning ;  mudivu- end.

square [ E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  is   
varukkam [Skt] – square[maths] . 

square [ E]  has the consonants  -  sa- ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  is  naar 
sathura  vadivam  [ missing  letter- the -]-  a figure having  four sides  of equal  length .

fourth[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] –Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
sathuram [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – square[ maths] .

*****foveo fovi fotum :  to cherish. 
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foveo   has  the composition- pa- va -and the meaning of the word is   paenuka  -   to 
promote . 

foveo   has  the composition- pa- va -and the meaning of the word is   paeni  kaakka  -  
to protect. 

foveo   has  the composition- pa- va -and the meaning of the word is   nampikkaiyaei   
undaakka  / poatri  valarkka   [ missing letters- la -and - the - ] - to keep  one’s  hope  
alive;  nampikkai-   hope ;   poatri  valarkka-  to  promote .   

foveo   has  the composition-[- pa-] - va -and the meaning of the word is   aatharikka  
[missing  letter- the -] -  patronize / stand by  .

cherish  [E]  has  the composition- sa- Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word  is  
seeraatta   [ missing  letter- the -]  -  treat  with  affection . 

cherish  [E]  has  the composition- [- sa-] - Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word  is 
paraamari [ missing  letter- pa-]  -cherish. 

                             English  word -  fowl.

fowl  has the consonants-  pa- va- la -and the original Tamil  word is kozhi – hen.

frango (fracta) : to break in pieces, shatter. 

fracto  has the composition- pa -Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
udaiththu  /thundu thundaaka /  norukka  vaendum  -to break in to pieces;  udai- 
break;  thundu- piece

fracto  has the composition- pa -Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of the word is  mukam 
paarkkum  kannaadi   keelae  thavari  veezhnthaal  thundu  thundu aaka  udaiththu   
poka vaaippu  undu -   if the  mirror  accindentally  falls down  it might get broken  in 
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to pieces; mukam paarkkum kanaadi -  mirror;  keelae veezhnthaal-  if it falls down;   
thundu-  piece;  udai-  to  break . 
 
piece[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinnam- 
piece. 

piece[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   sillu / silli 
[ missing  letter- la-]-  piece. 

piece[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thundu  [ missing  letter- the -] –piece. 

frater : brother. 

frater has the composition -pa -Ra- the -Ra-and the meaning of the word is  ennudaiya
sontha/  udan  pirantha    sakotharan [  missing letters-  ka -and -sa- ]-  own brother;  
ennudaiya -  mine;  sontha-  own;  pirantha -  born ;   sakotharan-  brother. 

brother [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- Ra-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is udan  pirantha   sotharan [ missing  letter- sa-] - brother. 

brother [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- Ra-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  orae  thaai  vayitril  pirantha  aan/ pen    pillaikal/ kuzhanthaikal  [ missing  
letters- ka- and- la-]  - children  born to  the same mother;  orae- same;  thaai- mother;
vayiru- abdomen /stomach  ;  pirantha - born ; aan- male;  pen- female/ pen makkal ; 
pillai- child- kuzhanthai  . 

brother [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- Ra-and the interpretation of the word is
pirathaara / pirathiru[Skt] - brother. 

brother [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- Ra-and the interpretation  of the word 
is  puththirar[Skt] -  children .
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brother – in-law[E]  has the consonants-  pa –Ra- the-  Ra –an- la- va  -  and the 
original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  kanavar udan pirantha   kozhunun -  thaevaran .

co brother[ E]   has the consonants – ka-[- pa-] - Ra- the –Ra- and the interpretation  of
the word   oara kaththanaar [Skt] -  co brother. 

co sister[E]    has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - [-sa-]  –the- Ra  -and the interpretation  
of the word is   oara  kaththiyaar[Skt]  – co sister. 

frendo : gnash the teeth, crush, bruise, grind. 

frendo  has the composition -pa- Ra- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thookaththil  parkalai  nama  nama  vena  kadikka/ araikka [ missing letters- ka -and -la
-]  - grinding  the teeth while sleeping  ;  thookkam-  sleep; parkal-  teeth;  nama nama 
vena-  adj  for grinding  the teeth  ;  kadika -  to  bite; araikka-  to  grind .

grind[ E]  has the composition -ka- Ra- an -the  - and the meaning of the word is 
[ kurnai  yaei  maavaaka ]  araikka vaendum -  to  grind;  araikka- to  grind;  kurunai-  
grain;  maavu-  flour. 

bruise [E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is  siraaippu -
bruise. 

gnash[E]  has the composition - ka- an- sa- and the meaning of the wordis  nama 
nama vena  saththam ida[  missing letter-  the -]   -  adj - for  the noise while  grinding ;
nama nama vena-   adj- for-  noise of  grinding ;  saththam-  noise. 

teeth/tooth [E]   has the consonants - the- the - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   vaai muththu  [misising  letter- ka-]-   pearls  of the mouth  [allegory] ;  
vaai- mouth;  muththu- pearl. 
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teeth/tooth [E]   has the consonants - the- the - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thattam- tooth.

teeth/tooth [E]   has the consonants - the- the - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  athattam- lower teeth .

teeth/tooth [E]   has the consonants - the- the - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  neenda  thantham-  tusk .

frequentia : a large concourse, population, numerous assembly. 

frequentia  has the composition- pa-Ra -an- ka -the -and themeaning of the word is  
vaedikkai  paarkka vantha   perum koottam   – large crowd  gathered to witness;  
perum koottam- large crowd; paarkka- to see. 

frequentia  has the composition- pa-Ra -an- ka -the -and themeaning of the word is  
uraiyaei  kaetka  vantha  / nadakaththai   kaana vantha  / Raamayanam/  Maka 
Paaratham    nadakaththai   kaana vantha/  maa  mandraththil  /  avaiyil  nadappathai  
kaana vantha   /  koodiya /  maa  perum  makkal  koottam  /  makkal  vellam [  missing 
letter- la-] - a large crowd to  hear the speech / to watch   the drama  enacted  in a big 
hall ;   urai-  speech ;  naadakam-  drama;  raamayanam-  the epic;  maka Paaratham- 
epic;   maa mandram-  hall; avai-  assembly ;  koodiya -  aassembled ;  maa paerum -  
great;  koottam-  gathering  . 

frequento : to crowd, collect in large number, visit. 

frequento   has the composition - pa- Ra- an-ka- an- the - and the meaning of the 
word is  perum  koottaththai  udanae   kootti  poraada  vaendum - to  collect  a large 
group of people   to  fight  ;  paerum-  big/ great;  kootttam-  assembly  ;   udanae-  
immediately ;   poraada-  to fight;   kootta -  to  organize. 
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frigus : cold, coolness, cold of winter / dullness, indolence. 

frigus  hasthe composition -pa -Ra- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  kulir  
kaalaththil  veesum  sompal tharum    mun  erauv / maalai   naeraththu   uootha    
kaatru   [missing letters- la -and the -] -  evening cold wind  of the winter which makes 
sick ; kulir kaalam-  winter season;   sompal tharum-  making to feel dullness;  maalai-  
evening ;  naram-  time; kaatru-  wind. 

frigus  hasthe composition -pa -Ra- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  sompal 
murikka- breaking  dullness;  sompal-  dullness;  murikka-  to break. 

cold[E] has  the consonants- ka- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   koothal  -cold.

cold[E] has  the consonants- ka- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  uoothal  
kaaththu- cold wind .

cold[E] has  the consonants- ka- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   mookku  
thadimal – common cold;  mookku- nose;  thadimal- common cold. 

cool[ E]   has the consonants – ka- la -and the original tamil  word is  kolumai – cool. 

*****frons : forehead, brow, front. 

frons  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- [-sa-] -   and the meaning  of the word is  
mun  netri [ missing letter-  the -] - fore head;   netri puram;  netri  pottu .

frons  has the composition -pa- Ra- an- [-sa-] -   and the meaning  of the word is  mun 
puram- front. 
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brow [E] has the composition - pa- Ra -va - and the meaning of the word is  puruvam-  
brow.   

brow [E] has the composition - pa- Ra -va - and the meaning of the word is   kan  pruva
mayir /  piru kudi [Skt ] [ missing  letter-  the -]  -   brow.

 
fructuarius : fruitful, fertile. 

fructuarius  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra -ka -the- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of  
the word is  eduththa oru   kaariyam   vetri adaiya - successful  act; vetri-  success;  
kaariyam-  act.  

fructuarius  has the composition --pa-- Ra -ka -the- Ra- [-sa-]- and  the  meaning  of  
the word  is  theettu  nindru  pen   karpam    adaiya   vaendum  -  woman  should  
become pregnant  after the cessation of menstrual cycle;  pen-  female;  theettu - 
menstral cycle;  nindru - stopped; karpam-  pregnant .

fructuarius  has the composition --pa- Ra -ka -the- Ra- [-sa-]- and  the  meaning  of  the
word  is  pen in vayitril / karu  pai -yil-  karu   undaaka /  karu  tharikka /  valara   
vaendum[  missing letter- la -]  -  embryo  should  grow inside the   womb of the 
woman ;  pen-  woman;  vayiru-  abdomen;  karu   pai-  womb;  karu-  embryo;  valara- 
to  grow. 

fructuarius  has the composition --pa- Ra -ka -the- Ra- [-sa-]- and  the  meaning  of  the
word  is  theeetu  nindru  karu  undaana   paththu  maatham/ maasam   kazhiththu  
pennukku pirasava  vali / vaethani  en- naeramum  undaakaalam [  missing letter- la-] -
after ten months of pregnancy  at any  any  time the woman  can develop  delivery  
pain  .

fructuarius  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra -ka -the- Ra--sa- and  the  meaning  of  the 
word  vivasaayam   seivathrikku  yaetra /  vaelaanmai  seivatharkku  yaetra  /  nalla  
payir  vilaichchalukku  yaetra /  payir  urpaththikku  yaetra   /  saaku padi  seiya yatra   
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nilam/  karisal mun kaadu / nan- sei nilam /   Cavery  aatru   neer  paasanam  vasathi  
konda   valamiyaana  poomi   - a fertlie land-  cavery  basin  .

fructuarius  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra -ka -the- Ra-sa- and  the  meaning  of  the 
word   vivasaayam  seivatharkku  kadinamaana / kadumaiyaana   thanneer   pattraa  
kurai udaiya  /  varatchchi yaana/ malai paankaana/   nilam /  kinatru  neer  
paasanam/  pun sei  nilam -  arid land .

fructus fructus : fruit, profit, enjoyment, produce. 

produce [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra –the- sa- and the original Tamil   word is  
purinthidu- do/ Produce. 

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa - and the original tamil word / 
meaning is   athika   uoothiyam/ kaasu  panam   thara  koodiya  ondru -  profitable one
;  uoothiyam- income;  tharum- giving;  ondru- one.

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athika  payan  thara koodiya  ondru -  profitable one  ;  payan- profit /use .
   .
fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athika / perum  varuvaai  thara koodiya   ondru - one that gives  good 
income ;  varuvaai-  income. 

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   athika  sampalam  thara koodiya  ondru/ thozhil  [ missing  letter- la-] -  
the one that brings  good income ;  sampalam- income ;  thozhil- trade.

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   athika / perum  laapam  thara koodiya  thozhil  [ missing  letter- la-] - 
profitable trade ;  laapam- profit/ gain . 
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fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  athika/ perum aathaayam tharukira  ondru - profitable one; aathaayam- 
profit.
 
fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  payir  urpaththi  seithida vaendum -to produce ;  urpaththi- production; 
payir - crops[ payir seika ] ; seithidu -do it  .

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pirarin  paarvaikku  kondu  vanthu  vaikka - to bring before the public ;  
pirar- others [ithara  maanthar ]  .  

fructus    has the consonants -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  uruvaakkida vaendum -  to create.

 fructus    has the consonants -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  yaethaenum  ondrai uruvaakki / undaakki  thara vaendum-  to 
make  /manufacture  something ;  uruvakku- to create;  undaakku- to make  .

fructus    has the consonants -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word /
meaning is   sisuvai / saei  -yaei  - thaai eendrida  vaendum -  the mother giving birth 
to the baby ;  sisu - baby [Paappa]  ; thaai - mother ;  eendrida- to give birth .

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa-- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum uoovakai / makizhchchi   / kalippu [ aanantham/ santhosam -Skt]  
kondida/ adainthida   vaendum[ missing  letter- la/ zha-]  -  to have great pleasure ;  
makizhchchi/ kalippu   -pleasure .

fructus    has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the- sa-- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paer  inpaththai   nukara/ anupavikka/   vaedum - to have  ecstasy ;  paer 
inpam- ecstasy.
 
fructus    has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   suvaiyaana   kaai kani  tharukindra  / kodukkindra    maram/ thottam  -  
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fructuous  ; suvai  udaiyatu  - tasty ; kaai kani- fruits ; kodukkindra   - giving ;  maram-  
tree/ tharu ; thottam- garden .

fructus    has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation 
of the word is  viruththi -  growth. 

frugalitas : frugality, economy, pinching pennies. 

frugalitas   has the composition- -pa- Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the word  
is   porulaathaara  kaariyankalil  -  selaveenakalai  kuraiththu  /   chikkana  
nadavadikkaiyaei   maer kollukiravan - cost  cutting measures  in  financial  issues .

frugalitas   has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the 
word  is  echchi   kaiyaal   kaakkaai  otta yosikiravan - miser ;  kai- hand;  kaakkaai-  
crow. 

frugalitas   has the composition- -pa- Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the word  
is  porulaathara   sikkalil  ullavan-  one who is in economic  crisis ; porulaatharam-  
economy ;  sikkal-  crisis .

frugalitas   has the composition- -pa- Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the word  
is  kadantha  kaala  vaazhvil    kanda varumai   kaaranamaaka   / veettil  nilavum  
varumai   sool nilai -in  kaaranamaaka  / nadai  murai  vazhvil   mikuntha   
chikkanaththai  /  aadamparam  illaatha   vaazhvai /   kattu  settaana  vaazhkkaiyaei /  
kadai  pidikkindra  oruvan - stingy man/ ungenerous man  . 
 
frugalitas   has the composition- -pa- Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the word  
is  selva  sezhippu   irutha pothilum /  seemanaai  / selvanthanaai  iruntha pothilum / 
panakaaranaai   iruntha pothilum /  varumaiyil  uzhlum   yaelai   paazhikalukku  / 
yaelai  eliya makkalukku /  uthavi  seiya   marukkira  /  thayangu kira/  thayaala  kunam
illaatha  oru  maa -perum   kanjan /  kanja  payal ; miser. 
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frugalitas   has the composition- -pa- Ra- ka- la- the -sa-and the meaning of the word  
is   kalai  nikalchchi / poluthu  pokku   nikalchhcikalukku   panam kaasu   selavalikka  / 
puthiya   nool/ puththakam  vaanka  / veettukku  varum  virunthaalikalai   
upasarikka   / china pillaikalin  sinn sinna  thaevaiyaei    poorththi  seiya  /  kalyaana  
veettil   moei ezhutha  /pen nanparkalukku  selavalikka  /   kaasu  panaaththai   paeiyil 
irunthu   eduththu  vida  yosikkum  karraar  paer vali - frugal  guy .

frugal   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning  of the word  is   karaar  
paer  vali  -  frugal  guy . 

pennies  [E]  has the compostion- pa - an -sa -  and  the  meaning of  the word is  
panam-  kaasu  - money .

economy [E]  has the composition-  ka- an -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  kaasu
- panam [ missing letters - pa- and sa- ] - money. 

economy [E]  has the composition-  ka- an -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
sikkanam[ missing letter-sa-]- economical.

frumentum : grain.  

frumentum  has the composition  pa- Ra - ma- an -the- ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  perum  thaaniyam-   grain .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   kathir mani 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - grain .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   noei  kurunai-
broken pieces of any grain .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   arisi  kurunai  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  broken particles of  rice. 
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grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is    ner kathir 
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  paddy . 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is  kurunai kal  
[ missing  letter- la-] – grain  granule . 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   varaku  mani-
ragi .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is  kaara  mani- 
peas. 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   kurakkan-  a 
variety of grain. 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   var kothumai 
mani [ missing  letter-  the -]- white wheat  grain. 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   thuvaran 
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  red gram .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   vaanki  
payaru [ missing  letter- pa-]-  green gram .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is   irunku -  a 
variety  of grain. 

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is  avarai  mani  - 
white beans / motchchai .

grain[E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is  karu vanna  
ellu mani [ missing  letter- la-]- black  sesame ;  karumai- black;  vannam- color;  ellu- 
sesame .
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fruor : to have the benefit of, to enjoy. 

furor has the composition-  pa- Ra- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   paer inpam- 
mura/ pera  - to be in  ecstasy  . 

enjoy  [E]  has the consonants -an -[- sa-] - and the original tamil word / meaning is   
kandu  kaettu  mikka   inpam   adaika [ missing  letters- ka- and- the -and- pa-]   - enjoy
;  inpam anupavikka [Skt]  vaendum  .

frustra esse : to be deceived, to be mistaken. 

frustra  has the composition  -pa -Ra-[- sa-] - the-Ra -and the meaning  of the word is 
peruththa  yaemaatram-  great  disappointment .

frustra  has the composition  -pa -Ra-[- sa-] - the-Ra -and the meaning  of the word is  
pirarai  yaemaatra -  to deceive others;  pirar-  other;  yaemaatra-  to  cheat .

frustra : in vain, mistakenly, wantonly, without reason. 

frustra  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa- the- Ra -and  the meaning  of  the word is  
peruththa/ kurippitta / kuripidumpadiyaana  /  siriya  /karaniyam  kooda   indri 
[  missingletter-  ka -] -  without   known  reason ; kaaraniyam- reason ;  indri- without.

frustra  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa- the- Ra -and  the meaning  of  the word is  
sirithum  payan indri   -  not even little benefit ; payan- use; indri- without.
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frustra  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa- the- Ra -and  the meaning  of  the word is  
manatharainthae  / thittamitae  seitha  oru  pani - wantonly  done  act  ; manathariya -
known to mind; thittam- plan; seithu -  done ; pani-  work. 

frustra  has the composition –[-pa-] - Ra- sa- the- Ra -and  the meaning  of  the word is
ariyaathu  seitha   thavaru [ missing  letter- ka-]-  by mistake /  a mistake  done   
unintentionally   ;  thavaru- mistake.   

frux, frugi : fruits of the earth. 

frux  has  the  composition -  pa- Ra- ka-sa-  and  the meaning of  the word is   sutrum  
poomi  /puvi/  /pachhai  mun   tharum  perum   nan  kodai [  missing letter- the -]- the 
gifts  of  earth ;  earth -  poomi ;   pachchai  mun-  earth;   perum-  big;   tharum-  
giving;  nun kodai-  gift .

earth [E]  has the consonants - Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
tharai- earth.

earth [E]  has the consonants - Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
matharppu  -earth. 

*****fuga : flight, escape, 

fuga has the composition- pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is    thappikka -  to 
escape  [ missing letter-  the -] .

 fuga has the composition- pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   odi poka  
[ missing letter-  the -] - to run away.
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escape [E]  has the composition –[-sa-]- ka- pa - and the meaning of the word is  odi 
poka [ missing letter-  the -] 
-  to flee. 

 escape [E]  has the composition –[-sa-]- ka- pa - and the meaning of the word is  
thappikka  -  to escape [ missing letter-  the -] .

escape [E]  has the composition –[-sa-]- ka- pa - and the meaning of the word is  
uyapoaka -  escape. 

 to  escape [E]  has the composition-the -–[-sa-]- ka- pa - and the meaning of the word 
is  kampi neettuka- to escape .

ekpheugo[Greek]  has the consonants  -ka -pa -ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is nattai  vittu  thappiththu  poaka vaendum[ missing letter-  the -] . – to   
escape;  thappikka- escape. 

flight [E]  has the composition -pa- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is    odi 
olika   / vaekamaaka   odi  peoi  yenkaeyaavathu  olinthu kollu-   run fast  and hide  
some where;  odi  poei-  to  run ;  vaekamaaka -  fast;  olinthu-  to hide;  
yenkaeyaavathu-  some where. 

flight E]  has the composition -pa- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   
vaanaththil  payanam  poaka  vaendum-  to  go for a air travel ;  vaanam- sky;   
payanam- trip .

fugio : to flee, escape, run away / avoid, shun. 

fugio  has the composition -pa- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  odi poka  
[missing  letter- the -]- run away . 
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fugio  has the composition -pa- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thappiththu  
poka  [ missing  letter-  the -]- escape .

fugio  has the composition -pa- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  vilaki poka -  to  
shun/ go  away [ missing letter-  la -] .

fugitivus : fugitive : deserter, runaway slave. 

fugitivus  has the composition  -pa -ka- the -va –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is
naattai  vittu / veettai  vittu  thappiththu   odi  pona  adimai  pen/ adimai makan  - run 
away slave ;  naadu- state;  veedu- house; thappithhtu- escaped;  odipona- run away; 
adimai- slave;  pen- woma;  makan- man. 

fugitivus  has the composition  -pa -ka- the -va –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is
pondatti  yaei  kai  vittu odi  ponavan-  the one who has  deserted his wife ; pondaatti- 
wife;  kai vittu- deserted ; odi ponavan- one who has ran away. 

                         English  word  fungus .

Fungus  has the consonants - pa –an- ka- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  poonjai 
kaalaan [ missing  letter- la-]  - fungus. 

fugo : to put to flight, chase away, drive into exile, pursue. 

fugo  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka  - and the meaning of the word is naattai vittu 
viratti/thuraththi  adikka[ missing letters- the- and- Ra -]- chase away from the state; 
naadu- satate;  viratti adikka/ thuraththa- to chase away.

fugo  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka  - and the meaning of the word is   naadu  
kadaththida  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to drive into exile . 
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fugo  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka  - and the meaning of the word is  kaariyaththai  
thodarnthu  nadaththida  vaendum [  missing letters-  the- Ra-]  - continue  to do the 
act.  

fugo  has the composition- -pa-- ka  - and the meaning of the word is   ethiriyaei   pura
muthuku  kaatta   seithiduka [  missing letters- Ra- the- and -sa- ] -to  defeat the 
enemy .

fulcio : to support, strengthen, uphold / to besiege, oppress. 

fulcio  has the composition- [- pa-] - la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  valimai 
yaakkuka-  to  strengthen.

fulcio  has the composition- pa- la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  pala 
paduththuka-  to strengthen[missing letter-  the -] 

fulcio  has the composition- pa- la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  panam illa 
yaezhikalukku  koodiya alavil   uthavai   alikka –[ missing letter-  the -]   to help  the 
poor  who has no money.  

fulcio  has the composition-[-  pa-] - la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  adakki  
aaluka [missing  letter- the -] - oppress.

support [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -pa -Ra -the -and the interpretation  of  the 
word is   thaarippu / thaaparam – support. 

fulgeo (fulsi ): to flash, shine, beam. 
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fulgeo  has the composition- pa- la- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  ozhiyaei 
/velichcham  paachchuka [  missing letter- sa -] -  to flash ; ozhi-  light ;  paachchuka-  
to  flash .

fultus : supporter. 

fultus has the composition-pa- la- the -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  paer 
aatharavaalar[  missing letters- Ra- and -ka -] - great  supporter .

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-pa- Ra- the –and  the original  Tamil word is  aar
patham- support.

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-pa- Ra- the –and  the original  Tamil word is  
paer uthavi--[ missing  letter- ka-] -     great help. 

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-[- pa-] - Ra- the –and  the original  Tamil word is 
kai tharuka --[ missing  letter- ka-] - to give a hand .

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is  
aatharavu-[ missing  letter- ka-] -   support.

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is  
aatharam – support. 

support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]--pa- Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is   
paer aatharvu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  big support. 

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa--Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is 
parivu kattu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- show mercy. 

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] – [- pa-] --Ra- the –and  the other 
interpretation is kai  tharuka-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   give a helping hand .
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support[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-pa-Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is   
thaarippu- support. 

support[E] has the consonants  -sa-[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is   
saarnthu iru -  be with 

support[E] has the consonants  -sa-[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is   
saernthu  iru-  support / be with .

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] -[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation 
is  udan irunthidu  -support / be with[me] .

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] -[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation 
is  inainthu iru -support / be with[me ] . 

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] -[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation 
is   piriyaathu iru-  do not get  go away / suppot. 

support[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] -[- pa-] -Ra- the –and  the other interpretation 
is  udanthai yaai iru- be with  .

support[E] has the consonants  - sa- pa-Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is  
padarnthida sei- support. 

support[E] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa-Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is  
apayam[Skt]  tharu- protect. 

support[E] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa-Ra- the –and  the other interpretation is   
paraamariththidu  –to look after .

fundo : to pour, pour out  (like molten metal), melt, cast. 
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fundo   has the composition -[-pa-] - an- the - and the meaning  of the word is  
uooththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- pour. 

fundo   has the composition -[-pa-] - an- the - and the meaning  of the word is  ennai - 
yaei /  nei  yaei / vannai  yaei  kaaichhi  /  uooththida [ missing letters- sa- ka- and- the 
-] - to pour  the heated  oil ;  ennai-  oil;    nei-  ghee ; kaaichchi-   uooththida-  to 
pour . 

fundo : (milit.) to rout, scatter, defeat, put to flight. 

fundo  has the composition- [-pa-]- an- the  -and the meaningof the word is  
thoarkadikka  vaendum [ missing  letters-ka –and- Ra -] –to defeat. 

fundo  has the composition- pa- an- the  -and the meaningof the word is  tharai  
paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and- Ra -] –to defeat. 

fundo  has the composition- pa- an- the  -and the meaningof the word is  ethiriyaei    
pura muthuku   kaatta  seithida  vaendum[  missing letters-  sa- Ra- and- ka  -] -  to  
defeat  the enemy ;  ethiri-  enemy ;   pura muthuku-  back  side .

fundo  has the composition- pa- an- the  -and the meaningof the word is  vaeroadu   
ethiriyaei   saaithida  vaendum [  missing letters-  sa- Ra- ka -] -  rout  the enemy  .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
tharai  paduththu [ missing  letter- Ra -] - defeat .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  muthukai  kaattida  seika  [ missing  letters-ka- and- sa-]  -defeat.  

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thatta- azhiththal- [ missing  word is -zha-] –defeat .
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defeat[E]  has the consonants - the- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
uoothi poadu – defeat. 

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   saaiththidu [ missing  letter-  sa-] – defeat. 

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
adimai  paduththu- make some one  to be a slave; adimai- slave.  

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pura kida paduththu   [ missing  letters-  ka- and- Ra -] - defeat .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pura kodai  paduththu  [ missing  letters – ka- and-  Ra -]  - defeat. 

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
puram kaattu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - defeat.   

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pin kaattida  sei [ missing  letters-  ka- and -sa-]-  defeat. 

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  maaiththidu-  defeat/  to kill.

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mithiththidu -  defeat/ crush. 

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  adi poadu - defeat/ beat .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  paduththida sei [ missing  letter- sa-] –defeat. 
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defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mandi ida sei [  missing  letter- sa-]  -  defeat .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  oada seithidu  [ missing  letter- sa-] – defeat/ make one to run away .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-   pa-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  pidiththida sei [ missing  letter- sa-]  – defeat/  get him caught .

defeat[E]  has the consonants - the-   [- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ottam ida sei [ missing  letter- sa-]  –defeat.

fungor, fungi, functus : to occupy oneself, perform, do, execute. 

fungor  has the composition - pa- an- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
kaaraiyaththai   vetri  karamaaka mudikka /niraivaetra  vaendum [  missing letter-- the 
-] -  to  complete the act successfully ; kaariyam- issue; vetri  karamaaka -  
successfully ;   mudikka-  to  complete .

fungor  has the composition - pa- an- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
pozhuthai  pokka/ kazhikka    yaethaenum  oru   nalla   kaaraiyaththil   nammai   naam 
eedu paduththi kolla vaendum [  missing letters- the -and -la -] and -  to  pass the time 
we shoud encage ourselves in some god activities;   pozhuthai  pokka-  to  pass the 
time;   oru- one;  nall-  good ;  kaariyam-  act;   eeedu  paduththi kola -  to  encage .

 Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – Hr[ a rope/ aboard a ship] . 

Hr  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is Kayiru – rope/ coir . 

funis -is : rope, cord, line. 
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funis   has the composition- pa- na-[ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is paanai uri  [
missing letter-  Ra -] - the hanging rope  or cloth  to hang the pot  [ filled with butter or
oil ]  ; paanai-  pot;  uri-  hanging rope. 

rope[E]  has the consonants - Ra- pa -and the original Tamil  word   piri- rope. 

rope[E]  has the consonants - Ra- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word   kayiru 
[ missing  letters- ka-] – rope. 

rope[E]  has the consonants - Ra- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word   ammaar /  
ammaaru -  rope [ strong and long] .

rope[E]  has the consonants - Ra- pa -and the other interpretation of the word is  
paani  sariyaei[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - rope.  

rope[E]  has the consonants - Ra- pa -and the other interpretation of the word is  
paari-  rope tied to the elephant. 

furibundus : raging, furious / inspired. 

furibundus   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- an- the- [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil word is   murattu-thanam-  fury. 

furibundus   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- an- the- [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil word/ meaning  is   mikuntha  veri  kondu [ missing  letter- ka-] -raging .

furibundus   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra -pa-an- the- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   perum/kadum   kopaththudan -  with extreme anger .

 furibundus   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra -[-pa-] -an- the- sa-  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  perum  seetraththodan - furious;  seetram- fury .
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furibundus   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra -[-pa-] -an- the- sa-  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  perum sinathodu - extreme  anger ;  sinam- anger. 

furibundus   has the consonants  -  [-pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] -an- the- sa-  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  uyarntha  ennaththai /  sinthanai-yaei   / unarvai   uoottu - 
inspire / infuse  thoughts  or feelings into ;  uyarntha- high ;  ennam-  thoughts; 
sinthanai - thinking ;  unarvu- feeling . 

                          English word -  fury .

fury has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  urumpu -  fury. 

***** furor : madness, rage, frenzy. 

furor  has  the composition- pa- Ra -Ra- and the meaning of the word  is   para  parppu
-   excitement/agitation  . 

furor  has  the composition- pa- Ra -Ra- and the meaning of the word  is   perum  
aaravaaram [ missing letter-  ka -] - uproar . 

furor  has  the composition-[- pa-] - Ra -Ra- and the meaning of the word  is  arivu  
indri  [ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]  -  without  sense;  arivu-  knowledge;  indri - 
without . 

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   madaimai   /  
mathiyeenam -  foolishness. 

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   mikuntha   
sinam  kondu  [ missing  letters-  sa -and -ka -]  -angry  ;  sinam - anger.
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mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-  and the original Tamil word  is  mana noei  
kondu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  having mental illness;  kan  moodithanamaaka- mad 
cap .  

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   maththam/ un 
maththam-  mad/ madness .

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   paiththiyam 
[  missing   letter- pa-] - mad ;   piththu manam ; puththi [Skt] inmai  - foolishness.

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   thee vanam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - mad. 

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   matti- idiot. 

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   madiayan- idiot.

mad[E]   has the consonants- ma- the-and the original Tamil word  is   
sumadan[ missing  letter- sa-]- dull headed  person. 

rage [E]  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  veri- 
rage.   

rage [E]  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  karuvu 
vaikka /  karuvu arukka – rage .

rage [E]  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aakuroasam [ missing  letter- sa-] – rage. 

fury [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  urumpu -  fury. 

furs : thief. 
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furs  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  perum / 
pachcha  thirudan [ missing letter- the -]-  big  thief .

furs  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra-sa- and the meaning of the word is  choar  [Skt] 
-   thief. 

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-[- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaekkan  [ missing  letter- ka-] -   -  thief .

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-[- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaenan-  thief .

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the- pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  pari  
panthi  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -thief .

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-[- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thirudan [ missing  letter-Ra -] -thief;  podi thirudan;  thiruttu paiyan;  thirdum  panpu 
udaiya – 
thievish .

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-[- pa-] -  and the other interpretation is  dhassiyue 
[missing letter-sa-]– thief/dasd  [Farsi].

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the- pa--  and the other interpretation is  
pattikan[ missing letter-ka-]- thief.

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the- [-pa-]--  and the other interpretation is  
thonkan[missing letter-ka-]- thief.

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the- [-pa-]--  and the other interpretation is  
aaththaayee –thief.

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-pa-  and the other interpretation is  buththan- 
thief .
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thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-pa-  and the other interpretation is  piththan-  thief/
mad fellow. 

thief[E]  has the consonants -  the-pa-  and the other interpretation is  patti-  thief.  

robber[E]  has the consonants -Ra –-pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  perum  
thirudar [ missing  letter-  the -]- thiefs. 

robber[E]  has the consonants  -Ra –pa- Ra -and the  other interpretaion of the word is
pirathi roathi [ missing  letter-  the -]-  robber. 

to rob [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra- [-pa-]  -  and the original Tamil  word is    
aaralaiththal -  high way  robbary.

to rob [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra-pa- -  and the original Tamil  word is    pana 
pai yaei  parithtidu -  to snatch the  purse; panam-  money;  pai- bag;  pari- snatch . 

furtificus : thievish. 

furtificus  has the composition - pa- Ra- the- pa- ka- sa-and the meaning  of the word 
is  thirttu   kunam/ kunathaseiyam  / panpu /  padaiththavan / kondavan - one who  is 
thievish   ;  thiruttu/  thiruda -   stealing ;  kunam-  character;  padaiththavan/  
kondavan -   one  who has  . 

theft[ E]   has the consonants –the- pa- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   thoduppu
-  theft. 

theft[ E]   has the consonants –the- pa- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   patti-  
theft. 
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furtim : by stealth, stealthily. 

furtim  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
sooththiramaa  [ missing  letter- sa-]- by trick. 

furtim  has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
thiruttu - thanmaaka -  secretly .
 
furtim  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
thanthirama- by trick. 

furtim  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
moodu   manthiramaa- by trick. 

furtim  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
maraiththu  oru  kaariyaththai   pannna  vaendum[  missing letters-  ka-] -  to do  an 
act  secretly ;  maraiththu-  secretely ;  kaariyam-  an act;   panna-  to  do. 

furtim  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   iruttu  
naeram  paarththu  thirdua  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to steal  in the night 
time ;  iruttu-  dark ;  naeram-  time;  thiruda-  to  steal .   

furtim  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
yaarukkum theriyaama  marainthu   irunthu   ethiriyaei   thaakka   oru  thittam  theeta 
vaendum [  missing letter- ka-]  -  to  make plan to assault  the enemy   secretly .   

furtum : theft, robbery / furta : stolen property / trick, deceit. 

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- sa -the -and the original Tamil word is  soothadi  
seithidu- deceit.
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deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- sa -the -and the original Tamil word is  mosadi  
seithidu- deceit.

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- sa -the -and the original Tamil word is  
pasappiduka  [missing letters- ka-and -pa-]- deceit.

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word is  nottu 
– cheat . 

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the-[-  sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word is  
thattottam – cheat .

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- sa-the -and the original Tamil word is  vanjanai 
seithdu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – cheat. 

deceit[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -the -and the other interpretation  is  
poottakam [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -]-  deceit. 

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
thirudapatta   pana/ nakai   moottai -  stolen   money/  jewel ;  thiruda pattau-  stolen; 
panam-  money;  moottai- sack ;  nakai-  jewel .

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is    
thirudapatta   paththiram/ paaththiram  -  stolen document / vessel ; paththiram-  
document ;  paaththiram-  vessel . 

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
yaemaatara/  yaemaatra  vaendum / yaemaatri panaththai  parikka vaendum[  missing
letters-  ka -] play  a trick  and  rob   the money ;  yaemaatra-  to  decive; panam-  
money;  parikka-  to  snatch  .

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
sariyaana  naeram  paarththu  thiruda vaendum [  missing letters-  sa -and -ka -] -  
steal  at the right moment ;  sariyaana  naeram-  right time;  thiruda-  to  steal .
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furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
eravu  naeramae   thirudavatharkku  yaetra   naeram  /  iruttiya   pinnarae   thiruda  
vaendum[  missing letter- ka -]  -  night  is  the right time to  steal ;  eravu  naeram-  
night time;  thiruda-  to  steal;  yaetra naeram-  appropriate time .

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
Palani  Malai  Thiru  Murugan   kovil undiyalai   udaiththu  panaththai  kollai  adikka  
thittam  vakukka  vaendum [ missing letters-  ka- and- la -]  -  to make a plan  to  rob 
the money from the Palani temple  money box;    Thiru  Murgan - Marduk ;  kovil-  
temple;  undiyal-  money  box;  udaiththu-  to break;  panam-  money;  kollai-  to rob;  
thittam- plan. 

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  eravu
naeraththil   payanam   pokiravarkali   kaththiyae  kaati  ‘kolai  panni   viduvaen’ /  
vayitrai   kuththi  kizhiththu  viduvaen     ena miratti   vali  pari  kollaiyil  eedu  pada 
vendum-[  missing letters- ka-  and - la -]  ‘ make   murderous  threat and  rob the the 
money from the travelers  travelling  at night time’ ;   payanam-  travel; kaththi-   
knief ;  miratta-  threat;  kolai -  murder;  seiya -  to do;  vayiru-  abdomen;  kuththi-  to 
piearce;  kizhiththu- to tear ;  kollai-  robbery. 

furtum   has the composition  -pa- Ra- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
panakaarar   veedu paarththu  thiruda veendum[  missing letter-  ka -] -  steal  the 
money  from a rich  man’s  house;  panakkaarar-  rich man.  

trick [E] has the composition -the- Ra -ka -and the meaning of the word is  
yaemaatruka - to deceive .

trick [E] has the composition -the- Ra -ka -and the meaning of the word is  
thanthiramaaka -  by trick .

trick [E] has the composition -the- Ra -ka -and the meaning of the word is  
sooththiramaaka [ missing  letter- sa-] -  by  trick.
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trick [E] has the composition -the- Ra -ka -and the meaning of the word is  sooththira  
viththai -  trick . 

trick [E] has the composition -the- Ra -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is 
kooda -yanthiram [Skt] – trick. 

steal[E]    has the composition- sa- the- la -and the meaning of the word is  panam 
kaasai  kollai  adikka/kalavaada  [  missing letters-  pa- and -ka -] -  to rob  the money;  
panam - kaasu-  money ;  kollai  adikka- to  rob ;  kalavaada - steal . 

robbery [E]  has the composition - Ra- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  vazhi  
pokkarkalidam   panaththai  / pana paiyaei  parikka[  missing  letters- la- and- ka -] -  
pick poket ;  vazhi pokkarkal-  travelers ;  pana pai-  money bag ;  parikka-  to  snatch. 

rob[E]   has the composition- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  pari- snatch . 

rob[E]   has the composition- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  pana  paiyaei   
parikka [ missing  letter- ka-] -to  snatch  the money bag;  pana pai-  money bag ; 
parikka -  to  snatch .  

fusus : (from fundo) : spread out, extended, wide, copious.

fusus  has the composition- pa –[- sa-]  - [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
paranthu  virintha [ missing letters- Ra - the- and - ka -]-  spread   out   .

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

G.
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                        Sanskrit  word-  guru .

 guru  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  oathvaar/ oathi 
kodukkiravar  [ missing  letter-  the -] – one who  recites  or  teaches. 

guru  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  katru   
kodukkirvar [ missing  letter-  the -]- one who  teaches. 

guru  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  vaaththiyaar 
[ missing  letter-  the -]- teacher.

                      English  word  greet 

greet has the consonants – ka- Ra- the - and the interpretation of the word is  aaki 
ratham- greet. 

greet has the consonants – ka- Ra- the - and the interpretation of the word is  naer 
kandu   varavaerkka  vaendum / varavaetriduka – greet.    

                         English  word-  gait. 

gait has the consonants  -ka -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  gathi – gait .

gait has the consonants  -ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  nadakkum vitham 
– the way one walks. 

                         English  word  -gain  .

gain has the consonants – ka- an -and the original Tamil  word is  nanku -  gain;  
good. 
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                  English  word  - garland .

garland  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- la- an -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
kazhuththil  anikindra  viriyil -  garland for the neck ;  viriyil –garland;  kazhuththu- 
neck; aniyim- wearing .

           Egyptian hierpglyphic word  -gbb [ earth ] .

gbb  has the consonants  -ka- pa-pa -and the original Tamil  word is 
puvi- earth;  puvanam[Skt] - earth .

G

galea : helmet. 

helmet [E]  has the consonants -  ka -la -ma -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
kanthalam- helmet .

galea has thecomposition- ka- la- and the meaning of the word is    kanthalam  
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  helmet .

galea has thecomposition- ka- la- and the meaning of the word is    thalai kavasam-  
helmet  [ missing  letters-  the- and  -sa-] .

galea has thecomposition- ka- la- and the meaning of the word is    thalai   kai  kaal  
udal-  ai  moodum  kavasa  udai/ aadai [ missing letter  the -and- sa-]  -  armour ;  thala
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i kavasam-  helmet ;  thalai-  head;  kai-  arm ;  kaal-  leg;  moodum-  covering;  kavasa 
udai-  armour ;  kavasam- shield.

*****gaudium : joy, delight, happiness. 

gaudium  has the composition- ka- the-ma -and the meaning of the word is  
kondaattam/  manam kooththaada - dancing mind -  adj - for extreme  happiness. 

gemo : to sigh, groan, wail. 

gemo has the composition -ka -ma -  and the menin gof the word is   manam  vimma-  
to sigh .

gemo has the composition -ka -ma -  and the menin gof the word is  munaka-  to 
groan.

gemo has the composition -ka -ma -  and the menin gof the word is   manm  azhuka 
[  missing letter-  zha-] - weeping .

sigh[E] has  the composition-sa-ka -  and the meaning of the word is  moochchu  
vaanaka  -exhale heavily ;  munaka- groan .   

wail [E] has the composition -va- la -  and the meaning of the word is   azhuka- to 
weep 

gens : clan, race, nation, people, tribe. 
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gens  has the composition- sa- an – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   sanam –
people .

gens  has the composition- [- sa-] - an – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  inam- 
race.  

gens  has the composition- [- sa-] - an – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  mun- 
land .

gens  has the composition- [- sa-] - an – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  naadu- 
[ missing  letter- the -]- nation. 

sens  has the composition-- sa-- an – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  stan 
[ missing  letter- the -]-  land / nation [ stan -as in Pakistan  /Aganistan .

clan [E]  has the composition- ka- la- an- and the meaning of the word is  manitha 
kulam [  missing letter-  the -] -  human race.  

clan [E]  has the composition- ka- la- an- and the meaning of the word is  vakai  
vakiyaana  makkal  inam;  different kinds of race ;  vakai vakaiyaana -  different  kinds;  
makkal-  people;  inam-  race.

nation[E]  has the composition- na- the -an -and the meaning of the word is  thaai  
naatttu mun  -  mother nation;   thaai-  mother; naadu-  state;  mun- land .

tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- pa - and the original Tamil  word is  poar  kunam
konda   maravar  kudi [ missing  letter- ka-]- warrior  tribe . 

tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- [- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is  thonmai
kudiyinar [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  primitive people .

tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- [- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is   
mooththa  kudiyinar [ missing  letter- ka-]- primitive people .
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tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- [- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is   kura 
kooththu [ missing  letter- ka-]- – a tribe in Tamil  Nadu /a dance . 

tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- [- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is   nattaar 
-  tribel people .

tribe[E]   has theconsonants - the- Ra- pa - and the original Tamil  word is   kadampar  
[missing  letter- ka-]-  a tribe .

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra- -pa – la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pazham  kudiyinar [ missing letter- ka-]- primitive people. 

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra- [-pa-] – la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  Nagar makkal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  Nagas tribes.

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra- -[-pa-] – la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  Thoadarkal    [ missing letter- ka-] - ooty tribes .

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra--[-pa-] – la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kondar makkal-[ missing letter- ka-]  - Gond  people .

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra- pa- la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pilar  kudi-yinar [ missing letter- ka-]- Bhil people .

tribal [E]  has the composition-  the- Ra-[- pa-]- la- and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  malai  kudiyinar [ missing letter- ka-] – hill dwellers. 

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kaadar [ missing letter- ka-] - hill/ forest  people .

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- pa -and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
padakar [ missing letter- ka-] – tribal people of Ooty  , Tamil Nadu . 
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tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  orae   
thanthaiyidam /muthtathaiyaridam   iruthu  piranthu    pinnar perum   samukamaaka  
maari   irukkum   inam[  missing letter-  sa-]   ;  the race from the single ancestor ; 
inam-  clan; orae-  single;  muthaathaiyar-  ancestor. 

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- [-pa -] -and the meaning of the word is   
naakarikam  indri  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  un cultured .

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra--pa  -and the meaning of the word is   pan 
paadu  indri-  un cultured .

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is naattu 
puraththaan-    village  man .

tribe [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- [-pa-] -and the meaning of the word is  kaattu 
miraandi  [  missing letter-  ka -] - barbarian .

race[E]  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirappu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  birth .

race[E]  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pirivu  [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -] – section/ branch. 

race[E]  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation is   varkkam[Skt] 
[ missing letter-ka-]—  social hierarchial status.

race[E]  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation is  varnam[Skt]  [
missing letter-ka-]— race.  

                         English  word  geology .

Geology   has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is mun 
iyal-   soil science. 
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genus : kind, sort, class, category. 

genus  has the composition- [- sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is    inam 
-  genus. 

kind[E]   has the consonants - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   vitha 
vithamaana-    variety. 

kind[E]   has the consonants - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thinusu  
thinusaaka [ missing letter- sa-]- variety. 

kind[E]   has the consonants - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   nana 
vithamaaka[Skt]   - several  kind of .

class[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   pala 
vakaiyaana  [ missing  letter- pa-] - variety .

classy[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
azhakaana- classy .

 classy[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kalai   
nayam  ulla- classy.  

classy[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  pozhivu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] –elegant  .

class[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kulam- 
class[ race] . 

class[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kilai -  
class/ branch .
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class[E]  has the composition -ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kalvi  
payilum / kalvi nilaiya  /  palli   vakuppu [ missing  letter- pa-]– school class ;  palli-  
school ;   vakuppu- class .

sort [E] has the composition- [-sa-]  -Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
maathiri- sort.

sort [E] has the composition- [-sa-]  -Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  vevaeru
vithamaana [ missing  letter- ka-] – differnent  kinds of  .

sort [E] has the composition- [-sa-]  -Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  orae  
maathiriyaana   thanmai  -  similar  in nature/quality  .

sort [E] has the composition--sa - Ra- the-  and the meaning of  the word is  sirantha 
thoru murai  -  best  way .

sort [E] has the composition- sa - Ra- the-  and the meaning of  the word is muriyaaka 
varisai yaaka  adukki  vaiththidu [m issing letter-  ka -] - to put in order;  muriyakaa-  in 
order;  varisaiyaaka-  in row;  vaiththidu-  to keep. 

sort [E] has the composition- [-sa-]  - Ra- the-  and the meaning of  the word is   oru  
vitham- a kind .

category [E]  has the composition - ka -the- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
vevaeru vithamaaka-  different  kinds .

gero : to carry, bear, wear / bear, give birth to / to carry about. 

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is    yaerkka  vaenum 
-  to bear .
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gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  porukka  [ missing  
letter- pa-] - bear .

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is    aadai tharikka  
[ missing  letter- the -]  wear cloth. 

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   petru edukka - to 
give birth [ missing letters- pa -and- the -]. 

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   vaari  anaikka  -  to
embrace. 

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  karu   tharikka/ 
karu  undaaki   [ missing letter-  the -] -  carrying   [ pregnant ] .

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  koruka-  to  ask;  
korikkai-  request .

gero  has the composition -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   waaruka-  to  
collect .

gesto : to carry, bear about. 

gesto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning of the word is  yaerkka  
vaendum  /  thaanki kondu -  to bear .

gesto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning of the word is  karu utru 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  pregnant .

gesto  has the composition- ka -[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning of the word is  thookki  
kondu   vaa- carry .
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gesto  has the composition- ka -sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  paththu  
maasam sumakka [  missing letter-  pa -] -  to carry  for  10 months .

gesto  has the composition- ka –[- sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  amaithi 
kaaathidu -  to have  patience .

bear [E] has the consonants-  pa- Ra  -and the original Tamil word is  poru –  bear;   
porukka - [ missing  letter-  ka-] – bear ;  yaerkka- accept. 

gigno (genuit) : to bring forth, bear, beget, father. 

beget[E] has the  consonants - pa- ka -the  -and the original Tamil word is  undakidu -  
make. 

beget[E] has the  consonants - pa- ka -the  -and the original Tamil word is  
peththiduka-  to give birth to a child. 

genuit has the composition -ka -an -the- and the meaning of the word is   thakappan –
father. 

genuit has the composition -ka -an -the- and the meaning of the word is    karu  
tharikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter-Ra -] -  to become pregnant  . 

genuit has the composition -ka -an -the- and the meaning of the word is    amma  aaka
vaendum-  to become a mother ;  ammaa-  mother .

genuit has the composition -ka -an -the- and the meaning of the word is  kanavanai   
thanthaiaakka   vaendum - to make him[  husband ] a father ; kanavan-  husband; 
thanthai- father;  aakka vaendum-  to make. 

father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   peththu eduththa  thanthaiyaar – one who has given birth;  thanthaiyaar- father.
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father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thoppanaar /  thakappanaar [ missing  letter- ka-]- father;   karuvai  undaakkiyavar 
– one who has impregnated   .

father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  eendru  eduththa   thammon /thamappan - father who gave birth . 

father- in-law -[E]  has the consonants  -pa- the -Ra- an- la -va  -and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is  manamakaludaiya  thanthaiyaar / thoappanaar[Skt]  -  father of 
the bride;  manamakl- bride;  thanthaiyaar- father .

father- in-law -[E]  has the consonants  -pa- the -Ra- an- la -va  -and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is   ketti  maelam  kotti  thaali  katti   kaliyaanam   panniya   en   
manaivi-  yaei / vaazhkki  thunaivi  yaei /   petru  eduththa   / endru  eduththa 
thanthaiyaar - thakappanaar -  the  person  who  gave birth to my  wife ; kaliyaanm- 
marriage ;  manaivi –wife;   endru  edutthha-  to give birth;  thakappanaar - father .

father [ E ]    has the consonants- [- pa-]- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mooththor-ancestor.

father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the other interpretation is   pithru 
[Skt]-  father.

father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the other interpretation is   
puththiran- son . 

father [ E ]    has the consonants-  pa- the -Ra –and the other interpretation is   pedar 
[Farsi ] .

father [ E ]    has the consonants- [- pa-] - the -Ra –and the other interpretation is   
maiththunar – co brother .
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                Etymology  of the word  ginger. 

gingiber-     ginger 

gingiber  has the consonants – [- sa-]  – an –[-sa-] - pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  naru maruppu-  ginger. 

gingiber  has the consonants - sa – an -sa- pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  naru
manam  veesum    pachcha   inchchi  vaeru [ missing  letter- ka-] -   fragrant green 
ginger ;  narumanam-  aroma ;  pachcha-  green;  ingi -  ginger;  vaeru –root. 

gingiber  has the consonants –[- sa-]  – an -sa- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  naakaram [ missing  letter- ka-]  - ginger. 

gingiber  has the consonants – sa-– an -sa- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  interpretation of the 
word is  srngaveram[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ginger .

gingiber  has the consonants – [- sa-] -– an -sa- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  aan  kuri  / aan vaeru[ missing  letter- ka-] -  male root  ;  aan kuri- phallus;
aan -  male;  vaeru –root. 

gingiber  has the consonants – [- sa-] -– an -sa- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  arukkan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ginger .

gingiber  has the consonants –  sa- an -sa- -pa-- Ra - and the  interpretation of the 
word is  naru manam  veesum  pachcha  inchchi  kaainja  pinnnar   ‘sukku’   aakum  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -   -  dried  ginger is called  as ‘ sukku ‘.

                        English word -   pepper .

pepper [E]  has the consnants –[- pa-]-[-pa-]- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  amiram- pepper. 
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glacialis : icy, frozen, full of ice. 

glacialis has the composition -ka- la- -sa-- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
kai kaalkalai  sillaena  seiyum  vellai  pani  malai [ missing letter-  pa -] -  white  icy  
mountain;   vellai -  white; pani-  ice;  malai-  mountain ; kai - arm; kaal-  leg;  sillaena- 
chill. 

ice [E]   has  the consonants- sa -and the original Tamil  word is pani  [missing  letter- 
pa-]  -ice /snow.

freeze[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra –[-sa-]  – and the original Tamil word is  
urainthu [ missing  letter- the - ] – freeze. 

freeze[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –[-sa-]  – and the original Tamil word is  urai 
pani- snow.

*****gladius : sword. 

gladius has the composition -ka- la -the –[-sa-] -  and the meaning of  the word is  
kodu vaal / udai  vaal – sword .

gladius has the composition -ka- la -the –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word/  
meaning  is  udai  vaal  yaenthidu  -  have a sword;  udai- dress;  vaal- sword;  yaenthu-
hold.

gladius has the composition -ka- la -the –[-sa-] -  and the meaning of  the word is  kolai
vaalai   yaenthidu – to hold he sword. 

  gladius has the composition -ka- la -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  vaal  
eduththu  kaththi  sandai  ida   vaendum -  to  fight with sword;  vaal-  sword;  
eduththu-  carry; sandai-  fight. 
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gladius has the composition -ka- la -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is villai  
yaenthi  ampai eitha vaendum [  missing  letter- pa -]  -  to shoot an arrow  ;  villu-  
bow ;  ampu-  arrow ; eitha vaendum-  to  shoot .

sword[E]   has the consonants-  sa -va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   idai sarikai [ sorukai]  - sword. 

sword[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-]  -va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   idai kurukkai -  sword. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  sa -va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   vaar sandai idu -  sword  fight ;  vaal-  sword;  sandai- fight;  vaar sandai  idum  
veeran. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kadaru-  sheath of  sword. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  katkaatharam – sheath of  a sword.   

sword[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  -va- Ra- the  -and the other  interpretation is   
tharankam – sword.

sword[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  -va- Ra- the  -and the other  interpretation is   
kurum  pidi [ missing  letter- pa-]- handle  sword .

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vittaeru– lance  [ eri  kol ];  eri- throw; kol- stick .

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vettu  aruvaal  [missing  letter- la-] – bill hook.
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sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kathir  aruvaal [ missing  letter- la-]  -  sickle .

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is koormaiyaana   kuththu  aruvaal [ missing  letter- la-]- daggar. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    kattaeri /katar – dagger .

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   erattai  alaku ulla   kaththi [ missing  letter- la-] –double bladed knife;  
erattai- double; kaththi- knife. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  maram vettum   koodaari –axe.

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   keda  iraichchi  vettum /ariyum   kaththi – butcher’s knife; keda- bull;  
iraichchi- meat ;  vettu- cut; ariya- tear ;  kaththi- knife. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa -] –va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   vetri - ilai  mookkaru   kaththi [ missing  letter- la-] – knife for cutting the 
stalk of the betal ; ilai- leaf;  kaththi- knife;  veththilai- betal .

sword[E]   has the consonants-   sa- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  olai  vaarum/seevum - siru kaththi [ missing  letter- la-]- iron handled 
curved knife usedin basket making. 

sword[E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is/  maram  yaeri kallu  irakkuvarudaiya    kaththi  /   izhavarudaiya  kaththi 
[ missing  letter- la-]-  knife used by  izhavas .

sword[E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  naavitharudaiya  kaththi – razor .
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sword[E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  koormaiyaana  patta kaththi [ missing  letter- pa-] –pata /sword.

sword[E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  mannai  thonda uthavum kadappaarai  [missing  letter- pa-] .

sword[E]   has the consonants-   [-sa-]- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  koormaiyaana   eetti- lance.

sword[E]   has the consonants-   -sa- va- Ra- the  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   moondru  koor munai  konda soolaayuthum/ vael  ayutham / 
thandaayutham   –trident / spear ;  moondru –three;   koor – sharp ;  munai- tip;  
soolaayutham-  trident -  moondru   koor  munai konda  vaelaaytham . 

sword[E]  has the composition -sa- va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is urai yil 
irunthu   koormaiyaana  vaalai  eduththu  sandai idu ; [ missing letetre-  la -]  -  take 
out the sword  from the case and fight ;  urai-  case;  vaal-  sword;  koormai-  sharp ; 
sandai- fight .

cutlass[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la –[-sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   
vettu vaal-  a kind of knife .

cutlass[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la –[-sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   
kunthaalam  .

axe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  naviyam –axe. 

gloria : fame, renown, glory. 

gloria has the composition- ka- la- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   paerum  
pukazhum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  famous/ glorious .
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gloria has the composition- ka- la- Ra -and the meaning of the word is    paar  
pukazhum -  world famous ;  paar- world;  pukazh -  glory .

gloria has the composition- ka- la- Ra -and the meaning of the word is uoor makkal  
anaivarum  ariyum  -  known to all  /popular;  uoor makkal-  people of the town; ariya 
-  known.

fame[E]  has the consonants – pa- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  umai-  fame. 

glorior : to glory, boast, pride oneself. 

gloror   has the consonants - ka- la- Ra- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paar  muzhuvathum     paerum pukazhum   petra  [  missing  letters-  pa -and –the-] – 
world famuos ;  paar- world;  pukazh- glory .

gloror   has the consonants - ka- la- Ra- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kadavulin  /  eraivanin   /anadavanin  / perumai  yaei  eduththu   koori  /  avarai  
vaazhththi   vananki /  avar  pukazh  paadu  [  missing  letters-  pa -and -the -] -  praise 
the lord;  kadavul - god;   eraivan- god;   aandavan- god ;  perumai - pride;   
vaazhththu-  praise  ;  vananki- worship ;  pukal  paaduka  / poottruka / perumai  
paduththuka   -  sing  about  Him;  paadu- sing  .

glorior   has the consonants - ka- la- Ra- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  / kaalai  naeram  thondrum    kathiravanudaiya    paer  oli  [  missing  letters-  pa 
-and -the -]-  the morning  glory  of the sun ;  kaali naeram- morning time;  thondrum 
-appearing;  kathiravan- sun ;  paer oli-  supreme   light;  eraivanudaiya   paer  oli-  the 
supreme light of the god .

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –sa-the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thar perumai  paesu  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – boast oneself  .
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boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –sa--the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
jampam[Skt]  adi-   boast  oneself  .

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –sa-the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
perumitham / uyarththi  paesu [ missing  letter- Ra -] – pride  oneself on ;  
perumitham- pride. 

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  peeththu - boast. 

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   dampam adi- boast . 

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   padam  poadu –display to attract others .

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –sa--the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word  is  banthaa seithidu/ banthaa pannu   -to boast.

boast  [ E]  has the consonants - pa –sa--the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
maem pada  sollidu  [ missing  letter- la-] -boast . 

pride [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
perumitham-  pride. 

pride [E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
peru - matham-  pride. 

pride [E]  has the consonants –- pa- Ra- the  -and the  other interpretation  is    perum 
mathanam – pride. 
  
pride [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thar perumai  paesu [missing  letter- sa-] – boast oneself.
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pride [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
erumaappu  adainthu  -pride.

pride [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pidaar- pride.  

pride [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thirpu – pride. 

pride [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  matharvai  [ missing  letter- ka-] – pride. 
  
pride [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vetri serukku [missing  letter- sa- and -ka-] –feeling   excess  pride on one’s   success;
serukku- pride; vetri- success. 

pride [E]  has the consonants –-pa-Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thar perumai  kondu [ missing  letter- ka-]  pride;   ;  karvam[Skt]  kondu [ missing  
letter- ka-]  - pride; karvam- pride . 

pride [E]  has the consonants –-pa-Ra- the  -and the other interpretation is   patta 
reekkam [missing letter-ka-]- pride.

pride [E]  has the consonants –-pa-Ra- the  -and the other interpretation is   thlai  
purattu [ missing  letter- la-]-  pride. 

grando, onis : hailstorm. 

grando has the composition- ka- Ra- an- the- and the meaning of the word is  
vanaththil  irunthu veezhntha  eri kal [ missing letter- la-] -  fire stone  fallen from the 
sky ; 
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grando has the composition- ka- Ra- an- the- and the meaning of the word is   parum  
kaatrum / puyal   mazhaiyodu   peyyim panai  thuli  katti  mazhai [ missing letters- pa 
-and -zha] - the hailstorm;  parum kaatru/ puyal   -  strom;  mazhai- rain;  pani  thuli -  
ice  drops . 

grassor : go about, go ahead, proceed, attack. 

grassor  has the composition - ka- Ra- sa -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
munnaeri  sendiriduka/   munnaeri  sendru  ethiri yaei  thaakka  vaendum   [ missing 
letter-the -] - to go ahead/  proceed and  attack  the enemy ;    munnaeri  -  go  
forward;  sendru - gone;  ethiri-  enemy;  thakka-  to  attack . 

proceed[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
thodarnthu  paesu -  continue to talk ;  thodarnthu-  continuously ;  paesu- speak. 

proceed[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
thodarnthu   seithidu /  seithu  parthidu  -  proceed  to do  ;  sei-  do ;  thodarchchi- 
continued  .

proceed[E]  has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
munnaeri  sendridu -  to go  forward. 

proceed[E]  has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] - the-  and the meaning of the word 
is  munnaetram  adaiya -  to progress. 

gratia agere : (+ dat.) to thank. 

gratia  has the compostion - ka- Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  mikka  
nandri- thanks a lot;  nandri-  thanks;  mikka- lot  .
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gratia  has the compostion - ka- Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  nandri  
koorida/ nandri  uriathhtida / nandri  therivikka / nandri arivikka   -  to  thank . 

thank[E]  has the composition -the- an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   mikka 
nandri  [  missing letter- Ra -] -  thanks a lot  ;  nandri  koora- to thank. 

*****gratia : gratitude, favor. 

gratia  has the composition -ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  nandri  
kadan -  gratitude. 

gratia  has the composition -ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  namakku  
uthaviya oruvarukku  naam  manathir  endraendrum  nandri  kadan   kondirukka  
vaendum -  we should  have  gratitude  within our mind for ever;  manthir-  within 
mind;  nanderi  -  thanks; nandri kadan-  gratitude. 

favor [E]  has the consonants – pa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paer aatharavu[Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] – support.

favor [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   irakkam /  karunai [skt] -  favor. .

favor [E]  has the consonants – pa-- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
parivu- favor. 

favor [E]  has the consonants –  pa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
viruppamaana – favoured.

favor [E]  has the consonants –  pa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
piriyamaaka [Skt] – favoured .
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favor [E]  has the consonants –  pa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thani  maththirpikku  uriya [ missing  letter- the -] -favoured. 

favor [E]  has the consonants –  pa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
salukai  puri  [ missing  letters- sa -and la -] – favour .

 gratia : in order to, for the sake of, to. 

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
konda  karuththu -   thought  /intention .
 
gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
konda   kuri  kole  / manathir  konda / kurippitta  ilakku  - aim/ goal  ;  kurikole- aim  ;  
ilaaku- goal .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
manathir   thondriya  / konda  thittam/ nokkkam  -  mental plan ; manathu- mind;  
thondriya- appeared ;  thittam- plan .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
manathir  konda  ennam-  mental idea ;  ennam-  aim /  idea /thought .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
ondrai  noakki -  towards  something .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
oruvarukku  vaendi / oruvar poruttu -[ missing  letter- pa-] -   on behalf of  some one .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
oruvarudaiya   nalam  karuthi[ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  for the benefit  of some one .

gratio    has the consonants - ka -Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kidaikka  koodiya   payan  paadu  karuthi -  for the benefit of ;  benefit -  payan paadu .
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gratia : (in the abl.) on account of.  

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
athan  karaniyam / kaaranam[Skt]  kondu   - because of  that ;  karaniyam - reason . 

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
athan   poruttaaka   [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  due to that .

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   ak-
karuththai  / kootrin  adipadaiyaaka  kondu -[ missing  letter-  pa-] -   based on that  
reason  ;  karuththu- idea;  adipadai-   base;  kootru -saying/ view .

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   ak-
karuththai  yaetru -  in view of that ;  karuththu-  view;  yaertu kondu- agreed  upon . 

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
ondrai  kanakkittu - on account of .

gratio   has the consonants - ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
atharkkaaka   thaan / atharkkaakavae -  owing to .

gratulor : to wish a person joy, congratulate (+dat.),give thanks 

gratulor  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- la- Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vaazhththu  urai  koorida vaendum  -  to felicitate  . 

gratulor  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- la- Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vetri  adaintha  veeranai / maravanai / uvakai kondu   /  nal  vaazhththu  
koori  arula  vaendum -  to wish some one ;  nal- good;  vaazhththukkal -  wishes;  
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koora -  tell;  arula- to bless ;   uvakai  -   happiness; vetri -success;  veeran/ maravan - 
hero  . 

gratulor  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- la- Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   uthaviya  oruvarukku    nandri  uraiththal/ kooruthal   kadamai  yaakum  - 
it is  a duty  to say thanks for  some one  who has  helped ;  uthavi- help;  oruvar -  one
person ;  kadamai-  duty ;  nandri  - thanks ;  nandri koorida   to thank ;  kadamai-  
duty .

congratulate [E] has the consonants – ka- an- ka –Ra- the- la -the –and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is    vetri  adainthavarukku  nal  vaazhththukkal  koodiridu   -  
congratulate  the winner ;  vetri- success; nal  vazhththukkal- congratulation. 

gratus : pleasing, agreeable / grateful. 

gratus    has the consonants - ka -Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  yaerkka  thakkathu / yaerkka thakka  ondru-  agreeable.  

gratus    has the consonants - ka -Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  nandri  udaimai  / mikka  nandri   udaiya -  gratitude ;  nandri -  thanks/ 
grateful ;  senjotru  kadan  theerkka vaendum  -  be  grateful .

gratus    has the consonants - ka -Ra- the -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
makizhchhci    therivikka [ missing  letter- zha-] -  to  convey pleaure . 

gratus    has the consonants - ka -Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  makizhchchi  uoottukira- /tharukira  [ missing  letter- zha-]-  causing  
pleasure ;  makizhchchi- happiness;  tharukira- giving  .

gratus    has the consonants - ka -Ra- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   nandri  therivikka  vaendum- to thank .
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agree  [E ]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is   yaerkka-  
agree.

gravatus : sick, oppressed, ill. 

gravatus  has the composition- ka- Ra -va -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
udar  nala  kuraivu  kondu [  missingletter-  la -] - sick  ;  udal-  body;  nalam-  health;  
kuraivu- less.

gravatus  has the composition- ka- Ra -va -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
pirappu /  saathi/  matha/  inam /  niram  /  thozhil  /  porulaathaaram  / aan - pen  / 
panakkaaran - yaelai /    aakiya  kaaranakalai  kondu  arasiyal  reethtiyaaka   oruvarai /  
oru inaththi /  penkalai   vaeru   paduththi / penkalin  soththu urimai yaei  pariththu /  
yaelai  makkalin  nilankalai  kai  aka paduththi /   kurai  solli /  kutam  kandu  
pidiththu /  matta paduththi /   maan  panka paduththi  / kadavulin paeyaraal   
miratti  / satta reethiyaaka  thunpuruththi /   yaemaatri  / makkalai  pilavu paduththi  /
thaazhththa  paduththi /   adi paniya seithu /   silar  vaazhvil  uyaravum / palar vaazhvil
pin thangidavum   seiavthu [  missing letters- pa -and-  la -] -

ill [E] has the composition  - la- and the meaning of the word is  nalam  illai - without   
health ; nalam-  health;  illai-  without .

ill [E] has the composition  - la- and the meaning of the word is  nali-  disease. 

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  nasal  -  
illness  .  

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  nasalaali- 
patient.  
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illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  udal 
nalam inmai [ missing  letter-  the -] -  lack of health ; udal- body;  nalam- heakth; 
inmai- nil . 

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  udal 
nalam [ missing  letter-  the-] health  .

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
aathulan [ missing  letter-  the-] - sick person .

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
mana nalam-  mental  health  .

illness [E] has the composition  -- la- an –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
mana nalam  inmai - lack of mental  health .

sick[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
vaai  kumatta  [ missing  letter- the -]  -nausea  .  

sick[E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
masakkai-  morning sickness[  perverse taste] . 

sick[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is 
pica [E] [ missing  letter- pa-] [ perverse taste] .

sick[E]  has the consonants  --sa-ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
sukam [Skt] -  healthy .

sick[E]  has the consonants  --sa-ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
sowkkiyam -  healthy .

sick[E]  has the consonants  --sa-ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
sowkkiyam inmai – lack of health;  inmai- without .
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sick[E]  has the consonants  --sa-ka -  and the  other interpretation  is  sukaveenam 
[Skt] -  sick  .

sick[E]  has the consonants  --sa-ka -  and the  other interpretation  is  asukam[Skt] - 
sick .

sick[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is  
noei  vaai  pada/ noei vaai pattu  kidakka  [ missing  letters- pa -and -the -] –affected 
with illness;  noei- disease. 

sick[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is   
paduththa   padukaiyaa   kidakka[  missing  letters- pa -and -the -] -  in the [death ] bed
;  pdau- lie; padukkai- bed .

sick[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  word / meaning  is   
thoththu  noei  vaai  pattu  kidakka  [missing  letters- pa -and -the -] – got infected. 

sick  [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
novu - disease. 

sick  [E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kaasa 
noei -  tuberculosis. 

to be sick [E]  has the consonants – the- [-pa-] - sa –ka-  and the interpreation of the 
word is  vasa koadu – sickness. 

gravis : heavy, weighty, serious, important / severe, grievous. 

gravis    has the consonants-  ka -Ra- va - [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word/ meaning 
is   theeivra mikka [ missing  letter-  the -]- severe .
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gravis   has the consonants-  ka -Ra- va - [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning 
is   thavirkka  mudiyaatha [ missing  letter-  the -]- -  can not be  neglected / 
important .

gravitas : weight, seriousness, dignity, importance.  

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  theeviramaaka -   seriously .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikuthiyaana  edai  konda ondru - a heavy one.

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thun  mathippu uravu konda [ missing  letter- pa-] -  dignity  /self respect .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   uyar  pathavi  kodukka vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-] -  dignify / elevate 
to high office; uyar pathavi-  high office; kodukka- give .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvar  konda  thun maanam  - ones’ self respect ;  oruvar- one person;   
thun maanam- self respect .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvar  thun meethu  konda  maththipedu / maththippu  uravu/ suya 
mariyaathai[Skt] [missing  letter- pa-]  - self esteem  of some one ;   thun 
maththipedu- self esteem. 

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvar  matra oruvaridum irunthu  ethir nokkum maththippu uravu-
[missing  letter- pa-]   respect  expected from others by some one. 
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gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikka  maththipuravu  konda . /gowravam[Skyt]  konda[ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  higly  dignified.

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thavirkka   mudiyaatha  ondru  -can not be  ignored

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   mikka  sirappu  vaaintha  ondru [ missing  letter- pa-] -  great  one .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muthanmai   thara  vaendi-oru   karumiyam / kaariyam[Skt] -  important  
matter .

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   mukkiyaththuvam [Skt]   konda  ondru-  important  one.

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kurupida thakka  ondru- significant one.

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  virainthu  mudikka  vaendiya  ondru - to  be done immediately/ urgent 
one.

gravitas   has the consonants - ka- Ra -va- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  udanadiyaaka  seithu mudikka  vaendiya  ondru - to  be done 
immediately/ to be done  urgently  .

gravity [E]   has the consonants  -ka –Ra- va -the –and the original  Tamil  word is  
mannin/ tharaiyin   eerkkum  thiran -  gravitational  force of the earth ; mun-  earth; 
tharai- earth ;  eerkkum-  attracting/ pulling ;  thiran-  power.
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gravity [E]   has the consonants  -ka –Ra- va -the –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   puvi  eerppu  sakthi[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa- and- sa-]- gravitational  force of
the earth.

diginity[E]  has the consonants  -the –ka- an- the –and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  unnatham mikkathu- dignified .

diginity[E]  has the consonants  -the –ka- an- the –and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  maenmai  mikunthathu – dignified.

diginity[E]  has the consonants  -the –ka- an- the –and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  thun maanam  mikkathu – dignified.

diginity[E]  has the consonants  -the –ka- an- the –and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is  mikuntha  maththippu  kondathu – dignified. 

gravo : to oppress, burden, make suffer. 

gravo   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- va-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
thuyaram / thontharvu   kodukka  / undakka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to 
give trouble ;  thuyaram-  sufferings;  tharuka/ kodukka -  to  give .

gravo   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- va-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
adaukku  muraiyaei  kai- yaandida vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  - to oppress ;  
adakku  murai- oppression .

gregatim : in troops, or crowds. 
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gregatim has the composition- ka- Ra- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is 
koottam  koottamaaka   makkal  varukai thara [  missing letter-  la -] -  people coming  
in large crowds;  koottam-  crowd;  makkal-  people;  varukai  thara-  visiting.

gregatim has the composition- ka- Ra- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is 
kottam kottamaaka  thariyamum [Skt] aanmaiyum   veeramum  konda    uoorin  
peruvaariyaana  ilaingarkal  / vaaliparkal [Skt] /aan makkal  / poar  padai   virarkalaaka 
raanuvaththil [Skt]   thankalai  inaiththu kondu   ani vakuththu  naattai  /thaai  
naattai  /  thiru naattai  kaakka   vera  muzhakkam  ezhuppi  kondae   poarukku  
poka /purappada   thayaraakiranar [  missing letters -pa -and- la -] –brave  people  
marching  together  to fight against the enemy .

crowd[E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra –va- the –and the  original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  koodi  irukkum  koottam-  assembled   crowd.

crowd[E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra –va- the –and the  original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  mikuthiyaana thirakku-big crowd; thirakku-crowd.

gregatim : adv., In flocks, herds, troops, crowds. 

gregatim   has the consonants- ka- Ra –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaningnis  koodi  irukkum koottam- gathered crowd;  koodi- gathered;  koottam- 
crowd. 

gregatim   has the consonants- ka- Ra –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaningnis  vilankukalin  thalai / kazhuththu   mayir katrai [ missing  letter- la-] -  
animal’s   tuft of hair over the head / neck;  thalai- head;  kazhuththu- neck  mayir- 
hair;  katrai- tuft. 

flock [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aadu / maadu  -vilankukalin   koottm -  manthai  aakum [ missing  letter- the -] -  group
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of cattle  is  called  as  flock ;  aadu- goat ;  maadu- cattle;  vilanku- animal- koottam- 
gathering.

flock [E]  has the consonants  -pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paravaikalin   koottam [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the -] –gathering of birds;  paravakal-
birds.

flock [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vilankuklain   thalai / kazhuththu  mayir   katrai/ koonthal mayir  [ missing  letters- Ra- 
and- the -]-  tuft  of hair of animals  over the neck .;  mayir- hair;  katrai- tuft ;  
kazhuththu- neck. 

flock [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kokulam – herds men village. 

flock [E]  has the consonants  --pa-la- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
alo- lam  paaduka [ missing letter- the -]- make sound to drive  away  the birds  in the 
paddy  field. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kaavar padu  kootru [ missing  letter- pa-] – one phrase / word which has many  
meanings. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
kaavar padu  kootru [ missing  letter- pa-]- one word  with several meanings .

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thiralaaka[missing letter-la-]-crowded.

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thirakku- crowd.

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
idaiyar  koottam-  group of shepherds .
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herd [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kithaari-  shepherds. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
Aayar kudiyinar-  shepherds. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
Yaaathavar – shepherd  caste .

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
koanaar  kudiyinar -shepherd caste .

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thoruvu-  herd of cows.  

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
karudi –  herd  of bears. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
vazhi / kai   kattukiravar[ missing  letter- zha-]   - guide. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
naeradiyaaka- directly. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
Thiraavidar-  Dravidian people. 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
aa-nirai  koottam-  herd of cows;  aa- nirai- cows . 

herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
ethiri  kavarnthitta   aa-nirai – kootaththai   meettu  vara  vaendum  - to bring back  the
cows  captured by the enemy .
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herd[E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  aa
theendu  kutri – stone pillar erected to be of help for cows to rub their bodies against 
in order to quell their itching  sensations .

shepherd[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  thoruvan-  shepherd. 

shepherd[E]   has the consonants –-sa-–pa-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   pasu maadu  / adu  maadu [ panni/ ottakam]  maekiravar -  
shepherd;  aadu-  goat;  maadu –cow;  panni- pig;  ottakam-  camel. 

shepherd[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  Thiru  Murugan –Dravidian  sun god[ Sumerian Marduk ] . 

shepherd[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  Aayar kudiyinar- shepherd caste.  

                        English  word – group.

group  has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  pirivu-  
group. 

group  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  saekaram[
missing  letter- sa-]  -  group.

                               English  word -  guise .

 guise has the consonants – ka- sa- and the interpretation of the word is   vaesam-  
guise. 
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guise has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is 
kavuththuvam[  missing  letter-  the -]  -  guise.

*****gusto : to taste.

gusto  has the composition- ka- sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is   unavai   
suvaiththu undiduka  - taste  the food and eat  ;  unavu- food;  suvai-  taste;  undudidu 
-eat . 

gusto  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  vaai 
vaiththidu - taste /to put one’s mouth . 

gusto  has the composition- ka- [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  unavai  
undu /thinnu   noakkuka  -  to eat . 

gusto  has the composition- ka- [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  naavu  
kondu  thottu  noakkuka / nakkidu   -to touch  with the tongue .

gusto  has the composition- ka-  sa-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  uthavu / 
naavu  kondu  sappu  kottuka [ missing  letter- pa-] - lip smacking ;  uthadu-lip  ; sappu 
kottuka- smack. 

gusto  has the composition- ka-  sa-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sappiduka / soopiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to sip/ suck .

gusto  has the composition- ka-  sa-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  athakki  
meenuu  suvaikka  - chew and taste .

gusto  has the composition- ka-  sa-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  unavai  
vaai vaiththu  echchi paduththa  koodaathu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -do not  
contaminate the food  with salaiva  .
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gusto  has the composition- ka- sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is  unnum 
unavu  nandraaka  serikka  seiya  kai kondu  unavai   thottu  mukarnthu  unarnthu  
kadiththu  mendru  suvaiththu  unnna  vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -]  -  to digest  
the  food  one should  touch the  food  with hand and  smell  it ,  chew  it  , bite it  and 
taste it ;  unnum-  eating ; unavu-  food;  serikka-  to  digest;  yhottu-  touch;  
mukarnth-  to smell;  unarnthu-  to feel;  kadiththu-  bite;  mendru-  chew;  suvaiththu-
taste. 

taste [E]  has the composition- the- sa- the - and the meaning of the  word is   
suvaithidu  [ missing letter -ka ]-  taste . 

taste [E]  has the composition- the- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the  word is   
aththu –taste. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

H
                        Sanskrit  word-  akaetham [ hunting] 

akaetham  has the  consonants-  ka -the -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  vaettai 
aada  vaendum –to go for ‘ hunting’. 

hunt [E]   has the consonants – ka- an- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  vaettai  
aada  vaendum- to go for hunting. 

                         English word- haughty.

haughtiness  has the consonants-  ka- the – an- [-sa-] - and the original tamil  word is
keththu -  haughty.
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haughtiness  has the consonants-  ka- the – an- [-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the 
word is akam paavam konda manam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- haughtiness. 

haughtiness  has the consonants-  ka- the – an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is
akanthai   konda manam -  mind with haughtiness.

haughtiness  has the consonants-  ka- the – an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is
yevanaiyim   mathiyaathu  nadakka -   to behave in such a way  with out respecting  
any one.

haughtiness  has the consonants-  ka- the – an--sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
nenjai/ naanthai   nimiththi kondu nadakka -  walking  with the chest/ back  in 
forward position. 

                               English  word -handicap 

handicap has the consonants-  ka- an -the -ka –[- pa -]  - and the interpretation  of 
the word is   anka heenam[Skt]  konda -  handiocap.

handicap has the consonants-  ka- an -the -ka – pa  - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  avaya uoonam konda  udampu -  handicap.

                               Sanskrit word -himsai [ violence] 

himsai  has the consonants  -ka- ma -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  manam  
noaka  seiya  -to injure one’s heart/ mind .

                               English  word - happen .
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 to happen has the consonants- the-  ka –pa- an- and the interpretation of the word 
is sampavikka  [Skt]  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]  - to happen.

to happen has the consonants- the-  ka –[-pa-]- an- and the original atmil  word is  
nadakka / nadanthida  vaendum - to happen .

                            English  word- hell.

hell has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  keel ulakam-  under 
world. 

                       English  word  -to hop .

to hop  has the consonants-  the- ka –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word   nondi  
adikka- to hop .

                   English  word -  harm .

harm has the consonants-  ka- Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  karaanam – 
harm .

                         English  word -  hoarse.

 hoarse has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  kara 
karappu -  hoarseness.

                    English  word- hiccup .
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hiccup  has the consonants - ka –ka- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  vikka -  
hiccup .

            Egyptian hieroglyphic  word –HAt  [ tomb].

HAt   has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kaadu/ idu 
kaadu-  grave yard.  

                Egyptian hieroglyphic word - Hpt [ oar ] .

Hpt  has the consonants - ka -pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  padaku  
thuduppu -  oar of the boat . 

                    Egyptian  hieroglyphic word -  Hfd [ sit] 

Hfd   has the consonants – ka-the –[-pa-] -and theorignal Tamil  word is  kunthu – 
sit /squat. 

                    Egyptian  hieroglyphic word- Hpt   [embrace] .
Hpt  has the consonants-   ka- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  katti pidi  
/katti anaiththidu -  Embrace .

                Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – Hsp [garden] .

Hsp has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - pa -and the original Tamil  word is  poonka-  
garden . 
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Hsp has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] – [-pa-]  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vanam[Skt] - garden .

                  Egyptian  hieroglyphic word -HsAt [ cow goddess] .

HsAt  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -the- and the interpretation of the word is  ko 
maatha [Skt]/kaama dhaenu -  cow goddess. 

HsAt  has the consonants-  ka -sa--the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
kudi  kaakkum  pasu  thaeivam – kaaththaayee /  thaeiva thaai  pasu [ missing  
letter- pa-] – cow goddess. 

HsAt  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -the- and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kedaa maadu -  bull. 

                  Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – Hsi [ sing]  

Hsi has the consonants -  ka -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  isaikka 
/pannuka[ missing  letter-pa-]- to sing.  

              Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – Hta  [bed] 
  
Hta  has the consonants – ka- the- and theorignal Tamil  word is  kidakkum idam - 
padukkai [ missing  letter –pa-] –bed. 

Hta  has the consonants – ka- the- and theorignal Tamil  word is  kattil [missing  
letter- la-] -  cot .

H
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habeo habui habitum : to have, hold, possess / consider, regard. 

habitum has the compostion- ka- pa- the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is   kai  
pidikka /pidiththida  vaendum -  to hold the hand; kai-  hand;  pidikka -  to hold. 

habitum has the compostion- ka- pa- the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
udamai  aakkida vaendum- to possess.

habitum has the compostion- ka- [-pa-]- the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
karunai [Skt] / erakkam  kaattiduka  -  consider. 

habitum has the compostion- ka- pa- the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
sonthamaakka  pada  vaendum [  missing letter-  sa-] -  to possess; pondattiyaakka  
vaendum .

habitum has the compostion- ka- pa- the- ma  -and the meaning of the word is   
thayavaaki   anpodum  karunai yodum   en  vinnappaththai  anuka vaendum [missing  
letter- Ra-] ;  please ! [  you] have to  consider my application with  kindeness  ;  
thayavaaki-  pleas; anpodu-  kindness;  vinnappam-  application; anuka-  to  approach. 

habitus : disposed, in a certain condition. 

habitus  has the consonants-  ka- pa –the- sa – and the original Tamil  word  is   
manam  aasai/ ichchai  padum  padiyaaka  -    willing ; aasai –desire. 

hac : this side, this way, here. 
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hac has the composition- ka - and the meaning of the word is inkae- here. 

hac has the composition- ka - and the meaning of the word is intha  pakkam [  missing 
letters- the -and- pa -]  -  this side .

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  idam-place.

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  idan-  left side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  idamun – left 
side .

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  andai- side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  paadu [ missing
letter- pa-] – side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  pudai [ missing 
letter- pa-] –side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-and the original Tamil word is  maadu- side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -sa -the-and the original Tamil word is  antha  thisai- that 
side  /that direction.  

side [E] has the consonants  -sa -the-and the original Tamil word is  intha thisai- this 
direction/side.

side [E] has the consonants  -sa -the-and the original Tamil word is  upa thanam – side.

                            English  phrase  - to take in arms. 
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to take in arms  has the consonants  - the the -ka –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil  
meaning is   kai-yir   yaenthida/ kondida / thaankida   vaendum . 

to take in arms  has the consonants  - the the -ka –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil  
meaning is aravaniththida  vaendum -  to embrace.   

                                English term - far off place .

far off place-  has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra- [-pa-] –[-pa-]- la- sa – and the 
interpretation  of the term in Tamil is  asalur/ayalur-   distant/ village. 

                            English  word -  harsh .

Harsh  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  karam-  harsh.

                       English  word -  hidden .

hidden has the consonants - ka -the – an- and the interpretation  of the word  is -  
kavudamaanathu-  hidden . 

                       English word – haste.

 haste has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] –the- and the interpretation of the word is  
avuthi – haste.

haste has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] –the- and the original Tamil word is  kaditham 
[ missing letter-Ra-] – quickly.
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Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  HAtt a [ local pricess/ female monarch] .

 HAtt a   has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kunthavai-  
female monarch .

Kundavai (or Kundava) was a historic name for a number of women of royal lineage 
connected with the Chola dynasty in southern India around the 10th century.

Some sources seem to refer to her definitively as the elder sister of Rajaraja Chola I, 
an historic king of the Chola dynasty of southern India who lived around the 10th 
century. Others state that her identity is in question: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kundavai.

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – HAt a [ beginning] .

HAt a has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  thuvakkam-  
beginning. 

                   Egyptian  hieroglyphic word- hAt [ celing] .

hAt has the consonants – ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is vittam- celing. 

  Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Htr [span of horses, horses, chariotry ] .

Htr  has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is kuthirai- horse; 
erattai  kuthirai- pairof horses;  kuthirai  vandi- horse cart;  kuthirai poottiya  thaer 
[ missing  letter –pa-]-  chariot  pulled by horses.  
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         Egyptian hieroglyphic word – kai-[  think about/ plan] .

Kai has the consonants – ka- and the original Tamil  word is ennuka- think .

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Kit [  shout of acclaim ] .

Kit  has the  consonants-  ka- the -and the original tamil  word is   kaththu – shout;   
kondaattamaaka  koovidu/ kaththu  -  shout of  celebration. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – ktt [ small ] .

Kitt has the consonants – ka- the-and the  original Tamil  word is  kutti –small .

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – ktt [  girl ] .

Ktt has the consonants-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kutti-  girl;  kuttan- 
boy ;  aattu kutti- lamb.

       Egyptian hieroglyphic word -Hb [  festival/ celebration] .

Hb  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kondaattam 
paodu [ missing  letter- the -]  -  celebration. 

Hb  has the consonants  -ka –pa- and the other interpretation  is  pandikai [Skt]  -  
festival  /celebration .

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – HDt [ white crown].
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 HDt  has the consonants-  ka –the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  ven kotra 
kodai [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  white crown.   

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word – hd [ attack] .

hd  has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is thaakka- attack  .

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – hd [punish] .

hd  has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is thandikka- to 
punish .

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – hd [  obstruct ] .

hd   has the consonants -  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thadukka /thadai 
iduka- to block. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – hd [excavate] .

hd   has the consonants -  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thoanduka  -dig.  

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word-  HD [ mace ] .

HD has the consonants – ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kathai/ kattai – 
mace  /stick . 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Htp  [alter] .
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Htp has the consonants - ka –the- [-pa -]-and the original Tamil word is  kaavu 
kodukkum maedai- sacrificial stage .

haud : no, not at all, by no means. 

haud    has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koodaathu /  koodavae  koodaathu -absolutely not  .

hereditas : inheritance, often simply "property." 

hereditas  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- the- the- sa -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   munnor saerththu  vaiththa  soththu - ancestoral property ; munnor- 
ancestor [ munnorudaiya] ;  soththu- property . 

hereditas  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- the- the- sa -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  marabu   vazhi - yaaka  / parampariya -maaka /  vantha  /munnor   
saerththu  vaiththa  kula/ kudi/  kudumpa[Skt]  soththu  paththu -[ missing  letters-  
pa- and- la -]  - ancestoral property ;   marabu  vazhi-  hereditary ;  munnor- ancestor;  
kulam- family ;   soththu paththu- property. 

*****hesito (haesito) : to be unsure, uncertain, wavering. 

hesito has the composition -ka -[-sa-]- the -and the meaning of the word is   sirithum  
mana uruthi  indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – un certain .

hesito has the composition -ka -[-sa-]- the -and the meaning of the word is   
thayakkam-  hesistation    .
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hesito has the composition -ka -sa- the -and the meaning of the word is   sunakkam  
kondu -  hesitating  .

hic : (adv.) here. 

hic has the composition -ka  -and the meaning of the word is  inkae-   here .

hic haec (hec ) hoc : this, the latter / he, she, it. 

hoc has the composition -ka - and the meaning of the word is avan-  he;  ava - she;  
avunka-  they  ; athuka[  missing letter-  the-] -  that  ;  ithuka-  these .

he [E]  has the compositon- ka - and the meaning of the word is avan-  he. 

she[E] has the composition - [-sa -] -  ka - and the meaning of the word is  ava -  she .

it[E] has the composition the and the meaning of the word is ithu-  it .

hic : (masc. nom. sing.) THIS (house) is filthy. 

hic has the composition - ka -and the meaning of the word is  ev- vakam  azhukkaaka 
[ missing letter-zha-]/  asinkamaaka [Skt] [  missing  letter- sa-]-dirty/ bad /ugly;  akam-
house;  azhukku- dirty .

 hilaris : cheerful, merry, gay. 
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hilarius  has  the composition -ka- la- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word  is  ullam  
makizhchchi  ura- cheerful  .

hilarius  has  the composition -ka- la- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word  is   muka  
malarchchi  kolla – cheerful .

cheerful [E]   has the consonants  - sa- Ra- [-pa-]  -la –and the original   Tamil  word is  
ulla  malarchchi  - cheerful. 

gay [E]    has a  consonant-  ka -and the orignal Tamil  word is 
uvakai- happiness .

merry [E]  has the consonants  -ma- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is    aaraamam- 
merry  .

hinc : from this place, hence. 

hinc has the composition  - an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  ivuvidam   irunthu 
[  missing letters-  the- and -Ra-] - from this place ;  ivuvidam-  this place. 

hinc  has the composition  - an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   yenavae -  hence. 

hence[E]  has the consonants -ka –an-[-  sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  enavae  
-therefore. 

this[E]   has the consonants - the  -[- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
intha  / ithu – this .  

hodie : today. 
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hodie  has the composition-  ka-  - the - and the meaning of the word is  indraikku 
[  missing letter- Ra -]  today .

today[E]   has the consonants-  the- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
indraiya naar / thinam [ missing  letter- Ra -] –to day.

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is nitham / niththam - 
day /daily .

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is   pattam- day.

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is aatchchai  [ missing  
letter- sa-] –day   .

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is sittai [ missing  letter- sa-]
- day. 

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   thee udu-  sun.

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   theevaa [ missing 
letter-  ka-] -  day .

day[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   thee-  fire. 

date[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   thee udu  - sun .

date[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   thaethi -  date. 

date[E]  has a consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   aandu/ aandai- 
year. 

hodiernus : of today. 
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hodiernus has the composition -the- Ra- an -[-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is   
naatrai /  indraiya  naar /  thinam - to day ;  indriya thinam  oru  sirantha  thinam .

homo hominis : human being, man. 

hominis  and the meaning of the word is- ka- ma- na –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is   maantha  kudi [ missing  letter- the -] – human  society ;  maanthan- human;  
kudi- society.  

hominis  and the meaning of the word is- ka- ma- na –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  maantha  kulam [ missing  letter- la-] – human society.  

hominis  and the meaning of the word is- ka- ma- na -sa- and the meaning of the word
is  manitha kumukaayam /   samukam[Skt] [  missing letter-  the -] -  huaman society .

hominis  and the meaning of the word is-  ka-  ma- na -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  kudimakan [ missing letter-  the -]-  citizen. 
.
man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the original  Tamil  word is  maanthan 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - human being/ man .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the original  Tamil  word is   maanidan 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - human being/ man .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the original  Tamil  word is  manu- the first 
man .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  manithan[Skt]  
[ missing  letter-  the -] - human being/ man.
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man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  manusan [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - man .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  mani/ 
maniyan-  sun . 

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  seeman 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – rich man .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  machchaan-  
uncle’s son  .

man [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an -and the other interpretation  is  maaman- 
uncle. 

honor : honor, esteem, public office. 

honor has the composition- ka-  an-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is maththippu 
uravu /  mariyaathai  kodukka vaendum[  missing letters-  pa- and-  the -]- to  give 
respect;  maththippu uarvu - respect ; mariyaathai-  respect;  kodukka-  to give. 

honorabilis : respectful. 

honorabilis  has the  consonants- ka- an- Ra –pa- la- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word is   perum  maththippu  uravu  vazhanka   vaendiya -  respectful ;  perum- big; 
maththippu uravu –respect;  vazhanka -  give.  

honorabilis  has the  consonants- ka- an- Ra –pa- la--sa- and the original Tamil  word is 
sirappikka  vaendiya  pulli-  honorable person.  
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honorabilis  has the  consonants- ka- an- Ra –pa- la—[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is   pulli  kaaran -  rich person /respectable  person. 

honorabilis  has the  consonants- ka- an- Ra –pa- la—[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is   poathu maana  alavu   iruppu  ullathu [ missing  letter- the -] –has adequate  
quantity  .

hora : hour, time. 

hora  has the composition  - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   naeram -  time;  

 hora  has the composition  - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  [  Dravidian ]   orai - 
Egyptian  -Ra /  sun/ planet  . 

hour [E] has the composition -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  naeram-  time;    
orai- sun/ planet ; mani naeram .

hour [E] has the composition -  ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    akoarai- one 
hour. 

hour [E] has the composition -  ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  kaala naeram[
missing letter-  la -]  -   time .

  hour [E] has the composition -  ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  manikkur 
[ Malayalam]-  time . 

Horus [Egyptian sun god] – has the consonants –ka –Ra-sa-  and the original   Tamil  
word  is  Murugan –Dravidian sun god.   

Horus [Egyptian sun god] – has the consonants –ka –Ra-[- sa-] -  and the original   
Tamil  word  is kiran [Skt]- sun. 
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time[E] has the consonants - the –ma- and the original Tamil  Tamil  word is  idam-  
time/ place. 

minute [E]  has the consonants – ma- an -the -and the original Tamil  word is  nimidam
-  munute. 

second [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka –an- and the original  Tamil  word is   
kanam- second. 

hordeum, ordeum : barley. 

hordeum has the composition- ka- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  vaar  
kothumai - barley.

 
horrendus : horrible, dreadful. 

horrendus   has the consonants - ka -Ra- Ra -an- the- sa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  achhcam   moottukindra / kodukkindra  ondru -   the one that gives frear ; 
achham- fear;  kodu- give;  ondru- one.

hortor : exhort, incite, encourage. 

horter  has the composition- ka- Ra- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  oruvarai 
paraatti    uookkam   tharuka /  encourage  some one  [ missing  letter- pa-] ;   
paraattu- appreciate;   uookam- encourage ;   tharuka-  to give .

hortus ortus : garden / pl. grounds, park. 
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hortus  has the composition  ka- Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning iof the word is   veettin 
siriya  kaai kari thottam -  a small vegetable  garden  of the house;  veedu-  house;  
siriya -  small; ;  kaai kari-  vegetable;  thottam-  garden. 

hospes : guest, host, stranger. 

hospes has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - [-pa-] -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
veettukku  vantha   virunthinar  [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the-]  -  the guest  who 
came to  my house ; veedu-  house;  vantha-  visited;  virunthinar - guest . 

hospes has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - [-pa-]  -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
en veettukku  virunthu  unna  vantha  uruvu kaarar -the relative who came to have 
feast in my house ;  en  veedu-  my house;  virunthu-  feast; unna-  to eat ;  vantha-  
came;  uravu  kaarar-  relative[ missing letters- the- and- Ra -] .

hospes has the composition- ka- sa-pa-sa- and the meaning of the word is  veettukku  
saapaadu   saapida vantha   sonthakaarar -  the relative who came to my house to eat  
meals ;  saappadu- meals; saapida-  to eat ;  sonthakaarar- relative [  missing letters- 
the- and- Ra -]  . 

stranger [E]has the composition -sa- the- Ra- an- ka- Ra - and the meaningof the word 
is   uoor  saththiraththil  thankum  veliyur kaarar  [ missing letter-  la -] -  the out sider 
who is staying  in the inn;  uoor-  town; saththiram-  inn;  veliyur kaarar -  outsider. 

guest [E] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is
veettukku vantha  virunthinar[ missing  letter- Ra -]   - guest of the house;  veedu- 
house; vantha – came; virunthinar- guest.

dignitary [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- an- and the original Tamil word is  vaetru 
naattu  thoothuvar / virunthinar  -  guest .
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hostes hostium : the enemy. 

hostes    has the consonants -  ka -sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ethiri  naattai  saernthavan [ missing  letter- Ra -] -   person of hostile country ;  ethiri- 
enemy; ;  naadu- state; saernthavan- one who belongs to .

hostes    has the consonants -  ka -[-sa-]- the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   ethiri naattu  padai/  kappar/ kadar padai [ missing  letters-  Ra- and -pa -] -  the  
naval  force of the enemy ;  ethiri- enemy ;  kadar padai- naval force; padai-army 

 hostes   has the consonants -  ka -[-sa-]- the  - and the other interpretation is  
virothi[Skt] [ missing  letter-  Ra-] - enemy .

hostes   has the consonants -  ka -[-sa-]- the  - and the other interpretation is  natpu  
kidaiyaathu /   pakai  kondavan  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - enemity /enemy  ;  pakai- 
enemity;  natpu- friendship ;  kidaiyaathu- no .

enemy [E]  has the consonants - an -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  munaiyar  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- enemy .

enemy [E]  has the consonants - an -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  muranaar- 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- enemy .

enemy [E]  has the consonants - an -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  
mannaar[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- enemy .- enemy .

enemy[E]   has the consonants - an -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  vanmi  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- enemy .

hostis : an enemy of the state. 
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hostis has  the composition- ka- [-sa-] - the -[-sa-] -  and  the meaning  of the word is  
nam  thaai naattin - andai  naattu   ethiri/   virothi [Skt] / vanmi [  missing letter-  Ra-] - 
the neighbouring  enemy state  of our  mother land; nam thaai  naadu-  our mother 
land;  andai naadu -  neighbouring ;  naadu-  state. 

 humanitas : kindness, culture, refinement. 

humanitas  has the composition- ka- ma- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is  manitha  thanmai  kondu -  humane  nature /  kindness ; manithan - human being ;  
thanmai-  nature;  kondu-   have .

humanus : pertaining to man, humane, humane, cultured, refined. 

humanus has the composition -ka- ma- an- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil  word is  
maantha  kumukaayam -  human society;  maanthan- human;  kumukaayam- society. 

humanus has the composition -ka- ma- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
manitha  samukam [Skt] - humanity .

humanus has the composition -ka- ma- an- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil  word is  
manitha  thanmai  kondu [ missing  letter- the -] -  humanitarian .

humanus has the composition -ka- ma- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
manitham  sampanthamaana [Skt] [  missing letters-  the- and -pa -]  - pertaining to 
human being ;  manitham-  humane;  sampanthamaana-  related to .

humanus has the composition -ka- ma- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is   oru 
naakarikamaana   munnaeriya  samukam [  missing letter- Ra -]  -  a civilized  and 
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advanced society ;  naakarikam -  civilizization;  munnaeriya -  advanced;  samukam-  
society.  

humilis : lowly, humble. 

humilis has the composition  ka- ma- la-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
elimai mikka-  humble. 

humilis has the composition  ka- ma- la-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is    
thaazhmai  mikka  ullam [ missing  letter- the -] - humble/ humility ;  thaazhmai- 
humble.

humilis has the composition  ka- ma- la-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is 
vaazhvil / vaazhkkaiyil   mika  elimaiyaaka   vaazha -  to lead  a  humble  life;  
vaazhkkai-  life;  ezhimai-  humble;   vaazha-  to live.

lowly [E]has the composition- la- va- la- and the meaning of the word is  ezhimaiyaana
vaazhkkai -  simple /humble life;  ezhimai-  simplicity;  vaazhkkai -  life. 

lowly[ E]  has the composition- la- va- la- and the meaning of the word is  keelaaka  / 
thaazhvaaka  ulla nilam-  low  lying land ;  keelae-  down;  thaazhvaaka- lowly ;  nilam- 
land .

humo : cover with earth, bury, 

humo has the composition  -ka- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  mannai  kondu  
mooda [  missing letter- the -] -  cover with  soil ;  mun-  soil/earth ;  mooda -  to 
cover .
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humo has the composition  -ka- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  mannaai  pottu 
pinaththai   puthaikka  vaedum  [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -] - bury the dead body
;  pinam- dead body ; puthaikka-  bury .

earth [E]  has the consonants-  Ra -the –and the original Tamil word is    mun tharai –
earth/ soil/ land.

earth [E]  has the consonants-  Ra -the –and the original Tamil word is    tharani - earth
. 

earth [E]  has the consonants-  Ra -the –and the original Tamil word is    thaattri - 
earth. 

earth [E]  has the consonants-  Ra -the –and the original Tamil word is   tharai- earth . 

earth [E]  has the consonants-  Ra -the –and the original Tamil word is    thiram  -earth.

humus : ground, earth, soil / land, country. 

humus has the compostion- ka -ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kaayam-  
earth;   aakaayam/ aakaasam  -  sky ;  samukam- society .

soil[E]  has the consonants - sa- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    nilam/ 
sem mun nilam -  red soil . 

soil[E]  has the consonants - sa- la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is saeval 
[missing letter-ka-]- soil.

   hypocrita : hypocrite  
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hypocrite  has the consonants - ka – pa-–ka- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
kapadakkaarar -  hypocrite. 

hypocrite  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  –ka- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  word 
is  yaemaatrukiravar – a  fraud  .

hypocrite  has the consonants - ka – pa- –ka- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
poei  purattu  seikiravar[ missing  letter- sa-]  – a  fraud  .

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

                Egyptian hiero glyphic word -imn [Amun] 

imn  has the consonants – ma- an -and the original Tamil  word is  amman-  
goddesss;  ammaan-  god. 

             Egyptian hiero glyphic word  -iSt-  [ possessions]  .

iSt  has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is udaimai- belongings.

iSt  has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is soththu - property. 

         Egyptian hiero glyphic word  -iSt [ meal - morning] .

iSt  has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is undi-  meal. 

              Egyptian hiero glyphic word  - iS [saliva] .

iS has the consonant- sa- and the original Tamil word is echchi- saliva .
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       Egyptian hiero glyphic word- iAyt[old woman] .

iAyt  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  moothatti  -old 
woman. 

                Egyptian hiero glyphic word – iArrt [grapes] .

iArrt has the consonants -Ra -the a-nd the orignal Tamil word is  munthiri  /kodi 
munthiri [ missing  letter- ka-]-  grapes. 

             Egyptian hiero glyphic word -id [bull] .

id  has the consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is  maadu-  bull. 

             Egyptian hiero glyphic word-idr [stitch] .

idr has the consonants-  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thuni  thaeiththar- 
stitching a cloth. 

                Egyptian hiero glyphic word – idr [ herd] .

idr has the consonants-  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   idaiyar- shepherd 
caste .

idr has the consonants-  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   semmarai aattu 
manthai[ missing  letter- sa-]  - herd of sheeps . 

                 Egyptian hiero glyphic word – id [assault] .
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id has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is adi –beat/ assault .

id has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is uthai –beat/ kick. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – id [ boy] .

 id has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thampi-[ missing  letter- 
pa-]-   boy/ male child ; podiyan- small boy; ‘da’  is an adj  for calling a boy /’di’ for 
girl .   

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word- irw [form/ shape ] .

Irw has the consonants – Ra- and –va- and the original Tamil  word is  uruvam-   
form. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic word- irt [ eye] .

irt has the consonants  -Ra- the- and the original atmil  word is thirai-  eye ; 
naethra[Skt] - eye. s

Iiaceo : to lie, lie prostrate, lie dead. 

liaceo  has the consonants – la- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is   alikam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  lie .

liaceo  has the consonants – la- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kaalil   vizhu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – to fall on the feet;  kaal- leg;  veezhu- fall. 
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liaceo  has the consonants – la- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   keelae  veezhnthu  
madi [ missing  letter- ka-] – lie dead;   keelae veezhu- fall down; madi- die. 

lies [E]   has the consoants- la- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   poei sol [ missing  
letter- pa-]  - lies/to lie.  

lies [E]   has the consoants- la- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   salli/jalli - lies. 

lies [E]   has the consoants- la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is  alappu [  missing
letter- pa-] [  missing  letter- pa-] -  lies .

lies [E]   has the consoants- la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   pizhai -[ missing
letter- pa-]   lies/ false. 

iacio : to throw, cast, hurl, lay, scatter, diffuse. 

iacio  has the composition - ka -   and the original Tamil word is erika [ missing letter- 
Ra -] -  throw /erithnthiduka/thookki erika . 

iacio  has the composition - ka -   and the original Tamil word is   veesu   [ missing  
letter- sa-]  – to throw.

iacio  has the composition -  ka -   and the original Tamil word is   iduka [ missing  
letter-  the -] - put .

iacio  has the composition -  ka -   and the original Tamil word is   ankum  inkum- 
maaka  thuoovuka – scatter.

scatter[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the –the-Ra and the original Tamil word is 
vaari  thoottruka-  scatters.
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cast[E]  has the consonants-  ka- sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is   veesidu  - 
throw.  

                               English  word - big 

big  has the consonants – pa- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  makaa [Skt] 
- big .

big  has the consonants – pa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaya-  big. 

iaculator : : a thrower, javelin man, spear thrower. 

iculator has the consonants- ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is 
vael  erikindravar – spear thrower; vael- lance .

iculator has the consonants- ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is 
vaal  yaenthukiravar –sword man ; vaal- sword. 

iculator has the consonants- ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is 
villu  yanthukiravar – bow man ; villu- bow. 

iaculum : dart, javelin, short spear. 

iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
vael aayutham [ missing letter- the -]-  – lance.

iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kunthalam  [missing letter- the -]-  spear .  
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iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
aruvaaal  manai [missing letter- Ra-] -  kitchen knife .

iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
koormaiyaana  vael [misingletter- Ra-] – sharp  edged lance;  koormai- sharp ;  vael- 
lance.

iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
koormaiyaana  vaal- sharp sword ;  koormai- sharp; vaal-sword.

iaculam  has the composition-  ka -la- ma –and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
eettiyaal/vaalaal/  vaelaal/kaththiyaal   kuththa  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -]  - 
stab with a lance/ sword/ lance; eetti- lance;  vaal- sword;  vael- javelin ; kaththi-knief; 
kuththu-stab. 

dart [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  vettu 
aruvaa [ missing  letter- ka-] -  sickle. 

dart [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   kattaeri 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – dagger .

               Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – iAt  [  mound] .

iAt   has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  mun madu-  mound. 

iam : now, by now, already / presently, immediately, soon. 

iam has the consonant-  ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  inaeram 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - by now /already .
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iam : moreover, henceforth, indeed, just, further. 

iam has the consonant  -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  unmaiyaa-  in 
fact/really .

iam has the consonant  -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   innumum- 
further.

iam has the consonant  -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  men maelum/  
maelum [ missing letter- la-]- further.

ictus : blow, bite, stroke, bolt, thrust. 

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is kadikka/ 
kadi -  to  bite/bite .

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  uoothuka-
to blow .

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  adikka- to 
strike.

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  varuduka  
[ missing  letter- Ra -] – stroke.

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   mudiyaei 
kothi  viduka-  fondle the hair .

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   thalluka 
[ missing  letter- la-]  - push .
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ictus  has the composition- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaekamaaka  idikka-  to  hit forcefully;  vaekamaaka-  speedily   idikka-  to hit .

ictus  has the composition- ka- the- -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  kathavai 
mooda/ saaththa  uthavum kattai-  the wooden piece used to lock the door - kathavu- 
door;  mooda-  to close; kattai-  wood . 

bite  [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-]-   the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kadi /  kadikka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bite /nibble.

bite  [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-]-   the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paampu   koththa-[  missing  letter- ka-] – snake  bite /sting ;  paampu –snake.  

bite  [E]   has the consonants -  pa-   the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pittu kodu -[  missing  letter- ka -]-  give me a bite. 

bite  [E]   has the consonants -  pa-   the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thin  pandam- bites /eatables . 

bite  [E]   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-   the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thundu--  bit. 

bolt  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
paththi maalai- bolt . 

bolt  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thaazh  vadam [ missing  letter- ka-]  -bolt. 

bolt  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thaalpaal  - bolt [ of the door];  thaal paal idu  - to apply the door  bolt  .

               Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – id [ bull]  .

Id has the consonants- the- and the original Tamil  word is maadu- bull . 
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idcirco : on that account, for that reason, for that purpose. 

idcirco   has the consonants-  the –ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  ak- 
kaaraniyam  kondu – for that reason .

idem eadem idem : the same. 

idem has the composition- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is   athae maathiri [ 
missing letter-  Ra -] -  same/similar  .

identidem : again and again, repeatedly.

 identidem   has the composition- the- an- the-  the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  meendum  meendum - thaan - again and  again  ; meendum-  again  .

                          English  word-  idle .

Idle  has the consonants – the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   madiththal  - 
idleness.

           

ideo : for that reason, on that account, therefore. 

ideo has the consonants –the- and the original Tamil word is athanaal [ missing letter- 
la-] -  on that account . 
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                         English  word - pea  fowl .

pea fowl  has the consonants [- pa -] –[-pa-] – va- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kalavam-  pea fowl .

                         English  word - pea   - cock .

pea cock  has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  mayil 
kalavam-[  missing  letter- la-]-   feather of pea cock ;  mayil-  pea cock;  kalavam -  
feather of pea cock / pea fowl .

idoneus : proper, worthy, fitting, deserving, capable. 

idoneus has the consonants- the- an- sa -and the original Tamil word/meaning is sari 
-thaan/ sariyaanathu thaan [ missing letter - Ra-]- right /correct.

idoneus has the consonants- the- an- [-sa -]-and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
poruththamaana [ missing letters -pa- and - Ra- ]-fittingly.

fit[E]   hasthe consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
oththa-  fit ;  thoathaa.  

igitur : therefore, consequently, for this reason. 

igitur  has the consonants – ka- the –Ra-and the original Tamil word is  antha   
kaaraniyam  kondu -  because of that; kaaraniyam- reason .
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ignarus : ignorant, not knowing. 

ignarus  has the consonants  - ka- an -Ra –[-sa -]–and the original Tamil word is   arivu 
-inmai -  lack of knowledge;  arivu- knowledge ;  inmai-nil.

ignarus  has the consonants  - ka- an -Ra –[-sa -]–and the original Tamil word is  
ezhuththu  arivu inmai  [ missing  letter- zha-] - illiterate .

ignarus  has the consonants  - ka- an -Ra –[-sa -]–and the original Tamil word is  
ariyaamai  kondu  [missing letter-  the -]- ignorant.

ignore [E]   has the consonants - ka- an- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is
purakkanaikka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  ignore. 

ignavus : lazy, listless, inert, sluggish cowardly, a coward. 

ignavus  has  the  composition- ka -an -va-sa-  and the meaning of  the word is  
vanjakam- cunningness;  vanjakan -   cunning man  . 

ignavus  has  the  composition- ka -an -va-sa-  and the meaning of  the word is  
achcham kondvan [ missing letter-  the -]- one who has fear.  

ignavus  has  the  composition- ka -an -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of  the word is  
kayavan- coward.

ignavus  has  the  composition- ka -an -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of  the word is  
kolai   thanam  mikkavan  [ missing leters-  la –and- the -]  a coward; kolai- coward.

ignavus  has  the  composition- ka -an -va-sa-  and the meaning of  the word is  oaivu  
edukka vaendum [  missing letter- the-] -  to  take rest ;  oaivu- rest;  edukka-  to take. 
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lazy [E]   has the consonants- la- sa- and the original Tamil word is   sompal [ missing  
letter- pa-] - lazy .

lazy [E]   has the consonants- la- sa- and the original Tamil word is   maachchal- lazy .

lazy [E]   has the consonants- la- sa- and the original Tamil word is   silapi [ missing  
letter- pa-] – lazy  person. 

lazy [E]   has the consonants- la- sa- and the original Tamil word is    vaelai seiyaamal  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - not doing work;  vaelai-work. 

lazy [E]   has the consonants- la- sa- and the original Tamil word is    veenaaka  
kaalaththai / vaelai seiyaaamal   kadaththu/ selavalikka  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to 
spend the time without doing work ;  veenaaka- waste ;  kaalam- time;   vaelai -work ; 
seiyaamal-not doing.  kadaththu- pass;  selavalikka- spend. 

                                  Sacred letter =  Ra.

             The most   Sacred letter/Dravido Egyptian -  Ra  = god/  sun/fire/rays/ rain/  
lion /snake/ regularity / ritual /life/  ethics / knowledge  .

ignis : fire. 

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [- sa-]  and the meaningof the word is   thee 
mootta vaendum [missing letter-the-] -   to make fire/ ignite .

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [- sa-]  and the meaningof the word is  vaththi 
vaikka  vaendum [missing letter-the-] – ignite. 

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [- sa-]  and the meaningof the word is  thee kan  
[missing letter-the-] - eye of the fire flame .
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ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [- sa-]  and the meaningof the word is  van kan –
eye of the sky ;  vaan –sky; kan –eye .

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  agni-[Skt] - 
fire .

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation  is   veiyoan -  
sun  god / fire god.

ignis  has the composition- ka- an – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  yagnam – 
Aariyan  fire ritual .

fire[E]  has the composition -pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   paru-  fire. 

fire[E]  has the composition -pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   paraer-  beauty  .

fire[E]  has the composition -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is perum   
neruppu-  fire.  

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  karu neri 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -fire .

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eri /ari  -fire.

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  yaezh  piriyon [
missing  letter- zha-]  -  sun. 

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eriyon- fire 
god. 

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sooran 
[ missing  letter-  sa-]-  - fire. 
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fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  asiram 
[ missing  letter –sa-]  -fire. 

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  asiran 
[ arasan]   [ missing  letter –sa-]  - god of fire-   sun/ king  .

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Gnaayiru – 
sun .

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   Ra  
[Egyptian] - sun god. 

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  orai-  sun/ 
planet. 

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  raasi  
[ missing  letter- sa-] – planet /zodiac sign .

fire[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Ramses 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – Egyptian king .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   thee  pori  
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  fire sparkle. 

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pari-   horse 
[  of the sky  -the sun god ] .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirayaanam -  
travel-  sun travelling daily from east  to west. 

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paraman-  one 
who  is above -  sun/  god  .
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fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Perumaan-  the
lord / sun god .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
Brhamman[Skt]  -  the  god .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Pirabu –lord / 
sun god .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  piraba - sun 
god/ moon goddess .

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirappu -  
birth .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uyir- life. 

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirambu 
[ pittukku  pirambu  adi  patta  kathai ] -  rattan /sunray . 

fire[E]  has the composition - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  periya-   big .

fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-]-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ariya- 
precious .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uyariya-  
superior. 

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  aram-   
virtue/  ethics  as told by the fire god . 

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  maram-  
courage as taught by the fire god .
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fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Maaran- 
Dravidian sun god Murugan .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Raaman 
[Skt] –the sun god .

fire[E]  has the composition –pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   poo  saram -  
the flowers  tied  together   -the stars of the sky .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  saran[Skt] 
[ missing  letter-  sa -]  -  the sun god.   

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
Cheran[ missing  letter-  sa -]  -  the sun god. 

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   Arasan [
missing  letter-  sa -]  -  sun – is our king.    

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
Sir[E]  /arasan -[ missing  letter-  sa -]   the lord / our king .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   soori -
[ missing  letter-  sa -]   –  He is our  weapon .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   suram-  He 
who gives  fever. 

fire[E]  has the composition –-pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   purusan[Skt] -  
sun [ missing  letter-  sa -]  - our husband. 

fire[E]  has the composition –-pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   paeran-  sun is 
our grandson  .
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fire[E]  has the composition –-pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   paeru-  He is 
our gift .

fire[E]  has the composition –-pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  parisu [ missing 
letter-  sa -]   He is our prize .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Arunan/ 
Arun -  sun god. 

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
Archchunan/Arjuna[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  sa -] - sun god.   

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa--] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  siram/ 
sirasu   [ missing  letter-  sa -] –He is our head .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    paaru –see  
-the one who maked us to see .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   peyar-  He   is  
our  name  .
 
fire[E]  has the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is perum   
sirappu [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  the best . 

fire[E]  has the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is perumai – the 
pride .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   arumai- 
good. 

fire[E]  has the composition –  pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  siri  /sirippu 
[ missing  letter-  sa -] -  smile [ like the sun god does] . 

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  sari 
[ missing  letter-  sa -]   - o.k /agreed [ to the god’s will ]. 
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fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
saranam[Skt] –[ missing  letter-  sa -]- He is our destiny . 

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   ariya -  to 
know about Him .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   puriya   
-to understand abou Him .

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uyaram-  
one who is very tall . 

fire[E]  has the composition –[-  pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   nam    uyir 
/aar   uyir -   our  life .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   maarbu  
-chest  - the resting place of Him .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Uooraan  -  he 
who  crawls -  the sun god. 

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   piraani – the 
crawling  animals [ sun has no  legs ] .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  biryani – the  
spicy cooked meet rice. 

fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Sumaeru 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – the red hills / Ziggurat .

fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   mari –ram .

 fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  maari- rain.
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fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   niram-  he 
who gave us the color .

fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is naeram-  he 
who  decides the time.   

fire[E]  has the composition –pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   narambu - 
nerve/ lute  string [symbolism- sun ray].  

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is narampu- brain 
-  He who  gave us the brain .

fire[E]  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   saaru 
/saaram -  He who is the essence . 

fire[E]  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
arasan/paer arasan  [ missing  letter- sa-]  – king  /emperor /  prince / pharaoh.

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uoor/  paer 
uoor-  our  city[ heaven ]  .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   maru 
pirappu  / eru pirappu -  one who is  born again after the winter solstice  /twice born .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    uyir/ uyirppu- 
life. 

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  piraaanan [Skt] 
-  life / spirit .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  nirai /  pari 
pooranan [Skt] -  the  one who is perfect / whole/ total . 
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fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   nan neri-    
He who  taught us the ethics .

fire[E]  has the composition –pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    pirai - crescent 
moon .

fire[E]  has the composition –pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  parai –the  
dum .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  naar-  the 
day [ He who  decides tha day ] .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   marai-   He 
who  gave us the  holy  scripture .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is sei  murai  
[ missing  letter-sa-]– He who  who  taught us the  methods  of doing things  .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is muraimai  -  
He who  taught  us  the rules and regulations .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  irai-  He 
who gave us the  feed .

fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   iraimai- 
rule [ He who  taught us the way of ruling].

  fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  irai  -god/  
our feeder.  

  fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   erumai- 
buffalo . 
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  fire[E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   iru-  be 
there/ exist . 

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  puram/ puri – 
side /direction as decided by the fire god – sun .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   erappu -  death
-  the sun – our reasting place after death .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   periya  
puraanam -  the big story of the sun god. 

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paraiyan-   the 
drummer  of the sky .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  piraminan – 
Brhamin .

fire[E]  has the composition – pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    pachcha  ari 
-si [ missing  letter- sa-]  -rice .

fire[E]  has the composition – [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is    ari- rice .

fire[E]  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  soaru  
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - boiled  rice. 

fire[E]  has the composition –  pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   payir-  crop. 

fire[E]  has the composition –  pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is    ner payir -  
paddy  crop .

fire[E]  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   the 
hanging  rope/ cloth   to keep  oil pots -  the one who hangs .
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fire[E]  has the compositin - pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  neerum  
neruppum -  water and fire;  neer-  water;  neruppu-  fire. 

fire[E]  has the compositin – [-pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   aran-   He is 
our  our guardian / fort   .

fire[E]  has the compositin – [-pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   aranai - 
snake  .

fire[E]  has the compositin – [-pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   aar-  beauty
.

fire[E]  has the compositin – [-pa-] -- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   aar- sound. 

ignoro : to be ignorant of, not know / rarely: neglect, overlook. 

ignero  has the composition -ka- an- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  ariyaaamai   
konda  manithar/maanidar [  missing letter-  the -]  -  ignorant   person/ people  ;  
ariyaamai-  ignorant;  konda-  has;  manithar-  person;   maanidar-  people  ; arivinmai 
-  without knowledge.

ignero  has the composition -ka- an- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
purakkanikka  [ missing letter- pa-] - neglect . 

ignero  has the composition -ka- an- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  porut 
-padauththa  vaendaam[ missing letters- pa-and -the -] - ignore .

ignero  has the composition -ka- an- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  adik-kadi  
indri [ missing  letter-  the -] - not often ;  adik-kadai – often;  indri- without. 
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ignosco: (+ dat.) to overlook, forgive, pardon. 

ignosco  has the composition- ka- an- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of  the word is  
mannikka  vaendum -  to  forgive .

forgive[E]  has  the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka- va  -and the original Tamil  word  is  
porukka  vaendum  [missing  letter- the -] to forgive.

ignotus : unknown, obscure, ignorant, ignoble. 

ignotus  has the composition- ka- an -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the wordis 
ariyaamai  kondu -[ missing  letter  -the-]  being ignorant .

ignotus  has the composition- ka- an -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the wordis   
theriyaa  thanamaaka [ missing  letter- Ra -] – ignorant. 

ilico : on the spot, immediately. 

ilico  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   avidaththil  
[  missing letter- the -]  -at that place.

ilico  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kaala thaamtham  
illaamal [  missing letter- the -] – without time delay ;  kaalm-  time;  thaamatham- 
delay ;  illai- without.  

spot[E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is 
antha idam -  that place ;  antha- that;   idam-  place. 
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illa : (fem. sing. nom.) THAT (sword) is more expensive. 

illa   has the composition   vilai  [athikam]  ulla vaal [  missing letters-  ka- and- the -] 
expensive sword ;  vilai -  price;  vilai  athikam- expensive;  athikam-  more;  vaal- 
sword. 

illa : (neut. pl. acc.) Deborah always won THESE (wars). 

illa has the composition- la- la- and the mening of the word is ella 
vaelaiyilum[  missing letter-  ka -] - for all time /always  ;  ella-  all;  vaelai- time. 

always [E]  has the composition- la -va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is ella 
vaelaiyilum - always ; all- all;  vaelai- time .

illa : (fem. sing. abl.) He who lives BY THAT (the sword) .

illa has the composiitohn- la- la- and the meaning of the word is kai- yil  vaal  kondu   
vaazhkkai/ vaazhvu   vaazhnthida [  missing letter- ka-]  - life with  a sword in the 
hand ;  kai- arm; vaal- sword ;  kondu - to  have;   vaazhkkai- life ;  vaazhvu-  life;  
vaazhnthida-  to  live .

 
illa : (neut. pl. nom.) THOSE (arms) belong to the victor. 

illa has the composition- la -la - and the meaning of the word is vilaali  [  missing 
letter- ka-] - fine archer  ;  villu  -  bow .
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illacrimo : (+ dat.) to weep over. 

illacrimo  has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  kan 
kalanki   kanneer  vittu  azhuka  vaendum[  missing letter-  the-] -  weeping  with 
shedding  tears ; kanneer- tears;  azhuka- to weep. 

illacrimo  has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
kanneer malka  azhuka - weeping with shedding tears;  kanneer-  tears;  azhuka- to 
weep .

weep[E]  has thecomposiiton- va -[-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
azhuka[  missing letter-  la -] - to weep. 

 illae ille : (fem. pl. nom.) THOSE (women) must die! 

illae has the composition -la -la -and the meaning of the word is ella  
makalirum[  missing letters-  ka -and -Ra-]  - all women ; ella- all;  makalir- women .

llae has the composition -la -la -and the meaning of the word is
ella penkalum [  missing letters-  pa- and- ka -]  - all women ;  ella- all;  penkal-  women
. 

llae has the composition -la -la -and the meaning of the word is
ella penkalum  ozhiya  /azhiya  [  missing letters-  pa- and- ka -]  - all women should  
perish .

illarum : (fem. pl. gen.) The city wall had four OF THOSE (gates). 
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illarum  has the composition- la-- Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is  naalu  
vaayilkal  ulla  nakaram  [ missing  letter- ka-]- the city  has four  gates;  naalu –four;  
vaayil- gates; nakaram- cit. 

illas : (fem. pl. acc.) They gave THOSE (their lives) for the Faith. 

illas has the composition-  la- la- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  vaazhkkai yaei
vazhanku[  missing letter- ka-]  - to  give the life;  vazhkkai- life;  vazhanku-  give .

faith[E]   has the consonants   -pa- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  paththi -  faith. 

faith[E]   has the consonants   -pa- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  nampidu – 
have faith.

faith[E]   has the consonants   -pa- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  aasaa pantham
[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - faith .

faith[E]   has the consonants   -pa- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  than nampikkai
[ missing  letter- ka-] —confidence. 

trust [ E] [ v ]  has the consonants  -the- Ra –[-sa-] -the – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  theera / oru saera  namputhar - to have  full faith.

trust [ E] [n]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -sa -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
saththiram- inn. 

trust [ E] [n]  has the consonants  -the- Ra –[-sa-] -the – and the original Tamil  word is 
thondu mandram-  service organization .

illata : from infero : to cause, occasion, etc. 
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etc  has the consonant-  the- and the interpreation of the word is  ithiyaathi – etc .

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  antha  
vaelai-yil [ missing  letter- ka-] - on that  occasion / at that time ;  vaelai- time;  antha - 
that . 

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is antha / 
intha  naeraththil [ missing  letter- Ra -] - at that time;  antha- that;  naeram- time. 

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
vilaiviththidu- [ missing  letter- ka-] - to cause. 

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  sila 
naeraththil  [ missing  letters-sa-and - Ra-]-occasionally .

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the other interpretation is    antha 
tharunathhtil / ath - tharunaththil [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - at that time ;  tharunam- 
time.

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  antha  
nodi-yil - at that moment ;  nodi- second .

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  antha/ 
intha  soozha- lil - in that  circumstance  ;  antha   -tht;  intha- this ; soozhal-  
circumstance.

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  antha  
nikalvil [missing  letter- ka-] -on that occasion. 

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  sila  
smayathhtil  - [ missing  letter- sa-]- occasionally .

illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
thoondalaal  /  thoonduthalaa – to  cause/ to induct .
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illata  has the consonants - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
muthaliyana- etcetera.

ille illa illud : that, the former, the famous / he, she, it. 

illud has the composition- la -la- the -and the meaning of the word is  naattu/kudi   
makkalidayae  pukal vaaintha  thalaivar  [  missing letters-  ka- and- pa-] ;  famous 
leader among the people;  naattu- makkal-  citizens;  kudi makkal-  citizens;  pukal- 
famous ;  thalaivar -   leader .

he[E]   has the consonants-  ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   avan- 
He/he;  yevan –who  . 

it[E]   has the consonants  -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   ithu- it. 

it[E]   has the consonants  -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   athu -that . 

ille : (masc. nom. sing.) THAT (house) is filthy. 

ille  has the composition - la- la -and the meaning of the word is nalla  illam-   good  
house;  nalla-  good;  illam-  house.

ille  has the composition - la- la -and the meaning of the word is azhukkaana  illam 
[ missing letter -ka] - dirty house .  

house[E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is akam- 
home. 

house[E]   has the consonants – ka- sa- and the original Tamil  word is vaesakam-  
house. 
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house[E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - and the other  interpretation  is   puvanam
[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] –house. 

house[E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - and the other  interpretation  is  pu-k-
kakam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  in law’s house. 

lli : (fem sing. dat.) There is a statue IN THAT (abbey). 

illi  has the composition- la -la-   and the meaning of the word is  kal  silai  [  missing 
letters- sa-  and -ka -] - kal silai -  stone statue; kal-  stone;  silai- statue . 

illi : (masc. sing. dat.) He sent FOR THAT (doctor). 

illi  has the composition -la - la- and the meaning of the word is aalai  
azhaikka[  missing letter- ka-]  - to call that person ;  aal-  person;  azhikka-  to call. 

illi : (masc. pl. nom.) THOSE (men) are loyal to the king. 

illi  has the composition- la - la- and the meaning of the word is nandri ulla makkal   
[ missing letters-  the- Ra- and -ka   ] -   people with loyalty  ; nandri  ulla-  being loyal;  
makkal- people.  

illi : (neut sing. dat.) i'd give my right arm FOR THOSE (cookies).
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illi has the consonants -la -and the original Tamil word is  vaeka vaiththa   maavu sillu [
missing  letters-  sa- ka- and- the -] -] – cookies.
 

illiam : (fem. sing. acc.) She wasted THAT (her youth). 

illiam   has the composition-la - la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  ialami-   youth
;  ilamai yaei  izhanthu[ missing letter - the -] -  loss of youth ;  ilamai- youth;  izhanthu-
lost.

youth[E]   has the consonants  -the -and the interpretation  of the word is   
pothakam[ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -]-  youth. 

illic : there, at that place, therein, in that matter. 

illic  has the composition   - la- la- ka -and the meaning of the word is   avidaththil 
[ missing letter - the -] - there / at that place; idam -place.

illis : (masc. pl. dat.) Tell it TO THOSE (Marines). 

illis  has the composition- la- la- sa-and the meaning of the word is  sollu -   
tell  /sollidu .  

illis  has the composition- la- la- sa-and the meaning of the word is  kappalai   
seluththum   maalumi    payanikkum  payanikalidaththu  sollum  seithi   [  missing 
letters-  pa - ka- and the-] -  the message  told by the ship captain to the passangers ;  
kappal- ship; seluththum- driving;  maalumi - captain;  pauanikkum- travelling;  
pauanikal- passengers; sollum- saying; seithi -news .
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illis : (fem. pl. dat.) She gave her property TO THOSE 
(churches). 

illis   has the composition- la- la –[-sa -] and the meaning of the word is and the 
meaningof the word is kovilukku  vazhanka [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to give  to temple ;
kovil- temple;  vazhanka-  to  give .

illis : (neut. pl. abl.) She earned it BY THESE (her deeds). 

illis  has the consonants – la- sa –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   seyal – 
deed.

illis : (fem. pl. abl) A life is enriched BY THESE (friendships). 

illis  has the consonants –  la-  la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
tholamai  kolla  [ missing  letters-ka-and-  the -] – friendship .

illis : (masc. pl. abl.) They passed BY THOSE (roads). 

illis  has the composition- la-   la- sa- and the meningof the word is    saalai  -il   sella -  
to go on the  road ;  saalai- road;  sellu -go .

illis  has the composition-  la- sa- and the meningof the word is  
sella  -to go. 
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illis : (neut. pl. dat.) Listen TO THESE (orders). 

illis  has the composition-  la- la- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  kattalai / 
kattalaikal   [  missing letters- ka -  and- the -]  order;  kattalai-  order; kattalaikal- 
orders.

 
illius : (neut. sing. gen.) She paid half OF THAT (the cost).

Illius   has the consonants -  la- la –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  kollai   vilai 
[ missing  letter- ka -] –  cost  is high .

 
illius : (masc. fem. neut. gen. sing.) Go ahead, eat some OF THAT. 
illius  has the consonants - la- la -sa - and the original tamil word / meaning is   mun  
sellu /  sellaalm -  to go forward;  munnae- front;  sellu -go .  

illo : (neut. sing. abl.) Do not hesitate BECAUSE OF THAT! (doubt) 

illo   has the consonants- la-   la- and the original Tamil world / meaning is   iyam  
kolla[  missing  letter-  ka -] -suspect .

illo : (masc. sing. abl.) He gave plenty FOR THAT (field). 

illo  has the composition-  la-  la -  and the meaning of the word is  nilam- land;  vilai  
nilam [ missing  letter- ka -]  -  farm land .
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illorum : (masc. pl. gen.) The horses OF THOSE (soldiers) are spent. 

illorum  has the consonants-  la-  Ra- ma  -and the original tamil word / meaning is  
veerarkalin  / maravarkal -in  kuthiraikal  [ missing letters- the-  and-   ka-] - the horses 
of  slodiers ;  maravarkal- soldiers;  kuthiraikal- horses  .

illos : (masc. pl. acc.) They burned THOSE (houses) to the ground. 

Illos   has the consonants-  la- la- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil Word is  illam- house.

illud : (neut. sing. nom.) THAT (monastery) is well-built. 

illud   has the composition- la- la- the -and the meaningof the word is  thuravikal  ulla /
vaazhum   idame  madam / aatheenam  aakum [  missing letters- Ra- and- ka -] -the 
mut is aplace where ascetics  live ;  thuravikal- ascetics;  vaazhum-  living;  idam-  
place;  madam-  mut .

illud : (neut. sing. acc.) Break THOSE (fetters)! 

illud  has the composition- la-  the - and the meaning of the word is kai kaal  vilangai  
udaikka  vaendum[  missing  letter- ka -] -  to  break the shackles;  kai-  arm;  kaal  - leg;
vilangu- shackles;  udaikka-  to  break .

break [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  norukku-  smash .
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break [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  murikka- break .

illudo illusi illusum : to mock, make fun of, ridicule 

illudo  has the composition- la- the -and the meaningof the word is  kindal  kaeli 
[  missing letter- ka-]-  to  ridicule . 

illudo  has the composition- la- the -and the meaningof the word is  kalaaiththal 
[  missing letter- ka-]-  to  ridicule.

mock[E]   has the composition -ma -ka - and the meaning of the word is  kalaaikkanum
[  missing letter- la-] -  to mock at. 

mock[E]   has the composition -ma -ka - and the meaning of the word is  kondakam  
[ missing  letter- the -]- mock .

ridicule[ E]  hasthe composition- Ra -the- ka- la - and the meaning of the word is 
oruvarai  kindal   kaeli   seiya[  missing letter -sa-]  -  to  ridicule some one ;  oruvar- a 
person;  kindal kaeli- ridicule;  seiya -  to do.

ridicule[ E]  hasthe composition- Ra -the- ka- la - and the meaning of the word is 
tharam  thaazhntha  vaarththai  koori  oruvarai  kindal kaeli  seiya koodaathu [  missing
letter- sa-] -  do not ridicule some one  with  indecent  words;  tharam thaazhnthu-  
sub standard;  vaarththai-  word ;  koori  -  tell; oruvarai-  some one;  kindal kaeli- 
ridicule;  seiya -  to  do;  koodaathu- don not. 

fun[E] has the consonants –-pa an- and the original Tamil word is   naappu- fun .

fun[E] has the consonants –[-pa -]–an- and the original Tamil word is  yaelanam   
[ missing letter-la-]-fun.
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illum : (masc. sing. acc.) He ate THAT (fruit). 

illum  has the composition- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   pazham[  missing
letter- pa-] -  fruit;  panam pazham . 

imago : image, likeness. 

imago   has the composition -ma-[- sa -] - and the meaning of the word is   pimpam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  image. 

imago   has the composition -ma- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  vadivam 
[ missing letter- the -]  - shape/ image .

 imago   has the composition -ma- ka - and the meaning of the word is  uruvam - 
image[ missing letter- Ra -] .

imber ymber : rain shower, rain storm, pelting rain. 

imber  has the composition -ma- pa- Ra- and the meaning of the  word is  perum  
mazhai  [  missing letter- zha -] - heavy rain ;  perum - big;  mazhai- rain . 

imber has the composition -ma- [-pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the  word is  maari - 
heavy  shower. 

rain[E]  has the consonants-  Ra –an- and the original Tamil  word is  uyir neer -  life 
giving water; uyir- life;  neer- water. 
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imbrium : of rain. 

imbrium  has the consonants  -ma- pa- Ra -ma  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  perum maari /   perum  mazhaiyil [ missing  letter- zha-] -  in the rain ; 
perum- big;  mazhai -rain .

 
imitor : to imitate. 

imitor   has the consonants-  ma -the- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
athaei   maathiri  - yae  seiya [ missing  letter- sa-] - to do exactly  the same .

imitor   has the consonants-  ma -the- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
athaei  maathiri  - yae  thirumpa   seiya[ missing  letters- pa -and- sa-]- reproduce   . 

imitor   has the consonants-  ma -the- Ra -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
athaei  maathiri - yae   achhcu  edu[ missing  letter- sa-]  - copy ;  achchu- copy.

immanitas : savagery, frightfulness. 
 
immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the- sa-and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is mikuntha  achcham kondu /  achcham  undaakka  koodiya/ achcham 
mootta koodiya   [missing  letter- ka-] - frightening ; achcham- fear .

immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  kaattu thanamaaka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  wild/   savagery .

immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  miruka thanamaka-[ missing  letter- Ra -] - wild ;  mirukam- animal.
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immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the- sa-and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is maantha  panpaadu   sirithum indri [ missing  letters- pa- and- Ra -]  
uncultured ;  panpaadu- culture .

immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the- sa-and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is maantha  naakarikam  sirithum indri [ missing  letter- ka- and -Ra-] - un 
civilized;  naakarikam- civilization .

immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the-  sa-and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  adanka  seithida  mudiyaatha  [missing  letter- ka-]  -  can not be tamed .

immanitas    has the consonants- ma -an -the-  sa-and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  maantha thanmai  atru [ missing  letter- Ra -]- not having human nature .

 immerito : adv. undeservingly, without merit, unjustifiably. 

immerito  has the consonants- ma- ma- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sirithum  thiramai   indri [ missing  letter- sa-] – wih out talent. 

immerito  has the consonants- ma- ma- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   arivum  thiramaiyum   thakuthiyum  aravae   indri [ missing  letter- ka-] - 
not having enough  knowledge/ talent / merit;   arivu- knowledge; thiramai- talent; 
thakuthi- merit;  indri- without.

immineo : to hang over, be imminent, threaten. 

immineo has the consonants- ma-  ma -an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
miratta  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -the –and-ka- ]-  threaten. 
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immo : by all means, by no means, on the contrary. 

immo  has the consonants – ma- ma – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ottum
mudiyathu/ mudiyavae mudiyaathu  [ missing  letters-  ka – and- the -] -  not at all .

immodicus : immoderate, excessive, beyond measure. 

immodicus  has the composition -ma- the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
mikuthiyaana  ennikkai -  numerous. 

immodicus  has the composition -ma- the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
athikamaaka[Skt]  / mikuthiyaaka   vandum -  need more. 

immodicus  has the composition -ma- the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
alavukku  athikamaana [  missing letter-  la -]  - beyond measure .

immodicus  has the composition -ma- the- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
kooduthalaaka  vaendum[  missingletter-  la -] -  need excessive;  kooduthal-  
excessive;  vaendum-  in need. 

immortalis : immortal. 

immortalis  has the composition -ma -Ra- the- la –[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is  pirappum irappum  illaatha  oru  nilai [  missing letter-  pa-] -the state  of  ‘no birth’  
and ‘no death’ ;   pirappu-  birth;  irappu-  death ;  illaatha - without;  nilai- state .

immotus : unmoved. 
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 immotus  has the consonants-  ma –ma- the –sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ottum[Malayaalam] konjamum  asaiyaatha manam[ missing  letter- ka-]  –
unmoved; asaiyaatha- not moving;  manam- mind .

immunda : unclean, impure, dirty, foul. 

 immunda has the composition -ma- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaiyaanathu [ antonym]-  clean .  

immunda has the composition -ma- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimai indri [  missing letter- Ra-] - un clean .

immunda has the composition -ma- an- the - and the meaning of the word is   
asuththamaana[Skt]  [  missing letter-  sa-] -  unclean ;  suththamaana -  clean . 

dirty[E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thooimai  
indri-   dirty .

immundus : foul, impure. 

immundus   has the consonants -  ma- ma- an- the -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word is  ottum  thooimai  indri [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  not pure;   thooimai - purity ;  
indri- without.

foul[E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
azhukku [ missing  letter- ka-]  - dirt. 

foul[E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
azhukiya   manam  - foul smell .
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foul[E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
azhukini  aattam [ missing  letters- ka- and the-]  - foul   play ;  azhukini - foul; aattam- 
play. 

 foul[E]    has the consonants  - pa- la  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
puzhukini / azhukini  attam   [ missing  letters- ka- and -the-]-   foul play . 

foul[E]    has the consonants  - pa- la  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thappaana    vilaiyaattu [ missing  letters- ka- and - the-] foul play ; thappu- wrong ;   
vilaiyaattu- game. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidiarin  paechhcu [ missing  letters-  ka –and- sa-] – the language of Dravidian 
people. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra - the- -and the other interpretaion is   
suthhtikrarikka  patta  kirantham/ Aariyarudiaya   Samaskirutha   paasai  [ missing  
letters-  ka -and- sa-] -Sanskrit -  the language of the Aryan people. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra - the- -and the other interpretaion is  suththi 
karaikka  pattathu  [ missing  letters-  ka -and- sa-]- the one  which  is  made pure .

purity[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra - the- -and the other interpretaion is   
parisuththam [ missing  letter- sa-] – pure.

purity[E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] - Ra - the- -and the other interpretaion is   
thooimaiyaana  ondru – pure one;  thooimai- pure. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
theerththam  /thoimaiyana neer – pure / holy water . 
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purity[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  thiru 
neeru- sacred ash. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  netri  
pottu- sacred dot on the forehead .

purity[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
andavarukku  padaikka   patta  kovir  unavu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ritual food offering 
to god .

purity[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  padaiyar 
soru [ missing  letter- sa-] -   cooked rice  offerd  to god . 

purity[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
pirasaatham [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - food offered to god 

purity[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
thanneer-  water. 

purity[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  pasu  
maattu  mooththiram / siru neer[ missing  letter- sa-]-  urine of cow. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –- pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  
piranthai- birth. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –- [-pa-] - Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  thiru
naal-[ missing letter- la-] -festival .

purity[E]   has the consonants --pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is   thee 
pori-  fire. 

purity[E]   has the consonants --pa- Ra - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  perum  
thooimaiyana  ondru-  pure one.  
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purity[E]   has the consonants --pa- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  pari 
suththam  [Skt] [ missing  letter-  sa-] - pure  .

purity[E]   has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  thiru 
manjana neer-[ missing  letter-  sa-] –sacred water from the sanctum sanctorum   .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is   
peruththa   thana/ thana paaram  neer-   breast  water;  thanam- breast .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  vinthu  
neer [ missing  letter- ka-]- semen  .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-] -- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  
thooimaiyaana  kaatru [ missing  letter- ka-]-pure air;  kaatru –air. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  karpu 
udaiami/ karpu  udaiya  pendeer  [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  chastity ;  chaste women .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  
thirumana  uravu[missing  letter-  ka -]   -  marital life. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  
kathar manam / kaathar uravu [missing  letter-  ka -] - love relationship .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and theother interpretation  is  
paththarai   maaththu   thankam[ missing  letter- ka-]-  pure  gold. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is   vaai  
parimaatram / kootram [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  talk .

purity[E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]-- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is kovir
karuvarai koodam [  missing  letter-  ka -]  -  sanctum sanctorum.
 
 purity[E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]-- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
Caveri aatru  thanni-[  missing  letter-  ka -]  Caveri  river water .
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purity[E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]-- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
Konkai aatru  thanni -[  missing  letter-  ka -] –Ganges river water;  Konkai- breast;  
aaru- river; thanni-  water. .  
purity[E]   has the consonants –--pa-- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
Porunai  aatru  thanni / thaamira  parani  aatru  thanni .

purity[E]   has the consonants –--[ -pa-] -- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
Tigris aatru  thanni [ missing  letter-  sa-] - Tigris  river water .

purity[E]   has the consonants –---pa--- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
Euphrates  atru  thanni [ missing  letter- sa-]  - Euphrates river water .

purity[E]   has the consonants –--[ -pa-] -- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is  
kritina   artru  thanni [ missing  letter- ka-] –Krishna   river water. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa--- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is   
Brahma  Puththira  aatru  thanni – Brahma  puththira  river water. 

purity[E]   has the consonants –-pa--- Ra - the- -and the other interpretation  is   pira 
saathanam [ missing  letter-  sa-]  -  purity .

impedio : entangle, ensnare, obstruct, surround, hinder, 
prevent. 

impedio   has the consonants -  ma- [- pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word is  
kadinam [  missing  letter- ka-]-difficult . 

impedio   has the consonants -  ma- [- pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word is  
thaduka  vaendum /  thaduppu ida [  missing  letter- ka-]-- to stop/ thaduppu idu/ 
poadu   .
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impedio   has the consonants -  ma-  pa- the  -and the original Tamil word is   pori  
vaiththu  pidikka  vendum [  missing  letters-  ka- and- Ra -]  - trap ;  pori- trap ; 
pidikka- to catch . 

impedito : a hinderance. 

 impedito  has the consonants-  ma -pa- the-and the original Tamil word is   muttu 
kattai  poada  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  hinder ;  muttukattai- hindrance .

impedito  has the consonants-  ma -pa- the-and the original Tamil word is    thaduppu  
poada  vaendum /  thadukka  vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] - to prevent   ;  
thaduppu-  block;  thadukka vaendum-  to stop .

impello : to drive against, strike upon. 

impello  has the composition -ma- pa- la-   and the meaning of the word is  pidiththu /
unthui   thalla  vaendum[  missing letters -  ka -  and- the-] - to  push away ;  pidiththu- 
to hold;  thalla-  to  push. 

drive  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
virattuka -  chase / drive away.  

drive  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
thuraththuka - chase / drive away.  

drive  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
vandi  -yaei  viratti / virainthu ottuka-  steer a vechcle  fastly ; vandi- vehicle;   ottuka   
-drive . 
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drive  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thun  aarvam  knodidu   -  self motivation / drive . 

driver  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va -Ra and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is  eduththu kaarar – driver. 

driver  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va -Ra and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is  thaer-ravar -  chariot rider. 

impello impuli impulsum : to set in motion, impel, urge on. 

impello  has the consonants  -ma- [-pa-] - la- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  vazhuvaaka  unthi  thalla  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -and -ka-]- to push with 
force; vazhuvaaka- forcibly; thallu- push . 

impendeo : to hang over, threaten, menace, be imminent. 

impendeo  has the consonants  - ma- pa-an- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paedi  undaakka / peedippikka  [Malayalam]   vaendum / peethi  undakka  
vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -] -  threaten;  peethi -  fear ; peethi  -paedi 
[Malayalam ]  .

impendeo  has the consonants  - ma- pa-an- the  - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  udanadiyaaka    nadakka  pokum   [ missing  letters- ka- ] -  about to 
happen;  udanae- immediately ; kadakka pokum- about to happen  . 

threaten[E]    has the consonants-  the -Ra- the- an - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  marutta / miratta  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- ] – threaten  .
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threaten[E]    has the consonants-  the -Ra- the- an - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aratta  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- threaten.

threaten[E]    has the consonants-  the -Ra- the- an - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum   peethi  uruvaakka  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -] -  to 
induce  fear;  peethi - fear; uruvaakka  vaendum - create .

impendium : expenditures, outlay, interest on a loan.  

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- pa- an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   kadan  vaankiya   panaththukkaana   vatti  panam  vaendum 
[  missing  letter-  ka-] - interest for the loan  has to be given ;  kadan- loan;   vaankitta 
- got ; panam- money ;  vatti panam- interest ; kodukka- give .

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- pa- an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   moththa  panam-  total  sum/ moeny ;  moththam- total;  panam-  
money .

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- pa- an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   payan   paduththa  -patta  moththa   panam - total amount  spent/ 
used ;  payan paduththa patta- used;  panam- money .

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- pa- an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  mikuthiyaana   pana kattanam /   katanam  mika  
athikam /expensive;  kattanam- fees; mikuthi -excess .

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- [- pa-] - an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   kattanam    katta/ kodukka    vaendum - pay out;  kattanam-  fees/ 
panam  ; katta- pay . 
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impendium    has the consonants  -ma- [- pa-] - an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thittam  theetta / poda  vaendum- to  plan;  thittam- plan;  theetta-
to plan  .

impendium    has the consonants  -ma- pa- an -the  -ma -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is    poda   vaendiya  thittaththin   maathiri   varai  padam  [ missing  
letter- ka- and -Ra -] - sketch  of work  to be executed;   poda avendiya thittam- pan to 
be executed;  maathiri varai padam- draft.

impendo : to lay out, expand, weigh out. 

impendo  has the consonants - ma- pa- the-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
edai  poda   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to weigh .

impendo  has the consonants - ma- [- pa-] - the-and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  neettikka vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]  - to extend .

expand [E]   has the consonants- ka -sa- pa- an -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  virivu paduththa  vaendum / virivakkam   seithida  vaendum  [ missing  
letter-  Ra-] - expand .

expand [E]   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - pa- an -the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   neettikka  pada avendum- to be extended.

impenetrabiilis : impenetrable. 

impenetrabiilis   has the consonants  ma- pa-an- the- Ra -pa -la -sa -and the original 
Tamilword / meaning  is  yaaralum  uooduruva   mudiyaatha   paathukaappaana  oru  
idam – no can penetrate tha protected place;  uoodu -uruva- penetrate ;  paathu 
kaappaana- protected . 
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impenetrabiilis   has the consonants  ma- pa-an- the- Ra -pa -la -sa -and the original 
Tamilword / meaning  is  vilankukal/  paravaikal /  ethirikal /  vetru naatavar / akkam- 
pakkaththil  ullore/   vazhi pokkarkal / pothu makkal /  kathiravan oli  / oli  kathir  /oli / 
ullae nuzhaiyaatha  vannam / uoodu-ura  mudiyaatha  vannam  / ut- pukaatha 
vannam  / thuppaakki  thottaakkal   thulaikka   mudiyaatha vannam  / paathu kaakka 
patta   oru pakuthi / idam/  adarththiyaana   kaadu/  kettiyaana  / kadinamaana 
ondru /   naattin   ellai kodu /  kottai mathil / aaivu koodam [ missing  letter- ka-] - a 
protectd place/   state border/ castle/  research center where  /  animlas / enemies/   
outsiders /neighbours/  public  /  light  rays /  noise   can not  enter  ;   vilankukal- 
animals;  paravaikal- birds;  ethirikal- enemies;   vaetru naatavar- foreginers ;  akkam 
pakathhtil ullore- neighbours;   vazhi pokkarkal- travelers;  pothu makkal-  public;   
kathiravan- sun ;  oli  kattrai- light rays ; oli- sound ;  ullae- inside;  nuzhaiya -  enter;  
uoodu urava- penetrate;  ut puka- enter in to ; thuppaakkai- gun;  thottaakkal-  
bullets ;  paathu kaakka patta - protected;  oru pakuthi- a place;   adarththi- dense; 
kaadu- forest ; ketti- hard;  ellai kodu- border;  kottai mathil -fort; aivu  koodam- 
research center. 

imperator : commander in chief, general, emperor. 

imperator  has the consonants-  ma- pa- Ra- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word  /  
meaning is  poar  padaikku   aanai  idum  urimai / athikaaram[Skt]  kondireeam    
konda   padai  thalaivar [  missing  letters- la -and-   ka -] -  one who has the rights to 
command the army ;  aanai-  orders;  urimai- rights/ urimai konda ;   padai- army ;  
thalaivar- leader/chief .

imperator  has the consonants-  ma- pa- Ra- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word  /  
meaning is   naatai  aandidum  perum   mannar/ maa manar  ;  periyathoru   nattai   
aandidum   maamannar -  one who rules a big  state ;  periya -big;  naadu -state ; 
aandu- ruled; mananr- king;  maa mannar- emperor .
 
emperor [E]   has the consonants –ma- Pa  -Ra -Ra –and the perum mannar-   big king; 
perum- big; mannar-king.
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chief [E] has the consonants-  sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation is  saei-  chief.

chief [E] has the consonants-  sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation is  sha- king. 

chief [E] has the consonants-[-  sa-]-[- pa-]- and the interpretation   naayan- chief.

chief [E] has the consonants-[-  sa-]-[- pa-]- and the interpretation  is  mannan- king.  

chief [E] has the consonants-[-  sa-]-[- pa-]- and the interpretation  is  iyan - lord / 
father/ king/ god. 

chief [E] has the consonants-  sa-[- pa-]- and the interpretation   asaan -  chief. 

chief [E] has the consonants-  sa-[- pa-]- and the interpretation  arasan-[ missing  
letter-  Ra -] -   king .

chief [E] has the consonants-  sa-[- pa-]- and the interpretation- ko [ missing  letter- 
ka-]- king.    

imperceptus : unperceived / unknown, 

imperceptus  has the consonants  -ma –[-pa-] –Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] –the- [-sa-]-and the 
original Tamil word /meaning is    adaiyaalam  theriyaatha ondru [missing  letter-  la-] -
unidentified  one ; adaiyaalam- identity ;  theriyaatha- unknown; ondru- one.

imperceptus  has the consonants  -ma –-pa-–Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] –the- sa-and the 
original  Tamil word /meaning is   puthir  mudichchu  - mystery .

imperceptus  has the consonants  -ma –-pa-–Ra- [-sa-] –[-pa-] –the- [-sa-]-and the 
original  Tamil word /meaning is   puriyaatha  marmam[Skt]  – mystery .  
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imperium : power to command, authority, command, rule, control. 

imperium  has the consonants  -ma- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the original Tamil word is  
aanai  idum  urimai [ missing  letter-  the -] ;  rights to give order ;  aanai- order;  
urimai / urimam -rights .

impetro : to get, accomplish, effect, obtain (by asking). 

impetro  has the consonants-  ma -pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  pera  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] - to receive /  to get  /vaankida  vaendum .

impetro  has the consonants-  ma -pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  poradi /   kori   petrida  vaendum/ korida vaendum  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  get by 
asking ;  petridu - get ;   koru -ask .

obtain[E]   has theconsonants-  [-pa-] - the-an -and the original Tamil word is   
adainthidu  -attain .
.

impetus : attack, onset, rapid motion / impulse, passion, force. 

impetus   has the consonants - ma-[-  pa-] - the -[- sa -] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thaakka  vaendum- attack .

impetus   has the consonants - ma- pa- the -[- sa -] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   adiththu  poda  vaendum /  saaka -adikka  vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka 
-] - to kill .
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impetus   has the consonants - ma-[-  pa-] - the -[- sa -] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thuvakkam [  missing  letter-  ka -] -  beginning .

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -[-pa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word is   
virainthidu   [ missing  letter- ka-] - quick;  virainthidu  - hurried .

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa- the -and the original Tamil word is   paravai 
pondru  vaekamaaka   paranthu  vaa/ po  [ missing  letter- ka-]- fly / allegory - come 
quickly  as a bird ;  paravai- bird ;  vaekam- speed/ pettana/ fast [Malayaalam ]  ;    
paranthu -fly ;  vaa- come; po  -go .

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa-the -and the original Tamil word is  puyar   
kaatrin   vaekaththodu   vaa/ po [  missing  letter- ka-]-  -  come /go quickly as the  
strom / hurricane ;  puyar katru- strom/ cyclone ;   vaekam- speed. 

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa-the -and the original Tamil word is   
thurithamaaka  vaa / po   /thurithe paduththuka / thiruthi [Malayalam ] kondu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  come/ go   immediately  .

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa-the -and the original Tamil word is   kuthirai  
vaekaththudun  vaa/ po [ missing  letter- ka-]- come/ go quickly  as a horse;  kuthirai- 
horse. 

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa-the -and the original Tamil word is  paainthu  
varuka   [ missing  letter- ka-]- come quickly  ; paainthu - leaping . 

rapid  [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -pa-the -and the original Tamil word is  pettena  
varu [ Malayalam] - [ missing  letter- ka-]-come quickly .
   

impleo : to fill in (or up), satisfy, content, fulfil, perform. 

to fill[E]   has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  
mulkuthal  [ missing  letter-ka-] – be full .
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impleo has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-] - la –and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
ulla makizhvu [  missing  letter- ka -] - mental happiness;  ullam- soul;  makizhvu- 
happiness.

impleo has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-] - la –and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
makizhchchiyil   aazhththu[ missing  letters- ka -and -sa-] –make  happy.

impleo has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-] - la –and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
mana  niraivu  allikka [ missing  letters- Ra –and- ka -]- satisfy.

satisfy  [E] has the consonants-[- sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -[- pa -] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thutti- satisfy .

satisfy  [E] has the consonants-[- sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -[- pa -] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mana niraivai   tharuka  / undaakku  [ missing  letters-  Ra -and -ka 
-] - satisfy ;  mana niraivu- satisfaction.

satisfy [E]   has the consonants- [-sa-]  -the- [-sa-]  -pa - and the  other interpretation  
is  thirupthi[Skt]   paduththu [ missing  letter- Ra -]   -satisfy ;  thirupthi- satisfaction  .

satisfy [E]   has the consonants- sa-the- [-sa-]  -pa - and the  other interpretation  is  
ponthithai  seithidu  - satisfy .

satisfy [E]   has the consonants- [-sa-]-the- [-sa-]  -[- pa-]  - and the  other 
interpretation  is  ithamiyam- satisfaction. 

importo : to bring in, introduce, import / bring upon, cause. 

cause[E]  has the consonants – ka –[-sa-]-and the interpretation of the word is  
kokinam- cause.
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importo has the consonants  - ma - Ra -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
yatru mathi- export .

importo has the consonants  - ma - Ra -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
erakku  mathi [ missing  letter- ka-] - import  .

importo has the consonants  - ma - Ra -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kondu  vara  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] - to bring .

importo has the consonants  - ma - Ra -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
arimukam  vaendum-[ missing  letter- ka-] -   needs introduction.

importo has the consonants  - ma - Ra -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaaraniyam  kondu[ missing  letter- ka-] -  - with reason ;  kaaraniyam-cause .

importunus : unsuitable, unfavorable, troublesome / inconsiderate. 

importunes  has the consonants-  ma- pa- Ra -the -an –sa-and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  sirithum  poruththam indri – unsuitable ;  poruththam- suitability ; 
indri- without.

importunes  has the consonants-  ma- pa- Ra -the -an –sa-and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  sirithum / anpu /   aatharavu / uthavi / irakkam /  sathakam [Skt]  
indri [ missing  letter- ka-]- without   kindness  / support / help/  favour; anpu-
kindbess;  aatharavu- support;  uthavi- help; sathakam- favour.

importunes  has the consonants-  ma- [- pa-] - Ra -the -an –sa-and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mikka  thontharavu / upaththiravam[Skt]  seikindra [ missing  
letter- ka-]- highly troublesome;  thontharavu –trouble.
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suitable [E] has the consonants  -sa- the- [-pa-] -la - and the interpretation is  
samaithal- suitable.

suitable [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- [-pa-] -la - and the interpretation is   
amaithal- suitable .

suitable [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- [-pa-] -la - and the interpretation is   
porunthuthal[ missing  letter- Ra -]  – suitable/ fitting . 

suitable [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- [-pa-] -la - and the interpretation is   
anaiththal- be suitable. 

suitable [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- pa-la - and the interpretation is   iyaeipu 
ullathu – suitable. 

impraesentiarum : for the present, in present circumstances. 

Impraesentiarum  has the consonants  -ma-[- pa-]- Ra –sa- an -the -Ra -ma  -and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  thar -samayaththirkku   mattum  thaan- [ missing  
letter- ka-]-  for the present times only  ;  thar samyam- present time.

imprimis : especially, particularly, specifically. 

imprimis  has the consonants – ma- pa- Ra- ma –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muthanmai  petra [  missing  letter- the -]-  chiefly / mainly/above all;  
muthanami- main.

improbus : inferior, bad, wicked, persistent, perverse, bold. 
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improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -pa- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sirappu  yaethum  indri [ missing  letter- the -]- inferior  ;  sirappu- super;  
indri- without .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   tharam indri [ missing  letter-  the -] - low grade ;  tharam- 
standard ;  indri- without. 

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  sirithum  achcham/peethi  indri  [ missing  letter- the -] - without fear;  
achcham- fear; indri- without;  thairiyam[Skt] - bold .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  sirithum  ozhukkam   indri [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka -] - immoral ;  
ozhukkam- morality ;  indri- without.

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mara thanmai  mikka [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka -] courageous ;
mara thanmai- courage .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-]- Ra -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the other 
interpretion is  veeram-mikka /theeram mikka  [  missing  letter-  ka -] - brave ;  
veeram/theeram - brave .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -pa-Ra -[-pa-]- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  theemai  payakkira  ondru[ missing  letter-  the -] -  evil.

improbus   has the consonants - ma -pa-Ra -[-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum kodumai [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka -] - very bad/ horrible  .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -pa-Ra -[-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pokkiriththanam [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka -] - rouguish.
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improbus   has the consonants - ma -pa--Ra -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  pakaimai  paraattum thanmai- konda- wicked nature; pakamai- 
enemity ;  thanami- nature. 

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-] -Ra -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  endrandrum  edar  indri  thodarum  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
continuous .

improbus   has the consonants - ma -[-pa-] -Ra -[-pa-]- sa--and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  vida muyarchhci kondu [ missing letters -ka- and -the - ]-  
persisitent.

improvidus : improvident, negligent, thoughtless, feckless. 

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma- [- pa-]  -Ra -va- the -sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  sirithum  akkarai indri - care less ;  akkarai- care; indri- without. 

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma-  pa-Ra -va- the -sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  payan   sirithum kuraivu   / konjamum   payan atra - useless;   
sirithu- little ;  payan- use;  atra- without . 

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma-  pa-Ra -va- the -sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   sirithum  nampikkai  indri-  hopeless ;  nampikkai-  hope .

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma-  pa-Ra -va- the -sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  konjamum   poruppu   indri-  irresponsible   ; poruppu- 
responsibility. 

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma-  pa-Ra -va- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   muthuku  enpu  indri - spine less;  muthiku- back;  enpu- bone ; 
indri- without. 
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improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma- pa-Ra -va- the -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  pani   aatrum  thiran / thiramai  kuraivu -incompetent ;  pani -job;  
thiran- talent ;  kuraivu- less.

improvidus    has  the  consonants  -ma- pa-Ra -va- the - sa- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  konjamum/ sirithum  eevu  irakkam  indri- unkind .

improviso : unexpected 

improviso   has the composition -ma- pa- Ra- va- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
yaarum  sirithum/satrum   ethirpaarkaatha  ondru /onnu / mudivu  [ missing  letter-  
the -] -  no one has expected the end  ;  yaarum-  all;  ethipaarkaatha-  unexpected;  
ondru/ onnu -  one;  mudivu-  end .   

expect [E]   has the consonants - ka - [- sa-]  -pa- ka- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ethir  paarkka  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  expect . 

ex improviso : suddenly. 

eximproviso   has the consonants-  ka- sa -ma- pa-Ra- va-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thideerena    yaarum  satrum  ethir  paarathaa  vannam  
nadakindra  ondru[ missing  letter-  the -]   - the one that happens suddenly and 
unexpectedly ;  thideerena- suddenly ;  ethir paraatha vannam- unexpectedly ;  
nadakindra - happening ;  ondru- one.

sudden[E]   has the consonants -sa- the--an -  and the original Tamil  word is   sattena- 
sudden .
  
sudden[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- -an -  and the other interpretation is  
pettena  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - Malayalam] -  sudden .
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sudden[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- -an -  and the other interpretation is   
ennidum  munpae [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  before thinking .

sudden [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- -an -  and the other interpretation is  
udanae- immediately / instantly.

sudden [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- -an -  and the other interpretation is  
thidumena  - suddenly .

impudens : impudent, shameless, insolent, presumptuous. 

impudens  has the consonants-  ma- [-pa-] -the- an -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  thimiraana  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   - rude.

impudens  has the consonants-  ma- [-pa-] -the- an -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  murattu thanamaaka [ missing  letter- Ra -] - rude. 

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-pa-the- an -and the other interpretation is    akam
paavam [Skt]   kondu [ missing  letter- ka-] - big headed .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]-the- an -and  the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maana kaedu[ missing  letter- ka-]  - humiliation  .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-pa-the- an -and the other interpretation is  
avamaanam  paduththa   vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] - disgrace . 

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the other interpretation is   
vetkam  / maanam  indri [ missing letters- ka -and- Ra-] - shameless;  vetkam- shame ; 
maanam- prestige . 

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the other interpretation is   
naanam  indri [ missing  letter-Ra-] - shame less ;  naanam-shame .
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impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thun  maanam indri  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - lack of self respect .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-pa-the- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  mathippu uravu indri  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - disrespectful .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is thunivu mikka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bold .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aanavam   kondu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- insolence / pride .

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thudukku thanam [ missing  letter- ka-] - insolence.

impudens  has the consonants-  ma-[-pa-]  -the- an -and the  original Tamil word / 
meaning is  murattu  thanam [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - rude .

impunitus : unpunished, unrestrained, safe. 

impunitus   has the consonants -  ma- [-pa-]- an- the -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   thandanai  inmai-  no punishment ;  thandanai- punishment;  
inmai- no .

impunitus   has the consonants -  ma- pa- an- the -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word /
meaning  is   mikka  pathu kaappu  kondathu [ missing  letter- ka-] - highly  safe ;  
paathu kaappu- safty .
 
impunitus   has the consonants -  ma- pa- an- the -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word /
meaning  is   kattu paadu inmai - [ missing  letter- ka-] -unrestrained  ;  kattu paadu- 
control .
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safe[E]  has the consonants  -sa –pa- and the original Tamil  word is  saema  kaappu 
[ missing letter- ka-]- safe. 

imputo : to lay to a charge, enter in an account, impute to. 

impute  has the consonants - ma- [-pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kanakkai   thuvanka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to begin an account ;  
kanakku- account;  thuvanka-  to begin .

impute  has the consonants - ma- [-pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kurai  koora  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and -Ra -] - to accuse;  kurai  kandu  
pidikka vaendum- to find fault  .

in praesentia : for the present. 

inpresentia  has the consonants - an -pa- Ra -[-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  thar pothaiya  naeraththirkku   mattum  thaan-   for the present 
time only ;  tharpoathu - present ;  naeram- time .

in : (+ acc.) into, toward, against. 

inacc  has the consonants  -an- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nokki - 
towards .

inanis : empty, vain, inane. 
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inanis  has the composition- an -an -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   veenaana 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  vain/ waste.
  
vain[ E] has the composition-  va- an  - and the meaning of the word is  veen -  waste / 
vain .

incassum : in vain. 

incassum   has the consonants - an- ka- [- sa -] - ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ellam veen [ missing  letter- la-] - all in vain ;  ellaam- all;  veen-  vain.

inceptor : beginner. 

inceptor  has the composition- an -[-sa-] - pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
puthithai  vanthavar - the new comer[  missing letter-  ka -] .

 inceptor  has the composition- an -[-sa-] - pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is   puthithaai   paadaththai  padikka/ karkka   / thodanku kiravar -  beginner [ missing 
letter-  ka-] .

 inceptor  has the composition- an -[-sa-] - pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is   puththithaai  paadaththai  aarampikiravar  [ missing letter-  ka-] – one who  has 
begun  to study ;  puthithaaka-  new/ fresh ;  paadam- lessons;  padikka – study ; 
aarampikkiravar[Skt]  -  beginner .

 inceptor  has the composition- an -[-sa-] - pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is   puththithaaka  payirchchi   eduka thodankiyavar -[ missing letter-  ka-] -  one who  
has begun to  take  training ;  payirchci- training. 
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- inceptum : beginning, attempt, enterprise. 

inceptum  has the consonants- an- [-sa-] -pa- the -ma  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muyandru   paarkka  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and-   Ra -] -  make an 
attempt .

inceptum  has the consonants- an- [-sa-] -[-pa-] - the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thuvankida / thodanka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  ka -]  begin ;  
thuvanka pada vaendum . 

inceptum  has the consonants- an- [- sa -] -[-pa-] - the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   vanaikam   nadaththuka-[ missing  letter-  ka -]   to run a trade ;  
vanaikam- business.

incertus : uncertain, doubtful, unsure, hesitant. 

incertus   has the composition -an- [-sa-] - Ra -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   iyaththirkku / santhaekaththirkku[Skt]   idamaanathu [  misising letter- ka -] -  
doubtful .

incertus   has the composition -an- sa- Ra -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
sirithum santhaekaththirkku  idam indri [  misising letter- ka -]- without any  doubt 
[ antonym] ;  santhaekam-  doubt ;  indri-  without . 

incertus   has the composition -an- sa- Ra -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
sirithum mana uruthi  indri  - uncertainity   within the mind.  

incertus   has the composition -an- sa- Ra -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mikavum echcharikkaiyudan [  misising letter- ka-] -  cautious . 
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incido : to fall in or on, fall in with / happen, occur. 

incido   has the composition -an -[-sa-]  -the-  and the meaning  of the word is  
nadantha  -  happen.  

happen[E] has the consonants- ka –[-pa-]- an –and the original Tamil word /meaning is
nikazhnthida[ missing letter-zha-]-  to happen.

happen[E] has the consonants- ka –[-pa-]- an –and the original Tamil word /meaning is
nadakka[missing letter-the-] –happen.

happen[E] has the consonants- ka –pa-an –and the other interpretation is sampavikka 
vaendum[Skt] [missing letters-sa-and-the-]-to happen.

incipio : to take in hand, begin, commence. 

incipio   has the composition- an -[-sa-] - [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
thodanka  / thuvanka vaendum [ misising letters-  the- and -ka -] -  to begin;  
thodanka-  to  start . 

incipio   has the composition- an -[-sa-] - pa- and the meaning of the word is  kai  
pidiththida  vaendum[ missing letters- pa- and -the- ]  to  take in  hand; kai-  hand;  
pidikka-  to  hold.  

take [E]   has the consonants - the- ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thekku - take ;  edukka;  thookku .

*****incito : to excite, spur, inspire, increase / hasten, urge on. 
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incito   has the consonants- an -[-sa/ka -] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   thoondu   / thoonduka -  instigate  .

incito   has the consonants- an -[-sa/ka-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  uookkam  kondidu / uookkam kaatta /kodukka  vaendum  - inspire .

incito   has the consonants- an -[-sa/ka-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mikuthiyaaakida  vaendum- to increase .

incito   has the consonants- an -[-sa/ka-] - the - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vaekaththai  kootta vaendum -speed up ;  vaekam- speed.  

inclino : to bend, incline, turn, change / fall back, waver. 

inclino   has the composition - an- ka- la- [- an-] -   and the meaning of the word is  
valaikkanum  -  to bend.  

inclino   has the composition - an- ka- la-  an--   and the meaning of the word is   
pinnaal   keelae veelanum [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to  fall  back ;  keelae-  down;  vela - 
to  fall. 

includo : to shut in, enclose, establish a siege, surround. 

includo   has the composition-  an- ka- la -the - and the meaning 
of the word is kottai yaei   sutri  valaikka  vendum [  missing letter- Ra -] -  to  
surround /  to  siege  the fort;  kottai-  fort;  sutri  valaikka -  to  surround.  

inclutus / inclitus : celebrated, famous, renowned. 
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inclutus  has the composition-  an- ka- la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
pukazh  petravan [ missing  letters- pa -and -Ra -] -  famous person ; pukazh- fame.

inclutus  has the composition-  an- ka- la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
pukazh  vaainthavan   [ missing  letters- pa -]- famous person. 

inclutus  has the composition-  an- ka- la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
anaivaaralum  ariya pattavar [  missing letters- pa -and -Ra -] -  well known person . 

inclutus  has the composition-  an- ka- la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
uoorin / ulakin -  perum  pukazh   vaintha  [ petra ] oru manithar [  missing letters-  pa 
-and- Ra -] -  famous person of the city /world ;  uoor-  city ;  ulakam- world;  perum  -  
great ;  manithar-  person .   

inclutus  has the composition-  an- ka- la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
uoorin  mukkiyamaana   periya/ pirapala   manitharkalil / piramukarkalil / kuripida 
thakkavarkalil     oruvar  [ misising letters-  pa- and- Ra -] -  prominent/ important   
person of the city;   uoor- town; mukkiyamaana- important;  pirapalam- popular; 
manithar- person; kurippida thakka -  notable. 

 incola, ae : resident, inhabitant of a place.

incola   has the composition  -an -ka- la  - and the meaning of the word is  vaadakai   
veettil  vasippavan  [ missing letters-sa- pa-  -and  -the -] -  the the who lives in a 
rented  house;   vaadakai -  rent ;  veedu-  house;  vasikka- to  reside  .

 residence[E] has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-]- the- an- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil 
word is  uoor  naththam- residential area of the village;   naththam- residentialarea; 
uoor-village.
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residence[E] has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-]- the- an- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word
is  thangu-kindra/uraikindra/vasikkindra[Skt] idam/urai vidam/saervidam [ missing 
letter-ka-]- residing place.

incompositus : disorder, lack of regularity. 

incompositus  has the composition- an- ka- ma- [-pa-] – [- sa-] - the- sa –and the 
original Tamil word /meaning is  sirithum  ozhunku  murai   indri [ missing  letter- Ra -] 
– disorderly .

disorder[E]  has the consonants   -the- [-sa-] - Ra- the- Ra –
and the original  Tamil  word is  murai  thetri – lack of order. 

disorder[E]  has the consonants   -the-sa- Ra- the- Ra –
and the original  Tamil  word is   seer  kaedu  utru  [ missing  letter- ka-] – disorderd .

disorder[E]  has the consonants   -the-[- sa-] - Ra- the- Ra –
and the original  Tamil  word is  thaaru  maaru udaiya -  disordered.

regular[E]   has the consonants  - Ra- ka- la -Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  
endrandrum   ozhunku   murai  ulla  ondru- regularly  regular ;  endrandrum –always;  
ozhunku  murai- regularity . 

inconsulte : indiscreetly. 

inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  sirithum   mun nokkam / mun  alosanai  /sinthanai /   kurikole / kalanthu 
uraiyaadal  /  illaathu   seithidum   seyal   ondru [ missing  letter- Ra -] –an act done 
without prior aim /plan / discussion ;  nokkam- aim;  alosanai-  thinking;  sinthanai- 
thinking ;  kurikole - aim ;  kalanthu uraiyaadal- discussion; seyal-act .
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inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  konjam kooda  akkarai  illaamal seiyum seyal  ondru [ missing  letter- Ra -]-
an act done carelessly; akkarai- care;  ilaamal- nil/onnum illaamal  ; konjam-
some/little; seiyum-doing; seyal-act; ondru-one.

 inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  konjam kooda  echcharikkai  indri  seiyum seyal  ondru [ missing  letter- Ra
-]- – an act done without any caution;  echcharikkai- caution. 

inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  konjam kooda   nilaiyaana  kavanam illathu seiyum seyal ondru [ missing  
letter- Ra -]-  -an act done without any concentration ;  kavanam- attention;  nilaiyaana
kavanam- concentration.

inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  konjam  kooda  aazhnthu  sinthikkaamal  seiyum seyal – an act done 
without deep  thinking ;  sinthikka[Skt] – think/karutha  vaendum  ; aazhnthu -deep.

inconsulte  has the consonants - an- ka- an- sa-la- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  konjam kooda thitta midal indri seiyum seyal [ missing  letter- Ra -]- an act 
done  without  pre -planning  ;  thittam-plan .

incontinencia : lack of restrain, incontinence. 

incontinencia   has the composition- an- ka- an -the- an-  an -sa- and the meaning  of 
the word is  onnukku-  siru  neer  / erandukku-   pei -    than- nudiaya  / suya   
kattupaadu  indri    poka  / veli yaera [ missing  letters-  pa- and  - Ra-] -  motion  and 
urine  flowing  without one’s control;  onnukku-  one;  siru neer-  urine;  erandu-  two ;
pei-  motion;   than- nudaiya -  self/ own;   kattupaadu-  control ; indri-  without. 
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incontinencia   has the composition- an- ka- an -the- an-  an -sa- and the meaning  of 
the word is   narambu   noei  kaaramaaka   mooththiram/ pei   oruvarudaiya   
kattupaadindri    thaanae  veli  yaera  [ missing  letters-  pa- and  - Ra-] -  double 
incontince because of neurological illness;  narambu  noei-  nervous disorder;   
mooththiram- urine; pei-  stools;  kattu padu-  control ; indri  -  without;  veli yaera-  
going out. 

incontinencia   has the composition- an- ka- an -the- an-  an -sa- and the meaning  of 
the word is   than manathai  thanani thaanae  sirithum  kattu  paduththum  thiran 
indri -  lack  of mental capacity for self restrain;   than manathu - one’s own mind;   
thannai thaanae-   one’s  self;  sirithum-  even a little;   kattu  paduththa-  to  control; 
thiran-  talent ;  indri-  without.

incorruptus : uncorrupted, genuine, pure. 

pure[E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   karai   indri 
[ missing  letters-  ka - and - the -] – with out any  stain ;  karai- stain ;  indri- without. 

pure[E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   
thooimaiyaana  ondru [ missing  letter- the -]- pure  one .

pure[E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  word is thiru neeru-[
missing  letter- the -]-sacred ash. 
  
pure[E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   nun- neer- 
pure water. 

pure[E]  has the consonants – pa--Ra – and the other interpretation is  pari  
suththam[Skt]  [ missing  letters-  sa - and - the -] –pure. 

pure[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] --Ra – and the other interpretation is  
aachcharam[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- pure .
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pure[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] --Ra – and the other interpretation is  niranjanam
[ missing  letter- sa-]- pure. 

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra- pa- the –[-sa-]- and the original 
Tamil word/ meaning is   karai  padaatha  karam  konda manithar -  a man  with  pure 
hands   ;  karai- stain ;  karam- hand. 

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra- pa- the –[-sa-]- and the original 
Tamil word/ meaning is  ithu varai  yaarudaiya  kai / kara mum   padaatha / thodaatha 
ondru -  untouched one ;  ithu varai- o far;  karam- arm;  kai- hand;  thodaatha- 
untouched. 

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra- pa- the –sa- and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is  ithu varai  yaaridamum /yevaridumum   irunthu  kai neetti   kai 
uootu- aaka  panam kaasai   vaankaatha – uncorrupted / so far has not received  bribe
from any one;  ithu varai-  so far;  yevaridamum – from any one; kai uoottu- bribe;  
panam – money;  kaasu –cash ;  vaankaatha – not received. 

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra- [-pa-] - the –sa- and the original 
Tamil word/ meaning is  siriya thoru  kutram  kurai  kooda  koora  mudiyaatha  
thooimaiyaana  ondru  ;   pure and   faultless ; siriya- small;  kutram- crime;  kurai- 
fault;  koora- say ;  mudiyaathu- can not;  thooimai- pure.

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra-pa- the –sa- and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is  endrandum  karppai  pottri  varukira/  karppai  yevaridamum  pari 
kodukkaatha    -  maintaing  chastity  for ever;  karppu- chastity .

incorruptus  has the consonants – an- ka -Ra –Ra-pa- the –[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word/ meaning is  karai padaatha  karaththai  kondu -  having  pure  hands ;  
karai  -stain .

genuine[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] -an- an - and the original Tamil  word is   
unmaiyaana-   real /authentic .
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genuine[E]  has the consonants – sa-an- an - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  nesamaana [Skt] -  real. 

incredibilis : incredible, unbelievable. 

incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- pa- la -sa  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ithu  varai  yaarum  kankalaal   kaanaththum  kaathukalaal    
kaetkaaththum – aana  ondru –no one has seen / noone has heard  so far;  ithu varai- 
so far; kankal- eyes;  kaanaththu- un seen; -   kaathukal- ears; kaetkaaththu- un heard.

incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- pa- la -sa  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ithu varai  yaaraalum  kandariya   padaatha ondru   /  aaivu  
seiyapadaatha  ondru / viyappuk- kuriya  ondru / oru  nilam / oru naadu /   oru 
poomi/oru   ulakam/ oru porul  -  no one has explored  that wonder  so far  ;  ithu 
varai- so far;  yaaraalum- no one; kandairya- discover ; ;  aaivu- research ;  viyappu –
wonder;  ondru- one;   poomi- earth; nilam- land;  naadu- state; ulakam- earth ; porul-
article.

incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- [-pa-] - la –[-sa-]   -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   iyam / santhaekam[Skt]   kolla / pada  thakka  ondru -  
suspicious one;  iyam- doubt   .

incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- pa- la –sa--and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   yaaralum  nampa mudiyaatha    pal vaeru   sirappukalai    ul- 
adakkiya  ondru -  having  unbelivable  features ; yaaraalum- no one;  manpa 
mudiyaathu- can not believe ; pal vaeru- multiple;  sirappukal- god features;  ul 
adakkiya  -packed;  ondru- one.

 incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- [-pa-] - la –[- sa-] --and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  ullaththai  kollai adikindra  azhakai  konda   ondru -  mind 
capturing  beauty ;  ullam- soul;  kollai  adikka-  loot/ capture ; azhaku- beauty; ondru- 
one.  
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incredibilis   has the consonants  - an -ka –Ra- the- [-pa-] - la –sa-and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  sorkalal / vaarththikalal  [Skt]  vivarikka  mudiyatha  ondru-  can 
not be explained by words ;  sorkkal- words;  vaarththai – word ; vivarikka-  explain;   
ondru- one. 

increpare : to rebuke, chide, scold. 

increpare  has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kurai  koora  vaedum [ missing  letter- the-] – blame/scold ; kutram  kandu 
pidikka vaendum- to find fault with;  puram koora vaendum  .

rebuke [E]   has theconsonants - Ra- [- pa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kadinthuraikka  [ missing  letter-  the -] - rebuke . 

rebuke [E]   has theconsonants - Ra- [- pa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  idiththuraikka [ missing  letter- the -] - rebuke.

rebuke [E]   has theconsonants - Ra- [- pa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  orukka-   rebuke. 

chide[E]  has the consonats-  [- sa-] - the- and the original tamil  word / meaning is  
thittu -  scold;  yaesidu- scold. 

incubo : to hang over, dwell in, lie heavily upon. 

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thanka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-stay ;  stay- thanku .

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thanka  keeththu  veedu / keeththu kottakai / vaendum / thanka  idam  thaevai  / 
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thanka  viduthi  thaevai  [ missing letter- the -]-  in  need of a reed  house/ cottage /  
place /lodge   to stay  ; thanka- stay;   veedu- home /akam ; keeththu veedu- reed 
house;  kottakai- cottage;  idam- place;  viduthi- hostel/ lodge;  thaevai-need.

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
veedu  kudi  poka vaedum[ missing letter- the -]-  house warming .

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaazhnthidu [ missing  letters- zha-and-the -] – live / vaazhu/vaazhkkai  .

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaazhnthidum  illam [ missing  letters- zha-]  - living house.

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kudi  vaazhnthidum    veedu / illam[ missing  letters-  zha-and-  the -]-  dwelling  
house   ;  

incubo has the consonants - an –ka- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaazhkkai  vaazhnthidu[ missing  letters-  zha-and-  the -]  – live the life; vaazhkkai- 
life/ pizhippu ; vaazhnthidu- live .

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is  kudi /  ill 
vaazhkkai  /vaazhnthidu –live.
 
dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is  kudi  
vaazhnthidum  illam/ veedu-living house;   illam- house.  

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is   vaazhuthal- 
to live. 

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is  ikuthal – 
dwell. 

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is   pulankuthal 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  dwell. 
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dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is  thanki 
vaazhuthal-  to  stay  and live .

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is   vaazhkkai  
nadaththuthal- to dwell. 
dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is  kaavalan 
koodu / kudi -  dwelling place of guards/ police .

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is   puthu manai  
kudi pukuthal vizhaa /  kudi pukuthal [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  entering a new house. / 
house warming ceremony ; puthu manai- new house .

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the original Tamil word is   kudi makkal 
vaazhnthidum  nilam- living area;  makkal-people; vaazhnthidu-live; nilam-land.

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vasiththal [ missing  letter- sa-]   -  dwelling .

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
seeviththal [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - to dwell. 

dwell [E] has the consonants -the -va -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
seevanam [Skt] seithal [ missing  letter sa-] - to dwell. 

incurro : to run into, assail, attack, raid into, come upon. 

incurro has the consonants- an- ka -Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thalai  therikka   virianthu  odi oliya-[ missing  letter- the -]-  flee ;  thalai- head; 
virainthu odu- run fast ; odi oliya- flee.
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incurro has the consonants- an- ka -Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ethiriyin  idaththai  mutrukai  ida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – assil ;  ethiri- 
enemy . 

incurro has the consonants- an- ka -Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ethiriyaei  koduramaaka   thaakka  /adikka / adiththu  norukka  vaendum [ missing  
letter- the -] – to  assault  the enemy ;  ethiri- enemy ;  koduramaaka – cruelly ;  
thaakka- attack /adikka. 

incurro has the consonants- an- ka -Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
thideerena   ethiriyaei   thaakka  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -] -  sudden attack on 
enemy ;  thideerena – sudden ; ethiri- enemy ; thakka- attack. 

incurro has the consonants- an- ka -Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
varumaana   vari  thuraiyinarin  thidir aaivu   [ missing  letter- the -] -sudden search by 
income tax department ;  varumaanam- income ; vari-tax; thurai- department ; aaivu-
search .

indagatio : investigation. 

indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  paadam   padikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  study ;  padi – study/paadam 
padi  .

indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is   sothikka vaendum [  missing  letter- sa-] – test.

indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  aaivu  seithida vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-] - do  research  . 

indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  thaeda  vaendum- search ;  thaedu- search .
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indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  aarainthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  do research 

indagatio  has the consonants  -an- the- ka -the –and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  theera  visaarikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -] - detailed  inquiry ;  visaaranai- 
inquiry .
 

inde : thence, from there, for that reason, thereafter, then. 

inde  has the consonants – an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pinnaadi [missing  letter- pa-] – then/inde 
inde  has the consonants-  an- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   athan  
pinnae [missing  letter- pa-] - after that .

indebitus : not owed, not due. 

indebitus    has the consonants – an- the- pa- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   vaankiya  kadan adaikka pattu vittathu [ missing  letter- ka-] – loan 
hs been settled.

indico : to proclaim, make publicly known, announce, disclose. 

indico has the composition  - an- the-ka - and the meaning of the word is   naattinar- 
idam    thaeiriyamaaka  /  uruthiyaaka   ariviththida /  uraiththida   vaendum [  missing 
letter-  Ra -] -  to  announce  to the citizens ;  thaeiriyamaaka-  boldly ;  uruthiyaaka -  
surely;  uraiththida-  to tell . 
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indico has the composition  -  an- the-ka - and the meaning of the word is kanakkai   
kaatta vaendum- to disclose  the account;  kanakku-  account; kaatta-  to  show. 

 

indigeo : to require, need, stand in need of. 

indigeo   has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
thaevaikaanathu - requirement .

indignatio : indignation. 

indignation  has the consonants – an- the- ka –an- the- an –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kutram kurai yaei / aneethi-yaei / niyanmai -inmai / aniyaaththai / 
kandu varum kadamaiyaana  kopam  / veruppu – righteous anger ;  kutram - crime;  
kurai- mistake;  aneethi- injustice; niyanmai- justice;  inmai- nil ; kadumaiyaana- 
severe; kopam- anger;  veruppu- hatredness.

indignus : unworthy, lacking in merit, unfit. 

indignus  has the composition - an-  the - ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
arivu  koormai  indri [ missing letter-  Ra -]  -  lack of wisdom; arivum  thiramaiyum  
indri - lack of merit;  arivu-  wisdom;  indri-  without;  thiramai -  talent .

indignus  has the composition - an-  the - ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kai yaal aakathavan [ missing letter-  la -] -  useless man .

indignus  has the composition - an-  the - ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
etharkkum uthavaathavan [   missing letter-  Ra-] - useless man  .
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indo (past indidi) : to establish, cause, occasion. 

cause[E]   has the consonants -ka-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  vidayam 
[ missing  letter-  the - ] - reason .

indo  has the compostion- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  amaiththida  
vendum [  missing letter- ka -] -  to  establish . 

indo  has the compostion- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  undaakka  
[  missing letter- ka -] - cause . 

indo  has the compostion- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  antha nodi - that 
second ;  nodi-  second/moment.
 
indo  has the compostion- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  antha nimidam -  
that minute;  antha-  that ;  nimidam-  minute .

indo  has the compostion- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  tharunam 
[  missing letter-Ra -] - time/ juncture ;  antha naeram -  that time .

indomitus : untamed, wild. 

indomitus  has the composition- an -the - ma -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  adankaa manithan [  missing letter-  ka -] -  untamed man  .

*****induco : cover, put on clothing, erase writing, revoke, annul. 

induco   has the consonants-  an -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
moodi vaikka  vaendum -  to cover .
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induco   has the consonants-  an -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aadai/ udai   uduththa/ aninthida vaendum  -to dress ;  aadai-  dress;  aninthida- to 
wear .

induco   has the consonants-  an -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ezhuthiyathai  azhiththida / neekkida   vaendum -  to wipe of the  written one 
[ missing  leetr- zha-]  ;  ezhuthiya- written;  azhikka- to destroy/cancel ; neekkida- 
remove ;  thudaikka- wipe .

induco   has the consonants-  an -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
neekkida vaendum- cancel / terminate .

induco : bring in, introduce, induce, persuade / decide. 

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
vallaantharm [ missing  letter- la-] - to force.

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
mudivedukka  vendum -  to  decide .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kattaaya  
paduththa  / nirpanthikka  vaendum [  missing letters- Ra -and-  pa -] -  to  persuade. 

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  arimuka  
paduththa  vendum [  missing letters- Ra - and- pa -] -  to introduce ;  arimukam-  
introduction . 

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
aarampikka  avendum [ missing letters- Ra- and-  pa -]  -  to begin.

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is kondu  
vanthida  vaendum -  to bring in  .
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induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thoondi  
vida vaendum-  to induce .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is thuvankida 
avendum -  to  start .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is 
amaiththida  vaendum-  to  set up  .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is 
vaathiththida  vaendum-  to  argue . 

 induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  aasai  
kaatta vaendum/ ichchai- yaei  thoonda [  missing letter- sa-] -  to  tempt .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kenchchi  
kaetkka vendum [  missing letter- sa-] -  to plead .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is 
vanchchikka vaendum [  missing letter-  sa -] -  to  betray  .

induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is thandikka  
vaendum- to punish.

 induco  has the composition- an- the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kandikka 
vaendum. 

persuade[E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [- sa-]  -the – and the meaning od the word 
is varpuruththuka [ missing  letter- ka-]- persuade. 

persuade[E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [- sa-]  -the – and the  other interpretation 
of the word is word is nirpanthikka [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]- persuade. 
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induco indux inductum : to lead in, introduce, induce, influence. 

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kandu  mutta – to get introduced .

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thoonda vaendum- induce ;  induce- thoondu .

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kattu paduththum  thiran/ urimai [ missing  letters-  pa –and- Ra -] – 
controlling power.

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  arimukam paduththa vaendum  [ missing  letters-  pa –and- Ra -]  – 
introduce .

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vilaivu  undaakka  vaendum[ missing  letter- la-]  -  to make an effect ;  
vilaivu- effect.
 
inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  azhuththam kodukka vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  to pressure .

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  konda   urimai- yei  / athikaarththai   kaattida   vaendum [ missing  letter- 
Ra -]  -to show the power;  athikaaram- power.

inductum  has the consonants - an -the –ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kattaaya  paduththa vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –persuade;   persuade-
nir- pantha paduththa  vaendum .
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industria : industry, diligence. 

industria  has the composition- an -the –[- sa-] - the- Ra- and the meaning of the word 
is  entha  naeramum   thuru  thuruvena    erukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] - 
industrious / active all the time;  naeram-  time;  thuru thuruvena-  brisk .

industria  has the composition- an -the -sa- the- Ra- and the meaning  of  the word is  
mikuntha   suru suruppu  udaiya [  missing  letters-  ka-and - pa-] – active/ brisk;  suru 
suruppaaka-  brisk  .

industria  has the composition- an -the -sa- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
poar padai kku  thaevaiyaana  aayuthankal /  kaththi/ vel /  kuththu aruvaa  / thalai 
kavasam/ vaal / villu  ampu  / karuvikal / veettukku  thaevaiyaana  porutkal  / mara 
saamaankal  / thanka velli  nakaikal  /  aluminiya venkala  velli   paaththira   pandankal 
/ seiyum/ thari  thuni noorkkum / neiyum /  thunikku / noolukku   saayam podum  -  
tholir koodam/  tholir saalai  [  missing letters- pa-  ka- and -la -] -  the place/ industry  
where  instruments  are  made .

indutiae : truce, armistice, suspension of hostilities. 

indutiae  has the consonants  -an- the- the-  and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
manam  amaithi  adainthu - peace ; amaithi- peace. 

truce [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra -sa – and the original Tamil  word  is  sandai  
niruththam- ceasefire..

armistice[E]  has the consonants – Ra- ma- sa –the- sa –and the original  Tamil  word is
sandai  niruththam-  ceasefire. 

ceasefire [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-sa-]- pa -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word 
is  poar niruththam[ missing  letter-  the -] - cessation of war ;  poar- war ;  
niruththam-  cessation. 
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ceasefire [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- sa- [- pa-]  -Ra -  and the original Tamil  word
is   sandai niruththam –[ missing  letter-  the -] -  to stop fighting;  sandai- fight;  
niruththu -  to stop. 

inedicabilis : unexplainable, inexplicable. 

inedicabilis    has the consonants  - an- the -ka -[-pa-]- la- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  vilakkam  alikka  mudiyaatha  nilai- yil  -  unexplainable ;  vilakkm- 
explanation;  alikka- give;  mudiyaatha - can not;  nilai- status.

ineptio : to play the fool, to trifle. 

ineptio  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  muttaal  thanamaana  seyal [ missing  letters- la- and- sa-]  – foolish behavior ; 
muttaal- fool .

ineptio  has the consonants - an –pa-- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paal yaettaal seitha inippu  thin pandam- missing letters- la- and- sa-]  - sweet made of
milk  cream ; paal yaedu – milk cream ;  seitha- made; inippu- sweet /suvaiyaanathu ; 
thinpandum- eatable.  

ineptio  has the consonants - an –[-pa-]- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sinna  thundu [ missing  letter- sa-]- small  bit ;  bit- thundu .

ineptio  has the consonants - an –[-pa-]- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
veenaakidu [ missing  letter- ka -] – waste .

ineptio  has the consonants - an –[-pa-]- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thoda vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka -] – - touch  .
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ineptio  has the consonants - an–pa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mika    kuraivaana  pana  thokai [ missing  letters –ka- and -Ra -]- small amount of 
money ;  kuraivu- less;  panam- money ;  thokai –amount .

inexpugnabilis : impregnable, unconquerable, not to be taken by force. 

inexpugnabilis    has the consonants – an –ka- sa- pa- ka- an- pa -la -sa –and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  ulakil  ulla  yevaraalum    sandai –ittu / poar ittu /  
vella  mudiyaatha / azhikka  mudiyaatha  / vetri pera  mudiyaatha  / veeran / 
maravan / arasan/ mannan / maa mannan/ paer arasan  /  poar  padai thalaivan/ 
sooraathi sooran/ villaathi villan   [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the -] – the king / hero 
who can not be conquered  by any one ;  ulakam- world;  sandai- fught;  poar- war;  
vella- conquer;  mudiyaatha- can not; azhikka- to destroy ; vetri  pera- to win ; veeran-
hero/ maravan ; arasan- king; maa mannan- emperor;  poae padai  thalaivan-  
commander  in chief .
inexpugnabilis    has the consonants – an –ka- sa- pa- ka- an- pa -la -sa –and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  udal  vazhuvai  payan  paduththi / achcham  mooti / 
peethi  undakki/  miratti / urutti  / kaasu   panam  koduththu  /  aasai mozhi koori /  
elithil   kaipatra  mudiyaatha  ondru / oru pen / pen manathu / mankai oruththi / 
karppukkarasi [ missing  letters- the- and -Ra -] –  a chaste  female who can not be 
taken by force ;  udal vazhu- physical force ;  achcham- fear; peethi- fear; undaakku- 
make; kaasu- cash;  panam- money;   elthil- easily; kai patra- to seize; pen- fenale;  pen
manathu- woman’s  heart ;  mankai- girl; karppukkarasi- chaste  female .

infamo : to put to shame, disgrace. 

infamo has the consonants-  an- [- pa-]  -ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
maana  kaedu  undakka  vaendum / maanththai  vaanka  vaendum  /ava- maana[Skt]   
paduthta   vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and -the -] – to put to shame;  maanam- 
prestige ; shame- naanam . 
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infamo has the consonants-  an- pa-ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pennai  maana  panka  paduththa  vaendum[ missing  letters- ka -and -the -] - to  bring
disgrace to a female. 

infantia : infancy, babyhood. 

infantia   has the composition  -an- pa -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is   
pasunk-kuzhanthai [ missing  letters- sa - ka- and- zha -] -  infant.

infantia   has the composition  -an- pa -an- the -and the meaning  of  the word is   
thaai madiyil    paal  kudikkum  mulai  aandi/    kai kuzhanthai  - padi  nilai   [ missing 
letters-  ka-and -la -] –infancy ;   paal  kudikkum  kai kuzhanthai-  milk suckling baby ;  
thaai- mother;  madi- breast ; padi nilai- stage. 

baby[E]   has the consonants-  pa- pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  paapa
– baby . 

infector : dyer. 

infector   has the consonants  -an –pa- ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaada  thunikku  saayam / vannam /poosukiravar[  missing  letter- sa-]  – 
dyer;   kada thuni - cotton ;thuni- cloth; saayam- dye; poosukiravar- dyer.

infectum reddere : to revoke, render impossible, make void, annul. 

Infectum reddere has the consonants - an –pa- ka- the -ma  -Ra the -Ra -and the 
original  Tamil word is   - thirumpa pera vaendum- to get back / withdraw. 
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infectus : unworked / not done, unfinished, incomplete. 

infectus  has the consonants - an-[- pa-]- ka -the- sa- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  muzumaiyaaka    seithu  mudikaatha  nilai [ missing  letters- la -]- 
incomplete status. 

infectus  has the consonants - an- pa- ka -the- sa- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  arai  kuariayaaka   seithu mudikka  patta  ondru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - 
incomplete one. 

infectus  has the consonants - an- pa- ka -the- sa- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  seithu  mudikka padaatha ondru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  unfinished  one .

infectus  has the consonants - an- [-pa-] - ka -the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  kurai  ulla ondru [ missing  letters-  la- and- Ra -] -defective one. 

infectus  has the consonants - an-pa- ka -the- sa- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   pakuthi  alavae  seiya patta ondru [ missing  letters-  la- and- Ra -]- 
incomplete one .

infectus  has the consonants - an-pa- ka -the- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation is  
poorththi [ Skt]  aakaatha ondru  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  incomplete one .

infecundus : barren, sterile. 

infecundus  has the consonants - an- pa- ka- an- the-sa-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kudi  thanneer  -  thoththu   noei - yaei  parappa   koodiya   kirumi   
yaethum   sirithum  indri [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - germ free  water ; kudi thanneer- 
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drinking water;  thoththu noei- infection;  parappu  disseminate;  kirumi- germ ;  indri-
nil .

infecundus  has the consonants - an- pa- ka- an- the-sa-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  karu undaakka  koodiya  thiran  konda  uyir  anukkal  kuriantha  nilai 
[ missing  letters- Ra- and- la-]  - a zoo spermia ;   karu-  embryo ;   undaakka- to make; 
thiran- potency ;  uyir anukkal-  live sperms  ;  kuraintha- less;   nilai- status .

infecundus  has the consonants - an- pa- ka- an- the-[- sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  kuzhanthai   paeru  inmai [ missing  letters-  Ra- and -  zha-] -  no 
child ;  kuzhanthai- child ;  inmai-  nil /onnum illai  .

infelicitas : bad luck, misfortune, 

infelicitas  has the consonants  - an- [-pa-] - la- ka- the –sa -and the orignal Tamil 
word / meaning is   saathakamaana[Skt]  / makizhchchiyaana  soozhal  illaamai  - not a
favorable  situation  ;  saathakam-  favorable; soozhal – situation ;  makizhchchi- 
happiness;  ilaamai- nil. 

infelicitas  has the consonants  - an- pa- la- ka- the –[- sa-]  -and the orignal Tamil word
/ meaning is   kai nazhuvi  ponathu- slipped out of hands ; kai- hand; nazhuvi- slipped; 
ponathu- gone .

infelicitas  has the consonants  - an- [-pa-] - la- ka- the –[- sa -] –and the orignal Tamil 
word / meaning is   kettu  azhi- yim   kaalam   vanthu vittathu -  bad time has come ;  
azhivu- disaster ;  kaalam- time. 

infelicitas  has the consonants  - an- pa- la- ka- the -sa –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is nalla vaelai    poei  ketta   kaalam  vanthathu ;  good time has gone and bad
time has come ;  nalla kaalam/ vaelai - good time/ luck;  poei- gone; ketta kaalam- 
bad time;  vanthathu-came.
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infeliciter : unhappily. 

infeliciter  has the consonants – an- pa- la –sa- the- Ra  -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning  is  manathil   makizhchchi  /santhosam[Skt]   sirithum  indri  ;  mind- without
happiness  ;  manthu- mind; makizhchchi- happiness; indri- without.

infelix : arbor infelix : the gallows. 

arbor infelix  has the consonants - Ra –[-pa-]- Ra –an- pa- la- ka- sa  -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  neethi  / niyanmai mandra  theerppin  padi /  kadumaiyaana  
kutram  seitha   kutravaalikalai /   pothu   makkalin   munpu /   kazhuvil-  yaetrum  / 
thookkil  idum/podum / thookku   mara/ kazhu mara   sattam [missing  letter- the -] - 
gallows ;  neethi mandram- court;    theerppu- judgement ;  kadumaiyaana- severe; 
kutram- crime;  kutravaalikal- criminals;   pothu makkal- public;   munpu- in front ;  
thookku- hanging ;  thookku  mara sattam-  wooden  frame for hanging .

infelix : unfruitful, barren, unproductive, infertile. 

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa- la –ka- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word 
/meaning is   payan   illaamal  poka -  unfruit ful.

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa- la –ka- sa-and the orignal Tamil word /meaning 
is  nilam -  payir  vilaichchal   indri [ missing letters-  Ra -and -the -] – no yield in the 
field ; payir-crops; vilaichchal- yield; indri- without ;  nilam- land .

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka-[- sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word 
/meaning is  kaliyaanam aakiyum /manam aakiyum    kuzhanthai  /kutti  paeru  indri  
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[missing  letetrs-  Ra –and- the-] -  without  child;  kulanthai-child ;  illai- nil ;  
kaliyaanam- marriage .

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka- sa-and the orignal Tamil word /meaning 
is   vayitril  puzhu poochchi indri [missing  letetrs-  Ra –and- the-] -  infertile;  vayiru- 
stomach;   pizhu- worms;  poochchi- insect; indri-without.

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka-[- sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word 
/meaning is  mazhaikku  vaendi  vaanam  paarththa  nilam/poomi  [missing  letetrs-  
Ra –and- the-] - dry land;  mazhai- rain  .

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka-[- sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word 
/meaning is   vellaamai / payir  seithida  yaetra nilam  alla [  missing  letetrs-  Ra –and- 
the-] - arid  land ;  vellamai- agriculture ;  nilam-land.

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka-[- sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word 
/meaning is   makkal  vaazhaatha / vaazha thukthi  illaatha   nilam -  barren land;  
makkal- people;  vaazhaatha  -  not living ;  nilam- land.

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka- sa--and the orignal Tamil word /meaning 
is  pachchai  kai kanikal  illa maram [missing letter-  Ra -] -  tree without fruits /not a 
fruit bearing  tree  ; kaai kanikal- fruits;  illai- nill; maram-tree / tharu.

  infelix    has the consonants – an- [-pa-] -  la –ka- [-sa-] --and the orignal Tamil 
word /meaning is  meen valam illatha kadal[ missing letter- the -]  -  sea without fish ;  
meen-fish;  valamai-fertility;  illai- nil- ; kadal-sea.

  infelix    has the consonants – an- [-pa-] -  la –ka- [-sa-] --and the orignal Tamil 
word /meaning is  vin meenkal  illa/nila illaa /mukil illaa  vaanam -  sky without the 
stars/moon ;  vin meenkal- stars;  nila- moon / luna  ;  mukil- clouds ;  vaanam- sky .

  infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka- sa-and the orignal Tamil word /meaning
is  kai yil panam kaasu  illai -  hand without money ; kai- hand;  panam -  money ; 
kaasu- cash ; illai- nil.
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  infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka- sa-and the orignal Tamil word /meaning
is  vaelai vettikku  sellaamal/ pokamal  / verithae  pozhuthai  sompaeroiyaai  kazhikka  
vaendum[  missing  letetrs-  Ra –and- the-] - not going to work  /unproductive;  vaalei- 
work; sellaamal- not going ;   sompaeri- lazy  ;  pozhuthai kazhikka-to pass time.

infelix    has the consonants – an- pa-  la –ka- sa-and the orignal Tamil word /meaning 
is  naazhu  kaasu  panam  sampaathikka  thuppu illaamal- not having the capacity to 
earn/  not productive;  naazhu – four;  kaasu –cash; panam- money;  sampaathikka- to
earn ;  thuppu illaamal- not having the talent .

 infenso : to attack, avenge. 

Infenso  has the consonants -  an- pa- an- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word /meaning 
is  pazhikku   pazhi   vaanka  vaendum [missing letters- zha- ka -and -the -]  to take 
revenge .

infensus : hostile, aggressive / (arms) aimed, ready / (spirit) dangerous. 

infensus  has the consonants-   an –pa- an- sa- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is   sirithum natpu  unarvu  indri [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the- ]- 
unfriendly .

infensus  has the consonants-   an –pa- an- sa- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is   sandai  podum  manasu/manathu[missing letter- the-]   -  hostile mind ;  
sandai- fight ; manasu- mind. 

infensus  has the consonants-   an –pa- an- sa- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  veri  konda/ pidiththa  manasu [ missing letters- ka –Ra –and- the -] –
aggressive mind;  veri -rage.
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infensus  has the consonants-   an –pa- an- sa- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  apaayam / aapaththu  niraintha ondru  [ missing letters- –Ra –and- the -] –
dangerous one ;  apaaththu –danger; ondru- one.

inferi : those down below, the dead. 

inferi  has the composition  - an- pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  ondrin  adi  
puram [ missing  letter- the -]- inferior side something ; adi  puram- inferior side. 

inferi  has the composition  - an- [- pa-] - Ra  -and the meaning of the word is   
madinthavar [  missing letters-  the- and -ka -] -  the dead one .  

inferi  has the composition  - an- pa- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is iranthu  
ponavar [  missing letters-  the- and -ka -] -  the dead one .  

dead[E]   has the consonants - the –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
thapathi [ missing  letter- pa-]  -death. 

inferne : on the lower side, below. 

inferne   has the consonants  -an -pa- Ra- an  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  yaethaenum   ondrin   adi  puram [ missing  letter- the -] - lower side of something ; 
yaethaenum ondru- something  ;  adi puram- lower side.

infero : (in logic) to infer, conclude. 

infero  has the composition- an -pa -Ra -and the meaning of the word  is  karuththai  
purinthu  kondida  [missing letters- ka- and -the -]   - understanding the concept 
/idea ;  karuththu- idea;  purinthu kondu -understand.
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to infer[E]   has the consonants  -the - an –pa- Ra- and the original   Tamil  word is  
purinthidu- understand. 

to infer[E]   has the consonants  -the - an –[-pa-]- Ra- and the original   Tamil  word is  
unarnthidu- infer. 

infero : (abstract things) : bring on, occasion, cause. 

infero   has the consonants - an-[- pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mun   konara  [ missing  letter- ka-] precipitate/ to bring forward .

inferus : below, under, southern. 

inferus  has the composition- an- pa- Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  then 
thisai /  then puram-  south  side;   then -  south;  thisai-  side . 

inferus  has the composition- an- pa- Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
therkkathiyaan [ missing letters-  the -and- ka-] - the one from southern  side ;  
therkku-  south . 

inferus  has the composition- [- an-] - pa- Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
therkku  puram/  therkku  thisai[  missing letters- the- and- ka -] - southern  side; 
therkku-  south;  thisai- side. 

inferus  has the composition-  an- pa- Ra-sa--and the meaning of the word is  then 
maerkku  puram / thisai [missing letters-  the- and- ka -] - south west  side ;  then 
maerkku-   south west . 
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inferus  has the composition-  an- pa- Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  then 
maerkku  paruva kaatru -  the seasonal  wind from south west ;  paruvam-  season;  
kaatru -  wind. 

inferus  has the composition- an- -pa- Ra- sa-and the meaning of the word is  therkku /
then  kizhakku   thisai- yil-irunthu / puraththil -  irunthu   vantha  Tamil mozhi   paesum
Thiravida makkal  ;- .   

inferus  has the composition- an- pa- Ra- [- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  adi 
pura   mun  [  missing letter-  the -] -  the  soil  that is  below the ground ;  adi  puram - 
below / lower side / under  ;  mun - soil  .  

inferus  has the composition- - an-pa- Ra- [- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  
mannin   adi puram [  missing letter-  the -] -  the soil  below the ground  ; parani-  
upper side/ sky. 

below [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la- va - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   keelaaka / keelae -  below .

infervesco : to come to a boil, become hot. 

infervesco  has the composition -an -pa - Ra - va -sa- ka – and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  neer  aavi  varum varai    than-neerai   nandraaka   kothikkum varai   
soodu-  aakki / soodu panni   /  thara  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] – to boil the 
water till it starts evaporate  ;  thanneer- water;  neer aavi- vapour;  kothikka- to boil ; 
soodu pannu- to heat  . 

                           Remember  ka= va; va= ka. 
                    wheel [ -va- la-]  =   kaal [ -ka- la-] 
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hot[E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
soodaaka [ missing  letter- sa-] -  hot. 

hot[E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kothikka- hot. 

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ventha- boiled/ cooked .

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
veithu- hot. 

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
vevithu –too hot. 

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thakikka  -  hot.

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thavanam- hot.

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thakanam- hot. 

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaantha/ kaanthi – hot.

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  vettai-
heat .

hot [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vaattuka- to heat  /fry. 
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infeste : in a hostile manner, belligerently. 

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- sa -the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sirithum  natpu  indri  [  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  unfriendly ;  natpu -friendship .

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- sa -the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sariyaana  upasarippu  indri [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - un receptive.

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- [- sa -] -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ethiraana  manapaanmai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - antagnostic .

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- [- sa -] -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  poridum   manapaanmai- [ -missing  letter-  Ra -]  aggressive   nature;  
poridu- to make a  war/ to fight .

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- [-sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikuntha   kopam kondu [ missing  letter-  ka -]  angry ;  kopam- anger .

infeste  has the consonants - an -pa- [-sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pakamai kondu [ missing  letter- ka -] - enmity .

infesto : to attack, disquiet. 

infesto   has the composition - an- [- pa-] – [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of  the word
is thaakka  vaendum[ missing  letter-ka -]  –attack .

infesto   has the composition - an-  pa- sa- - the -  and the meaning of  the word is 
pottu  adikka / saaththa  vaendum [ missing  letter-ka -]  –to assault. 

infesto   has the composition - an- [- pa-] – [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of  the word
is   amaithi  indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - unrest .
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infesto   has the composition - an-  pa- [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of  the word is   
maan peethi  -fear ;  manam- mind;  peethi- fear. 

infesto   has the composition - an-  pa- [- sa-] - the -  and the meaning of  the word is   
mana  patattam – mental  anxiety  .

infesto   has the composition - an- pa- sa- the -  and the meaning of  the word is 
perum koottamaaka sendru ethiriyaei   thaakki   avanai  thikku  mukkaada  seiya  
vaendum [  missing letters-  ka -and -Ra -]- to attack  the enemy  with a very  big  troop
suddenly  to over run him  ;  perum   koottam  -  big crowd;  sendru-  to  go  / to  visit;  
ethiri-  enemy ;  thakka-  to  attack .   

infesto   has the composition - an- pa- sa- the -  and the meaning of  the word is  siru  
poochchi kal  / vandukal  / vettu kilikal /  perum   kottamaaka   vaanil  paranthu  
vanthu  vayalil  vilainthulla payir vakaikalai / sedi yaei / ilai yaei  kaai kaniyaei  
kadiththu  kizhiththu  saetha paduththa [ missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -and la -] -small 
bugs , insects and locausts  coming in a large crowd and damaging  the crops ; siru-  
small; poochchikal-  insects;  vandu-  bug ;  vettu kili-  locaust;  peru m koottam-  in a 
big crowd;  vaan-  sky;  paranthu-  flying;  vayal-  field;  payir  vakai  -  crops;   sedi- 
plant;  ilai-  leaf;  kaai-  un ripe fruit ;  kani-  fruit;  kadiththu-  bitten ;  kizhiththu- tear; 
saetham -  damage .

infesto has the composition - an- pa- sa- the -  and the meaning of  the word is  
kannukku  theriyaatha  / pula padaatha  sinanm-  siru  poochchi    kadiyaal [  kosu 
kadiyaal ]  nun   kirumikal / poochchikalin/  puzhukkalin   muttaikal   manithanin   vaai  
vazhiyaakavo /  mooku/ nurai iral   vazhiyaakavo / mala thuvaaaram vazhiyaakavo/  
tholin   vazhiyaakavo    udampil   nulainthu /  kurthil  kalanthu /  pal vaeru   seek 
pinikalai [  vayittru  pokku/  vaanthi /  suram /  kaaichchal / Sali  irumal /  kaal kai 
valippu   / kaasa noai  ]  undaakka [ missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -and la -]- various 
diseases produced by the micro organisams   which enter the body  via mouth , nose , 
anus, and skin ;   kannukku theriyaatha - eye could not see  ;  siru-  small;   poochchi- 
insect;  kadi-  bite;  nun kirumikal - micro organismas;    puzhu- worm; mutai-  egg;  
manithan-  man;  vaai- mouth;  mookku-  nose;  nurai iral-  lung;   thole-  skin; 
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udampu-  body ; kuruthi-  blood;  kalanthu-  mixed;  pal veru-  various; seku  pini-  
disease;  vayitru  pokku-  diarrhea ;  vaanthi-  vomit;  kaaichchal-  fever;  salai-  irumal- 
cough;  kaal kai valippu-  epilepsy ; undaakka-  to produce. 

infestus : aggressive, hostile, dangerous. 

infestus   has the composition- an- pa- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  
siruthum  paathu  kaapu  indri [  missing letters-  Ra- and -ka -] -un safe ; sirithum -  
even little;  paathu  kaapu-  safety ;  indri-  without .

infestus   has the composition- an- pa- sa- the - and  the meaning  of  the word is  
sirithu  kooda   natpu  unarvu  indri [  missing letters-  Ra- and -ka -] -  un friendly ;  
natpu -  friendship ;  unarvu-  feeling;  indri-  without. 

infestus   has the composition- an- pa- sa- the - and  the meaning  of  the word is  
kadum / perum  kopa veri  kondu [ missing letters- ka -and- Ra -] -  aggressive  ;  
kadum kopam-  excessive anger ;  very-  rage .

inficio infeci infectum : to poison, taint, corrupt. 

infectum  has the composition -an -[- pa-] - ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the 
word is  nanju/ paasaanam   konda  manam[  missing letter-  sa-]  -  poisonous mind ;  
nanju-   poison; paasanam-  poison ;  konda -  having ; manam-  mind.  

infectum  has the composition -an -[- pa-] - ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the 
word is  nachchu  / visam / vidam/ paasaanam   kodukka  vendum -  to  poison ;  
nachchu-   poison;  visam-  poison ;  vidam- poison;  paasaanam - poison ;  kodukka-  
to  give.  
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infectum  has the composition -an -[- pa-] - ka- the- ma- and the meaning  of  the 
word is  kai uoottu  kodukka vaendum - to corrupt ;  kai uoottu-  bribe ;  kodukka-  to  
give . 

poison[E]   has the consonants-[- pa -]–sa- an -and the original Tamil word is  nanju/ 
nachchu  -poison.  

poison[E]   has the consonants-[- pa -]–sa- an -and the original Tamil word is  nanjam-  
poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants-- pa -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  
paasanam[Skt]- poison.

poison[E]   has the consonants-- pa –[- sa-] - an -and the other interpretation is  naabi 
– poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants—[- pa-]  -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  vasa 
naavi [ missing  letter-  ka -]-poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants— pa- -[-sa-] - an -and the other interpretation is  upa 
thaanam [ missing  letter-  the -] - poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants—[- pa-]  -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  anjali [
missing  letter- la-]  – poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants—[- pa-]  -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  
erasanam [ missing  letter -Ra -]- poison. 

poison[E]   has the consonants— pa- -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  
nachchu--ampu – poison  applied on the tip of an arrow. 

poison[E]   has the consonants— pa- -sa- an -and the other interpretation is  nachhcu 
paanam-  poisoned  drink. 
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inficio infeci infectum : to tinge, dye, stain, imbue. 

infectum  has the consonants – an-[- pa-] - ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil  word /
meaning is  veettukku   vellai  adikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] - to white  wash  
the house; veedu- house;  vellai  adikka- white wash .

infectum  has the consonants – an-[- pa-] - ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil  word /
meaning is  vellai  vanna   kada  thunikku  vanam  / saayam    poosa  vaendum 
[ missing  letters- sa- and-  la-]- to dye the white cotton cloth ;  vellai- white;  vannam- 
color; kaada- cotton; thuni- cloth; saayam-dye;  poosa- apply .  

dye[E]   has the consonants-  the- and the original Tamil  word /meaning  is   saayam/ 
mai    thoeiththidu [ missing letter- sa-] – to color ; saayam-color/paint ;  thoeiththidu-
apply  .

infidelitas : faithlessness, disloyalty. 

infidelitas   has the composition -an-[- pa-] - the- la -the- [-sa -]  -and the meaning of 
the word is  unmai   illaatha  maanthu- dishonest ;  unmai- truth ; ilaatha- without.  

infidelitas   has the composition -an- pa- the- la -the- -[sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   manathil  / ullaththil   pottum   thooimai  illai  -  impure mind;  ullam- soul;  
thooimai- purity ;  illai  nil .  

infidelitas   has the composition -an- [-pa-]- the- la -the- -[sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is   kallathanam  konda  manthu [ missing  letter- ka-] – cunning mind;  
kallam- guile. 
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infidelitas   has the composition -an- [-pa-]- the- la -the- -[sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is   ozhukkam  kettavan/ ozhukka ketta pen [ missing  letter- ka-] -  man / 
woman with immoral  character ;  ozhukkam- morality;  pen- woman . 

infidelitas   has the composition -an- [-pa-]- the- la -the- -[sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is  nun nadaththai  illathavan /pen  [ missing  letter- ka-] –infidelitas   has the
composition -an man / woman with bad behavior. 

infidelitas   has the composition -an- [-pa-]- the- la -the- -[sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is  sei  nandri   illaatha [ missing letters-  Ra -]  - disloyal  .

“en nandri  kondraarkkum  ueivu  undaam -  ueivu  illai 

sei nandri  kondra  makarkku “ -  Thiru Kural -  110  .

[ missing letters-Ra -and - ka -]  .

infidelitas   has the composition -an- pa- the- la -the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the 
word is  

nandri  marappathu  nandandru   nandralathu 

andrae  marappathu  nandru -  Thirukural - 108.
[ missing letter-Ra-] .

infideliter : faithlessly, disloyally. 

infideliter   has the composition- an- [- pa-] - the- la- the -Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  manathil   unmai  / thooimai  indri -  faithless mind;  manathu -  mind;  umani-
truth;  indri-  without. 
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infideliter   has the composition- an- pa- the- la- the -Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is kattiya  kanvanukku /   purusanukku  unmai  illaatha  manaivi / pondaatti / 
ponsaathi[  missing letters-  sa- and- ka -]- unfaithful wife;  purusan- man; pondaatti- 
wife;  kanavan- husband;  unmai-  truth. 

infidus : untrue, disloyal. 

infidus    has the composition -  an -[-pa-] - the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word 
is  unmai  indri [  missing letter-  Ra  -] -  un true. 

infidus    has the composition -  an -[-pa-] - the- sa- -and the meaning  of  the word is  
sirithum  thooimai [ missing  letter- Ra- -]   indri – impure;  thooimai- purity.  

infidus    has the composition -  an -[-pa-] - the- sa- -and the meaning  of  the word is  
nun nadaththai  indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- bad conduct .

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
nadaththai  ketta/ ketta nadaththai   pen [missing letter-  ka -] - chaste- less  woman;  
nadathrhai-  character;  pen-  woman  . 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
ketta pen[  missing letter-  ka -]- bad woman ; ketta-  bad; pen -  woman .

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
nadaththai  thavariya/ketta   pen [ missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -] -  character -less  
woman;  nadaththai -  character;  pen -  woman. 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
nan nadaththai  konda pen;  a woman of good character[ antonym]  ;  nan nadathhai-  
good character;  konda-  having ; pen-  woman  .
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infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
murai  thavariya pen [ misising letters- ka -and -Ra -] - a woman of bad character . 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
paththini  pen [ [antonym ]  -  chaste  woman .

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is   
paththini pen -  kanakai  theivam [  missing letter- ka-] -  the chaste woman-  the moon
goddess-  kannaki . 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
kathiravanin / suriyan- in   paththini  pondaatti/ ponsaathi - vaan mathi /chandira 
[ missing letters-  ka- and -Ra -] - the chaste woman of the sun god is the moon ; 
kathiravan- sun; paththini-  chaste woman;  pondaatti-  wife;  ponsaathi- wife;  vaan 
mathi- moon ;  chandira -  moon . 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- -sa-and the meaning  of  the word is  Idai  
saathi   paiyan / vanika kula   kovalan -in  poththini pen / ponsaathi / ven- nila / pon 
-nila /   kannaki  theivam ;  kovalanin paraththai   pen / thaevadiya  kulaththu  pen  
-Maathavi  ;  Maathavi- in  makal  Mani Maekalai  ;  Pandiya  mannan -  
Nedunchezhiyan  ;  mannanin manaivi-  Koperundevi  ; kovalanin   thanthai   
Maasaathuvan;   Silapathikaaraththai   ezhuthiya  Elanko Adikalaar;  Ceran 
Senguttuvan;  Kousikan;  kavunthi  adikal  ;  vasava daththai  ;  [  missing letters- ka - la 
-and -Ra-  ] - the characters  of the Tamil epic  Silapathikaaram - Kovalan/ kannaki / 
Mani  Maekalai  ; Mannan-  king-  Nedunchezhiyan . 

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
paraththai  pen [ missing letter- Ra -] - prostitute[  antonym]  .

infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
thaevadiya  pen- [ missing letter- ka-] - prostitute . 
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infidus   has the composition -  an -pa- the- [-sa-]  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
kunamudaiya  pen -  a woman of character ; kunam- character [ antonym]  ;  pen -  
woman .

infidus    has the composition -  an -pa- the- sa-and  the meaning  of  the word is  
purusanukku /  kattiya  kanavanukku /aadavanukku / pensaathi / unmai 
/visuvaasam[S]   indri [  missing letters- Ra and- ka-]   - a woman who is disloyal  to  
her husband ;  purusan- husband;  kanavan-  husband;    aadavan-  man ; pensaathi-  
wife;  unmai-  truth;  indri-  without .

infidus    has the composition -  an -pa- the- sa-and  the meaning  of  the word is   
purusanukku  thurokam  seium  ponsaathi  [ missing letters  - Ra- and  -ka -] un faithful
wife;  purusan-  husband;  ponsaathi-  wife;  thurokam -  disloyal / betrayal. 

infigo : to fix, fasten / to imprint, impress. 

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[-pa-] -ka  -and the original Tamil word is   konthu 
kondu  otta vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -]   - to stick with a glue ;  konthu-glue;  
ottuka-stick/glue .

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[-pa -]-ka  -and the original Tamil word is   inaikka 
vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  –to join/attach. 

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[-pa -]-ka  -and the original Tamil word is   paathu  
kaakka  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] – secure.

infigo    has the consonants-  an -pa -ka  -and the original Tamil word is  kathavai   
pootta/adaikka  / mooda   vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -] - to lock/close  the door ;  
kathavu- door;   pootuka- to lock ; adaikka- shut ;  moodu- shut.

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[-pa-] -ka  -and the original Tamil word is   
kattu /katta  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -]  –to tie . 
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infigo    has the consonants-  an -pa -ka  -and the original Tamil word is  pothaanai  
poda  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - button up;  poththaan- button.

infigo    has the consonants-  an -pa -ka  -and the original Tamil word is   pathikka / 
pathippikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –imprint.

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[- pa-] -ka  -and the original Tamil word is   achchu 
ida  vaendum[ missing letter- the- and -sa-] - to imprint ; achchu idu- imprint .

infigo    has the consonants-  an –[- pa -] -ka  -and the original Tamil word is kathavai   
saaththa  vaendum[  missing letter- sa -and -the -] - to shut ;  saaththu/adai/moodu- 
shut.

infindo infidi infissum : to cut into. 

infidi has the composition-  an- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  vetta 
vaendum /  vetti thundu poda vaendum / pida  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  
cut/to break;  vettu -cut.    

infinitas infinitio : eternity, infinity, endlessness. 

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is   endrandum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- for ever . 

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  mudivu  kaana  onnaathu [ missing  letter- ka-]  - one  can not  see the end   
/endless ;  mudivu- end;  kaana- see;  onnaa- not possible.
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infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  kanakku  ida mudiyaatha onnu [ missing  letter- ka-] – immeaserable. 

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is anaiththaiyim   kadantha  onnu – [ missing  letter- ka-] –  boundless 

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  mutru vinai  indri [ missing  letters- Ra- and -ka-] – non ending  action ;  mutriyathu 
- end ;  vinai-deed; indri –without .

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa -] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is  aathiyum   anthamum [Skt]  indri [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  endless ;  aathi-  
beginning ;  antham-  end;  indri -with out. 

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa-]  -an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is  endendrum  mudivadaiyaatha    ondru [  missing  letters-  Ra -and -ka -]  - the one 
that is   endless  for ever ; endrandrum-  for  ever ;   mudivadaiyaatha -   never 
ending  .

infinitas has the composition- an- pa-an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
pirappum   irappum/ savum    indri  oruvan- kathiravan /suriyan   [ misising letters-  Ra 
-and - ka-] - the one without  birth and death-  the sun  ;  pirappu-  birth;  irappu- 
death ;  saavu-  death;  indri-  without ;  oruvan- one person ; kathiravan-  sun god .

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa-] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is   muthalum   mudivum  illaathu    vaazhnthidum   oruvan-  kuravan  -  kathiravan ;   
kuraththi-  oruththi-  vaan nila  [  missing letters-  ka -Ra- and -la  -]  the sun and the 
moon - without  the beginning and end ;  muthal-  beginning ;  mudivu-  end;  illaatha-
without;  vaazha-  to live ;  oruvan-  one man;  kathiravan-  sun;  oruththi - one female;
vaan nila-  moon ; kuravan-  caravan/ bedouin   .

infinitas has the composition- an- [-pa-] -an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  thodakkamum    iruthi yim  indri  irukkum  oruvan[ missing letters- ka - and- Ra -] -  
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the one without  beginning  and end  ;  thodakkam-  origin;  iruthi-  end;  indri-  
without.  

infinitus : unlimited, infinite, without bounds, boundless, limitless. 

infinitus   has the composition - an- pa- an -the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
paranthu  virintha  vaanam/ andam/ poomi    [ missing letters- Ra -and -ka -] -  the  
boundless sky/ universe/ earth   ;  parnthu  virintha -  boundless;  vaanam-  sky ;  
andam-  universe;  poomi-  earth  . 

bounds[E]   has the consonanst  -[-pa-]  –an- the-  and the original  Tamil   word  is  
kaantham- [ missing  letter- ka-] – limit/ boundary .  

infirmatio : weakening / refusing / invalidating. 

infirmatio has the composition -an -[-pa-] - Ra- ma- the- and the meaning of the word 
is  marukka [ paarkka]  vaendum[ missing letter-ka -]  -  to refuse .

infirme : weakly, faintly. 

infirme   has the composition- an-[- pa-]- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
valimai  indri [   missing letters -ka -la –and-  the- ]-    with out strength .

infirme   has the composition- an- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  noei  
vaai  pattu  palam/ valimai   kundri udal  melintha   manithar [   missing letters -ka -la 
-and - the- ]-   the one   who has become  week  and thin  because of illness  ;  noei-  
illness; palam-  strength;   udal-  body ;  melinthu -  weak  /thin / lean;    kundriya -  has
become weak; manithar-  man .
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infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
mana  niravai  alikka  mudiyaatha - [  missing letters-  ka -  la- and -the -] -  un able to  
satisfy ;  manm- mind ;  niraivu- satisfaction ;  alikka-  -  to  give;  mudiyaatha -  can not
.

infirme   has the composition- an- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
panpaatral  kuraintha  [  missing letters- ka- la -the-]- wanting in moral strength  ;  
panpaattral-  mental  stability ;  kuraintha-  lowered  .

infirme   has the composition- an- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  noei  
vaai  pattu  manamum   udalum   thalarnthu poka  [ missing letters -ka -la -and  -the- ]-
mind and the body  had become  tired and weak  because of illness ;  noei-  illness;  
manam- mind;  udal-  body ;  thalaranthu -  become weak . 

infirme   has the composition- an- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
palaveenamaana   manathai udaiya penkal/ makalir  [ missing letters -ka -la -and  -the-
]-  weaker sex;    palaveenam-  weak;  manam-  mind;  makalir-  women .

infirme   has the composition- an-[- pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
valimai  kundri[  missing letters-  ka- and - the -]- lack of strength ;  valimai-  strength;  
kundri-  weak .  
infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
athikaaram indri [  missing letters-  the -and- ka  -] - lack  of authority ;  athikarama-  
power;  indri-  without. 

infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
tharam  indri [ missing letter-  the -] -  sub standard .

infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
uruthiyaaka  nirkkum  thiram inmai [  missing  letters- the -and- ka - ]- lack of strength 
to  stand  ;  uruthi -  strengthe;  nirrkkum -  standing  ; thiram-  talent ; inmai-without.  
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infirme   has the composition- an- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
mankiya   kan  paarvai  [  missing letter-  ka -] - weak eyed ;  mankiya -  weak  ;  kan-  
eye;  paarvai-  vision. 

 infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
uookkam indri  [  missing letters- ka -and- the -] - lack of vigour;  uookkam-  interest ;  
indri-  without .
 infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
nenju/ maarpu   uram  inmai [  missing letter- sa-] -  lack of  courage  ; nenju / maarpu 
-  chest ; uram-  strength ;  indri-  without. 

infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manam  thidam  indri[  missing letter-  the -]  -  lack of  strength  ;  manam-  mind;  
thidam-  strength ;  indri-  without. 

infirme   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - Ra -ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manam  uruthi  indri / uruthiatra manam   [ missing letter-  the -]- weak mind ; 
manam-  mind;  uruthi -  strength;  indri-  without .

infirmo : to weaken / shake / invalidate, annull 

infirmo   has  the composition -an- pa- Ra- ma -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
payan attrathaakka  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -]- invalidate   .

shake [E]  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   asaivu- shaking. 

shake [E]  has the consonants-[-  sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is   nudakkam–[
missing  letter-  the -] - shake .

shake [E]  has the consonants-[-  sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kidukidukka 
[ missing  letter- the -] – shake .
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shake [E]  has the consonants-[-  sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nadu 
nadunka -[ missing  letter- the -] - trembling .

shake [E]  has the consonants-[-  sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is  alunka 
[ missing  letter- la-]  -shake. 

shake [E]  has the consonants-[-  sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is kulunka 
[ missing  letter- la-]  -shake.

weak[E] has the consonants - va -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  sikkam [ missing  
letter- sa-]  - weakness. 

infirmus : not strong, weak, feeble / (sometimes) sick, ill. 

infirmus  has the composition -an -pa -Ra- ma- sa- and the meaning of  the word is  
naal patta  kadumaiyaana  theerkka mudiyaatha/  kuna   paduththa   mudiyaatha   
seekku  pini  kondu   udal  nalam/ mana  nalam   kundri  -body  has become  weak   
because of  chronic   in curable illness; naal patta-  chronic;  kadumaiyaana-  serious;   
theerkka mudiyaatha-   can not be treated ;  seeku pini-  sickness;  udal nalam-  body  
health ;  mana nalam -  mental  health;   kundri-  weak . 

infit : he, she, or it begins, begins to speak. 

infit  has the composition- an- pa -the-  and the meaning of the word is  avan / athu   
paechchai  thodanka  vaendum [ missing letters-  sa -and- ka -] - he / it  should start  
speak ;  avan-  he; paechchu-  speech ; thodanka -  to  begin  ;  athu- it. 

infitialis : negative, containing a no, rejection. 
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infitialis    has the consonants - an –[- pa-] - the- la- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word
/ meaning  is  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  ondrum  illai -  nothing. 

infitias ire : to deny. 

infitias ire   has the consonants – an- [-pa-]- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  unmai ayei / yathaarththathai  [Skt] marukka  vaendum [  missing  letter- 
ka -]- deny the truth ;  marukka- deny ;  unmai- truth . 

infitias ire   has the consonants – an- [-pa-]- the -Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  yaetru kondida  / oththu kondida mudiyaathu  [  missing  letter- ka -]-  
disagree .

infitior : to deny / deny a debt, refuse to return something. 

infitior  has the composition- an - pa- the- Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaankiya   panaththai   thiruppi   kodukka    maruthida  vaendum[  missing letter- ka -] -
to refuse  to return back the money  ;  vaankiya -  got;  panam-  money ;  thiruppi  
kodukka -  to  return back ; marukka-  to refuse.

infitior  has the composition- an - [- pa-] - the- Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is  
marukka  vaendum [ missing letter-  - ka -]-  to  deny  .

   infitior  has the composition- an - pa- the- Ra  -  and the meaning of the word is 
kanda / paarththa  / nadantha    unmaiyaei   yaerkka  marukkum  manam[  missing 
letter-  ka -]   -  mind refusing  to  accept the truth ; kanda - witnessed ;  paarththa-  
seen ;  nadantha -  happened;  unmai-  truth ;  yaerkka -  to  accept;   marukka-  to  
refuse;  manam-  mind. 
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inflammo : to set on fire, inflame, to torch, kindle. 

inflammo  has the composition- an -pa- la- ma  -and the meaning  of  the word is 
aduppil   neruppu  thanalai / analai  moottu [  missing letters-  Ra -and -the -] -  to set 
fire in the oven  ;  aduppu- oven  ; neruppu-  fire;  mootttu- to  set /  to kindle. 

torch[E] has the consonants- the- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil word is   thee  sudar- 
torch.

torch[E] has the consonants- the- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   eri  
pantham [missing  letter- pa-] -  torch ;  eri-  fire- pantham- torch.

Kindle[E]   has the consonants - ka –an- the- la -and the  and the original 
interpretation  of the word is  vaelvi  thee  moottida    vaendum -  to  make  fire for 
ritual  fire worship ;  vaelvi- yaakam ; thee- fire;  moottu- ignite. 

inflatio : inflation, flatulence. 

inflatio has the composition - an- pa- la- the -and the meaning of the word is  yaezhai  
makkal  / saamaanya  kudi  makkal/ pothu  makkal   andraada  thaevaikalukkaaka   
payan padauththum   aththiyaavasiya  portkalin   vilai yaetram [  missing letters- ka-  
sa-  and -Ra-] -  price rise of the common commodities  of  daily use   for the poor and 
ordinary  people;   yaezhai makkal-  poor people;  saamanya makkal-  ordinary  
people;   kudi  makkal-  citizens;  pothu makkal-  public;  andraada-  daily ;  thaevaikal- 
needa;  payan paduththum-  using ;  athiavasiya -  important ; porutkal-  commodities;
vilai  - price; yaetram-  rise. 
  

inflatius : too pompous / on a grander scale. 
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Inflatuius   has the consonants -an –[- pa-] -la -the –[- sa-]  – and the meaning of the 
word is  vizhaa   kaala  kondaattam   - festival like celebration ; vizhaa- festival ; 
kaalam- time;  kondaattam- celebration .  

inflatus : pompous, swollen, puffed up, inflated. 

iInflatus  has the consonants - an –[- pa-]  –la- the- [- sa-] -  and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning is  uoothalaana- inflated/swollen . 

inflatus : blowing into, blast, inspiration. 

inflatus   has the composition- an- [-pa-] - la -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  ullaththil  uookkam  kolla vaendum [ missing letter- ka -] – to have 
inspiration in the mind;  ullam- soul; uookkam- inspiration.

inflecto inflexi inflectum : to bend, bow, curve.

inflecto  has the consonants  -an- pa –la- ka -the –and the original Tamil word is  
valainthu kodukka vaendum- to bend ;  muthukai valaikka vaendum- to bend ; 
muthuku- back;  valaikka-bend .

inflecto  has the consonants  -an- pa –la- ka -the –and the original Tamil word is  
muthukai  valaiththu / thalai -yaei  thaazhththi /  thalai kunithu /   kai kalai  koopi  
vanakida vaendum- to bow ;  muthuku- back;  valaikka- bend; thalai- head;  
thaazhththi- low down ; kaikal- arms;  vanankidu –  salute/thalai yaei  thaazhththi  
vanankidu .
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 bow[E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kuni- bow. 

 low  bow[E]   has the consonants -  la- [- pa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   valai- bow. 

bow [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vananku – salute/ worship.

 bend[E]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –an- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
nudakkam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  bend .

bend[E]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –an- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
madanku-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  bend. 

infletus : unwept, unmourned, unlamented. 

infletus   has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- la -the –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  seththu ponavan veettil/  ezhavu  veettil / pinam ulla veettil/  azhuka  
vaendum[ missing letter- ka-]  -   do not cry  in a funeral house;  azhuka  vaendiyathu  
illai – no need to weep;  seththu ponavan- dead one; veedu- house; pinam- dead body
;    azhuka- wail ;  ezhavu  veedu -  funeral house.

infletus   has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- la -the –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  azhukaatha  kankal  [ missing letter- ka-] – eyes not crying;  azhukaatha – 
not crying;  kankal- eyes. 

infletus   has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- la -the –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ezhavu  veettil   oppari  paadal paadalai  kaetkka  mudiuya villai   
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inflexus : bending, curving. 

inflexus  has the composition- an- [-pa-]- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
valaivaana  -  bend [one] . 

inflexus  has the composition- an- [-pa-]- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
koon ulla-  bend. 

inflexus  has the composition- an- [-pa-]- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
konalaaka- bend. 

inflexus  has the composition- an- [-pa-]- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
konal  maanalakka- curved. 

infligo inflixi inflictum : to strike, hit, knock / cause damage. 

infligo has the composition -an- [-pa-] - la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   
azhikkanum /  ozhikkanum/ kollanum  -  to  destroy /to ruin/kill .

infligo has the composition -an-pa- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is   aalai  
kandu  pidiththu   avanai  adikkka/ uthaikka    vendum [  missing letter-  the-] -  to  find
out the man and beat  him;  aal- a person;  kandu  pidi-  to  find out;  adikka-  to beat;  
uthaikka-  to  hit. 

influo influi influxum : to flow in / to rush in, steal in. 

influo has the consonants  -an–pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vellamaena   paaya [ missing  letter- ka-]  – to gush in ;  vellam- flood;  paaya- rush .

infodio infodi infossum : to dig in, bury. 
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infodio  has the  composition - an -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is   puthaika  
vendum [  missing letter-  ka -]-  to  bury.  

infodio  has the  composition - an –[-pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   
thonda / noanda  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -]- dig/thonduka .

informatio : concept, idea. 

informatio  has the consonants - an –pa- Ra –ma- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ondrai   patriya  ennam- idea about  something ;  ennam- idea/ enna 
ottam .

informatio  has the consonants - an –[-pa-]- Ra –ma- the –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  manathir  thondrum  ennam -  idea  arising  from the mind;  
manathu-  mind;  thondrum- arising;  ennam- thought. 
 
informatio  has the consonants - an –pa- Ra –ma- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ondrai  patriya / kuriththa   karuththottam [ missing  letter- ka-]  – concept
about something ;  karuththu- concept.

informatio  has the consonants - an –pa- Ra –ma- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  manthir uruvaakum  ennam / karuththu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  idea  
developing  from the mind;   uruvaakum- developing .

informis : formless, shapeless / deformed, hideous. 

informis   has the composition - an- pa- Ra-ma- [- sa-] -and  the meaning of the word is
pura  thottram  indri -  lack of external  form[  missing letter- the -]; pura  thottram- 
external  appearance/  form ;  indri-  without .
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informis   has the composition - an- [-pa-] - Ra-ma- [- sa-] -and  the meaning  of the 
word is   uruvam / vadivam   indri [  missing letters- the -and- ka -] form less /shape 
less;  uruvam-  form;  vadivam-  shape;  indri-  without . 

informis   has the composition - an-pa- Ra-ma-  sa-and  the meaning  of the word is  
paarkka  sakika  mudiyatha  ondru [  missing letters-  ka- and -the -] -  unsightly .

informis   has the composition - an-pa- Ra-ma-  [-sa-] -and  the meaning  of the word is
kaanpatharkku   payankaramaana ondru [  missing letters- ka- and -the -]- dreadful  .

informis   has the composition - an-pa- Ra-ma-  sa-and  the meaning  of the word is  
pothiya  valarchchi  illa  karu / kuzhanthai -  in  pura thottram/ vadivam    [ missing 
letters-  la-  ka- and -the - ]- underdeveloped  foetus  /child  in external  appearance  ;  
valarchchi- growth ;  illai-  nill;  karu-  embryo; kuzhanthai-  child . 

informis   has the composition - an-pa- Ra-ma-  sa-and  the meaning  of the word is   
uru kulaintha  karu  vadivam-  [ missing letters-  la-  ka- and -the - ]-deformed foetus ;  
uru-  vadivam;  kulaintha -  deformed; karu-  foetus ;  varivam- form . 

* Remember the sooththiram;   when there  is  a letter- pa- or -sa -in  Dravidian  
Tamil  language , these letters  will be mostly  absent  in  Indo Europian languages ;   
vice versa; however   this is not  true always .

form[E]  has the condonsnta - pa –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  *pura  
thotram [ missing  letter-   the -]  - form /external  appearance .

form[E]  has the condonsnta – [- pa-]  –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
*moorthy [Skt] -  form .

form[E]  has the condonsnta - pa –Ra- ma- and the other interpretation  is  *roopam 
[Skt] –form .
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infortunatus : unfortunate, unhappy, unlucky. 

infortunatus   has the consonants- an- pa-  Ra-  the-  an- the -  sa - and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  ethir paraathu  ketta naeram  vanthadiya/ vanthu saera    [
missing  letter- ka-] –  ill timed ;  ketta- bad;  naeram- time.

infortunatus   has the consonants-  an-  pa-  Ra-  the – an- the -  sa -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   peedai naeram/ sothanai  naeram /  vanthadiya [ missing  
letter- ka-]  - bad time/ testing time ;  sothanai- test.

infortunatus   has the consonants-  an-  [-pa-]-  Ra-  the –  an- the - [- sa -]-and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  manathu  varuththam  kondu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
worried  mind ;   varuththam kondu- worried. 

infortunatus   has the consonants-  an-  [-pa-]-  Ra-  the – an -the - [- sa -]-and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is  manathu  amaithi  indri -  no peace of mind; manam-
mind;  amaithi- peace; indri-without.

infortunium : misfortune, bad luck / punishment. 
]
infortunium  has the consonants – an- [-pa-]- Ra- the- an -ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ketta/peedai   naeram  vanthadiya [ missing letter- ka-] – ill time;  
ketta- bad;  naeram- time. 

infortunium  has the consonants – an- -pa- Ra- the- an -ma  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kutram / thappu  purinthavarai   thandikka vaendum [ missing 
letter- ka-] –the accused has to be punished;  kutram- crime; thappu- wrong ; 
thandikka- punish. 
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infra : (adv.) below, underneath / to the south, in the underworld. 

infra  has the consonants  -an -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
eranthu ponavar  vaazhum   paathaala ulakam   [ missing letters- ka – the –la/zha-]  
-the dwelling place  of the dead ; eranthu ponavar- dead people;  paathaala  ulakam- 
under world. 

south[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  thekku 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - south . 

south[E]  has the consonants – sa- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
then  thisai[Skt] - south. 

 south[E]  has the consonants – sa- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
sinka  thikku  [ missing  letter- ka-]- direction of the lion/   south; sinkam- lion;  thikku- 
direction.

south[E]  has the consonants – sa- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
thakaseenam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - south .

south[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the other interpretation of the word is
thenaathu -  south .

south[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the other interpretation of the word is
then-nar [ misising  letter-  Ra-] -  south .

infra : (+ acc.) below, under / (time) later than 

infraacc has the consonants - an –[-pa-]- Ra -ka  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning
is   kuraivaana  naeram-  lesser   time ; kuraivu- less;  naeram- time.
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infraacc has the consonants - an –pa- Ra -ka  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is 
atharkku  pinnae[ missing  letter- the -]   – after .

infula : insignia of office. 

infulo  has the consonants – an-[- pa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thani  adaiyaalam [ missing letter-the-] ; adaiyaala  sinnam [ missing  letters- sa and- 
the-]- emblem .

 ingemuo = dat. : to groan, sigh over. 

ingemuo has the consonants  - an –ka- ma –and the original Tamil word is  munaku  
-groan .

sigh[E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  moochchu  
vaanka- labored   breathing.

ingenium : innate character, talent, nature. 

ingenium   has the consonants –an- ka -an -ma –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thani manitha kunam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  individual character ;  
kunam- nature. 

ingratus : ungrateful, unpleasant, disagreeable. 
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ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-]  – and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  nandri kadan  kondu - gratitude.

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-]  – and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  nandri  marantha  kunam kondu- ungrateful nature ;  thanmai-nature. 

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –sa- and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  sei  nandri  maravaamai  vaendum-  be grateful;  seitha nandri ayei 
marakka  koodaathu . 

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  yaerekka  thakka thandru /  yaetru  kondida   mudiyaathu- objectionable/  
disgree;  yaerka- agree.

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-]- and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is sirithum   viruppam  indri- dislike ;  viruppam- like/ichchai kolla .

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –sa-and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  suvai  indri/ kundri  – distasteful ;  suvai-  taste  /suvaiththidu .

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  veruththu  othukka  koodiya ondru –repulsive;  verukka vaendum - hate .

ingratus has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra -the –[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  sirithum kanivu  indri -  un pleasant.

ingravesco : to become heavy, become a burden. 

ingravesco  has the consonants-  an –ka- Ra- va- sa- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum sumaiyaaka  maari  vitta  ondru [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -]  - 
the one that has becoame a burden ; perum- big;  sumai- burden .
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heavy [ E]  has the consonants- ka- va- and the original Tamil  word is   kanamaaka – 
heavy. 

inicio inieci iniectum : to throw on, put on, don / inspire. 

iniectum  has the consonants-  an- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  uookkam  kondida  vaendum - to have encouragement ;  uookkam -  inspiration/ 
encouragement .

iniectum  has the consonants-  an- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  thookki  erithinda  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  throw .

inimicus : personal enemy, foe, opponent. 

inimicus  has the consonants - an -ma -ka –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pakaimai  kondavan –[ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] - enemy ;  pakaimai 
- rivalry / enemity;  kondavan- one who has.

foe[E]  has the consonants – pa- and the original Tamil word is  pakai van   [ missing  
letter-  ka-] – foe.

foe[E]  has the consonants – pa- and the original Tamil word is  paenaar- [ missing  
letter-  Ra -]- enemy . 

iniquus : unequal, unjust, unfair. 

iniquus  has the consonants – an- ka- [-sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
naermai  kuraivu[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -unjust .
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iniquus  has the consonants – an- ka- sa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
saman   kuraivu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]   - unequal ;  saman- equal;  kuraivu- less.

iniquus  has the consonants – an- ka- [-sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
ondrukku  ondru  ovaatha [ missing  letters- the- and -Ra -] – unequal.

fair [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   sari [ missing
letter- sa-] -  right. 

fair [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  murai-  
orderly .

initium : beginning, start, commencement, origin. 

initium   hs the consonants  -an- the- ma  -and the orignal tamil word / meaning is  
thuvankida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – to start ;  thuvanku- start.

begin[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- an -and the orignal Tamil word  is  
thuvankida  vaendum[missing  letter- the -] -to begin .

start [E] has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the –Ra- the –and the orignal Tamil word is  
ondrai  thuvankida   vaendum [ missing  letetr- ka-]  - to begin  something ;  
aarampiththida[Skt]   vaendum – to start.

origin[E] has the consonants - Ra –[-sa -] -an –and the orignal tamil word is  ondrin  
thuvakkam  [missing  letters-  ka -and -  the -] -  beginning of something .

iniuria : injury, damage, hurt / injustice, wrong. 
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iniuria   has the composition-  an - va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   neethikku 
purampaana  [ missing letters- pa -and the -] -  against  justice  .

iniuria   has the composition-  an - va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is naermai   
kuraivaana  oruvan -a  man  without   sincerity/ honest y ;  naermai-  sincere . 

iniuria   has the composition-  an - va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
thavaraana  [  missing letter-  the-]- wrong. 

iniuria   has the composition-  an - va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   adiththu 
norukkua  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] - to injure/ to destroy .

iniustus : unjust, inequitable, unfair. 

iniustus has the composition- an -va- [-sa-] - the -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is neethikku  ethiraana   oru  kaariyam / visayam [  missing letter-  Ra -] -   an act of  
injustice ; neethi -  justice;  ethiraana  ;  against ;  oru-  onre;  kaariyam-  an act/  a 
matter .

iniustus has the composition- an -va- [-sa-] - the -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is thaevai  atra oru kaariyam [  missingletetr-  Ra-] - unwarranted act . 

iniustus has the composition- an -va- [-sa-] - the -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is  arivukku  ukantha  kaariyam andru [  missing letter-  Ra-] - unmerited/ un 
reasonable act . 

unfair[E]   has the consonants – an- [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  murai 
andru [ missing  letter-  the -]  – un just. 

innotesco : to become know, noted. 
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innotesco   has the composition- an - an -the- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning  of the 
word  is   theriya  vaendiya  ondru [  missingletter-  Ra -] -  to become know;  theriya 
vaendiya -  to  become know . 

innotesco   has the composition- an - an -the- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning  of the 
word   kuriththida   vaendiya   ondru / oru kaariyam/visayam [ missing letter- Ra -] -  a 
point to be noted ; kuriththida-  to  note;  oru kaariyam-  an act / an issue. 

innuo : to give a nod to, give a sign to. 

innuo   has the composition- an- na -va- and the meaning of the word is   kan  asaikka  
vendum -  to  give a signal [ by eyes];  kan-  eye;  asaikka -  to  nod /sign  .   

inolesco : to grow in or on. 

inolesco  has the composition- an- la- -sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  illara 
vaazhvil   menmaelum   siranthu   vaazhnthu  valarnthida    vaendum  [ missing letters-
Ra -and -the -] -  to  lead a good  marital  life ;  ilara vaazhvil -  in the family  lfe;  men 
maelum-  more and more;  siranthu-  superior;  vaazhnthu -  living ;  valanthu-   
growing . 

inolesco  has the composition- an- la- -sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  pal   
kalai  saalaiyil   men maelum  padiththu    pala veru  pattankalai  vaanki  sirantha   
manavaanaka  veli vara  vaendum [  missing letters- the- pa -and -Ra-] ; to  study  more
and more in the university   and to  get many  doctorate  degrees  before coming out  
as the best  student  ;  pal kalai saalai  -  university ;  men maelum-  more and more;  
padiththu-  to syudy;  pala averu-  various;   pattankal-  doctrate    ;  vaanki-  got; 
sirantha- best;  maanavanakka-  student ;  veli  vara-  to come out . 
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inolesco  has the composition- an- la- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is  
pathinaarum  petru  peru  vaazhvu  vaazha  vendum[ missing letters- pa -Ra -and- the- 
]-have a good  life  with all the 16  virtues/ grants  ;  pathinaaru-  16;  pertu-  got;  
perum-  big /great ; vaazhvu- life;  vaazha -  to live . 

inops : poor, helpless, in need 

inops   has the composition- an- pa-sa-  and the meaning of the word is   panam kaasu
illa  yaezhai [ missing letter-  zha-] ; a poor without any money   ;panam  kaasu-  
money / cash ;  illai-  without ;  yaezhai-  poor . 

need [E]  has the consonants-  an -the - and the original tamil word / meaning is  
thaevaiyaanathu [missing  letter- ka-] - in need of .

helpless[E]  has the consonants - ka- la- pa- la- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
pakka  palam illai-  no help . 

help[E]  has the consonants - ka -la –[- pa-]  -and the interpreation of the word is  
anukoolam  [Skt] -  help .

poor[E]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   panjaiyar 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -poor. 

poor[E]  has the consonants – [- pa -] -–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thariththiri
[ missing  letter- the-]  -poor. 

inquam : I say. 
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inquam   has the composition-  an- ka- ma-  and the meaning of the word is  naan  
koora vaendum [ missing letters- Ra- and -the -] -  I have to  say  ; naan n- myself;  
koora -  to  say .

inquis : you say. 

inquis  has the composition- an- ka -va -sa- and themeaningof the word is  nee  
enakkaaka  paesa  vendum [  missing letters- pa-and -the-  ] -  you talk  for me ;  nee -  
you;  enakkaka-  for me;  paesa-  to  talk ;  ne  unakkaaka   paesa   vaendum-  you 
should  talk for youself    

.

inquit : he, she, it says. 

inquit  has the composition -an- ka- the-   and the meaning of the word is  avan koora  
vaendum [  missing letter- Ra -] -  he has to say ;  avan-  he;  koora -  to  say  .

inquit  has the composition -an- ka- the-   and the meaning of the word is  athu  
koorida   vaendum-  it has to  say ;  athu-  it; koorida -  to  say . 

inquit  has the composition -an- ka- the-   and the meaning of the word is  aval  
koorida  vendum [  missing letters- la -and -Ra-]-  she has to  say ;  aval-  she ; koorida -
to  say  .  

inrideo : to laugh at, mock, ridicule. 

inrideo  has the composition - an -Ra- the  - and the meaning of the  word is uoorar  
unai  kandu  siriththida  vendum  [ missing letters- sa- and- ka -] - people should laugh 
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at you ;  uoorar -  people  of  the city ; unai kandu-  on seeing you; siriththida -  to  
laugh  .

laugh at [E]  has the consonants-  la - ka -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
elli nakaiyaada -  laugh at .

laugh at [E]  has the consonants-  la - ka -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kindal  kaeli -  mock. 

laugh at [E]  has the consonants-  la - ka -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kali yaakkidu -  ridicule. 

laugh at [E]  has the consonants-  la - ka -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
ekazhuthal-  to laugh at / vilify .

laugh  [E]  has the consonants-  la - ka - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nakkal- vilify .

inritus irritus : void, invalid, in vain, useless, ineffectual. 

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the -sa – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  sirithum  payan indri [ missing  letter- pa-]- useless;  payan- 
use;  indri- without.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  thiran indri – incompetent.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   unmai indri- untrue.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  mathi indri- unsound.
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inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  onnum indri/ yaethum indri - emptiness/ nil .

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  verumaiyaana ondru-[missing  letter- ka-] -  emptiness. 

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  karuththu / arththam[Skt] yaethum indri [missing  letter- ka-]
- illogical ;  karuththu- logic/thought;indri-without.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the-sa- and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  seithida arukathai  sirithum / yaethum  indri [ missing  letter- 
ka-] – ineffectual.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  thakuthi indri- [ missing  letter- ka-]- incompetent.

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –sa- and the original 
Tamil word / meaning  seithida  iyalaatha / mudiyaatha   ondru[ missing  letter- la-] - 
invalid /sick/ ineffectual/ can not function   .

inritus  has the consonants  has the consonants - an –Ra- the –sa- and the original 
Tamil word / meaning  sellaatha  ondru-[ missing  letter- la-]-  invalid one .

inruo irruo : to rush in, fling in. 

inruo   has the consonants – an- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
virainthidu [missing  letters- ka- and -the -] - rush .

inruo   has the consonants – an- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is thoora  
erinthidu [missing  letters- ka- and -the -]  - throw.
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*****insania : insanity, irrationality, madness, folly. 

insania   has the consonants- an- [-sa-] - an - and the original Tamil word is   mana  
noei -  mental illness;  manam-  mind;  noai- illness.  

inscribo : inscribe, entitle, enlist. 

inscribe  has the consonants  -  an- [- sa -] - ka- Ra- [- pa -] -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   keerida   vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -]-to engrave/ write . 

inscribe  has the consonants  -  an- [- sa -] - ka- Ra- [- pa -] -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   varainthida    vaendum[ missing  letter- the -]-write ;   varainthidu - 
draw .
  
inscribe  has the consonants  -  an- [- sa -] - ka- Ra-  pa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kar  paarai  maer / nadu-kar maer   poriththu  vaikka   vaendum- [ missing  
letter- the -]-  engrave/ carve; poriththu vaikka-   to engave;  kar paarai- rock  ;  nadu  
kar -  stone  tablet  .

inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  sa - ka- Ra-  pa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kar paarai   maer  sethukki    vaikka vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- - 
engrave;  sethukku   -carve;  kar paarai- rock.

  inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  [-sa-]  - ka- Ra-  pa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  urimai kodukka/ pera  / vaankida   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-   to 
give the rights ;  urimai- rights;  kodukka- give;  pera -get / vaankida  .

  inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  [-sa-]  - ka- Ra-  pa -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  anumathi  urimam  thara   / pera /vaendum-[ missing  letter- the -]-   to 
get the permit .
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  inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  sa- ka- Ra-  [ -pa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  saernthida  vaendum-[ missing  letter- the -]-   -  to join .

 inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  [- sa-] - ka- Ra -pa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peyarai  varainthu   kai - oppam   para vaendum -[ missing  letter- the -]-  
to get the  signature ;  kai -oppam- signature;  peyar- name   . 

  inscribe  has the consonants  -  an-  [- sa-] - ka- Ra -pa - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  varukai   pathivaettil   peyarai   kurippida  vaendum [   missing  letters- the 
-  and -la- ]-   -  enroll /  put  your  name down ;  varukai  pathivaedu -  attendance 
register  ;  peyar - name -  kurippda- to mark. 
 

insensatus : irrational. 

insensatus  has the composition - an- [-sa-]- an –[-sa-]- the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of
the word is  nun  mathi inami – with out  sense  ;  nun – good; mathi –sense;  inami- 
without. . 

insensatus  has the composition - an- [-sa-]- an -sa- the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of 
the word is  pakuththarivukku    ethiraana ondru/ oru kaariyam/oru viseyam/oru 
karuththu /oru vaatham[ missing letters- pa- Ra- ka-]-irrational   act/ thought/  
arguement ; pakuththarivu- reason;ethiraana -  against ; kaariyam-  matter/ an act ;  
karuththu-  thought;  vaatham-  argument .

irrational [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- the- an- la –and the original Tamil  word is  
pakuththarivukku   udan  paadu  illaatha ondru [ missing  letters-  pa -and -ka -]-   
irrational  thinking ;  pakuththu  arivu-  rational thinking  .

 irrational [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- the- an- la –and the original Tamil  word is  
muttaal  thanamaana  ondru – foolish one ;  muttaal thanam- foolish .
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insequor : to follow, pursue, assail, reproach, rebuke, attack. 

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is   pin  
thodara / pin patrida  vaendum[ missing  letters- pa –and- the -]   -to follow/pursue .

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
mutrukai ida  vaendum [  missing  letter- - the -] - assil.

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
kutram  kurai koorida  vaendum [  missing  letter- the-] – blame .

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
kondrida  vaendum [- missing  letter- the-]- to kill.

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
adiththu  thunpuruththa  vaendum-[- missing  letter- the -] - to beat  and  make to 
suffer;  adi- beat .

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
adiththu norukka vaendum[  missing  letter- the -] - assault .

insequor    has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
uyirai parikka  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] - to kill; uyir- life;  paraikka- 
to take away.

follow[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- va- and the original Tamil  word is  ozhuku .

follow[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- va- and the original Tamil  word is   vazhi 
kollu-  follow. 

 inservio : to be a slave, serve, be devoted to. 
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inservio   has the consonants  - an- sa- Ra- va - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kutrae-val  seithida  / purinthida vaendum [ missing  letters- the-  pa- and-la- ] - to 
be a slave ;  kutraeval- slavery .

inservio   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] - Ra- va - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  unavai  parimaaruka [ missing  letter- pa-]   - to serve the food ;  unavu- 
food;  parimaaruka- serve.

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kulam- slave.  

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vaelai aal- servant. 

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaavaali-  watch man.   

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
adimaiaakkuthal- [ missing  letter- the -] - to make one a slave .

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aat- kolluthal [ missing  letter- the -] -   to make  one a slave  .

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vazhi  nillu- carry out orders.  

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vilai  aal-  slave[ bought for price]; vilai- price ; aal- person .

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
cooli aal-  worker. 
   
slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thalukkan [ missing  letter- the -] - slave. 
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slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
adimai vaelai[ missing  letter- the -] -  slavery .

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
yaevalaal  / yaeval   vaelai  aal  - servant;  vaelai- work;  aal- person.  

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kutra yaeval [ missing  letters- the -and- Ra  -]- slavery . 

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
uoozhiyan - servant.

slave[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pulukkaiyan[ missing  letter- pa-]   –slave .

slave[E]  has the consonants - -sa- la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sakkiliyan-  cobbler. 

cobbler[E]   has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  
sakkiliyar [missing  letter- sa-] – cobbler .

insideo : sit upon something, be firmly placed. 

insideo  has the consonants - an –sa- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sooththai  vaiththu kuntha  vaendum [missing  letter- ka-] -  sit on the buttocks ; 
sooththu- buttocks ; kuntha- sit.

sit[E]  has the consonants -  [- sa -] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kunthu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - sit. 
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insidiae : (pl.) treachery, ambush, plot, conspiracy. 

insidae  has the consonants  - an- sa -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
koottu  sathi  thittam   theetta  vaendum [  missing  letters- ka-] - plot. 

insidae  has the consonants  - an- sa -the -and the other interpretation is  sathi   
alaosani   seithida  [ missing  letter- la-] - conspire . 

 
insisto : to enter upon [a journey] tread; (with d.) follow. 

insisto   has the consonants-  an- sa-[- sa-] - the-   and the original Tamil word is  
payanam   seithida [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to travel ;  payanam- travel ;  seithido  -do it
.

insolita : unaccustomed, unusual. 

insolita  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is pazhakkaththil / vazhakkaththil  ilaatha ondru[ missing  letters- pa- and  -ka
-] – unusual  one ;  vazhakkam- usual .

insolita  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is pazhakkam illaatha ondru [ missing  letters- pa- and  -ka -] – un 
accustomed . 

insolitus : unaccustomed / unusual, strange, uncommon. 
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insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nadai  muraiyil  illaatha onnu -  uncommon / not in vogue. 

insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vazhakkil  illaatha  onnu [ missing  letter- ka-]  not in vogue .

insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kannaal   kaanathathum kaathaal   kaetkaathathum- aana  [ missing  letter-
ka-]-  unseen/ unheard .   

insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  adik-kadi   kaana  iyalaatha onnu [ missing  letter- ka-] - can not be seen  
frequently  ;  adik-kadi -often;    kaana - seen/ scan  ; iyalaatha - can not;  onnu- one .
 
insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vazhakkaththirkku  maraana  [ missing  letters- ka -and- Ra -] - unusual . 

insolitus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]  -la -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vinthai -ulla [ missing  letter- ka-] - strange  .

insons insontis : guiltless, innocent. 

insontis   has theconsonants  - an -sa- an- the -[ -sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thooimaayaana   manasu / manathu -  pure heart ;  thooimai- pure / 
clean ;  manathu-mind. 

guiltless[E]  has the consonants - ka -la –the- la  - and the orignaltamil  word is  kallm  
illatha ullam – guiltless soul  ; kallm- guile;  illai- nil;  ullam- soul. 

insperatus : unexpected, unlooked for, unanticipated. 
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insperatus   has the composition  -an - [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and  the meaning of 
the word is ethir paaratha  ondru -  unexpected one . 

insperatus   has the composition  -an - [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and  the meaning of 
the word is  paarthidaatha  ondru  -  un known one. 

instanter : urgently. 

instanter  has the composition- an- sa-the- an- the- Ra -  and the meaningof the word 
is   sirithu   naeram   kondu    kaariyaththai   virainthu    seithu mudiththida  vendum 
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  completing    in a short  time  quickly  ;  sirithu  naeram-  short 
time;   mudiththida-  to  complete; kariyam-  matter;  virainthu-  quickly .  

instanter  has the composition- an- sa-the- an- the- Ra -  and the meaningof the word 
is  avasara   avasaramaaka  [Skt]  kaariyaththai  mudiththida  avendum[  missing letter-
ka -]  -  completing  the work urgently ;  avasara   avasaramaaka -  urgently ;  kaariyam-
work ;  mudiththida-  to  complete. 

instar : a form, figure, after the fashion of, like. 

instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  orae 
maathiriyaana -  alike .  
 
instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  
viruppamaana  ondru [  missing letters-  pa- and- ka -] – desired one.    

instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  en 
kanitha murai  [  missing letter-  ka -] - number / numeral ;  en number/ figure ;  
kanitham-  maths; murai-  method/ concept  .
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instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manitha   udampin   pura  thotram[  missing letter- pa -]  ;  the  external  outline/ 
appearance of the human body ;  manithan-  human;  udampu-  body ;  pura-  
external;  thotram-  appearance. 

instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manitha   uruvaththin  /   vadivaththin  /   thotram[  missing letters-  pa- and -ka -]  ;   
the  appearance  of the  human figure;  maintain-  human;  uruvam-  figure;  vadivam- 
form ;  thotram-  appearance. 

instar  has the composition - an- [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manitharin  udar  amaippu -  the shape  of the  human   body[  missing letter-  pa -]  ; 
manithar-  human; udar- body ;  amaippu-  build. 

 to like  [E] has the consonants-  the-  la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   koluthal-   
to like .

to like  [E] has the consonants-  the-  la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   
vizhainthiduka- to like. 

figure [E]   has the consonants – pa- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pura 
vadivam  [missing  letter- the -]-  form  /shape .

figure [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  is 
akiruthi [missing  letter- the -]-  figure. 

figure [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  is  
aakarm- figure. 

figure [E]   has the consonants – pa- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
varainthitta  padam  [missing  letter- the -]-   -  drawn figure;  varai- draw;  padam- 
figure .
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figure [E]   has the consonants – pa- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   udar  
kattu -amaippu [missing  letter- the -]-   -  body  shape ;  udar- body;  amaippu- form . 

figure [E]   has the consonants – pa- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   en kanitha
murai – padi   vantha  moththa thokai   [ missing  letter- the -]- the  number  got by  
appling  maths ;  thokai- amount / numerical number;  en- numerical;  kanitham- 
maths.  

figure [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretaion is  
nisarkam[Skt]  [missing  letter –sa- ]- figure.

*****instigo : to goad, incite, stimulate, advocate 

instigo  has the composition - an -[-sa-] - the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is  
thoonduka/  thoonda  vendum -  to  stimulate . 

instigo  has the composition - an -[-sa-] - the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is   
uookkam   kodukka  vaendum- to encourage. 

instigo  has the composition - an -[-sa-]  - the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is 
aatharikka  vendum  [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  to  support . 

instigo  has the composition - an --sa-- the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is  
oruvarukku / [  kutram  sumaththapatta   oruvar ]    saathakamaaka   matru  oruvar/ 
sattam padiththa  oruvar / vakkeel    neethi mandraththil    neethipathi-yin  munpaaka 
satta  reethiyaaka  vaathiduvathu  /  satta uthavi  seivathu/ paesuvathu / kural 
koduppathu   [  missing letters- pa- Ra -and- la -]  ;  help  given by the lawyer  for  the 
accused  one   in the court   before the magistrate  ;  kutram sumaththapatta  oruvar-  
accused one;   saathakamaaka -  in favour;   matru  oruvar-  another person;   sattam 
padiththa oruvar-  one aho  has studied law;  vakkeel-  lawyer ;   neethi mandram-  
court;  neethipathi-  judge;    vaathida-  to  argue;   satta uthavi-  legal aid;   paesa- to  
speak ;  kural  kodukka- to  raise  the voice. 
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instigo  has the composition - an -sa- the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is  
makkalaal  thaernthu  edukka  patta   urupinarkal   adankiya  paaraalumandraththil   
yaelai  eliya  makkalukkukaka   kural   koduppathae  uruppinarkalin kadamaiyaakum  
[  missing letters-  pa- Ra -and- la  -]- to raise the voice  in favour of the  poor in the 
parliament  is the responsibility  of the  members ; makkal-  people;  thaernthu- 
elected;  uruppinarkal-  members;   paaraalumandram-  parliament ;   yaeali-  poor;  
eliya -  ordinary ;  kural- voice;  kadamai-  duty . 

instigo  has the composition - an -[-sa-] - the- ka - and the meaning of  the word is   
thee mootta  vendum-  to set  /kindle fire ; thee -  fire;   mootta-  to  kindle  .

incite [E]   has the consonants - an- [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thoondu-   stimulate. 

goad  [E]  has the consonants - ka -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thoonduka/ thoondi  viduka - provoke.

instituo : to establish, found, institution 

instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
amaiththu  thara   vendum[ missing letter-  Ra-]-to establish. 

instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
nirmaaniththida  [ missing letter-  Ra-]- to establish . 

instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kandu  pidiththida  vendum[  missing letters- ka- and - pa -] -  to  find  ;  kandu- 
found  .

instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is   
thodankida  vendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  start .
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instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
puthtithaaka  undaakida /thodanka   vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  make/ start 
a new one ; puthithaaka- new;  undaakka-  to make;  thodanka- start .  

instituo   has the composition  -an-[- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the word is 
udal /manam  palaveenam  / nalam illaa  ullavarukkaalukkaana / noei aalikal-
ukkaana / piniyaalar kalukkaana    pukalidam/ kaapidam[  missing letters-  pa- ka- and 
-la-] -  the  place for the  care for the mentally  ill  and physically  challenged -  the 
institute ;  udal -  body ;   manam-  mind;  nalam- health;  illai-  nil;   noaeiyaalikal- 
patients;  piniyaalarkal - patients; kaapidam-  protected place. 

instituo   has the composition  -an- sa-the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
neenda  nedun- kaalamaaka   pothu makkalukku  uthavi / pani / saevai  seithu  varum  
mika  periya oru  kalvi  nilayam/ palli koodam / pal kalai kazhakam /  vaana- viyal 
araaichchi  koodam /  paada saalai / oru  maruththuva   manai/ vanki / oru  
sthaapanam/  nirvaakam / maiyam   [ missing letters- ka - la - Ra-and- pa  -] ; an 
organization/ center    which had been  established  for a long time  - school/ collage/  
university / hospital/ bank /  place for research  ;

instituo   has the composition  -an- sa- the- the -and the meaning of the word is  
samuthaayaththil    makkalaidayae    kaana  padum   neenda nedun - kaalamaka /  
thondru  thottu  varum   pazhakka  vazhakkam -  thirumanam/  thirumana vayathu  /  
kudumpam/   kudampa amaippu /   koottu  kudampam / pankaalai  sandai  / saathi  
amaippu / saathi  paaku- paadu / ozhukka vithi  murai/ paal  iyal  ozhukkam /  pen 
kalvi / satta thittam/ samaya vazhipaadu / munnor vanakkam / ara  neri  kotpaadu / 
karppu  kotpaadu/penkalukku  ethiraana  vun murai/  arasiyal/  araiyal  nakarikam 
/panpaadu / kala saaram/  maakal aatchi  /  pirapukkal aatchchi / mannar  aatchi/  
vaana- viyal  kotpaadu / vivasaayam seiyum murai / neer paasana murai  /pothu  
soththai  pankidum murai [ missing letters- la -ka- pa -and-  Ra- ] -  established  law/  
customs  or practice  ;   
 

insto : to pursue eagerly, devote oneself to. 
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insto  has the composition -an-[- sa-]  -the  - and the meaning of the word is   vidaathu
thodara  vaendum  [ missing  letters- ka -and- Ra -] -  to pursue ;  thodara- follow  .

                     English  word-  body  exercise .

body  exercise  has the consonants  -pa -the - ka- [-sa-] -Ra-sa- sa-and the original 
Tamil  word is  andraada  udar payirchchi – daily body  exercise .

body  exercise  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -the - ka- -sa--Ra-[-sa-]- [-sa-]-and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  kasaraeththu[Skt]  -  body  exercise. 

instructus : trained, taught. 

instructus  has the composition -an -sa- the- Ra- ka -the -sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   theeviramaaka/ kadumaiyaana     payirchchi  seithida  vendum [  missing 
letter-  pa -] -  to have intense  training ;  theevira -  severe;  payirchchi-  training;  
seithida-  to  do.  

instructus  has the composition -an -sa- the- Ra- ka -the -sa- and the meaning of the 
word is nandraaka  katru  thara vaendum  -to teach well ;  katru tharuka- teach. 
instructus  has the composition -an -sa- the- Ra- ka -the -sa- and the meaning of the 
word is  kadinamaana  palli / kalloori   paada   thittaththai   maanavar  elithaaka 
purinthu kollam vakaiyil  aasiriyar  solli  thara avendum / katru thara  vendum  
[  missing letters- pa -and- la -] -  the teacher should teach  the  difficult  lessons   in  
such a way  that  will be easy  to  be understood by  the  students;   kadumaiyaana -  
difficult;  palli paadam-  school  lessons;  kalloori-  collage;  paada thittam-  lessons;   
maanavar-  students;  elithaaka -  easy ;  pirinthu kola-  to understand;   aasiriyar -  
teacher ;  solli  thara-  to  teach .

instructus  has the composition -an -sa- the- Ra- ka -the -sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   sei murai   aaivu   /aaraaichchi  seiyum  munbae  arraaichchi  kuriththa   
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munnotta  maathiri    katturaiyaei  / aaivu   arikkai yaei    maanavar  aasiriyaridam   
samarpiththida vendum[  misising letters-  pa and-  ka -];  appoththu thaan ,  aasiriyar  
pothumaana  arivurai yaei   maanavarukku    thara mudiyum ; the students should  
submit the  preliminary  riiten articles   related to  the research  work  before starting 
the research  work  so that  the teacher can guide thestudents well;   sei murai- 
method of doing ;   arraaichchi -  research  work ; seiyum - doing;  munbae-  earlier; 
maathiri katturai- model  article;  arikkai-  statement ;  maanavar- student;  aasiriyar -  
teacher;  samarpikka-  to  submit ; appoththu  than-  then only;  poththumaana -  
enough;  ariurai-  good verse ;   thara-  to  give .

instruo : to built in, set up, construct, furnish / train. 

instruo   has the composition- an- [- sa-] - the- Ra -va - and the meaning  of the word is
amaiththu  thara vaendum  -to set up . 

instruo   has the composition- an- [- sa-] - the- Ra -va - and the meaning  of the word is
katti  thara avendum –to build. 

instruo   has the composition- an- [- sa-] - the- Ra -va - and the meaning  of the word is
payirchchi  thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to train. 
 
instruo   has the composition- an- sa- the- Ra -va - and the meaning  of the word is  
senkar  katti  kondu kattidam/veedu   katta / uruvaakida  vendum -  to build a  building
/ house   with bricks ;  senkar  katti-  brick;   kattidam-  building ;  katta-  to  build;   
uruvaakida-  to  create  .

instruo   has the composition- an- [- sa-] - the- Ra -va - and  the meaning of the word is
puthtithaaka  ondrai  naam uruvaakida vendum [  missing letter-  pa-] -  to  create a 
new one;  puththithu-  new;  uruvaakida -  to  create .

instruo   has the composition- an- [- sa-] - the- Ra -va - and  the meaning of the word is
payirchchi  koduththida vaendum[  missing letter-  pa -] - to  give  training ; payirchchi- 
training;  koduththida -  to  give . 
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instruo   has the composition- an-  sa- the- Ra -va - and  the meaning of the word is   
pothu  soththai   sariyaaka / muraiyaaka   pakirnthu  anaivarukkum   paaku- paadu  
indri  koduththida avendum [ missing letter- pa-] -  the common property  shold be  
shared by all without any discrimination ;  pothu  soththu-  common property;   
sariyaaka -  in right way ;  pakirnthu-  distribute ;  anaivar-  all;  paaku  paadu -  
discrimination  ;  indri- without ;   kodukka-  to  give .
 

instruo : prepare, provide / draw up an order of battle. 

battle[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   adalai- 
battle  .

battle[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   aadal-  
war. 

battle[E]   has the consonants-  pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is padu kalam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - battle field. 

battle[E]   has the consonants-  pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  padai kalam
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  weapons. 

battle[E]   has the consonants-  pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   padai 
aayuthankal [ missing  letter- ka-] - army  weapons ; padai- army; aayuthankal- 
weapons. 

battle[E]   has the consonants-[-  pa-] - the- la- and the original Tamil  word is 
ezhunthidum  kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] - battle field. 

battle[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is ethir 
paduthal [ missing  letter- Ra-]- to fight .
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battle[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  poariduthal 
[ missing  letter- Ra-]- to war .

battle[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  sandai  
poaduthal [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to fight. 

battle[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  mallu  
kattuthal [ missing letter- ka-]-to fight. 

battle[E]   has the consonants- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   pakaiththal 
[ missing letter- ka-]-to war. 

instruo  has the composition- an -[ -sa-]  -the- Ra -va  - and the meaning of the word is 
thayaaraaka /aayuththamaaka   irukka  vendum -  be prepared .

instruo  has the composition- an -[ -sa-]  -the- Ra -va  - and the meaning of the word is 
thara  vaendum –to give .

instruo  has the composition- an -[ -sa-]  -the- Ra -va  - and the meaning of the word is 
theevira   payirchchi  / muyarchchi   maer  kondida avendum [  missing letter- pa-]  -  
to have intense preparation / training;  theevira -   intense;  payirchchi-  training;  
muyarchchi-  attempt. 

instruo  has the composition- an -[ -sa-]  -the- Ra -va  - and the meaning of the word is 
anavarukkum  uriya pankai  piriththu  koduththida  vendum [ missing letter- pa-] -  to 
give them - their share ;  anaivar-  all;  panku-  share;  piriththu-  to divide; kodukka-  
to  give .

instruo  has the composition- an -sa-the- Ra -va  - and the meaning of the word is  iru  
pirivinarukku idaiyae / iru  naattukku  idaiyae /  sandai  / poar   mootta   vendum 
[  missing letter-  pa -]   to  instigate clash  between  two sects of people or  to instigate
war between  two  states  ; iru-  two;  pirivinar-  two  sects ;   idaiyae-  in between ;   
sandai -  clash ;   poar-  war;   naadu-  state  .
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Insula : island. 

insula  has the composition -an -sa- la -and the meaningof the word is  ella   thisai  
yaei  suththilum  thanni  ulla  nilam[  missing letter-  the -]  -  the land surrounded  by 
water  on all sides;  ella-  all;  thisai-  sides;  suththi-  surrounded; thanni-  water;  
nilam- land. 

insurgo insurgi insurrectum : to rise up, rebel, revolt. 

insurrectum   has the consonants - an- sa -Ra- ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  purtchchi  seithida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to revolt. 

insurrectum   has the consonants - an- sa -Ra- ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  nadai   perum  maa mannarudaiya  /  paer  arasrudaiya  adakku murai 
aatchhcikku   ethiraaka   poar kodi  - uyarththa  vaendum /  purtchchi  seithida 
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  rebellious ;   maa mannar- emperor / perum arasar ; 
aatchhci- rule;  adakku murai-  suppression;   ethiraaka- against ;  poar kodi- war flag ;  
uyarththa- to rise;  puratchhci - revolution .

rebel [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kalaka   kaaran  [ missing letter-  ka -] - one who  revolts .

integer : whole, untouched, unhurt, undamaged / complete, entire. 

whole[E]   has the consonants – ka- la-and the  interpretation is akilam[Skt]  - whole.   
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integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
thoda/theenda    koodaatha  ondru -   untouchable ;  theenda- touch ;  koodaatha-  
should not ;  ondru- one . 

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
kaayam indri  -  unhurt .
 
integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
niraivaanathu  -  complete  / niraivaana ondru .

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
kuttram kurai   /thavaru  indri  mudikka  vaendiya  ondru - 

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
mundintha  ondru -  the one completed ;  mudivaana  ondru . 

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  
poorththi  seiya  patta ondru [ missing letter-  pa -and- sa-] - the  completed one .  

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is pari   
pooranamaakiya    ondru [  misising letter-pa-] - the one  that is  full   /entire 

integer  has the composition - an- the- ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word    ithu  
varai   yaarum  thodaatha ondru -  no one has  touched so far ;  thodaatha- un 
touched ;  ithu varai-so far   ithu - it ;  ithu- this ; ondru- one .

  intellego intellexi intellectum : to understand, comprehend, see. 

intellectum  has the consonants-  an- the- la- la- ka- the- ma - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   purinthu  kollum  aatral   kondu [ missing  letters- pa- and- Ra -] -  
capacity to understand ;  purinthu kolla- understand; aatral- capacity / talent .
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intellectum  has the consonants-  an- the- la- la- ka- the- ma - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   manathin / moolaiyin - ull vaanki  kollum  aatral -  capacity  of the 
brain to comprehend   ; maanthu- mind; moolai- brain ;   ull- vaanki kola-  to take it  
inside;  aatral- talent / power. 

intellectum  has the consonants-  an- the- la- la- ka- the- ma - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kankal- ai  kondu / vizhikalai   kondu   nammaal   oli yaei   kaana   
mudiyum /   iyalum -  with the eyes we can see  the light ;  kankal- eyes;  vizhikal-eyes; 
nammaal- by  us;    oli- light ; kaana  - see.

intempestivus: unseasonable, untimely, immoderate. 

intempestivus  has the consonants - an -the -ma- pa -[-sa-] - the -va  -  and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is  poruthtamaana    naeram/ samayam  / paruvam/    ithu 
vandru  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - in appropriate  time ;  poruththamaana- appropriate; 
naeram -time;  samyam-  season ; paruvam -season ;  ithu vandru- it is not the  .

intendo : to stretch, strain, try to prove. 

intendo  has the consonants -  an- the- an- the – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  meipiththida   aavana  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa – ka-  and- 
sa- ] –put efforts to prove;  meipiththidu- prove/ nirupikka/uruthi paduththuka  . 

intendo : to extend, aim, direct, direct one's course, aim at. 

intendo  has the composition -  an- the- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
manathu  konda nokkam / ennam [ missing  letter-  ka -] - the aim of one’s mind;  
manatu- mind;  ennam- aim .
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intendo  has the composition -  an- the- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  
neetta  vaendum /  neettikka  vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to extend .

 aim [E]   has the consonant-   ma - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   ennam  -
mean .

aim [E]   has the consonant-   ma - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  nokkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - plan .

aim [E]   has the consonant-   ma - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
munaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]  aim .

aim [E]   has the consonant-   ma - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  thittam 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - plan .

intentio : effort, exertion, attention, intent / attack, 
accusation. 

intentio  has thecomposition -an- the- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
kavanam  konda manathu[  missing letter-  ka -] -  attentive mind ;  kavanam-  
attention;  manathu-  mind. 

intentio  has thecomposition -an- the- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
manathin   thittam - plan of the mind  ;  manathu  mind;  thittam-  plan .  

intentio  has thecomposition -an- the- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
maanthu  ninaiththa  ennam -  the idea  of the mind ;  manathu-  mind; ninaiththa-  
thinking ;  ennam-  thought/ idea .

intentio  has thecomposition -an- the- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
maanthu  enniyathu - the thinking of the mind . 
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intentio  has thecomposition -an- the- an- the -   and the meaning of the word is  
nokkam  / thittam / ennam  konda/ udaiya  manathu  - the mind that has got aim 
[  missing letter- ka-] ; nokkam-  intention ;  thittam- paln;  ennam-  thought ;  
manathu-  mind.

 
 
intentus : thorough, tense, anxious, strict. 

intentus  has the   composition- an- the- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
pathattamaana  manathu [  missing letter-  pa-] -  anxious  mind;  pathattam- anxiety ; 
manathu-  mind .

intentus  has the   composition- an- the- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
peethi adaintha  manathu[ missing letter- pa-]- fearful mind; peethi – fear.

intentus  has the   composition- an- the- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  thidamaana  manathu -  strong  mind. 

inter : (+ acc.) between, among. 

inter has the consonants-  an –the- Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
erandin  idaiyae -  in between the two ;  erandu- two;  idaiaye-  between .

intercipio intercepi interceptum : to intercept 

intercepi  has the consonants-  an -the –Ra- [-pa-] – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning   idai marikka  vaendum [missing  letter- ka-] – intercept.

intercepi  has the consonants-  an -the –Ra- [-pa-] – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning   kurukeedu  seithida vaendum[ missing  letters- sa -and -ka-] – interrupt.
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interdico : to forbid, prohibit, outlaw, gain an injunction. 

Interdico  has the consonants-  an- the- Ra- the- ka- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  seithida  koodaatha  ondru [ missing  letter- sa-] – one  that should not be 
done/ forbidden one  ;  seithida-do ;  koodaatha- do not; ondru- one.

Interdico  has the consonants-  an- the- Ra- the- ka- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thaduththu  niruththa vaendum-  ban .

interdico : to forbid, prohibit, interdict. 

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
thadai   seiya  pada  vaendiya  ondru [  missing letters [ pa- and- sa-]  - the one to be 
prohibited ;  thadai  sei-  to  prohibit.     

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
seithida  koodaatha  ondru  [ missing  letter- sa-] – the forbidden one . 
 
 interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
manaivi-yaei   kanavan   theenda   thakaatha   antha   moondru    theettu / thooram    
naatkal [  missing letter-  la -] - during   those  three  days   a husband 
 shoud  not  touch  his wife  ;  manaivi-  wife;  kanavan -  wife ;  theenda -  to  touch ;  
antha -  those ;  moondru-  three ;  theettu -  taboo;  naatkal -  days.   

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
udalukku  theenku /kaedu   vilaivikkum [ maranam  tharuvikkum ]  pothai  
porutkalaana   abin/  kanja/  pukai ilai  / thookka maaththiraikal / kallu /saarayam  -  
kudi pothai  / laakiri  vasuththukkal -ai  - naam   kandippaaka   thavirththida  vendum;  
arasu  avaikalai   thadai  padithida vendum  [ missing letters-  pa -sa -and- la-  ] 
-government  should prohibit  all the addiction  producing  substances  like caanabis/  
opium / liquor / tobacco  because thay are harmful to  the body  . 
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interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is  
vilakka vaendiya ondru [  missing letter -  la -] -  one  that  has to  be avoided ;  thalli  
vaikka avendiya ondru . 

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is   

‘thunjinaar  seththarin  vaerallar  engnandrum
 
nanju unbbaar  kallu unbavar’   -Thirukural - 926 

 [  missing letters-  pa - la -and -sa-] 

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is   

  unnarkka  kallai  unilunka   saandroraan 
    
 enna   pada vaendaa  thaar -  Thirukural  922. 
     
  [missing letters -  la-  sa- and -pa -] .

interdico  has the composition- an- the -Ra - the -ka- and the meaning  of the word is   
neethi  mandra  uththaravu -  court  order;  neethi  mandram-  court ;  uththaravu -  
order .

sinterdum : sometimes, now and then, at times. 

sinterdum  has the consonants - sa -an- the - Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  chir  sila naerankail  mattum [ missing  letters-  la -and- ka -] - some times
only .
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intereo : to perish, die. 

intero  has the composition- an- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  uyir 
thuranthu -  to  lose  the life. 

die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is  madi-  to die . 

die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is   thapu[ missing  
letter- pa-] - die. 

die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is    paadu- die. 
 
die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is   seththidu [missing
letter- sa-]- die. 

die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is   
saainthidu[missing  letter- sa-]-  -  die. 

die [E] has the composition- the -  and the meaning  of the word is   puthai / puthai  
idu / puthai padu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – to get buried;  puthai- bury. 

die [E] has the composition-  the -  and the meaning  of the word is   thee  padu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  get cremated  .

interficio interfeci interfectum : to kill, murder, slay. 

interficio  has the composition-  an- the -Ra - pa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is kondru poda  vaendum-[ missing  letter- ka-]   to murder. 

interficio  has the composition-  an- the -Ra - pa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is ethiri yaei  pidiththu  kondru avan kariyaei    kooru poda  vendum  [ missing  letter- 
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ka-] - to  catch  the enemy  and  kill/ slay  him  in to pieces;  ethiri-  enemy;  pidiththu-  
catch ;  kondru- killing .

interrogatio : interrogation, inquiry. 

interrogatio  has the composition- an- the- Ra- ka -the - and the meaning of the word 
is   theeviramaaka  aaraainthu  kandu  ariya  vaendum- to do investigation 

interrogatio  has the composition- an- the- Ra- ka -the - and the meaning of the word 
is   theeviramaaka  aarainthu  / visaariththu   kuththam   seithavanai   thaedi  
kandariya /  sirai  ida   vaendum[  missing letter-  sa-]-  intense  enquiry  should be 
done to find out the culprit ;  theeviramaaka -  intense ; aarainthu-  to do  research;  
visaariththu-  to  enquire;  kuthtam sithavan- criminal ;  thaedi-  search ;  kandu  -  to  
see; sirai ida-  to  imprison . 

intro : to walk into, enter, make one's way into. 

intro   has the consonants – an- the -Ra  -and the orignal Tamil word/ meaning is   adi 
eduthhtu  nadanthu  varuka [missing  letter- ka-] - to  walk;  nadai –walk;  adi- foot .  

intro   has the consonants – an- the -Ra  -and the orignal Tamil word/ meaning is   
varukai  thara  vaendum  [missing  letter- ka-] -  please! come  .

introduco : to lead in, introduce. 

introduco    has the consonants -   an- the- Ra- the -ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  arimukam   seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  introduce  .
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 introduco    has the consonants -   an- the- Ra- the -ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   munnurai / muka urai  thara  vaendum -  give  foreward notes ;  
munnurai - preface  .

introduco    has the consonants -   an- the- Ra- the -ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  munnae  sendrida  vendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - to go infront .

lead [E]  has the consonants - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vazahi nadaththu
/ vazhi kaattu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  guide. 

intueor : to look at attentively, gaze at, consider. 

intueor  has the composition- an- the-  Ra -and the meaning of the word  is  karunai  
kondu  kaana  vendum [  missing letter-  ka -]- to  consider . 

intueor  has the composition- an- the-  Ra -and the meaning of the word  is   kan  
kondu  koornthu   nokkida  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  gaze;  kan -  eye; nokka-  to  
watch  . 

intumesco : to swell up, increase, swell with anger. 

intumesco   has the consonants-  an- the -ma –-sa- ka  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sinam  konda  mukam  siva siva ena  / sivanthu  veekkam  adaiya  -the 
angry face becoming red and swollen ;  sinam- angry;  mukam- face;  sivanthu- 
reddening ;  veeekam – swelling . 

to swell[E]   has the consonants  the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
veenkuthal-  swell.
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to swell[E]   has the consonants  the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
mikuthal – increasing .

to swell[E]   has the consonants  the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word  
uoothuthal- bloat .

to swell[E]   has the consonants - the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
koppaliththal [ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  swell .

to swell[E]   has the consonants - the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
pithunkuthal [ missing  letter-  pa-]  - bulge .

to swell[E]   has the consonants - the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the  other  interpretation  of
the word is  valithaakuthal[ Malayalam--] - to become big. 

to swell[E]   has the consonants - the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is 
vimmuthal – to swell. 

to swell[E]   has the consonants - the-  [- sa-]  –va- la -and the original Tamil  word is 
kummuthal- to swell. 

intumesco : to sell, sell up, sell with anger. 

intumesco   has the consonants-  an- the -ma –-sa- ka  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaasukku   virkka/ vitraaka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra-] – to sell for 
money  ; kaasu- cash;  virkka- sell.

intumesco   has the consonants-  an- the -ma –-sa- ka  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sinaththodu  virkka   vaendum/ virkka koodaathu [ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  
do not / sell /with anger ;  sinam- anger;  virkka- sell. 
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intus : within. 

intus  has the consonants-  an- the –[-sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
athan udae – within .

intus  has the consonants-  an- the –[-sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
athanullae  [ missing  letter- la-] - within .

inultus : unavenged, unpunished. 

inultus  has the composition -an- va- la- the- [ -sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is  
pazhikku  pazhi  vaanka vaendam[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  no revenge .

inultus  has the composition -an- va- la- the- [ -sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
thandanai  vazhanka  koodaathu – punishment   should not be given ;  thandani- 
punishment ;  vazhanka  -give; koodaathu- no. 

inultus  has the composition -an- va- la- the- [ -sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is  
kuththavaali yaei  manniththu vittu vidalaam – the accused can be forgiven ;  
kuththavali –accused;  mannikka-forgive .

inultus  has the composition -an- va- la- the- [ -sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
kuththavaalikku  thandanai  illai -  no punishment  for the accused.

inultus  has the composition -an- va- la- the- sa-  and the meaning  of the word is   
eththakaiya   kuththam  seithavanukkum /  kodum   kuththavaalikkum  neethi  
mandram -  makkal  munnilaiyil -   thookku   thandanai   kodukka   koodaathu /  
thandanai  vaendaam;    athu   naaka-rika samuthaayaththil  thavirkka  vaendiya ondru
;  vaazh  naal - muzhukka   siraiyil   kazhikka /  aayul  thandanai   kodukkalam/ 
vazhankalam[  missing letter-  Ra -]   ;  even  for a  worst  criminal  - the punishment  of
hanging / capital punishment / death  penalty   should not be given in a civilized 
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society  ; only  life sentence should be given;  kuththam seithavan-  accused;  neethi  
mandram-  court;  makkal-  people;  munnilai-  in front of;  thookku  thandanai-  
punishment  of  hanging ;  kodukka-  to give;  koodaathu-  do n;  athu/ antha  -that/it  ;
naaka rikam -  civilization ;  samuthaayam-  society ;  thavirkka-  to  avoid;  vaazh naal- 
life ;   sirai-  prison;   kazhikka-  to  spend; ayul  thandanai - life sentence;    
kodukkalaam-  can be given . 

*****invado : to undertake, go in, enter, get in. 

invado  has the composition -an -va- the - and the mewnin gof the word is  eduththu 
nadaththa vaendum -  to undertake .

invado  has the composition -an -va- the - and the mewnin gof the word is   vanthida 
vaedum -  should  come/ get in   .  

invado  has the composition -an -va- the - and the mewnin gof the word is   
nuzhainthida   vaendum [ missing  letter- zha-] - to enter. 

invado  has the composition -an -va- the - and the mewnin gof the word is   padai  
edukka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to invade a country .

invado : to assail, usurp, seize, attack, fall upon. 

invado has the consonants-  an -va -the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaakka  vaendum- attack .

invado has the consonants-  an- va -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaedi  kandida  vaendum-  find .
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invado has the consonants-  an- va -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
edukka vaendum- take .

invado has the consonants-  an- va -the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
adikka  vaendum- beat ;  uthaikka vaendum- kick ;  idaikka vaendum- hit .

invalesco : to gather strength, become stronger.

 invalesco  has  the composition- an- va- la -[-sa-] -ka - and the meaning  of  the word 
is  udalum  manamum  valaimai -yaaka vendum -  to have a strong  mind and body ;  
udal-  body ;  manam-  mind;  valimai-  strong.  

invenio : to come upon, find, discover. 

invenio   has the consonants – an- va- an  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
thaedi   kandida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to find out / seek .

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic  word -  iTi  [take] .

iTi has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is  edu  -take. 
    Egyptian hieroglyphic  word -  iTi  [conduct] .

iTi has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is  nadaththi- conduct. 

inventor : inventor, discoverer. 
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inventor  has the composition- an -va- an- the -Ra-and the meaning  of the word is  
kandu arinthavan -  the one who has invented. 

inventor  has the composition- an -va- an- the -Ra-and the meaning  of the word is  
Thiraavidarin  kandu  pidippae  urundu oadum   vandi  aakum  [ missing letter-  pa-] –it
is the Dravidian  people who   invented  the  wheeled cart. 

investigo : to track down, investigate. 

investigo   has the composition- an- va-sa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the wordis   
theevira  visaaranai   seithida  vendum [ missing letter-  Ra -] - serious  enquiry  should 
be done;  theevira -  intensive;  visaaranai-enquiry . 

investigo   has the composition- an- va-sa- the- ka-  and the meaning of the wordis   
kuththam  seithavanai  seekiramaaka kandu   pidiththida  vendum [  missing letter-  pa
-] -should find out the accused  at the earliest ;  kuththam seithavan-  the one who has
done the crime;  seekkiramaaka -  at the earliest ;  kandu  pidikka-  to  find put .

invetero : to give duration, to render old 

invetero   has the composition- an- va -the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
naeraththai  neettiththu  kodakka  vendum -  to  give/extend time; naeram-  time;  
kodukka-  to  give .

invetero   has the composition- an- va -the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
vayathu/akavai   muthirntha  -  aged .
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invicem : one after the other, by turns, mutually, each other. 

invicem  has the composition- an- va-[-sa-]  -ma -and  the meaning of the word  is  
oruvar   oruvarakaa   vara  vendum[  missing letter-  Ra -]  -  one after the other. 

invicem  has the composition- an- va-sa-ma -and  the meaning of the word  is  
eruvarin  mana  sammaththodu [ missing letters-  Ra -and- the -] -  mutal/ joint   
consent ;  eruvar- two persons; manam-  mind;  sammatham-  consent. 

others[E]  has the consonants-   the- Ra-  [- sa-]  and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning
is ozhinthaar [ missing  letter- zha-] - others  .

after[ E]   has the consonants – pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pittrai/ 
pindrai – after. 

after[ E]   has the consonants – pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   pir padu –
afterwards .

invictus : unconquer, unconquerable, undefeated. 

invictus   has the composition- an- va -ka- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
avanai  vetri vaakai   kolla  / seikka    mudiyaathu  [  missing letters-  Ra -  and- la -] -] -  
unconquer;  vetri-  win;  muidyaatha -  can not ;  seikka-  to win ;  vaakai-  to  win .   

invictus has the composition- an- va -ka- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
tholvi  adaiyaathavan  [  missing letter-  la-] -  un defeated one ;   tholvi- defeat  .   

invictus has the composition- an- va -ka- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
avanai  tholvi  adaiya  seithida mudiyaathu[ missing letter- la -] -  he can not be 
defeated;  avan-  he;  tholvi-  defeat ;  mudiyaathu-  can not. 
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invidia : envy, jealousy, hatred. 

envy[E]   has the consonants – an- va- and the original Tamil word is  van kan – envy. 

invidia  has the composition  -an -va- the -   and the meaning of the word is    kaandu   
kondida – jealousy .

invidia  has the composition  -an -va- the -   and the meaning of the word is 
veruththida  vendum [  missing letter- Ra -] -  to hate ;  verukka-  to hate . 

invidia  has the composition  -an -va- the -   and the meaning of the word is kan naeru 
kondu  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  evil eye.   

invidia  has the composition  -an -va- the -   and the meaning of the word is poramai  
kan kondu kaana  [  missing latters - pa -and-  Ra-] -  to look up on with   jealousy ; 
poramai- jealousy . 

hatred[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is  
kariththiduka – hate .

 hatred[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is  
ethiriyaei  veruththiduka  -to hate the enemy;  ethiri- enemy;  verukka- hate/ 
veruththidu. 

hatred[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is  
pakaimai  paraatta  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  to hate.

hatred[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is  
pakaimai  unarvu  kondida [ missing  letter- pa-] – to have hatred feelings;  pakaimai- 
hatred;  unarvu- feeling ;  pakaimai unarvu  kondu  vayiru  erinthida -  burning 
sensation in side the stomach because of hatred feelings. 
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hatred[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is  potti 
unarvu  kondidu [ missing  letter- pa-] – rivalry .

envy [E]  has the consonants – en- va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kannaeru [ missing  letter- Ra-]  – envy .

envy [E]  has the consonants – en- va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mana
pakaimai /  pakaimai  ennam/ pakaimai   manapaanku /mano paavam[Skt]  [ missing  
letter-  pa-] – hatred . 
  
Jealousy [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - la- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is potti  ennam  ulla/ potti  mana paanmai  ulla [ missing  letters- pa- and 
-the -]  – rivalry .

jealousy [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - la- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  pakaimai  ulla   manam[ missing  letters- pa –and- ka -]  – hatred mind. 

*****inviso : to go to see, visit, inspect, look at. 

inviso  has the composition- an -va-  [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is kaana -  to  
see. 

look [E]  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kannal  kaana  / 
alakka  -  look with your eyes;  kan- eye;  kaana -  to  see;  alakka-  assess.  

invisus : hated, hateful. 

invisus has the composition- an -va -[-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  verukkum 
vannam -  hateful[ missing letter-  Ra-]  
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hate[E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kaainthidu – 
hate. 

hate[E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  pakaiththidu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -   to hate .

invito : to invite, summon. 

invite  has the composition- an- va- the-  and the meaning of the word is  aanai  ida  
vaendum- summon .

invite  has the composition- an- va- the-  and the meaning of the word is  azhaiththida 
vendum [  missing letter-  zha-] -  to  invite .

invitus : unwilling, against one's will. 

invitus  has the composition - an- va- the –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
virupaaththirkku / istaththirkku [Skt]  maaraanathu  [  misising letter- pa- and- Ra -] - 
un willing ; viruppam-  willingness;  maaraanathu-  against;  isttam[S] -  willingness.    

ioco iocor : to joke, jest, make merry. 

iocor  has the composition- ka -Ra  - and the meaning of the word is sirikka vaikka 
[ misising letter-  sa-] -  to  make happy  ;  sirikka-  to  laugh.  

joke[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  nakai  
suvai- joke. 
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joke[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
haasiyam[Skt]  - joke. 

jest  [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  - sa- the -and the orignal Tamil  word is   seendu- 
tease. 

jest  [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -sa- the -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kotta  sei [
missing  letter-  ka -]- to  kid .

                           Tamil  - the  Sudra  basha .
                                  Vaelai =  time.
                                     Kaalam=  time .
           Vaelai [ - va- la-]  =  kaalam[- ka- la -] .
        

iocus : joke, jest, jape, gag. 

iocus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   nakaikka- 
smile/  jokingly  .

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   nakai  suvai- joke.

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  sirikka vaikka 
[ missing letter-  Ra -]- to make[ one]  laugh;  sirika-   to laugh  . 

iocus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  amaithi  
kaakka [ missing letter- the -]- silence . 

iocus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is   vaai / thondai 
yaei  adaikka -  to  gag;   vaai-  mouth;  thondai-  throat;  adaikka-  to  block . 

iocus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  vaai  yaei / 
thondai  yaei  adakkka [  missing letter-  the -] -  to suppress the mouth / voice. 
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iocus  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is   moochchai 
adaikka   seika[  misising letter-  the -] -  to choke .

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  min thadai   
seiyum/ undaakkum    amaivu [ missing letter-  the -] -  electric choke. 

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning  of the word is   veera theera 
seyal  / saakasam  [  missing letters-  Ra- and -la -]- adventure/ jape  .

jape [E]  has the composition- sa- [ -pa-] - and the meaning of the word is saakasam 
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  adventure .

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  kindal  kaeli  seiya
[  missing letters-  the- and -la -]  -  to  tease/ jest .  

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  seenduka 
[ missing letter- the -] - tease.

iocus  has the composition- ka- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  kottaa  seika 
[ missing  letter- the -] – to  kid. 

joke [E]  has the composition - sa- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  nakai  suvai- 
joke. 

joke [E]  has the composition – [- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word is   naakai – 
smile. 

joke [E]  has the composition - sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  sirikka 
vaikka[  misising letter- Ra-] - to make laugh. 

joke [E]  has the composition – [- sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is  vikadam 
[ missing  letter- the -] - wit. 
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gag[E]  has the composition-  ka -ka -and the meaning of the word is  nakai  
suvai[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  joke .

gag[E]  has the composition-  ka -ka -and the meaning of the word is  kaada  thuni   
vaiththu  vaai -yei / thondai yaei  adaikka[ missing  letter- the -]  -  the block   the 
mouth/ throat   with the cloth ; thuni-  cloth;  vaai-  mouth;  thondai- throat ;  adaikka 
-  to  block . 

ira : anger, wrath. 

ira has the composition-  Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  .  raenku  [ missing 
letter-  ka-]-  rage .

ira has the composition-  Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  veri  - [ missing letter-  
ka-]  - rage .  raenku  - rage [ missing letter-  ka-] .

wrath[E]  has the composition-  va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is veri  
konda  manathu - angry  mind .

anger [E]  has the composition- an- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is veri  kondu
[  missing letter-  the -] - with rage.

rage [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka -  and the meaning  of the word is   veri -  rage .

rage [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka -  and the meaning  of the word is    raenku – 
rage. 

rage [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretion is aakkrosam   [Skt] [
missing  letter- sa-] - rage .

 
iratus : angry, wrathful. 
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iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
nachariththidu- annoy.

iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  thontharavu
seiya -  to irritate / to annoy .
  
iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  soodu  
yaera -  to  make one hot  /angry 

iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  veri 
undaakka /  veri  yaeththa[  missing letter -ka-] -  to make furious . 

iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
unarchchiyaei  thoondi  vida-  to  arose  the emotions ;  unarchchi-  emotion ; thoondi-
to  stimulate  .

iratus  has the composition - Ra -the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
manaithanai  mirukamaakida   seikira kaariyam -  the act that makes  a man to 
become a beast [  missing letter -ka-] ;  manithan-  man;  mirukam- animal. 

wrathful [E]   has the consonants - va –Ra- the- [-pa-]  -la – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kolai  veriyudan kondu  -  with  murderous  mood  ; kolai veri –
wrathful.

irrito : to irritate, exasperate, excite. 

irrito  has the composition-  Ra-  Ra-  the -and the meaning of the word is  manitharai  
erichchal  adaiya  sei [  missing letters-  sa -and - la-]  -  to make   one  to get  irritated ; 
erichchal-  to irritate.

irritate [E] has the consonants-  Ra- the- the -and the original Tamil word is nachcha- 
ariththidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - annoy. 
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irritate [E] has the consonants-  Ra- the- the -and the original Tamil word is   rootti adi 
– irritate .

irritate  has the consonants -  Ra -  -the-  the--and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
nenju erinthida – irritated  [burning chest] ;  nenju –chest ;  eriya -  burn .

irritum : nothingness, worthlessness, vanity.  

irrtum  has the consonants  -Ra- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
ondrum  indri- nothingness.

irrtum  has the consonants  -Ra- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
tharam  indri - lack of standard /worthless.

irrtum  has the consonants  -Ra- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thur  perumai[  missing  letter- pa-]  -self pride/ narcissism.

irrtum  has the consonants  -Ra- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sirithum  manitha  thanmai   atru / indri [  missing  letter-  sa-] -  lack of compassion   ; 
manitha thanmai- human nature;  indri- without. 

irritus : vain, useless, ineffectual, of not effect. 

Irritus  has the consonants-  Ra- Ra- the- sa  -and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
sirithum payan indri[ missing  letter- pa-] -  futile ;  sirithu- little; payan- benefit;  indri- 
without.

useless[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -la –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
payan illai  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - no use. 
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irritus : undecided, void, unfixed, of no effect. 

irritus  has the consonants - Ra -  -the- [- sa-]  -and the original  Tamil word / meaning 
is   yaathoru  mudivum  indri  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  without any decision ;  mudivu 
-decision .

irritus  has the consonants - Ra - -the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
yaathoru   paaththippum   indri [ missing  letter- pa-] - without any effect;  paathippu- 
effect. 

irritus  has the consonants - Ra - -the-  sa--and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
sirithum  nilai  atra  thanmai [ missing  letter- la-]  - unstable  nature;  nilai atra- 
unstable;  thanmai- nature. 

  is ea id : this, that / he, she, it. 

iseaid    has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is    
intha-  this .

iseaid    has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is   
antha- that .  

iseaid    has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is    
athu- that/ it  .

iseaid    has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is   
ethu- this  .
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iste ista istud : that / sometimes pejorative. 

iste  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word is   antha -  that .

ita : so, thus. 

ita  has the consonants  - the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  athanaal- 
[ missing  letter- la-]- hence  .

ita  has the consonants  - the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  eppadi- 
[ missing  letter-  pa-]- thus.

thus[E]  has the consonants - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   ethan padi 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - thus. 

thus[E]  has the consonants - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  ippadi   
[ missing  letter- pa-] - thus  .

itaque : (adv.) and, so, therefore. 

itaque  has the consonants - the- ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaningis   athu 
kondu -  so .

iter itineris : road, route, journey. 

journey[E]   has the consonanst –[-sa-]  –Ra- an-   and the original   Tamil  word is  
uoor payanam-  journey; uoor- village; payanm- travel.
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itineris   has the composition- the -an- Ra- sa- and the meaningof theword is  uoor  
sutri  thirumpa  varavatharkkaana    varai  padam [  missing letters-  pa -and - ka -] -  
road map .

itineris   has the composition- the -an- Ra- sa- and the meaningof the  word is   veli yur
/ veli  naadu[  suttru-ulla -  payanam ]sendru  thirumpi  varuvatharkkaana  vali thadam
pattriya  varai  padam/ kurippu  [  misising letters- la- pa -and -ka-]   ;  tour itinerary.

road[E]   has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
theru- street. 

road[E]   has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
rasthaa [Skt] [missing  letter- sa-]- road. 

road[E]   has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
thaari - road. 

route[E]   has the consonants  -Ra- the  -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
theru- street. 

itero : to repeat, say again, iterate. 

itero  has the composition- the- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  meendum  
uraikka  / kooruka [ missing letter-ka-] ;  to say again ;  meendum-  again;  kooruka-  
say . 

say[E]  has the consonats - sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   paesu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  say. 

say[E]  has the consonats - sa -and th original Tamil  word / meaning is    seppu 
[missing  letter- pa-]  -say. 
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say[E]  has the consonats - sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   paesu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - speak .

say[E]  has the consonats - sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   sollu [missing
letter- la-]- say .

repeat [E]   has the consnants- Ra- pa –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  thirumpa[ 
athae  maathiri  ] seithidu  [ missing  letter –sa-]- do it again . 

iterum : again, a second time, once more. 

iterum  has the composition - the- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
erandaam  murai   -  second  time .

iterum  has the composition - the- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
meendum  oru murai-  one more. 

iubeo iussi iussum : to order, command. 

iubeo   has the composition -  va- [-pa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   aanai  iduka
[  missing letter-the-] - to  command .

iucunditas : pleasure,  charm. 

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- [- sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is  manathu  uvakai  kondida -  pleasure within the mind . 
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iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- sa-and the meaning of the word
is  manathil / akaththil    mikka / athika   makizhvu  / amaithi / saanthi     kondu/ 
manathil  undaana makizhchchi   [  missing letters- la-] -  to have pleaure with in one’s 
mind ;  maanthu-  mind;  mikka-  excess;  makizhvu- pleasure;  kondu-  having ; 
makizhchchi-  happiness;  amaithi - peace . 

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- sa-and the meaning of the word
is   pothu- mena  thirupthi  adaintha   manathae/ ullmae   makizhchchi  kollum 
[ misising letters- pa- la- and- Ra -]  the mind that is satisfied  will be the one to  have 
happy ;  pothum-  enough;  thirupthi-  satisfaction;   manathu-   mind; makizhchchi-  
happiness .

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- sa-and the meaning of the word
is  pothum endra  manamae  pon  seiyum marunthu  akum [missing letters- Ra-and 
-pa-]- Aathi soodi .

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is  ullaththai  kollai  kollum  ondru [  missing letter-  la -] -  attractive one .   

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- sa-and the meaning of the word
is  aathmaavil   undaana/ uthayamaana/    santhosam /  maka -  aanantham [Skt] 
[  missing letter-  la -]  ;  aathma-  maanthu -  mind; santhosam- pleasure;  aanantham 
- ecstasy. 

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is  manathai  kavarntha   ondru[  missingletter-  Ra -] -  charming one / attractive 
one.  

iucunditas   has the composition- va -ka- an- the- the-sa--and the meaning of the word
is   manathai  vaseekaram  seiyum ondru [  misising letter-Ra -] - charismatic  one ;  
vaseekaram-  charisma.
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iucundus : agreeable, pleasant, gratifying. 

iucundus   has the composition -va- ka -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarum  oththu  kollum  vakaiyil   irunthida  vendum  [ missing letters- Ra -la -] -  it 
should be  agreeable to every one  ;   anaivarum-  every one;  oththu kola-  to  agree. 

iudex : judge, juror. 

iudex  has the composition  -- the -ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  mudivu 
edukka avendum –to judge. 

iudex  has the composition  - the -ka- sa-- and the meaning of the word is  sitta  
mandra /sittam thaerntha/ katra    vallunar – the experts  of the court ;  sittam- 
justice;  mandarm- assembly ;  vallunar- experts;  katra- learnt ;  sitta mandarm –court.

iudex  has the composition  - the -ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   kutram  
seithavanukku / purinthavanukku  kutravaalikku    thandanai  koduththu  / vazhanki   
neethi  yaei   kaappaattrum    kutraviyal    sattam   padiththa    valluunar-    
neethimandra  uyar athikaari    - neethi  arasar  [ misising  letters- pa-la- and -Ra -] -  
the judge who  upholds  justice   ;  kutravaali-  accused;  thandanai-  punishment ;  
uyar athikaari -  officer; neethimandram-   court ; neethi-  justice;  kaappaatra-  to  
safeguard ;  kutraviyal-  criminal  law ; sattam-  law;  padiththa-  learnt ; neethi arasar- 
judge .

iudicium : judgment, decision, opinion, trial 

iudicium   has the consonants - the -[-sa -]-ma  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mudivu  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  decision .
 
opinion[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -an -an -and the original Tamil  word is ennam- 
idea .
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opinion[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -an -an -and the original Tamil  word is unnam- 
opinion. 

iudico : to judge, consider 

judge[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  ka – and the original Tamil  word is  edai  
iduka  - weigh .

iudico   has the consonants - the- ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mudivu  edukka  vaedum -  to take a decision .

iudico   has the consonants - the- ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mudivu edukka   - judgement / decision .

iudico   has the consonants - the- ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nangu  aarainthu    theermaanikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -]   - to judge .

iudico   has the consonants - the- ka  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   iruthi 
theerppu   varum  /kidaikkum / kodukkapadum  thinam [ missing letters-  Ra- and 
-pa-] -  final  judgement day . 

iugis iuge : perpetual, continuous. 

iuge   has the consonants-  ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is    idai vidaathu 
[  missing  letter- the -]  -  without   interruption .

iuge   has the consonants-  ka -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is    mudivu  
adaiyaatha  [  missing  letter- the -]   - unending .
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iungo iunxi iunctum : to join 

iungo  has the composition- va -an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  inaikka  
vaendum [  misising letter-  the -] - to join . 

 join[E]  has the consonants  [-sa-] - an -the original Tamil  word is   inai  – join . 

join[E]  has the consonants  [-sa-] - an -the original Tamil  word is    pinai [ missing  
letter- pa-]- join . 

iuro : to swear, to make an oath. 

iuro  has the composition- va-Ra -and the meaning of the word is    kaththi  kondu / 
keeri  /kuruthi   kotta  uruthi  yaerkka /veera vanakkam [ missing letter-  the -]  -  to  
take an oath;  kaththi- knife;  keeru- cut;  kuruthi- blood; kotta-shes;  uruthi yaerka- 
take an oath .  

oath[E]   has a consonant - the- and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is   ottidu  
-oath. 

oath[E]   has a consonant - the- and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is    thaththam  
sei [ missing  letter- sa-] -  confirming an oath 

oath[E]   has a  consonant - the-  and the other interpretation is   saththiyam  sei [Skt]  
[ missing  letter-sa-]   - promise  / oath .

oath[E]   has a  consonant - the- and the other interpretation is   sapatham [Skt] 
[ missing  letters-  pa -and- sa-]  - swear .
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swear [E]   has the consonants - sa –va- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is   sool 
-uraikka  [ missing  letter- la-] -  give a  word. 

swear [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  –va- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is  uruthi  
yaerkka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to take an oath .
 

 ius iurandum iuris iurandi etc. : oath. 

iurandum    has the consonants - Ra- an- the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   uruthui  yaerkka  vaendum- [ missing letters-  ka-] -to take an oath . 

oath[ E]  has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is kai  thodu  [ missing  
letter- ka-]- touch  the hand  [ a sign of swearing ] ;  kai- hand;  thodu- touch. 

oath[ E]  has the consonant-  the -and the  other interpretation  is  saththiyam [Skt]  
sei [ missing  letter- sa-]-  promise/ swear. 

ius *****iuris : justice, law, right. 

iuris has the composition-  -Ra –[- sa-]    and the meaning of the word is    nun neri  - 
ethics .

  iuris has the composition-  -Ra -sa   and the meaning of the word is   sari - right / 
correct .

  iuris has the composition-  -Ra –[-sa-]   and the meaning of the word is  naermai  - 
honest .

law  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  vazhakku -   legal 
case ;  neethi  vazhanka [  missing letter-  the -] -  to   give justice ;  neethi  vazhuvaa  
nilai [ missing letter-  the -] -  upholding justice . 
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justice[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - sa- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  word is
sittam-  justice ;  sattam- law.

justice[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] – [-sa-]- the- [- sa-]  -  and the other 
interpretation  is  neethi-  justice. 

 injustice[ E]  has the consonants -an –[- sa-] - sa -the –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  
word is  sittam  inmai – no justice;  sittam-  justice; inmai- nil. . 

injustice[ E]  has the consonants -an –[- sa-] – [-sa-]  -the –[-sa-]  –and the other 
interpretation  is   neethi  inmai – no justice;  neethi- justice; inmai- nil. 

iustus : just, right, equitable. 

iustus  has the consonants- [- sa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
unmaiyaanathu-   true.

iustus  has the consonants-  sa-the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
sariyaanathu [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - right .

iustus  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
naeraanthu- straight .

iustus  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
senkuththaanathu [missing  letter- ka-] - perpendicular .

iustus  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
naermaiyaanathu [ missing  letter- Ra -] - just .

iustus  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
poruththamaanathu [ missing  letters- pa- and -Ra -] - appropriate .
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 just[E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is   ippothu
thaan-[ missing  letter- pa-] -   just now. 

just[E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  
ippoathae  [ missing  letter- pa-] - presently / very  soon .

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   
udanadiyaa-  immediately. 

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   
nimidam  munpu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -minute back .

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  
nimidam  pinpu   [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  minute later;  nimidam- minute;  pinpu - 
later. 

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  nodi 
munnae-  a  moment ago ;  nodi-second;  munnae- earlier.  

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  nodi  
pinnae [ missing  letter- pa-] – a second later; pinnae- later. 

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- -and the original Tamil  word is  sittam
- justice. 

just [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - [-sa-] - the- an –[-sa-] -and the other 
interpretation  is  neethi  [Skt] – justice .

Justness[E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-sa-] – the–an- sa –and the orignal  Tamil  
word is  naatin  pothu  sittam   - civil  justice of the  state ;  naadu- state; pothu- 
common; sittam- justice. 
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iuvo : to help, aid, assist / to please. 

iuvo   has the composition - va- va-  and the meaning of the word is  uthavida 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  to help . 

assist[E]   has the consonants - sa- sa- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
oththaasai  seithidu   -to assist . 

iuxta : just short of. 

iuxta has the composition  -va- ka- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  veku 
arukae  sendru [  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  gone very near  ;  veku  - very ;  arukae-  near;  
sendru-  gone .  

iuxta : close by, near / in like manner, equally. 

iuxta has the composition  -va- ka- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  orae  
maathiriyaakaa  thara  vendum-  to give the similar one  ;  orae maathiri- similar; 
thara- give. 

iuxta has the composition  -va- ka- sa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
samamaakathaan  irukkindrana [  misising letter-  Ra-] -  they  are equall ;  samam -  
equall. 

                  Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka .
         Remember the signicficance of the letters- pa -and -sa . 
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iuxta : (+ acc.) close to, near to / (time) just before.

iuxta   has the consonants-  ka- sa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
satru  munnathaaka  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  just before . 

iuxta   has the consonants-  ka- sa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  satru
arukae  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  close to .

                            English  word – keep apart.

Keep apart  has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- Ra-  the - and the original Tamil  word is 
akatti  vaithther vaendum/ viriththu  vaiththar vaendum/ parappi vaiththar vandum
-keep apart [ legs]. 

Keep apart  has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- Ra-  the - and the original Tamil  word is  
piriththu vaiththar vandum- to separate.

Keep apart  has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]-- Ra-  the - and the original Tamil  word 
is   thaniththu iruththar vaendum-  to get isolated.

                       Sanskrit   word - kachchaeri .

Kachchaeri   has the consonants-  ka- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  arasa 
avai-  king’s court .

Kachchaeri   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  aram
koorum avai- court. 

Kachchaeri   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
aranku /arankam -  meeting hall .
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Kachchaeri   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  kalai 
arankam [ missing letter- la-]- - hall for cultural events /dance/ music/ drama .

Kachchaeri   has the consonants-  ka- sa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  arasu   
aluvalakam [ missing  letter- la-]- government office .

                       Remember  ka-= va ; va = ka. 

                           English word -joke .

joke has the consonants – sa- ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
haasiyam[Skt] -  joke. 

 joke has the consonants – sa- ka -and the original  Tamil  word is  nakai  suvai – 
sense of  humor;  nakai-  laughter ;  suvai- taste .

                            Sanskrit  word -  kubaeran[  rich  man]  .

Kubaeran  has the consonants – ka- pa-Ra -an -  and the original Tamil  word is pana-
k-kaaran-  rich man .

Kubaeran  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]-Ra -an -  and the original Tamil  word is 
Murugan – Dravidian  sun god. 

                      English  word – hunch .

hunch  has the consonants - ka -an -sa - and the original Tamil  word is koon -  hunch
back .  

                      English  word -  heap .
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 heap has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kuvi- heap. 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Hsb [  minstrel] .

Hsb  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –pa- and theorignal Tamil  word is  padakan 
[ missing  letter- the -]  singer. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic word-  ksi  [bend down] .

ksi has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the orignal Tamil  word is  kuni- bend down. 

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word  kff [suck].

Kff has the consonants – ka- pa- and theorignal Tamil  word is  sappuka ; konkai yaei 
sappuka;   soopuka ; kai sooppuka ;  sunni yaei  uoompuka[ missing  letter- sa-] -  
suck ;  suck the breast ;  thumb sucking;  sucking the penis .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

J

jaculum : dart, javelin. 

jaculam  has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- la-ma--and the meaning of the word is   
vaelaayutham-  [ missing  letter-  the-]  – lance  ; vael- lance;  aayutham- weapon. 

jaculam  has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- la--ma--and the meaning of the word is   
koormaiyaana  vael [ missing letter-  Ra -]-  pointed spear .  
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javelin[E]  has the composition-  [-sa-] -va- la-ma -  and the meaning of the word is 
koormaiyaana  vael-  pointed spear[  missing letter-  Ra-] . 

javelin[E]  has the composition-  [-sa-] -va- la-ma -  and the meaning of the word is  
vael aayutham [ missing  letter-  the -] -  lance;  vael- lance;  aaayutham-  weapon. 

                           English  word – jaggery.

jaggery has the consonants-  sa- ka- Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is  
sakkarai-  sugar ;  nattu sakkarai [ missing  letter-  the -] -  jaggery.

jaggery has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is  
panam karkandu [  missing  letters- pa –and- the -]  -  jaggery / palm sugar . 

                      English  word   -   sugar .

sugar  has the consonants-sa- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  seeni  sakkarai- 
sugar.

sugar  has the consonants-sa- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
karumpu[  missing  letter- the -] -  sugar cane;  karumpu saaru[  missing letter- pa-] -  
sugar cane juice ;  pachcha karumpu- sweet  fresh  sugar cane;  karumpu  kuchchi- 
sugar cane  . 

judicium : trial, legal investigation, judgement, decision. 

judicium  has the composition- [-sa-] - the- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
mudivu  edukka vaendum -  to  take a decision ; mudivu-  decision .
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judicium  has the composition-sa- the- ka- ma -and the meaning of  the word is  
seekiramaaka   kutraththai  kuriththu   neethi  mandra   visaranai  nadaththa  
vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra -] -  crime should be investigated by the court  soon ;  
seekiram -  soon ;  kutram-  crime;  neethi madram-  court;  visaranai-  trial. 

jugis : adj. continual, ceaseless, perennial, constant. 

jugis has the composition- [-sa-] - ka-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
ekkanamum - non stopping  even  for a single  moment .

jugiter : continually, perpetually, constantly / instantly. 

jugiter  has the composition- sa- ka- the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
thodarchchiyaaka - continously .

instant [E]  has the composition- an- sa- the -an- the- and the meaning of the word is 
udanadiya  seiyanum -  do immediately. 

jumentum : draft animal. 

jumentum has the composition- -sa-  ma- an- the- -ma-  -and the meaning of the word
is  thaaniya moottai   sumai  yaei  kondu  poka uthavum   vandi maadu [ missing letter-
pa-and-    ka -] -  bullock cart  for carrying  grain sacks;  thaaniya moottai-  grain sacks  ;
sumai-  goods;  vandi-  cart; maadu-  bull .

juvenis : young man, youth. 
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juvenis  has the composition- [-sa-]- va- an- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  aan
makan -  a man .

juvenis  has the composition- [-sa-]- va- an- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
ilaiyavan- [ missing  letter- la-] -young man .

juvenile  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- va- an-la - and the original Tamil  word is  
ilaiyavan- young man .

juvenile  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- va- an-la - and the original Tamil  word is   
kulakan -  young  man .

juvenile  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- va- an-la - and the original Tamil  word is   
kaalaiyan-  young man .

juvenile  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- va- an-la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaalipan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  young man .

youth [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
saatham [ missing   letter- sa-] - youth .

youth [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  ilanthai 
[ missing  letter- la-]- ilam / ilamai- youthfulness.  

youth [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  ilam  
thalai  [ missing  letter- la-]- youth .

youth [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
yaenthal- youth.

youth [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
saatham [ missing  letter- sa-] -  youth .
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young [E] has the consonants  -an –ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
yuvan[Skt] - young man .

lad[E]   has the consonants - la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  ilanthai/  ilam 
thalai/  yaenthal -  youth . 

lad[E]   has the consonants - la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  ilam  padai 
[ missing  letter- pa-] —youth .

juventus : the age of youth (20-40 years).

juventus has the composition- [-sa]- va- an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is
vayathu  vantha aan makan - adult ; saavai  nokkum  vayathaanavan[ antonym ] -  old 
man .

                             Englishword -kiln .

Kiln has the consonants-  ka- la –an- and-  the original tamil  word is  kuyavanin kali 
mun soolai [ missing  letter- sa-]- potter’s mud kiln .

                          English  word - lavatory .

lavatory   has the consonants  -la -va -the -Ra and the original Tamil  word  /meaning
is     siru neer  / mooththiram  ,  malam/ pei  kazhikkum   idam [ missing  letters- pa- 
and- sa-]- the place to pass  urine and  motion .

lavatory   has the consonants  -la -va -the -Ra and the original Tamil  word /meaning 
is   ondrukku  allathu  erandukku othunkum  idam -  the place to pass urineor 
motion.   
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                    English  word -  jacket.

jacket  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kappadam [  missing  letter- pa-] -  jacket. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

L

labefacio labefeci labefactum : to shake, loosen / impair. 

labefactum  has the composition -la- pa- pa- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  maelum  keezhum  nandraka aatti /asaiththu  paarka  pada vaendum 
[  missing letter-  Ra-] - shoud be well shaken up and down ;  male-  above;  keezh-  
down;  nandraaka- well;  aatta-  shake;  parka -  to  see. 

labefactum  has the composition -la- pa- pa- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the 
word is   sattai  paavadai  alavai  nandraaka   thalarthida vaendum [  missing letters-  
Ra -and- sa- ]- the measurements of the shirt  and skirt  should be well loosened ;  
sattai-  shirt;  paavaadai-  skirt;  alavu-  measurement;  nandraaka-  well;  thalathida-  
to  loosen . 

shake[E] has the composition- sa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  asaikka/ asakku 
-  shake. 

shake[E] has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- and the meaning of the word is  kuzhunka 
[ missing  letter- zha-] – shake.

shake[E] has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- and the meaning of the word is   aattuka- 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - shake  .
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shake[E] has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- and the meaning of the word is   nudakkam 
[ missing  letter-  the -] – shake. 

labefacto : to weaken, disturb / shake violently. 

labefacto has the composition -la- pa- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
manathaal  paathippu  adaiya  seithidal vaendum[ missing letter-  sa -]- to disturb one 
mentally ;  manathu -  mind; paathippu- damage / weaken/affect  ;  seithida - to do  . 

labefacto has the composition -la- pa- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   
padu  vaekamaaka   meaelum  keezhumaaka / ippadayim  appadiyumaaka  nangu   
aatta  vaendum  -shake violently ; maelum keezhum –up  and down;  vaekamaaka- 
forcefully;   aatta vaendum –to shake. 

labellum : a little lip / a small washing vessel. 

lebellum  has the composition- la- pa -la- ma -and the meaning of the word is  thuni  
alampum  vaali [  missing letters-  the- and ka -] - a  water bucket  for washing clothes; 
thuni- cloth;  alampum-  washing;  vaali-  a vessel.  

lebellum  has the composition- la- pa -la- ma -and the meaning of the word is  paal 
madi  maravaatha  kai  kuzhanthiyin   paalikai-  poo  vaai  ithal -  the lip of the milk 
sucking infant; paal- milk;  madi- lap ;  kuzhnathai- child; ppo- flower;  vaai- mouth;  
ithazh- lip .

wash [E]   has the consonants  - va-sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kai 
poosu[ missing  letter- pa-]  – wash ; kai- hand .
 
wash [E]   has the consonants  - va-[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kai  kaal/ mukam  kazhuvu [ missing  letter- zha-]- to wash  hands /legs/ face .
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labes labis : stain, blemish, disgrace, infamy / misfortune. 

labis has the composition- la- pa -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  pulli-  
spot/stain .

labis has the composition- la- [- pa-]  -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  azhukku 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- dirt .

labis has the composition- la- [- pa-]  -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  
kaevalam-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  disgrace.

labis has the composition- la- [- pa-]  -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  azhivu--[
missing  letter- ka-]-   disaster. 

labia labium :lip (labiae : lips). 

labia  has the composition- la- pa and the meaning of the word is   paalikai  [ missing  
letter- ka-]  - lip .

labia  has the composition- la- pa and the meaning of the word is   poo vaai  ithazh 
[ missing letters- ka -and -the -] -  lip of the mouth  ;  vaai- mouth;  ithazh-  lip .

labia  has the composition- la- pa and the meaning of the word is   pundaiyin / pen   
puzhai yin  poo  ithazh[  missing letter- the -] - the lip of the vagina  like that  of the 
flower ;  pundai-/ pen puzhai  -  vagina/ vulva   ;  ithazh -  lip;  poo-  flower. 

lip[E]  has the composition- la- [-pa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is   vaai   
ithazh[ missing letters-   ka -and-  the -] -  lip.  

lip[E]  has the composition- la- pa-  and the meaning of the word is   poo  ithazh 
[ missing letter - the-] - lip/  petal  . 
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labiosus : having large lips. 

labiosus   has the consonants - la –[- pa-] - [-sa-]-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thadiththa   ithazh [ missing letter- the -] –  big lips;   thadiththa- thick / 
large;  ithazh- lip. 

palate  [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thaalu-
palate .

labo : to totter, sink, begin to fall. 

labo has the composition- la- [-pa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  keezhae  veezha 
[ missing letter-  ka -]  - to fall down ;  keezhae-  down;  veezha -  to fall;  veezha 
thodanka [ missing letters- ka -and- the - ]- begin to  fall;  thodanka -  begin. . 

labo has the composition- la- pa- -and the meaning of the word is  thanniyil   
amizhnthu/ moozhki   poka  [ missing letters- the- and -ka -]-  to  sink  ;  moozhki  
poka[  missing letter-  ka -] - to  sink.

totter [E]   has the consonants - the- the- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thattu  tadumaari  nadai nadanthu -  totter. 

 
labor : hardship, fatigue, distress. 

labor  has the composition- la- pa- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  pattaali  pirivu
/ varkkam [Skt] [ missing letters-  the -and- ka -]- laborer class;  pattaali- laborer; pirivu
-class  .  
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labor  has the composition- la- pa- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  perum kai  
vaelai / uzhaippu  [  missing letter -ka-]  - difficult  hand  work ;  perum-  big;  vaelai/ 
uzhaippu -  work.  

fatigue[E]   has the consonants- [-pa -] -the -ka-  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thaekkam- fatigue. 

fatigue[E]   has the consonants- [-pa -] -the -ka-  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thookkam- fatigue /sleep . 

fatigue[E]   has the consonants- [-pa -] -the -ka-  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vathanku- fatigue.

fatigue[E]   has the consonants- -pa --the -ka-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kai  odinthu  poka – broken hands/ tired. 

fatigue[E]   has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -ka-  and the other interpretation is   aka 
mantham- fatigue.

labor lapsus : to slip, glide, slide. 

lapsus  has the composition- la-[- pa-]  -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   kaal  
vazhukka [  missing letter- ka-] -  to slip ; kaal-  leg ;  vazhukka- to  slip.

 lapsus  has the composition- la-[- pa-]  -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   kaal  
vazhukki  keelae  veela [  missing letter- ka-] -  to  slide ;  keelae- down;  vela- fall. 

lapsus  has the composition- la-[- pa-]  -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
veezha  [  missing letter- ka -]  -  to fall.  

silde[E]   has the consonants-[-  sa-]  -la -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
nuzhuvuthal- slip .
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labores solis : eclipse of the sun. 

lobores has the composition- la- pa- Ra - -and the meaning of the word is 
kathiravanai/ paklavanai  nila  maraippathaal  undaakum  kirakanam [ missing  letters- 
ka –and- the -]-  eclipse due to the  moon blocking the sun ;  kathiravan -  sun; 
pakalavan- sun ;  maraikka- to block ;  nila- moon;  kirakanam- eclipse. 

eclipse[ E]  has the consnants-  ka- la –[- pa-]  -sa -and the original Tamil  word is   
sillikai-   eclipse of the sun.

sun [E] has the consonants -   sa-an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  sem-  
mani  –  red star /sun  . 

sun [E] has the consonants -   sa-an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
saeyon-  sun/Sivan  .

sun [E] has the consonants -  [-  sa-] -an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
paanu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sun/ moon .

sun [E] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaaman [ missing  letter-  the -] -  sun .

sun [E] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -an - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Aththaan / yaethan/ Aathiththan [missing  letter- the-] -  god / Egyptian sun god  
Aten .

sun [E] has the consonants - sa-an - and the  other interpretation is Saesan [Skt] -  
Vaedic god. 

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is   Annnan-  
elder brother.
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sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is   maniyan-  
star .

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is  Mannan- 
king. 

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is  khan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  king . 

sun [E] has the consonants –  sa-an - and the  other interpretation is  Achchan- father. 

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is  Sivan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - Dravidian sun god. 

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is  Iyan -  god  
/father. 

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is   paiyan-   boy.

sun [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] -an - and the  other interpretation is  Vaan kan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  eye of the sky;  vaan- sky;  kan –eye. 

Zeus[ Greek god]  has the consonants  -sa- [- sa-]  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
Saeyon  -  Dravidian sun god- Sivan  .

laboriose : laboriously, with great effort 

laboriose  has the consonants - la –pa- Ra –[-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum  uzhaippaal / perum muyarchhciyaal  / perum muyarchchikku / 
uzhaippirkku   pinnar   - with  great effort ; perum- big; uzhaippu –work ;  muyarchchi- 
attempt .
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laboro : (intrans.) to work, toil, suffer, be afflicted, be troubled. 

laboro  has the composition -la -[-pa-] - Ra-   and the meaning of the word is  viyarvai  
sinthi   kadinamaaka  uzhaikka  vaendum [  missing letters-  the- and -ka -]-  to work 
hard  by sweating  ;  viyarvai- sweat;  sintha-  to drip; kadinam-  hard ;  uzhaikka-  to  
work .

laboro  has the composition -la -[-pa-] - Ra-   and the meaning of the word is   manam  
kalakkam  mura [  missing letter-  ka -] - mind getting  confused  ;   manam- mind ; 
kalakkam- confusion. 

sweat   has the composition -[-sa-] - va -the -and the meaning of the word is  
viyarththu  [ missing letter-  Ra-] -  to  sweat . 

sweat  has the composition -[-sa-] - va -the -and the meaning of the word is  paadu / 
kasta[Skt]   paduka  [missing  letter- pa-]  - to work hard .

suffer[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - pa-[-pa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thunpuru [ missing  letter-  the -] –suffer.  

toil  [E]  has the consonants - the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  allaadu  - toil / 
sweat/ suffer .

toil  [E]  has the consonants - the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  alainthidu  -toil

toil  [E]  has the consonants - the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  uzhaiththidu- to 
work .

toil  [E]  has the consonants - the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  thozhil   seithidu [
missing  letter- sa-]- to do a work;  thozhil-  work; seithido –do  . 
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toiler [E]  has the consonants  -the- la- Ra and the original Tamil  word is  thozhilaar-  
workers .

toiler [E]  has the consonants  -the- la- Ra and the original Tamil  word is  udal 
uzhaippaalar [ missing  letter- pa-] – laborer/ manual workers . 

laboro : (trans.) work out, prepare, arrange, form, elaborate. 

laboro  has the composition -la -[-pa-] - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  thayaar  
nilai  [ missing  letter- the -] -  ready 

laboro  has the composition -la -[-pa-] - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  thaervai  
ezhutha   thayaar  nilai  yil maanavarkal  irukka   [  missing letters-   ka -and- the -]  -   
students should be ready to  write exam ;  thaervu-  exam ;  ezhutha-  to  write ; 
thayaar -  ready ;  nilai-  status; maanarvarkal-  students  .

laboro  has the composition -la -[-pa-] - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  poar  
puriya  padai  veerarkal    aayuththa   nily- il  irukka vaendum  [  missing letters-   ka 
-and- the -]  -solidiers  should  be  ready  to fight;  poar- war;  padi –army p uriya- to 
do ; ayththa  niali- ready .  

laboro  has the composition -la -pa- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   veli  pura  
thotram [  missing letters-  ka -and  -the ]  -  external appearance;  veli puram-  
external;  thotram-  appearance. 

laboro  has the composition -la -pa- Ra-   and the meaning of the word is  payirchchi  
maer kolla [ missing letter- sa-] -  to get  training/ to do  exercise  ;  payirchchi - 
training  ; maer kolla -  to under go .

laboro  has the composition -la -pa- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   perum  
sikkalaana  [  missing letter-  sa -] -  complicated ; sikkal -  complex  one .
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labrum : lip, edge, rim / bathing tub. 

labrum  has the composition-  la- [-pa-] - Ra -ma -  and themeaning of the word is  
kullikkum  arai[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  bath room ;  kulikka-  to take bath ;  kuliyal-  
bath;  arai-  room  .
labrum  has the composition-  la- [-pa-] - Ra -ma -  and themeaning of the word is  
ithal  oram [  missing letter-  the -] -  margin of the lip ;  ithal-  lip ; oram-  margin / 
edge  .

labrum  has the composition-  la- [-pa-] - Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  
vizhi oram [  missing letter -ka - ] -  margin of the eyes ;  vizhi-  eye;  oram-  margin  .

labrum  has the composition-la-pa-Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  pal oram 
- edge  of the tooth ; pallu -  tooth ;  oram-  edge. 

rim  has the composition- Ra- ma and the meaning of the word   is  oram-  rim/edge  .

lip[E] / lap[Farsi  ]  has the consonants  -la- pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is / ithazh/  poo ithazh [missing  letter- the-] – petal/ allegory;  ithazh- lip .

lip[E] / lap[Farsi  ]  has the consonants  -la- pa- and the other  interpreation is   paalikai
[ missing letter- ka-]-  lips .

lipstick [E]  has the consonants - la -pa –sa- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  elam penkal  thankalin   sundil/ uthattil / ithazhili  poosi  kollum  vanna  
saanthu -  the coloring  paint  for the lips for the women;  ilam penkal-  young 
women ;  thankal-  their;  sundu- lip;  uthadu- lip;  ithazh-  lip; poosa-  apply ; vannam- 
color; saanthu- paste .

lip [E]  has the consonants  -la –pa- and the originalTamil  word is  pen puzhi-  cunt. 
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bath[E]  has the consonants - -pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
padithal  [ missing  letter- la-]- bath.

bath[E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaanam- bath .

bath[E]  has the consonants - pa-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thurai  padithal [ missing  letter – Ra –and- la-] – bathing in the river;  thurai- bank of 
the river .

bath[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aadu /attu – bath. 

bath[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kudainthaadu[ missing  letter- ka-] -  bath plunging in water. 

bath[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
neer adu [ missing letter- Ra -] - bath .

bath[E]  has the consonants – -pa-- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
punitha  neeradu [ missing letter- Ra -] – sacred bath ; punitham- sacred;  neeradu- 
take bath .

bath[E]  has the consonants – -[- pa-] -- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nutham- bathing  ghat .

labrusca : wild grape vine. 

labrusca  has the composition- la -pa- Ra-[-  sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  
kodi / kaattu  munthiri  pazham- grape .
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labrusca  has the composition- la -pa- Ra- sa- ka- and the meaning of the word is   
thottaththil  allaathu - kaaattil  [ paalaivanaththil]  iyarkkaiyaaka  valarntha   
thiraachchi  pazha   kodiyil   irunthu  parikka patta[  saekariththa]   nandraaka  
pazhuththa  kanikalai   kondu  thyarikka patta  periya  saadikalil   paththiramaaka  
paathu kaaththu  vaikka pattu  ulla suvai  mikuntha   kani  rasaththai/ saarai   ella  
virunthinarukkum   pasha  koppaiyil  uttri paruka tharuka  [  missing letter-  the -] -  
distribute the wild grape wine  stored in jars to all the guests ; 

grape[E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra -[- pa -]-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kodi munthiri [ missing  letter-  the -]- grape. 

grape[E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra -[- pa -]-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
munthirikai [ missing  letter-  the -]- grape. 

grape[E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra -[- pa -]-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
veerai- grape. 

lac lactis : milk. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai  
kulanthai – yin   amuthu -  the food of the baby ;  kai  kuzhanthai-  baby in arms;  
amuthu- food. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  paal  
kudam [ missing  letter- pa-]  milk pot / breast. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  nakala  
thanni- breast  water;  nakalam- breast;  thanni- water. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  thaai  yin  
mulai yil [  konkaiyil / paal kudaththil   ]   irunthu  vadiyum  veluththa  niram  konda  -  
pirantha / kai   kulanthaiyin  uyir  kaakkum   amuthamae   -  thiravamae- paal  aakum [ 
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missing letters-  pa- and- Ra -] – the white discharge of the mother which saves the life
of the baby  is called the milk ;   veluththa- white;  thiravam- liquid;  thaai- mother;  
mulai/ konkai – breast  paal- milk;  pirantha- born;  kai kuzhanthai-  child in arms;  
uyir- life ;  amuthu- food/ elixir . 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   vellai  
thanka  thulikkal -   drops of white gold;  velai –white ;  thankam-  gold;  thulikal- 
drops. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aan 
makanudaiya   vinthu  anukkal-  sperms/ semen.

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
manitha  kulahthai vaazha vaikkum  aru marunthu / thanni – [amirtham] –elixir---- 
water of  life;  manithan- man;  kulam- race; vaazha- live;  marunthu – remedy ; thanni
–water. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   paal  
vanna   kadal- - amniotic  fluid.

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kudankaal- thanni-   lap / girdle  water[ milk / vaginal  secretions] ;  kudankaal- lap  
/girdle ;  thanni –water. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  paal  
kudikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa -] to drink milk ;  paal-  milk;  kudikka- drink. 

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  mathi  
mayakkum   kallu  -  the toddy [ liquor] .

lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaan 
thantha  mazhai – rain from the sky ;  vaan- sky ;  mazhai –rain /neer .
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. lactis has the composition- la -ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vazhinthu  oadum  paal  aaththu  thanni- [ missing  letter- pa-]  river water ; aaththu 
thanni- river water. 

  milk [E]  has the consonants – ma- la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  nakalam – 
breast/ milk  . 

lacer : torn, mangled, cut to pieces. 

lacer  has the composition -la -ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thundu  
thundaaka  kizhiththu  erika [ missing letter-  the -]- tear into pieces and  throw away ; 
thundu  thundaaka-  in to  pieces;  kizhiththu-  tear;  erikaka- throw away . 

cut[E]   has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  vettu- 
cut. 

cut[E]   has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  thatti  
vidu –to cut . 

cut[E]   has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaathuthal [ missing  letter- la-] - cut .

piece [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  yaethi 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  –piece. 

piece [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  thundu -
[ missing  letter-  the -]-   piece.

lacero : to tear to pieces, mangle / squander money / slander someone. 
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lacero  has the composition -la -ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  perum  paadu
pattu  sampaathitha  panam  kaasai   orae  naalil  thaarumaaraka   selavazhikka  
[ missing letters- sa - pa and- the -]- spending  lavishly  the hard earned money  on a 
single day ; sampaaththitha -  earned;  perum   paadu - hardship;  panam  kaasu-  
money ;  orae naal-  on a single day; tharumaaraka-  generously ;  selavazhikka -  to  
spend. 

lacerta : lizard. 

lacerta has the composition- la- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  mur 
kanthu- erithal - the fortune teller- lizard  .

lacerta has the composition- la- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is    veettu  
suvar  kavuli  – house wall lizard ; veedu- house;  suvar- wall;  kavuli - lizard. 

lacerta has the composition- la- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
varuvathai  / varum kaalaththai  mun  koottiyae  arivippaaka    kuri  sollidum   veettu  
suvar  palli -[  missing letters -pa- and- sa- ] the  house wall  lizard which  precdicts  the
future;  varuvathu- the one that is coming;   varum kaalam -future ; kuri sollu –oracle ;
veedu- house; suvar- wall; palli- lizard.

lacerta has the composition- la- ka- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  veettu  
suvaril  irukkum/ vaazhum   uoorvana vakai  piranaiyae  palli  aakum -  the reptile  on 
the house wall ;  veedu-  house;  suvar-  wall;  vaazhum-  living;  uoorvana  vakai pirani 
-  reptile ;  palli-  lizard [  missing letters -pa- and- sa- ] .

lacertosus : muscular, powerful. 

lacertosus has the composition -la- ka-Ra- the -sa -sa-and the meaning of the word is  
nalla  udal  amaippum [ kattu udalum] ,tholl  valimaiyum   veeramum   poar kunamum
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konda   oru   anjaa  nenjan/  vaalipan / ilaignan/ siru  vayathu  paiyan [  missing letter-  
pa-]  -  a  courageous young man with good muscular body and  powerful arms ;  nall 
udal  amippu-  good body  structure;  tholl vailami-  powerful shoulder;  veeram-  
courage;   vaalipan-  young man.  

lacertus : the upper arm / strength. 

lacertus has the compositin- la- ka- Ra- the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
kattu udalaiyim   vazhuvaana   karaththai   konda aan makan - the man  with  strong 
arm  and  good   build ;  kattu udal-  good physique;  vazhuvaana-  strong ; karam-  
arm;  aan makan-  man. 

arm [E]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –and the interpretation of the word is  
karam[ missing  letter- ka-]  - arm .

biceps[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]-  sa- –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word
is  mundaa [ mundu]   sathai [ missing  letter- the -] -  biceps muscle. 

biceps[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]- [- sa-]  –pa- sa- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  pujam [Skt]-  biceps.

upper[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  pa -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  maer puram-  above/ upper side

upper[E]   has the consonants- pa-  pa -Ra –and the other interpretation is   uppar 
[Skt] - upper .

strengthen [E]  has the  consonants  -[- sa-]  -the -Ra - an  -ka –the- and  the original  
Tamil  word / meaning  is  
yaemaarththida   vaendum-  to strengthen .
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lacesso : to harass, attack. 

lacesso  has the composition -la -ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  kai  yaalo / 
kattai yaalo  aalai  keelae   saaiththu  sakattu  maenikku   adikka  [ missing letter-  the -]
- assaulting  severely  ;  kai-  hand;  kattai-  stick;  adikka-  to  assault .

attack [E] has the consonants-  the- ka -and the original Tamil word  is   thakka   / 
thaakka   vaendum /adikka  vaendum / uthaikka  vaendum – attack/beat  .

lacrima : tears / exudations from some plants.
 
lacrima has the composition- la- ka -Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is kanneer 
mazhai-  rain of tears ; kanneer- tears; mazhai -  rain. 

lacrima has the composition- la- ka -Ra- ma -and the meaning of the word is  kan noi  
karanankalinaal  kankallil  irunthu thaanakavae   kanneer  varum nilai  [ missing letter- 
the -] -tears coming  down from the eyes  for reasons of eye diseases; kan noei-   eye 
diseases;  kaaranam-  reasons;  kankal-  eyes;  kanneer-  tears; nilai-  state.   

lacrimo : to weep, shed tears / exude, drip. 

lacrimo  has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma - and the meaningof the word is  
azhukaiyaal  mala mala vena  kankalil  irunthu  kanneer   kanaththil   tharai  tharai 
-yaka  vadinthu oda [  missing letter-  the -]  tears flowing  down the cheeks as one 
weeps ; azhukai- weep;  kankal- eyes;  kanneer- tears ;  kannam- cheek;   vadinthu 
oda- to flow . 
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lacrimo  has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma - and the meaningof the word is  kanneer 
mazhai/  kanneer  vittu  ahzuka  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -]   -to weep  sheading 
tears ;  kanneer- tears;  ahuka- weep . 

lacrimosus : tearful, mournful, shedding tears, 

lacrimosus   has the consonants  -la –ka- Ra –ma- [-sa-] –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  kanneer mazhai ;  kanneer- tears ;  mazhai- rain .

lactans : giving milk. 

lactans  has the composition- la- ka- the-an -   and the meaning of  the word is  thaai 
thun  kuzhanthaikku   amuthu uoottu   -to feed the baby with milk ;  thaai- mother;  
thun- own; kuzhanthai- child; amuthu- food;  uootta- feed. 

lactans  has the composition- la- ka- the-an -   and the meaning of  the word is  nakala 
thanni / thaai  paal uoota/ kodukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa -]  – to give breast 
milk ;  thaai  pal- breast milk ; uootka- feed;  nakalam- breast ;  thanni- water. 

lactans  has the composition- la- ka- the-an -and the interpretation  of the word is  
mulai  kaampai   kulanthai  yin   vaayil  vaiththu  paalai  thaai  pillaikku  kodukka/ 
uootta  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to feed breast milk  to the baby ; mulai- breast
; kaampu- nipple; kuzhanthai- child;  vaai- mouth;  paal- milk ;  thaai- mother; 
kodukka- give.

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kai  
kuzhanthaiyin  amuthu  [ missing  letter- the -]-  the food of the infant ;  amuthu- milk 
food;  kai  kuzhanthai-  baby in arms. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kamala  vaai -  lotus  mouth .
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milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mulai vaai-  mouth of the breast- nipple;  mulai- breast;  vaaai-  mouth .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mulai kannu-  areola. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nakalam  / nakil [ naavu - kalam] -  breast. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  aai 
makal – milk maid. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
paal  akam –[ missing  letter- pa-] -  the milk giving  part of the body ; paal- milk ;  
akam- inner one .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  paal
kalayam –[ missing  letter- pa-] - milk  bowel .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kovil
kalayam [ kalasam ] [ Skt]  - the  sacred copper bowels  over the top of the temple 
tower .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ankaali  ammai – mother with her  breast/ fertility  goddess;  ankaali- breast; ammai- 
mother.  

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  Pani
Malaiyil  vaazhum  Kaali  Ammai yin   konkai  paal  –[ missing  letter- pa-]  - Ganges- 
the milk from the breast of the  mother Goddess  Maa – Kaali  - dweller  of the  
Himalayan   mountains;  Pani  Malai-  Himalayan[  milk]   [ Kaali Ammaiyin  mulai ]  
mountain;  Kaali  Amman – mother goddess Kaali ; konkai-  Ganges  /breast  ; paal- 
milk . 
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milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kumpa maela  [Skt] /mulai paal  kalaya  vizhaa  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  worshipping  the
river  water –the milk of the goddess;  kumpam-  pot/ breast  .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mulai  kaampu [ missing  letter- pa-] – nipple of the breast;  mulai- breast;  kaampu –
nipple. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Mani Maekalai  - daughter of Kovalan [  who possessed   the  akasya / paar   
paaththiram-  breast  ] - in Silapathikaaram  -  a Tamil literature;  mani  makalai  -  a 
jewel / Mani maekalai –Nila Makal- moon goddess.  

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aavinankalin  / paal valamai  ulla  mullai  nilam/ kalam   -[ missing  letter- pa-]  - 
Dravidian  Mullai  land  - with abundance of milk  ;  aavinam- cattle;  Mualli nilam-  
pastoral  land ; paal- milk ;  valamai –fertile. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
manithan   vaazha    paal  kodukkm  veettu  vilankukal /    aadu maadukal – kaal 
nadaikal -[ missing  letters- pa- and- the -]-   cattle which give milk ;  paal- milk;  kaal 
nadaikal- cattle.  

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
muzhavu – the vessel to collect milk .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mulavai / mulavi-  mother. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mulai kachchu [ missing  letter- sa-] -bra .
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milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mulai kooli -  paal kaasu [ milk money ]  given to the bride’s mother .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaala   saeyam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  butter milk. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaalaeyam- butter milk.

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
keelaalam -  blood / water .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mulai  keeram [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  breast milk; mulai- breast;  keeram-  milk/ 
water. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kozhu moar [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – buttermilk in which hot iron ladle is dipped- given
to children struck with sudden fright .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mankalam – auspicious [ milk] .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  mun
kalam-  earthern pot [ breast] .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ulakin   iyakkam-   mulaiyim /  kamalaaya  kulamum -  breast  and the  lotus pond- 
vulva  ;  mulai- breast ;  kamalam- lotus;  kulam- pond

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
kamala vaai /  kamalam -  water / lotus; kamala  kanni- the woman  .
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milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poikkalam/ kapaalam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] - begger’s  vessel  .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  silee
mukam [ missing  letter- sa-]- nipple .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  ko- 
salam [ missing  letter- sa-]- cow milk ;  ko- cow ;  salam- water. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
komalam[Skt] -   milk giving cow. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
mulai kannu – eye of the breast- nipple ; mulai- breast; kan- eye. 

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
ilam  kanni  mulai- breast of a young  girl; ilam kanni-  young girl; mulai- breast.  

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kommai  mulai  - big  rounded breast of a young  girl.

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  velli 
kalayam   - silver cup /  chalice / kalice-  the breast;  velli - silver  [ white milk] ; cup-  
breast.   

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kai  
-illaa    kuvalai/ kalayam  -goblet  - the cup  without a  handle-  the breast ; kai- hand; 
illaa- nil ; kalayam- pot.

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaala  koodam  [ missing  letter- the -] - poison that  appeared in the milk sea 
/samuththira manthan – story [ amniotic fluid ]. 
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milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kaal 
koodan[ missing  letter- the -] -  Siva .

milk[ E]  has the consonants -ma -la-ka- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   aala
kaalam -  poison [  samuththira  manthan puranic  story ] . 

 curdle[E]  [ the milk ]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –the - la –and the original Tamil  
word is urai  kuththuthal – to curdle the milk .

curdle[E]  [ the milk ]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –the- la –and the original Tamil  
word is   pirai / porai  - kuththtuthal  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to curdle the milk .

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
moovaa  marunthu -  nector. 

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  kudi 
thanneer-  drinking water.  

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
vatraatha  aatru  thanneer -  ever flowing river water. 

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
inippaana  / inippu  suvai udaiya  [ poovir kaanum]  thiravam [ missing  letter- pa- and 
-sa-] -  sweet liquid of the flower ;  inippu- sweet;  thiravam- liquid. 

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
aaandavar / thaeivam  virumpi parukum oru vakai  paanakam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
the favorite  sweet drink of the god ;  aandavn- god;  virumpu- like; paruku- drink;  
paanakam- sweet drink. 

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
eendru  eduththa  thaayin konkai thanneer – amutham  -   the milk of the mother;  
thaai- mother; konkai- breast;  amutham- nector. 
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nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
samuththira  manthan kaathai [missing  letter- sa-]  - the puranic story [  thaevarum 
asurarum vaasuki thunaiyoadu maeru  mun maettai  kadaintha naeram  kidaiththa 
amutham] . 

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
maththu kondu  kadainthu  eduththa  moar / amutham /amirtham[Skt]  – churned   
butter milk.

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
Konkai  aatru  thanneer – breast water/Ganges river .

nector[E]  has the consonants – an- ka -the –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  Caveri
aatru  thanneer- River Caveri water.  

lactatio : enticement, come-on. 

lactatio   has the consonants -la -ka- the -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
azhakai   kaatti   aalai  / makkalai  mayakkida/   aalai   mayakkai  izhukka    - tempt   ;  
azhaku- beauty ;  mayakkida-  lure .

 
lacteus : milky, of milk, milk-white. 

lacteus has the composition- la -ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kuzhanthai  petra   thaayin  mulai  yil  iruthu  surakkum  veluththa   paalin   vannam  
udaiyathu [  missing letters- pa- and-   Ra -]  -  milky  white; kuzhanthai petra-  one 
who  has given birth to  a baby;  thaai-  mother;  mulai-  breast;   surakkum-  
secreting ;  veluththa - white ;  paal-  milk;   vannam-  color. 
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white[E]  has the consonants-  va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thuvatham- 
white. 

white[E]  has the consonants-  va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thavalam 
[ missing letter-la-]- whiteness.

white[E]  has the consonants-  va- the- and the original Tamil  word is thavalitham-  
[ missing letter-la-]- whiteness.

white[E]  has the consonants-  va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  swaetha  
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – white.

                   Sanskrit  word  suklam -  white .

suklam  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  vellai  
vannam-  white color;  vellai-  white; vannam-  color  . 
  

lacto : to allure, entice, wheedle. 

lacto  has the composition- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  azhakai  kaatti
aalai  ilukka-   to charm /lure.

lacto  has the composition- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   aalai  vasiyam
seithidu  [ missing letter- sa-] - lure;  vasiyam  seithida vaendum   - entice.  

lacto  has the composition- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  aalai / makklai
kaavarnthu   izhuththidu - attract the people ;  aal- person;  makkal-  people ;  
kavarnthida vaendum  -attract .

lacuna : missing letters, words, or phrases in a manuscript. 
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lacuna  has the composition- la- ka -an -and the meaning of the word is  Tamizh  
ilakkiya  nool   olaiyil   kaanatha  /azhintha      ezhuththukal  [ missing  letter- the -]- 
missing  letters  ;  Tamil  ilakkiyam- Tamil literature;  olai- palm leaf;  kaanatha- missing
/ unseen ;  azhintha- loss;  ezhuththukkal –letters .

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is   vaarththai [Skt]-
word.

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is   kootru - 
sayings .

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is   karuththu- 
thought.

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is   navitru   - say .

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is   vaai maatram- 
speech . 

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is  pakarnthiduka 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - speak .

word[E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the interpretation is  thiru  naakku -  
sacred tongue;  thiru vakku [Skt] .  

 phrase[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
urai-  speak / speech .

phrase[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -Ra- sa -  and the original Tamil  word is  
sotrodar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  sentence .

phrase[E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra- sa -  and the original Tamil  word is  perum 
paechchu-  lecture. 
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phrase[E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra- sa -  and the original Tamil  word is  
sirappurai- special  address.

phrase[E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   paer 
urai -  great  speech. 

phrase[E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [-sa -]-  and the original Tamil  word is   parai- 
say. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word- bbt  [ hole/ cavity] .

bbt  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  ponthu- 
pit .

lacuna : a hole, empty space / pond, pool / deficiency, loss. 

lacuna  has the composition-  la- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  kuzhiyaana  - 
hole .

lacuna  has the composition-  la- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  kulaivaana- 
hollow. 

lacuna  has the composition-  la- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  kulamaana -  
becoming  a pool .

lacuna  has the composition-  la- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  valu vi 
ezhanthu [ missing letter-  the -] -  loss of strength ;  valimai-  strength; ezhanthu-  loss.

lacuna  has the composition-  la- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  kaali   nilam -
empty  land ;  kaali- empty ;  nilam-  land  ;  vellanmai   illatha nilam [  missing letter-  
the -] -  un cultivated land.  
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loss [E]  has the consonants - la -[- sa-]   -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ezha- lose;  izhappu [ missing  letter- pa-]- loss.  

loss [E]  has the consonants - la -[- sa-]   -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ezhavu [ missing  letter- ka-]- death. 

loss [E]  has the consonants - la -[- sa-]   -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is azhivu [ missing  letter- ka-]- - ruin .

loss [E]  has the consonants - la -[- sa-]   -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kupalam [ missing  letters-  ka -and -pa-] -  loss. 

loss [E]  has the consonants - la -[- sa-]   -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  paazh – spoiled .

 
*****lacus : a hollow / lake, pool, pond, trough, tank, tub. 

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  kulam- 
pond . 

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  kulaivaana-  
hollow. 

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  kuzhi -  pit .

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  kaalvaai -  
canal. 

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  vaaikaal-   
canal .

lacus  has the composition- la- ka- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is   pooval 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  well. 
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pool [E]  has the composition- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is  puzha -  river. 

pool [E]  has the composition- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is  peyal- rain.

pool [E]  has the composition- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is   puna kulam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  pool .

pool [E]  has the composition- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is   punal – 
water  /river / shower .

pool [E]  has the composition- [-pa-]- la -and the meaning of the word is   alai- pool 
/tank .

pool [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  elanchchi – 
[missing  letter-  sa-]- pool .

pool [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  
elanthai[ missing  letter-  the -]-pool. 

pool [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  yaenthal 
[ missing  letter-  the -]- pool/ river . 

pool [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is thallam  
[ missing  letter-  the -]- a pit full of water. 

pool [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is   aalam-  
water/ rain / sea .

pool [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is   neer nilai 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]   - reservoir.

pool [E]  has the consonants –  pa-la- and the original Tamil  word is  peeli -  water 
trough .
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pool [E]  has the consonants –  pa-la- and the original Tamil  word is  pulinam-  a 
mound in a river. 

pool [E]  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -la- and the original Tamil  word is   oliyal  - river.

pool [E]  has the consonants –  pa-la- and the original Tamil  word is  puyal-  water/  
heavy rain with cyclone.   

pool [E]  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -la- and the original Tamil  word is  moazhai -  
pool of great  depth. 

trough  has the composition - the- Ra - ka - and  the meaning of the word is  kadalilo   
tharai [ nilaththil ]  yilo  matrum   erandu  alaikalukku  idai  yaeo  ulla /  yaerpadum   
pallam / kuzhi/thotti  [ missing letter-pa- and   la -] -  the pit or the trough  in the sea 
or  land or in between two waves;  kadal-  sea;  tharai  -  land;  nilam-  land;  erandu-  
two;  alalikal -  waves;  idai yae in between;  pallam- thotti/  trough ;   kuzhi-  pit. 

trough[E] has the composition - the- Ra - ka - and  the meaning  of the word is  aadu 
maadu   ethara   mirukakankalukku  thanniyum   theevanam  vaikka padum  kalani / 
thanni  thotti [  missing letter-  la -] -  the trough  fromwhich the cattle have their  
water and feed ; aadu -  goat;  maadu-  cattle;  mirukam-  animal;  thanni-  water; 
theevanam-  feed;  kalani-  trough . 

lake [E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kulam - 
pond. 

lake [E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kalan – 
lake. 

lake [E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kuzhi- 
pond.  
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lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kalizh /   kalank-kal 
--lake/ muddy water . 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thanni   
thaenkal  /thankal [ missing  letter- the -] – lake. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kaayal -  sea/ lake. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kalinku  – dam 
gate/ sluice .

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   kaluzhi  -  turbid 
water/ flood / tears .

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is    kalizh  - turbid 
water. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is    kalankal-  muddy 
water. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   vilankal-  muddy 
water. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   akali – moat. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   uvalakm-  lake. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   ul - vaai -  inner 
side of a  lake. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   pallavam-[ missing
letter- pa-]-   little pond. 
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lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   pal valam [ missing
letter- pa-] - pond/ tank .

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   pilavam [ missing  
letter- pa-] - tank. 

lake[E]   has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word pooval -[ missing  
letter- pa-] - well. 

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thanni kuttai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  stagnated water ;  thanni- water;  kuttai- pond. 

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   sunthu  [ missing  letter- sa-] – water. 

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   sundai [ missing  letter- sa-]  – well .

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kundu[ missing  letter-  ka-] - pond. 

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   anthu- well. 

pond [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa -] -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thuni-  river. 

pond [E]  has the consonants-   pa -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
than patham- - freshet in a river/ festivel of celebrating the freshet in the river.  

pond [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nutham- bathing  ghat .
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pond [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  natham-  the river which runs in the western direction. 
 
pond [E]  has the consonants-   pa- -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaduppu  anai-  reservoir .

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is  
kudi thanni  thotti-  drinking  water tank;  kudithanni- drinking water;  thotti -tank.   

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
thanni  kuttai-   pond .

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
thanni  kidanku – tank . 

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
thaenkiya   thanni – stagnant water. 

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
thanni  thaekkam – water storage .

tank[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -ka -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
kuntham- tank. 

tub[E]  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  thanni   thotti-
tub /tank .

tub[E]  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   midaa  - 
tub/pot .

well [E] has the consonants  -va- la- and the original Tamil word is   kuzhi- pond. 

bore well[E]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- va- la - and the original Tamil  word is   aazh
kulaai  kinaru-   bore well; aazh- depth;  kulaai- pipe; kinaru-well. 
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wadi [Arabic]   has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil  word is thanni  
kuttai -  tank .

wadi [Arabic]   has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thaenkiya  
thanni-  stagnant water .

                        English  word - lad .

lad has the consonants -  la- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pillaiyaandaan  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – lad. 

laedo ledo : strike, hit, hurt, damage, offend, annoy, violate. 

violate [E]  ha the consonants - va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  valithal- 
violate. 

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  adiththal-  
beatings.

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  aalai  adi - to 
beat  the person;  aal- person;  adi- beat .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  thalaiyil  adi- to 
hit on the head;  thalai- head;  adi- hit/adikka .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  thadiyaal   adi- to
hit with a stick ;  thadi- stick; adi-hit.

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is   thallu mullu- 
fight .
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ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  kaalaal   
uthaikka[ missing  letetr- ka-] - to kick with leg;  kaal- leg;  uthaikka- kick/uthikka  
vaendum  .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  kattaiyaal / vadi  
kondu adikka [ missing  letetr- ka-]  -to hit with a wood; kaattai- wood/ vadi ; adikka- 
hit.

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  kazhuththai 
vettu [ missing  letetr- ka-]  -to cut one’s neck;  kazhuththu- neck ;  vettu- cut .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  kaththiyaal 
vettu- / kaththiyaal kuththi  kizhi – to cut with a knief ; kaththi- knief;  vettu- cut; 
kuththu- pierce;   kizhi- tear .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  ullaththai pun 
paduththu[ missing  letter- pa-] – to hurt someone’s mind ;  ullam- soul;  pun 
paduththu- hurt .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  azhithhtidu- 
ruin .

ledo  has the composition-  la -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
veezhththu[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  defeat.

strike[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thakarkka- hit/ demolish .

strike[E] has the consonants  -sa- the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vaelai  niruththam  seika[ missing  letter- la-] - cessation of work ;  vaelai- work;  
niruththam- stop 
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strike[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kilarchchi   seithida  vaendum[ missing  letter- la-]  – indulge in agitation;   
kilarchchi- agitation ;  seithido –do it .

strike[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kavarchchi  uootum vakaiyil [ missing  letter- la-]  -  impressive/ striking .

strike[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kavanaththai  eerkkira koodiya vithamaaka- attracting attention;  
kavanam- attention. 

strike[E] has the consonants  -sa- the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
sariyana  naeraththil    thaakkuthalai  maerkondidu [ missing  letter- la-] -strike at the 
right time;   sariyaana– right  ;naeram- time; thaakuthal- attack. 
 
 strike[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  udar  kaayam undaakum varai  nandraka  adikka  vaendum / kuththa 
vaendum / thatta /thaakka  vaendum –beat severly  till one gets injured ; kaayam- 
wound;  adikka- beat. 

strike[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thiderena   ethiriyaei  thaaku – attack  sudddenly ; thiderena- suddenly ; 
thakka- attack .

hurt [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra -the –and the original tamil word / meaning is  
kaayam undaakum  varai  nandraaka  adikka  vaendum- beat someone till he gets 
injured;  kaayam- wound; nandraaka- severly ; adikka- beat .

hurt [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra -the –and the original tamil word / meaning is  
kuri koori  oruvarudaiya  manathir  kaayam  undaakku – hurt someone by finding 
fault /criticizing ;  kurai kooru- find fault;  manathu- mind; kaayam- wound. 

                 Remember- Ka=  va; va=  ka  .
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hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   thattu  
thattuka / thatta vaendum  -to hit .

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kuththa 
-  punch .

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kuttu-hit
with knuckles on the head. 

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaakka- attack . 

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  adikka- 
beat / adipodu/adi .

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  idikka- 
hit.

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
uthaikka- kick.

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
moathuka - hit/strike.

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
moththuka – beat .

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  konda  
ilakkai   adaika[ missing  letter- la-] - hit the target;  ialkku- goal; adaika- reach .

hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kuri  
thavarathu adikka  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -strike the target  without missing ;  kuri- 
target ;thavaraathu- not missing; adikka- strike. 
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hit[E]  has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  viyaka-
thakka   vetri- [ missing  letter- Ra -] - hit/success.

damage[E]   has the consonants – the- ma –sa – and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  saetham- damage.

offend [E]   has the consonants – pa-  pa- an- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is manathai  punpaduththu – to hurt someone’s mind;  maanthu- mind; pun 
paduththu- hurt.

violate[E]  has the consonants – va- la- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
amaithiyaei  kulai – disturb  
someone’s peace;  amaithi- peace. 

violate[E]  has the consonants – va- la- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
keel padiyaathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – disobey .

violate[E]  has the consonants – va- la- the –and the original Tamil word is  valithal - 
violate .

laesio lesio : rhetorical attack / wounding. 

 lesio has the composition-  la -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaningis   ezhi 
mozhi  solla /   ezhi  sol – wounding remarks . 

lesio has the composition-  la -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaningis   pazhi sol 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-   to accuse. 

laetabilis letabilis : joyous, glad. 
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letabilis  has the composition-  la- the- pa- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
ullaththil  makilchchi  ponka / ullam  makizhchchiyaal  thulla  -   joy gushing   out of 
one’s  mind [ missing letter-  ka -] ;  ullam-  psyche;  makilchchi-  joy; ponka-  coming 
out;  santhosam- joy [  Sanskrit]. 

joy[E]   has the consonant - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  okai / 
uvakai  [ missing  letter- ka-] - joy. 

joy[E]   has the consonant - [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  yaeam -  
joy. 

glad [E]  has the consonats- ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaliththidu  - be happy . 

glad [E]  has the consonats- ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
uvaththal- glad. 

laetans : rejoicing, joyous. 

laetans  has the composition -la- the- an -sa-and the meaning  of the word is  
makizhchchi   kondu  manathu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -   happiness with in the mind  ; 
makizhchchi-  happiness; manathu-  mind ; ullaththil  aanantham[Skt]  .

laetifico letifico : to fertilize / cheer, gladden, delight. 

latifico  has the composition -la- the- pa -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is  
kuzhanthai   undaaka  vaendum- need of a baby ;  kuzhanthai- child. 
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latifico  has the composition -la- the- pa -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is  pillai  
paeru  undaaka [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to get a child; pillai- child; paeru- gift . 

latifico  has the composition -la- the- [-pa-]  -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is   
pennin   vayitril  / karu paiyil /    karu undaaka / valara -[ missing  letter- Ra -]-  
development of    embryo in the womb ;  vayiru- abdomen ;   karu pai- womb;  karu- 
embryo ;  valara- grow. 

latifico  has the composition -la- the- pa -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is  pulla  
thaachi  aakka [missing letter-  sa-] -  to  impregant ;  pulla thachchi-  pregnant  
woman; aakka-  to make. 

latifico  has the composition -la- the-[- pa -] -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is  
ullam makizhchchiyil  thilaikka  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  cheerful ;  ullam- soul;  
makizhchchi- happiness. 

latifico  has the composition -la- the- pa  -ka -  and the meaning of  the word is  
ullaththai  makizhchchiyil  aat -paduththi  kolluka -[  missing  letter- sa-] -cheer up. 

cheer [E]  has the consonants- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ursaaka   aaravaaram  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  cheer. 

cheer [E]  has the consonants- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  siri- 
smile.

delight [E]  has the consonants - the- la- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   ullam   makizhchchiyaal    thulla /makizhchchiyil  thilaikka  [ missing  
letter- sa-]- happy .

laetificus letificus : gladdening, joyous, spreading happiness. 
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letificus   has the consonants – la- the –[- pa-] - ka- sa –and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  muka  malarchchi  kondu [ misising  letter- Ra-] – cheerful .

letificus   has the consonants – la- the –[- pa-] - ka- sa –and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  makizhchchiyil   ullam kooththada – happiness;  ullam -mind;  
makizhchchi- happy . 

 letificus   has the consonants – la- the –pa- ka- sa –and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is soozhalai  kalakalappaakka  seithida /  makizhchchiyaei   parapida   
vaendum- to make the occasion  happy ;  soozhal- atmosphere;  makizhchhci- 
happiness;  parappida  - spread .

letificus   has the consonants – la- the –[-pa-] - ka-[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ullam  makizhchchi / uvakai   kondu  / ullam   makizhchchiyil  thulla
- having great  joy ;  makizhchchi- joy;  uvakai-joy.

glad  [E]   has the consonants - ka- la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kalippu kondu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - glad.

glad  [E]   has the consonants - ka- la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
makizhvu  kondu - glad.

happy [E]  has the consonants-  ka- pa-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kalippu - [missing  letter- la-] - happy . 

happy [E]  has the consonants-  ka- pa-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
uvappu-  happy. 
 
happy [E]  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
uvakai - happy .

laetitia letitia : fertility / richness, grace / joy, delight. 
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laetitia  has the composition- la- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  
mikuthiyaana  valamai  konda[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  fertile ;  mikuthi- excess;  
valamai- fertile. 

laetitia  has the composition- la- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  ullam  
thulla  thulla  - delightful  ;  ullam-  psyche ; thulla   thulla-  adj- for joy;  uvakai  kondu  
thulli kuthi [ missing  letter- ka-] ; ullaaththil  aanatham  [Skt] .

joy [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  inpam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - pleasure. 

joy [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is okai / 
uvakai  [ missing  letter- ka-] - joy. 

joy [E]  has the composition- sa-  and the other interpretation   is   santhosam[ Skt]  
[ missing letter-  the -]- joy. 

  joy [E]  has the composition- sa-  and the other interpretation   is   kusi [Skt] [ missing 
letter -ka- ] -  joy. 

laetor letor : to rejoice, be joyful. 

laetor  has the composition - la- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word  is  ullam  
poorippu   adaiya [ missing  letter- pa-] – rejoice.   

rejoice    has the consonants-  Ra -[- sa-] -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  mana   poorippu [ missing  letter- pa-] - rejoice. 

joy full[E]   has the consonants - [- sa-] - pa- la- la  - and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning is  ulla  kalippu [ missing  letter- ka-]  - gladness .
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laeve leve : left-handedly, awkwardly. 

laeve   has the composition- la -va -  and the meaning of the word is   pei  kai  
pazhakkam  ullavan [ missing  letter –pa-] - one who is left handed [ left hand  used for
cleaning  the anus by Dravidian Tamil speaking  people  ] ;  pei- shit;  kai- hand.

laeve   has the composition- la -va -  and the meaning of the word is  vala kai 
[antonym]  -  right handed ;  valam- right;  kai- hand.

laeve  has the composition- la -va -  and the meaning of the word is  lavakamaaka -  
with spontaneity ; lavakam inmai-  awkwardly ;  alam kolamaaka-  awkwardly  .

awkwardly[E]    has the composition - va- ka- Ra -the- la-  and the meaning of the 
word is  elam kaalai  vayathai  konda  vaalipan  -  the adolescent  age / awkward 
age[ missing letter-  pa -] . 

awkwardly[E]    has the composition - va- ka- Ra -the- la-  and the meaning of the 
word is   kaariyaththai   kai yaalu  kaiyil    thadumaatram  kondu   iruthiyil  
alamkolamaaka   mudikka   -  doing  an act awkwardly ;  kaariyam-  act/matter;  kai 
aalukaitil-  carrying out ; thadumaatram-  fumbling ;  alamkolam-  awkwardly .

laevus levus : foolish, silly / unlucky, unpropitious. 

levus has the composition-  la -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is  arivu  illaa - 
[missing letter-  Ra -] -  no  intelligence.

levus has the composition-  la -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is   ketta vaelai 
[  missing letter-  the-]-  bad time; ketta-  bad;  vaelai-  time.  

silly  [E]  has the consonants-  sa- la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  salli
payal [ missing  letter- pa-]  -silly fellow. 
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silly  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kallam  illa ullam [ missing  letter- ka-] - innocent  mind /soul .

silly  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
elimaiyaana  ullam-  heart with simplicity;  elimai- simplicity ;  ullam- soul .  

silly  [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
mathi  illaamal [ missing  letter- the -] - unwise;  mathi- wisdom;  illai- nil .  

silly  [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] -la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pillai thanam [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] - childish ; pillai- child.

silly  [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] -la- la-  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
muttaal  thanamaana  / mada thanamaana   seyal - stupid act ;  madathanam- 
stupidity ;  seyal -act. 

fool [E]  has the consonants-  pa -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  paeli /  
pull / payali - fool .

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
izhuthai  [ missing  letter- the -]  -fool .

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mazhu koozhai [ missing  letter- ka-] –fool . 

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mazhunk-kuni [ missing  letter- ka-] –fool.

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koozhai /koozhaiyan [ missing  letter- ka-] - lack of knowledge/ fool.

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kazhukkaani[ missing  letter- ka-] -  fool .  
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fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
konnaalan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  useless fellow.  

fool [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
yaamali -  one who can be easily  cheated. 

foolish [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  -la-  sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  soozham - foolish .

laevus levus : the left hand, left side, left-handed. 

levus has the composition-  la -va- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  pei  kai  
pazhakkam  ullavan  [ missing  letter –pa-]- left haned one ; pai kai- left hand;  pai- 
shit;  kai- hand.

levus has the composition-  la -va- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vala  kai  
pazhakkam  ullavan [antonym]  -   right handed  one ;  valam-  right ;  kai-  hand .

side [E] has the consonants –[- sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thikku [ missing  letter- ka-] - direction .

side [E] has the consonants –[- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - side. 

side [E] has the consonants –[- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  andai- side. 

side [E] has the consonants –sa- the -and the  other interpretation  is   thisai [Skt] - 
direction/ side.

side [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -and the  other interpretation  is   pudai-
[ missing  letter- pa-]  side. 
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side [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -and the  other interpretation  is   pudam- 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  side. 

side [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -and the  other interpretation  is   muttam- 
side  .

laganum : a cake. 

laganum  has the composition - la -ka - an -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  
maithaa/ kothumai   maavil  undaakkiya  thin pandam  sillukal  [ missing  letters- sa- pa
–and- the -]- snack  made from  wheat/ aatta  flour ; kothumai- wheat; maavu- flour; 
thin pandum- snack; sillukal- pieces. 

cake [E] has the composition- ka- ka - and the meaning of the word is  vaakam – cake. 

cake [E] has the composition- ka- ka - and the meaning of the word is  thuv-vai  
[ missing  letter-  the -] -cake. 

oil cake[E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- ka -andte original Tamil word is  mala vaakam .

cake [E] has the composition- ka- ka - and the meaning of the word is  maavai   vaeka  
vaikka - to bake  the  flour ; maavu- flour ;   vaeka vaikka-  to  bake /to boil  . 

cake [E] has the composition- ka- ka - and the meaning of the word is   vaeka  vaiththa 
/aviththa  maitha / kothumai   maavu  thundu [ missing  letter- the -] – boiled  atta  
flour  piece;  aviththa-  boiled;  maavu- flour;  maitha- atta;  kothumai/ kothi - wheat ;
thundu- bit.  
 
oil cake[E]  has the consonants - la -ka -ka - and the original Tamil  word is  ellu  
punnaakku  [missing  letter- pa-]- oil cake/ cattle feed;   ellu  mani  - sesame .
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 lama : bog, slough. 

lama  has the composition - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  sathuppu   nilam 
[ missing letters- sa - the- and-pa -] - marsh land ; sathuppu- marsh;  nilam-  land .

lama  has the composition - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  vialai nilam 
[ missing letter- ka -]- agricultural /fertile land . 

lama  has the composition - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  nan sei nilam 
[ missing letter-  sa -] -  farm/fertile  land .

lama  has the composition - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  pun sei  nilam 
[  missing letters- pa -and -sa- ] - arid land .
 
bog [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
sakathi [ missing  letters- sa- and- the -] – wet  spongy  soil.

lambo : to lick / (of rivers) to wash. 

lambo has the composition -la- ma -pa -  and the meaning of the  word is  alampu -  to
wash .

lambo has the composition -la- ma -pa -  and the meaning of the  word is kai kaal 
kazhuvi    vaai   koppalaikka   vaendum –[ missing  letters- ka- and- the -]-  to goggle 

lick [E] has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  naavaal  nakku-  
to lick with tongue ;  naavu-  tongue ;   nakku-  to lick .

wash[E]  has the consonants - va- sa- and the original Tamil  word  kaipoosu [ missing  
letter- pa-]  – wash .
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wash[E]  has the consonants - va- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word   kai/ kaal/ 
vaai /mei /  mukam  kazhuva  [ missing  letter- zha-] -to wash hands/ legs/ body/  
face .

                      Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
          Remember the significance of the letters- pa- and- sa- .

lamenta (neut. pl) : weeping, wailing. 

lamenta  has the composition-  la -ma- the- and the meaning of the word is  azhuthu  
maainthidu/madinthidu  -  weeping .

lamenta  has the composition-  la -ma- the- and the meaning of the word is  
mandalaasi  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  professional mourners  who bewail at the death of 
the  king in  Tranvancore  state. 

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is  azhuka- weep;  
azhukai  oli- weeping sound. 

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is   kaeval- weep .

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is   elavu  vizha -  to 
die.  

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is   kulavai  oli- olouge.

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is   naaval  -  cry  
caused by  great  grief. 

wail [E]has the consonanys-  va –la- and the original Tamil word is   pilaakanam  vaikka
[  missing  letter- pa-] - to lament / to sing  elegy  song .
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elegy [E]   has the consonants – la- ka-  -and the original Tamil  word is   elavu  paattu /
pilaakkanam paada  [ missing  letters- pa-and-  the -]- to sing elegy song . 

dirge [E]  has the consonants  - the- Ra -ka –and the original Tamil  word is  erankar 
paattu [missing  letter- pa-]- elegy . 

dirge [E]  has the consonants  - the- Ra -ka –and the original Tamil  word is  oppaari  
paattu  paada vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to sing funeral song ; oppaari  paattu- 
funeral song.  

lamia : witch, vampire. 

lamia has the composition- la- ma - and the meaning of the word  is  mai vaelai  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – black  magic .

lamia has the composition- la- ma - and the meaning of the word  is  sooniyam  
seipaval [ missing letters- ka - sa- and -pa-]  - the witch;  sooniyam -  black magic  . 

witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   maaya  / 
mai  viththai -  magic. 

witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is    kadi – 
ghost.

witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is    
vaethaalam [ missing  letter- la-] -  ghost .

witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   kattu 
vichchi   - woman sooth sayer .

witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is kan kattu  
viththai – magic/ witch  craft. 
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witch  has the composition -va- the-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is anan-k-
kaattam -  possession attack  .
  
witch  has the composition -va- the-sa-  and the meaning of the word is   than   vasa  
paduththum  pen [ missing  letter- pa-] – tempting lady   .

witch  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  sooniyam
vaiththidu- doing black magic  . 

witch  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  chiththu 
vaelai  [ missing letter-  la -] - magic .

 witch  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  manthira
vaathi [ missing letter- Ra -] – magician.

 witch  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
manthiram vaikka- to do  black  magic .

witch  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kaanthaari [ missing letter- Ra -] - wicked woman .

vampire[E] has the composition -va -ma -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
panaththukkaka  sooniyam  puripaval  [ missing letter- sa-  and- la-]  the woman  who 
does black magic   for money  /  witch; panam- money;  sooniyam -  black magic ; 
puripaval -   woman who does  .

vampire[E] has the composition -va -ma --pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kaathal  tholviyaal  tharkolai yaei  maer kondu   eranthu  pona   apalai  pennin  pinam  
meendum  uyir petru   mayaanaththil  irunthu  ezhunthu   vanthu  thannai  
yaemattriya   / thannai maana panka paduththia   aan makanin    kazhuththai   thun  
kooriya  erandu  munnam parkalal  keeri   raththaththai/ kuruthiyaei   kudikkumaam 
[ missing  letters -la and- the -] ; 
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witch  has the consonants –va- the-sa – and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vasiyam / sooniyam  seithidum pen mani [missing  letter- pa-] – a female who does  
magic;  sooniyam- black magic;  penmani- woman .

bewitch[E]  has the consonants – pa- va- the- sa-and the original Tamil  word is  thun  
vasa  paduthidu- entice.

lamnia lammina lamna : sheet of metal, coin, knife blade, nutshell. 

lamnia  has the composition- la -ma -an  - and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
velli panam [ missing  letters-  ka -and -pa -] – silver coin ; velli- silver; panam- money .

*****lapsus : fall, fault, error, sliding, graduate movement. 

lapsus has the composition- la- pa- [-sa-] - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
pizhai-  error.  

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is  paluthu – 
fault.

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is  thappal- 
fault.  

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is   thappli- 
fault. 

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is  pizhai  
udaiyathu- with mistakes. 
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fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is   pizhai 
paadu- faulty. 

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is   pulampida -  
faulty.

fault[E]   has the consonants – pa- la -the -and the original Tamil word is   yathu  poli  - 
false reason. 

fault[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -the -and the original Tamil word is   thollai-  
fault. 

laqueus : snare, trap, noose. 

laqueus has the compositon - la- ka -sa-- and the meaning of the word is  perum   
paravai  allathu  siru   mirukankalai   vaettai  aada  uthavum   surukku   kayiru [ missing 
letters- pa - Ra- the-]  noose  rope  used for hunting small animals and birds  ; paravai- 
bird;   mirukam-  animal;  vaettai-   hunting ;  surukku  kayiru-  noose rope .

trap[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pori vaiththu  pidikka   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to trap .

largior : lavish, bestow, grant, give abundantly. 

largior has the composition -la- Ra- ka -Ra - and the meaning of the  word is alavukku  
athikamaaka    anaiththu   kodai   yaei yim   thara/ tharuthal  /  kanakku- indri   thaarai 
vaarththu   kooduththal    vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -give  generously   ;  
alavukku  athikamaaka -  excess ;  kodai-  grant ; tharuka  -   to give. 
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lascivio : to run, riot, play, be wanton. 

lascivio  has the composition- la- [-sa-] - ka- va - and the meaning of the word is  oadi  
vilaiyaada  vaendum [ missing  letters- the-] to run and play ; oadu- run; vilaiyaadu- 
play. 

lascivio  has the composition- la- [-sa-] - ka- va - and the meaning of the word is  
vilaiyattai  vilaiyaadu[  missing letter-  the -] - play  the game ;  vilaiyaattu -  game;  
vilaiyaadu  - play .

lascivio  has the composition- la- [- sa-] - ka- va - and the meaning of the word is  
kalakam  vilaivikka - riot. 

lascivio  has the composition- la- sa- ka- va - and the meaning of the word is  
kalavaram seika- to indulge in riot [  missing letter-  Ra -] ;  kalavaram-  riot;  seika-  to  
do .

to run [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra –an- the original Tamil  word is    virainthoadu[
missing  letter-  ka -] –run fast;  virainthu –fastly;  oadu –run .

                   Sanskrit  word – dhavathah [ run ].

dhavathah  has the consonants  -the- va- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  oada 
vaendum / oadiduka -  to run .

dhavathah  has the consonants  -the- va- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
virainthu oadu[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  run fast;  virainthu- quick;  oadu –run .

lasesco : to become tired, grow weary. 
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lasesco  has the composition- la –[- sa-] - [-sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  
kalaippu-[ missing  letter- pa-]   tiredness. 

lasesco  has the composition- la -sa- [-sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  
udalum manamum  / kai yum  kaalum /  asathi  kolla / kalaippu  adaiya [  missing 
letters-  pa- and-  the -]   -  mind as well as the body  got tired ; udal-  body ;  manam-  
mind;  kai- hand; kaal- leg;  asathi-  tiredness. 

 tired[E]  has the consonants - the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  ayarnthida-
tired. 

tired[E]  has the consonants - the- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is   oainthu 
irunthida – become tired. 

                      English  word- latch .

latch has the consonants- la -the –[-sa-]-and the original  Tamil  word is thaalpaal 
[  missing  letter- pa-]- latch.

                          English  word -key .

Key  has the consonant-  ka -and the interpretation  of the word is  saavi  [  missing  
letter- sa-] -  - key .

Key  has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is  interpretation  of the 
word is visai [ missing  letter- sa-]- button/ key  of a machine .

latus -eris : sides, flank / lungs / 
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 latus eris  has the composition- la- the- sa- Ra -sa- and the meaning  of  the word is  
peedi   suruttu  pukai ilai   pidipathaal  yaerpadum   nurai  eeral  sampanthamaana /  
thodarpulla /  oru  noai [ missing letter-  pa -]-  a lung disease   caused by  ciga r 
smoking  ;  suruttu- cigar;   pukaiyilai-  tobacco ;  yaerpadum-  causing ;  nurai eeral  - 
lung ;   sampanthamaana-  related ;  oru- one  - ; noai-  a disease.

latus eris  has the composition- la- the- sa- Ra -sa- and the meaning  of  the word is 
ella  thisaikalil  irunthu  vanthu  saerum [  missing letter-  ka -] -   will arrive  from all 
sides ;  ella- all;  thisaikal -  directions/sides ;  vanthu  saerum-  will arrive   .

laudator : praiser. 

laudatory  has the composition- la-the- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
paraattukindravar [ missing  letters-  pa- and -ka -] – praiser. 

laudatory  has the composition- la-the- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
thuthi  paadal  paadukindravar [ missing  letters-  pa -and -ka -]  -  praiser;  thuthi 
padal- psalm . 

laudatory  has the composition- la-the- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
vazhththu kiravar -  praiser [ missing letter-  ka -] ; vazhththa-  to  praise.
  

laudo : to praise, extoll, commend / name, mention, cite, quote. 

laudo  has the composition- la -the -and the meaning of the word is  vazhththu -  to 
praise[  missing letter-  ka -] .

cite[E]  has the consonants - ka -the – and the original Tamil word is   sutti kaattu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - cite .
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cite[E]  has the consonants - ka -the – and the original Tamil word is   eduththu kaattu  
-cite. 

cite[E]  has the consonants - ka -the – and the original Tamil word is   maer kole kaattu
[missing  letters- Ra- and -la-] –cite.

quote [E] has the consonants - ka- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
eduththu  kaattu -  cite.

quote [E] has the consonants - ka- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is maer 
kole kaattu [ missing  letters- Ra- and -la-]- quote. 

quote [E] has the consonants - ka- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is vilai 
yaei  kuriththidu [missing  letters- Ra- and -la-] – state the price .

                    English  word- quota.

quota  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  othukku eedu- 
quota .

laus : praise, glory, fame. 

laus has the composition-  la -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  vaazhththa- 
to praise [  missing letter-  the -]  .   vaazhththi  makila -  happy  to praise. 

laus has the composition-  la -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  vaazhththi  
makila  -[  missing letter-  the -] –pleasure   to praise .

laus has the composition-  la -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   pukazh 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – glory . 
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laus has the composition-  la -va-sa-  and the meaning of the word is   pukazhchchi 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to praise. 

fame[E]  has the consonants - [- pa-]  -ma- and the original Tamil  word is   oachcham [
missing  letter- sa-]  -  fame. 

praise[E]  has theconsonats –  pa-- Ra – sa-- and the original Tamil  word is  parasu  - 
praise. 

to  praise[E]  has theconsonats – the-  [- pa-] - Ra –[- sa-]   - and the original Tamil  
word is   ittu uraiththidu -  praise .

 to praise[E]  has theconsonats – the-  pa- Ra –[- sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word is  
poatridu – praise . 

 to praise[E]  has theconsonats – the-  pa- Ra –sa- - and the original Tamil  word is  
paraatti  paesu  -appreiciate .

 to praise[E]  has theconsonats –  the-  pa- Ra –sa- - and the original Tamil  word is  
sirappiththidu -  praise. 

to praise[E]  has theconsonats –  the-  pa- Ra –sa- - and the original Tamil  word is  
thoaththiram [Skt]  sei / paadu –worship / praise. 

to praise[E]  has theconsonats –  the-  pa- Ra –sa- - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is upasariththidu – to respect 

to praise[E]  has theconsonats –  the-  [-pa-] - Ra –sa- - and the original Tamil  word is  
seeraatitu – to praise. 

lebes : copper kettle, basin, cauldron. 
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ebes has the composition- la- pa -sa- and the meaning of the word is   sempaal aana  
sompu -  copper vessel;  sempu –coper;  sompu- a kind of vessel . 

 lebes has the composition- la- pa -sa- and the meaning of the word is   sempaal/ 
ponnaal   aana  kothi  kalan [  missing letters-ka- and-   the -] -  copper kettle ;  sempu- 
copper;  pon- gold ;  kothi kalan-  kettle/ boiler .

basin [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is  mun  
paanai-  earthern  pot .

basin [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is   thanni  
paanai [ missing  letter- the -] - water pot;   thanni- water;  paanai- pot. 

basin [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is   kinnam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- vessel /cup. 

basin [E]   has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is   thanni  
thaenkum / vadiyim  idam 

basin [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is  
thanni  thaenkum  idam[ missing  letter-  ka -and -the -] - the place wher water gets  
stagnated;  thanni- water;   thaenka – stagnated .
 
basin [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [- sa-] - an- and the original Tamil  word is  
thanni  vadiyum  idam [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] -  water  sink .

copper [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  eruvai-  
copper. 

lectica : litter, bier. 

lectica has the composition- la- ka- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
veethiyilae   inkaeyim   ankaeyim  kidakkum  kanda   kanda   kuppai  koolam [ missing  
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letter- pa-] -  the  scatterd litter on  the street ;  veethi-  street;  kuppai koolam-  litter;  
ankae-  there;  inkae-  here.  

lectica has the composition- la- ka- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   aadu  
maadukal     thoonka    kodukkapadum/  alikka padum   vaikol  meththai -  the  hay  
bed  given to cattle to sleep ; vaikol meththai-  hay bed;  aadu-  goat;  maadu-  cattle; 
thoonka-  to sleep;  alikka padum -  provided .

lector : reader. 

lector has the composition- la- ka -the- Ra - -and the meaning of the word is  Thiru 
Murugan  kovilil  Tamizh  Thiru marai  oathukiravar -  one who  recites Tamil  holy  
scriptures in the temple ;  kovil- temple;  Tamizh- Tamil language;  Thirumarai- holy  
scriptures/ Torah ; oathukiravar- one who  recites.    

lector has the composition- la- ka -the- Ra - -and the meaning of the word is  kalvi / 
kalaikal   karkindra  oruvarae   maanavar aavaar   -  one who reads  -  student  ;   kalavi-
education; kalaikal- arts;  karkindra   - learning  ;  oruvar- one person.   

lector has the composition- la- ka -the- Ra - -and the meaning of the word is   kalluri   
uthavi  nilai   paer  aasiriyar  [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa -] -  reader in a collage ;   
kalluri- collage;  uthavi   nilai- deputy ;  paer assiriyar- professor .

lectus : bed. 

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
kidaththal- to sleep .
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lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
padukkai - thalai anai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  bed  and  pillow  ; padukkai- bed;  thalai 
anai- pillow.  

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
meththai-  thalai  anai -  mattress  and the  pillow;  meththai- mattress;  thlai  anai- 
pillow. 

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
paayil  padukka-  to sleep over the mat; paai- mat;  padukka- lie down. 

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
padukkaiyil  padu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sleep over  the bed;  padukkai- bed;  padu- 
lie down .  

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  velli/
thanka /  mara  kattil  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - wooden cot  ;  maram- wood;  kattil –
cot;  velli- silver;  thanakm- gold.  

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the –[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
naada  thuni  kattil-  cot ;  naada thuni- ribbon cloth . 

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  thoonka   
selluka-  go  to bed;  thoonka -  sleep;  selluka-  to  go to .

lectus has the composition-  la- ka- the -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
thooka kalakkam -  sleepiness; kankalil  thookkam vazhiya ;  kankalil thookkam 
sokka   . 

cot[E]   has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is adukkam-  bed. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  padu- 
lie down/sleep. 
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bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   paai 
podu- prepare the bed  ;  paai- mat .

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
padukkai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  bed.

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pattam- bed. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
meththai- mattress;  meththai- mat.

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
padukkum/ thoonkum  idam [ missing  letter- ka-] - sleeping room ;  thoonka- sleep;  
idam- place.

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kan 
padai [ kan imai  moodum idam]  missing  letter- ka-]  -  bed. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paaththi- farm/ water  bed .

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
padukai [ missing  letter- ka-]- river bed. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paadai – death bed. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   padai-
bed.  

bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is    pina 
petti-  coffin .
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bed[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paduthaa - carpet/ screen .

bed[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thattam- bed.  

bed[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paandil [ missing  letter- la-] -  round cot. 

bed[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thuppetti -  bed sheet. 

couch [E]   has the consonants - ka - sa –and the original Tamil  word is  sattakam 
[ missing  letter- the -] – couch. 

sofa [E]   has the consonants-  sa-[- pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is manjam – bed.

blanket [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la –an- ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 
aththavaala   thuni- blanket . 

blanket [E]   has the consonants  --pa-la –an- ka- the- and the original Tamil word is  
padukka  paai- yim   kampalam- um   thalayanai yim  vaendum-    need of  bed / mat/  
blanket and pillow  to sleep ; padukka-  to lie down;  paai- mat ; kampalam- blanket ; 
thalai anai- pillow. 

bedsheet[E]   has the consonants  -pa -the –sa- the – and the original  Tamil  word is  
patchcha vadam [ missing  letter- ka-]- bed sheet. 

*****legatus : deputy, ambassador, envoy, 

legatus  has the composition- la- ka- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
uthavi yaalan -assistant. 
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legatus  has the composition- la- ka- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  veli 
nattu  thoothuvan – envoy.  

legatus  has the composition- la- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is veli  
naattukku  nam naattu  arasaal  anuppadaum   thoothuvar[  missing letters- pa -and 
-Ra -]-  the  messanger of our  government  sent to foregin nation ;  veli naadu-  
foreign ;  anuppa padum-  sent;   thoothuvar -  messanger. 

envoy[E] has the consonants-  an- va -and the original Tamil  word is   thoouthuvan 
[ missing  letter- the -] – messenger. 

legens legentis : a reader. 

lengentis  has the composition -la- ka- an- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
vaasikindra / oathukindra  aal[ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  a reader;  vaasikka- to read;  aal- 
a person.

lengentis  has the composition -la- ka- an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
paadam  payilum  maanavar [ missing  letter- pa-] - a student who reads;  paadam- 
lesson;  payila- learn;  maanavar- student. 

lengentis  has the composition -la- ka- an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
Tamil  vazhi   kalvi  karkkukindra maanavar [  missing letter- pa-] -  Tamil   medium  
student ;  Tamill  vazhi- Tamil medium ;  kalvi- education ;  karkkidra- learning ;  
maanavar- student .

lengentis  has the composition -la- ka- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
satta  kalvi  paadam  payilum  maanaakkan [  missing letter- pa-] -  a student  who 
studies law ; sattam-  law; kalvi-  education; payilum-  studying  maanaakkan -  student
.
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lengentis  has the composition -la- ka- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
Tamil  kalai  nool –Thirukural  / Tamil olai  suvadi  /    vaasikkindravar [ missin g letter-  
Ra -]- one who reads  Tamil book;  nool- book;   kalai- arts ;  Thiru Kural- Tamil book ;  
suvadi- book;  olai-  plam leaf;  vaasikindravar-  one who reads. 

legio : legion  

legio  has the consonants – la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   makkal kootam 
[ missing  letter- the -] - crowd;  makkal- people;  koottam- crowd. 

legio  has the consonants – la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    kuzhu- band/ group
.

legio  has the consonants – la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kuzhumam- group .

*****lego : to gather, choose, collect, pass through, read, 

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is    kal- read. 

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is    kalai –arts. 

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is   kalvi - education.  

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is    ezhuthuka 
[ missing letter-  the -] -  to write .

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is     kalvi  karka 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- to learn ;  kalvi- education;  karkka- learn.  
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lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is    payiluka [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  study .

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and the meaning of the word is    vaasikkalam 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - read .

lego  has the composition -la -ka -and  the meaning  of the word is   av -vazhiyae  poka 
[  missing letter-  pa -] - to go that way ;  av  vazhi-  that way ;  poka-  to go .

 read [E]  has the consonants  -Ra –the-and the original Tamil  word is  padiththar 
[ missing  letter- pa -] – reading. 

read[E]  has the consonants –Ra- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
urakka  padi [ missing  letters- ka- and- pa-] –utter aloud.

read[E]  has the consonants –Ra- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vaasiththar [ missing  letters- ka- and -sa-] – reading .

read[E]  has the consonants –Ra- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
oathuthar -  to  recite. 

read[E]  has the consonants –Ra- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
karkka vaendum / katru  thara   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – learn / teach .

read[E]  has the consonants –Ra- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   Thiru
marai oathu-  recite the holy scriptures;  Thiru marai/Torah - holy  scriptures;  oathu-  
recite. 

gather  [E]  has the consonants  ka- the –Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
ondru  thirattuka  - to  gather. 

gather  [E]  has the consonants  ka- the –Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saekariththidu[ missing  letter-  sa-]  -  gather. 
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lemiscus : a ribbon. 

lemiscus  has the consonants- la- ma- [- sa-] - ka –[- sa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  
word is penkal thum   pinniya  thalai  mudi yaei  ezhuththu katta  uthavaum   vanna  
vanna   naada  thuni /  pattai  thuni / mudi  pattai  [ missing  letters-  pa- and - the -] – 
the  colorful  cloth strips  for tying  the plaited  hair of women ;  penkal- women;  
thalai – head;  mudi- hair;  pinniya – plaited;  ezhuththu  katta-  to fasten;  vannam- 
color; naada- thuni- cloth strips / band.  

 lemures : (pl. only) ghosts, phantoms. 

lemures   has the consonants - la -ma -Ra -sa-and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
idukaattil  /  mayanaththil  [Skt] /  irunthu  uyirththu  ezhunthu   varum   setthu  
puthaikka  patta  manithanudaiya   aavi [ missing  letters-  the- and -ka-]  ; the spirit of 
the dead body  buried  in the grave yard ; idukaadu- grave yard;   seththa  -died;  
puthikka patta- buried; manithan- man;  aavi- sprit. 

ghost[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the  -and the interpretaion is    kutti   saaththaan
- small devil ;  kutti- tiny ;  saaththan- satan. 

ghost[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the  -and the interpretaion is   seththa  
maanthanudaiya  aavi-  dead man’s spirit;  seththa- died;  maanthan- man;  aavi- 
spirit.  

ghost[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the  -and the interpretaion is   sakadai -  ghost. 

ghost[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa- the  -and the interpretaion is   avaesam  kondu –
possessed by  the ghost ; avaesam- ghost . 

fay [E]  has the consonant-  pa- and the original Tamil  word is paei   - demon .
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fairy [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paei uru -  
demon .

possessed [E]  has the consonants – pa- sa-sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
paei / pisaasu  pidiththida  – possessed by the ghost; paei  pisaasu-   ghosts; 
pidiththida-possessed. 

possessed [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-] -sa –the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is sannatham [Skt] - possessed by  spirit.    

possessed [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [- sa-] -sa –the- and the original Tamil  
word is  saami yaadi -  temple priest possesed by the spirit. 

possessed [E]  has the consonants –  pa-– [- sa-] – [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  
word is   piththu pidiththu-   become mad .

possessed [E]  has the consonants –  pa-– [- sa-] –  sa- –the- and the original Tamil  
word is   soththu paththu   udaimai – possessing  property  ;  soththu paththu- assets;  
udamai- possessing. 

possessed [E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -– [- sa-] –  sa- –the- and the original Tamil  
word is    aasththi [Skt]  – property. 

*****lenis : smooth / gentle, kind, mild. 

lenis has the composition-  la- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  laesaana-  mild. 

lenis has the composition-  la- an -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  anpu ulla 
[  missing letter-  pa -]  -  kind .

lenis has the composition-  la- an -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
vazhavalaennu [  missing letter- ka -] -  smooth.
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 vazha vazhannu  ulla  kallu- [  missing letter-  ka -]-  koolamkal-  smooth  stone/ 
pebble ;  koolam kal- pebble; vazha vazha eenu-  smooth; kal-  stone.     

lenitas lenitudo : smoothness, gentleness, mildness.

 lenitas has the composition  -la- an- the -sa-and the meaning of the word is 
laesanathu -  mildness/lightnes.

 lenitas has the composition  -la- an- the -sa-and the meaning of the word is vazha 
vazhappaanathu[  missing letters-  va -and-  pa -]  -  smoothness.

leno : procurer, go-between. 

leno  has the composition- la -an - and the meaning of the word is    vilaikku  
vaanguvon[  missing letter-  ka -] - one who  buys ;  vilai-  price;  vaanku-  to buy. 
 

lens lentis : lentil. 

lentis  has the composition - la- an- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
thinai / saamai  -  mulai thaaniyam - millet . 

lente : slowly, calmly, cooly, deliberately. 

lenta has the composition-  la- an -the -and the meaning of the word is  amaithi  
adaiantha  nilai / manthu -  clam mind ; amaithi-  calm; manathu-  mind. 
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lenta has the composition-  la- an -the -and the meaning of the word is  mella  mella 
thaan -  slowly .

slow[E]    has the consonants - [- sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
ozhuka-   slow. 

slow[E]    has the consonants - [- sa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
vaekam  illaamai  - without speed;  vaekam- speed;  illaamai-   nil /  without. 

lentesco : to become soft, flexible, sticky / to weaken, slacken. 

lenteso  hasthe compostion-  la- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  valimai  
izhanthu [ missing letter- ka -] -   loss of strength ;  valimai-  strength;  izhanthu  lost . 

lenteso  hasthe compostion-  la- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  otti  
kollum  thanmai  konda[  missing letter-  ka -] -  sticky  nature;   ottum-  sticky;  
thanmai-  nature. 

stick[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  ottuka /  pasai  pottu ottuka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – stick with gum;  pasai- gum;  
ottuka- stick.

            Egytian  hieroglyphic  word – rmT [ men / mankind ] .

              rmT  ha the consonants-  Ra -ma -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
maanthar- men / human being.

lento : to bend. 
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lento  has thecomposition- la -an- the- and the meaning of the word is  valainthu  
[missing letter-  ka -] - bent .

lentulus : rather slow, a little slow. 

lentulus has the composition-  la- an- the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mella mella   anna nadai  nadanthu -  walking  slowly like the swan ;  mella mella-  
slowly;  annam-  swan ;   nadai-  walk.    

lentus : lethargic, inactive / slow, lingering. 

lentus has the composition -la- an- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is udalum  
manathum  asathi/ aayaasam   kondida [  missing letter-  ka -]  - mind  and body  
becoming  tired;  udal-  body;  manathu-  mind;  asathi-  tiredness . 

lentus has the composition -la- an- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  kaathil   
saththamaai   eppotho   kaettathu   manathil    sannamaai   eppothum   saththam   
illaathu   oliththa  vannam[  missing letters-  pa -and- ka -]  - lingering/   what is heared
loudly  in the ears some time back   lingering  in the mind  for ever  feebly  ;  kaathu-  
ear; eppotho-  some time back;  kaettathu-   heard ;  manathu-  mind;  sannamaai-  
feebly;  epoothum-  always;  saththam-  noise; illai-  nil.  

lentus : tough, resistant, tenacious / supple, pliant  

lentus has the composition- la- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kadinam ulla [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  hard . 
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lentus has the composition- la- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  elithil  
valaiya  koodiyathu [  missing letter-  ka -] -   easily bend ;  elithil-  easily;  valaiya -  
bend. 

lentus has the composition- la- an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
aavvalavu   elithil   valaikavo/ udaikkavo  / odikavo/ iyalaathu-[  missing letter-  ka -]  
can not be  broken/ bent  easily;  elthil –easily; valai- bend; udai- break; iyalaathu- can 
not. 

Leo : lion. 

leo  has a consonant-   la -and the original Tamil  word is   ko -vilangu [ missing  letter-  
ka -]- king of the beats/ lion;  ko-  king;  vilangu- animal.  

lion[E]  has the composition - la- an   and the original Tamil  word is   ko  vilangu -  king
of the beasts/ lion  .

lion[E]  has the composition - la- an   and the original Tamil  word is   mudan-k-kulai 
[ missing  letters-  the –and- ka -]- lion. 

lepide : charmingly, wittily, elegantly, pleasantly. 

lepide has the composition- la- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  manathai
kollai  kolla  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -captivatingly . 

lepide has the composition- la- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  mikka  
azhuku udaiya  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -elegant  /beautifully . 

lepide has the composition- la- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  ozhunku  
udaiya/ ulla -[ missing  letter- ka-]     perfectly  . 
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lepide has the composition- la- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   mathi  
ulla- cleverly .

lepide has the composition- la- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   naerththi
ulla  [missing  letter- Ra -] - elegant .

lepide has the composition- la-  pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  manathai   
sundi  izhukkum  padiyaaka [ missing  letters- sa -and- ka -] - enchantingly .   

 lepor lepos : charm, wit, elegance. 

lepor  has the composition - la- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   paer 
azhakum  nar kunamum   padaiththa /konda   pen [ missing letters- ka -and -the - ]   
beautiful  female   with  good nature ;  paer  - great;  azhaku-  beauty;  nar-  good;  
kunam-  character ; pen-  woman. 

lepor  has the composition - la- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   aan  
makanai  elithil   kavarum   paer  azhaku  udaiya   oru  pen makal [ missing letters-  
the- and -ka -] -  a beautiful  female  who  can attract  men easily ; aan makan-  male;  
kavarum-  attracting;  paer-  great;  azhagu- beauty;  pen -  female. 

wit [E]  has the consonants  -va- the- and the original Tamil word is  kotti- wit. 

lepus : hare, rabbit. 

lepus  has the composition- la- [-pa-]-  [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  muyal-  
hare. 
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rabbit[E]  has the consonants – Ra- [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word is  muyar 
kutti  [ missing  letter- ka-] - hare.

 hare [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  muyar  kutti 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – rabbit. 

letaliter : mortally, fatally. 

letaliter  has the composition- la- the- la- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  oru
vaelai   vipaththil  sikkiyavar/ noai  vaai  pattavar   uyir  izhakka/ izhanthida   
naeridalaam[  missing letter-  ka -  pa- and -sa- ] -  the accident  victim/ diseased 
person  might  loose the life  ;  oru vaelai-  possibly ;  uyir-  life;   vipaththu-  accident;  
sikkiyavar-  one who  caught ; noai-  illness   izhakka-  to  loose;  naeridalaam-  can 
occur. 

letalis : mortal, deadly, fatal. 

letalis  has the composition- la- the -la- sa- and the meaning of the  word is  aal  
seththu  madithindum   azhinthidum  / ozhinthidum   nilaiyil -; dying state;   seththu-  
died;  azhinthidu -   gone. 
 
deadly [E]  has the consonants - the -the -la -and the original Tamil  word is   
madinthidum  nilayil-  life threatening  state ;  madi- die;  nilai- state .

deadly [E]  has the consonants - the -the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
aapaththuaana  nilaiyil  -  in critical state ; aapaththu –danger. 

fatal [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
aapaththaana  nilayil-  in dangerous condition .
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fatal [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- la – and the original Tamil  word is  
madinthidum nilaiyil-    dying state ;  madi- die. 

fatal [E]  has the consonants-  pa- the- la – and the original Tamil  word is   uyir  
pirinthidum   nilaiyil [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- life threatening condition  ; uyir-  life;  
piriya- to leave  .

lethargus : drowsiness, apathy, sleepiness, coma. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
Tamil   makkludiaya  sooththira mozhi – language of the Tamil  people. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- [-sa -] - and the meaning of the word 
is  azhantha  urakkam  -deep sleep. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- [-sa -] - and the meaning of the word 
is   urakkam  kankali thazhuva- sleepiness. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka--sa -- and the meaning of the word is   
evithamaana   unarvakalum     sirithum mukathtil   illaathu -  no emotions on  the face;
unarvukal- feelings;  mukam- face; illaathu –without. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka--sa -- and the meaning of the word is   
sutru pura  suzhalil/ nikazhvukalil   evithamaana  eedupaadum  sirithum  indri   
[ missing  letter- pa-]- not interested in the surroundings ;  sutru  puram- 
surroundings;  nikazhvu -  incidents;  eedupaadu- interest;  indri –without. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- [-sa -] - and the meaning of the word 
is   neenda naeramaaka  noai vaai pattu       seththu   povatharkku   munnaal  moochcu
paechhu  indri / thookkam/    urakka/ mayakka   nilai - long  period of  unconscious / 
comatos state ;  needa-  long;   seththu  poka-  to die ;   noai-  disease;  mochchu  
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paechchu- indri-  unconscious / comatose ;   urakkam-  sleep ;  mayakkam-    
giddiness/ un conscious;  nilai-  status . 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
sompaeri  thanamaana  oru  vazhakkai - koodaathu ;  sompaeri  thanamaka  naalai/ 
pozhuthai   kazhikka  /  pokka  / selavazhikka  koodathu [  missing letter-  pa -]  - 
lethargic life ; sompaeri  thanam-  lethargic;  vaazhkkai-  life;  koodaathu-   should not 
do ; naal-  day;  pozhuthu-  time; kazhikka-  to  spend;  selavazhikka-  to  spend. 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
surusuruppaaka  naal / pozhuthu    muzhuvathum  irunthidal   vaendum[  missing 
letter-  pa -] -  one should   spend the time actively  ;  surusuruppu-  active;  naal-  day; 
pozhuthu-  time;  muzhuvathum-  whole .

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
ursaakam /aarvam  illatha mana nilai - lack of interest ; ursaakam/ aarvam -  interest ; 
illai-  without;  mana nilai-  mental  status . 

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word 
is   neenda  naeramaaka   urankuthal/    neel   thuir  kolluthal -  long  sleep ;  neenda 
naeram-  long time;  thuyil-  sleep .  

lethargus   has the composition- la- the-  Ra- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
ethilum/ eppozhuthum   eedupaadu / pattru / paasam  indri   ethilum  kavanam   
seluththaamal /evitha maana  unarchchiyum/ muka paavamum   indri     ekkanmum  
sorvodu    thannam- thaniyaaka    yaariranum paesaathu  / pazhakaathu   kanuvu 
ulakil  thani-aalaaka  /  kaathil katkkum maaya kuralodu  thaanae  paechchi kondo / 
siriththu  kondo   sansarikkum/ vaazhum  oru vakai  mana nilai /noei-   manam 
erandaaka pilantha - oru vakai   mana noei /  mana noei yin arikurikal  mattum illaathu
kaaichchal / thalai vali/ vaanthi / kai kaal valippu   pondra udal noei  arikurikaludan  
manadai / kapaalam   ottin ulla moolai /  thalai  soru  / allathu  moolai  urai yil  
paakteria  allathu  virus  kirumi thaakuthalaal    undaakum    
suram/kaaichahal[  missing letter-  pa -]  ;  spilt mind/ brain fever/ enchaphalitis 
lethargica  ;   ethilum-  in every thing ;  eppozhuthum-  always ;  eedu paadu-  
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interest ; pattru-  interest ; paasam-  passion ;  indri-  without;  kavanam-  attention;   
unarchchi-  emotions;  ,muka paavam-  facial  expressions;  ekkaamum -  every  
second;  sorvodu-  tiredness;  thannam thanaiyaaka-  all alone;    kaathu-  ear;  maaya 
kural-  hallucination ; paesaathu-  not talking ;  pazhakaathu -  not relating ;  kanau 
ulakil-  deamy world;   siriththu-  smiling;  vaazhum  -  living;  mana noei-  mental 
illness; erandaaka pilantha manam-  spilt mind;  erandu-  two ;  pilantha -  spilt;  
manam-  mind;     mandai odu-  skull ;  kapalm-  cephalus ;   moolai  suram-  brain 
fever;  moolai -  brain;  moolai urai  -  meninges;   thalai  soru-  brain ;  paakteria -  
bacteria;  virus -  virus ;  kirumi -  infecting agent ;   thaakka-  attack ; suram-  fever; 
kaaichchal-  fever. 

coma [E]  has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
mayakkam -    unconsciousness.

coma [E]  has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
muzhu  mayakkam -[ missing  letter- zha-]   fully  unconsciousness  .

 to sleep  [E] has the consonants -  the- [-sa-]- la -[-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is 
thuyila  - sleep .

to sleep  [E] has the consonants -  the- [-sa-]- la -[-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is  
meelaa  thuyil  - deep sleep. 

to sleep  [E] has the consonants -  the- sa- la -pa- and the original Tamil word is 
seththiduthal / seththu poathal -  die. 

sleep  [E] has the consonants - [-sa-]- la -pa- and the original Tamil word is   paayal- 
sleep . 

sleep  [E] has the consonants - [-sa-]- la -pa- and the original Tamil word is   paazhi -  
sleeping  place .

sleep  [E]  has  the consonants - [-sa-]- la -pa- and the other interpretation is  palli - 
sleep . 
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sleep  [E]  has  the consonants - [-sa-]- la -pa- and the other interpreation is  
mazhaampalam – sleep. 

 to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants – the- sa- la –[- pa-] - and the other interpretation is 
thunjiththal– to sleep .

to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants – the- [-sa-]- la –[- pa-] - and the other interpretation
is   emaiththal  - sleep.

to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants – the- [- sa-] - la – [-pa-]-- and the other 
interpretation is   adankuthal  [ missing  letter- ka-] – to sleep .

  to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants –  the- [- sa-] - la – pa-- and the other interpretation
is   paa-yil   paduththal– sleeping on the bed ; paai- mat.

to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants –  the-  sa- la – [- pa-] - and the other interpretation 
is   sayaniththal [Skt] – sleeping. 

to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants –  the-  sa- la – [- pa-] - and the other interpretation 
is    kan adaiththal -  to sleep / closing  the eyes ;  kan- eye; adai  -shut. 

to sleep  [E]  has  the consonants –  the-  sa- la – [- pa-] - and the other interpretation 
is  kan  mooduthal / kan saaithal -  to sleep/ die   .

sleep  [E]  has  the consonants - [-sa-]- la -pa- and the other interpretation is  yezhu / 
yezhummpu [ antonym]– raise  /wake up .

sleep  [E]  has  the consonants - sa- la -pa- and the other interpretation is  
ezhupputhal/  palli  ezhuchchei  -  waking  up [ antonym] .

sleep  [E]  has  the consonants - [-sa-]- la –[-pa-] - and the other interpretation is   yael 
[ antonym -]-  wake up. 
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drowsy [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra -va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
arai   thokkam - slight sleep . 

drowsy [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra -va  -[-sa-]- -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  unarvu  kundri -  drowsy ;  kurainthu  varum  unarvu  .

drowsy [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra -va  - [-sa-]- -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is neenda urakkam- prolonged   sleep . 

drowsy [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra –va- [-sa-]-   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aazhntha   urakkam [ missing  letter- zha-]  - deep sleep;  aazhntha- deep;  
urakkam- sleep.  

drowsy [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra -va –[-sa-]- -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kan ayarnthida -  sleepy .

stupor [E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the –pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
paathi  urakkam/ arai  thookam [ missing  letter-  ka -]   drowsy / middle of the sleep . 

stupor [E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the –[- pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil  word 
is   neenda urakkam [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  deep  sleep. 

stupor [E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the –[- pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil  word 
is  kan  ayarnthida  [ missing  letter-  ka -]   -sleepy.  

stupor [E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the –[- pa-] - Ra - and the   other 
interpretation  is  niththirai [Skt] - sleep. 

stupor [E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the –[- pa-] - Ra - and the   other 
interpretation  is  ananthar [Skt] – sleep .

aware [E] has the consonants  -va -  Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  arivu -  
knowledge .
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aware [E] has the consonants - va -  Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   unarvu- 
sense/ conscious .

aware [E] has the consonants - va -  Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
pirakkinai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  conscious. 

aware [E] has the consonants - va -  Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
urakkm  neenki – getting awake. 

aware [E] has the consonants - va -  Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kan urakkam-  sleep [antonym]. 

leto : to kill, slay. 

leto  has the composition- la- the- and the meaning of the word is    azhithidu – 
eliminate  .

leto  has the composition- la- the- and the meaning of the word is     aalai   ozhithidu - 
kill . 

leto  has the composition- la- the- and the meaning of the word is    aalai  keelae  thalli
kaththiyaal  muthukilum  kazhuththilum kuththui   kollu [ missing letter-  ka -]-  stab 
with the knief  on the back  and neck of the man after pulling him down and kill him; 
aal-  person;   keelae thalli-  to  pull/push  him down;   kaththi-  knife;  muthuku-  back;
kazhuththu-  neck;  kuththu-  to stab ;  kollu-  to kill .   

kill [E] has the consonants – ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   kollu – kill . 

kill [E] has the consonants – ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is    azhikka- to ruin . 

kill [E] has the consonants – ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   olikka-  to kill.  
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 to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   
anankuthal-   to kill. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  ekuthal – 
to kill. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kaathuthal-
to kill.

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kaathal- to 
kill.

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
navaiththal-  to kill .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
kaazhththamai-  daing to kill.

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  adu  kural [
missing  letter- Ra -]  – to kill. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
veezhthuthal-  to kill/ defeat .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
vilankuthal-  to kill/ swallow. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  saaka  
adiththal-[ missing  letter- sa-]- to kill . 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  veekuthal- 
to kill. 
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to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
neekkuthal-  to kill .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
vathaiththal-  to kill .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kolai  
thozhil-   murder as one’s  profession; kolai- murder; thozhil- job. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  thookkil  
thonka  viduthal – to hang. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kaththiyaal 
muthukil  kuththi   kolluthal-  killing  with a knife  ; kaththi- knife;   muthuku- back ;  
kuththu- stab; koluu- kill. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   vaal  
kondu thalaiyaei  vetti  aalai/ kuththa  -vaaliyaei   kolluthal- to kill   a person  with a 
sword; vaal- sword; vettu –cut;  thalai- head  ;  aal- person;  kuththavaali- accused.  

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   kai  kaalai  
katti  thoakku  kondu  suduthal – to kill with a gun;  thoakku- gun;  sudu- shoot. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  
aazhamaana  kai   kaalai  katti   kadal  thanniyil  thalli  kolluthal – to throw in the deep 
sea  water with hands and legs tied .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kattaiyaal  
thalai- yil  adiththu  kolluthal- to kill a person with a wood striking on his head;  thali- 
head; kattai –wood; adikka- attack.  

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  kallai   
thalai -yil  ittu  kolluthal-  to kill a person with stone.
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to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  unavil  
nanju  vaiththu / kalanthu  kolluthal  [ missing  letter- sa-] -to kill by  poisoning  one’s 
food;  nanju- poison;  unavu- food. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  veettukku  
thee vaiththu kolluthal/    thee ittu kolluthal   /theeyil  thalli  kolluthal -  to push 
someone in the fire to kill him . 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   
kazhuththai  neriththu  kolluthal [ missing  leter-  Ra -]- to kill by strangulating one’s 
neck;  kazhuththu- neck; nerikka - strangulate .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  vedi  
vaiththu  kolluthal  -  to bomb to kill;  vedi- bomb.   

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   
naakaththai   kadikka  vittu  kolluthal  -  to kill some one with a cobra bite ; naakam-  
cobra .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is  thoonka  
vidaamal  kolluthal- to kill some one by  sleep  deprivation .

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   unna  
unavu / thanni  kodukkaathu  kolluthal-  to kill by  starvation ;  unavu- food;  thanni- 
water. 

to kill [E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la- - and the original Tamil word is   nanju  
thadaviya  ampai  eithi aalai   kolluthal [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] -  to kill some 
one with a  poisoned arrow; ampu – arrow ;  nanju- poison. 

slay [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la-  and the original Tamil  word is   azhi -  
eliminate. 

slay [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la-  and the original Tamil  word is   alai - sly / kill .
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slay [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la-  and the original Tamil  word is   ozhi- 
eliminate.

slay [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - la-  and the original Tamil  word is   aalai   ozhi -  
eliminate the person;  aal- person ; ozhi- eliminate.  

letum : death, ruin, annihilation. 

letum  has the composition- la -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is madinthu 
keelae  veezhnthidu  [ missing letter-  ka -]  - losing the life and falling down; 
madinthu-  dead; keelae vila-  to fall down .

letum  has the composition- la -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  azhintha  
malai  kottaiyum  athan mathilum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  ruined  rock  fort  and  it’s  
wall ;  azhinthu-  ruined; malai  kottai- rock fort; mathil-  wall. 

           Magical  letter-   thee/the   =  fire /thunder/  hot /sound / water/ cool  .

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thutti- 
death .

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  maainthidu- 
die. 

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  madinthidu -
die .

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thaputhi 
[ missing  letter-  pa-] - death . 
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death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  nedu  thuyil  
[missing  letter- la-]- long sleep/ death  .

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the interpretation  of the word  is  
aanantham [Skt] – death / bliss .

death [ E]   has the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is theettu- 
taboo. 

levamen : alleviation, mitigation, solace, refreshment. 

levamen  has the composition- la- va-  ma- an  - and the meaning of the word is  
makkal  manathil   amaithi  undaakka vaendum [missing letter-  the-] - to  calm the 
mind of  the  people;  makkal-  people;  manthil-  mind;  amaithi-  peace;  undaakka-  
to  make;  nattu  makkalaidaiyae amaithi  nilava vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]  - 
peace should prevail among the citizens; naadu-  country;  makkal-  people;  amaithi-  
peace;  nilava-  to prevail . 

 
leviculus : empty-headed, vain, silly. 

leviculus has the composition-  la- va- ka- la -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
ullae  kali munnai/sem munnai   konda thalai / mandai  [ missing letter- the -] - head  
filled with only  mud ; ullae-  inside;  kali mun-  mud;  sem mun-  red soil;  thala-  head;
mandai-  head. 

leviculus has the composition-  la- va- ka- la -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vaelai  ellam  veenaka -  work  done was  totally a waste ;  vaelai-  work;  ellam-  all;  
veenaaka-  waste . 

vain [E]  has the consonants-  va-  an- and the original Tamil word is   veen – vain.
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head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is koradam[ missing 
letter-Ra-] - head.

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  maththakam- 
head/ forehead/ head of elephant.

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is   vara  
kaaththiram [ missing  letter- Ra -] – head. 

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is   kondai  - top of 
the head .

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  sayinthavam 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – head. 

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  mani  makudam- 
crown .

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  soodikai [ missing
letter- sa-] - top of the head/ crown. 

head[E] has the consonants-  ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  kudumi -  tuft of 
hair over the top of the head. 

neurology [E]  has the consonants  -an- Ra- la –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   
narampiyal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   study of nerves. 

cerebrum [E]  has the consonants – sa-Ra -pa -Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
perum moolai  soaru / peru moolai paruppu [ missing  letter- la-] -  big brain .  

cerebellum [E]  has the consonants-  sa- Ra- pa- la- ma -and the original  Tamil  word is
siru moolai soaru /paruppu  -  small brain. 
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neuron[E]  has the consonants – an- Ra- an -and the original Tamil  word is  narampu  
anu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   neural  cell. 

neuralgia  [E]   has the consonants  -na- Ra- la -ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  
narampu  vali [ missing  letter- pa-]- 

levidensis : thin, slight, poor. 

levidensis has the composition - la- va- the- an –[-sa-] – [-sa-] - and the meaning of the
word is  illiyaana / melintha  udal/ elumpum  tholum- maana  kaayam / kattai / 
udampu – lean /skinny  body ;  elumpu/ enpu - bone; thole- skin ;  udampu- body .

levidensis has the composition - la- va- the- an –[-sa-] – [-sa-] - and the meaning of the
word is  vaazhkai  vaahza  vazhi  illaatha  yaezhi  kudi makan – a poor citizen who has 
no means to live;  vaazhkkai- life; vaazha- live;  vazhi- way; yaezhi- poor;  kudimakn- 
citizen. 
 
levidensis has the composition - la- va- the- an -sa- sa- and the meaning of the word is
melithaana/ sannamaana  thankathiilaana   kai   valaiyalum   kaalukku  velli  kaal 
kolusum   vaendum -  in  need of a  a thin and slender  golden bangle  and a silver 
anklet ;  melithaana-  thin;  sannamaana -  slender;   thankam-  gold;  valaiyal- bangle; 
kai-  hand;  kaal-  leg;  velli-  silver; kolusu- anklet;  vaendum-  in need of .

levidensis has the composition - la- va- the- an -sa- sa- and the meaning of the word is
maanaththodu   nalla  vaazhkkai  vazha   vasathiyaana  veedo  vaasalo   illaatha   
yaezhmai  nilai - poverty striken  life  where  one   can not afford  for a decent  life , 
not even having a house to live ;  maanam -  prestige;  nalla -  good; vaazhkkai-  life;  
vaazha-  to live;  vasathi-  comfort;  veedu-  house; illaatha-  without  ; yaezhmai - 
poverty ; nilai-  status .

poor[E]  has the consonants  -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   erappor- poor. 

poor[E]  has the consonants  -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   nirappor- poor .  
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poor[E]  has the consonants  - pa--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   panchaiyar 
[ misisisng  letter- sa-] - poor .

poor[E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-] --Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  variyavar 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - poor .

poor[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   yaethilaar 
[ missing  letter-  the -and -la-] – poor persons. 

poor[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -Ra -and the other interpretation  is  thariththirar
[missing letter-the-]– poor.     

poor[E]  has the consonants  - pa--Ra -and the other interpretation  is  paraari -  one 
who is on the road. 

poor[E]  has the consonants  - pa--Ra -and the other interpretation  is  
pikkaari[ missing  letter- ka-] – low class  people  .

poor[E]  has the consonants  - pa--Ra -and the other interpretation  is  pooriyar -  base
people. 

levis : rapid, swift / unimportant / fickle, inconstant / unstable. 

swift[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –va- the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vithuppu [ missing  letter-  pa-]  -swift /speed. 

levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is vaekam ulla  
-having  speed ; vaekam-  speed;  ulla-  having .

 levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is mukkiyam 
illai- unimportant  ;  mukkiyam-  important;  illai-  without/nil  
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levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  vaelaikku  
oru  mano   nilai [  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  unstable  mind.

levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  nilai illa 
ullam - fickle mind .

levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is alai paayum 
ullam  [ missing letter- pa-] - wavering mind .

levis  has the composition- la- va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
ozhunkeenamaaka  - irregular .

stable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- [-pa -]-la -  and the original Tamil  word is  
nilaiyaana  thanmai -  stable nature. 

stable[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- pa -a -  and the original Tamil  word is  
nilaipaadu –stability .

 
levis : light, slight, trivial / beardless, bald / light-armed. 

levis has the composition- la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  thaadi  illa  
mukam[  missing letter-  the -] - beardless face;  thaadi-  beard ;  illa-  without; 
mukam-  face. 

levis has the composition- la- va- sa-and the meaning of the word is  sottai thalai  
ullavan  [  missing letter-  the -] - one with bald head ; sottai thalai-  bald headed;  
ullavan-  one who has. 

levis has the composition- la- va-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vala  kai  
pazhakkam ullavan [  missing letter-  pa-] - right handed man  ;  valam- right;  kai-  
hand;  pazhakkam-  habbit.  
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levis has the composition- la- va- sa- and the meaning of the word is  mika laesaana-  
light  . 

levis has the composition- la- va- sa- and the meaning of the word is  mukkiyam illa 
visayam -  unimportant  matter;  mukkiyam-  important;  illai-  nil;  visayam -  matter. 

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
is vazhkkai  mandai [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  bald head.

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
sottai thalai[ missing  letter- sa-] - bald head ;  sottai- baldness;  thalai- head. 

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
thalai   mudiyaei  ezhantha - loss of hair - thalai- head;  mudi- hair;  ezhanthu- loose .

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
maliththa thalai-  shaved head.

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
thalaiyil  mudi illai/ mudi illaatha thalai-  no hair in the head;   thalai- head;  mudi- 
hair;  illai- nil .

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
mottai thalai-  shaved head .

bald [ E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning   
kalatham [ missing  letter- ka-]- bald.

beard  [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra -the - and the original Tamil word is  thaadi 
mayir - hair of the beard ;   thaadi- beard ;  mayir- hair .

 leviter : lightly, softly, slightly. 
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leviter has the composition- la- va -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is kanam  
illatha ondru-  the one which has less weight ; kanam-  weight;  illatha-  without;  
ondru-  one.

leviter has the composition- la- va -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
ezhithaaka thookka kudiya  kanam illatha  porul[ missing letter-  pa -] - the one with 
less weight which can be easily  lifted;  ezhithaaka  thookka koodiya - easily  lifted ;  
kanam illatha -  no weight ; porul-  item . 

*****levo : to smooth, polish. 

levo has the composition- la- va - and the meaning of the word is  vazhu  vazhu  vena- 
smoothly .

polish[E] the composition- pa- la -sa-and the meaning of the word is  palichchida sei   -
to shine [ missing letter-  the -] .

levo : to raise, lift up / relieve, ease / diminish, weaken, impair.

 levo  has the composition –la- va-  and the meaning of the word is  ezhuka -  to raise 
up. 

lex *****legis : law, statute / covenant, agreement 

lex has the composirion- la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  vazhakku – 
legal  case. 
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lex has the composirion- la- ka- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  vaai mozhi  sollu-
give promise. 

lex has the composirion- la- ka- [- sa-] --  and the meaning of the word is  oththu kolla  
vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to agree. 

lex has the composirion- la- ka- [- sa-] --  and the meaning of the word is  kattalai  idu [
missing  letter-  the -]  –to order. 

libatio : libation. 

libatio has the consonants- la -pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  padaiyal – 
offering to god. 

libatio has the consonants- la – [- pa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is   kovil   
kuda  muzhukaattu   vizhaa [ missing   letter- ka-]  – pouring  water  over the  sacred 
vessels of the temple – consecration  ; kudam- vessel ;  kovil –temple .

libatio has the consonants-  la –  pa- –the- and the original Tamil  word is   kovil  silai  
-yaei   kulippaattuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  bathing  the temple idol;  kovil- temple; 
silai- idol;  kuliyal - bath .

libatio   has the composition-la- pa -the- and the meaning of the word is  panai   
/thennai   maraththu  kallai  / paalai / Cavaeri  aatru  thanniyaei    aandavanukku  
padikka vaedum  [  missing letters- ka  -and -Ra -] -  toddy / alcoholic drink / milk/ 
Cavaeri  water to be offerd to god  ;  panai maram-  palm tree;  kallu-  toddy;   
aandavan- god; padaika/ padaiyal - libate ; paal- milk; aaru –river; thanni –water. 

libatio   has the composition-la- pa -the- and the meaning of the word is   kudaththil/ 
paanaiyil    irunthu  ennai yaei  /  nei yaei  /thooimaiyaana  thanni   yaei  
/santhanaththai  / paalai  [  panchaa  amirtham ]   yaei   maelae   irunthu  saami  
silaiyin maelae uooththi / uootri /theliththu   silai yaei   nandraaka  kazhuvi   thooimai 
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seithida vaendum[  missing letters- ka- Ra -and  sa-]  ;  method of consecration – long 
version .

libatio   has the composition-la- pa -the- and the meaning of the word is  Siva   
perumaanukkaana  / aandavanukkana/ palani aandikkaakaana     padaiyal  
/aaraathanai / abisaeka     porutkalaana    pattu aadai  ]  paal /  vaazhai pazham/maam
pazham/  pala pazham/  koiyya pazham /thiraachchai pazahm / apple pazham /  
munthri pazham /  karumpu /  kaai kari  / kilangu  vakai kal / arisi  /thaaniya vakai kal /
vaazhai ilai / mallikai  poo/ rosa malar/sevanthi  poo/mullai poo/ kanakaamparam / 
nei/ thaenkaai / santhanam /kunkumam / thiru neer/ karpooram/ kuththu vilakku / 
uoothu paththi / vaasani porutkal / thank vaira nakaikal     ….[  missing letters-  ka -Ra 
-and -sa-] .--the  list of  objects  offered  to  god . 

libellus : little book. 

libellus  has the compositon- la- pa- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  sinna  
panai olai  nool- a  small  palm  leaf book ;  sinna- small;  panai  olai- palm leaf; nool-  
book. 

libellus  has the compositon- la- pa- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  siru  
pillaikalukkaana   nool [ missing letters-  Ra -and- ka -]  - a book  for little children ;  
siru  pillaikal-  little children ;  nool-  book. 

libenter : willingly, with pleasure. 

libenter has the composition- la -pa -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is ula 
poorvaththudan[ missing letter-  ka -] - willingly .
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libenter has the composition- la -pa -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
ullam  perum  makizhvu  kondu [  missing letter-  ka -] - with great mental happiness;  
ullam- mind;  perum-  great; makizhvu-  pleasure;  kondu-  having . 

willingly [E]  has the composition  -va -la- an- ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  
ullam makizhvu  kaana  -  mental  happiness;  ullam-  mind; makizhvu-  happiness; 
kaana -  to  see/ to have .

pleasure  [E]  has  the consonants – pa- la- sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word  ullam   
kollum   perum   makizhchchi [ missing letter- ka-] – mental  happiness ;  ullam- soul;  
kollum-having;  peru- big/ great; makizhchchi- happiness.

pleasure  [E]  has  the consonants – [- pa-] - la- sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word  
manam/ manasu/  ullam   niravi kolla – [ missing letter- ka-] –  mental gratification;  
niraivu- satisfaction ;  manam- mind.

pleasure  [E]  has  the consonants –  pa- la-  sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word 
manasu /ullam  perum   viruppam  kolla[  missing letter- ka-]- desire;viruppam- 
desire/ viruppam kondu 
.

pleasure  [E]  has  the consonants – [- pa-] - la-  [-sa-]- Ra –and the original Tamil word 
nalammura-  well being.
.

liber : child, offspring. 

liber has the composition- la- pa- Ra - and the meaningof the word is    peyar  paraiya  
oru pillai – a   child  to bear one’s name  .

liber has the composition- la- pa- Ra - and the meaningof the word is   petru  eduththa
/eendru eduththa  pillai [ missing  letter-  the -]- the child  deliverd ;  pillai- child. 
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liber has the composition- la- pa- Ra - and the meaningof the word is   pillai paeru 
/peru - to  have  a child ;  pillai- child ;  paeru- gift .

liber has the composition- la- pa- Ra - and the meaningof the word is   siru pillai  
[ missing letter-sa-] - small child.

child [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuzha  kolunthu- kuzhanthai-[ missing  letter- ka-]  - child.  

child [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thav-val--[ missing  letter- ka-] - child .

child [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]   - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mathalai  -child. 

child [E]  has the consonants  - sa-  - la- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
savalai  kuzhanthai -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  neglected child .

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic  word - taw [ book] .

taw   has the consonants  -the- va- and the interpretation of the word is  
puththakam  [ missing  letter- pa-]   -book .

taw  has the consonants  -the- va- and the  original Tamil  word is  suvadi [ missing  
letter- sa-]  -book .

liber libri : book. 

liber has the composition- la- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is panai  olai noor 
– palm leaf book;  panai  olai- palm leaf ;  nor- book. 
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liber has the composition- la-[- pa-]- Ra - and the meaning of the word is oru  nool -  a 
book  ;  pala noor -  many  books ;  marai   nool -  sacred book;  oru-  one ;  nool-  
book;  marai-  sacred ; pala- many;  noor-  book; noorkal[ missing  letter- ka-] - books . 

book [E]   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is  suvadi  
[missing  letter - sa  -and- the -]-  book.

book [E]   has the consonants - pa-ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
paada  puththakam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] -book .

book [E]   has the consonants – [ -pa-] -ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is
kai yaedu [ missing  letter- the -] -  hand book .

book [E]   has the consonants – -pa--ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
padikka [ missing  letter- the -]   - read.

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  oathuka[ missing  letter- the -]   -  read /recite .

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  nikandu [ missing  letter- the -]    -  glossary  synonyms and meanings of words/ 
lexicon .

book [E]   has the consonants – pa-ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vaasikka/ vaasippu  [ missing  letter- sa-] – eduation / reading  .

book [E]   has the consonants – -[-pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  katchcham[ missing  letters-  the and- sa-] - a treatise / magic art. 

book [E]   has the consonants – -pa--ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kalampakam [ missing  letter- la-] -  a maths book .

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaelvi [ missing  letter- la-]- book /education .
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book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  nuvanam-  educational  book . 

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  kok-kokam -  book on sexuality. 

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  aakamam-  religious scriptures. 

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  kavali  [ missing  letter- la-] -  bundle of books .

book [E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] --ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  saakai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  part of  Vaetham /Vaetha [Skt].

book [E]   has the consonants – pa--ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
elampakam [ missing  letter- la-] - chapter of a book.

canto [E]   has the consonants-  ka- an- the- and the interpretation  of the wordis 
kaandam-  section  of a  book. 

page[E] has the consonants  -pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word  is pakkam- page. 

liberalis : courteous, generous, gentlemanly. 

liberalis  has the consonants -la -pa –Ra-la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word is   nar 
panpukal  niraiya  ulla   [ missing  letter-  ka-] –with good manners; nar-/nal- good;  
panpukal- manners;  mikuthi- excess.

liberalis  has the consonants -la -pa –Ra-la- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil word is   
nalla muraiyil   valarkka  patta thiru  makan / kuzhanthai/ siruvan   [ missing  letters-  
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the- and- ka-]- good brought up  ;  nalla-  good;  murai- method;  valarkka- grow;  
makan- son;  kuzhanthai –child;  siruvan- little boy/paiyan  .

liberalis  has the consonants -la -pa –Ra-la-sa-–and the original Tamil word is   serum  
sirappum  ulla   uyar  kudiyil   piranthavar  [ missing  letters- the- and-  ka-] – a man of 
good birth ;  uyar- high; kulam- family;  pirapu- birth/piranthitta  .

liberalis  has the consonants -la -pa –Ra-la-sa-–and the original Tamil word is   
ennaththilum  seyalilum   thaaraala  kunam  ulla  [  missing  letters-  the- and- ka-] – 
generous ;   ennam- thought ;  seyal-action;  kunam- nature. 

liberalitas : courtesy, kindness, generousity / a grant. 

libralitas   has the consonants- la –pa- Ra- la -the –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  uyirkalidiththil / yaezhi  makkalidaththil  erakkam  kollum nalla  
kunam / panpu [missing  letter- ka-] -  kindness towards poor people;  yaezhai makkal-
poor people;  erakam- kindness;  kind- erakkam/ karunai [Skt] kondidu ; nalla- good;  
panpu- character.

libralitas   has the consonants- la –pa- Ra- la -the –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  maanthar/ ulakam poatrum   nalla    panpu  kooruklai     oruvar  
kondiriththal  mikavum   avasiyamaakum  / thaevai –yaakum[ missing  letters- ka-]   – 
it is necessary  that  every one should possess good manners; maanthar- world; 
ulakam- world;  poatrum- appreciating;  nalla- good;  panpu  koorukal - character  
traits;   kondiru- have/ kondirikka vaendum ;  avasiyam- necessary;  thaevai- 
necessary. 

Kind[E]  has the consonants- ka- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   erai kan 
kondu [ missing  letter- Ra -] – with kindness;  erai kan- kindness .
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liberatio : release, liberation, acquittal, setting free. 

libratio  has the consonants-  la- pa – Ra- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   viduthalai   pera  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to get  independence ;  
viduthalai – freedom;  peruka- get. 

libratio  has the consonants-  la- pa – Ra- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  adaukku  murai - yaei  ethirththu  viduthalai  pera  vaendum   [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
to get librated from  oppression .

libratio  has the consonants-  la- pa – Ra- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  siraiyil  irunthu  thandanai  kaalaththai  poorththi  / niraivu   seitha   kutra-  vaaliyaei
kaithi  yaei  virainthu   viduthalai   seithida vaendum  [ missing  letters- sa- and-  ka-] –  
release the  criminal   at the earliest  from the prison  who has completed his term ;  
sirai- prison ;  thanimai sirai – prison ;  thandanai- punishment; kaalam- time; niraivu- 
complete;kutra vaali- accused; virainthu- speedily ; viduthalai- 
independence/freeedom;  seithido-do it.

libratio  has the consonants-  la- pa – Ra- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nam  thaai  naattin   viduthalai   - yaei  uyirai   panayam   vaiththu  / kuruthi   / 
uthiram  sinthi   / thuppaakki yaenthi   / eppaadu- pattaavathu  /poar kalaththil  ethiri-
yaei  ethirththu   poraadi / puratchhci  seithu / theruvil  eranki  poraadi/    viraivil  pera
vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and -sa-]- ] to attain the independence to our nation at
the earliest by  fighting  the enemy /shedding blood in the battle field;  nam- our; 
naadu- state; viduthalai- freedom;uyir- life; kuruthi-blood; poar kalam- battle field; 
ethiri- enemy; poraadu- fight/poraada vaendum;  viraivil- at the earliest;  peruka –
receive.

libratio  has the consonants-  la- [-pa-]  – Ra- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  veliyaetra  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]  – release/ veliyil viduka   .

libero : to lift (an obstacle), raise. 
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libero  has the consonants- la- [-pa-]-  -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
maelae  uyarththu[ missing  letter-  the -] - raise ;  maelae- up;  uyarththu – raise.

rise[E]   has the consonanst-  Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  yaerpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – rise. 

libertas : freedom, liberty, independence / frankness, candor. 

libertas   has the consonants-  la -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  adimai   thalaiyaei    aruththu eriya  - unfetter;  adimai  thalai - slavery ;  
aruththu eriya- tear.

libertas   has the consonants-  la -[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kai kaal  vilankai /  irumpu  sankili-yaei / udaiththu  erika [missing  letter- 
ka-]  - unshackle ; kai kaal vilanku- shackle ;   irumpu- ferrous/ iron/ karum-pon ; 
sankili[Skt] - chain/ kazhuththil  aniyum mani  maalai  ;   udaiththu  erika - break . 

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  viduthalai / suthanthiram[Skt]  pera  vaendum- to get freedom ;  
viduthalai- independence ; peraka  -receive . 

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  pothu  / saamanya[Skt] makkal  / makkalukkaaka    porukki / thaernthu  
eduakkapatta     paaralumandra/ naadalumandra   urippinarkalai   kondu    thun   
aatchchi / kudi  arasu  aatchi   seithida/ amiththida / malarnthida /    urimai   pera  
vaendum /  koden kole mannar  aatchchiyil   irunthu  viduthalai   pera vaendum 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -to  get  librated  from the oppressive  king’s rule and to from a  
republic  rule run  by the  selected  common members of the parliament ;   pothu 
makkal-  general public;    makkalukkaaka  -  for the people ;   thaenthu  edukka patta- 
selected ;  paarulumandram- parliament ;  urippinar- members;  thun aatchchi- self 
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rule/ autonomus ;   kudi arasu- republic;   amaiththida  -to form  ; urimai- rights;  
peruka- receive .

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  pothu- vidaththil  veli  padaiyaaka   paesum urimai    pera  [ missing  
letter- ka-] - right to  speak   the truth in the public place  ; pothu idam- public palce;  
veli padaiyaaka- frankly ;  paesum- speaking;  urimai- rights; peruka- receive . 
 
libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kattu  paattil  -irunthu  viduthalai  pera [ missing  letter- ka-] -freedom 
from restrictions;  katttu paadu- control; viduthalai- freedom .

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thadai -atra   seyal  aatrum thani manitha  urimai  pera  - unrestricted  
individual  rights to function  on one’s own;  thadai atra- unrestricted;  seyal aatra- to  
function  ‘ thanimanitha-  individual;  urimai- rights. 

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  paechhcu urimai/ ezhuththu / karuththu   urimai / vazhi paattu urimai/ 
samaya kolkai  urimai/ matha kotpaadu  urimai / varumai  thavirppu urimai /  mozhi  / 
inam/  niram /  saathi  / kalvi  kolkai  vaerupaadu  /   paaku paadu   kuriththa  achcham
thavirppu  urimai  / paal iyal  urimai/  mana urimai /   suthanthiram /  panpaattu / 
kalasaara   urimai   kattu paattil irunthu  -  poraadi   viduthalai   pera [ missing  letter- 
ka-] - libration  from control over freedom of speech/ writing/  religious activites /  
poverty /  fear / cultural activities /  sexual  activites   / language - racial -  cultural 
activites  / educational  restrictions  ;   paechchu  urimai- right to speak ;  ezhuththu 
urimai- right to write;   karuththu  urimai- right of thinking;   vazhi paattu  urimai- right
to worship ;   matha urimai-  religious  rights;   moxhi- language;  ianm- race;  saathi 
-caste;  kalvi- education;   sexual rights;   mana urimai- marriage rights;  panpaadu-  
culture ; kalasaaram- culture;  viduthalai- freedom .
 
libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   pirar  aatharavu  illaamal  - thar  saarpudun    aatchhci  aalum  urimai  
udaiya[ missing  letter- ka-]   - the right to rule   independently   without the  support  
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of others;    pirar aatharavu- support ;  illaamal  -without / nil /  onnum illaamal  - 
without;  thar saarpu- independency ; aatchi  aala- rule ;  urimai- rights .

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thun aatchhci  puriya  seyal urimai - liberty  to have self rule;   thun 
aatchi- independent rule;  puriya-  carry out [ ondrai  puriya  vaendum  ] ;  seyal -act;  
urimai- rights.

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kodun- kole  aatchchiyil irunthu   viduthalai  pera [ missing  letter- ka-] 
-freedom from oppreesive rule ;  kodunkole-  oppressive rule;  viduthalai- freedom .

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thaevai  atra / muran paadu  udaiya   vithikalin  kattupaadu - atra  thun 
urimai seyal aatral [ missing  letter- ka-] -vithikal- rules; kattupadu- restrictions; atra- 
without;  thun urimai- self rights ;  seyal- action ;  aatral- talent.

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- sa-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  sirai saali yil  irunthu  viduthalai seika  / maruththuva manaiyil- irunthu  
viduvikka   /  arasu  pathavi- yil / poruppil irutnhu  viduvikka [ missing  letter- ka-] - to 
release from prison/ to get discharged fromhospital / to get relieved from duties;  sirai
saalai- prison/thanimai sirai  ;  viduthalai- freedom ;  maruththuva manai- hospital; 
arasu- government;  pathavi- post/ poruppu- responsibility ;  viduvikka- to get 
discharged.

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thaai naattin   viduthalai  poaril  vetri pera  endrandum  num  
vaazhththukkal -[ missing  letter- ka-] - best wishes for the  fight to get freedom  for 
your  home  country ;   thaai naadu- mother nation;  viduthalai- freedom ;  poar- war ; 
vetri pera- to get win;  endrandrum- always;  num- ours;  vaazhththukkal- greetings .

libertas   has the consonants-  la -[-pa-] - Ra- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   ullaththil  naermai - honesty ;  ullam- soul;  naermai- honesty / 
unmaiyaanathu  .
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libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  velai padaiyaaka  paesum nar panpu udaiya   [ missing  letter- ka-] -one 
who speaks frankly;  velipadaiyaaka- frankly;  paesum- speaking ;  nar panpu- good 
manners.

libertas   has the consonants-  la -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   kallam  kapadam  indri  [ missing  letter- ka-] - guileless. 

                                English  word -desire .

desire has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is 
aathuram[Skt] - desire .

desire has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  
rathi [Skt ]-  desire /coitus

desire has the consonants - the –sa-- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   patru / 
patraasai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  desire. 

desire has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - Ra -and the other interpretaion  of the word
is   is  virumpida [ missing  letters-pa-  and - ka-]- desire .

desire has the consonants - the –sa- Ra -and the other interpretaion  of the word is   
is  paer aasai kondu [ missing  letters-  pa- and-  ka-]-   avarice .

libido : whim, caprice, violent desire, passionate longing. 

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  kaamaththu  
paal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  libido .
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libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   paal  ina  
unarchhciyaal   untha -paduthal [ missing  letters-Ra-  and -  sa-]  -  sexual urge ;  paal  
inam - sex/kaamam ;  unarchchi- feeling;  untha paduthal-  to get  urged.

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   
unarchhciyaal   untha  paduthal [ missing  letters- Ra-  and -  sa-]  - urge   / impulse; 
unarchchi- feeling;  untha paduthal-  urge.

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   kattu  
paduththa  mudiyaatha/ iyalaatha  paal ina  mokam / kaamam  [missing  letter- ka-]  -  
uncontrolable  sexual desire ; kattu paduththu- control;  iyalaatha -can not;  paal ina- 
sexual;  kaamam- sexual desire.  

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   aan / pen 
manathil   ezhunthidum   iyalpaana  paal ina   ichchai  /aasai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  
natural  sexual  desire of men /women ; aan- man;  pen- woman;  manathu- mind; 
iyalpaana- natural;  aasai- desire.

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   pollaatha   
paal -ina   avaa /  aaval / vaetkai /thaakam [Skt][ missing  letter-  ka -] - sexual desire ; 
paal inam- sex;  aaval- eager;  vaetkai- thirst .

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   ullaththil   
ezhunthidum /  ponkidum  / ponki vazhinthidum  kaama/ paal ina    ennam  [missing  
letter- ka-]   -  strong  sexual  thoughts racing  in the mind;  ullam- soul;  ponkidum- 
surging;   vazhiya- flowing out;  kaamam- sexual desire.

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pen /aan  piththaana  ullaththil  yezhum  pollaatha   ennam  - a  whim/   bad thought  
from the mad mind;  piththu- mad;  ullam- soul;  ennam- thought.

 libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  kaama   
vaetkai yaal   aat- kolla patta  manathu  [ missing  letter -ka -]   -overwhelmed  by 
desire ;kaama- sexual desire;  vaetkai -thirst . 
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libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the  other interpretation is   sepala   
puththi [Skt] / manathu / ullam  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  mind which  desires   
/caprice  / whim ;  sapalam- desire   .  

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the   original Tamil word / meaning  is   
pen  piththu  pidiththal /   adaithal  -   paasionate longing  for women ;  pen- woman;  
piththu- madness. 

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kalaviyal  inpam  adainthida   /thudiththidum   ullaththil  ezhum  vaetkai  / naattam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] ;   strong desire to have seual pleaure  ; kalaviyal- sexual ;  inpam-
pleasure; ullam- soul;  naattam- desire.

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
udal  inpam  thaedum/ naadum  ullam- deisire to have sexual pleasure  ;   udal- body;  
inpam- pleasure;  thaedum- seeking; ullam- soul.

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
udal  inpam-   sexual pleasure ;  udal-body / udampu ;  inpam- pleasure. 

libido  has the composition- la- pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
paal iyal  / paal ina  naattam / eedu paadu ;  sexual  motive  ;  paal inam-   sex/ 
kaamam/ mokam ;  naattam - interest . 

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
udal  uravu   kolla  ullaththil    ponki  ezhum  nattam  /avaa [  missing  letters- Ra- and- 
ka -] - desire  to have sexual relationship ;   udal uravu- sexual  relationship ; kolla- to 
have;   ezhum- arising;  avaa- desire. 
.
libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
punarchchi   inpaththil  aazhnthida    ullam kollum  naattam  [ missing  letters- Ra -and 
-sa-] - mental  desire to have sexual intercourse;  punarchchi - sexual intercourse ; 
naattam- interest . 
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libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
paai  pottu  padupathil   naatam - willingness  to share  bed ;  paai  podu- prepare  the 
bed/ padukkai  ; padu- lie down ; naattam- desire;   paai- mat/ meththai  .

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is   
ozhppathil  [slang]  naatam- desire  to  fuck ; ozhukka / okka- fuck .

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is   
aanum  pennum  koodi  vazhvathil kollum   inpam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - pleasure of  
man and  woman living together ; aan- man; pen- woman;  koodi- to gether;  vazha- 
live; inpam- pleasure. 

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
meiyum meiyum   kalapathil  ezhum inpaththai  thaeduvathil / naaduvathil  ulla   kollai
naatam  - strong desire to haves exual pleasure;   mei- soma/ maeni ;  kalakka- mix;  
inpam- pleasure;  thaeduka- seek;  kollai- enormous;  naatam / istam[Skt] -desire.

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
puluththu - masturbate;  puluththi- mastrubator;  puluththu- filthy .

libido  has the composition- la-  pa- the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kaathal   inpam    thaeduvathil  mikuntha  nattam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - desire  to 
have romance;   kaathal- love/ romance  ;  thaedu- seek;  nattam- desire.  

libido  has the composition- la-  [-pa-] - the - and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is
ilamai / vaalipa[Skt]   vaetkai [ missing  letter- ka-]  - desire of the youth ;  ilami- 
youth ;  vaetkai- thirst. 

sex[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]- and the interpreation of the word is  
kaamam/ mokam [Skt] – lust  .

sex[E]   has the consonants – sa- ka –[-sa -]- and the interpretation  of the word is  
sampoakam[ Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -   coitus. 
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sex[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –[-sa -]- and the interpretation  of the word is  
vaiku – coitus. 

sex[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –[-sa -]- and the interpretation  of the word is 
eekam- sexual passion .  

sex[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –sa - and the interpretation  of the word is 
anka  sankam[Skt] -  body  union .

sex[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –sa - and the interpretation  of the word is   
saiyoakam[Skt] - sexual intercourse.

lust[E]   has  the consonants - la –[- sa-] - the- and the original  Tamil  word is   kaathal 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  – love ; kaamam  kolluthal - lust . 

sexology  [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]  –ka- [- sa-] - la –[-sa-]  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kalavu- iyal  - sexology .

sexual [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
kezhumu – sexual desire. 

sexual [E]   has the consonants  -sa-ka –sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
vizhaichchu  ichchai – desire to have coitus;  vizhaichchu- cotus. 

sexual [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
kalavu  kolla ichchai  /  ozhukka  ichchai kolla-[ slang]  -  desire to have intercourse; 
kalavu-  intercourse;  ozhukka- fuck ;  ichchai- desire. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word is   
kooduka/ oaththiduka [ slang] - to unite / to have sexual intercourse.
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coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –sa--and the interpretation  of the word is  
kanavanum  manaivi-yum   saera  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – to unite/  to have 
intercourse. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[-sa-] --and the interpretation  of the word is  
onnaaka  irukka  vaendum -[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  to be one/  to have sex. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[-sa-] --and the interpretation  of the word is  
munthaani  virikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  to have intercourse. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is  
inpam adaiya  vaendum [ missing  letter-  pa-] – to have pleasure.

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is  
paesa vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to talk/ to have sex. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
padukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] – to lie down   /to have sex. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
paai  poada vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-]  – to prerpare the bed/ to share the bed ; 
paai- mat.

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
udar uravu kondida vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -] - to have intercourse. 

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
inainthida vaendum-  to have union/ sex .

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
kalanthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]  – to have intercourse. 
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coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
kudampa/ kudiththana/thaampaththiya/ mana   vaazhkkai [ missing  letters-  zha –
and-  pa-] - family  life .

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is   
kalavu kolluthal  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] –to have sex .

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the –[sa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is  
kaathaliththal  vaendum-[ missing  letter- la-] - to love  .

coitus [E]   has the consonants - ka -the -sa -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  sankaattam – coitus. 

copulate [E]   has the consonants-  ka –[-pa-]- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
iani vizhaichchi  kolluthal/ pannuthal -  copulate .

copulate [E]   has the consonants-  ka –pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
pulkuthal – copulate .

copulate [E]   has the consonants- ka –pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
pundaiyil  oluththal [ slang]-  to fuck. 

copulate [E]   has the consonants- ka –pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kalavu  vaeliyil  eedu  paduthal -  to have intercourse. 

fuck [E] /slang  has the consonants – pa- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
okka /slang- fuck .

licet : granted that, although / it is allowed, one may or can. 

licet   has the consonants - la- ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kodai
alikka  - to grant 
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licet   has the consonants - la- ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ullae  
anu- mathikkalaam - can be allowed ;  ullae- inside;  anumathi- aloow. 

licet   has the consonants - la- ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
avanaal  mudiyum - he can ;  avan- he;  mudiyim- can .

licet   has the consonants - la- ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
endraalum  kooda [ missing  letter- Ra-]   - however  .

ligo : to bind, tie. 

ligo  has the composition- la- ka - and the meaning of the wordis   inaikkalaam- can be 
joined  /attached  .

limen, limina : threshold. 

limen has theconsonants – la- ma- an –and the original tamil word / meaning is mun  
vayil [ missing  letter- ka-] -–  front gate /entrance ;  mun- front ; vayil-  entrance.

lingua : language, tongue, speech. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   alaekanam -   
letter.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is kalaignan- 
scholar  /master of arts/ language; kalai-  language .   
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lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   Naavaal -  
goddess of  arts  and  learning .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   Naa  makal -  
goddess of speech  /arts and science. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   nuval-  speech
.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   panuval 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  book/ speech .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   vazhanku  
-speak. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   panuval 
annai- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  goddess of speech /arts  /science.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   Naavin  
kizhaththi [ missing  letter-  the -]  – goddess of arts and learning.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   Tamil  anank-
ku - [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  goddess of Tamil  language .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   then  kalai  
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  Tamil language .

language [E]  has the consonants – la- an- ka- sa  -  and the interpreation  of the word 
is  lingua .

Tamizh  has the consonants  -the –ma- zha-  and the interpretation  of the word is   
amizhthu -   milk / elixir .  
Tamizh  has the consonants  -the –ma- zha-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
manaththal - fragrance .
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lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   iyan makal-  
goddess of speech /arts /science. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   mozhi  ananku
– goddess of language .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   mozhi   
ilakkanam-  the grammar of the language ;  kozhi- language ;  ilakkanam- grammar.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   val-ananku -  
goddess   Kottravai/ Duraka .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   kaali   annai /  
kalai vaani –Dravidian  goddess  of  speech/ arts and science; kalai- language .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kalai mani-  
sun god;  goddess of arts and science. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   naavu  kalai -  
the art of the tongue ;  naavu- tongue; kalai- language. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  naa  vallamai-  
eloquence.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   sol vanmai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  eloquence.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   keezh  
kanakku – books  containin short  and pithy  verses  dealing  with  virtue/ wealth and 
divine love.  
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lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   vaayin   oli / 
naavin  oli – the sound from the mouth/ tongue; vaai- mouth; naavu –tongue; oli- 
sound. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   kanni  
Thamizh  [ missing  letter- the -] –  Tamil  - the ever green language .

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   vaai 
mozhinthidu [ missing  letter- the -]  speak   ; vaai-  mouth;  mozhi-  language; 
mozhinthidu – speak.

 lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  naavu   
madanukuthal -  folding the tongue;  naavu- tongue; madankuthal – folding. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  veli  naattu  
mozhi- [ missing  letter-  the -] -  foreign language;  veli naadu- foreign nation; mozhi- 
language. .
  
lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kani  mozhi -  
sweet language;  kani- fruit;  mozhi- language.

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is   aandavanin /  
thaeivaththin   /vaan  mozhi [ missing  letter- the -]- the language of the god from the 
sky ;  thaeivam- god;  mozhi- language. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  makkalin 
mozhi  -  the language of the people/ commons ;  makkal- people. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  naavinaal  
paeseuka –[ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]   the tongue that speaks ; naavu- tongue;  
paesuka- speak. 

lingua  has the composition- la-an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  naavinaal  
mozhinthidu[ missing  letter- the -]  - let the tongue  speak . 
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                        Magical letters –pa- and- sa. 

speech [E]   has the consonants  -sa- pa -sa- and the original Tamil word is   paechhcu  
-speech .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - pa -sa- and the original Tamil word is   paesu- 
speak. 

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - pa -sa- and the original Tamil word is 
paechchi  ammai-Dravidian goddess of language .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - pa –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
paani- speech .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa-sa- and the other interpretation  is   
seppu[Telugu/Tamil ] - speech / speak .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -sa- [-pa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
oasai-  noise/ speech .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -sa- pa-sa- and the other interpretation  is   
sampaasanai [Skt] - speech .

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa-sa- and the other interpretation  is   basha
[Skt] -  language. 

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  is   
payil [ missing  letter- la-] - speak. 

speech [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  
paazhi-[ missing  letter- zha-] - word. 
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speech [E]   has the consonants  - sa- [-pa-] -[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  
sollu-[ missing  letter- la-]  speak.   

speech [E]   has the consonants  - sa- pa--sa-and the other interpretation  is  pachchai 
appan-  Siva. 

speech [E]   has the consonants  - sa- pa--sa-and the other interpretation  is  paechchai
ammai-  goddess of speech. 

                             Sanskrit word-  vad
 
vad  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kathaikka -  to  
speak. 

speak[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -[- pa-]  –ka-  -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is yaevu – speak. 

to speak [E]   has the consonants  - the - sa –pa- ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  nivaethanam[Skt]   seika- to speak  . 

speaker[E]   has the consonants  -[-sa -] –[- pa -] –ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word 
is avai  munnavar – speaker;  avai- assembly  .

speaker[E]   has the consonants  -sa -pa –ka- Ra -and the  other interpreataion  of the 
word is  sapa naayakar[Skt]  -  speaker. 

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  vaai  mozhinthidum   naakku/ naavu  [ missing  letter- zha-] -  the  tongue that  
speaks ;  vaai mozhi  -speech ;  vaaai- mouth;  mozhi- language;  naakku- tongue. 
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tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   vaayin  thaazh[  missing  letter- zha-] – tongue ;  vaai- mouth;  thaazh- tongue. 

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  mozhinthiduka[  missing  letter- zha-]  – speak.   

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  vaai  thiranthiduka [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-   open the mouth/ speak .

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   naavin  mudi- tip  of the tongue.

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   naa- madanka – to twist the tongue;  naa- yongue;  madanka- fold. 

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   navu  adakkam  vaendum- to control one’s  words .

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   paesa  vaendum[ missing  letters- pa-and -sa-]  –to speak .

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   naa  vanmai  kondida vaendum – speech .   

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is    thee naakku/ thee naavu-  the tongue of the flame ;  thee- fire; naavu- tongue. 

tongue [E]   has the consonants - the- an -ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   aandavnaudaiya naakku -  the tongue of the god;  aandavan- god;  naakku- tongue.

                         Remember.
                      letter - ka  =  va;  va= ka. 
                         Ka =  god/ sun/ sky/ heat/eye/ hole. 
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voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  vaai--
language /mouth . 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   naavu- 
tongue. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai / naavu
vanmai-  word / eloquence .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  sa- -and the original Tamil  word is   
paesuka[ missing  letter- pa-] - speak. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  sa- -and the original Tamil  word is   kusu kusevana 
paesu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  talk in soft  vice. 
voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  sa- -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai  paechchu-
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  conversation. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word is    vaai  
mozhi –[ missing  letter- zha-] - speech /assurance .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - -and the other interpretation  is  vaakku-   
speech / assurance ;  vaakku moolam[–[ missing  letter- zha-] - promise.  

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasanai / 
vaasanam  -word. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasakam – 
word. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasikam-  
message given out orally. 
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voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vasi-  speak/ 
speech . 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasaa-  
speech .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasakan-  
speaker.  

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is   vaasi / 
vaasikka - read. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  kusu  kusu  
paechchu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  whispering  voice.  

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  vaasippu  
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  reading / learning .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -[-sa-] --and the other interpretation  is  vannam-  
character of a language. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va-sa-and the other interpretation  is  vaachcheiyam-  
meaning of the word . 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  oasai seika- 
make noise .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  Saahu  vaai  
asaikka  -  Egyptian god Sahu /Dravidian su god Murugan  speaks .
 
voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  Vai-Saahan   
vaai  asaikka – Dravidian sun god Murugan  speaks ;  vaai- mouth;   vaai  asaikka- 
speak  .
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voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is Sivan /Kaasi   
vaai / naavu   asaikka   -voice of the god Sivan .

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -sa--and the other interpretation  is  aakasa  vaani 
[ Skt-] - voice from the sky. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -[-sa-]--and the other interpretation  is  vaani- 
speech /word. 

voice[E]  has the consonants – va- -[-sa-]--and the other interpretation  is  vaaimai-  
word/truth. 

lino : to smear, befoul, dirty. 

lino has the consonants  -la -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   azhukkaana
[ missing  letter- ka-] –dirty.

smear [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -   ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is    thimir  [ missing  letter-  the -] - smear  .

linteum : linen, napkin. 

linteum  has the consonants- la- an- the- ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning is
muttu  seelai   thuni [ missing  letter-  sa -]-  menstrual  cloth .

linteum  has the consonants- la- an- the- ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning is
sanal  naarinaal   seitha / neitha   /thaeiththa    morattu   thuni  [ missing  letter- sa- 
and -Ra -] - rough   cloth  made from  fibre;    naar- fibre ;  neitha- woven  ; morattu  
rough ;  thuni- cloth/ velladai ; sanal  aadai  neithida  vaendum[ missing  letters- sa 
-and  -ka -]  .   
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linteum  has the consonants- la- an- the- ma –and the original Tamil word / meaning is
antha  moodru  naatkalil  / theettu naatkalil    makalir   aninthidum   kaada thuniyaal- 
aana   ullaadai -  theettu thuni   [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka -] - inner dress  of  
menstruating  women  ;   antha- those ;  moodru -three;  naatkal- days /thinam ;  
theettu-  menstruation   ;  makalir-  women ;   aninthidum- dressing  /wearing ;  
ullaadai- inner dress;  theettu thuni- menstrual cloth . 

napkin  has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- ka -an - and the original Tamil word is   kovana
thuni  [ missing  letter- the -]-  men’s  loin cloth.

napkin  has the consonants  -an –pa- ka -an - and the original Tamil word is   pirappu   
uruppai  maraikka   aadavar / pendir  aninthidum    kaada  thuni   [ missing  letters-  
the –and- Ra-] -  the cloth to cover the genitals ;   pirappu  uruppu-  genitals ;  
maraikka- cover / maraikka  vaendum ;   aadavar-   men;  pendir- women ;  kaada 
thuni -cotton cloth . 

linen [E]   has the consonants - la- an -an- and the original Tamil word is    sanal  nool  
iazhi [ missing  letter- sa-]  - flax fibre ;  sanal- flax;  nool- thread;  izhai- fibre.  

liquidus : fluid, flowing, liquid / clear, evident, certain. 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thadippaana  kulambu [ missing  letter- pa-] – thick liquid. 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ilakuthal-  to get melted / get  liquidated. 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thanni  aakkuthal- to make watery;  thanni- water; aakku- make. 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kulampu aakkuthal[ missing  letter- pa-] - to make it into a liquid. 
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liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thaelivu -ulla-  clear/ with clarity .

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- sa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vellamena/ thanniyaena    odi vazhukki    sella koodiya   /  odi ozhukidum/ odi 
vazhinthudum   - flowing  like water ;  vellam- flood; thanni- water;  oda- run-  
vazhinthida- flow / vazhiya  . 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thirava  nilaiyil ulla  ondru- [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -something in fluid 
state ;  thiravam- liquid;  nilai -status. 

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the--sa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vellamena  paainthu  sellukira / ozhuki sellukira  / thida  thanmai  illaatha  / ketti 
illaatha  / vadivam illaatha / uruthi illaatha / elithil maaru padukira / thanni- yaei  
pola/ ulla  ondrae   thiravam   aakum  ; a liquid is one which  flows like the water/ has 
no form/ not hard/ not thick  / easily changeable   ; odi  ozhuka-flow ;  thidam – hard; 
thanmai- nature; thanni- water; vadivam- shape/form; thiravam- liquid.

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  elithil   vilankidum /manasil aakum[Malayalam ]  vakaiyil  -easy to 
understand ; elithu – easy ; vilanka- understand.

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  iyam  illaathavakaiyil – without any doubt ;  iyam- doubt .

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ullan kaiyil  nellikani  pola  [ missing  letter- pa- ] allegory  for-  evident – 
like the  plum in the  palm ;  ullankai- palm; nellikani- amla.

liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nampikkai-   kollum vakaiyil / alikkum vakaiyil[ missing letter- pa-]   - 
hopefully  ; nampikkai- hope.
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liquidus   has the consonants  -la- ka -the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  manamaara  uruthi tharum vakaiyil [ missing  letter- Ra-] –surely; uruthi-
surity.

flow[E]   has the consonants -[-pa-] - la- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ozhuka / vazhiya - flow.

to  flow[E]  has the consonants- the –[- pa-]- la – va- and the original Tamil  word is  
thalai vazhithal –over flow. 

clear[E]    has the consonants  -ka- la- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kurai   illai  -no fault  .

 clear[E]    has the consonants  -ka- la- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
puriyum vakaiyil   [ missing  letter- pa-]  - clear to understand. 

 clear[E]    has the consonants  -ka- la- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
elithil   vilankidum  vakaiyil [ missing  letter- the -] -with clarity .

clear[E]    has the consonants  -ka- la- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
karai  illai  - not tainted 

 clear[E]    has the consonants  -ka- la- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaelivura [ missing  letter- the -]- with clarity . 

certain [E]   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra-the -an -and the original Tamil  word is  
uruthiyaana  ondru - sure.  

certain [E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - Ra-the -an -and the original Tamil  word is   
iyam  indri – without doubt ;  iyam- doubt;  indri- without. 

certain [E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - Ra-the -an -and the other interpretation is   
uththira  vaatham [Skt]  thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to give gurantee ;  
uththira vaatham-  gurantee .
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certain [E]   has the consonants-  sa- Ra-the -an -and the other interpretation is  
santhaekaththirkku  idam indri [ missing  letter- ka-]- without any  doubt or suspicion;  
santhaekam- suspicion.  

certain [E]   has the consonants-  sa- Ra-the -an -and the other interpretation is   
samsiyam[Malayalam]  indri-  without any  doubt  or suspicion ; samsiyam- suspicion;  
indri- without. 

certain [E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - Ra-the -an -and the other interpretation is   
oru vantham-  certain .

 
*****litigo : to quarrel, dispute. 

litigo has the composition- la -the -ka - and the meaning of the word is  vazhakku 
iduthal – quarrel;  vaatham[Skt]  iduthal  .

dispute[E]   has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –[-  pa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  word
is  itteedu .

dispute[E]   has the consonants- the-sa-  pa--the - and the original Tamil  word  is  
sanadai  podu -  fight. 

dispute[E]   has the consonants- the-[- sa-] -  pa--the - and the original Tamil  word  is   
karuththu  vaeru paadu [ missing  letter- ka- and -Ra -] – difference of opinion ;  
karuththu- idea;  vaeru paadu –differnence. 

dispute[E]   has the consonants- the- sa- [- pa-] --the - and the original Tamil  word  is  
vaatham [Skt] seithidu  missing  letter- ka-] -argue .

dispute[E]   has the consonants- the- sa-  pa--the - and the original Tamil  word  is  
aatsaepanai   seithidu –object.  
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littera : letter (of the alphabet). 

littera has the composition- la- the- Ra - and the meaningof the word is Thol  
Tamizh /Tamizharin  ezhuththu  murai -  Tamil  writing system;  ezhuthhtu-  letter;  
murai-  method.  

littera has the composition- la- the- Ra - and the meaningof the word is    oru  
ezhuththu  -  single letter;  oru-  one;  ezhuththu -  letter .

litterae : (pl.) letter, epistle, missive, note / literature. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la--the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Thiraavidarin Tamizh  mozhi  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  Tamil – the language  of Dravidian 
people. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la--the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
Tamil  ezhuththu  arivu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  literacy. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
varaintha  madal [ missing letter- ka-] -  written letter;   varaintha- written ;  madal- 
letter. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
olai - yil / kaakithaththil  kaditham  ondru  varainthida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] 
- write down a letter in the paper/ palm leaf ;  -kaakitham- paper;  olai-  palm leaf;  
kaditham-  letter;  ondru- one; varainthidu  -write .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamizh  mozhi - yin  ezhththu  murai - writing  method  of Tamil  language ; Tamizh - 
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Tamil;  mozhi- language;  ezuththu- letter / Tamizh  ezhuththu murai ; murai- 
method /  mun maathiri .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thol   mozhiyaana  / thaai  mozhiyaana  / Dravidarkalin  Tamizh  mozhiyil    ulla/    
kaalththaal   azhikka  mudiyaatha  / uyar   vakai   ilakkiya   marai  noorkkalin   thirattu/ 
thokuthi  -  Thol  Kaapiyam / Thiru Kural / Thiru Manthiram /Thiru Murukaatru  padai 
veedu / Thiru moolam /  aka naanooru [ missing  letters- pa- and -  ka-] - the literary 
works in Tamil language; thol mozhi- ancient language;  thaai mozhi- mother tongue;  
kaalm- time;  azhikka- ruin;  mudiyaatha- can not;  uyar vakai- high quality ;  ilakkiyam-
literature;  marai noolkal- sacred books; thirattu- collections . 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
Dravidarin   Tamizh  mozhiyil  uraiyaadavum   ezhutha - vum   padikaavum    arintha  
/therintha    thiran  -  ability  to speak / read /write Tamil language ; Diravidar- 
Dravidian ;  Tamizh-Tamil;   mozhi- language ;   uraiyaada- converse/ urai -yaada 
vaendum ; ezhutha- write/ varainthida ; padikka- read/ urakka oathu [reading aloud] 
;  arintha/  therintha  - known;  thiran- talent  .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalai  azhaku  nirainatha   ezhththu -aanmai - [ missing  letter- ka-]-  talent  jn writing  
good  literary work ; kalai azhaku- beauty ; ezhuththuaanmai - skill in writing . 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamil mozhi  - yil ulla  kathai /katturai    noorkalin   thokuthi  /thirattu  [ missing  letter- 
ka-] -  collections of  Tamil stories  and  articles ;  kathai- story;  katturai- article;  
thirattu -compliation .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
Tamizh  elakkiya   thirattu[ missing  letter- ka-]- collections  of  literatures ; elakkiyam- 
literature;  thirattu- compliation .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kurippitta   porul- pattriya  Tamizh   noorkalin  thokuthi  [ missing   letters- ka- and 
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-pa-] - collections of  Tamizh  books on given topics;  kurippitta  -specified ;  porul- 
topic/ karuththu  ;  noorkal- books ;  thokuthi- collections. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamizh mozhiyil  ezhtha / padikka /therinthavar  [ missing   letters- ka- and -pa-]  
-literate / one who is able  to write  and read  Tamizh  ;ezhutha- write; padikka- read; 
therinthavar- one who knows.

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamil  mozhi  yaei   katru / padiththu  thaernthavar /  pattam  petravar / perum  
pulami  petravar [ missing   letters- ka- and -pa-]  - one who has  got good knowledge/ 
degree   in language Tamil ; karka- learn ;  padikka- learn ;  pattam- degree;  pulamai  
petravar- scholar. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamil mozhi  elakkiyaththil  perum   pulamai   petravar  [ missing   letters- ka- and -pa-]
-  a scholar in Tamil  literature ;  elakkiyam- literature;   pulamai- scholarly  knowledge.

litterae  has the consonants-  la- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
elakkiyaththil  perum  eedupaadu kondavar    [ missing   letters- ka- and -pa-]  -literary 
man ;  elakkiyam- literature ;perum- big;  eedupadu- interest . 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
Tamil mozhil- yil  ulla   ezhuththukku   poruththamana    vaeru  oru   mozhiyil   ulla  
ezhuththu  [ missing   letters- ka- and -pa-] - literal  ; Tamizh  mozhi- Tamil language;   
ezhuththu- letter;  poruththamaana- appropriate ;  vaeru   -different .  

 - litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Tamizh  elakkana  nool  thirattu -[ missing  letter- ka-]-   Tamil  grammar  collections;  
elakkanam- grammar ;  nool- book ;  thirattu -collections . 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thellu Thamizh mozhi -  theru   kooththu /  kathai / kavithai / maedai  naadaka   urai 
nadai  thirattu -[ missing  letter- ka-]-   Tamizh  prose  about  stories/  street plays/ 
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stage plays ;    theru  kooththu- street play ;   kathai- story ;  maedai naadakam- stage 
play-  urai nadai - prose  .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Tamil  mozhiyin   ari suvadi [ missing  letters- sa -and- ka -] - alphabets  of Tamil 
language ;  arisuvadi- alphabets.

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Dravidarin  muththamizh / moondru  Thamizh [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the  language  
of   Dravidian  people  Tamil   has  three  contents . 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Tamizh  kooridum  nul ulkam [ missing  letter- ka-] - the wold of Tamil  speaking people
;  ulakm- world. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaeivam  thun  thiru vaai   malarnthu  aruliya / uraiyaadiya  mozhi   /vaarththai [Skt]  -
Tamizh / vaanil ulla  thaevarkaludaiya  mozhi - [missing  letter- ka-]- language given/ 
spoken by god is Tamizh ;  thaeivam- god;  thiru vaai- sacred  toungue ; aruliya- given ; 
mozhi- language;  vaaraththai[Skt] - word .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Tamizh  seyyul  thirattu [ missing  letter- sa-] - collections of  Tamil  poems ;  seyyul- 
poems ;  thirattu- collections .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thakaval  tharuka [ missing  letter- ka-]- communicate .

litterae  has the consonants-  la--the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ninaivil  / manathir  vaiththu  kolla vaendiya    ondru [ missing  letter- ka-]-one that has
to be kept  in memory ;  ninaivu - memory .  
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litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
ondrai  kavanamaaka  kuriththu    kolla   vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]- to note down 
something ;  kavanam- attention;  kuriththu kolla- note down .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kavanaththil  kolla  vaendiya  oru kurippu  [missing  letters- ka and- pa-] - short hint to 
be remembered;  kurippu- short note;  kavanam- attention. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kurippu  edukka  koodiya  kaakitha thaal [missing  letters- ka and- pa-]-notebook ; 
kurippu- notes; kaakitham- paper.

 litterae  has the consonants-  la- the -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kavithai  vadivil  ulla  oru  kaditham [ missing  letter- ka-]- epistle / a letter in  the 
form of a poem ;  kavaithai- poem;  vadivam- form;  oru- one- kaditham- letter .

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pani  muraiyil    ezutha patta   oru  kaditham / madal   [ missing  letter- pa-] - an official
letter - missive ;  pani- job;  madal- letter. 

litterae  has the consonants-  la- -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ninaivil   kolla  vaendi   /  arasaal  / nethi mandraththaal  /   aluuvazhakaththal    / 
vazhanka   padum   /anuppa padum / olai / kaditham / varaivu madal / thundu  
kaditham   [missing letters- ka- pa-and-  sa-] - memo sent by government / court / 
office ; ninaivu- memory ;  arasu- state;  neethi mandram- court;  aluvazhakam- office;
vazhanka  - deliver ; olai- summon ;  kaditham- letter;  madal- letter;  thundu 
kaditham- note . 

literacy [E]  has the consonants- la –the- Ra- [- sa-]  –and the original  Tamil  word 
/meaning  is   Tamil ezhuthu  arivu [ missing  letter- ka-] – ability  to read and write 
Tamil ;  Tamil mozhi   ezhuththkkalai   vaasikkavum   varainthidavum   thaevaiyaana  
arivu  thiramai .
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illiterate  E]  has the consonants  -la- the- Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  Tamil mozhi  ariyaatha   oruvar  /theriyaatha  oruvar  ;  Tamil  mozhi   
kallaatha  oruvar [missing  letter- ka-]  – people who do not know Tamil  .

note [E]  has the consonants  -an- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thundu  kaditham/ thundu kaakitham [ missing  letter- ka-] - bit of paper.    

 missive [E]   has the consonats - ma-[- sa-]  -va -and the original Tamil word is  
kaditham [ missing  letter- the-] - letter.

epistle[E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-]  -[- sa-]  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word  is
neettolai - epistle .

             Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – ar[ ascend ] 

ar  has the consonant-  Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  yaeru-   climb.

loci : (pl.) passages in literary works. 

loci   has the consonants-  la –ka- and the original Tamil  word is   pallavai [ missing  
letter- pa-] .

loco : to place, put, position. 

loco has the composition -la- ka -  and the meaning of the word is    keelae  vaikka  - to
put down ;  keelae-  down;  vaikka-  to keep. 

put[E]   has the consonants - pa- the- and the original Tamil word is   podu- put. 

put[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   idu - put .
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put[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   vaiththidu 
[ miisng  letter- ka-]- put. 

put[E]   has the consonants - pa- the- and the original Tamil word is   poduka- [ missing
letter- ka-]- put.

put[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   iduka 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  put. 

put [E]  [… on the shoes  ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil 
word is   aninthidu –wear. 

put up[ E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   poottu - 
put up .

 to place [E]  has the consonants-   the- pa- la –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  iduthal/ poaduthal  - to place. 

position[E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-] - the -an -and the original  Tamil word
/ meaning is   antha idam  - that place.   

position[E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-] - the -an -and the original  Tamil word
/ meaning is  sthanam[Skt] /Stan[E]   - place. 

position [E]    has the consonants  -[- pa-]  - sa-- the -an -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  anthasthu   -status .

 posture[E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] – [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the interpretation of 
the word is thoaranai -  position /attitude .

locupleto : to enrich, make wealthy. 
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locupleto  has the composition - la- ka –[-pa-] - la -the - and the meaning  of  the 
word / meaning  is   selva valam  kozhiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to 
make wealthy;  selva valam- wealth .

locupleto  has the composition - la- ka -pa- la -the - and the meaning  of  the word/ 
meaning  is  pun sei /nan sei   nilaththil  nel / ner  payir  nandraaka  vilaiya  
vaendumaanaal  nilaththai   nandraaka  uzhutha  pin  pothtumaana [  neer paasana  
vasathi ] thanneer  vittu  tharamaana  iyarkkai   ura mida  vaendum[  missing letters- 
sa- and -Ra -]  - to enrich the  paddy/rice  field   adequate  water and  natural  
fertilizers are necessary .

locupleto  has the composition - la- ka -pa- la -the - and the meaning  of  the word is  
nalla panam   kaasu  sampaathikka vaendumaanaal  naalum  kadinamaakaa   eravu 
pakal paaraathu uzhaikka  vaendum [ missing letters-  sa -and- Ra -] -  to earn money  
one should  work hard daily  day and night ;  panam- money; kaasu-  coin;  
sampathikka -  to earn;  naalum-  daily;  kadinamaaka-  hard;  eravu-  night; pakal-  
day;  uzhaikka -  to work. 

wealth  [E]   has the consonants - va - la – the- and the original Tamil  word is    nel 
vayalil  vaelaanmai   mikuthi –good  agriculture/ agricultural yield in the paddy field;  
nel- paddy  ;vayal –field.  

wealth  [E]   has the consonants - va - la – the- and the original Tamil  word is   valam  
mikuthi – wealthy;  valam- wealth . 

wealth  [E]   has the consonants - va - la – the- and the original Tamil  word is    
kolumai udaiya  - wealthy .

locus : place, location, situation, spot. 
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locus has the composition- la- ka -[- sa-] -  and the meaninngof the word is  kalam-  
place.

  locus has the composition- la- ka -[- sa-] -  and the meaninngof the word is  veli -  
open place / air .

  locus has the composition- la- ka -[- sa-] -  and the meaninngof the word is  vaazh 
nilam- dwelling place. 

  locus has the composition- la- ka -[- sa-] -  and the meaninngof the word is  vilai  
nilam- farm land .

spot[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [- pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  antha 
idam- place.   

spot[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  pa- the -and the original Tamil word is  pottu  
pottaa -  spots .

spot[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  pa- the -and the original Tamil word is  pottu – 
binthu [Skt].

spot[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  [- pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  thittu 
thittaa -  spots .

spot[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  [- pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is 
uththi- spots on the hood of the cobra.

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  –la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
neithal nilam [ missing  letter- the -] - coastal  tract .

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   men 
pulam  – agricultural land. 
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place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
pazhanam-  agricultural land. 

place [E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -–la-  sa--and the original Tamil  word is   nun 
sei nilam -  wet agricultural  land .

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la-  sa--and the original Tamil  word is   pun sei 
nilam-  dry  agricultural land .

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   pottal 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  open land  /waste land .

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  –la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
malai nilam-  mountainous land. 

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
paazhidam  [ missing  letter- the -] - waste land.

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   paalai-
desert ; paalai nilam- desert land. 

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
paazhi- place. 

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  paal- 
place.  

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la-  [- sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word is   palli 
– polis. 

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
paalayam- army  camp/ village surrounded by  hills.
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place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   vipulai
[ missing  letter- ka-] - earth .

place [E]   has the consonants –  pa-–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
valam[ missing  letter- ka-] - place   . 

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -–la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
avalai [ missing  letter- ka-]  - waste land. 

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -–la-  sa- -and the original Tamil  word is  asalai-
land. 

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -–la-  [-sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word is  
ulai- palce. 

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -–la-  [-sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word is  
uzhi  -place .

place [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -–la-  [-sa-] - -and the original Tamil  word is  
alam- saline soil . 

loginquitas : distance, remoteness, isolation. 

loginquitas  has the consonants - la- ka- an- ka -the -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  veku  tholaivil  ulla   aal nadamaattam  illaatha   thanimaiyaana  
idam - an isolated place at a distance ;   veku- more; tholaivu- distance;   aal-  person ; 
aal nadamaattam illaatha- isolated;  illaatha - withut;  thanimai -yil– isolation  ;  
idam- place. 

distance  [E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-]-  the-  an –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  ettamaana -  far .
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distance  [E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-]-  the-  an –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  neettam- distant .

distance  [E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-]-  the-  an –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   neettidaiyaana -  distant .

distance  [E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-]-  the-  an –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  erandu  idankalukku idaiyae  ulla  tholaivu [ missing  letters- Ra – ka
–and- la- ]-space between two points  ; erandu- two;  idam- place;  tholaivu distance .

longe lateque : far and wide. 

 longe lateque  has the consonants-  la- an - ka - la -the- ka -and the original Tamil 
word    ella/ anaiththu     idankalilum  /ella- vidankalilum   - in all places/allover;  ella- 
all;   idam- place. 

longe  lateque  has the consonants-  la -an- ka -  la -the- ka -and the original Tamil 
word   ulakin  / kolaththin  anaiththu/   naangu  moolaikalium - in all  the four corners 
of the earth ;  ulakam- earth/ tharai ;  anaiththu -all;   naangu- four;  moolaikal- 
corners. 

 longe lateque  has the consonants-  la -an -ka  - la -the- ka -and the original Tamil 
word  is   mikuthiyaana  kalli   idam ulla-  spacious;  mikuthi- more /excess;  kaali idam-
empty space. 

 longe lateque  has the consonants- la- an- ka - la -the- ka -and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning   is  vazhi  nedukilum   idaiveli   illaathu / vidaathu - throughout  the 
way without any  dis -continuity ;    vazhi  way ;  nedunk-kilum  -throughout;  idaiveli- 
gap /  illaathu- nil . 

wide[E]   has theconsonants - va -the- and the original Tamil  word is   akanda- wide. 
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longe : far. 

longe  has the consonants - la- an- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
neduntholaivu  [ missing  letter- the -] - at a great distance ;   nedum - great/ 
long/big  ;   neenda- long ;  tholaivu- distance.

far[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  thoor[Skt]
[ missing letter-the -] –far.

longus : long 

longus has the  consonants  -la- an- ka -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
neelamaaka-  lengthy.  

long [E]   has the consonants - la- an -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
neelamaaka- lengthy .

                 English   phrase - to loose balance .

to loose  balance  has the consonants - the –la- [-sa-] - pa- la- an –[-sa-] -  and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning is   nilai  kulainthu  poathal [ missing  letter- ka-] - to 
loose  balance .

    

loquax loquacis : talkative, loquacious, garrulous. 

loquax   has the consonanta - la -ka - ka -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalakalvena  vaai  paesum  iyalpu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- talkative nature / chatty / 
vaai adikka   ;  paesa- speak /say .
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loquax   has the consonanta - la -ka - ka -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sala   salavena  vaai   paesum  kunam [missing  letter- pa-]- talkative nature  ; kunam- 
nature;  sal salvena - adj  for un interpreted   flow of  talk .

loquax   has the consonanta - la -ka - ka -sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vala valavena  paesum  iyalpu [missing  letter- pa-]-talkative ;  iyalpu- nature;  vala 
valavena - adj  for non stop talk .

talk[E]   has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mozhinthiduka.

talk[E]   has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the other interpretation is   maatladuka  
[Telugu ]  -   talk .

loquor locutus : to say, speak, tell.

locutus  has the composition -la -ka- the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaai mozhintha  vaendum -  to speak  .

 locutus  has the composition -la -ka- the- sa- and the  original Tamil word / meaning  
is   solla  vaendum  - tell .

locutus  has the composition -la -ka- the- sa- and the  original Tamil word / meaning  is
Tamil  mozhiyil  paesa vaendum [ missing  letter-pa-] -  speak in Tamil language;  
mozhi- language;  paesu –speak. 

 locutus  has the composition -la -ka- the- sa- and the  original Tamil word / meaning  
is   vazhi  mozhinthida  vaendum . 

say [E]   has the consonants-  sa -and the original Tamil word is paesu [ missing  letter- 
pa-] - say .
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say [E]   has the consonants-  sa -and the original Tamil word is isai – say .

say [E]   has the consonants-  sa -and the original Tamil word is  sollu [ missing  letter- 
la-]-say .

tell [ E] has the consonants-  the- la-  -and the original Tamil word meaning  is  sollidu [
missing  letter- sa-] -  tell .

speak[E]   has the consonants - sa -pa -ka - and the original Tamil word is    paesuka/ 
seppuka   -speak. 

speak[E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] –[-pa-]  -ka - and the other interpretation is 
kathaikka[ missing  letter- the -]- speak . 

speak[E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] –-pa- -ka - and the other interpretation is  
pukazh  [ missing  letter- la-] – to say .

speak[E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] –-pa- -ka - and the other interpretation is  
vilampu [ missing  letter- la-] – to say .

speak[E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] –-pa- -ka - and the other interpretation is  
pannuka-  speak.

to speak[E]   has the consonants –- sa -pa- -ka –the-  and the
original Tamil  word / meaning is  paesiduka  -to speak. 

 to speak[E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] –[-pa-]  -ka -  the- and the other 
interpretation is  vaathiduka [Skt] – to argue.

                         English  word – lovely .
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lovely  has the consonants- la –va- la –and the original Tamil  word is azhaku ulla -  
with beauty. 

loricatus : wearing armor, armored. 

loricatus has the composition- la-  Ra- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is    
thalai  muthal    kaal varai  /  uchhci  muthal   ullank-kaal  varai/ mudiya    aayutha / 
kavasa  udai  /aadai thariththu / aninthu  -  armored   from head to toe / from top to 
bottom ;  thalai- head;  muthal- from ;  kaal- leg ;  uchhci- top ;  ullnkaal-   foot;   
aayutham- weapon; udai- dress;   aninthu- dressed .

loricatus has the composition- la-  Ra- ka- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
siriya / periya   poar padai    thalavaadankal   adukki  vaikka pattu  irukkum  padai  kala 
kottle  - armory ; siriya- small; periya  big;  poar padai- army ;  thalavaadankal- 
weapons ;  padai kala kottle- armory . 

lubricus : oily, slippery, slick. 

lubricus  has the composition- la- [- pa-] - Ra- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word 
is  vazhukkira – slippery .

lubricus  has the composition- la- pa- Ra- ka- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
ennai  thavari  tharaiyil  uooththiyathaal  tharai   vazzha  vazha paaka irukkirathu; 
nadakkum pothu  yaarum   kaal  vazhukki   keelae vizhunthu vidatheerikal    -  the floor
is slippery  because of oil ;  be careful  while walking  [ missing letter-  the -] ;  ennai -  
oil;  tharai-  floor;  vazha vazha paaka - oily  ;  kaal- legs; vazhukkirathu -  slippery ; 
keelae vizhunthu-  falling down. 

oil [E]  has the consonants-  la -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  nalla ennai  
/ellu ennai - sesame  oil  .
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oil [E]  has the consonants-  la -and the other interpretation  is thailam  [ missing  
letter-  the -] - oil .

slick [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vala valappaaka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - smooth . 

lucerna : lamp. 

lucerna hasthe composition -la- ka- Ra- an-and the meaning of the word is  mun ennai
yil  /neiyil   eriyum  vilakku-  the oil lamp ;  nei-  oil /ghee;  mun ennai-  kerosene; 
eriyum-  burning;  vilakku-  lamp.  

lamp [E] has the consonants- la- ma –[- pa-] --and the original Tamil word is    vilakkam
[ missing  letter- ka-]  – lamp .

lamp [E] has the consonants- la- ma –pa--and the original Tamil word is kaala  
pantham [ missing  letter –ka -and -the -]- lamp .

lamp [E] has the consonants- la- ma –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  mani  
vilakku[ missing letter- ka-] - lighting  star; mani- star; vilakku- lamp.

lamp [E] has the consonants- la- ma –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  maa  
vilakku [ missing letter- ka-] – lamp on a rice flour  paste.

 
lucror : to gain, profit, win. 

lucror  has the composition- la- ka- Ra - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
vertikaramaana  thozhil  [ missing letter- the-] -  lucrative  business ;  vetri -  
successful;  thozhil-  business.
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lucrum : gain, profit. 

lucrum has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma -and the meaning of the word is  mikka   
peruthi   kodukkum  thozhil  [ missing  letter- pa-] - profitable business;  peruthi- 
profit;  thozhil-  trade. 

lucrum has the composition- la- ka- Ra -ma -and the meaning of the word is  
lapakaramaana[Skt]    kaariyam  [ missing letter-  pa -] - profitable  buisness. 
 
profit [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  perum  peruthi -  big  profit .

profit [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -pa- the- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  varum  padi [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  earnings.

gain[E]   has the consonants – ka- an -and the original Tamil   word is nanku- gain / 
good .

gain[E]   has the consonants – ka- an -and the original Tamil   word is  vanikam- 
gain/trade.

luctus : lamentation, mourning,  grief. 

luctus  has the composition- la -ka- the –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
vimmi  vimmi / kaevi  kaevi  azhuthiduka  - weep .

luctus  has the composition- la -ka- the -sa-and the meaning of the word is 
seththavanin   munnaal   kavalai  kondu  thukkum thaalamal  azhukuthal -  weeping  
before the dead one ;  seththavan-  dead one;  munaal-  in front of ;  kavalai -  
sadness;  thukkam-  grief ;  azhuka-  to weep.
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grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is aruvu- 
grief.

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation is   paasaravu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – grief. 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation is   ponkaaram[ ?Skt]- 
grief. 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation is  erantha   
poanavarukkaana / uravinar- ukkaana    karumaathi   sadanku - missing  letters-sa-and-
the -]   memorial service;  erantha poanavar- dead person;  uravinar- relatives.        

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa -]-and the other interpretation is  uththira   
kiriyaei [Skt]  [ missing  letter-  the -] – memorial  service. 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa -]-and the other interpretation is  neer 
kadan- [ missing  letter-  the -]- funeral  ritual / libation  ritual .

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa -]-and the  interpretation of the word is  
neeththaar  ninaivu  naar     sadanku[ missing  letters-  sa- and –the-]   -  memorial  day
service; neeththaar-  dead person ;  ninaivu - memorial;  naar –day;  sadanku –ritual. 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa -]-and the interpretation is   eema 
kaarumiyam – funeral ritual .

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation is   periya kaariyam-  
death . 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation is   thaanka  onna  
perum  varuththam  [ missing  letter-  the -] -   sadness. 
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grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- [-pa-]  -and the interpretation  nerukkam- grief/ 
closeness. 

grief[E]  has the consonants-   ka- Ra- pa -and the interpretation  is  erappu  kandu  
varum  aatra onna   thuyarm [ missing  letter- the -]- sad  mood following   death that 
can not be consoled;  erappu- death;  thuyram- suffering.  

ludio ludius : actor, player 

ludio has the composition- la- the - and the meaning of the word is   kazhai  
kooththaadi - actor [ missing letter-  ka -]- pole dancer .

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  kooththar - 
actor.

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  nadikar  
-actor. 

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  naadaka   
nadikar -  drama artist;  naadakam- drama ;  nadikar- actor. 

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   thaarakai – 
star .

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   paadakar 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  singer. 

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   
narththanam  aadukiravar – dancer ;  narththanam- dance. 

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  karaka  
aattam  aadukiravar -  one who plays a folk dance- karakam . 
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actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
kooththuaadukiravar - one who acts .

actor  [E] has the consonants -ka- the -Ra- and the original Tamil word is   arithaaram  
poosi  nadikkiravar [ missing  letters-  pa -and- sa-] - who who actes  with make up  .

ludo lusi lusum : to play, sport / imitate, banter / delude, deceive. 

ludo   has the composition- la- the -and the meaning of the word is  vilaiyaattu  
[  missing letter-  ka -]  - play ; vilaiyaattukka-  just  for fun .

lusi   has the composition- la-sa -and the meaningof the word is    athae   pola  seithal  
[ missing letters- pa -and -the- ] -  to  imitate .

lusi  has the composition- la- sa -and the meaning of the word is  kindal  kaeli  seithal  
[ missing letters-  ka- and- the -]  teasing .

lusi  has the composition- la-[- sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  kathai  alakka- 
[ missing letters-  ka- and -the-] - chit  chat .

lusi  has the composition- la- sa--and the meaning of the word is   santhaekam  kolla 
[missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-  to  doubt / delude.  

lusum   has the composition- la -[-sa-]  -ma- and the meaning of the word is  
muttaalaakka[  missing letters-  ka -and -the -] -  to fool .

chit chat [E]  has the composition-  ka- the- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kathai  kathaikka-  chit chat ; kathai-  story ;  kathaikka-  to  speak . 

play  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the original Tamil word is  kali [missing 
letter-ka-]-play.
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play  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the other interpretation  is   laasiyam 
[ missing  letter- sa-] –play. 

play  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the other interpretation  is   kummaalam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]– play. 

play  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the other interpretation  is   uzhakku- 
play .

                             Remember  ka=  va; va= ka.
Rememeber  the special importance of the letters - pa –and- sa  -.

ludus : game, sport, school. 

ludus has the composition- la- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
vilaiyaattu-  game [ missing  letter-  ka -] .

ludus has the composition- la- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   kalvi 
koodam-  school [  missing letter-  ka -]. 

game[E]  has the consonants-  ka -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  kaelam [ missing
letter- la-] - game .

game[E]  has the consonants-  ka -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  kandaayam  
[ missing  letter- the -] – game  .

game[E]  has the consonants-  ka -ma- and the interpretation  of the word is  nithu 
vanam -[ missing  letter- the -] - game .

sport[E]   has the consonants- sa- pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  udar  
payirchchi  seithar   physical exercise ; udar-  body;  payirchchi –training .
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sport[E]   has the consonants- sa- pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is   nadai   
payirchchi seithar  -  walking . 

sport[E]   has the consonants- sa- pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
thuritha  nadai  payirchchei  seither-  speed walking .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
punarnthidu -  copulate/ social intercourse .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
nereaattam-  water sports. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
neenthuther- swimming.

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda thooram  oaduthar - long running .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
uyara  thaanduthar -  jumping. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is 
thattu  erithar- disc  throwing .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
ampu  either- archery.

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
suduther- shooting .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
oadi  pidithther – chasing. 
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sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
mar - poar seither -  wrestling. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thuduppu  iduther-  rowing.

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
eruthu / maadu  pidithther- bull fight. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
paanai  udaithther – pot breaking .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thennai/ panai  maram yaeruther-  tree climbing. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] –-pa- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  poo
panthu   aattam  aaduther- playing  ball  game / bad minton .

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kai panthu  aattam  aaduther- [  missing  letter- ka-] – playing  volley ball . 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kaar panthu  aattam  aaduther- playing  foot ball. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] –-pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
mattai  panthu  aattam  aaduther – playing cricket. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] –-pa-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
silampaattam  aaduther [ missing  letter- la-] -  martial art with sticks. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kuthirai  yaettram[  missing  letter- ka-] - horse riding .
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sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kaththi  / vaar  sandai  iduthar [  missing  letter- ka-] -  sword fight. 

sport[E]   has the consonants- [-sa-] – -[-pa-]-- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kuththu  sandai  iduther [ missing  letter- ka-] -  boxing. 

lues : plague, pestilence, calamity. 

lues  has the composition -  la -[-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is  kollai  noei 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  plague .

lues  has the composition -  la -[-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is  azhivu  kaalam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - time of disaster;  azhivu- disaster ;  kaalam- time .

lues  has the composition -  la -[-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is   paer azhivu  
[ missing letters-  pa- and- Ra- and- Ka - ]-  calamity / disaster .

lues  has the composition -  la -sa -and the meaning of the word is   uoor  /ulakam   
mulukka  paravi   uoor/ ulaka   makkal  anaivaraiyum    kollum / saka adikkum   aat - 
kolli  noei / viyathi / malaria  /  moolai kaaichchal  /  Sali  irumal  /  nachchu  kaaichchal
/  aat kolli kirumi / thoththu  noei  / seeku pini/   kirumi  /   kannukku  theriyatha  
nunuyir kirumi   /   packteria / virus [ missing letters-  pa - Ra -  ka -  and -the- ] - 
pandemic  disease/ pandemic  infectant  -  bacteria / virus  ; 

   lues  has the composition -  la -sa -and the meaning of the word is    oru  kurippitta 
uooril  mattumae  paravi  irukkum  / eppozhuthum  kaana padum  /  thoththu  viyathi 
[ missing letters- pa - Ra -ka and- the -] - endemic  disease;  .

   lues  has the composition -  la -sa -and the meaning of the word is   naatin / ulakin   
oru paukthyil    thideerena   paravi makkalai   kollum  thoththu  noei [ missingletters- 
Ra -the- pa and- ka  -] -  epidemic ; 
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plague   has the composition -[- pa-] - la- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kollai noei - epidemic  disease .

plague   has the composition -[- pa-] - la- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
azhivu kaalam- time of disaster.

bacteria   has the composition- pa- ka- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
kuchchi  kattai  vadivam/  pura thotram   konda   kirumi -  stick  shaped  germ ;  
kuchhci  kattai -  stick- ;  vadivam-shape;  pura  thotram- external  appearance ;  
kirumi - germ .

virus [E]   has the consonants – va-Ra -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  nachchu / 
visa  kirumi -  toxic  organism ;  kirumi- virus;  nachchu- toxic [ nachhu  thanmai 
kondathu ] .

                        Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
           Remember  the significance of the letters-  pa and sa -.

lugeo : to mourn, be in mourning, grieve / (tans,) to lament, bewail. 

lugeo  has the composition- la -ka - and the meaning of the word is    kavalai  yaal  
kaevi  kaevi  / vimmi  vimmi  /alzhuka  - wail -  weeping with sorrow . 

lugeo  has the composition- la -ka - and the meaning of the word is   pilaakkanam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - elegy .

              Magical letter-  la   [  as in  nila / luna  ] = light / moon/ moon 
goddess/white / happiness .
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luna : moon. 

luna has the composition- la -an - and the  original Tamil  word  is   aloan – moon. 

luna has the composition- la -an - and the  original Tamil  word  is   nila  - moon .

luna has the composition- la -an - and the  original Tamil  word  is   anjalai  [ missing  
letter- sa-] - angel .

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  thun mathi 
[ missing  letter- the -]- moon ;  thanmai- cool;  mathi- moon .

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  naan  mathi  
[ missing  letter- the -]-– full moon .

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  midan  
[ missing  letter- the -]- moon .

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  vin meen 
[ missing  letter-  ka-] -  sky fish /  star . 

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  vaan  mathi / 
vin mathi [ missing  letters-  ka –and- the -]- moon;  vaan- sky;  mathi- moon. 

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  poo mani /pon 
mani [missing letter-pa-]- golden star.

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is   mini /  min 
mini – moon/ fire fly. 

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  nisa manam 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - moon. 
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moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the other intepretation  is   soman  [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - moon .

moon  [E] has the consonants  -ma- an- and the other intepretation  is   pakka  saman 
[ missing  letters-  pa- ka- and- sa -]-  moon .

fortnight [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the-  an -ka -the –and the interpretation  of 
the word is  kiruttina  pakkam/ patchcham [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  14 days  from 
the fullnoon /the dark lunar  fortnight.  

fortnight [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the-  an -ka -the –and the interpretation  of 
the word is   pathi  naanku  eravu  kondu - adakkiya   nilavin   thaei  pirai [ missing  
letter- la-]- – 14 days of the dark  lunar fortnight ;  kiruttinam- dark ;  pathi naanku 
-14;  nila- luna ;  thaei pirai-  dark lunar days .

to wane [E]   has the consonants-  the- va- an - and the original Tamil  word is  
mankidu-  to fade .

lupus : wolf. 

 lupus has the composition - la -[-pa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of  thwe word is  
uoolai yidum  o’naai [ missing  letter  the -]  -  wolf .

lupus has the composition - la -[-pa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of  thwe word is  
kukkal [ missing  letter- ka-] - wolf .

wolf[E]  has theconsonants-  va -la –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  kukkal- 
wolf .

lux lucis : light. 
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lux has the composition -la- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  velichcham -  
light .

lux has the composition -la- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  elanku-  to 
shed light. 

lux has the composition -la- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   ozhi  vellam- 
bright  light. 

lux has the composition -la- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  ozhi   vilakku 
– lamp .

light rays [E] has the consonants - la- ka- the -Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is
ozhi kathir / ozhi katrai – light rays / light beam; ozhi- light;  kattrai-  beam ;  kathir- 
rays.  

luxuria : luxury, extravagance, opulence.

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-]- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mika  inpakaramaana   vaazhvu [ missing  letter- pa-] - expensive living;  inpam- 
pleasure; vaazhvu- life.

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-]- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   paer inpa  vaazhkkai-[ missing  letter- pa-] - expensive living ; paer  inpam-   great 
pleasure;  vaa
vazhkkai- life/ pizhaippu .  

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vasathikal  niraintha  vaazhvu – [ missing  letter- the -] - comfortable living  ;  vasathi- 
comfort.
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luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuraivu / kuraichchal  illaa vaazhvu – comfortable life. 

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vasathi  vaippukal  niraintha vaazhu[ missing  letter- pa- and-  the -]  - comfortable life.

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
vilai  uyarntha  saamaankalai  [Skt] /porulkalai  / aniklalankalai / thanka / vaira   nakai-
nattukalai  / pattu pudaivaiklai  /  vaanki   makizha / vandi vaakanththil  sella/  vaanki   
kuvikka  / paniyaalarkal /  samayal  aall/  kaavalarkal  niriantha  / athikaaram  mikka/ 
urimakal  konda /   maalikai  /aranmanai   vaazhkkai  -palace  life;  vilai uyarntha  - 
expensive;  porutkal- things ; anikalankal- jewels;  thankm- gold;  vairam- diamond; 
nakai- jewel;  pattu- silk; pudavai-  saree /  vaanka- buy ; vandi-  vehicle;  vaakanam 
[Skt] - wagon;  sella- go;   paniyaal- peon ; kaavalarkal- guards;   samyal aal- cook ; 
athikaram- power;  urimai- rights; maalikai- bunglow;   aranmanai- place.

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sowkariyankal [Skt]   niraintha  vaazhkkai [ missing  letter- the -]  - comfortable life ;  
sowkariyam- comfort. 

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is  aadamparamaana  vaazhkkai    [missing  letter- pa- and-  the -]  - luxurious life;  
aadamparam- luxury.

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
selva  valam   mikka peru   vaazhu [ missing  letter- pa-] – wealthy life; selvam- wealth. 

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   panakkaara  vaazhvu [ missing  letter- pa-]- wealthy  life ;  panakkaarar- richman .

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   kaasu  panaththirkku  kuraichchal  ilaatha vaazhkkai – wealthylife ;  panam- money
;  kaasu- cash; kuriachchal- discomfort .
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luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
nalla vazharchchi ulla vaakkai –  fertile life .

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
sirithum  kavalai  atra vaazhkkai [ missing  letter- the -] – happy life;  kavalai- worry; 
atra- without;  vaazhkkai- life. 

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   naakarika   vaazhvu  –  cultured life .

luxuria  has the consonants-  la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   kidaththarkkariya  vaazhkkai  [missing letter- the -] –rare life to get  .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

M.

                          English word  -medieval .

medieval  has the consonants  -ma -the –va- la –and the original Tamil  word is  idai 
kaalam- medieval  time . 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – mAa –truth .

mAa  has the consonants ma -and the-orignal Tamil word is  unmai- truth. 

M
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macellarius : butcher, slaughter-house. 

macellarius    has the consonants - ma- ka- la-la- Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil / 
meaning  word is  vel-   aadu / maattai  / yeruthai  / iraichhci  / kari / thaevaikkaaka/   
maattu  tholukku  vaendiyum    kollukira    vilangu  vathai  koodam [  missing  letter-  
the -]  -  the place where  goats  /cattle  are killed  for meat  and  animal skin;    vel- 
aadu-  goat;  maadu-  cattle   ;  yeruthu  -  buffalo ; iraichhci-  meat ;  kari-  meat ; 
thaevai- need;   thole- animal skin ;   kolla-  kill ; vilanku vathai koodam-  slaughter 
house .

macer : thin, lean. 

macer has the composition -ma- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil word  is   
moththam  indri  [ missing  letter- the -] – not  thick ;  moththam- thick; indri- without.

thin [E]  has the consonants  -the –an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
melintha  [ missing letter- la-]- thin.

thin [E]  has the consonants  -the –an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
melithaana  [ missing letter- la-]- slender .

thin [E]  has the consonants  -the –an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
oththai naadi-  thin body .

lean[E] has the consonants - la -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nolkuthal [ missing letters-ka-and-the-]  - becoming lean.

lean[E] has the consonants - la -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
olliyaana  - lean .
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lean[E] has the consonants - la -an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thoththalaana [ missing  letter-  the -] -  lean .

macero : to soften, weaken, reduce, torment. 

macero   has the consonants  -ma -sa -Ra- and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
kuraiththida  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and- the- -]-  to reduce.

macero   has the consonants  -ma -sa -Ra- and the original Tamil word  /meaning is 
mana   vaethanai  thara  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and-   the -] -  torture .

macero   has the consonants  -ma -sa -Ra- and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thontharavu   kodukka/ thara   vaendum  [ missing  letters  -ka- and--  the -] - torment .

macero   has the consonants  -ma –sa-  -Ra- and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
valimaiyaei   kuraikka/  valu kuraivu   [ missing  letters - ka- and- -  la-] -  weaken .

macero   has the consonants  -ma -sa -Ra- and the original Tamil word  /meaning is    
theeviraththai /  kuraiththida  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka-  and-   the -]- to reduce 
the intensity.  

soft[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is   pathamai -
soft. 

soft[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is    poom 
pattu – soft. 

soft[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
meththena- soft.
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soft[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
menmaiyaanthu  -soft. 

 macies : thiness, gauntness / poverty,  barrenness 

macies has  the consonants-  ma- [- sa-] –[- sa -] –and the orignla Tamil  word is  
melliya [ missing  letter- la-] - thin .

macies has  the consonants-  ma- [- sa-] –[- sa -] –and the original  Tamil  word is  
yaezhmai  nilai [ missing  letter- la-]- poverty . 

poverty [E]  has the consoants-  pa-va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  kavar  pada  kootru – one word with many  meanings .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  kai aravu kondu  -  poverty .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  kai erakkam  kondu  - poverty / hands  coming down ;  kai- hand;  
erakkam- low level 

poverty[E]  has the consoants- pa –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  
is  panam kaasu indri / panam kaasu  kuraivu udaiya  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  without 
money .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- pa –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   varumai  pini  kondu-  striken by  the disease - poverty ;  varuami-  poverty; pini- 
sikness .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [ -pa -] –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is   varithu – poverty. 
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poverty [E]  has the consoants- pa –va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is 
thariththiriyam   pidikka- striken  by  thariththiriyam- poverty  .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is 
nikirithi-  poverty . 

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is   
thar kelam [ missing  letter-  la-]- poverty. 

poverty [E]  has the consoants-  pa-–va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is   
porul  ilaa  kutram [ missing  letter-  la-]- -  lack of wealth ; porul- wealth; illai- nil; 
kutram-crime. 

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is   
elitharavu [ missing  letter- la-]- poverty. 

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  –va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is   
kathi atru -  without  any  support. 

poverty [E]  has the consoants-  pa-–va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is    
uoosar payatru-kaari [ missing  letter- sa-] -  poverty  stricken old lady .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- [-  pa-] -–va- Ra -the -and the  other interpretation is   
thurkathan  - poverty striken man .

poverty [E]  has the consoants- pa –va- Ra -the -and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   udukka  udai  indri/ thanka  idam indri / irukka   idam indri  / thoonka  idam indri 
/kaani  karai indri /   unna  unavu  indri / veedu  indri/ naadu indri / uravu indri / 
paraariyaaka  /   piraridum   kai / thiru oadu  yaenthi   / uoor uooraaka   thiriya – 
wander from place to place  having no place to live and no food to eat  ;udukka- wear;
udai- dress;  indri- without;  thoonka- sleep; thanka- stay; unavu –food ; veedu –
home; kaani- land; naadu- state; uravu- relatives; thiru oadu- begger’s  bowel  ;  
paraari- poverty  striken people;  thiriya- wander. 
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poor[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  naathari 
/thariththiran  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  poor. 

poor[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  erappaor – poor. 

poor[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    nirappor- poor. 

poor[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    illaar 
[ missing letter- la-]  - poor .

poor[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is atraar-
[ missing  letter-  the -] - poor.    

macresco : to become lean, skinny, thin. 

macresco  has the consonants  -ma- ka –Ra- [-sa-]- ka – and the otringla Tamil  word is 
udar edaiyaei  kuraikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to reduce  weight ;  udar- 
body;  edai- weitht;  kuraikka- to reduce. 

*****macto : to magnify, glorify, honor / slay, fight, punish, afflict. 

macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is  
thandikka  vaendum / thandanai  kodukka  vaendum -  punish /  to give  punishment .

macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is  
sandai  ida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  sa-]- to fight ;  sandai-  fight.

 macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is  
kondrida  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to kill .
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macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is   
mikka  mathippudan    nadaththida   vaendum / mikka  mathippu  kaattida  vaendum - 
to treat   with honor ;  mathippu-  respect .
 
macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is  
mikai paduththuka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to magnify   . 

macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is   
maenmai  paduththuka [ missing  letter-  pa-] -glorify .

macto   has the consonants  - ma -ka- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning   is  
mathippu   vaaintha[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  glorious  .

fight [E] has the consonants  -pa- ka- the – and the orignla Tamil word / meaning is  
poar  puriya  vaendum / poaraada  vaedum [missing  letter- Ra -]   - war; yuththam 
[Skt] puria  vaendum  .

fight [E] has the consonants  -pa- ka- the – and the orignla Tamil word / meaning is  
kattti   pidiththu urundu/ pirandu    sandai   poda   vaendum  [missing  letter- sa-] – 
fight.

fight [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - ka- the – and the orignla Tamil word / meaning is
saaduka-[ missing  letter- sa-]-   fight. 

fight [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- ka- the – and the other interpretation of the  
word / meaning is  koathaa[Skt] -  sandai .

fight [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- ka- the – and the  other interpretaino of the word
is  kusththi [Skt]  poaduka [ missing  letter- sa-]- do  wrestling. 

fight [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thaavadi- fight  .

fight [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thaakiduka-  attack . 
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fight [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vettu  kuththu – fight;  vettu- cut; kuththu- stab .

fight [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kuththu  sandai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  boxing. 

fight [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is kaththi  sandai -[ missing  letter- sa-]  sword fight;  kaththi- knief;  sandai- fight.   

fight [E] has the consonants  - pa- ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mur poar iduka[ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  wrestling .

fight [E] has the consonants  - pa- ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaai  thakaraaru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – verbal  quarrel. 

fight [E] has the consonants  - [- pa-] - ka- the – and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kuchchei  sandai [ missing  letter- sa-] – stick fight. 

magnify[E] has the consonants-  ma- ka-  an -pa - and the original Tamil  word is  miki 
paduththa  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -] -  to magnify .

*****maculo : to stain, blemish, defile, pollute. 

macula   has the consonants -   ma- ka- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vellai  kaada thuni  yaei  azhukku aakkida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  to make  
the white cotton  cloth dirty ;  azhukku- dirt;  vellai-  white;  kaada - cotton;  thuni-  
cloth .

macula   has the consonants -   ma- ka- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nanjai  kalakka  vaendum [ missing  letters-   the- and-  sa-] - to poison ;  nanju- poison;
kalakka- to mix .
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macula   has the consonants -   ma- ka- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
palaakkida   vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the -and-  pa-] -  to spoil ;  paal-  spoil .

macula   has the consonants -   ma- ka- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalankam- stain / blemish. 

pollute [E]   has the consonants – pa-la- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
theezhppu  -pollution .

pollute [E]   has the consonants – pa-la- the-  and the  other interpretation is   puluthi- 
dust . 

maculosus : spotted, speckled, polluted. 

spotted [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa – the- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
pottu  pottaa- spotted. 

maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- sa –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maasu  athikam/ mikuthi  ulla[  missing  letter- the -] - high pollution; 
maasu- pollution;  mikuthi- excess.

maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- sa –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ankum inkum-  aaka  sinna sinna  pottu pottu –aaka   pullikal  [ maa- kolam
pola]   ulla [ missing  letter- pa-] – spots  are  here and there ;inkum  ankum - here and 
there ; sinna- small; pullikal- spots/ points ;  pottu –spot.
  
maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- [-sa-] –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kalankam ulla- morally blemish; kalankam- stain .

maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- [-sa-] –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  azhukku  thadam [ missing  letter- the -] – dirty mark; azhukku- 
dirt.
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maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- [-sa-] –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  aalai  adaiyaalam kandu kollu[ missing  letter-the-]- to identity/spot
some one;  adaiyaalam- identity .   

maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- [-sa-] –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  azhukku mayamaka – dirty .
maculosus   has the consonants  - ma- ka -la- [-sa-] –[-sa -] –and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  aalai   inam kandu kolla vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to 
indentify some one  .

madesco : to get wet. 

madesco  has the composition- ma- the-[-  sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
otham kaathhtida- wetness.

madesco  has the composition- ma- the-[-  sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
namaththu  vida  -  soaked.
madesco  has the composition- ma- the-[-  sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   
mun tharai  eeramaaka  irukkirathu[  missing letter-  Ra -]  -  mud  floor is wet;  mun 
tharai-  mud floor;  eeram-  wet. 

madesco  has the composition- ma- the- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
seekkiramaaka  eeramaaki  vidanum [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  to get wet [ quickly ]  .   

wet[E]  has the composition -va- the -  and the meaning of the word is   tharai  
eeramaaka  irukkirathu [  missing letter-  Ra -] - the floor is wet;  tharai-  floor;  
eeramaka -  wet. 

wet[E]  has the composition -va- the -  and the meaning of the word is   otham 
kaathida - wetness.
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wetness[E] has the consonants -va –the- an- sa- and the original Tamil word is  sotha 
sothappu kondu  [missing letter-pa-]- wetness.

wetness[E] has the consonants -va –the- an-[-  sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
namaththu  poe i  vida [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  become wet  /soaked .

madide : drunkenly. 

madide   has the consonants - ma- the- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
maththam-  intoxication/ madness .

madide   has the consonants - ma- the- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  mattu  /  
mattam  adi-  intoxicated by toddy ;  mattam/ mattu - toddy .

madide   has the consonants - ma- the- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  
mayakkam / mathi  kaedu  kondu [  missing  letter-  ka -]   drunken state;  kudi- drinks; 
mayakkam-  drowsiness /coma;  mathi –sense.  

madide   has the consonants - ma- the- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   pothai  
mayakkam  kondu [ missing  letters- pa and -ka -] -–intoxicated .

madide   has the consonants - ma- the- the-  and the other interpretation is  mathu  
[Skt]    pothai  [ missing  letter- pa-] - drunken  state;  mathu- drinks. 

drunkenly [E] has the consonants - the –Ra- ka –an- la – and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  ninaivu  izhakkum   varaiyil  kallai  kudikkum manithanae  / vidiyar  
kaalai  muthal  eravu  thoonkum varai  kallai  unnum manithane   /  ovovru naalum  
maali vaelaiyilum/  eravu  naerankalilum  kallai kudikkum  manithane   kudikaaran  
aavaan / kudikku  adimai -yaanavan aavaan –  one  who takes alchohol  till gets 
intoxicated/ taking  alchohol from morning  to night/ daily  night  is called as a  
drunkard;  ninaivu  izhaakk- loss of conscious ness;  kallu- alchohol;  kaalai- morning; 
eravu- night; kudikaaran- drunkard. 
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madidus : wet, moist, soaked, boiled, soft, drunk, dyed, steeped. 

madidus   has the consonants-  ma -the -the –[-sa-] - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  mattu  adi – drink.

madidus   has the consonants-  ma -the -the -sa - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  saayam  thoiththidu - to dye .

madidus   has the consonants-  ma -the -the -sa - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaada  thunikku  vanna  saayam  thoiththida  vaendum  [missing  letter- 
ka-] - to color the  cotton cloth ;   kaada thuni- cotton cloth ; vannam- color;  saayam- 
dye .

madidus   has the consonants-  ma -the -the -sa - and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  thanniyaei   soodakka / kothikka   vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to 
heat/ boil   the water  ;  soodu aakka- to heat;  kothikka- to boil ;  thanni- water 

moist [E]  has the consonants – ma-sa- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
satrae   eeramaanathu  [ missing  letter- Ra-]- moist  ;  eeram- wet.

moist [E]  has the consonants – ma-[- sa-] - the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   namaththu- moist .

wet[E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
eeramaakidu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – make wet .

wet[E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  eera  
kasivu  konda [ missing  letters- Ra -and -sa -] – wet; eeram-wet;  kasivu- 
leak/veliyaaka.
 
boiling[E]  has the consonants  -pa- la –an- ka –  and the orignal Tamil  word is   
ponkal- boiling. 
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mador : wetness, moisture. 

mador has the composition- ma- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eramana 
mun tharai-  wet mud  floor;  erram-  wet;  mun tharai-  mud floor. 

moisture[E]  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is eeram  niraintha - dampness . 

moisture[E]  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  eera  pathamaana [ missing  letter- pa-] - dampness .

maero : to grieve, sorrow. 

maero has the composition -ma- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  mana 
varuththam [  missing  letters- ka- and- the -]  -  mental worries .

maero has the composition -ma- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  eranthavari  /  
erantha / maraintha  / mariththa[Skt] uravinarai  / ninaiththu  manam  uruki  karaiya  [
missing  letters- ka- and- the -] - to cry thinking of the dead  ;  eranthavar- dead one;  
uravinar-  relative;  niniththu- thinking;   karaiya- cry .

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -  Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   erukku – sorrow/ madar plant .

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -- Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  aatra vonna thuyarm / varuththam [ missing  letter- the -] – deeply worried.
  
sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] - Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning is
mana  kurai-  sorrow .
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sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] - Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning is
varuththam mura[ missing  letter- the-]  –worried. 

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -  Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  perum thuyaram kondu  [ missing  letters- pa- and-  the -]  – big worry;  perum-big;  
thuyaram- worry .

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] - Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thuyaraththirkku  aalaaku [ missing  letters- the -  and-  la-] – sorrow.

sorrow[E]  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
visaaram-  sorrow/ worries.

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -  Ra- va-and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thuyaram  kondu  kanneer  vittu  karaika  [ missing  letter-  the -] –weep because of 
sorrow;  kanneer- tears;   karaika- weep .

sorrow[E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -  Ra- va- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kavarvu – sorrow.  

sorrowful [E]  has the consonants –[ sa-] -  Ra- va- [- pa-]-  la- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is kavaral- sorrowful.  

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa –and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
uravinarudaiya    erappu kaarumiyaamaaka  varum  thuyarm  [ missing  letter- the -]- 
grief due to death  of relative ;  uravainar- relative;  erappu- death;  karumiyam- 
reason ;  thuyaram- worry.

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa –and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
pirivu  thuyram  [ missing  letter- the -]- separation anxiety;  pirivu – separation;  
thuyaram- worry.
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grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa –and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
aatra  vonna  perum  thuyaram [ missing  letter-  the -] -  suffering that  can be 
consoled; thuyaram -distress.  

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa –and the  other interpretation  is  
ponkaaram- grief.   

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [- pa-]  –and the  other interpretation  is  
karumaathi - [ missing  letter- the -]-funeral rite. 

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [- pa-]  –and the  other interpretation  is  aruvu-
grieve.

grief [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa-–and the  other interpretation  is  perum   
mana kurai – big  mental distress .

magis : more, to a greater extent, rather, for preference 

magis  has the composition- ma -ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is  mika/ 
miku   - more .

                       English  word  -majestic 

majestic  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- the -ka -and the original Tamil  word
is  midukku -  majestic. 

magister : master, canon / master of a school, professor. 

magister  has the composition -ma- ka- sa- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is   
katru  tharum  aasiriyar   -  teacher .
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magister  has the composition -ma- ka- sa- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
neethi [Skt]  /sitta  mandra  naduvar  -  judge ;  sitta madram-  court;  naduvar- judge.  

magister  has the composition -ma- ka- sa- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
kalluriyil  / palliyil  paadam/ kalvi   solli  kodukkum    paer aasiriyar [  missing letter- -la 
- pa-] - collage  professor ;  kalluri-  collage;  paer aasiriyar- professor  ; paadam solli 
kodukkum-  teching  lessons . 

professor[E]  has the consonants - pa- Ra- [- pa-] -sa- [-sa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil 
word is  paer aasiriyar -  professor .

school [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kalvi 
nilayam – school. 

school [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   pal 
kalai kazhakam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  university.

school [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
kalloori / kazhakam  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- college .

school [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- la -and the other interpretation  is  kalai/  
kala  salai / kazhakam  - school. 

college [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- sa –and the interpretation  of the word is   kalai
salai / kazhakam  - college ; kalvi –education .

college [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- [- sa-]  –and the interpretation  of the word is   
uyar  kalvi  nilyam [ missing  letter- Ra -]  center for higher  education;  uyar kalvi-  
higher education . 

college [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- [- sa-]  –and the interpretation  of the word is   
pal kalai  kazhakam [ missing  letter- pa--] -  university. 
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magnopere magnus opere : very, very much. 

magnopere[E]   has the consonants – ma- ka- an- pa -Ra –and the original Tamil word  
perum ennikkai – numerous. 

magnus maior maximus : large, great, important. 

maximus  has the  composition - ma- ka -[-sa-]- ma-[- sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is    muthanmai   kondathu -  important. 

maximus  has the  composition - ma- ka -[-sa-]- ma-[- sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is   mukkiyam [Skt]  - important .

maximus  has the  composition - ma- ka -[-sa-]- ma-[- sa-]-  and the meaning of the 
word is  mika mika  valithu [ missing  letter-  la -]- big /large .

large[E]  has the consonants - la- Ra- ka -   and the original Tamil word  / meaning  is  
alavir   periya  [ missing  letter-  pa-] - big in size ;  alavu-  size/ measurement ;  periya-  
big. 

magus : magical. 

magus has thecomposition -ma- ka –[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  maaya  
viththai [ missing  letter- the -] – magic. 

magus has thecomposition -ma- ka –[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  mai  
viththai-[ missing  letter- the -]-  black  magic. 
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magus has thecomposition -ma- ka –sa- and the meaning of the word is   
sooththiramaaka [ missing  letters- the- and- Ra -] -     by trick . 

magus has thecomposition -ma- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
poodakamaaka-[ missing  letters- the- and- pa -] -        by trick .

magus has thecomposition -ma- ka –[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kapdamaaka  -[ missing  letters- the- and- pa -] -         – secretly .

magus has thecomposition -ma- ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  sooniyam  
seika- doing  black magic ; sooniyam-  black magic;  seika- do .

magic  [E] has the consonants  -ma- sa- ka  - and the original Tamil  word is  
maaya  viththai [ missing  letter- the -]- magic .

magical art [E]   has the consonants  -ma- sa - ka- la- Ra -the –and the meaning of the 
word is  yaematrum  maaya saala   kalai  -  the art of cheating;  yaemaatru- cheat ; 
maaya  saalam- magic ;   kalai –art. 

magicalart [E]   has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] - ka-  la- Ra -the –and the meaning of 
the word is  maaya   saala  viththai  kuriththa   kalai -  magical art;  maaya viththai-  
magic;  kalai- art.
  
magicalart [E]   has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-] - ka-- la- Ra -the –and the  other 
interpretation is   maantheereeka  kalai -  magical art;  kalai- art. 

magic[E]   has the consonants –ma- -sa-- ka  -and the interpretation  of the word is 
sooniyam  seikai- black  magic .

magic[E]   has the consonants –ma- -[- sa-] - ka  -and the interpretation  of the word is 
karu maanam [ missing  letter- Ra- -] -  black magic. 

magic[E]   has the consonants –ma- [-sa-] - ka  -and the interpretation  of the word is  
kookanam-  pretention .
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*****maiestas : majesty, dignity, greatness. 

maiestas  has  the consonants -  ma -sa- the- sa  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  maachchimai - udaiya - majestic . 

maiestas  has  the consonants -  ma -[-sa-]- the- [-sa -]  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  maenmai  udaiya - majestic .
 
 maiestas  has  the consonants -  ma -[-sa-]- the- [-sa -]  - and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is  unnathamaana -  diginified .

maiestas  has  the consonants -  ma -[-sa-]- the- [-sa -]  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   mathippu  udaiya [ missing  letter- pa-] honorable .

maiestas  has  the consonants -  ma -[-sa-]- the- [-sa -]  - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  muthanmaiyaana -  important .   
 
diginity [E]  has the consonants - the- ka -an -the  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  mathippu   vaaintha [ missing  letter- pa-] - honorable/respectable .
 
great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Thiraavidar   -Dravidian people. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
uyarnthavar -  great  people. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nediyavar-  great people. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kathiravan/Thiru Murugan-  sun.
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great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thakkaar – noble. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
viruththar-  great people. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karuththamma-  moon goddess. 
 
great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
perum maththippu  konda [ missing  letter- pa-]  - respectable .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nar  paeru  konda [ missing  letter- pa-] - noble  .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
perumai  konda [ missing  letter- pa-] -   proud. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
uthaara    kunam- greatness/ generous .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mika  perithaana[ missing  letter- pa-] -  grand ;  perithu- big .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paaratta  thakka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - admirable/  excellent .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poar  kunam   udaiya [ missing  letter- pa-]  - martial / aggresive .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kurippida thakka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  remarkable .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mika  sirnatha  / mika  uyarntha [ missing  letter- sa-] - superior . 
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great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mara thanmai   konda/ veream udiaya  -   courageous;  mara thanmai-  brave nature  . 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vallamai   nirintha [missing  letter- la-]  - powerful /  mighty .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aatral  mikka [missing  letter- la-]  - potent .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
varalaatru  /sariththira   sirappu   vaaintha  [ missing  letters-  la -and- sa-]  -  
historically  important ;  varallaru-  history . 

 great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
tharam  mikka  - of high std .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
arivu   koormai   udaiya  -  wise .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
nar  kunam  udaiya -  noble 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
theeram  mikka-  heroic.

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
anaivarum  arintha-  well known  /famous .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
marakka  mudiyaatha-  un forgettable . 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mikka  thiramai  mikka -  higly  talented  ;  thiramai- talent .
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great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kurai   yaethum  indri -  with out any mistake.  

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
athaikaarm / mika  athika  urimai  konda -  powerful ;  athikaaram- power. 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vendrida   mudiyaatha-  un conquerable .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mika  athika   thaakkaththai  yaerpaduththa    /  undaakka   koodiya [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- highly  powerful .

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
koor mathi konda-  wise . 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
oppaarum  mikaarum   indri -[ missing  letter- pa-]-  who can not be compared  with 
any one / above all . 

great  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karuththa-  black/ great .

maiores : (pl.) ancestors. 

maiores has the composition -ma- Ra - [-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is   
munnoar-  ancestors .

ancestor[ E]  has the composition- an -sa- sa -the- Ra -and the meaning of  the  Tamil 
word is  namudaiya   santhathiyinar[Skt]  / muthaathaiyar /mun-n-oadiyar / 
mooththor  - ancestors.   
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ancestor[ E]  has the composition- an –[- sa-] – [- sa-]  -the- Ra -and the meaning of  
the  Tamil word is  Then Nattaar –Tamil  speaking  Dravidian people. 

male peius pessime : badly, ill, wrongly. 

male peius   has the consonants  -ma- la -[-pa-]- [-sa-]   -and the
original Tamil word /meaning is  nalam illai / inmani -   in poor health ;    nalam- 
health;  inmai-  without .

male peius   has the consonants  -ma- la -[-pa-]- sa- -and the
original  Tamil word  /meaning is  mosamaana  nilaiyil  -  in bad status .

male peius   has the consonants  -ma- la -[-pa-]- sa- -and the
original  Tamil word /meaning is   thaevai  mikka   / avasiyamaana[Skt]   nilaiyil 
[  missing  letter- ka-]- badly in need of.  

male peius   has the consonants  -ma- la -[-pa-]- sa- -and the
original  Tamil word /meaning  is   solla  mudiyaatha  nilaiyil-[ missing  letter- the -]  -  
in bad condition .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -pa- the - and the original Tamil word is   thappaanathu  –
wrong/ taboo .

taboo[E] has the consonants – the- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  thappu-  
wrong . 

taboo[E]   has the consonants - the –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   theettu  – 
taboo.  

taboo[E]   has the consonants - the –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
theendaamai- un touchability .
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bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is  theeyathu-  
bad  .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  the - and the original Tamil word is   
theemaiyaanathu- evil . 

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  the - and the original Tamil word is   kettathu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – bad.

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  the - and the original Tamil word is   
theenkaanathu  [ missing  letter- ka-]   - evil .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  the - and the original Tamil word is   theevinai- 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  evil .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   kodiyathu  
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - terrible .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   
kaedaanathu [ missing  letter- ka-]   – evil  .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   keduthi  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  – evil .

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa- the - and the original Tamil word is   
aapaththaanathu    - dangerous   .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[-  pa-] - the - and the  other interpretation is  
mosamaanathu [ missing  letter –sa-]  – bad .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is    seithida   
koodaathathu  [ missing  letters- sa –and- ka -] –  should not be done / forbidden .
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bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is    kaana   
kodaaththu [ missing  letter- ka-]- should not be seen .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   kaetka  
koodaathethu [missing  letter- ka-]-should not be heard. 

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the originalTtamil word is   othukka  
vaendiyathu  [missing  letter- ka-]- - the one which has to be neglected. 

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa-  the - and the original Tamil word is   ketta  kopam 
[missing  letter- ka-]-   bad temper .

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa-  the - and the original Tamil word is   
kodumaiyaanathu-[missing  letter- ka-]- cruelty .

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa- the - and the  other interpretaiion is is   
paavamaanathu [Skt] -[missing  letter- ka-]-   – sinful .

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa-  the - and the original Tamil word is   thadai  poda 
pattathu- forbidden . 

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil word is   
theettaanathu-  taboo .

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa- the - and the original Tamil word is   polaathathu  
[ missing  letter- la-] –wicked.  

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa- the - and the other interpretation is  bad [Farsi] - 
bad. 

bad [E]  has the consonants  - pa- the - and the other interpretation is  pandai- bad 
smell. 
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malens : preferring. 

malens has the composition -ma- la- an - [-sa-] -   and the meaning of the word is 
manam  kollai  kolla / manam vizhaiya/ manam  aasai / ichchai  kolla   [missing  letter  
ka-] -  mind preferring/ liking ; manam-  mind  ; vizhika- liking ;  aasai-  liking. 

malum : evil, misfortune, misdeed, crime, injury, damage. 

malum  has the composition- ma- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is mael  
kaayam [  missing letter- ka-] -  external injury;  mael-   upper/ external;  kaayam-  
injury. 

malus peior pessimus : bad, wicked, evil. 

malus peior  has the consonants - ma- la -sa  -[-pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil  word 
is  sirithum  ozhukka  matra  nilayil  [ missing  letters-  the- and- ka -] - im -moral 
status ; ozhukkam- morality . 

bad [E]  has the consonants  -pa -the - and the original Tamil  word is  thappu -wrong /
bad. 

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
kaedaanathu / kodiya/ theenkaana / keduthi / theenku   [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  not  
good/evil  .

bad [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  word is   theeyathu -  
evil .

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
naya  vanjaka- thanmai kondu   [ missing  letter-  sa-] - wickedness.  
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wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vanjikkum  thanmai koda [  missing  letter-  sa-]  -  wickedness.

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thuttakan-  wicked man .
 
wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kaedu kettathu   - very bad.

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
ozhukka- kaedaanathu [ missing  letter- zha-] - im moral .

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kedukkum ennam konda- evil minded.  

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thollai  kodukka  koodiya  [ missing  letter-  zha-] - causing  trouble . 

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
pakamai  konda [ missing  letter-  pa-] - enmity / hostile .

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kodiyavan- wicked fellow.

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kaathakan - wicked fellow.

wicked  [E]  has  the consonants - va -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thuttikan -wicked fellow.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  avalam- 
evil. 
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  val  
vinai-  bad deed .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kooli- 
ghost . 
 
evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kole – 
evil .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kolli  
kankal  - evil  eyes  .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  pootha  
kanan-k-kal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  ghosts .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   azhivu -
destruction ;  azivu vazhi-  the path  way  for  destruction;  azhivu  vaelai - an act of 
destruction  .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is    
azhikka-  to ruin.

 evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
vaazhkkai   azhiya-  destruction of life.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  azhivu  
vaelai- destructive work.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   theeya  
vazhi  [  missing  letter-  the - ] - evil path  way ;  theeya -  evil;  wazhi-  way .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kaali- 
evil path .
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   nal 
vazhi -  good path  [antonym] .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  theengu
/ kaedu   vilaivikkum   vaelai / vazhi  [  missing  letter-  the - ] - an act / path way / that  
will bring  bad results ;  theengu -  evil;  vaelai- work / act;  vazhi -  path way  . 

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
keduthal [  missing  letter- the - ]-  evil one 

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
paava[Skt]   seyal /  polla  [ pollaanku] vazhiyil  sella  [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]  -  
evil / sinful  act ; paavam- sin ;  seyal- action; polla  vazhi-  bad path way ;  sella -  to go
.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   ozhukka
kaedu [ missing  letter- the - ]- im- morality  .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
kaevalam- disgrace. 

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kolai-  
murder ; kolai thozhil .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kollai- 
looting .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kalavu - 
theft; kalavaaduthal;  kalavu vaelai ; kalavu  thozhil  .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kaevalam-  bad  .
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  avalam- 
evil.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kallu  
kudiththal [ missing  letter-  the -] -  drinking  alcohol .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
theeya / kolli  kankal [ missing  letter-  the -] -    - evil eyes ; theeya - evil   kankal-  eyes 
.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kalla  
uravu [ missing letter - Ra-]  -  forbidden  relationships .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   murai 
illa  kaamam [ missing letter - Ra-]  forbidden  relationships.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   koodaa 
ozhukkam -[ missing  letter-  the -] -  forbidden  relationships . 

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  aal   
kadaththal  -[ missing  letter-  the -] -  kidnapping .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kai 
pazhakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  masturbation .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kai 
adiththal [ missing  letter-  the -]  masturbation. 

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
vilankodu kaamam -[ missing  letter-  the -] -   -  bestiality ;  vilangu -animal;  kaamam- 
sexual desire .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
venkala  /  silai  vanakkam [ misisin g letter- sa-] -  worshipping  idols .
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kaal 
nadai- kalai - kolluthal [ missing  letter-  the -] -  killing cattle .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   thaai  
makanodu  kollum  kaamam [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  incestual  relationship  between
mother and son .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thanthai  makalodu  kollum  kaamam [ missing  letter-  the -] - incestual relationship 
between father and daughter .

 evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kisu 
kisuththal  [ missing  letter-  sa-] l- gossip.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kindal- 
kaeli [ missing  letter-  the -]- teasing.

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kalla  
kaathal [ missing  letter-  the -]-  - adultery  .
 
 evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thooimai  illa  vaai mozhi /  naakkil  thoimai illai - [ missing  letter-  the -].  

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   aan   
makanum  aan makanum   kollum kaamam-  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  homosexuality .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thaevadiyaa   thozhil  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  prostitution .
 
evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  vilai  
makalodu   kooduthal/ koodi  vaazhuthal [ missing  letter-  the -]-  relationship  with  
prostitutes;  vilai  makal-  prostitute .
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is 
kaanathathai  /  kaetkaathathai -  kandathaaka  / kaettathaaka  vaai mozhithal  
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  statement  by one that he has seen /heard  what  he had  not 
seen / heard ;  kaanaathathu-  not seen ;  kaetkaathathu -  un heard ;  kandathaaka-  
as  seen;  kaettathaaka-  as  heard ;  vaai  mozhithal-  saying .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
maanthanai /  vilankai  / aadu / maattai  kaavu  koduththal  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
sacrificing   human beings/  animlas/ goats/ cattle ;  maanthan-  human being;  
vilanku- animal ;  aadu- goat ; maadu- cattle ;  kaavu  koduththal-  sacrifice .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
kuzhanthai   manam / kaliyaanam -[ missing  letter-  the -] -child marriage .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  kooda  
thozhamai  [ missing  letter-  the -]- bad friendship .

  evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
manithanae  -  manithanai   adimai  aakuthal [ missing  letter-  the -]-  slavery .

 evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  kaatti  
koduththal  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  - to be an informant  .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   kootti 
koduththal [ missing  letter-  the -]-  -   prostitution .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  kaattai  
azhiththal-[ missing  letter-  the -]-     destruction  of  forests  ; kaadu-  woods;  
azhiththal- destruction .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
vilankukalai  vaettai  aaduthal -[ missing  letter-  the -]- hunting.
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evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
kanniyaei  keduththal /    kanni- thanmai - yaei  azhiththal  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
rape .

 evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
kaevalam.  

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
adimaiyaei   kolluthal -[ missing  letter-  the -]   killng  a slave ;  adimai- slave ;  
kolluthal-  killing .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  vilai  
nilaththai  azhiththal  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  destroying  agricultural fields ;  vilam- 
nilam- farmland;  azhiththal- destruction .

evil [E]   has the consonants - va -la - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   ottu 
kaettal [ missing  letter-  the -] - 
 over hearing.

mancipo mancepo : to sell formally, turn over, give into charge. 

mancipo has the composition- ma- an- [-sa-]  -pa -and the meaning of the word is 
porupaerkka   vaendum [  missing letters-  Ra- and -ka-] - to take charge/ to take 
responsibility . 

mancipo has the composition- ma- an- sa -pa -and the meaning of the word is    kaasu 
panaththirkku  virkka vaendum [ missing letters –ka- Ra- and- the -] -  to sell for money
; panam-  money;  kaasu –cash; virkka-  to sell. 

mancipo : to sell formally, give up. 
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mancipo has the composition- ma- an -sa -[-pa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  kai 
vittu vida  vaendum [  missing  letters-  ka -and-  the -] - to give up. 

give up [E]   has the consonants-   ka- va - [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kai vittu   viduka [ missing  letter-  the -]  - to give up .

mandatum : order, decree, mandate, instruction. 

mandatum  has the composition  -ma- an- the- ma-  and the meaning of the word is  
theivam/ mannan    aanai yida vaendum[  missing letter- ka -]  -  the lord/ king  has to 
give order;  theivam-  god;  mannan -  king aanai -  order. 

mando : to commit, entrust, order, command. 

mando  has the composition -ma- an- the -and the meaning of the word is aanai  ida  
vaendum-  to  give the order;  aanai -  order/command  [ missing letter- ka -] . 

command[ E]   has the consonants - ka -ma- an- the - and the  original Tamil word is  
aanai yida   vaendum -  to command .

command[ E]   has the consonants - ka -ma- an- the - and the  original Tamil word is   
kattalai  ida  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  la -]- to order ; kattalai- order .

command[ E]   has the consonants - ka -ma- an- the - and the  original Tamil word is  
uththaravu   ida   vaendum   [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to order;  uththaravu - order.
    
order [E]    has the consonants - Ra -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
uththaravu  tharuka- [ missing  letter-  ka -] - to order ;  uththaravu- order;  tharuka-  
to give . 
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order [E]   has the consonants - Ra -the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  korikkai   
tharuka - [ missing  letter-  ka -]- to request .

mane : morning,   early in the morning, early. 

mane  has the composition-  ma- an  - and the meaning of the word is    vaikarai  
naeram [  missing letters-  ka - and -Ra-]   - early  morning   time  .   

mane  has the composition-  ma- an  - and the meaning of the word is   munnamae-  
early .

manentia : permanency. 

manentia    has the   consonants  -ma- an -an- the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  endrandum  maaratha   thanmai  [  missin g letter-  Ra -]-  never  changing
. 

permanency   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ma- an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word/meaning is   endrandum  maaratha thanmai [  missing letter-  the -] - never 
changing .

maneo : to remain, stay, stay the night, last, endure, abide by. 

maneo   has the consonants - ma- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
thankida vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and -ka -]  -  stay 

                          English word – mediator .
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mediator  has the consonants - ma – the- the- Ra -and the interpretation of the 
word is maththiyasthar [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – mediator. 

mediator  has the consonants - ma – the- the- Ra -and the interpretation of the 
word is perum paeraththudun koodiya  vanikaththai  mudiththu tharum  idai 
tharakar[ missing  letters- pa and- ka -]  -  broker to finsh a big business.

                 Egyptian word –  mH [ forearm ].

mH  has the consonants - ma- ka - and the original Tamil word is munna-k-kai -  fore 
arm. 

manus manus : hand, band, handwriting. 

manus  has the consonants - ma –an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
munna-k-kai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  fore arm .

manus  has the consonants - ma –an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mani maniyaa -  adj-  for good hand writing;  mani –star/ beads.

                   Magical letters – pa- and -sa-. 

                  pachchai [ -pa -sa-]/ water  =  apsu [ water]   
                pachchai   = jembu [Skt] - [sa – pa-][  water]        
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mare maris : sea. 

maris  has the composition -ma- Ra- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  maari- 
rain ;   maa vaari  [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  sea.
  
maris  has the composition -ma- Ra- sa - and the  other interpretation is  
samuththiram [Skt] -  sea [ missing  letter-  the -] .

sea [E]  has the consonants - sa -and the interpretation of the word is   apsu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -sea .

sea [E]  has the consonants - sa -and the interpretation of the word is   sasi-  sea. 

sea [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -and the interpretation of the word is   appu 
[missing letter-pa-]- sea.

sea [E]  has the consonants –sa--and the interpretation of the word is   soozhi  
[ missing letter- la-]-  sea. 
 
apsu has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is   pa [Farsi  ]-  
water  .

apsu has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is   payam- water. 

apsu has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is  paayam / 
paayasam [Skt] - milk / sweetend milk. 

apsu has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is   uppu – salt/ 
uvar kadal .

apsu has the consonants-[- pa-] - [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is  kayam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- sea.
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apsu has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the other interpretation is   su   [ kasuaakai –
Iran   tribal   language-  Gau Kasuaakaai   region ]  - water. 

maritus : husband. 

maritus  has the composition -ma- Ra -the-sa-and the meaning of the word is thiru- 
manam  seithavar[ missing letter- ka-]  - married man ;  thirumanam- marriage . 

husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] -an-  the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kattiyavan-   husband.
  
husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] -an-  the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kondavan -  husband.

husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] -an-  the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kaandan- husband. 

husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] -an-  the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  thunaivan- companion.

husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] -an-  the- and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  akamudaiyaan – husband.  

husband [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- pa-an-  the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  veettu   kumpini-  head of the house; veedu- house; kumbini- head of the 
house.

husband  has  the consonants - ka- sa -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  manamaakalai  / pennai  katti  -  kudiththanam   seithidum  aan makan  - 
married  man  living with  his family .
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husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   veettu  thalaivan [ missing  letter-  la-] - the head of the family ;  veedu- 
house;  thalaivan- head . 

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  kozhunthan[ missing  letter-  zha-]  – husband /husband’s  younger 
brother. 

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  kattiya   kanavan  -   husband .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- -sa- -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kovilil /   ketti melam kotti   thaali  katti   kaliyaanam   seithitta   aan 
makanae  kanavan    aavan [ missing  letter-  la-] - legal  husband is one who has tied 
the sacred thread   ;   kovil- temple;  ketti maelam- drums ;  kotti - to beat ;  thali 
kattiya  - one who  has tied  the sacred thread ;  kaliyaanam- marriage ;  kanvan- 
husband .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- sa- pa-an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ulaithu  naalu   kaasu  panam sampaaththiththu  /eetti   kudiyaei  / 
manaivi yaei /  pendu  pillikalai  paenupavanae / kudiyaei  vazhi  nadathupavane     
kanavan  aavaan [ missing  letter-  la-] -  one who earns and takes care of the wife and 
children -  husband ;   ulaiththu- to work ;  naalu- four; kaasu panam-  money ;  
sampaaththitthu  /eetti - to earn ;  kudi-  family ;  pillaikal- children ;  paena- to look  
after;  kanavn- husband. 

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa--an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  manaivi  peththu eduththa   kuzhanthaiyin / pillaiyin   thanthaiyae   
kattiya  kanavan   aavaan  [ missing  letter-  la-] -  father  of  the child  - her  husband .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning  is   kaathal  seithu /  katti vantha    pennin  / pondaattiyin  /  manaivi -yin /  
paathu  kaavalan   avaludaiya    kanavan   avaan-[  missing  letter-  la-] -   the  protector 
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of the wife is her husband ;  pondaatti -  wife;   manaivi - wife ;  paathu kaavalan-  
protector;  avaludaiya- her;  kanavan-  husband .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  manaivi yaei   en-naalum   kanvan   kai -vidal  kodaathu-[  missing  letter- 
la-]  -  husband should never let down his wife ;   manaivi - wife;   kanavn- husband;  
kaividuka-  let down . 

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa-an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   manaivi  -  udaiya   nanpan  -  avan  kanavanae   aavaan -  the friend  of  a  
wife is her husband;   manavi-  wife;   nanpan-  friend;  kanavan- husband .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   kanavan  thun   manaivi-yin     nun- nadaththiyaei    iya  pada  / 
santhakae pada   koodaathu-  husband should  never suspect  his wife’s   character;   
kanavn- husband;  nun nadaththai-  morality ;  iaym- suspicion .

 husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   kanavan   thun- manaivi - yaei    kootti kodukka  kodaathu -  
husband  should never force his wife to indulge in  promiscuity .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   kanavan  en naalum  kalla  kaathalil   eedu padaathal   koodaathu -  
husband  should never indulge in  adultery ;  kalla  kaathal-  adultery .

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa--an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paraththai   pennin  uravu  kanavanukku   koodaathu [ missing  letter-  Ra 
-]- husband should    not have relationship  with a prostitute ; paraththai- prostitute  ; 
uravu /  thodarpu -  relationship . 

husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -an- the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  veettu  kaaran [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- the  lord of the house/  head of 
the family  .
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husband  has  the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa-an- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pennudaiya   kavavan / ennudaiya  kanavan-  my  husband ;  en -   mine ; 
kanavan-  husband .

husband   has  the consonants - ka- sa -pa -an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
kudumpasthan [ Skt]  - one who heads the family .

 wife[E]  has the consonants- va- pa -and the original Tamil word is    poa makal-
[ missing  letter- la-]  wife .

wife[E]  has the consonants- va- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is    manaivi  - 
wife  [ head of the house] . 

wife[E]  has the consonants- va- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  manavaati  
[missing  letter- the -]  - bride/ mistress. 

wife[E]  has the consonants- va- pa -and the original Tamil word is  vapaatti  [missing  
letter- the -] – concubine / keep .

wife[E]  has the consonants- va- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  akavaatti –
[missing  letter- the -]  wife. 

wife[E]  has the consonants- va- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  kaanthai - 
[missing  letter- the -] - wife. 

                      English  word - mature .

mature ahs the consonants - ma- the -Ra -and the interpretation of the word is 
moothaari / muthira – mature. 

mater matris : mother. 
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matri  has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is   
moondraai-  gread mother .

matri  has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  ennai   
eendru eduththa   enathu  arumai  thaai  -  my  beloved mother who gave birth to me
;  eendru  eduththa-  gave birth;  arumai-  good;  thaai-  mother. 

mother[E] has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  ennai 
eendru eduththa   enathu  arumai  thaai  ammai-  my  beloved mother who gave birth 
to me ;  eendru  eduththa-  gave birth;  arumai-  good;  thaai-  mother. 

mother[E] has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the  other interpretation is madar 
[Farsi ] - mother. 

mother[E] has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the  other interpretation is eendru 
eduththa  tham-aayei -  mother who gave birth;  aayei – mother/grand mother;  
eendru eduththa- given birth. 

mother[E] has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the  other interpretation is  eendru
ediuththa  tham annai -  mother who gave birth;  annai-  mother;  ana  [Iran tribal 
people- Kasuakkaai language-  Gau Kasuakaai region] -  mother.    

step mother[E] has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]-  ma- the -Ra -  and the original
Tamil  word is  maatraam  thaai -  step  mother. 

mother[E] has the  composition - ma -the- Ra-  and the  other interpretation is  
thirumathi- mrs[  wife of sun- the  moon ] .

matera, mairia : ?vat, for the fermentation of beer. 

matera has the consonants –ma- the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
saarayam  kaaichchukindra  satti /paanai / paththiram [ missing  letters-  sa -  pa- and- 
ka -] -  pot for brewing arrack ; saarayam- arrack ; kaachchu- brewing; paanai- pot. 
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materia : material, substance, matter. 

materia    has the consonants - ma- the -Ra -and the oringal Tamil word / meaning  is 
uruvamum / vadivamum   thotramum  udaiya   ondru [ missing  letter- ka-]- one which
has form and appearence ;  vadivam- form;  thottram- appearance. 

matter[E]  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  
pathaarththam – matter. 

substance[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]-the –an- [-sa -] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  pandam-  substance. 

matertera : maternal aunt. 

matertera  has the composition- ma- the- Ra- the -Ra - and the meaning  of the word 
is  ammaudaiya /  thaayin  kooda pirantha  sakotharanin [  annan-  thambi]  manaivi  
[  missing letters- pa - sa- and- ka -] - wife of the mother’s brother ;  thaai-  mother; 
amma-  mother;  pirantha-  born; sakotharan -  brother;  manaivi-  wife. 

aunt [E]has the composition-  va-an-- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
maamaavin  manaiviyae   aththai   -  wife of uncle is the aunt ;  maama-  uncle;  
manaivi-  wife;  aththai- aunt . 

             

matrimonium : marriage. 

matrimony   had the composition -ma- the -Ra- ma -an- -and the meain gof the word 
is  iru manamoththa   thirumanam -  marriage  ;  iru manam-   two souls ;  
thirumanam-  marriage. 
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marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is   
perum  manam [ missing  letter- pa-] – marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is   
thirumanam  [ missing  letter-  the-]-  marriage. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is   
maru manam – second marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- - sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is   
urimai  seppu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  negotiaton  for marriage. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is   
piramam [ missing  letter- pa-]- marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
aasuram-  marriage. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  [- sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word  is  
parinayam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] – marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  [- sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word  is  
paru nayanam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] - marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  [- sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word  is  
aaridam [ missing  letter- the -]  – one of the eight methods  of marriages. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
asura  mana murai  - one of the eight methods  of marriages. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  rishi 
manam - one of the eight methods  of marriages. 
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marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
Brahmana mana murai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -one of the eight methods  of marriages; 
manam- marriage;  murai- method.  

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
pisaaka  mana  murai [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-]- one of the eight methods  of 
marriages.

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
kavarnthu  sendru  manam  mudikkum murai/ kantharva  manam  [ missing  letter- ka-
and -the -]- one of the eight methods  of marriages.

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
kaathar  manam [ missing  letter- ka- and -the -]-love marriage. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
parisa   mana murai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  arranged marriage;  parisam- betrothal . 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  sa-- and the meaning  of the word  is  
Rakshasa  mana murai [ missing  letter-  ka-] - one of the eight methods  of marriages.

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra-  [-sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word  is  
mana murivu[ missing  letter- ka-]  – divorce[ thiru mana murivu] . 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is 
thirumanam [ missing  letter-  the -]  marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  thiru 
manam puriya  vaendum [  missing letters- ka-and-   the -]  -to marry ;  thirumanm- 
marriage;  puriya – do.

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word  is  
muthar eravu[  missing letters- ka-and-   the -] – first night.  
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marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- -sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  
parisa  panam [ missing  letter- pa-] – bridal price. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- -sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  
piramam [Skt]  marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- -sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  mana
seeru – marriage gift .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word  is  
peru manam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  marriage .
 
marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  iru 
vaeru  manam  ondraaka  inaiyaum  thirumanam[  missing letters- ka-and-   the -] -  
union of  two souls is  marriage ;  iru vaeru-  two  separate;  ondraaka-  in to one ;  
manam -  soul;  inaiyum-  unioting;  thirumanam-  marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word  is  
parinayam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  marriage .

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  
paruna yanam [ missing  letter- pa-] – marriage.

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- sa- and the meaning  of the word  is  pari  
vaethanam [ missing  letters-  pa -and -ka-]- marriage. 

marriage[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- [-sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word  is  
maru-  the first  feast given to the bride groom  by the  bride’s family after marriage .

to get married  [E]  has the consonants -  the –ka- the- ma -Ra -the –and the original 
Tamil  meaning is  karai  saerththida vaendum[ missing letter- sa-]- to get married/  to 
take to the shore.

bride[E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  thiru mana 
pen -  bride. 
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couple[E]   has the consonants -  ka-  pa-- la- and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is 
kaliyaanam aana  mana makkal-  ponnum  maappilaiyim  -couple/ bride and the bride 
groom. 

bridegroom [E]   has the consonants –pa- Ra- the - ka -Ra -ma –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thirumanththandru  mana  pennin  kai  pidikka   poakum / 
mothiram  anivikkum  mana  /thiru  makan – the boy  who is going  to hold  the  hands
of the bride. 
 
wedE]   has the consonants-  va –the- and the original Tamil  word is kadi- wed.

wedE]   has the consonants-  va –the- and the original Tamil  word is kadi  manam-  a 
kind of marriage. 

                           English word -marsh .

marsh  has the consonants – ma- Ra- sa- and the original tamil word is   erramum  
saerumum- maana--mun -  marsh land; eeram- wet;  saeru-  muddy;  mun- land/ soil
.

 
maxime : greatly, exceedingly, to the highest degree, very. 

maxime   has the composition- ma -ka -[-sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word is   
mika athikam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  greatly .

maxime   has the composition- ma -ka -[-sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word is   
alavukku    maelaaka /  athikamaaka     mikuthiyaaka [  missing letters-  la-  and -  the -]
exceedingly   ;  alavu-  level;  maelaaka-  more/ exceeding .    

maxime : especially, particularly, principally. 
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maxime   has  the consonants  - ma- ka- [-sa-]  -ma -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   muthanmaiyaaka  [missing letter-the-]/ mukkiyamaaka  [Skt] - principally .

                       English  word -meat .

meat  has the consonants  -ma- the -and the interpretation  of the word is pisitham [
missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] – meat;  sathai pindam  .

medicus : doctor, physician. 

medicus  has the composition- ma -the- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  
maruththuvar -  doctor[ missing letter-  Ra -] .

medicus  has the composition- ma -the- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is   
panduvam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – medicine. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants  - the -ka- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is    
naattu  maruththuvar  / naattu / kiramaththu  vaiththiyar[Skt]  -  village doctor ;  
naadu- state/ village;  maruththuvar - doctor .

doctor  has the consonants  - the -ka- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is   noei -  
yaei   kunamaakida   marunthu   tharum   panduvar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the doctor 
who  gives drugs  to cure the illness;  noei ;  illness;   kunamaakka- to  cure;  marunthu 
- drug;   tharum-  giving;  pandavar-  doctor .

 doctor[E]   has the consonants  - the -ka- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is   
paer  arivu  padaiththavar   -  a great  scholar ;   paer arivu -   great knowledge ;  
padaiththavar -  one who  has .

doctor[E]   has the consonants  - the -ka- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is  noei
theerkkum  pidaaran / pidakan[ missing  letter- pa-] - the doctor who  cures illness. 
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mediocris : ordinary, average, fair, moderate, mediocre. 

medicoris   has the compositin -ma- the- ka- Ra -sa-  and the meaning of the word is   
sirappaaka  kurippittu  koora/  vaendiya   yaethum  indri -  nothing special  .

medicoris   has the composition -ma- the- ka- Ra -sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
veku   saatharanamaanathondru  - -  an ordinary one . 

medicoris   has the compositin -ma- the- ka- Ra -sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
sumaaraakaththan  irukkirathu - average.

medicoris   has the compositin -ma- the- ka- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is kurippiduvatharkku  ondrum  kidaiyaathu - nothing to mention. 

medicoris   has the compositin -ma- the- ka- Ra -sa-   and the meaning of the word is  
solvatharkku  ondrum  illai [  missing  letter-  la -] -  nothing to comment .

average [E]   has the consonants – va -Ra –sa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
sara sariyaaka – average.

average [E]   has the consonants – va -Ra –sa-and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
sumaraaka – average. 

average [E]   has the consonants – va -Ra –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nadutharamaaka   [ missing  letter- the -] –average. 

medium [E]   has the consonants – ma- the -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  
mitham -  intermediate/ average .
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meditor meditatus : to reflect upon, consider, ponder / practice. 

meditor  has the composition -ma -the- the- Ra - and the menin gof the word is  than  
manathai  thaenae  aaraainthu -  to  interospect   ;  than  manam-  one’s mind;  
thanae-  oneself ;  aaraainthu-  to think up on. 

practice[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- the -sa-and the original Tamil word  is  
payirchchi   edukka/ kodukka  -  to do practice/ to give pratice . 

practice[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- the -sa-and the original Tamil word  is  
seyar paduththuka- put in to action.

practice[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word  is  nadai muraikku  kondu varuka - to put into practice.
  
practice[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- the -[-sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word  is  nadai  murai   vazhakkam [ missing  letter- la-]  - custom .

practice[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- the -sa-and the original Tamil word  is  
payirchchi  edukkira  maruththuvar / panduvar -  trainee doctor/ house surgeon on  
internship . 

practice[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- the -sa-and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  parichchikka [Skt]   vaendum – to practice/ to examine .

medius : middle, the middle of. 

medius  has the composition -ma- the-[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  
naduvam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - middle.

medius  has the composition -ma- the-[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  
erandukkum   naduvae [missing  letters- Ra- and -ka -]  – in the middle of the two ; 
erandu- two;  naduvae- 
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middle.

medius  has the composition -ma- the-[- sa-] - -and the   other interpretation is  
maththiyil [Skt]  [ missing  letter- la-] - central .

middle[E]   has the consonants – ma- - the- la- and the original Tamil word is   nanam 
-thalai – middle. 

middle[E]   has the consonants – ma- - the- la- and the original Tamil word is   
erandukkum  naduvil  [ missing  letters- Ra -and -ka -] – in the middle of the two;  
erandu- two;  naduvil- center. 

middle[E]   has the consonants – ma- the- la- and the original Tamil word is   nadu  
nilaiyil – in the middle .

middle[E]   has the consonants – ma- the- la- and the original Tamil word is   nadu  
nilamaiyil -  in the middle  .

middle[E]  has the consonants - ma – the -la – and the  other interpretation is  
maththiyil Skt] /nadu   maiyaththil – in the center.

centre[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] -  an- the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word is 
nadu  puram  [missing  letter- pa-]  - centre;  nadu- centre;  puram- side. 

mel mellis : honey. 

mel has the composition ma- la -and the meaning of the word is malai  thaen -  
mountain  honey [ missing letter-  the -] ; malai-  mountain;  thaen -  honey. 

honey[E]   has the consonants-  ka- an- and the original Tamil  word is  kompu  
thaen[ missing  letters-  pa- and -the -] -  bough honey;  kompu- bough; thaen- honey. 
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honey[E]   has the consonants-  ka- an- and the original Tamil  word is  konku  .

melior : better. 

melior  has the composition -ma- la -Ra - and the meaning of the word /meaning is  
kurai   illaamai   [ missing  letter- ka-]   without  mistake.

better [E]   has the consonants – pa- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
siranththu/  sirappu udaiyathu  / sirappaanathu / sirappaana  ondru [ missing  letter-  
sa-] – better. 

mellitus : honeyed, sweet as honey. 

mellitus   has the consonants  -ma- la - the –[-sa -] - and the original  Tami l word  / 
meaning  is  malai  thaen -  mountain honey;  malai-  mound;  thaen- honey. 

mellitus   has the consonants  -ma- la -la- the –-sa - and the original  Tami l word  / 
meaning  is  malai thaen in  suvai ulla [ missing  letter-  ka-] - sweet  as  mountain  
honey ; malai-  mountain;  thaen-   honey ;  suvai- taste . 

sweet [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  thithikka  -  sweety ;  thithikkum suvai  udaiya -  sweet taste. 

sweet [E]  has the consonants –-sa-va -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
inippu  suvai kondathu [ missing  letter- pa-] - sweet taste.

sweet [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -va -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  inithaaka – pleasant [ speech] . 

sweet [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -va -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  athinkam- sweet. 
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 memini meminisse : to remember. 

memini  has the composition -ma- ma- an –and the original Tamil  word is   
marakkama  irukkanum [ missing  letters- ka -and-Ra -] - do not  forget ;  marakkama -  
do not forget .

memor : mindful, remembering, grateful, thoughful, prudent. 

memor   has the composition- ma- ma -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
marakaama -  iru  [  missing  letter-  ka-] - do not  forget. 

memor   has the composition- ma- ma -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
maravaathu  irukka vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and -the -] -  do not forget  .

memor   has the composition- ma- ma -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  maraa  
maranai  -good memory;  maranai – memory .

memoratus :  mentioned. 

memoratus   has the consonants -  ma- ma- Ra -the -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  maravaathu  ondrai   kurippida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
donot forget to mention  ;  maravaathu-  do not forget ;   kurippidu- mention . 

memoria : memory, remembrance, recall, recollection. 
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memoria has the composition -ma- ma- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is 
marakkama  ninaivir  vaikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- keep in mind  with out  forgetting  ; 
marakka-  to forget;  marakaama- do not forget ;  ninavu -  memory  ;  vaikka-  keep .

mendosus : faulty, full of faults. 

mendosus has the composition  -  ma -an- the- [- sa-] – [- sa-] -  and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning is  anaiththum   thappae / thappu thaana[ missing letter -pa-] -  all are
incorrect ; anaiththum- everything;  thappu-  wrong . 

faulty [E]   has the consonants - pa-la - the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pazhuthu/  pazhuthaana -  out of order-  fault / faulty.  

                           Sanskrit   word –siththam .

      Siththam has the consonants –[- sa-] -the -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
manathu – mind. 

mens mentis : mind, thought, intention, intellect. 

mentis has the composition -ma -an- the - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
manathu -  mind. 

mentis has the composition -ma -an- the - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is    
mana amaithi- peace of mind. 

mentis has the composition -ma -an- the - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mana nimathi- peace of mind.  
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mind [E]  has the composition- ma- an- the -  and the meaning of the owrd is  
manathu -  mind. 

mens  has the consonants  -ma- an [- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  unnam -  
mind. 
mens  has the consonants  -ma- an sa-and the original Tamil  word is  manam / 
manasu – mind. 

intellect  has the consonants  -an -the- la -ka- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
arivu  aatral   konda [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - intelligent. 

soul[  E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  -la -and the original Tamil  word is  paazh  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – soul. 

soul[  E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  -la -and the original Tamil  word is  pulampan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – soul. 

soul[  E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  -la -and the original Tamil  word is  ulam  - soul . 

mensa : table. 

mensa  has the composition -ma -an- -[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is   nilai 
maedai  [ missing letters- la- and- the -] – table;   maesai -  table;  maesai  samaan. 

table [E]  has the consonants-  the-[-  pa-]-  la - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  
is  nilai madai - table .

mensis mensis :  month. 
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mensis has the composition-ma- an- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   poo  mani
/ pon mani  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  moon .

mensis has the composition-ma- an- sa- and the  other interpretation  is  soman  [Skt] 
-  moon  .

mensis has the composition-ma- an- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
muppathu   naatkal [ missing  letters- pa- the-  ka- and-  la-]  -  30 days .

month  [E]  has the consonants-  ma- an- the - and the original Tamil word is  nun 
mathi- moon. 

month  [E]  has the consonants-  ma- an- the - and the original Tamil word is  vatta 
mani  [ missing  letter-  ka -]- full moon

month  [E]  has the consonants-  ma- an- the - and the original Tamil word is  
muppathu  / naatkal  -  thinkal  [ missing  letters- pa - ka -and -la-] -  30 days  -  a 
month ;  muppathu- 30 ;  naatkal-   days;    thinkal- month . 

month  [E]  has the consonants-  ma- an- the - and the interpretation  of the word is  
mathantham-  every month .

merces mercedis : pay, reward, recompense, compensation. 

mercedis   has the compositon- ma- Ra- ka- sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
oruvarukku  kidaiththa  panam kaasu /    sanmaanamum  matrum  viruthum  -  the 
award and the   reward money  ;  oruvarukku-  for a person;  kidaiththa-  got; panam 
kaasu - money ;  sanmaanam -  reward;  virithu  - award. 

mereo, mereor : deserve, earn, be entitled to, merit. 
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mereo  has the composition- ma- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  arivum 
thiramiyum [ missing letters-  ka- and- the -]  -   knowledge  and talent ;  arivu-  
knowledge;  thiramai-  talent. 

mereo  has the composition- ma- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is   varuvaai 
undaakka   vaendum [  missing letters-ka-  the- ]- to  make  earnings  ;   varuvaai-  
income ;  undaakka- to make  .

mereo  has the composition- ma- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is   varumaanam 
[Skt]  [ missing  letter-ka-] -  earnings .
 
deserve[E]  hs the composition -the-[-sa-] - Ra- va - and the meaning of  the word is  
thakuthi -yum  thiramaiyum  konda-  having    eligibility  and talent .

earn[E] has the composition -Ra -an-  and the meaning of the word is   varuvaai   
undakka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka- and the -] -  to earn /   to make  income;  
varuvaai- income ;  undaakka -  to make  .

earn[E] has the composition -Ra -an-  and the other interpretation is  varumaanam  
[ missing  letter-  ka-]   -  earnings .

mereo : deserve, gain, obtain, serve as a soldier. 

mereo  has the composition- ma -Ra- and the meaning  of  the word is   maravanaaka/
veeranaaka    vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -  and-  the - ] -  to become a soldier ;   
maravan/  veeran-  soldier  .

mereo  has the composition- ma -Ra- and the meaning  of  the word is  payan 
peranum- to gain[  missing letter-  pa -] ;  payan -  use;  peranum  - to get. 

mereo  has the composition- ma -Ra- and the meaning  of  the word is  
peranum[ missing letter-  pa-] - to receive .
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soldier [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   adalar -  soldier. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants -sa- la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sottaiyaalar – soldier. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   padaiyaalar [ missing  letter- pa-] -soldier. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   mandaiyalar – soldier. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    vaal  eduththu sandai idukiravar [ missing  letter-ka-] -  sword man ;  
sandai- fight;  vaal- sword. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is poar padai  yaeraazhalar  [ missing  letter- pa-] ; poar padai –army ;  
yaeraazhalar- soldier. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaalaat-  padai   maravan/   veeran [  missing letters-  ka- and- pa-] -  
ground warrior;  kaalaat   padai -  ground force ; padai-   army;   veeran-  warrior . 
soldier [E]   has the consonants -  sa- la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   poar kalam  sendru  poaridum  maravan/ veeran [  missing letters-  ka- 
and- pa-]   -   warrior  ;  poar kalam-  battle field ; poar sei -to war ;  maravan- warrior. 

soldier [E]   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   poar  padai / saenai  thalaivar [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  ka-] - head of 
the army ; paor padai- army ;  thalaivar- leader. 
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meretrix meretricis : prostitute, whore, harlot. 

meretrix has the composition- ma -Ra- the- Ra- ka- sa- and the meaningof the word is 
kovilil   maelam  kottukira  muthaliaar  saathi / kudi   penkal/  Sivan /Thiru Murugan  
kovilil  eraivanukku   pottu  katti  vida patta  narththakam  adum penkal [ missing  
letters- la- and -pa-] -  the women of the temple artist family . 

meretrix has the composition- ma -Ra- the- Ra- ka- sa- and the meaningof the word is 
uoorin   perum  pachcha/suththa    thaevadiyaa   maka /mova [ missing letter-  pa -] –
well known  prostitute ;  uoor-  town;  perum-  big/great;   thaevadiyaa maka-  
prostitute. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  paraththai -  prostitute .

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  perum  potti – uoor potti -  well known village prostitute;  parum- big;  uoor- 
village;  p[otti- prostitute. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  thoar paadi – prostitute. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is   potti  pendeer -  prostitutes .

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  pothu  pendeer- prostitutes /women  for all .

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is   pura pendeer- prostitutes. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  pudai  pendeer- concubine .
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prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  iru mana   potti -yar - prostitutes. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- -sa- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is   suraaatti – prostitute. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- the- the -and the meaning of the word 
is  suratha  pendeer- prostitutes. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra-[ -sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  vam  paraththai yar[ missing  letter- ka-]- prostitutes .

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra-[ -sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is   eravu  kadai  pendeer[ missing  letters- ka-]- prostitutes. 
 
prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  eruththira  pendeer [ temple prostitutes .

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- the- the -and the meaning of the word 
is  uoorin  perum  pachcha  /suththa [Skt]  thaevadiyaa  maka [ slang] [ missing letter-  
ka -] -  prostitute  .

prostitute[E]  has the composition-[- pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- -the- the -and the meaning of the
word is  aatta  kaari-[ missing letter-  ka -]   dancer/ prostitute .

pros  [E] has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
pajaari- pros. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  paaththilaar-[ missing  letter- la-]   prostitutes. 

prostitute[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is   thoar paadiyar – prostitutes .
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prostitute[E]  has the composition- [- pa-]- Ra- [- sa-] - the- the -and the meaning of 
the word is   thondeer-  prostitutes .
whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   eruththira   
kanikaiyar [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  prostitutes. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kinkiri – 
whore. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   akarai-  
whore. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   vam 
paraththai [ missing  letters- pa -and -the  -]- prostitute .

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kandaro voli  -
slang [ missing letters-  the- and- la -] - 
whore ;  kandavar-   known or unknown  people/ any one  ; voli-  the one who 
indulges in fucking ; volukka- to fuck. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   seevaiyar 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  prostitutes. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   akarai  
-whore. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   aaya kaari – 
whore. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   vaesiyar  
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  prostitutes.

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kooththiyar 
[ missing  letter-the -]  -  dancers/ concubines.
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whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   vilai  makalir 
[ missing  letter- la-] - prostitutes .

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is    vipa  saari  
[ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] -  prostitutes. 

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   vipaa vari 
[ missing  letters-  pa -and -  sa-]- whore .

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   virali  makalir
[ missing  letter- la-] – dancers  / prostitutes.

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   puram pokku
[ missing  letter- pa-] – whore/   un claimed land / government land .

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   vaara  
makalir [ missing  letter- la-] –prostitutes.  

whore [E]  has the composition- va- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  thaeva  raatti 
[ missing  letter- the-] –whore.   

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
paraththai  makalir [ missing  letter- pa-] -  prostitute .  

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is 
kuladai makalir  - un chaste women .

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is 
thaevar adiyaal –  temple prostitutes. 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
suratha makalir [ missing letter- sa-]- prostitutes. 
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harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is vaara
suntharikal [ missing letter- sa-]- prostitutes. 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is 
eruththira  makalir  -temple prostitutes .

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  
kondi  makalir- prostitutes .

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
kovil- il  narththanam  aadum/ aadal   makalir-  temple dancers ; . kovil –temple;  
narththanam-  dance ;  aadum –dancing ;  makalir- women. 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  
kaama  kizhaththiyar - -concubines.

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
eravu kadai  makalir- prostitutes /  night  shop  women ;  eravu –night;  kadai- shop ; 
makalir- women . 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  thala
saeri  kudiyinar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  the  people  of the  street where   prostitution  
is  done .

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  isai- 
va-  vaelaala  kudi yinar[ missing  letter- sa-] -  temple artists.  

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  kalai
valarkkum  kovil  kudiyinar   -  temple   artists;  kalai- arts. 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  kovil
- il / kaliyaanthil   maelam  kottukira  muthaliyaar -  the people who play  drums in the 
temples ;  maelam- drum;  kaliyaanam- marraige. 
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harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  vilai 
maanthar / vilai makalir-  prostitutes. 

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  
kovilukku   pottu  katti  vitta ilam penkal / makalir [ missing  letter- pa-]- temple 
women for prostitution .

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is  patti
/ paraththai  makalir [ missing  letter- pa-]- prostitutes.

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pathi [Skt] / kanavan   illaa makalir [ missing  letter- pa-] – those women  
without husband;  kanavan- husband;  illaa-  without;  makalir- women.  

harlot [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- la- the-   and the meaning of the word is   
kandaara  voli  [ slang]  - prostitute .

   Egyptian  hieroglyphic word- tp rsy [ the south of ] .

tp rsy  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  then 
puram -  southern side. 

 Egyptian hieroglyphic word - myrt [ mid day] .

mtryt  has the consonants  -ma –the- Ra- the- and the interpretation of the word is  
maththiyaana[Skt]   naeram- afer noon. 

mtryt  has the consonants  -ma –the- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathiravan  vaan uchchiku  varukindra naeram[ missing  letters-  ka –and- sa-] -  the 
time when the sun comes over the top  of the sky .
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                  English  word  -  afernoon.

afernoon  has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- an –-  and the interpretation of the 
word is maththiyaana  naeram- mid day. 

afernoon  has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- an –- and the original Tamil  word is  
pitrai  naar/ pitrai  thina[Skt]  [naeram] -  afer noon ;  pitrai-  afer; naar-  day;  
naeram-  time .

meridianus : midday, afternoon, south. 

meridianus has the composition- ma -Ra- the- an-[- sa-]  and the meaning of theword 
is maththiyaana [Skt] naeram -  afternoon . 

meridianus has the composition- ma -Ra- the- an- sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
thenmaerkku  thisai [  missing letter- ka -] -  south wast side ;  then -  south;  maerkku- 
weast ;  thisai- side /  direction .

meridianus has the composition- ma -Ra- the- an- -sa-  and the meaning of the word is
kathiravan/ suriyan   naduvaanir  uchchikku   varukindra  naram[  missing letter-  ka -]  
-  the time the sun comes  to the top of the sky;   kathiravan-  sun;  nadu  -  middle ; 
vaan-  sky ; uchchikku-  top;    varukindra-  coming; naeram-  time. 

midday  has the consonants - ma -the- the -and the   other interpretation  is  
maththiyaanam  [Skt]-   mid day .

midday  has the consonants - ma -the- the -and the   other interpretation  is  idai  
patta  naeram  [ missing  letters- pa -and-  Ra-]  -  the time in between ;  edaipatta-  in 
between/  central ;  naeram- time.

midair [E] has the consonants-  ma- the –Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is  
antharam [Skt] –mid air. 
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south[E]   has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil word is  then thisai[Skt]  
-  south;  then-  south;  thisai- direction / side .

south[E]   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the -and the original Tamil word is  thekku 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  south;  thekkaanam  .

south[E]   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the -and the original Tamil word is  
thaenaathu-south.

south[E]   has the consonants -sa -the -and the other interpretation  is   thachchinam 
[Skt] - south .

eastern [E]   has the consonants –sa- the –Ra- an -  and the interpretaion  of the word 
is   Indra / suriyan   thisai [Skt] -  east -  the direction  of lord Indra .

eastern [E]   has the consonants –sa- the –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan /Thiru Murugan   thondrum   thikku [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the direction of 
the sun rise. 

eastern [E]   has the consonants –sa- the –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Indira thisai[ Skt] – east.

                        English  word - midwifery .

midwifery has the consonants  -ma- the- va- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  paeru  paarkkum  maruththuvachchi  [ missing  letter- sa-] - nurse who 
gives care during  delivery  .

mestitia : misfortune? 
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mestitia  has the consonants-  ma- [-sa-] - the -the -and the   interpretation  is   ketta  
naeram [ missing  letters-  Ra- and -ka -]  - bad time.

mestitia  has the consonants-  ma- sa- the -the -and the   other interpretation  is  thur 
– athirstam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - misfortune. 

metus : fear, dread, anxiety.  

metus  has the composition- ma- the -and the meaning of the word is   mana peethi  ; 
peethi  adaintha  manathu  -  [  missing letter-  pa -] -  fearful mind. 

metus  has the composition- ma- the -and the meaning of the word is   
pathattam[ missing  letter- pa-] – anxiety.  

metus  has the composition- ma- the -and the meaning of the word is   manam 
achcham adaiya [ missing  letter- sa-]  - fearful mind .

fear[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   karippu [ missing
letter- ka-] -  fear. 

fear[E]   has the consonants –[-  pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   theru 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -fear .

fear[E]   has the consonants –[-  pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   aratti 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -fear.

fear[E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  pairavam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - fear .

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thavanam- anxiety .
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anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thakavu inmai-  anxiety. 

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  yaekkam  konda manam  - anxious / longing  mind.

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  ninaivoadu -  anxious. 

anxiety [E] has the consonants  -an- ka- sa-the -and the original Tamil word/meaning is
achcham konda manathu- fearful mind .

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kavalai konda manam[ missing  letter- la-] -  mental worry  ;  kavalai-  
worry ;  manathu- mind. 

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  aaval   konda  manathu [  missing  letter-  la-] -  expecting/ anticipating  
mind ;  aaval-  expectation .

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kili  adaintha  manathu/ullam [ missing  letter-  la-] -  panicky  mind;  kili- 
panic;  ullam- soul  . 

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thikil  adaintha  manathu / ullam [missing  letter-  la-] -   paniky mind ;  
thikil-  panic .

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  pathattam  konda  manaathu-[ missing  letter-  pa-]   apprehensive  
mind  ; patattam-  apprehension . 
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anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   peethi  konda manathu [missing  letter- pa-]-  fearful mind ;  peethi- 
fear .  

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thudi thudikkum manathu -  anxious mind. 

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  pathapathikkum   manathu [missing  letter- pa-]-  apprehensive  mind.

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   akkarai konda manathu [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - concerning mind;  
akkarai- concern.
 
anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  nadu nadunkum  manathu -  trembling mind ;  nadu nadunka-  
trembling .

anxiety [E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kavarse  konda manathu [ missing  letter- Ra -] – anxious mind; kavarsei- 
anxiety .

  mica : crumb, morsel, grain. 

mica  has the composition -ma- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   kavalam  
[  missing letter- la -] -morsel .

mica  has the composition -ma- ka -  and the meaning of the word is    karum  mani  
sarakku  [ missing  letters- Ra- and -sa-] – 18 kinds of grains .

mica  has the composition -ma- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   nava [Skt] mani- 
9 kinds of grains .  
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grain [E] has the composition- ka -Ra- an and the meaning of the word is kurunai – 
broken  grain. 

grain [E] has the composition- ka -Ra- an and the meaning of the word is  kampu  arisi 
mani [ missing letters-  pa –and- sa-] -  a kind of grain –kampu .

crumb  [E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra-ma -pa  - and the original Tamil word is  siru  
paakam [ missing  letter- sa-] - small 
piece ;  siriya - small;  paakam- part.

crumb  [E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra-ma -[-pa-]   - and the original Tamil word is  
siru  kavalam-   kayir  kollum alavu  [ missing  letters-  sa- and -la-]  - morsel .

morsel  [E] has the consonants - ma- Ra- sa -la  - and the original Tamil word is  siru   
kavalam [ missing  letter-  ka-] - morsel. 

miles militis : soldier, warrior, knight. 

militis has the composition -ma-la -the -and the meaning of the word is   pattaalam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  – battalion .

soldier[ E] has the composition- sa- la- the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is   
pattalaththu  kaaran –[  missing  letters- pa -and -ka-]  - member of the battalion .

soldier[ E] has the composition- sa- la- the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is   
poarida  sellum  maravan/veeran  [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka-]  -the one who goes 
for a war ;  paoe- war;  maravan- soldier. 

soldier[ E] has the composition- sa- la- the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is seru 
kalaththoar[ missing  letter- ka-]- soldier. 
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warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is  
maravar  -warrior. 

warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is   
vikkramiyar  -warrior. 

warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is  veera  
vanniyar-   warrior caste .

 warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is  
kuthirai  veeran [ missing  letter- the-]  - soldier on horse. 

warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is   
karanthaiyaar - [ missing  letter- the-] – warriors   who  reclaim  the cows seized by  
the enemy. 

warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is  
veeraathi  veeran[  missing letter-  the -]- great  warrior.  

warrior[ E]   has the composition- va -Ra- Ra -- and the meaning of the word is  koasar 
maar/ koasar  maravar  [ missing  letter- sa -]- the warrior people  -koasar .

knight [E] has the composition - ka- an- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  kudi   
kaaththaan  -  one who saves the clan  ;  kudi- village/ clan; kaaththavan- one who 
protects . 

militaris -e : of a soldier, military, martial. 

militaris -e-  has the composition- ma- la- the- Ra -sa- and the meaning  of the word is 
veera  theera  seyalkalil  eedupadum  manithan  [  missing letters-  ka -and -pa -] -  one
who practices   martial  arts ;  veeram  theeram -  courage;   seyal-  action;  
eedupadum-  indulging;  manithan-  man. 
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militaris -e-  has the composition- ma- la- the- Ra -sa- and the meaning  of the word is 
nam   naattu  arasu - udaiya    poar  padiyil   paniyaatrum    padai   veeran/ thalapathi [
missing letter-  pa -] -  the soldier  who  works  in the military  of our  nation ; nam - 
our; naadu-  country;  arasu-  government;  pani- work;   padai-  troops;   padai 
veeran-  soldier;  thalapathi- commander. 

mille : a thousand. 

mille  has the composition -ma- la -   and the meaning  of the word is  thollaayiraththu
thon- nootrukku aduththu varum  en [ missing  letters- the-  ka-  and- Ra- -]  -  the 
numeral coming after 999. 

minimus : least, smallest, slightest. 

minimus has the composition- ma -an- ma- sa-and the meaning of the word is  mika 
mika  sirithaana [  missing letters - ka -Ra -and-the -]  -  smallest ;  siriya -  small. 

ministro : to serve, wait upon, provide, supply. 

ministro  has the composition- ma- an- [-sa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is  kaaththirukka [  vaikka]  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] - to wait upon ; kaakka-  to 
wait .

ministro  has the composition- ma- an- [-sa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is   vantha vorunthinarukku  virunthu  parimaarnum [  missing letters- pa -and- ka -] -  
to  serve the feast  for the guests;  virunthinar-  guests;  virunthu-  feast;  
parimaaranum-  to  serve. 
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serve [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] Ra- va  -and the original Tami  word is  pari  
maaruka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  serve .

wait [E]  has the consonants – va- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaamathikka  vaendum –to wait/ dealy .

wait [E]  has the consonants – va- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thankida  vaendum  - to remain  .

wait [E]  has the consonants – va- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thankum idam-  waiting  place.

wait [E]  has the consonants – va- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kaaththu  kidakka  -  to wait.

ministro : to attend, wait upon, assist. 

ministro  has the composition -ma- an- sa- the -Ra - and the   meaning  of the word  is 
sirithu naeram  kaaththirukka  vaendum [  missing letter- ka -] - wait  for some time ; 
sirithu naeram-  little time;  kaaththirukka-  to wait. 

assit  [E] has the consonants-  sa-[-sa-] -the - and the original Tamil word  / meaning is 
uthavi  seithidu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to help ;  uthavi- help .

assit [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -[-sa-] -the - and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is   kai  kodukka [ missing  letter- ka-]   - to  give a  hand ; kai- hand;  kodu- 
give .

assit [E]  has the consonants-   sa-sa--the - and the original Tamil word  / meaning is  
oththaasai  seithidu   -to assist .
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minister [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an -sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
mootharignar- wise person /scholar. 

minister [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an – [- sa-]  –the- Ra- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  thiru  maeni [Skt] – priest .

minister [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an – [- sa-]  –the- Ra- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  moothu unarnthor -  scholar .

minor : smaller, less, slighter. 

minor  has the  consonants-  ma- an –Ra- and the original Tamil   word is  sinnam-siriya
[missing  letter- sa-]   - tiny .

minuo minui minutum : To less, diminish, decrease, grow smaller. 

minutum  has the consonants  -ma –an- the -ma –and the original Tamil  word is   
kammiyaakkida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-   to less ;  kammi- less .

miro : to wonder. 

miro  has the composition- ma- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   
aachcharyam[ Skt] [ missing letter- sa -] -  wonder .

miror : to marvel at, admire, wonder. 
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mirror has  the  composition- ma- Ra -Ra -and the meaning  of the word is   perum   
viyappai  thara  koodiya  [ missing  letters- the -  ka- and- pa-] - astonishing ;  viyappu- 
astonishment .

wonder[E]   has the consonants - va- an -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   kaanathathai   / kaetkaathathai  kandathaar  vantha   viyappu [ missing  
letter- pa-] - unseen / unheard  one  makes  to wonder  .

wonder[E]   has the consonants - va- an -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning    viyappu tharukindra  ondru [ missing  letter-pa-]  - the one which  makes to 
wonder ;  viyappu  -  wonder ; viyappu  kondu  vaai - yaei  thirnathida -  to  open the  
mouth  because  of  wondering. 

admire [E]  has the consonants - the -ma- Ra - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  
is  viyanthu  paaraatta  vaendum  [ missing letters-  pa -and- ka-  ] -  to admire .

         Egyptian hieroglyphic word – bi[A] w- wonder.

bi[A] w  has the consonants –pa- va –and the original Tamil  word is  viyappu-  
wonder/ surprise . 

mirus : wonderful, astonishing, extraordinary. 

mirus   has the consonants-  ma -Ra -[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is 
perum   viyappu  / narippu  koodiya [  missing  letters- pa –and-  ka-  ] -  astonishing ;  
viyappu/ narippu  - astonishment  .

mirus   has the consonants-  ma -Ra -sa  -and the other interpretation   is  
aachcharyam [Skt] -  astonishing .

                     Remember ka=  va;  va= ka. 
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Remember the significance of the letters-  pa -and -sa -. 

misceo miscui mixtum : to mix, mingle, blend. 

mixtum  has the consonants - ma- ka -sa -the -ma - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  anaiththiyum  ondru  serkka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  all should 
be  put  to gether  ;  anaiththum-  all;   ondru  saerkka-  to collect  to gether .    

mingle  [E]  has  the consonants-  ma- an -ka- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kalanthida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -]  - to mix .

blend[E]  has  the  consonants  -[-pa-] -la- an- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kalanthida  vaendum /  kalavai   undaakida  vaendum [  missing letter - ka-] - to mix/  
to make mixture ;  kalanthida-  to mix;  kalavai-  mixture .

miser : wretched, unfortunate , miserable. 

miser  has the consonants - ma- [- sa-]  -Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thuyaram  [ missing  letter- the -] - distress / misery .

miser  has the consonants - ma- [- sa-]  -Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is
varumai  [ missing  letter- ka-] - poverty / misery.   

                           
     

wretched[E]    has the consonants  -Ra-  the -ka- the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thuyar  mikuntha  - wretched;  thuyar mikunthavan - wretch .

wretched[E]    has the consonants  -Ra-  the -ka- the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  verukka  thakka - to hate  ;  verukka thakkavan-  wretch .
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unfortunate [E]   has the consonants - an-  pa -Ra- the- an -the and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  ava paetrai   undaakkindra  [ missing  letter-  ka -] - bringing  bad 
luck .

unfortunate [E]   has the consonants - an-  [- pa-]  -Ra- the- an -the and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  varuntha   thakka  ondru  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  regrettable  
one . 

misereo, misereor : to pity. 

misereo  has the composition- ma- [-sa-] - Ra -and the meaning of  the word is 
erakkam [ missing letter- ka -] -  mercy .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  parivu  
kaattu [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -]   -  to have  sympathy  .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
thayei -  pity .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
parithaapa  padu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to pity .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
erakam kaattu [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka - ]-  have mercy .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
varuntha  thakka [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -] -  regrettable . 

pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the other interpretation  is  thaapantham  
[Skt] -  pity .  
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pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the other interpretation  is  
pachchathaapam [ missing  letter- sa-]-sympathy /  pity .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the other interpretation  is  pari thaapam 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- pity.

pity[E]  has the consonants-  pa -the- and the other interpretation  is  patchcham 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - pity .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the- and the other interpretation  is  ‘ada dae’  
-adj  for- expressing pity .

pity[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the- and the other interpretation  is   ‘antho’!- adj 
-for expressing  suffering . 

pity[E]  has the consonants--pa-the- and the other interpretation  is  paethai -  adj  -for
expressing  suffering

pity[E]  has the consonants—[- pa-] -the- and the other interpretation  is  neithal 
[ missing  letter- la-] - to take pity 

misericordia : pity, mercy. 

misericordia   has the consonants  - ma -sa -Ra- ka -Ra- the    -and the original tamil  
word / meaning is  sirithaenum   eevu / erakkam / karunaiSkt]   kaattida  vaendum -  
have mercy at least a liitle  ; sirithaenum-  at least a little;  erakkam-  mercy 

 mercy[E]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   eevu  
erakkam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  pity .

mercy[E]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- [- sa-]  - and theother interpretation  of the   
word is   poarmai – mercy .
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mercy[E]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- [- sa-]  - and theother interpretation  of the   
word is    mana urukkam- mercy .

mercy[E]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- [- sa-]  - and theother interpretation  of the   
word is  varam[Skt]  [ missing  letters-  ka-] -  grace/ boon .

mercy[E]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- sa - and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   kaarunyam[ Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  - mercy.

mercy[French]   has the consonants - ma- Ra- [- sa -] - and the original Tamil  word is  
mikka  nandri  [ missing  letters-  ka-and- the -]- thanks .  

missa : holy mass 

missa has the compositin- ma- sa-and the meaning of the word is   poosai   seiyanum  
- to conduct the   mass [ missing letter-  pa -] - poosai- maas;  seiyanaum- to do .

mass[E]  has the consonants - ma -sa -and the original Tamil  word is    poosai   
seiyanam [  missing  letter-  pa-]  -  to do prayer. 

mitesco : to grow mild, ameliorate. 

mitesco  has the composition -ma -the- [-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  munnaetruka  [,missing  letter-  the -] -  to improve .

mitesco  has the composition -ma -the-sa- ka - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  maatraththai  seithu  tharuka    [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- to restructure  . 
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mitesco  has  the composition -ma -the- sa- ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  seer thiruththam  seika - to  reform. 

mitesco  has  the composition -ma -the- sa- ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  sirantha  ondraaka   uruvaakki    thara   vaendum  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  
make better ;  sirnatha - super/ best  ; uruvaaku- make  .

mitesco  has  the composition -ma -the- sa- ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   tharathai  uyarththi  thara    vaendum - [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  to 
upgrade the std . 

*****mitigo : to make mild or ripe, make smooth, pacify, appease. 

mitigo   has the consonants - ma- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is   
thanikka  vaendum-  mitigate .

mitigo   has the consonants - ma- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is   
kanithinda  vaendum -  to ripe. 

mitigo   has the consonants - ma- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is   
manathai  amaithi  paduththuka-   to pacify  the mind;  amaithipaduththa- to pacify .

mitigo   has the consonants - ma- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is  
kaai  kanthida  vaedum  -  to ripe ;  kanithida-  to ripe .

mitigo   has the consonants - ma- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is   
muthirchchi   konda [  missing  letters-  Ra- and- sa-]  - mature .

appease [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] -pa- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word   
amaithi  / saantha[Skt]   paduththu   [ missing  letter-  the -]- to pacify .
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pacify[E]   has the consonants - pa –[- sa-] -[- pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  
amaithi / santha [Skt]  paduththu [ missing  letter- the -]  - to calm down 

ripe[E]   has the consonants  -Ra –[- pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is  muthira 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  mature. 

mitis : mild, gentle / ripe, mature. 

mitis   has the consonants  -  ma- the- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
muthirchhci [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  mature  .
mature [E]  has the consonants - ma -the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
muthirntha -  mature;  muthirntha  ondru- mature one .

mitis   has the consonants  -  ma- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
amaithiyodu / santhamaa [SKT ] - quietly  . 

mitis   has the consonants  -  ma- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
methuvaa [ missing  letter- ka-]     softly .

mitis   has the consonants  -  ma- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
nithaanam -  temperate .

mitis   has the consonants  -  ma- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
menmaiyodu - kindly .
 
mature [E]  has the consonants - ma -the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
paruvam  adaintha [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-] coming  of age . 

mitto misi missum : to send, dispatch. 
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mitto   has the consonants - ma- the- the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kadiththaththai   anuppida  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and- ka -] -  to send / mail
; kaditham- letter.

send [E]  has the consonants-  sa -an -the-  and the original Tamil word is  anuppidu 
[missing letter-  pa-]  - send .

send [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -an -the-  and the original Tamil word is  
thoothan-  messenger . 

send [E]  has the consonants-  sa -an -the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  word is  santhu-   messenger .  

send [E]  has the consonants-  sa -an -the-  and the  other interpreation  of the word is
santhaesam [Skt]  - sending a person to carry a message. 

send [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -an -the-  and the  other interpreation  of the 
word is  thoothu  anuppidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- send a message by a messenger .   

send [E]  has the consonants-  -sa- -an -the-  and the  other interpreation  of the word 
is   santhu / thoothu   po [ missing  letter- pa-]  - carry a message  as a  messenger . 

dispatch [E]   has the consonants - the- [-sa-]-  pa- the- ka - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   kadiththathai    anuppida  vaendum -  to send/ mail ;  kaditham-  
letter-  anuppidu-  send. 

            Egyptian  hiero glyphic word - mkt  [ thorax spine ] . 

mkt has the consonants-  ma- ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  muthuku 
thandu / thandu vadam - back  bone/  spinal cord. 

modestus : orderly, within bounds, moderate, restrained. 
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modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is   
mithamaanathu  - moderate .

modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is   
mattaana  - moderate .

modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  
nadu  tharamaanthu/ saatharanamaanathu  [ missing letter-  Ra -]  - medium/ ordinary
.

modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  
sattaththai kondu  adakida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -]- to restrain. 

modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  
maththiyasthar [Skt] [ missing letter-  Ra -]   -  moderator/ mediator .
 
modestus   has the consonants - ma  -the-  [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is   
thanikka   vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -]- mitigate .

modicus : ordinary, undistinguished, within bounds. 

modicus  has the consonants - ma -the -ka- sa  -and the original Tamil word is  ev-vitha
sirappum  indri [  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  nothing special / ordinary ;  saatharanamaaka
[  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  ordinary .

modicus  has the consonants - ma -the -ka- sa  -and the original Tamil word is  
kurippida -thakka  sirappu  / visaesam / amsam  yaethum indri -  un remarkable ;   
kurippida thakka-  remarkable;  sirappu -  special ;  indri-  without .

ordinary  [E]  has the consonants - Ra -the- an -Ra-  and the original Tamil word is  
sirappu  yaethum  indri [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] - nothing special .
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ordinary  [E]  has the consonants - Ra -the- an -Ra-  and the other interpretation  is   
saatharanamaana  ondru  [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  an ordinary one .

ordinary  [E]  has the consonants - Ra -the- an -Ra-  and the other interpretation  is  
nadu  tharamaana   ondru -  average one .

modo : now, just now, only. 

modio has the consonants - ma -the  -and the original Tamil word is  ithu  mattume  
-this only .

modio has the consonants - ma -the  -and the original Tamil word is   munthaiya   
nimidamae   -  a minute earlier;  nimidam- minute;  munthaiya- earlier.   

modio has the consonants - ma -the  -and the original Tamil word is   nodi munnae-  a 
second ago ;  nodi- second. 

modus : measure, bound, limit / manner, method, mode, way. 

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word  is  seithidum   
murai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  way of doing ;  sei- do ;  murai-  method .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word  is    seithidum  
vakai [ missing letter ka-]  - mode .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   
kuthikka  vaendum[ missing letter ka-] - to jump.
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modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   thaava 
vandum[ missing letter ka-]- to leap.

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is  kadami 
konda   [ missing letter ka-]-bound to.
 
modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is  katta  
vaendum  [ missing letter ka-]  bind .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is  
mathipeedu  sei  [ missing  letter-  pa-] - to asses. 

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   
kanakkida  vaendum [ missing letter ka-] - to calculate .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   yaappu-
maithi  [ missing  letter-  pa-] - poetical  rhythem .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is    
nadavadikkai  edukka  vaendum -[ missing letter ka-]  to take  steps .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word  is   santham-  
musical time  .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word  is    sattam-  
act/ law  .

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word  is   
methuvaaka   aadum   aattam/ nadanam / naatttiyam  [ missing letter ka-] - slow 
dance ;  methuvaaka - slowly  ;  aadum- dancing;  attam- dance;  nadanam/ naattiyam
- dance . 

modus   has the consonants-  ma -the- sa- and the original Tamil  word  is  isaiyil  
thaalam  [ missing  letter- la-] - musical  notes .
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 way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  poakku [ missing  
letter-  pa-]  -way . 

 way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is   vazhi [ missing  
letter- zha-] - way .

way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  viyam- way . 

way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  vayavai- way. 

 way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  vaathi [missing  
letter-  the -]- way . 

 way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is   nadai -vai [missing  
letter-  the -]- way.

way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is   vaattam[  missing  
letter-  the -]- -  way. 

way [E]   has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  vakai -  means. 

molestus : troublesome, disagreeable, annoying. 
 
molestus  has the consonants   -ma- la- [-sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  yaetru  kolla  mudiyaatha   ondru [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka -]- 
disagreeable  one .

molestus  has the consonants   -ma- la- [-sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   oththu kolla  mudiyaatha [ missing  letter- ka -]- diasagreeable .

molestus  has the consonants   -ma- la- sa- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  edainjal   seithida  vaendum[ missing  letter-  ka-]  annoying   . 
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molestus  has the consonants   -ma- la- [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  thollai  aliththida  vaendum - missing  letter-  ka-] - annoying.

molestus  has the consonants   -ma- la- sa- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  ullaththai  pun paduththa/  kaaya paduththa  vaendum [  missing  
letters-  pa -and- ka -]  - to hurt ;  ullam-  soul ;  kaaya  paduththa-  to hurt .

molior : to build, erect, construct, contrive, toil, struggle. 

molior   has the  consonants  - ma- la- Ra  -and the original Tamil   word /  meaning  is  
nilai  niruththa  vaendum  [ missing  letters- the- and- ka -] –to erect.

monachus : monk. 

monachus  has the composition- ma- an- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word  is  
munivan -  monk .

monk[E]   has the consonants - ma- an- ka -  and the original Tamil word is  munivan -  
monk/ sage  .

monachus  has the composition- ma- an- ka- [-sa-] -and the other interpretaion is  
mahaan[Skt]  - saint. 

monasterium : monastery, abbey, convent. 

monasterium  has the consonants   -ma -an-  [- sa -] - the -Ra -ma - and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  saamiyaar / thuraviyar  thankum  idam[ missing  letter- ka-] -
the place where monks stay  ; thuravi- monks; thanku- stay; idam- place. 
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monasterium  has the consonants   -ma -an-  sa - the -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   thuravi /  munivar / saamiyaar  [Skt]   anaivarum    koodi   
ondraaka    thanki   undu  uranki   / thoonki /  koottu   vazhkkai /   vaazhum /  vasikkum
/  idam / madam / saththiram / aatheenam  [ missing  letter-  ka -and- la-] - the  place  
where  monks  live together ;    thuravi-  monk ;  saamiyaaar- seer ;  anaivarum- every 
one;  koodi  ondraaka-  together ;  thanku- stay ;  undu-  eating;  uranki -  sleeping ;  
vazhum-  living ;  madam-  monastery   .

convent[E ] has the consonants - ka -an –va- an -the - and the original Tamil  word is 
kanniyar  thankum  idam/ veedu/ madam [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  the place / house / 
mut where nuns stay;  kanniyar-  unmarried women;  thankum- staying;  idam- pace;  
veedu –house;  madam- mut.  

monitio : admonition, warning.  

monition has  the consonants - ma -an- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
munnamae  thakaval  kodu  [ missing  letters-  ka -and- la-] -  give notice  .

monition has  the consonants - ma -an- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mikka  kavanam  thaevai -  caution . 

mons montis : mountain, mount. 

montis has the composition -ma- an- the -[-sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  sem 
munmaedu-  mound .

 mound[E]  has the consonants  -ma- an –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is
mun  maedu – sand heap.
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mound[E]  has the consonants  -ma- an –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
mun tittu- sand heap.

mountain [E]  has the consonants-  ma- an –the- an –and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda  konkaanam [  misising  letter- ka-]  -  long  mountain;   neenda-long;  
konkaanam- mountain  .

monstro : to show, appoint, point out, ordain. 

monstro  has the consonants-  ma- an- [- sa-]-  the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word  / 
meaning  is  thaernthu  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  to select ;  thaervu  
seithida  vaendum .

monstro  has the consonants-  ma- an- [- sa-]-  the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kurippittu   eduththu  kattida  vaendum / kurippitu  paesa  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- pa -and- ka-] - to mention ;  kuripidu-  mention;  eduththu  kattu-  
point out .

monstro  has the consonants-  ma- an- [- sa-]-  the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thiranthu  kaatta  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  to show openly  .

monstro  has the consonants-  ma- an- [- sa-]-  the -Ra - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   anaivarukkum  ariviththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to announce
.

appoint [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] –an- the-  and the interpretaion of the word is
niyamiththidu[Skt]  –to appoint .

appoint [E]   has the consonants-  -pa-–an- the-  and the interpretaion of the word is  
poada  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka-]- appoint. 
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monstrum : portent, omen, monster. 

monstrum  has the consonants  -ma- an- [-sa-] - the –Ra- ma- and the original  Tamil  
word  is  ithuvarai  yaarum  kandiraatha   puthaa  karamaana  manithar/ mirukam [Skt]
[ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]-  a giant . 

monstrum  has the consonants  -ma- an- [-sa-] - the –Ra- ma- and the original  Tamil  
word  is  mun  arivippu / echcharikkai  seithida  vaedum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka 
-]- 
 – to inform earlier ;  echcharikkai- warning ; arivippu- intimation . 

omen [E]   has the consonants- ma- na -and the interpreation of the word is thee 
nimiththam [ missing  letter-  the -] – omen .

omen [E]   has the consonants- ma- na -and the interpreation of the word is  sakunam 
–[ missing  letters- sa -and -ka -] –omen .

mora : delay 

mora has the composition- ma- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  naera  
thaamatham  / thaamatham -mura [  missing letter- the -]- getting delayed;  
thaamatham-  delay . 

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is  thalli  vaikka 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   -to delay .

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is   kaala   
thaamatham-[ missing  letter- ka-]- delay .

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is   izhuakka  
adiththal - [ missing  letter- ka-]- delay .
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delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is    alai kilaiththal –
[ missing  letter- ka-]- to delay .

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is    neeliththal   -  
delay. 

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is   neettiththal- 
delay. 

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is   paaniththal -  
delaying .

delay[E]  has the consonants  -the- la - and the original Tamil word is   thannaaththal-  
delay. 

moratlis : mortal. 

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la- [-sa -]-  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is mun  ulakil  kaanum / vaazhum  anaiththu  uyirinankal /manitharkal 
[ missing letter–ka-] all the creatures of the world  including humans ; mun ulaku- 
earth; vaazhum- living; uyir inankal- creatures; maniyharkal – human beings.

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la- sa -  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   thoppul    kodi   uravil   pirantha   maantar   anaivarum  [  Aadam-ukkum -
Eve-aalukkum   pirantha  pillaikal / vazhi  thondrlkal   anaivarumae ] -  muthumai  
paruvaththil   /  seththu   madiya   vaendum  enpathae   eraivan   / aandavan / kadavul
/ itta   kattalaiyaakum  / athuvae   iyarkkaiyin   niyathiyaakum [  missing  letters- pa-  
and- ka -]   -  the  law of nature  is all the human beings  born  out  of  umbilical cord  / 
descendents  of Adam / have  to die ;   thoppul kodi -  umbilical cord; uravu-  
relationship ;  maanthar- human being ; anaivarum- all people;    pirantha - born ;  
pillaikal- sons;  vazhi  thondralkal-  descendents;   muthmai  paruvam- old age;  
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seththu madiya -  to die  ;  eraivan - god;    kadavul -god;  aandavan- god;  kattalai- 
order ;  iyarkkai - nature; niyathi- rule . 

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la- [-sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  uyir   vidum / maranam[Skt]  adaiyum   niliyil  / seththu   madikira  niliyil   
[ missing  letter- ka-] -about to lose life  ;  uyir- life;  vidu- lose;  maranam- death ;  
seththu- died ;  nilai -  state .

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la- [-sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil  
word   /  meaning  is   maranaththai         vilaivikka   koodiya /  thara  koodiya /   
maanthar   inaththin    azhikvu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the one  that  might   lead  to 
death;  maranam- death.   

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la -sa- and the original  Tamil  word  / 
meaning  is  eranthavan /  seththu  madinthavan /  maranam  adainthavan /   
pinamaanavan /  uyirai  vittavan /  eranthu /  madintha  /  moondraam  naalil   
meendum    uyirththu    ezhum   vallamai  konda  manithan /  maanthan    oruvanae -   
thaeva   kumaran   yasu  naathanae  /   Saeyonin  makan -  Thiru Murugan  Vadi  
vaelane  -   kathiravan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the only  man  who can raise  from death
on the third day is  Jesus-Saeyon  /Zeus /Marduk-  sun   ; kathiravan-  sun ;  
eranthavan-  dead one;  seththu  madinthavan- dead one;   pinamaanavan- dead one; 
pinam- corpse;  uyirai  vittavan-  one who has lost life ; moondraam naal-   third day  ;  
meendum-  again ;  uyirththu -  born /   getting  back to life ;  vallamai- power;  Yasu - 
Jesus ;  Saeyon-  Zeus .

mortalis   has the consonants-  ma -Ra - the- la -[-sa-]- and the original  Tamil  word  /  
meaning  is  muthal  manithan - Aadamin  vazhi  thondralkal [  missin g letter-  ka -] -  
the descendents  of   Adam  ;  muthal  manithan-  the first  man;  vazhi  thondralkal- 
descendents . 

morbus : sickness, disease, illness. 
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morbus has the composition -ma- Ra- pa-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
perum   pini  -  serious disease ;  perum-  big   ;  pini-  illness .

illness[E]  has the consonants - la –la- an –[-sa-]   - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  udal nalam  inmai  [missing  letter- the -] – ill health;  udal - body ;  nalam- 
health;  illai /inmai- Without  .

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
noei nodi- disease. 

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
madi- disease. 

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
thodam – disease.

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
noakkaadu [ missing  letter- ka-]   -disease. 

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the other interpretation is  
viyathi [Skt] -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  disease. 

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is    
kida -paadu [ missing  letters-  ka -and pa-]-  disease/bed ridden . 

disease[E]  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
idumpai [ missing  letter- pa-] - disease.

sick [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is  noavu -  
sickness. 

sick [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  word is  anukkam- 
disease. 
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sick [E]  has the consonants  - sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nasavu  inmai – 
lack of health ;  nasavu- health;  inmai- nil . 

sick [E]  has the consonants  - sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  masakkai- 
morning  sicknes.

sick [E]  has the consonants  - sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaama kaaichchal[
missing  letter- la-]- love sickness / fever.

mumps[E]  has the consonants – ma- ma- pa- sa- and the original Tamil  word is 
ammai noei – pox infection. 

measles [E]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]- la- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is 
pottaalammai [ missing letters- pa- and -the -] -   a kind  of pox infection. 

Illness[E]   has the consonants – la- an –[-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   neezhal-
illness.  

mores, morium : ways, conduct, character, morals. 

mores  has the composition- ma- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is sariyaana 
murai -  correct  way ;  sariyaana  -  correct;  murai-  method; 

mores  has the composition- ma- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is nan  
nadaththai  vithi / nadai  murai-  the  rules and regulations of  good  conduct  ;  nan-  
good ;  nadaththai-  conduct ; vithi  mmurai- rules and regulations .  

 mores  has the composition- ma- Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is oruvarin  
kunam [ missing letter- ka -] - character of a man; oruvar -  a man;  kunam -  character. 

moral[E]  has the composition- ma-Ra- la- - and the meaning of the word is   marai  
nool   urai – holy  scriptures. 
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moral[E]  has the composition- ma-Ra- la- - and the meaning of the word is  kai  aru 
nilamai -  im moral .

moral[E]  has the composition- ma-Ra- la- - and the meaning of the word is nal  
ozhukka murai[ misissng  letter- ka-] – moral way.  

moral[E]  has the composition- ma-Ra- la- - and the meaning of the word is  vaazhum  
murai [ misissng  letter- ka-]  - way of living. 

moral[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- la- - and the meaning of the word is   neri   
piralaamai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  adhering to ethicks. 

morior : to die, wither away, decay. 

morior   has the consonants - ma- Ra -Ra -and the original tamil word / meaning is   
uyir  thurakka   vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the- and- ka-] -  to lose one’s  life ;  uyir- 
life;  thurakka- to renounce .

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is madi-  die .

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is  thinmai- die 

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is thaei- die.

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is theethu- death .

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the original Tamil word is  udai- die. 

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the other interpretation is  antham[ Skt]- death .
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die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the other interpretation is  aanantham[ Skt] - 
death .

die [E]  has the consonants - the -and the other interpretation is  motchcham [Skt]
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – heaven .

mors mortis : death. 

mors  has the consonants – ma- Ra- sa- and the interpretation  of the word  is  
maranam [Skt] – death .

mortis has the composition -ma -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
eranthida  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]   -die .

mortis has the composition -ma -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
uyirai  vittu vida/ thuranthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to die. 

mortis has the composition -ma -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mariththidu  [Skt] – die. 

mortis has the composition -ma -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
seththa  manithar-  dead person  .

 mortis has the composition -ma -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
yuirai   thuranthu  seththu  madiya -  to loose life and die  . 

dead [-E]  has the composition- the- the - and the meaning of the wordis  madinthu-  
died. 

dead [-E]  has the composition- the- the - and the meaning of the word is   theettu- 
taboo. 
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post mortem [E]  has the consonants  -pa- sa- the – ma- Ra- the – ma-   and the 
original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  seththavarin   / maranam [Skt]   adaintha- varin  / 
pinaththai   aruththu   kooru poattu    uyir  ponathin    karanaththai  / seththa  
kaaranaththai   kandu  ariyim   oru  aaivu  murai [ missing  letter- ka-] – dissecting  the 
dead body to find  out the cause of death. 

mortuary[E]  has the consonants  -ma- Ra –the- Ra –and the original  Tamil word is   
erantha  manitharin  / maranam[Skt]   adainthavarin  muri / arai[ missing  letter- ka-]  -
room for the dead. 

mortuus : dead, deceased, passed away, gone West, departed. 

dead[E]   has  the consonants  -the- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thutti- death. 

morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the -sa- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  uyirai vittu seththu  madinthida  vaendum – [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to lose life and 
die;  uyir- life; seththu –died.

morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the –[-sa-]- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   mariththu[Skt] -  dead;  maranam sampaviththu [  missing letter-  pa -] -  
death  has occurred.

morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the -sa- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  uyir  pririyum   naeramae /  tharunamae  maranam[Skt]  / erappu  aakum[  missing 
letter-  pa -]  -  the moment  one loses his life he is dead . 

morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
theeratha  neenda   pini yum  seekum  kondu [ noai vaai pattu]   padaththa  padukkai 
yaaka  irunthu iruthiyaaka manithar  iranthu  vittaar[  missing letters- ka -and pa -]- he 
has died  because  of  prolonged  disease ; theeratha-  un treatable;  pini-  illness;  
seeku-  sickness;  noai-  disease;  padththa padukaiya-  in death bed;  iruthiyaaka -  
finally ; iranthu-  dead. 
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morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
maerkku  thisai  nokki  nakaranthu[ missing letter-  ka -] -  moving towards west ;  
maerkku  thisai-  west  side; nokki-  towards; nakarnthu  -  moving .

morteus  hs the composition  -ma -Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  uoorai
vittu  purapattu  sirithu  naeram aayitru[  missing letters- ka- and -pa -]  -  departed 
some  time back  ;  uoor-  town;  purapattu -  departed;  sirithu naeram-  short  time .

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-]- the  -and the original Tamil word is   
kudaakku- west.

west [E]  has the consonants - va -sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is   maerkku  
thisai/thikku [ missing  letter- Ra -] – west  side;  maerkku- west;  thisai- side. 

west [E]  has the consonants - va -sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is  therkku  
thisai/thikku-[ missing  letter- Ra -] –  south side;  therkku- south/then thisai.  
 
west [E]  has the consonants - va -sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is   vadakku 
thisai- north side ;  vadakku- north. 

west [E]  has the consonants - va -sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is   keezh 
thisai/thikku [ missing  letter- zha-] –  east side;  keezh- east .

west [E]  has the consonants - va -sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is    kaatru   
thikku  /varuna thisai [Skt][ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  west – direction of wind ;  katru –
wind. 

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word is   
piraththiyakku [ missing  letters-  pa –and- Ra -]    - west. 

eastern [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- Ra- an –and the interpreatino of the 
word is  vaanir  kathiravan/ sooriyan [Skt]   thondrum  thikku [ missing  letter- ka-] –
the direction in which  the sun raises ;  vaan- sky ;  kathiravan- sun; thondrum- 
appearing; thikku- direction. 
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eastern [E]  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra- an –and the other   interpreation of the 
word is  Indra thisai – the direction  of Indran .

mos moris : will, inclination / custom, wont, usage, rule. 

moris has the composition- ma- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is murai-  
custom .

moris has the composition- ma- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
theeram /mara thanami  /  mana   thaeiriyam[Skt]  [  missing letter-  the -] -  mental  
courage .

moris has the composition- ma- Ra-sa- and the meaning of the word is  satta varai  
murai [ missing letters - ka-and - the -] -  rules and regulations  of the law ;  sattam-  
law;  varai  murai-  rules and regulation .

to rule [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra- la -and the original Tamil  word is   irai 
kooduthal [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to rule.

to rule [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vithi muraikal/ nadai muraikal - [ missing  letter- ka-]  - rules. 

moveo moti motum : to move, arouse, affect, influence.

mutum  has the composition -ma- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is manam  
paaththippu  adainthidum  [ missing letter-  pa -] - mentally  affected ; manam - 
mind ;paaththippu-  affect. 
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moveo  has the composition- ma- va - and the meaning of the word is  nakara  
vaendum [ missing letters-  Ra -and- ka -]  -  to move ; oda vaendum [  missing letter- 
the -]- to run .

affect [E]  has the consonants-  pa-pa- ka- the -and the orignal Tamil word is   
paathippu adaika/ kandida-   to affect .

affect [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] 
-[- pa-] - ka- the -and the orignal Tamil word is   thaakkam  undaakka-   to make an 
effect. 

move[E]   has the consonants  - ma –va- and the interpretation  of the word is  
paavam[ missing  letter- pa-] -  move[ ment]  .

 mox : soon, presently, then, thereupon. 

mox has the composition- ma -ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is    seekiramaaka/
avasaramaaka [Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra -] -  soon .

mox has the composition- ma -ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  ik -kanam -  
this moment .

*****mucro : a sharp point, edge, dagger point. 

mucro has the composition- ma- ka- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
koormaiyaana   munai -  sharp point ;  koormai-  sharp. 

dagger [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is  kattaeri –  
dagger. 
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dagger [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is  vettu  
aruvaa –  sword .

dagger [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is   idai 
sorukai [ missing  letter- sa-] - sword .

dagger [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is  kathir  
aruvaa-  sickle. 

dagger [E]   has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is   
koormaiyaana  kaththi-  sharp  knife;  koormai- sharp;  kaththi- knife.   
 

mugio : to groan, bellow, roar, low. 

mugio has the composition- ma- ka - and the meaning of the word is  munaka -  to 
groan .

bellow [E]has the composition -[-pa-] - la- va-  and the meaning of the word is  vimmi  
azhuka-   to  weep. 

low [E]   has the consonants - la -va - and the original Tamil word is  keelae-  low . 

to roar [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  uratuthar
/ uratru -  to roar .

roar[E] has the consonants – Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  koar koar [missing 
letter-ka-]- adj  for  roaring .

roar[E] has the consonants – Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   aaravaaram  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  loud noise .

roar[E] has the consonants – Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   urumaeru - roar .
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roar[E] has the consonants – Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil word is    paer aravaaram 
[ missing  letters-  pa- and -ka -]-  roaring. 

mulier : woman. 

mulier has the composition ma- la- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is makalir-  
women [missing letter-  ka -] .

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai
- women .

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the other  interpretation is  mokini
-  celestial [ veli ulakaththin ]  nymph .

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the  other  interpretation is   
kaamini- celestial [ veli ulakaththin ]  nymph.

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the   other interpretation is   
maenakai - celestial [ veli ulakaththin ]  nymph.

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the other interpretation is   
makanmai- feminine .

eunuch [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil word is  makanmaa-  
eunuch .

women [E]   has the consonants – va- ma- an – and the other interpretation is   
kaanmai -  feminine.

effeminate [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - pa- ma- an- the- and the original  Tamil  
word is  pottai  thanam/ pen thanmai  -  female  nature. 
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effeminate [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - pa- ma- an- the- and the original  Tamil  
word is   pen- thakaimai [ missing  letter- ka-]- womanliness. 

multi : many, numerous / the common herd. 

multi  has the composition- ma- la -the - and the meaning of the word is  ennikkaiyil   
mika  athikam [ missing letter-  ka -]  numerous .

multi  has the composition- ma- la -the - and the meaning of the word is  pothu 
makkal [ missing  letters- pa- and - ka-] commoners .

multi  has the composition- ma- la -the - and the meaning of the word is  kudi makkal  
[ missing  letters-  ka -] -citizens .

many[E] has the consonants-ma -an -and the original Tamil word is panmai [missing 
letter-pa-]- plural.

multo : by much, by far, by a great deal, by a lot. 

multo  has the composition- ma- la- the -  ansthe mea nin gof the word  is  
mikuthiyaaka  ullathu/  athikam [Skt] ullathu[  missing letter-  ka -]- it is lot;  athikam-  
more;  ullathu- available. 

multo  has the composition-ma- la- the -  ansthe mea ning of the word  is  tholai  
thooram[Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra -] - far . 

multum : much, greatly. 
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multum has the composition- ma- la- the- ma -  and the meaning of the word is 
ulaathil  / mikuthiyaaka / athikam  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  need more  from 
the available  ; ullathil-  what is available;  athikam-  much / more.

much [E]    has the consonants-  ma- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
ennikkai  miku  [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  numerous ;  miku  - large amount .

multus : ne multus : briefly, in brief. 

multus   has the consonants -ma- la- the- sa -   and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   seithida   vaendiyathai / vaendiyavatrai    mun koottiyae    surukkamaaka    
eduththu  uraikka  / vilakkam alikka  /   thakaval   kodukka [ missing  letter- ka -and -Ra 
-]  - to  brief  what has to be done ;   surukkamaaka-  shortly ;  eduththu uraikka-  to 
say ;  vilakkam alikka -  to explain ;  thakaval-  news.      

multus plus plurimum : much, a lot. 

 plurimum   has the consonants - pa- la- Ra- ma-  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  perum   alavil  - big quantity;  perum-big; alavu- measures.

much [ E]   has the consonants-  ma-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
mikai/miku/ mika [missing letter-ka-]-lot. 

lot [E] has the consonants – la- the- and the original tamil  word is  ennikkaiyil   
mikuthi- yaaka [missing letter-ka-]-more numerous;  ennikkai-counts; mikuthi-excess. 

mundo : to clean. 
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mundo  has the copmposition- ma- an- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaiaanathu-  pure /clean  one ;  thooimanana   manathu-  pure mind.     

mundus : world, universe. 

mundus has the composition ma- an -the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  sem-
mun tharai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- earth .

mundus has the composition ma- an -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  poomi 
[Skt]  / mun   sampanthapatta   -  pertaining to earth ;  poomi -  earth;  
sampanthapatta -  related to [ missing letter-  pa -] . 

world [E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- la -the - and the orignal Tamil word/meaning 
is  kadar ellai-  world / sea shore; kadar-  sea;  ellai- border.   

world [E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- la -the - and the orignal Tamil word/meaning 
is   kola / ulaka   urundai  -   planet  ; kolam- planet/  ulkam- world;   urundai-  rounded
one 

world [E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- la -the - and the orignal Tamil word/meaning 
is    maanthan   vaazhnthidum   mun thari/  vaazh nilam  - earth where  man  lives ;  
maanthan-  man/  human;  vaazhnthidum- living ;   tharai  -earth . 

world [E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- la -the - and the orignal Tamil word/meaning 
is  vin / vaana    veliyil   thanniyum   sutri  kondu /  kathiravanaiyum   sutri   kondu  ulaa
varum   mun tharai -  poo  ulakae    pakal   poluthaiyujm  / eravu  naeraththiyum /  
maalai   vaelai- yum / kaala / aandu  kanakkauklaiyum   theermaanikkirathu   [ missing 
letters-pa -and -sa-]   - the earth revolves  around itself and the sun and so the day  / 
night and  seasons  occur ;  vin veli-  sky ; thannai- self;  sutri- revolving;   kathiravan-  
sun ;  mun tharai- earth ;    poo  ulaku - world;   pakal vaelai-  day  ; eravu  naeram-  
night time;  kaalam-  time;  aandu- year ;  theermaanikkavaendum -  decide 
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world [E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- la -the - and the orignal Tamil word/meaning 
is  maanthar  vaazhnthida  munnai / mun tharai -yaei  andri / poo ulkai andri /   thavira
/  vaeru  oru   kolam / kirakam  -  there  is no other planet  for man to live other than 
earth ;   maanthar-  man;  vaazhnthida-  living;  vaeru  oru -  other;  kolam- planet ;  
kirakam- planet .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  ulakam- 
world. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -pa- and the original Tamil  word is  poolokam
-  earth. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -pa- and the original Tamil  word is   
pookolam -  geography. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -pa- and the original Tamil  word is   puvi iyal- 
geography. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   kolam-  
ball .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   vaan 
ulakam - heaven .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  mael 
ulakam-  heaven  .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is keel 
ulakam- nether world.  

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kole-   
planet   .
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globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
makkal- people/ general public.

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  paal veli-  
milky  way  .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  
pakalavan- sun/ orb. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   kola
nilavu- moon/ orb .
globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   ven 
nilavu -  white moon . 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   kole
vazhi-  the path way of the planet ;  kole-  planet ;  vazhi- path. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
vaana viyal-  astronomy. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   velli
- venus .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  velli 
kilamai-  Friday. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
viyaazham- Jupitor. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
viyaazha kizhamai – Thursday.

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Thinkal[ missing  letter- the-]  - moon .
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globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Thinkal kizhamai-[ missing  letter- the-]   Monday. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la-  pa- and the original Tamil  word is  uloka 
panthu -[ missing  letter- the-]     world – a ball; ulokam-  world;  panthu- ball.  

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Sevaai kole  [ missing  letter- sa-] - Mars planet .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Maravan/ Maaran / Murugan kole[ missing  letter- Ra -]  – planet  Mars .  

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Mankal –yaan[Skt] / Mun kalan -yaan  – Mars .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  Sev-
vaai  kizhamai[ missing  letter- sa-]   - Tues day. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la-  [- pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  sani 
kole[ missing  letter- sa-]   - Saturn  planet .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-  pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  Sani 
kizhamai[ missing  letter- sa-]   - Saturday. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la-  pa-- and the original Tamil  word is  Puthan  
kole--[ missing  letter- the-]  mercury planet  . 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la-  pa-- and the original Tamil  word is  Puthan 
kizhamai-[ missing  letter- the-]   - Wednesday.   

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-  pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
kolee kundu -[ missing  letter- the-] -  pellets.   
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globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
kankal -  eyes. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
vizhikal-  eyes. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
kavalam-  a bolus of food .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
senkole[ missing  letter- sa-]  - scepter .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  vaal-
sword.

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -pa- and the original Tamil  word is  mikka  
azhaku / pozhivu mikka – beautiful .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  oli  
valayam -  light  circle. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kolli-
fire. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
kalayam-  bowel .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  vaan
veli- space. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  vali- 
wind. 
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globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  vin 
meenkal- stars. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaevalam-  heaven. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kovil
–temple. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
Kaalai- yan  makan  Vaelan -  Dravidian sun god. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kaali
makal  valli -  moon goddess. 

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- --pa-and the original Tamil  word is   pon  
ulakamum  silvai [Skt] –yim [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  the golden globe and the cross ; 
pon- gold;  ulakam- world;  siluvai- cross .

globe[E]  has the consonants  -ka –la- -[--pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
kalai  ulakam-  cine field. 

mundus : clean, neat, elegant. 

mudus has the composition  ma -an -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaiyaaanathu  - clean / pure   ;  thooimai  seithida vaendum - to  clean ;  
thooimai-  neat;  seithida -  to do ;  suththam[ S]-  neat  .

neat [E] has  the consonants  -an -the  -and the original Tamil word is    thoimaiyaana  -
tidy / pure .
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neat [E] has  the consonants  -an -the  -and the original Tamil word is    naerththiyaana
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- elegant .

elegant [E]  has the consonants - la -ka -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   mikuntha   azhkudaiya  -   with beauty .

elegant [E]  has the consonants - la -ka -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kalai  azhuku  kondathu -  with  artistic  beauty .

elegant [E]  has the consonants - la -ka -an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   manathai / ullaththai   kollai  kollum  vakaiyil   - azhukudaiya -  beauty  that  capturs
one’s  the mind ;  manam- mind; ullam- soul ;   kollai kola-  capture;  azhuku- beauty .

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
thelivaana [ missing  letter-  the -] -  clear 

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
ozhunkaana  -  orderly .

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
azhukku neekiya  -  dirt  has been removed .

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
azhukkai  neeka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -remove the dirt;  azhukku- dirt;  
neekka-  remove .

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
kalankam  illa  -   untainted ; 

clean [ E]  has the consnants- ka- la -an  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
kalankam illa  ullam- guilt less mind .

neat [E]  has the consonants – an- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thooimaiyaanthu – tidy  .
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neat [E]  has the consonants – an- the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naerththiyaanathu [ missing  letter- Ra -] - nice.

munero / munerior : to give, present. 

munero  has the consonants   - ma- an- Ra - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kodai  thara  vaendum [  missing  letter- ka- and- the -] - to give gift ; kodai- gift ;  
tharuka-  give.

munero  has the consonants   - ma- an- Ra - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
thara  vaendum -[  missing   letter- ka- and- the -]-  to give .

munero  has the consonants   - ma- an- Ra - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
varukai  thara  vaendum[ missing  letters-  ka -and -the -]  - be present .

give [E]  has the consonants  -ka- va - and the original Tamil word is  kodukka   [missing
letter-  the-] - to give .

presents [E]  has the consonants - pa -Ra - sa - an- the- sa -  and the original  Tamil  
word / meaning  is thiru mana   parisu / seethanam  /  seer  thanthidu / seithidu -  to  
give  gifts . 

munio : to fortify, defend, protect / build a road. 

munio has the composition-  ma- an-and the meaning of the word is   kaakka  
vaendum [  missing letters-  the-and-   ka -]  -  to protect . 
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munio has the composition-  ma- an-and the meaning of the word is   aran 
amaiththida  vaendum  [ missing letters- Ra - ka and- the -] - to fortify;  aran-  fort; 
amaiththida -  to  make. 

munio has the composition-  ma- an-and the meaning of the word is  mun paathai  
amaiththida  vaendum [  missing letters- ka - pa - and -the-] -  to build road;  mun 
paathai- ungraveled road ;  amaiththida-  to make. 

defend [E]   has the consonants-  the- pa -an -the  -and the oringal Tamil word 
/meaning is  paaathu  kaaththida vaendum-[ missing  letter-  ka -] -  to protect .

protect [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -the- ka -the- and the original Tamil word  
/meaning  is   paeni   kaappaattra  vaendum -  to save / to guard / to protect ;  
kaappaatru-  protect . 

protect [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -the- ka -the- and the original Tamil word  
/meaning  is  paeni  paathu -kaappu  thara vaendum -  to protect ;  paathu kaapu- 
protection .

road[E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil word  /meaning is   
theru  - street. 

road[E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil word  /meaning is   
neduntheru – road/ long street .

 road[E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
rastha [Skt][ missing letter-sa-]-road.

munus muneris : service, office, function, duty , gift. 
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muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  is  
kadamai  aatra  vaendum [  missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-  to do the task ;   kadamai -
task  .

muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word  is  
kadamaiyaei  maravaathu / thavaraathu  / kadami unarvu  kondu  /  seithu  
mudiththida   vaendum-  [  missing letters-  ka -and- the -] - to complete  the task  
without  failures  ;  kadamai-  duty / task ;  thavaraathu-   without failing;   sithu 
mudikka- to complete ;  kadamai unarvu- duty  conscious .

muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word  is  nun  
kodai   thara  vaendum-[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]  to give  gift/ donation ;  
kodai-  gift;  nun  kodai -  donation;  tharuka-  give .

muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word  is   
kadamai   aatrukindra   idam [ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]  - the place where  work 
is done  ; kadami-  duty ;  aatra-   to function ; idam- place.

muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra-sa-and the meaning of the word  is  kaettai 
sari  seithu  thara  vaendum [  missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] -  to repair  the fault ;  
kaedu- fault;  sari  seithida-  to make it all right .
 
muneris  has the composition - ma- an- Ra-[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word  is  
thondaatra  vaendum-[  missing letters-  ka -and- the -]  to do service ;  thondu-  
service .

office [E] has the  consonants – pa- pa- sa -and the original Tamil word is  pani idam 
[missing  letter- the -]  - working place; pani- job;  idam- place.

mus***** muris : mouse. 

muris  has the composition -ma- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is   moonjuru -  
mouse. 
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mouse[E]  has the   consonants-  ma- sa - and the original Tamil word is  moonjuru  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  mouse .

mussito : to grumble, mutter. 

mussito  has the composition- ma -[sa-] -the -  and the meaning of the word is  
munumunuthidum  uthadu   -  muttering  lips ;  uthadu- lips  ;  uthadu- lips;   
munumunukka- . 

grumble[E] has thecomposition- ka- Ra- ma- pa- la- and the meaning of the word is  
manathirkullaka   poruma/ munumunkka  -  to  grumble with in the mind [ missing 
letter-  the -] -  to grumble .

mutter[E]  has the consonants – ma- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    munu 
munuththidar – mutter. 

mutter[E]  has the consonants – ma- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai 
moodi  manathir  munumunukka [ misising  letter- ka-] -  muttering  with in the mind ; 
vaai-mouth;  moodi –closed;  manathu -   mind ; munumunukka- muttering .

mutatio : change, alteration, transformation. 

mutatio  has the composition -ma- the- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
maaththdu  /   maaththanum  -  to change .  

muto : to change, alter / exchange. 
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muto has the composition ma-the-  and the meaning of the word is   maaththu-  to  
change  ; maatram-  change [ missing letter-  Ra -] .

muto : punish, fine, mulct. 

muto  has the composition- ma-the - and the meaning of the word is   thandikka  
vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to   punish.

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thandam  podu /idu   -  fine;  thandanai- punishment .

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nunmaiyaana  - refined .

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nun- fine .

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
menmaiyaana-  delicate. 

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sina
sinna [ missing  letter- sa-] -  tiny/ small.

fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nangu  [ missing letter- ka-] –well.

 fine[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thooimaiyaana [ missing  letter- the -]   - pure. 

fine[E] has the consonants  -pa-- an -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nutpamana   [ missing  letter- the -] - fine .
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mutuo : borrowed, lend, 

muto has the composition- [-ma-] -the- and the meaning of the word is  kadan -  loan [
missing letter-  ka -] ;  kadanukku  vaankiyathu-  borrowed ; kadan thanthidu - give 
loan . 
borrow [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word is  eraval
[ missing  letter- la-] - borrow. 

mutuus : interchanged, mutually, reciprocal / reciprocity. 

mutuus has the - ma- the- ka- [-sa-]-and the menin gof the word is koduththu  vaanka 
vaendum[  missing letter-  the-]  - give and take ; koduththu-  given;  vaanka-  receiving
.
mutuus has the - ma- the- ka- [-sa-]-and the menin gof the word is  iruvarum   oru  
miththa   karuththu   kondu -  both having the same ideas;  eruvar-  two persons;  oru 
miththa-  mutual ;  karuththu-  idea; kodu - having . 

mutuus has the - ma- the- ka- -sa-and the menin gof the word is  pandaththai   
parimaatram/ pari varththanai   seithida vaendum [  missing letters- pa- and- Ra -] - 
exchange /  interchange   the goods; pandam-  goods; pari maatram -  interchange ;  
pari varththanai -  interchange.

mutuus has the - ma- the- ka- sa-and the meaning of the word is   munnae  pinnae  
nakara seithida  vaendum[ missing letters-  pa- and -Ra -]- move back and forth ;  
munnae-  front;  pinnae-  back;  nakara-  to move. 

mutuus has the - ma- the- ka- sa-and the meaning of the word is-maatram seiya pada 
vaendum [ missing letters -pa- and- Ra- ] -  change  should be made;  maatram-  
change;  seiya pada- to  do. 
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mutuus : a loan. dare mutuum : to make a loan. <h1.N nam : 

mutus  has the composition- ma -the –[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
kadan / osi   vaanka  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  get  a loan ; kadan-  lan;  
vaanka-  to get  .

                              English  word - mysterious .

mysterious  has the  consonants-  ma- [-sa-]- the -Ra –[-sa-] – and the interpretation 
of the word is  marmamaanathu [Skt] -  mysterious .

mysterious  has the  consonants-  ma- [-sa-]- the -Ra –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
word is  kandu -  arivatharkku mikavum   kadinamaanathu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
one  whichis difficult to understand.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

N.
                         English  word- name  .

name  has the consonants - an -ma -and the interpretation of the word is  naamam  
[Skt] - name .

name has the consonants - an -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  idanam   
[ missing letter-  the -]  -to  name .

name has the consonants - an -ma -and the original Tamil  word is   soottanum 
[ missing  letters-  sa -and the -] -  to name. 
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                               English  word-  nude
nude has the consonants  -na- the- and the original Tamil  word is nattam-  nude; 
loss.

                       English  word – navel.

navel  has the consonants - na –va- la -and theinterpretaion  of the word  is naabi 
kamalm[Skt] [  missing  letter-  pa-]-  navel. 

navel  has the consonants - na –va- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
thonthi kuzhi [ missing  letter- the –] -  pit in the belly  .

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word - niwtyw [ citizen ] .

niwtyw has the consonants - an -va -the -va -and the original Tamil  word is  naattin  
kudi makan- citizen  of the state. 

N

narro : to make known, say, speak, narrate. 

narro  has  the composition- an- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  koora  vaendum
[  missing letters-  the - and - ka -] -  to  say .

narro  has  the composition- an- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   eduththu  
uriakka  vaendum [  missing letters-  the - and - ka -]-  say .

to say [E]   has the consonants-  the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   uththi-  
speech .
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say[E]  has the consonants-  sa -and the original Tamil word is  - sollu [ missing  letter-  
la-]- say .

say[E]  has the consonants-  sa -and the original Tamil word is  paesu [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  speak  .

to say yes to [E]   has the consonants  -the- [- sa-]  –[- sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil
word / meaning  is  oththu  uoothu – to say  yes to. 

speak[E]  has the consonants-  sa- pa- ka  -and the original Tamil word is  paesuka -  
speak.

speak[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa- ka  -and the original Tamil word is  panavu - 
speak. 

speak[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa- ka  -and the original Tamil word is  paraika 
[Malayalam][ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  speak .

to  speak[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] – [- pa-] - ka  -and the  other interpretation  is 
nikatham-   speak .

to  speak[E]  has the consonants-  the-  [- sa-] –  pa- ka  -and the  other interpretation  
is  paaduka-  to sing. 

 narrate [E]  has the consonants - an -Ra- Ra- the-   and the original Tamil word is  
vivaraiththu/ vivaramaaka    koorida  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  describe/ 
explain  .
 
narrate [E]  has the consonants - an -Ra- Ra- the-   and the original Tamil word is  
surukkamaka  eduththu  uraikka  vaendum [ misising  letters-  sa- and- ka -] - to brief .

nascor nasci natus : to be born, spring forth. 
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nascor has the composition- an- sa -ka-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   karpini 
yin /pillai thaachchi  yin   vayitril  irunthu   paththu  maatham    kazhiththu   pillai 
/sisu / kuzhanthai   pirakka  pokira   naeram[  missing letters-  la-  the-  pa -]  -  baby  is 
about to born ;  karpini-  pregnant woan;   pillai thaachchi-  pregnant  woman;  vayiru- 
abdomen;    paththu  maatham-  10 months ;   sisu-  baby /new born;  pilla-  child;  
kuzhanthai-  baby;  pirakka-  to be born; naeram-  time.

natus has the compositin -an- the- [-sa-]- -and the meaning of the word is   karu    
vayitril   undaaki   vittathu [  missing letter- la- Ra- and- ka -]-  embryo/ baby  has 
formed inside the womb; karu-  embryo ;  vayiru-  womb/abdomen ;    undaai vittathu-
has  formed . 

natalis natalis : birthday. 

natalis has the composition- an- the- [-sa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  
pirantha  naal [ missing  letter- pa -and Ra -] – birth day;  piranthai- birth ;  naal- day . 

natalis has the composition- an- the- [-sa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  indru  
enathu arumai   thaai ennai eendra / peththu  eduththa  /naan  pirantha  naal 
[  missing letters- pa -and -Ra -] -  to day is my birth day ; indru- today; enathu-  mine;  
pirantha-  born;  eendru-  given birth;  naal-  day.  

natalis has the composition- an- the- sa- la -and the meaning of the word is  saniththa 
[Skt] naal - birth day.

natalis has the composition- an- the- [-sa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is   indru 
avanathu  irantha/seththa   naal-  to day is the day he had  died;  indru-  today;  
avanathu-  his;  irantha-  died; naal-  day .  

birthday [E]  has the  composition -pa- Ra- the- the- and the meaning of the word is 
pirantha thinam/pirantha aatchchai  [missing letter-sa-]-  birth day ; pirantha-  born ;  
thinam -  day .
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                     Sanskrit word- desah [nation] . 

desah  has the consonants-  the –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  naadu- 
nation. 

natio : nation, people. 

people [E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- [-pa-] -la -and the original Tamil word is   
meignaazhum –people/populace. 

natio has the composition -na- the -  and the meaning of the word is  naadu -  nation.

natio has the composition -na- the -  and the meaning of the word is  nam naadu -  
our nation.

natio has the composition -na- the -  and the meaning of the word is  thai naadu- 
mother country .

people[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  
makkal [ missing  letter- ka-]  – people.

people[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   
meignaalum – people.

patriot [E] has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- the -   and the original Tamil  word is  
thaai   naattin  meethu   patru  udaiya  manithar - one who has  great  regards to his 
mother country. 

natura : nature 
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nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  thanae  thondriyathu -  came/ appeared  /formed  on 
it’s own. 

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  muramaiyanathu – the one that  has  order-  nature.

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  niyathi udaiyathu -  one has the order .

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  neermai  udaiththu- natural. 

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  niram udaiyathu – natural. 

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  ondrin thanmai- nature of something;  thanmai- 
nature.

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  oruvarudaiya  kunam  /thanmai- [ missing  letter- ka-] 
nature/ character of a man.

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  iyarkaiyaanathu [missing  letter- ka-] -  natural;  
iyarkkai yaana  ondru-  natural one  .

nature has the composition - an- the -- Ra -
and the meaning of the word is  nira  kunam udaiyathu [ missing  letter- ka-] – natural .

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
tharppaana [ missing  letter- pa-]  - natural ;  tharpu- nature.
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nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
thooimaiyaana  kaatru[ missing  letter- ka-] - un contaminated wind. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
thooimaiyaana  thanneer-  pure water. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
vanantharam[ missing  letter- ka-] - desert. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
vanantharam [ missing  letter- ka-] –forest .

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  thirai 
vaanam-[ missing  letter- ka-]   sky . 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   paruva  
maatram-[ misising  letters- pa- and -ka -] -  seasonal  changes. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   koadai   
naeram-[ missing  letter- ka-]   - summer time. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   koothir 
naeram--[ missing  letter- ka-]   -   winter. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   mun 
tharai- earth .

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   
kathiravan--[ missing  letter- ka-] - sun.  

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  Thiru 
Murugan--[ missing  letter- ka-] - sun god. 
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nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   Karu 
maari  thaai  annai --[ missing  letter- ka-] –moon goddess. 

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   thirai 
meen- stars .

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   erikindra
thee---[ missing  letter- ka-] – burning  fire .

nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   kadar 
thanneer-[ missing  letter- ka-] - sea water.
 
nature[E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   mazhai  
thanneer [ missing  letter-zha] - rain water .

nature [E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  mun   
kundru [ missing  letter- ka-]-  hill/ mountain .

nature [E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   maatra  
mudiyaathu -  can not be changed. 

nature [E]  has the consonants – an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   
maaratha  ondru/ maatram adaiyaatha -  permanant  one .

*****nauta : sailor. 

nauta  has the composition -an- va- the - and the meaning of the word is   thuduppu  
ittu  padaku / naavaai  ottupavan/ meekaaman  [ missing  letter- pa-]  – boat man ; 
padaku- boat;  naavaai- boat;  meekaaman-  sailor;   thuduppu-  oar.   

nauta  has the composition -an- va- the - and the meaning of the word is  thuduppu  
kondu  padaku  ottupavan[  missing letter-  pa-] - the  one who  rows  a  boat ;  
thuduppu-  oar ;   padaku-  boat;    ottupavan-  one who drives  . 
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sailor[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kaluvar [ missing  letter- ka-]- sailor. 

sailor[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- Ra -and the other interpretation is   
maalumiyar – sailors .

 *****navigatio : voyage, navigation. 

navigatio   has the composition- an -va- ka- the- and themeaning of the word is  navaai
oatta vaendum -  to drive the  the ship;  navaai- ship ; oatta- to drive .

navigatio   has the composition- an -va- ka- the- and themeaning of the word is 
padakai  thuduppu   pottu/  otti   payanam   seithida  vaendum [  missing letter- pa- 
and sa- -] -  
 
voyage [E]  has the consonants - va- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  
payanam  poka [ missing  letter- pa-] - journey .

voyage [E]  has the consonants - va- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  
naavu / naavai-  ship .

                                  Tamil - the sudra  pasha

                                   Kappal  / Tamil  / ship .  

                                Peelavaakai/ Tamil /ship.
        Kappal [ - Ka- pa -la -] = peela vaakai [- pa -la -ka-] .

                          English  word - boat .
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boat  has the consonants  -pa- the- and the interpreation of the word is padamu 
[Telugu ] - boat .

               Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – Dai  [ferry] .

Dai  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  oadam-  boat .

Dai  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  thoani -  round  
bottomed  boat. 

      Egyptian hieroglyphic  word  -  kai  [  Nubian boat ] .

Kai has the consonant - ka -and the original Tamil  word is  naavaai-  ship. 

navis navis : ship, vessel, boat. 

navis has the composition -an- va - [ - sa-] and the original Tamil   word  is  naavaai - 
ship .

navis has the composition -an- va - [ - sa-] and the original Tamil   word  is  vankam-  
ship. 

navis has the composition -an- va  sa-and the original Tamil   word  is  soanku-  boat . 

navis has the composition -an- va - [ - sa-] and the original Tamil   word  is  nav-  small 
boat - thoani .

navis has the composition -an- va - [ - sa-] and the original Tamil   word  is  
meekaaman-  captain of the ship . 
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ship [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa-and the original Tamil  word is  ampi –ship . 

ship [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa-and the original Tamil  word is  sampaan- 
boat .

ship [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa-and the original Tamil  word is  punai-  ship .

ship [E]   has the consonants –sa- pa-and the original Tamil  word is  paasanam-  ship . 

boat [ E]  has the composition - pa -the -  and the  original tamil word is  paathai-  
boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition - pa -the -  and the  original tamil word is  patti- boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition - pa -the -  and the  original tamil word is  padaku 
[ missing letter-  ka -] -  boat /dhow . 

boat [ E]  has the composition - [-pa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is  odam - 
yachet .

boat [ E]  has the composition - [-pa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is  navadaa  
[ missing  letter -ka-] - boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   theppam -  a 
kind of boat.

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   thaeppai - 
boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   udupam - 
boat.

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   paedam-  
boat. 
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boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   patti-  float. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   poatham- 
boat .

boat [ E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - the -  and the original Tamil word is  ithai-  sail 
of a ship .
 
boat [ E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - the -  and the original Tamil word is   mithavai   
[missing  letter- ka-] - float. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is  palli -yodam  
[ missing  letter- la-]- boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition - [-pa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is  thoani -  
round bottomed  boat .

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa-the -  and the original Tamil word is  paththaasu 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -ship. 

boat [ E]  has the composition –[- pa-] -the -  and the original Tamil word is   sathaa  
[ missing  letter- sa-]- boat .

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is   pathaaram 
[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -raf. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is   pakuththiram 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- raft. 

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is   padavu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - small boat .

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is   paduvai  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – raft. 
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boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is   paana   
pandam ;  paani- water;  pandam- vessel .

boat [ E]  has the composition -pa -the -  and the original Tamil word is    paani  
madam- house boat. 

boat [ E]  has the composition –[- pa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is   vaththai [
missing  letter- ka-] -boat. 

ferry [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paaram-  boat.  

ferry [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paaru- boat .

ferry [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   paarathi - 
[  missing  letter-  the -]- ship  .

ferry [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pakari – ferry. 

ferry [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   parisil [ missing
letter- sa –and- la- ]  round bottomed  boat. 

coracle [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is  mara-
k-kalam -  boat /ship.

canoe  has the consonants - ka- an- and the original Tamil  word is   naavaai-   ship / 
navis .

raft[E]  has  the consonants - Ra –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  pathaaram-  
raft. 

dhow[Arabic]  has the consonants  -the- va- and the  original Tamil  word is padakau 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  boat. 
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skiff [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -pa - and the original Tamil  word is kappal  
[ missing  letter- la-] -ship .

skiff [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -pa - and the original Tamil  word is   padaku 
[ missing  letter- the-]- boat. 

mat [E] [ Egyptian hieroglyphics]  has the consonants – ma- the- and the original Tamil
word is  oadam  -  a kind of boat .

 to anchor [E]  has the consonants  - the-an- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
naththaar  vaikka  vaendum- to anchor. 

anchor [E]   has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  nan-k-kooram- anchor.

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kappal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  ship. 
 
vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kalam -  vessel/ ship.

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  oankal -  a  large wooden boat .

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va --sa-- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aanjelakai  -a kind of float. 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va --sa- la - and the other interpretation is   kovil   
kalasam [Skt] –  temple vessel.

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vin  kalam -  sky ship .
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vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  pei  kalam [ missing  letter- pa-] –mendicant’s  bowel. 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vin  kole- planet. 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vattil  [missing  letter-  the-] –a bowel .

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thavalai [missing  letter-  the-]-  big water storing vessel .

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -sa-la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalaanji-   spitoon .

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -sa- la - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  visalai- vessel . 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va –[- sa-]- la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  mulavu- vessel. 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the other interpretation is   
kamandalam [ missing  letter-  the -]-  water filled vessel carried by  saints / monks . 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the other interpretation is   poo 
valayam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- earthen vessel/ golden vessel. 

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the other interpretation is   
kalayam  –  vessel .

vessel  [E]  has the consonants  - va -[-sa-] - la - and the other interpretation is  
akalam- pot with a wide mouth . 
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       *Remember;   when the letter  -sa- occurs twice in a given word  consider  
applying   the letter- pa-  while interpretation .

*chalice [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  –la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
paelaa [ missing  letter-  pa-] --  chalice. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – nbd [plait] .

nbd has the consonants - an –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  mudiyaei   
pinnu-  plait the hair. 

necessarius : necessary, needed, essential. 

necessarius has the composition- -an- ka- [- sa-] - [- sa-] -Ra –[- sa-] - and the meaning 
of the word is  thaevai kuriya ondru [ missing  letter- the -]-  necessary .

necessarius has the composition- an- ka- sa- sa-Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is
sirantha   avasiyam/thaevai    konda    thoru   kaariyam  visiyam/ visaesam [S]- 
[ missing letter-  the- ] - good and  essential  work ;  sirantha-  best ;  avasiyam-  
essential;   thaevai-  needy; kaariyam-  work. 

necesse : (adj.) necessary, unavoidable, indispensable. 

necesse  has the composition -an -ka- [-sa-] - sa- and the meaning of the word is 
thavirkka  mudiyaatha  thoru  sirantha    kaariyam [ missing  letters-  Ra -and -the -]- -  
good  and  unavoidable work ;  thavirkka mudiyaatha-  unavoidable;  oru -  one; 
sirantha-  best;  kaariyam-  work .
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*****neco : to kill, slay, put to death. 

neco has the composition -an- ka - and the meaning of the word is  konnu  -  to kill .

death[E]   has the consonants - the- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thutti -death .

death[E]   has the consonants - the- the -and the other interpretaion  is  nit paththi 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- death .

death[E]   has the consonants - the- the -and the other interpretation  is niththanam –
death. 

kill[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kol- izhaiththal-  kill 
[ n] ;  kollu- to kill. 

to kill[E]  has the consonants- the-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   uyirai  
kolluthal [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to take out  a life ;  uyir- life;  kolluthal- to  kill. 

to kill[E]  has the consonants- the-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   uyirai  
vaankuthal - [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to take out  a life ;  uyir- life;   vankuthal- take out.

to kill[E]  has the consonants-  the-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
kaazhththamai- daring to kill. 

to kill[E]  has the consonants-  the-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   sekuththal  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  to kill .

to kill[E]  has the consonants-  the-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   neekkuthal-
to kill.
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                           English  word – needle .

needle  has the consonants – an- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  nedu vellusi
[  missing  letters-  ka -and -sa-] -  neeld for stitching wounds.

nefas : wrong, sin. 

nefas  has the composition- an –pa- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
thappaanathu [ missing  letter- the-]  - wrong. 

nefas  has the composition- an –[-pa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thee 
vinai /theenku seika [  missing letters- ka- and- - the]- bad deed.

nefas  has the composition- an -pa- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is pava  
punniyam[Skt]  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  sin and the fruit of good deeds; paavam-  sin;  
punniyam-  the fruit of good actions  .  

sin[E] has the consonants- [-sa -]-an -and the original Tamil  word is   yaenam –sin. 

sin[E] has the consonants- [-sa -]-an -and the original Tamil  word is  thee vinai [ 
missing letters- ka- and- - the]- bad deed. 

sin[E] has the consonants- [-sa -]-an -and the original Tamil  word is  paava punniyam  
[Skt] [ missing  letters-  ka -and -pa-] --  fruits of good and bad ; paavam- sin;  
punniyam- fruits of good deeds. 

sin[E] has the consonants- [-sa -]-an -and the original Tamil  word is  nee-nira-vinai 
[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka -]- sin. 

nego : to deny. 
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nego has the compositon- an- ka - and the meaning of the word is   marukka vaendum
[  missing letters-  Ra  - and- the  -] -  to deny.

  
negotium : employment, business, task, occupation, pains. 

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
thaaniya  vanikam -  grain business; thaaniyam-  grain; vanikam- business.

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
moththa  vanikam - buisiness  agency .

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
vanika koodam-  business center;
   vanikam- business. 

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
mikuntha  vaethanai- pain ; mikuntha –more;  vaethanai- pain .

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
mikuntha  akkarai -yodu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -with extra care;  akkarai- care. 

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
vaelai  kodukka  vaenum[ missing  letter- la-]-   to  give job ;  vaelai- work;  kodukka- 
give. 

negotium  has the composition- an- ka -the- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
konda  kadamai-   task .

task [E]   has the consonants - the -[- sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
akkadi – hard task. 
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task [E]   has the consonants - the -[- sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
itta/ konda   kadamai-   given duty  ;   seithu  mudikka  vaendiya   kadamai -  the duty  
to be finished .

business[E]   has the consonants - pa -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil
word  / meaning  is  panniyam-  business. 

business[E]   has the consonants - pa -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil
word  / meaning  is  aapaniyam- market street. 

business[E]   has the consonants - pa -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil
word  / meaning  is  pani-   occupation .

business[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original 
Tamil word  / meaning  is  maniyam -  business. 

business[E]   has the consonants - pa -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil
word  / meaning  is  poaeni -  the first  sale of the day .

business[E]   has the consonants - pa -[- sa-] -an- [- sa-]  -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil
word  / meaning  is   vanikam  [  missing  letter- ka -] -  trade .

 trade [E]  has the consonants –the- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  panda 
matram [ missing  letter- pa-]-barter / exchange of  goods ;  pandam-  goods; maatram
– change. 

trade [E]  has the consonants –the- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is  
parivarththanai- [ missing  letters- ka- and-  pa-]-exchange .

trade [E]  has the consonants –the- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  is  
varththakam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-trade. 
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neo : to spin, interweave. (to spin thread and yarn). 

neo  has the composition -an -  and the meaning of the word is neyia -  to weave .

to spin [E]   has the consonants – the-[-sa-]  –an- and the original Tamil  word is   thuni 
neithidu-  weave a cloth .

to spin [E]   has the consonants – the-[-sa-]  –an- and the original Tamil  word is  thuni  
thaei- stitch  a cloth  .

nepos nepotis : grandson. 

nepotis has the composition - an- pa- the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is  
paeraandi  [  missing letter- Ra -] - grandson.

nepotis has the composition - an- pa- the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is  
paattan – grand father. 

nepotis has the composition - an- pa- the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is  
poottan/ muppaattan  -  great grand father . 

nepotis has the composition - an- [- pa-] - the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word 
is  oaattan-  grand father of grand father . 

nepotis has the composition - an- [-pa-] - the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is
thanthai-  father. 

nepotis has the composition - an- [-pa-] - the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is
thanayan- son. 

nepotis has the composition - an- [-pa-] - the-[- sa-] - - and the meaning  of the word is
mainthan- son. 
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nepotis has the composition - an- pa- the-[- sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is   
podiyan  -  little boy.   

grandson [E]   has thconsonants - ka -Ra- the- [- sa-] - an –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   thaaththaa- vin  peyarai  thaanka  /  yaerkka/ koora    vanthavan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  one who  came to  bear grandfather ‘s  name[ ;  thaaththaa-  
grand father;  peyar- name.  

grandson [E]   has thconsonants - ka -Ra- the- [- sa-] - an –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is makan / makal  vayitru   [ [ paera]    kuzhanthaikal [ missing  letter- 
pa- and -zha-]- children of the son/ daughter. 

nequam : worthless,  good for nothing, bad. 

nequam  has the compositon- an- ka- va- ma-  and the meaning of the word is 
onnukkumae  uthavaathu [  missing letter-  the -] -  good for nothing;  uthavaathu-   
useless.  
nequeo : not to be able, to be impossible. 

nequeo has the compositin- an- ka - and the meaning of the word is  onnum 
nadakaathu [  missing letter-  the -] -  nothing is possible ;  nadakaathu- will not 
happen .

nequitia nequities : worthlessness, badness, wickedness.

nequitia   has the consonants - an- ka - the  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
payan kidaiyaathu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  no use ; payan- use. 
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nequitia   has the consonants - an- ka - the  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
vanjaka  thanmai   / mana paanmai [ missing  letters  -pa -and -sa-]- wicked ness.

nequitia   has the consonants - an- ka - the  -and the original Tamil word is   kaedu 
undaakkum   manapaanku  [ missing  letter-  pa-] - evil ness .

nequitia   has the consonants - an- ka - the  -and the original Tamil word is  kapada 
thanam/ kapada  naadakam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - wickedness.

 
nescio : to be ignorant, be unaware, not know, be unknowing. 

nescio   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] - ka  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
arivinmai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  lack of  knowledge ;  arivu-  wisdom;  inmai- nil .

nidor : vapor, smell, reek, odor. 

nidor  has the composition -an -the- Ra -  and the original tamil  word is  naatram-  
smell. 

nidor  has the composition -an -the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  thur  
naatram-  bad smell. 

nidor  has the composition -an -the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaadaiyaei  /  nedi yaei   mukarnthu [ missing letter-  ka -] - to smell the odor ; vaadai-  
odor;  nedi-  odor;   mukarnthu-  to smell ;  kaara nedi  ; marunthu  nedi -  smell of 
drugs.  

odor[E]  has the consonants- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naatram -  smell .
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smell [E]   has the consonants - ma- la - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is  
manam  kamazha – [missing  letter- ka-]-  good smell .

smell [E]   has the consonants - ma- la - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is  
manam ulla/  nalla  manam -  good smell;  nalla-  good;  manam-  smell .

smell [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is   paal manam[  missing  letter- pa-] -milk smell; paal- milk;  manam- smell.

smell [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  
is  pulaal manam [  missing  letter- pa-] -  meat  smell; pulaal- meat;  manam- smell. 

smell [E]   has the consonants -  [- sa-] -ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is  mudalai- [ missing  letter-  the -]-  meat smell. 

smell [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]   ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  
is  moaththal / manaththal  [ missing  letter- the -]– to smell.

smell [E]   has the consonants -  [- sa-] -ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is  pari malam [ missing  letters- pa- and -Ra -] - good smell. 

smell [E]   has the consonants -  [- sa-] -ma- la  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is   nilayam-  a smell. 

reek [E]  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is    ketta
/ thur   nattram  adikka  [ missing letter- the -] -stink . 

 vapor[E]   has the consonants-  va- [ - pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  neer aavi-  vapor. 

*****niger : black. 
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niger has the composition -an- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   karu  vannam 
/niram -  black  color; karu-  black;  vannam-  color;  niram- color. 

niger has the composition -an- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
Africakan[ missing  letter- pa-]  . 

niger has the composition -an- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  karuppu 
niram--[ missing  letter- pa-]- black color. 

niger has the composition -an- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  karuppan-
[ missing  letter- pa-] - black person  . 

niger has the composition -an- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  Thiraavidan 
[missing  letter-  the -] – Dravidian people. 

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   
kaalitham [ missing  letter- the -] -  black. 

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaazhakam  - black.

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalam- black .

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalimam- black. 

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   vellai 
vannam-   white color;  vellai- white;  vannam- color. 

 black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   nela 
vannam- blue color. 
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black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   kaal- 
black .

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   azhaku
- beauty .

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   kalai- 
arts.

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   
azhukku- dirt. 

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   
kalankam-  stain. 

black [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -ka  -  and the original Tamil  word is   kaali  
ammai – Dravidian  black  goddess .

African [E]  has the consonants - pa -Ra –ka- an – and the original  Tamil  word is  
karuppan-  black man .

nihilum : nothing. 

nihilum has the composition -an-ka- la -ma -and the meaning of the word is   ankae  
ellaam   kaali  /    ankae  onnum  illai  -  nothing is there; ankae-  there;  illai-  nil.

nihilum has the composition -an-ka- la -ma -and the meaning of the word is ankae   
onnaiyim  kaana  iyala   villai - nothing can be seen ;  ankae-  there;  illai-  nil; ;  kaana - 
to  see. 
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nimirum : of course, undoubtedly, certainly (sometimes 
ironical). 

nimirum  has the composition -an- ma- Ra- ma - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  sirithum   iyaththirkku  idam indri [ missing letters-  the- sa- and -ka -] - 
undoubtedly.

nimis : (adv.) too much, overmuch, excessively 

nimis has the composition  -an- ma- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
mikuthiyaana  /  mika   athikamaana [  missing letters- ka -and- the -]  - excessive;  
konjam [ missing letter-  ka -] -  little [antonym] . 

*****niteo : to shine, glitter, be bright, glow, be sleek, flourish

niteo  has the composition -an- the -and the meaningiof the word is   minu 
minuthhtida-  sparkle .

niteo  has the composition -an- the -and the meaningiof the word is  thaka thannu 
minnida  [ missing letter- ka -] - glittering.   

 gilt[E]  has the consonants –ka-la-the - and the original Tamil  word is  daaal  adikka- 
gilt.

 gilt[E]  has the consonants –ka-la-the - and the original Tamil  word is  thanka 
mulaam-  gold plated. 

glitter [ E]    has the consonants – ka- la- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
olirthal/   olirnthiduka  -  glitter .
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glow[E] has the consonants- ka- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  oaval miku –  
glow. 

florish [E]  has the consonants – pa- la- Ra- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  palki
peruka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  multiply.

nitesco : to begin to shine, grow sleek. 

nitesco  has the composition -an- the-sa- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thaka  
thaknnu   ozhi   veesa [ velichcham adikka  ]  thodanka [ missing letter- zha -] - 
beginning  to  shine  ;  thaka thakannu-  glittering;  ozhi  veesa-  to  shine;  thodanka-  
to  begin .

grow [E]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- va -and the original Tamil word/meaning is   
valarka [ missing  letter- la-]  - grow .

shine[E]   ha the consonants – [-sa-] -an -and the original Tamil  word is  minnu – 
shine[v].

shine[E]   ha the consonants – [-sa-] -an -and the original Tamil  word is  minu 
minuppu [ missing  letter- pa-]- adj- shine. 

sleek[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and and the original Tamil  word is   pala 
palappaaka  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -glossy .

sleek[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and and the original Tamil  word is   oli  
veesum – lustrous .

sleek[E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and and the original Tamil  word is  vala 
valappaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] – smooth.
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                    Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - nt [water]  .

nt has the consonants - an –the- and the original Tamil  word is thanni-  water. 

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – nr [ time] .

nr has the consonants – an- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  naeram-  time. 

nitor : to strive, exert oneself, make an effort, persevere. 

nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  munnaetrum
kaana/adaiya   vidathu /thodarnthu   muyarchchi  kondida  vaendum [  missing letters-
ka- and -sa-]  -  to progress one should make  persistant  effort ;  munnaetram-  to 
progress; vida muyarchchi- persistant  effort . 

                      *when  the letter- pa -occurs twice in a given Indo  European word , 
consider using the letter- sa -while interpreting  inTamil   .

*effort [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] -[- pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muyarchchi  seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - to make an attempt .

efforts [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] -[- pa-] - Ra- the – sa-and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   thodarchchi  - efforts . 

effort [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  pirayathanam[Skt]  – effort. 

effort [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  pira varththi[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]- effort. 
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effort [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   pira varththanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] effort .

effort [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  piraviruththi  [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] effort .

nitor : to rest, lean, support oneself / trust in, depend upon. 

nitor has the composdition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
aduththavarai  nampi  [ missing lettera-  pa-  and -ka - ] - to  trust  one ;  adaththavar-   
a person [ in next] ;  nampi-  to trust. 

nitor has the composdition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  aduthtavarai
saarnthu [ missing letters-  sa- and ka-] - to  depend on others  ;  saarnthu- to depend .

support[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa –Ra- the -  and the interpretation of the 
word  is  thaarippu – support. 

support[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa –Ra- the -  and the  other  interpretation 
of the word  is  aarpatham- support. 

*****nitor : brilliance, brightness, glow, elegance, splendor. 

nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   minnuthar – 
shine/  glow .

nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   ozhi  
niraintha  [missing  letter- zha-] -  luminosity .
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nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   thaka  thaka 
-vendru [ missing  letter-  ka -]- shining .

nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
piramaandamaana [ missing  letter-  pa -]- -  magnificient  .

nitor has the composition- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thaka  thaka 
vena  thankam  maathiri    kathiravan   varukai  tharum/  uthayamaakum/ thoatram 
tharum  /   vaikarai  naeram[  missing letter-  ka -]   -  the  early  morning   glowing  
golden  sun  ;  thaka thaka vena-  adj  for  glowing ;  thankam-  gold;  kathiravan-  sun;  
uthayamaakum-  dawn ;  varukai  thar-  coming/visiting ;   vaikarai-  early  morning.  

*****niveus : white, snowy. 

niveus has the composition -an -va-[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word  is  venmai-  
white.  

niveus has the composition -an -va-[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word  is  thukinam
[ missing  letter- the -] -  snow .

niveus has the composition -an -va-[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word  is  ven pani [
missing letter-pa-] -  white snow.

snow [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an- va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  ven pani [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  snow ;  venmai -  white ;  pani  snow.

snow [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an- va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   venpaa[ missing  letter- pa-]  - snow. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the -and the original Tamil  word is     thavutham- 
white. 
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white[E]   has the consonants – va- the -and the original Tamil  word is   visatham  
[ missing  letter- sa-] –white. 

white[E]   has the consonants – va- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pisankathai 
[ missing  letters- pa- and-sa-]  -white. 

               Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - nss [ do damage ] .

nss has the consonants – an- sa- and the interpretaion of the word is  naasam sei- 
do  damage. 

               Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  - nmi [ travel] .

  nmi  has the consonants - an -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
payanam[  missing  letter- pa-]  – travel .

                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word – nTr w  [gods] .

nTrw has the consonants-  an- the- Ra -va -and the  original Tamil  word is aandavar- 
god ;  Thirumurgan[Sumerian  Marduk] [kathiravan] –sun god. 

no: (nare, navi) : to swim, float, fly, sail. 

no  has the composition -an -  and the meaning of the word is neenthu [ missing 
letter- the-]  -  swim .

fly[E] has the consonants –[- pa-] - la- and the original tamil  word is  thuyal  [ missing  
letter- the -] – fly.

float [E] has the consonants-   [-  pa-] - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thollam-
float. 
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nobis : (abl.) us / there'll be no one as happy as US. 

nobis has the composition -an- pa- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  nammai  
pola [  missing letter- la -] -  as us  .

nocens : bad, wicked, injurious, culpable, evil. 

nocens has the composition-  an- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is   kodiyavan/  
kodiya  manithan  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  wicked one.

nocens has the composition-  an- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  vanjakan 
[ missing  letter-  sa-]  – wicked one .

nocens has the composition-  an- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is kaedu  ketta  
manathai  kondavan [  missing letter-  the -] -  the one with  evil mind;  kaedu  ketta-  
evil .  

noceo : (+ dat.) to do harm to, inflict injury, hurt. 

noceo  dat  has the composition- an- ka- the- the -and the meaning  of the wod is 
kaayam undaakka vaendum - to inflict injury;  kaayam-  injury;  undaakka-  to  cause .

nolo, nolle, nolui : to be unwilling, wish not to, refuse. 
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nolo   has the composition- an -la -  and the meaning of the word is  manm illai -  
unwilling ;  manm-  mind;  illai-  no .

refuse [E]  has the consonats  - Ra- pa- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word is  maru- 
deny / refuse;   maruppu -  refusal  /deny .

non : not. 

non has the composition- -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai - nil. 

non has the composition- -an - and the other interpretation is  
sooniyam[Skt][ missing  letter- sa-]  - nil .
 
not  [E]  has the consonants - an- the-  and theorignal Tamil mword / meaningis  
yathum  inmai  - nothing .

nonus : ninth. 

  nonus  has  the compositin -an- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word  onepaan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – nine .

nonus  has  the compositin -an- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word en  -mani -  
numeral  nine;  en- numeral-  mani- nine. 

nonus  has  the compositin -an- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is ennikkai  / 
kanakku / en  mani [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  count/ numeral  nine ;  mani- nine. 

nos : we / WE live and die by that creed. 
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nos  has the composition -na- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  naam-  we .

we[E]  has the consonants – va- and the original Tamil word is  naanka- we.

nos : us / they tried to tell US we're too young. 

nos has thecomposition- an -[-sa-]- and the meanin of the word is  nummakku 
[ missing letter- ka -]  -  us .

nosco : to become acquainted with, get to know. 

nosco has the composition- an -[-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  kandu  
kondu/ kandukka  vaedum/ kandu  muttida   vaendum   [ missing letter-  the -]- get to 
know.  

noster nostri : our ours / that old dream of OURS 

noster  has the composition -an- [-sa]-  the-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
endrandrum  nammudaiyathu -  always ours ;  endrandrum – for all times;  
nammudaiyathu- ours .

noster  has the composition -an- [-sa]-  the-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
namudaiyathandru -  it is not ours;  namudaiyathu-  ours;  andru-  not  .

nota : mark, token, note, sign. 
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nota has the compodsiton- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  karu mai   kondu  
kuri  yida vaendum [ missing letters- ka- and-  Ra - ]  - mark  with black ink ;  karu mai-  
black ink;  yida-  to  do.  

nota has the compodsiton- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  kai naattu iduka  [
missing  letter-ka-]  -  to have thump impression .

mark[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  karu  mai-
black  ink .

mark[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   
muththirai  vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to apply  the seal ; muththirai- 
emblem/ seal .

mark[E]  has the composition- ma- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  karu mai 
kondu  kuri   ida vaendum [  missing  letter-  the -]  - to mark with  black ink ;   karu 
mai-  black ink.  

.

notarius : stenographer (class.), notary, legal scribe. 

notarius   has the consonants  -an- the -Ra- sa - and the original Tamil/meaning   word 
is  satta  mandra / neethi  mandra / sitta   mandra   nadavadikkai -aei     aavaana 
-maaka    padi  eduppavar[  missing  letters- pa -and-  ka -]  -  legal  scribe-   writer of 
the court / assembly ;  satta mandram-  assembly ;  neethi  /sitta  mandram-  court;   
aavanam- document ;  padi  eduppavar - copist .

notarius   has the consonants  -an- the -Ra- sa - and the original Tamil/meaning   word 
is  satta   saandru   tharuvatharkku    urimai / athikaaram/  neethi / sitta  mandra   
urimam   kondavar [  missing  letter- ka -] -  one who has the rights to issue legal  
cerificates  ;  sattam-  legal/ law;  saandru-  certificate;  thara -to give;   neethi 
mandram- court ;  urimam-  rights/ permit . 
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novem : nine. 

novem  has the composition- an- va -ma- and the meaning of the word is  ennikkai  
/en- kanakku   mani -  counting / numeral  nine ;  ennikkai- counting;  en- numeral;  
mani- nine. 

novem  has the composition- an- va -ma- and the meaning of the word is  onpathu  
mudiya  ennuka [  missing letters- pa- and- the-]   count  up to 9; onpathu-  nine; 
mudiya -  upto;  ennuka-  to count . 

novitas : newness, novelty, strangeness. 

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
virunthu  [ missing  letter-Ra-] - novelty  / feast .

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
nanmaiyaanathaaka -  novel . 

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
puthumaiyaanathaaka [ missing  letter-  pa-]-  novel  .

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
puthiyavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- new person /debut / stranger/ beginner .

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
koadakamaanathu – novelty ; koadakam- novel .

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation is  
naveena -maanathu[ Skt] -  novelty .
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novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
puthumai  kondathu / vaainthathu- a novel one;  puthumai- novel  .

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
puthiya  vakaiyaanathu  – new kind;  puthiya- new;   vakai- kind. 

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation  is  
vinothamaaka [Skt]-  strangeness.

 novitas  has the composition -an -va- the--sa- and the other interpretation  is  
vithtiyaasamanathu-  different. 

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is   kan
kaanatha / kaathu kaetkaatha   -   never seen so far/ never heard so far  ; kan-  eye;  
kaana-see  ; kaetka- hear . 

novitas  has the composition -an -va- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
puthiyanavaaka[ missing letter- pa -]  -  newness  . 

*****novo : to make anew, refresh, revive, change, alter, invent. 

novo has the composition- an- va - and the  meaning of the word is  nau-viyam -  new

novo has the composition- an- va - and the  meaning of the word is  kanni -  new / 
novel. 

novo has the composition- an- va - and the  meaning of the word is  karukkaana 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- new/ novel .
 
novo has the composition- an- va - and the meaning of the word is   puthupikka  pada 
vaendum [  missing letters- pa- and -the -] -  to  refresh .
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novo has the composition- an- va - and the meaning of the word is   puthithaaka  
kandu  pidikka vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- and- the -] -  to invent  new one ;  
puthithu -  new one;   kandu  pidikka-  to invent .

novo has the composition- an- va - and the meaning of the word is  meendum  
thodanka/ thuvanka  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  to restart .

novo has the composition- an- va - and the meaning of the word is  maaththa 
vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] - to change .

novus : novel, unusual, extraordinary / news, novelty, a new thing 

novus  has the composition- an -va- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  sev-viya  
vannam –  novelty ;   sev-vi-  new / novel. 

novus  has the composition- an -va-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  puthiya  
vakaiyaanthu [ missing  letters -pa- and- - the -] -  new kind;  puthiya- new;  vakai- 
kind. 

novus  has the composition- an -va-sa-  and the meaning of the word is  kaanathathu/ 
kaetkaathathu   -  unknown and  unheard;   kaanaththu-  not seen  ;  kaetkaaththu-  un
heard .

news[E]   has the consonants – an- va-sa  and the interpreation of the word is   
sankathi [ missing  letter-  the -]  -news .

novus : new, fresh, young, inexperienced, revived, refreshed. 

novus  has the composition- an -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
karukkaana [ missing  letter- Ra -]   – new . 
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novus  has the composition- an -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
puthiyavan [ missing letters- the -and - pa -] - new one .

novus  has the composition- an -va-[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
anupavam[Skt]   inmai  [ missing letter- pa -] - inexperienced  ;  anupavam-  
experience;  inmai-  nil. 

novelty  [E]   has the consonants - an -va – la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
puththael   kondu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  novelty .

nox noctis : night. 

noctis   has the composition -an- ka-the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thunki / thunanki - night. 

noctis   has the composition -an- ka-the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vaanam  irutta/karukka    thodanki  vittathu [missing  letter-  Ra -] - it is getting dark. 

noctis   has the composition -an- ka-the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  iravu  
naeram  vara  thodankiyathu [missing  letter-  Ra -] -  night  time started ; eruvu 
naeram-  night time;  thodankiyathu-  started.

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word   is  anthikai – 
night .

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word   is  thunki – 
night. 

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word   is  thunankai- 
night .
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night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word   is  anthi 
vaelai [ missing  letter- la-] - night .

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the other interpretation  is  naththa 
mukai-  night. 

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
vaanam   iruttukira  naeram [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - the time of  sky  getting dark ; 
vannam-  sky ;  iruttukira -  getting dark ; naeram-  time.  

night [E]  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
kathiravan   maraivir-kkum  kathiravan    thondrum  vaikarai   naeraththirkkum -  idai 
yae  aana   eruttiya   naeram [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  the  time  between the  sunset  
and  sunrise  ;   kathiravan- sun ;  maraivu  - disappearance ;   thondrum-  appearance; 
vaikarai naeram-  early morning time ;  idaiyae-   in between ;  eruttu-  dark ;  naeram- 
time .

nullus : not any, no, none. 

nullus  has the composition- an- la- and the meaning of the word is  onnum illai  -  
nothing /nil .

numerus : total, category, class, number. 

numerus  has the composition- an -ma- Ra- [-sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  en 
murai-  number method/concept ;  en-  number;  murai-  method / way/ concept. 

nunc : now, at the present time. 
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nunc   has the consonants  -an -an- ka  -and the original Tamil word is   intha  kanamae
[ missing  letter- the -] -  this  moment  itself ;  intha -  this;   kanam-  moment . 

now[E]  has the consonants-  an- va-  and the original Tamil word is   ikkanamae -   at 
this  moment .

nuntio : to announce, report, relate. 

nuntio   has the consonants - an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  arivikka  
vaendum [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -]- to announce.

 nuntio  has the consonants - an- the  -and the original Tamil word is  therivikka  
vaendum[ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -]- -  to report .

nuntius : messenger, message. 

nuntius   has the consonants - an -an -the- sa - and the original Tamil word  / meaning 
is   saethi / seithi  anuupidum  manithan - [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one who sends 
message ; seithi-  news  ;   saethi - message;  anupidu-  to send;  manithan -  man .

nuntius   has the consonants - an -an -the- sa - and the original Tamil word  / meaning 
is  saethi / kaditham/ kadithaasu  anuppa  vaendum  [ missing    letters- pa- and -ka -]- 
to send a message ;  seithi-  message;  kaditham-  letter;  anuppidu - send 

nuntius   has the consonants - an -an -the- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning  is  amaithi - yin   thoothuvan [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  messenger of peace ;  
amaithi- peace;   thoothuvan-  messanger.
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nuper : newly, recently, not long ago. 

nuper  has the consonants-  an- [-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is  
anmai  naeram -recent  time  .

nuper  has the consonants-  an- pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is   
siruthu / satru  naeram  munpu  [missing  letters-  sa- and -the -]  - few  minutes  back ;
sirithu- little;  naeram- time;  munpu-  earlier .

nuper  has the consonants-  an- pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is  
puththam puthiya   ondru  [ missing  letter-  the -] - fresh / new one  .

nusquam : no where, in no place, nothing, for nothing, never.

nusquam   has the consonants - an -[-sa-] -  ka- ma  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   entha   kaalaththilum    ilaatha [  missing  letters- the and- la-] -  at no 
time ;  kaalam-  time;  illaa-  nil .

nusquam   has the consonants - an -[-sa-] -  ka- ma  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  enkum  illaatha [  missing  letters- the and- la-]-  no where . 

nusquam   has the consonants - an -[-sa-] -  ka- ma  -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   ev-vidaththilum  illaatha  [  missing  letters- the and- la-] - in no place ;  
idam-  place. 

nutrimentus : nourishment. 

nutrimentus  has the composition -an - the-Ra-  ma- an- the- sa- 
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and the meaning of the word is   uootta saththu  [ maavu ]  niraintha  unavu   thara 
vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to feed with nutritious food ;  uootta saththu-  
nutritious  food ;  unavu-  food. 

nutrimentus  has the composition -an - the-Ra-  ma- an- the- sa- 
and the meaning of the word is  uyir  vazha  manithanukku  thaevaiyaanathu  -  
suvasikka   thooimaiyaana   kaaththum  nalla  thanniyum/  kudi   neerum  , saththu  
tharum  unavu  porutkalaana  keerai,   kaai kari , kani/pazham,   paal  ,  kottai , 
paruppu  vakaikal,  puratha saththu  tharum   thaaniya vakaikal  [ arisi,  kothumai] ,  
koluppu/ puraththa    saththu  niranitha   maamisam/kari  [  panni kari, kozhi kari, 
aattu kari, maattu kari,  meen ,muttai  ]  ,  kizhanku  vakaikal  matrum  thaathu  
portkalaana  - munthiri  paatham, pisutha  etc [ missing letters-  zha-  and -ka -]  - ;   
  

nutrio : to suckle, nourish, bring up, rear. 

nutrio  has the composition -an- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  uootta  
sathtu  niraintha [ missing  letter- sa-]  - nutritious. 

nutrio  has the composition -an- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  uooti   
vazharththida  vaendum  [  missing letters-  ka -and- zha-]  -  to bring up; uoottu- feed .

nutrio  has the composition -an- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  uootta  
saththu   niraiya   koduththu   kulanthaiyaei   valarththida  vaendum  -   the child 
should be given adequate nurishnement  ;   uootta  saththu-  nutrients;  kuzhanthai-  
child;  valarththida -  to  bring up .  

suckle [E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is    thaayin   
mulai / thaanam / konkai   kaampil   vazhiyim  paalai  kai  kuzhanthai   sappi sappi  
kudikka [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -]-  -to suckle milk  by the child from the 
mother’s breast ;  thaai –mother;  thanam- braest ;  kaampu- nipple;  paal- milk; 
kuzhanthai- child;  sappuka- suckle .
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  nutus : a nodding, nod, command, will. 

nutus  has the composition -an- the- sa-and the meaing of the word is  mandai- yae 
atta -  to  shake the head ; mandai-  head; atta -  to nod. 

nod[E]  has the consonants -  an -the  -and the original Tamil word  is   mandaiyaei  
attu  -  to  shake the head  .

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic word – nw [ see] .

nw  has the consonants- na- va -and the original Tamil  word is kaan/  kaana - see. 

         Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  nik  [ serpent demon] .

nik has the consonants – an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  naakam- cobra ;  . 
Naaka kanni  / vaeni  cobra goddess.  

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word –nka  [think/ meditate  ] .

nka has the consonants – an- ka- and the orignal Tamil  word is ennuka  - think. 

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – n  [we/ our] .

n has the consonants  - an- and the original Tamil  word is  naam-  we;  naan- me.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

O.
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                         English  word - observe .

 to observe  has the consonants – the-  pa -sa -Ra –va- and the interpretation of the 
word is anusarikka[Skt]  vaendum -  to observe.

 to observe  has the consonants – the-  pa -sa -Ra –va- and the interpretation of the 
word is  anushtaanam[Skt]   kadai piththar-  observance.  

to observe  has the consonants – the-  [-pa-] –[-sa-] -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  
word is  maer kondida  vaendum- to observe.

to observe  has the consonants – the- pa-[- sa-] -Ra –va- and the original Tamil  word
is pinpatrida  vaendum - to observe.

O

obdormio : to fall asleep. 

obdormio  has the consonants -[- pa-] - the- Ra -ma -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   uranka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka -] –to sleep .

obdormio  has the consonants -[- pa-] - the- Ra -ma -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   kan  moodum/ urankum   naeram/  urakkam  varukinrathu -  to fall 
sleep ;  thoonkum  naram-  sleeping time;  eravu   naeram thoonga  vaendum-  to 
sleep in the  night time . 

obduro : to be hard, persist, endure, last, hold out. 
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obduro  has the consonants - pa- the -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is   
thuyaraththai   thaankidum   perum  mana  thinmai [ missing  letter- ka -]- endurance -
power of  bearing ;  thuyaram-  sufferings;  thaankidam - tolelating /  to bear ;  mana 
thinmai- mental  strength .
  
obduro  has the consonants – [-pa-] - the -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is   thodarnthidu – persist. 

obduro  has the consonants -[- pa-] - the -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is   neediththu -iru / nindridu -   endure .

obduro  has the consonants - pa- the -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning is  
porumai yoadu- iru -  be patient .

obicio obieci obiectum : to offer, throw in someone's teeth. 

obiectum  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka- the- ma –and the  original  Tamil  word is  
panam   vazhankida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] – to offer; panam- money.  

obiectum  has the consonants  - pa- ka- the- ma –and the  original  Tamil  word is   
pallai  udaikka  vaendum [missing  letter- la-] -  to break one’s tooth ;  pal- tooth ;  
udaikka- break .

obligatus : bound, under an obligation. 

obligatus  has the consonants - pa -la –ka- the- [- sa-]  –and the original  Tamil  word is 
elithil  thavirkka   iylaatha  kadamai  poruppu [ missing  letter- ka-] –  duty  that can 
not be ignored ;  elithil –easily;  thavirkka- avoid;  iyalaatha- can not; kadami- duty. 
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obliquo : to turn sideways, turn aside. 

oblique  has the composition- pa- la -ka -and the meaning of the word is  pakka  vaattil
thirumpi  nillu [ missing letters- Ra-   the-] -  turn  sideways  and  stand  ;  thirumpi-  
turn; pakka vaattu -  sideways ; nillu-  to  stand .

oblittero : to cancel, blot out.  

oblittero has the composition- pa- la- the -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  thallu 
padiyaana  ondru – called off.

oblivio : forgetfulness, oblivion. 

oblivio  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -va-  and the meaning of the word is  ninaivil  
illai -  no memory for that ; ninaivu-  memory; illai- nil .  

oblivio  has the composition- -pa- la -va-  and the meaning of the word is  napakaththil
illai  [ missing letter-  the -] -not in memory;  naapakam-  memory;  illai- nil  .  

obruo : to overwhelm, destroy. 

obruo  has the composition- pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  perum  
saethaaram[ missing letters-  the -and- sa-]  - big   damage / destruction ;  perum-  
big/ great ;  saethaaram- damage/ destruction .

destroy[E]   has the consonants  -the -sa –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
setruthal [ missing  letter- la-]- destroy. 
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  destroy[E]   has the consonants  -the -sa –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
saetharam  seithidu – destroy. 

destroy[E]   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]  –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is 
neeraaduthar -  destroy. 

destroy[E]   has the consonants  -the –-sa- –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is   
sithaiththar- destroy. 

destroy[E]   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]  –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is 
podi  paduthar [ missing  letter- pa-]  - destroy. 

obstinatus : firm, resolved, staunch. 

obstinatus  has the consonants- [- pa-] – [- sa-]  –the- an- the- [- sa -] –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  thidamaanathu – solid.

obstinatus  has the consonants- [- pa-] – [- sa-]  –the- an- the- [- sa -] –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  mudivaanathu [ missing  letter- ka-] – decided. 

obtestor : to implore, entreat, beg, call as a witness. 

obtestor [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   irainthu  kaettida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -   beg .

obtestor [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  vayitru pasi  pokka   / thinna  soru   vaendi   pichchai  edukka   
[ missing  letter- ka-] – beg  to suppress  hunger ; vayiru- stomach ;  pasi- hunger;  
pokka- to suppress ; thinna- dine;  soru- rice. 
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obtestor [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  mandraadi  kaettida  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  ka -] - plead .

obtestor [E] has the consonants  - pa- the-sa-the -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  saandravanai   saandru  thara  koopidavum [ missing  letter- ka-] – call the
witness;  saandravan- witness;  kooppiduka- call. 

obtestor [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  murai  ida  vaendum -[ missing  letter-  ka -]   to  appeal .

obtestor [E] has the consonants  - pa- the- sa-  the -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  tharkkam/  sor  poar      seithidu  -  to argue;  sor poar/ tharkkam -  
argument .

beg[E]   has the consonants  -pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  poikka-  beg. 

beg[E]   has the consonants  -pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  paaku – beg . 

beg[E]   has the consonants  -pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  paakam -  beg .

beg[E]   has the consonants  -pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   iyam  puku- beg .

witness[E]  has the consonants - va –the- an- sa – and  the interpretation of the word 
is  saatchchi  koondu – witness cabin.  

obtineo : to hold, keep, possess, maintain / to continue. 

obtieno has the composition- pa- the -an - and the meaning of the word is  kai yaei  
pidikka vaendum[  missing letter-  ka -]  -  to hold  the hand;  kai-  hand;  pidikka-  to 
hold. 
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obtieno has the composition- pa- the -an - and the meaning of the word is nangu  
paramariththida vaendum[ missing letters-  ka- and -Ra-] - to maintain well;  nangu-  
well;  paramariththida-  to  maintain. 

obtieno has the composition- [- pa-] - the -an - and the meaning of the word is   
thodarnthu  nadaththuka [ missing  letters-  ka- and- Ra -]- to continue .

obviam ire : (+ dat.) to go to meet, oppose / help, remedy. 

obviamire  has the composition – [- pa-] - va -ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is 
ethirkka  [ ethirththu  nindrida]  vendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to oppose;  ethirkka-
to  oppose;  eththirththu  nindrida- to stand against .

obviamire  has the composition - pa- va -ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is 
pirarukku  naam uthavi  purinthida avendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  we should help 
others; pirar-  others; namm-  wee; uthavi- help;  pirinthida-  to  do .

obviamire  has the composition - pa- va -ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is noei/
pini  undaana/ uruvaana / thondriya  kaaranaththai  kandu  arinthu  atharkkaana  
thakka    theervu  kandu  thaevaiyaana  thakuntha   marunthu maathirai  thara 
avendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to find out the cause for the development of  the 
ilness and to come to  a good solution for the illness and to  give appropriate 
drugs/medicines ; noei-  illness;  pini- illness;  uruvaana ;  developing ; kaaram-  cause; 
kandu  arinthu-  to understand;  thakka-  theervu-  appropriate solution;  
thaevaiyaana-  needy;  marunthu  maaththi-  medicine;  thara -  to  give. 

remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
marunthu – medicine. 

remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
maaththirai- drugs/ pills. 
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remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  aru 
marunthu/ maa marunthu- elixir. 

remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  thondai 
marunthu – throat syrup ;  thondai- throat.

remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  theervu 
vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  need a solution. 

remedy [E]  has theconsonants – Ra- ma -the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
parikaaram[Skt]   seithida vaendum [ missing letters-  ka – pa- and-sa-] -  to find out a 
remedy ;  parikaaram- remedy .

obvius : on the way, in the way / (in dat.) open, accessible. 

obvius  has  the composition  -[- pa -] -va -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the   thiranthu  
kaattuka [ missing  letters-  Ra- and -the -]  – open .
 
obvius  has  the composition  - pa -va -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the  piriththu  
kaatuka   [ missing letters- the- and -   Ra-]   -  to  open.  

obvius  has  the composition  - pa -va -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the   pokum  
thadam / paathai  [ missing  letter- the -]  - in the way .

obvius  has  the composition  - [-pa-] -va -sa-and the meaning of the   sellum  vazhi-yil  
[ missing  letter- zha-] - on the way ;  vazhi- way.  

                           *Remember;  when there is a letter -sa -consider applying  the letter- 
pa -.  ;  vice versa.

*occasio : favorable moment, opportunity. 
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occasio  has the composition- ka- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  vaaipu 
[ missing letter- pa-] -  opportunity. 

opportune[E]  has the composition-[- pa-] - Ra- the- an - and the meaning of the word 
is  kidaiththarkariya - / arithaana    vaaipu [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  rare opportunity 

opportune[E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- an - and the other interpretation is  
santharapam[Skt]  [  missing letter- sa-] -  opportunity .

occido occidi occasum : to fall, fall down, (for the sun) to set. 

occido has the composition- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  keelae  
veezhnthu [  missing letter-  zha-] -  to fall down; keelae- down;  veezhntnu-   fell. 

occido has the composition- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  kathiravan  
maraiyum naeram[ missing letter- Ra-] -  time for the sun set;  kathiravan-  sun; 
maraiyum-  disappearing ;  naeram-  time. 

occulto : secretly. 

occulto has the composition- ka- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  vilanka  
mudiayaatha  - difficult to understand;  vilakkam alikka mudiyaatha -  difficult to 
explain .

occulto has the composition- ka- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  palam 
kaalam  thottae  /kaalam kaalamaai / veku kaalamaai /  neenda  kaalamaaka    
samukaththil / kumukaayaththil   ulla  pazhakka vazhakankal [ - missing letters- sa and 
-pa -] ;  customs of the society  since ancient times. 
 
secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
maraivadakkam – secret .
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secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
olivu  maraivu  kondu [ missing  letter- la-]  –secret .

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
thirai maraivaaka   -secret/ behind the screen;  thirai- screen ;  maraikka -  to hide .

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
thirai  kondu mooda  mudiyaatha  ondru -  kathiravan  - one that  can not be blocked 
by a  screen;  thirai  –screen/ sky ;  mooda  moodiyathu- can not be  closed;  
kathiravan –sun .

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravanin    eravu  naera  kadar payanam [ missing  letter-  pa- ]- the  sea voyage of 
sun during the night time; kathiravan-  sun;  ervu- night;  payanam-  travel . .
secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravanin  thotram -  the origin of sun. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
thee yaei  uruvaakkum  vitham -  the secret of making fire;  thee- fire.

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
Thiraavidarin  Thiru marai oathum murai/ vitham – the manner of reciting  the  
Dravidian holy  scriptures ;  Thiraavidar-  Dravidian people; Thiru marai-  holy  
scriptures;  oathum vitham- manner of reciting. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin en kanitha  murai-  the Dravidian method of mathematics;  Thiraavidar- 
Dravidan people;  en kanitham- maths;  murai- method.    

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin thiru  marai- the holy  scriptures  of Dravidian people.
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secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin  vaana  noor  saaththiram/ sooththiram  - knowledge of the Dravidian 
people  about space  ;  vaana noor- book on astronomy. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin  veedu   kovir/ aran manai  /aatru  madai / thoni / oadam /kattumaram - 
kattum arivu  thiran- the knowledge of building house/ temple/ palace/ dam / boat ;  
veedu-  hut;  kovil –temple; aran mania- palace; madai- dam;  oadam-  boat;  
kattumaram- catumaran ;  arivu- knowledge. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
aandavar / karththar  /thoatru viththavar –god/ ruler /creator/ founder. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  sa- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
rakasiyamaanathu  [Skt]  - secret .

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
karu tharippu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  getting pregnant ;  karu-  embryo  .

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  pen
vayathukku  vantha / sadankaana  / pooppu  adainthitta  / kanni  paruvam adaintha  / 
samanitha   naeram-[ missing  letter- pa-]   the menarche  time of a woman ;  pen- 
woman ;  poopu-  puberty ;  naeram-  time. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
udar uravu-  sexual intercourse.  

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
antha moondru  thinankal/ aaatkal - those three days of menstruation ;  antha – 
those;  moondru –three; naatkal- days. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
muthar  uravu/ eravu -  first  sexual intercourse ; muthar –first;  uravu- relation;  
eravu- night. 
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secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
oruvarudaiya   akavai  / vayathu -  age  of a person. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
oruvarudaiya  varuvaai-   income of a person ;  varuvaai- income. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  -sa- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
oruvarudaiya  soththu / paththu / nakai nattu / uoothiyam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
properties of a person;  soththu paththu- property;  nakai- jewel. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
kaathar uravu- love relationship. 

secret [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  
vappaatt- in peyar[ missing  letter- pa-]  – name of the concubine; vappaatti- 
concubine;  peyar- name . 

veil  of secrecy [E]  has the consonants  -  va- la- [-sa-]  –ka- Ra –[-sa-]  –and the 
original Tamil  word is  olivu  maraivaaka / oilvu  maraivaaka  vaelai   seithal  -  veil  of 
secrecy .

occupo : to take possession, grasp, seize, enjoy, get a start on. 

occupo  has the composition - ka-pa - and the meaning of the word is - kai yei pidikka [
missing letter- the]- to hold  the hand.

occupo  has the composition - ka-pa - and the meaning of the word is  kai yaei/ 
karaththai  irukka pidikka [ missing letters Ra- and -the-]- to hold  the hand tightly; kai-
hand; irukka- tightly;  pidi- to hold.

grasp [ E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra-[- sa-]- [-pa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
interpretation  is  arika/ unaruka/ purika - understand.
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 to grasp [ E]   has the consonants – the-  ka -Ra-[- sa-]- pa- -and the original Tamil 
word / interpretation  is  kai patru - take hold of / capture; patruka.

grasp [ E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra- [- sa-] – [-pa-]  -and the other interpretation  
is   kirakkikka- to  understand.

occurro : to fall upon, attack, work against, counteract. 

occur[E]   has the composition - ka -Ra-and the meaning  of the word   naervu-  occur. 

occurro  has the composition - ka -Ra-and the meaning  of the word  oruvari   thakka 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - to attack some one; oruvar- a person; thaakka -to attack.

occurro  has the composition - ka -Ra-and the meaning  of the word   ethirkka  
[ missing  letter-  the -] - to oppose .

occursus : meeting, falling in, running into each other. 

occursus  has the composition -ka- Ra- sa -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  is   
sarukki  keelae veezha [ missing letter- zha-]to fall down ;  sarukki-  slipped;  keelae- 
down ;  veezha-  to  fall. 

occursus  has the composition -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  is   
oruvar  mael  oruvar kaal  idari   veezha [ missing  letters-  the -and -la /zha-] –falling 
on each other; kaal  idara-trip; veezha- fall. 

occursus  has the composition -ka- Ra- sa -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word  is  
sirappu  koottam[  missing letter-  the -] - special meeting ; sirappu-  special;  koottam- 
meeting  .
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meeting[E]  has the composition- ma- the- an- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
koottam  nadaththa vaendum-  to  conduct the meet ;  koottam-  meet; nadaththa-  to
conduct .

ocius : quick. fleet, sooner, faster. 

ocius has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  vaekamaaka -  
quickly .

                          Tamil-  the Sudra  Basha 
                          Rememeber  ka=  va; va= ka .

                        * Kankal [- ka -ka -la- ]  =  vizhikal [ - va- la – ka -la- ]  = oculo [-  ka – 
la-] .

oculus : eye. 

*oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kankal  - 
eyes .

*oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vizhikal- 
eyes.

oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vilosanam 
-  eyes / sight. 

oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kaanuthal / noakkuthal -  seeing.

oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kannaal  
kaana -  to see with eys.
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oculus has the composition - ka- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kan 
kolankal   -eye balls 

oculus has the composition - ka- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   ozhyaei  
kaana seiyum   kan -  the eye which gives the vision .  

oculus has the composition - ka- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   kan  maniyin 
valiyae sellum ozhi -  the light which passess through the pupil of the  eye; kan mani-  
pupil;  valiyae -  via;  sellum-  paasing  ; ozhi- light.  

oculus has the composition - ka- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  sevikal –ears . 

oculus has the composition - ka- la- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is  ul  
naakku – uvula.

oculus has the composition - ka- la- sa- and the meaning of the  word is  sillu  mookku 
–    anterior  end of the  septum of the  nose .

eye[E]    has  a vowel - i -  and the original Tamil  word is  koa/ kaa/ kannu   [missing  
letter- ka-] - eye ;  Sumerian   akki .

eye[E]    has  a vowel - i -  and the other interpretation  of the word is  nayan[  Skt] - 
eye.  

eye - lid[ E]   has the consonants – the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   moodum   
madal / ithazh -  lid. 

tears[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- sa -and the interpretation  of the word is 
naeththira  rasam-[Skt]  tears;  naeththira- eye;  rasam- water .

tears[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- [-sa-]. -and the original Tamil  word is  thirai 
neer-  eye water. 
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naethra [Skt]  has the consonants - an -the - Ra and the  original Tamil  word is  kan 
thirai- [missing  letter- ka-] - conjunctiva .

 eye-  drops [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sottu  marunthu -  medicinal  drops ;  sottu- drop;  marunthu- medicine. 

 eye salve [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is 
kannukkaana   kalikam - - pungent  eye salve. 

salve [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  kalimpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- ointment .

ain [Egyptian word ] / pyramid text online/  has the consonant- an- and the 
interpreatino of the word is  nayan[Skt]  – eye  .

ain [Egyptian word ]  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kannu  
[ missing  letter-  ka -] -  eye.  

                  English word -odd hours

odd hours  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning is   naeram  ketta  naeram  - odd hours.

odd hours  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning is  ov-vaatha naeram-  odd hours;  odd [number]  = oththai  .

odium : hatred. 

odium  has the composition-  the - ma- and the meaning iof the word is  pakaimai  
paaratta  vaendum  [ missing letters - pa- and -ka -]   hatred  . 
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offensio : striking, knocking, hitting against, blow. 

offensio  has thecomposition –[- pa-] - an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
idikka vaendum [ missing  letters-  the –and- ka -]- to hit. 

offensio  has thecomposition –[- pa-] - an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
thatta  vaendum [ missing  letters- the -and- ka-] – knock . 

offensio  has thecomposition - pa-- an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  adi  
poda  vaendum [ missing  letters- the –and- ka-] -  to beat. 

offensio  has thecomposition –[- pa-] - an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
moatha  vaendum [ missing  letters- the – ka-] - hit. 

offensio  has thecomposition –[- pa-] - an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
kuththa  vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and -ka -]-  blow. 

offensio  has thecomposition –- pa- - an –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
noappaalam- [ missing  letter- la-]    offence.   

offero : to bring forward, place before, present, offer, expose. 

offero  hs the composition- pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is parisu [  missing 
letter-  sa-] -  prize.

offero  hs the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is    mun  konara
vaendum [ missing  letters- ka -and – the -]   - to bring forward ;  samarpikka [Skt]  
vaendum .
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officina : workshop, factor. 

officino  has the composition -pa –[- sa-]  -an - and the meaning of the word is  pani  
manai- office /workshop .

officino  has the composition -pa -sa -an - and the meaning of the word is  pani  
seiyum  idam [ missing letter-  the-]-  working place;  pani-  work; idam- place.  

workshop [E]   has the consonants - va- Ra- ka- sa -pa -and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  tholilaalar  pani  seikira /  vaelai   seikira   tholir  pattarai /  tholir / kalari   
koodam /  tholir  saalai [ missing  letters- the -and -la-]   the  place  where  workers  do 
their work - workshop / factory ;  tholilaalar - workers;  pani -  work;  tholir pattarai  - 
work shop ; tholir  saalai -  factory .  

workshop [E]   has the consonants - va- Ra- ka- [-sa-]  -pa -and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is   pani- k-kalari-[ missing  letter- la-] - workshop .

workshop [E]   has the consonants - va- Ra- ka- [-sa-]  -pa -and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is   pani aran-k-kam-  work shop . 

workshop [E]   has the consonants - va- Ra- ka- [-sa-]  -pa -and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is  karuththu - arivu  pattarai [ missing  letter- the -] -  seminar .

officium : duty, service, job. 

offficium has the composition -[-pa-]  -sa -ma -and the meaning of the word is   
thondu / pani   seithida   vaendum [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -]- to do service ;  
kadamai .
 
officer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –sa -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
yesamaanar-master/  lord. 
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officer [E]   has the consonants – pa—[-sa-]  -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
pannaiyaar – land lord. 

officer [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]—[-sa-]  -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
karnam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  village officer .

officer [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]—[-sa-]  -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
maniya- kaarar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  village officer .

duty[E]  has the consonants-  the-  the – and  theorignal Tamil  word is  kada paadu   
[missing  letters-  ka- and -pa-]  –duty .

job  has the composition - [-sa-]- pa -and the meaning of the word  is  pani -  work. 

job  has the composition - [-sa-]- pa -and the meaning of the word  is   panam-  job/ 
money .

sack [E]   haa the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka - and the original Tamil  word is  pani 
neekkam [ missing  letter- pa-] - dismissal .

resign [E]   has the consonants - Ra -sa  -ka- an – and the interpretaion  of the word is  
raajinama [Skt]  seika - to  resign. 

resign [E]   has the consonants - Ra – [-sa-] -ka- an – and the  original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is pani  thurakka [ missing  letters – the -  and-  pa-] -  to resign the job. 

  to boss over [E]  has the consonants -  the  -pa- [-sa-] -  va -  Ra -]  and the original  
Tamil  word / meaning  is  aati  padaippavar -  the boss/  who gives the orders.  

employer [E]   has the consonants  -ma –pa- la –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
maelaalar-   boss / overseer/  one who recruits . 
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overseer [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  vaariyar-
supervisor. 

supervisior[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- va-[-sa-] - Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaariyar-  supervisor. 

supervisior[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] – -pa- Ra- va-[-sa-] - Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is  maer  paarvaiyaalar [ missing  letter- la-] -  supervisior .

 peon [E]   has the consonants – pa- an -and the original Tamil  word is  pani-  aal 
[ missing  letter- la-]- peon.

 service [E]  has the consonants –sa- Ra- va –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sari-aakkuka- repair. 

service [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra- va –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aaraika - check /examine.

service [E]  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  arasu vaelai [missing  letter- la-] - government job ; arasu- government;  
vaelai- work. 

service [E]  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   arasu   pani / saevai  [Skt]  purika  / paarkka  -to  do  government service ; 
arasu- government;  pani- job.   

service [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- va –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kai- kariyam -  service. 

olim : at that time, formerly, once, for a long time now. 
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olim  has the composition -la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  munnaal-  formerly
.

olim  has the composition -la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  pala naal munpu 
[  missing letter- pa-] -  long time back;  pala-  many;  naal-  day;  munpu-  earlier . 

omitto : to omit, leave out / let go. 

omitto  has the composition -ma- the - and the meaning of the word is  vittu vida 
vaendum[ missing letter- ka-]  - to  leave out.

omnigenus : of all kinds. 

omnigenus has the composition -ma-  an- ka -an –[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word 
is  anaiththu  vakaiyaana  saaman[  missing letter-  the-] -  all kinds of  items;  
anaiththu-  all;  vakai-  kinds;  saaman-  items.  

omnipotens : all-powerful, almighty, omnipotent 

omnipotens  has the composition- ma -an-[-pa-] - the- an -sa-and the meaning of the 
word is  anaiththaiyum  seithida mudintha –  can do  all /  omnipotent. 

omnipotens  has the composition- ma -an-[-pa-] - the- an -sa-and the meaning of the 
word is  enakkukaaka  anaithaiyum  seiya koodiya    en  thaayum  thanthaiyum  
[  missing letter- ka -] --  my  father and mother   who can do  any  thing / everything  
for me ;  annaiththum -  every  thing /all;  seiya koodiya -  can do ;  thaai-  mother;  
thanthai-  father.  
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almighty [E]  has the consonants - la  -ma-  ka -the –and the  original tamil  word is  
ellaa / anaiththu  vallamai yim  udaiya aandavan  /kadavul-  god -  the omni potent. 

omnipresent [E] has the consonants -ma an- [-pa-]  –Ra-  sa-an- the –  and the original 
Tamil  word is  neekam- mura   niraintha / enkum  niraintha [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  
omni present. 

omnis : all, every. 

omnis has the composition -ma -an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
anaiththum[  missing letter-  the -] -  all / every .

all[E]  has the composition -la - and the meaning of the word is ellam- all .

all[E]  has the composition -la - and the meaning of the word is muzhu-  all. 

every [E]  has the composition -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ovvoru -  
every .

onero : to load, burden, oppress, fill up. 

onero  has the composition -an- Ra-and the meaning of the word is  mana    porai/   
paaram [ missing letter-  pa-]  - mental  burden;  manam-  mind;  paaram-  burden ;  
paaram-  load .

burden [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the- an -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  porai -udan -  with burden  porai- load .

burden [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the- an -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   perum mana  thuram-  big mental  suffering .
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load [ E]  has the consonsnts – la- the-and the original Tamil  word is  thalai sumai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- load  carried on the head; thalai -  head;  sumai- load .

load [ E]  has the consonsnts – la- the-and the other interpretation  is  thalaiyil  
sumaththal-[ missing  letter- sa-]-   to carry over the head . 

load [ E]  has the consonsnts – la- the-and the other interpretation  is  puttal [ missing 
letter- pa-]-load. 

load [ E]  has the consonsnts – la- the-and the other interpretation  is  yaeththuthal -  
to load .

onus : load, burden, weight, trouble / charge, public road tax. 

onus  has the consonants  -an -sa – and the original Tamil  word is    mana   sumai -  
mental  burden.

onus  has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is   kanam mikka 
[missing  letter- ka-]- heavy / weighty.     

onus  has the consonants  -an –sa-– and the original Tamil  word is  sunka  vari- 
[ misng  letters- ka -and -Ra -] – tax.

trouble[E]  has the  consonants-  the-Ra –pa- la - and the original Tamil  word is  thalai 
purattu / thalai  purattal -  trouble. 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kaani  
kadan-  land  tax;  kaani- farm land.

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kudi  
kadan – tax.
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tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kadamai- 
tax. 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  
kattaayam-  tax/ compulsory. 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –sa-–and the original Tamil  word  is   sei kadan-  
land tax. 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –sa-–and the original Tamil  word  is  kaatchchi  vari
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – a kind of tax; vari- tax .

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]-–and the original Tamil  word  is  idai vari-
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  tax.

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kudi  
kaanam- a kind of tax . 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kudi 
tharam- kaasu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  tax.

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  kudi irai-
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  tax. 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word  is  theervai – 
kaasu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- tax;  kaasu- cash  . 

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –sa-–and the other interpretation is   kisthi  - tax .

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[- sa-] –and the other interpretation is   vaayitha –
tax. 
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tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[- sa-] –and the other interpretation is   thaarikam
[missing  letter-Ra -]  - tax.

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[- sa-] –and the other interpretation is   veettu 
vari  katta  vaendum[missing  letter-Ra -]  - to pay  house tax;  veedu- house; vari –tax; 
kattu –pay .

tax[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –[- sa-] –and the other interpretation is   vaankiya  
kadanukku  vatti  katta  vaendum -  to pay  interest  for the loan got ;  kadan- loan;  
vatti- interest. 

opera : work, pains, labor. 

opera  has the composition -pa -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  pani  puri-   do  
work ;  pani- work;  puri- do. 

opera  has the composition -pa -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   perum  
muyarchchi –   effort  [ missing  letter-  sa -] .

opera  has the composition -pa -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   poraadu  
[ missing  letter-  the-]  - to struggle. 

opera  has the composition -pa -Ra- and the meaning of the word is   thuyara padu  
[ missing  letter-  the-]  -  to suffer.

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  porai 
uyirththal  [ missing  letter- the -]- to un load ; porai- load. 

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paniyaalar- 
worker. 
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labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
thozhilaalar [ missing  letter- the -]- worker. 

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  udal 
uzhaippaalar [ missing  letter- the -]-manual worker; udal- body. 

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  moolai  
uzhaippaalar- brain worker;  moolai- brain;  uzhaippaalar- worker. 

 labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pattaaliyar 
[ missing  letter- the -]- labourer.

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thozhilaalar  
tharppu  [  missing  letter- the -]-  labour party;  thozhilaalar-  labor;  tharappu- party.  

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  pillai  perum  
naerm  - labor /delivery  time ;  pillai- baby ; perum- receiving ;  naeram- time. 

labor[E]  has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  pillai yin  
thalai erankkuvathaal [  pen  puzhi  yaei  nerunkiyathaal / pani  kudam  udainthathaal  
] thaai - ikku  undaakum  vaethanai  /  vali / vaethanai   - pillai  paeru  vali- labour pain[
missing  letters-the –and- ka-] ;  pillai-  baby;   thali- head;  thalai erankida- head 
encagement;   pani  kudam-  amniotic sac;  pen  puzhai – vagina ; thaai- mother;  
vaethanai- pain ;  vali- pain .

*****opes : (pl.) means, wealth, abundance, riches, resources. 

opes  hasthe composition-  pa- sa-  and the mening of the word is  soththu  paththu 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  asset/ wealth .

opes  hasthe composition-  pa- sa-  and the mening of the word is   sampaththu 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  asset/ wealth.
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opes  hasthe composition-  [- pa-] – [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
aathanam/ thanam  [missing  letter- the -]- asset/ land  property  .

opes  hasthe composition-  [- pa-] –  sa-  and the meaning of the word is  suthanam  
[missing  letter- the -]- asset.

opes  hasthe composition-  [- pa-] –  sa-  and the meaning of the word is  seethanam 
[missing  letter- the -]-  marriage gift.

opes  hasthe composition-  [- pa-] - sa- -  and the mening of the word is  aasththi [Skt] 
[  missing letter-  the -]  - property .

opes  hasthe composition- [-  pa-] – [- sa-] -  and the mening of the word is  vakai 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  – means .

opes  hasthe composition-   pa– sa-  and the mening of the word is  panam kaasu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - money .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
oankuthal-  becoming  wealthy .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vatkuthal – to become wealthy .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vala paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] –wealthy/ fertile. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kalvi  udaimai -  possessing good  education ; kalvi –education  ; udaimai- possession. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vallamai  udaimai – potent.   
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wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vaaalippu  udaiya [ missing  letter- pa-]- wealthy .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
valimai  udaimai-  powerful. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vellaamai  udaiya  -Tamil makkal  –doing  agricultural  activities ; vellaamai- farming .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
madai  aaalumai  udaimai -  rights  to  control dams ; madai- dam. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thanni  valamai  udaiya -  having good water facilities;  thanni-  water . 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kanima  valamai  udaiya /vayal udaimai  -  having  many  mines .

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
thanka  vayal udaimai-  possessing  gold mines ;  thankam-  gold;  vayal- land. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
nel vayal udamai-  possessing paddy  fields. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
ennai  vayal udaimai- possessing   oil fields ; ennai –oil. 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
padai  valimi  udaiya / poar thalavaadankal / vandi  vaakanankal   [ missing  letter- pa-] 
-  has a  good army /weapons/ vehicles  ; padai- army; poae- war;  thalavaadankl- 
weapons ;  vaakanam- vehicle . 
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wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kadal  aathikkam  udaimai- having a control over seas  ;  kadal- sea;  athikkam- 
control . 

wealth [E]  has the consonants -  va -la –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kalai  vanmai  udaiya -Tamil makkal -  good in arts ; kalai- arts ; Tamil makkal- Dravidian
people .  

opinio : opinion, report, rumor, conjecture, report. 

opinio  has thecomposition -[-pa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is ennam-  
thought.
  
report [E]  has the composition -Ra - [-pa-] - Ra- the-and the meaning  is  
karuththai /seithi  yaei  eduththu  uraithtida  vaendum[ missing letters - ka-and -sa-] - 
to tell the news ; karuththu-  thoughts;  ennam-news;  eduththu  uraikka- to tell .

report [E]  has the composition -Ra - pa- Ra- the-and the meaning   is pukaar  
therivikka /  kuraiyaei  therivikka / murai yiduka    [ missing letter- ka-]- to report.

opinion[E]   has thecomposition -[-pa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  ennam 
– thought .

opisthotonos : A disease where the body is curved backward. 

opisthotonus  has the composition- pa -sa- the- the -an- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   muthuku  thandu  naeraaka  nirrkaathu   pin puramaaka  orae adiyaaka   villai
pondru   saainthu / valainthu  poka koodiya   oru vakai yaana   narampu   
sampanthamaana  noai /  pini[   missing letters- Ra  - ka- and- la -]   ; a kind of  
neurological disease where the spinal cord could not be straightened  which tend to 
be  leaning /curving  backwards like a bow  ;  muthuku  thandu-  spinal  cord; naeraaka
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-  straight ;  nirkaathu-  not standing;  orae adiyaaka-  fully; villu-  boe;  valainthu-  
curved;  saainthu-  leaning;  oru  vakai-  a kind of; narampu -  nerve; sampanthamaana
-  releted;  noei-  disease ; seeku-  sickness;  pini- illness.

porotheca : place for keeping fruit.

oporotheca   hasthe composition -pa- Ra- the- ka - and the meaningof the word is  
kaai  kari , kani   yaei  paathukaapudan  vaikira  koodai/idam/  pidakam / thokkadam  - 
the  vegetable basket ;   kaai kani  virkkira  oru  idam -  kaai kani  kadai -  the vegetable 
shop;  kaai  kari-  vegetable;  kani-  fruit;   paathukaapudan -  safely  vaikira- -  to keep; 
idam-  place;  koodai- basket;  pidakam- basket; thokkadam- fruit basket;  virkkira-  
selling;  kadai-  shop.  
 
fruit[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the –and the original Tamil   muthirntha    
kai -  thaan kani  aakum[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  kaai- unripe;  kani- fruit;  muthirntha –
matured. 

oportet : it is proper, one should, one ought. 

oportet   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- the- the –and the original Tamil  word is 
mariyaanathu- thaan -  it is proper .

oppono opposui oppositum : to set against, oppose, be opposite. 

oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- [-sa-] - the -ma  -
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  thadai  poda   / seithida   vaendum/  
thadukka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-] - resist / to block .
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oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- [-sa-] - the -ma  -
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  eththirththu  potti  ida  vaendum [ missing  
letters-  Ra -  and -  ka-] -  to compete .

oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - [-pa-] - [-sa-] - the -ma  
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  ethirkka  vaendum  [ missing letters-  Ra 
-and- ka -] -  to oppose. 

oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- [-sa-] - the -ma  
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is   perum muran  paadaanathu [ missing  
letter-  Ra -  ] -contrary.

oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- [-sa-] - the -ma  
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  ethir  patham [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - 
opposite.   

oppositum   has the consonants - [-pa-] – [-pa-] - [-sa-] - the -ma  
 and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  ethir  marai [  missing  letter-  Ra -] - 
opposite. 

 
opportune : (adv) opportunely, conveniently. 

opportune  has the consonants -  [-pa-] –[- pa-] - Ra -the- an - and the orignal Tamil  
word / meaning  is  ev-vitha  kuraiyum indri- [ missing  letter- ka-]   with out any  
discomforts .

opportune  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -pa- Ra -the- an - and the orignal Tamil  word /
meaning  is   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   perum   sov-kariyamaana[Skt]  
ondru [  missing  letter- sa- and- ka -] - covenient  one .

 opportunitas : fitness, suitability, convenience, advantage. 
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opportunitas    has the consonants - [-pa-]- pa -Ra -the- an- the- [-sa-] - and the 
original  Tamil word / meaning is  poruthtamaana  ondru - fitting one .

opportunitas    has the consonants - [-pa-]- pa -Ra -the- an- the- -sa- and the original  
Tamil word / meaning is   perum  sov-kariyamaana   ondru- - covenient  one .

opprimo oppressi oppressum : to suppress, overwhelm, overpower, check. 

opprimo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra -ma  -and the original Tamil  word  is   
maraippu -   concealment .

opprimo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - [-pa-] - Ra -ma  -and the original Tamil  word  is 
niruththam - stoppage/ check .

to suppress[E]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  adukku murai [ missing  letter- ka-] -suppressive methods. 

to suppress[E]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  odukku murai [ missing  letter- ka-]- oppressive methods.

opprobrium : reproach, disgrace. 

opprobrium   has the consonants-  pa-pa- Ra -[-pa-] - Ra -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  sirithum  maththippu / mariyaathai  indri [ missing  letters-  sa -and
-the -]  - without respect  ; maththippu- respect;  indri-  without  . 

disgrace[E ]  has the consonants  - the- sa- ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is sirithum   mathippu  indri / mariyaathai   indri  /  oruvarai   
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nadaththuka [ missing  letter-  pa -] - to treat  some one without  respect ;  
maththippu / mariyaathai-  respect;  nadaththu-conduct.   

 reproach  [E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is   
puram kooru – reproof .

reproach  [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [- pa-] - Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   kurai kooruka - blame .

reproach  [E]   has the consonants – Ra-  pa- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is   
yaechchu  urai  purika [ missing  letter- sa-]  -scolding ;  yaechchu  paechhcu  - 
scoldings .  

oppugno : to fight against, attack, assault, assail. 

oppugno  has the composition- pa- ka -an -and the meaningof the word is  pidiththu   
adiththu  thaakka   avendum [  missing letter- the -] -  to  hold  and  attack/ aasult;  
pidi-  to hold;  thaakka-  to  attack;  adikka-  to beat.  

attack [E]  has the composition - the -ka- and the meaning of the word is    adiththu  
thaakka -  to  attack ;  adi- to beat;  thaakka- to attack .

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is kittu-  attack. 

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   adikka- 
beat / assault . 

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   kaththi  
kondu  kuththuka -  stab .

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   vettu 
kuththu-  assault.
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attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   idikka-  hit. 

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   kedukka-  
molest .

attack [E]  has the composition -the -ka- and the meaning of the word is   ottukka-  to 
attack  ; to stick .

ops : singular: power, power to aid, power to help. 

ops has the consonants – [- pa-]  –sa- and the original Tamil  word is   oththaasai  
seithidum  urimai-[ missing  letters- Ra -and -the -]-  right to aid ;  oththaasai- aid ; 
urimai  -rights .

ops has the consonants –  [- pa-] –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is    otrai - 
[ missing  letters- Ra –and -the -] –singular  .

optimates : the aristocratic party. 

optimates  has the consonants  [- pa-] - the- ma- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   maettu kudiyinar/ maettu kudi  maanthar  [ missing  letters-  ka –and- Ra -]-  
upper class people /  aristocratic  people. 

optimates  has the consonants  - pa-- the- ma- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   maettu  kudi  tharappu  [missing  letters- ka- and- Ra -] -  aristocratic  party ;  
tharappu- party . 
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optimates  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - the- ma- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   adi  thattu  maanthar [ missing  letter- Ra -] – lower class people[ antonym]  ; 
adi thattu- lower plate; maanthar- people. 

aristocrat [E]  has the consonants-  Ra –[- sa-] - the- ka- Ra- the –and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  uyar  kudi  pirappu  udaiyavar  [ missing  letter- pa-] - people  born  
from upper class .
 aristocrat [E]  has the consonants-  Ra – sa- the- ka- Ra- the and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   arasa  kudi   saarnthor – those related to the king’s family ;  arasa  
kudi -  king’s family; saarthor – relatives.

aristocrat [E]  has the consonants-  Ra – [-sa-] - the- ka- Ra- the and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  aathikka  kudi    saarnthor  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  member of the 
aristocracy .  
 
aristocrat [E]  has the consonants-  Ra – sa- the- ka- Ra- the and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is  maettu  kudi  saarnthor/ pirivinar / vakuppu- inar /  varkkaththinar-
upper class people ; maettu kudi- upper class ;  pirivinar- section of people; 
varkkaththaar/ varkkam - race.

optimus: one of the best, aristocrat, noble.  

optimus  has the composition-[-  pa-] - the- ma- [-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the word 
is   maettu kudi [ missing  letter- ka-] -  upper class. 

optimus  has the composition-[-  pa-] - the- ma- [-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the word 
is  thakamai  udaiya [ missing  letter- ka-]- dignified.
  
optimus  has the composition- [- pa-] - the- ma- [-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the word 
is   maenmai  udaiya – dignified.

optimus  has the composition- [- pa-] - the- ma- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   
maatchchimai udaiya –ignified.
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optimus  has the composition- pa- the- ma- [-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the word is  
periya   idam [ missing letter-  Ra-]  -  high  class;  periya -  great ; idam-  place.

optimus  has the composition- pa- the- ma- [-sa- ]-  and the meaning of the word is  
mariyaathaikkuriya -  respectable[  missing letters- Ra -and -ka -] .

best [E]  has the composition-  pa- sa- the -  and the meaning of the word is   seerum  
sirappaanathu [ missing letter-  Ra-]  -  best . 

best [E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - sa- [- the-]  -  and the meaning of the word is 
uththamam [Skt] - best.   

noble [E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is  kuna 
seelan  [ missing  letters- ka -and -sa-] -  noble  .

noble [E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   nalla 
- good .

noble[E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is  nallor  
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  noble  people. 

noble[E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   maen 
makkal [ missing  letter- ka-] – aristocrats.  

noble[E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   
gunaalan- [ missing  letter- ka-] –dignified  man 

noble[E]  has the compcosition -an- [-pa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   guna 
seelan [ missing  letters-  ka –and- sa-]-  good natured one. 

noble[E]  has the compcosition -an--pa-la - and the meaning of the word is  oppliaan - 
peerless  one / matchless one .
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noble[E]  has the compcosition -an—[- pa-] -la - and the meaning of the word is  oliyan
-  great person. 
 

*****opto : to desire, wish for, want. 

opto  has the composition -pa- the - and the meaning of the word ia  aasi/ichchai/   
isai   pada-  to  desire [ missing letter- sa-] .

desire [E]   has the consonants - the – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kavatri  [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  desire. 

desire [E]   has the consonants - the - sa- Ra  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
patru /   pattraasai [ missing  letter- pa-]  - desire. 

desire [E]   has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -Ra  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   viruppam  kondidu [ missing  letters- ka -and - pa -]  - to like .

desire [E]   has the consonants - the - sa--Ra  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is
theeraatha  aasai / ichchai  -  never ending  desire .

desire [E]   has the consonants - the - sa-Ra  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
aasai indri / aasai thurnathu -  without desire/ renouncing the desire [antonym] . 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil  word  is  
thiruthai  -desire. 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  aarththi [Skt] – desire.

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the orignla Tamil  word is  paer 
aasai udan [ missing  letter- pa-] – avarice. 
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desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the orignla Tamil  word is  patru 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - desire. 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  thur -aasai [Skt]  - bad  wish .

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the orignla Tamil  word is  
yaemaatram adainthu-  disappointed. 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is niraasai [Skt]  yodadu   -  wish not fulfilled. 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil  word  is   
piriya[Skt]  pada  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to like .

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil  word  is   
preeththi [ missing  letter-pa- ] -  desire. 

desire[E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil  word  is   
thaarpariyam [ Skt] [ missing  letter-pa- ] - desire. 

wish [E]  has the consonants- va-sa- and the original Tamil   word is  ekam – wish 
/sacrifice .

opus operis : work, labor, work done, completed work, building. 

operis  has the composition- pa- Ra –[- sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is   perum  
pani  -  great  work ;  perum- big;  pani – work ;  siriya  pani- small work [antonym ] ;  
siriya- small. 

operis  has the composition- pa- Ra –[-sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is 
uzhaippaalar [ missing  letter- zha-] – worker. 
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operis  has the composition- pa- Ra -sa-  and the meaningof the word is   oru  pani 
yaei [  kattida pani  ] vetrikaramaaka seithu  mudikka[ missing letters-  ka - and- the -] -
to  complete a work /building construction   successfully;  oru-  one; pani- work;  
vetrikaramaaka-  successfully;  seithu  mudikka-  to  complete; kattida pani -  building 
construction. 

build[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  eduththal
.

oratio : speech, address, oration. 

oratio has the composition  - Ra-the - and the meaning of the word is  urai aadu  - 
speak .

oratio has the composition  - Ra-the - and the meaning of the word is   paer  urai  
aatridu [ missing  letter- pa-]- address. 

oratio has the composition  - Ra-the - and the meaning of the word is   sirappu  urai  
aatrida  [ missing letters-  sa-  and- pa -] to give  special  address  ;  sirappu-  special ;  
urai-  address.     

address [E]  has the consonants  - the- the - Ra- [- sa-] - [- sa-] -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  urai aatridu / paer  urai   aatridu  [  missing  letter-  pa -] -  to 
address .

speech[E]  has the consonants  -sa –pa- sa- ans the original Tamil word is  paechchu – 
speech  

speech[E]  has the consonants  -sa –pa- [- sa-] - ans the original Tamil word is  asaippu 
– speech . 
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speech[E]  has the consonants  -sa –pa- sa- ans the original Tamil  word is   
sampaasanai  [Skt] – speech. 

*****orator : orator, speaker. 

orator has the composition- Ra- the- Ra-and the meaning of the word is   urai 
-yaadukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] - speaker. 

orator has the composition- Ra- the- Ra-and the meaning of the word is   sirantha  
paechchaalar[ missing letters-  sa - pa - and- la -]- best  speaker;  sirantha-  best;  
paechchaalar-  orator.  
 
speaker  [E]  has the consonants  -sa- pa- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  paesukiravar -   one who speaks .

speaker  [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaasakar-  reader .

speaker  [E]  has the consonants  -sa- pa- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  saba  naayakar[Skt]  -  speaker  of the   assembly .

speaker  [E]  has the consonants  -sa- pa- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  mathirppukuria  /  maenmai  thaankiya  / mae -thaku  /  maatchchimai   
porunthiya   avai - thalaivar  [  missing  letters-  la -and -the -] -  honorable   speaker of 
the  assembly/ house ;  avai thalaivar -  leader of the assembly;  avai-  house/assembly
;  maththirppukuriya- honerable .

orbis terrarum : the world, the Earth. 

orbis terrarum   has the composition- Ra- pa- sa - the- Ra - Ra -ma – and the 
interpretion of the word is    kathiravani / suriyanai  [Skt] /sutri  valam   varum poomi ; 
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poomi yaei   /mun tharai  yaei  sutri  valam  varum chandiran  [Skt] /nila [ missing 
letters-  ka- and -la-] - the earth revolving around the sun;  the moon  revolving  
around the earth;  kathiravan/ suriyan[S] -  sun;   sutra- revolving ; valam vara -  to  
come  around;  poomi-  earth;  mun tharai-  earth;  chandiran[S] -  moon;  nila-  moon .

earth [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is   mun  tharai -  
earth .

earth [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- the-  and the original Tamil word is   thaarini - 
earth. 

earth [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  thaaththiri- 
earth.

earth [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is   nara tharai -  
earth .

earth [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- the-  and the other interpretation is  paaridum 
[missing  letter- pa-] - earth.

orbis : circle, orb. 

orbis has the composition-Ra-[-pa-] [-sa-]- and the meaning  of the word is  aaram- 
circle .

orbis has the composition-Ra-[-pa-] - [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  kosiram 
[ missing letter- ka-] – circle .

orb [E]   has the consonants-  Ra- [-pa -] - and the original Tamil word is  aaram-  circle.

orbit[E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
sutru  paathai  [missing  letter- sa-]  circular path /– orbit. 
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ordinatio : rule, government, order, arrangment, regulation. 

ordinatio has the composition - Ra -the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is 
arasin  satta  thittam[  missing letter-  sa-]   - government’s    by laws  and  procedures ;
arasu-  government ; sattam-  law;  thittam-  planning  .

government [E]  has the composition- ka -va -Ra- ma- an -the-and the meaning of the 
word is   nirvaaka   kaenthiram[Skt] -   governing  centre . 

government [E]  has the composition- ka -va -Ra- ma- an -the-and the meaning of the 
word is   kudi  arasu  aatchhci  seithida   thaernthu  edukka patta /  urimam  konda /  
amaichchar  avai  -  yae   arasu  aakum  [  missing  letters-  pa -and- sa -]  -  the electd  
body  of ministers  who have  the rights to rule the  republic state ;  kudi arasu-  
republic  ;  aatchchi  seiya  -  to rule;  thaernthu  edukka patta  -  elected  ;  urimam 
konda- having the rights;   amaichchar avai-  ministerial body ;  arasu -  government .
 

ordine, ordinem : regularly, appropriately, properly. 

ordine   has the composition  -Ra- the -an-  and the meaning  of the word is  oru  naal  
thavaraathu  [ missing letters-  la- and- ka -] -  without  missing  a day  ;  naal-  day; 
thavaaraathu - regular;  thinam  thorum -  daily .

ordine   has the composition  -Ra- the -an-  and the meaning  of the word is   
muraiyaanathu  thaan-  properly .

regular[E]  has the composition -Ra- ka- la- Ra -and the meaning of the aword is   oru  
naal  kooda  thavaraathu  varukai  thara[  missing letter- the -] -   coming  regularly  ; 
oru  nall-  single day;  thavaraathu- not missing ; varukai- attendance;  thara-  give.
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ordo : rank, class, order. 

ordo  has the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  thara varisai 
[ missing letters-  ka- and -sa-] - rank;  tharam- rank/ standard  .

rank [E] has the composition- Ra- an- ka - and the meaning of the word is  katra/kalvi   
arivu - in  thara  nirnayam [  missing letters-  la-  the -] -  assessment  of the  standard  
of education;  katra arivu-  learned  knowledge;   kalvi-  education;   tharam- standard; 
nirnayam- assement. 

orior oriri ******ortus : rise, become visible, appear. 

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the-[ sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   thondru- 
appear . 

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- sa--  and the original Tamil  word is  kaatchchi  
tharu [ missing  leteter- ka-]- -  come into  sight . 

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the-[ sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravanin  thotram  [ missing  leteter- ka-]- sun rise;   kathiravan- sun;  thotram- 
appearance. 

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
suriothayam[Skt]  - sun rise/ appearance of the sun ;  chanthirothayam -  moon rise;  
suriyan-  sun;  chandiran-  moon;  uthayam-  rise. 

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
thoatram  - appearance
 
ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   
tharisanam[Skt] - appearance .
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 ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  aandavan  
kaatchi  thara[  missing letter- ka-]-  appearance of the god ; kaatchi  thara-  to  
appear;  aandavan-  god.

ortus has the composition  -Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is    kathiravan  
kaatchi /thotram  thara [  missing letter- ka-]-  -  appearance of the sun ; kathiravan- 
sun.     

rise[E]  has the composition - Ra –[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  yaeri  vara 
[  missing letter- ka-] -  to come up .

rise[E]  has the composition - Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  uyarchchi – rise. 

rise[E]  has the composition - Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  yaerpu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -rise. 

visible[E] has the composition - va- sa- pa- la -and the meaning of thew word is  ullan-
kaiyil  nelli  kani  pola-[ visible]  like the  fruit in the palm ;  ullankai-  palm;  kani-  fruit ;
nelli kani-  amla fruit.  

appearance[E]  ha theconsonants - pa –Ra- an- sa- and the interpretation  of the word 
is   pirasannam [Skt] – appearance. 

appearance[E]  ha theconsonants - pa –Ra- an- [-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  piraka manam[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - appearance.  

 to appear [E]   has the consonants  the- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is  
naaruthar -  to appear. 

appear [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra – and the interpreatation of the word is  
aajar [ missing  letter- sa-]  – appear .  
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ornatus : dress, attire, equipment, ornament, embellishment. 

ornatus has the composition- Ra- an- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
uyar raka  /sirantha   kai thari  / kathar  aadai / kaada thuni  /   aninthida 
vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] - – to dress  hand loom   made   good quality    clothe;  
kai thari- hand loom;  aadai- clothe ;  uyar rakam-  good  quality  ;  kaada thuni- rough 
cotton clothe;  aninthida –to wear. 

ornatus has the composition- Ra- an- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
aadai / udai  aaparanam aninthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to wear dress and jewels;  
udai- dress;  aaparanam- jewels. 

ornatus has the composition- Ra- an- the-  sa- and the meaning of the word is   
karumiyaththai  seithida uthavum  karuvi  /aayutham [ misisjng  letter- ka-] -  the tool 
useful  to do a work;  karumiyam-  work;  seithda-do;  uthavum- helping;  aauytham- 
equipment/ weapon ; karuvi- instrument. 

ornatus has the composition- Ra- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kuliththu  puthiya  pattu  aadai  yaei  aniviththu  , kannukku mai  thadavi  maarpukku  
santhanam  thadavi   kai /kaal viralkal  maruthaanai  thadavi  , velli  kaal kolusu  ittu ,  
kazhuththukku  thanka nakai   aaramum  thanka sankili  yum ,  mookkukku  vaira 
mookku kuththiym  , kaaththukku  vaira  thodum  ,  iduppukku  thanka  
ottaiyaanamum aniviththu   mana makalukku  alankaaram  seiya vaendum[ missing  
letters-  ka -and- la -]   - to  decorate   the  bride .

dress[E]   has the consonants - the- Ra-[- sa-]-[-sa -]–and the original Tamil word / 
Tamil is  kaayaththirkku  marunthu   ittu kattuka  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  dress the 
wound;  kaayam- wound;  marunthu –drug;  kattuka- to apply bandage.

dress[E]   has the consonants - the- Ra-[- sa-]-[-sa -]–and the original Tamil word / 
Tamil is  paruththi / pattu   aadai  aninthidu  [ missing  letter-pa -] – to wear cotton 
/silk  dress;  paruththi- cotton;  aadai- cloth;   pattu –silk ; aniya  -wear.
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attire  [E]  has the consonants –the –the- Ra –and the original Tamil word is  
thirumana  adai- wedding dress.

attire  [E]  has the consonants –the –the- Ra –and the original Tamil word is   paruththi
aadai aninthidu[ missing  letter- pa-] - to wear cotton clothes; paruththi- cotton;  
aadai- clothe. 

attire  [E]  has the consonants –the –the- Ra –and the original Tamil word is  kai thari / 
kathar  aadai  aninthidu  -to wear  hand loom made clothe;  kai thari- hand loom ; 
aadai- clothe. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic  word-   rdi r [ speak ]

rdi  r  has the consonants-  Ra- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  urai aatru -  
give a lecture. 

oro : to speak, argue, plead, orate, beg, entreat. 

oro  has  the compositon -Ra - and the meaning of the word is urai-  speech/ speak .
 
oro  has  the compositon -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   sor poar sei  [ missing  
letters-  pa- and- sa-] –  argue .

oro  has  the compositon -Ra - and the meaning of the word is
paer  urai  [  missing  letter-  pa -] -  to  address/  lecture .

oro  has  the compositon -Ra - and the meaning of the word is uari  aatra [ missing 
letter-  the-] -  to give a speech;  urai-  speech.

oro  has  the compositon -Ra - and the meaning of the word is kooru [ missing  letter- 
ka-] -  say .
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speak [E]  has the composition- sa- pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is paesuka-  
speak .

speak [E]  has the composition- sa- [-pa-]- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
konjuka/ konji paesuka   -speak  fondly /softly. 

argue [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
theeveramaaka   tharkkam   seika  /vaathiduka -[ missing letters-  sa- and-  the- ]-to  
argue strongly  ;  tharkkam-  argument  ;  vaathidu- to argue. 

beg[E]  has the composition- pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   pitchchi  edukka 
[ missing letters-  sa -and -the -] - to beg  .  

beg[E]  has the composition-[- pa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   yaasikka[Skt]
[missing  letter- sa-] – beg.

beg[E]  has the composition-[- pa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   kenja    
[missing  letter- sa-] -  beg .

beg[E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  kai -yaentha  
[ missing  letter-  the -] - to beg .

beg[E]  has the composition-  pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   poyikka- beg.  

orate[E]    has the consonants - Ra -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   urai 
yaadu-   talk  .

orate[E]    has the consonants - Ra -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  urai 
aatru -   to address .

plead[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] -la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
eduththu  sollu [ missing  letter- sa-] – plead. 
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entreat [E]   has the consonants  -an –the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
irainthu   kaetka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- pray .

os, oris : mouth, face, countenance. 

os   has the consonant  -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  pochchu  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  vulva/ anus .

oris  has the composition -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  mukarai-
[ missing  letter- ka-] – chin .  

oris  has the composition -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  oaram-  vulva ; 
orifice .

oris  has the composition -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   vayiru -
[ missing  letter- ka-]- stomach .

oris  has the composition -Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaai  oram 
[ missing letter-  ka-] -  margins of the mouth ;  vaai-  mouth;  oram-  margin  .

oris  has the composition -Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  surunki  viriyum   
thasai  [ missing letters-  the -and- ka -] - a muscle that  can constrict  and dilate ; 
surunki-  constrict;  viriyum-  dilate;  thasai- tissue/muscle  .

mouth[E]   has the consonants ma the and the original tamil  word / meaning is 
muththam idum idam- the place to kiss;  muththam- kiss; idu- to; idam- place.  

mouth[E]   has the consonants -ma -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   aa 
kaatta  vaendum [  missing  letter- ka-]-  open  your mouth  /to say  ‘aa’.

mouth[E]   has the consonants -ma -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vathanam-[  missing  letter- ka-]- face. 
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face[E] has the composition- [-pa-] -sa--  and the meaning of  the word is  moonju/ 
moosi  - face. 

        Etymology of the  Greek word oruza  /rice. 

  oruza [Gr] [ -Ra -sa-]= arisi[- Ra-  sa-][Tamil] rice.

oruza [Gr] [ -Ra–[-sa-]-]  =  ari [- Ra -]Tamil]/ rice.
oruza [Gr][ -Ra -sa-]=soaru [- sa- Ra- ][Tamil] cooked rice  .  

oruza  [Gr] [ -Ra– [-sa-]-]=  oarai [ lemon rice/  tamarind rice ]. 

oruza [Gr] [ -Ra –[-sa-] -] = paruppu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – lentil / dhal .

oruza [Gr][ -Ra –[-sa-] -] =paruppoari [ -missing  letter- pa-] - cooked rice mixed with 
Bengal gram .

oruza [Gr] [ -Ra –[-sa-] -] = perum  paani  moar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  rice water. 

oriza-     rice. 

oriza / oruza [Greek ]   has the consonants – Ra- sa -and  the original Tamil  word is   
arisi  -rice. 

ostendo : show, reveal, present, make plain, declare. 

ostendo   has the composition -  [-sa-] - the- an- the - and the meaningof the word is  
arivikka vaendum [ missing letter-  Ra- and- ka -]  –to announce  .
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ostendo   has the composition -  [-sa-] - the- an- the - and the meaningof the word is  
thiranthu  kaattida   vaendum[  missing letter-  Ra- and- ka -]  -  to  open and show ;  
saaththi iruntha   kathavai  /  moodi  iruntha kathavai  thiranthu  ariyaei  kaatida 
avendum ;   moodiya / saathi-  closed;   kathavu-  gate;   thiranthu-  opened;  kaatida-  
to  show. 

plain[E]  has the  composition -[-pa-] - la- an-  and the meaning of the word is  
elimaiyaana  -  simple.  

show[E]   has the consonants - sa- va- and the orignal Tamil  word is   sevvi  -show.

show[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - va- and the orignal Tamil  word is   kaamikka- 
to show. 

ostium : entrance, door. 

ostium has the composition  -sa- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
moodiya/saaththiya   kathavu[  missing letter-  ka -]  -  closed door;  moodiya -  closed ;
saaththiya-  closed;  kathavu-  door;  kathavai  saaththa /mooda avendum -  to  close 
the door.  

door[E]  has the composition- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  mara  
kathavu[  missing letter- ka-] – wooden  door;  kathavu-  door;  maram wood. 

door[E]  has the composition- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is    theru  
kathavu  [  missing letter- ka-]-  front  door / door facing  the street;  theru- street;  
kathavu- gate.   

door  way [E]  has the composition- the- Ra-  va- and the meaning of the word is  
thuvaaram- door.
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gate  [E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kadavai-  door 
way. 

gate  [E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kathavu- gate. 

gate  [E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kadai- gate. 

gate  [E]  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   kadai mukam-  
main gate. 

       Egyptian  hireroglyphic  word- rwt [ gate] .

rwt has the consonants  -Ra -va –the- and the original Tamil  word is  veettu  mun  
vaayir  kathavu-  front gate  of the house.

    Egyptian  hireroglyphic  word-  rwtY [ dual gate] .

rwty  has the consonants - Ra - va -the -and the original Tamil  word is erattai 
kathavu -  two  doors  gate .

*****otium : free time, leisure, ease, peace, repose. 

otium has the composition - the- ma-and the meaning of the word is  amaithi- peace. 

otium has the composition - the- ma-and the meaning of the word is   saantham-[Skt] 
[ missing  letter-  sa-] -  peace .

free[E]  has the composition - pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   panam indri  
[ missing letter- the -] -  without money/free of charges;  panam-  money;  indri-  
without.  
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free[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  ondrum  
indri -  without any .

free[E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
dharmam[Skt]  – free/   charity . 

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
thiyaalam[ missing  letter- la-] - time .

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  other interpretation is  peetham  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – time. 

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is  mani  thuli  
[ missing  letter -  la-]-  moment.

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is  nodi  naeram
[ missing  letter- Ra-] - moment;  nodi- moment;  naeram- time.

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is  
tharunam[Skt] [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-time /moment .

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is  aapaatham 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - present time. 

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is  vattam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  [ how many ] times .

time [E]   has the consonants - the- ma -and the other   interpretation  is   idam- time/ 
place. 

leisure time [E]  has the consonants-  la-[-sa-]- Ra –the- ma- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  ozhintha naeram -  leisure time. 
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There is a significant relationhip between the letters –pa- and- sa-. 

                            Sanskrit word- ajah  [goat] .

ajah  has the consonants  sa and the interpretation  of the word is  sheep [ missing  
letter- pa-] .

ovis ovis : sheep.</h1.

ovis  has the consonants - va -sa-and the  original Tamil word is  semmari  aattu  kutti [
missing  letters- Ra -and-  the -]- sheep / lamb .

ovis  has the consonants - va –[- sa-] and the  original Tamil word is  kedaa   maadu  
[missing  letter-  the -]  – bull . 

ovis  has the consonants - va –[- sa-] and the  original Tamil word is  aattu   kedaa 
[missing  letter-  the -]  - goat . 

sheep [E] has the consonants – sa- [-pa-]   -and the original Tamil word is  semmari 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – ram /sheep .

sheep [E] has the consonants – sa- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  asam  
-sheep. 

sheep [E] has the consonants – sa- pa--and the original Tamil word is  pasu  - cow. 

sheep [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa--and the original Tamil word is  panni- pig. 

sheep [E] has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-] --and the original Tamil word is   maadu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  –bull .

sheep [E] has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] --and the original Tamil word is   saemaa- 
bull.
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sheep [E] has the consonants – sa-– [- pa-] --and the original Tamil word is   kochchai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – sheep .

                                 English  word - owl .

owl  has the consonants – va- la -and the interpretation  of the word is  pinkalai 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – owl . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

P.

                             English  word  - petty .

 petty  has the consonants - pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  ittu-   petty 
/smallness.

                         English  word- picket .

picket   has the consonants-  pa- ka- the- and the interpretation of the word is  
akoadi pam – picket.

picket   has the consonants-  pa- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thadai 
poaduka -    blockade. 

                     English  word – priestess. 

priestess has the consonants - pa Ra- [- sa-] - the- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is  poraiyaatti – priestess. 
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                        English  word-  paleo [ Greek- palaios] .

paleo  has the consonants – pa- la- and the original Tamil  word is  pazhaiya- old.  

       Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  pri [ battle field] .

pri has the consonants  pa ra and the original Tamil  word is  poar- war. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  ptr [ see] .

ptr has the consonants – pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  paarththidu –
see.

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word- p  [ mat  ] . 

p has the consonant-  pa- and the original Tamil  word is  paai-  mat. 

P

paciscor : to make an agreement, covenant, pact. 

paciscor  has the composition- pa- sa- sa -ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
nam naattu  arasnukkum  pakkaththu  naattu  arasanukkum /   iruvarukku  idaiyae    
undaana  udan padikkai / oppantham   [ missing letter-  the -]-  the treaty between our
king and the neighbouring state;   nam   naattu  arasan-  our king;  pakaththu naadu-  
neigbouring country;  udan padikkai-  treaty .
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paciscor : to make a bargain or agreement, covenant, deal. 

paciscor  has the composition- pa-sa- [- sa-]  -ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
kaai kari  pazham  saaman  vaanka   paeram  paesaka-   to bargain  for buying  
vegetables;  kaai kari-  vegetables;  saaman-  things ;  vanka-  to buy ;  paeram paesa-  
to bargain . 

bargain[E]  has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   paeram  paesa  vaendum [ missing  letters- sa- and -the  -] - bargain .

deal[E]   has the consonants – the- la -and  the interpretaion of the word is  oppam 
idal [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to sign; oppam- signature.  

deal[E]   has the consonants – the- la -and  the interpretaion of the word is   kai 
yazhuththu idal  [ missing  letter- ka-]-to sign ;  kai  yazhuththu –signature. 

pactum : treaty, pact, contract. 

pactum has the composition- pa- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   udan 
padikkai  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - to make a treaty. 

pactum has the composition- pa- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  
oppanthaththai   mudiththida  vaendum- to make a  contract.     

pactum has the composition- pa- ka- the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   kai  
oppum   ittu koduththa  udan padikkai yaei / oppanththaththai     kakka  vaendiyathu  
mannanin kadamaiyaakum -  it is the duty of the king to  keep up the treaty  which he 
has signed ; kai -  oppum-  sign ;   udan padikkai-  treaty/ pact ;   oppantham  -  pact ;  
kaakka-  to keep up;  mannin-  of the king;  kadamai-  duty . 
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pact  [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is udan 
padikkai- pact. 

pact  [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is oppam 
ittu  koduththa  udan  padikkai/ oppantham  -  the signed  pact . 

contract [E]  has the composition- ka- an -the- Ra -the - and the meaning  of the word 
is  kaariyaththai  vetrikaramaaka mudiththu  kodukka /nadaththi  mudikka  /  
kattaidaththai  katti  mudikka/  eruvarkidaiyae    kai oppum ittu  seithu konda  
oppantham/ udan padikkai [  missing letter-  sa-];  the signed  contract  made between
the two to  complete the act.  

pactus : agreed-upon, stipulated, betrothed. 

pactus has the composition -pa- ka- the -sa- -and the meaning of the word is pen 
veetaarukkum   mana makan veetaarukkum idaiyae   manam  oththu/uvanthu    seithu
konda   oppum itta   thirumana  nichchiya thaartha  udanpadikkai/ oppantham 
[  missing letter- Ra -]; the betrothal  agreement made   between the  bride and  bride 
groom family; pen veettaar - bride’s family ; mana makan-  bridegroom;   seithu  
konda-  done; thirumanam-  marriage;  nichchiyathaartham-  betrothal ;  oppantham- 
agreement.

pactus has the composition -pa- ka- the –[- sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  
udan  padikkai- pact. 

betrothal [ E]   has the  consonants - pa –the-Ra –the- la  -and the original Tamil  word 
is  thiru mana  uruthi  mozhi   madal  paththiram/  ezhuthum / varaiyum  nalla  naal  -  
the  auspicious day  of writing  the  letter  of  marriage agreement -  thirumanam-  
marriage;  uruthi mozhi-  agreement;  madal- letter/   document .
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betrothal [ E]   has the  consonants – [- pa-]  –the-Ra –the- la  -and the other  
interpretation  is  thirumana  nichchaiya  thaarththa  naal [  missing  letter-  sa-] - 
betrothal day ;  nichchiyatharththam-  betrothal .

paene, pene : nearly, almost. 

pene has the composition-[- pa-]-an -  and the meaning of the word is  anmai  - 
nearby .   

paganus : countryman, peasant, pagan. 

paganus  has the composition- -pa- ka- an- sa-and the meaning of  the word is  naattu 
puraththai  saernthavan  [ missing letters-  Ra-and- the -]- pagan .

paganus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- an- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation is  
kiramaththan[Skt] -  country man [ missing letters-  Ra-and- the -] .

paganus  has the composition- pa- ka- an-sa-and the meaning of  the word is  payir 
seikiravan  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – cultivator .

paganus  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- an-sa-and the other interpretation is  
karsakan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  farmer .

paganus  has the composition- pa- ka- an-sa-nad the meaning of  the word is   
vellaanmai  seikiravan [ missing  letters- la- and-   Ra -]- cultivator. 

paganus  has the composition- pa- ka- an-sa-and the meaning of  the word is  
paasanam   seikiravan [ missing  letter- Ra -]- cultivator. 
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paganus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- an--sa-and the meaning of  the word is  
vivasaayam  seikiravan-  farmer [ missing letter- Ra -] .

paganus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- an—[- sa-] -and the meaning of  the word is 
uzhavan [ missing  letter- zha-] -  plough man .

paganus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- an—[- sa-] -and the meaning of  the word is 
yaer  uzhavan [ missing  letters- zha- and- Ra-] ] – plough man .
 
paganus  has the composition- [-pa-] - ka- an—[-sa-] -and the meaning of  the word is  
kudiyaanavan  [ missing  letter-the -]  - cultivator .

paganus  has the composition--pa- ka- an--sa- -and the meaning of  the word is  
kudisai  veettil  vasiththu  vivasaayam  seithu   vaazhkkai  pizhaippu  nadathikiravan -  
the one who lives in a hut and does farming ; kudisai veedu-  hut;  vasiththu-  living;  
vivasaayam-  farming[  missing letters-  the-  la -and- Ra-]  . 

paganus  has the composition--pa- ka- an--sa- -and the meaning of  the word is  uruva 
valipaadu   seikiravan [ missing letters -the - la - and -Ra -] - the one who does idol 
worship ; uruvam- figure/appearance ; valippadu-  worship;  seikiravan-  one who 
does. 

paganus  has the composition--pa- ka- an--sa- -and the meaning of  the word is   
aandavanai / saami   kumpidukiravan [ missing  letters- Ra- and -the -] – one who 
worships  god .

peasant [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kudiyaanavan[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  country man  .

peasant [E]  has the consonants- -pa-[-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  naattu  puraththaaan-[ missing  letter- Ra -]  country man .

pala : spade, peel for putting bread in the oven. 
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pala[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  kalai  koththu 
[ missing  letters- ka- and -the -]- hand hoe.    

oven [E]  has the consonants – va- an- and the original Tamil  word is  manavai-   
oven .

palam : openly, publicly, (+abl.) in the presence of. 

palam has the composition –[ pa-] - la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
munnilaiyil -  in the presence of  .

publicly [E] has the  composition -[-pa-]- pa- la- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is 
pothu makkal  munnilaiyil -  in front of the public [ missing letter-  the -] ; pothu 
makkal-  public;  munnilaiyil-  in the presence of .

openly [E] has the consonants – [- pa-]  – an- la –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   allena –openly. 

palea :   chaff.  

palea  has the composition - pa- la - and the original Tamil word is  pullu-  grass .

palea  has the composition -[- pa-] - la - and the original Tamil word is   vaikkol  
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  straw / hay  .

chaff[E]  has the consonants - sa- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  sappi - chaff .

chaff[E]  has the consonants - sa- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  sappattai 
[ missing  letter- the -] chaff. 
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chaff[E]  has the consonants - sa- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  is   thuchcha  
thaaniyam [ missing  letter- the -]  –chaff .

pallium : coverlet, mantle, cloak. 

pallium has the composition  [-pa-] - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   melliya  
mael  aadai  [ missing  letter- the-] – thin  outer garment ;  mael- external- aadai- 
dress. 

pallium has the composition  [-pa-] - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  thoalil  
aninthidum  thundu [ missing  letter- the-] – shoulder   towel  ;  thoal-  shoulder;  
thundu- towel .

pallium has the composition  [-pa-] - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  sannalai 
thirai  seelai yaal   moodu[  missing letters-  sa -the- and -Ra -]   -  close  the window  
with the   screen  ;  sannal-  window;  thirai  seelai -  screen;   moodu-  to cover . 

pallium has the composition  [-pa-] - la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  vizha  
kolam [  missing letter -ka -] -  festival atmosphere . 

mantle[E]   has the consonants - ma - an -the - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muttu seelai  thuni [ missing  letter- sa-] – menstrual  cloth .

pallium has the composition  -pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  kaadaa  
thuniyaal/ pattu   mukaththai  moodu [  missing letters-  ka -and- the -]  cover the face 
with  silk  or kaada cloth ;  kaadaa thuni- kaaadaa cloth;  pattu  thuni-  silk  cloth;  
mukam -  face; moodu-  to  cover . 

pallium has the composition  -pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   veiyil- 
kaalaththil   thalai  yaei / mukaththai    paathu  kaaththida  / mooda   thalai   paakai  
aniya  vaendum- [  missing letters-  ka- and-  the -]-  during the hot  sunny  time one 
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should wear cap ;  veiyil  kaalam-  sunny time ;  thalai-  head;  mukam-  face;  paathu  
kaakka-  to protect;  mooda-  to  cover;  thalai paakai-  cap ;  aniya  - to  wear. 

pallium has the composition  -pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   veiyil- 
kaalaththil   thalai  yaei   paathu  kaaththida  / mooda   kaadaa  thuni yaei   kondu   
mundaasu     katti  kolla vaendum[ missing letters-  ka- the -  and- sa- ]-   mundaasu-  
head dress; katti kolla -  to  tie. 

mantle[E]   has the consonants - ma - an -the - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pennin  maelaadai  thuni - [ missing  letter- pa-] -over coat of woman ;  
pen- woman /  mael- over ;  aadai- clothe ;  thuni- cloth.

mantle[E]   has the consonants - ma - an -the - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   seelai  munthaanai [ missing letter- sa-] - final part of the saree  that  will 
cover the chest  and the head  of woman ;  seelai- saree;  munthaanai- mantle. 

mantle[E]   has the consonants - ma - an -the - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aan   thalai- yil  anithidum       mundaasu  thuni  [ missing  letter- sa-] -head
dress of men ;  mudaasu- mantle. 
  
mantle[E]   has the consonants - ma - an -the - la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thalarththiyaana  mael anki / aadai [ missing  letter- Ra-] -loose  outer 
garment;  thalarththiyaana- loose;  mael- outer;  anki- dress. 

cloak   has the consonants - ka- la -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
oliththu  vaikka  [ missing  letter- the -] - to hide .

pando : to stretch out, spread out, extent. 

pando  has the composition-  pa- an -the - and the meaning of the  word is  parantha - 
[missing letter-  Ra -] – spread .
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pando  has the composition- [-  pa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the  word is  
neetiththidu -  stretch out.

spread [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- [-pa -]-Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
nemarthal [missing  letter-la-] –spread.

spread [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- [-pa -]-Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
aarththidu  -spread. 

spread [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- -pa Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
pithirthar -  to spread. 

panis panis : bread. 

panis   has  the composition- pa -an-  and the original Tamil word is  thin pandam 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  food stuf .

panis   has  the composition-[-  pa-]  -an-  and the original Tamil word is   theeni-
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  snack . 

panis   has  the composition-[-  pa-]  -an-  and the original Tamil word is   theettai 
[ missing  letter-  the -]- food/  snack

bread [E]has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  rotti -  
bread. 

bread [E]has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
parotta.
 
bread [E]has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
paththiri . 
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bread [E]has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra-  the- and the meaning of the word is  
thanthoori   naan-  bread.

bread [E]has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
athirasam  [ missing  letter- sa-]-a  south Indian  sweet  .

bread [E]has the composition –pa-Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
poriththa / sutta   arisi  appam  /thatu adai  /paniyaaram [ missing  letter- sa-]   – fried 
rice bread ; sutta – fried; poriththa- fried;  appam- bread. 

bread [E]has the composition –pa-Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  paruppu  
adai - an oil  fried bread made from dhal ;  paruppu- lentil.   

bread [E]has the composition –pa-Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   paruppu  
vadai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  oil fried dhal cake;  paruppu- dhal/lentils   . 

bread [E]has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   arisi  
thosai [ missing  letter- sa-] –  oil fried rice bread;  arisi –rice.  

bread [E]has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
koathumai   rotti [ missing  letter- ka-] -  wheat bread. 

bread [E]has the composition –pa--Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   poori  
poriththathu – oil fried  ‘poori’ .

bread [E]has the composition –pa--Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   poriththa
sappaaththi  [ missing  letter- sa-] – oil  fried  sappaaththi .

bread [E]has the composition –pa--Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   pajji 
poriththathu [ missing  letter- sa-] – oil  fried pajji .

bread [E]has the composition –pa--Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  soodaana
pachcha  arisi  soaru/saatham[Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-]   -  cooked rice .
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bread [E]has the composition –[-pa-] --Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is 
varuththa  kari [ missing letter- ka-]  – fried vegetable/ meat .

par : equal, like. 

par has the composition- pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is   oru  pola [  missing  
letter- la-] -   similar ; pola- similar. 

par has the composition- [- pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is    orae   seeraana
[ missing  letter- sa-] - uniform .

par has the composition- pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is    vaeru   paadu  indri
[ missing  letters-  ka -and-  the -] -without any  difference ;  vaeru padu -difference;  
indri- without. 

par has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   orae  
maathiriyana [ missing  letter- the -] - similar 

par has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   sari  samam-  
equal [  missing letter-  sa-] .

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is   okku  ulla  -  
equal  ;  okkum- equal .

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is    oththa  alavil  
[ missing  letter- the -] -  same size ;  oththa- same;  alvu- measurement . 

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is   oththa   vadivil  
[ missing  letter- the -]-  same  in shape ;  oththa- equal;  vadivam- shape .

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is   oththa  vilaiyil -
[ missing  letter- the -]-  same in price ;  oththa- similar;  vilai- price. 
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equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is   oththa  
akalaththil /  oththa  neelam konda   [missing  letter- the -] - similar in width and 
length ;  oththa- similar ;  akalam- width ;  neealm- length.

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is    oththa  vakaiyil  
[ missing  letter- the -] 
 - same kind . 

equal [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word  is   oththa  
ennikkaiyil [ missing  letter- the -] same in number;  oththa- same;  ennikkai- numbers.

equal [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original  Tamil word is    sama  alavil  
[ missing  letter- sa-] - equal in measurement  .

 to like[E]  has the consonants   -the- la-ka -and the original Tamil word is  aavuthal  – 
to like.

to like[E]  has the consonants   -the- la-ka -and the original Tamil word is  kavuthal  -to 
like. 

to like[E]  has the consonants   -the- la-ka -and the original Tamil word is   pukalauthal 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - to like. 

paratus : prepared, ready, provided, equipped. 

paratus   has the composition--pa- Ra- the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
udanadiyaaka  payan  paduthhta koodiya  ondru / udanadiyaaka  payan 
paduththuvatharkku  yaetra[ missing  letter- ka-]  – fit for  immediate use ;   udanae- 
immediately ;  payan paduththa- use. 
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paratus   has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- the -[-sa-]- and the  other  interpretaion is    
thayaar  [Skt] -  ready .

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the  other interpretation is  thaamatham 
indri   - without delay ;  thaamatham- delay;  indri- without.

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the  other interpretation is  thayakkam 
indri [ missing  letter- ka-] - without hesitation / readily ;  thayakkam- hesitation .

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the  other interpretation is  eththanam  
muru – be ready ;  eththanam-  ready .

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the  other interpretation is  virainthidu  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- quick. 

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the  other interpretation is  thayaar  [Skt] 
– ready.
 
ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is   paariththar   
[ missing  letter- pa-] – to  prepare .  

ready [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is    purapadu  
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  start. 

paratus : preparation, fitting out, equipment. 

paratus  has the composition -pa- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of  the word is  
payirchchi  seithidu/ eduththidu -  to prepare .  

paratus  has the composition -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is   
poruththamaanathu -  appropriate . 
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paratus  has the composition -pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is   
aaivu  kooda   karuvi  / upa karanam[Skt]   -  lab equipment ;  aaivu  koodam-  lab;  
karuvi/  upa karanam-  equipment .

parco : (with dative) to spare, refrain from injuring. 

parco  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   pun 
padaathu  irukka / paarkka  [ missing  letter- the -] –avoid  injury ;  pun- wound. 

parco  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kai iruppu  
vaikka-  to have spare;  kai  iruppu- spare. 

parco  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is kuzhanthiakal
-  panthu   vilaiyaattu  vilaiyaadum  pozhuthu  keelae   vizhnthu  adi pattu  udampil    
kaayam/   yaerpadaamal  parththu  kolka - see to that  your body is not injured while  
playing ball  game  [  missing letter-  the -and - la -];  kuzhanthaikal- children; panthu  
vilaiyaattu-  ball game;  keelae vizhunthu  -  to  fall down;  adipattu-  to  get  injured;  
kaaayam-  injury; aerpadamal  - not occur; paarththu  kolka- see to that  . 

parco : (+inf.: to forbear to), avoid, spare, keep oneself from. 

parco  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is thavirkka  
paaru-  to  avoid [  missing letter-  the -] .

parco  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is othukka  
paaru [  missing letter-  the -] -  avoid. 

parco  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is    irukkum   
kai   iruppu -  spare .
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avoid [E]  has the composition-  va- the -  and the meaning of the word is thavirkka-  
avoid [  missing letter-  Ra-] .

avoid [E]  has the composition-  va- the -  and the meaning of the word is othukku- 
avoid.

parens *****parentis : parent. 

parents [E]  has the consonats -  pa- Ra- an- the - [- sa -]  and the original Tamil  word /
meaning is   paynathaaar- parent. 

parents [E]  has the consonats -[-  pa-] - Ra- an- the - [- sa -]  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  thanthaar - parents .

parents [E]  has the consonats -[-  pa-] - Ra- an- the - [- sa -]  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   eendraar -  one who has given birth. 

pareo : (+ dat.) to be obedient to, obey. 

pareo  dat   has the composition pa -Ra- the- the- and the meaning of the word is 
naam  anaivarum   periyavarukku/ peththa  thaai  yikkum thanthaikkum   paadam  
katru  tharum vaaththiyarukkum  anbum mariyaathaiyum  kaanpiththu  keel  padiya 
vaendum / adi  paninthu  nadakka  vaendum -  we all should be  obedient to our 
elders/ parents and teachers   apart  from giving  love / respect to them ; naam 
anaivarum-  wee all;  periyavarukku-  elders;  thaai  and thanthai-  mother and father; 
padam katru  tharum  vaaththiyarukkum -  the teacher who  teaches  lesson ; anbu- 
love;  mariyaathai-  respect; keel  padiya -  obedient  [ missing letter-  ka -] .

obey [E] has the composition-  pa -and the meaning of the word is  padimaanam 
[ missing  letter- the -]-  obey. 
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 obey [E] has the composition-  pa -and the meaning of the word is   paniya/ adi  
paninthu  [ missing  letter- the -]-  be obedient    ;  adi  paniya -  to be obedient  ;  
panithu-  obedient .

paries parietis : wall 

paries  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  suvar-
[  missing letter-  ka -]-  wall. 

paries  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  periya   
suvar [  missing letter-  ka -] -  big  wall .

paries  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  kaarai   
suvar – lime  stone pasted  wall ; kaarai- lime .

paries  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is   mun 
suvar- [  missing letter-  ka -] - mud wall.

paries  has the composition –[-pa-]- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the word is  senkar  
suvar- [  missing letter-  ka -] – brick  wall.  
  
wall[E]  has the consonants-   va –la- and the interpretation of the word is  paalikam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  wall. 

wall[E]  has the consonants-   va –la- and the interpretation of the word is  uva  
maanilam – wall of a building. 

wall[E]  has the consonants-   va –la- and the interpretation of the word is   mul  vaeli- 
fence. 
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wall[E]  has the consonants-   va –la- and the interpretation of the word is   sankal  
suvar  [ missing  letters-  sa- and -Ra -]-  brick  wall;  senkal- brick;  suvar- wall. 

share [E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pari  /  piri [
missing  letter- pa-]   -share. 

share [E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kooru 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  share .

parilis : similar, like, equal. 

parilis  has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the  word is  oru  
pola - similar ;  erandum  oru  pola sama  nilai[  missing letter- the -] -  both are equal 
in status  .

similar [E] has the composition- - sa- - ma- la- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
erandum  oru  pola  sama nilai [  missing letters-  the- and -pa -] -  both are equal  in 
status ; erandum-  both ;  oru pola-  same; sama nliai-  equal  state. 

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  anpu  
kolla   [ missing  letter- pa-] - love .

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  aasai /  
ichchai   kolla [ missing  letter- sa-] - like .

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kollaam 
[Malayalam] - like .

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ullam  
kollai kolla - pleased with/ looting  the heart .
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like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vizhaika-
like .

 to like  [E]   has the consonants- the-  la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaanjiththal[ missing  letter- sa-]-to like .

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  oththa  
vakaiyil/  oththa alavil  [ missing  letter- the -] - resembling / similar .

like  [E]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the original Tamil word/  meaning is  nuval-  
like .

 to like  [E]   has the consonants- the-  la- ka -and the original Tamil word/  meaning is  
kavuthal –like. 

pario : to bear, bring forth, produce / create, make, get. 

pario  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is uruvaakka 
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  create . 

pario  has the composition-pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  peru   -get .  

pario  has the composition-pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   peruka   
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  to get.

pario  has the composition-pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   poru- bear .

pario  has the composition-pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  urpaththi sei 
[ missing letters-  sa -and- the -] -  produce ; urpaththi-  product;  sei-  to  make. 
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pariter : equally, in like manner, as well. 

pariter  has the composition- [-pa-] -Ra - the -Ra -and the meaning of  the word is  
ernadum  orae  maathiri -  both  are alike ;  erandu-  two;  oarae maathiri-  similar. 

well [E]   has the consonants – va- la - and the interpretation of the  word is  kollaam 
[Malayalam] -  well / o.k. 

well [E]   has the consonants – va- la - and the interpretation of the  word is  
nalamaaka-  in good  health .

well [E]   has the consonants – va- la - and the interpretation of the  word is  nalla 
kaalam/ vaelai  -  good time. 

well [E]   has the consonants – va- la - and the interpretation of the  word is  nallavai –
good thing. 

paro : to prepare, get ready / set, put / furnish, supply / buy. 

paro has the composition-pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word  is   purapada  tha 
yaar - ready  to start [ missing letter-  the -] .

ready [E]  has the composition- Ra -the - and the meaning of the word is    thideer  /  
tha yaar -  ready .

pars partis : part, share / direction. 

partis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
maer thisai-  western  side / western direction.
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partis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
oru  pakuthi  mattum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one part only;  moru- one;  pakuthi- part; 
mattum- only .

partis  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
panku iduthar  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to share .

partis  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kooru  poadu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to share .

partis  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
pakirnthidu-[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to  share. 

partis  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
piriththar / piriththu  tharuthar - to split  /share.

partis  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thundu  iduthar/ poaduthar -  to share/ divide in to pieces. 

partis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kaasu  panaththai  panku  thararukku sari  samamaaka priththu  kodukka- to distribute
equal amount of money  to  all share holders; kaasu  panam-  money;  panku-  share;  
panku thaarar-  share holders;  sari  samamaaka -  equal ly ;  priththu-  divide ; 
kodukka-  to  give .

partim : partly / some. 

partim  has the composition –[- pa-]  Ra -the -ma- and the meaning of the word is   
oru  sirithu mattum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  a liitle  .

partim  has the composition -pa- Ra -the -ma- and the meaning of the word is   oru 
pakuthi  mattum - one part of it [missing letter-  ka -]; oru-  one;  pakuthi-  part . 
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partim  has the composition -pa- Ra -the -ma- and the meaning of the word is oru  siru
pakuthi mattum -  small part of it [  missing letters - ka -and- sa-] ;  siru-  small; 
pakuthi- part.

some [E] has the composition- sa -ma -and  the meaning of the word is  konjam -  
some  [missing letter-  ka -] .

parum minus minime : (adv.) little, too little, not enough. 

parum  minus  has the composition- [-pa-]- Ra- ma- an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of  the
word is mika kuraivaana  -  too little[  missing letter-  ka -] . 

parum  minus  has the composition-pa- Ra- ma- an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of  the 
word is pothu maanathandru [ missing  letter- the -]- not enough .

enough [E]   has the consonants- an -pa –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pothumaanathu [missing  letter- the-]  – enough . 

                         English  word  -path .

Path  has the consonants -  pa –the- and the interpretation  of the word is paathai- 
path. 

Path  has the consonants -  [-pa-] –the- and the original tamil  word is  thadam- 
path .

Path  has the consonants -  [-pa-] –the- and the original tamil  word is  santhu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - lane .

parvus minor minimus : small, little 
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parvus   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra -va- sa  -  and the original Tamil word is  alavir
sirithaana [  missing  letters-  la- and  -the -] - small in size ;  alavu-  measurement ;  
sirithu- small. 

parvus   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra -va- sa  -  and the original Tamil word is  uruvil
kuraintha / siryathaana [  missing  letters-  la-  and  -the -] -  small in size ;   kuraintha-  
less;   uruvam-  size. 

parvus   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra -va- sa  -  and the original Tamil word is  siriya
vadivam [  missing  letter- the -]   - small size ;  siriya- small;  vadivam-size. 

small [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ma- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is kullamana [ missing  letter-ka-]  short. 

tiny [E]  has the consonants-  the -an -and the original Tamil  word is ettunai- tiny . 

.
pasco : to graze, forage, browse. 

pasco  has the composition- [-pa-] - [-sa-]  -ka -and the meaning of the word  is  
maeikka-  to graze .

pasco  has the composition- pa-sa-ka -and the meaning of the word  is aadu   maattai  
kaattukku/ pul velikku  koottittu  poei  maeikka vaendum/ seiyanum - to take the 
sheep and the cattle to graze in the grass land [ missing letters - the -and -la-] ; 
 aadu maadu-  sheep /  cattle ;  pul veli-  the meadow;  maeikka-  to graze. 

browse [E] has the consonants – pa- Ra –va-sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   mael  ezhuntha   vaariyaka   padikka / vaasikka   vaendum [ missing  letters- the- 
and -la-] – read superficially ;  padikka- read.  
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 browse [E] has the consonants – pa- Ra –va-sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   kanani  valai  thalaththirkku   sendru  paarkka/ padikka  / kaanka / maeika  
[ missing  letters- the- and -la-] – browse the net;  kanani-  computer;  valai thalam- 
net; padikka- read;  paarkka- go through/ maeika- browz . 
 
browse [E] has the consonants – pa- Ra –va-sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   naeraththai  kalikka / kadaththa / pokka  vaendi  padikka  / vaasikka [ missing  
letters- the- and -la-] -   - read  to pass time  ; naeram- time; kalikka- to pass; padikka- 
read.

browse [E] has the consonants – pa- Ra –va-sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  adu maaduklai / kaal nadaikalai  maeichchal  nilaththirkku / pul velikku   azhaiththu 
sendru  maeiththu  varavum / maeikka  vaendum [ missing  letters- the- and- la-] -  to 
take the cattle to the medow for  grazing ;  aadu- goat; maadu- bull/cow;  kaal 
nadaikal/ cattle;  maeichchal nilam- grazind land;  pul veli- medow;  maeikka- graze.

 passer : sparrow. 

passer has the composoition -[-pa-] --sa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
parakkum  paravai-    siru   uoor  kuruvi - sparrow [ missing letter- ka -]. 

sparrow [E]  has the consonants-  sa- [- pa-] - Ra- Ra- va - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   uoor kuruvi – sparrow. 

sparrow [E]  has the consonants-  sa- pa- Ra- Ra- va - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   parakkum  paravai -  siru uoor kuruvi  /sittu kuruvi -  sparrow;   parakkum 
siru  paravai-  sittu / veettu  kuruvi [ missing  letter-  the -] -  house  sparrow .

passim : adv. far and wide, everywhere, scattered about. 
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passim  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - [- sa-]  - [- sa-] -ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  engu- engum  [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  every  where. 

patefacio : to disclose, expose, open, make open. 

patefacio  has the composition- [- pa-] - the –[- pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word
is  thiranthu   katta  vaedum [  missing letter-  ka -] –to open and expose. 

patefacio  has the composition- [- pa-] - the –[- pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word
is piriththu  katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to open and expose .

patefacio  has the composition- pa- the -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
unmai yaei pothu  makkalidam  veli paduththa vaendum [  missing letter-  la -] -  to 
disclose the truth to the public; unmai- truth;  pothu makkal-  public;  veli p[aduththa-
to  disclose. 

pater patris : father. 

pater has the composition-[- pa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
thanthaiyar -  father. 

pater has the composition-[- pa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  eendroar 
- one who has given birth .

pater has the composition- pa-the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   eendra  
appan /thanthaiyaar   - father who  gave birth ; appan- father. 

pater has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   payanthor  
-father/ parent.
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pater has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the other interpretations  are  
puththiran[Skt]- son / puththiri- daughter; miththiran[Skt] - friend.

pater has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the other interpretation is  udan pirappu-
siblings/ sisters and brothers.

pater has the composition- [- pa- ]- the- Ra - and the other interpretation is   
thunniyar- friend. 

pater has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   thaayin   
karpaathirkku   kaaranamaana  manitharae   thanthai   aavaar -  the man who  
impregnated  the  mother  is the  father [ missing letter-  ka -];  thaai-  mother;  
karppam-  pregnant;  kaaranam- reason;  manithar-  man;  thanthai-  father.  

paternus : of a father, paternal, native. 

paternus  has the composition- [-pa-] -the- Ra- an-[- sa--] and the meaning  of  the 
word  is  eendru  eduththa  thanthaiyaar- fathe who gave birth.

paternus  has the composition- pa -the- Ra- an- sa- and the meaning  of  the word  is  
ennudaiya  sontha  periyappa /siththappan -  my  father’s  elder brother/paternal 
uncle ; ennudaiya - mine ; periyappa-  father’s elder brother /  paternal uncle. 

paternus  has the composition- pa-the- Ra- an- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word  
is  pirantha uoor - birth place ;  pirnatha -  birth;  uoor- village .

paternus  has the composition- pa-the- Ra- an- [- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word  
is  pirantha naadu-  native country ;  pirantha- born;  naadu- country. 

paternus  has the composition- pa-the- Ra- an- sa-and the meaning  of  the word  is  
naan  pirantha  sitruoor -  my native village/ village I have born ;  pirantha- born ;   
sitruoor- village. 
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paternus  has the composition- [-pa-]  -the- Ra- an- sa- and the meaning  of  the word  
is   sontha  uoor  -   native place / town.  

paternus  has the composition- [-pa-]  -the- Ra- an- [-sa-]- and the meaning  of  the 
word  is   mannin mainthar – local person .

native [E]   has the consonants  -an- the -va  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is 
kudi  makan - citizen .

native [E]   has the consonants  -an- the -va  -and the  original Tamil word / meaning is 
thaai  naatavan  -   national.

native [E]   has the consonants  -an- the -va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
iyarkkaiyaanathu [ missing  letter -Ra -]- natural  . 

native [E]   has the consonants  -an- the -va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
entha   mannudaiya   makan -  local  man .

 
patiens : patient / (+ gen.) capable of enduring. 

patiens  has the consonants - pa- the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   pini  kondavan [ missing  letter- ka-] – one with sickness ;  pini –illness. 

patiens  has the consonants - pa- the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  noei vaai pattavan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  sick person. 

patiens  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   nokkaadu  kondavan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one with disease;  
nokkaadu- disease.
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patiens  has the consonants –-pa- the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thoththu    noei  paathikka  pattavan -  one with  infectiuous disease;  
thotthu   noei- infectious disease. 
 
patiens  has the consonants –-pa- the- an--sa--and the original Tamil word /meaning is
noeikku  sikichchai  eduppavan [ missing  letter-  ka-] - one who is taking treatment  
for disease ; sikichchi- treatment .     

patiens  has the consonants - pa- the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thunpaththai / ethaiyum  thaanka   koodiya / poruththu  poka  koodiya  
manathu   konda[ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -] -   a mind which can  tolerate  
hardships ;  thunpam-  sufferings; thaanka koodiaya-  able to with stand ; manathu- 
mind. 

patiens  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - the- an-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   ethaiyum   thaankum  ithayam/ maanthu[ missing  letter- ka-] - strong 
heart/ mind;   ithayam- heart;  maanthu- mind.  

patientia : patience, suffering, endurance. 

patience   has the composition- [-pa-]- the- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is
amaithiyudaiya manathu-  calm mind. 

patience   has the composition- [-pa-]- the- an- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is
porumai udaiya  manathu -  a mind with  patience[  missing letter-  Ra -] ; porumai-  
patience;  manathu-  mind . 

patience   has the composition-pa- the- an-sa- and the meaning of the word is kastta  
pada vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -]- to suffer .

patience   has the composition-pa- the- an-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thuyara pada vaendum -  to suffer[ missing letter- Ra-] - thuyaram-  suffering .
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*****patior : to suffer, endure, permit. 

patior  has the composition- pa-the- Ra - and the meaning of the  word is  thuyara   
padu- suffer;  thuyar  uru . 

patior  has the composition- [-pa-] - the- Ra - and the meaning of the  word is  
anumathi  thara- to give permission ;  anumathi-  permission;  thara -  to give. 

patior  has the composition--pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the  word is  poei vara 
arasu  tharum anumathi seettu -  the token given by the state to visit [ missing letter-  
sa-] ;  poei vara-  to  come and go;  arasu-  state;  tharum-  giving;  anumathi-  permit;  
seettu-  token.

patior  has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the  word is  thunpum- 
uru - suffer. 

patior  has the composition- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the  word is  sirama 
[Skt] pada-   difficulty  [ missing letter-  sa-] - siramam-  difficulty  . 

patria : fatherland, one's native country, homeland. 

patria has the composition-pa- the -Ra-and the meaning of the word is   thanthaiyar 
/thaai   pirantha  naadu -  father’s land/  mother’s land/ home land  ;   thanthai-  
father;  pirantha -  born ;   naadu- land/stan . 

country[E]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the- Ra – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvarudaiya  thaai  thiru naadu / oruvar  pirantha naadu –one’s  mother  
land ; oruvar- one person;  thaai- mother;  thiru –sacred;  naadu- state. 
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patrocinor : to protect, defend, support, patronize.
 
patrocinor has the composition -pa- the- Ra -  ka- an -Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  paramariththu  paathu kaappu  
tharukindravar- one who  looks after and gives protection[  paramarippu-  protection; 
paathukaappu- protection; tharukindravar-  one who gives. 

patronus : patron, protector. 

patronus  has the composition -  pa- the- Ra -an-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  potri kaappavan [ missing  letter- ka-]  - protector.

patronus  has the composition -  pa- the- Ra -an-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is  paathu kaappu  tharpavan [ missing letter-  ka -]  - the one who gives protection ; 
paathu  kaappu-  protection;  tharupavan -  one who gives .

protector[E] has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ka -the -Ra -and the meaning  of the 
word is  paramariththu   paathu  kaappu  kodukkiravar - the  one  who looks  after and 
protects ;  paramariththu-  looking after;  paathukaappu-  protection; kodukkiravar-  
one who gives. 

patruus : paternal uncle. 

patruus has the composition pa- the- Ra -va-  sa- and the meaning of the word  is  
peththa  appan  udaiya /  thanthai / thakappan/   iyan/    udaiya  / udan pirntha  
sakotharai [Skt]  / akka  /thankai   udaiya  kanaavare    maama aavar -  husband of 
one’s  father’s sister  is his  uncle;  appa-  father;  thanthai-  father;  thankai-  sister;  
sakothari-  sister;  kanavar-  husband;  mamaa-  uncle. 
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uncle[ E]   has the  consonants – an- ka- la - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kozhunun  .

uncle[ E]   has the  consonants – an- ka- la - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
akkaalin  kanavan – husband  of elder sister ;  akkaa-  elder sisiter;  kanavan-  
husband . 

pauci : few, a few, some. 

pauci  has the composition -[-pa-] - -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
konjam[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  few;  konjam  konjamaaka -  little by  little. 

some[ E]  has the composition-  sa -ma -  and the meaning of the word is konjam - 
few/ little [  missing letter-  ka -].

few[E]  has the composition-[- pa-]- va - and the meaning of the word is  konjamaaka [
missing  letter- sa-]  - few .

 few[E]  has the composition-[- pa-]- va - and the meaning of the word is ennikkai   
kuraivaana - [ missing letter-Ra -] few/little .

paulatim : gradually, little by little. 

paulatim  has the composition- [-pa-] - va- la -the- ma - and the meaning of the word 
is  mella mella methuvaaka  -  slowly  and gently.  

pauper : beggar, person without means. 

pauper  has the composition- pa- pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  panam  
kaasu  indri   piraridum  kai yanthu  -pavanae  pitchai kaaran  aavan [  missing letters-  
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ka -and- the -  sa-] - one who is without money  becomes a beggar ; panam kaasu-  
money ;  indri-  without;  manithan- ma ;  pitchai  kaaran- beggar  .

beg[E]   has the consonants-  pa- ka- and the originalTamil  word is  poeikka / 
poeikkam – beg .

beg[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  
yaasikka / yaaskam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] – beg . 

beg[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  
kenja/ kenji kaekka   [ missing  – beg /request .

beggar[E]  has the composition- pa- ka- -  Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
pichchai-k- kaaran [   missing  letter- sa-] -  beggar. 

beggar[E]  has the composition- pa- ka-  Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
piraridam   kai yaenthukiravar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  beggar.

beggar[E]  has the composition- pa- ka-  Ra -and the meaning of the word is  varumai-
yin   kaaranamaaka   piraridam  kai yaenthukiravar [  missing  letter-  the -]  -  beggar/  
faqir .  

 person [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa -] -an –and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  thani  oru   maanidan [ missing  letter- the -] – an individual / a man .

person [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa -] -an –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oru  aan -  a  man ;   aan- male/ man .

person [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa -] -an –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maanthar / manithar[ missing  letter-  the -]- man. 

person [E]   has the consonants –  pa-Ra- [- sa-]  -an –and the  other interpretation is  
napar -  person. 
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person [E]   has the consonants –  pa-Ra- sa -an –and the  other interpretation is  
purusan [ Skt] - man/ husband .

person [E]   has the consonants –  pa-Ra- [- sa-]  -an –and the  other interpretation is   
perumaan- lord. 

person [E]   has the consonants –  pa-Ra- [- sa-]  -an –and the  other interpretation is   
paraman – lord. 

good  person [E] has the consonants - ka -the  -[- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - an -and the original 
Tamil  word is  nar kunam vaaintha/  thakuntha  manithar .

bad  person[E] has the consonants-  pa- the- pa- Ra –[-sa-]- an –and the original Tamil  
word is  thappaana  manithar .

able person [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]- la- [-pa-]-Ra-[-sa-]-an -  and the original 
Tamil  word is ollunar -  able   person. 

paupertas : beggardry, poverty, humble circumstances. 

paupertas  has the composition- pa- pa- Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
pitchai   yeduppavar -  beggar [ missing letter-  ka -] ;   varumai  yaal allathu   pillaikal  
kai vittathaal   vayathaana  kaalaththil   pitchai  edukka vanthavar -  he was  pushed to 
do begging  in the old age since his children did not cared about him [missing lettera-  
ka- and -la -] ; varumai  kaaram kondu   kastapadum  vayathaana   manithar -  the old 
man  suffering from poverty .

                        Remember  ka= va;  va=ka. 
      Remember  the significance of the letters – pa- and -sa -.
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pax pacis : peace 

pax has the composition- [- pa-] - ka-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  amaithi  
kaaka/kondu   -  to maintain peace[  missing letter-  the -] ;  amaithi-  peace. 

                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word – pds [box]. 

pds  has the consonants – pa- the- sa- and the original atmil  word is  petti- box. 

             Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – pD [stretch]. 

pD  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  neettu –
stretch. 

                 Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – pD [ measure  for pigments ].

pD   has the consonants - pa- and -the and the original Tamil  word is  padi – a 
measure for grains. 

                      Egyptian hieroglyphic word – pAs [ waterpot] .

pAs  has the consonants - pa –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  paanai- pot. 

peccatus : sin. 

peccatus has the composition- [-  pa-] - ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is theenku   - evil deeds.
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peccatus has the composition-   pa- ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
pankam undaakkida-  committing sin;  pankam- sin .

peccatus has the composition- [-  pa-] - ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  thee  vinai -  sin/ bad deeds.  

peccatus has the composition- [-  pa-] - ka- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  kaatharam [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- effect of evil  deeds on soul .

sin[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] –an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thee 
vinai / theenku [ missing  letters- the- and- ka -] – bad deeds .

sin[E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] –an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
punniyam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- benefits  of good deeds[antonym]. 

vice[E]   has the consonants –va- [-sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the word is   
paavam[ Skt] – sin .

vice[E]   has the consonants –va- [-sa-]  -and the  original tamil  word is   pankam 
[missing  letter- pa-] - sin .

vice[E]   has the consonants –va- [-sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the word is  
munnaiya  vinai-  old deeds.  

deeds [E]   has the consonants - the -the – [- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
nadaththai - manners/conduct.

deed [E]   has the consonants - the -the –sa-and the original Tamil  word is   sittaa-  
land document.

deed [E]   has the consonants - the -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  pattaa 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – house plot / land document. 
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deed [E]   has the consonants - the -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
pattayam [ missing  letter- pa-] – certificate.

deed [E]   has the consonants - the -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  udan 
paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] - agreement. 

deed [E]   has the consonants - the -the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
paaththiyam-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  ownership. 

                         English  word – peacock.

pea cock  has theconsonants  -pa- ka- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is aki 
pukku- pea cock. 

pecco : to do wrong, err, sin, go astray. 

pecco  has the composition-  [- pa-]  -ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thee vinai 
[ missing  letter- the -]  -  bad  deeds 

pecco  has the composition-  pa -ka -  and the  other interpretation  is   paavam [Skt] -  
sin .

wrong[E]  has the composition-Ra- an- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
thavaraana- wrong  [ missing letter-  the-]. 

go astray [E] has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thirika /  uoor sutri  thirika / anukm inkum thirika   - wander. 

go astray [E] has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kaadu  maeithar – wander. 
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pecto : to comb, card, thrash (to card wool). 

pecto  has the composition-  pa- ka- the and the meaning of the word is  seeppu  
kondu  thalai   mudi yaei yaei  seevu-  comb  your hair with the comb;  [missing letter- 
sa- and- la -] ;  seeppu-  comb;  thalai-  head;   mudi- hair; seevu-  to  comb. 

comb [E]  has the composition- ka-ma—[-  pa -]  - and the meaning  of the word is   
kankam   kondu  seeva  vaendum [ missing letters- sa- and- the -]  – to  comb .

comb [E]  has the composition- ka-ma—[- pa-]   - and the meaning  of the word is  
kankam – comb [n].

wool[E]  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   kampali  [missing
letter- pa-] – wool .

wool[E]  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   elavu-  silk  
cotton. 

wool[E]  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   shawl  /saalvai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - kampali  [wool] . 

wool[E]  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   elavam   
panchchu [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-]  -  silk cotton .

silk[E]  has the consonants – sa- la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  elavam 
panchchu [ missing  letter- pa-] – silk cotton. 

silk[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kampali 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- wool. 

silk[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kampalam-
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  woolen carpet / red garment. 
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silk[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kampal  -
[ missing  letter- pa-]-- a dress. 

 silk[E]  has the consonants –  sa-- la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kampali  
poochchi--[ missing  letter- pa-]-  cater pillar .

silk[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kamali-   a 
type of silk cloth.

silk[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kole  puzhu
[ missing  letter- pa-]- case worm . 

de seda [Spanish]  has the consonants  -the- [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word 
is pattu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – silk .

siden[Swedish ]  has the consonants- sa- the -an -and the original Tamil  word is  pattu 
thuni [ missing  letter- pa-]-  silk cloth;  pattu –silk; thuni –cloth. 

ipekli [Turkish]-  has the consonants-  pa -ka -la -nd the original Tamil  word is  ilavam  
panchhcu [ missing  letter-sa-] -silk cotton. 

silkworm [E]  has the consonants – sa- la- ka- va- Ra -ma – and the original Tamil  word
is  kole  koasa  kaaram – silk worm ; kole- case. 

pectus pectoris : heart, breast. 

pectoris   has the consonants – pa-ka- the- Ra- - sa-–and the original Tamil word is  
Thiraavidarin  sooththira paechchu -  the language of Dravidian people;  sooththiram- 
formula . 

pectoris   has the consonants – pa-ka- the- Ra- - sa-–and the original Tamil word is   
kavar  pada  kooru / paesu-  say in code words. 
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pectoris has the composition- pa- ka- the- Ra -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
raththa/ kuruthi [ palat saaram]    ottaaththai   , vaekaththai  ,   naadi  thudippai     
kattupaduththi   sirai  vazhiyae vantha   ketta kuruthi  yae nalla  raththamaaka   
thamani vazhiyae   anuppi    yuirai   kaakkum    sivappu  niramaana    nenju   kuzhiyil  
ulla  sangu  vadivaththil  aana     sathai /thisu    yaal aana    erandu    nurai  eeral 
kalluku idaiyae  amainthu  irukkum    aka/kuruthi   pai -[  missing letter--la -]   the red 
colored   muscular tissue  bag which has the shape of a conch  shell  situated  in 
between the two lungs  that  controls the blood circulation  and the pulse  rate ,  
sending   the impure blood  that  came from   veins  in to  the pure blood  via the 
artery and thereby saving  the life;  kuruthi-  blood;  ottam-  flow;  vaekam-  speed;  
naadi  thudippu- pulse;     kattu paduththum-  controlling;  yuirai -  life;  kaakkum-  
saving;  sivappu  niram-  red color;  nenju  kuzhi  -  chest ;  sangu  vadivam-  the shape 
of the conch  shell;  sathai-  tissue/ thisu ;  erandu-  two;  nurai yeral - lungs;  aminthu  
irukkum-  situated;  kuruthi  pai -  blood bag; ketta kuruthi-  impure blood;  nalla 
raththam-  pure blood. 

pectoris   has the consonants – pa-ka- the- Ra-  [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil word is  
kuruthi  pai –  blood bag /  heart;  kuruthi  -blood;  pai- bag. 

pectoris   has the consonants – [- pa-]-ka- the- Ra-  [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil word
is  kiruthayam- heart  /cardia.

pectus  has the composition- -pa- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
sivappu  niramaana    kuruthi  pai /aka pai -  the red colored  blood bag/ heart  
[  missing letter- Ra -] .

pectus  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- the- -[- sa--]   and the meaning of the word is 
thiru  -   hiruthayam[Skt]  -  sacred heart [  missing letter-  Ra -] . 

pectus  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  
nenju  koodu –chest. 
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blood[E]  has the composition- -[- pa-]- la -the -and the interpreation of the word is  
suduval [ missing  letters- sa- and- ka -] – blood. 

blood[E]  has the composition- -pa- la -the -and the interpreation of the word is  palat-
saaram/ pazha saaru  [ missing  letters- sa -and -Ra -] – blood; pahzam-  fruit/ breast ; 
saaru- juice . 

blood[E]  has the composition- -pa- la -the -and the interpreation of the word is  
pavala  thanni[ missing  letter- ka-] - blood ;  pavalam- red one /gem ;  thanni –water.  

blood[E]  has the composition- -pa- la -the -and the interpreation of the word is   
kuruthi  punal [ missing  letters- ka –and- Ra -]- blood ;  kuruthui- blood;  punal- 
water .

blood[E]  has the composition- [-pa-] - la -the -and the meaning of the word  is  
paayum nalla  raththam / uthiram / nalla   raththa ottam -  flow of pure blood;  
paayum-  flowing;  nall- pure;  raththam/ uthiram -  blood[ missing letter- Ra-] . 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peruththa thanam-  big breast ;  peruththa- big ; thanam-  breast . 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thana  porai /  paaram[Skt]-  big breast .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa- -the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  amutha  surabi – the one/ gland  that  secretes  milk.

breast [E]    has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - -the  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  amirtham[Skt] -  elixir .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - -the  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  thaai  tharum  nir- saram- the ambrosia  given by the mother. 
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breast [E]    has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa-] - -the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paar   kadar- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  ocean of milk  .

ambrosia [E]  hasthe consonants-  ma- [- pa-] - Ra- sa  -and the interpretaino of the 
word is  nir saram [Skt] - ambrosia .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -the  - and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  thaai  tharum / thanam tharum/ aru / uyir   marunthu- elixir/ ambrosia/ 
life giving drug   given by mother/ her  breast  ;  thaai- mother;  thanam- breast;  uyir- 
life ; maruthu- drug .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  -pa- Ra- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paar  kadarai  Siva Perumaan   maththu   kondu /  Maeru  maedu  arukae / 
vasuki  enum   paampin   uthavi  kondu  kadaiyum  kathai  [ missing  letter- ka-] /  
Samuththira  manthan [ a puraanic   story] .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra-  sa-the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paarisaatha  poo/parijat[Skt] -  a flower- The Parijat tree/ flower  is 
believed to be one of the products that surfaced as a result of the ‘Samudramanthan’.

breast [E]    has the consonants-  -[-pa-] - Ra- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  narunjuthai -  pure cow milk. 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  -pa- Ra- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pirasaatham- temple food [ milk] offered to god.

breast [E]    has the consonants-  --pa-- Ra- -sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is pasu maattu  paar-  cowmilk. 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  --pa-- Ra- -sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  semmari  aattu  paar- sheep  milk .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  --pa-- Ra- -[-sa-]- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  yeruthin paar-  buffalo milk .
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breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aayiraa  thaen  surappi -  kaama thaenu – clestial  cow which  has the 
power to grant  the wishes. 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  -[- pa-] - Ra- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is siruththal [ missing  letter- la-]   -  udder. 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  -pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   payotharam -  breast . 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paar  karanthiduka [ missing  letter- ka-] - to milk; paar- milk;   karanthida-
milking .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paarkadar [ missing  letter- ka-]- milk  ocean .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- sa-- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   pasu maattin  surai – udder of the cow; pasu maadu- cow; surai- udder. 

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- sa-- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  peera/ paar  saththu-  nutrients of milk  ;  peeram-mother’s  milk  ; 
saththu - nutrient .

breast [E]    has the consonants-  - pa- Ra- [- sa-] -- the  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paan maaridu –  to wean .

teats[ E]  has the consonants – the- the –[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
maattu  madi – udder. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuruthi pai [ missing  letter- pa-] - blood bag / heart;  kuruthi- blood;   pai- bag .  
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heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  hiruthaya-
[ Skt] – heart/cardia.

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  thakarm-  
cavity of the heart.

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  manam  
urukuthar – to melt as heart .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  
nekkuruthar-  to melt as heart. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  nenju 
urukuthar  [ missing  letter-  sa-] – to melt as heart . 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  maaru  
adaikka-  heart  /angina  attack .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   
uruththira  roakam [Skt] -  heart  attack / disease. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   karunai 
[Skt]/ kanivu   thondrum idam -   birth place of  grace. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   erakkum  
thondrum idam-  birth place of  grace. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   uyir  
koodu – the nest of life/ resting place of life ; uyir- nest;  koodu- nest.  

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  uyirai  
vidu  - to  loose life ; uyir- life/ viduka- to loose.
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heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  uyir 
koottai  vittu  paranthu  vittathu[ missing  letter- pa-] - soul  has  departed. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  
aandavarai  manam  uruki  vaenduka -  worship  the  lord  whole  heartedly .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  
aandavarin  veedu- the house of the god-  the heart.  

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  kovir  karu
varai koodam-  sanctum santorum of the temple/body-  the heart .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  uyirai 
kodu – give me your heart/life ; uyir- life; kodu- give.

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  pakaimai   
viroatham[ Skt]  thoandrum  idam[ missing letter-pa-]  -  birth place of enmity -  the 
heart.

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  manathu  
kurukurukkum   idam - the guilty  conscience  of the mind/ the pricking place of the 
mind  .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  
maraivadakkam/ kuttai  maraikkum idam  -  the place of secrecy ;  maraivadakkam/ 
kuttu -  secret. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   kuruthui 
pai  thudippu  / naadi  thudippu    nirkkum  naeramae  uyir  poakum  naeramaakum  -  
when the heart  fails  to beat one dies ;  kuruthi pai- heart; naadi- pulse;  thudippu- 
beat; nirkka- stop ; naeram- time; uyir- life. 

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   kaathar  
thoandrum  idam- the birth place love ; kaathar- love;  thoandra –appear; idam- place.
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heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is  kuruthi  
pai  veekkam[ missing  letter- pa-] - dilatation  of heart;  kuruthi pai- heart;  veekkam- 
dilatation.     

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   kuruthi  
pai - yaei  sutri  irukkum  paathu kaappu  urai [ missing  letters- sa -and -pa-] – the 
protective covering of the heart – pericardium .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   kuruthi  
pai – yaanathu  naanku  arai  thanai   kondathu -  heart has four rooms .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   ketta  
uthiraththai   unthi  unthi  / surunki virinthu   kaatru  pai uthavi -yoadu   thooimai  
paduththi  / pinnar  udampin  senkuruthi  ottaththaiyum  kattu paduththukirathu  -  
kuruthi  pai  enum pori [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]  -  heart  controls  the 
circulation  of body  blood and   pumps the impure blood in to pure one with the  help
of the lungs .

heart [E] has the consonants  - ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation is   oru 
nimidaththirkku  arupathu  muthar enpathu  muri  kuruithi  pai  thudikkirathu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  heart beats for 60,- 80 times per minute. 

by  heart [E]   has the consonants-  pa –ka- Ra -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
nettru  pannuka-  leaning  by  heart. 

by  heart [E]   has the consonants-  pa –ka- Ra -the -  and the original Tamil  word is   
mana paadam  seithar  vaendum- [ missing  letter- sa-]- leaning  by heart. 

blood  vessel [ E]  has the consonsnts  - va-[- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  
kulaai-   pipe/vessel .
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pecunia : money. 

pecunia  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- an-   and the meaning of the word is   
thukkaani- [ missing  letter- the -]-  coin .

pecunia  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- an-   and the meaning of the word is   
akkaanam – coin .

pecunia  has the composition- pa- ka- an-   and the meaning of the word is  panam 
kaasu -  money [ missing letter-  sa-] ; panam-  money/ note; kaasu-  coin .

money[E]   has the consonants - ma -an- and the original Tamil word is  panam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  money .

cash[E]   has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  kaasu-  money 
/coin .

cash[E]   has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   kai kaasu- cash 
in hand. 

cash[E]   has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the original Tamil  word is    kaasu  panam -
coins and currency  notes. 

cash[E]   has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   akkam -   
old coin .

cashier [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaasaalar [ missing  letter- la-]- cashier. 

fund[E]   has the conspnants – pa- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pana 
pothi –fund ;  panam-  money;  pothi- bag/ money  .

fund[E]   has the conspnants – pa- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is   mudai 
panam-  reserve fund. 
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fund[E]   has the conspnants –[- pa-] - an- the -and the other interpretation  is  nithi  
[Skt] – fund .

capital [E]  has the consonants – ka- [- pa-] - the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
kai  muthal  panam -  capital[ money] .

capital [E]  has the consonants – ka-  pa- the -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
muthal  eettu  panam kaasu [ missing  letter- sa-]- capital  money .

bank [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –an- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  vanki -
bank. 

receipt[E]   has the consonants - Ra -sa –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
patru  seettu -  receipt. 

receipt[E]   has the consonants - Ra -sa –[-pa-] - the –and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  raseethu[Skt] -  receipt. 

peso[E]   has the consonants - pa –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  panam- 
money . 

peso[E]   has the consonants - pa –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  thampadi  
[  missing  letter-  the -] – ancient Tamil  coin. 

peso[E]   has the consonants - pa –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is thuttu [ 
missing  letter-  the -] -  ancient  Tamil  coin .

peso[E]   has the consonants - pa –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   dappu 
[  missing  letter-  the -] -   money .

peso[E]  [Dominican/Argentina ]  has the consonants - pa – sa-- and the original 
Tamil  word is  panam kaasu [  missing  letter- ka-] - money  cash .
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paisa[E] [India]   has the consonants - pa – [-sa-]-- and the original Tamil  word is  
panam- money. 

paisa[E] [India]   has the consonants - pa – -sa-- and the original Tamil  word is  
seppu naanayam- copper coin. 

paisa[E] [India]   has the consonants - pa – [-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
pon  naanayam- gold coin. 

rupee[E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  pana muri-  
cheque  .
 
dinarius[Latin] /dinar  has the consonants-  the- an- Ra –sa- and the interpretation  
of the word is mannarudaiya  /arasarudaiya  padam poatta/ oppam itta   poin 
/seppu naanayam [ missing  letter-  pa-]-  the gold/ copper coin with  king’s  figure/ 
signature.

as [ancient Roman coin]   has the consonant- [- sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the 
word is  panam[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  money .

as  has the consonant- [-  sa-]  -and the interpretation  of the word is  naanayam-   
coin. 

as  has the consonant-   sa--and the interpretation  of the word is  kaasu [  missing  
letter- ka-] - coin. 

as  has the consonant-  sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  seppu  naanayam 
[ missing  letter-  pa-]  – copper coin. 

as  has the consonant-  [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word is  pon naanayam [
missing  letter-  pa-]  - gold coin.

as  has the consonant- -sa--and the interpretation  of the word is [ missing  letter-  
pa-] - paisa/ peso  .
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assarion  [ancient Greek coin]  has the consonants-  sa- Ra- an – and the 
interpretation of the word is arasin  naanayam -  government   coin ; arasu- 
government; naanayan- coin. 

ringgit [Malaysia]  has the consonants  -Ra- an- ka -the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  mannarudaiya   kai   oppam  itta  thanka / pon  naanayam[ missing  
letter-  pa-]  - the  gold coin which has the signature of the king. 

dirham [U.A.E.]  has the consonants -   the -Ra –ka- ma  -and the interpretation  of 
the word is  mannaduraiya  kai oppam itta pon  naanayam [ missing  letter-  pa-]  - 
the gold  coin which has the signature of the king. 

sen [ Japan ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -an -and the interpretation  of  the word is 
panam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  money. 

sen [ Japan ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -an -and the interpretation  of  the word is 
pon naanayam[ missing  letter- pa-] -   -  gold coin. 

sen [ Japan ]  has the consonants – sa- -an -and the interpretation  of  the word is  
seppu  naanyam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  copper coin. 

yen [ Japan]   has the consonants – an- and the interpretation  of the word is  
naanyam-  coin . 

capitalism  [E]   has the consonants-  ka- -pa--the -la –[-sa-]- ma –and the 
interpretation  of the word is  muthalaalikalukku  udan  paadu  udaiya / 
thoathaana / yaeththa/  saathakmaana[Skt] /muthalaaiththuva  kolkai -  capitalism; 
kolkai- principle. 

capital /city  [E]  has the consonants – ka- [- pa-] - the -la -and the original  Tamil  
word is  thaai  naattin  thalai vaathil- the entry gate   to  the state ;  thaai  naadu –
state; thalai- head-  vaathil –gate. 
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capital /city  [E]  has the consonants – ka- [- pa-] - the -la -and the original Tamil  
word is  naatin  thalai nakaram[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - capital  city of the state ;  
naadu- country;  thalai nakaram- capital city .

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra- pa-- la - sa--  – and the  
interpretation  of the word is  naattin  / arasin porulaathara   maiyam -  buisness 
centre of the state .

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra- [- pa-] - la –- sa- – and the  
interpretation  of the word is  oru nattin   /arasin thalamai  idam   - the capital of the
state. 

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra-  pa-- la – sa- – and the  
interpretation  of the word is   naattin  arasu  seyal  padum  idam / paer uoor -  the  
city  where the government  functions .

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra- [- pa-] - la –[- sa-]  – and the  
interpretation  of the word is   thalai  nakaram[Skt] -  capital city .

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra-  pa-- la –[- sa-] -  – and the  
interpretation  of the word is   pal vaeru naattu  makkal  koodi  vaazhum/ vanthu  
pokum   idam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - the place wher people from different nations 
live to gether/ visit. 

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra- pa-- la –[- sa-] -  – and the  
interpretation  of the word is   makkal  thokai  athika  maaka   ulla  paer uoor 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  city  with more population .

metropolis  [E]  has the consonants -  ma – the- Ra- pa-- la –[- sa-] -  – and the  
interpretation  of the word is   naatin   kalai matrum   pan paattai  eduththu  
kaattum / parai saatrum  paer uoor-[ missing  letter- ka-]  - the city  which  exhibits 
the state’s  culture .
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                     English word-  spend thrif

spend thrif has the consonants- -sa –pa- an- the – the- Ra -pa -the –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is uthaarai thanamaaka  panam  kaasai  virayam  seithidum 
manithar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  a spendthrif .

spend thrif has the consonants- -[-sa-] –[-pa-]- an- the – the- Ra -pa -the –and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is adikkadi kadai  kannikku  poakiravar [ missing  
letter- ka-]-frequent shopper.   

                         English  word – peg .

peg has the consonants - pa –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sakkai [ missing  
letter- sa-]  - peg. 

pecus : a single head of cattle, especially a sheep. 

pecus  has the composition-pa- ka -sa- -and the meaning of the word is  pasu  
koottam-  group  of cows  [ missing letter-  the -] .

pecus  has the composition – [- pa-]  -ka- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  semmari
aattu  koottam/ manthai [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the -] – sheep herd;  semmari –
sheep;  manthai- herd. 

pecus  has the composition – [- pa-]  -ka- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
aadu / maadu  koottam  [ missing  letter- the-] -  cattle  herd ; aadu maadu- cattle;  
koottam –crowd. 

pecus  has the composition – [- pa-]  -ka- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is aattu
kedaa [ missing  letter-  the -] -  goat .
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pecus  has the composition – [- pa-]  -ka- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kedaa maadu  [ missing  letter-  the -]   -bull   / cow. 

pecus  has the composition – [- pa-]  -ka- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
kidai –  cattle  pen/ sty. 

sheep[E]   has the consonants - sa-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  sechchai – 
sheep. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kaal nadai-
cattle. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   aadu  
maadukalin  koottam – cattle herd.

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is    kaal  
nadai  kottil  - cattle sty .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is    aan kottil  
-cow shed. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kaal nadai 
kidai-   cattle sty  .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kuzhu  
thaazhi-  cow shed. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   aadukal- 
goats .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   maadukal  
- cow/ bull.
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cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kaalai  
kootam -  group of bull ;  kaalai- bull ;  koottam- crowd  /group .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kondi  
maadukal - straying cattle. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is    muttai  
idum  naattu  kozhi- hen;  muttai- egg;  kozhi –hen  . 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   
ottakakankal  -camels. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  
vaaththukal -  ducks. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   veettil / 
naattil / nilaththil  vaazhum  vilankukal-  domestic  animals;  vilankukal - animal ;  
veedu-  house;  naadu/  nilam - land .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaattu 
vilankukal - wild animals [ antonym]  ;  kaadu –woods  .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kadal  
vaazh  vilankukal / meenkal -  sea dwelling  animals / fish ;  kadal- sea;  vaazh- living;  
meen- fish . 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kattilam  
kaalai-  young  bull / young man.

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kataa 
kaalai – straying cattle. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaalai  
thazhuvuthal/ adakkuthal  – to domesticate the bull.
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cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  salli kattu/ 
maadu   /kedaa thazhuvuthal  [ missing  letter- sa-]- to domesticate the bull.

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  maattu  
ponkal [ missing  letter- pa-]- a festival day  for bull/cow .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  maattai / 
maattu  kottilai  katti aalu -  to rule over the cattle / cattle yard.

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kalani  
thotti- cattle trough .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaalai 
vandi-  bullock  cart .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  mottai 
maadukal  -  hornless cattle .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kula 
thaeivam -  cow-  family  deity ; kula maatha[Skt] .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kadavadiththal – driving  cattle to tread on the corn ears and separate corn .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaai  
adiththal-  to remove the testis  of the bulls  / wild animals  to tame  them   ;  kaai- 
seed. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   kovilil   
keda vettuthal - to sacrifice bull/ goat .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  Idaiyan  
kulam / Yaathava kulam -  shepherd caste .
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cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  maattu  
vandi  kaalaikal-  the bulls to pull the cart ;  maattu  vandi-  bullock cart;  kaalai- bull. 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaalai  
adukkuthal/ kaalai  adakkum vizha -festival  of  domesticating   the  bulls .

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   aa  nirai  
kavaruthal  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to capture cows from the enemy . 

cattle  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is   
kaalaikalukku   thanni   kaattuthal-   to supply  water to the bulls of the bullock cart  ;  
kaalai-  bull;  thanni-  water.  

cow shed[E]   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
maattu  kottakai- cow shed ;  maadu- cow;  kottakai- shed.

cow stall [E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -the- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  
maattu  kottil – cow stall. 

cow stall [E]   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -the- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  
maattu  thozhuvam  -cow stall .

pendeo : to hang, depend, be suspended / be uncertain, undecided. 

pendeo  has the composition - pa- an -the -and the meaning of the word is  thonkam  
padi yaaka-  suspended[  missing letter- ka -].  

pendo : to weigh, value, consider, judge, esteem. 
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pendo  has the composition-  pa- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  edai  poda 
vaendum -  to weigh [ missing letter-  ka -] .

pendo  has the composition- pa- an- the - and the meaning of the word is  manbu  
udaiya  -   esteem .

pendo  has the composition- [-pa-] - an- the - and the meaning of the word is  vananka
thakka  -  respectful [ missing letter-  ka -] .

esteem[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mathi- regard with respect .

esteem[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nan mathippu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  high estimation .

esteem[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thun maanam – self respect ;  thun- self;  maanam- respect.

esteem[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   maenmai  udaiya- esteem .

esteem[E]  has the consonants – -sa- the- ma- and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   maatchchimai – esteem. 

esteem[E]  has the consonants – -[- sa-] - the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   maethamai – esteem .

esteem[E]  has the consonants – -[- sa-] - the- ma- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is    maanpu udaiya [ missing  letter- pa-] –esteem .

penitus : inward, inner, interior. 
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pentius  has the compositon-  pa- an -the-[- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  ut -puram -amaintha [ missing  letter-  Ra -] situated within .

penitus : (adv.) inside, widely, through and through, completely. 

penitus  has the composition- [-pa-]  -an- the- [-sa-] -   and the original Tamil word is   
anaiththum-  entirely .

penus, us : provender, supplies, victuals. 

penus  has the consonants - pa- an- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is  theeni 
pandam  [ missing  letter-  the -]  - food stuff / snack .

penus  has the consonants - pa- an- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is  unavu  
pandam- [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  food. 

penus  has the consonants -[- pa-] - an- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   aadu  
maattukkaana   theevanam  [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka-] - fodder;  aadu-  goat;  
maadu-  catle;  theevanam- fodder. 

penus  has the consonants -[- pa-] - an- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word is  ankaadi/
kadai kanni  [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka-] -  market / shop .

per : (+ acc.) (cause) because of, on account of. 

per   has the consonants - pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  athan poruttu 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  because of that .
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per : (+ acc.) (of time) throughout, during in the course of. 

per  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  en-naeramum – 
all the time;  naeram- time. 

per  has the consonants - pa -Ra -and the other interpretation is  poora[Skt]  
naeramum -   thorughout the  period;  poora-  whole;  naeram-  time . 

peracto : to carry through, complete, accomplish. 

peracto  has  the composition  -pa- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is 
karumiyaththai thiram pada  maer  kondu - kondu poka -  to carry  the matter further; 
kaaraiyam/ karumiyam -  act;  maerkondu-  further;  kondu poka -  to  carry on .

peragro : to wander through, travel through. 

peragro  has  the composition- pa- Ra -ka- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  uoor  
uooraaka [ paraariyaaka ]   payanam  poei  vara  -  travelling   to various  cities; paraari-
wanderer . 

peragro  has  the composition- [- pa-] - Ra -ka- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is  
kaadu  maeikiravar  [ missing  letter- the -] –wanderer. 

peragro  has  the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -ka- Ra - and the meaning of  the word is   
uoor uooraaka   thiriya[ missing letter-  the -] -  wander from town to town ;  uoor- 
village;  thira- wander.
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peragro  has  the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -ka- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is   
theru theruvaaka  thiriya [ missing  letter- the -] - wandering from street to street;  
theru- road;  thiriya- wander. 

percipio percepi perceptum : to gain, learn, perceive, understand. 

perceptum  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra- ka- [-pa-]- the- ma - and the meaning of 
the word is  karaka vaendum- to learn 

perceptum  has the composition- pa- Ra- ka- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  kodukkappatta  pada  thittaththai   muriayaaka   padiththu  paarkka-  read  the
given syllabus  methodically. 

perceptum  has the composition- pa- Ra- ka- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  nandraka  purinthu  padikka vaendum-  learn with good understanding .

perceptum  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- pa- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  palli yil   kodukka patta  vakuppu   pada  thittaththai   nandraaka   alosiththu  
sinthiththu   purinthu   arinthu  thelintha  pinnarae   manapaadam  seiya vaendum  
[ missing letter-  la -]   one has the  memorize   the given syllabus  of  the  school  only  
after  a deep thinking  and  clear understanding .

perceptum  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- [-pa-]- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  aarkkam  pera  vaendum -  to gain.

percontor percunctor : inquire, interrogate, investigate. 

percontor   has the consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra- ka- an -the- Ra-   and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  theriyaatha  ondrai  kaaettu  therinthu/ arinthu   kondida vaendum 
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-  to find out the un known  by asking  some one;  theriyaatha  ondru-  un known one ;
kaeettu -  to ask ;  arinthida /therinthida  -  to know .

percontor   has the consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra- ka- an -the- Ra-   and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  theevira   visaaranai  seithida  vaendum [  missing  letter-  sa-]- to 
interrogate .

percontor   has the consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra- ka- an -the- Ra-   and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   theevira  aaraachchi  /aaivu  seithida  vaendum- [  missing  letter-  
sa-]-to examine carefully;  aaraachchi /aaivu-  research / examination/test/study .  

inquire[E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -– and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kaettu   arinthiduka [ missing  letter- the -] -  inquire  .

inquire[E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -– and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kandu  arinthiduka /aarrinthu  arinthiduka   [ missing  letter- the-] -  find out.

inquire[E]  has the consonants  -an- ka- Ra -– and the  other interpretation  is   
visaaranai  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - inquiry .

perculsus : a shock. 

perculus   has the composition -pa-Ra- ka -la- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
perum  mana kavalai - mental  distress. 

perculus   has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- ka -la- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  manathai  nilai  kulaiya  seikira  oru  kaariyam / visayam[Skt] -[  missing letter- 
the -]- shocking news ;  manm-  mind;  nilai  kulaiya -  instability ; kaariyam-   matter.   

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
manathil  perum   kalakkam undakikira  oru kaariyam[  missing letter- the -] ; mental  
confusion ; manam-  mind; perum-   big;  kalakkam-  confusion . 
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perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la- -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
yethiri   padai- yin poar veerarkalin   mael   thidirena   avarkal  ethir paara vannam  
thaakkthal  nadaththi   avarkalai   nilai kulaya   seika / athirchchi  adaiya seika[  missing
letter-  the -] -  make the  enemy  force to  get shocked   by attacking   them un 
expectedly ;  

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la- sa-  and the meaning of  the word is  
thikil  uoota / adaia  seikira  kaariyam[ missing letter- the - ]-  shocking news;   thikil  
adaiya -  to get  panicky  .    

perculus   has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- ka -la- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is
thadu maatram  kolla seika[  missing letter- the -]- to  make stunned ;  thadu  
mattram-  shaky . 

perculus   has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- ka -la- sa-  and the meaning of  the word is 
thidukida   seikira  vakaiyil  [ missing letter-  the -] -  shockingly . 

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
manathai    puratti /  thookki  podukira/seikira  vakaiyil [  missing letter-  the -]  - 
mental  upset/ mental distress . 

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la-[- sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is
perum  payam kolla thakka  vakaiyil[  missing letter-  the -] - to get frightened  .

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la-[- sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is
avamaanam undu  pannukira vakaiyil [  missing letter-  the -] -  great  insult ;  
avamaanam-  insult/ shame  ; undu pannu-  to make. 

perculus   has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -la-[- sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is
palaththa mothalai   uruvaakkikira  oru  kaariyam [  missing letter-  the -] -  the act 
which will lead  to  great  fight ;  mothal-  misunderstanding/ fight /quarrel .   
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perculus   has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- ka -la- [-sa-] -  and the  meaning  of the 
word is  manathil   thikil / kili / peethi /kalakkam/  perum  payam   adaiya  seikira   oru 
kaariyam/visayam ;  manam  athirchchi  kolla  seikira  ondru  ; manthil  perum 
kuzhappam/ sankadam / varuththam / vaethanai /  undaakkukira/ tharukira  ondru 
[  missing letter-  the -] ; the one that makes  great  mental distress/ shock /fear/ 
panicky ; thikil- panic;  peethi-  panic;  kili-  panic;   kalakkam-  mental  confusion;  
payam-  fear;  sankadam-  mental  distress;  varaththam-  worry ;  vaethanai-  suffering
/ mental agony.  

shock[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thikaippu [ misisnmg  letters-  pa -and the -]-  shock. 

shock[E] has the consonants  -sa- ka – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thidukida  seika [ missing  letter- the - ]- skock .

shock[E] has the consonants  -sa- ka – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
achcham  moottuka[ missing  letter- the -]  - horrify ; achcham- fear.

shock[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the orignal Tamil word is  gili [ missing 
letter- la-]-  shock/ fear. 

shock[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the orignal Tamil word is  mayakkam- 
drowsy.

shock[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the orignal Tamil word is   thikkena 
[missing  letter- the- ] - adj-  for  shock .

percutio (percussum) : to strike hard, pierce, transfix / shock. 

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is   
theeviramaaka   pottu   thakkuka-  to strike hard;  theerviram- intense  ;  thakku- to 
strike  .  
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percutio   has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is   
keeriduka- cut. 

 percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  
manathir  /  paer - athirchchi   undaaka[ missing  letter- sa-]  – mental  shock ;  
athrichchi- shock;  manathir- with in the mind. 

 percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  
thidirena  undaakum  mana  athirchchi/ thikaippu – sudden  mental   shock ; 
thidirena- suddenly .

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  
maanthir  perum  thikaippu  undaaka- mental  shock;  thikaippu- shock. 

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  thaanka
mudiyaatha/ thidirena  undaana / yaer patta    theevira   mana vaethanai-  sudden 
mental upset;  theevira- serious;  manam- mind;  vaethanai- distress.  

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  thaanka
onna/ thaanka  mudiyaatha    perum  thuyaram -  a distress difficult  to withstand ;  
thuyaram- distress; perum- big . 

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  manthir
thondrum  perum peethi – suddenly occurring  fright ;  peethi- panic. 

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  uthira 
pokku  kaaraniyamaaka   undaakum mayakkam-   loss of consciousness/ shock   due to
blood loss;  uthiram- blood;  pokku- loss;  mayakkam- coma. 

percutio   has the consonants - pa -Ra -ka- the - and the original Tamil word is  kirumi  
thaaki   undaana / yaerpatta  mayakkam- toxic shock ;  kirumi- germ;  thaaku- attack;  
mayakkam- shock.  
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perdignus : very worthy. 

perdignus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   perum  mathippu  konda -  very  worthy .

perdignus   has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  thakuthi  vaaintha  ondru-   meritorious one 

perdignus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- ka- an -sa-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  perum  siruppu konda  ondru  --  best  one .

perdignus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   potra thakka / paaratta thakka   ondru -  admirable  .

perdignus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  perum thakaiyaana  ondru  

perdignus   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   mikka  uyarvu  udaiya  ondru .  
 
perdignus   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the- ka- an -[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  kidaitharkkariya  ondru   - rare one to get.

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
mathippu uravu mikka/ maraiyaathai konda- respectable. 

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
potrathakka [ missing  letter- pa-] – appreciable. 

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
paraatta thakka [ missing  letter- pa-] - appreciable.
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worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
perum thakaiyar [ missing  letter- pa-] – respectable people. 

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
mikuntha  arivum  thiramaiyum   konda- meritorious  .

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
tharam  mikka/ mikuntha tharam kondathu   - good standard.

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
uyarvaanathu-  high standard. 

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vaankuvatharkku   thakuthi kondathu- worth  to  buy.

worthy[E]  has the consonants - va –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vilaikku yatra  tharam kondathu –worth  to the price offered. 

perdo : to destroy, ruin, waste, scatter, squander. 

perdo has the composition- pa- Ra -the - and the meaning of the  word is perum  
saetharram /saetham  [ missing letter-  sa-] -  big  wastage /  destruction/ ruin . 

 perdo has the composition- pa- Ra -the - and the meaning of the  word is  peruththa   
naasam  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  big damage. 

perdo has the composition- pa- Ra -the - and the meaning of the  word is  mannodu   
manaai  marainthitta- buried under the sand  ; mun- sand;  marainthu- disappeared. 
perdo has the composition- pa- Ra -the - and the meaning of the  word is  thavaraaka  
payan paduththu [ missing  letter- ka-]  – misuse. 
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scatter  [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning is  vaari  iraiththiduka – scatter.

scatter  [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning is  enku ondrum anku ondrumaaka   thuvuka-  scatter .

perduco : to lead through, conduct, carry through. 

perduco   has the composition - pa -Ra- the- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
munnindru  poarai  nadaththa vaendum -  the lead the troops ;  munnindru -  to lead/ 
to stand in the front ;  paor-  war ;  nadththa - to conduct .

peregrinus : wanderer, foreigner, stranger / pilgrim, crusader. 

peregrinus   has the composition -pa -Ra- ka- Ra -an- sa-and  the meaning  of  the 
word is theru  theru vaaka   uoor  sutri  varupavan [ missing letter-  the -] -  the one 
who  goes street by street  of the town ;  theru-  street ;  uoor-  town;  sutri - to make a
round . 

peregrinus   has the composition -pa -Ra- ka- Ra -an- sa- and  the meaning  of  the 
word  is  vaeru  uoorai   saerntha   periyavar  [ missing letter-  the -] -  the man from  
other  town ;  vaeru-  other;  uooru-  town;  periyavar-  elderly man. 

peregrinus   has the composition -pa -Ra- ka- Ra -an- sa- and  the meaning  of  the 
word   nam uoorukku   sutru  payanamaaka   vanthavar [  missing  letter-  the -]  - a  
tourist   of our town ;  nam uooru-  our town;  sutru payanam -  tour;  vanthavar-  the 
one who came. 

pilgrim [E] has the consonants-  pa- la- ka- Ra- ma -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nattil ulla   pal vaeru  uoorkalil   ulla    kovilkaluku   payanam  poka  -  
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traveling to various  places to visit  temples ;  uoor/ur- village; kovil- temple; payanam-
travel. 

foreigner [ E]  has the consonants  -pa –Ra-  ka –an- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pura  naattavar  [ missing  letter- the -]-  foreigner. 

pereo : to pass away, be destroyed, perish. 

pereo   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   uyir  
piriya  -  depart  this life ; uyir - life; piriya- to depart.

pereo   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
erakka  [ missing  letter- ka-] -to die  .

pereo   has the consonants  -  pa - Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
erappu – death . 

 pereo   has the consonants  -  pa - Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pirappu- birth[antonym]  .
 
pereo   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
marikka[ missing  letter- ka-]   [ Skt] -to  die . 

pereo   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
maranam [Skt]-  death ,

 pereo   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
purappadu  [ missing  letter-  the -]- depart.
 
pereo   has the consonants  -  pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
erappu- death.
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 passed away[E]  has the consonants – pa- sa  -the – va  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  seththu / madinthu  poka-  to die ;  seththu poei vida-  died. 

perfectus : complete, finished, done / perfect, without  flaw. 

perfectus  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-] - ka- the-[- sa- ]-  and the meaning 
of the word is  kutram kurai indri -  withut any mistakes. 

perfectus  has the composition- pa- Ra- pa- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word 
is  paarpatharkku   sirithum  kutram  indri  therikirathu  -   without  flaw ;  
paarpatharkku-  to see;  sirithum -  even to a little extent ;   kutram-  flaw; indri-  
without;  therikirathu- it looks .

perfectus  has the composition- pa- Ra- pa- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word 
is   virainthu pani yaei  poorththi seithaaka vaendum-  should complete the work 
quickly ;  virainthu-  quickly;  pani-  work; poorththi-  to complete; seithu-  to do .

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pilavu  ulla   – flaw/crack.

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kazhumam  -flaw. 

flaw[E]  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
izhukku  - blemish .

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kalankam-  flaw.

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kareel [ missing  letter-  Ra-] – flaw. s
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flaw[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kurai ulla [missing  letter- Ra -]  - defect  .

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  -pa- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vedippu  ulla [ missing  letter- the -] – with  crack ;  vedippu- crack.

flaw[E]  has the consonants-  -pa- la- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhuthu   konda [ missing  letter- the -] –  - faulty ;   pazhuthu- fault. 

flawless [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la-  va- la- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  izhukku  illai -  flaw less; izhukku- flaw ;  illi- nil . 

flawless [E]   has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la-  va- la- [- sa-] - –and the  original  Tamil  
word / meaning is   kalankam  illai 
 flaw less;  kalankam- flaw;  illai- nil .  

flaw [E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la-  va-–and the other interpreation is  
niskalankam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  flaw less. 

perfero : to bear, suffer, endure. 

perfero  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thuyaraththai / thunpaththai  poruththu - iru  [ missing  letter- the -]   - to
tolerate  ;  thyuram/ thunpam  - suffering ;  poruththu iru- to tolerate .
 
perfero  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  neediththu  nirkkira  [ missing  letter- the -] -  endurance .

perfero  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
perum  thunpam  mutru [ missing  letter- the -]- big suffering .

to suffer [E]  has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
nekuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]- to suffer. 
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perficio perfeci perfectum: to do thoroughly, accomplish, bring about.  

perfectum  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] - ka -the- ma  -and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is   ev-vitha  kuraiyum indri  kaariyaththai mudikka  -  complete 
the work  without any mistakes;  kaariyam –work ;  mudikka- complete. 

perfectum  has the consonants-  pa -Ra- pa- ka -the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   ev-vitha  kuraiyum indri   anaiththu  pani  -yaei  -yum -   muraiyaaka
seithu  mudikka  vaendum  -  to carry out all the work  perfectly  with out any  
mistakes  ;   kurai-  mistake;   indri-  without;  anaiththu-  all;  pani- job;  muraiyaka-   
perfectly ;  seithu  mudikka-  to  complete .

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is – seithidu  
[missing letter- sa-] –do ;  seithu mudi -  complete. 

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
saathiththidu-[missing letter- sa-] - achieve  .

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is pannidu  
[missing  letter- pa-] - do ;  panni  mudi –complete  .

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is padu [missing
letter- pa-] –do. 

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nadaththu /  
nadaththidu- do / carry out.

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mudi- 
complete  [ the work ]  .

do[E]  has the consonant  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thunnu- do. 
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perfruor : to execute completely, enjoy to the full. 

perfruor   has the consonants  -pa- Ra  -[- pa-]  -Ra- Ra - and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is anaiththaiyum /   puraavatraiyum[Skt]   muraiyaaka/ naerththiyaaka    
sirithum  kuraivu  indri   seithu  thara  / seithu  theerkka/ seithu  mudikka    vaendum 
[ missing  letters-  sa- ka-  and -the -] - to carry out   completely   with out any  
mistakes  ; puraavatraiyum- completely ;  seithu  thara- to carry out  .  

perfusus : steeped, soaked, drenched. 

perfusus   has  the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- [- pa -] -[- sa-] - [-sa-]  -and  the original  
Tamil word is   eeramaana -  wet. 

perfusus   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- [- pa -] -[- sa-] - [-sa-]  -and  the original  
Tamil word is  uoora  vai  [missing  letter-ka-]    - to soak .

soak[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is    nanaikka-  
to make wet. 

pergo : to continue, proceed, go on with. 

pergo  has the composition- [ pa -] -Ra- ka - -and the meaning of  the word is  urai 
yaei/kaariyaththai   thodaruka-  to  continue  the speech/act  [  missing letter-  the -] ;  
urai-  speech;  kaariyam-  act ; thodaruka -  to  continue.   thoranthu  paarkka-  
continue to see. 
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proceed[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  
thodaruka-  to  continue;   urai yae  thodaruka   -  proceed  the  talk ;  urai-  speech  .

continue [ E]  has the composition- ka- [-an-] - the- an -and the meaning of the word is
urai yaei  thodara  vaendum  -  continue to  speak  [ missing letter-  Ra -] .

periclitatus : put in peril,  endangered

periclitatus  has  the consonants - pa- Ra - ka- la- the- the -sa - and  the  original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   poo- ulakil  ulla  ariya  vakai  uyirnankal / paravaikal / vilankukal / 
sedi kodikal / kadal meenkal /  ov-vondraaka    oru kaalaththil/ kaal vellaththil     
anaiththum   azhinthu  /seththu madinthu    kaanaamal    poei vidum-  all  the 
endangerd  animals  of  the world  will extinct  at   one point of  time;  poo ulaku- 
world;  ariya vakai -  rare one;   uyirnankal- cratures ; paravaikal- birds; vilankukal-  
animals; sedi kodikal- palnts and creepers;  kadal meenkal-  sea fish ; ov- vondraaka-  
one by one;  oru kaalaththil-  at one time; anaiththum-all;  azhinthu-  die out;    
seththu-  die; kaanamal poei vidum-  will disappear. 

peril[E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paer azhivu [ missing  letter- ka-]- / disaster endanger.

peril[E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
paer idar ulla [ missing  letter- the -] – risky.

periculosus : hazardous, dangerous. 

periculosus  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la –[-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   paer  azhivu – disaster .
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periculosus  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la –[-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   paer  idarkal  nirainthathu/ kondathu / mikkathu [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
dangerous .

periculosus  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la –[-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  pal -vaeru  aapaththukal   kondathu  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  has many 
dangers. 
 
periculosus  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la -sa- sa- and the meaning of the word 
is   koodiya  viraivil  paer azhivu   vara  pokirathu  [ missing letter-  the -] -  great  
destruction  is  going to come   soon ;   koodiya viraivil-  soon; paer azhivu - great  
destruction ; vara pokirathu-  going to come. 

periculosus  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka- la -sa- sa- and the meaning of the word 
is   koodiya viraivil-  sila naatkalilo  allathu  sila maathankalilo   sutri  vari  in the poo 
ulakam  azhiya pokirathu  / oru paer azhivai  kaana  irukkirathu [ missing letter-  the -]  
-  sooner or later the revolving world is going to. get ruined ; sila naatkal-  few days;  
sila maathankal- few months;    sutra -  revolving ;    poo ulakam-  world;  azhiya - 
ruined .

periculum : danger, risk. 

periculum  has the composition- pa- Ra- ka- la -ma-  and the meaningof the word is  
mazhai  kaalththil   Caveri  aatru  vellam   perukku eduththu   uoorukkul  pukunthu   
paer  idar  nikazhalam/ nikazha vaaippu undu  [ missing  letter- the -]   disaster can 
occur  because of the flood;   paer idar-  disaster;  mazhai kaalm- rainy  season ;  aaru- 
river;  vellam-  flood;  uoor- village.  

periculum  has the composition- pa- Ra- ka- la -ma-  and the meaningof the word is  
poomiyin   paer azhivu   -  the great danger   to  the world  ; paer -  great/ big ; poomi- 
world;  azhivu-  destruction/ruin .
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risk[E]  has the consonants - Ra -[-sa-]-  -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
peru nattam  yaerpada  thakka [ missing  letter- pa- and- the -]  -   loss  can ocur ;  
nattam- loss. 

risk[E]  has the consonants - Ra -[-sa-]-  -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
idar mikka / mikuntha [ missing  letter- the -]    - dangeruous;  idar- danger ;  idar  
niraintha  -  danger. 
   
danger [E]  has the consonants – the- an- [-sa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  idar  niraintha -  dangerous;  idar- danger. 

                         Remember  ka= va;  va= ka. 
      Remember the significance of the letters -  pa and sa- . 

perimo peremi peremptum : to destroy 

peremptum  has  the consonants  pa - Ra- ma -[-pa-] - the- ma  -and the original  Tamil
word /meaning  is  perm  saetharaam  seithida  vaendum[  missing  letters-  sa -and 
-ka -] -  to make a big  damge .

destroy[E]  has the consonants-  the –[- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
theerththidu –destroy.

destroy[E]  has the consonants-  the –[- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
oa- mudiththar-  destroy.  

*****peritus : skilled, expert. 
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peritus has the composition-pa- Ra -the- sa- and the meaningof theword is  padippum
thani   thiramai  yim  oru  saerntha   -  having education as well as  individual  talent ;  
padippu- education;  thiramai-  talaent;  saerntha-  combined .

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa- pa-Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thurai  saarntha  paer arivum payirchchiyum    konda oruvar  - one who 
has special  knowledge in an area;  thurai –branch/ department;  saarntha- related;  
arivu- knowledge; oruvar- oen person . 

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  thani  thiramai mikka-  talented. 

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -[-sa-]  -pa-- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   nipunaththuvam [Skt]  kondaavr- an expert. 

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   kai thaerntha  - skilled. 

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   katru/ padiththu  thaerntha- learned.

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa-pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  sirantha   patta   arivu   /  neenda  anupavam [Skt]   konda - experienced;  
patta  arivu- anupavam .

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is   saamarththiyam [Skt]  mikka- talented. 

expert[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa-pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ondrai kuriththu  nangu  purinthu  arintha/ aaivu  seitha  - authority  
/expert. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai vaelai-  hand work. 
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skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kow salyam[Skt] -  skill.

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai valimai- hand strength .

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai - valam -  hand skill. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai  laakavam – hand skill / skill in craft/ dexterity . 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai  vaaku/ laakavam   ulla- with  hand skill / skill in craft;    alaekka  vaelai   sei- yum   
aal -  skilled  worker . 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai  vanmai  ulla-  with  hand skill .

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
valathu [ missing  letter- the -] - skill / talent/  right side . 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
valavai-  talent /skill. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai  aalum  valimai  –  talent to  handle .
 
skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai  vaelai - work in  hand.  

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai aal- helper /attender .
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skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kooli vaelai  aal – worker. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kollan-  one who has  skill as a black  smith .  

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kammalaan -  skilled  gold smith .

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kaaavalan  - skilled  police man .

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
ko - valan – skilled  shepherd.  

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai-kolan- skilled  weaver. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kalaignan -  skilled  artist / musician/ poet.  

 skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   uzhavan- skilled  farmer . 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kallan-  one who  has  special skills in stealing .
 
skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
vaelan-  skilled  lance thrower.

skill [E]  has the consonants  - sa- ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vaal  veechchil  vallavan /   val valimai  ullavan-  skilled sword man ;  vaal- sword. 

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
vallaan/ vallavan- skilled man . 
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skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
sakala [Skt] kalaa vallavan-   one who has got skills in all  .
  
skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
vellaalan -  on who has  special   talent in  water management.

skill [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -la –  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
valaignan- skilled fisher man. 

periurium : perjury, oath-breaking, for swearing  an oath. 

periurium   has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra --Ra - ma - and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning is  sool  urai – yaei meeru [ missing  letters- sa -and -la-] -to break the oath ; 
sool urai- oath;  meeru- break.  

oath [E]   has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is  ottu – oath .

swear [E]  ha the consonants  [-sa-] - va –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  ondru 
mozhika  [ missing  letters-  the- and -zha-]  to swear.  

perlustro : to pass through, survey, look, examine. 

perlustro   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra- la -sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is    uoodu- uruvi  ullae sendridu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to pass 
through ;  uoodu uruva pass through  . 

perlustro   has the consonants - pa -Ra- la -sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   naala  puramum  sutri paaru / naala  puramum maer paarvai  iduka 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - to take a view on all the four sides ;  naalu-  four; puram-side; 
paaru- look; maer paaarvai - idu- to inspect.
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perlustro   has the consonants - pa -Ra- la -sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   veettu manai  / vilai  nilam/ pannai  nilam /  kattidam /  poonthottam/ 
kaai kari thottam / pazha  thottam  ulla   idam / thennan -thoppu / amainthu   irukkum
idam/ athan  alavu /  ellai/   aakiyavatrai  alavu  kole kondu   alanthu  varai  padam    
varaika [  missing  letter-  ka -]   to  measure  and map out the position / size/ 
boundary of the land ;  veettu manai-  house plot;  vilai nilam-  farm land;  kattidam-  
building ;  pannai nilam-  farm land;   poon- thottam-  flower garden ;   kaai kari 
thottam-  vegetable garden ;  pazha thottam-  fruit garden ;  thennan- thoppu -  palm 
grove  irukkum idam-  position;  alavu-  measurement ;   ellai-  boundary;  alavu  kole- 
measuring scale;  alanthu-  to measure;  varai padam- drawing . 
 
survey [E]   has the consonants  -sa- Ra -va-  and the original Tamil  word is   aaraika/ 
araaichchi  seika  - to search / investigate.

to survey [E]  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] - Ra -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
thaervu  -  examination .

to survey [E]  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] - Ra -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
nandraaka   kaniththidar   vendum- to assess  properly  .

to survey [E]  has the consonants  -the –sa-- Ra -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
seer-   aaivu  seithidar  vaendum -  to evaluate .

permitto permissi permissum : to allow, permit, let. 

permitto  has the consonants - pa- Ra- ma -the- the -  and the original T amil word 
/meaning is  poaei  vara   anu mathi   urimam pera  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  
to get permit  to go and come;  poaei vara - to go and come  ;  aumathi- permit;  pera -
to get . 
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permitto  has the consonants - pa- Ra- ma -the- the -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   poka  vara  anumathi  thara / pera  vaendum -  to give/ have   permision 
to go and come .

permoveo :   to excite, agitate, stir up, move. 

permoveo  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma- va -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   perum  ara  poraattam  / tharnaa[Skt]    nadaththa / thoonda  vaendum [
missing  letter- the -] - to arouse public attention;  perum  ara poraattam  -  big non 
violence agitation .  

permoveo  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma- va -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  perum  kalavaram [  missing  letter- la-] - violent  stir. 

 permoveo  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma- va -  and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is  maanthanin  /miruka   unarvai   thoondi  vida vaendum  -  to rouse up the
feeling ;  maanthan-  human being;  mirukam-  animal;  unarvu-  feelings;  thoondi 
vida -  to stimulate. 

permoveo  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma- va -  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is   para parappu  uootta  vaendum -  to excite; para parappu-  excitation . 

perniciosus : pernicious, destructive. 

perniciosus  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- an -ka-[- sa-] -[-sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil word / meaning is   idiththu  / thakarkka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] - 
demolish. 

perniciosus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an -ka-[- sa-] -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   kondru  poda  vaendum / uyirai  parikka/edukka   vaendum 
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[ missing  letter-  the -] -  to kill / to take the life ;  kondru-  killing;  uyir-  life-  edukka-  
to take ; parikka -  to snatch  .

perniciosus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an -ka-[- sa-] -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  paer azhivai  undakka  vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and- zha-] -  
to make a great disaster/to ruin   .  

 perniciosus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an -ka- sa-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  perum  theenkai  seithida vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to do 
a major harm 

perniciosus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an -ka- sa-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   perum   saetham/ naasam saethaaram   undu   panna   
vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -]  - to make a big damage . 

perniciosus  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an -ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   paer azhivai  undakkum / undu pannum  manitha uyirai  parikkym   
aayutham  yanthiya   perum  poar  kappal   [ missing  letters- the -and -zha/ la -] -  the 
warship  with destructive  weapons;  paer azhivu -  disaster;  manitha n - human 
being; uyir-  life;  parikkum-  taking away ; aautham-  weapons;  perum-  big; poar - 
war; kappal-  ship .

 perniciosus  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- an -ka- sa-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  ondrum  illathavaaru seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
reduce to nothingness;  ondrumillai-  nothing;  seithidu-  to do . 

 perniciosus  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- an -ka- sa-[-sa-]  -and the original l 
word/meaning is  nirmoolam  aakida vaendum [ missing  letters-  the- and- la-] - 
reduce to rubbles. 

perperam : wrongly, falsely. 
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perperam  has the composition- pa- Ra -pa- Ra -ma -and the meaningof the word is  
perum  thappum  thavarumaaka [  missing letters- ka -and- the -] ;  with  big mistakes ;
thappu-  mistakes/ wrong  ;  thavaru- false. 

perperam  has the composition- pa- Ra -pa- Ra -ma -and the meaningof the word is  
perum   kutram  kurai mikuntha [missing letters- ka -and- the -] -  with big mistakes. 

perpetro : to complete, accomplish, perform. 

perpetro   has the compositon -pa- Ra- pa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
kaariyam /karumiyam  nirai  vara/mudikka     vaendi  kadumaiyaaka  paadu  

paduka [ missing letter-  the -]-   work hard to complete  the task  ; kariyam -  task;  
nirai vaera/mudikka  - to  complete; paadu  pada-  to  work hard .  

perpetuus : perpetual, lasting, continuous, uninterrupted. 

perpetuus   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-pa-] - the-sa- and the original Tamil word is 
endrandrum  sirithum   idai -yooru indri   yeppothum   thodarum  ondru -  ever lasting 
one without any interruption  ;  endrandrum-  all mtime ;  sirithum-  even a little; idai 
yooru indri-  without interruption;  yeppothum - always;   thodarum-  continuing;  
ondru- one  .

perscitus : very clever, exceedingly sharp. 

perscitus has the composition- pa- Ra- ka -the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is
paer arivu  konda -  wise ; paer -  great/big;  arivu-  knowledge/wisdom .
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perscitus has the composition-[- pa-]- Ra- ka -the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  puththi/mathi   koorami  konda- exceedingly  sharp. 

clever[E]  has the consonants -ka -la -va- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
arivu  aatral  mikka  [ missing  letter- the -]- intelligent;  arivu- intelligence;  aatral 
-skill . 

perscribo : to write out, write down, place on record. 

perscribo has the composition –[-pa-] -Ra- [-sa-]-ka- Ra- [-pa-]- and the meaning of the
word is   varainthu/ iyatri   tharuka[ missing  letter- the -] -  write  down;   varainthidu- 
write.    

perscribo has the composition -pa -Ra- sa-ka- Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is   
keer kanda   marunthu  maaththirai – [missing  letter- the -] -  yaei  seithu  tharuka –  
make and  give the following drugs;  keer kanda- following;  marunthu- drug;  
maaththirai- pills; sei- make;  tharuka- give. 

perscribo has the composition -pa -Ra- sa-ka- Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  
paesiyathai /solliyaththai   olai  suvadiyil /thaalil   karuppu  mai thadaviya  ezhthu kole 
kondu   ezhuthi  oppam  ittu  thara vaendum[ missing letter-  the and -la -] ;write 
down what is dictated  in plam leaves with black ink ; paesiyathu- spoken ; solliyathu- 
told;  olai  suvadai- palm leaf;  karuppu  mai- black  ink;  ezhuthu kole- pen; ezhuthu- 
write. 

write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaditham   varainthidu -  write a letter/  draw a letter ; varainthidu- write/ draw;  
kaditham- letter .

write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
siththarikka- [ Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]    narrate .
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write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
iyatruku - compose .

write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
urai  katta  vaendum  - to write a commentary  or annotate  a text. 

write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Urai  Kilaththi   [ missing  letter- la-]-  Dravidian g oddess of arts and leaning .

write[E] has the consonants - va- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
Sarasvathi [ missing  letter- sa-]- Aryan goddess of leaning. 

script[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -Ra –pa- the – and the original Tamil  word 
is  varai  padi – manu script/  varai padi  edukka- to make a manuscript. 

script[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- the – and the original Tamil  
word is  keerida  vaendum –to write. 

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiravidarin   sooththira  paechccu   - language of the Dravidian people. 

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin   thiru marai  -the  sacred scriptures of Dravidian people;  thiru  marai- 
sacred scriptures . 

script[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- the – and the original Tamil  
word is  athikaaram  -  chapter. 

script[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- the – and the original Tamil  
word is  Thiru Murugan   keeriyathu -  written  by  the Dravidian sun  god Thiru 
Murugan ;  keeriyathu –written .
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script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is 
Thaandava Moorthy/    Siva  Perumaaan  varainthathu -  written by  the Dravidian sun 
god Sivan. 

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is 
Thaai  /Annai   Karu  maari  koduththa kodai  / paesiya  paechchu-  the  language / gift 
given by the  Dravidian goddess  Karu maari  .

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
Saraswathi  Devi  naavir  nindru  varainthethu / kooriyathu / uraithathu / paadiyathu  -
given by the Aariyan Goddess  of speech / arts  - Saraswathi .

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
Thaeivam /Dravidar  thum  thaai  paechchai     thiruththiyathu -/ maatri  
amiththathu  / varainthathu - /seer -aakka  pattathu  -  Deva  nakari  aksaram  - 
Sanskrit Basha -  Sanskrit  is the language  modified  language of the Dravidian  
people/  modified by the god / by the Dravidian people  per se  .

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is   
Siva  Perumaan /Kaasi Appar/Karu Maari thaayin kanavar/   Thiru  Naavu – k-arasar  
paesiyathu-  / varainthathu / koduthathu-  the language  given/   spoken / written by 
the lord Siva – the god of speech .

script[E]   has the consonants –  [- sa-] -- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word 
is   Thor kaappiyam – aka thurai/ pura thurai – Thol kaapiyam- Tamil  ancient  
literature. 

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
eraivan   koduththa  varam Sanskrit basha   -  the boon given by the lord is Sanskrit. 

script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
karuppar  keeriyathu /varainthathu / paesiyathu – spoken/ written by dark skinned 
people; karuppar- dark skinned people; keeriyathu- written; varainthathu  -drawn . 
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script[E]   has the consonants –  sa-- ka -Ra –pa-the – and the original Tamil  word is  
pan paadu  atra /  muraiyaana  paechchu  atra   naadodi  koottamaana / ven niram  
konda  Aariyarukku karuppu  nira  Dravidar  koduththa  kodaiyae  Samaskirutham   
aakum  - the gift given  by the dark skinned  Dravidian people  to the   white  Ariyan 
people  is the language Sanskrit. 

lexicon [E]  has the consonants - la –ka- sa- ka -an – and the original Tamil  word is   
kalai   kalanjiyam  - encyclopedia.  

perseco : to cut through, dissect, cut away. 

perseco has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra- [-sa-]  -ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
arukka -  to cut .

perseco has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra- [-sa-]  -ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
keeruka  - dissect   

perseco has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra-sa-ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
aruvai  sikichchai  seika/ purika – to do  surgery .

dissect[E]  has the consonants-  the -sa-ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  sothanai/ aaivu   seithida  vendi   thundu thundaaka  vettu - cut into  
pieces  in order to study ;  thundu- bit;   vettu- cut ;  aaivu -research ;  sothanai- test.  

dissect[E]  has the consonants-  the -[-sa-]  -ka- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kaththi kondu  vettuka- cut with the knief ;  kaththi- knife;  vettuka- cut. 

                     Remember  -  ka =  va ;  va= ka . 
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cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vettu/ 
vettuka- cut; kaththi  kondu  vettu .

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kaththari  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - cut . 

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuraiththu  vidu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -   cut short.

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kurukidu -[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - cut in .   

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
aruvadai-[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- harvest .

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is kaththi  
kondu  arukka [missing  letter-  Ra -]-tear/cut  with the knife;  arukka- tear. 

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
keeriduka[  missing  letter-  Ra -]- incise.

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
muriththuduka [  missing  letter-  Ra -]-  break .

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kizhithiduka [ missing  letter- zha-]– tear/ incise .

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koththuka  - engrave.

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sethukuka  [ missing  letter- sa-] – carve.
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cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  neeki 
vidu – cut/delete.

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vetti 
vidu- cut away.

cut[E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thundikka  - cut/ severe.

cut [E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thundu
iduka- slice.

cut [E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaathuthal  [ missing  letter- la-]-  to cut.

cut [E]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kandi 
– to cut .

persequor persequi persecutus : to follow, pursue, take revenge. 

persecutus has the composition -pa- Ra- sa- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the  meaning  of the 
word is  kutram  sumaththa pada  vaendum - to accuse. 

persecutus  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the  meaning  of the 
word is  pin thodarnthu  vara / poka vaendum -  to follow. 

perseverantia : perseverance, persistence. 

perseverantia   has the consonants-  pa -Ra- sa -va -Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thodarnthu   vidaa pidiyaakaa /   muyarchchi - udan   vinai -aatridu 
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-    continue  to work   stead fastly  ;  thodanthu-   continous;  vidaa pidiyaaka-  
perssitenly;   muyarchchi-  attempt;  vinai- deed ;  aartidu- do  . 

persevero : to persist, persevere, continue. 

persevero  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
vida  muyarchchi  yudan  oru  kaariyaththai / seyalai  /  vinai yaei  seithida  naam  
anaivarum  pazhakida   vaendum [ missing letters-  the- and- la -]; to persevere ;  viaa 
muyarchchi- try hard;   seyal –action; vinai- deed. 

persevero  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra- sa -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word 
is   thodarnthu seyalaatriduka- [ missing letters-  the- and- la -]; continue to do . 

persolvo : to unloose, explain, expound / pay off a debt, pay. 

persolvo has the composition- pa- Ra- sa -va- la -  and the meaning  of  the word is siru
vilakkam  pera- to get small explanation ;  siru-  small;  vilakkm-  explanation;  pera-  to
get. 

persolvo has the composition- pa- Ra- sa -va- la -  and the meaning  of  the word is 
vaankiya  kaasu  panaththai   yaemaaththamaal  udanae  thiruppi  alithida  vaendum [ 
missing letter-  the -] -  to  repay  the debt  immdediately ;  vaankiya -  got;  kadan-  
debt;  kaasu panam-  money;  thiruppi  aliththida -  to return back ; yaemaaththamaal 
-  not cheating .

debt [E]  has the consonants - the -pa -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
patta  kadan[ missing  letter- ka-]  – debt  ; kadan- debt.
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perspicuus : transparent, bright, clear, evident. 

perspicuus   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa -pa- ka- [-sa-]  -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   sirithum  iyapaadu  indri  anaivarukkum   purikira / therikira  
vannam[  missing  letter-  the -]  -   it is  without  any doubt  and easily  understandable
by all ; sirithu-  little  ;  iyapaadu-  doubt;  indri-  without;  anaivarukkum-  for all;  
purikira vannam-  easily  understanbale. 

perspicuus   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa –[- pa-] - ka- [-sa-]  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  paer oli  veesa[ missing  letter- la-] - shining  bright light ;  paer oli-  
bright light ;  veesa- shine .

perspicuus   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa –[- pa-] - ka- [-sa-]  -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  pirakaasamaka[Skt]  -  bright light . 

perspicuus   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - ka- [-sa-]  -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is paer arivu mikka -wise. 

persuadeo persuasi persuasum : (+ dat.) to persuade. 

persuado   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -the-   and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is   varpuruththa -[  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to persuade .  
 
persuado   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -the-   and the original  Tamil word/ 
meaning is  nirpanthtikka [Skt]   vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -]   -  to persuade .

                          English  word personality .

personality  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] –an- la -the - and the original 
Tamil  word is   aalumai thiran -  personality .
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personality  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- -sa-–an- la -the - and the original Tamil  
word is   thani  manitharudaiya   panbiyal  saaram -  individual  personality traits .

perterreo :    to terrify. 

perterreo   has the  consonants  -  pa- Ra- the -Ra- Ra - and the original  Tamil word is   
perum  peethi  -  yaei   uruvaakki  / payam [Skt] -muruththi   paarkka   
vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] -   to induce  panic ;  perum  peethi-  terror;  
uruvaakki-  to make.   
 
terrify[E]  has the consonants - the- Ra- Ra- pa  - and the original Tamil word  / 
meaning is  oruvarai   payam[Skt]  -  muruththa  vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to  
frighten someone ;   payam-  fear. 
 
petrify [E]  has the consonants-  pa-the- Ra- pa - and the original Tamil word  
/meaning    perum  peethi thara  - terrify 

petrify [E]  has the consonants-  pa-the- Ra- pa - and the original Tamil word  
/meaning   oruvarai   payam [ Skt] -muruththi    parka  vaendum -  to frighten  
someone .

pertimesco : to become very much afraid. 

pertimesco   has the consonants  - pa -Ra- the- ma -[-sa-] - ka  -and the original Tamil 
word is  perum  peethi  kondida/ adanthida   vaendum - to become very much  afraid; 
perum peethi-  panic;  kondida - to have . 

afraid  [E] has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  perum   
aratti- fear. 

afraid  [E] has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is   perum  
peethi / theeraatha  peethi   - big fear. 
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afraid  [E] has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  
miratchchi / marutchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]  - fear .  

afraid  [E] has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is  
theeratha  achcham [ missing  letter- sa-] – persisitent fear ;  theeraatha- persisitent;  
achcham –fear.  

pertinax : persistent, firm, mean, stubborn, obstinate 

pertinax  has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-]   - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  perum mana   uruthi  paadu  kondu -  stubborn ;  perum-  big/ 
great ;   manam-  mind;  uruthi paadu- stubborn . 

pertinax  has  the  consonants - pa- Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   panku -thaarar  anaivarum   saernththu  ondraaka   koodi  
seithidum  vanikam  / viyapaaram - partners  carrying  a  business to gether;  panku 
thaarar-  partners;  ondraaka  koodi-  to gether;  seithidum-  doing;  vanikam/  
viyapaaram -   business done by partners / firm .   

pertinax  has  the  consonants - pa- Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   kudumpa[Skt]  /kudi/ veettu /  ankaththinar / uravinar / 
anaivarum  koodi  seithidum  vanikam -  family business;   kudumpam-  family;  veedu-
house;  kudi-  family;  uravinar -  relatives;  seithidum-  doing;  vanikam-  business.   

 pertinax  has  the  consonants - pa- Ra- the -an -ka- sa- and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  pidi -vaathamaaka  /  thodarnthu   varpuruththi  / nirpantham   
seithu   ondari   adainthida / vidaapidiyaaka   ondrai   petrida  -   to insist  firmly     and 
persistently   to get something;   pidivaatham-  insisting  firmly; thodarnthu-  
continuously ; varpuruththi-   demanding ;  nirpantham- demanding;  ondrai-  
something; petrida -  to get .  
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pertinax  has  the  consonants - [- pa-] - Ra- the -an -ka- [-sa-] - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   endrandrum  maaratha   thanmai  kondu -  always   firm ; 
endrandum-  always;  maaratha  thanmai -  not changing one’s nature.  

 pertinax  has  the  consonants -  pa- Ra- the -an -ka- sa- and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   ondrai  adaiya / pera  vaendi    vida   muyarchchi   seithda  vaendum / 
thodarnthu  vinai aatrida  vaendum -  to be persisitant  to get something ;  ondrai -  
something ;  adaiya -  to get ;   pera-  to get ;   vida muyarchchi -  persistency. 

pertinax  has  the  consonants -  pa- Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is   thodarnthu  uruthi -yaaka  irukka  vaendum -  to be persisitent/ 
continue firmly.  

pertinax  has  the  consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is  mika   aruvaruppaana   nadaththai   konda / kurukiya  nokkam / 
manapaanku  konda  /  mattarakamaana  kunam konda/   sirithum   perum thanami    
atra  kuna paanku   konda/ kanja thanam  perithum   konda/  porukkithanam  konda -  
mean- adj - shabby / small minded  / selfish ;  mika -   excess;  aruvaruppaana-  
shabby;   nadaththai- behavior ;  kurukiya  nokkam-  narrow minded;   
mattarakamaana -  cheap ; perum thanmi  -  broad minded;  atra -  without;  
kanjathanam-  miserly .  

pertinax  has  the  consonants -  [- pa-] - Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil
word / meaning  is   oruvarudaiya  manthir   thondrum  ennam / karuththu  -  mean[ v]
idea  appearing  within one’s mind;  oruvar-  one person;  manthir-  within mind;  
thondrum-  appearing;  ennam/ karuththu-  idea / thought . 

pertinax  has  the  consonants -  [- pa-] - Ra- the -an -ka- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil
word / meaning  is    oru  seyalai  vetrikaramaaka  seithu muduikka  
vaendiyatharkkaana   vazhi vakai  / panam kaasu / thiraviyam / selva  valam [  missing  
letter- la/zha  -] -  the ‘ know how’ [  money]   to complete  a task  sucessfully ;  oru  - 
one; seyal-   deed/ action ;   vetrikaramaaka -  successfully ;  vazhi vakai-  know how;  
panam kaasu- money; thiraviyam-  wealth;  selva valam-  wealth. 
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 pertineo : to pertain to, relate to, concern.  

pertineo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the- an  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning is   uriththaana  - pertain. 

pertineo   has the consonants - pa-  Ra- the- an  -and the riginal Tamil  word /meaning 
is   athu  thodarpaana   -  related to / pertain to .
  
pertineo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the- an  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning is  athanai  saarntha / saarntha -thaai- iru [ missing  letter-  sa -]  - pertain 
to .

pertineo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- the- an  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning is  athu  kuriththaana  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -related to that . 
 

pertingo : to stretch out, extend. 

pertingo  has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -an- ka - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  perithakkida  vaendum -  to enlarge .

pertingo  has the consonants - pa- Ra- the -an- ka - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  virvu  paduththa/  virivaakka   vaendum -  to extend / to expand .

pertorqueo : to twist, distort. 

pertorqueo  has the composition -pa- Ra- the- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is 
nadantha  unmai yaei  vaendum endrae   thiriththum  maatriyum  piraridam  kooruka -
to  give the distorted version the  truth intentionally  ; nadantha unmai-  the true 
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incidence;  vaendum endrae-  intentionally  ;  thiriththu -  distorted;  maatri- change;  
pirar-  other persons ; kooruka-  to  say .

distort [E] has the composition-  the- sa- the- Ra- the -
and the meaning of the word is nadantha  unmai  seithi  yaei  thiriththidu- distorting  
the  true incidence; unami  seithi-  the true news;  thiriththu -  distort . 

distort [E] has the composition-  the- [- sa-] - the- Ra- the -
and the meaning of the word is maatrai  amiththidu – alter. 

distort [E] has the composition-  the- [- sa-] - the- Ra- the -
and the meaning of the word is thiruththi  amiththidu- alter. 

twist[E]  has the consonats  -the -va- sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
savuttu  - twist.  

twist[E]  has the consonats  -the -va- [-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thirithiduka[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -   twist. 

pertraho : to drag, forcibly conduct, entice, allure. 

pertraho   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the -Ra -ka  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   thara  thara  vena  kattam-  tharai- yoadu   ezhuththu  varuuka  -  to drag
. 

pertraho   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the -Ra -ka  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  manathai  perithum   kavarnthidum / mathi   mayakkikra   ondru   - 
alluring  one’s mind   ;  manathu-  mind;  mathi-  mind ;  kavarnthidu-  to allure ; 
mayakkikra   to allure;  to allure ;  ondru- one. 
 
entice[E] has the consonants – an- the- sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aasai  kaatti   enanka  vai / mosam sei[missing  letter- ka-] - tempt;  aasai- desire;   
enanka sei – agree.
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drag  [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
eeerthiduka – draw .

perturbo : to disturb, trouble, perturb, disrupt. 

perturbo  has the consonants - pa -Ra- the -[-pa-]  - and the original  Tamil word is  
perum   thontharvu  [  missing  letter-  ka -] - big disturbance;  perum-  big;  
thontharavu-  disturbance .
perturbo  has the consonants - pa -Ra- the -[-pa-]  - and the other interpretation is  
perum  upaththiravam[Skt] [  missing  letter-  ka -] - big disturbance.

perturbo  has the consonants -[- pa-]  -Ra- the -[-pa-]  - and the original  Tamil word is  
thontharvu  sei [  missing  letters-  ka and -sa-] -  to  disturb;  thontharavu-  
disturbance -  sei-  to do.  

perturbo  has the consonants -[- pa-]  -Ra- the -[-pa-]  - and the original  Tamil word is  
oruvarudaiya   mana  amaithi- yaei  kedu-  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -to  disturb some one
mentally ; oruvar-  some one;  manam-  mind; amaithi-  peace;  kedu-  to damage    .
 
disrupt [E]  has the consonants- the –sa- Ra –[- pa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word
is   idai uooru  seithidu  - disrupt .

perturpis :  very disgraceful.  

perturpis   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- the- Ra-[-  pa-] - sa  -and the original  
Tamil word /meaning is   sirithum   than/ suya [Skt]   mariyaathai   indri  - dishonor;  
sirithum-  even a   little;  than mariyaathai-  self  prestige;  indri-  without   .  
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grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
aandavarin  arut kan paarvai   [ missing  letters-   pa –and- the -]  -  graceful look  of 
the god /divine look.

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   aandavarin  kirupai[Skt]  [ missing  letters- pa -and -the -]   - graceful look  of 
the god.

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –sa- -and the  other interpretation of the word is
vaseekaram [Skt] - charm .

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-] - -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   parkka thakka [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]   -  lovely to see. 

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-] - -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   thaeivaamsam [Skt]  /thaeivathanmai   porunthiya –[ missing letters- pa -and 
-the -]     godly  /divine .

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-] - -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  erakkam/  karunai [Skt] - mercy .

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-] - -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  varam-  boon. 

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –sa-- -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  iswaryam [Skt] - grace ; health. 

grace [E]   has the consonants  -ka-Ra –[- sa-] -- -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  parivu[ missing  letter- pa-] - pity. 

peruro perussi perustum : to burn up, consume / inflame, gall, chafe. 
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perustum  has the consonants - pa- Ra- [- sa-]  -the- ma-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aduppu  virakai  erikka  vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to burn the fire 
wood  of the oven;  aduppu-  oven ;  viraku-  fire wood ; erikka-  to burn . 
 
perustum  has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa- the- ma-  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is  arippu kondu   sorinthu  sorinthu   undaakum  punnu [  missing  letter-  ka 
-] -  repeated  scratching   because of itching  resulting  in sore ;  arippu -  itching;  
sorinthu -  scratching ;  undaakum-  causing ;  punnu - ulcer. 

perustum  has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa- the- ma-  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thee patra   seiya  vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to  inflame ; thee -  
fire;  patra  seiya -  to make  / to induce.  

perustum  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  sa- the- ma-  and the original  Tamil word /
meaning  is  ondrodu  ondrai  urasi thaeiththu  soodu/thee  undaakka   vaendum 
[  missing  letter-  ka -]-  to rub inorder to get heat /warmth /fire;  ondrodu ondrai  - 
one with another one ; urasi  -  to rub ;   thaeiththu-  to rub;  soodu -  heat ;  
undaakku-  to make. 

perustum  has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa- the- ma-  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kaaai kari  unavai/mara kari unavai /  aattu / maattu / panni / ottaka  
kariyaei / iraichchiyaei  samaiththu /  nandaraaka  vaeka  vaiththu  unna  vaendum / 
saappida  vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -]- to  eat the food after  cooking  well;  kaai 
kari -  vegetables;  unavu-  food;   kari- meat;  iraichhci-  meat;  vaeka  vaiththu-  
cooking ;  nandraaka -  well ;   samaiththu-  cooking ;  unna -  to eat;  saappida -  to 
eat.   

*****pervalidus : very strong. 

pervalidus  has  the composition - pa- Ra -va- la- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  perum / mikka  valimai udaiyathu -  great strength; perum-  big/ great;  
valimai-  strong.  
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strong [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- Ra- an- ka  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  mika  uruthui   kondathu  - strong .

strong [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- Ra- an- ka  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  kattu  udar  kondu – well built. 
pervenio : (+ acc.) to reach, attain, reach, be passed to. 

 pervenio  has the composition -pa- Ra- va- an - and the meaning  of  the word is 
seekiramaaka/  viraivaaka   uoor/veedu   poei  saera  vanedum [ missing  letters- sa- 
and- ka --] -  to reach  home/  town quickly ;  seekiramaaka-  quickly;  uoor-  town;  
veedu-  house; poei saera -  to  reach .

attain[E]  has the consonants-  the- the- an – and the original Tamil word is  adainthidu
– attain/ reach . 

attain[E]  has the consonants-  the- the- an – and the original Tamil word is  thunnidu  
-attain. 

attain [E]  has the consonants-  the- the- an – and the original Tamil word is  adaiyum  
thanmai- attainability. 

perverto perverti perversum : to turn upside down, overturn, overthrow. 

perveto  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is
vaendaatha   kuppai yaei  veettai vittu   thookki  eriya  vaendum -  the throw down the
waste ;  vaendaatha - kuppai-  unwanted  wastages;  veedu- house; thooki  eriya-  to  
throw down .   

perveto  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   ondrai  thalai  keezhaaka   kavizhakka  vaendum[ missing  letter- zha/la-]  
- to turn something  upside down;  ondrai- something ;  thali-  head;  keezhaaka -  
down ; kavizhkka  -  to overturn .  
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pervideo pervidi pervisum : to look over, survey, inspect, discern. 

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word /meaning  
is   maer paarvai  -ida  vaendum  - to  look over/ to inspect ;   maer paarvai -  
supervision .  

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the 
original Tamil word /meaning  is  paramarikka  vaendum- to look after. 

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word /meaning  
is   pirachchanai  kuriththu  vivaramaana  aaivai   seithidu/  theera  visaaranai  seithidu
/ pannidu [  missing  letter-  sa -]-   to do a detailed examination  of a  problem ;  
pirachchanai -  problem;    vivaraamaana-  detailed;  aaivu- examination /research . 

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is  vilai  nilaththai /  nun-sei  / pun-sei  kaani  nilaththai  / veettu   adi  manai / naanku -

ellai-yaei    alanthu   paarkka  vaendum / alanthu varai  padam ondrai  thayaarikka
vaendum [  missing  letter-  la -] - to  measure  boundries  of  the   farm land /  house
plot  and  prepare a  drawing of  that ;  vilai nilam-  farm land;  nun- sei  nilam-  wet
land;  pun- sei land -  dry land;  naangu ellai- four boundries;  alanthu-  to  measure;

varai padam-  drawing ;  thayaarikka -to prepare.

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is   paarvai  ida   vaendum-  to inspect . 

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is  visaarikka  vaendum [  missing  letter-  sa -]  -  to investigate. 

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is  aaivu /  pari  sothanai   seithida vaendum[  missing  letter-  sa -] -  to   test .
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pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is   aarainthida  vaendum-  to examine/ to do research .

 pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is  pakuththu  ariya  vaendum -   to   discern .

pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning 
is  vaeru paadai  kandaiya  vaendum- to distinguish  the difference. 

 pervideo  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- the - and the original Tamil word  /meaning
is   ueiththu unara  paarkka   vaendum – 
to discern .

pes pedis : foot. 

pedis  has the composition- pa- the- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is   paatham-  
foot  .

pedis  has the composition- pa- the- [-sa-] and the meaning of the word is  pode 
[Greek]-  foot.

pedis  has the composition- pa- [-the-] - [-sa-] and the meaning of  the word is  pa 
[Farsi ]  -  foot  .

pedis  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is
adi  -  foot .

pedis  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is
adi- one foot- length measurement -12 inches. 

pedis  has the composition- pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
adi  eduththu nada – make a step/ walk. 
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pedis  has the composition- pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
adi thodu-   take an oath touching one’s foot. 

pedis  has the composition- [- pa-] -- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  etti  uthai- kick . 

pedis  has the composition-  pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
semaththai-yaaka  adi poadu- beat .

pedis  has the composition-  pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
adi  paninthidu / adi  paniya seithidu  – prostrate. 

pedis  has the composition-  pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
adi paduththu- subjugate .

pedis  has the composition-  pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
adimai  paduththu- make one a slave ; adimai- slave.

pedis  has the composition-  pa-- the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
adi padu -defeat . 

 pedis  has the composition-  pa- the- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
saaiththidu  -defeat .

pedis  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- [-sa-] and the original Tamil word / meaning is
thadam-  foot print. 

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  paatham-  
foot. 

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  padam-  front 
part of the foot. 
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foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  padanku  
[missing  letter- ka-]- bottom of the foot. 

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  padam-  instep
of foot. 

foot[E]  has the composition- pa-- the - and the meaning of the word is   oththai  adi  
paathai-  foot way .

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   nadai paathai-
path way .

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  paathai- path  .

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   nadai  padi – 
door steps. 

foot[E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   ettu/   
ettu  edu  -take a  step .

foot[E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  nada  - 
walk .

foot[E]  has the composition-- pa-- the - and the meaning of the word is  nadai poadu 
– to proceed triumphantly.

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   maedai  padi  [
peedam-Skt] ] - stage steps;  maedai- stage;  padi –steps. 

foot[E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   nadai maedai-
[ road]  platform .

foot[E]  has the composition- [- pa-]-  the - and the meaning of the word is  nadai-  the
path way  in between the rooms of the house. 
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foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   maadi  padi 
kattu- [ missing  letter- ka-]- stair way .

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   padi kattu-
[ missing  letter- ka-]- door steps. 

foot[E]  has the composition- [- pa-]-  the - and the meaning of the word is   nadai- 
temple door. 

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   podi  
nadaiyaa  nadanthu -  by foot. 

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   nadai 
payanam-  journey by walk .

foot[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] -  the - and the meaning of the word is  nadaiyan- 
wooden  sandals  with a toe grip. 

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   adi  
paninthidu -  obey / fall on the feet .

foot[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] -  the - and the meaning of the word is   nondi-  
lame person .

foot[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] -  the - and the meaning of the word is  adi 
poadu- walk /  to express one’s desire  in a subtle way.

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   adiththu 
uthai   poadu -   kick .

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   thappadai -  
length of stride .
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foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   pathathi-    
ground  soldiers .

foot[E]  has the composition-  pa-  the - and the meaning of the word is   oadu- run. 

foot[E]  has the composition-  [- pa-] -  the - and the meaning of the word is   thaal 
[ missing  letter- la-]  -  foot .

pessimus : worst (see malus) 

pessimus   has the composition-  [-pa-]- sa- ma -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word 
is  mosamaana  -  worst .

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mikuntha  kutram    kuraiyaei  /thavatrai   /kondathu / mikuntha  kuraiyaei 
udaiyathu – with mistakes.

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra- sa-the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  sarasarikkum  kuraivaanathu – below  standard. 

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [-sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thara kuraivaanathu- sub standard.

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thiramai  kuraivaanathu – lack of talent;  thiramai- talent;  kuraivu- less.

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  theenku  nirainthathu – evil .

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaedu nirainthathu –evil/bad.
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worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is udar nala  kuraivu  / udar  nalam  kundriyathu [ missing letter- la-] – bad 
health ; udar nalm- body health. 

worst[E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mika kuraintha alavil missing letter- la-] – at the worst.

worst [E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra- sa-the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  paathakam  nirainthathu / saathakam indri [ missing letter- pa-] –unfavorable. 

worst  [E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thavaru  nirainthathu- full of mistakes. 

worst  [E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kodurum mikkathu –cruel / unkind.

worst  [E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the other interpretation is  
payankaramaanathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – horrific.

worst  [E]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-[- sa-]-the –and the other interpretation is  
koramaanthu /vikaramaanathu –bad looking. 

pessum do: to destroy, ruin, wreck 

pessum do  has the composition- [-pa-] - sa- ma- the-   and the meaning of the word is
naasam  adaintha -  ruined . 

pessum do  has the composition- [-pa-] – [-sa-]- ma- the-   and the meaning of the 
word is   mannodu  mannai  marainthida [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – gone under the land 
/ ruined. 
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ruined [E]   has the consonants - Ra –an- the -and the original Tamil  word is nekuthar 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – to get ruined .

pessum ire: to sink, be ruined,  destroyed,  be put to an end. 

pessum ire   has the consonants-  pa -sa -[-sa-] - ma -Ra -and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is  perum   saethaaram/ naasam  seithidu[  missing  letter-  the -]  -  to
make a big damage  ; perum-  big;  saethaaram-  damage. 

 sink[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   munku– 
sink. 

end [E]  has the consonants - an -the - and the original Tamil word is  kaandam 
[missing  letter- ka-] -  end. 

end [E]  has the consonants - an -the - and the original Tamil word is  mudinthathu- 
the end. 

end [E]  has the consonants - an -the - and the original Tamil word is  antham  [Skt] – 
end.

end [E]  has the consonants - an -the - and the original Tamil word is   anthu –end. 

pessum : to the ground, to the bottom, downward. 

pessum  has the composition- pa-sa- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  sem mun   
poomi -  red soil  ;  semmai -  red;  mun- soil/ ground   ;  poomi  -  earth / ground .

pessum  has the composition- [-pa-] –[-sa-] - ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
mannai  noki  [ missing letter-  ka -] – towards the ground. 
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pessum  has the composition- pa-sa- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  poomi 
yaei / puvi yaei-  nokki [ missing letter-  ka -] - towards the earth ;  poomi-  earth ; 
nokki -  towards. 

ground[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra  -an- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is karattan tharai / kaattaan tharai-  flat / hard  soil /   ground. 

bottom[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] -the -ma - and the original  Tamil word is  adi   
mattam – low level .

bottom[E]   has the consonants- pa-the -ma - and the original  Tamil word is  puttam 
[Skt]  - buttocks .

pestifer : pestilential, injurious, damaging, plaguey, 

pestifer  has the composition- [-pa-]  -sa- the -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
perum  saetham / peruththa naasam - severe  damage ;  perum-  big / severe ; 
saetham-  damage;  naasam-  destruction .

pestifer  has the composition- pa-sa- the -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
asuththa[Skt]    kaatru /  thooimai-  atra  kudi  neer/ thanneer  /  kuruthi/  mookku/ 
nenju   sali / malam / pei / mooththiram -  siru neer /  paravai  /  veettu  naai /  kaattu 
mirukam /  veettu  eli/ pandri / kosu  -  evaikalil  ulla thoththu  noai  kirumi   moolam  
manthadar-idaiyae   thoththi   vaekamaaka    paravi  /   uooril ulla   anaithu  
manitharkalin   uyirai  parikkum  pal vaeru  vakaiyaana    kollai  noai [ misising letters- 
la -and-ka-]- deadly  contagious  epidemic  illness  spread by  micro organisms  
thorugh  /  from   contaminated water;  air/  blood/  sputum/stools/  urine/ wild   
animals  / pet animals ;  thoththum-  contagious;   noai-  illness;  kirumi-  micro 
organisms;    manithar-  people;  vaekamaaka -  speedily;  paravum-  spreading ;  uoor-
town ; pal vaeru-  different  kinds;   uyir- life .
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pestifer  has the composition- pa-sa- the -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
keelae veezhnthathaal   undaana  kaal / kai  siraaippaal    yaer patta  kurthi / raththa  
kaayam-[  misising letters-   ka -and- la -]   the blood  injury  after falling down .  

pestifer  has the composition- pa-[- sa-] - the -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
uooraar   uyirai   pariththidum  thoththu   noei-  the  infectious  disease that  takes 
away life;  uyir- life; parikka- to  take away;  thoththu  noei-  infectious  disease. 

pestis pestis : plague, epidemic, pestilence / destruction, curse. 

pestis  has the composition-  pa- sa- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
saapa  kaedu / ketta  paechchu [  missing letter- ka -]  -  curse .   

pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - [-sa-] - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word 
is   thottu  noai -  contagious illnees;  thoththu-  contagious ;  noai - disease .

pestis  has the composition-  -pa- sa- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
thoththum   pini [  misising letter-  ka -] -  contagious illness;  thoththum ;  infectious ;  
seekku-  sickness;  pini- illness. 

pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - sa- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
suka  kaedu [  misising letter-  ka -] -  disease.  

pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] – [-sa-] - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word 
is  noakkaadu [  misising letter-  ka -] – disease. 

pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] – [-sa-] - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word 
is  thoadam- disease. 

pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] – [-sa-]- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word 
is  noei nodi –disease.
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pestis  has the composition-  -pa- [-sa-]- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is 
idumpai- disease.
 
pestis  has the composition-  [-pa-] - sa- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
saetham-  damage; naasamadaiya   .

curse  [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vasai mozhi  kooru [ missing  letter- zha-]  – curse .

 plague[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - la- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kollai noei / pini –deadly disease.  

plague[E]  has the consonants- pa- la- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
uoor muzhukka   paravi  ulla kollai noei / uooril ulla  anaivarukkum / ellaa makkalukkm
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -widespread deadly epidemic. 

petitus : inclining  toward  

petitus  has the composition - pa - the -the -sa-  and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   oru puramaai   manathu  saainthida [  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  mind inclining  
towards   one side    ;  manathu-  mind;  saainthida-  to lean;  moru puram- one side. 
   

peto : to make for, go to, seek, strive after. 

peto  has the composition -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  paadu  padu -  to  
strive  hard.

peto  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  thaedu- to  
seek / to  search .

peto  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  naadu- seek.
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peto  has the composition -[-pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  adai-  attain.

go to[E]   has the consonants- ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thaeduka- seek. 

go to[E]   has the consonants- ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  naaduka-  seek .

peto : to ask for, beg, request, demand / to sue for. 

peto   has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  pichchai  edu 
[  missing letter-  sa-] -  to beg . 

peto   has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
kaetka[  misising letter-  ka -] - to ask .

peto   has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  kai yaenthu [ 
misising letter-  ka -] - beg. 

peto   has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   adam pidi  -  to  
insist ; adam pidikka[ missing letter-  ka -].

peto   has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   ottaaram pidi 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  insist .

peto   has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  manu 
kodukka [misising letter ka-]  - to  apply ;  manu -  application  .

peto   has the composition- [-pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  kenchchi 
kaetka[  missing letter- sa- and -ka -] - to request .

ask [E]  has the composition -[- sa-] - ka - -and the meaning of the word is  vinavuka- 
ask .
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ask [E]  has the composition - sa-ka - -and the meaning of the word is  usaavuka- ask .

ask [E]  has the composition -[- sa-] - ka - -and the meaning of the word is  kaekka/  
kaetka [ missing letter-  the -] -  to  ask .

beg[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kenja/ kenji kaekka    [missing  letter- sa-]-  beg .

beg[E]   has the consonants-  pa- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
payikkam - beg. 

beg[E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  kai
-yaentha [ missing  letter-  the -]  - beg .

beg[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - ka - and the  other interpretation is  yaasikka]
[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - beg .

                             English word – petal.

petal has the consonants –pa- the- la- and the original Tamil word is  ithazh- petal.

petal has the consonants -pa –the- la -and the original Tamil word is  madal –petal.

petal has the consonants -pa –the- la -and the original Tamil word is  pooo ithazh- 
flower petal.

pharetra : a quiver. 

pharetra  has the composition  - pa- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
ithayam/ iruthyam /  kai/ kaar / udampu/ thodai / naadi  narampu /  kidu kidukka / 
pada padakka / thada  thadavaena  aada  / veda vedakka / nadu nadunka [  missing 
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letter-  ka -]-  trembling  / palpitation  of  heart / hand/ leg /  body / thigh / nerves;   
kidu kidukka-  shaking;  aada-  shaking;   nadu nadunka- trembling;  pada padakka -  
palpitation; ithayam-  heart;  kai-  hand;  kaar-  leg; udampu-  body;  thodai- thigh ; 
narampu-  nerve. 

pharetra  has the composition  - pa- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
pillai  kuttikal  athikam  ulla   periya  kudampaththil  irunthu  vanthavar [ missing letter 
ka- and -la -] - coming  from a big family - pillai  kuttikal-  children ;  athikam-  excess;  
periya kudampam-  family;  pillai kuttikal  niranintha  periya  kudampam-  big family  .  

pharetra  has the composition  - pa- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning  of  the word is  
arivaa/  ampu  vaiththidum  maraththil  aana  oru priya  petti / koodu / paelai [ missing
letters-  ka -and -la -] -  the box to keep the arrows/sickles;  arivaa-  sickle;  ampu-  
arrow;  maram-  wooden ; periya - big; petti -case;  koodu-  chest ; paelai -box.  

phasma phasmatis : ghost, spirit, specter. 

phasmatis  has the composition- pa -[-sa-] -ma- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  piraetham[Skt]  [  misising letter-  Ra-] -  dead body.

phasmatis  has the composition- pa -[-sa-] -ma- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  maranam [Skt]  adainthavarudaiya / seththu  /eranthu  ponavarudaiya   aavi [ 
misising letters-  Ra -and- ka -] -the spirit of the dead one . 

phasmatis  has the composition- pa -[-sa-] -ma- the- sa- and the meaning of the word 
is   ketta/ thur[Skt]  maranam/ saavu   adainthavar /   seththu  ponavar  meendum  
uyir  petru  paei  pisaaka  vanthu  nammai   payamuruththa [  missing letters- Ra -and- 
ka - ] - the spirit  of the dead one coming as the ghost  to  threaten ;  ketta saavu-  
accidental/ premature death ;   seththu  ponavar-  dead one;   meendum-  again;   
uyir /aanma - spirit / life;    paei -  piasaasu-   ghost;  pauamuruththa-  to  threaten .  
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phasmatis  has the composition- pa -sa-ma- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
payam- kaattum / peethi  undaakkum   paei   pisaasu  [  missing letter-  ka  -] -  ghosts ;
payam-  fear;  paei  pisaasu-  ghosts  .

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  edumpakam  [missing  letter-pa-] - ghost. 

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  kaaththu  karuppu [ missing  letters- pa –and- Ra -] - ghost .

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- sa- the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
sadai  munivan- ghost .

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
kaattaeri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  ghost. 

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is  seththa- 
vanain   aavi  -  the spirit  of a dead man  ; seththu -  died; aavi-  spirit .

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- sa- the - and the meaning of the word is kutti 
saathan- little satan .

ghost[E]   has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaakkananku -  ghost/ goddess  which smites men with love.
 
spirit [E]  has the composition- [- sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is
kaattaeri [ missing  letter-  ka -] – spirit. 

spirit [E]  has the composition- [- sa-]  -pa-- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
piraetham[Skt] - dead body .

spirit [E]  has the composition- [- sa-]  -[- pa-] -- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word 
is  miruthu  thaekam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-] - dead body .
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spirit [E]  has the composition-- sa-pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
pothai  tharum saaraayam – intoxicating  arrack;  saraayam- aarack . 

spirit [E]  has the composition- sa -pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is   
seththu ponavarudaiya  aavi [  misising letter- ka-] -  the spirit of the dead one  ;  
seththu-  died;  aavi -  spirit . 

spirit [E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is 
mariththvarudaiya  aavi-  the sprit  of the dead one  ;  mariththavar -  dead one;  aavi- 
spirit . 

spirit [E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is 
maranam   adainthavarudaiya  aavi/  manathu /  aanmaa[ misising letter- ka -] -  the 
spirit  of the dead one;  maranam-  death;  aavi-  spirit ;   aanma-  manathu-  mind.   

spirit [E]  has the composition-[- sa-]  --pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
kaaththu  karuppu[ missing  letter- ka-]  - spirit.

phantom   has the composition- pa -an- the -ma- and the meaning  of  the word  is   
seththa  pinam[ missing  letter- sa-]  - dead body .

spector [E]   has the consonants-  sa –pa- ka- the –Ra- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  seththu  poanavarudaiya  /eranthavardaiya  aavi -  the spirit of the dead;  
eranthavar –dead;   aavi- spirit. 

pia pium : honest, godly, holy, pious, dutiful, patriotic. 

pium   has the composition -pa –ma-  and the meaning of the word is punitham[Skt]  
[ missing letter-  the -] -  holy .

pium  has the composition -[-pa-]  - va -ma - and the meaning of the word is  thaeiva 
thanmai kondu /  thaeivaa-theenamaka[Skt]  [  misising letter- the -] -godly .
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pium  has the composition -pa- va -ma - and the meaning of the word is   matha / 
samaya   sampanthamaaka[  missing letters- sa and- the -]  -  religious  ;  samayam-  
religion .

pium  has the composition --pa- va -ma - and the meaning of the word is   kadamai  
unarvu  perithum  konda [ missing letters- the –and- -Ra -] --  dutiful.

pium  has the composition -pa- va -ma - and the meaning of the word is   neethi 
/naermai  kondu [  missing letters- the -and  Ra -] -  honest .  

pium  has the composition -pa- va -ma - and the meaning of the word is   thaai  
naattin meethu  mikuntha  patru kondavar [  missing letters- the -and- Ra-] -  one who 
loves his country.  

patriotic [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- the -ka  -and the original  Tamil  word is
naattu patru  konda  -  nationalistic.

pica : jay, magpie. 

pica  has the consonants - pa- ka - and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  oru  vakai 
paravai  inam   - puraa  [  missing  letter-  Ra -]   a  kind  of bird-  pigeon .

                   Sanskrit  word-  saiththireekan [ painter] .

saiththireekan  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- Ra- ka- an-  and the original Tamil  
word is  padakkaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  painter. 

pictor : painter 
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pictor   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
padam varai -kindravar -  pne who  paints .

pictor   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kandaththin / kaettathin / paarththathin   varai  pada  vadivam -  the picture form of 
the one that was seen and heard ; kandathu-  seen;   kaettathu- heard;  varai- paint / 
draw/ write ;   padam- picture / photo vadivam- form . 

pictor   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
thaeivaththin / aandavarin  thiru  vadiva / uruva  varai  padam / varai padivam -  the 
painting/ picture form of the god; thaeivam- god; thiru vadivam- sacred  form of god; 
varai padam- picture.

pictor   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
uru  naattu  varainthida  vaendum- draw a picture;  uru nattu- picture ; variaya- draw. 

pictor   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  siththiram [Skt]  varainthida  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  draw a 
picture;  siththiram[Skt] -  picture .

pictor   has the consonants – pa- ka- the- Ra- and theother interpretation  of the 
word/ meaning   in  English  is  drawing / painting  the figure of the god .
 
painter  has the composition- - pa- an-  the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
pada kaaran [ misisjng  letter- ka-] - painter. 

painter  has the composition- - pa- an-  the- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
suvaril  vannam/saayam    poosukiravar/  theettukiravar /adikiravar [ missing letters -  
sa-  ka-] -  the one who paints the wall ;  suvar-  wall’  saayam-  paint ;  poosukiravar-  
one who paints. 

draw [E]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- va -and the original Tamil  word is  oa-viyam  
varainthiduka -  draw a picture ;  oaviyam- painting;  varain-thiduka- draw .
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                 English  word – stills.

stills  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the- la –[- sa-]  -and ythe original  Tamil  word is  
nilai padam- still photo. 

pictoratus : painted / of cloth, embroidered. 

pictoratus has the consonants  pa- ka- the -Ra- the- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   padam/ poo   varaiya patta  aadai / thuni -  panited cloth;  padam- 
picture; poo- flower;  varaiya  -draw; thuni- cloth ;aadai-  dress. 

pictoratus has the consonants  pa- ka- the -Ra- the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   kaada  thuniyil/ pattu thuniyil / kamplai  thuniyil   nunukkamaaka   
poo  vaelai  / siththira  vaelai / paadu   thaeiththidum    nun-  kalai  /arunk-kalai - 
thaiyal kalai [ missing  letter- la-]  the art of  stitching   flowers and figures  in the cloth;
kaada thuni-  cotton cloth;  pattu thuni- silk cloth; kamplai  thuni- wollen cloth ;  poo 
vaelai- artistic work ;  sithhtiram-  figures; thaeikka-  to stitch ; thaiyal  kalai- needle 
work.

pictoratus has the consonants  pa- ka- the -Ra- the- sa- and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  nadanthaeriya  / nadai  petra  siriya  nikalchchiyaei   
poothaakaramaaka   uoothi   peritu paduthhtuthal [ missing  letter- la-]  -  blowing  
petty things  ;  nadantha-  happened;  siriya-  small;  nikalchchi-  incident;  uoothu- to 
blow up; perithu  paduththu- inflate .

paint[E] [ v]   has the consonants -  pa- an -the -ansd the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  saaya  saanthu  poosu[ missing  letter-  sa-]  -  apply / paint  with colored  
paste ; saayam-  color ;  saanthu –paste ;  poosu- apply/ paint. 

paint[E] [ v]   has the consonants -  [- pa-] - an -the -ansd the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  vannam  theetta  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] - to paint .

paint[E] [ v]   has the consonants -  [- pa-] - an -the -ansd the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   oviyam  theetta  vaendum- [ missing  letter- ka-] - to paint. 
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paint[E] [n]   has the consonants – [-  pa-] - an -the -ansd the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   saaya   thanni  [ missing  letter- sa-] – colour water ; saayam- color; 
thanni –water. 

                         English  word – pig .

pig  has the consonants  - [- pa- ka-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   aaku-/ 
aakaneekam-   pig. 

piger pigra pigrum : lazy, slow, dull. 

piger  has the composition-  pa-  ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the word  is  
sombaeriyaaka  -   lethargic  /slow [ missing letter- sa- ] .

piger  has the composition-  pa-  ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the word  is  suru  
suruppaaka / viru viruppaaka  -  enenrgetic /fast [antonym][  missing letter-  sa-] .

dull[E]  has the conosnants - the -la- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mantha nilai- yil - slow. 

dull[E]  has the conosnants - the -la- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mathi illaathu-  lack of sense. 

pignus : pawn, pledge, token, (in pl.) persons in pledges of 

pignus   has the consnants  -pa -ka- an- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   panayam vaikka- pawn .
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pignus   has the consnants  -pa -ka- an- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   adamaanam vaikka[ missing  letter- the -]  - mortgage.

pignus   has the consnants  -pa -ka- an- sa -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
panam   kaasukku-kaaka    pon nakai yaei  eedu/adamaanam   vaikka  vaendum 
[  missing  letter-  the -]- pledging   gold  jewels  for money ;   panam kaasu-  money; 
pon nakai-  gold jewels;   eedu-  / adamaanm- pledge. 

 pignus   has the consnants  -pa -ka- an- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   pinaya  thokai  katta  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  money to be  
paid  as a  surety ;  pinayam-  surety / ;  thokai-  amount; katta  vaendum-  to be paid. 

pawn[E]  has the consonants  -pa -va –an- and the original Tamil  word is   panayam  
vai-  pledge.

pipio : to chirp, tweet, pipe. 

pipio  has the composition-[- pa-] -pa -and the meaning of the word is  munu 
munnupu -  whispering .

chirp [E] has the composition-  [- sa-] - Ra-  pa-  and the meaning of the word is  payir -
bird’s  chirping  sound. 

chirp [E] has the composition-  [- sa-] - Ra- [- pa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is   
reenkaaram [ missing  letter- ka-] -  beetle ‘ s sound. 

chirp [E] has the composition-  sa- Ra- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  paravaikal 
ezhuppum   kirichhu  oli -  the sound  of the birds  [  missing letters –ka- and  - la -] ; 
paravaikal- birds;  oli- sound. 

chirp [E] has the composition-  ka- Ra- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  kaalai    
vaelaiyil / vai karai yil  ,  kozhi [  koova]   , kruvi  , kuyil [  koova]  , mainaa , kaakam 
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[ karaiya ]   matrum  kizhi   aakiya , paravaikal   thankal   koottil  irunthu   nammai   
thookathil/  urakkaththil    irunthu  ezhuppum  inimaiyaana   kural oli  [ missing letter-  
la-] -  the sharp  cry  of the  birds  like cuckoo , sparrow,  cock , crow ,parrots  and 
other birds  making from their nest  in the  early morning  hours to wake up us ;   

tweet  has the consonants- the- va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   keechhciduka 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – tweet. 

pirum : pear. 

pirum  has the composition- pa -Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  paerikaai  
maram-  pear tree[ missing letter-  ka -] .

pirus :   pear tree. 

pirus has the composition-  pa- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
paereechcha  /echcha   maram- date fruit tree. 

                             English word -fish .

fish  has theconsonants – pa- sa- and the interpretation of the word is  ceepa   
[Telugu]  -  fish .

                    English  word  - fisherman .

fisherman  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]- Ra –ma- an -and the original Tamil  
word is karai maan – [ missing  letter- ka-]-  fisherman. 
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                        English  word – fish  scales.

fish  scales  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-] –sa- ka- la –[-sa-]- and theorignal 
Tamil  word is   meen sevuil-  fish  scales. 

                       English  word -  shark .

Shark  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra -ka -and the interpretation of the word is  
makaram[ Skt]  – shark. 

Shark  has the consonants  -sa- Ra -ka -and the  original  Tamil word is  suravam- 
shark. 

piscator : fisherman. 

piscator  has the composition- pa -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
parathavar  -  fisher man. 

piscator  has the composition- pa -sa-ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
sempadavar  -fishermen .

piscator  has the composition-  pa -[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
pattanavar  - fisher men. 

piscator  has the composition-  pa -[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
padavar -  fishermen .

piscator  has the composition- [- pa -] –[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   meenava  kudiyinar -  fishermen. 
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piscator  has the composition- pa - sa- -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
kadar  paaichchi – fishermen. 

piscator  has the composition- [- pa-]  - [- sa-] - -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  kadar katti-  fishermen. 

piscator  has the composition- [- pa -] –[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   kae -vaedar – fishermen .

piscator  has the composition- [- pa -] –[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   kadalar [ missing  letter- la-] -   fishermen.

piscator  has the composition-  pa -[- sa-] -ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
pattinavar – fishermen .

piscator  has the composition- pa -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
meen  piddikiravar -  one who catches   fish ;  meen vikiravar-  one who is selling  fish .

piscator  has the composition-[- pa-] -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word
is   thiraavidar -  Dravidian people .

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kadar  karai yoram  kudi  iruppavar- people who live near  the sea shore;  kadar karai- 
sea shore.

piscator  has the composition- [- pa-] -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  karai maanthar  -  sea shore dweller;  karai- sea shore;  maanthar- people . 

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
padaku / thoni / oadam   ottukiravar – boat men ;  padaku- boat;  ottukiravar –driver. 

piscator  has the composition-[-  pa-] -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   kattumaram / kattukiravar  uruvaakkiravar -  one who builds  kattumaran .
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piscator  has the composition-[-  pa-] -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   mara  kalam  ottukiravar / marakaayar  [ missing  letter- la-]- boat man ;  mara
kalam - ship ; ottukiravar –driver; marakkaayar- boat men . 

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
kattu maram yaeri meen  pidikkum   kamma kaarar  - fishermen who goes in the 
katumaraan to catch fish ; kamma  kaarar  - fishermen . 

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
irattai  madi  valai   poattu  meen pidikkiravar [ missing  letter- la-]  -  fisher men who 
uses net  to catch fish .

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
nadu tharai / thirai  /kadar odi  thiraviyam   thaedum   Dravida   parathava  inam – the 
Dravidan fishermen who sails   to the mediterranean  sea to  earn money ;  nadu  
tharai   kadar-  mediterranean sea .

piscator  has the composition- pa-sa-ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kadarkari  oram  sinna /sinna    kudisai  ittu / poattu   vasikkindra   / uraikindra / kudi 
irukkindra  meenava  kudi- inar – the fishermen wholives in small huts near the sea 
shore;  kadar karai-  sea shore;    sinna- small;  kudisai- hut;  meenavar – fishermen  . 

piscator  has the composition- pa-[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
karuppu  inaththaar – dark skinned people ;  karuppu –dark ;  inam- race. 

piscator  has the composition- pa -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
kadar  meen pidikkum  thiravidar -  the Dravidian  people who  catches  sea  fish ;  
kadar  meen-  sea fish ; pidikkum-  catching;  thiravidar -  Dravidan .

piscator  has the composition- [-pa -] -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  karuvaadu vikkiravar- who  sells  dried fish ;  karuvaadu- dried  fish ;  
vikkiravar – seller. 
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piscator  has the composition- pa -[-sa-]- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
thuduppu  poattu  padakir   payaanam  sendru  pachchi  kadar  meenai    piddiththu  
athanai   vaiyal lil  kaaya vaiththu  uppu  ittu    karuvaadaaki    pinnar  athanai    
suttu/varuththu   saapidum / unnum   Thamizham /   Kerala   kadar karai  yoramaaka  
vaazhkkai  /  kudiththanm  nadaththum/seiyum   Tamil  mozhi  paesum  parathava  
kula  Dravidar  makkal [  missing   letter- la -]-  the  Parathava  caste  /clan  people who 
speaks the Tamil language  living on the sea shores  of Tamil Nadu /   Kerala , who  
sails  on the sea water  on boats  and  catches  fresh  fishes and  make them dry under 
the sun and fry it  after adding salt  for eating  which  they  call as  karuvaadu . 

piscis piscis : fish. 

piscis has the composition- pa -sa- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is pachchai  
meen- fresh  fish/sea fish ;  pachchai-  Siva   [  Poseidon]  / sea  water  .

fish [E]  has the composition -   pa- sa- and the meaning of the word is   paasi – fish. 

fish [E]  has the composition -   pa- sa- and the meaning of the word is   sampai -  fish .
  
fish [E]  has the composition -  [- pa-]  -[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
pachchai   meen -  fresh  fish;    pachchai-  fresh;  meen-  fish .   

fish [E]  has the composition -  [- pa-]  -sa- and the meaning of the word is   machcham
[Skt] - fish .   

fish [E]  has the composition – [- pa-] –[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
maenam- fish.

fish [E]  has the composition – pa-sa- and the meaning of the word is  pachcha aiyan / 
pachchai appan  /Saeyon   – sun  god  Siva [ fish was the symbol of early  Christianity ].
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pius:  dutiful, godly, holy, upright, kind, honest, affectionate. 

pius  and  the meaning of the word  is- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word  is  
paasamaana -  affectionately .  

pius  and the meaning of the word  is- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word  is  
theiveeka / thaeiva  thanami  -  godly nature[ missing letters- the- and -ka -]  ;  
theiveeka -  godly ;  thanami- nature .

pius  and the meaning of the word  is- [- pa-]  -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is  
naermaiyaana  [ missing letter- Ra -]- honest .

pius  and the meaning of the word  is- [-pa-] –[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word  is 
naeraana -  upright [  missing letter-  Ra -] 
 
pius  and the meaning of the word  is- pa [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word  is  
anpu – kind .

pius  and the meaning of the word  is- pa -sa-  and the meaning of the word  is  
anpaana manasu -  kind hearted .

pius  and  the meaning of the word  is- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]   and the meaning of the word  is  
thooimaiyaanthu [ missing  letter-  the -] – holy .

pius  and  the meaning of the word  is- pa -[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation is 
punithamaanathu [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the-]  - holy 

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
naermai  konda- [ missing  letter- Ra -]  honest. 

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
kadamai  thavaraathavan – man who is sincere in his duties. 
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honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an – sa- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
unmai  paesum  manitham [ missing  letter- pa-] -  man who speaks  truth ;  unmai –
truth ;  paesum= speaking ; manithan- man.  

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
naa nayam kondu/ naa nayam mikuntha-  honest.

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
thun maanam  mikunthavan – one who valves self respect . 

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is 
thani  manitha   ozhukkam  kondavan[ missing  letter- zha-]  – a man with morality .

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
kallam  ilaathavan[ missing  letter- zha-]  -  straight forward man .

honest [E]  has the consonants -  ka- an –[- sa-] - the  -and the other interpretation  is   
yoakiyathai  kondavan-  honest man .

                             English  word – pit.

pit has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  pothumpu- pit. 

placeo : (+ dat.) to please, be agreeable to 

placebo dat  has the composition- pa- la- sa -pa- the- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  pirar manathu  konaathu  avar manthai  punpadaththamal  avar  
yaetrukkollum  vithamaaka  inimaiyaana   mozhiyil    solla vantha  karuththai   
methuvaana kuralil   thanmaiyaaka  paesa vaendum - [ missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -] - 
one should  verbalize his ideas in a most gentle way   while   speaking  to others   in 
order to  convince them without  injuring  their mind  ;  pirar manathu-  other’s mind;  
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konathu / punpadaththathu -  not injuring;  yatrukkollum vithamaaka - in a manner of 
accepting ; inimaiyaana -  sweet;  kural-  voice;  paesa vaendum-  to speak put. 

please [E]  has the consonants  - pa- la-[- sa -] - and the original Tamil  word is   arul 
puriya  [missing  letter- Ra -] – gratify .

placet : it is agreed, it is resolved, it seems good. 

placet  has the composition- pa-la- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is  
opputhal  ali  -   agree .

placet  has the composition- [-pa-]-la- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning  of the word is   
nallathu-  good  . 

good[E]   has the consonants-  ka -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thakum- good. 

good[E]   has the consonants-  ka -the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
uththamamaakum[Skt]  – it is good. 

placide : quitely, gently. 

 placid  has the composition-[-  pa-] - la –[- sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
amithiyaana ullam -  calm mind;  amaithi-  quite;  ullam-  mind / psyche. 

placidus : quiet, still, gentle. 
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placidus   has  the composition- [- pa-] - la-[-sa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is 
amaithi ulla - calmness.

placidus  has  the composition- [- pa-] - la-sa- the- and the meaning of the word is  
asiyaatha  niliyil -  in a still position ;  asiyaatha-  not moving ;  nilai-  position.

placidus  has  the composition- pa- la-sa- the- and the meaning of the word is  
nalinamum  azhagum  konda pen makal-  a woman with beauty  and grace [ missing 
letter-  ka -] ; nalinam-  grace;  azhagu - beauty ;  pen makal-  woman .

quiet [E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
amaithiyaaka / amaithi  kondu -  calm /  free from  excitement .

quiet [E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
adanki  /adakkam-  quiet. 

quiet [E]  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
saathuvaaka[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  quite as a sage; saathu- sage .

still[E]   has the consonants - sa- the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
aadamal / asaiyaamal -  motionless.
 
still[E]   has the consonants - sa- the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
asaivu  illaathu [ missing  letter- ka-]  - motionless. 

still[E]   has the consonants - sa- the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
asaithidaathu   nillu  - stand without shaking ;   asaivu  -shake  /asaikka  ;  nillu- stand .

still[E]   has the consonants - sa- the- la-la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
oasai /saththam[Skt]  illathu - noise less;   osai-  noise  ;  illaathu- without. 

still[E]   has the consonants - [-sa-] - the- la-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is   oliyo / oliyo   illaathu -without noise and light;  oli- light;  oli- noise. 
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still[E]   has the consonants - -sa- the- la- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
santhadai  illaathu - noise less. 

stills[E]   has the consonants --[- sa-] - the- la-  [- sa-] --and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  nilai padam-  still photo .

placitum : judgment, case / plea, litigation / defense. 

palcitum   has the consonants - pa- la- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  vazhakku  poada / ida vaendum-  to take legal action .

palcitum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - la- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   mael  idaththil   manu  kodukka  vaendum -  to make a appeal in the high
office;  mael idam-  high place;  manu - plea.
  
palcitum   has the consonants - [-pa-] - la- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  vazhakkil -   kuththavaalikku  
neethi / thandani  vazhanka  vaendum -  to give judgement for the  accused;   
vazhakku-  legal case;  kuththavaali -  accused;  neethi-  justice; thandanai-  
punishment;  vazhanka -  to give  . 

placitum : accord, agreement, pact / assembly for judgment. 

palcitum   has the consonants - pa- la- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  pothu makkal  munnilaiyil   neethi  vazhankum  idam-  makkal  avai -  the 
palce / assembly where  judgement  is  given  in the presence of public;   pothu 
makkal-  public;   munnilaiyil- in the presence of ;  neeethi-  justice;  vazhankum-  
giving;   idam- place;  avai- assembly;  makkal avai-  people’s  assembly .   

palcitum   has the consonants - pa- la- ka- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  udan paadu kolla  vaendum -  to come to an accord;  udan paadu-  
agreement .  
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placo : to placate, appease. 

placo  has the consonants -  pa- la- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
kopam ulla   maanthanai / manithanai   amaithi  paduththa [  missing  letter-  the -]- to
calm down  the person  who is angry ;  kopam-  angry;  maanthan/ manithan-  man;  
amithi-  paduththa -  to make  calm .

placo  has the consonants -  pa- la- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
aandavanin  kopaththai  thanikka   padayal  vaikka [ missing  letter- the -]- placate/  
offering  the god to appease Him  ;  andavan-god;  padaiyal- offering; kopam- anger; 
thanikka- to appease. 

plaga : district, zone, region. 

plaga  has the composition- pa- la- ka - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thatpa  vetpa   nillaikku  yaetravaaru    pirikkapattu -ulla   nila  nadukottirkku / puvi  
nadu raekaikku   then- vadalaana  nila ulaka  aeinthu  vakai   nila parappukalil ondru  / 
mandalankalil [Skt]  /piranthinkalil [Skt]   ondru [missing  letters-  the -and -Ra -]  -   
one of the five  belts/zones   in to which earth is divided according  to the  prevailing   
temperatures  and distance from the latitude line ; thatpa  vetpam-  temperature;  
nilai-  status;  yaetravaaru-  accordingly ;  pirikkapatta-  separated;  nila nadu kodu-  
latitude line; then- south;  vada-  north;   nila ulakm-  earth;  aeinthu-  five;  vaki-  
types; nila parappukal-  zones;  ondru- one. 

plaga  has the composition- pa- la- ka - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  ulakil 
ulla  nila  parappukal [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  the regions of the world; ulakm-  earth;  
nila  parapuukal  -   land masses/ regions . 
 
plaga  has the composition-[- pa-] - la- ka - and the original Tamlil word /meaning is   
vaazhkam -  campus. 
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plaga  has the composition-[- pa-] - la- ka - and the original word /meaning is  /maa 
nilankal /  maakaanankal [Skt] - provinces[ plu ] . 

plaga  has the composition-[- pa-] - la- ka - and the original Tamil  word /meaning is   
maavattankal [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  districts [plu].
    

plagiarius : kid-napper, plagiarist 

plagiarius   has the  consonants-  [-pa-] - la- ka- Ra -sa  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  aal  kadaththal  vaelai   seikiravar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  kidnapper . 

plagiarius   has the  consonants- pa- la- ka- Ra - sa - -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  kadaththal  vaelai seikiravar / purikiravar – kidnapper. 

plagiarius   has the  consonants- pa- la- ka- Ra - sa - -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  penkalai/ sinna  kuzhanthaikalai   kadaththukiravar- one who kidnaps  
women and children .  

plagiarius   has the  consonants- pa- la- ka- Ra -[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   pillai  pidikkiravar [ missing  letter-  the -] - one who  kidnaps  children.
   
plagiarius   has the  consonants- pa- la- ka- Ra -[- sa -]  -and the original   Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  pirar ezhuthiya    ezhuththukkalai / ennankalai/ karuththukkalai/   
kathai/aaivu  katturai / kavithaikalai  /kaaviyankalai /  paadalkalai / noolkalai / 
kalavaadi / thirudi /   thannudaiyaathaka/ thaan ezhuthiyathaaka / poei  kooru 
-pavarkal/ thirudarkal-  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  plagiarist;  pirar-  others;  ezhuthiya -  
written;  ennankal-  thoughts; karuththukkal  ideas;  kathai-  story ;  aaivu  katturai-  
research article; kavithai- poem;  kaaviyam-  epic;  paadalkal-  songs;  noolkal- books;  
kalavaadi-  stolen;  thirudi- stolen;  poei koorupavar-  liar;  thirudarkal-  thiefs  .

plagiarius   has the  consonants- pa- la- ka- Ra -[- sa -]  -and the original   Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   pandaiya  kaalaththil [ kal thondri   mun thondraa   kaalththil  ]   olai  
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suvadiyil  Thiraavida  Thamizh  makkalaal / Tamizh  mozhiyil   ezhuthi paththira-  
paduththi  / paathu kaakka  pattu   vantha /  kaaviyankalai  /  veera theera  
kathaikalai /  thankaludaiyathaaka    poei koori  Samaskritha  mozhiyil   maatri   ezhithi
veen perumai paesi varum   aariya   naadodi  makkal /  vaethiyar/   kalvarkal [missing  
letter-  the -]  -  the Aryan nomads   who  has  stolen   the Tamil  literatures in the palm
leaves of anicint  days  and projecting  them as their own;  pandaiya  kaalam -   ancient
days;  olai suvadi- palm leaves;   Thiraavida  Tamizh   makkal   - Dravidian Tamil people;
Tamizh mozhi-  Tamil language  ;  ezhuthiya -  written;  paththira  paduththu- safe 
guard ;  kaaviyankal- epics;  veera theera  kathaikal-   heroic  adventerous stories;   
poei koori-  telling lies;  aariya  naadodi  makkal  -  Aryan  nomads .

plane : plainly, clearly. 

plane   has the consonants - [-pa-] - la- an - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
elithana [ missing  letter-  the -]  - simple.
 
plane   has the consonants - [-pa-] - la- an - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thelivaana  [ missing  letters- the -and -ka-]  - clearly  .

plane   has the consonants - pa-la- an - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   veli 
padaiyaana    [ missing  letters- the -and -ka-]  -   plainly.  

plane   has the consonants - [-pa-] - la- an - and the original Tamil word is   olivu  
illaamal  [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  openly/   plainly .

plango planxi plactum : to strike, beat ; bewail, mourn. 

plactum  has the consonants - pa- la- ka- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  allai  keelae thalli  kaalaal pottu  miththithu  adiththu  uthaikka  
vaendum-  to push down one and hit him with legs ;  aal-  a person;   keelae-  thallu-  
to push down;  kaal-  legs;  mithi-  to stamp;  adi-  to beat; uthaikka-  to kick. 
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plactum  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la- ka- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kaevi kaevi  azhuka  vaendum – to weep/wail;  azhuka- weep. 

plactum  has the consonants - pa- la- ka- the- ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  ezhavu  veettil  pinaththukku  munnae  koodi  azhuka  vaendum/ 
thukkam thaalathu   oppaari paattu  paadi/  kanneer vittu  / kathari  / pulampi/ keelae 
veezhnthu / urundu  pirandu /  azhuka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  to weep  
and sing  the elegy before  the  dead body  ; ezhavu  veedu-  the house in wich a 
person is dead;    pinam-  dead body;  munnae-  in front of; koodi-  to gether;  azhuka -
to weep ;   thukkam-  grief;  thaalaathu-  un controllable;  oppari   paattu- elegy  
song  ; paadu-  to sing; kanneer vittu-  sheading tears ;  kathari- shouting;  pulampi-  
lamentation;  keelae veezhnthu-  to fall down ; urundu pirandu-  to roll down ;  azhuka
-  to weep. 

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is    adi / adi  podu / 
pottu adi / uthai podu - beat [ hit]  . 

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is    naiya  pudai-  
beat  severely  [ hit] .

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is  pudai- thrash . 

beat [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   moththu  
-beat[ hit] . 

beat [E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   saaththu 
[ missing  letter-sa-] - beat [hit] .

beat [E]  has the consonants-  pa- the- and the original Tamil word is  thappu  - beat.

beat [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is  thattu -  
beat. 
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beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is    naadi   [ ithaya]  
thudippu-   pulse  beat   .

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is  maelam   
thaalam  thattu [ missing  letter- la-]  - beat  the  drum   ;  maelam- drum ;  thattu- 
beat .

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is    pinnadaiya  sei   
[ missing  letter- sa-] - surpass   .

beat [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the original Tamil word is    pinni  adi -  
beat . 

beat [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is    kottu / kottu 
adi  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - beat .

beat [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is  ada    -  a kind
of  rhythmic  beating [ thaala vakai – Karnatic music]  .

beat [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is  aathi – one of
the beating modes in  Diravidian Karnatic music  [thaala  vakai ] .

beat [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   thuduippu / 
naadi / ethaiya  thudippu – pulse/ heart  beat;  naadi- pulse;  ethaiyam- heart; 
thudippu-beat . 

beat [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is   oththu -  to 
keep time in beat .

bewail [E]  has the consonants – pa- va- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
azhuka – weep. 

bewail [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - va- la - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kaeval  - bewail .
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platea : street, courtyard. 

platea  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la - the -and the meaning of the word is  
akalamaana  veethi [ missing  letter-  ka -]- a broad street ;  akalamaana-  broad  ;   
paal  veethi [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  milky  way  ;  paal- milk;  veethi-  street; pothu 
makkal  koodum  idam-  the place where  public  gather to gether;  pothu  makkal-  
common people;  koodum -  meeting;  idam- place.    

platea  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la - the -and the meaning of the word is   vizhaa  
mandapam-[ missing  letter-  ka -]-   meeting hall .

street [E]   has theconsonants -  sa-the-Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naar santhi -  the place wher four roads cross .

street [E]   has theconsonants - sa-the-Ra -and the other interpretation  is rastha [Skt] 
- road .

street [E]   has theconsonants -  sa-the-Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaningis   
theru  santhu /santhi - lane / cross street .

                     Englsh  word - placenta .

placenta  has the consonants-  pa- la- sa- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
pillaiyoada  nanju – placenta.

placenta  has the consonants-  pa- la- [-sa-]- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
panai kudal [ missing  letter- ka-]- placenta. 

plaustrum : wagon, cart, charles Wain. 
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plaustrum  has the composition -pa- la- va- sa- the -Ra- ma  -and the meaning of the 
word is   maadu / kaalai  / kazhuthai  / kuthirai   poottiya /   izhukkum    erandu 
kaarkalai  / sakkrankalai [Skt]  / kasirankalai / kaarkalai /   kondu urundu  odum    vandi
/ vaakanam -   the cart  with two  wheels  ;  maadu-  bull;  kaalai-  bull; kazhuthai- 
donkey ;   kuthtirai-  horse ;   poottiya  - joined ;  izhukkum-   pulling;  erandu-  two;  
kaar- wheel /leg ;  sakkaram/ kaasiram -  wheel ; kaarkal- legs/ wheel;  urundu- 
rolling ;   odum -  running; vandi- cart;  vaakanam-  wagon . 

plaustrum  has the composition -pa- la- va- sa- the -Ra- ma  -and the meaning of the 
word is  yaelu  vanna   kuthiraikalai  poottiya   thaeril   [  raththaththil ] -  kaalaiyan/  
vellaiyan  /  kaaththan/ Kathiravan  / kuravan  / Thaan thondri /  Suriyan  / Aathi   Siva  
Perumaan/  Naakaenthiran /Inthiran  / Sakuni /   ulakai   kizhakku  thisai yil   irunthu  
maerkku  thisai   nokki   uoor valam  poka -  thaerotti   Arumugam / Mayil vaakanan / 
Kanthan/  Valli kanavan   /   kaali  -  Karumaaari   makan /  Vaelan /  Kadampan /  
kaarththikaeyan  / Maaran   /   Maravan / kuravan makan /    Mani kandan  /  
Mukilan /  Sakala kala vallvan /  palani  Malai  Aandi   / Thiru  Murugan -  thaerai   paal 
vithiyilae  otti  sella  -Lord Siva  travelling  in the sun chariot  pulled by  seven  horses  -
driven by  lord Murugan . 

plaustrum  has the composition -pa- la- va- sa- the -Ra- ma  -and the meaning of the 
word is  neeenda  nedum kaalaaththirkku  munnae   / pazham kaalaththil  /   Sumeria- 
Dravida -Tamil mozhi  paesum   karuppu  ina   makkalin   maanarkalukku  idaiyae  /  
arasarkalukku idaiyae   /Cholar/  Cerar / Paandiyar  /   pankaalikalukku idaiyae  / annan
thambikalukku idaiaye   nadantha  sandai / poar  pattri  pazham kaalam  thottu   
paamara  makkalaidaiyae   kaaththaal  kathaiththu kaettu  vantha -  Maka  Paaraththa  
kaathai / pooraanam/  perum  kaappiyam  -  Krishna [ ka- Ra -sa -] [ Murugan ] /  
kannan -  Mukkaanan  / parama  aathma [  parantha  manathukku  sonthakkaaran/ 
perum  manathai  kondavan   ]   yaelu  kuththiraikalai  poottiya  raththaththil 
[  thaeril ] - amarnthu [  utkaarnthu]   / saarththi  [thaerotti] / Arsunananukku  [-Ra- sa 
-na-  an  -] [  Raesaenthiran   ]-  Githa [  kaathai ]  upathaesam [  puthi  mathi ]  
[ariurai]  vazhankida/ arula   -the story  of Maka Paaratham  where   lord  kirshna   
giving the prose of Githa  -  to  the chariot  driver  Arjuna. 
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Maka Baratham [Skt]   has the composition- ma- ka-  pa- Ra- the -ma -  and the 
meaning of the word is neenda nedum kaalaththirkku munbae   Tamil  mozhi paesum  
Dravida   karuppina  makkaludaiya   sakothararkalukku  idaiyae /  Caerar/ Cholar / 
Pandiyar / Sempadavar -   nadai  petra  pankaali  sandai  -  saatharana   makaalaal  
kaalam  kaalamaka  vaai  mozhi moolam  kathaikkaapattu   mattravar  kaathaal    
kaettu vantha   kaathai /  perum  kaapiyam   -[  missing letters-  sa- and- la -]  -  the 
story  of the clash among the Dravidan  siblings / Caeran /  Cholan/  Paandiyan  -  
listened by people  told orally in Tamil language   since ancient  times is Maka 
Paaratham . 

wagon [E] has the composition - va- ka -an  -and theorignal Tamil word is  koodu  vandi
[missing letter-the-]-  vehicle with carriage;  koodu- carriage;  vandi- vehicle.

wagon [E] has the composition - va- ka -an  -and theorignal Tamil word is  kattai 
vandi  / maattu vandi  koodu[missing letter-the-]-  - bullock  cart without/ with  a 
cover.  

wagon [E] has the composition - va- ka -an  -and the meaning of the word is  
vaakanam[Skt] -  vehicle .

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word   is  urundu   
odum   aaram  udaiya  vandi  -   rolling  cart ;  urundu –rolling ;  odum –running;  
aaram- wheel  /circle /round .

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kanthiri – cart. 

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word  is  thikiri – 
cart /wheel . 

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karaththai- cart. 
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cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaar vandi /vaakadam -  wheeled  vehicle ;  kaar- wheel /leg;  vandi- vehicle. 

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  Sakkara[Skt]  / kosira   [Skt] vandi [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  cart  with wheels ;  
sakkaram- wheel ;  kosiram- circle/wheel ;   vandi- cart. 

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word   is  kuthirai 
vandi- horse cart.

cart [E]  has the composition - ka -Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word   is  thaer  
vandi-  chariot. 

cart [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- the - and the origna Tamil  word is  paara  vandi 
[  missing  letter- pa-] -  cart to carry  goods. 

traffic [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vandi
poakku varaththu/ poakku  varavu -  traffic. 

traffic [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sutru  payanam   poai  varuka [ missing  letter- sa-] – to travel .

traffic [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vandi  poei varum   paathai   /theru veethi -  passage to go and come. 

traffic [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- [-pa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatri  kodukka-  interchange  .  

plebs plebis : the common people, the masses, the crowd

plebs   has the consonants - pa- la -[- pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  pothu 
makkal  [ missing  letters-  the- and -ka -] - 
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common people. 

 plecto : to punish. 

plecto   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thandanai  alikka-   to punish.

plecto   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thookkil   thonka   viduka-  to  hang.  

plecto   has the composition pa- la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kolai  
pazhikku  thookku  thandanai  kodukka-  for murderous  crime  the punishment is  
hanging . 

plecto   has the composition -[- pa-] - la- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kuththavaaliyaei-   thandanaikkuu  ullaakka   vaendum  -  to punish the accused;  
kuththavali-  accused/ criminal;  thandanai - punishment .

plector : to be punished. 

plector  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la- ka- the- Ra  - and the original  Tamil word is  
kutra vaaliayei / thavaru  izhaiththavarai   thandikka  vaendum-  the accused to be 
punished ;  kutra vaali- accused;   thavaru- mistake ;  thandikka-  to punish.

plene : (adv.) completely, wholly, fully. 

plene    has the consonants -[- pa-] - la- an - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
muzhumaiyaana -  complete .
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                          Remember  ka=  va ; va= ka. 
       Remember  the significance of the letters- pa -and -sa-. 

plenus : full, complete, full, satisfied, rich, mature, plump. 

plenus   has the consonants  -pa- la -an- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word  is  
kolukka  pannu  [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  fatten/  swell out/ become plump .

plenus   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la -an- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word  is   
muzhu  niraivaana [ missing  letters- Ra and- ka -]  - full/ satisfied.

full  [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la-[-la-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   saal [ missing  letter-  sa-]  -full.

plerumque : for the most part, generally, commonly, mostly. 

plerumque   has the consonants  -pa- la- Ra- ma- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word/meaning  is   vazhakkamaaka   nadai perum  ondru [ missing  letter-  the -]- 
usuall one ;  vazhakkamaaaka-  usually ;  nadai perum-  happening ;  ondru- one . 

plerumque   has the consonants  -pa- la- Ra- ma- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word/meaning  is  engum  paravi ulla   - wide spread . 

 plerumque   has the consonants  -pa- la- Ra- ma- ka-  and the  original Tamil 
word/meaning  is perumpaalumaaka  - mostly. 

plerusque : very many, a great number, a large part, the greater part. 
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plerusque  has the consonants - [-pa-] - la -Ra-[- sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word 
is   ennikkaiyil   athikamaana  ondru  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  in  great  number;  
ennikkai- numbers;  aithkam- excess .

plico : to fold. 

plico  has the composition -  [-pa-] - la -ka- and the meaning of the word is   kalaintha  
thuni yaei   madikka    vaendum [  misising letter-  the -]   –to fold the clothes ;  madi- 
fold;  thuni- cloth. 

plico  has the composition -  pa- la -ka- and the meaning of the word is   thuniyil  ulla  
madippukal  [  misising letter-  the -]  -  the folds of the cloth;  thuni- cloth;  madippu-  
fold;  madippukal-  folds;  madippu   kalaiyaamal  thuniyae vaikkavam-  to keep  the 
cloth  without damaging the folds  . 

folds [E]   has the consonants – pa- la- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  thuni/ 
aadai   madippukal [ missing  letter- ka-]  - folds  of the cloth ;  aadai- dress;  thuni- 
cloth;  madippu –fold.

plorabilis : deplorable. 

plorabilis  has the consonants - pa- la- Ra- pa- la -sa - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   perum   thuyaramum/   kavalai- yum   thara  valla [ missing  letter-  the -] 
- lementable ; perum-  big;  kavalai-  worry. 

 
plorator : a lamenter. 

plorator   has the composition- pa- la- Ra- the -Ra - and the  meaning of the word is   
elavu  veetil  koolikku / kanneer vittu  maaradiththu  oppaari  paadal  /erankar paa/   
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paadukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] – lamentor ; elavu  veedu- funeral house; oppaari- 
paadal/ erankar paattu - dirge;  maaradithuthu- beating the chest ; paadukiravar- 
singer.

plorator   has the composition- pa- la- Ra- the -Ra - and the  meaning of the word is   
pila kanam  vaikindravar[  missing  letter- ka-] – lamenter ;  pilakanam- lament. 

ploratus : weeping, lamenting. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
pola  polavena   kanneer  vittu   /sinthi azhuthidu[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to weep 
shedding  tears ;  kanneer- tears ; azhu- weep. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
elavu  veetil pila kanam paadukindravar/ vaikindravar [ missing letter- ka-] - lamenter ; 
ezhavu  veedu- funeral house;  pila kanam-  lamenting. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
urundu  pirandu  azhuthidu  - to lament ;  azhuthidu- weep ;  purandidu- roll over the 
floor. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
oppari  paadal  paadi  maaradiththu  azhuthidu – weep – singing the funeral song;  
oppaari – funeral song ; paadu –sing;  azhuthidu- weep;  maaradi- beat the chest. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
oppaari  paadl  paadu-  to sing the funeral song. 

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
erankar paadal -   dirge/ funeral song. 
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ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- [ -sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
elavu  veetil  penkal  maaradiththu  paadapadum  oppaari  paadal [ missing  letter- ka-]
-  funeral song  sung  by beating  the  chest   ;  elavu  veedu- funeral house;   penkal –
women  ; maaradithidu – beat the chest ; paadum- singing;  oppaari   paadal- dirge .

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
thukkam  thaalaathu   pola polavena  kanneer  vittu   sirithu  naeram   seththavanin   
pinaththin  munnae / praeththaththin[Skt] / pootha udalin/ iranthavarin munnae  / 
arukae  irunthu  /uravinar / sontha kaarar / penkal  /makalir / ondraaka  koodi  maaril  
adiththu  kondu  oppaari pattu  paadi azhthu  theerkka -   missing letter-  ka -] -  to  
sing the  lamention song;  thukkam-  grief;  thaalathu-  unable to  control;   kanneer-    
tears;  sirithu  - short;  naeram-  time;  seththavan- dead one;  pinam-  dead body ;  
munnae-  in front  of;  praetham-  dead body ; pootha udal-  dead body ;  iranthavar- 
dead one;  arukae;   uravinar-  relatives;  sontha kaarar-  relatives;   penkal-  women;  
makalir-  woman folk ;  koodi-  jointly ;  maaril  adiththu -  beating over the chest ;  
oppaari  paattu  paada-  to  sing the  lemantation song / funeral  elegy ; azhthu  
theerkka-  to  weep  out .

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
[ missing letter -ka-] -

‘ panthalilae   paavarkka !

thonkuthadi  dolaakka !!

paiyan  varuvan  paarththukko ;

panam  koduppan  vaankkikko!  

ploratus  has the composition -pa- la- Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
[ missing letter -ka-] -

 ‘panthalilae  paavarkka !
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thonkuthadi  pudalankaa !!

pokum pothu parichchukalam ; 

pokum pothu parichchukalam! 

athu  vithaikku  allaava  vitturikku !

vithaikku allava  vittuirukku!!

pluit pluvit : it is raining, a shower is falling. 

pluvit   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is  
kottum mazhai – shower ; kottum- falling ; mazhai- rain .

pluvit   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is  
mazhai  vellamaana  kotta / vella kaadu  – rain flood. 

pluvit   has the composition –- pa- la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is  veliyae  
mazhai   peithu  kondu irukkirathu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- it is raining outside .

pluvit   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is   
kodai kaala mazhai  -  summer rain;  kodai  kaalam- summer; mazhai –rain.

pluvit   has the composition – pa- la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is  
vannaththil   irunthu  pozhikindra / peikindra  mazhai  thanneer [ missing  letter-  Ra -] 
-  rain  water  falling from the sky ;  vaanam- sky ;  pozhikindra-  falling;  mazhai- rain  . 
pluvit   has the composition -pa- la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is mazhai  
thanni  poomiyil/ thalaiyil   sottu  sottakaa   veezha  thodanka [  misising letter-  sa-] - 
it is started to rain ;  mazhai  thanni-  rain water;  poomi-  earth;  thalai-  head;  sottu  -
drop;  veezha -  to  fall;  thodanka -  start. 
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pluvit   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is  
mazhai   kaalam  thuvanki  vittathu – rainy  season  has started ;  kaalam- season ; 
thuvanka- start.  

pluvit   has the composition –[- pa-] - la- va -the- and the meaning of the word is   
mazhai  thanniyil  kulithiduka -  have a bath in the rain;  kulikka- to have bath. 

pluma : feather / featherbed / pen. 

pluma   has the composition - pa -la -ma -and the emaing of the word is  paravai  yin 
sirakaal  aana   meththai / padukkai [  missing letters -Ra  -sa-  ka- and - the-]  the 
feather bed ; paravai- bird; sirku- feather; eththai- mattress ;  padukkai- bed . 

pluma   has the composition - pa -la -ma -and the emaing of the word is  mayil  irakaal 
aana  padukkai  / meththai [ missing letters- Ra- ka-and -the -]   pea cock  feather   
bed;   mayil  iraku-  pea cock  feather;  padukkai-  bed;  meththai- mattress .

pluma   has the composition - pa -la -ma -and the emaing of the word is  ezhavam  
panchchaal  aana  meththai [ missing letters- ka - sa- the -] -cotten mattress ;  
panchchu-  cotton. 

pluma   has the composition – [- pa-]  -la -ma -and the emaing of the word is   laayam- 
pen  /stye 

feather[E]   has the consonants - pa -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paththa 
rikam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  feather. 

feather[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
oathai  vaari-[ missing  letter- ka-]-     feather. 

feather[E]   has the consonants –  pa- -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kanka  
paththiram -[ missing  letter- ka-]-     feather of kite.  
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plumbeus : leaden, made of lead / dull, stupid, heavy, 
oppressive, bad.  

 plumbeus   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la- ma- [- pa-] - [- sa-]-  and the original Tamil
word  is  velleeyam [ missing  letter-  ka -]  - tin .

plumbeus   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la- ma- [- pa-] - [- sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word  is  muttaal [ missing  letter-  the -]   - stupid .   

plumbeus   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la- ma- [- pa-] - [- sa-]-  and the original Tamil 
word  is  mathi  illaaamai [ missing  letter-  the -] -  stupidity; mathi-  wisdom;  illaamai-
nil  . 

stupid [E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-]  -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  mada  thanam - stupidity . 

stupid [E]  has the consonants -  sa-the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  asattu[Skt]  thanam-  foolish nature. 

stupid [E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-]  -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  mathi  atra [ missing  letter- Ra -] - lack of   intelligence;  mathi-wisdom;  
atru -without. 

stupid [E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-]  -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  mantha  thanmai - dull  nature ;  mantha puththi [Skt] .

stupid [E]  has the consonants -[-  sa-]  -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  muttaal [ missing  letter- la-] - fool / payali / pull .

stupid [E]  has the consonants -  sa-the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  sithadan- idiot.
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stupid [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  matti -idiot. 

stupid [E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] -the - [-pa-] - the -and the original  Tamil word /
meaning  is   ettan-  idiot. 

pluo : to rain, shower, sprinkle. 

pluo  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is  vaan  
mazhai  veela/ pozhiya  -rain   fall ; mazhai- rain;  vela- fall .

pluo  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is thanni  
thelikka- to  sprinkle water [  missing letter-  the -] ;  thanni- water;  thelikka- sprinkle.  

pluo  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is mazhai  
thanni  mannil   veela [  missing letter-  the -] rain water falling on the ground; mazhai  
- rain;  thani- water; mun- soil ;  vela- faal.  

plura : more numerous, several, many. 

plura  has the composition -pa- la- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  perum alavil/ 
peru m ennikkaiyil  -[  missing letter -ka -] -  numerous / in great  amount;  perum -  
big;  alavil- measure/ amount ;  ennikkaiyil- in numbers .

many [E]   has the consonants - ma -an – and the original Tamil  word is   panmai 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  plural  .

plurimi : at the highest price, of the highest worth. 
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plurimi   has the consonants-  pa -la- Ra -ma -  and the original Tamil word / meaning  
is   porulin   vilai  mika  athikam [ missing  letters-  the- and- ka-] -  the price of the 
object is very high ; porul- object ;  vilai-  price;  mika athikam-   high .

pluris : (gen.) at a higher price, of a great value 

pluris  has the composition -pa- la-Ra- sa -and the meaning of the  word is  satrae  vilai
yuarntha /athikam   konda / ulla   oru  porul [ missing  letters- ka -and-  the-] - an 
article of high price;  satrae- little;  vilai -  price;  athikam-  more;  oru- one; porul- 
article.  

pluris  has the composition -pa- la-Ra- sa-and the meaning of the  word is  siriya porul 
aanaalum  athika  maththippu  ulla/ vaaintha  oru  porul [  missing letters-  ka -and 
-the -] - an article of  great value  even  though it is very  small ;  siriya -  small;  porul 
-article;  athikam-  more;  maththippu-  value.  
  

plus : more. 

plus  has the consonants- [- pa-] -la- [- sa -]  -and the original Tamil  word is maelum / 
men maelum – in  additionl .

pluvia : rain, shower. 

pluvia  has  the  consonants -  [- pa-] - la -va-  and the original Tamil word is   vaan  
mazhai   -  rain ; vaan mazhai  pozhiya -  raining . 

pluvia  has  the  consonants -  [- pa-] - la -va-  and the original Tamil word is   mazhai 
vellam – rain water flood;  mazhai- rain; vellam- flood. 
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pluvialis : pertaining to rain, of rain. 

pluvialis   has the consonants  -pa -la-  va- la -[- sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is  pozhiyum vaan  mazhai - shower.   

 pluvialis   has the consonants  -pa -la-  va- la -[- sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is  mazhai  vellam- rain water flood ;  mazhi- rain;  vellam- flood.

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is  neer- 
water. 

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
naaru-  water.  

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mazhai neer [ missing  letter- zha-] - rain water;  mazhi –rain .

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
uooruni -  village  tank water. 

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is   uyir 
neer  - life giving water;  uyir- life; neer- water . 

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is   vaan 
neer-[ missing  letter- ka-] -  sky  water- rain  ; vaan- sky;  neer- water. 

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kaeni
neer-[ missing  letter- ka-] -well water;  kaeni –well .

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaanar neer-[ missing  letter- ka-] - mirage  -water. 
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rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Varunan [ missing  letter- ka-]   - Vaedic  god of rain.

rain[E]   has the consonants  -Ra -an  -and  the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
Indran [ missing  letter-  the -]- Dravidian  god of rain. 

poena : pain, punishment, penalty / poena dare : to pay the penalty. 

poena dare   has the consonants-  [- pa -] -an-  the -Ra- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   kutram  / thavaru   purinthavanai     thandanaikku   uriyathaakku[ missing
letter-  ka -]  - make punishable ;  kutram-  crime;  thavaru-  crime/mistake ;  
purinthavar-  one who has committed ;  thandanai-  punishment .

poena dare   has the consonants-  - pa -an-  the -Ra- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  thanda  panam  thara vaendum [missing letter- ka-] -  to pay  the penalty  
money ;  thanda panam- penalty amount .

pain [E]  has the consonants  -pa- an -and the original Tamil  word is  noanmai-  pain .

poeta : (masc.) poet. 

poeta  has the composition-pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  poottan- poet. 

poeta  has the composition-pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  pattan- poet. 

poeta  has the composition-pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   puthan- poet. 

poeta  has the composition-pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paatham-  seyyul 
adi .
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poeta  has the composition-- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paadai- 
language. 

poeta  has the composition-- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paattu- poem/ 
song .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  pin  pattu – a 
person sitting behind  a vocal artiste and sings with him agreeably. 

poeta  has the composition-- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  pidi – exposition
in dancing  or singing  .

poeta  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word  is   adi-   part of 
the poem.  

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   saadu 
[missing letter-sa-] - poet.

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is   santham 
[missing letter-sa-] -  poem .

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  santhi  
[missing letter-sa-]- music. 

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  thodu-  to 
compose  a  verse. 

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  thodai- verse. 

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  thoadaiyam-  
prologe. 

poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  thoadi-  
carnatic  music  melody .
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poeta  has the composition-[-pa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  naattai- a 
melody .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the original Tamil  word  is  santha pattu 
[missing letter-sa-]- stanzas of  four lines each  of which  has four  to  twenty six  
letters. 
 
poeta  has the composition-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is   pandithan- 
language  scholar. 

poeta  has the composition-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paadiyam- 
lecture[ paer urai]  . 

poeta  has the composition-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word  is   paandiththiyam- 
scholarly . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paththar 
[  missing letter - Ra- ] - poet. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   punthiyar-
[  missing letter - Ra- ] - poet. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   pandar--
[  missing letter - Ra-]  -   bards. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   puthar --
[  missing letter - Ra-] – poet.  

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   ettar [  missing 
letter - Ra- ]- singer/ poet of the king’s court / mankala paadakar .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paruneethar 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – poet .
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poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paadunar 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – singer/ poet.   

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   pannaththi –a 
kind  of poetic composition[ prose plus poem  ] .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paadaan  - 
[ Pura thinai ]  - praising the  hero. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is paadini- woman  
bard   . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  thuthi  paadu-  
praise the lord .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    patham- 
language/ word . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is paattai-  style of 
the song .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is paattu madai – 
the songs sung in between  Kuravai kooththu . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    paadu-  
sound /sing . 
   
poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   pathiyam- 
poem. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paththiyam- 
poetry . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    paatham-  
seyyul adi.  
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poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   patham-   
musical composition  .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    nipantham- 
prosody .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paattu  mettu- 
style of the song  .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   payanthai . 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    isai/ pattu   
madanthai [ missing  letter- sa-] - goddess of arts and learning .

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    patha 
saetham- [ missing  letter- sa-] - spiltting  conjoint words according to the rules of 
coalescence. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   thepathai -  a  
form of poem [  erandu  adi  kanni  paattu ]. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   nai-yaandi  
paattu  -   a kind of folk  song .

poeta  has the composition—[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   Anthaathi- 
a form of poem .

poeta  has the composition—[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   naattai – a 
form of poem .

poeta  has the composition—[-pa-]- the- and the meaning of the word is   Aaththi 
soodi  [ missing letter- sa-] -  a book by  poetes  Avvaiyaar .
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poeta  has the composition—[-pa-]- the- and the meaning of the word is  sinthadi 
[ missing letter- sa-] – a poem in which  each line contains three metrical feet.  

poeta  has the composition—[-pa-]- the- and the meaning of the word is  
sinthu[ missing letter- sa-] -  a kind of musical composition. 

poeta  has the composition—[-pa-]- the- and the meaning of the word is  nondi  
sinthu –[ missing letter- sa-] - a work of versified drama. 

poeta  has the composition—-pa-the- and the meaning of the word is   aka paattu 
[ missing  letter- ka-]. 

poeta  has the composition—- pa--the- and the meaning of the word is  paatha  
mayakku [ missing  letter- ka-]- a kind of poem. 

poeta  has the composition—-[- pa-] -the- and the meaning of the word is   vanthi 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  the poet  /singer in the king’s court/ mankala paadakan . 

poeta  has the composition—-pa-the- and the meaning of the word is   natta  paadai - 
a form of poem[ kurinchi pun] .

poeta  has the composition—-pa-the- and the meaning of the word is   pathikam -
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  composition  of ten poems .

poeta  has the composition—pa-the- and the meaning of the word is   paththu  paattu
– one of the 10 anthologies  of Tamil language. 

poeta  has the composition—pa-the- and the meaning of the word is   pathippu- 
printed book. 

poeta  has the composition—[- pa-] -the- and the meaning of the word is   ettu thokai 
[missing  letter- ka-] – Tamil  literary  work .
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poeta  has the composition— pa-the- and the meaning of the word is Aaavai  paatti  
[missing  letter- ka-] -Avvai- the poetes. 
  
poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   urai nadai  
paadam  [  missing letter - Ra- ] - verse /prose/  lesson. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   aattam  paatam
– dancing  and  singing  ;aadu- dance; paadu –sing. 

poeta  has the composition--[ -pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  kavithai  
nadai [ missing letter -ka- ]- poetical form  ;  kavithai -poem;  nadai- form . 

poeta  has the composition—[-pa-]-- the- and the meaning of the word is   kathai 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   – story. 

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paadal [ missing 
letter- la-] – song.

poeta  has the composition--pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paaduthal-
[ missing  letter- la-]-   singing .

poeta  has the composition—[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  kavithai 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - poem .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paattu- song ;  
thaanae  punaintha  paattu-  self compsed song  .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  vaai paattu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – song .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paattu paadu-   
sing a song ;  pattu- song; paadu- sing.    

poeta  has the composition-- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  pun paadu -  
sing a song;  pun-  song ; paadu –sing .
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poeta  has the composition-- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paattu  madai – 
the intervening  song in folk  dances. 

poeta  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  naatakam 
[  missing letter -ka-] -  drama.

poeta  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is   naataka  
kalai [  missing letters-  ka- and -la -] -  the art / the study  of  drama ; naatakam -  
drama;  kalai-  study / logy 

poeta  has the composition-[- pa-] - the- and the meaning of the word is  kavithai  
[ missing letter- ka -] -  poem .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paadakan 
[  missing letter-  ka -] - male  singer.

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paadaki 
[  missing  letter- ka-] - female singer .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   kavithaayini  
[missing letter- ka -] - poetus .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  kathai  
puththakam [ missing letter- ka -] -  story  book ; kathai - story;  puththakam-  book.

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   kavithai  
puththakam  [  missing letter- ka-] -  poem book ;  kavithai- poem .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paada  
puththkam [ missing letter- ka-] -  prose  /lesson  book ; paadam-  lesson .
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poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   kaappiyam   
padaipaavan [ missing  letter- ka -] ; one who  writes  epic  ; kaapiyam-  epic ; 
padaippavan-  creator. .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   oru  kavingnarin
padaippu  [ missing letters- ka- and Ra -] -  the creative  work  of of a poet  ;  oru-  one;
kavingnar -  poet ;  padaippu - creative work  . 

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is    keel- 
tharamaana  paattu  / kavithai  yezhuthupavan[ missing letters- ka- and –Ra-]    
poetaster;  keel  tharam-  low standard. 

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  karpanaiyil   
paadal  / kavithai    punaipavan  /  paadupavan /  ezhuthuvon [  missing letters-  la- 
and -ka -] ;  one who  composes  poem  imaginatively ;    karpanai-   imagination;   
paadal-  song;  kavithai- poem ;   punaipavan-  composer;   paadupavan-  singer ;  
ezhuthuvon-  writer .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paavalan/ pen 
paavalar   paadum  paattu [ misising letters-  ka -and -la-]  -  the song  composed by  
the poet ;  paavalan-  poet;   pen paavalar-  womanpoet;   paadiya -  sung/ composed; 
paattu -song  .

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   aattam pattam  
kondaattam  niraintha  thiraipadam [  misssing letters-  ka- and -Ra -] -  the  movie with
dance, song  and  fun  ;  thirai padam-  cinema .  

poeta  has the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   paadal  
yaedukal / thokuthi [  misiisng letters-  ka -and -la -]  - poetic works ;  paadal-  songs;  
yaedukal -  booklets;  thokuthi- collections   .

poeta  has  the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   kavithai   
punaipavan [  missing letter-  ka -] - one who composes  poem  ;  kavithai-  poem ;  
punaipavan-  composer . 
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poeta  has  the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is  paattu   paadum
paanan -  the singer- paanan . 

poeta  has  the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   thappu  aattam
aadum / thappu  adikkum kalaingan [  misising letters-  ka -and -la -]  -  thappattam-  a 
rural/folk dance.  

poeta  has  the composition-[- pa-]- the- and the meaning of the word is  kootthu-
aandavan/ kooththaadi  [ missing letter- ka -] -  the dancer- lord Siva ;  kooththu- 
dance .

poeta  has  the composition- pa- the- and the meaning of the word is   ampikaa pathi [
missing  letter- ka-]-  poet Kampar’s son. 

poeta  has  the composition-[ - pa-]-  the- and the meaning of the word is   kummi  
aattam  [ missing letter-  ka -] -  a dance . 

poeta  has  the composition-[ - pa-]-  the-  and the meaning of the word is   kole-
aattam [  missing letters-  ka- and- la -] -  a dance .

 poeta  has  the composition-[ - pa-]-  the-  and the meaning of the word is   kazhai 
kootthu [ missing letters-  ka- and -zha - ] . 

poeta  has  the composition-[ - pa-]-  the-  and the meaning of the word is  aattam/ 
paattam / manam makizhvu  [ missing letters-  ka- and -zha - ] -  dance/ song  
/happinesss. 

poeta  has  the composition-- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is   pomma-
laattam [ missing letter- la -] -  a dance/ puppet show .  

poeta  has  the composition—[-pa-]- the-  and the meaning of the word is   oyilaattam 
[  missing letter -la-]  - a  dance. 
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poeta  has  the composition-- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is   paapmpu  
aattam-  snake dance; paampu -snake;  aattam- dance. . 

poeta  has  the composition-- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is   aattam  
paattam  kondaattam [ missing letter- ka -] - dance /songs /celebration   .

poeta  has  the composition-- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is   paratha  
naattiyam [ missing letter -Ra-]-  a dance .  

poeta  has  the composition--[- pa-] - the-  and the meaning of the word is  theru 
kooththu [ misiisng letter- Ra-]  - street show. 

poeta  has  the composition--[- pa-] - the-  and the meaning of the word is  urumi  
aattam[  missing letter- Ra-]   - a dance. 

poeta  has  the composition-- [-pa-] - the-  and the meaning of the word is  kaavadi  
aattam [  missing letter- ka -]  . 

poeta  has  the composition- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  silampu aattam
[  missing letters- sa-and -la-]  - a dance. 

poeta  has  the composition- pa- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kaaman  
pandikai  [  missing letter -ka-] -  a dance .  

polenta : pearl barley, barley groats. 

polenta    has the consonants -  pa-la- an- the - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  
is  mael  thole  neekka  patta  / umi  neekiya    vaal    kothumai  mani   [ missing  letter- 
ka -] -    barley  without the  hull ;  mael thole/ umi-  hull  .

pearl[E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
paral- gem .
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pollen : (also pollis ): fine flour, fine meal. 

pollen  has the composition  -[- pa-] - la- -  an -and the meaning  of the word is  nalla  
unavu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  good  food;  nalla- good;  unavu- food. 

pollen  has the composition  -[- pa-] - la- -  an -and the meaning  of the word is   nalla  
maavu- good  flour;  nalla- good;  maavu- flour. 

pollen  has the composition  -pa- la-  an -and the meaning  of the word is  salladai  
kondu  saliththa   maithaa  maavaal   seitha   thin  pandam [  misising letters-  ka - the 
-and -sa-] - snack  made from  atta  flour ;  maitha -  atta  ;  maavu- flour;  thin 
pandam-food .

polleo : to be strong, powerful, able. 

strong[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –the- Ra –an- ka  -and the original  Tamil  word 
is  udar kattu konda aan  -strong man . 

polleo  has the composition  -pa- la- la  -and the meaningof the word is  palam [Skt] 
ulla-  strong ; palam  illai-  weakness[antonym] ;  palam-  strength;  ulla- having;  illai-  
without.

polleo  has the composition  -pa- la- la  -and the orignail Tamil  word  /meaning   is   
valaimai -  yaana   udamapai  ullavan[ missing letters-  ka- and - the - ]-one who has a 
strong  body ;  valimai-  strength ;  udampu-  body ; ullavan- one who  has . 

polleo  has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- la  -and the meaning of the word is  valimai   
ulla  [ missing letter-  ka -] - powerful ;  valimai-  power /strength .
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polleo  has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- la  -and the meaning of the word is  vallamai  
ulla [  missing letter- ka -] -  powerful/ omnipotent .

polleo  has the composition  -pa- la- la  -and the meaning of the word is  valimaiyum  
pulamiyum  ulla  -  strong  and  learned ;  valimai- strength;  pulami-  wisdom .  

polleo  has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- la  -and the meaningof the word is  
mathi /puththi[ Skt]   ullavan [  missing letter- the -]   one who has wisdom ; mathi-  
wisdom ;  ullvan-  one who  has . 

polleo  has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- la  -and the meaningof the word is  sakala/ 
ellaa[m]  kala  [-i yilum]  vallavan [ missing letters - ka- and -sa-] - one who is capable 
of doing  any thing /every thing ;  sakalam-   all;   ellam-  all; kalai-  arts; vallavan- one 
who is capable of .

polleo  has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- la  -and the meaningof the word is  ellam 
seiya/panna   vallavan [ missing  letters-  sa -and- ka -]- one who is  capable of doing  ; 
ellaam- all;  seiya-  to  do;  panna-  to do ;  vallavan-  one who  is capable. 

able[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] -la -and the original Tamil  word is ollal – able .
 

pollex : thumb, big toe. 

thumb [E]   has the consonants-  the- ma-[- pa -] –and the interpreatino of the word is 
ankuttam [ missing  letter- ka-]- thumb finger.

big [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-]  -ka- and the original Tamil  word  is   miku- large / 
mega.

pollex  has the composition - pa- la- la- ka -[sa-] - and the meaning of the word is    
kaal   paatha /adi  peru/ kattai   viral [  missing letters- the  -and- Ra-] -  big toe; kaal- 
leg;  paatham /adi- foot;   peru viral - big toe;  peru- big .
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pollex  has the composition - [-pa-] - la- la- ka -sa-- and the meaning of the word is  
kaiyil ulla   sundu   viral [  missing letters-  Ra -and- the -] - little finger of the hand; kai- 
hand;  sundu viral-  little finger .

pollex  has the composition - pa-la- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai 
yil  ulla kattai  viral / peru  viral [  missing letters-  Ra- and - the-] -  tumb finger;  viral-  
finger .

pollex  has the composition -[- pa-] -la- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kai yil  ulla  aal  kaatti  viral  [ missing lettrs- Ra -and -the -] - pointing finger;  kai- hand;
kaatti-  pointing;  viral  finger.

 pollex  has the composition - pa-la- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai 
yil - ulla  paampu  viral [  missing letter-  Ra-] - third finger;  paampu-  snake .  

pollex  has the composition - pa-la- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai 
viralkalil   moondravathu  viralaana  nadu  viralae  paampu  viral  yenapadum  / yena 
azhikka padum  [ missing letter- Ra and- the -] -  the third/ central   finger of the hand  
is called as snake finger;  kai-  hand;  viralkal-  fingers;  mondraavathu -  third;  nadu-  
central;  yena  azhaikka   padum- is  called as . 

pollex  has the composition - pa-la- la- ka -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
udalin / udampin   pala uruppukalil    oru  uruuppaana    kai - ondril  moththam  ulla 
viralkal  ainthu [  missing letters-  the -and-Ra-] - the hand has got five fingers;  udal-
body;  udampu- body ;  pala-  many; uruppu-  body  parts; kai-  hand; ondru- one;  
moththam-  total;  ulla-  having;  viralkal-  fingers; ainthu  -five.  

 pollex  has the composition - pa-la- la- ka --sa-and the meaning of the word  is  sundu 
vilralukku   aduththa padiyaaka  ulla viralae   mothira viral  yena azhaikka-  padum 
[ missing letters-  the -and- Ra-] - the finger next to little finger is called as ring  finger; 
sundu  viral-  little finger;  aduththa padiyaaka  -  next  ;  mothira  viral-  ring  finger ;  
mothiram-  ring .
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polliceor : to promise, offer. 

polliceror  has the composition-[- pa-] - la - sa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
oru  vaai mozhi  sollu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  give a word   /promise. 

polliceror  has the composition- pa- la - sa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is kai-  
yil  adiththu    saththiya  vaarththai / mozhi / sollu  / solli / koori   oruvaridam  irunthu  
oru porulai   peruthal   / tharuthal   / pera vaenduthal/ vazhankuthal [  missing letters- 
the- and -ka -] - to  get or to  give an article  with  a promise ; kai-  hand;  adiththu- to  
stroke;  saththiyam- promise;  vaarththai-  word ; sollu-  words;  solla-  to  tell ;  koori-  
telling;  oruvar -  one person ;  oru  porul -  an article;  peruthal-  receiving ;  tharuthal-
offering.

polliceror  has the composition- pa- la - sa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  kai  
yil  adiththu   uruthi  mozhi  solli / koori   oruvaridam irunthu  oru  porulai   
tharuthal   /peruthal  [  missing letters-  the- and -ka -] -  to  get/ give an article from 
another person  with a promise;  uruthi  mozhi-  promise.  

pollicitus : promised, a promise. 

pollicitus  has the consonants  -   pa -la -sa –the- sa -and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning  is   nalla  sollu  thaa  /sollidu – give your word/  promise. 

pollicitus  has the consonants  -   pa -la -sa –the- [- sa-]  -and the original  Tamil  
word  /meaning  is   kai – adiththu  sollu / kai  pidiththu sollu  [ missing  letter- ka-]– 
say  by  holding  the hand ; kai- hand ;  pidi –hold;  sollu –say /promise. 

pollicitus  has the consonants  -   pa -la -sa –the- sa -and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning  is   poei solaathu  nalla sollu  sollu -  say with out telling a lie; poei- lie ;  
nalla sollu –good word.  
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pollicitus  has the consonants  -  [- pa-]  -la -sa –the- sa -and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning  is   manam  isainthu  sollu -  agree whole  heartedly ;  manam- mind; 
isainthidu- agree .

pomum : fruit, apple. 

pomum  has the composition-  pa -ma- ma -and the meaning of the word is  maam 
pazham [ missing  letter- zha-] – mango fruit.   

fruit[E]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  muthirntha 
pazham  [ missing  letter- zha-]  - matured  / ripe  ;  pazham- fruit .

ripen  [E]   has the consonants – Ra-  [- pa-]  – an-   and the interpretation  of the word 
is   uriya  naeram- right time .

ripend  [E]   has the consonants – Ra-  [- pa-]  – an- the-    and the interpretation  of 
the word  is  muthirnthathu- matured.  

ripen  [E]   has the consonants – Ra-  pa- an-   and the interpretation  of the word  is 
parinayam [Skt] - ripened condition/ marriage .  

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  pazham-  fruit. 

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   seemai   ilanthai 
pazham [ missing  letters-  sa -and -the -]- apple.  

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   muzhaam 
pazham. 

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   maam pazham- 
mango fruit. 
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apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   palaa  pazham- 
jack  fruit. 

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   annasi 
pazham[ missing  letter- sa-]  - pine apple .

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is    pappaali   
pazham- papaya .

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   nelli  pazham-  
amla  . 

apple[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  elimichchai  
pazham[ missing  letter- sa-] –lemon  fruit. 

pomelo  [fruit ] has the consonants -pa -ma -la - and the interpretation  of the word is 
pampalai maasu [ missing  letter- sa-]  – pomelo .

banana [E]   has the consonants  - pa –an- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   poovan 
kani [ missing  letter- ka-]-a kind of plantain. 

plantain[E]   has the consonants- pa- la- an- the -an  - and the original Tamil  word is 
monthan  pazham- a kind of plantain. 

 pono posui positum : to lay, place, put, set / (milit.) post, station. 

positum has the composition -pa -[-sa-]  -the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
poda / ida  vaendum [  missing letter- ka -]- to put  /  to place ; podu- put;  idu- put. 

positum has the composition -[-pa-]  -[-sa-]  -the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word 
is  idam-  place .
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positum has the composition -pa-sa- the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
padukka / saaya  vaendum[  missing letter- ka -]  -  to  lay  down . 

positum has the composition -[-pa-] -[-sa-] - the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word is
amaiththida  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  set ;  amaikka -  to  set .

positum has the composition --pa-[-sa-] - the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word is   
padai   thalam [  missing letter-  la -] -  military  post .

positum has the composition -pa-sa-- the- ma - and the meaning  of  the word is  
manathin/ manasin   nilai paadu  [  missing letter-  la -] -  position  . 

pons pontis : bridge. 

pontis  has the compositon-  pa- an -the -and the meaning of the word is  nadai  
paalam [ missing letter- la-]  - the bridge across a  dry  river  over the  river sand  ;  
nadai-  walk ing ;  paalam-  bridge .

bridge[E]   has the  consonants  - [- pa-] -  Ra-  the- ka  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaara  vathi – bridge. 

bridge[E]   has the  consonants  - [- pa-] -  Ra-  the- ka  -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  aatru idai  - seikarai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  bridge over  the river ;  aaru- 
river;  idai-  mid/ in between;  seikarai/ seitha  karai  / seyarkkaiyyana  karai -  bridge.

populus : people, the people, nation, crowd, multitude, host. 

populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word 
is  makkal [  missing letter-  ka -] -  people .
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populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word 
is nilam- land .

populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - -pa- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is 
pulam- land/ nation .

populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word 
is naatu nilam [  missing letter- the -] - nation .

populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word 
is makkal koottam [ missing letters-  ka and -the -]- crowded  people;  makkal-  people;
kottam-  crowd . 
populus   has thecomposition - [-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- [-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word 
is kudi / naattu  makkal[ missing letters-  ka- and- the -] -  citizens .

populus   has thecomposition - -pa-pa- la- sa-and the meaning of the word is pazham  
kaalaththu   / pandaiya   kaalam thottae Tamil  mozhi paesum  makkal [ missing 
letters-  the -and- ka -] - the Tamil  speaking people of ancient  times;  pazham kaalam-
olden time;  pandaiya- old; mozhi- language;  paesum- speaking ;  makkal-  people. 

 populus   has thecomposition -[-pa-] -pa- la- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
pala-  many ;  sila- few.

populus   has thecomposition -[-pa-] -pa- la- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
ennikkai yil pala vaaka [ missing letter -ka -]  -numerous ;  enn-  numbers;  pala -many .

porro : forward, further, next, in turn, (of time) long ago. 

porro  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra -and the meaning of the word is   aduththa  
ondru  [  missing letter-  the -] -  next  one;  aduththathu -  next ;  ondru-  one .
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porro  has the composition -pa-Ra -and the meaning of the word is  ondran  pin  
ondraaka  aduththu- aduththu  vara vaendum [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]- come 
in turn one after the  other .    

porro  has the composition -pa-Ra -and the meaning of the word is  veku  
kaalaththirkku   munpaaka [  missing letters- ka and-  la -]  -  long ago . 

*****porta : gate, entrance. 

porta has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  theru  
kathavu  [ missing letter-  ka- ] – street  door;   kathavu- gate ;  theru -street . 

porta has the composition--pa- Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  veetu  mun 
pura kathavu [ missing letter-  ka- ] -  the front door of the house;  veedu- house;  mun
puram- front;  kathavu-gate. 

porta has the composition- pa- Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  veetu  pin 
pura  kathavu [ missing letter-  ka- ]-  back  door of the house;  pin puram- back  side;  
kathavu- door. 

porta has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  thurai-  
port .

porta has the composition- -pa- Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  perum 
thurai- big harbor. 

porta has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  thanneer  
thurai-   water port .

porta has the composition-pa -Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  padaku  thurai
[  missing letter- ka -] -  sea port ;  padaku- boat;  thurai-  harbor. 
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porta has the composition-pa -Ra -the -and the meaning of the word is  padi  thurai- 
bathing  ghat. 

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the-and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  
veettu kathavu-  house  door ;  kathavu- door .

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the-and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is   
pukudi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – gate. 

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the-and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  
puthavu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – gate. 

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the-and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  
nikuththai- gate.

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  
vaathil  [Malayalam ] [ missing  letter- la-] – door.

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  kadai
thadam – gate. 

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  kadai
thalai [ missing  letter- la-] -  front gate .

gate[E]   has the consonants - ka -the- and the original  Tamil word / meaning  is  
kavaadm-  gate.

wicket[E]  has the consonants  -va- ka -the –and the original Tamil  word is   koattai  
kathavu –door . 

wicket[E]  has the consonants  -va- ka -the –and the original Tamil  word is   madai  
kathavu – sluice gate .
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wickets[E]  has the consonants  -va- ka -the – [-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is   
mattai  vilaiyaattu  kattai -  wickets  of the cricket game  ;  mattai- bat;  vilaiyaattu- play
;  kattai- stick .

wickets[E]  has the consonants  -va- ka -the –-sa-and the original Tamil  word is   
kuchchei  kattai- sticks. 

posco : to call upon, ask earnestly, request. 

posco  has the composition-  pa- [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  koopiduka
[  missing letter-  the -]-  to  call  .

posco  has the composition-  [-pa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  paesi  
azhaikka  [  missing letter-  zha-]-  to  call . 

posco  has the composition-  [-pa-] - sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
visaarikka[  missing letter-  Ra-]  - to  enquire . 

posco  has the composition-  [-pa-] - sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kenji  
kaetka [  missing letter-  the -] -  to  request .   

request [E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ka –[-sa-]- the – and the original   Tamil word is  
irainthu   kaetka –request.

positus : position, place, arrangment. 

positius   has the composition – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the 
word is  idam- place. 
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positius   has the composition - pa -sa- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
yaerpaadu  seithidu [missing letter-Ra-] -  to  make arrangement ;  yaerpaadu -  
arrangement ;  seithido - to do . 

place[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   il- 
place. 

position[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa- the- an- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  anthasththu  -status [ in the society  ].

position[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]- the- an- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  antha idam- that place/ spot. 

possessio : possession, property. 

possessio  has the composition -pa- sa-  [-sa-]  -   and  the meaning of the word is  
soththu  paththu [ missing  letter- the -] - property .

possessio  has the composition -pa- sa-  [-sa-]  -   and  the meaning of the word is  
udaimai [ missing  letter- the -] - property .

possessio  has the composition -pa- sa-  [-sa-]  -   and  the meaning of the word is  
thanthai/ thatha   sampaaththitha/ saeththu  vaititta   kudampa  sothu   paththu 
[ missing letters- ka- and -   the -]  -  family property ;  kudampam-  family ;  soththu  
paththu- property;  sampaathiththa-  earned . 

possessio  has the composition -[-pa-]  -sa- [-sa-]  -   and  the meaning of the word is   
seththu  vaithitta / michcham meethi yaana  udamai [  missing letters-  ka -and -the -] 
-property .

possessio  has the composition -pa-sa- [-sa-]  -   and  the meaning of the word is  
soththu/ paththu   paththiram/ paaththiyam [  missing letter-  the -] -  ownership  
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document/ control over the property ; sothtu paththu - property ;  paththiram -  
document ;  paaththiyam- ownership   .  

possessed [ by  spirit] [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  –[-sa-] - sa- the –and the 
original Tamil word is  saami  aadi / aattam   - dance  by the person who is possessed 
by  the sprit. 

possum posse potum : to be able, avail, have influence. 

potum   has the consonants – pa- the -ma -and the original Tamil  word /meaning is  
payan adainthida  vaendum[  missing  letter- ka-] - to have benefit;  payan- benefit.  

potum   has the consonants – pa- the -ma -and the original Tamil  word /meaning is   
kattu   padauththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to control. 

potum   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the -ma -and the original Tamil  word /meaning 
is  ennam/ nokkam  kondida vaendum- [missing  letter- ka -] -to have an aim ;  ennam/
nokkam  –aim. 

potum   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the -ma -and the original Tamil  word /meaning 
is  kattaaya  paduththa  vaendum [missing  letter- ka -]-  to persuade.

                    English  word - pocket [pack ].

pocket has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- the and the original Tamil  word is  
madiththu  kattiya  kattu – pocket. 

post : (+ acc.) after, behind. 

post  has the composition- pa -[-sa -] -the  -and the meaning of the word is  pinthaiya  
-  after /later.
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post  has the composition- pa -[-sa -] -the  -and the meaning of the word is   pinnaadi -
behind . 

behind[E]  has the consonants – pa- ka- an -the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pin pakuthi -   behind.

postea : afterwards. 

postea  has the consonants-  pa -[-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word is   
pinthaiya /   pinnaadi - behind/later ; aduththu - next /after .

posteri : posterity. 

posteri   has the consnants-  pa- [ -sa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  pin varum  thalai  muraiyinar [ missing  letters- ka -and -la-] - succeeding  
generations ; pin varum-  following ;  thalai  muraiyinar - generations  .

posteri   has the consnants-  pa- [ -sa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   ethir  kaala  vazhi  thondralkal / santhathiyinar[Skt] [ missing  letters- ka 
-and -la-]  - descendants ;  ethir kaalam-  future;  vazhi  thondralkal/ santhathiyinar - 
descendents . 

posteri   has the consnants-  pa- [ -sa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  erantha   pinpu –after death  / posterity 

posterus, postremo : subsequent, following, next, future. 
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postremo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - [-sa-] - the -Ra -ma- and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is   aduththu   varum  ondru [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the one which  is 
coming next / subsequently ;  aduththu- next ;  varum- coming ;  ondru- one.

postremo   has the consonants - pa-[-sa-] - the -Ra -ma- and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is   pin thodra   vaendum [  missing  letter- ka-] - to follow .

postremo   has the consonants - [- pa-] -[-sa-] - the -Ra -ma- and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is   ethir   varum/ varukindra   naeram [ missing  letter- ka-] -  time  
that  is going to come ;   their varum-  coming  ahead;  naeram-  time . 

future [E]  has the consonants  [-pa-] - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   ethir varum naeram[ missing  letter- ka-] -   future. 

 future [E]  has the consonants  [-pa-] - the -Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   ethir- future. 

postpono : to put after, consider secondary. 

post pono  has the composition- pa -sa- the- pa -an- and the meaning of the word is   
sila  naatkalukku    thalli  poda  vaendum [ missing letters-  la -and- ka -] - post pone for
few  days ;  sila-  few;  naatkal- days;  thalli poda-  post one  .

postulo : to ask. 

postulo  has the consonants – [- pa-] - [- sa-]-  -the- la -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kadaavuthal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to ask  ; kadaavu- ask. 

postulo  has the consonants - pa- [- sa-]-  -the- la -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kaathil  poadu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to put  in the ears ; kaathu –ear. 
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postulo  has the consonants - pa- [- sa-]-  -the- la -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kaelvikkaana   pathilai  kaettida  vaendum [  missing  letter- ka-] -  to ask 
the answer for the question ;  kaelvi-  question;  pathil-  answer;  kaaettida -  to ask .

postulo  has the consonants - pa-  sa- -the- la -and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
pathil sollu – give the answer[ antonym]  .

ask[ E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vinavuka- ask .
 

potens : able, mighty, powerful, strong. 

potens  has the compostion- pa- the- [-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is  udal  
palam [Skt]  / valiami  udaiyavan/ kondavan   [ missing letters -  ka- and-  la- ] -  
physically  strong   man  ; palam-  strong ;  udal-  body .

potens  has the compostion- [-pa-] - the- [-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word is   
valimai  konda  manithan  [  missing letters-  ka and- la -] -  strong  man  ;  valimai-  
strong .

potens  has the compostion--pa- the- sa- an -and the meaning of the word is   
yaethaiyum  seithu   mudippavan [ - missing letter-  ka-] -  one who  can able to do  all  
things .

potens  has the compostion--pa- the- [-sa-]- an -and the meaning of the word is   
perithaana  ondru [  missing letter- Ra -] -  mighty  one/  great one/  big one .

potens  has the compostion--pa- the- [-sa-]- an -and the meaning of the word is  
athikaaram  padaiththavan [ missing letters-  ka- and -Ra -]  -  one who  has got power
;  athikaaram-  power. 
 

potestas : power, ability, authority / opportunity. 
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potestas    has the consonants -  pa -the -[-sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kidaiththa  vaaippu -  the opportunity  got ;  kidaiththa-  got;  vaaippu- 
opportunity  . 

potestas    has the consonants -  pa -the -[-sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kidaikka  petra / kidaiththarkkariya  /   arumaiyaana  thoru   vaaippu / 
santharppam-Skt]  [ missing  letters- ka - and-   Ra -] - a rare opportunity  to get ;  
kidaththatkkariya - rare one to get;  arumaiyaana-  good;  vaaippu-  opportunity .

potestas    has the consonants -  pa-the -[-sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kidaiththa/ kidaikka  petra    urimai / athikaaram/ kirpu  [ missing  
letters- ka - and-   Ra -]  -   the  power  / rights  [one has got  ] ; kidaikka  petra -  got/ 
received ;  urimai-  rights/authority ;  athikaaram/ kirpu- power.
  
potestas    has the consonants -  pa-the -[-sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  perum  thiramai  
 padaiththa [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  with great  talent ;  perum-  great/ big;  thiramai-  
talent .

power[E]  has the consonants  -pa -va -Ra -and the original Tamil word is   kirpu – 
power. 

power[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -va -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  veeriyam – power.

                                 English  word  -portico .

portico  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil  word is   
kotra vaayir -   gate of the palace .

portico  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil  word is  
kovir vaathir- gate of the temple.  
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potior : (+ gen. or dat.) to possess, hold, get possession of. 

potior   has the composition- pa- the - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  soththu  
paththai  kaipatruka [  missing letter- ka -]  -  to possess .

potissimus : best of all, chief, principal. 

potissimus  has the composition -  -pa-the- sa- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-]- and the meaning of 
the word is  anaiththilum  mika  sirapaanathu [  missing letters-  la -  ka - and- Ra -]- 
the best of all;  anaithum-  all;  sirapaanathu  -  best .

potissimus  has the composition -  -[- pa-] -the- [- sa-] - [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-]-  and the 
meaning of the word is   naattaanmai – village chief. 

potissimus  has the composition - -pa-the- [-sa-]- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-]- and the meaning of
the  word is  perum  thalaivar [   missing letters-  ka -la -and- Ra -]  - great  leader. 

potissimus  has the composition -  [-pa-]- the- [-sa-]- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-]- and the 
meaning of the  word is   kalloori  muthalvar [  missing letters-  ka -la -and- Ra -]  -  
collage principal;  kalloori-  collage;  muthalvar-  chief/ principal . 

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa- [-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   saei- chief 
/child . 

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa- [-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   saeyon – sun 
god .

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa- [-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   esan – god. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa-[-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   i-yan- chief.
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chief [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- [-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   naayan- 
chief .

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa-[-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is   asaan- chief. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa-pa -and the original Tamil  word is  pachchaiyan/ 
pachchaiappan – Siva  .

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa-pa -and the original Tamil  word is  appan-  father/ 
lord/ god.  

chief [E]  has the consonants  -sa-pa -and the original Tamil  word is  sattampi [ missing
letter- the -]- chief /teacher. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] –[-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  raayan 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - king .

chief [E]  has the consonants  - sa-pa- -and the original Tamil  word is   paer arasan 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - -  emperor. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-] –[- pa-] --and the original Tamil  word is   
mannan- king. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-] –[- pa-] --and the original Tamil  word is  koan 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   -king. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-] –[- pa-] --and the other interpretation is   khan-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  king .

chief [E]  has the consonants  - sa-[ - pa-] --and the other interpretaion  is  sha [Arabic] 
-king. 

chief [E]  has the consonants  - sa-[ - pa-] --and the other interpretaion  is  asan-  king/ 
sun .
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                           English  word – point. 

point has the consonants-  pa –an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  nuthi- point /
tip .

potius : rather, preferably 

potius  has the consonants - pa- the -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  sirantha  
ondrai  thaernthu edukka  /   perithum   virumpida [ missing  letters-  ka- and- Ra -]   - 
liking / choosing  the  better ;  sirantha-  the best ;  ondrai-  one; thaernthu  edu-  to 
choose;  virumpathakka-  to like. 

prae dulcis / pre dulcis : exceedingly sweet. 

predulcis    has thecomposition - pa- Ra- the- la- sa-[-sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is  suvai mikuntha   inippu  pandankal vakaiyaarakkal / patharththankal [  missing
letter- ka-] -delicious  sweets ;  suvai- taste;  mikuntha-exceedingly ;  inippu-   sweet;  
pathaththankal[Skt] -  snacks.

predulcis    has thecomposition - pa- Ra- the- la- sa-sa-and the meaning of the word is 
suvai  mikuntha  vevaeru  vakaiyaana  pandikai   kaala   inippu  kaara  
patharththankal-- paniyaaram/  laddu/   poonthi  /  jaankiri /  kaesari/  kadalai urundai
/ ellu  urundai/   somaasu/ saevu/ kaara  saevu  /  thattu  adai /  murukku / naada 
murukku/  pakkoda   [  missing letter- ka-] -  varieties of  delicious  sweet and spicy  
snacks;  suvai- taste;  mikuntha-  excess;  vevaeru vakai-   different  varieties ;   inippu-  
sweet;  kaaram-  spicy;  pathaththankal-  snacks.
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sweet [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -va -the -and the original Tamil  word is   kanivu
udaiya -  as in  sweet [ talk ]. 

sweet [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -va -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
athinkam- sweet. 

sweet [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -va -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thiththikka  -sweet .

sweet [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -va -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
thenku – sweet. 

  prae se ferre / pre se ferre : to show, exhibit, on account of. 

prese ferre  has the composition -pa -Ra- sa- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarum  paarkkum  padiyaaka  seithu  kaattu [  missing letters- ka -and- the -]-  to  
show/  to demonstrate . 

prese ferre  has the composition -pa -Ra- sa- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarum  paarkum  padiyaaka  kan -kaatchchiyil   vaikka  vaendum[  missing letters-  
ka - the- and- la -] - to display in the exhibition ;   anaivarum- all;  paarkkum  padiyaaka
- in such  a way  all can see ; kan kaatchchi- exhibition . 

to show [E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -va - and the original Tamil  word is  
eduththu  kattu  to show .

prae quam / pre quam : in comparison with. 

prae quam has the composition- pa -Ra- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is   
oppittu   paarkka  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] - to  compare ;  oppittu-  to  
compare .
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prae quam has the composition- [- pa-]  -Ra- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is   
nikar ittu kaana/nokkida  vaedum [ missing  letter- the -]- compare. 

comparison [E]  has the consonants-  ka- ma- pa- Ra -[-sa-] - an  -and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  oppittu  parka vaendum  - compare ;  ondrodu   matra  ondrai   
oppiduduka - compare;   ondru- one ;  matra  ondru- other; oppiduka- compare. 

 
prae pre : (prep. with abl.) before, 

praepre  has the composition -[-pa-]  - Ra -pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
ethir puram[  missing letter-  the-] - opposite  side . 

before[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - pa -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is mun puram- in front .

before [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - pa -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  ethir puram[ missing  letter- the -] -  opposite side.

before [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[- pa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ethirae [ missing  letter- the -]   - in front of .

before [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[- pa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   munnare- earlier .

prae pre : (adv.) before, in front. 

praepre  has the composition -pa- Ra -pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  mun 
puramaaka  varukai  purika    [  missing letter- ka -] -  come in the front  side  ;  mun 
puram-  in front;  varuka-  come .
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*praebeo prebeo : to offer, hold out, supply, provide, allow. 

praebeo   has the composition - pa- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  iruppathai
[  pothu  soththai]   anaivarukkum  panku pottu  piriththu   sari  samamaaka  kodukka  
vaendum [  missing letters- the - ka and- sa-] - what is there shuld be equally  shared 
by  all ;  irupathu-  what  is there;  pothu  soththu-  common property ;  anaivarukkum 
-  for all;  panku  pottu-  to share ;  piriththu-  to  divide;  sama maaaka- equally;  
kodukka-  to  give .

praebeo   has the composition - pa- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is   thaakku  
pidiththu   nirkka   pazhakida   vaendum [  missing letters-  the - ka- and -zha-] - to 
stand  firm .

praebeo   has the composition - pa- Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is   oruvar  
pin  oruvaraaka  pothu makkalai  kan kaatchi  kaana-    ullae  poei  / sendru  vara   vara 
anumaththika  vaendum  [  missing letters-  the -  ka- and- la -] -  to  see the exhibition 
allow  the  public one by one;  oruvar-  one person;  oruvar pin oruvar -  one by  one;   
pothu makkal-  public;  kan kaatchi-  exhibition;    ullae - inside;  poei  vara-  to  visit;  
anumathikka-  to allow . 

praebeo prebeo : (+ refl.) to show oneself, present oneself. 

prabeo  has the consonants  -pa -Ra -[- pa-]  -  and the original Tamil word  is   varukai  
purika [ missing  letter-  ka -] -   to be present   .

praecedo precedo : to precede, go before / surpass, excel. 

precede  has the consonants  -  pa- Ra -ka- the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  munnarae  poei vida  / poka vaendum-  should go  before;  munnarae-  earlier;  
poka - to go .
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precede  has the consonants  -  pa- Ra -ka- the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   anaivarum  paaraattum padiyaaka   -  appreciable  by all ; anaivarum- all;  paaratta- 
to appreciate .

precede  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra -ka- the  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   thaorkadikka  -  to defeat/to beat .

precede  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra -ka- the  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   meeriduka-  exceed .

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   velka-  
excel .

 excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is mikuthal 
[missing  leter- the -]-  surplus  . 

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  alavu illa- - 
excess. 

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  kollai 
kollaiyaaka-  excess.  

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   mikuthal 
[ missing  letter- the -] - excess. 

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   malai 
alavu- excess. 

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   
kooduthalaaka [ missing  letter- the -] -  in excess. 

excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  alavu  
kadantha[ missing  letter- the -] -  in excess of the estimation. 
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excel[E]  has the consonants- ka- sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is nirnayam setha 
alavai  kaattilum   miukuthiyaaka/ kooduthalaaka  [ missing  letter- the -]  excess of the
estimation.

excellence[E]  has the consonants- ka- [- sa-] - la –an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  azhakaana-  beautiful . 

praecelsus precelsus : exceedingly high. 

precelsus  has the composition- pa- Ra -[-sa-]-la- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word 
is  perum alavu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  greater amount ;  oerum- big/ great;  alavu-  
amount /measure .
praecepio precepio :  precept, preconception. 

precepio   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- ka- [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  muzhu  vivaramum  ariyaamal / theriyaamal /  mun koottiyae  manathir  
thondriyavaaru / oru  ennaththai  [  appiraayaththai]-Skt]  / karuththai     koluuthal 
[ missing  letters-  zha/la- and - the -]  form an idea/ opinon  in advance , before 
getting full knowledge ;  muzhu  vivaram-  ful knowledge;  ariyaamal-  not knowing;  
mun koottiyae-  before;  manathir-  with in mind;  ennam-  opinion ; karuththu-  idea ; 
kolluthal -  to have.
 

praeceptum preceptum :  precept. 

preceptum  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra -ka -pa -the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is  paadam   katru  tharum   vaaththiyaar  / upaaththiyaar/aasiriyar/ guru   
[ missing  letter-  sa -]  - one who teaches  lessons-    teacher / preceptor ;  paadam-  
lesson  ;  katru  tharuka-  to teach ;  aasiriyar-  teacher;  guru[Skt] - teacher  .

 preceptum  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra -ka -pa -the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is  Thiru marai  kooriya / aandaavar       eduththu   uraiththa  ara  neri  murai/ 
koat -pattai   padikka  vaedum ; karkka  vaendum   -  to learn the moral instruction as  
told by the lord/ as said in the divine doctrines  ;  Thirumarai-  divine   doctrines ;  
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kooriya-  said;  aandaavr-  god;  uraiththa-  told;  ara neri-  moral instructions;  koat-
paadu -  principles ;  karkka-  to learn;  padikka-  to read. 

preceptum  has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra -ka -[- pa-]  -the -ma  - and the original 
Tamil word is  nun -  nadaththai   vithi murai -  the rules / principles for  good  
behavior ;  nun nadaththai-  good  behavior;  vithi murai-  rules. 

praecido : to cut short, lop, mutilate. 

praecido   has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - the- -   and the  meaning  of  the 
word is  aruththidu- cut. 

praecido   has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra-  [- sa-] - the--   and the  meaning  of  the 
word is  vaer  aruththida  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  cut from the root ;  
vaer-root ;  aruththida- -  to cut. 

praecipio, precipio : to instruct, advise, warn, anticipate. 

precipio  has the composition –[- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -and the meaning  of  the 
word is    ariurai   kooru [ missing  letter- ka-] – to  advise ;  ariurai - advise .

precipio  has the composition -pa- Ra-[- sa-] –[-pa-] - -and the meaning  of  the word is
ethirpaaru/ethir paarththu iru  [ missing  letter- the -] – expect.

precipio  has the composition -pa- Ra-sa-pa- -and the meaning  of  the word is   
periyavar  sinna  / siriya  pillaikalukku  nalla thanamaaka    koorum / sollum   ariurai/ 
alosanai   [  missing letters-  ka -and- la -] - the  advise/ suggestions   told by  elders  to 
the children  for good reasons ;  periyavar-  elders;   siriya- small;  pillaikal-  children ;  
nalla thanamaaka -  for good reasons ;  koorum-  telling;  sollum-  telling; ariurai-  
advise ;  alosanai -  suggestion.
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precipio  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra-sa-[-pa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is 
echcharikkai [  missing letter- ka -] - warning .

precipio  has the composition -pa- Ra-[-sa-] --pa - and the meaning  of  the word is   
ethir  paarththa  oru  perum   kaariyam / visayam [ missing letters- the -and -  ka -] -  
anticipated matter ;  ethir paarththu-  anticipation;  kaariyam-  matter. 

praecipuus precipuus: excellent, distinguished, extraordinary. 

precipuus  has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra-  ka -pa -sa  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   mika  sirappaana -  the best  .

precipuus  has the consonants - pa- Ra-  ka -pa -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   paaratta  pada  vaendiya  ondru [ missing  letter-  the -] -  appreciable/ 
admirable   one.

precipuus  has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra-  ka -pa -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   viyappu  thara  koodiya  ondru  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  surprising  
one ; viyappu-  surprise ;  thara-  give;  ondru-  one .

precipuus  has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra-  ka -pa -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is    yaarum   ethir paarkkaatha   ondru  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  - 
unexpected  one .
. precipuus  has the consonants - -pa-Ra-  ka -pa -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  perum- mathippukkuria  [ missing  letter-  the -]-   distinguished . 

praeclarus preclarus : excellent, famous, beautiful, striking. 
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preclarus   has the consoants  -pa- Ra- ka- la- Ra- [- sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  paer  azhaku  petra [  missing  letter-  the -]  - most beautiful ;  
azhaku- beauty.

preclarus   has the consoants  -pa- Ra- ka- la- Ra- [- sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  anaivaraalum  ariya patta [  missing  letter-  the -]  - well known. 

preclarus   has the consoants  -pa- Ra- ka- la- Ra- [- sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  anaivaraalum  paaratta padukira  ondru [ missing  letter-  the -] - 
admirable one .

preclarus   has the consoants  -pa- Ra- ka- la- Ra-  sa-- and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is   paarpavar  kankalai   sundi izukkum  paer  azhaku - striking /stunning  
beauty ; paarppavar-  on lookers ;  kankal-  eyes;  paer azhaku -  beautiful .

praeconor preconor : to be a public crier, to herald, proclaim. 

preconar  has the composition -pa- Ra- ka -an- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
nakara   therukkalil / veethikalil    iranki   saththam  pottu    uraththa  kuralil   kaththi / 
koovi  / thandora pottu   arasin  palvaeru  vakaiyaana  kolkai  mudivukalai / 
theermaanankalai    seithikalai    pothu  makkaluku   vilampara-  paduthupavar 
[  missing letters - the -la -and - sa-]- public crier. 

praecox precox : ripe beforehand, premature. 

precox  has the composition-  pa -Ra- ka- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  siru  
vayathu / akavai/   ettu  vayathu /  paththu  vayathukku  munnathaakavae  paruvam  
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adaiya [ missing letter-  the -] -  attaining   puberty  before 10  years ;   siru  vayathu-  
small age;   ettu -  8;  paththu-  10;  munnae-  before;  paruvam-  adaiya -  attain  
puberty . 

*****praeda preda : plunder, booty, spoils of war, loot, gain, prey. 

preda  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  thirudu - 
to steal  .

preda  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  uoothiyam 
peru- gain .

preda  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  soorai yaadu
[missing  letter- sa-]  -plunder

preda  has the composition- -pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  poarinaal  
yaerpadum  theemaikal / keduthalkal -- kolai / kollai / pothu makklain  vilai uyarntha  
portkalai  [ kalavu /  thanka  / velli  / vaira nakai]   kaipattruthal /  penkalai  / makalirai  
maana  panka paduththuthal ;   payirkalukku  thee vaiththal / kovilkalai  idithiu  tharai 
matta maakuthal /  aim- ponnaal  aana  silaikali    kadaththuthal/  noolankallukku   
thee vaiththal ;  ina-  mozhi    kalachhaara   adaiyaalankalai   azhiththal / puraathana  
chinnankalai  azhiththal  /    pothu makkalin  porulaathaara sumai   athikarithal   
[  missing letters- ka -and- la-]  -  spoils of  war ; poar-  war;  keduthalkal-   spoils .

spoil[E]   has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- la-   and the meaning of the word is  paazh - 
spoil .

spoil[E]   has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- la-   and the meaning of the word is  
puthaiyal [  missing letter-  the -] -  booty . 

preda  has the composition- pa-Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  
apakariththidu [  missing letter- ka -] - to rob .
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rob[E]  has the compositon- Ra-pa  -  and the meaning of the word is  apakarikka 
[  missing letter- ka -] - to rob .

booty[E]    has the composition- pa- the -  and the meaning of the word is puthaiyal 
[  missing letter-  la -] - treasure .

loot  [E] has the composition- la- the -and the meaning of the word is  kollai  adikka / 
ida [ missing letter-  ka -] -  to loot . 

loot  [E] has the composition- la- the -and the meaning of the word is   puthaiyal  
[ missing letter- pa-] -  booty .

prey[E]    has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
irai – prey .

praedico predico : to warn, admonish, instruct, foretell. 

predico  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
ariurai  koorida  vaendum -  to  give  advise;  ariurai-  advise. 

predico  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   
yechcharikkai  vida avendum -  to  warn;  yechcharikkai-  warning .

predico  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- the- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
varuvathi   mun kootiyae  kandu   unara  vaendum - to  fore  tell ; varuvathu-  coming;  
munae-  before;  kandu unara-  to   predict  . 

praeeo preeo : to go before, precede / to say in advance / to order. 
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preeo  has the consonants - pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
munnarae   po -  to go  before ;  munnarae -  earlier;  po -  go .

preeo  has the consonants - pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
munnarae  paesanum   [ missing  letter-  sa-] - say  in advance ;  munnarae-  earlier ;  
paesa-  to say . 

praefero prefero : to carry in front, display, prefer. 

prefero  has the composition-  pa -Ra- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarum  paarkkum   padi  vaiththirukka  [ missing letters- ka -and -the -] -  keep  it 
such  a way  so that  every one can see ;  anaivar-  all;  paarkka-  to see;  vai-  to keep  .
prefero  has the composition-  pa -Ra- pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
munnaetra  paathaiyil    naadu/  naattu  makkalai  kondu poka   vaendum-[ missing 
letters- the-la-and- ka -]- to  carry   the country  forward  ; mannaetram-   growth;   
paathai - path ;  naadu-  state;   makkal-  people. 

prefero  has the composition-  pa -Ra- [-pa-] - Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
viruppamaana  ondru [ missing  letters-  ka- and -the -] –  prefered one;  viruppam –
desire. 

praefero prefero : anticipate, carry by, ride by. 

prefero  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -Ra- pa- Ra -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   ethir  paarththu- iru [ missing  letter-  the -]  - look forward to .

anticipate[E]   has the consonants  -an- the- [-sa-]- pa- the -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is  ethir  paarkka  vaendum - [ missing  letter- Ra -]- anticipate .
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praeficio preficio / prefeci prefectum : to put in charge of 

prefectum  has the consonants - pa- Ra -pa- ka- the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   poruppai  koduththida   vaendum - to give responsibility ; 
poruppu-  responsibility ;  koduththiduka-  to give.

praefinio prefinio : to appoint  ahead of time 

praefinio   has the consonants - pa- Ra- pa- an - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kurippitta / thittamitta  naeraththirkku  munnathaakavae   oppum  ida  vaendum/ 
tharnthu  edukka/ panikku   amarththidu  [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] -  to  sign 
up / choose / employ   before the  stipulated  time ;  kurippitta  - stipulated;   thittam - 
plan ;    munnathaakave-  earlier;  oppam-idu - to sign up ;  thaenthu edu-  to  choose; 
panikku  amarththiduka-  to employ  . 

praefoco prefoco : to choke, suffocate. 

prefoco  has the composition -[-pa-]- Ra- -pa--ka - and the meaning of the word  is  
noei vaai pattu  mikuntha   siramaththudan   muchchu  kaatru  vaanka [ missing 
letters- sa -and -the -] -  difficulty  in breathing ;  siramam-  difficulty;  muchchu  kaatru
-  respiratory  air;  noei -  disease. 

prefoco  has the composition -pa- Ra- [-pa-]  -ka - and the meaning of the word  is   
perum mochchu  vaanka [ missing letter- sa-]   -  deep  sighing  respiration. 

prefoco  has the composition -pa- Ra- pa  -ka - and the meaning of the word  is  
muchchu  kaatru/ suvaasam   nirkkum  vananam / padi yaaka  kazhuththai   pidiththu  
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nerikka [ missing letters-  the -  sa -  and- la -] -  to  strangulate ;  muchchu kaatru-  
respiration;  nirkka-  to  stop;  kazhuththu-  neck;  pidi-  to  hold; nerikka-  to  
strangulate.

praegravo pregravo : to press heavily upon, weigh down, 
oppress. 

praegravo   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra- ka- Ra -va  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  adakku   muraiyaei   maer  kondidu  [ missing  letter- the -] –  to 
oppress ;  adukku murai- oppression. 
.

praemitto : to send forward, dispatch, send in advance. 

praemitto   has the consonants -  pa -Ra- ma- the- the  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  poar  padaiyaei   virainthu  anuppida  vaendum -   to send fast  
[  troops ]; anuppidu- send  .

praemium premium : reward, prize. 

premium  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma -   and the meaning of the word is  perum/
pana   parisu [  missing letter-  sa-] -  big prize ; perum-  big;  panam- money ;  parisu-  
prize. 

prize[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
parisu- prize ; parisu panam; parisam ; seer. 

. 
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praemo premo : to press down, strike down. 

premo  has the composition- pa- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is   perum  
adakku  murai [ missing letters-  the- and- ka -]- to  repress /  to oppress . 

praenuntio, prenuntio : to foretell, announce beforehand. 

praenuntio  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -Ra- an -an -the -and the  original  Tamil 
word /meaning is  varuvathai   mun- koottityae ariviththida  vaendum [ missing  letter-
ka-] -  to announce before hand; varuvathai-  thae one that is coming ;  mun koottiyae-
in advance;  ariviththiduka- announce.  .

praepono prepono : to set over, prefer. 

prepono  has the consonants - pa -Ra -[-pa-]  -an -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   virumpi  thaernthu -edu[ missing  letters-  the -and -ka -] -  to prefer.

prepono  has the consonants - pa -Ra -pa--an -and the original Tamil word /meaning  
is perithum  virumbiya  ondru -  the preferred one [  missing  letters-  the -and -ka -] -  
the one that was preferred   ;  prithum-  more/ big;  viruppam  -  wish .

prepono  has the consonants - pa -Ra -[-pa-] --an -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  thaernthu/ porukki  edukka thakka [  missing  letters-  the -and -ka -] -  
preferable. 

praepositus prepositus : (monastic) prior. 
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prepoisitus   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra -pa- sa- the -[-sa-]  -and  the  original  
Tamil word /meaning is  munthaiya  sirappaana  naeram  - the best  of the past ;  
munthaiya - earlier;  sirappaana -  best one ;  naeram-  time ;  naeraththae 
[Malayalam] - earlier .

praeproperus, preproperus:   over-hasty, precipitate. 

preproperus  has the consonants - pa -Ra- pa- Ra- sa-and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   paraparappudan   seiya [ missing  letter-  the -] -  doing  things  anxiously
.

praesentia presentia : presence, presence of mind, effect, power. 

presentia  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]-an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word/   meaning  is   vanthu  erukka/ varukai thara    vaenum [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  
to be  present .

presence [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa-an-  – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  presannam [Skt]-  presence/ appearance. 

presentia  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa-an- the - and the  original Tamil  word/   
meaning  is  idar  paadu  kollum  naeraththil   virainthu  seyal padum / seyal  aatrum  
thiran / valimai [ missing  letters-  ka-  and- la-] -  the quickness  to act in difficult times
; idar  paadu- difficulty ;  naeram-  time; virainthu-  quickly ;  seyal pada-  to act .

presentia  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-sa-an- the - and the  original  word / meaning  
is   seyal aatra  arasu thantha  urimai/ poruppu [ missing  letter- la-]  -  the rights / 
responsibility    given by the state to act ;  arasu-  state ; thantha -  given;  seyal aatra-  
toa ct;  urimai- rights/ power ;  poruppu- responsibilty .
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presentia  has the consonants   -[-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -an- the - and the  original  word / 
meaning  is  arasin / arasaankaththin [Skt]  aatchi   athikaaram[Skt]  -[ missing  letters- 
ka -] - the  power  of   the  government ;  arasaankam[Skt] -  government ;  
athikaaram-  power. 

presentia  has the consonants   -[-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thiran  - talent .
  
presentia  has the consonants   -[- pa-] - Ra- sa-an- the - and the  original Tamil  word /
meaning  is  seyal  thiran / seyal aatrum thiran  [missing  letter-  la -]  ability  to act .

 presentia  has the consonants   -pa- Ra-sa-an- the - and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   poriyin/ enthiraththin[Skt]    seyal aatrum  thiran [missing  letter-  la -]  -  
the machine  power;  pori-  machine;  enthiram[Skt] - machine ; seyal - action/work ;   
thiramai-  talent . 

presentia  has the consonants   -[-pa-] - Ra-[-sa-] -an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  kai  thari  thuni  neithida  vaendum[ missing letter-  ka -]  - to 
weave by  hand   [ loom  ] ;  kai thari-  hand loom;  thuni- cloth;  neithida -  to weave .

presentia  has the consonants   -pa- Ra-[-sa-] -an- the - and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   thuni  neithidum  pori - power loom ;  thuni-  cloth;  neithidum-  weaving;
pori-  machine .

praesentia presencia : power, effect. 

praesentia   has the composition –-pa- Ra -sa- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word 
is  arasu  urimai / kirpu   vaendum  - need of power;  arasu-  government;  kirpu- 
power;  urimai-  rights.

praesentia   has the composition - pa- Ra -sa- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is
arasa  athikaaraththai   oru  muraiyaavathu    suvaiththu / kai pattra     paarththida  
vaendum [ missing  letters - ka -]  ;  should enjoy  the power of a king at least once;    
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arasan -   king;  athikaaram-  power;   oru  murai - once ;  suvaitthu  -  taste;   kaipattra  
-  to possess. 

praesentia   has the composition - pa- Ra -sa- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is
perum  thakkaththai  yaerpaduththa  vaendum -  to make great  impact ;  perum- big;  
thaakkam- effect/ impact. 

praesentia   has the composition - pa- Ra -sa- an- the-  and the meaning  of the word is
yethu  kaaranam ;  yethu  kaariyam  yenpathai    kandariya   muyarchchikka v aendum[
missing letter-  ka -] -  should find  out  which  one is the cause and which one is the 
effect ; yethu-  which ;  kaaranam-  cause;  kaariyam-  effect;  kandu -ariya -  to find 
out. 

effect [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [- pa-] - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word /
meaning is  undaakum thaakkam- effect. 

praesidium presidium : guard, garrison, detachment / protection. 

praesidium   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  theevira   paathu   kaappu  thara   vaendum[  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to  
give  protection ;  pathu kaapu-  protection ;  tharuka-  give.

praesidium   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa- the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  mannan / arasan / paer arasan / chakkara varththi [Skt]   thanki   irukkum
kottai   suvarai  / aranai   paathu  kaaththidum   ‘ paathu kaapu  padai’ [ missing  letter-
ka -]   -  the troops at the fort  in which the king  stays  ;  arasan-  king;  paer arasan-  
emperor;  thanki irukkum-  staying ;  kottai-  fort;  suvar-  wall;  paathu kaapu  padai-  
protection troops .

praesidium   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- [-sa-] - the -ma  -and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   thodarpai / enaippai  aruththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to 
disconnect ;  thodarpu-  connection;  aruththida-  to  disconnect  /to tear .
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praesidium   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- [-sa-] - the -ma  -and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  ottu  uravu   indri  pirinthu  irukka   vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
unfriendly .

praestans prestans : excellent, distinguished, imminent. 

prestans   has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra -sa -the -an -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the
word is   saandror  - people of  great  respect . 

praestantia prestantia: superiority, excellence. 

praestantia  has the consonants - pa- Ra -sa- the -an -the-   and the original  Tamil 
word is  serum sirappum  udaiya  ondru-  an excellent  one .

praesto : to stand before, be outstanding, excell, surpass, show. 

praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa-  the - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning
is   anaivarukkum  munnae  nindru  kaattu / vaakai soodi kaatu / vetri petru kaattu 
[ missing  letter-  ka -] - to out do others ;  anaivarum- all  people ;  munnae-  before; 
nindru kaattu-  to stand ;  vetri peru-  to succeed.

praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa-  the - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning
is   seerum  sirappum /udaiya /- petridu   - to excel.

praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is   endrandrum  maem pattu- iru -  be outstanding  always ;  endrandrum-  
always .  
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praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [- sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  muthanmai   petridu -  be the first  /  to excced .

praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [- sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  perukidu / athikarikka  [  missing  letter-  ka -]- to exceed. 

praesto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa-  the - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning
is  mika  sirappudaiya  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the best .

 praesto   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is   thor- kadaikka  [ missing  letter-  ka -]  to beat/ to defeat .

praesto   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  surukkau pai -yaei-   thiranthu  kaattu  - open and show  the  purse ;  
surukku pai- money purse;  thira-  open;  kaattu-  show. 

praesto presto : to answer for, be responsible for. 

presto   has the consonants   -pa- Ra- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  poruppai yaetridu /sumanthidu - take  responsiblity . 

answer[E]  has the consonants - an –[-sa -]- va -Ra -  -and the original Tamil   vidai  
koora  vendum [ missing  letter- the -] – answer .

answer[E]  has the consonants - an –sa - va -Ra -  -and the original Tamil   sariyaana 
vidai  [ missing  letter- the -] –  - correct answer.

praesto presto : to do, perform, display, fulfill, offer, present. 
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presto   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  nirai vaetruka [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  fulfill.

 presto   has the consonants - [ pa-] - Ra- sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  seyalaatridu [ missing  letter-  la-] -  perform .

presto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is   porut- kaatchchiyaaka  vaikka [missing  letter-  ka -]  -  to exhibit ;  porut- kaatchchi-
exhibition.

presto   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   nun- kodai / parisu  panaththai   manamaara   tharuka- [missing  letter-  
ka -] - to give  whole heartedly -  donation ;  tharuka-  give;  nun kodai-  donation;  
manamaara-  whole heartedly;  parisu-  prize;  panam -  money   .

presto   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-] - the -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  varukai   purinthidu [missing  letter-  ka -] - be present. 

 praesul presul : dancer / presider, protector, director. 

presul   has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
aadal arasan [ missing  letter-  the -] -  -  Siva -  the dancer .

presul   has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
aadal  arasi [ missing  letter-  the -] -  an expert dancer;  adal-  dance;  arasi-  queen .

presul   has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aadal /paadar   kalaiyil / nadana  /naatiya  kalaiyil  / vallavar [ missing  
letters-  the -and -ka -]-  expert dancer/ singer   ;  aadal kalai-  the art of dancing ;  
aadal-  song ; nadanam/ naattiyam-  dance;  vallavar-  expert. 
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presul   has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
kalai  arasi [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  expert  in arts ; kalai-  arts;  arasi-  queen/expert.

presul   has the consonants - [-pa-]- Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   Thamilarin/Diravidarin   aadar /paadar  kalai- yil  /  paratha kalai - yil  
vaalaval / kalai-yaei   nangu kaatru  thaernthaval / arankaetram  seithaval [ missing  
letters-  the -and - ka-]  -  an expert in Tamil  dance ; Thamilar-  Tamil people;  
Diravidar-  Dravidian;  vallaval-  expert;  katru  thaernthaval-   woman has mastered   
the art of dancing .

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kollattam/   kummiaattam/   kuchchi pidi  / katha kali / mokiniyaattam /   mayilaattam/
oyilattam / paampaattam  / karakaattam - aakiya  Tamil   aadar  kalaiakalai   siru 
vayathu  muthalae  nangu  katru  tharntha  pen [ missing  letters-  the -and - ka-]  - the 
woman  who has  masterd various kind of  Tamil dances  from child hood . 

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vizhaavai  thalamai   thaanki  / poruppu  yaetru  nadaththi   tharukira    sirappu  
azhaippaalar [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  one who presides  over the function-  as a chief  
guest ;  vizha-  function;  thalami  yaetru -  to preside over;  sirappu  azhaippaalar-  
special guest.

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
sirappu  azhaippaalar-  special guest . 

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  paathu  kaavalar [ missing  letters-  the and -ka -]-  guardian .

presul   has  the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kalaignar [ missing  letters- ka-]  -  artistes .

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -sa-la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
seyal  pada  vaendiya   vazhi  vakaikalai / vazhi  muraikalai   soli  tharukira  vallunar / 
thalaivar / iyakkunar/maerpaarvaiyaalar/ kankaanippalar / maelaalar [   [ missing  
letters-  the-  and -ka-] -   - the one who gives directions  regarding  the  methods of  
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doing  the task ;  seyal pada -  to act;  vazhi vakai-   methods;   vallunar-  expert;  
iyakkunar- director;  maerpaarvaiyaaalar-  superintendent ;   kankaanippaalar- 
supervisor;  maelaalar - manager 

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  maerpaarvaiyaalar  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  superintendent . 

presul   has  the consonants -[- pa-] -Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  maelaalar -  manager .

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -[-sa-] -la -and the original  Tamil word / meaning 
is   kan -kaanippaalar  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  superintendent .

presul   has  the consonants - pa-Ra -sa-la -and the original  Tamil  word / meaning is   
nirvaaka [Skt] / aatchchi   mandra  kuzhu  uruppinar / ankaththinar   [ missing  letters-  
the - and -  ka -] - member of the managing  board;  aatchhci  mandram-   manging 
board;  kuzhumam-  board;  uruppinar/ankaththinar-  member .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saainthaadu -  dance .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
santhi- dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
asainthaadu- dance.

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is aadanum /   aatam  aada vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to dance ;  aattam –
dance[n] ;  aadu –dance[v].

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   nadamattam – dance. 
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dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   paatu  paadi  aadanum [ missing letter- pa-] -  dance and sing ;  paattu-song; paadu
–sing;  aadu- dance .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is    nadi-  act[ v] /  actress. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is    nadan [Malayalam ]- male  actor.

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   nadanam  aadu / naattiyam-aadu  ;  naatiyam/ nadanam - dance[n]; aadu –
dance[v] .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa --and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
sathi paainthidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kooththu aada vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to dance;  kooththu- folk play .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kondaadu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  celebrate  with dance .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   anam-k- kaadu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  dance  [ possessed  by  spirit] . 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   pura  nadam [ missing  letters- pa -and -Ra -]- a kind of dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thaandavam- [ missing  letter-  ka-]- Siva’s  dance;  thaandavan- Siva -  the dancer.  

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   thunankal [ missing  letters-  ka- and -la -]- dance. 
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dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  konthu  [missing  letter-  ka -]-  a kind  of dance .   

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thoonku  [-missing  letter-  ka -]-   - dance .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa --and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thakunichcham [-missing  letter-  ka -]- a kind of dance.   

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thoondil[  missing  letter-  la -] -  a kind of dance .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vasanthan [missing  letter-  ka -]-  a kind  of dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   nattanai- action.

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is    nattu – dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nattam- dance. 

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thandiyam-  staff used  as support by  beginners  in dancing .

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  natta  paadai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one of the four melody types of  kurunji  pun/ 
dance.
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dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nattu  vaaankam/ nadanam  kaththu kodukka  / aattu-  vikka  vaendum  [ missing  
letter- ka-] -  profession  of training dancers;  kaththu kodukka-  to teach.  

dance[E]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  nattu  vaankan/ nadana  vaaththi  [ missing  letter- ka-] –dance master.   

dancer[E]   has the consonants –the- an- [-sa-] –Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
noodanar – dancer. 

dancer[E]   has the consonants –the- an- [-sa-] –Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
aadunar  - dancer. 

dancer[E]   has the consonants –the- an- [-sa-] –Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
narththaki [ missing  letter- ka-]-  woman dancer.  

dancer[E]   has the consonants –the- an- -sa-Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Nata 
Arasan – king of dance –Siva

dancer[E]   has the consonants –the- an- [-sa-] –Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
paratha [Skt]  naattiyam[ missing  letter- pa-] . 

                              Baratha naattiyam .

Baratha naattiyam [Skt]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the –an- the-  ma  -and the 
original Tamil  word is  pendeer/ paraththamaiyar    aadum   sathiraattam  [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  the dance  enacted by  prostitutes /  women ; pendeer-  women;   
aadum- dancing ;  sathiraattam-  dance .

praesumo presumo : to anticipate, take for granted.  
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praesumo   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -[-sa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  munnaerpaadaai  iru [ missing  letter-  the-]  - to anticipate .

praesumo   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -[-sa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  karpanaiyaana   ennam [ missing  letter- ka-] - imagined  idea/  to assume 
; karpanai -  imagination ;  ennam-  thought .  

praeterea preterea : besides, further, hereafter. 

preterea  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - Ra- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   entha  naeram  muthar -  from this  time onwards ;  entha- this- naeram- 
time . 

praeteritus preteritus : past. 

preteritus  has the composition- pa- Ra -the- Ra -the -sa- and the meaning of the word
is ulakin / manitharin   sariththiram[Skt]  / varalaaru   ezhutha  paduvatharkku   
munthaiya / anathaeya   kaala/  naeraththil  [ missing letters-  ka -and- la -] -  in the 
pre historic   past  ;   ulaku -  world;  manithar-   man; sariththiram-  history; varalaaru- 
history ; ezhutha-  to write ; munthaiya - earlier ;  kaalam-  time ;  naeram-  time .

past  [E]  and the consonants - pa –[- sa-] - the –and  the original Tamil word /meaning
is   poanathu -  what went before. 

past [E]  has the consonants – pa- [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   munpae  nadanthathu/ nadantha unmai  -  what happened before;  munpae- 
earlier;  nadanthathu- happened ;  unmai- truth. 
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past [E]  has the consonants – pa-  sa-the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pandaiya  seithi   / pandu  nadantha seithi – old  news  ;  pandaiya-  ancient; 
nadantha- happened;  seithi- news. 

past [E]  has the consonants – pa-  [- sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   pandu- ancient. 

past [E]  has the consonants – pa-  [- sa-] --the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   kadantha[ missing letter-ka-] -  past.

past [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa--the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is    sendra [ missing  letter-  Ra - past .

praevenio, prevenio :  to come before, anticipate. 

prevenio   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra-  va -an –and the original Tamil  word is   
munnarae  vara [ varukai puriya ]  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to come before.

prevenio   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra-  va -an –and the original Tamil  word is   
varum  munnare   kandu  unara vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to predict /to fore 
see   . 

prevenio   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra-  va -an –and the original Tamil  word is   
ethirpaarkka  vaendum- [ missing  letter-  the -]  to anticipate. 

prevenio   has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  va -an –and the original Tamil  word is   paer  
aavar  kondu  kaaththu irukka vaendum-  to await .

prevenio   has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  va -an –and the original Tamil  word is  
poruththu irukka vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  –to wait /to bear.  
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                         English  word- private   .

private  has the consonants –pa- Ra- va –the- and the interpretation of the word is  
antha –rankam- aanathu -private .

private  has the consonants –pa- Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is  pirar/ 
aduththavar/ matravar / moodraam manithar ukku  thaeinthida vaendaathavai -  the 
matter that should not be known to others .

private  has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is   
maraivadakkamaanthu –secret .

private  has the consonants –pa-- Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is   
evarum ariyaatha  vannam / ariyaatha padi  maraiththu / moodi  vaikka  vaendiya  
ondru -  the one  to be concelad  from others. 

private  has the consonants –[-pa-]-- Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is   
evaridaththum  koora koodaatha ondru -  the one that should not be told to others. 

private  has the consonants –[-pa-]-- Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is   
thaniyaarukku / thai manitharukku  urimayaanthu/ uriththaanathu/ udaimai 
-yaanthu -  belongs to private party.

private  has the consonants –[-pa-]-- Ra- va –the- and the  original Tamil word is 
oruvarudaiya  thanimai – one’s  privacy .

pravitas : crookedness, depravity, deformity, perversity. 

pravitas  has the composition- pa -Ra -va- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is 
udar uoonam-  body defect;  udar- body ; uoonam -handicapped. 

pravitas  has the composition- pa -Ra -va- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
naakkilae  thaenum ,   soothu,   vanjakam,   kapadam   mattrum   vidaththai    
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nenjakathae   konda  manithar[ missing letter-  la -] a poisonous  person  talking  sweet
words[ having  honey  in the tongue]  ;naaku-  tongue;  thaen-  honey;  vidam-  poison;
vanjakam-  cunning;  kapadam-  cheating /cunning ; nanajakam- psyche; manithar-  
man. 

pravitas  has the composition- pa -Ra -va- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
udampilae  aetho  oru uruppu/pakuthi  [  kai yaeo , kaalo  , kaatho , kanno,  paechcho ,
moolai yil   ulla   narambo ,  muthuko, thandu vadamo  , kaaleeralo ,  kanayamo , 
eruthaiyama /kuruthi pai  , siru  neerakamo , seru  neer paiyo   ]  seyal  izhanththa nilai
allathu  oru   uruppai   izhanthta nilai  [  missing letter-  la -] - loss of function of any 
body  part like  arm, leg, ear, eyes, speech ,brain, back, spinal cord, liver, pancreas, 
heart, kidneys, bladder  or loss one body  part .

preastolatio prestolatio : the waiting for, expectation. 

preastolatio has the composition pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -the- la -the -and the meaning of the 
word is  neenda  naalaaka naan  unai [  en kaathaliyaei ]   kaana   ethir  paarppududan 
kaaththirukka- [ missing letter-  ka -] -  waiting for a long time with expectation to see 
you[  my lover]   ; neenda naal-  long time;  unai kaana -  to  see you;  ethir 
paarppudan -  with expectation ;  kaaththu irukka-  waiting. 

precipio : to anticipate, instruct, advise, warn. 

precipio  has the composition  pa- Ra- ka- [-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
ethir parkka- to  anticipate[  missing letter- the-] .

precipio  has the composition - pa- Ra- ka- [-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
arivruththuka/ari uruththa paarkka-  -  to instruct [missing letter-  the -] .
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instruct[E] has the composition- an- sa- the- Ra-ka- the -and the meaning of the word 
is ariyaamai  konda  manitharukku   ariuruththuka-  instruct/advise  one who is 
ignorant;  ariyaamai  ignorance;  ariuruththuka-  instruct  . 

anticipate[E] has the composition  an- the- ka- pa- the -and the meaning of the word 
is ethir paarkka  vaendum -   anticipate[  missing letter-  Ra-] .

warn [E]  has the composition -va- Ra -an -and the meaning of the word is  mun  
echcharikkai  -  prior warning  [ missing letter-  sa-]  ;   mun- prior;  echcharikkai-  
warning .

precipue : chiefly, especially, particularly. 

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- [- sa-]  –[- pa-] -and the original Tamil word
/ meaning is muthanmai  petra[ missing  letter-  the -]  - chiefly /  mainly   

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa –pa-nd the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   perum sirappaana  - especially/ chiefly.

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa –[- pa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thani   sirappaana [ missing  letter-  the -] -  especially. 

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa –[- pa-]-and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thani  ondrikkaana  [ missing  letter-  the -] -especially. 

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- [- sa-]  –[- pa-]-and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kuripaaka [ missing  letter- ka-] -  particularly  .

precipue  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- sa –[- pa-]-and the original Tamil word /
meaning is  anaiththirkkum  maer [ missing  letters- ka-and- the -]  - above all .
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        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – dwA[ worship / praise] .

dwA has the consonants- the- va -and the original  Tamil  word is  aandavanai   
vaenduka  -  worship. 

dwA has the consonants- the -va -and the original  Tamil  word  is   aandavanai 
mandi  ittu  vanankiduka   -  worship the god  .

dwA has the consonants- the -va -and the original  Tamil  word  is  thaeivaththai  kai 
kooppi  kumpiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] worship  the god.

dwA has the consonants- the -va -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
thuthikka  - worship.

precor : to pray, beg, entreat, invoke. 

precor  has the composition- pa- Ra- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
eraivanidaththu / aandavaridaththu / padaiththavaridaththu  / thaeivaththidam   kurai
yaei  pokka  vaendi  murai iduka/ mandraaduka - [ missing letter-  the -] – pray  to the 
god   ;  aandavan- god;  padaiththavan- god;  theivam- god /erivan-god   ;  mandraadu 
– pray. 

pray[E]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  erai   
vanakkam [ missing  letter- ka-] – to worship the god;  eraivan- god; vanakkam- 
worship .  

pray[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    poo sori- 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – to offer flowers;  poo- flower. 

pray[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   poosaari  
[ missing  letter- sa-] - priest. 
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pray[E]    has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   archchanai  sei  
[ missing  letter- sa-] - ritual prayer .

pray[E]    has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thiru  marai 
oathu[ missing  letter- the-] -   chant the holy scriptures  ;  oathu- chant ;   thiru marai- 
holy  teachings .

pray[E]    has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
manthiram[Skt]   oathu [ missing  letter- the-]- chant  the  manthraas .

pray[E]    has the consonants –  pa-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thirai marai  
porul   / marai  porul  /   mei  porulai  ariya/ unara   [ missing  letter- la-]- to seek the  
truth ;  mei porul – truth ;  ariya- see ;  thirai- screen ;  marai- hidden  /sacred .

pray[E]    has the consonants –  pa-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    unnai  ariya  
/puriya  -to know yourself ;  ariya- know..

pray[E]    has the consonants –  [- pa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation is uththirai  
[ missing letter- the -]– pray.

pray[E]    has the consonants –  [- pa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation is arathanai-
[ missing letter- the -]– prayer. 

 to pray [E]  has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - Ra -and the interpretation  of the word 
is mandraadu – pray.      
             
worship [E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra –[- sa-] -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   varavu -  worship. 

worship [E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra –[- sa-] --pa- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  paraavanam – worship .

to  worship [E]  has the consonants- the-  -va -Ra –-sa-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  erai  vanakkam- seithidu  worship. 
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to  worship [E]  has the consonants - the- va -Ra -[- sa-] -pa- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  Siva perumaanai  /Thiru Muruganai  poatruka /poatri  vanankiduka
- to worship .

to worship [E]  has the consonants - the- -va -Ra – sa--pa- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  thaevaaram  seithidu- to worship ;  theavaram- worship 

 to worship [E]  has the consonants  - the - -va -Ra –sa-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  archchunai  seithiduka- ritual  prayer / worship  .

to worship [E]  has the consonants-  the-  -va -Ra –sa-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  thaevaarathanai [Skt]  seithidu -  worship . 

                               Magical letters-  pa -and -sa- .

                               Poosai /Tamil [- pa-sa-]= jebi/Skt [- sa-pa-][ worship/ recitation of 
manthras] .

to worship [E]  has the consonants - the -va -Ra –[-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   kathiravan  vanakkam;   kathiravan- sun;  vanakkam- salute/ 
worship  .

worship [E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra –sa-pa- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  Siva  perumaanukku  /Muruganukku  poo sorika -  to offer  flowers to  
Sivan /Murugan .

worship [E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra –[- sa-] -pa- and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  Murukanukku  paar kaavadai  thookkuka -  to carry ‘  kaavadai ‘ on the 
shoulders  as vow to the lord Murugan .
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to worship [E]  has the consonants – the  -va -Ra –sa-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  eraivanukku  naerththi  kadan seika to offer the god .

 to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- pa- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  Karu  Mariammanukku   paar kudam  kaiyir yaenthuka- to offer 
milk [in pots ] to the goddess Mari Amman .

to worship [E]  has the consonants –the  -va -Ra –sa-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  Karu  Mariammanukku  thee satti  kaiyir   yaenthuka- to carry  fire 
pots in hands as a vow to the goddess Mari Amman  .

to worship [E]  has the consonants – the-  -va -Ra –sa-- pa-- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  Karu Maari ammanukku   pattu pudavai  saaththuka– offering  silk  
saree  to the goddess Mari Mmman . 

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the -va -Ra –[-sa-] - pa - and the original Tamil  
word is  aandavanukku  padaiyar  seika- offer to the god .

worship [E]  has the consonants  --va -Ra –[-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  varavu-  worship.

to worship [E]  has the consonants -the-  -va -Ra –-sa—[-  pa-]  - and the  other 
interpretation  is namaskaaram [Skt]  seithiduka -  worship . 

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the -va -Ra –[-sa-] - pa - and the original Tamil  
word is  thiru -vadi  thottu/ paninthu   thaeivaththai/ aandavanai  vanankida / 
kumpida vaendum -  to worship  the lord  by prostrating .  

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the -va -Ra –[-sa-] - pa - and the original Tamil  
word is  namaruthar   purinthu / seithu aandavani  vanankida   vaendum – worship by 
prostrating. 
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to worship [E]  has the consonants - the-  -va -Ra –-sa—[-  pa-]  - and the  other 
interpretation  is  namaas  [Arabic]  seithidar   vaendum- to worship ;  namaas-  
worship.
 
to worship [E]  has the consonants -the-  -va -Ra –-sa—[-  pa-]  - and the  original tamil 
word / meaning  is  aandavanai  namaruthar  vaendum -  to worship  the lord;  
namaruthar- worship 

to worship [E]  has the consonants – the-  -va -Ra –-sa—[-  pa-]  - and the original Tamil
word is  kovir pirakaaraththai[Skt]/ karu  arai  koodaththai   sutri varuka -  to go  
around the  sanctum sanctorum  of the temple .

to worship [E]  has the consonants  - the- -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is Thaevaaram / Thiru vaasakam/   thiru marai / manthiram[Skt]  oathi
poosai seika  - worship  the lord chanting  the religious scriptures. 

to worship [E]  has the consonants – the-  -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  kovir karu aria koodaththai  sutri  paduththu  /urundu/ pirandu   
varuka/  anka  pirathachchanam [Skt] seithiduka -  to roll over the temple premises 
around the sanctum sanctorum  as a vow . 

to  worship [E]  has the consonants  - the- -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kovir  andraada   poosai  punaskaaram[Skt] seyal paadukal   
[  missing  letter – la -] -  daily  worship  in temple. 

 to worship [E]  has the consonants – the-  -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  nei  vilakku  yaetri / soodam koluththi / nettriyil   thiru  neeru  
poosi /  kunkumam/ thilakam   ittu / naru mana pukai  kaatti / poo  maalai  soodi    / 
eraivanai  vazhi  pada vaendum [  missing  letters- zha- / la -] -  to worship  the lord by  
lighting the lamp/ applying  holy  ash and saffron  on the fore head /  lighting incense 
sticks  and offering  flowers. 

to worship [E]  has the consonants –the--va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the othjer 
interpretation of the word is   theepa aarathanai [Skt]  seika- worship  the god with 
light . 
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to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the- -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kovir nadai  saaththiyavudan  saami  yaei  / eraivanai  thirai ittu  
maraikka  vaendum-   to cover the idol  with screen in the night time .  

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the- -va -Ra –-sa— pa- - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  aandavarai anusarikka /  pin  pattruka -  to follow the lord ;  
aandavar- god;  pin pattruka-  follow. 

 worship [E]  has the consonants  - -va -Ra –-[-sa-]—[-pa-]- - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kiriyei –worship .

worship [E]  has the consonants  - -va -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-]- - and the original Tamil  word
/ meaning is   munnoar vanakkam - to worship  the ancestors. 

worship [E]  has the consonants  - -va - Ra –-[-sa-]- pa-  and the other interpretation  
of the word is paraavanam[Skt]  -  object  of worship .

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the- -va -Ra –-[-sa-]— pa- - and the other 
interpretation of the word is   pithir [Skt] vanakkam/ kadan - to worship  the 
ancestors. 

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the- -va -Ra -sa-pa- -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  eraivanai  vanankuthar  vaendum  / poojiththar  [  Skt]- vaendum – to 
worship .

to worship [E]  has the consonants  -the- -va -Ra -sa-pa- -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  poojai  punaskaaram[Skt] -  to worship  with the rites.

priest  [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  thiru 
neeru poosi/  thiru marai oathi  poo soriyum  para saathi / poo noor aninthitta    
poosaari – the one  who  recites  holy  scriptures with sacred ashes applied on body  
and offer flowers to the lord. 
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priest  [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
padaiyar   seipavar [ missing  letter- ka-]- one  who gives  ‘offering’  to god .  

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- -sa-the- and the original Tamil  word is   
Thiraavida  thiru marai / Devaaram / Thiru vaasakam/Thiru manthiram / Thiru  paadar 
paadi  / oathum  Thiru Murugan /Sivan kovir  oathuvaar [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  one 
who  conducts the prayer in the temple  by reciting the Diravidian  holy  scriptures. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- [-sa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
poo noor  anintha  / raamam   itta   pattar[Skt] - Vaishnva  temple  priest; poo noor- 
sacred thread .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- [-sa-]-–the- and the original Tamil  word is  
poo noor  aninthitta    prokithar [Skt] – [ missing  letter-  ka -] – priest with the sacred 
thread . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-- Ra- sa-–the- and the original Tamil  word is  
poo noor  aninthu  Veda  manthiram  oathi  archchanai  seithidum [Skt] /  thiru marai 
oathi  poo sorinthidum   kovir archchakar [Skt]  [ missing  letter-  ka -] –  Vedic  priest . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-- Ra- sa-–the- and the original Tamil  word is 
aandavanukku   poo sorinthiduvoan /  poosai   purinthiduvoan  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -
one who  offers flowers to the god. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - [- pa- ]-- Ra- sa-–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   aandavanukku archchunai[Skt]  seithiduvoan[ missing  letter-  ka -]  – 
priest. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - [- pa- ]-- Ra- sa-–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word isThiru Murugan kovir/ Sivan kovir/   kovir  saami  aadi  [ missing  letter-  
ka -]  -  temple priest who  is  ‘possessed’ by  god on festive occasions  .
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priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - [- pa- ]-- Ra- [- sa-] -–the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  marulaandi  [ missing  letter- la-] -  temple priest who  
used to have possession attacks  /   possessed by  Murugan .

priest  [E]   has the consonants – pa- - Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  paathiriyaar/ thanthaiyaar  -  Father  [ Christian priests ] .

priest  [E]   has the consonants – pa- - Ra-  sa-–the- and the other interpretation of the
word is   puththar / Puththa  samayaththai   saarnthoar   –Budha / sage .

priest  [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - - Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is Thiru thondar-  disciple of god.   

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pathther – devotee. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  adiyaar – devotee. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- sa-the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  pandaara  sannithi – chief of a Saiva mutt .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- [-sa-]-the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pandaaram [ a  caste ]  – priestly  caste  . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  [ -pa-] -- - Ra-  sa-–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   Thaesikar [ missing  letter- ka-]- Saiva priesty caste .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- [-sa-]-the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Thambiraan-  priestly caste. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- Ra- [-sa-]-the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is Thuru marai  oathuvar- priests. 
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priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -pa - Ra- [-sa-]-–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  mup puri  poo-noor aninthoar -  one who wears sacred thread. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -[-pa-]  - Ra- [-sa-]-–the- and the other interpretation
of the word is  Thiru valluvar-[ missing  letter- ka-]    priestly  caste . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -[-pa-]  - Ra- -sa-–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is  naadi  soathidar-  astrologers/ priestly caste .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- - Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other interpretation of
the word is kovir  paraththaiyar/ paraaththai   pendeer [ missing  letter- ka-]  - temple 
prostitutes as the priests  .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- - Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  aandavanukku  kaavu  kodukkiravar -[ missing  letter- 
ka-]  -  one  who  does  the ritual  sacrifice to the god   .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  [ -pa-] -- - Ra-  sa-–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is  Siraavana  koottaththaar [ missing  letter- ka-] – Vaedic Brahmin  sect.

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -pa- - Ra-  [- sa-] -–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   kovir nadai  thirappavar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one who opens the 
temple gate. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -pa- - Ra-  - sa--–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   sirappu  poosai  nadaththukiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one who has the
eligibility  to do special poosai /pooja.

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -pa-  Ra- - sa-the- and the other interpretation of the
word is  Thiru marai / Vaetham  / aakama  nadai  murai / nangu /  kattru arintha  
sandroar / peru makanaar - [ missing  letter- ka-]  - one who  has learnt holy  
scriptures. 
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priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -pa- - Ra-  - sa--–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  udukkai  adiththu   paei  pisaasu  oattukiravar[ missing  letter- ka-]   -  
exorcist ; pisaasu- demon . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -[- pa-] -  Ra-  - [- sa-] --–the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is   kotriyar [ missing  letter- ka-]   women  Vaishnavite   
priests .   

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  -[- pa-] -  Ra- sa-–the- and the other interpretation of
the word is   thaasari -  Vaishnavite priests. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa--  Ra- sa-–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pattar /  pattaasaari - Vaishnavite priests. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-  Ra-  sa--–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Thiru murugan /Sivan   thiru vadi  pidippaan [  missing  letter-  ka-]   - 
priest .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-  Ra- [- sa-] –the-  and the other interpretation 
of the word is  poattriyar -  temple priests  of Malabar . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-  Ra- [- sa-] –the-  and the other  interpretation  
of the word is   padi  puram- the land  endowed  to a temple  priest . 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - pa-  Ra-  [-sa-] --–the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   Num poothiri – saathiyinar  - Brahmin  priests  of kerala .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  - [- pa-] -  Ra-  [-sa-] --–the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is   anthanar- Brahmins .

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- - sa---–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   Chithambarm  kovir    Dikshitar  - moovaayiram  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  
3000  Dikshitar s  of Chithambaram temple .
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priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- sa--the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vaanaththin   poosaari  kathiravan / Thiru Murugan  /  pirakaspathi[Skt]  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the priest [ sun god]  of the celestial beings;  vaanam- sky;  
poosaari- priest ;  kathiravan-  sun  .

priest  [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] --the- and the other interpretation 
of the word is  mathu  guru[ missing  letter- ka-]   – priest.

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- - sa---–the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   pirasaatham – offering  to the god. 

priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- - [- sa-] –the- and the  original  Tamil word is  
perum -madai - pirasaatham [Skt] .
 
priest  [E]   has the consonants –  pa- Ra- - [-sa-] --the- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   thee eriya  payan  padum  pur/   tharppai  pur-  the sacred grass for the 
fire ritual .

pastor[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
thanthaiyaar -  father.

pastor [E]   has the consonants – -pa- [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
paathiriyaar -  pastor. 

pastor [E]   has the consonants – -[-pa-]- [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
amaaththiyar – minister .

pastor [E]   has the consonants – -[-pa-]- [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  manthiri-  minister.   

bishop [E]   has the consonants - pa -sa –- pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  siriya  poosaari [ missing  letter- Ra -] – low ranking   priest/Christian clergyman  .

arch  bishop [E]   has the consonants - Ra -sa –pa- [- sa-] – [- pa-]  – and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  periya  poosaari -  high priest . 
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arch  bishop [E]   has the consonants - Ra –[- sa -] –pa- [- sa-] – [- pa-]  – and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  paer aayar -  arch  bishop. 

primus [E] [ the presiding bishop  of the Episcopal Church of Scotland]   has the 
consonants  -pa- Ra –ma- sa -and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  poo soriyum  
poosaari -  priest  who  offers flowers to the god. 

cardinal [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –the- an -la -and the   interpretation of the 
word is  poosaarikalin   perum  thalaivan – leader of the priests ; poosaari- priests;  
thalaivan- leader.   

rabbi[Hebrew] [Jewish  religious leader ] has the consonants – Ra- pa and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poosaari [missing  letter- sa] –priest. 

Kohen [Hebrew/ priest ]   has the consonants  -ka-- an –and the original Tamil  word is 
kaniyan/ kanikaiyan -   astrologer/ Sooth sayer . 

Kohen [Hebrew/ priest ]   has the consonants  -ka- an –and the original Tamil  word is  
munivan – sage .

Kohen [Hebrew/ priest ]   has the consonants  -ka- an –and the original Tamil  word is  
oathuvoan [ missing  letter- the -]- one who  recites. 

Komer[Hebrew/ Christian  priests ]   has the consonants-  ka-ma- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word  meaning is  Thiru marai oathukiravar [ missing  letter- the -]  – one who  
recites  holy  scriptures. 

 poosai [Tamil ]   has the consonants-  pa -sa -and the other interpretation  of the word
is  jebi [Skt] - worship . 

poosai [Tamil ]   has the consonants- [- pa-] -sa -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  mass-  worship.
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 penance [E]  has the consonants – pa- an-an-[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
noanpu  -  penance. 

prehendo : to seize, snatch, grasp, detain, arrest. 

prehendo  has the composition pa- Ra- ka- an- the-and the meaning of the word is  kai
patra  vaendum -  to  seize. 

prehendo  has the composition pa- Ra- ka- an- the-and the meaning of the word is  
kaithu  nadavadikkai  maerkolla  pada vaendum -  to  take further action to  arrest ;  
kaithu-  to  arrest;  

arrest  [E]  has the consonants- Ra -sa -the – and the original Tamil  word is sirai yidu  /
sirai yir adai – imprison.

prenda : booty, loot, stolen goods. 

prenda has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- an- the- and the meaning of the word is   
thirudiya /thiruttu   samaan [  missing letter-  sa-] .   

prenda has the composition-  -pa- Ra- -an- the- and the meaning of the word is   
thirudan  thirudia   thiruttu  porul -  stolen objects /items  by the thief  [  missing 
letter-  la -] ; thirudan -  theif;  thiruttu-  stolen ;porul - items.  

loot[E]   has the composition-  la- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kollai  adikka- 
to  loot [  missing letter-  ka -]. 

goods[E]   has the consonanst- ka- the- sa  -and the original Tamil  word is   saakku  
moottai -   jute sacks  .
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goods[E]   has the consonanst- ka- the-  sa--and the original Tamil  word is  sumai   
koodai -  baskets  containing  goods;   sumai- loads;  koodai-  basket. 

goods[E]   has the consonanst- ka- the-  sa--and the original Tamil  word is  vasakattu - 
goods given to the person incharge.

pretereo : to go by, pass by, escape. 

pretereo has the composition- pa- Ra- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
kadinamaana   paathai yaei   kadanthu  vara  paarkka  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -] 
one should try  to  cross over the difficult  path way ; kadinam-  difficult;  paathai-  
path;  kadanthu vara  -  to  cross over. 

pretereo  has the composition- pa- Ra- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
thappiththu  uyir  pizhiththu  vara  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka -] -  to  escape and 
save the life;  thappiththu-  escaping;   uyir pizhiththu-  saving the life .

 escape[E]  has the composition-  [-sa-] - ka- pa -  and the meaning of the word is  
thappikka  -  to  escape [ missing letter-  the -]. 

go  [E]  has the consonants -  ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   neenku/ 
neenkuka-  go / leave

go  [E]  has the consonants -  ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   yaeku – 
go .

go  [E]  has the consonants -  ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   poei  vaa- 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - go;  po- go;  vaa- come. 

pretium : price, value, reward. 
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pretium  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
tharamaana ondru / oru  porul [  missing letter-  la-] -  valuable  item ;  tharam-  
standard /valuable .

pretium  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  pana 
mudichchi  thara -  to  give cash  prize ; panam-  cash/money;  thara-  to  give . 

pretium  has the composition- pa- Ra- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
kaariyaththai  vetrikaramaaka mudiththamaikku  parisaaka  pana muduchchi/kalanchi 
tharuka[  missing letter-  ka -and -sa-]-  for completing the act  successfully  give him 
the cash money ;  kaariyam-  deed/ act;  vetrikaramaaka-  successfully;  muditha-  
done ;  parisu-  prize;  panam-  money ;  tharuka- to  give.  

reward[E]  has the composition- Ra- va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
veera  viruthu - reward .

reward has the composition- Ra- va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kaariyaththai  vetrikaramaaka  mudithamaikku  /ethiri  naattu  veerarai   kondru  
kuvitha   veerathi  veeranukku    tharum  veera viruthu -  the award given to one who 
has  killed  many soldiers of his enemy  country;  ethiri naadu-  rival    nation ;  veerar-  
soldier; kondru-  killed ; tharum-  giving;  viruthu-  award. 

price[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sarasam 
– price /amorus talk  /sweet talk. 

price[E]   has the consonants – -pa-- Ra –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
paeram-  high price/ for sale . 

price[E]   has the consonants – -pa-- Ra  sa-- and the original Tamil  word is  paeram  
paesu- bargain / to fix the price. 

price[E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] – Ra- [- sa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
kiraakki [ missing  letter- ka-] - high price. 
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price[E]   has the consonants – pa– Ra- sa - and the original Tamil  word is  parisam – 
bridal price/ harlot’s  fee .

low price [E]   has the consonants-   la –va- pa –Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  karpoora vilai – low price;  vilai- price;  karpooram-camphor. 

low price [E]   has the consonants-   la –va- [- pa-]  –Ra- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is   viali  kuraivu- low price;  vilai- price;  kuraivu- less . 

award[E]  has the composition-  va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is viruthu -
award. 

value[E]  has the consonants  -  va- la - -and the original   Tamil word is vizhumiyam- 
value .

value[E]  has the consonants  -  va- la - -and the original   Tamil word is  vilai- price. 

prevenire : to come to, go before hand, attend. 

prevenire  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  -Ra - va- an- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
varukai thara  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -]   - be present at .

prex precis : request, entreaty, prayer. 

prex  has the consonants - [-pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word/meaning is
korikkai  vaikka- to request.  

prex  has the consonants - [-pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word/meaning is
murai iduka [ missing  letter-  the -] -    appeal.
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prex  has the consonants -[- pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word/meaning is
uthavi  korukuka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  ask for help ;  uthavi- help;  koruka-  ask .

prex  has the consonants -[- pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-]-and the original Tamil word/meaning is
mandraaduka  [ missing  letter-  the -] -    -  request.

prex  has the consonants - pa-Ra- ka- sa-nd the original Tamil word/meaning is   thiru 
marai / thiru  manthiram[Skt]    oathi  poo sorika-[ missing  letter- the -]   to do payer 
chanting  religious  scriptures;  thiru marai –sacred scriptures;  oathu –chant;   poo 
sorika-  to offer flowers .

prex  has the consonants - pa-Ra- ka- sa-nd the original Tamil word/meaning is   para 
saathi   poosaari   kondu poosai  seika [ missing  letter- the -] -  to carry out the prayer 
with the para saathi  priest  ;  para saathi  poosaari- priest;  poosai- prayer. 

prex  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  iraivanai   vanankuka - worship  the god;  iraivan- god ;  vananku –worship  .

prex  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word/meaning 
is  iraivanai  vananki   kai eduththu kumpiduka   [ misising  letter- the -] -to worship the
god with hands   together .

prex  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra- ka- [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation  is  
iraivanai   namaskarikka [ Skt] -   worship  the god  .

prex  has the consonants – [-pa-]-Ra- ka--sa--and the  other interpretation  is  iraivanai
saevikka- [Skt]- worship  the god. 

prex  has the consonants - pa-Ra- ka- sa-nd the original Tamil word/meaning is   
iraivanukku   archchunai   purika-  worship the  god  archchunai- ritual prayer .
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primitus : first, for the first time. 

primitus  has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra -ma- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   muthar  muthattru -  first  one / primordial . 

primitus  has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra -ma- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  muthan murai- first time. 

primitus  has the composition--pa- -Ra -ma- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  pirathaanam[Skt]/ pirathamai  [Skt] -  important / first. 

first[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  muthatru  -first .

first[E]  has the consonants –-pa--Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pirathamai [Skt]  – first .

first[E]  has the consonants –-pa--Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   ondrae  ondru- the only one .

be  first [E] has the consonants –[-  pa-] -[- pa-]  -Ra-the-  nad the original Tamil  word 
is  munthi  iru – be first. 

time[E]   has the consonants- the- ma- and the original Tamil  word is vattam [ missing 
leter- ka-] -  time [  as in- first  time ].

primoris : first, foremost / most distinguished, first. 

primoris  has the composition – [- pa-] - Ra- ma- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  muthar  muthatru [ missing  letter-  the -]  -for most. 
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primoris  has the composition - pa- Ra- ma- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is
perum mathippirkkum mariyaathaikkum  uriya   paer  arignar   [  misising letters-  the 
-and- ka -] -  most respectable scholars ;  perum -  great;  mathippu-  respect;  
mariyaathai-  honor;  paer  arignar-  great  scholar . 

primum : quam primum : as soon as possible. 

quam primum  has the consonants-  ka -ma -[-pa-]- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning   is  evvalavu   viraivaka   mudiyumo   avvalavu   viraivaaka  [ missing  
letter- la-] -as soon as possible  . 

to be possible [E]    has the consonants - the –[- pa -] -  [- pa-] – [- sa-]  –[-pa-] - la – 
and the original Tamil  word is  onnuthal – to be possible. 

primum : at first, for the first time, in the first place. 

primum  has the consonants - [-pa-]  -Ra- ma- ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   muthar  idam [ missing  letter-  the -]-  first place. 

priority [E]   has the consonants -  [-pa-] –Ra- the- Ra and the original Tamil  word is  
muthar  urimai / muthar mariyaathai -  the one who  has the rights  in the first place. 

princeps : chief, prince. 

princeps  has the composition- pa- Ra- an- [- sa-]  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]- and the meaning of 
the word is   peru nun -  king / prince.
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princeps  has the composition- pa- Ra- an- sa -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  paer  arasan -  king of the kings/ emperor.

 princeps  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- an- [-sa-]  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]- and the 
meaning of the word is  mannar  mannan- emperor. 

princeps  has the composition—[-pa-] -- Ra- an- [-sa-]  -[- pa-]  -[- sa-]- and the 
meaning of the word is   mannarudaiya  mainthan/  paiyan [ missing  letter- the -] – 
son of the king  ;  mannar- king;  mainthan- son .

principatus : rule, dominion, pre-eminence, first place. 

principatus   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- an- ka -[- pa-] - the- sa -and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  arasin/ arasaankaththin [Skt]  satta   nadai  vithi   murai   -  the
laws of the state / government  ;  arasu-  government ;  sattam- law;  vithi  murai- rule.

principatus   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- an- ka - pa- the- sa -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   matrathai /  matravatrai / pirathai / anaithaiyum /  vida /  mikka   
sirappu   vaaintha -  superior to all ;  matrathu- other;  piruthu -other;  anaithum- all;  
mikka  sirappu  - superior.   
 

principium : beginning. 

principium   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- an –[- sa-] - pa- ma -and the original  
Tamil word /meaning  is  aarampikka  [Skt]   vaedum  [ missing  letters-  the -  and -ka 
-]  -  to begin .

principium   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- an –[- sa-]  -[-pa-] - ma -and  the  original
Tamil word /meaning  is  ondrin   thuvakkam [ missing  letters-  ka -and -  the -]  -  the 
beginning  of  something .
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prior prius : former, prior. 

prius has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  munnar
-  former;   munnor- ancestor.  

priores, um : forefathers, ancestors.

priores  has the composition- pa- Ra- Ra -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
munnor  peru  makkal [  misising letters-  ka -and -la -] -  ancestors .

 
priscus : ancient, antique, former, old days, venerable. 

priscus has thecomposition - pa- Ra- [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is 
pazham  perum  kaalam [  missing letter-  la -]  -  the great  olden times  ;

priscus has thecomposition -[- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the 
word is   munnoru kaalam [  missing letter-  la -] ; ancient time  .

priscus has thecomposition - pa- Ra-[- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]-and the meaning of  the word is  
perum  mathippuuravu  mikka -  honorable. 

pristinus : former, venerable, ancient. 

pristinus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa-] - the- an -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  perum  mathippu   thara  thakka   ondru [  missing  letter- ka -]  -  a 
venerable one .
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pristinus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  perumai  pada thakka  ondru [  missing  letter- ka -] -  admirable  
one   .  

pristinus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   varalaattrukku  [sariththiratthirkku ] [Skt]  murpatta   ondru  
[ missing  letter- ka -] -  pre historic   one .

pristinus   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [- sa-] - the- an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  puraatana -maana [Skt]   ondru-   an  antique .

pristinus   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - the- an -[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word / meaning  is  ulaka  varalaattrin thodakka   kaalaththai   saerntha  
[  missing  letters-  ka- and -la -] - earlist  time in world history/ primeval ;  ulkam-  
world;  varalaaru-  history;  thodakkam -  beginning ;   kaalam-  time .

pristinus   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - the- an -[-sa-] - and  the original 
Tamil word / meaning  is  thodakka  kaalaththil  irunthu  irukkira  ondru [  missing  
letters-  ka- and -la -]   primordial one ;  thodakka kaalam-  beginning  time ;  irukkira 
onedru-  existing  one .

 prius : before, formerly. 

prius   has the consonants  -[-  pa-]  -Ra -[- sa-]   - and the original Tamil word is   
munnarae-   earlier .

privatus : private, unofficial, a private person. 

privates  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- va- the- [-sa-]--and the meaning of the word
is  thaniyaar udaiya -  private.  
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private  [E]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- va -the  -and the original tamil  word / 
meaning is  thanipatta  oruvarudaythu - personal .

*privigna : step-daughter. 

privigna  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- sa- an- and the meaning of the word is  
siru/ kai  kuzhanthai  paruvaththil   irunthae   ennidam  valarum   en  vazharppu   
makal  /pen/ makan /  thattu  edukka patta  [  missing letter-the -and - la -] - adopted 
daughter/son  ; 

privigna  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- sa- an- and the meaning of the word is siru/
kai  kuzhanthai  paruvaththil irunthae   ennidam  valarum   ennudaiya   kanvarin   
mooththa    tharaththin / irandaam  thaaram /  [ pirasavththin  pothu  seththu  pona/ 
mana  villakku aana  ]   muthal  manavikku  pirantha   pen kulanthai / makal/ makan  [ 
misising letters-  ka -and -la -] -  husband’s  step  son  /step  daughter;

privigna  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- sa- an- and the meaning of the word is siru/
kai  kuzhanthai  paruvaththil irunthae   enkalidam  valarum   ennudaiya  manaivin/   
iranthu  pona  / mana villakku  aana  /vivaaka raththu  aana  / muthal        kanavarin  
moolam undaana   pen makal /  pen kuzhanthai   [  missing letters-  ka- and -la -] -  
wife’s step child / son/ daughter.   
  

privus : (with gen.) deprived of. 

privus  has the composition  - pa- Ra- va-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is 
urimai  parikka  patta[ missing  letter- the -]  -  deprived of rights .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa - and the meaning of the word is panam  
kaasai   pariththu  vidu[missing letter- the -]  - snatch   the[ir]  money ;  panam kaasu-  
money;   pariththu  vidu-  to  snatch. 
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privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa - and the meaning of the word is   
sirithum / ottum    panam kaasu  indri [  missing letter-  the -] -  without money ; 
panam  kaasu- money ;  kaasu-  cash;  indri-  without.

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
pattini  pini yaar  vaada [  missing letter-  the -] -  starvation sickness;  pattini-  
starvation;  pini-  disease;   vaada-  to  suffer. 

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
marukka patta ondru  [ missing letter-  the -] -  denied of ;  marukka patta  neethi -  
denied justice .
 
privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
unpatharkku/ thinpatharkku   unavum  ;   uduthuvatharkku  udai yum  /aadaiyum ;  
iruppaththarkku / kunthuvatharkku /  siriya  idamum/ siriya   veedum;  indri [  missing 
letter-  the -] ; no food to  eat;  no dress to wear;  no  place to rest ;  unna-  to  eat; 
unavu-  food;  thinna-  to  dine;  udukka-  to  dress;  udai-  dress;  irukka-  to  rest ; 
idam- place;  veedu- house;  indri-  without .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va--sa-- and the meaning of the word is  vasathi  
vaaippu  atra [ missing letter-  the -] -  disadvantaged ;  vasathi-  comfort;  vaaipu-  
opportunity . 

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
aatharippaar  yaarum  indri [  missing letter-  the -] - neglected underprivileged ;  
aatharippaar-  supporter; indri- without .

privus  has thecomposition  -[- pa-] - Ra- va-[-sa-] -- and the meaning of the word is  
aatharvu indri [  missing letter-  the -] -  without support . 

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-] -- and the meaning of the word is  
odukka pattavar [  missing letter-  the -]  -  oppressed   people .
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privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va--sa- and the meaning of the word is   samuka 
neethi  marukka pattavar [  missing letter-  the -] - those  people who are denied social
justice;  samukam-   society ;  neethi-  justice;  marukka-  to  deny . 

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
adakka pattavar  - suppressed people .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   soththu  
paththu  ondrum/ sirithum   illaatha yaelai  makkal [  missing letters-  the -and- la -[ -  
the  poor people  without any  property ;  sothtu  paththu -  property ;  illaatha-  nil;  
yaelai -poor;  makkal-  people. 

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   veedu  
vaasal  indri  vaazhkkai  vaazhum/ ottum   yaelai  makkal -  the poor without any  place
to  rest ;  vedu-  house;  vaazhkkai-  life;  yaelai- poor   .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is  naattil   
varumaiyil  vaadum  saatharana   yaelai / uzhaippaali/ kudi   makkal [  misising letters- 
the- and- la -] ;  the poor workers/ citizens  of the  state ;  naadu-  state;  varumai-   
poverty ;  vaadum-  suffering ;  saatharana / saamanya   - ordinary ;   yaelai-  poor;  
uzhaippaali-  worker;  kudimakkal-  citizens .  

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   entha   
oru  adipadai  vaazhvu  urimai yum indri  vaazhum  yaelai   pothu makkal-  [ missing 
letters-  the-  and -la -] -  the poor   citizens  who live without any   basic rights ; 
adipadai  urimai -  basic right ;  vaazhvu- life;  indri-  without;  vaazhum- living; yaelai-  
poor;  pothu makkal-  public .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   paechchu
/ ezhuththu   urimai  marukka  patta  var [  missing letter- la -and -the -]  -  the people 
who had been denied  the  rights of  speech  and writing ;  paechchu-  speech;  
ezhuththu -  writing ;  urimai-  rights;  marukka-  to  deny . 
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privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   
samuthaayaathaal   pirpaduththa   patta makkal [  missing letters-  the - la -] -  the  
backward community  ;  samuthaayam-  society ;  pirpaduththa patta-   backward;  
suppressed;  makkal-  people .

privus  has thecomposition  - pa- Ra- va-sa- and the meaning of the word is  mael  
saathiyinaraal  [ muthaliyaar/  pillaimaar /vaelaalar /  anthanar / settiyaar ]   odukka 
patta  / pirpaduththa patta [  padaiyaatchi / thaevar / kallar/ akamudaiyar/ vannan / 
idaiyar -  yathavu /   parayar/  pulaiyar /  pallar  / sakkiliyar ]   makkal -  the  suppressd  
people belonging  to low castes  by  upper class people .

pro eo : because of the fact, because, for this reason.. 

proeo  has the composition [-pa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  athan   
kaaranamaaka [  missing letters- ka-  and  -   the -]   -  because of that . 

proeo  has the composition -pa- Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kandu - arintha  
unmai  yin padi [ misising letters-  the -  and -ka -] - because of the fact that was  found
;  kandu  arintha -  found;  unami-  fact. 

pro : (+ abl.) in return for, instead of / for, as. 

pro  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  maatraaka 
[  missing letters-  the -and -ka -]- alternatively . 

pro  has the composition-  -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  atharkku  
oppaaka  [  missing letters-  the -and- ka -] - a a  subsitute . 
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pro : (+ abl.) in front of, before / on behalf of, for. 

pro  has the composition- pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   mun-puram-   in 
front of /  before .

pro  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  avarukkaaka  
[ missing letter -ka-] - on behalf of  .

probitas : probity, uprightness, honesty. 

probitas has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  naermai  udaiya - honesty .

probitas has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   ara thanmai- virtuous.   

probo : to show, prove, demonstrate, approve, find good, judge. 

probo  has the composition-[-  pa-] - Ra -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
saandru [ missing  letters-  sa –and- the-] – proof .

probo  has the composition-[-  pa-] - Ra -[-pa-]  - and theother interpretation  of the 
word is  rusu[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  sa -]- proof. 

probo  has the composition- pa- Ra -[-pa-]  - and the meaning of the  word is  
nirupanam [Skt] -  proof . 

probo  has the composition- pa- Ra -[-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
niruppikka  [ missing letter- ka -] -  to prove .
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probo  has the composition- pa- Ra -[-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  thiranthu
kaanpikka  vaendum [ missing letters-  the- and -ka -] 

probo  has the composition- pa- Ra -pa- and the meaning of the word is  theerpu  
koorupavar [ missing letters-  the -and -ka -] - one who gives  judgement ;  theerpu-   
judgement ;  koorupavar- one who tells. 

probo  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra --pa- and the meaning of the word is  yaerkka  
paarkka  vaendum[ missing letters- ka -and- the -]-  to agree / to  accept .

probo  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -pa- and the meaning of the word is   
anaivarukkum  theriya paduththa  vaendum [   missing letters-  the -and- ka -] -  should
reveal  to all ;  anaivarum- all;  theriya paduththa-  to  reveal .

probo  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -pa- and the meaning of the word is  
uootharanam   koori   anaivarukkum  puriyum vannam/ vilankum  vannam    vilakkam  
tharuka - make clear with examples  and explanations ;  uootharanam-  examples;  
koora-  to tell;  anaivarum-  all;  puriya -  to  understand ;  vilanka   -  to understand;   
vilakkam -  explanation;  tharuka-  give. 

probo  has the composition- pa-Ra -pa- and the meaning of the word is   pari  sothanai
seithu  kaatti   puriyum  padi  seika [  missing letters-  sa - the - and-  ka-] - make clear 
with  practical tests ;  pari sothanai -  tests/ practicals;   kaattu- to show;  puriya -  to  
understand;  seika-  to do . 

probo  has the composition- pa-Ra -[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  puriyum 
padi  kooruka [ missing letters-  ka- and the -] - make clear.

to prove[E] has the consonants - the pa- Ra- va – and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  yaetruthar  vaendum- toprove. 

procedo : to go out, come out , result,  prosper , turn out well. 
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procedo   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thondruka -  to  appear. 

procedo   has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   vetri  pera  vaendum-  make  successful .

procedo   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   men maelum  valarnthiduka-[ missing  letter-  la-] -  to grow  further .
 
procedo   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  veettai  vittu  veliyaera   vaedum [ missing  letter-  la-] -  to go out of the 
house  ;  veedu -  house;  veliyaera -  to go out.

 procedo   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   veli  konara   vaendum [  missing  letter- la-] -  to bring  out  .

procedo   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  ondrin  mudivu - end result of one . 

procedo   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   perum thiralaaka  koodiya  makkal  kottam[  missing  letter- la-]- a big 
turn out of the people ;  perum  thiralakaa-  big  turn over ;  koodiya -  assembled ;  
makkal-  people ; koottam-  meeting/ crowd.

procedo   has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- the - and the original Tamil word  / meaning 
is  urpaththiyaei   kaattidu  - to produce .

procedo : to go ahead, proceed, advance, continue. 

procedo   has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is  thodarnthu  poka  vaendum  -  to go ahead;  thodarnthu-  continuously;  poka-  to 
go  .
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procedo   has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   thodarnthu   munnaera   paarkka vaendum-  to  go forward ;  munnaera-  to 
progress .

procedo   has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   thodarnthu  nadaththi   kaattida  vaendum -  continue  to conduct   without any  
interruption; nadaththa-  to conduct  .

procella : storm, tempest,  gale; (milit) charge, onset, wave. 

procella   has the composition -pa- Ra -[-sa-] - la  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
paer alai-  giant wave;  paer - big; alai-  wave .

procella   has the composition -pa- Ra -[-sa-] - la  -and the meaning of the word is  
kadal  karaiyil  paer alai  yezhumpa [  missing letter- ka-] -  giant  waves in the sea 
shore;  kadal karai-  sea shore;  paer -  big;  alai - wave .

gale[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tami l word is  kadun- k- kole 
[ missing  letter- the -] – gale. 

gale[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is    kaathu kaduval   
[ missing  letter- the-] – gale .

gale[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is    el vali- strom. 

gale[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   eru  kaal [ missing 
letter- Ra-]  - gale.

gale[E]   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   uoozhi kaal-  the 
strom which makes an end of the world. 
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wave[ E]  has the consonants – va- va - and the original Tamil  word is   vankam – 
wave. 

wave[ E]  has the consonants – va- va - and the original Tamil  word is  tharank-kam 
[ missing  letters-  the- and -Ra -]- wave. 

procella : storm, tempest, gale. 

procella has the composition-  pa- Ra-sa- la - and the meaning of the word is   perum   
soora vali / puyal  kaatru [  missing letters  - ka- and -the - ]-  heavy  storm .  

procella has the composition-  pa- Ra-[- sa-] - la - and the meaning of the word is   
kadar  puram  puyal  kaatru   adikka  -  storm  near  the sea shore-[ missing letters- ka 
-and  the - ]  ; kadar puram-  sea shore;  puyal kaatru -  wind strom  . 

procer : chief, noble, prince. 

procer  has the composition pa- Ra -sa-Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  paer  
arasar  - the king of the kings.  

procer  has the composition –[ pa-] - Ra –[- sa-] -Ra - and the meaning  of the word is   
mannar  maanar – emperor. 

chief[E]   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    arasan  
[missing  letter- Ra-]  - king. 

chief[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    iyan - 
king/ father 
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chief[E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] - [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   ko 
[ missing  letter- ka-]   - king .

chief[E]   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the  other interpretation  is   anji- 
chief/ sun / god /father .

chief[E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] - [- pa-] -  and the other interpretation is  khan   [
missing  letter- ka-]   – king .

chief[E]   has the consonants –[-  sa-] - [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    
mannan- king .

chief[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    rayan  
[missing  letter- Ra-]  -king .

chief[E]   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the  other interpretation  is   sha[Farsi ]
-  king .

procinctu : prepared or ready for battle. 

procinctu  has the composition -pa- Ra –[-sa-] -an -ka- the-  and the meaning of the 
word is  ethiriyidam   irunthu   nammudaiya  naattai   kaaththida   naam  anaivarum  
poarukku   purapada  thayaraaka/ aayuththamaaka    vaendum -  all should be ready  
to fight  against the enemy to save  our country ;  ethiri-  enemy ;  nammudaiya - our;  
naadu- country ; kaathida -  to save;  poarukku-  for the battle; purappada- to start;  
thayaraaka -  be ready.

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -pa –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  pazhi 
-idam -  battle field; paazhi- battle;  idam- place. 

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
udandral [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – battle. 
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battle  [E]  has the consonants  -pa –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is puranthalai
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]- battle field .

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   adalai 
– battle. 

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   adu  
kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  battle field ;  adu- fight;  kalam- field .

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vilai  / 
aadu  kalam [ missing  letter- ka-]- place for sports. 

battle  [E]  has the consonants  - pa -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  panthaiya  
kalam  /  poatti   idum kalam [ missing  letter- ka-]– the  place to compete;  
panthaiyam/ poatti – bet/ competition  .

battle  [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
kanthalam –[-  missing  letter- ka-]– war.

battle  [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
ulokitham   –[-  missing  letter- ka-]–battle.

battle  [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is    iya  
viththulaam –[-  missing  letter- ka-]– a war mechine  set on walls of a fort .

battle  [E]  has the consonants  -  pa-the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   padilan – 
soldier. 

procul : far, at, to, from a distance. 
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procul   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka -la -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
perum  tholaivu [ missing  letter- the -]   -  long distance;  perum-  big/great ; tholaivu- 
at a  distance;  kuraivaana  tholaivu [ antonym ]  -  short distance .

procurator : manager, bailiff, agent. 

procurator    has the consonants -  -pa- Ra- ka- Ra- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thurai -yaei  nirvakkikira  / kan kaanikkira / maer  paarvai  
idukira /uyar  athikaari-  one who looks after a department ;  thurai-  department ;  
nivakkikra – managing  ;  uyar -  high;  athikaari-  officer.

prodigiosus : unnatural, wonderful, miraculous, amazing. 

prodigiosus    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  
and the original Tamil word /meaning is  perum  viyappai thara koodiya   ondru  - 
astonishing  one  ; perum-  great ;  viyappu-  surprising .

prodigiosus    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  
and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kurippida thakka  ondru - remarkable one.

prodigiosus    has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  iyarkkaikku  maarana  ondru -  unnatural one ;  iyarkkai-  
nature;  maarana-  against .   

prodigiosus    has the consonants- pa- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   athika  maaru paadu  kondathu - aberrant one .

prodigiosus    has the consonants- pa- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   perum kurai  paadu kondathu-  anomalous one ;  perum-  big;  
kurai paadu- mistake. 
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prodigiosus    has the consonants- pa- Ra -the -ka -sa-[-sa-]  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  mika  sirappu  vaaintha ondru- superb  one ; sirappu -  best . 

prodigiosus    has the consonants- pa- Ra -the -ka -[-sa-]  -[-sa-]  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is    nampa   mudiyaatha  ondru-  unbelievable .

proditor : traitor, betrayer. 

proditor  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -the- the -Ra-and the meaning of the word is
yaematrum  manithar -  the who  cheats. 

proditor  has the composition-pa- Ra -the- the -Ra-and the meaning of the word is  
perum   paathakam  seithuduvoar [ missing  letters- ka- and- sa-]-  big  cheat. 

proditor  has the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -the- the -Ra-and the meaning of the word is
ethiriyidam   kaatti kodukkiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] – traitor/give up treacherously 
to enemy.

betray[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] -the –Ra- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is
unmai  indri – no truth. 

betray[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the –Ra- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is
mana thooimai indri –impure mind.

betray[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the –Ra- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is
karpu indri [ missing  letter- ka-] –lack of chastity .

betray[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the –Ra- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is
yaemaatru – cheat. 
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betray[E]  has the consonants-  pa-the –Ra- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is  
nampikkai  thurokam / nampikkaikku   maaraaka / virothamaaka  / ethiraaka [ missing 
letter- ka-] – dis loyal;  mampikkai- belief; ethiraaka- against.  

traitor [E]  has the consonants - the –Ra- the -Ra –and the the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaati kodukkiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] –informant / betrayer.

*****proelium : battle. 

proelium  has the composition- pa- Ra- la-  ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  poar
kalam [ missing  letter-  ka -]  -  battle field. 

battle [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   sandai  
podum  nilam  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  fighting place;   sandai-  fight;  nilam- land. 

profecto : truly, really, indeed. 

profecto   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - ka -the  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  sirithum  iyaththirkku  idam  indri [ missing  letter-  sa-] -  with out 
any doubt / certainly ;  sirithum-  even  a little ;  iyam-  doubt;  indri-  without. 

true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ondraanthu – the only  one [ god] .

true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naermaiyaanathu – honest .

true [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sariyaanathu [ missing  letter- sa-] – correct.
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true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  neri  
thavaraathathu [ missing  letter- ka-] .
   
true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  poei  
indri [ missing  letter-pa-]  -without lies;   poei  -lie;   indri- without. 

true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
yethaarththam [Skt] -  truth .

true[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thuru- flaw[ antonym] . 

really [E] has the consonants-   Ra-  la - -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ulamaara  -  whole heartedly .

proficio : to make progress, advance. 

proficio   has the consonants - pa- Ra- pa- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning  
is    munnaeri  poka   paaru - try to go forward;   munnaettram-   advancement/ 
progress ; pioka-  to go;  paaru-  to see.   
 
progress[E] has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- Ra -sa –and the original  Tamil  word is  
seekkiramaaka   munnaera  paarkka-   – to progress / go forward .

proficio : advance, assist, help, aid, be of use. 

proficio  has the consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  muunaeruka-  to go forward.   

proficio  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  uthavi  urika [ missing  letter- the-]- help. 
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proficio  has the consonants -[-  pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  aathravu  atra-varukku  uthaviduka [ missing  letter-  the -] - helping  the 
helpless;  aatharvu  atravar-  who has no support;  uthaviduka-to  help .

help[E]   has the consonants - ka- la -pa -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pakka   valimai /  palam  [Skt] -  help . 

proficuus : proficiscor : to start forward, set out, depart, arise. 

proficuus  has the consonants - pa- Ra- pa- ka-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  poarukku   purapada   thayaraaka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  the -] 
-ready to depart;  purapaadu-  departure; thayaar-  ready;   poar-  war. 

proficuus  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - ka-[- sa -]  -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   ondrai   thuvankida  / vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to 
begin/start something ;  thuvankida -  to  start . 

    Egyptian hieroglyphic  word-  dA [shake] 

dA  gas the consonant-  the- and the original  Tamil  word  is   aada/ aatta- shake .

profiteor: to make a public statement / to declare oneself. 

profiteor  has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- pa -the- Ra -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thannai  patri / kuriththu   koodi  erukkum  anaivarukkum /  therivikka  / 
arivikka    vaendum [ missing  letter- ka -]  -  to tell about  one self  to all who have 
assembled ;  thanni patri-  about oneself;   koodi erukkum anaivarukkum-  those who 
have assembled;  arivikka-  to announce. 
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public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ampala-maakku -  make public .

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –[-pa-]- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   veli-aakkuka  - to reveal .

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   pothu makkal [ missing  letter-  the -] -  public / people .

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   pothu makkal / kudi makkal  munnilaiyil [ missing  letter- the -] -  in the 
presence of the public ;  munnilai- presence. 

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –[-pa-] - la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kudi/ naattu  makkal [ missing  letter- the -] - citizens. 

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –[-pa-] - la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pothu  makkalukkaka/  pothu makkalin  payan  paattukkaaka / nalam 
kaakka/ vaazhu- kkaaka    [ missing  letter- the -] -  for the use of the public;  pothu 
makkal-  public; payan paadu- benefit.  

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –[-pa-] - la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   vellai  madal  [  missing  letter- the -] -  public  statement  ; vellai- white; 
madal – letter .

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –-pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  panam  katta  vaendiyathu illai/  kattanam  illai [ missing  letter- the -] - no 
charges / free. 

public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –-pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kattu paadu illathu-[ missing  letter- the -]  un restricted ;  kattu paadu- 
restriction;  illaathu –without . 
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public [E]   hasthe consonants – [-pa-] –-pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is    vaathil   kathavu  pootta  pada- villai  [ missing  letter- the -] – the door is  
not closed / opened;  kathavu –door;  poottu –lock .

profiteor: to acknowledge, confess / offer, promise. 

profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- pa- the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   ariyaathu  seitha   thavarai / kutraththai   manam   thiranthu   
oppu kondida / yaetru kondida   vaendum [ missing  letters-  sa -and -ka-] -  to 
acknowledge  the  crime done  by oneself;  ariyathu-  un knowingly;  seitha-  done/ 
committed;  thavaru-  mistake;  kutram-  crimw;  manam thiranthu-  with open heart ; 
oppu kondu-  to accept .

profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   uruthi  thara / uththaravaatham[Skt]   vaendum[ missing  letter-  
ka -] -  to promise .
 
profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- pa- the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   aandavarai   manam uruki  vaendi  kumpittu    padaikka  vaendum 
[ missing  letter-  ka-] -  offering  god  while worshiping  Him ;  aandavar-  god;  manma 
uruki-  with devotion;  kumpiitu-  worship;  padikka - to offer .

profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word
/meaning  is  manamaara  tharuka [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  give whole  heartedly ;  
manamaara-  whole heartedly ;  tharuka-  to give.
 
profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra- pa- the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  virapanaikku  tharuka  [ missing  letter-  ka-] - to give for sale ;  
virpanai- selling  ;  tharuka-  to give.

profiteor   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-[- pa-] - the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   thirumana   korikkai vaikka  [  missing  letter-  ka-] -  make a 
marriage proposal ;  thirumanam- marriage;  korikkai- request .
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confess [E] has the consonants - ka- an –pa- sa –and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  seitha  kutraththai   manam  thiranthu  vaai   vittu  paesa  vaendum / pasei  
mannippu  koruka [ missing  letters- the- and-Ra -] -  to admit  the mistakes  and  plead
guilty ;  seitha- done;  kutram-crime; manam- mind;  thiranthu to open;   vaai- mouth; 
paesa- speak;  mannikka- forgive  . 

profor profari profatus : to speak out.  

profatus   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- pa -the -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   paesi  theerththidu -  speak out . 

profugus : fleeing,  fugitive, banished, migratory. 

profugus  has  the consonants-  pa -Ra-  [- pa-] - ka- [- sa -] - and the original  Tamil 
word  is  parakka  -  fly . 

profugus  has  the consonants-  pa -Ra-  pa -ka- [- sa -] - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  thappiththu   odukiravar  [ missing  word - the-]  -  escaper  ;  
thappiththu - escaping;  odukiravar-  runner.

profugus  has  the consonants-  [ -pa - ]-Ra-  [- pa-] - ka- [- sa -] - and the original  Tamil
word /meaning  is   uoorai/ nattai   vittu  viratti  adikka [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to  
drive away from the  town / country ;  uoor-  village;  naadu-  country  ;  viratti  adi-  to 
drive away .

profugus  has  the consonants-  -pa -Ra-  [- pa-] - ka- [- sa -] - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   kudi  peyera  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  – to migrate. 
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profugus  has  the consonants- [-  pa-]  -Ra-  pa -ka- [- sa -] - and the original  Tamil 
word  / meaning  is   uoor  vittu   uoor  poka / payanam  poka [ missing  letter-  the -]   
- to go / travel from  one  village  to  another  ;  uoor-  village;  poka-  to go;  payanam- 
travel.   

migrate[E]  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   kudi
yaera  vaendum/  kudi yaetram –  immigration. 

migrate[E]  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
pithiya   nakarukku / uoorukku   piravaesam[Skt]   seithida   vaendum[ missing  letters-
pa- and- sa-]  - to migrate .

profundo frofui profusum : to pour  forth, gush, stream. 

profundo  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra-  [- pa-] - an -the -  and the original Tamil 
word is  neeroadai-  stream;  neer uootru  .  
profundo  has the consonants- pa- Ra-  [- pa-] - an -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thanni  peerittu  adikka / vara [ missing  letter-  ka-]   -  gushing water;  
thanni-  water;  peerittu  adikka  gushing .  

 profundo  has the consonants- pa- Ra-  [- pa-] - an -the -  and the original Tamil word /
meaning  is  thedirendru  vaekamaaka   paaya [  missing  letter-  ka-] -  blow  suddenly
;  theedir-endru  - suddenly ;  vaekam -  fast ;  paaya- to gallop .

profundo  has the consonants- pa- Ra-- pa- an -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   madai   thirantha  [ Cavery  aatru ]  thannerena   vaekamaaka    nongum  
nuraiymaaka   ponki   paaya  [ missing  letter- ka-]- water gushing  out of the dam  ;  
madai- dam;  thirantha- opened;  Cavery  aaru-  River Cavery ;  thenneer- water;  
vaekam-  fast;  nurai- foam ;  paaya - to flow. 
  
profundo  has the consonants- pa- Ra-  [- pa-] - an -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  thun - neerai  uooththu - to pour water;   thunneer- water;  uooththu- to 
pour.
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profundum : a depth, abyss, chasm , the sea. 

profundum   has the consonants -  pa- Ra-  pa- an- the- ma - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  moondru  puramum  karai -yaei  / tharai -yaei  konda   kadar 
pakuthi / kadar neer [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  the sea water with a sea shore on  three 
sides ;  moondru puram-  three sides;  karai-  sea shore/bank ;  tharai- land;  kadar 
neer- sea water.

abyss[E]  has the consonants-  pa-  sa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
payasu- water. 

abyss[E]  has the consonants-  pa-  sa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  apsu-
water / sea .

abyss[E]  has the consonants-  pa- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
appu- sea.
 
 sea[E]   has the consonant-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   appu  [missing  
letter- pa-] – sea. 

sea[E]   has the consonant-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kayam  [ missing  
letter- ka-] -   sea .

sea[E]   has the consonant-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   am-  water . 

sea[E]   has the consonant-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   soozhi [ missing  
letter- zha-]- sea. 

depth[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   
adimattam- lower level  ; mattam-  level .
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profundus : deep, profound, high, thick, dense, boundless. 

deep[E]   has the consonants – the- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  mattam /  
adi mattam- depth / bottom/ lower level.

profundus  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  uyarntha-  high / superior. 

profundus  has the composition --pa- Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   uyarntha/ vinnai  muttum/ vaanai  thodum     kopuram -  tower ;   kopuram-  
tower ;  uyarntha- high ;  vin-  sky .

profundus  has the composition -pa- Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word
is   paranthu  virinthu  irukka koodiya  ondru [  missing letters-  ka -]- boundless one .  

profundus  has the composition -pa- Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word
is  ellai indri [  missing letter- la-] - limitless;  ellai-  limit ;  indri-  without. 

profundus  has the composition -pa- Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word
is  mudivu  indri  neendu  poka [  missing letter- ka -] - non ending ; mudivu- end; indri-
without . 

profundus  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   adarntha  -  dense;  adarntha  kaadu [  missing letter-  ka -] - dense forest;  
kaadu-  woods   .

profundus  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is    theeviramaana [ missing letter- ka -]   -  intense .

profundus  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is  kettiyaana ondru [ missing letter- ka -]   -  thick one ;  ketti-  thick . 
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profundus  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra- an- the-sa- and the meaning of the word 
is  sinthanaiyaei  thoonda koodiya  ondru / oru karuththu   [ missing letter- ka -] -  
thoughtful one   ;  sinthani-  thinking ; ondru- one ;  karuththu- thought  . 

profundus  has the composition --pa- - Ra- an- the-[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word
is   manathin   adipuram-  from the depth of the mind ; manthu-  mind;  adipuram-  
inner side. 

profundus  has the composition --pa- - Ra- an- the-sa-and the meaning of the word is  
athikamaana  karuththu   konda  katturai/ paechchu  /  sitru urai / paer urai [  missing 
letter- ka -] -  the talk  with full of meaning ; athikam-  more; karuththu-  thoughts; 
katturai-  article;  paechchu-  talk;   sitru urai-  short  speech ;  paer urai- lecture .

profundus  has the composition --pa- Ra- an- the--sa--nd the meaning of the word is  
paathi   iruttaana   samayam / naeram - it is getting dark;  paathi-  half;  iruttu-  dark;  
naeram-  time. 

dense[E]   has the consonants  -the –an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
thinmai- dense.

dense[E]   has the consonants  -the –an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   mandi -
dense .

*progener : husband of a grand-daughter. 

progener   has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- an-  Ra- paraanadiyin   veetukaariyum/ 
pendaattiyum / manaivi yum  / manaattiyum  / paeththiyin   veettu kaararum /  
purusanum / kanavarum  [ missing letters- ka- and -the -] -  wife of the grnand son and
the husband of the  grand daughter  ;  paeran-  grand son;  paeththi-  grand daughter; 
veettu kari-   house wife ;  manaivi-  wife  ; pendaatti-  wife;  maanatti - wife;  paeththi-
grand daughter;   veettu kaarar-   husband;  purusan-  husband ;  kanavar  -  husband. 
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  progenero : to produce,  engender. 

progenero   has the consonants -  pa -Ra- ka- an- Ra -and the original Tamil word /  
meaning  is  yathaenum  ondrai    uruvaakkida  / undu  panna  vaendum[ missing  
letter- the -] -  to  create  some thing ;  yaethaenum-  any thing; ondrai-  one;  
uruvaakka-  to create; undu  panna-  to make . 

progenero   has the consonants -  pa -Ra- ka- an- Ra -and the original Tamil word /  
meaning  is   anaivarin   paarvaikku   konaru -  bring  before the public;  anaivar-  all 
persons;  paarvai-  notice; konara-  to bring.

 progenero   has the consonants -  pa -Ra- ka- an- Ra -and the original Tamil word /  
meaning  is   payirai  urpaththi   seithida  vaendum  [  missing  letters-  the- and- sa-] ;  
to produce the  crops ;  payir-   crops  ;  urpaththi-  yield ;  seithidu- do. 

progenies : descent,  lineage, progeny, offspring, descendants. 

progenies   has  the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa- an –[-sa -]- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  marapu  vazhi   saarntha [ missing  letters-   ka-and-  zha-] – progenitive. 

 progenies   has  the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-]- an -[-sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  marapu  vazhi  thondralkal   [  missing  letters- ka-  la -and - the-] - 
descendants / progeny .

 progenies   has  the consonants -  pa- Ra- [-sa-]- an -[-sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kaal vazhi  marapil  vantha   kuzhanthaikal/ pillaikal  [missing  letters-ka-   la 
-and - the-]   - progeny.
 
progeny[E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra  -sa -an –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning  is  marapu perukkam  saarntha  [ missing  letters- ka- and -the -] –
progenitive. 
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progeny[E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra  -sa- an –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning  is  marapu anu saarntha [ missing  letter- the -] – genetic;  marapu anu- 
gene. 

progeny[E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra  -[-sa-]  -an –and the orignal Tamil word / 
meaning  is  marapu vazhi / kaal vazhi  thondralkal [ missing  letters- ka – la –and- the 
-]- descendants .

progeny[E]   has the consonants- -pa- Ra  -[-sa-]-an –and the other interpretation is  
marapu - anu-   gene .

progeny[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra  -sa -an –and the other interpretation is  
santhathiyar[ Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] –progeny. 

progeny[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra  -[- sa-]  -an –and the other interpretation 
is  eendrida [ missing  letter- the -]- progeniture. 

lineage[E]   has the consonants - la -an- ka -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaal vazhi  vantha  [ missing  letter-  the -] - lineage. 

pedigree [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- ka- Ra  - and the interpretation  of  the
word is   thoppur kodi  uravu /  viruthu – pedigree. 

progenitor : founder of a family, ancestor. 

progenitor   has the consonants  - pa -Ra -ka -an -the- Ra  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   perum kudampaththi/ kudiththanaththai /  undaakiya   munnor/ 
moothaathaiyar -  founder of the  big family;  perum kudampam-  big family;  
undaakkiya -  creating / founding ;  munnor-  ancestor;  moothaathaiyar-  ancestor. 
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prognatus : born, sprung from / son. 

prognatus  has the compositin – pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  aan pillai / aan kuzhanthai  piranthu  irukkiraan[ missing  letter- la/ zha-] -  son
has born ;  aan pilla- son;  aan kuzhanthai- male child;  piranthathu -born .

prognatus  has the compositin – pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  makan  piranthu  vittaan – son  has born ; makan- son;  piranthu vittaan- 
born .

prognatus  has the compositin – pa- Ra- ka -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word 
is  paththu  maatham  vayitril / karu  pai- yil    karuvai  sumantha   en  manaivikku  / 
pillai thaachchi pennukku  paeru kaalm  mudinthavudan   suka   pirasavaamaka[Skt]   
aan   makavu  / aan pillai  /aan kuzhanthai /  piranthu  irukkirathu [ missing  letter- la-] 
-  male child was deliverd by my wife   after 10 months  of  pregnancy. 

prognatus  has the compositin – pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  paeru  undaaki   iruntha [karpam ]  [Skt]   en manaivikku   aan makvu  / makan
piranthu  vittaan- my wife who was  pregnant   has  delivered  a male baby -  paeru  
undaakaki – pregnant ; manavi- wife; aan maavu – male baby ; piranthathu –born. 

prognatus  has the compositin –[- pa-] - Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  thiru makan-  son .

prognatus  has the compositin –[- pa-] - Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  thakappanaar- father. 

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  pirntha  makan -  the son born;   pirantha- born;  makan-  son  .

prognatus  has the compositin –[- pa-] - Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   sakotharan[Skt] - brother. 
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prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   udan pirantha  annan  thampi – brothers .

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is   udan pirantha  akkaki/ thankai  -sisiters. 

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- -sa- and the meaning of the word 
is  kudumpaththin   kadaisi  thirumakan  -  the last  son of the family;  kudumpam- 
family ;  kadaisi-  last; makan- son .

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is
udan pirappukal[ missing  letter- la-]  - sisters and brothers .

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is
pulikku [  karum siruththaikku]    piranthathu  poonai yaakumaa?[  missing letter- la -] -
the one born to the tiger can not be a cat ;  puli-  tiger;  karum siruththai-  panthor ;  
pirantha - born;   poonai- cat. 

prognatus  has the compositin -pa- Ra- ka -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is
thaayaei  pondrae   pillai / makal  ;  noolai   pondrae   seelai   irukkum ! [  missing 
letter-  la -] - like the mother is her daughter  as that  of the  thread of  the  saree  ;  
thaai- mother;  pillai- child;  makal- daughter;  nool-  thread;  seelai- saree .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
uyir   piranthai – birth/ birth place. 

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
perum  paeru  petru / paeru  adainthu -  given birth to a child;  paeru-  child/ gift  ;  
petru –got. 

birth[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning 
is  eendridu    -  deliver / give birth .
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birth[E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning 
is  eettram-  birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
thiru murai [ pirappu ] -  sacred birth;  thiru –sacred ;  murai- birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is    
uyir   piranthavam [ missing  letter- ka-]   - birth  of life ; uyir- life.  

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
piranthalam [ missing  letter- la-] - birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha   udampu / maeni / mei – naked body as when born .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  naar /thinam-   birth day   .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  naeram- the time of birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  nimidam -  the  minute of birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  udu – birth star .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
pirantha  orai-  birth star  .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  natshaththiram [ Skt] [missing  letter- sa-] - birth star . 
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birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
pirantha   aandu -  year of birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
pirantha  naadu-   native state. 

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
pirantha  uoor-  native place. 

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
puththu- uyir-  new born  .

birth[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning 
is   uyirththidu -  be born .

birth[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thoatram/  thoandridu -  appearance/ appear/ origin/ genesis. 

birth[E]   has the consonants –- [- pa-] -- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / 
meaning is   naaridu – birth / sprout.

birth[E]   has the consonants –- pa-- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
peyar  idu  -to name  ; peyar- name ; idu –to.

birth[E]   has the consonants –- pa-- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
thooimai / punitha[Skt]  neeraattu [  missing  letter- pa-] -  sacred bath/ ablution.

birth[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the other interpretation is   
theerththam [Skt] - birth. 

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the other interpretation is   
urpaththi[Skt] -  product .
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birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  perukkidu
[ missing  letter- ka-]  /  urpaththi[Skt]  - birth/ produce/ product  .

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  
theerththam –ittu / neeraatti  / thooimaiyaana  thanni uootri   - peyar idu  - to name / 
baptize ;  neeraattu –bath ;  thanni uooththu – baptize;  thanni –water;  uooththu- 
pour.   

birth[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   pirappiththar /   sirushiththidu  [Skt] [ missing  leter- sa-] - create .

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is   pira pathan[Skt] -  son. 

birth[E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
uyir  pirinthathu -  life departed [ antonym] .

birth[E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the orignal Tamil  word / meaning 
is   eranthidu/ mariththidu[Skt]     -to die [ antonym] / eendridu[ opposite]  .

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
uyar kudi  pirappu [ missing  letter- ka-] - royal  birth.

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  pirapathhtuvam[ Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - royal birth .

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  saei  piranthaayitru [ missing  letter- sa-] -  child  has born  ;  saei- child ; 
piranthathu- born.
 
birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  piranthathu   pennu/ ponnu  piranthaaytru-  female baby  has born . 

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  piranthathu  aan /  aan  piranthaayitru   - male baby has born. 
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birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  maadu  kandru  eendrathu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  cow has delivered a calf .

birth[E]   has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word
is  pirasaatham [Skt][missing letter sa-]- birth.

  to born [E]  has the consonants –  the- pa- Ra- an-  – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pirantha/  piranthidu piranthathu /piranthaayitru  – born .

 to born [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- an-  – and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  puththu uyir ondru  thondriyathu   – new born one  .

born [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra- an- the – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  iyarkkai -yaaanthu [ missing  letter- ka-] – natural .

 born [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- an- the – and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  iyarkkaikku purampaanthu/maaranthu -[ missing  letter- ka-] - unnatural/ 
against nature[ antonym] . 

geneis [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - an- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
eenu –to give birth. 

geneis [E]   has the consonants  - sa-- an- sa- and the other interpretation is  jananam  
[Skt] – birth .

geneis [E]  has the consonants  - sa-- an- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  sinai  
eenu  -to give birth of a baby .

geneis [E]  has the consonants  - sa-- an- [- sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  jani  [Skt] -  to give birth .

birth day  [E] has the consonants  -pa- Ra –the- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
pirantha  thinam – birth day  ;  pirantha-  born;  thinam- day. 
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son[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mainthan [  missing  letter- the -]  - son .

son[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thanaiyan[ missing  letter-  the -]– son .

son[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  aan 
makan  [ missing  letter- ka-] – boy  /son. 

progredior : to go forth, advance, proceed, go out. 

progredior   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka- Ra -the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is  munnarae  thittamittavaaru/ kurippittavaaru     thodarnthu   
padipadiyaaka   munnaeri  poka  vaendum -  to proceed  forward  as  planned earlier;  
munnar-  earlier;  thgittam-  plan;   thodarnthu-  continously ;  padipadiyaaka-  step by 
step ;  munnaeri poka-  to   go further . 
 
proceed[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –[- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word
is  paechchai   thodaru/ thodarnthidu - proceed. 

proceed [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –[- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  
word is  munnaeridu- progress. 

progressio : advance, progress, increase. 

progressio   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ka- Ra- [- sa-] - [- sa-]    -  and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is   munnarae  thittamittavaaru/ kurippittavaaru   thodarnthu   
padipadiyaaka   munnaeri  poka  vaendum[  missing  letter-  the -]  -  to proceed  
forward  as  planned earlier;   munnar-  earlier;  thittam-  plan;   thodarnthu-  
continously ;  padipadiyaaka-  step by step ; munnaeri  poka-  to   go further . 
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progressus :  advance, going forward, increase, a royal circuit. 

progressus    has theconsonants - pa- Ra -ka- Ra -sa-sa - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   paer -arasar   aranmanikkum /antha puraththirkkum   poei 
varum  / sendru varum   sutru paathai [  missing  letter-  the -] -  the path way of the 
emperor to go and come  from the  palace  to  the ladies quarters;  paer arasar-  
emperor;  aranmanai-  fortified house/  palace;   antha puram-  ladies quarters;  
sendru vara-  to go and come;  sutru paathai-  circuit path   . 
  

prohibitio : prohibition, restrain, forbidding. 

prohibitio   has the consonants - pa- Ra -ka -pa- the  -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thappaana  ondrai / thavaraana  ondrai   thadai  pottu  thadukka  pada  
vaendum -  to  debar  one that is wrong ;  thappu-  wrong;   thavaru-   mistake;  thadai 
pottu  thadukka    - to block .  

proicio : to throw forth, fling, abandon. 

proicio  has the consonants-  [-  pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning   
is  erika-  throw.

proicio  has the consonants-  [-  pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning   
is  thuravu / thurakka  [ missing  letter- the-] -  to renounce .

throw [E] has the consonants – the- Ra –va- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thookki  thoora  erinthuka -  throw away .
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throw [E] has the consonants – the- Ra –va- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
eraiththiduka- scatter. 

proinde : consequently, therefore, as a result. 

proinde   has the consonants - pa- Ra- an- the - and the original Tamil word/meaning  
is  athan  poruttu  - accordingly. 

prolabor : to slide forward, slip forward, fall forward, fall down.
 
prolabor  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -la-  [- pa-]  -Ra-  and the original Tamil   
word /meaning  is  mun puramaaka    kaal thadumaari   / vazhukki /  keelae   vizha  / 
veezha/ sariya  [ missing  letters-  ka- and -sa-] -  to slip  forward   ;  mun puram-    
front side;     kaal-  leg;  thadumaari-   trip ;  vazhukki-  slip ;  keelae-  down;  veezha-  
to fall  .

prolapsio : a slipping or sliding.   

prolapsio   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- la- [-pa-] - sa  - and the orignal Tamil 
word/meaning is  pani malaiyil   sarukki   thangu  thadiyindri   selka [ missing  letters-  
the-  and- ka-]   - pass  along  smoothly  in the snow [ filled ] mountain ;  pani mali-  
snow mountain;  thangu thadai- yindri  - without any hurdle ;  sarukki  selka-  pass  
smoothly . 

prolapsio   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- la- [-pa-] - sa  - and the orignal Tamil 
word/meaning is   kaal  thadumaari / vazhukki   keela  vizha  [ missing  letters- ka -and-
the -] - lose one’s foot hold;  kaal-  leg; thadumaara -  stumble ;  vazhukki-  to slip; 
keelae-  doen;  vizha-  to fall. 
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prolapsio   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- la- [-pa-] - sa  - and the orignal Tamil 
word/meaning is   keelae  sariya [  missing  letter- ka -] - slide down;  sarinthu  vizha 
[  missing  letters-  the and- ka -] ;   udal  uruppu-   karupai  - thaan irukkum  idaththai 
vittu    keelae   sariya[ missing  letters-  the- and- ka -]   -prolapse of the uterus ;  udal  
uruppu-  body  part ;   karupai-  uterus.       

prolato : to enlarge, lengthen, extend / put off, defer. 

prolato  has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra -la -the- and the original Tamil word is  
neelaththai   athikarikka[ missing  letter-  ka -] - to increase  the length;  neelam-  
length;  athikarikka-  to increase. 

prolato  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -la -the- and the original Tamil word is  kaala  
naeram   kurippidaathu  thalli poda / oththi  vaikka/ thamatha- paduththa   vaendum [
missing  letter-  ka -] -  post pone  with out  mentioning  the  time ;   kala naeram-  
time;  kurippidaathu -  without  mentioning ; thalli podu-  post pone;  thamatha  
paduththu-  delay .

prolato  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -la -the- and the original Tamil word is  tharpothu
ulla / irukkum   alavai    maelum periyathakkuka  / akalapaduththuka / neelamaakkuka
/  viruvu paduththuka [ missing  letter-  ka-]  -  enlarge / widen / lengthen / expand  
the present   one / level /measurement ;  thurpothu ulla alavu- present 
measurement ;  maelum-  further;  periyaathakku-  to enlarge ;  akalapaduththu-  
widen;  neelamaakku-  to lengthen;  virivu paduththuka-  to expand. 

extend[E]  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -the -an -the -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  neettikka  vaendum – extend.  

prolecto : to entice, allure. 
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prolecto   has the composition-  pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning of the word  is  
asai / paasa / pasappu/ kaama / moka      vaarththaikal / mozhi   koori / paesi    aalai   
mana  maatram  seika [  missing letter-  sa -] -  to allure. 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning of the word   
yaemaatrum    vaelai   seipavan [  missing letter- sa-] -  cheater.

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning of the word  
karuppu   manthira   thanthirankal  moolam  oruvarudaiya  manathai  kavaruthal  - 
winning one’s      heart  thorugh  black magic ; 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
manthira  thanthirankal  moolam oruvarudaiya   porulai / sothu paththai  kavaruthal / 
kollai  adiththal  [ missing letter- sa-]   - robbing one’s  property  thorugh  tricks and 
magic ;manthiram- magic;  thanthiram-trick ; porul-things; kollai  adikka-loot. 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
mayakka  vaarththaikal / mozhi   koori  / pasei  oruvarudaiya  soththai  satta 
virothamaaka  kai- patruthal [  missing letter- sa-] -  possessing   one’s   property  by 
alluring.   

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word    
satta  virotha kaariyankalil  eddu padupavar [  mssing letter -sa-] -  those who are 
indulging in illegal  activities.
 
prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
pilli  sooniyam/  kaathu karuppu  seivinai /  kodanki / manthira / thanthira   vaelai  
seithu  uoorai  yaematri   vaazhkkai  pizhaippu  nadathukiravar[  missing letter- sa-]  ; 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
piththalaatam  seikiravar [  missing letter-  sa-]  -   

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word    
oruvarai   miratti -  urutti  / adithtu - uthaiththu /  nirpantham  seithu   avarudaiya  kai 
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oppam / kai naattu  petru  nila / soththu pathhtu  pathiranaklai  ezhuthi vaanki 
kolluthal [  missing letter- sa-] -

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word  is  
alzhakaana   vellai  nira   makalirai   kondu    pen aasai / ichchai - moka - kaama  / pon 
aasai    katti / mootti   ninaiththa  kaariyaththai  vetrikaramaaka  seithu  mudiththal 
[  missing letter-sa-] - doing things successfully  by  alluring  one with good looking  
woman ;  

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
valu kattaayamaaka   nanju  kalantha   kallu - saarayam   kudikka  seithu   aalai  kolai  
seithal  [  missing letter- sa-] -  murdering one  by  making  him  forcibly  to take 
alcohol  mixed with poison ; 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word   
ezhamaiyaana    alzhkaana  vellai  niraththu / vannam    konda  Aariya  inaththu  
penkali makalirai      kondu  / kootti  koduththu /   Tamil  arasar kalin / Caerar -  Cholar- 
Paandiyar kalin   manathai  mayakki  -  antha puram vazhiyaaka / kollai puram  
vazhiyaaka   arasarkalin manthil  nuzhianthu --    Samaskritham  thaan  thaeva / 
thaeiva  paasai / paechchu /  yena  koori / paesi  /  kal thondri  mun thondraa   mun  
thondriya     mooththa mozhiyaana / sem mozhiyaana  /Aathi Sivan  aruliya  Sumeria   
Thol mozhi  /   Suthira  paasai  neechcha [Eesan]   yena  pazhiththu /  Dravida   
Tamilkarlin   kovil    karuvaraiyil    kaalam-  kaalam- maaka / vazhi  vazhiyaaka / 
thondru  thottu / parampariyamaaka /    aadu/ maadu/ kedaa  kozhi / pandri / pali ittu
/  Sivan  /Kaali  Ammani  vananki  / Tamil  Thiru marai -  Thiruvaasakam / Daevaaram  /
oathi  poosai   kaariyam / punaskaaram / vaelai / seithitta    poosarikalai  / parai 
saathai   peru makkalai / othuvaarai  /  thuraththi  adiththu / avarkalin   poonulai  
pidunki  thaankalae   aninthu  kondu  Siva  Perumaanai   Visnu-vaakai  /  Kalai  maklai - 
Laksmi-  aakki / Karumaari  thaai yae -  Durkkai  Amman -aaki  / thaankalae  
anthanarkal  yena  poi  urai  koori  Dravida  Tamil  makkalai  naya  vanjakaama   
yaemaatriya   paarpina [  white]  makkalin kathai -  perum- nakarikaththirkku  
sonthamaana   Tamilkalin  vaazhvil  yaerpatta  peruththa   avamaanamum  kalasaara 
seer azhivum/ kaedaakum ;  
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prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
mooda  nampikkaaikalai   saatharana / saamanya   makkalin  manathil  parappi  
arasiyal  / porlaathaara /   samya / aanmeeka /  kalasaara / aathayaththai  adaiya 
muyaluthal [  missing letter- sa-] 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
uthattil   thaenum  ullaththil  nanjum / vanjakathaiyum  vaiththu  kondu  
paesukirvarkalidam / uraiaadukiravarkalidam   nee  mikuntha  echcharikkai- 
unarvudan    nee nadanthu  kolla / pazhkida vaendum  ;  mosam / naasam  poei vida 
koodaathu  makanae/ kuthampaai![  missing letter- sa-] 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
kuzhanthai  eendra  / peththu eduththa /  thaayin mulai/ kumpam/ kalasam / kudam /
paachchi  /  vazhiyae  veliyaerum  /surukkum   vellai  nira/ vanna /   paalae   pirantha   
kuzhanthaiyin/   manitha   /  uyirai  / kaakkum  / kaappaatrum/   amutham-  paal 
soru / amirtham/ Ambrosia /  aakum [  missing letter -sa-] - 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
‘kaliyaanam  seithu  kolkiraen’  yena aasai  mozhi  koori/ oru  kanni pennin    kaama 
unarvai  thoondi  /   kaathalippathu  pola nadiththu /  avalai   keduththu  / avaludaiya  
-  pala penkalin/   karppai   soorai  aadi  yaemaatrum   kaama koduran  [  missing letter 
-sa-] 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
kaattu  paukuthi yil / paalai nilaththil   eravu  vaelaikalil   payanm  seikira/  vazhi  
pokkar-kalidam  / vanikarkalidam/ pothu makkalidam /  kaththiyaei  kaatti  miratti /   
vazhi pari  seithu   porul  etti  undi  valarppavar  [  misisngletetr- sa-] -

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
karuppina  makkalin   naakarikaththai [  nile  nathi  naakarikam  / kaeveri  aatram karai
nakarikam / Tigris / Euphretes  aaru  naaka rikam /  Sinthu  nathi- / Mohanjanthaaro    
naakarikam    thankaludaiyathu  yena  koori   yaemaatri   varum  vellai  inaththavari  
nee adaiyaalam  kandu kolvaai  makanae![missing letter -sa-] 
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 prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
karuppina makkalin  keelai  naak rikaththi  vida   thankaldaiya -  vellai  inaththavarin 
maelai   naaka rikamae  uyarnthathu   yena poi   pirachcharam  seithu  varum vellai  
ina Aariya  makkalai  nee   inam kandu  kolla  vaendum  makanae! [  missing letter-  
sa-] 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
karuppu  in a  Dravida   Tamil  mozhi  paesum makkalain nakarikaththai   ozhikka   
vaendi  -  ‘karuppu  than azhuku  endra unmai yaei ‘ maraiththu  /  vellai  vannmae 
azhaku  yena  koori  karuppina  penkalain   manathai     punpaduththi/ kaa paduththi  
karuppina makkalin   thun mariyaathaiuaei  seer  kuzhaikkum   seyal kalil  eedupadum 
vellai   vann Aariya makkalin  kapada  naadakaththai  nee nangu  purinthida  vaendum 
makanae! [  missing letter- sa-] ;

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
karuppu ina   Dravida makkalin  Tamil kadavulaana   Aathi  Sivanin / Kaaliyin   orae  
makanaa   ulakam sutrum vaalipanaana / uoor arintha / ulaka pukal petra -  Thamil  
naadu-  Thamilkam  -  Apprika -  Araepia   paalai vanam -   Egipthu -  Soodaan   - 
Sumeria Kiraekkam -  nadu  tharai  kadal puram -     Sinthu  sama veli ]  /  Palani  Malai 
Thiru-Murugan/ Kanthan / Valli kanavan  / kumaran/  Vaelan - IN  /   arumai 
perumaikalai    maraikka vaendi   puthithu  puthithaaka   sila pala  kadavularkali    
avvapothu  naattu makkalukku  arimukam seiya    thayaaraaka irukkum vellai   
inaththavrin  puthiya kandu pidippukalana  -siluvai yil  araiya pattu  uyir thuranthu  -  
moondrram naalil  meendum  uyirththu  ezhunthatha   Yaesu  naathar  ;  appan peyar  
theriyaatha   pillaiyar -   thaeivankalai  nee kandu  ariya vaendum makanae! [  missing 
letter-  sa-] 
 
 prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
-  meen kodiyaei  thun lachchinai yaaka konda  paandiya   kulaththil   vantha /   
peththalaekam  enum oru  sitru  uooril - maattu  thozhuvaththil  piranthu /   
ulakaththai  rachchikka  vantha / yaelai  eliya makkalai  kaappaattra vantha  /  
vaarathu  vantha maa mani / Ovusaeppu -  Mari  aayein-  makan-  / pothu udaimai    
kolkai yaei  poththikka  vantha  puththan  /  kathiravain kumaran  /Thiru  Muruganin  
avathaaram  /karuppina  makkalin   kaavalan /    vanjakaamaka   / Seru silaem- 
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Gethsemani  thottaththil  sirai pidakkapattu /  kal vaari  malai  kundril     /  vellai  ina  
Aariyaraal  / siluvaiyil   araiya  pattu  moondrram naalil  uyirththu  ezhunthitta    thaeva
kumaran   -num-  uthayia Suriyan  /  manithanai  / mirukaththai   pali  iduvathai   
niruththa  vaendi/    thanaiyae   pali koduththa  /  saiva samayathill  puthiya  seer 
thiruththaththai   kondu vantha    Yaesu piranai  /  Vel  Muruganai  /  Iyyappan /  Thiru 
Muruganai  nee  vaazhthti   arul  peruvaai aaka [  misising letter-  sa-] -

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
paralokaththil  [  veedu  paeru -  vaan  ulakam-  paramann  ulakam   ]   irukindra   
enkaludaiya   pithave[  thanthaiyae  ] !  ummuudaiya   naamaum   [  peyar ]  
archchikka paduvathaaka ! ummudaiya raasiyam [  arasu]   varuka!  ummudaiya  
siththam [ sinthanikal   seyaakka paduvathai  pola   ] para lokaththil [  veedu  paeru  - 
paramanin ulakam  ] seiya  paduvathai  pola  poolokaththilum [  poo ulakam]    seiya 
paduvathaaka! enkaludaiya  anuthina [  thaevaiyaana]   unavai  enkalukku  indrae  
alitharulum ; enkalukku  theemai  seithavarkalai  naankal  mannithu   poruppathu   
pola enkaludaiya  pazhi  paavankalai  poruththu  arulum ! enkalai  sothaniyil  
vidaethaeyum!  theemaiyil  irunthu  enkali  rachchitthu/ kaappaatri    arulum-  amen ![
missing letter-  sa-] -  Lord’s prayer in Tamil . 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is  
palani  Malai yil  kudi yirukkum   Thiru  Muruganae!   Tamil kudi makklai  kaaka vantha 
kanthaane ! Velane!   Kuravan maknae !  unkaludaiya   thanthai  -  thiru kailaaththil  
kudi irukkum   kailaasa Nathan /  Aathi  Sivan / Patchchai  Appan;   Kaalaiyan / Kaasi  
Nathan / Vellai saamy  / karuppu  samy / kaattan/ kuravan-  Kaali yin kanavan / pukal  
vaan  ulka menkum    ellai  indri  onki  valarvathai   polavae   unndudaiya   pukalum    
ip-  poomi  enkum - poo ulakm  enkum  naalukku naal  onki   valara   naankal  vaendi   
Kantha sasti   viratham / nonpu   irukkirom ;  kaavadi  edukkirom ;   thanthaikku 
manthiram  solli  koduththvane ! Thiru  chenthooril  soora samkaaram  seithavanae !  
aru padai  veedukalil [ Thiruthanikai malai - Thiru parankundram-  Swami  malai -Pazha
muthir cholai - Palani Malai -  Thiru  chenthoor ]  kudi  irunthu  enkalai  kaapavanae! 
Saeval kodiyonae  ! Vaarathu  vantha maa maniyae  !  sakala kala vallvanae !   ulakm 
sutrum vaalipanae!   aaru mukaththonae  ! Sara vananae! Azhkanae !  Vaikaasi   naal 
andru   enkalai  enkal ethikalidam  irunthu/ pakaivar kalidam  irunthu   kaappatra / 
enkalai  aatkolla   poomikku  iranki   varuvaaiyaaka !  un  thiruvadi   saranam  potri !
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potri!!   nee emmai   maravaathae  !   ma maniyae!   vanakkam! [  misising letter-  sa-] 
-worship  of  Thiru Murugan-  Marduk .  

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
pachchai  maa  mani pola maeniyum pavala vaai   kamal  senken ;  Achutha amararere 
aayarththam  kozhunde ennum  ; ichchuvai  thaveera  yan  poi    indra  logum aalum ;  
Achuvai  paerunum vaendan  arankaama nagarulanea -[  missing letter- sa-] -  Divaya 
pirapantham  . 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
peththu  eduththa thaai / Tamil  annai yar   thankaludaiya    kuzhanthaikaluku   mulai  
paal  / amuthum  uootu  pothae   Tamil  mozhi  paalaiyum  kalanthae   koduthiduvar-   
Tami l women / mothers while feeding their babies with their milk  also  teach  them 
the  Tamil language .

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   

Ulaka  pothu maraiyaam -  Thiruvalluvar  aruliya / yezhuthiya   Thirkural  yenum  Sanka
kaala  Tamil   neethi   nool -  the Sankam  Tamil  literature / sacred   scriptures  for all -  
Thirukural  written by  Thiruvalluvar . 

     Ozhukkam Vizhuppan Tharalaan Ozhukkam
         Uyirinum Ompap Patum------------------Thirukural  131. 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   

     Porivaayil  Aindhaviththaan  Poidheer Ozhukka
     Nerinindraar  Neetuvaazh Vaar----------  Thiru kural- 6. 

 
      Neerindru Amaiyaadhu Ulakenin Yaaryaarkkum
     Vaanindru Amaiyaadhu Ozhukku -----Thirukural- 20. 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is   
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     Anpirkum Unto Ataikkundhaazh Aarvalar
     Punkaneer Poosal Tharum  [  missing letter-sa- ]-  Thirukural  - 71. 

prolecto   has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -the- and the meaning  of  the word is [ 
missing letter-  sa-] 
‘paar  kadalai   deavarum  asurarum  Maeru  malaiyil / palani malai  /kailaaya malai /   
kadaintha  pothu  [  palli  ariayil / padukkai  araiyil   Siva perumaan   thun  aan kuriyaal 
kaaliyi - in  pen kuriyil    punarchchi  konda  kaaranaththal  / sarasa sallapam  seithu/  ] 
karumaari  thaai-   - kaaliyin  madiyil  [  konkaiyil  ]  uoori  vantha  paalai   peththu 
eduththa  orae  kuzhanthai  Thiru  Muruganukku  koduththathu poka   enjiya  - aval  
konkai  yil  irunthu    uooriya   paal   sinthiyaathaal   Caveri  aaraakaa  ;  Kankai  
aarraaka ;  Kotha vari  aaraaka ;  Paalaaraaka ;  thaen aaraaka  ;  Tigris  aaraaka  ;  
Euphretes   aaraaka   oadi   manitha  uyir  inaththai  kaalm kaalamaaka    vayitru pasi  
pini  pokki   kaappaatri   vara’!

*proles : offspring, descendants, posterity, (plants : fruit). 

proles  has the composition- pa -Ra- la -sa- and themeaning of the word is  siriya  
pazham-  small fruit ;  siriya - small;  pazam- fruit .

proles  has the composition- -pa-Ra- la -sa- and themeaning of the word is  en  
kudampaththin   varum  kaala   santhathiyinar/ kula kozhunthukal  [  missing letters-  
ka -and- the -] -  future generation ;   kudampam-  family ;  varum kaalam-   future;  
santhathiyinar-  generation  .

proles  has the composition-pa-Ra- la -sa- and themeaning of the word is  pondaatti  
maelae  aasai/ ichchai   pattu / aandavanin   arulaal  petru  eduththa  anpirkkuriya   
paasam  mikka    aan / pen  pillai kal / pillai  selvankal  / makkal /  en vaarisukal / 
viththukal/   ennudaiya  kudampa vazhi   thondralkal/ kula kozhunthkal   [  missing 
letters-  ka -and -the -] -  children born out of love with my  wife  by the grace of god;   
pendaatti-  wife;  aasai-  desire;  aandavan-  god;  arul-  blessing;  pertu -  delivered ;   
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anpu-  love; paasam-  passion ;  mikka-  more;  aan  -  male;  pen- female;  pillai-  child;
selvam -  wealth;  makkal-  children;  vaarisu-  descendent;  kudampam- family ;  vazhi 
thondralkal -  future generation. 

proletarius : a citizen of the lowest rank. 

proletarius   has the composition -pa- Ra- la -the- Ra-- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is soththu paththu / kaasu panam / nilam /  padippu arivu / kalvi  arivu 
illathaathavar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  illiterate /poor people. 

proletarius   has the composition -pa- Ra- la -the- Ra- [- sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  thaazhntha  kulaththil  piranthavar [ missing  letter- ka-] – people  born in low 
class family .

proletarius   has the composition -pa- Ra- la -the- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word
is  kutra-yaeval pani seikira  adimaikal- [ missing  letter- ka-]- slaves.   

proletarius   has the composition -pa- Ra- la -the- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word
is  samukaththaal  / aathikka sakthiyinaraal  /  uyar saathiyinaraal  [  pillai maar-  
muthaliyaar-  settiyar - anthanar]  odukka patta/ adakka patta/  pirpaduththa patta   / 
othukka patta   kudisai yil  vaazhum  /   nilam   -  sothhu paththu-  athikaaram  illaatha 
-  adimai  makkal/    yaelai   eliya  saatharana / saamanya  kudi  makkal / chaeri  
makkal /andraadam  kaaichchikal/ keel saathi  makkal[  paraiyar  - pallar-   pulaiyar -  
sakkiliyar-  vanniyar- padaiyaatchchi  - kallar- thaevar - idaiyar ] - citizens of lowest  
rank ;  samukam-  society ;  aathikka -   power ful;   uyar saathi-  upper class;   odukka 
patta-  suppressed;   adakka patta-  suppressed ;  othukka patta-  neglected;   kudisai-  
hut;  vaazhum-  living;  nilam-  land;  soththu paththu- property ;  athikaaram- power;  
adimai makkal-  slave;   keel saathi makkal-  lower castes . 

citizen[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -an  -and the original   Tamil word / 
meaning  is  naattin   kudi makan[ missing  letter- ka-] -  citizen .
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citizen[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -the- [-sa-] -an  -and the original   Tamil word / 
meaning  is  mannin mainthan- son of the soil ; mun- soil;  mainthan- son.

citizen[E]  has the consonants  - sa-the--sa--an  -and the opther interpretation  of the 
word is  saathi  sanam [Skt] -  people  of  different castes; saathi- caste; sanm- people .

rank [E] has the consonants-  Ra- an- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
varisai  murai  en [ missing  letter- sa-] - number  in the  row ;  varisai- row ;  en- 
number  /en murai.’

prolix : long, stretching.  

prolix  has the composition-  -pa- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
mikuthiyaana    neelam ulla   oru  porul   -  lengthy one ;  neelamaana -  long ;  porul-  
an item .

prolixus : wide, broad, long / willing, obliging, favorable. 

prolixus  has the composition- pa- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
viruppum   ulla   porul   - the item which one likes/favorable one .  

prolixus  has the composition- pa- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
akalamum  neelamum ulla  oru  porul  -  an item which is long and broad ;  akalam-  
wide .

favorable [E]  has the composition-  pa- va- Ra- pa- la- and the meaning of the word is  
viruppamaana  oru  porul-  the thing [i]  like most;  viruppam-  liking  . 

broad[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil  word is  
parantha- broad. 
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broad[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil  word is   
perithaana- large/ big.

broad[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil  word is   
akandra [ missing  letter- ka-]- wide. 

broad[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil  word is    
thirantha  manthu – open mind .

proloquor : to speak out, declare openly. 

proloquor   has the composition-  pa-  Ra -la-  ka- Ra -  and the    meaning of the word 
is  veli  padaiyaaka   oruvar   thun  karuththai   eduththu   koora  vaendum [ missing 
letter-  the -]   one should  openly  convey  his views ; veli  padaiyaaka -  openly ;  
oruvar-  one person;  karuththu-  views ;   koora vaendum-  shoud say .

speak [E]  has the composition-  sa -pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  paesuka-   
speak .

speak [E]  has the composition-  sa –[-pa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaai  
asaikka – speak .

declare [E] has the composition- the -ka- la- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
nadantha   unmaiyaei  udanae  veliyae   koodiyulla   makkalaukku   eduththu  koora 
vaendum -  spell  out the truth that has  happened  openly in the public;  nadantha 
unmai-  the truth that has happened ;  udanae-  immediately ;  veliyae-  outside;  
koodiyulla makkal-  the public who have assembled ;  koora vaendum-  to  speak put  .

proluo prolu prolutum : to wash away, wash clean. 
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prolutum  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- la -the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  karai yaei  neeki   thuniyaei  azhuuku  illathu   kazhvi  thuvaiththu  veluththu  
thara   vaendum -  to wash and clean the cloth;  karai- stain;  neeku- remove;  
azhukku- stain;  kazhvu- wash  ;  veluththu- dry wash ;  thar- give; thuni- cloth . 

prolutum  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- la -the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  vellai  nira kaada  thuni yaei   thooimaiyaaka   odukira  Cauvery    aaththu  
thanni yil   thuvaththu   kazhuvi   veiyalil  kaaya  vaiththu   thaeiththu   thara  vaendum 
[ missing letter-  ka -] -  wash and clean the  white  cloth in the flowing water of the 
river Cauvery  and dry  clean it ;  vellai  nira kaada thuni-  white kaada cloth;  
thooimaai aakka-  to  clean;   odukira-  running;  Cauvery  -  the   river;   thanni-  water;
thuvaiththu  kazhuvi -  wash;   veiyalil  kaaya vaiththu-  to  dry under the sun;  thara -  
to  give. 

prolusio : preliminary exercise, prelude. 

prolusio  has the composition -  pa-Ra -la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  oru  
seyal paattin  munnottam -  the prelude of an act ;  seyal paadu-  an act;  munnottam- 
prelude [ missing  letter-  the -] .

prolusio  has the composition -  pa-Ra -la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  oru 
paattin/paadalin   munnae  varum pallavi[  missing letters- the- and  - ka -] -  the 
prelude of  song ;  paadal-  song ;  paallavi- prelude.

prolusio  has the composition - [- pa-] -Ra -la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  mur 
seyal -   an act  done  previously.   

 

proluvier : inundation / scouring / discharge. 
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proluveir   has the composition -pa- Ra- la -va- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
sirai saaliyil  irunthu   veliyaera   paarkka-   see to  that  you are  discharged from the 
prison[  missing letter-  sa-];  sirai  saalai-  prison;   veli yaera-  to  get  discharged. 

promereo promereor : to deserve, merit 

promereo   has the composition- pa- Ra- ma -Ra  -  and themeaning of the word is  
paer arivum   thirami yum  orunkae   petra [  missing letters-  ka- and -the -] - 
meritorious ; paer arivu-  wisdom ;  thiramai-  talent  .

promeritum : desserts, merit, credit.

promeritum  has the composition  - pa- Ra -ma- Ra- the -ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is  paer  arivum   thiramaiyum kondu    [  missing letter-  ka -] -  with knowledge  
and talent ;  thiramai-  talent;   arivu-  wisdom.

credit  [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   panam  
varavu /  patru  vaithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  money received ;  panam- money;  
varavu -credit. 

credit[E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
paaraattuka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  praise.

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is    nar peyer 
konda [ missing  letter- pa-]-  good name;  peyar –name.

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
nampathanmai konda  oruvar-[ missing  letter- pa-]-    one with credibilaity;  nampaka 
thanmai- credibility ;  oruvar- one person.  
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credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  perum  
siruppu mikka / serum sirappum  konda [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] – glorious .

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  mikka 
perumai konda [ missing  letter- pa-]-   – supreme pride. 

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   paerum  
pukazhum konda [ missing  letter- pa-and- zha-]    - glorious. 

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the other interpretation is keerththi 
[Skt]  mikka  -  glory .

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is anaivarum  
potra  koodiya  perumai  mikka[ missing  letter- pa-]- - glorious .

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kandu 
unara-   to recognize.

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  mikka 
nandri-  thanks .  

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kadan 
tharuka-  give loan;  kadan- loan .

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  mathippu  
uravu mikka-   reputed /respectable. 

credit [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  patru 
vaikka [ missing  letter- pa-]- credit[ bank] .

promissio : a promise. 
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promissio   has the composition -pa- Ra -ma -sa - and the meaning of the word is   
paechchu   maaraamai  -  sticking to words ; paechchu- speech ;  maaraamai- not 
changing.

promissio   has the composition -pa- Ra -ma -sa - and the meaning of the word is  
piraamanam [Skt]-  sei – promise. 

promissio   has the composition -pa- Ra -ma -sa - and the meaning of the word is  
parisam / paechchu maaramai – promise [  betrothal ]  .

parisam[Tamil]  has the composition -pa- Ra -ma -sa - and the meaning of the word is  
thirumana   oppantham [ missing  letter- the -] /  paecu  maaramai  – marriage  
agreement .

prominens : jutting out, standing out / a projection. 

prominens  has the composition  -pa -Ra-ma-an -[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is
anaivarin   kan  parvaiyil  padum/ theriyum   padiyaaaka [ missing letter-  ka -the-  and 
-la -] - 

prominens  has the composition  -[-pa-]  -Ra-ma-an -[-sa-]-and the  meaning  of the 
word is  mutti  kondu  vara [ missing letters-  ka- and- the -] – projecting . 

prominens  has the composition  -pa-Ra-ma-an -[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is 
paruman/ parumanaana  - fat/ big size .

promiscus promiscuus : mixed, indiscriminate / commonplace, usual. 
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promiscus  has the composition-  pa -Ra-ma -sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  varampu   murai  indri  arinthavar / ariyaathavar/   
therinthavar/theriyaathavar   ana  viththiyaasam/paaku paadu  illaathu  kanda  
thaevadiya/ vilai maklair   penkalaidaththu   kanda idankalil   punarchchi  / paal uravu  
maer kollum  naai kunam -  in discriminatory  sexual contacts with known and 
unknown   women  and prostitutes  like that  of  the behavior of the dogs that  do  in 
public places. 

promissor : a promiser, suretor,  guarantor. 

promissor   has the composition- pa- Ra- ma- sa -sa- Ra -and the meaning of the word 
is   sirithum  paechu   maaratha  oru manithar  ;  sirithum-  even a little;  paechu-   
speech ;   maaratha-  not changing ;  oru-  one;  manithar-  man. 

promitto : to let go, send forth, undertake, promise. 

promitto  has the composition-  pa- Ra- ma- the - and the meaning of the word is   
pura  padattum-  let it go;  poar   padai   poarida  pura padattum -  let the  troops  go  
to the fight; poar padai-  battalion ;   purapadattium-  let it  go .

promitto  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- ma- the - and the meaning  of the word  
uruthi  mozhi  thaa-   promise [ missing letter-  la -] .

promitto  has the composition- pa- Ra- ma- the - and the meaning  of the word   
oruvar  pirarukku   koduththa  uruthi  mozhi yaei   avar  manam  niraivu  adaiyum   
vannam  nirai  vaetra  mulu  manathodu   theeviramaaka   paadu  pada vaendum 
[ missing letters-  ka -  and- la - ] -  one should keep up his words /  promise  given to 
others at any cost ;   pirar -  other persons;   koduththa-  given ;  uruthi  mozhi -  
promise;   mana niraivu-  satisfaction of the mind  ;  mulu manathodu-  whole 
heartedly ;  nirai vaetra -  to  do ;  paadu  pada -  work hard.  
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promo prompsi promptum : to produce, disclose, bring forth. 

promptum  has the composition- pa -Ra -ma- [-pa-] - the- ma-and the meaning of the 
word is  maru  urpaththi  seithida    vaendum-[ missing letters- sa- and- ka -]- to  
reproduce;  maru-  again;  urpaththi-  produce;  urpaththi  seiyum thiranai  
maempaduththida   veendum [  missing letters-  ka and- sa-]-  to improve the  quality  
of production;    urpaththi-  production;  thiran-  talent ;  maempaduththida- to 
improve. 

promptum  has the composition- [-pa-]  -Ra -ma- pa- the- ma-and the meaning of the 
word is  anaivarukkum  theriya  paduththida vaedum -  to  disclose it to all;  anaivar-  
all; theriya paduththu-  to  disclose; 

                        Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka.
            Remember the significance of the letters – pa –and- sa-. 

promontorium : peak, mountain crest, ridge, promontory. 

promontorium    has the composition -  pa- Ra- ma- an- the -Ra ma - and the meaning 
of the word is  perum   paarai  mun maedu  - mountain;  perum- big; paarai –rock;  
mun maedu- mound.  

peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mukadu [ missing  letter- the -]- peak.

peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koadu [ missing  letter- the -]- peak.
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peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuvadu-[ missing  letter- the -]-  peak. 

peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kodu  mudi  [ missing  letter- the -]- peak.

peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sikaram [ missing  letters- sa-and-  Ra -]- peak.

 peak[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
koor munai [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - projecting  point.

peak[E]   has the consonants – pa- ka –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pokkam-  high / height .

promoveo promovi promotum : push forward, move ahead, advance. 

promeveo  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra -ma- va - and the meaning of the word is  
munnnaeri  varuka/ munnaeri vara paarkka-  to  come to  the front /  to move  ahead .

prompte : promptly, resolutely, readily. 

prompte  has the composition- pa -Ra- ma- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kurippitta   naeraththirkku  varukai  thara vaendum-  come at the  right time;  
kurippitta nareram- the fixed  time ;  varukai-  visit . 

promptu : in promptu habere : to have read, display, have on show. 
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promptu habre  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ma- pa- the- ka -pa -Ra  -and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is   anaivarudaiya  kan  paarvaikkum   theriyumpadiyaaka / 
paarkkum padiyaaka   porut   kaatchchiyaaka    vaikka  vaendum - display  it  so that 
every one can see;   anaivarum- all;  kan-  eye;  paarkkum padiyaaka -   can  be seen ;  
porut kaatchchiyaaka  -  exhibit .

promptu habre  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ma- pa- the- ka -pa -Ra  -and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  paadaththai   en- naeram   avan     padiththu   mudiththu   
erukka  vaendum -  by this time  he would have read the lesson ;  paadam- lesson;  en 
- naeram-  by this time;  avan-  he;  padiththu   mudiththu-  completed the study .

 
promptu : in promptu ponere : to make clear, reveal, disclose. 

prompto   has the consonants -  pa -Ra- ma -[- pa-] - the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is   anaivarukkum  thiranthu kaatta /  anaivarum   paarkkum  vannam /
piriththu  kaatta  vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -] -  to  show/ unveil    to  every one;  
anaivarukkum-  to all;   kaatta  vaendum-  to show.

prompto   has the consonants -  [- pa-]  -Ra- ma -[- pa-] - the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is  anaivarukkum  ariviththida  / theriviththida vaendum [ missing  
letter-  ka -] -  to  tell every one ;  ariviththidu- to announce .

promptu : in promptu esse : to be ready, to be easy, to be clear. 
promptu   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra- ma -pa -the  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  thayaar   paduththa  vaedum [ missing  letter- ka -] -  to make  it 
ready ;  thayaraaka  irukka  vaedum-  to be ready .
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promptus : (persons) prepared, resolute, prompt. 

promptus   has the consonants -[-  pa-]  -Ra- ma -pa- the- sa-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  seyal  purivatharkku  aayuththamaana / thayaaraana   [ missing  
letters- la -and - ka-] - ready to act ;  seyal puriya-  toact;  aayuththam-  ready ;  
thayaar-  ready .

promptus : ready at hand, visible, apparent. 

promptus  has the composition- pa -Ra- ma- [-pa-]  -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thelivaaka    paarkka  mudikirathu  [ missing  letters-  ka -and- la-]  -
can be seen clearly ;  thelivaaka-  clearly ; paarkka-  see .

promulgatio : publication, promulgation (of a law). 

promulgatio   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma -la- ka -the  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  naattu  makkal  / kudi makkal    anaivarum /  palarum    ariya   
vannam  arasin   kolkai   , neethi   manda   theerpu   muthalia   seithikalai   thandoraa  
pottu    parappa  vaendum /  parai  saatra  vaendum / pira kadanam  seithida   
vaendum /  noolil  ezhuthi achchittu  veliyida vaendum  [ missing  leter-  sa -]  -   made 
known to the public  ;   naattu makkal-  citizens;   kudi makkal-  citizens;  neethi 
mandram-  court;  theerpu- judgement ;  seithikal-  news;  parappa -  to spread;   parai
sstra-  to proclaim;  pirakadanam- promulgation ;  nool-  book ;  achchu  ittu-  print ;  
veliyida -  to publish  . 

   
promus : steward, butler. 

promus   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -ma -sa - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   arisi  soru  /  kaai kari  unavu / eraichchi  unavu /  virunthu   
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thayaarikkum  samayar- kaarar [ missing  letters- ka -and- the -] -  one who prepares  
the food ; unavu  parimaarukiravar  -  one who serves the food ;  arisi soru-  cooked 
rice;  kaai kari unavu-  vegetable food;  eraichhci unavu-  meat food;  virunthu -  feast;  
thayarikkum-  preparing ;  samaiyar kaarar-  cook .

promutuus : (cash) advanced, prepaid, arraigned beforehand. 

promutuus   has the composition-  pa -Ra- ma- the- va- sa-  and the meaning of the 
word is   oppantham  seitha padi     kaariyam  mudivatharkku  munbae  panam  pattu  
vaada seiya pattu vittathu -  the money  was given before the completion of the act as 
in agreement;  oppantham- aggrement ;   kaariyam mudivatharkku munbae-  before 
the completion of the task ;  panam -  money ; pattu vaada-  distributed. 

pronepos proneptos : great-grandson 

proneptos   has the  consonants - pa- Ra- an -[- pa-] - the- [- sa-]  -  and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  koat  paeran [ missing  letter- ka-]– grand son .

proneptos   has the  consonants - pa- Ra- an -[- pa-] - the- [- sa-]  -  and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  kollu   paeeraandi [ missing  letters-  ka -and -la-] - - great 
grand son;  paeraandi- grand son  .
  

pronuntio : to proclaim, announce, declaim. 

pronunito   has the composition-  pa- Ra- va -an- the - and the meaning of  the word is
arivikka/theriya   pada /paduththa   vaendum- should be   announced .
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prope : near, nearly, not far from, just now, closely. 

prope  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]   - and the meaning of the word is   
arukaamai [ missing  letter- ka-] - near. 

propello : to drive before one, drive away. 

propello   has  the consonants - pa- Ra- pa- la-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kappalai / vaan  uoorthtiyaei /    munnokki   iyakkikira   suzhar pori / visiri   [ missing  
letter-  ka-]  the device / fan  which makes the ship/ aeroplane   to move forward ; 
kappal-  ship ;   vaan uoorthi -  aero plane ;  munnokki-  forward;  iyakka-  to drive;  
visiri-  fan;  pori-  device. 

propero : to hasten, speed, move rapidly, come quickly. 

propero   has the composition- pa -Ra -pa-Ra - and the meaning of the word is  para  
para  vena   vaekamaaka  rakkai  kattiya paravai  maathiri  paranthu  odi  varuka  
[ missing letters-  the -and- ka-] - come  quickly  like that  of a  flying  bird; para para 
vena-  [-adj ]  for speed;  vaekamaaka -  fastly ;  rakkai  kattiya -  feathered;  paravai-  
bird;  paranthu-  fly;  odi-  run; varuka-  to come. 

propinquo : (intrans) to come near, draw near, approach. 

propinquo has the composition-  pa- Ra -pa -an- ka - and the meaning of the word is   
veku  arukae   poka  vaendum   / poei kaana/ paarkka    vaendum-  to go close ;  veku 
arukae-  very near ;  poka- - to go;  kaana -  to see. 
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propinquus : near, close, similar, nearly related. 

propinquus  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-]  -an- ka -va- the- [-sa-] - and the 
meaning of the word is  mika  neukkum  konda uravu  - closely  related;  nerukkam –
close;  uravu –relation. 

near[E]   has the consonants  -an -Ra- and the original Tamil  word  is  nerukkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-- close.

propono : display, publish, relate, tell, propose, promise. 

propono  has the composition-  [- pa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is
vivarika   vaendum[ missing   letters-  the –and- ka -]- to narrate .

propono  has the composition-   pa--Ra- [- pa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is   
parinthu  uraikka  vaendum-[ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -]  -to recommend. 

propono  has the composition-  [- pa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is
eduththu  uraikka  vaendum[ missing  letters-  the –and- ka -]  –to  tell / propose ;  
eduththu urai –tell. 

propono  has the composition-  [- pa-]  -Ra- [- pa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is
uruthi  thara  vaendum[ missing  letters-  ka –and- the -]  – to give assurance  .

propono  has the composition-  pa -Ra-[-pa-] -an- and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarukkm   theriya  paduththa vaendum [ missing  letter- ka- and -the-]  –to 
tell/reveal  every  one. 
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propositum : a design, purpose, scheme, theme of discourse. 

propositum  has the composition-  pa- Ra- sa-the- ma -  and the meaning of the word 
is  urai yin /paechchin   maiya   karuththu -  [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  the main theme of 
the speech ;  urai-  speech;   maiya karuththu-  central theme.  

propositum  has the composition-  pa- Ra- sa-the- ma -  and  the meaning of the word 
is varai  padaththin  vadivaththai   virainthu  varainthu  mudikka  vaendum-  to  draw  
the design  of the  igure  quickly . 

proprius : one's own, special, characteristic, particular. 

proprius   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] -Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning is   thani  oruvarukku  urimaiyaanathu  [ missing  letters- the –and-ka 
-] – belongs  to someone .

proprius   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-pa-] -Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning is   kuripida  thakka ondru[  missing  letters-  ka- and - the -]  -a notable
/special  one  .

proprius   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-pa-] -Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original  word 
/meaning  is  pirathiyaekamana [Skt]   ondru [missing  letters-  ka- and - the -]  -  a  
characteristic  one .

proprius   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-pa-] -Ra- sa-  and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is   thani   sirappu   udaiya  ondru  [  missing  letter- the-]   - a special one   .

proprius : one's own, permanent, special, peculiar. 
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proprius  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra-[-pa -] -[-sa-] -and the meaning of the word 
is  endrum  nirantharama-  permanent for ever[ missing letter- the -] ;  endrum-  for 
ever-  nirantharam-  permanent .

proprius  has the composition -[-pa-] - Ra-[-pa -] -sa- -and the meaning of the word is  
oruvarukku urimaiyaanathu /  sonthamaanathu [Skt] [  missing letters- the- and- ka -]- 
one’s own  ; oruvarukku-  for a  person ;  sonthamaanthu-  own .

 propter : (+ acc.) near, close, on account of, because of. 

propter acc   has  the composition- pa- Ra -pa- the- Ra-ka-  and the meaning of the 
word is  veku  arukae  vanthu  pavani varum   thaerai paarkka vaendum - to come 
close to see the chariot ;  veku  arukae-  closely; thaer- chariot; paarkka-  to see. 

propter acc   has  the composition- [-pa-] - Ra -pa- the- Ra-ka-  and the meaning of the
word is  athan  kaaranamaaka /  athan kaaranam  poruttu -  because of  that ;  athan-  
that;  kaaranam- reason.  
 
close[E]  has the consonants - ka -la [-sa -]  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
veku  arukil [ missing  letter- Ra -] -very  close;  arukil- close. 

close[E]  has the consonants - ka -la- [-sa -]  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mika  nerukkaththil  -intimate ;  nerukkam- close/ intimate.
 
close[E]  has the consonants - ka -la- [-sa -]  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kall uravu-   illegal  relationhip ;  uravu- relationship . 

close  [E]  has the consonants - ka -la- [-sa -]  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
anmai  kaalththil / vaelayil [ missing  letter- the -] - near in time  ;  kaalam- time .

close  [E]  has the consonants - ka -la- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
veetu  veli  vaasal   kathavu  / kadai  kathavai   /mooduka  /adaikka [ missing  letter- 
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the -]  -close  the  door of the house/ shop  ;  vaasal- entrance;  kathavu- gate; veedu- 
home;  kadai-shop ;  adaikka- shut .

close  [E]  has the consonants - ka -la- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aalai  kolai seika  - kill some one ; aal- person;  kolai- kill  ; lseika- do .

close  [E]  has the consonants - ka -la- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
seyalai  seithu  mudikka vaendum[ missing  letter- the -]  - finish the action  ;seyal 
-action;  seithu  mudikka-  finish .

propugnaculum : fortification, rampart, defense. 

propugnaculum  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -pa- ka -an- ka- la -ma  -and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  kottai  mathil  suvarai / kottai vaayil  kathavukalai  / ethirikal 
elithil   thaakkatha  vannam/ ut- pukaatha  vannam / ullae nuzhiyaatha  vannam /    
maelum   nandraaka  palapaduththa  / valupaduththa  vaendum [ missing  letters-  sa- 
and -the -] -  to strengthen  the walls  and the doors  of the fort  so that it can not be 
easily  attacked  by enemies;  kottai mathil suvar-  wal of the  fort   ;  kottai vaayil 
kathavu-  the entrance gate of the fort;   ethirikal-  enemies;  thakka-  to attack ; ullae 
nuzhai-  to enter;  maelum-  further;  palapaduththa-  to strengthen;  valu paduththa-  
to strengthen . 

prorsus : forward, straight ahead, to sum up, utterly, wholly. 

prorsus has the composition-  [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is
munnaeru/munnaera paaru  -  to go forward /  to see to that you go to the front .

prosequor (prosecutus) : to attack, go with, pursue, attend. 
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prosequor  has the composition - [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the 
word is  koduramaaka  oru varai  thaakka vaendum -  to attack a person  cruelly 
[ missing letter- the -] ;  koduramaaka-  cruelly; oruvar-  a person; thakka-  to attack. 

prosequor  has the composition -pa- Ra-sa- ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
avarudanae  saernthu  poei vara vaendum - to go and come  with that man [ missing 
letter- the -] ; avar-  that man; saernthu-  accompanied;  poei vara -  to go and  come .

prosequor  has the composition -pa- Ra-sa- ka- Ra - and the meaning  of the word is  
koottaththirkku  varukai  thara/puriya   vaendum-   to attend  the meeting ;  koottam-  
meeting ;  varukai -  attendance.   

prosper : favorable, fortunate, lucky, prosperous. 

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -sa- pa-Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is  perum  panam kaasu   konda manithar  [ missing  
letters- ka -and - - ka-] -  rich/ wealthy   man ;  perum - big;  panam kaasu-  money  ;  
kondvar-  the one who possess.   

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -[-sa-] - pa-Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is   uoorin  perum panakkaarar -  the wealthy man of 
the town ;  uoor-  town;  panakkaarar- rich man  .

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -sa- [ -pa- ] -Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is  perum selvanthar [ misising letters-  the-  ka -and-  
la -] - wealthy  man ;  perum-  great .  

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -[-sa-] - pa-Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is  pathtinaarum  petru peru  vaazhvu  vaazhka 
[  missing letters- the-  ka -and- la -] -  have all the 16 virtues/ gifts/ grants/children   ; 
pathinaaru-  16; perum vaazhvu-  great  life .  
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prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -sa- pa-Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is  vaazhkkaiyil    endrendrum/ kaasu panam/   
selvamum  valamaiyim  ponki  perakattum [  missing letters - the-  ka -and- la -] -to   
have a prosperous/ flourishing life ;  vaazhkkai- life ;  endrandrum-  for ever;   kaasu 
panam-  money ;  selvam- wealth;  valamai-  fertility ;  peruka- to get/  to multiply. 

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -sa- pa-Ra  - 
 and the meaning  of  the word is  panam kaasu  koorai yaei  peiththu  kondu  kotta 
[  missing letters-  ka -and- the -] -  money   showering   from the  roof of the house ;  
koorai-  roof;  kotta-  to  fall . 

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra -sa- pa-Ra  -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
evvitha   muyarchchi yum indri  panam  kaasu  vara / kidaikka / thodanka -  money  
coming in  without  making  any  effort [ missing letters-  the and- ka -] ;  muyarchchi-  
effort ; indri -  without;  panam kaasu-  money ;  vara-  to come .

prosper   has the composition -pa -Ra –[- sa-] - pa-Ra  -  and the meaning  of  the word
is  perum paeru  padaiththa  [ misging letter-  the -]- fortunate. 

prosum : to be useful, do good, benefit (+ dative). 

prosum   has the composition- pa- Ra- [- sa-]  -ma - and the  meaning of the word is  
payan  thara  vaendum [ missing  letters- the -and -ka -]  -  to be useful .

prosum   has the composition- pa- Ra- sa -ma - and the  meaning of the word is  
proyosanam[Skt] -  usefulness/ benefit . 

benefit[E]   has the composition- pa- an -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  
payan paadu -  usefulness . 
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benefit[E]   has the composition- [- pa-] - an -pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  
naya paadu – benefit. 

benefit[E]   has the composition- [- pa-] - an –[- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the 
word is  kanthaayam [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  benefit. 

use [E]  has the consonant – [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   payan [
missing  letter- pa-]  - use. 

protestor, protesto : to declare in public, affirm, bear witness. 

protesto  has the consonants - pa- Ra- the-sa-the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   anaivarukkum   theriyumpadiyaaka   koorida/ ariviththida / 
theriviththida   vaendum[ missing  letter-  ka -] - to announce/ tell out  so that  
everyone  can know;   anaivarum-all; arivithhtidu-  announce.

protesto  has the consonants - pa- Ra- the-sa-the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   eru  kannaal  kandathai / eru kaathal kaettathai  neethimandraththil   
naeradiyaaka  vanthu [ aaajar aaki - saatchchi[Skt] ]   koora  vaendum / vaakku 
moolam alikka vaenaum [ missing  letters-  ka -and -la -]  -  to tell in the in person what
has seen and what has heard by the witness ;  eru -  two;  kan-  eye;  kaathu-  ear;  
kandathu-  seen;  kaettathu-  listened; neethi mandram-  court;  naeradiyaaka-  in 
person;  vaakku moolam -  statement ;  alikka-  to give. 

 bear [E ]  has the consonats-  pa -Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  poru / 
porumai - bear. 

bear [E ]  has the consonats-  pa -Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
potraamai [ missing  letter- the -]- bear.

to bear [E ]  has the consonats-  the-  [- pa-]  -Ra- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  yaetridu  - accept .
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to bear [E ]  has the consonats-  the- pa- -Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
petridu-  to have .

 protinus : forward, further on, continuously, immediately. 

protinus has the composition- -pa- Ra- the- an- sa- and the mea nin gof the word is  
thodarchchi yaaka  unavu pandam  vara vaendum-   food  should  be supplied 
continuously ;  unavu pandam-  food; thodarchchi-  continuous ;  vara -  to 
come[ missing letter-  ka -] . 

protinus has the composition- -pa-- Ra- the- an- sa- and the mea nin gof the word is 
arasanin aanai padi   udanaiyaaka   un sontha   uoorukku  vara/vanthu saera    
vaendum -  come immediately  to your  home town  as orderd by the king  ;  sontham-
own ;  arasan-  king;   aanai-  order;  udanadiyaaaka-  immediately ; vanthu saera-  to  
come;  uoor-  town [ missing letter-  ka -] . 

protraho (protractus): to draw out, protract, defer, make known. 

protraho has the composition- pa- Ra- the- Ra- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
karumiyaththai / kain- kariyaththai   aara  poduka – post pone the matter/action ; 
karumiyam –action/ deed;   kain - kariyam- work;  aara podu- allegory  for post 
poning matters. 

protraho has the composition- pa- Ra- the- Ra- ka- and the meaning of the word is 
anaivarukkum theriya padththa vaendum -  to inform all ;  anavarukkum- to all; 
theriya -  to know. 
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defer[E]  has the consonants – the- pa- Ra – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
uoora  podu / aara podu - [ allegory –for  postponing  things] . 

prout : just as, according to. 

prout  has the composition -pa -Ra-  the - and the meaning of the word is  athan 
poruttu - according to .

provectus : advanced, advanced in age. 

provectus  has the composition--  pa-Ra- va- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   paruvam/ vayathu  /akavai    kadantha  ondru  -  advanced in age ; paruvam-  
season / akavai- age; kadanthathu- crossed .

provectus  has the composition-- [- pa-]-Ra- va- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the
word is  manitha  vaazhkkai  yin  kadaisi   kattamaana   vayothika   paruvam-   the final 
stage of the man’s  life[ missing letter- la -] ; manithan-  man;  vaazhkkaiyin   iruthi  
kaala  kattam -  the final  stage of life;  vaazhkkai-  life;   kadaisi - last ;  iruthi- final ; 
vayothikam-  old;   paruvam-  season/state; kaalam-  time;  kattam-  step/ state  .   

provectus  has  the composition-- [- pa-]-Ra- va- ka- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of 
the word is  irakkum  tharuvaai -  the time of death. 

age[E]  has the consonants - ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  akavai  -age .

age[E]  has the consonants - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  yukam/ 
yuga[Skt]   - era .
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proveho : to carry on, carry forward, advance, promote, 

proveho  has the composition- pa- Ra -va- ka- and  the meaning of the word  is   
veettin  mun puramaaka   eduththu  kondu /thoolkki  kondu  poka vaendum-  to carry  
to  the  front  yard   of the house[  missing letter- the -] ;  veedu-  house;  mun  
purama-  front  yard;   eduththu  kondu-  to  carry  on .

proveho  has the composition- pa- Ra -va- ka- and  the meaning of the word  is  
vaazhkkaiyil   ellorum   munnaeri  vara  paarkka  vaendum  -  all should   come to a 
good position in life [ missing letter-  la -and- the -].
   
proveho  has the composition- pa- Ra -va- ka- and  the meaning of the word  is  
anaiththu  maanavarum   thaervil  vetri adiya   nandrraka padikka vaendum[ missing 
letter-  the -]  all the students should study well to  pass the exam ;  anaiththu  -  all; 
maanavar-  students;  vetri adiya -  to  win;  thaervu-  exam;  nandraaka -   good;   
padikka-  to  study .

proventus : a growing up, increase, crop, yield, or issue. 

proventus  has the composition-  -[- pa-] - Ra- va- an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of 
the word is  athikarikka  vaendum -  to increase. 

proventus  has the composition-  - pa- Ra- va- an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  valarnthida   paruvam [ missing  letter- la-] -  growing season .

proventus  has the composition-  - pa- Ra- va- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   payir  aruvadai  seithidum paruvam -  it is harvest time; payir-  crop;  
aruvadai- harvest; paruvam-  time/ season. 

proventus  has the composition-  - pa- Ra- va- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is    payir  urpaththi  seithida  vaendum -  to produce  crops ; payir-  crops;  
urpaththi- produce. 
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proventus  has the composition-  - pa- Ra- va- an- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   ondraaka  anaiththaiyum  saerththida  vaendum  -to collect  all together.  

proventus  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- an- the- [- sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is    poai  vara  paathai  -yaei vittu  thara  vaendum -  to give way ; paathai –path .

proventus  has the composition-  [-pa-] - Ra- va- an- the-  sa-and the meaning of the 
word is   saran  adainthida  vaendum  - to surrender. 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[- pa-]   -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   ankuram- crop. 
 
crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kurum   payir -    tender  crops.  

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aru -vadai  paruvam [ missing  letter –the -]  harvest time; aruvadai/ aruppu -reap; 
paruvam- season  . 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaar  paruva  ner payir-  paddy  which  is harvested during rainy  time ;  ; kaar 
paruvam-   rainy  time ;  ner  payir- paddy . 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
kuruvai  payir-  a short term  paddy cultivated during the period between the Tamil  
months of Vaikaasi and Aavani .

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaar  payirai  arukka- to harvest  paddy .

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
maana vaari payir- dry crop; payir- crop. 
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crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
iru pokam – two time cultivation. 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -pa  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karmpu  payir -  sugar cane  crops. 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[- pa-]   -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   ner  kathir [ missing  letter- the -]  – paddy  crops. 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra –pa-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vaar  kothumai   payir [ missing  letter- the -]  - wheat crops. 

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra – pa- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
varaku  payir- ragi  crops ;  varaku- ragi .

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra – pa-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kuru milaku  payir [ missing  letter- la-] – pepper crops .

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [- pa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word  / 
meaning is  kokkai  kundri  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  loss in cultivation .

crop[E]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra –pa-  -and the original Tamil  word  / meaning is 
payir  kaapppeedu  thittam  [ missing  letter- the -] -  crop  insurance. 

                     Etymology  of the word makasul .

    vilaichchal [Tamil]  [- va –la- sa -] =  makasul [ - ma- ka- sa- la -] / agricultural yield. 

yield[E]  has the consonants -  la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  payaththal 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  yield. 
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reap [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  ner   payir  
aruupu-   harvest .

harvest [E]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- va- sa -the –  and the original Tamil  word is  
mutriya  ner  kathirai   aruvadai  seika -  to  harvest the paddy  .

harvest [E]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- va- sa -the –  and the original Tamil  word is  
aru  vadai  seithitta   ner kathirai   maadu  pootti / yaanai  katti  poar adikka  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to thrash  the reaped  paady with help  of  elephants/ bull  . 

issue  [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-] -sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
saei - baby / child .

issue  [E]   has the consonants – sa--sa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sisu 
[Skt] – baby  . 

issue  [E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil word  is   anuppu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - send .

issue  [E]   has the consonants - sa-sa - and the original Tamil word    is   paechchu  
[ missing  letter- pa-]  - speech / topic / matter .

issue  [E]   has the consonants -sa-[-sa -] - and the other  interpretaion  is  visayam 
[Skt] / visaesam  -subject/topic .

issue  [E]   has the consonants - sa-sa - and the  original Tamil word   is   achchu  
-copy .

 issue  [E]   has the consonants - sa-sa - and the  original Tamil word   is  achcham- 
fear/concern .
 
issue  [E]   has the consonants - [- sa-] -[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil word   is  en - 
number .
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provideo : to foresee, provide, make provision for. 

provido  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- the- and the meaning of the word is  varum 
munnae  kandu  unarupavar /aripavar - the one who forsee ;  varum munnae-  before 
happening ;  kandu  arippavar -  the one  who see.

provido  has  the composition-  pa- Ra- va- the- and the meaning of the word is  kondu
tharpavar-  the one who provides. 

provido  has the composition-  pa- Ra- va- the- and the meaning of the word is  
anaivarukkum   pakirnthu  kodukka  pada vaendum -  should be distributed to  all ;  
anaivarum-  all’  pakirnthu-  shared  ;  kodukka-  to  give. 

provido  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- va- the- and the meaning of the word is  
thara  vaendum- to give.

 

 provisor : one who provides for, or against. 

provisor has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra -va- [-sa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word
is  kodai   tharukindravar [ missing  letter- the -] – one who  gives. 

provisor has the composition- pa- Ra -va- [-sa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
paramarippu   koduppavar [  missing letter-  the -]  one who  gives custodial care ; 
paramarippu-  care/ custodial care ;  koduppavar-  provider. 

provisor has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra -va- [-sa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word
is  ethirmaaraaka- in  opposition. 

provolvere se : to throw oneself down, abase oneself. 
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provolvere  se  has the consonants - pa- Ra - va- la -va -Ra -sa  -and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  oruvar  thaanae   thun  tharaththai   thaazhththi  kondu   pirar  
ekazhum  padiyaaka    nadanthu   kolluthal  [ missing  letter-  the -] - to degrade  onself
;  oruvar- one person;  tharam-  standard ;   thaazhththi-  to low down ;  pirar-  others; 
ehazha -  to degrade .  

     Egyptian hiero glyphic  word-  arw [ proximity ] 

arw  has the consonants-  Ra-va - and the original Tamil  word is veku  arukae- 
nearest .

proximus : nearest, closest, next. 

proximus  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra -ka -[-sa-] - ma -[-sa-] and the meaning of 
the word is veku arukaamai -  nearest.   

proximus  has the composition- pa- Ra -ka -[-sa-] - ma -[-sa-] and the meaning of the 
word is  pinnar  varum -  coming next ; pinnar-  next;  varum-  coming . 

prudens : prudent, wise. 

prudens  has the composition- -pa- Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  varuvathai  mun kootiyae kanikkum  thiramai  kondu/ paer arivu  
kondu-  far sighted. 

prudens  has the composition- -pa- Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  nadai murai  unmaiyaei  / iyarkkai   niyathi -yaei    yaetru  kodidum  
mana  pakkuvam/ mano  paavam [Skt] -  being  practical ;  nadai murai unmai- 
practical truth ;  yaerkka- agree /accept . 
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prudens  has the composition- -[- pa-] - Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mikuntha  / perum  kavanththudaun-   with extra caution ;  
kavanam- careful .

prudens  has the composition- -pa- Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  paer arivu kondavan- wise man. 

prudens  has the composition- -[- pa-]- Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original  Tamil  
word / meaning is  mikuntha  echcharikkai  unarvu kondu – with extra caution ;  
echcharikkai- warning .

prudens  has the composition- -pa- Ra- va- the- an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  paer arivum  thiramaiyum  konda  oru  maa maethai  -  wise man;  
paer arivu- wise ; thiramai- talent;   maa maethai- scholar.   

prudenter : wisely, discreetly. 

prudenter  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the
word is  mikuntha   arivu  koormai  kondu [ missing letter-  ka -]  -wisely. 

prudenter  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  paer arivum  thiramaiyum   kondu wisdom and talent  [ missing letter-  ka -] ;  
paer arivu -  wisdom ;   thiramai-  talent ;   konda-  having .

prudenter  has the composition-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the
word is  yaevarum  arinthidaatha   vannam-   unnoticeably .

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kam  
-wise. 
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wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vivaekam [Skt] - wise.

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kani / 
kaniyan -  wise man . 

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
munaivan- scholar. 

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -sa --and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sankiyaei- wise. 

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaasanam- wise. 
 
 wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mikka
arivu koormai [ missing  letter- Ra -] -   wise  / sharp  mind .

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaatchchiyan  [missing letter- the -]  -wise man.

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kusalam[ missing  letter- la-] - wise ;  kusalar- wise men  .

wise[E] has the consnants  -va -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   athi  
maethaavi [ missing  letter-  the-]  -  wise man .

                        English  word  - proud.

Proud  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
matharththa – proud. 

                           English  word -  public  
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 The public  has the consonants -the-  -[-pa-] -pa -la -ka – and the orignal Tamil  word
is  pothuvil - open to all .

publicus : of the people, public, open to all. 

publicus  and the meaning of the word is  [-pa-] - [-pa-] - la- ka- [-sa-]-and   the 
meaning  of the word is  kudi makkal [ missing  letter- the -] -  citizen .

publicus  and the meaning of the word is  [-pa-] - [-pa-] - la- ka- [-sa-]-and   the 
meaning  of the word is  pothu vil- open to all.

publicus  and the meaning of the word is  [-pa-] - [-pa-] - la- ka- [-sa-]-and   the 
meaning  of the word is  yaezhai makkal- poor people. 

publicus  and the meaning of the word is  [-pa-] - [-pa-] - la- ka- sa-and   the meaning  
of the word is   saamaniya[Skt]   makkal -  common/ordinary   people. 

public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makkal -[ missing  letter- the -]   common people. 

public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makkaludaiya   [ missing  letter- the -] –  of the public. 

public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makaklil  - from the public. 

public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  velipadaiyaana  [ missing  letter- the -] – open to general observation .

public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makkal  paniyil eedu paadu konda/ ulla  [ missing  letter- the -] -  
interested in the service of commonpeople;  pothu makkal- general public; pani-job. 
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public [E]  has the consonants  -pa- [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makkalin  panku konda/ ulla[ missing  letter- the -] -with the public 
participation .

public [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  makkal  ellavarukkum nangu  arimukamaana  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - 
known to all. 

public [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pothu makkalukku uriya[[ missing  letter- Ra -]  concerning the people as a
whole .

 public [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  naattin  kudimakkal [ missing  letter- the -] – citizen’s of the state ;  
kudimakkal- citizens.

puchre : beautifully, finely, handsomely. 

puchre   has the composition -  pa- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paraer 
-aaka -  pretty; paraer- beauty . 

puchre   has the composition -  pa- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  paer  
azhaku-[ missing  letter- la-] -  beautiful .

puchre   has the composition – [-  pa-] - ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
azhakura -[ missing  letter- la-] -    beautiful . 

puchre   has the composition –  pa-- ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
sirappaaka- [ missing  letter- sa-]  - super.     
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pudendus : shameful, disgraceful. 

pudendus  has the composition - [-pa-] - the -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the 
word is   maanam  /  mariyaathai  sirithum  indri [  missing letter-  Ra -] - shameful .
 
pudendus  has the composition - [-pa-] - the -an- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   vetka  kaedaana [ missing  letter- ka-] -  shameful . 

pudeo : to be ashamed, 

pudeo  has the composition  pa-- the - and the meaning of the word is   naana  pada – 
to be ashmed. 

pudeo  has the composition  pa-- the - and the meaning of the word is   vetka pada 
[ missing letter- ka-]  -  to  be ashamed  ;  naanam kondu  . 

pudicus : modest, chaste. 

pudicus  has the composition- [-pa-]- the -ka- [-sa -] -and the meaning of  the word is  
thakavu  udaimai- chaste.

pudicus  has the composition- [-pa-]- the -ka- [-sa -] -and the meaning of  the word is  
adakkam  udaimai-  modesty . 

pudicus  has the composition- pa- the -ka- [-sa -] -and the meaning of  the word is  
maanthil / akaththil /   elimaiyaana  kunam  konda   / vaaintha  pen makal  [  missing 
letter-  la -] -  simple   in style/  modest   ;  elimai-  simplicity ;  konda-  having;  pen 
makal-  woman  .
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pudicus  has the composition- pa- the -ka- [-sa -] -and the meaning of  the word is   
aka thooimai  udaiya pen[  -  a woman with  pure mind ; akam-  mind;  thooimai-  
purity ; udaiya -  possessing;  pen -  woman . 

pudicus  has the composition- pa- the -ka- [-sa -] -and the meaning of  the word is   
kallam  kapadam   illaatha pen makal [  missing letter-  la -] -  innocent woman. 

pudicus  has the composition- pa- the -ka- sa -nd the meaning of  the word is  sirithum
kutram- attra  pen [ missing letter-  Ra -] - unblemished woman . 
 
pudicus  has the composition- pa- the -ka- sa -nd the meaning of  the word is  karppu  
udaiya  pen[ misising letter- Ra -]  -  chaste woman;  karppu  neri  thavaraatha pen  .

chaste[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thooimai -daiya –  with purity. 

chaste[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thakavu [ misisng  letter- ka-] 
 -chaste.

chaste[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thooimai udaiya  pen[ missing  letter- pa-]   -  chaste woman  ;  pen - woman. 

chaste[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thanikai [ missing  letter- ka-] - chaste woman .

chaste[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the –and the other interpretation is  paththini 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  chaste   woman .

modest[E]   has the consonants - ma -the –[- sa-]- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is mikuntha  avai  adakkam  kondu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  humble;  adakkm-
humble.. 
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pudor : modesty, bashfulness. 
`
pudor  has the composition- pa- the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   achcham - 
payam - paedi  /  naanam - vetkam-  koochcham-  thayakkam  / madamai -  arivu  indri
-  paethamai -  ariyaamai  - santhaekam   /  payarchchi -  unarchchi poorvamaaka /  
aakiyana  pendirkkae   uriththanaa   naangu  vakai  thanmai / kunam / udamai   aakum
[  misising letters-  sa -and- ka -] -  fear/  shyness/ lack  of sense /  wariness/cautious / 
emotional   are the four  characteristics of woman ; achcham-  fear; payam-  fear;  
paedi-  fear;  vetkam- coyness  ;  naanam-  shyness;    koocham-   shyness ;  thayakakm
- ambivalence ;    madamai- lack  of abstract  thinking  ;  arivu  indri- lack of wisdom;   
ariyaamai-  ignorance;   santhaekam-  suspicion;   unarchchi-  feelings;  pendir-  
womanfolk ; naangu -four; kunam-  nature .

puella : girl. 

puella  has the composition -pa- va- la  -  and the meaning of the word is    pen / poo  
makal-  girl  .

puella  has the composition -pa- va- la  -  and the meaning of the word is    azhakum   
ilamiyum  ulla   kanni / izham  pen  makal   -  pretty  and young  girl .  

girl[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -la-  and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ilam makalir – young women .

girl[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -la-  and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
izham  sirukki [ missing  letter- sa-]  - young   girl .

girl[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -la-  and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mada varal [ misisng letter-  the -]- girl. 

girl[E]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -la-  and the  original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  ilaiyavar -  little girls.
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puer : boy. 

puer  has the composition [- pa-] -  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  siruvan -  
small boy [ missing letters-  ka -and-  sa-] . 

puer  has the composition  pa-  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  periyor -   
elders .

puer  has the composition [- pa-] -  Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   siraar 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  children.

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the meaning of the word is   patti [ missing  
letter- the -]  -boy. 

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the meaning of the word is   payal [missing 
letter- la-]- boy.

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the meaning of the word is   pasal [ missing  
letters- sa- and – la-] -boy. 

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the meaning of the word is   aan  pillai 
[ missing  letter- la-] – boy  child ;aan- male;  pillai- child. 

boy [E]  has the composition-  [- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   mainthan  
[ missing  letter- the -]-  son.

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the meaning of the word is   podiyan  [ missing 
letter- the -]-   little  boy.

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the other interpretation is   paiyan[Skt]  -  boy.
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boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the other interpretation is    ampi-  younger 
brother.

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the other interpretation is   thampi [ missing  
letter-  the -]  -  younger brother [ thambi-  thee ampu -  fire arrow] . 

boy [E]  has the composition-  [- pa-]  - and the other interpretation is  aan-   man   ; 
aanmai – manliness .

boy [E]  has the composition-  [- pa-]  - and the other interpretation is  sayon- sun .

boy [E]  has the composition-  pa - and the other interpretation is   pen - female  
/woman [antonym ] ; penmai- feminity .

puerilis : childish, boyish, foolish. 

puerilis  has the consonants-  pa -Ra- la- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
siru pillai  thanam [  missing  letter-  the -] -childish;  siru pillai thanamaaana oru seyal 
- childish act  . 

puerilis  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -Ra- la- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil  word  / 
meaning is   muttaal- thanamaana  ondru / oru seyal  [ missing  letter-  the -] - foolish 
one/ foolish act ;  muttaal thanm-  foolishness;  seyal-act. 

puerilis  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- la- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil  word  / 
meaning  is   aan pillai  thanamaana ondru/ oru seyal   [ missing  letter-  the -] - boyish 
one/boyish act. 

child [E]  has the consonants –[-  sa-] -la - -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mathalai- child. 
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child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kuzhanthai- child.

Child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la -the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kayanthalai- child.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la -the –and the original Tamil word / meaningis 
kula  kozhnthu- sprout of the family.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kutti kuzhanthai- baby.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kai  kuzhanthai-   nursing  baby child .

child [E]  has the consonants - ka –la- the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
azhuthidum kuzhanthi- crying child; azhu- weep.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thavalum kuzhanthai- crawling child.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mazhalai  mozhi  paesum kuzhanthai-[ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]-  babling  child  ;  
mazhalai mozhi- baby talk; paesum-speaking ;  kuzhanthai- child.

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaavum  kuzhanthai   . 

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ezhnthu  thallaadi  thalaadi  / thaththi  thaththi / nadanthidum  kuzhanthai  - child 
attempting to walk ;  nadakka- walk .

child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
odi  aadidum  kuzhanthai – dancing child;  odu- run; aadu- dance.
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child [E]  has the consonants - ka -la --the –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thoonkum  kuzhanthi – sleeping child. 

puga pyga : buttocks. 

puga   has the composition  - [-pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is  
kundi[ missing letter -  the - ]-   buttocks.   .

puga   has the composition  - [-pa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is  kadi thadam 
-  buttocks [ missing letter -  the - ].   

buttocks [E]  has the composition - [-pa-]  - the - ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is kundi-  buttocks. 

buttocks [E]  has the composition - [-pa-]  - the - ka- [- sa-] - and the  meaning of the 
word is  kadi  thadam - buttocks .

pugna : fight, battle, conflict, set-to. 

pugna  has the composition- pa- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  sandai  poda 
vaendum  [ missing  letters- sa- and -the -] – to fight ; sandai- fight. 

pugna  has the composition- pa- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is poar kalam  
kaana [  missing letter-  Ra- and- la-] -  to  go to the battle  field ; poar kalam-  battle 
field; kaana -  to  see.

puguna has the composition pa -ka- an  -and the meaning of the word is  iruvarukkum 
pinakkam -  quarrel/conflict  between the two; iruvarukkum  idaiyae  nadai  perum  
oru  periya  mana  porattam[ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -]  a big  conflict  between 
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the two ;  iruvar-  two persons;  idaiyae-  in between;  periya -  big;  mana poraattam-  
mental  conflict .  

battle [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- the -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  eru naatu  padai-kalukku idaiyae   nadaukkm   sandai / yuththam [Skt]
[ missing  letters- Ra- ka-and- sa-] – fight between two armies;   eru –two;  naadu 
-state; padai- army;  idaiaye- between;  sandai- fight.

battle [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]- the- the -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  koattai  koththalam[ missing  letter- ka-]- battlement/ garrison .

battle [E]  has the consonants – pa- the-  -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
padu kalam [misisng  letter- ka-]  -  battle field.

battle [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the-  -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  alokitham-[misisng  letter- ka-]  -   battle. 

battle [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the-  -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  adarthal[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - war. 

battle [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the-  -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  adalai  -war. 

battle [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - the-  -la –and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sandai  thidal [ misisg  letter-  sa -] –battle field;   sandai- battle; thidal- 
open  ground. 

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
pinam    veezhnthidum   kalam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the palce wher dead bodies are 
there ; pinam-  dead body; kalam- place. 

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
pinam  thinni  kazhukal  koodum idam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the place where  corpse 
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eating  vultures gather to gether;  pinam-  corpse;  thinnu –eat ;  kazhuku- eagle; 
kooda-  gather. 

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
pudai  kalam [missing  letter- ka-]  - battle field;  pudai- war; kalam- field .

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
padai -kalukku- idaiyae   kalakam  nadakkum  idam-[missing  letter- ka-]  -  the place 
where clash occurs between  forces  ; kalakam- clash.

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa-- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is
kalam  paaduthal -[missing  letter- ka-]  -  to describe  about the  battle field. 

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the- -la –and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kalaththil  vaakai  kolla / Kaali  Ammanukku  / manitha    kaavu  /pali [Skt]  kodukka  
vaendum   [  missing  letter- ka-]  - to  give  human sacrifice to the goddess of  victory –
Kaali-  to win over the war .

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  poaru  
puvi [missing letter- pa-] – battle field.  

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  paerikai
[missing letter- pa-]- war  drum. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  kar pori 
[missing letter- pa-]- a kind of war  machine placed on ramparts. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  
amarakam – battle field. 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  akka-p- 
poar [ missing  letter- pa-]- clash . 

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  siviram 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  – the resting palce of the king while he is on a war .
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war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  
panikkar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one who  trains  martial arts.

war[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning is  mut 
karam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  a war  weapon .

pugnacitas : the desire to fight, pugnacity. 

 pugnacitas   has the consonants - [ -pa-] - ka- an -sa- the- sa- and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is  sanadai  yida   ennam/ichchai  /aasai [Skt]   konda   manathu 
/akam ;  sandai idum  kunam/thanmai   -  the mind which has the desire to fight ;  
sandai-  fight;  ennam-  thinking;  ichchai-  desire;  manathu-  mind  ;  akam-  psyche ;  
kunam-  thanmai-  nature . 

pugnaculum : fortress. 

pugnaculum  has the consonants -  pa- ka- an -ka -la -ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  malai   kottai  yaei/ kottai  koththalaththia/  kottai  kathavai /  kottai 
mathil   suvarai   ethirikal  puka/ nuzhiyaa   vannam  nandraaka   pala[Skt  ] 
paduththa / vazhu paduththa   vaendum  [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  to  strengthen   the 
doors  and the walls of the  fort so  that enemies can not  enter ;  malai  kottai-  rock 
fort;   kottai  kathavu - the doors of the citadel ;   mathil  suvar-  parapet wall ;  
ethirikal-  enemies;  vazhu paduththa-  to strengthen .

pugnax : fond of fighting, combative, stubborn, contentious.
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pugnax  has the consonants  -pa -ka -an- ka -[-sa-]   - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   poar  kunam  kondavan [missing  letters-  the -and -Ra -]-  one with  
combative  nature;  poar-  war/ quarrel ;  kunam-  nature;  kondavan-  one who has. 

pugnax  has the consonants  -pa -ka -an- ka -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   sandai -ida  virumpikiravan [  missing  letters-  the -and -Ra -] -  one who 
is fond of fighting;  sandai-  fight;  virumpikiravan-  one who is fond of  .

pugnax  has the consonants  -pa -ka -an- ka -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  vampu- thumpukku   pokiravan  [missing  letters-  the -and -Ra -] -  
quarrelling / aggressive  person . 

pugnax  has the consonants  -pa -ka -an- ka -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   theru / veethi  sandai  sachcharavu-ukku  pokiravan /seikiravan [missing 
letters-  the -and -Ra -] -   one who indulges in street fight ;  theru / street;  veethi-  
road;   sandai-  fight;  seikiravan -  one who does .

 pugnax  has the consonants  -pa -ka -an- ka -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   veen -pidivaathm  seikiravan[ missing  letters-  Ra -and- the -] -  one who
is  stubborn ;  veen pidivaathm-  stubborn. 

pugnax  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -ka -an- ka -sa  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  etharkkum  masiyaathavan  missing  letters-  Ra -and- the -] - one who is 
stubborn.

pugnax  has the consonants  -pa-ka -an- ka -sa  - and  the original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is  ethirththu  paesum  kunam   kondavan [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- the -]  
- one  who is  argumentative .

fond[E]  has the consonants-  pa -an –the-and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
anpudaiya – loving.

fond[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -an –the-and the  other interpretaion is  
naesamudaiya [Skt]  [missing  letter- sa-] – loving.
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fond[E]  has the consonants-  -pa -an –the-and the  other interpretaion is  
paasamudan [ missing  letter -sa -] affectionately .

fond[E]  has the consonants-  -[- pa-]  -an –the-and the  other interpretaion is  
vaanchchaiyudan [ missing  letters- ka- and -sa-] – fondness.

fond[E]  has the consonants-  -[- pa-]  -an –the-and the  other interpretaion is  
istamaana[Skt]  [ missing  letter -sa -] – fond .

fond[E]  has the consonants-  - pa- -an –the-and the  other interpretaion is   manathu  
aasai [Skt] / isai  padum [ missing  letter -sa -] -  liked by heart. 

pugno : to fight. 

pugno   has the composition -  pa- ka- an- and the meaning of the word is  poarida   
vendum [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -]  -  to  make  a war ;  poar-  war .

pugno   has the composition -  pa- ka- an- and the meaning of the word is  sandai  
poda  vaendum [ missing letter- sa -and -the  -]  -  to  fight ;  sandai -  fight . 

pugno   has the composition -  pa- ka- an- and the meaning of the word is  padai 
edukka  vaendum-[ missing letter – the-] - to invade. 

fight[E]  has the composition – -pa- ka -the - and the emain gof the word is  
thakaraaru   pannida  [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  to quarrel .

fight[E]  has the composition - pa- ka -the - and the emain gof the word is  sandai   
poda vaendum / sandai  poduka/ sandai  iduka[  missing letter- sa-]  -  to fight ;  sandai
-  fight . 
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fight[E]  has the composition - pa- ka -the - and the emain gof the word is  kusthi[Skt]  
poada [  missing letter- sa-]  -  to fight.

fight[E]  has the composition - pa- ka -the - and the emain gof the word is erandu  
pada  vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – dispute. 

fight[E]  has the composition – [- pa-] - ka -the - and the emain gof the word is  
thaavadi -  fight. 

fight[E]  has the composition - pa- ka -the - and the emain gof the word is  vampu  
thumpukku  pokaathae -  do not indulge  in  belligerence [  antonym ];  sandai  poda  
koodaathu[  missing letter- sa-]  -  do not fight .

                       Remember   ka= va;  va= ka. 
            Remember the significance of the letters- pa- and -sa- .

pugnus : the fist. 

pugnus  has the composition-  [-pa-] - ka- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
mani  kattu-  the fist [  missing letter-  the -]. 

fist[ E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  mani
kattu -  fist [ missing letter- ka -]. 

fist[ E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  kai  
mutti [ missing letter- ka -] 
- fist. 

pulchellus : pretty. 

pulchellus  has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ka- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is kollai  azhaku ulla  -  pretty .
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pulchellus  has the composition- -pa- la- ka- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is
polivu  ulla -  beautiful .

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paraer udaiya - with beauty; paraer- beauty .

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
panthuram – pretty.

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thiru- beauty .

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  seer-udaiya [ missing  letter- sa-] – pretty .

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the other interpretation of the 
word is sathir [ missing  letter- sa-] –  – pretty. 

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the other interpretation of the 
word is siththiram [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]  -beauty .

pretty [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sundram [Skt]/ sowntharyam   [ missing  letter- sa-]  - beauty .

pulcher pulchra pulchrum : beautiful, handsome, fine. 

pulcher has the composition- pa- la- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   paer  
azhaku  [  ulla  pen ]  -  most beautiful [  woman ] .

pulcher has the composition- pa- la- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
kampeeram  ulla-  var ]  -  handsome [man ] . 
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pulcher has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
azhakura -  fine  /beautiful .

pulcher has the composition- [-pa-] - la- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
alamkaaram- decorate.   

pulcher has the composition-pa- la- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   paarkka  
azhaku  ulla  pen makal / mana makal   - good looking woman/ bride  ; paarkka-  to  
look ;  pen makal -  woman ;  mana makal-  bride .

pulcher has the composition-pa- la- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
sumaaraana  azhaku  ulla pen  makal [  misising letter-  sa-] - average  looking  
woman ; sumaar-  averge  .

handsome[E] has the consonants- ka -an- the –[-sa-]  -ma -and the original Tamil  
word is  noakkam  udaiththu -  handsome ; noakkam- beauty .

handsome[E] has the consonants- ka -an- the -sa -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
vaatta saattamaana   vadaivam  konda manithan-  handsome one .

handsome[E] has the consonants- ka -an- the –[- sa-]  -ma -and the original Tamil  
word is  kattu  udar  konda   aan makan[ missing  letter-  Ra -]   well built  man .

handsome[E] has the consonants- ka -an- the – sa- -ma -and the original Tamil  word is
kattu masthaana  udampu  kondavan  [ missing  letter- pa-] – one with good body  
shape .

pulchritudo  pulchritudinis : beauty, fineness. 

pulchritudo    has the consonants - pa- la- ka -Ra -the- the-   and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  paer azhaku  konda thoru -  beautiful one .
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 pulchritudo    has the consonants - pa- la- ka -Ra -the- the-   and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   ezhuththukalaalo   / sorkkalaalo  / vaarththaikalalo  vivarikka  
mudiyaatha   paer azhaku[ missing  letter-  sa -]  -  the  beauty that can not be 
explained by words / letters ;  ezhuththukkal-  letters;   sorkkal-  words;  vivarikka-  to 
explain;  paer -  big / great ;  azhaku -  beauty  . 

 
pulex :  the flea. 

pulex    has the consonants-  pa- la- ka -sa - and the original Tamil word is  thellu  
poochchi  vakai/  kadi [ missing  letter-the -]- flea bite;  thellu poochchi- flea;  
poochchi-  insect ; vakai- kind;  kadi-  bite.

flea[E]  has the consonants - pa -la  -and  the original Tamil word / meaning is   thellu 
poochchi [ missing  letters- the and -sa-] –flea. 

pullulo : shoot up, sprout, burgeon. 

pullulo   has the consonants  -  pa -la- la - and the original Tamil word is  aal  pola  
thazhaiththu   onkukka  [  missing  letters- the -  and - ka-]  - to flourish   like the 
banyan tree  ;  aal-  banyan tree ; pola-  like that ;  thazhaiththu  onka-  to  thrive/ to 
proliferate . 

pullulo   has the consonants  -  pa -la-  la - and the original Tamil word is   munnil    
itta/ potta    vithai   mulaiththida  [ missing  letters-  ka- and-  the --]  the  growth of  
the seed  ;  mun-soil ;  vithai-seed  ;  mulaiththu - to shoot   .

sprout[E]   has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the original   Tamil  word is  
senthalir [ missing  letter- la-] - sprout.
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sprout[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa- Ra- the- and the original   Tamil  word is    
arumpu - ida - to sprout. 

sprout[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the original   Tamil  word is
murunthu-   palm   sprout.

  pullus : dark-colored, blackish / sad, gloomy / a dark garment. 

pullus  has the composition -pa- la -[-sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  pazhuppu -
dark  brown color;   pazhauppu  saayam  . 

pullus  has the composition -pa- la -sa- and the meaning of the word is  pazhuppu   / 
pachchai   seelai-  brown /green saree;  pachchhai- green; seelai- saree. 

pullus  has the composition -pa- la -sa- and the meaning of the word is  pasalai  noei- 
love sickness.

pullus : young animal / chicken, chick. 

pullus  has the composition-[- pa-]  -va- la-  sa- and the meaning of the word is  kozhi  
kunju – chick ;   kozhi  -  chicken ;  kunju- young bird/animal.

pullus  has the composition-[- pa-]  -va- la-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is    
vaan kozhi-  turkey  .

pullus  has the composition-[- pa-]  -va- la-   sa- and the meaning of the word is  saeval
kozhi- cock. 
  
chick [E]  has the consonants - sa –ka-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kunju
-chick  .
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pulmentum : anything eaten with bread, sauce or relish. 

pulmentum    has the consonants -  [ -pa-] - la -ma -an -the -ma- and the original tamil 
word /meaning is   milaku  thoolai   unavil  ida  vaendum[ missing letter-  ka -]  -  to 
add  pepper powder  to the food;  milaku-  pepper;  thool-  powder; unavu-  food;  
iduka-  to add/ put. 
 
sauce[E]   has the consonants-  sa- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   soup  
[missing  letter- pa-]- soup . 

sauce[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   aanam 
– sauce. 

sauce[E]   has the consonants-   sa-- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  venjanam  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- side dish/ sauce. 

sauce[E]   has the consonants-  sa- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   kasaayam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  hot liquid .

pulmo : the lung. 

pulmo  has the composition-  [- pa-] - la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
nenjaam kulai [ missing  letters-  sa- and -ka -] -  heart / lung .

pulmo  has the composition-  pa- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  moochchu   
kuzhaai   – yum   moochchu / paena  pai-yum [ missing  letters- sa- and- ka -] –  
trachea  and the lung ;  moochchu  kuzhaai- trachea ;  moochchu  pai- lung .

lung [E]has the composition- la- an- ka -and the meaning of the word  is  nenjaam  
kuzhi / nenjaam kulai-  heart  pit/  heart/ lung / chest.  
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lung [E]has the composition- la- an- ka -and the meaning of the word  is  moochchu  
kuzhaai  yim  nurai  eeralum/ karalum [ missing  letters- sa- and- Ra -]  -  trachea  and  
lung;   moochchu  kuzhaai-  trachea;  nurai  eeral – lung;  karal- lung. 

lung [E]has the composition- la- an- ka -and the meaning of the word  is  moochcu  
kuzhaai  yim   paena   pai  yum [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa -] – trachea and  lung;  
moochhcu  kuzhaai- trachea;   paena  pai  - lung;  panam- foam ;  pai- bag.  

pulpa : flesh. 

pulpa   has the composition-  pa -la -pa- and the meaning of the word is udampil  ulla  
uoolai  sathai / thasai  [ misising letters- sa -the  -] –flesh  of the body ;  udampu-  body
;  uoolai  sathai-  fat ;  sathai-  flesh / tissue / thasai . 

pulpa   has the composition- [-  pa-]  -la –[- pa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
sulai  [ missing  letter- sa-] – pulp  of the fruit. 

flesh [E]  has the consonants – pa-la -sa -and the original Tamil  word is   pazha  sulai-  
fruit pulp ;  pazham- fruit;  sulai- pulp.

 flesh [E]  has the consonants – pa-la -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  pulai- flesh / 
muscle  .

pulpitum : platform, stage. 

pulpitum  has the composition-  pa- la- pa- the -ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  
pali [Skt]  peedam-  alter; pali  idappadum idam ;  pali  idappadum  mun  maedai -  the
stage where  ritual  sacrifice was given  . 
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stage E]  has the composition- [- sa-]  -the -ka - and the meaning of the word is   
koottam / nadakkum  maedai  - dais /  the stage where meetings  are conducted;  
koottam-  meetings;  nadakkum-  conducting ;  maedai-  stage . 

platform [E]  has the composition pa- la- the- pa- Ra- ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is  eraththa   pali  ida padum  maettu  tharai  -  the stage where  ritual sacrifice is 
given .  

platform [E]  has the composition pa- la- the- pa- Ra- ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is  aan  pillai   kaavu  kodukka padum  kaali   koil  karu arai -  the Kali temple  
where male child is sacrificed;   aan pillai- male child;  kaavu –sacrifice . 

pulso : to strike (the hours) 

pulso  has the composition- [- pa-]- va -la- [-sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  adi 
vila [ missing letter-  the -] -  to  beat .

pulso  has the composition- [- pa-]- va -la- [-sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is  
mani  adikkum vaelai -  the time to  strike the bell  [ missing letter-  the -] ;  mani-  
time/bell;  adikkum-  to  strike;  vaelai-  time. 

strike [E]  has the composition-  [-sa-] - the- Ra- ka - and the meaning  of the word is  
adiththu  thakarkka -  to  strike  and break.

pulsus : beating, blow, push, influence. 

pulsus has the composition- pa- la -[-sa-] -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
ullaththtin thudippu -  the beating of the psyche/heart [ missing letter-  the -]  .

pulsus has the composition- pa- la -[-sa-] -[-sa]- - and the meaning of the word is  allai 
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poattu  nalla   adikka-  to beat a  person heavily [  missing letter-  the -]; allai-  a 
person;  pottu  adikka -  to beat. 

pulsus has the composition- pa- la -[-sa-] -[-sa]- - and the meaning of the word is  allai 
pidiththu  thalla- to push the person;  aal-  a person;  pidiththu-  gaught hold;  thalla-  
to  push [  missing letter-  the -] .

 

pulvis : dust, powder / arena, scene of action. 

pulvis has the composition -pa -la -va- sa- and the meaning of the word is pola pola 
vena ulla  podi  -  powder [ missing letter-  the- ]; podi-  powder.  

pulvis has the composition -pa -la -va- sa- and the meaning of the word is aadal, 
paadal , pala vithamaana  kooththu   kalai ,  paechchu pootti , naadakam , kaththi/vaal
sandai , kaali yaei  adakkum potti , mul uththam [  mullukku idum sandai ]   , 
vilaiyaattu  nadakkum  idam - the place where dance ,singing ,  drama  and other arts ,
speech  competition,  martial arts like   sword fights,  bull fights  , wrestling ,  and 
sports/games take place; aadal-  dance; paadal- song;  kooththu kali-  arts;  paechu 
potti-  speech  competition;  naadakam-  drama;  kaththi sandai- fight with swords;  
vilayattu-  games;  idam-  place. 

arena [E] has the consonants  -Ra- an-  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
arankam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  stadium .

arena [E] has the consonants  -Ra- an-  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thirantha  veli arankam [missing  letters- la-  the -and -ka -]- open stadium ; thirantha 
vlei- open space.

dust[E]   has the consonants-  the- sa -the -and the interpretation   of the word is   
thoosu- ottadai- --dust .

 dust[E]   has the consonants-  the- sa -the -and the interpretation   of the word is   
thoose –padiya  /  pasaadai- udan[ missing letter- pa-]- with  dust . 
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dust[E]   has the consonants-  the- sa -the -and the interpretation   of the word is   
podi thossu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -dust. 

dust[E]   has the consonants-  the- sa -the -and the interpretation   of the word is  
vaatha kaethu [Skt] –dust .

pumilius pumilio : a dwarf. 

pumilio  has the composition [-pa-] - va - ma- la - and the meaning of the word is  
kullamaana  aal/paiyan  -  short  person;  paiyan-  boy ;  kullam-  short;  aal-  person .

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is 
kuttaiyaana  uruvam/ vadivam  manithar -  short  stature/ man;   kuttai-  short;  
manithar-  man;  periya vayathu  aakiyum  vevaeru   noyin  kaaranamaaka   ennum  
kuttaiyaakavae  irukkum  manithar.  

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- [-pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
vaamana   avathaaram [Skt] .  

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- pa- - and the meaning of the word is   
thuvaara  paalakan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- la-] – dwarf .

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- [-pa-]- - and the meaning of the word is  
Akaththiyar-  the dwarf  sage  who  made the grammar of Tamil  .

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- [-pa-]- - and the meaning of the word is  
sivandaiyaar [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  Saiva saint. 

dwarf[E]  has the composition -  the- va- Ra- [-pa-]- - and the meaning of the word is   
moondru  adi  sinthuvai  vida / moondru  adikku  satrae uyaram  kondavar  [ missing  
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letter- sa-] -  one who  is just  above  three feets ;  moondru  - three;  adi- feet;  sinthu-
one who is below three feet;  satare- little;  uyaram- height .  

punctum : a prick, little hole, puncture / a point, spot, place. 

punctum  has the composition- [- pa-]  -an- ka- the- ma - and the  meaning of the 
word is  kuththa  vaendum - to stab/ to puncture. 

punctum  has the composition- [- pa-]  -an- ka- the- ma - and the  meaning of the 
word is  thulai  ida  vaendum [ missing  letter- la- ] – to make a hole ;  thuali –hole.  

punctum  has the composition- [- pa-]  -an- ka- the- ma - and the  meaning of the 
word is  kunthum idam- sitting  place;  kunthu –sit;  idam- place. 

hole[E]   has the consoants  -ka- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kuzhi - 
pit.

hole[E]   has the consoants  -ka- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   valai - 
hole. 

hole[E]   has the consoants  -ka- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   vazhi –
way.  

hole[E]   has the consoants  -ka- la -and the  other interpretation is kokilam – hole.  

hole[E]   has the consoants  -ka- la -and the  other interpretation is  kokulam – hole. 

pungo pupugi punctum : to penetrate / sting, annoy, harass. 
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punctum has the cpomposition- pa -an- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is 
kopam undaakka  vaendum-  to  annoy  

punctum has the cpomposition- pa -an- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
padam  eduththu  aadum  naaka  paampu  koththa vaendum -   the bite  /sting  of the  
dancing  cobra which  has a hood  ;   padam- hood;  aadum –dancing;  naam – cobra;  
paampu –snake;  koththa –sting .

punctum has the cpomposition- pa -an- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
kodumai  paduththa  vandum- to haress.

punctum has the cpomposition-[-  pa-]  -an- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  uoodu- ruva  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – to penetrate. 

punctum has the cpomposition-[-  pa-]  -an- ka- the- ma - and the meaning of the 
word is  thontharvau  thara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra -] –to disturb. 

annoy [E]  has the consonants  -an- an  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
nachchu pannu [ missing  letter- sa -and -pa-]- annoy.  

pungo pupugi punctum : to prick, puncture, stab / touch, move. 

punctum has the composition -  [-pa-]- an- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kaththiyaei  vaiththu  methuvaaka  kuththa  vaendum - make a punch [  stab]   gently  
with the knife ; kaththi-  knife; kuththa-  to  make a punch .

prick [E]has the composition-[- pa-]- Ra- ka-and the  meaning of the word is  pooruka- 
to scratch  ; kera/keeruka -  to incise .
puncture [E]the composition- pa- an- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
aruvai  kaththi  kondu  tholin  maer pakuthiyilo   udampin   ut pakuthiyilo   ulla  
koppalaththai   methuvakavum  kavanamaakavum   athika   kuruthi   ezhappu  
aerpadatha  vannam   keeri   pazhuppu neerai  /ketta neerai  veliyaetrum pozhuthu  
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noyalikku  udanadiyaaka  valiyum  valiyilal  undaana vaethaniyum vekuvaaka kuriyum  
[ missing letter- la-]incise  the  pustule   situated on the skin or inside  the  body , 
carefully  and gently with the  operating  knife  with out the loss of blood  to  make the
pus to  come out   which wil reduce the pain suffered by the patient ; aruvi kaththi 
/oprting knife;  tholin maer pakuthi-  over the upper part  of the skn.  udampin- of the 
body; ut puramaaka - inside;  kopplam-  pustule; methuvaaka-  gently;  kavanamaaka -
carefully ;  kututhi  ezhappu-  blood loss ; keer-  to incise; ketta neer-  pus; veliyatra-  
to  bring outside;  noyalikku-  for the patient; udanadiyaka-  immediately;  vali- pain ; 
vaethanai-  suffering;  kuraiyum-  come down . 

puniceus : purple, red. 

puniceus has the composition- pa -an - va -sa-and the meaning of the word is  sivappu
vannam -  red color;  sivappu-  red ;  vannm-  color. 

puniceus has the composition- pa -an - va -sa-and the meaning of the word is  
pachchai  vannam-  green color. 

red[ E] has the composition-  Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  eraththam[Skt]
- red/ blood.  

red[ E] has the composition-  Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is   urokitham 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – red .

red[ E] has the composition-  Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is  thaampiram 
[ missing  letter- pa-]   - red .

red[ E] has the composition-  Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is   padeeram 
[ missing  letter- pa-]   –red color. 

red[ E] has the composition-  Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word is   theeyin 
/uthiraththin  niram-  the color of the fire / blood ;  thee-  fire;  niram-  color ;  
uthiram- blood; rathththin  niram-  the color of the blood;  raththam-  blood.  
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punio : to punish, avenge, gave vengeance. 

punio has the composition-  [-pa-] -an - and the meaning of the word is  thandam/  
thandanai - punishment [ missing letter-  the -]. 

punitor : punisher, avenger. 

punitor  has the composition-  pa -va - an -the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
thandanai  koduppavar-  one who  gives the punishment;  thandanai-  punishment;  
koduppavar-  one who  gives .

pupa : doll / little girl. 

pupa has the composition- pa- [-pa-]- and the meaning of the word is   pommai – doll.

pupa has the composition- pa- pa- and the meaning of the word is   papa-  baby .

pupa has the composition- pa- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is   pen- female. 

pupa has the composition- pa- pa- and the meaning of the word is    pen pillai- 
[ missing  letter- la-]-  girl .

doll[E]  has the consonants- the- la- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thalai
aattum vilaiyaattu pommai [ missing  letter- ka- and- pa-] – head shaking doll;  thalai- 
head;  aattum-noding ;  pommai- doll.  
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doll[E]  has the consonants- the- la- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
muttaal  thanamaana   pen / moolai  illatha   pen  [ missing  letter- pa-] - foolish girl ;  
muttaal- fool;  moolai- brain ;  illai- without;  pen – female. 

doll[E]  has the consonants- the- la- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuzhanthaikal  vilaiyaadum  / kalikkum pommai [ missing  letters-  ka- and -pa-] – 
children’s play toy ;  kuzhanthai- child;  vilaiyaadum- playing / kalikkum ; pommai- toy
.

pupillus pupilla : orphan, ward. 

pupilla -  has the composition- pa- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is thaai  
thakappan  illatha   anaathai  kuzhanthai  -paalakan/pen  [  missing letters-  the- and- 
ka -] an orphan boy or a girl  who  has no  parents ; thaai -  mother;  thakappan-  
father; illatha-  without; anaathai-  orphan;  kuzhanthai-  child; paiyan/paalakan-  boy; 
pen- girl . 

orphan[E] has the composition-  Ra-pa -an -  and the meaningof the word is petror 
indri - without parents[ missing letter-  the -] .
ward [E]  has the consonants-  va- Ra -the- and the original Tamil  word is  vattaaram- 
ward  /small  area.

ward [E]  has the consonants-  va- Ra -the- and the original Tamil  word is  siru 
vayathinan  [ missing  letter- sa-] – minor. 

ward [E]  has the consonants-  va- Ra -the- and the original Tamil  word is  aaru  
padukkai   konda  maruththuva  manai  arai /koodam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  hospital  
room which contains six  beds  ;  aaru –six;  padukkai- bed;  maruththuva manai- 
hospital .

puppis : stern of a ship, the poop. 
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puppis   has the consonants- pa- pa-[- sa-] -- and the original Tamil word is   padakin    
pin  pakkam [ missing  letters- the -and -ka-]  -  back  part of the boat;  padaku –boat;  
pin pakkam- back part .

puppis   has the consonants- pa- [-pa-] –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  pei- 
shit. 

puppis   has the consonants-[- pa-]- [-pa-] –sa-- and the original Tamil word is  saani- 
cow dung  .

poop[E]  has the consonants-  pa- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  pei- shit .

poop[E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - [-pa-] -and the original Tamil word is  saani 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - cow dung  .

ship[E]  has the consonants - sa- pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
paththaasu [ missing  letter-  the -] - boat. 

ship[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  navaai  [ missing  letter-  ka -] - ship .

ship[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] –  pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ampi –ship  . 

ship[E]  has the consonants – sa-–  pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sampaan- ship .

ship[E]  has the consonants – sa- pa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paasanam-  ship.

pupula : pupil of the eye. 
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pupula has the comoposition-  pa- pa-la -  and the meaning of the  word is  vizhiyin/ 
kannin    papa [ missing  letter- ka-]- pupil;  vizhi- eye; papa- pupil .

pupula has the comoposition-  [- pa-] – [- pa-] -la -  and the meaning of the  word is  
neela mani-  puipil .

pupula has the comoposition- [-  pa-] – [- pa-] -la -  and the meaning of the  word is  
vizhi mani [ missing  letter- ka-]- pupil; vizhi- eye. 

pupula has the comoposition-  pa- pa-la -  and the meaning of the  word is  ozhi   
kannin  ullae  vizhi  thiraikku    poka  yaethuvaaka     kannin   ven padalaththukku  
pinnae   ulla vazhi  allathu thulai  [  missing letters- the- and-  ka -] -  the hole or 
pathway  behind the conjuctiva of the eye through which light pases in to the eye;  
ozhi-  light;  ullae poka -  to  go  inside;  kannin-  of the eye; pinnae-  behind ;  ven 
padalam-  conjectiva; vazhi-  pathway ;  thulai-  hole.  

                   English  word - purgative  

Purgative  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka –the- va  -and the original Tamil  word is  
paethi  undakkum  marunthu -  the drug that  produces  loose stools.

                       English  word-  laxative .
Laxative  has the consonants -la -ka -sa –the- va - and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning  is  malaththai  ilakka  seithida / kazhisal  undakka – to sofen the stools.

purgatio: cleaning out, cleansing / excusing, justification. 

purgation has the consonants  -pa-Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  vayitrai /  perum- kudalai  nandraaka  kazhuvida/ kazhuvi  thooimai- yaakida 
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[  missing  letter-  zha-]  -  to wash  out the stomach/ large  intestine  ;  vayiru-  
stomach ;   perum-  big ;  kudal- intestine ;  kazhvu -  wash ; thooimai aakku-  to  purify
.

purgation has the consonants  -pa-Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is Thiru  Murukan   kovillukku  poei   Valenai/  valli  kanavanai  /   aandavarai / 
thaeivaththai / thaevanai  vanankidum  munpaaka  kovil kulathhtil  eranki   mukam / 
kai / kaalai / nangu   kazhvi - yia   pinnar   thooimayaana  /  manathudan  /  thirantha  
ullaththudan   / mikka panivudan / eru karam  koopi / thalai  kuninthu /  mandi 
-yiitu  / thaazh   panithu   karpa   kirakaththirkku / karuvarai   koodaththirkku   - ullae  
nuzhika/ pira vaesikka [ missing  letter-  zha/ la-]  ;  before worshipping  the  god in the
Murugan Temple  one has to  wash one’s face/ hands/ legs   thoroughly  and has to 
enter the sanctum  sanctorum  with  a pure/ open  mind , hands  to gether  with  the  
head  down  posture ;   Thiru Murugan- Sumerian god Marduk /Dravidian sun god/ 
Egyptian Junior Horus  ;    kovil-  temple;  thaeivam- god ;  thaevan-  god;  aandavar-  
god;  Vaelan-  murugan;  Valli-  moon goddess ;  kanavan-  husband;   vananka-  to 
worship ;  munpaaka -  prior;  kulam -  tank ;   mukam-  face;  kai-  hand;  kaal- leg;   
kazhuvi-  wash ;  pinnar-  after;  thooimai-  purity / cleanliness  ; manathu- mind;  
ullam- soul ;  panivu-  obediency;  thali -  head;  kuninthu -  to bend ;  mandiyittu  
prostrate;  thaazh  paninthu - to  worship  the sacred feet -  karuvarai koodam-  
sanctum  sanctoram ;  nuzhika-  to enter.

purgation has the consonants  -pa-Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   thavarai   niyaaya  paduththa -  to justify  the mistake ;  thavaru- mistake;  niyaa 
paduththuka-  to justify. 

purgation has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is    poruththu  aruluka [ missing  letter-  la-]  - to excuse.

purgation has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   kurai- yei  poruththiduka- excuse .

purgation has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka - the  - and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  mannippu  tharuka – to excuse. 
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purgo : to clean, cleanse, purify / clear away, wash off / justify. 

purgo   has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka  -and themeaning of the word is   
akaththaiyum  puraththaiyum   naam  thooimai  yaaka  vaeiththirukka  vaendum 
[  misising letter-  the -] ; we should  keep  our  mind and the body  clean ; 

purgo   has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka  -and themeaning of the word is   mala  sikkal 
ulla  noai - yaallikku    siru  kudalaiyum    perum kudalaiyum   paethi  maaththirai   
koduththu  vayitrai    suththamaaka    kazhvida / peei  -yae / adai patta  malaththai  
muluvathum  veliyaettra     vaendum  [  missing letters-  the -and- la -] - to  cleanse  
the  large intestine and small intestine  with  a purgative for a patient  with  
constipation  ; 

purgo   has the composition-  pa- Ra- ka  -and themeaning of the  word is    kovir  thiru
pani-y in  pothu / kuda muzhakku  [Kumpaabisaekam- S]- thiru  vizhavin  pothu /  kovil
kalasaththirkku  thooya  neer  / paal/  santhanam  neer  /   uootri ;  saami  silaikku   
/Siva  lingaththirkku / saami   thiru vadi - kku -  paal/  thanneer  uootri  suththamaaka  
kazhivi  /  ketti maelam   muzhanka /  naathaswaram  isaikka - thirumarai   othida   
vaendum[  missing letters-  sa- la- and -the -] - to purify  the temple .
 

purpura : purple dye, purple cloth / high rank, emperorship. 

purpura   has the composition- pa- Ra -[-pa-] - Ra  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
paer arasan [ misising letter - sa-] -  Pharoah -  emperor  .

purpura   has the composition- pa- Ra -[-pa-] - Ra  -and the meaning  of  the word is   
mannar  paerumaan -emperor  .

purpura   has the composition- pa- Ra -pa- Ra  -and the meaning  of  the word is  
pachchai  nira  kaanchipuraththu  koorai  pattu  pudavai [ missing  letters- sa – ka- and 
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- the -] -  green color silk  saree  from Kanchi  puram   ;  pachachi niram- green color;  
koorai  pudavai – marriage saree ;  pattu –silk . 

purpura   has the composition- pa- Ra -pa- Ra  -and the meaning  of  the word is  uyar  
kudi  pirappu [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -]  -  born from a high rank  family ; uyar 
kudi-  high class famliy ;  pirappu-  birth .

purus : pure, free from. 

purus has the composition - [-pa-] - va- Ra -sa -and the meaning  is   sirithum  karai  
indri [misising letter-  the -]  - without any  stain;   karai- stain. 

purus has the composition - [-pa-] - va- Ra -sa -and the meaning  is   sirithum  kurai  
indri [misising letter-  the -]  -  without  any  fault .

purus has the composition -pa- va- Ra -sa -and the meaning  is  sirithum  kalappadam  
illaatha  ondru [ misising letters-  the and- la -] -  without any  adulteration ;  
kalappadam-  adulteration;  illaatha-  without. 

pusillus : tiny, puny / petty, mean. 

pusillus  has the composition-  pa- sa- la- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
salli- / petty;   salli payal – mean minded fellow.

pusillus  has the composition-  pa- [-sa-]- la- [-sa-]-  and the  other interpretion is   
alpamaana[Skt]  -  petty /mean .  

pusillus  has the composition-  pa- [-sa-]- la- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  
mukkiyam / muthanmai   ilaathu [ missing  letters-  ka-  and - the -] – un important. 
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tiny[E]  has the consonants  -the -an- and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
kuttiyaanathu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -petite . 

tiny[E]  has the consonants  -the -an- and the orignal  Tamil word / meaning is   
sinnathu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - small.  

tiny [E]  has the consonants  -the -an- and the orignal Tamil word / meaning  is  
nunniyathu-  minute/mika nuniyathu .
 
petty [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word is  sinnathu 
[ missing letter- sa-] – small. 

petty [E]   has the consonants  -pa- -the -and the original Tamil word is   podisu 
[ missing letter- sa-] – small.

petty [E]   has the consonants  -pa- -the -and the original Tamil word is   edu pidi -  
petty [ job ] 

putator : pruner. 

putator   has the consonants - pa -the- the- Ra  -and the  original Tamil word /meaning
is   maraththin   thaevai  atra   kilaikalai / sedi kodi / putharai / seerakka / azhukaakka /
vettum  aruvaa/ rambam /  karuvi / vettukiravar[ missing  letters- ka-  sa-  and- la -]  - 
the device/saw / person  who  trims  the tree branches   ;  maram-  tree;  thaevai atra- 
not in need ;  kilai-  branch ;    sedi - plant;  kodi-  creeper;  puthar-  bush;  seeraakka-  
to  make it  even;  ahzhu-kaakka -  to make it beautiful ;   vettu- cut;  aruvaa-  sickle;  
rambam-  saw;   karuvi-  device;    vettukiravar -  the person  who cuts.  

putator   has the consonants - pa -the- the- Ra  -and the  original Tamil word /meaning
is  ularntha   kodi munthiri  pazham [ missing  letters-  ka- and -zha-] - prune-  dried  
plum/ grape.  
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putator   has the consonants - pa -the- the- Ra  -and the  original Tamil word /meaning
is   karum sivappu  uootha  niram [ missing  letters-  ka- and- sa-] -  dark purple color . 

 puteo : to stink, be redolent, smell bad. 

puteo  has the composition-  pa -va -the - and the meaning of the word is ketta 
vaadai-  bad smell .

stink[E] has the compositon-  [-sa-]  -the- an- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
ankae  ketta vaadai  veesuthu  - bad  smell   coming from there.   

puter : rotten, decayed, putrid / loose, crumbling / flabby. 

puter has the composition-pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    kettu  pona 
karu muttai - spoiled  egg [ missing letter-  ka -] ; kettu pona-  spoiled;  karu muttai-  
egg .

rotten[E]  has the composition -Ra -the- an  -and the meaning of the  word is  kettu 
pona/  ketta vaadai  adikkum   karu muttai-  spoiled /foul smelling  egg  [  missing 
letters -  pa -and- ka -] ;  ketta vaadai-  foul smell.   

putrid [E]has the composition- pa- the- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is kettu 
pona  karu muttai-  spoiled egg[  missing letter-  ka-]  .

putrid [E]has the composition- pa- the- Ra- the - and the meaning of  the word  is 
ketta vaadi  adikkum  karu muttai -  foul  smelling egg ;  ketta vaadai-  foul smell . 

decay[E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
kettu pona [missing letter- pa-]  - rotten.
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 decay[E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
sithaikka . 

decay  [E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
azhukida [ missing  letter- zha-]  - decompose.

decay[E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
matkida  - decay .

decay[E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is   
koththai- decay . 

decay[E]  has the consonants –the- ka –and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  
vaadai adikka – foul smelling.

putesco : to putrefy, day, rot. 

putesco  has the composition-[- pa-]  -the- [-sa-]-ka - and the meaning of the word is 
ketta  vaadai /nedi   -  foul smell ; ketta vaadai-  foul smell.

puteus : well, pit. 

puteus has the composition-  pa- the-[- sa- ]- and the meaning of the word is  ponthu -
pit . 

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is   kooval-  well/ 
pit/ call.
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well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is    koova nool -  
the book that describes the methods of water  divining  and  the nature of  the water; 
kooval- well; nool- book. 

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is   aazh  kulaai  
kooval-  deep  tube well; aazh –deep;  kulaai-pipe ; kooval- well. 

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is  mika  aazham 
ulla   kaenai   kuzhi   -   deep well ;  aazham- deep ;  kaenai- well;  kuzhi- pit. 

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is  thaankal 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - reservoir. 

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is  manal  kaeni –  
well .

well [E] has the composition- va- la -  and the meaning of the word is  kulam- lake. 

pit [E] has the composition- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  ponthu- pit.   

pit [E] has the composition-[- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  thotti  -tank. 

pit [E] has the composition-[- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   thadam- 
sacrificial pit. 

pit [E] has the composition- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  
paththar[ missing  leter- Ra -] - pit. 

pit [E] has the composition-[- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is  kavattu  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - cavity.

pit [E] has the composition- pa- the -and the meaning of the word is  pathivu  
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - pit. 
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pit [E] has the composition- [- pa-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   thulai  
[ missing  letter- la-]- hole. 

 
puto : to clear, settle up, consider, think, believe, suppose, judge. 

puto  has the composition -pa -the - and the meaning of the word is  nampidu  - 
belive. 

puto  has the composition -pa -the - and the meaning of the word is  anpodu anuka 
vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-] - to approach  with kindness;  anpu-  kindness; anuka- 
approach . 

puto  has the composition -pa -the - and the meaning of the word is  neethi pathi-  
judge. 

puto  has the composition –[- pa -] -the - and the meaning of the word is  mudivu  edu
[ missing  letter- ka-]  –to judge. 

puto  has the composition -[-pa-]  -the - and the meaning of the word is  amainthitta-  
settled .

believe [E]  has the consonants-  pa- la -va – and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
unmai-yena   manam  oppu- kollu  -regard as true. 

putus : pure, unmixed, unadulterated. 

putus has the composition -[-pa-]- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimaana  -  pure.
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putus has the composition -pa- the-[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  kalpadam   
illaatha- [ missing letters-  ka-  and- la -] -  un adulterated ; kalapadam- addulterated ; 
illaatha - with out. 

pyropus : bronze. 

pyropus   has thecomposition- [- pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - sa -and the meaning of the word is  
karun-kaesam [ missing  letter- ka-] – bronze .

pyropus   has thecomposition- pa- Ra- pa- sa -and the meaning of the word is  sempu  
rasam -  copper .

pyus pyxidis : a little box, casket.

pyxidis  has the composition - pa- ka--sa- the- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
sivappu  saayam/ vannam   poosiya -   sinna   pook- koodai  -  a red  colored   little  
flower  basket ;  sivappau-  reed;  saayam- paint;  vannam-  color; poosiya -  painted ;  
sinna-  small;  poo-  flower;  koodai- basket . 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word  pr [palace] .

pr has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- and the original tamil  word is  aranmani -  
palace;  ori- yin [pharaoh]  /  mannarin  aranmanai – king’s/pharaoh’s  palace. 

           Egyptian  hieroglyphic  word – ptH [ create] .

ptH  has the consonants – pa- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  padaikka- to 
create. 
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ptH  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  undaakku- 
make. 

ptH  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kattitu  
-constuct.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Q.

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – qAs  [vomit]. 

qAs has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kakku-  vomit.

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – qa  [vomit] .

qa has the consonants – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kakku – vomit. 

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rx [ knowledge] .

rx  has the consonants  -Ra -ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is arivu – 
knowledge. 

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rx [ wise man] .

rx  has the consonants  -Ra -ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is arivaanavan- 
wise man . 
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               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rxt [ knowledge] .

rxt  has the consonants  -Ra -ka –[-sa-] –the--and the original Tamil  word is 
koormaiyaana  arivu udaiya / arivu kondu – knowledgeable. 

qua : (adv.) by which route, where. 

qua  has the composition- ka -and the meaning of the word is  enkae- where. 

qua  has the composition- ka -and the meaning of the word is 
evvazhiyaaka [  missing letter- zha -] -  by which  route;  vazhi-  route. 

route[E]   has the consonants – Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
theru/thaari - street.

quadratus : square, a square. 

quadratus   hasthe consonants-  ka- the- Ra -the -sa -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is  naanku  therukkal / veethikal   koodum/ santhikkum    idamae   
sathukkam  aakum  - the place  where fours roads meet is called as  square;  naanku-  
four;  theru- road;  santhikkum- meeting ; idam- palce . 
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quadratus   hasthe consonants-  ka- the- Ra -the -sa -and the original  Tamil word is  
naangu  puramum   orae  maathiriyaana  / sama /  neettam    konda   oru   vadivam/ 
varai padam [ missing  letter–pa -]  -  a shape which has four equal sides; puram- side; 
orae  maathiri- similar;  neettam- length;  vadivam- shape.   

quadratus   hasthe consonants-  ka- the- Ra -the -sa -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sathura[Skt] vadivam-  square  shape ;  sathuram-  square;  vadivam- 
shape.

quadrigae : four-horse team. 

quadrigae   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  naangu   kuthiraikal    konda  [  missing  letter- la-] -  with  four horses;  
naangu-  four;  kuthiraikal-  horses .

quadrivium : crossroads, place where four roads meet. 

quadrivium   has the compostion-  ka- the- Ra- va- ma-  and the meaning of the word 
is  naangu   theruvum   sanththikkum / saerum / idamae  oru  sathukkam  aakum  / 
vaasiram  aakum  [  missing letter-  sa-]  - the place where four streets  meet  is called 
as a square / vaasiram ;  naangu-  four;  thervu-  streets;   santhikkum-  meeting ;  
idam-  place;  sathukkam- square. 

meet[E]  has the consonants -  ma -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning   kaana
vaendum   [ missing  letter- ka-] - meet. 

quadrum : a square 
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quadrum  has the composition- ka- the- Ra- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
sathuramaana   vadivam  [  missing letter-  sa-] - square shape ;  sathuram-  square;  
vadivam-  shape.  

 quadrum  has the composition- ka- the- Ra- ma  -and the meaning of the word is  
naangu  orae maathiriyaana  / samamaana   puram /pakkam    kondathu  oru   
vadivam   - thaan   sathuram  aakum [  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] -  square has got 
four equal  sides; naangu-  four;   saman- equal ; pakkam-  side;  kondathu-  having;  
oru-  onel  sathuram-  square;  vadivam-  shape. 

square [E]  has the composition- sa- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  vaasiram-
- square. 

square [E]  has the composition- sa- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
sathuramaana  vadivam -[ missing  letter-  the-]   square shape;  sathuram-  square;  
vadivam-  shape. 

square [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
varkkam – square[ maths] . 

square root [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
varkka   aatharam  [Skt] / varkka  patru[ missing  letter- pa-] -  square root [maths] .
 

quadruplor : to be an informant. 

quadruplor   has the consonants-  ka- the -Ra - [-pa-] - la -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word  is   thakaval  kodukkira  manithar - informant ;  thakaval-  information.  

quadruplor   has the consonants-  ka- the -Ra - [-pa-] - la -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word  is kutra  vaaaliyaei   /  kaaval  thuraikku   thakaval  kodukkiravar -  informant /  
one who gives  information  about the accused  to the police  ;  kura vaali-  accused ;   
kaaval  thurai-    police  department  ;  thakaval-  information. 
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quadruplor   has the consonants-  ka- the -Ra --pa- la -Ra  -and the original Tamil word 
is  kooli  panaththirukku   vaendi   nanpanai  /allathu   ethiriyaei  /  kaatti   kodukkira / 
koodavae  irunthu   kuzhi  parikkira   aal/ ulavaali    -  one / spy  who   gives 
information  about  his  friend  to the  enemy;  kooli  panam- wages;  nanpan- friend;  
kaatti  kodu – to betray;  ulavaali- spy.   

quaero quero : to seek, search for / ask, enquire.

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil word /meaning  is   kaettu  
arika-[ missing  letter- the -] – enquire. 

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil word /meaning  is  
visaarikka  [ missing  letter- sa-] - to enquire .

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil word /meaning  is   aaraika -
search  for .

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil word /meaning  is  kannaar  
kaana   -  to look  for ;  kan- eye;  kaana- to see .

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
noakku – seek. 

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kaanka- seek .

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thaedi   kandidu  [ missing  letter- the -]  -search for.  
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seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaeduka  [ missing  letter- the -]-look for  .

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
naaduka  [ missing  letter- the -]-    seek.  

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kaetka /  kaetka vaendum[ missing  letter- the -]-  ask for.  
 
seek  [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaettai  aada  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -]-  hunt  .

seek  [E]  has the consonants -sa-ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kenji  
kaetka [ missing  letter- the -]-  - request.

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[- sa-] -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaendi kondiduka  [ missing  letter- the -]-    request .

seek  [E]  has the consonants -[- sa-] -ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aaraika  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  find out. 

seek  [E]  has the consonants - sa-ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   aaivu  
seika-  investigate. 

seek  [E]  has the consonants - sa-ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
usaauvuka-  seek. 

 to search [E] has the consonants -  the  - [- sa-] - Ra -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   aarainthidu -- explore. 

to search [E] has the consonants -  the  - [- sa-] - Ra -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  aaithar-  to search .
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quaero quero : to miss, want / seek to know / obtain, get. 

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   thavara  vittu 
[ missing letter- the -] -  missed. 

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kandariya  
vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to know. 

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   viruppam 
[ missing letter-  pa -] -  wish .

quero has thecomposition- ka -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kidaikka  pera 
vaendum [  missed letters -pa -and -the -] - to receive.  

quaesitio quesitio : investigation, interrogation. 

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
usaaviduka-  ask  /question . 

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vinaviduka- ask  /question .

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  vidai  kaettiduka- to question; vidai- answer;  kaettiduka- ask. 

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aaivu  seithida  vaendum  -  to examine .

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaettu  ariya  vaedum- inquiry .
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quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
visaarnai  seithida  vaendum  [  missing  letter-  Ra-] -  to interrogate .

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
visaariththal  [ missing  letter-  la-]  -   investigation .

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sothanai  seithiduka-  to interrogate.   

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sothikka- to investigate. 

quesitio   has the consonants - ka- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
aaraainthiduka/  aaraachchi  seithiduka  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to do research . 

quaeso queso : to seek for, ask for. 

quaeso  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vinavuka -  ask . 

quaeso  has the consonants  -ka- sa-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  kenji  
kaettiduka  [  missing  letter-  the -] -  to  request. 

quaeso  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] -   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thaedi kandidu –[  missing  letter-  the -]  seek for. 

quaeso  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] -   and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
naadi  oduka –[  missing  letter-  the -]  -  seek for. 

quaestio questio : seeking, searching / inquiry, investigation. 
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quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   thaedi  unmaiyaei    kandaiya  vaendum -  to  seek the truth ;  thaesu-   search ;   
umnmai-  truth .  

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   thatti  kaetka avendum –to question[ the authority ] .

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   kaelvi  kaettida  vaendum [ missing  leter- la-] – to question. 

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- sa-- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kadaavu / usaavidu- ask/ enquire.   

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- sa-  the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kenji  kaettiduka -  to  request .

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- sa-  the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aaivu  seithiduka – research .

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] -  the -  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mika   kadinamaanathu –very difficult .

quaestio  has the consonants  -ka-  sa--  the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  paesa  vaendiya  seithi  / vivathikka   vaendiya   visaiyam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -
topic to be discussed. 

quaestuosus questuosus : profitable, fond of gain, rich. 

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka – [-sa-]   -the – [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  mikuthiyaana  uoothiyam  kidaikkum-   profitable;  
uoothiyam- profit. 
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quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa  -the - sa-[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  mika   athika    uoothiyaththirkku/ varumaanththirkku    kaasukku / 
vattikku / vatti  kaasukku   ichchai /  aasai   kondu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- desire to 
have    high  rate of  interest /money/ income  ;  athikam- more;  uoothiyam-   income/
profit;    varumaanam- revenue ;  kaasu-  money ;   vatti kaasu-   interest ;    ichchai-  
desire . 
  
quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - [-sa-]   -the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  kidaikka  koodiya  payan/ uoothiyam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  
the  gain / income  one is  going to have ;  payan-   profit/ use . 

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - [-sa-]   -the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  athika  payan   kodukka  koodiya [ missing  letter- pa-]   - 
profitable .

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mika  athika  kaasu  panam  konda -  moneyed ;  mika  athikam-   
excess;  kaasu  panam-   money . 

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil 
word / meaning is athika  selvam - udaiya [ missing  letter- la-]  -  wealthy ;  selvam-  
wealth. 

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original  Tamil
word / meaning is   selva  sezhippu  konda [missing  letter- la-]  -  wealthy .

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original  Tamil
word / meaning is   athika   thanka  nakaikal  / nakai nattu  konda  [  kaal  kolusu / 
thanka -  kai  valaiyal /   thanka ottiyaanam /  thanka / muththu   kazhuththu  maalai/  
thanka  mookku  kuththi /  thanka   thodu -  [  missing  letter- la-]  -  having  more  
jewels ;  thankam-  gold;  nakaikal-  jewels. 
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quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - [-sa-] - the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original  
Tamil  word / meaning is  mikka  valam/  valamai  konda  [missing  letter- la-]  -  fertile ;
valamai-  fertile. 

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  athika   saththu  konda  unavu  -   highly  nutritious  food;  saththu- 
nutritious ;  unavu- food  .

quaestuosus    has the consonants   -ka - sa- the - [-sa-] -[-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  mikuthiyana  sampaaththiyam  kondu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  more 
income;  sampaaththiyam- income. 

quaestus questus : profit, a source of profit, gaining, getting. 

questus  has the composition- ka- sa-the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
mikuthiyaana  sampaaththiyam[ missing letter- pa-] -  more income ;  mikuthi- 
excesss;   sampaaththiyam- income. 

questus  has the composition- ka- sa-the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
mikuthiyaaka  aakkam  kidaikkum- profitable; aakkm- gain . 

questus  has the composition- ka- sa-the -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
kadan  koduththa   kaasu  panaththukkaana   mikuthiyaana  vatti  [ missing letter- pa--]
-  the interest amount  for the loan given;  kadan-  loan; koduththa-  given; panam-  
money; vatti- interest .

qualis : of what kind? of the kind that. 

quails  has the consonants - ka- la -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ev-
vakaiyil -aana  - of what kind;  vakai -  kind. 
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qualitas : quality, property. 

quality  has the compostion- ka - la- the - and the meaning of the word is 
tharaththirkku  yaetra  vilai  kondathu[  missing letter-  Ra-]  - the price matching the 
standard;  tharam-  standard;  yaetra-  matching ;  vilai-  price. 

quality  has the compostion- ka -- la- the - and the meaning of the word is vazhi  vazhi 
yaaka  / kaalam kaalam- maaka  vantha  kudampa  soththu paththu  [  missing letters- 
pa -and sa-] - family property  inherited  from olden  time ; kaalam  kaalamaaka -  
since olden time;  kudumpam-  family ;  soththu  paththu-  property . 

quality  has the compostion- ka - la- the - and the meaning of the word is   vilai  
koduththu   vaanka   thakunthathu -  can be bought;  vaanku- buy.  

quality  has the compostion- ka - la- the - and the meaning of the word is   ozhunku  
mikuthi -   superior  standard .

quality  has the compostion- ka - la- the - and the meaning of the word is  konda   
eyalvu -    nature .

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [sleep] .

qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is thoonku – to sleep ;  
kan moodu- sleep /close the eye. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [builder].

 qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kattidam kattum 
koththan-  mason  who builds the building. 
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                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [ build] .

qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kattidam katta  
vaendum  - to build a building. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [ form] 

qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is vadivam- form. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [ pot] .

qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kudam- pot/ vessel. 

         Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qd [ go round  ]. 

qd has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is vattam idu – make a 
circle /go round. 

quamdiu : such a long time. 

quamdiu   has theconsonants- ka -ma -the –and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
naeram mikuthi  kondu[ missing  letter-  Ra -] – long time .

quamdiu   has theconsonants- ka -ma -the –and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
needna  naeram aaki vittuthu  / neenda naeram  kadanthu  vittathu [ missing  letter-  
Ra -] -  long time has gone ;  neenda- long; naeram- time. 
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quamobrem, quam ob rem : wherefore? why? for which reason. 

quamobrem   has the consonants - ka -ma –[-pa -] -Ra –ma-  and theorignal tTamil  
word / meaning is  ekkaraniyam / ekkaaram - maaka -  for what reason;  kaaraniyam- 
reason. 

quamtotius : ? completely. 

quamtotius   has the consonants-   ka- ma-  the- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   anaiththum-makaa -wholly/  totally .
    
quamtotius   has the consonants-   ka- ma-  the- the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is   moththamaaka - wholly/  totally .

complete [E]   has the consonants  - ka -ma-[- pa-] - la- the  -and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning is   muzhuvathum - maaka-  wholly .

complete[E] - v- has the consonants  - ka -ma-[- pa-] - la- the  -and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning is  vaelai- yaei    mudiththiduka  -  to  finish  the work ;  vaelai- work ;  
mudiththiduka-  to  finish .

quando quidem : since, because. 

quando   has the consonants-  ka- an -the -and the original Tamil  word is    athu kondu
-  because of  that .

quanti : for how much, at what price. 
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quanti has the composition- ka- va -an- the -and the meaning of the word is enna 
vilaikku  vaankiyathu [  missing letter- la -] - for how much  it was bought ; enna vilai-  
at what  price;  vaankiyathu-  bought 

quanti has the composition- ka- va -an- the -and the meaning of the word  is  enna   
vilai  kondathu? [  missing letter- la -]  -  what is the price? ;  vilai- price. 

how[E]  has theconsonants  -ka- va -and the original Tamil  word is  enkanamaaka  - 
how .

how[E]  has theconsonants  -ka- va -and the original Tamil  word is   ev-vannam-  how. 

how[E]  has theconsonants  -ka- va -and the original Tamil  word is   ev- vathu [ missing
letter-  the -]- how .

which [E]  has the consonants - va- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   ev  /  yevai -  
which . 

price[E]  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -[- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  pakir 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - price. 

quantocius quantotius : as quickly as possible. 

quantocius  has the composition- ka -an- the- ka- sa-and the meaning of the word is   
evvalavu  vaekaththudan  seithu  mudika  mudiyumo  avavalvu  vakaththudan  seithu   
mudikka vaendum[  missing letter- la -]  -  do  it as quickly  as possible . 

quantum : how much?, how much!, as much as. 
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quantum   has the consonants - ka -an- the- ma - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is moththa  ennikkai  eththanai   ?-  what is the total count ?;  moththam- 
total /sum ;  enniikai- numbers/ count ;  eththanai- how much. 

quapropter : wherefore. 

quapropter   has the consonants-   ka -pa- Ra- pa - the- Ra - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  karumiyam /kaaranam   enna   vendru   anaivaruukm  eduththu  
uraikka  vaendum-   convey  the reason  to all  ;  karumiyam-  reason  ;  anaivarukkum- 
all;   eduthtu  uraikka-  convey .

quare : wherefore, why, because of which thing. 

quare    has the consonants-   ka -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is    
kaaranam/  karumiyam   enna ?  -  what is the  reason ?  ;  karumiyam-  reason. 

quare    has the consonants-   ka -Ra  - and the original Tamil word  /meaning  is   
etharkkaaka?  [ missing  letter-  the -]   -   why ?.

quartus : fourth. 

quartus  has the ecomposition- ka- Ra -the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
naankaavathu  tharam-  fourth place; naakaavathu –fourth; tharam- standard .

quartus  has the ecomposition- ka- Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
naankil   sariyaka  oru  pakuthi [   missing letter-  pa- and- la -]  -  exactly one fourth of 
the portion   ;  naankil-  four;  oru pakuthi-  one portion. 
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quarum : (fem. pl. gen.) their envy and jealousy, OF WHICH we know. 

quarum has the composition   ka- Ra -ma - and the meaning of the word is  avarudaiya
poraamai  kunamum  paer aasaiyum   naam  arintha  ondrae [  missing letters-  pa- 
and- sa-] - his envy and greedy  nature   is known to  us ;  avarudaiya -  his;  poraamai -
envy  ;  kunam-  character;  paer aasai-  greedy ;  naam-  we;  arinthathu   - known .

quasi : as if, just as, just as if, as it were / a sort of 

quasi has the composition- ka-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  vakai / vakai 
vakaiyya -  a kind / different  kinds/class .

quassatio : a shaking. 

quassatio  has the compositin- ka – [- sa-]  -[-sa-] -the -and the meaning of the word is 
aattuka- shake. 

quassatio  has the compositin- ka – [- sa-]  -[-sa-] -the -and the meaning of the word is 
aattam   kaana – wobble .

quassatio  has the compositin- ka – [- sa-]  -[-sa-] -the -and the meaning of the word is 
kidu kidunka  - trembling .  

quassatio  has the compositin- ka – [- sa-]  -[-sa-] -the -and the meaning of the word is 
nadu nadunka-  shiver  . 
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quassatio  has the compositin- ka -sa -[-sa-] -the -and the meaning of the word is 
inkum ankum  aatti  asaithiduka- to shake here and there;  inku-  here;  anku-  there;  
asaithiduka-  to  shake. 

shake[E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
asaikka –shake. 

shake[E]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  asanku
– shake.

shake[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aatuka  [ missing  letter- the -] – shake .

quasso : to shake violently, shake to pieces, break, shatter.. 

quasso  has the composition - ka- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] - and the meaning of the word is  
saamaanai   udaikka [  missing letter-  the-]  -  to break .  

quasso  has the composition - ka- [-sa-]  -sa - and the meaning of the word is  aatti  
asaiththu  udaiththu  thundu  thundu  aaka  udaithiduka-[  missing letter-  the -]   
shake in to p[ieces;  aatti  asaiththu -  to  shake;  thundu-  piece; udaithidu -  break.

 break [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word   is  
murikka / murivu- frature. 

break [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word   is  
nerikka -  break.

break [E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word   siriya  
naeram  ooivu [ missing  letter- sa-] - a small break .
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break [E]   has the consonants-   pa- Ra- ka  -and the original Tamil  word   pakiru- 
share. 

quater : four times / again and again. 

quater  has the composition- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  naangu  
tharam -  four times;  naangu-  four;  tharam ;  times.

quater  has the composition- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is meendum 
meendum varukai  thara vaendum-  should  visit  again and again ;   meendum 
mendum-  again and again;  varukai- visit;  thara -  to  give .

quattuor : four (indecl.) 

quattuor   has the composition- ka -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is naangu  
murai / tharam   enna  vaendum - count  for four times;  mnaangu-  four; murai-  
times; enna-  to  count ;  thara -  to  give .

quattuor   has the composition- ka -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   Thiravida
en kanitha murai-  mathametical  method  of Dravidian people ;  en kanitham-  
maths ; murai-  method .

quattuor   has the composition- ka -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
moondrodu   ondrai  koottinaar   varum ennikkai / thokai   kanakku  naanku -  add 1 
with 3 to make 4  ;  naangu-  four/4;  moondru-  three;  ondru –one;  koottuka-  add;  
ennikkai –number /count ;  kanakku –maths /count.  

quattuor   has the composition- ka -the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
erandoadu  erandai   kootinaar/ enninaar   varum  thokai  kanakku- naangu ; add 2 
with 2 to get  4;  erandu- 2;  naangu- 4. 
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                Symbolism of the  numerical -one - 1=  phallus .

               Symbolism of the numerical  - zero - 0  =  yoni  .

               Multipication  occurs  as the  numerical one    and the zero  joins to gether. 

poojiyam [Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa- ma-  and the interpretation of the 
word is   sooniyam [Skt] – nothing .

poojiyam [Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-]- ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  maayam -  nothing .

poojiyam [Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-]- ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is   inmai - nil .  

poojiyam [Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-]- ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  mathippu inmai [ missing  letter –the -]  – no value. 

zero   has the consonants  -sa- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  cipher 
[missing  letter- pa -]  - nothing .

cipher  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  pa- Ra -and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  mathippu  indri [ missing  letter- the -] no value.

one[E]   has the consonant – an- and the original Tamil  word is  onnu – one. 

two[E]   has the consonants  - the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  aadavai-  two/ 
pair.   

two[E]   has the consonants  - the- va -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
thuvantham/ athvaitham [ Skt]- two .
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double  [E]  has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word / 
numerical  is  thinthiththal-  make double. 

three[E]   has the consonants – the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is moondru – 
three.

thirce [ E]  has the consonants-  the -Ra –[-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word 
is  mootrai -  thrice. 

                *Look at  the relationship  between the letters - sa -and –pa- in Tamil  and 
Sanskrit. 

*pancha[Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - an- sa-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
numerical  is   anju- 5. 

atha [Hindi]  has the consonants - the and the original Tamil  word/ numerical  is  
ettu- -8. 

*ashta [Skt]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word/  
numerical   is   ettu  - 8.

nine[E]  has the consonants - an -an- and the original Tamil  word/ numerical   is  
onpaan [ missing  letter- pa-] - nine .

*Look at  the relationship  between the letters - sa -and –pa- in Tamil  and Sanskrit.

*dasha[ Skt/ Hindi]  has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
numerical is  paththu -[ missing  letter – pa-] -   10 .

pancha dasha [Skt]   has the consonants - pa -an –[- sa-]  -the –[- sa-]  –and the 
original Tamil  word / numerical is  pathinainthu  -15. 
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*ashta dasha [Skt]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the-  the –[-sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  / numerical is  pathi  netttu  - 18. 

twenty [E] has the consonants – the- va- the--and the original Tamil  word is    
moththa  koottu  thokai  /ennikkai  vinsathi [ missing  letter- sa-]   - total  amount 
/count - 20 ;  vinsathi- 20. 

thirty [E]   has the consonants  -the –Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
moondru  paththu [ missing  letter- pa- - three tens.

forty[E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra- the  - and the original Tamil  word/ numerical  
is  naarpathu – forty. 

forty one [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the  -an - and the original  Tamil  word/ 
numerical  is   naarpaththi ondru/ erendu/ moondru  -  41/ 42/43. 

eleven  has the consonants  -la- va- an  -  and the original Tamil  word is  yaezhum 
naankum -  seven and [plus]  four .

twelve [E] has the consonants  -the- va- la –va- andthe original Tamil  word is   
viyaazha   vattam-  12  years  cycle. 

thirteen [E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- the- an  and the original tamil  word/ 
numerical  is  pathi moondru [ missing  letter- pa-]- thirteen.

fify [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  –pa- the-  and the original Tamil  word is   i-
yim pathu/ numerical  -  fify .

fify one[E]  has the consonants - pa -pa –the- and the original Tamil  word/ 
numerical  is   i-yim  paththi  onnu -  51. 
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eighty [E]  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning / 
numerical is   ettu  paththin   koottu   en-  enpathu [ missing  letter- pa-] –  eight 10s  
are  eighty;  ettu- eight ; paththu  -ten ; koottu-add  ; en- numeral.

ninety [E]  has the consonants - an –an- the-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
numerical  is  thon-nooru  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  ninety .

sixtyfour [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- the- pa-Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word / numerical is  arupaththi  naangu-  64; aaru- six;  naangu- four. 

sixtyfour [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- [-sa-] the- [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the  word  is  aakarudanam – one of the sixty four arts. 

hundred [E] has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thonnootri  onpathukku   aduththu   varum  ennae   nooru   
aakum [ missing  letter- pa-] – hundred  is  the numerical which  comes  afer 99 ;  
thon-nootri onpathu -99;  varum- coming ; aduththu –next;  enn-  numerical ;  
nooru- 100. 

satham [Skt]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  
paththum  paththum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  multiplication  of 10 and 10 .

century [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
nootraandu/  nooru  aandu  –hundred years;  nooru- 100;  aandu- year.

century [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
nooru  oattam -  hundred runs [ cricket] ;  nooru-  hundreds;  oattam-  runs.

paththu  nooru  [ 10 hundreds]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –the- an –Ra- and the 
interpreation of the word is  ondru  aayiram- one thousand ;  ondru- one; aayiram- 
thousand .

thousand [E]   has the consonants  -the -sa -an -the - and the original  Tamil  
word  /meaning  is   paththu  nooru [ missing  letters-  pa -and - Ra -] -10 hundreds .
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lakh [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka-  and the original Tamil  word / numerical is  
nooru   aayirankal  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - 100  thousands .

lakh [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the word / 
numerical is laksham [Skt] [ missing  letter-  sa -] -  lakh .

million [E]  has the consonants - ma –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aayiram  aayirnakal  [ missing  letter -  Ra -and -ka -] 1000 thousands .

koadi [Skt]  has the consonants-  ka- the – and the original Tamil  word is   kadai   
koadi  enn  - the last  nemerical .

anantha koadi [Skt] / countless -   has the consonants  -an- the   ka- the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  ennil adankaathathu[ missing  letter- la-]   -  countless ;  enn  
kondu enna  mudiyaathathu .

countless[E]    has the consonants – ka- an- the –la- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  
word is ennil adankaathathu -  countless. 

millionaire [ E]   has the consonants-- ma –la- an -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
aaya mur kaavalan [ missing  letter- ka-]- millonare .

percentage [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]  -an -the -ka  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  noortukku / nootru kanakku / nooru ennikkaiyir  oru madadanku – a 
calculation in hundreds .

percentage [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -an -the -ka  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   uoothiyam  pera vaendum -  to take the profit. 

queo : to be able. 
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queo  has the composition -  ka -  and the  meaning of the word is   kai koodum 
[ missing  letter-  the -]   –can be done. 

queo  has the composition -  ka -  and the  meaning of the word is   seithu mudikka  
mudiyum [  missingletters-  sa-and- the -] -  able to do ; seithu  mudikka-  to  do  ;  
mudiyum-  able. 

quercetum : an oak grove,  an  oak forest. 

grove [E]  has the consonanrs-  ka- Ra -va –and the original Tamil  word is   marakka  - 
flower  garden .

grove [E]  has the consonanrs-  ka- Ra -va –and the original Tamil  word is  mara  serivu
mikka  vanam [ missing  letter- sa-]  -dense forest ;  maram- tree;   serivu –dense;  
vanam- forest. 

forest [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra -[- sa-]  -the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
potrai -  forest. 

forest [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra -[- sa-]  -the- and the original  Tamil  word is   
padaiththar – forest. 

forest [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra - sa--the- and the original Tamil  word is  
siththiraa  kaadam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  forest.  

forest [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra - sa--the- and the original Tamil  word is   
siraam- kaadu  [ missing  letter- ka-]-forest.   

forest [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra – [- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  kaavar kaadu [ missing  letter- ka-]-reserved forest. 
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 forest [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra – [- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word 
is kondaarnyam [ missing  letter- ka-]-dense forest. 

forest [E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - Ra – [- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  kondai kiri [ missing  letter- ka-]- - a song sung by the people dwelling in the forest .

 quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -sa-the- ma  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   siththiraa  kaadam /siraam- kaadu  -  forest. 

quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra  -[-sa-]  -the- ma  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  karu vaali  mara  kaadu [missing  letter-  la-] - oak  forest ;  
karauvaali-  oak ;  maram-  tree;  kaaadu-  woods .

quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra  -sa-the- ma  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   santhana  mara   kaadu -  sandal  wood forest ;  santhanam-  sandal;  
maram-  tree ;   kaadu-  forest . 

quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra  -sa-the- ma  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   savukku  mara   kaadu/ kattai  - casuarina  forest / woods/ whip tree 
forest ;   savukku  maram-  casuarinas ;  kaadu-  woods ;  kattai- wood .

quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -the- ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is    thaeva thaaru   mara kattai/ kaadu-  cedar wood  forest  ;  thaeva thaaru
maram-  cedar tree;  kattai-  wood;  kaadu-  woods . 

quercetum   has the consonants - ka -Ra  sa-the- ma  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  sem -mara  kattai / kaadu- red wood forest ;   sem maram-  red wood  
[ Sequoioideae ]  ;   kattai- wood. 

quercus : oak tree. 
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quercus has the composition- ka- Ra- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is karu  
vaali maram [ missing  letter-  la-] - oak tree .

quercus has the composition- ka- Ra- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is vaakai
maram- oak tree;  vaakai-  oak ;  maram-  tree.

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   kottaaram/ mara
kattai / kaattu maram [ missing  letter- ka-] -  tree  /wood .

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is purudam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  punnai  tree .
 
tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  maruthaani-  
henna tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  athar - -  pit for 
putting manure around the tree. 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the  other interpreation of the word is  
purpathi [ missing  letter –pa-]  palmyra tree. 

quereia querella : complaint, complaining. 

querella  has the composition -ka- Ra- la -and the meaning of the word is  kurai kalai   
koora  -  to complaint  ;  kurai-  complaints;  koora -  to  say. 

querimonia : complaint, a charge in court. 

querimonia  has the composition- ka- Ra- ma- an -and the meaning of the word is  
neethi  mandraththil  kutram kuriththu muriyida vaendum[  missing letters- the- and- 
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la-]   -  to make a complaint  in the court  about the crime;  neethi  mandram-  court; 
kutram- crime; muriyida -  to complaint .

court [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aram koorum avaai/ mandram -  court. 

court[E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is neethi  
mandraththil  muraiyida  vaendum [  missing letter-  la-] - to make a complaint in the 
court ;  neethi madram-  court; muraiyida -  to  make a complaint .

court [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
mannar- udaiya  avai - king’s court ;  avai- assembly ;  mannar- king.

court [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aasaara  [arasa]  saavadi [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  king’s court; common place. 

court [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
katroar avai- the assembly  of  learned people .  

 produce [ in the court ] [E]   has the consonants  -  pa –Ra- the –sa- and the 
interpretation of the word is  aajar paduththu[Skt]  -  to produce .

produce [ in the court ] [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –Ra- the –[-sa-] - and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  thoandru-  to appear  before the court  .  

produce [ in the court ] [E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –Ra- the –[-sa-] - and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  arasa  avaikku / naduvar   mandraththirkku  /aram 
koorum avaikku / kutram purinthavarai  /  koanarnthiduka /  kondu vanthida vaendum
–[ missing letter- ka-]  - to produce the accused   before the court .

 queritor : to complain excessively, whine, gripe. 
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queritor   has the consonants -  ka -Ra-  the -Ra  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  matravarai   kuriththu  ennaeramum    kurai   kooriduka -  to find  fault 
with others  always ;  matravar-  others;  ennaeramum - always;  kurai-  fault. 

whine[E]   has the consonants  -va- an -and the original Tamil  word is  sinunku 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  whine. 

queror : to complain, lament, bewail (dogs) whine, whimper. 

queror   has  the consonants   - ka- Ra- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is 
kurai  kooruka- complain .

queror   has  the consonants   - ka- Ra- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is 
erantha  uravinarai   ninaiththu   /  uyir   neethavarai   ninainthu  / karumaathi  andru /
manam uruki /   kanneer  vittu   karainthiduka  [ missing  letter- the -]    -  to weep  
thinking about  the  dead  relative;    erantha-  dead;  uravinar-  relative;  ninaiththu-  
remembering ;  kanneer  vidu- to weep;  karaiya- cry .

whine [E]   has the consonants-  va- an- and the original Tamil word is  sinunku  
[ missing  letter –sa-] – whine .

dog[E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  vadi  -dog. 

dog[E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  andikam-  red 
dog. 

dog[E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   kaduvan-  male 
dog/ cat .

querulus : complaining, whining, lamenting. 
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querulus    has the consonants -  ka -Ra-  la -[- sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning  is   kurai  kooral -   to find fault  with .

querulus    has the consonants -  ka -Ra-  la -[- sa-]  -  and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning  is   kanneer  vittu  azhuka  [ missing  letter-  the -] - to weep shedding  tears ; 
kanneer- tears;  azhuka-  to weep .

qui quae que quod : which, what, that. 

quod has the composition- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  ethu-vaam -  
which .

quia : because. 

quia   has the composition- ka - and the meaning of the word is  aakavae / enavae - 
because. 

because[E]   has the consonants - [- pa-] - ka- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
aakavae  /enave -  because  .

quibus : (masc. pl. abl.) his sons, BY WHOM he was attacked when old 

quibus has the composition -ka -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  makan
- son .

quibus has the composition -ka -pa-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is thaakka 
pada [  missing letter-  the -] -  attacked. 
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quibus has the composition -ka -[-pa-] -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
vayathaana [ missing letter-  the -]- aged;  kilavan[  missing letter- la- ] - old man  . 

quid : (neut. of quis ) : what 

quid has the compostion- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   unnudaiya  thaevai
enna/ vaendiyathu  enna  -  what do  you want ;unnudaiya - your;  thaevai-  need; 
enna-  what. 

quidem : indeed, certainly, at least / ne ... quidem : not ... even. 

quidem  has the composition- ka- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
iyaththirkku   idam indri [  missing letter-Ra-] -  un doubtedly ;  iyam -   doubt;  indri- 
without. 

quies quietis : quiet, rest, peace. 

quitetis  has the composition- ka -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
maanthu /manasu   amaithiyaaka -  peaceful  mind ;  manathu-  mind;  amaithi-  
peace. 

quitetis  has the composition- ka -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  oaivu 
edukka  vaendum- to take rest ; oaivu- rest. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
saarnthiru-  relay upon .
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 rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sirithu naeram  mana  amaithiyodu  iru  - be quiet;   manam- mind;  amaithi- peace/ 
saanthi [Skt]  

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
siruthu  naeram   osai  indri  iru - be quiet;  sirithu  naeram- short time;  osai- noise;  
indri- without.

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sirithum  iyakkam indri[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  total  inactivity ;  iyakkam- action.

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is 
satrae  urankidu [ missing  letter- ka-] - go to rest / sleep  for a while;  urakkam- sleep. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- [-  sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   eranthu  /  madintu/  uyirai vittu /  eruthi  oaivu edukka -[ missing  letter- ka-] - take
final rest ;  madi- die;  eranthidu -die;   uyirai vidu- die;  iruthi- final ;  oaivu  rest.   

 rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- [-  sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is   thaankidum  ondru [ missing  letter- ka-]  . aatharam  - something  that 
supports holds;  thaanku- support. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
enji  iruntha  -remaining .
 
rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  [- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  oaivu  edukkum naeram -[ missing  letter- ka-] - rest time. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa-the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sirithu naeram  oaivu  edukka vandum [ missing  letters- ka -] - need rest for some 
time ;  oaivu- rest.    

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
sirithu  naeram  thollai  indri   oaivu  edukka [ missing  letters- ka -and -la -] - to take  
rest for some time without any  disturbances; thollai- disturbance;  oaivu -rest. 
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rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  [- sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   ethara - the rest. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  sa- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
maruththuva   oaivu   murai  sikichchai [ missing  letter- ka-]  - rest cure ;  
maruththuvam- medical;  oaivu- rest;  sikichchai- treatment .

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is akam/   mana niraivu - uruka [ missing  letter- ka-]  - rest assured . 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  -sa-- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
visraanthi[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -rest. 

rest  [E]   has the consonants - Ra-  [-sa-] - the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mana amaithi indri /  para paruppudan[ missing  letter- pa-]  - 
restlessness[ antonym] . 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
amaithi [ missing  letter- the -] - peace. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
umai- peace. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -pa-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pathamai [ missing  letter- the -]   - peace. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -pa-sa-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  patha 
visu [ missing  letter- the- and- ka -]  -  peace;   pakiami- enemity. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
nim-mathi  [ missing  letter- the -] -peace. 
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peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -sa -and the other interpretation is  saanthi[Skt]  
[ missing  letter- the -] - peace. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -sa -and the other interpretation is  
samaathaanam [ missing  letter- the -]   -  peace. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
samam- peace of mind. 

peace[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -sa -and the other interpretation is  samarasam 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - peace.   

quin : but, come now, rather, indeed, 

quin has the composition -ka -an - and the meaning of the word is   ik-kanamae  vaa-   
come  now. 

quin has the composition -ka -an - and the meaning of the word is   unmaiyaakavae- 
really .

quinam quaenam quenam quodnam : which? what? 

quondam  has the composition-  ka- the -an -ma - and the meaning of the word is 
enna vaendum unakku?- what do you want?; enna-  what; vaendiyathu- needy ;  
unakku-  for you . 

quingenti : five hundred. 
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quingenti  has the compostion-  ka- an- ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is 
moththa   ennikkai   ianthu  nooru [  missing letter- Ra- ]- total count five hundred ;  
moththam- total;  ianthu  -five;  nooru- hundred 

quingenti  has the compostion-  ka- an- ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
ianthu  nooru  mudiya  enni  kodukka   vaendum  [  missing letter- Ra- ]-   count  up to  
five hundred  and give; ianthu  nooru-  five hundred;  mudiya -  up to;  ennuka-  count;
kodukka-  to give.

quinquennis : five years old. 

quin quennis  has the composition-  ka- an- ka- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  ianthu  akavai/  vayathu  kondavan[  missing letter- the-]  -  five years old ;  
ianthu-  five;  vayathu- age  .

quennis   has the consonants  ka- an –[- sa-] -and the other interpretation  is   po 
kandan [ missing  letters-  pa- and- the -]- boy of five to fifteen years .

quippe : certainly, to be sure, indeed, of course. 

quippe  has the composition -ka- pa -and the meaning of the word is  nampikkaiyaa 
-confidently . 

quisnam, quidnam : who, what. 

quidnam  has the composition- ka -the- an -ma- and the meaning of the word is enna  
unakku   vaendum-  what  do you want .
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quidnam  has the composition- ka -the- an -ma- and the meaning of the word is  
andraiya thinam   veettukku  vanthavan  yaar ena enakku   theriya vaendum[  missing 
letter-  Ra-] - let me know who  came on that day ; andraiya thinam-  on that  day;  
veedu-  house;  vanthavan-  the one who cmae;  yaar-  who ;  theriya -  to  know. 

who [E]  has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  evan- who .

who [E]  has the consonant-  ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   avan- he. 

quisquam : anyone, anything. 

quisquam  has the composition -ka- [-sa-] - ka- ma - and the meaningof the word is  
evan/ethu   vaendu maanalum  [  missing letters-  the -and -la -] - any one/ any  thing . 

quisque : each one, each person. 

quisque has the composition- ka- [-sa-]- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
ovvoruvanum -  each  one   .  

quo : to which place, to what place, whither, where. 

quo  has the compostion -ka -and the mening of the word is evvidam[  missing letter-  
the -] -  which place. 

quo  has the compostion -ka -and the mening of the word is
enkae -  where .
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quo : (masc. sing. abl.) (the money) BY means of WHICH he lived. 

quo has the composition- ka- and the meaning of the word is kaasu [ missing letter-  
sa-] -  money .

quo has the composition- ka- and the meaning of the word is  vaazhkkai  
vaazha[  missing letter-  zha-]  -  to live ;  vaazhkkai-  life;  vaazha-  to  live.

quo : (neut. sing. abl.) (the eagerness) THROUGH WHICH he died. 

quo has the composition- ka- and the meaning of the word is saaka[  missing letter- 
sa-]  - to  die .

quo has the composition- ka- and the meaning of the word is aaval [ missing letter-  la 
-] eagerness. 

quod : because, whereas, the point that, the fact that. 

quod has the composition -  ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  enavae 
/aakavae   thaan-  because of that . 

quod has the composition -  ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  koora  vantha  
karuththu [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  the point  one is  trying to  make;   koora -  to  say;  
karuththu-  message .

quod has the composition -  ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kaetta unmai -  
the truth that was heard ;  kaetta-  heard;  unmai-  fact. 
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quod has the composition -  ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kaathu  
koduththu kaetta unmai  kathai - the  true story  heard through ears;  kathu-  ear;  
kaetta-  heard;  kathai-  story / information;  unmai-  truth .

fact  [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - ka- the - and the original tamil  word / meaning 
is   kidaiththa / vantha  seithi  [ missing letter- sa-]  -  news  got/ received ;  kidaiththa-
got;  seithi- news.

fact  [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - ka- the - and the other interpretation is  
sankathi [?Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]  - information. 

fact  [E]   has the consonants- [-  pa-] - ka- the - and the other interpretation is   
kaetta / kanda unmai- fact seen / heared .

quod : (with time) since, as far as, to the extent that. 

quod  has the composition- ka- the- and the meaning of the word  is  antha kaalam  
muthal [ missing letter- la -] - since ancient  times;  kaalam-  time. 

quod  has the composition- ka- the- and the meaning of the word  is  athu  varai 
[  missing letter-  Ra-]  - as far  as .

quod : beginning sentence, and, but, now. 

quod  has the composition- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is    sotradarin/   
vaakkiyaththin   [Skt]   thodakkam[ missing  letters- sa -and -Ra -] -  beginning  of the 
sentence;  vaakkiyam-  sentence;  thodakkam-  beginning.
 
quod  has the composition- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   ithae  kanam- 
now ;  ithae-  this;  kanam-  second/moment  .
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quod : (neut. sing. acc.) (the sea), WHICH you cannot drink, dry. 

quod has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kudikka 
mudiyaathu kadal  thanni [ missing letter-  la-] -  the  sea water one  can not drink ;  
kudikka-  drink;  mudiyaathu-  can not; kadal-  sea;  thanni-  water .

quod has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   kaainthu - dry ;  
kaaya vaikka vanedum-  to  make it dry .
 
dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   
unartru- make dry   .

dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is    
thanneer  indri / neer indri-  with out water;  thanneer- water;  indri- without.

 dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   
ularntha  [ missing  letter- la-]-  dry .

dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   
mazhai indri  [ missing  letter- zha-]-   - without rain  ;  mazhai- rain;  indri- without. 

 dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   
eeeram  indri  - without moisture ;  eeram -wet ; indri-  without. 

dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   eera  
patham indri [ missing  letter- pa-] -  without moisture ;  eera patham- moisture;  indri-
without. 

dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   vatri /
varandu [ missing  letter- ka-]- dry .

dry  [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   aatru-
make   dry .
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drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  aruntha  vaendum-  drink .

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  Caveri aatru/ Gankai  aatru   kudi thanneer   kudikka vaendum- drink water;  kudi 
thanni- drinking water;  kudikka- drink .

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  vaetkai  neeka   thanneer kudikka vaendum -  to quench thirst one has to drink;  
vaetkai- thirst ;  neeka- remove; thanneer- water;  kudikka- drink. 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  thaakam/vaetkai  neekkum   kudi thanneer- drinking water  to quench  thirst ;  kudi 
-drink;  thanneer- water;  thaakam- thirst . 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   pothai   kodukkum  saarayam kudikka/ paruka   vaendum [ missing  letters-  pa -and
-sa-] -  drink  arrack  to get  intoxicated  ;  pothai- intoxication;  kodukkum- giving;  
saraayam- arrack ;  kudikka- drink; paruka- drink  . 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   kodi  munthiri  neer / veerai neer  kudikka  vaendum-  drink  wine ;  veerai neer-  
wine. 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  marunthu  kudikka  vaendum – to drink  drug  syrup ; marunthu -drug. 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   thae- neer  kudikka  vaendum- drink tea .

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   kottai vadi  neer  kudikka  vaendum –drink  coffee. 
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drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  thayir moar  kudikka /aruntha   vaendum- drink butter milk/ curd.  

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  paar kudikka/ parukida   vaendum [ amirtham] [Skt][ missing  letter- pa-]   -drink 
milk /elixir.

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  kani  saaru  kudikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] - drink juice. 

drink [E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- an -ka - and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is   Thiraavidan -  Dravidian people. 

quod : (neut. sing. nom.) (the war), WHICH killed so many. 

quod  has the composition- ka- the-and the meaning of the word is  saaka adikka 
[  missing letter- sa-]  - to kill ;  saaka -  to die. 

quodammodo : in a certain way, in a certain measure. 

quodammodo  has the compostion- ka -the- ma- the - and the meaning of the word is 
marakkaal  kondu  alanthida  vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra -and- la/zha -] –to 
measure  with  marakkaal-  marakkaal- a measure for capacity  ;  alanthiduka- 
measure. 

quodammodo  has the compostion- ka -the- ma- the - and the meaning of the word is 
kurippitta  maathiri  seithu  kaatta vaendum[ missing letters-  pa -and- Ra-] - do  as  
instructed  - kurippitta - as instructed;  maathiri-  the way/ method; seiya -  to do. 
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measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
marakkaa [ missing  letter- ka-]- a measure for capacity.

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
thuruvam [ missing  letter- ka-]- rhythm measurement .

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is   
thuroanam  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  a kind  of measure. 

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
naarayam  -  a  measure.

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
niruththu  katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- the- and- ka -] – to measure. 

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is   
kundri mani [ missing  letter- the- and- ka -] – a  measurement for gold . 

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is   
kirakam[ missing letter -ka-]- a kind of rhythm measure.

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  gram[E]  [ missing letter -ka-].

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
kuthiram[ missing letters - ka -and-  – the- ]-camphor with a weight of 35 kazhanju- a 
former measure.

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is  
maaththirai [ missing  letter- the -] -  time measure. 

measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  parimaanam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – a  measurement/ dimension .
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measure[E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  piramaanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] – a measure. 

quomodo : in what manner, how / in whatever way, somehow. 

quomodo  has the composition -ka- ma -the -and the meaning of the word is  
eppadiyaavathu  seithu  mudikka vaendum[  missing letters-  pa- and- sa-]- somehow 
it should be done; eppadiyaavathu-  some how; seiya -  to do.  

quondam : formerly, once, at one time, erstwhile. 

quondam  has the composition- ka- an- the- ma - -and the meaning of  the word is  
munthaiya   kaalaththil/ munthaiya kaala kattankalail   [  missing letter-  la -] - early 
times ;  muthaiya -  early ;   kaalam- time . 

quoniam : since, whereas, because. 

quoniam   has the composition- ka -an- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
karaniyam / kaaranam  [ missing letter-  Ra-] -  reason. 

quoniam   has the composition- ka -an- ma -and the meaning of the word is ak- 
kanamae  -  from that moment .  

 quoque : also, too. 
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quoque  has the composition-ka -ka -and the meaning of the word is  athikamaaka 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  excessively .

also [E]  has the composition- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  athu  mattum
allaathu [  missing letter-  the -] - in addition to that .

too [E]  has the composition- the -and the meaning of the word is athikam 
/mikuthi[  missing letter-  ka -] –excessive .   

too [E]  has the composition- the- and the meaning of the word is aththudan  -  in 
addition.  

quos : (masc. pl. acc.) those WHOM he accused of treachery. 

quos has the composition- ka- sa-and the meaning of the word is  kutram sumaththa [ 
missing letters- the- and Ra-]  - to accuse ;  kutram-  crime;  sumaththa-  to make a 
charge;  
thurokam  seika [  missing letters-  the -and- Ra-] - betrayal   .

quot : how many, as many (indecl.). 

quot  has the composition- ka -the - and the meaning of the word is  ennikkai   
eththanai   - how  many ;  ennikkai- numbers; eththanai- how many / how much .

quot  has the composition- ka -the - and the meaning of the word is   eththanai  
eththanai  vakai -  how many  kinds ;  eththanai-  how many;  vakai-  kind. 

how[E]  has the consonants-  ka- va  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  yaew-
vaaraaka [ missing letter- Ra-]  - how.
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quotiens : often. 

quotiens has the composition- ka- the- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
adikkadi  nadanthida -  occurring   frequently;  adikkadi-  often;  nadanthidum- 
occurring.

often [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the- an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
meendum  meendum –again and again .

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

R.

 
                     Sacred letter-  Ra [ Dravida- Egyptian  sun god ] 

                    Ra  =   uyir-  life   /soul  /spirit  ; erappu –death;   naeram –time
;   oru-  one ; iru-  two ;  iru-  exist  ;   aaru- six ;  aaru –river;   aaru-   appease ;   
nooru- 100;  aayiram-  1000;   ray  ;  year ;  aaram  /  poornam [Skt]   –  complete ;   
kaar-  spoke of the wheel / leg  ;  orai-  planet  ;   arima- lion;   arumai -   beauty ;   eri
- fire ;  neruppu- fire ; uoor-  village; sor- word/ speech ;  ari-  sharpness ; aaru- river;
neeru –water; soaru- cooked rice;  sor- word;  aravu- snake ;  paar -  earth; poar- 
war;  ner-  paddy ;   ari –rice;  payir-  crops;   thaer/rath -  chariot ;  maram  –tree ;  
maeru-  mountain ;  yaeru- rise;  yaer- plough ; neer-  water ;  peyar- name  ;  air ;  
marai -  secret ;  mari-  sheep .. etc.  .

         

R

                        English  word- ragi .

ragi has the consonants-  Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word is  kurakkan- ragi . 
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                     English  word – rain fall.

rain fall has the consonants - Ra –an- pa –la-   and the original Tamil  word is   
mazhai neer pozhiya -  rain is falling .

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word- r ib  [chest ].

r ib has the consonants- Ra- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  maarpu  -chest. 

radicitus : by the roots, utterly. 

radicitus  has the consonants-  Ra- the- ka –the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
vaeroadu  edukka  vaendum -  to take as  a  whole ;  vaeru –root;  edukka- take. 

radicitus  has the consonants-  Ra- the- ka –the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
poondaodu  arukka  vaedum [ missing  letter –pa-]  - to take from the root .

*****rapio rapui ratum : to seize, snatch, carry away. 

rapio has the composition - Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  pari -  snatch .   

rapio has the composition - Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  parikka   [  missing
letter-  ka -] - to  snatch .

rarus : rare, uncommon. 
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rarus has the composition- Ra- Ra-[-sa-]  and the meaningof the word is   kaanar-
kariyathu   [ kaatchchi  ]  /kaettarkkariyathu   [oru  seithi / visayam] ;  seiyyar kariyathu
[  kaariyam]   [ missing letters-  ka and- the -] -] -  rare  one to see/ rare one to hear/ 
rare to do ;  kaanar kariyathu -  rare one  to see;  karrerkariyathu-  rare  one to  hear;  
seiyarkariyathu- rare one  to  do  ;  kaatchchi-  scene;  seithi- news;   kaariyam- deed.  

uncommon [E]  has the composition- an- ka- ma- an -and the meaning of the word is 
satharanamaaka   kaana / kaetkka /  seiya  mudiyaatha  ondru [ missing letters-  sa- 
Ra- and  -the -]  - one  that has not been seen / heard/ done  ; satharanamaaka - 
commomly/ ordinary ; kaan -  to  see;  katkka-  to hear;  seiya-  to  do; mudiyaatha-  
can not; ondru-  one. 

rare[E]   has the consonants-  Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  ariya thoru-
[ missing  letter- the -]-  rare one .

ratio : system, method, procedure, manner. 

ratio  has the composition -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  oru  vitha  murai [
missing letter- ka -] -  a kind of method;  oru  vitham-  a kind;  murai-  method. 

ratio  has the composition -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  thodrapu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] – relationship .

ratio  has the composition -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  vikithasaaram 
[ missing  letters-  ka- and - sa-]  - percentage. 

procedure[E]    has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa -the -Ra  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   munnarae   seithu  arintha   pandaiya   nadai murai   -  manner of  
doing  things  as practiced / known  earlier  ;  munnarae-  earlier;  seithu- done;  
arintha-   known ;  pandaiya - old;   nadai murai-  procedure .
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procedure [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa -the -Ra  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  pari  sothiththu / aaivu   seithu    kandariyum  / kandarintha   
murai [  missing  letter-  ka-]   -   the  tested  procedure   .

procedure[E]    has the consonants - pa- Ra-  sa -the -Ra  - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is   pari sothanai   seithidum   nadai  murai -  the method  of doing  
the test ; pari sothanai- test ;  murai- method.

                      English word – rash and hasty.

rash [and] hasty has the consonants- Ra -sa –  ka- [-sa-] -the – and the interpretation
of the word is  avasara [ Skt] kudukkai – rash and hasty.

ratio : reckoning, account / reason, judgment, consideration. 

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  pakuthth-arivu 
[  missing letters- pa -and -ka -] -  reasoning .

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   neethi 
mandram-  court . 

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   theerppu 
[  missing letter-  pa -] -  judgement  ;  neethi mandra theerppu- court  judgement ;  
neethi  mandram-  court;  theerppu-  judgement . 

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   karunai kondu  
kaariyaththai  anukida vaendum[  missing letter-  ka-] - to  look in to the matter with 
kindness; karunai  kondu-  with kindness;   kaariyam-  matter;  anukida-  to  approach .

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  vivariththida 
vaendum[  missing letter-  ka -]- to explain. 
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ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   theermaanam-  
resolution . 

ratio  has the composition - Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  en kanitha 
murai- arithmetic / mathematics.  

re vera : in truth. 

revera  has the composition -Ra- va- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   kurai indri /  
oru  thavarum /kuraiyum   indri  muraiyaaka   seithitta kaariyam   [  missing letter-  the 
-] -  an act  done  without  a single  mistake/ done in  precision  ; oru-  one ;  
thavaru/kurai -  mistake;  indri- without. 

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word is  muthar 
muthatru -  the primordial one / the sun. 

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word is  
ondraanathu -   the only one .

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word is  kandu  
arintha  unmai/ vaaimai –[ missing  letter- ka-]-  truth that was found;  kandu- seen;  
arintha – known;  unmai- truth;  vaaimai- truth . 

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the word is  
nisaarththam [Skt] [ missing  letter –sa-]  - truth .

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the word is  
yathaarththam[Skt] - reality .

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the word is  
suratham[ missing  letter- sa-]  - truth .
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truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the word is  
saaththiram  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - holy  scriptures. 

truth[E]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- the – and the interpretation  of the word is  
naadu  arintha  unmai-  known fact. 

                           English word – recipe .

recipe  has the consonants – Ra- sa- pa – and the original Tamil  word is    samaiyar  
sei murai  kurippu [ missing  letter- ka-]- notes on cooking  methods . 

recedo : to go back, retreat, retire, disappear. 

recedeo  has the composition- Ra- sa- the-and the meaning of the word is thirumpi 
vidu [  missing letters- ka-and -  pa -] -  to  return .

recedeo  has the composition- Ra-[-  sa-] - the-and the meaning of the word is   
marainthidu – disappear. 

recedeo  has the composition- Ra- sa- the-and the meaning of the word is  ethiriyaei  
pura muthuku  kaatta  seithida [ missing letters- ka and -pa-] -  to drive away  enemy 
showing the back;  thuraththi adikka -  to drive  away  .  

recipio recepi receptum : to go back, retire, recede, retreat. 

receptum   has the composition- Ra- sa -pa- the- ma- and the meaning  of the word is  
ethiriyaei  pura muthuku  katta  seithu  naattai  vittu  viratti  adikka vaendum [  missing
letter-  ka -] -to  drive  away the enemy  from the country ; ethiri-  enemy;  pira 
muthuku- back;  kaatta- to  show;  naadu- country ;  viratti-  to  drive .
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receptum   has the composition- Ra- [-sa-]  -pa- the- ma- and the meaning  of the 
word is   pani oaivu   pera vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -]- to retire from work;  pani-  
work;  service;  oaivu-  retire  .

recito : to read aloud, recite. 

recito has the compostion -Ra -sa -the -  and the meaning of the word is   urakka  / 
osai  ittu / saththam[Skt]   potu   padikka   vaendum[  missing letters-  pa-and- ka -] - to
read loudly;  urakk-  loudly;  padikka-  to  read. 

recite[E]   has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-] - the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thiru marai   - yaei osai  ittu urakka   oatha  vaendum – to recite the holy  
scriptures;  thiru  marai- holy  scriptures/ Torah ;   oatha- recite;  osai  itttu-  loudly . 

read [E]   has the consonants  -Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  nerudu -  the 
one which is  difficult to read. 

read [E]   has the consonants  -Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  arinthidu / 
therinthidu- to know. 

read [E]   has the consonants  -Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kartidu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  learn .

recognosco : to recognize, recollect, recall. 

recognosco  has the consonants –Ra- ka- ka –an- [-sa-] – ka-and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   ninaivu  koornthida  vaendum -  to recollect. 

recognosco  has the consonants –Ra- ka- ka –an- [-sa-] – ka-and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is   kandu  unara /ariya   vaendum – to  recognize. 
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recolo : to recall, reflect upon, rework, resume, rehabilitate. 

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is  ninaivu  kooral 
-   recall .

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is  ninaivaatral  
[  missing letter- the -] -  memory .

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is  maru vaazhvu 
- rehabilitation .

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is    maruvaazhvu 
vaelai kalai   maer kolluka [ missing letter- pa-] -  to do the rehabilitation work  ;  vaelai
work;  maer kolla -   to start .

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is  nindru  pona  
vaelai  yaei thirumpavum   thodankida  vaendum [  missing letters-  the- and - pa-]  the
work has to be restarted  ;   nindru  pona-  stopped;  thirumpa -  again;  vaelai- work;  
thodanka-  to  start . 

recolo  has the composition- Ra- ka- la and the meaning of the word is  pirathi  palikka 
[ missing letters-  pa -and -the -]- to reflect .

recolo : to cultivate, work again, resume, rehabilitate 

recolo  has the composition -Ra -ka- la- and the meaning of the word is  vayalil   payir  
valarkka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to  cultivate ;  pyir- crops  .

reconcilio : to restore, repair / (of persons) unite, reconcile. 
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reconcillo  has the composition -Ra- ka- an -sa- la -and the meaning of theword   
aruntha  kayirin  erandu  munaikalaiyum  ondraaka   saerththu  sari  seiya   vaendum 
[ missing letter - the-]- two  ends of  the  torn  rope can be joined  together ;   arntha-  
torn;  kayiru-  rope;  erandu-  two;  munaikal-  tips;  ondraaka -  as one;  saerththu-  to 
join  sari  seiya - to  make alright . 

repair [ E]  has the composition -Ra -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is sari  
paarkka  vaendum[ missing letters-  ka -and the -]- to make it allright .

recondo : lay up, store, hoard. 

recondo  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
saerththu  vaikka vaendum[  missing letter- sa-] -  to  store / to  gather.  

recondo  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
pandaka araiyil porulai  paathukaappaaka   saerththu vaikka  vaendum[  missing 
letters-  pa -and  -la-] -  to  keep  the materials in the store room ; panadaka arai-  store
room;  pandam-  material;  porul-  things; paathukaapu-  safty ;  vaikka- to keep .
 
recondo  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
panaththai / varumanaththai  thinamum   sirithu  sirithu   aaka saerththu/saemippu 
seithu  vaikka vaendum [  missing letter- sa- and -pa-] -  savings  should be done daily  
little by  little from the earnings   ; panam-  money;  varumaanam-  savings;  
thinamum-  daily;  sirithu-  little  saerththu-  to gather; saemippu- savings.  

recordatio : recollection, memory, recall. 

recordatio has the composition- Ra- ka- Ra- the- the  -and the meaning of the word is  
manathir  konda  karuththai  meendum   ninaivirkku   kondu   vara vaendum  -  to 
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recall the matter  in the mind ;  manam-  mind; karuththu-  material;  meendum-  
again;  ninaivirkku-  to  the conscious  state ; 

recordatio has the composition- Ra- ka- Ra- the- the  -and the meaning  of  the word is
ninaivirkku   varum  karuththai  moodi maraikaathu    koorida / theriviththida   
vandum - reveal  the material  that  can be recollected without  concealing  ; 
ninaivirkku -  to  conscious mind;   moodi  maraikkathu-  without concealing;  
theriviththida-  to  reveal. 

recordatio has the composition- Ra- ka- Ra- the- the  -and the meaning  of  the word is
ninavu  thiranai  maanaakkar   anaivarum  perukki  kondida vaendum [  missing letter- 
pa -] - all the students should  improve their  memory  skill;  ninavu-  thiran- memory  
skill;  maanaakkar-  students;  perukki- to  multiply . 

memory [E]   has the consonants  -ma –ma- Ra- and the original Tami l word is  
marnai-yam  - memory .

memory [E]   has the consonants  -ma –ma- Ra- and the original Tami l word is  maraa 
maranai –ever lasting memory;  maranai –memory. 

recordor : to remember, think of, recollect, ponder over. 

recorder   has the consonants- Ra- ka- the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word  / meaning
is  nadanthaeriya  ondrai  /   kaathaar  kaettathai / kannar  kandathai   ninavir   
vaiththu- irukka  / ninaivu  koorida   -  to remember  what has been   heard /  what has
been seen/  what has happened   ; kaathu-  ear;  kaettathu-  heard / listend;  kan-  eye;
kandathu- seen ; ninaivir  vaikka -  to remember;  nadanthariya  ondru-  what has 
happened.   

recorder   has the consonants- Ra- ka- the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word  / meaning
is   manathir   theeviramaaka  ennida/ ninaththida  -to ponder over ;  manthir -  within
the  mind;  theeviramaaka-  seriously / intensive  ;  ennida-  to think .
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rectum : virtue, right 

rectum  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is kutram 
kurai  yaethum indri - without any  faults. 

 rectum  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
vayitrin /   siru  kudarin   mudivu   kutham aakum [ missing  letter- sa-] - the end of the 
small intestine  is rectum ;  vayiru- stomach;  siru kudar- small intestine; kutham- 
rectum . 

virtue [E] has the composition -va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  kutram 
kurai  indri-  without any  faults.

virtue [E] has the composition -va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  nar  
kunam  konda-  noble .  

virtue [E] has the composition -va- Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   ara  
kodai- virtue. 

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  kutram 
kurai indri -  without any  faults .

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  kudi 
vaaram – rights to plough .

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  
uraiyaadum  urimai-   right to speak .

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  manam 
mudikkum urimai-  right to marry .
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rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  karuththu
urimai-  rights to think.

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kirukkum / keerum  urimai-  rights to write. 

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  
thaernththu  edukkum  urimai  – rights to choose/ elect  .

rights [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is  ravikkai 
aninthidum  urimai – rights to wear blouse;  ravikkai- blouse.  

                      English  word – receipt.

 receipt has the consnants-  Ra- [-sa-] –pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is  patru 
muri-  receipt. 

rectus : right, correct, proper, upright, natural, plain. 

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is   iyarkkai  
yaanathu / iyarkkai  thanami  kondathu -  natural ;  iyarkkai- nature. 

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is   seyarkkai 
-yaanathu [ missing  letter –sa-] – un natural  [antonym] .

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is  kuraiyaei   
thiruththuka-   make correct .

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is    
muraiyaaka  irukkindrathu -  is is proper. 
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rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is    
senkuththaaka  irukkindrathu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  it is up right .

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is  
sariyaakaththaan  irukkindrathu  [ missing  letter- sa-] - it is  correct  .

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is  kurippida 
thakka   sirappu  yaethu  indri irukkirathu- [ missing  letter- sa-]  does not   have any  
special   nature/ it is very  simple. 

rectus    has the composition- Ra -ka- the-  and the meaning of theword is  mun 
vayitru  thasai /sathai [ missing  letter- sa-]    -  abdominal muscle. 

correct[E]   has the consonants –ka- Ra- ka -the -and the original tamil  word is  kutarm
kurai indri  irukkindrathu -  it is  without any  mistakes .

recuperatio : recovery,  recuperation. 

recuperatio   has the consonants  -Ra- ka- pa- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word is   
thirumpa   pera  vandum-  get  back .

recuperatio   has the consonants  -Ra- ka- pa- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word is   
pini/noei    kunamaaki   udar  meendum   palaiya  nilaikku   thirumpa  vaendum  
[ missing  letter- la-] - health getting back to original status ;  pini- illness;  kunamaaka- 
healing ;  udar- body ; meendum- again ;  palaiya- old;  nilai- status;  thirumpa-  back .

 recuso : to refuse. 

recuso   has the compostion -Ra- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is  marukka - 
refuse .
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refuse[E]  has the composition - Ra - [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
maruppu- refusal ;  marukka-  to  refuse;  marukka paaru  .

redarguo : refute,  disprove, contradict. 

redarguo  has the consonants  -Ra- the -Ra- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  maruththu  uraikka  - oppose by words ;  marukka- deny ; uraika- to say .

redarguo  has the consonants  -Ra- the -Ra- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   ethiraana/ maatru    karuththai   therivikka  -  to express  opposing views  ;  
ethiraana-  opposing;  karuththu- view;  therivikka-  to  express.

redarguo  has the consonants  -Ra- the -Ra- ka -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  unmaikku  maarana   thavaru  ena   tharkka  reethiyaaka   eduththu uraikka/ 
vaathiduka  -  show to be false  ; unami - truth;  maarana-  opposite;  thavaru- mistake;
tharkkam/ vaatham - arguement; eduththu  uraikka-  to express.
 
contradict  [E]  has the consonants-  ka -an-  the- Ra- the- ka- the -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  maaru  patta   karuththai  /  muran paadu   konda   
karuththai   koorida  vaendum/  mun  vaikka  vaendum /  eduththu uraikka  vaendum [
missing  letter-  pa-] - say the opposite  to ; maaru  patta  -  different  ;   karuththu-  
thought ;  kooruka-  convey  .

redarguo : disprove, refute. With gen. prove guilty, convict. 

redarguo   has the consonants - Ra -the -Ra -ka  - and the  original Tamil word 
/meaning is  kodiya  kutram  purinthavar  [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  one who has done a 
serious crime;  kodiya- serious;  kutram- crime;  purinthavar-  one who has done. 
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redarguo   has the consonants - Ra -the -Ra -ka  - and the  original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kutraththai   niruppikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to  prove  guilty  ;  
kutram- crime;  niruppikka-  to  prove. 

guilty[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kallam  
udaiya-  guilty / guile  .

                    Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rdi  [give] .

rdi has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  tharu- give. 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rdi [put] .

rdi has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  iduthar- placing.  

reddo : to repeat, recite, represent, imitate, pay up, deliver. 

redo  hathe composition- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   athae  maathiri  
thirumpa  oru murai   sei[  missing letters-  pa- and sa-]  -  repeat  the same ;  athae 
maathiri  -  same; sei - do. 

redo  hathe composition- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   panam kaasu  
tharanum [  missing letters- pa -and- sa-]  to pay  money ;  panam kaasu-  money ;  
tharanum-  to  give.

imitate[E]   has the composition- ma- ma- the -  and the meaning of the word is  athae
maathiri  seiyanum [  misingletters-  Ra -and- sa-] -  do  as  done .

deliver[E]  has the consonants -the -la –va- Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word is   ka yil  
kondu  tharuka –to give in hand ;  kai- hand;  tharuka- give .
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deliver[E]  has the consonants -the -la –va- Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word is   porai  
erakki vaiththal  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to un load ;  porai- load/ burden .

deliver[E]  has the consonants -the -la –va- Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word is   paeru 
kaalam  nirai vadainthu  thaai   kuzhanthai / pillai  perum/ peththu  edukkum/ 
kodukkum   naeram  vanthu  vittathu- [ missing  letter- pa-] – time has come to deliver 
the baby ;    paeru kaalam- pregnancy  time ;  niraivu – over;  thaai- mother; 
kuzhanthai- child;  pillai- baby;  pera- have;  peththu  edukka / kodukka- deliver; 
naeram- time .

reddo : to give back, restore, return, answer, translate, render. 

reddo  has the composition- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  thiruppi   
kodu/tharuka   [  missing letters- ka -and -pa -] - to  give back. 

reddo  has the composition- Ra- the- and the meaning of the word is  sariyaana vidai  
koora vaendum[  missing letters-  sa and -ka -] - tell the correct  answer; sariyaana-  
right;  vidai-  answer; koora -  tell. 

return[ E]  has the composition - Ra- the- Ra- an  - and the meaningof the word is  
thiruppi  thara  vendum[  missing letters-  ka -and- pa -] -  to  give back. 

answer[E]  has the compostion- an- sa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is sariyaana  
vidai  koora  vaendum[  missing letters-  the -and -ka -] tell the right answer;  
sariyaana-  correct ;  vidai-  answer;  koora-  to  tell. 

redemptor : redeemer (Christ). 
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redeem  [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
munnaerida -   to go forward. 

redeem  [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
eedaetram – reddem .

redeem  [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
uyiviththar  vaendum [ missing  leter- ka-]- redeem. 

redeem  [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
thaetranum / thaetra vaendum- [ missing  leter- ka-]- redeem. 

redeem  [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is   
kadainthaerida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to redeem .

redemptor  has the composition- Ra -the -ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  mariththu/ erantha  moondraam  thinam  uyir  petru  vantha  manithar 
/perumaan [  missing letter- ka-] -  the man who  came alive  after the third day  of 
death ; erantha -  dead;  moondraam -  third;  thinam-  day ;  uyir -  life ;  petru-  got;  
vantha-  came;  manithar -  man;  perumaan-  saint . 

redemptor  has the composition- Ra -the -ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  manitha   uyirai   kaappatra  vantha  perumaan /  manitha  avatharam [Skt]  
eduththu vanthavar [ missing letter- ka -]- savior ;  manitha n-  man;  uyir- life; 
kaappatra-  to  save; perumaan-  saint. 

redemptor  has the composition- Ra -the -ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   pona  uyirai  thirumpa   vaanki  kodukka  vantha  perumaan [  missing letter-  
ka -] - buying back the  lost  life ;  pona-  gone;  uyir-  life; thirumpa   -  again;  kodukka-
to  give;  vantha- came;  perumaan- saint .

redemptor  has the composition- Ra -the -ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   eranthu ponavarudaiya   uyirai  meettu/vaanki   thara  vantha  Yaesu  
piran[  missing letters-  ka -  and- sa-]-  Jesus  Christ  who  came  to  get back  the lost 
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life  of the dead  ;  eranthu - dead; uyir-  life; meettu / vaanki  thara- to get  back /buy  
back ; vantha- came ;Yaesu  Piran- Jesus Christ .

redemptor  has the composition- Ra -the -ma- pa- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is   is   eranthu ponavarudaiya   uyirai  meettu/vaanki   thara  vantha  Thiru  
Muruganin [ Sumerian Marduk]  maru  pirappaana  / maru  uruvaana  / 
avathaaramaana   Marriyaaee/ Maari  Amman   in  makan  Yaesu  naathar / Yaesu  
Piran[  missing letters-  ka-and-  sa-]   -the avathar of [ Sumerian god]  Marduk,  Jesus 
Christ ,  son of  goddess  Mary,  who came to  get back  the lost  life of the  dead  ; 
eranthu-  dead;  uyir-  life; meettu / vaanki  thara -  to buy  back ; Thiru Murugan- 
Marduk;  maru  pirappu / maru uru  -  avathar ; Maariya ee-  Mary; makan-  son ; 
Yaesu -Jesus  .

redempt  has the consonants--  Ra –the- ma -pa -the  -  and the  other interpreation  
of the word is  punaru-ththaanam[Skt]  - redempt.

redigo (redactum) : to bring  or reduce to a condition, lessen. 

redactum  has the consonants - Ra -the - ka- the- ma  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   kuraiththida   vaendum - to decrease/ to reduce  .

redono :  to give back, give up. 

redono [E]   has the consonants - Ra –the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  thiruppi 
thanthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] - give back. 

reduco : to lead back, bring back, return. 
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reduco  has the consonants-  Ra -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thirumpi  varuka [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  come back .

reduco  has the consonants-  Ra -the- ka  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thiruppi  kondu varuka  [ missing  letter-  pa-] -   - bring back ; kondu varuka-  bring .

redundo : to overflow, stream over, overflow, excess, flood. 

redundo   has the consonants  -Ra -the- an- the -  and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is   Cavery  aatru  thanni  karai  purandu  oda  [ missing  letters-  ka- and -pa-]
-  over flow  of the Cavery  water ;  Cavery  aaru- River  Cavery  ;  thanni-  water;  karai 
- bank;  oda - to flow. 

refectorium : refectory, monastic mess hall. 

refectorium  has the consonants - Ra- pa- ka -the -Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   unavu  arunthuvatharkkaaka    othukka   patta  idam -  the palce 
allotted  for eating ;   unavu- food;   aruntha  - to eat/drink;   othukka  patta  - allotted ;
idam- place.  

 hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  olakkam- hall/ 
mahal . 

hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  kazhakam – 
meeting  hall .

hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kalam-  place  for 
sacrifice / fight / thrashing  .
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hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kolu  – hall .

hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   naalo -lakkam 
[naazhu  kaal  akam]  -  durbar/ mahal.

hall [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kaavu  kalam -  
sacrificial hall .

audience  hall   has the consonants-  the- an- [- sa-] -  ka- la-   -and the interpretation 
of the word is  aththaani [Skt] mahaal – audience hall. 

audience hall [E]   has the consonants-  the- an- [- sa-] – ka -la    -and the 
interpretation of the word is  aalum  man-nanai  kaana  kudi  makkal  koottamaaka   
koodum  idam  -  koattam   allathu  kolu / makkal/ olakka    mandapam  – audience hall
-  the place where citizens  gather to meet the king;  aalum- ruling ;  mannan-   king;  
kaana- see;  koodum- assembled;  koottam- crowd;  koattam- abode ;   kolu 
mandapam- audience hall .

refero : to bring back a message, refer. 

refero  has the composition -Ra- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thirumpi  
varum  naeram  seithi   kondu  varuka [ missing  letters-  the –ka –and-sa- ]  – bring  
back  a message  while coming back ;  thirumpi  vaa- come back;  nearm –time; seithi- 
message;  kondu  varauka- bring .

refero  has the composition -Ra- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   karuththai  
meendum  oru murai / thirumpa oru murai    theera  aaraika [missing  letters-  ka –
and- the -]-  the  ideas should be reexamined again ;   karuththu- concept;  thirumpa  
oru murai- yaenum - once more;  theera -  seriously ;  aariaka-  look in to .

 message [E] has the consonants-  ma –[- sa-] - ka- and the interpretation  of the word 
is   thowththiyam [ missing  letter-  the -] – message .
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message [E] has the consonants-  ma –[- sa-] - ka- and the interpretation  of the word 
is   kaditham  [ missing  letter- the -] - letter. 

reformo : to form again, mould anew. 

reform  has the composition- Ra- pa- Ra- ma -and the meaning of  the word is  puthiya
murai ondrai /  meendum   uruvaakida / thotruvikka  vaendum [missing letters- the- 
and- ka -] -  to  develop a new method;  puthiya -  new ;  murai-  method;  uruvaakida -
to develop . 

regina : queen. 

regina   has the compostion- Ra- ka- an -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mannarudaiya  manaivi-  wife of the king;  mannar- king;  manaivi- wife.    

regina   has the compostion- Ra- ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  maka raani   
[Skt] -  queen .

queen[E]  has the consoant  -ka- an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ko 
pendu [ missing  letters- pa- and- the -] – queen .

queen[E]  has the consoant  -ka- an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mannanin manaivi-  mannan- king;  manaivi- wife. 
 
queen[E]  has the consoant  -ka- an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
eraakanin  manaivi  -  raakkini  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] – wife of the king –raakkan .

princess[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -an-[-sa-] -sa –and the original  Tamil  word  is
arasanin pen /  arasa kanni  pen[ missing  letter- ka-]  – unmarried   daughter of the 
king / princess.
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prince[E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -an –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
perum nampi -  prince .

prince[E]  has the consonants-   pa-Ra -an –sa- -and the original Tamil  word is   paer  
arasanin  / mannarin makan [ missing  letter- ka-] son of the king ;  arasan- king;  
makan- son .

regius : royal, regal. 

rex  has the composition-Ra - ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word  maravan/    
eraakkan /arakkan   - king. 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word   eraakkan  
kudi [ missing  letter- the -] -  king’s  family;  raakkan- king;  kudi- family . 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word   thaevar  
kudi- [ missing  letter- the -]- god’s  family ;  thaevar – god;   kudi - family .  

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word    eraayar  
kulam [ missing  letter- la-]- king’s  family ;  raayar- king;  kulam- family . 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word  arakka  kudi /   
arasa  kudi [ missing  letter- the -] - king’s family .    

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   veeramaana  
-  courageous;  uyarvaana -  high  status/splendid  ; 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
arasnukkuriya  - pertaining to king ;  arasikuriya- pertaing  to  queen .
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regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   paer  
arasanin   kudumpaththai  saerntha [  missing letters- pa -and  -the -] - belonging  to  
the family  of a king ;  arasan-  king;  paer arasan- king of kings/emperor ;   
kudampam-  family;  saarntha/saerntha -  belonging / related .

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   arasa  pattam
konda/vendra[ missing letters- pa- and -the-]- has the royal title; arasar- king; pattam- 
title.

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
sakkaravarththi [S] /maka raasan /mava raasan  -[  missing letter-  the -] - emperor;  
mava raasan/raasanin makan-  son of the king . 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is    izha varasan 
[  missing letter-  zha-] -  prince.    

 regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   paer arasrin  
vaarisu [ missing letter-  pa -]  - the suceessor  of the emperor ;  vaarisu- successor;  
paer arasar-  emperor. 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   arasarin  
aatharavu   petra[  missing letters-  pa -and the -] -patronized  by the king . 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
arasunukkuriya   thakuthi konda[  missing letter-  the -] -having the eligibility  to  be a 
king ; thakuthi-   eligibility -  

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   arasanin  
urumai- the rights of the king;  arasan- king ;  urimai-  rights . 

regius  has the composition-Ra - ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   mika  
sirantha  muraiyil  vizhaavinai  nadathida vaendum  [  missing letters-  la- and -the-]  - 
the function has to be  conducted   in a royal  way  ;  mika  sirantha-  super.
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 royal  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is  arasaalum  
[missing  letter- sa-]  – ruling .

royal  [E]   has the consonants - Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is   maravar  kulam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  royal family;  maravar- hero / soldier ; kulam- family.  

regal[E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   arasa kulam [
missing  letter- sa-] -  king’s family;  arasan- king; kulam- family. 

regal[E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   eraayar  
kulam - king’s  family;  raayar-  king; kulam- family. 

regal[E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   eraakkan  
kulam -  king’s  family ;  raakkan - king; kulam- family .

regal[E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   kalamar  
inam / kulam -  fighters  family .

regal[E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is  azhaku  arasi 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  beauty  queen / lady  of reagl  beauty;  azhaku –beauty;  arasi –
queen   .

regnum : rule, authority, kingdom, realm. 

regnum   has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
mannavar-  king/ monarch   .

regnum   has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
athikaaram / kandeeram [ konda  urimai]   vaendum[  missing letter-  the-] - want  
power ;  athikaaram/ kandeeram  -  power. 
 
regnum   has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
arasaankam / raasankkam [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- government /rule . 
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regnum   has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is  aalum 
urimai   konda  mannar [ missing  letters-  la -and -the -]  king  - independent  ruler / 
monarch  ; aalum –ruling ;urimai- authority ; mannavar- monoarch .

regnum   has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is   mudi  
soodiya  mannavar [ missing  letters- sa -and -the -] -the  crowned king ;  mudi- crown ;
mannaavr- king .

regnum  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is   
manarudaiya   kotram [ missing  letter- the -] -  realm of the king ;  mannavar- king / 
monarch ;  kotram- rule/ monarch.
 
regnum  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
evarukkum  adimai  / vari  kattaathu  indri  thun - urimai  konda  thiru  naadu [ missing 
letter-  the -] - sovereign / independent  state/  a country  which has self rule ;  adimai-
slave ; thun urimai –self right ;  vari- tax;  naadu –state .

rego rexi rectum : to guide, direct, to rule. 

rectum  hs the composition -Ra- ka -the -ma -and the meaning of the word is  naattai  
aatchchi purinthida vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] ; to rule  the nation ;  
naadu-  nation;  aatchchi-  rule. 

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   kai kaatu -  
guide.  

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   mun-
nadaththuka-  lead. 

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   kai thookki  
vidu/ kai kodu -  give helping hand. 
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guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kai vidu- 
neglect  [ antonym ].  

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  vazhi  kaaati 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  guide;  vazhi- way ;  kaati- one who  shows/directs . 

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   kai yaedu  
-guide [book] .

guide [E] has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   thunaivan-  
guide/ accompanying  person .

direct [E]  has the composition- the- Ra -ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
naeradiyaaka   vara vaendum-  come directly  ;  naeradiyaaka-  directly ;  vara-  to  
come .

rule[E]  has the composition- Ra -la-   and the meaning of the word is  kotraozhil  
[ missing  letters-  ka- and -the -]-  govern .

to rule[E]  has the composition-  the- Ra -la-   and the meaning of the word is    arasu  
aaluthal -   to govern ;  arasu-  government;  aaluthal - rule. 

to rule[E]  has the composition-  the- Ra -la-   and the meaning of the word is   
aruluthal   -  to rule. 

rule[E]  has the composition- Ra -la-   and the meaning of the word is uoorai  aala-  to 
rule the city / village/ town ; uoor- city ;  aala-  to  rule .
  
to rule [E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- la -and the original Tamil  word is irai  
kooduthal   [missing  letter-  ka -]- to rule .

to rule [E]   has the consonants  -the- Ra- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
arasaaluthal  [ missing  letters-  sa-]-  to rule. 
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rule [E]   has the consonants  -- Ra- la -and the other interpretation  of theword is  pari
paalanam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  rule .

regula : rule / monastic rule. 

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is   kudi  
makkalin  nalan   karuthum  makkal  aatchchi/ kudi  arasu  [ missing  letter—sa- and- 
the-] – the democratic rule   for the betterment of the citizens;  kudi makkl- citizens;  
nalan-   betterment;  makkal aatchchi – democracy;  kudi  arasu –republic.  

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  sen -kole  neri
thavaraa   mananar  kula  mudi  aatchchi  murai [ missing  letters- sa –and- the -] -  
king’s  good  rule ;  senkole-scepter;  neri –ethics;  mannavar- monarch ; kulam- family;
aatchhci  murai- ruling method .

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  kodum kole  
mannavarudaiya  mudi   aatchchi  murai  [ missing  letters- the -and -sa-] -- 
dictactorship rule .

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  kattu 
paadukal  konda/ niraintha   varampu  konda  mannavar  kula aatchhci murai [ missing 
letters-  pa-  the -and -sa-] – constitutional / limited  monarch ;  varampu  konda -  
limited .

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is   uyar  kula 
makkalin /  vakuppinarin/  varkkaththin [Skt] / pirapukklain   aatchchi  murai [ missing  
letters-  pa-  sa- and -the -]-  rule  of the upper class people ;  uyar kulam- upper class; 
pirapukkal- lords . 

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  kudi makkalin 
aatchchi murai [ missing  letters-  the- and- sa-] -  republic rule ;  kudi makkal- citizens
.
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regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  
naadalumandra   mannavar  aatchi  murai [ missing  letters-  sa- and- the -] – 
parliamentary  monarch ;  naadalumandram- parliament .

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  adi thattu 
makkal  /  kudi makkalin  nalanukkaaka   poraadum  pothu udaimai  aatchchi  murai 
[ missing  letters-  pa-  sa- and –the -] communist rule ;  pothu udaimai-  communism .

regula  has the composition- Ra- ka- la -and the meaning of the word is  kudi 
makkalin / veku  saatharana /yaezhai  makkalin / nanmai   karuthi  thaerthal  moolum 
thaernthu  edukka patta pothu   makkalaal   nadaththa  padum   nal-  aatchi   
vazhankum arasu / makkal aatchchi murai  [ missing letters- pa-  sa-and-the -] - the 
democratic  rule for the betterment  of the ordinary  citizens  done by the elected   
people’s representatives;   kudi makkal- citizens;  yaezhai  makkal- poor people;   
nanmai- betterment;   thaerthal –election  ; thaernthu  edu –elect;   makkal aatchi - 
democracy .

relaxo : to loosen, enlarge, relax, ease, lighten. 

relaxo has the composition- Ra- la- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is   satrae   
ilaka   sei [ missing  letter- the -]  – to loosen .

relaxo has the composition- Ra- la- ka- [- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
ilakkam mura  - to get loosened. 

relaxo has the composition- Ra- la- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  seium 
vaelai  yil  irunthu  sattrae/ sirithu naeram   oaivu edukkalaam[  missing letter-  the -]  -
take some rest  while working ;  vaelai-  work; siruthu  naeram-  some time;  oaivu-  
rest .
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relaxo has the composition- Ra- la- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
manasai /manathai   laesaka vaiththirukka [  missing letter-  the -] -  to ease the mind;  
manathu-  mind;  laesaaka-  to lighten .

relaxo has the composition- Ra- la- ka- sa - and the meaning of the word is  ull  
aadaiyaei   sirithu  thalarththi  kolla vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] - to loosen the  
inner wear  a little; ull -  aadai-  inner wear; thalarththa- to loosen .

relego relegi relectum : to read again, re-read. 

relectum  has the composition- Ra- la- ka - and the meaning of the word is    
thirumpa / meendum  oru murai  noolai  vaasikkalaam/ padikkalaam [  missing letters-
pa - sa-  and- the -] -  to read the book once again;  thirumpa-  again;  oru murai-  
once; nool- book; vaasikkalam-  can be read;  padikkalaam-  can be read .

relevo : to lift again, lighten, alleviate, relieve. 

relevo  has the composition - Ra- va- la- va -  and the meaning of the word is  
thookkuvatharkku   elithaathaana  ondru [  missing letter- the-] - easy to lift ;  thooka-  
to  lift;  elithaanaa-  easy;  elithaka  thooki  vida koodiya ondru -  easy  to  carry .

light [E]  has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  eliththakaa
thookki  vidalaam  -  easy  to  lift ;  elithaaka-  easily ; thooka-  to  lift. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kaalai  
vaelaiyil    ozhi  vanthathu  /  ozhiyaei  kandu - light came;  to  see the light ;  ozhi-  
light;  vanthathu -  came;  kaana-  to  see.

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   thikazhvu - 
light. 
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light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   thee  
kolunthu -  flame;  thee- fire;  kolunthu- flame. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   thee 
kozhuththu-  make fire. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  oli  kaattu-  
show the light;  oli- light. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  velichcham 
kaattu [ missing  letter- sa-]- show the light;  velichcham- light.  

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  thinkal- 
moon.

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   mathi  
nilavu- moon. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   nilavu  
madanthai  -  moon goddess;  nikavu- moon;  madanthai –woman . 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  puthiya  
nilavu [ missing  letter- pa-] - new moon;  puthiya - new. 
  
light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  vaanaththu 
muzhu  nilavu -  full moon on the sky ;  vaanam- sky;  muzhu –full;  nilavu- moon 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  ozhi  vazhi  
paadu-  worshipping  the light;  oli- light;  vazhi paadu- worship . 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kadavul- 
god. 
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light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  vin 
meenkalin  koottam- group  of stars ;  vin meenkal- stars;  koottam- group.

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kaalai  
kathir[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  sun .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  keezh  
vaanam veluththu  vittathu -  sun rise  ;  keezh vaanam- eastern sky .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  oli yaei  
kaana  vizhikal vaendum – to see the light one shoud have eyes;  oli- light;  kaana- see;
vizhikal- eyes. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  koluththidu
/ kolunthuthal/ kozhunthu  viduthal -  make fire / kindle / burning .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  thaanae   
thee  kuliththal -  self  immolation .

 light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kolli  kattai-
fire stick .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  naalum 
kilamaiyum  maalai  vaelaiyil  veettil    ennai   vilakku  /akal vilakku  yaeththa  vaendum
-  to light lamp in the house in the evening hours  on auspicious days ;  vilakku-  lamp ; 
yaeththa-  to light. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  ellaa  velli  
kizhamaikalil- lim    maalai  vaelaiyil  veettil  vilakku   yaeththa  vaendum- to light 
lamps  in the evening hours  on Fridays ;ella- all; velli kizhamai – Friday; maalai  vaelai-
evening time;  vilakku- lamp. 
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light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  udalai  
thakanam   seithida  sithaikku  thee mootuka[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  to  make the  
funeral fire ;  udal- body ;  thakanam-  burning ;  thee moottuka- make fire. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  vilakku  
thoon / thandu -  lamp  post;  vilakku- lamp; thoon- pillar.  

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is   vilakku  
kozhu- lamp post;  kozhu –pole. 

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
elakuvaanathu - light  one .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  thee mithi  
vizhaa  - fire walking festival;  thee- fire;  mithi- to step;  vizhaa- festival .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is thongum  
mani  vilakku -  hanging  lamp ;  thongu –hang .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is anaiyatha  
vilakku – ever burning lamp ;  anai- put off ;  vilakku- lamp .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is kolli  
vaiththidu  -to light the funeral pyre.

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  kaanda  
vilakku – big  lamp  [sun] .

light [E] has the composition- la- ka- the-  and the meaning of the word is  oli   vattam-
rounded light  - sun/ moon / halo .

relictus : (fr. relinquo) having inherited, been bequeathed. 
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relictus has the composition- Ra- la- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  kaar 
vazhiyaaka  / marapu  vazhiyaaka-  vantha soththu – inherited  property ;  marapu  
vazhi-  hereditary;  soththu- property.   

relictus has the composition- Ra- la- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
pirantha naal  muthalaaka vantha ondru -  kurai paadu [  missing letter-  pa -] -   defect
present  from  birth ;  pirantha naal-  birth day;  vantha ondru -  the one that  came. 

relictus has the composition- Ra- la- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
praarampariyamaaka  vantha   kudampa  sothu  paththu / panam kaasu / nakai / nun 
sei , pun sei  nilam pulam / kaadu  karai/ kaani / thottam / veedu / vaasal /arivu 
[  missing letter- pa-] ; inherited family  property ;  paarampariyamaaka- inherited  ;  
soththu  paththu-  property;  panam kaasu-  money;   kaadu  karai -  land ;  kaani-  
farm land;  thottam-  garden;  veedu-  house;  arivu-  knowledge. 

relictus has the composition- Ra- la- ka- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
muthtaathaiyar / muppaattanaar undaakiya,  thaththa paatti  anupaviththu  vantha   
vazhi vazhiyaaka / kaalam kaalamaaka   vantha  petrorkal  enakku  aliththa / 
vazhankiya  kudampa  sothu paththu / nilam pulam [  missing letter-pa-] - the 
inherited  family  property  from my  parents  made by  my  great grand father and 
manitained by my  grand parents ;  muthathaiyar - ancestors;  muppaattanaar-  great 
grand father;   undaakiya- made;  thaththa -  grand father; paatti-  grandma;  
anupavaththu-  enjoyed;   kaalam kaalamaaka -  aal along ;  petrorkal-  parents;  
enakku-  to me;  vazhankiya-  given;  kudampam-  family ;  soththu paththu- property; 
nilam pulam -  farm land. 

inherit[E]   has the composition- an- ka -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is 
paarampariyamaaka  vantha  kudampa soththu paththu[  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-]
-  inherited family  property ; parampariyamaak vantha-  inherited; kudampam-  
family; soththu  paththu-  property  .

inherit[E]  has the composition- an- ka -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is 
muththathaiyaridam irunthu  vantha  kudampa  sothu  pathtu/ kuraipaadu  [ missing  
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letters-  pa- and- sa-] -   the property / defect  came from ancestors;   muththathaiyar- 
ancestors;  vantha- came;  kudampam-  family ;  soththu paththu-  property ;  kurai 
paadu- defect. 0
relinquo  has the composition -Ra- la- an- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  ondrai 
vazhanka  [ missing letter-  the -] -  to  offer one . 

relinquo  has the composition -Ra- la- an- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  ondrai 
vittu vilaku[  missing letter-  the-]-  to leave  something ;  ondru-  one / something;  
vittu  vilaku-  to leave.  

reliquum : remainder, what is left, leavings. 

relinqum has the composition- Ra -la- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is  
michchcam   ulla  porulkal  [ missing letters-  sa- and- pa-] - left over items;  michcham 
- remaining;  porulkal-  items;  selavu  poka  michcham  kaiyil  pakki  ulla panam kaasu 
-  the money  left over in the hands  after  the expenditures ;    selavu- expense;  kayil -
in the hands;  paakki-  balance;   panam kaasu-  money.  

leave[E]  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  akala -  to leave.

leave[E]  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   vilakau- leave. 

leave[E]  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   olika- leave.

leave[E]  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   pakal-[ missing 
leter- pa-]- to leave.

leave[E]  has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   oval- leave. 

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is   
thavaththal / akaluthal/ vilkathal  -  to leave. 
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to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is   
thuvarthal- to leave .

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is   
nazhuvuthal-  to leave .

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is  olithal-  
to leave  .

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is  
vilakuthal-  to leave .

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is  
poakuthal[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to leave .

to leave[E]  has the composition- the-  la- va -and the meaning of the word is   
ovuthal-  to leave. 

leave[E] has the composition- la- va -and the meaning of the
word is  vaelai  illai-  no  work. 

leaves [E]  has the composition -la- va- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  ilaikal -  
leaves  ; ilai-  leaf ; ilaikal-  leaves. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- pa- and the original Tamil  word is    palaasam  
[  missing  leetr- sa-] -  leaf.  

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  palam- leaf.  

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   thaalam 
[ missing  letter- the -] - leaf .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   ilai- leaf. 
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leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- pa- and theorignal Tamil  word is  vaeppilai – neam 
leaf  .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   panai  olai  -palm
leaf. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   vaazhai  ilai 
[ missing letter- ka-]  –banana leaf. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la-  pa-- and theoriginal Tamil  word is   vaazahi  poovu / 
vaazhi  kulai [ missing letter- ka-]   - banana  flower bunch .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - and theoriginal Tamil  word is   maa ilai-  
mango  leaf. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- -pa-- and the original Tamil  word is   pachchai   ilai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - green leaf. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- pa- and the original Tamil  word is pachchilai 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - herb   .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - and theoriginal Tamil  word is [  ilai  ] thalai  
[ missing  letter- the -] – leaf .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la- -pa- and theoriginal Tamil  word is  ilai poochchi- leaf 
insect ; poochchi- insect; ilai- leaf. 

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la-pa- and theorignal Tamil  word is   paalai - coconut/ 
palmyra  shoot /sprout .

leaf[E]   has the consonants – la-[-pa-] - and theoriginal Tamil  word is   aala  ilai - 
banyan tree leaf .
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leaf[E]  has the consonants – la-[-pa-] - and theoriginal Tamil  word is   palaa  ilai-  jack 
fruit tree  leaf; palaa- jack  fruit tree; iali- leaf.  

leaf[E]  has the consonants – la-[-pa-] - and theoriginal Tamil  word is  malli   ilai- 
coriander  leaf ; coriander- narumanam tharum keerai – sweet smelling leaf  .

leaf[E]  has the consonants – la-[-pa-] - and theorignal Tamil  word is  thae-ilai  /thee  
ilai [ missing  letter-  the -] - tea leaf. 

leaf[E]  has the consonants – la--pa- and the original Tamil  word is   thaazhampu   
madal- [ missing  letter-  the -]. 

leaf[E]  has the consonants – la--pa- and the original Tamil  word is   poo  ithal/ madal 
[ missing  letter-  the -]-  petal .

relucesco : to become bright again. 

relucesco  has the composition- Ra -la- sa-ka-  and the meaning of the word is   
meendum  velichcham/ ozhi   vara [  missing letter- the-]-  light  coming again;  
velichcham-  light ;  meendum-  again; vara-  coming.  

reluctor : to struggle against, resist. 

reliuctor   has the composition -Ra- la- ka- the -Ra- and the meaningof the word is  
vaazhkkaiyil  thunpankalai  kandu  manam  thuvalaamal  avatrai  eththirththu   ethir  
neechchal  poda  katru kolla  vaendum [  missing letters-  sa-and- pa -] -  not  to  
become  dull  while facing difficult  situations of life ,  but  to learn how to  face them 
well  as one  swims  against  the river current ; vaazhkkai-  life;  thunpam-  difficulties;  
manam-  mind;  thuvala- become dull;  ethir neechchal-  swing  against the current;  
katru  kola-  to  learn .
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remaneo : to stay behind, remain, continue. 

remaneo  has the consonants - Ra -ma- an -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thodara  vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the -and- ka-] -  to continue;  thodara-   continue
.

remaneo  has the consonants - Ra -ma- an -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thodarnthu  neediththu   irukka  vaendum  [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] - continue
to exist .

remaneo  has the consonants - Ra -ma- an -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
ankaeyae -  thanki  irukka  vaendum  -  [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -]-  to stay there;
ankae- there; thanki  irukka-  to stay .

rememdium : cure,  remedy, nostrum, medicine. 

rememdium  has the composition -Ra- ma -ma -the- ma- and the meaning of the word
is noei  yaei- kaana  /noei  yaei  kunamaakkum  marunthu  maaththirai [ missing letter-
ka -] -  the medicine to cure the illness;  noei- illness;   kunamaakkum -  curing ;  
marunthu-  drug/syrup ; maaththirai-  pill. 

cure[E] has the composition -ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is noei yaei 
sariyaakka [  missing letter-sa-]-  to make well ;  noei-  illness;  sariyaakka-  to make 
allright .

cure[E] has the composition -ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  noeikkaana    
theerrvu [ missing  letter-  the -]- solution for the illness. 
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cure[E] has the composition -ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  pari kaaram [Skt]
[ missing  letter-  pa-] - cure.

remedy [E] has the composition -Ra -ma- the -and the meaning of the word is   
marunthu  maththirai-  medicine . 

remedy [E] has the composition -Ra -ma- the -and the meaning of the word is 
noeikkaana  kunamaakka  oru  theervu  vendum [  missing letter-  ka-] - needs  some  
solution to cure  the illness; noei- illness;  kunam aakka-  to  cure;  oru-  one;  theervu- 
solution.

medicine [E]  has the composition- ma- the- [-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word 
is noei yaei  theerkka/kunamakka  uthavum  marunthu   [ missing letter- ka -] -  the 
drugs  to cure the illness;  noei- illness;  kunamaakka-  to cure; uthavum-  helping;    
marunthu – drug.    
medicine [E]  has the composition- ma- the- [-sa-] - an -and the meaning of the word 
is  panditham [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   a kind  of medicine .

removeo : to draw back, set aside, take away. 

removeo   has the consonants - Ra -ma- va - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
akatra   vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to be removed .

remuneror : to repay, reward. 

remuneror    has the consonants  -   Ra- ma- an- Ra -Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
kai maarakaa   parisu  / viruthu  ondrai   thara  vaendum - [ missing  letter- ka -the 
-and- pa-] -  to repay  in the form a prize ;   kai maaru-   pay back ;   parisu- prize ;  
viruthu-   award ;   thara- to give . 
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renuntio : to declare, announce, report, give notice. 

renuntio  has the consonants  - Ra- an -an -the -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   anaivarukkum   ariviththida / theriviththida  vaendum [ missing  letter-ka-]   -  
announce  to all;  anaivarukkum- to all;  arivikka- to  announce .

renuo : to deny, refuse, reject. 

renuo  has the composition -Ra- an -va- and the meaning of the word is  marukka  
vaendum[  miisisng letter-  the -]-  to deny . 

rependo : to ransom, pay back, requite. 

rependo  has the composition - Ra -pa- an -the -and the meaning of the word is  
kadanaaka   vaankiya  panaththai  pinnar  thiruppi  adaiththida   vaendum [  missing 
letter-  ka -] - to  repay  the loan ;  kadan- laon;  vaankiya -  got; panam-  money; 
pinnar-  later; thiruppi  adaikka-  to  pay  back .

repens : sudden, unexpected, fresh, recent. 

repens  has the composition- Ra- pa- an- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
puthiya  ondru  [ missing  letter-the- new one;  puthiya-   new/ fresh -;  ondru- one.  
 
repens  has the composition- Ra- pa- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is  yaarum  
ethir  paaratha  vannam  nadantha  ondru [ missing letters-  the- and-  ka-] - it 
happened  un expectedly   ;  ethirpaaratha - un expected;  nadantha  ondru- 
happened one  . 
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repens  has the composition- Ra- [-pa-] - an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thideerena  [  missing leteter- the -] -  suddenly .

sudden [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the -an- and the meaning of the word is   
thidumena -  suddenly. 

sudden [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the -an- and the meaning of the word is  
thideerena [  missing letter-  Ra-]-  sudden .  

sudden [E]  has the composition -sa-the -an- and the meaning of the word is  
sattaendru [  missing letter-  Ra-]- suddenly.  

sudden [E]  has the composition -sa-the -an- and the meaning of the word is  sadaar  
ena-[  missing letter-  Ra-]-   suddenly . 

sudden [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the -an- and the meaning of the word is   
sattena-  suddenly .

sudden [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the -an- and the meaning of the word is   
pettena [Malayalam] [ missing  letter- pa-] – quickly. 
 

repente : suddenly, unexpectedly. 

repente  has the composition  Ra -pa- an -the -and the meaning of the word is ethir 
paaraatha ondru -  unexpected one ;  ethirpaaratha-  unexpected;  ondru-  one.  

repente  has the composition  Ra –[- pa-] - an -the -and the meaning of the word is  
thidirena- suddenly .

repente  has the composition  Ra –[- pa-] - an -the -and the meaning of the word is  
sattu endru  [ missing  letter- sa-] –suddenly .
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repere : to crawl. 

repere  has the composition- Ra- pa- Ra and the meaning of the word is  uoornthu / 
nakarnthu  pokum  oru piraani/ uyir inam  [ missing letters-  the- and-  ka-] - the 
animal  that crawls;  uoornthu  crawling ;   pokum-  going; oru-  one;  piraani- animal;  
uyir inam-  living one  .

*****reperio : to get again, find, ascertain, discover, invent. 

reperio  has the composition-Ra -pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  thirumpa  
peranum  -  to get back ;  thirumpa- again;  pera-  to get. 

reperio  has the composition-Ra -pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  yaarum  
kandu / kaettu  ariyaatha  ondrai  kandu   pidikka avendum[  missing letters- ka - and- 
the -  ]- to discover one that  was not seen or heard  by  any one  ;  yaarum-  any  pne; 
kandu- seen;   kaettu -  heard;  ariyaatha-  un known;  ondru- one;  kandu  pidikka-  to  
discover. 

get[E] has the composition- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   vaankidu /  
vaanka vaendum -  to get. 

get[E] has the composition- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   kitti/ kidai- get. 

find[ E]  has the composition -pa- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  kandu 
pidiththida vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] -  to  find .

repeto : to seek again, ask back. 
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repeto  has the composition- Ra- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  thirumpa 
oru murai   thaedi paaru-  to search  again ;  thirumpa-  again;  oru murai-  once;  
thaedu -  search .

repeto : to return to, begin again, deduce, recall, recollect. 

repeto has the composition- Ra- pa -the -  and  the meaning of the  word is  thirumpi  
vaa/vara vaendum  [  missing letter-  ka -] - come back;  thirumpi- turning   back;   vaa- 
come .

repeto has the composition- Ra- pa -the -  and  the meaning of the  word is  meendum
aarampikka/ thuvanka   vaendum[  missing letter- ka-]- to begin again;  meendum-  
again;  aarampikka-  to begin  

repeto has the composition- Ra- pa -the -  and  the meaning of the  word is   ninaivu 
paduththi  paarkka [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to recollect ;  ninaivu- memory . 

begin[E] has the composition -pa -ka- an -and the meaning of the word is  
aarampikkanum   [  missing letter- Ra-] - to  begin;  aarampikka avendum[ missing 
letters-  Ra- and- ka -]- to begin  . 

begin[E] has the composition -pa -ka- an -and the meaning of the word is unarnthida 
paaru [  missing letters-  the- and-  Ra-] -  to realize .

repleo : to replenish, fill up, fill up again, fill, satisfy. 

repleo  has the composition- Ra- pa- la -and the meaning  of the word is  thirupthi  
aliththathu [ missing letter-  the -]- satisfied.
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 satisfy [E]  has the composition -sa- the- pa -and the meaning of the word is  
thirupthi[Skt]   seithidu [ missing letter- Ra-] - to  satisfy .

satisfy [E]  has the composition -sa- the- [-pa -] -and the meaning of the word is  
manathai  thaniya  seithidu – satisfy. 

repletus : filled, full. 

repletus  has the composition -Ra- pa- la - the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
paalai  puttiyil  nirappu - to  fill  the bottle with milk;  paal- milk;  putti-  bottle;   
nirappu-  to fill .

repletus  has the composition -Ra- pa- la - the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
pulichcha  thayirai   paaththiraththil  nirappu- to  fill the vessel  with curd; pulichcha 
thayir- curd;  paaththiram-  vessel; nirappu-  fill. 

repo repsi reptum : to creep, crawl. 

reptum  has the composition- Ra- pa- the -ma-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
uoornthu  poka  vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] - to  crawl ;  uoornthu - to  crawl .

creep[E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  uoornthu  
poka   vendum- [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to  crawl ;  uoornthu-  to crawl . 

repono : to deposit, lay up, store / requite.

repono  has the composition -Ra- pa -an  - and the meaning of the word is 
panaththai / kaasai  saerththu  vaiththida avendum [  missing letters-  sa -  the -  and-  
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ka -] -  to accumulate money ;  panam  / kaasu-  money; saerththu  vaikka-  to  
accumulate. 

reprehendo : to blame, reprove, refute, hold back, check, catch. 

reprehendo  has the composition- Ra- pa- Ra-  ka -an- the- and the meaning of the 
word is pirarai   kaaranam indri  yo/ kaaranaththodo /  kurai   koora  -  to  blame 
someone with or    without any reason ;  pirar-  others;  kaaranm indri-  without 
reason;  kaaram-  reason;  kurai  koora-  to  blame. 

repugno : to fight against, oppose, resist / be incompatible with.

 repugno  has the composition -Ra -pa -ka- an -  and the meaning of  the word is  
ethirththu  poraada vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to  fight against ; ethirkka-   
oppose;  poaraada-  to fight . 

repugno  has the composition -Ra -pa -ka- an -  and the meaning of  the word is   
erandum ondrukkondru  oththu pokaathu[  missing letter-  the -]  -  the two  are 
incompatible  with each  other;  erandu-  two ;  ondrukkondru- each  other; oththu  
pokaathu- incompatible. 

fight [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  poraada 
avendum[  missing letter-  Ra-] -  to fight ; eththirththu  poraada vaendum[  missing 
letter-  Ra-] - to  fight against. 

fight [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  sandai  
poda vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] –to fight .

fight [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kadi  pidi- 
fight. 
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fight [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is adi thadi   
poduka-  fight. 

fight [E]  has the composition- pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is padai 
edukka-  to invade .

fight [E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  
saaduka-[ missing  letter- sa-]- fight .

requiesco requievi requietum : to rest. 

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  uyirai  vida  vaendum - to die ;  uyir-  life/ spirit . 

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is    eranthu  vida / erakka  / marikka  vaendum -  to die;  erakka- to die 

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   niranthara  oaivu  edukka  vaendum - to take permanant rest ; 
nirantharam -  permanent;   oaivu- rest ;  edukka-  take .
 
requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   is  urankida  vaendum-  to sleep ;  urankida- to sleep .

 requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  iyakkam indri - inactivity .

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   manathu   amaithiyaka  irukka  vaendum-    to be quiet   ;  manathu-  
mind;   amaithi-  quietness ;  irukka-  to be  .
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requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   kalaippu  theera    oaivu  edukka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- la-] - take rest 
to relieve  tiredness  ;  kalaippu-  tiredness;  oaivu- rest  . 

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  aduththavarai  sarnthu  irukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  sa-]-  to rest/ 
dependent on others. 

. requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is    iraivan   adi  saernthida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  sa-] -  to reach the 
feet of god; iraivan-  god;  adi- foot;    saernthida -  to join .

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning   is  veedu  paeru  adainthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to  reach  
heaven;  veedu  paeru  .

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning   is  iruthi  payanaththirukku  thayaraaka   vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
to be ready  for the final  travel ;  iruthi -final; payanam-  travel ; thayaar- ready .
requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is   sorkkaththai [Skt]   adainthida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to reach
heaven ;  sorkkam- heaven.
 
requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is   narakaththai   adainthida  vaendum [ antonym]  -  to go to hell;  
narakam-  hell;  adainthida- to reach/ to have.
  
requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is  iruthi  urakkm-  final / last  sleep ;  iruthi- final ;  urakkm- sleep. 

requietum  has the consonants-   Ra- ka -the -ma  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   is vidu murai  edukka    vaendum- in   need of holday   ;  vidu murai-  leave. 
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requiro : to ask for, look for, demand, desire, miss.
 
requiro   has the composition -Ra- ka- Ra-   and the meaning of the word is 
ethaiyaavathu  ondrai  kaetka [ missing letter- the-]  -  to  ask something ;  
ethaiyaavathu- something;  ondru- one;  kaetka-  to  ask. 

requiro   has the composition -Ra- ka- Ra-   and the meaning of the word is 
ethaiyaavathu  ondrai  thavra vida [  missing letter- the-] -  to miss  something ; 
ethaiyaavathu- something;  ondru- one;  thavara vidu-  to miss. 

res rei : thing, matter, business, affair. 

res has the composition -Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  karu / 
karuththu  /kaaraniyam [  missing letter- ka-] -  matter/issue .

res has the composition -Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  oru porul 
[  missing letters- pa- and -la-] -an object; oru  saamaan-  an object .   

res has the composition -Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
viyaapaaram[  missing letters- pa- and -ka -] - trade . 

res has the composition -Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
varththakam[  missing letters- the-  and -ka -]- trade. 

res has the composition -Ra-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   uravu [  missing 
letter- ka-] - relationship. 

res publica : commonwealth, state, republic, public business. 
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respublica has the composition- Ra- sa-  [- pa-] – [- pa -] -la- ka-  and the meaning of 
the word is  makkal  aatchchi  murai [ missing  letter-  the -] – democracy .

respublica has the composition Ra- sa-  pa- pa -la- ka-  and the meaning of the word is 
kudi  makkalaal / saamaanya  makkalaala   thaethal / kuda olai  moolam  tharenthu  
eduka patta   paaralumandra  urippanaikalai  kondu  aalapaadum   kudi  arsu  kolkai 
kalai    kadaipidikkum    thun aatchchi  / suya aatchchi   athikaaram  petra  oru  naadu -
an independent  democratic  country  ruled by  peoples’  elected representatives  of 
the parliament ;   kudi makkl-  citizens;  saamaanya maakkal-  ordinary  people;   
thaernthu-  elected ;  thaerthal-  election;  kuda volai -  ballot papper of palm leaves  
in pots ;  uruppinarkal- members ;  aala- to rule;   kudi arasu-  democratic ;  kolkai kal-  
principles;  kadipiduikkum- following ;  suya aatchchi-  self ruled  ;  thun aatchchi-  
independently  ruled  ;  athikaaram-  power;  oru- one; naadu-  state. 

                              English -   to make effort 

to make effort [E] has the consonants -  the –ma  -ka –pa-  pa Ra -the - and the  
interpretation of the word is   arum  paadu pada vaendum ;  arum paadu pattu  
muyarchchikka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  sa-]  -  to make  hell of an effort .

to make effort [E] has the consonants -  the –ma  -ka –[-pa-]-  pa -Ra -the - and the  
interpretation of the word is  kaja  karnam[Skt ]  poada  vaendum- to make 
effort[ like the elephant  making a somersault]  . 

resisto : to resist, make a stand, oppose. 

resisto has the composition- Ra-[-sa-] -[-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   
konda nilai yil / kolkaiyil    irunthu  maaraathiru/ uruthiyaaka iru  [ missing letters-  ka- 
and- la-] -do not change your position/stand;  konda nilai-  position; kolkai-  principle; 
maarathu  iru-  do not change; uruthiyaaka iru-  be firm . 
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resisto has the composition- Ra-[-sa-] -[-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   
ethirththida  -  to oppose. 

resisto has the composition- Ra-[-sa-] -[-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
yaetridaathu iru  -  donot accept .

resisto has the composition- Ra-[-sa-] -[-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   
maruththidu -  refuse. 

resisto has the composition- Ra-[-sa-] -[-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   
uruthiyudan iru -  be firm. 

resist[E]  has the composition- Ra- [-sa-] -[-sa-] -the - and the meaning  of  the word is 
ethirththidu- to  oppose .

stand[E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
thandam  /thandu- stand .

stand[E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
konda  kolkai yil  uruthiyodu  irukka / maaraathu  irukka [  missing letters-Ra-  ka- and 
-la -] -  firm on your stand ;  kolkai -  principle;  uruthi- firm . 

stand[E]  has the composition- sa- the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
kadaiyir   vakai  vakaiyaana   saamankalai/ porutkalai [  kaai kari/ pazham]  elithaaka  
kaana/   kandu  porukka/ vaanka / virkka   vaikka  pattulla   pala  sarakku  adukku  
maedai [  missing letters-  pa -Ra - ka -and -la -] ; multi level stand for keeping objects 
in the stall;  kadai-  stall;  saamaan-  things;  porutkal-  things;   elithaaka-  easily . 
kaana -  to see;  porukka-  to  take;   vaanka-  to  buy;  virkka-  to  sell  ;  vaikka-  to 
keep;  pala sarakku- multiple  objects;  adukku maedai-  multi  level  stand .

stand[E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
nindridu  [  missing letter- Ra-]- to stand.  
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stand[E]  has the composition-sa-  the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
ovvoruvarum avar thum sontha kaalil  nirkka   muyarchchika  vaendum [  missing 
letters-  Ra- and- ka and- la -] - every one should try  to  stand on his  own legs; 
ovvoruvarum-  each one; sontha -  own ;  kaal- legs;  nirkka-  to  stand;  muyarchchikka
-   try .   

stand[E]  has the composition-sa-  the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
vaadakai   vandikal  nirkkum idam[  missing letters- ka- Ra- and- la-]  -taxi  stand;  
vaadakai  vandi-  taxi ;  nirkkum idam-  stand. 

stand[E]  has the composition-sa-  the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
saatchchi  koondu [ missing letter- ka -]-  witness stand ; saatchchi-  witness;  koondu-  
stand. 

stand[E]  has the composition-[-sa-] -  the -an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
naadaka  maedai -   drama  stage ;  naadakam- drama;  maedai- stage . 

make[E]  has the composition - ma- ka -and the meaning of the word is  undaakka 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -  to make. 

respicio : to look back, provide for, respect, have regard for. 

respicio  has the composition -Ra-[-sa-] - pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is 
thirumpi  paarkka  [seiya]   vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to look back;  thirumpi- 
turn back;  paarkka-  to  see. 

respicio  has the composition -Ra-[-sa-] - pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is 
periyorukku  uriya  mariyaathai  kodukka vaendum [ missing letter-  the -]-give respect 
to  elders;  periyor- elders;  mariyaathai-  respect;  kodukka-  to give. 

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra -[-sa-] -pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the 
word is  periyorukku  uriya  mariyaathai  kodukka  [ seiya ] vaendum -  to  give due 
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respect  to  elders;  periyor-  elders; uriya-  due;  mariyaathai-  respect;  kodukka-  to  
give. 

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra -[-sa-] -pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the 
word is  mathippu uravu kodukka vaendum   – respect. 

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra -sa-pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sirappikka  vaendum -  respect. 

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra -sa-pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sirappaana  vara -vaerpu  thara  -  respect/ welcome .

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra -sa-pa- ka- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sirappaana    upasarippu  tharuka-  respect / hospitality .

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra –[-sa-]-[-pa-]- ka- the -  and the meaning of the 
word is   vanankuthar -  to give respect/ worship/ bow  /salute .

respect [E]  has the composition-  Ra –[-sa-]-pa-ka- the -  and the meaning of the word
is  kai kooppi   kumpiduthar   - to give respect/ worship/ bow  /salute .

respondeo respondi responsum : to answer, reply, respond. 

respondeo   has the composition- Ra -sa-pa- an-  the - and the meaning of the word is 
sariyaana  vidai  koorida / pakarnthida   vandum[  missing letter- ka -] - tell the correct 
answer;  sariyaana -  correct;  vidai-  answer;  koorida-  to  tell; pakarnthida- to tell.

respondeo   has the composition- Ra -sa-pa- an-  the - and the meaning of the word is 
koodiya  viraivil  arasidum irunthu vantha  kadiththathirkku  sariyaana   pathil  
aliththidu/kooridu [  missing letters-  ka -and- la-] - give the right reply  as early  as 
possible  to the letter  received from the  government ;  koodiya viraivil-  as soon as 
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possible;  sariyaana -  right  ;  pathil -  reply ;  arasu - government ;  vantha-  came;  
kadithtam-  letter;   kooridu-  tell. 

reply[E]   has the consonants-  Ra – [-pa-]  -la -and theorignal Tamil  word is    maru 
mozhi   ali - reply ; ali –give. 

reply[E]   has the consonants-  Ra – [-pa-]  -la -and theorignal Tamil  word is    maru sol 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- reply .

to reply[E]   has the consonants-the-   Ra – pa- la -and theorignal Tamil  word is  maru 
padi  ali -  reply .

 to reply[E]   has the consonants- the-  Ra – pa- la -and theorignal Tamil  word is  
thiruppi   pathil   ali --  reply back. 

to reply[E]   has the consonants- the-  Ra – pa- la -and theorignal Tamil  word is  pathil 
kooruka [ missing  letter- ka-] - answer.  

restituo : restore, put back, replace, reinstate, repair. 
 
restituo   has the consonants - Ra -sa- the- the-  and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is  sari  seithidu - make it right .

restituo   has the consonants - Ra -[ -sa-] - the- the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   ondrukku   maatraaka   matra - ondrai  / maatraaka /   vaikka  / kodukka [
missing  letter- ka-]-  giving  one  for the other as a substitute  ;  ondrukku-  for one  ;   
matra ondru -  other one ;  maatraaka-  substitute/ alternative ;   kodukka-  to give.

restituo   has the consonants - Ra -[ -sa-] - the- the-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   meendum  niruvidu [ missing  letter- ka-] - reconstruct .
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resumo (resumpsi, resumptum) : to renew, repeat, resume. 

resumo   has the composition- Ra -sa- ma - and the meaning of the word is  meendum
orumurai   seithida  vaendum [  missing letters-ka- and- the -]  -  to do again  ;  
meendum-  again;  oru murai- once  more ;  seithidu –do .

resumo   has the composition- Ra –[- sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word is  
meeendum  thodarnthida / thuvankida  vaendum[ missing  letters- ka -and -the -]-  
start  again ;  meendum –again; thuvanku- start. 

retineo : to hold back, restrain, detain, keep, maintain. 

retineo  has the composition- Ra- the- an - and the meaning of the word is  
vaiththirukka vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] -  to keep.
 
retineo  has the composition- Ra- the- an - and the meaning of the word is  
paramariththida  vaedum [  missing letters-  pa- and -ka -] -  to maintain;  
paramariththida ppu-  to maintain .

retineo  has the composition- Ra- the- an - and the meaning of the word is  adakki  
vaiththirukka vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] -  to control;  adakku-  to  control. 

 retribuo : to give again, give as due. 

retribuo  has the composition - Ra -the -Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  
ondrai  panam  tharaathu   pera - getting one dew  ;  ondru- one;  pera-  to  get;  
panam-  money  ; tharaathu-  not giving . 

due[E]  has the consonants – the- and the original Tamil  word is  patru [ missing  
letters- pa -and- Ra -]  – due. 
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due[E]  has the consonants – the- and the original Tamil  word is  vaaitha-  [ missing  
letter-  ka-]- due. 

due[E]  has the consonants – the- and the original Tamil  word is  thavanai  [ missing  
letter-  ka-]- -  due. 

due[E]  has the consonants – the- and the original Tamil  word is  maasa   santhaa[ Skt]
[ missing  letter-  sa-]-monthly due .

reus : defendant, accused, answerable, bound. 

reus    has the composition -Ra- sa- and the meaningof the word is  kutram  
sumaththa  patta [  missing letters - pa- and the -] -  accused. 

 reverto : to go back, return, revert.
 
reverto  has the composition -Ra- va -Ra- the  -and the meaningof the word is  
thirumpi  vara  vaendum[  missing letter-  pa -]- to come back ; thirumpidu-  return. 

 revoco : to call back, recover, refer, revoke. 

revoco  has the  composition- Ra- va- ka-and the mening of the word is   kunamaaki 
vara -  getting well .

back [E]  has the composition -pa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   piraku 
[  missing letter- Ra-]  -  later;  poraku-  back  side.  
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revolvo : to unroll a book, go over again, repeat. 

revolvo  has the composition- Ra -va- la- va -  and the meaning of the word is  nolai  
viriththu  vaiththida   vaendum [  missing letters-  the -and- Ra-] - unroll the book ;  
viriththu  vaikka-  to  spread out  ; nool-  book. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word- nsw- king .

nsw  has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] -va- and the original Tamil  word is  mannavan-  
king. 

nsw  has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] -va- and the original Tamil  word is  koa makan – 
duke .

rex rgis : king. 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
iraivan-  god .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
irai makan – king .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka - sa--   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
arasa vaakai-  song  praising the king. 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka – [-sa-] --   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kurumpan [ missing  letter- pa-]- petty chieftain. 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka - sa--   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
arasa vaariyan – good horse rider.
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rex   has the composition- Ra- ka - sa--   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
saekaran -  sun / title name  for  Chera  kings of Kerala .  

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kottravan   [ missing  letter-  the -] - king .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
maravar/ veerar[Skt]  - fighters. 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kalamar[ missing letter- la-]   – soldiers  .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -- sa-  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
arasu / arasan /raasa [Skt]  irukkai – throne ;  arasan-  king; irukkai- seat.  

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
araakan-  king.  

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
arakkan- king.  

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
eraakkini- queen . 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is  
arakki- queen. 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -[- sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is   
maravan/  maa -veeran[Skt] -  soldier/  hero / courgeuous one .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -sa -   and the meaning of the word is  maka  [Skt ] 
raasan -  emperor  . 
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rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -sa -   and the meaning of the word is  Murugan/ 
Murukaesan- Dravidian  sun god/Sumerian Marduk . 

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -sa -   and the meaning of the word is   izha varasan [ 
missing letter-  zha-] -  prince .

rex   has the composition- Ra- ka -sa -   and the meaning of the word is   sakkiri- king. 

king [E] has the consonants  - ka -an –ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ko- 
makan-   lord.   

king [E] has the consonants  - ka -an –ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
koavan – king. 

king [E] has the consonants  - ka -an –ka- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kanankan - king. 

prince[E]  has the consonants - pa -Ra-  an- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  poru
nun- king/ soldier/ chief of army  / actor. 

prince[E]  has the consonants - pa -Ra-  an- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is   
perum nampi – prince. 

rhetor : rhetorician, teacher of rhetoric.  

rhetor  has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuri  idu  - arignar/  vaaththiyaar  [ missing  letter-  ka -]  - scholar / teacher of  symbols
‘  ; kuriidu-  symbols;  arignar-  scholar;  vaaththiyaar- teacher. 
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rhetoricus : rhetorical. 

rhetoricus   has the consonants - Ra - the- Ra- ka -[-sa-] - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning is    uruvaka paduththi    kooridu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   allegorical . 

rhetoricus   has the consonants - Ra - the- Ra- ka -sa- and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is   nadanthaeriya   unmai  seithiyaei /  ara neri   kathai    vadivamaaka  / 
naadaka  vadivamaaka  / theru   kooththu   vadivamaaka  / uruvakamaaka /   
kooridu /eduththu uraikka    -  to tell the  true incident  in the form of story/drama / 
street play ;  nadanthaeriya  -  the one that has happened;  unmai  seithi-  true news;   
kathai - story ;   vadivam-  form;  nadakam-  drama;    theru kooththu-  street play ;  
uruvakamaaka-  allegorical ;  urikka-  to express.

rhetoricus   has the consonants - Ra - the- Ra- ka -sa- and the original  Tamil word  / 
meaning is   ondrai /  oru karuththai /  oru   ennaththai / oru kot-paattai /   marai  
mukamaakamaakavo / andri / naeridiyaakavo/     unanarththidum  /  therivikkum  / 
uruvaka /  kuri idu  / sankaetha  kuri -idu  -  symbolical ;  ondru- one;  oru- one;  
karuththu-  idea;  ennam-  thought;  kot paadu-  concept;  mari mukamaaka-   in 
directly ;   naeridiyaaka-  directly ;  unarththum-   explaining  ;   uruvakam-  
symbolical / metaphorical ;  kuri idu - symbol . 

 rideo risi risum : to laugh at, laugh. 

risi  has the compostion- Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  siri- laugh .

laugh[E]  has the compostion- la- va -[-pa-]-and the meaning of the word is  waai   
ilikka  -  laugh .

laugh[E]  has the compostion- la- va -[-pa-]-and the meaning of the word is  kekalikka -
to tease. 
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laugh[E]  has the compostion- la- va -[-pa-]-and the meaning of the word is  ullam  
makizhvu  kolla -    happiness .

laugh[E]  has the compostion- la- va -[-pa-] -and the meaning of the word is –
[antonym ]-  azhuka-  to weep. 
rigor : stiffness, hardness, sternness. 

rigor has the composition -Ra- ka- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   udal  kuliraal  
viraikka[  missing letters  la-  the-]- stiffiness of the body  due to cold ; udar-  body ;  
viraikka-  rigid;  kulir- cold . 

       *Remember  ;  when  there is  letter-  sa –in Indo  European   words    consider  
using  the letter –pa -   while interpretating  them  in Tamil ;  vice versa .

ritus : usage, ceremony, rite. 

*ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  poo 
sorinthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -offer flowers .

 ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  archchunai   
seithidu-  to worship  the god enchanting   the  holy  scriptures  .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is   
tharisanam[Skt]   seithidu  -worship  the lord .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  [ -sa-] - -  and the meaning of the word is 
padaiththar [ missing  letter- pa-] - ritual  ‘offer’ .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is eraivanukku / 
aandavanukku  / saamikku[Skt]   padaikka  vaendum – to do ritual offering  to the god;
aandavan –god. 
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ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-] --  and the meaning of the word is   thandam  
iduthar – ritual of  falling  down  repeatedly  before the funeral procession  by the 
sons of the dead until the body  reaches the crimation  ground.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  araathanai  
seithidu-  to worship. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  [-sa-] - -  and the meaning of the word is   
naernthidu -  to take a vow .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is   naechchi  
kadan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to vow which has to be fulfilled. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  poo sorinthu 
poosai seithidu [ missing  letters- pa-]  - to offer flowers to the lord  and to  do the 
prayer .  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  arppanam  
seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  dedicative offering. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  
samarppanam  seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  dedicative offering. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  vaenduthar  
seithidu/ nirai vaetridu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- dedicative offering.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-]- -  and the meaning of the word is  
naernthidu - dedicative offering.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-]- -  and the meaning of the word is  kaanikkai  
tharuka[ missing  letter- ka-]-  dedicative offering.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-]- -  and the meaning of the word is  kaavu  
thara vaendum- [ missing  letter- ka-]-to do  sacrifice. 
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ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  eruthi  
kadan/ eruthi  sadanku /saankiyam  [ missing  letter- ka-]    - death ritual ;  eruthi-  
final/ death;  sadanku- ritual. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is  kaetha 
/thukka   kaariya- sadanku / saankiyam  [ missing  letter- ka-]  – death ritual . 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa- -  and the meaning of the word is   kaadu-aatru 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – post cremation  rites  of  quenching  the fire and collecting the 
bones .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-   and the meaning of the word is   sirovthi [Skt] -
veteran  in vedic rites. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   maalai  
maatru [ missing  letter- la-] – marry / exchange of garlands. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is thiru 
manthiram/ marai  oathi  seithidum thirumana  sadanku [ missing  letter- ka-] - 
marriage rituals.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  muthar eravu 
sadanku/Sankiyam  [missing  letter- ka-]- rituals related to first night. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  saanthi  
mukurththa sadanku  [missing  letter- ka-]- rituals related to first night. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  aruththu  
kattum  sadanku [missing  letter- ka-]-to remove the saced thread- ‘thaali’ - tied by the
dead husband -   and to get remarriedby the widow  with the new thaali . 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  anthiraatti 
-  funeral rites done on  the 31st day of death .
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ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thee 
karumam [ missing  letter- ka-]- funeral rites. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
siraarththam[Skt] - funeral ritual / ceremony of offerings of water , food etc.., to the 
names of the departed. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
atsaraappiyaasam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] – ceremony relating to learning to 
learning alphabet. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kiruththiyam-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  funeral ritual. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  seer sadanku  [
missing  letter- ka-]-  ritual of offering . 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   Kaasi 
yaththirai-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  pilgrimage to Kaasi .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  seer senaththi-
liberal  gifts  to bride/ bride groom by  in -laws. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   maaman  
seitha  seer -  the gifts presented by  maternal uncle  to the bride at the time of 
marriage. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
eranthavarukkaana   karumaathi-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  funeral ritual .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  neer 
kadan- ablation ritual for ancestors. 
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ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  oppaari   
vaiththidum/  paattu  paadum sadanku [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka-]- ritual of 
singing  elegy  songs.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is  Thiru marai  
oathi  poo sorinthidum   munnae  Para saathi  poosaari/ oathuvar /archchakar / 
prokithar / pattar /  thiru neer  poosa  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -] – 
ritual of applying  sacred ash by the priest   before performing  booja.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa--  and the meaning of the word is   
aandavanukku  pottu katti  viduthar [ missing letters- pa- and -ka -]   dedicating  the 
girl to the lord. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is uththira  
kiriyaei[Skt] [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  funeral rites. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa--  and the meaning of the word is  kaathu   
kuththuthum  / kaathir  oathum   sadanku [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  ear piercing 
ceremony .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thiru marai
oathu -   to recite  sacred scriptures. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  peyar  idum  
sadanku[ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa -]  – naming ceremony ; peyar- name.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
tharppai[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]-funeral rites . 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  pithir[Skt]  
kadan [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -]- ritual done to appease ancestors .
 
ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   pooppu  
neeraattu [ missing  letter- pa-] -puberty   ritual .
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ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thiru mana
seer sadanku --[ missing  letter- ka-]-    marriage ritual ;  thirumanam- marriage;  
sadanku- ritual.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the-  sa-  and the meaning of the word is  peyar  
soottum  sadanku --[ missing  letters- pa -and-  ka-]-   naming ceremony ;  peyar- 
name.   

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thiru 
murai  oathum   murai-  ritual of reciting  holy  scriptures;  thiru marai-holy  
scriptures/  Torah ;  oathu –teach.  

rite[E ]  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is   muni  thurai-  
rite .

ritus[E ]  has the consonants – Ra- the –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
aaraththi  edu  - ritual of  welcoming  the  daughter in law with her new born baby  
with turmeric / saffron mixed water.

 ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  Thiru marai  
othi  seiyum  archchanai -  the ritual  prayer done  reciting  religious scriptures ;  
Thirumar
ai- religious scriptures;  oatha-  to  recite; archchanai-  ritual prayer.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  uppu  
eduththar [ missing  letter- pa-]- ceremony  of  carrying salt when proceeding  to fix up
a marriage contract; uppu –salt.  

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  neeraadu  
/thooimai  neeraattu -  ritual bath;  thooimai- purity ;  neeraadu –bath.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  sani  neeradu- 
take oil  bath on Saturdays  .  
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 ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is    
punitha[Skt]   neeraattu  [Mising  letter- pa-]- ritual bath . 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is  kar   
uoondruthar [ missing  letter-  ka-]- -  after cremating  the  body  of the dead ,  
entreating his soul to stay on a stone by  chanting  mantras and satisfy it for ten days. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   kar 
eduththar-  removing the stone on the tenth day of one’s death; kar-  stone;  
eduththar- remove  .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is    thee satti  
yaenthuthar -  carrying  fire pot in hands  .

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is    murai  
seithar -  following  the ritual.

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- [-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   thaarai / 
than-  neerai   vaarththu  koduththar  [ missing  letter- ka-] – giving  away a thig with 
pouring water  on the right hand of the receipient. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  oru  vitha    
samaya  / matha   sadanku[  missing letter- ka-]  - a kind of religious ritual ;  oru vitha- 
a kind of;  samayam / matham- religion ;  sadanku-  ritual. 

ritus has the compostion -Ra -the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  Thamizhil   
thirumarai  othi /  vaetha manthiram[ Skt]/   theivaththirkkaaka    aandavanukka  / 
Sivan[ Siva linkaththirkku ] / Kaali /Palani  Malai  Murugan  kovil   kalil   seiya padum 
[  thiru uruva silaikku  sanththanam  poosi , nakai  alankaaram seithu, pattu  aadai  
uduththi,  maali ittu ]  oru vitha  samya  sadanku/ sirappu  thozhkai / valipaadu / 
araathanai /piraarththanai / archchanai  [ missing letters- ka - la- and pa -] - the 
religious  prayer/ ritual done in  Sivan/ Murugan  temples  reciting  Tamil religious 
scriptures with decoration of the Siva lingam  .  
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funeralE]  has the consonants - pa –an- Ra -la  - and theorignal tamil  word is  pina 
uoorvalam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  dead body procession; pinam- dead body;- uoor 
valam – procession.

rogo eum ut +subjunctive : to ask someone to do something. 

rogoeum ut  has the composition-Ra- ka-ma- and the meaning of the word is  
yaaridamaavathu  uthavi  korida vaendum [  missing letter- the -] - ask  some one for 
help;  uthavi-  help;   korida-  to  ask ;  yaaridamaavathu-  to  some one. 

rogo : to ask, ask for. 

rogo has the composition -Ra -ka- and the meaning of the word is    
visaarikka[  missing letter- sa-] - to inquire / to ask ;  kora-  to  ask .

rogo has the composition -Ra -ka- and the meaning of the word is    koaru/ 
koaruka -  to  ask .

ask [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka-  and the meaning of the word is   vinavuka /   
kaekka  vaenum -  to  ask ;  kaetkka vaenum[  missing letter- the -] -  to  ask. 

                                 English  word –roam.

roam  has the consonants-  Ra-ma -and the original Tamil  word is   sanjaaram [Skt]  [
missing  letter- sa-] – roaming .

to roam has the consonants - the -Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
nadamaatam   seithar [ missing  letter- sa-]- roaming .
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                      English word - room .

room has the consonants - Ra –ma- and the interpretaion of the word is  muri 
[Malayalam] – room 

rostrum : bill of a bird, beak. 

rostrum  has the composition- Ra- sa-the -Ra- ma - and the meaning of the word is   
paravai –yin/ pareethu-  yin    neenda / periya mookku/ naasi  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  
the long / big nose of the bird;   paravai/ pareethu-  bird; neenda- long;  periya- big ; 
mookku- nose/ naasi. 

beak [E]  has the composition -pa- ka -  and the meaningof the word is  paravai - in   
mooku / vaai [ missing letter- Ra-] - the nose or the mouth of the bird;  paravai-  bird;  
mooku-  nose;  vaai-  mouth. 

beak [E]  has the composition –[ -pa-] - ka -  and the meaningof the word is   alaku  
[ missing  letter- la-] – beak .

beak [E]  has the composition –[ -pa-] - ka -  and the meaningof the word is  kili   
mookku-[ missing  letter- la-] - parrot nose; kili- parrot; mookku  nose.  

beak [E]  has the composition –[ -pa-] - ka -  and the meaningof the word is   mookku –
nose. 

 beak [E]  has the composition -pa- ka -  and the meaningof the word is   paravai- in  
alaku/ neelamaana  mooku [ missing letters- Ra- and- la-] -  the beak  of the  bird ;  
paravai-  bird;  alaku/ neelamaana mooku - beak  .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pathaththiri  -bird .
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bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paththiri  -bird. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pareethu -  bird / Parande  [Farsi] . 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paththiri-  bird. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
parunthu –eagle .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
poonai  parunthu – harrier. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
parai  parunthu –pariah  kite. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pappaaththi  parunthu-  Egyptian vulture .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karudan enum oru paravai inam[ missing  letter- ka-]-  kite ;  karuda  paarvai . 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paranthidu –to fly .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
maada pura –blue  rock pigeon. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thavittu pura -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  brown  dove. 
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bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paravai koottam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  group of birds;  paravai- bird;  koottam- 
group .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
padum / reenkaaram idum  paravai[ missing  letter- ka-]-  - humming bird; paadu –sing
.

bird[E] has the composition- pa- -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
rappaadi – nightingale. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
koodu kattum  thookunaank-kuruvi enum  oru paravai  vakai- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  
baya weaver; koodu- nest.   

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
meen koththi paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  king fisher  bird ;  meen- fish. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kowthaari   paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
andak-kaakkai  enum  paravai  vakai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  a kind of  crow .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
aatru kuruvi  enum  paravai  vakai-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  common tern .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaattu vaaththu  paravai-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  -widgeon 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kondai  neer kaakam  enum  paravai  inam  -[ missing  letter- ka-] - shag. 
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bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kattu  kadai  enum  oru paravai inam -[ missing  letter- ka-] – quail/ Indian roller . 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
karum  kaadai  enum oru  paravai inam-[ missing  letter- ka-]  – button quail. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
koattaan  enum  oru paravai inam- [missing  letter- ka-] -curlew. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vaanam paadi   enum oru paravai  inam missing  letter- ka-]  - sky lark .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
veettu  kuruvi- enum paravai  [ missing  letter- ka-]  house   sparrow .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
eru vaai kuruvi   enum paravai vakai- -[ missing  letter- ka-] –hornbil .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
karandi  vaayan  enu  paravai  [ naarai ] vakai [ missing  letter- ka-] –spoon bill. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
vedir poaththu [missing  letter- ka-]-hoatzin. 

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
maadu  pidunki   enum  paravai inam-[missing  letter- ka-]- Asian white backed 
vulture .

bird[E] has the composition- pa -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
andaranda  paravai -[missing  letter- ka-]- – albatros. 

bird[E] has the composition- [- pa-]  -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
andril [ missing  letter- la-] – love bird .
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bird[E] has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pani  paadi  paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]- penguin bird. 

bird[E] has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pattaani  uppu koththi  paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]- - little ringed plover. 

bird[E] has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pon paadi  paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]-goldfinch  bird. 

bird[E] has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kuruttu kokku  enum paravai [ missing  letter- ka-]-Indianpond heron. 

bird[E] has the composition-  pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pansuruttaan [ missing letter – sa-]- a kind of bird.

bird[E] has the composition- [- pa-]- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
narmadam-  a kind of bird/ saathaka paravai .

rota : wheel. 

rota  has  the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  urundai- ball ;  
urundu  oadum ondru -  the one that roles down ;  urundu- to roll over. 

rota  has  the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   vattamaana  
ondru- kathiravan/ nirai mathi   [ missing letter- ka-] - the  one which is rounded ; 
vattam- round; ondru-  one;  kathiravan- sun;  nirai mathi- full moon . 

rota  has  the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   vattaththin  
aaram [ missing  letter- ka-]. 

rota  has  the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   vandi  kaar  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - wheel / leg  of the cart ; vandi- vehicle;  kaar- leg/ wheel .
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rota  has  the composition- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  vandi  kosiram   
sakkaram [Skt]  [ missing letters-  sa- and ka-] -;   kosiram /sakkaram-  circle/ wheel ;   
vandi- cart. 

wheel  [E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is   kaal – 
wheel / leg .

wheel  [E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is  sakadai   kaal 
[ missing  word sakadai ]  -  the legs  /wheel  of the cart  ;  sakadai- vehicle;  kaal- 
leg /wheel .    

wheel  [E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is    uruli  
valayam/ kaal  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – wheel;  urul- roll; valayam- ring; kaal- leg/ 
wheel  .

wheel  [E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is   vandil 
[ missing  letter-  the -]- wheel. 

wheel  [E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is  olukai-  cart.   

rotundus : wheel-shaped, round. 

rotundus  has the composition-Ra- the- an- the- [- sa-] - and the  meaning of the word 
is   vattamaana  ondru [ missing letter- ka -] -  round one;   vattam-  round .

rubor : redness, blush, modesty, shame, disgrace. 
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rubor  hasthe composition -Ra- pa -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   eri niram;  
eriyum  neruupin  niram -  the  color of the  burning   fire ; neruppu-  fire;  niram-  
color;  eriyum-  burning.  

redness has the composition  -Ra -the- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
sivantha  niram [  missing letter-  ka-]  -red color

redness has the composition  -Ra -the- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
raththaththin   niram.. / kuruthiyin  vannam[  missing letter-  ka-] -  the color of the 
blood; raththam-  blood;  kuruthi- blood;  niram- color;  vannam-  color. 

redness has the composition  -Ra -the- an- sa- and the meaning of the word is  eriyum 
neruppoda  vannam  sivappu[ missing letters- ka-  and- pa -] -  the color of the burning
fire is red. 

blush[E]  has the consonants – pa- la -sa –and the original tamil word / meaning is  
naanththinaal  kannam  sivaththal [ missing  letters- the -and -ka -] – become red in 
the face;   naanam- shame; kannam –cheek;  sivaththal- becoming red. 

rudimentum : trial, attempt, essay. 

rudimentum  hs the composition-  Ra-the-  ma- an- the -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  muyarchchithida vaendum[  missing letter- sa-] -  should make an attempt/ 
shoud try ;  muyarchchi-  attempet .

rudimentum  hs the composition-  Ra-the-  ma- an- the -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is   muyarchchi thiru vinai aakkidum [  missing letters-  sa -and-  ka -] - good 
attempt  will fetchu you good result .

rudimentum  hs the composition-  Ra-the-  ma- an- the -ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  mika sirantha  kavithai -yo   , kathai  - yo ,  katturai  yo   varainthu   thara 
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vaendum [ missing letters-  sa- and- ka -] -  write  a story or poem or essay ;  kavithai- 
poem;  kathai-  story;  katturai-  essay.  

rumor : rumor, gossip. 

rumor  has the composition- Ra- ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  poiyaana   
seithi  yaei  parappum  oru  murai [missing letters-  pa- sa-and- the-]  - a method  to 
spread a wrong  news  ; poiyaana seithi-  false news;  parappum  murai-  a method to  
spread. 

gossip[E]  has the composition- ka- sa- pa-  and the meaning of the word is kisu 
kisuppu/kisu kisukka -  gossip . 

gossip[E]  has the composition- ka- sa- pa-  and the meaning of the word is   veen 
paechchu -  unwanted talk. 

gossip[E]  has the composition- ka- sa- pa-  and the meaning of the word is   kasa 
musa  paechchu -  something  fishy [talk]  .

ruo rui rutum : to rush, fall, be ruined. 

rutum has the composition- Ra- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is  thidu  thidu 
vena  virainthu  odi  vara  vaendum [  missing letter- ka-] – to  rush ;  odi vara-  rush  ; 
thidu  thidu  vena-  adj - for rushing ;  virainthidu –rush .

rutum has the composition- Ra- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is kattiya  
veettai   idiththu tharai mattamaakka vaendum[  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  destroy  the
house ;  kattiya -  built;  veedu-  house;  tharai  mattamaakka-  to  make it  to the 
ground level ;  idiththu-  to  destruct . 
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rursus : on the other hand, in return, back, again. 

rursus  has the composition -Ra-Ra –[- sa-]  -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
meendum oru murai-[ missing  letter- the -]-   once more;  meendum –again;  oru 
murai- one time.  

rursus  has the composition -Ra-Ra –[- sa -] -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
aatharavu [  thara - to back ;  aatharavu –support ; thara- give. 

rus ruris : the country, countryside, rural area. 

ruris  has the composition- Ra- Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor puram 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - village side;  uoor- village;  puram- side.   

ruris  has the composition- Ra- Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  naattu  
puram [ missing  letter- the -] -  village side .

ruris  has the composition- Ra- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kirama[Skt]   puram [  missing letters-  ka -and- pa-] -  country  side .

rural  [E ] has the consonants-  Ra- Ra- la -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  
naattu  pura/ kiraama [Skt]  pura   makkalukku uriya  [ missing  letters- the- pa- and -ka
-] - pertaing to country life ;  naattu puram- country  side  ;  maakkal- people.

rusticus : rustic, rural / peasant.

rusticus has the composition- Ra –[- sa-] - the- ka- [- sa-] - and theoriginal Tamil word/ 
meaning   nattu puraththavan-  village man ;  naattu puram- village. 
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rusticus has the composition- Ra –[- sa-] - the- ka- sa- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiramaththan[Skt]  - man from village; kiraama[Skt]  puram  [ missing 
letter-  pa -] -village side;  kiraamam[Skt]  /uoorakam [Tamil] -  village;  puram-  side. 

rusticus has the composition- Ra -sa- the- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
sirithu  kooda  naakarikam / panpaadu  indri [ missing  letter- pa-] - uncivilized ;  
naakarikam-  civilization;  panpaadu- culture;  indri-  without.  

 rusticus has the composition- Ra -[-sa-] - the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word
is   karadu  muradaana-  coarse .

rusticus has the composition- Ra -[-sa-] - the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  aadu   maadu  maekiravan - shepherd; aadu maadu-  cattle . 

rusticus has the composition- Ra -sa-  the- ka- -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kodai kaalaththil   aadu maadu  maeiththum , mazhi kaalaththil   vivasaayam  seithum 
kiramaththil   kudisai  veettil  vaazhkkai / jeevitham  nadaththukiravar [  missing letter-
zha -]  village man living in a hut  , doing  farming  in rainy  season  and grazing  
livestock in summer ;kodai kaalam-  summer time;  aadu maadu-  cattle; mazhai 
kaalam-  rainy  seson;  vivasaayam- agriculture;  kiraamam-  village;  kudisai  veedu-  
hut;  vaazhkkai-  life; nadaththikiravar-  one who leads. 

rustic  [E]   has the consonats - Ra -sa-the- ka - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   naattu   puraththai  saerthavan    -  one from village.

rustic [E]  has the consonats - Ra -[- sa-] -the- ka - and the other interpretation  is  
kiramaththan -  village man .
 
rustic [E]  has the consonats - Ra -[- sa-] -the- ka - and the other interpretation  is  
karkkaathavan-  illiterate . 

rustic [E]  has the consonats - Ra -[- sa-] -the- ka - and the other interpretation  is  
kaatu miraandi -  barbarian .
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S.

                       A short  list of Sanskrit  words.

                      Sanskrit word  upakasitham [laugh] 

upa kasitham  [ laugh]   has the consonants  -pa –ka- [-sa-] - the -ma – and the 
original Tamil  word is  pun-nakaikka /nakaikka  vaendum   - to smile. 

upa kasitham  [ laugh]   has the consonants  -pa –ka- [-sa-] - the -ma – and the 
original  Tamil  word is  sirikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -] to laugh. 

                    Sanskrit word- upakaranam [ apparatus] .

upa karanam  [instrument /apparatus]  has the consonants- pa –ka- Ra-an -ma - and 
the original Tamil  word / meaning is  seiyim  panikkaana  karuvi [ missing  letter –
sa-] -  the instrument  for the wok to be done. 

                 Sanskrit word  Upakatha  [disease] .

pakaatha  [disease]  has the consonants-  -pa- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    noei vaai pattu -  diseased.  

upakaatha  [disease]   has the consonants-  -pa- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pini undaaki / pini kandu -  diseased. 
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        Sanskrit word - upakiramanikai[ author’s preface] .

 upakiramanikai  [ introduction in a book by the author ] has the  consonants -pa –
ka- Ra -ma –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  noor aakiyorin / 
noor aakkiyonin muka urai / paayiram   -pakkam -   page for the  book author’s 
preface .

                      Sanskrit word  upakirutham [ help] .

 upakirutham [ help]   has the consonants – pa- ka- Ra -the -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word is  and the original tamil  word is  uthavai purinthida  vaendum- to help .

                  Sanskrit  word  upakookana  [wonder] 

upakookana [  wonder ]  has the consonants  -pa –ka-  an – and the original Tamil  
word is  viyappaana -  wonder. 

    
               Sanskrit word  upasanthana [  to shoot].
 
upasanthana [ to string / to shoot ]  has the consonants-   [-pa-]- sa- an- the- an-  
and the original Tamil  word / meaning is maanai  suda vaendum[ missing  letter-  
ka-] - to shoot the deer ; maan –deer; sudu –shoot.

upasanthana [ to string / to shoot ]  has the consonants- -pa- [-sa-]- an- the- an-  and
the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is kattu maan meethu  ampai  eithida  
vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]   -to shoot the arrow on the wild deer. 
 
upasamantha [ the cow which is killed in yaga]  has the consonants- pa -sa –ma- an 
–the-   and the  original Tamil  word  is   pasu maattu uoon -  the meat of the cow ; 
pasu maadu- cow;  uoon-  meat. 
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          Sanskrit word  upasiruttam [ sexual intercourse] .

upa siruttam [ sexual intercourse]  has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-] -Ra -the –ma-  and 
the original Tamil  word is  punarnthida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -have sexual
intercourse.

                Sanskrit word  -  upa siruththiyathi thaevathai.

 upa siruththiyathi thaevathai [ goddess of learning]   has the consonants - pa –sa- 
Ra- the- the- the –va- the -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is nandraaka  
padikka/ karka/ varainthida  / keerida   Paechchi  ammai   thaeivaththai  / karu 
maarai annai  yaei /Naavukkarasi yaei / Mari Ammanani  Sarasvathi-[Skt] yaei   en 
-naeramum  poatri  vannkida vaendum – to study  well one shoud worship the  
goddess Paechchi ammai  /Karumaari annai /Maari Amman / Naau-k-karasi / 
Sarasvathi .

               Sanskrit word upatheesan [cheat] 

upatheesan [cheat]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the –[-sa-] -an – and the original 
Tamil  word is  eththan- cheat .
 

            Sanskrit word- upatharisakan[ temple door keepers] .

 upatharisakan [ sentries near the temple gates ]  has the consonants – pa- the- Ra 
-sa –ka- an-   and the original Tamil  word is Sivan /Thirumurugan  kovir vaayir   
kaappavan – the door keepers of the Siva/Murugan  temple .
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                      Sanskrit word-  upasirutham  

upasirutham [ the thing that is approved]   has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- Ra –the- 
ma  -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  opputhar  thara  vaendum/ yaerkka  
pada vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  has to be approved .

                Sanskrit word - upathaesam [ preaching] .

 upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- sa -ma – and the original  
Tamil  word is  oathida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to teach [ religious]  .

upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- sa -ma – and the original  
Tamil  word is  paeida vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to speak .

upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- [-sa-] -ma – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  puththi mathi  - advice . 

upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- [-sa-] -ma – and the other 
interpretation  of the word / meaning is   poathikka  vaendum  / poathanai  seithida 
vaendum  -to preach .

upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- sa--ma – and the other 
interpretation  of the word/ meaning  is    sapatham[Skt]  edukka  vaendum/ otta  
vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]   - to take a vow] to follow religious teachings .

upathaesam [ preaching]  has the consonants – pa- the- sa--ma – and the other 
interpretation  of the word / meaning is     theetchchai [Skt] edukka  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  initiation by the religious teacher .
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           Sanskrit word -upaenthiriyam [ genitals] .

 upaenthiriyam [ man and woman genitals ]   has the consonants  pa -  an- the- Ra 
-ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  pundaiyayim   aan kuriyim  [ missing 
letter- ka-] –the cunt and the male genital .

 upaenthiriyam [ man and woman genitals ]   has the consonants  -pa -  an- the- Ra 
-ma -and the aan /pennin/ marma  sthaanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  coverd 
parts of the man and the woman . 

         Sanskrit word uparisuratham – [ sexual intercourse]. 

uparisuratham [ a kind of sexual intercourse]   has the consonants- pa- Ra- sa –Ra- 
the- ma  - and the original Tamil  word is  pennai  punarnthidum  /saernthidum  
murai -  method of having sex  with a woman .

               Sanskrit word -upamaanarakithan [ almighty] ,

 upa maana rakithan  has the consonants-  pa- ma –an- Ra- ka –the- an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   ellaa  vallamai -yim  konda   thun nikar-atra eraivan 
/aandavan/ paraman  / perumakan//kadavul/ThiruMurugan /kathirvan –[ missing  
letter- la-]   sun  god –the almighty. 

                   Sanskrit word – upavaasa [fasting] .
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upavaasa  [fasting ] has the consonants-  pa- va--sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
unavu unaa  samaya noanpu -  not eating the food for religious reason .

                   Sanskrit word – upasitham  .

upasitham[ a term of respectusedwhen greeting someone ]  has the consonants – [- 
pa-]- sa- the -ma  -and the interpretation of the word is  namasthae  [Skt] .  

upasitham[ a term of respectusedwhen greeting someone ]  has the consonants – [- 
pa-]- [-sa-]- the -ma  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  van-k-kida  
vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to respect/ worship /salute .

upasitham[ a term of respectusedwhen greeting someone ]  has the consonants – [- 
pa-]- [-sa-]- the -ma  -and the interpretation of the word is vanthanam[ missing  
letter- ka-]  . 

                Sanskrit word-  upaorkaatham  [preface] . 

upaorkaatham  [preface]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ka -the –ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is puththkaththin /suvadi -yin   paayiram[ missing  letter- sa-]  -  preface 
of the book .

              Sanskrit word-  uththiravaatham  [ gurantee]  .

uththiravaatham  [ guarantee ]  has the consonants – the- Ra- va- the -ma – and the 
original Tamil  word is  uyirukku/ udaimaikku  paathu kaappu thara 
vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to give safy  to life and goods .
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uththiravaatham  [ guarantee]  has the consonants – the- Ra- va- the -ma – and the 
original Tamil  word is  uruthi  thar vaendum -  to promise.  

uththiravaatham  [ guarantee]  has the consonants – the- Ra- va- the -ma – and the 
other interpretation  of the word is vaakku[Skt]  uruthi thara vaendum  – to give 
assurance.

                       Sanskrit word – ruththirapoomi .

ruththira poomi  [crematorium]  has the consonants  -Ra- the- Ra –pa- ma- and the 
original  Tamil  word / meaning  is    uyir vitta / uyir  poana  / manitha  udampai / 
pinaththai / praethaththai [Skt] mannir  puthaikkum  idu kaadu  / thee- ittu erikkum
erikaadu -  cremation ground .
 

                        Sanskrit  word- sarppa [ snake] .

sarppam  has the consonants-  sa- Ra- pa – ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
saarai paampu -  rattle snake/ water snake / pair for the cobra  .

                 Sanskrit  word  sarkkaar [ government ] .

sarkkaar  has the consonants-  sa- Ra- ka- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is   arasin
/arasarin/ mannvarin   kottram[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  the rule of the king ;  arasu-
government ;  arasar- king; mannavar- king.  kotram- rule .

                    English  word - parliament .

parliament   has the consonants – pa- Ra- la- ma- an- the- and the original Tamil  
word is   paar  aalum  mandram-  the  house which  governs the world ;  opaar-  
world; aalum- ruling;  mandram-  house. 
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                           English  word - speaker .

speaker has the consonants  -sa- pa- ka- Ra - and the interpreation  of the word is  
saba naayakar- speaker  of the assembly .

speaker has the consonants  -[-sa-] – [-pa-] - ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
avai  munnavar -  speaker of the assembly .

               Sanskrit  word  -  masoatha[ bill ] 

maoatha  has the consonants - ma -sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is satta 
moolam[ missing  letter- la-]  -  bill   .  

                Sanskrit word  -sarasu[  water / tank] .

sarasu  has the consonants  -[- sa-]- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is neer- 
water   .

                  Sanskrit word –  sankaraanthi .

      sankaraanthi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an -ka –Ra- an- the- and the original 
Tamil  word / menaing  is aandin muthar naar /   Thai  thinkar  muthar  
naaar[ thinam]   thaan  then naattavar[  Thiraavidar]   kathiravanai   vanankidum  
ponkar  kondaattam aakum  -  the first day of the  year or the first  day of the month 
Thai  is the ponkal [ worshiping  the sun god] celebration  for the Diravidian people.  

                  Sanskrit word  sarkkam [  chapter/creation] .
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   sarkkam  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  noor 
pirivu  [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  chapter of the book   ;  noor-  book;  pirivu- chapter. 

sarkkam  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –Ra- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
uruvaakkam- creation.  

                     Sanskrit  word - sarchchai .

 sarchchai  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is 
muran paechchu [ missing  letter- pa-]- arguemnet .

             Sanskrit  word  samaathi [ tomb] .

samaathi  has the consonants-  sa- ma –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
madinthavanai  puthaitha  /seththa pinaththai  idam[ missing  letter- pa-] -  the 
place where the dead was buried ;  madinthavan-  dead person;  puthaiththa-  
buried;  idam- place. 

Sanskrit word  sankirakam [ abridgement /short treatise ].

sankirakam  has the consonanst –sa- an- ka -Ra -ka - ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  surukkamaana-  abridged.

                      Sanskrit  word- sankoajam [ shyness].

 sankoajam  has the consonants –[-sa-]- na- ka -sa -ma - and the original  Tamil  word
is vetkam / naanam   adainthidu[  missing  letter- the -]  to have shyness.
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                     Sanskrit  word  sakaskara naamam .

sakaskara naamam   hasthe consonants –[- sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –ka- Ra- ma -and the 
original Tamil  word is  aandavanai  oru aayiram   peyar  ittu / peyar  sootti   
vanakidu[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  worship  the lord  giving him 1000 names;  oru – 
one;  aayiram-  1000;  aandavan- god;  peyar-  name;  vanankiduka- worship . 

                 Sanskrit word - sadalm [  dead body] 

sadalm has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- la -ma -and the original Tamil  word ia   
madinthavanin  / seththa aalin  udal-[missing  letter- ka-]  -   the body  of the dead .

                        Sanskrit  word - thaekha  [body] 

thaekha  has the consonants – the- ka--and the original Tamil  word is   kattai -  
wood  / body  /dead body  [allegory] .

                    Sanskrit  word- chakkara varththi - [emperor] .

chakkara  varththi  has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- va- Ra- the -  and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  paer  arasai / katti kaaththu / kottram  purinthidum  
/seithidum  maa mannavar / paer arasar[ missing  letter- pa-]-  an emperor who  
rules over a  great  kingdom  . 

                   Sanskrit  word  -chakkra vaakai [ a bird  pining  for it’s mate in the night 
hours] .
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chakkara  vaaakai has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -va -ka  -and the original Tamil 
word is  eravu  naeram  than  inai yaei  ninaiththu   thaedi   vaadi  varunthi  paadum 
oru  paravai [ missing  letter- pa-] - [ a bird  pining  for it’s mate in the night hours]  ; 
paravai-  bird;  eravu-  night ; naeram  time  ;  inai- pair;   varunthu-  worried;  paadu-
sing .
 

                          Sanskrit  word -saththru  [foe] .

saththru   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ethiri
-  enemy .

                      Sanskrit word - saththiya kiraka .

saththiya kiraka   has the consonants - sa –the- ka-  Ra -ka - and the original Tamil  
word is  oththaasai yaaka irunthidar koodaathu - be  non co- operative. 

                 Sanskrit  word – santhiya vanthanam 

santhiya vanthanam  has the consonants – sa- an- the - va –an- the –an- ma – and 
the original Tamil  word / meaning is   meiyaana  aandavanai  naar thaorum  
mooondru  murai / eththanai  thadavai  mudiyuma  aththanai  thadavai vanankida 
vaendum / vanakuthar  nandru [ missing   letter- Ra -] -  worship  the god  for three 
times a day .

                 Sanskrit  word  - koana shaettai [ clowning] .

koana shaettai   has the consonants – ka- an –sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
koananki thanam  kaata/ seithida vaendum / manda thanam kaatta – clowning. 
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                       Sanskrit  word - kusthi [wrestling]  .

Kusthi  has the consonants - ka –sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  katti  
pidiththu  poadum sandai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  wrestling .   

                   Sanskrit  word - sagar [ ocean].

sagar  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-ka -Ra- and the original Tamil  word  is  maa vaari- 
ocean .

                   Sanskrit word  -saathvekan [ quiet person].

saathveekan  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the –va-ka-an -and the original Tamil  
word is  amaithiyaana  kunaththai  kondavan – person with  calm nature.  

Sanskrit  word   saatsaath [ same person  / or same thing] .

saatsaath  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] -the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  athae  manithan thaan -  the sane person. 

saatsaath  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] -the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  athae than-  the same thing. 

                         English  word - wise .

wise has the consonants  -va-sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saanaakkiyam -  wise;  saanaakkiyan- wise man. 
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                Sanskrit  word  - saarathi [  chariot   driver] .

Sanskrit word  saarathi  has the consonants – sa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  
word is  thaer oatti chariot  driver;  thaer-  chariot ;  oatti- driver.

                  Sanskrit  word  -rath [ chariot] 

rath has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thaer-   chariot. 

                      Sanskrit  word - rasa [ juice] .

rasa has the consonants-  Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  saaru-  juice. 

                    Sanskrit  word - siraarththam [  ritual  offering  to the death on the 
anniversary day] .

Siraarththam  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -the –ma- and the original tamil  word
is  moothaayar  ninaivu  naar   vanakkam/ thivasam  – karumaathi [ missing  letter-  
ka-]. 

                           silaakiththal [ appreciate ].  

silaakiththal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- ka- the- la -and the original Tamil  word 
is  pukaluthal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  appreciate/ praise. 

                      English  word  - mischief.
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mischief  has the consonants-  ma- sa –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the interpretation  of the 
word is sil misam [missing letter-la-]- michief

mischief  has the consonants-  ma- sa –[-sa-]- pa- and the original Tamil  word is 
kusumpu [ missing  letter- ka-] – mischief. 

mischief  has the consonants-  ma- sa –[-sa-]- pa- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is    alisaattiyam [ missing  letters-  la- and -the -] –mischief. 

                      Sanskrit  word -  suthasam .

suthaesam    has the consonants- [- sa-]- the- [-sa-]- ma- and the original Tamil  word
is   thaai mun – native land.

          Sanskrit  word  - sloakam [ Sanskrit verse to be recited ].

sloaka  has the consonants-  sa- la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   seyyulai   
vaayaal  sollu  -  tell the verse orally .

                            Sultan [ king] .

sultan has the consonants – [-sa-] –la- the- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
naadu  aalum maa- mannan-  the king who  rules over the state .

                  Sanskrit  word-   koupeenam  [loin cloth].

Koupeenam  has the consonants   -ka- [-pa-]- an- ma –and the interpretation  of the 
word is  koavanam-  loin cloth .
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                Sanskrit word-  kaudeelam[  bend] .

Kaudeelam  has the ocnaonants-  ka- the- la- ma -  and the original Tamil  word is  
villai  / vazhziththida   vaendum to bend .

              Sanskrit word  -kowthookam [ jugglery ] .

Kouthookam  has the consonants-  ka- the- ka -ma -and the original Tamil word is  
vitthai  kaatida  vaendum- trickery. 

           Sanskrit word-  kouram[ golden yellow color] . 

Kouram  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  thanka  
niram [ missing  letter- the - ]-  golden color;  thankam-  gold;niram- color. 

                   Sanskrit  word-  sankam [ club/assembly] 

Sanka   has the consonants –[-sa-] –an- ka – ma- and the original Tamil  word  is 
mannavanin avai -  king’s court ;  mannavan- king;  avai-  court.

                             English  word - club  

club  has the consonants-  ka -la –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   kazhakam- 
club. 

                                 English word  - academy . 

 academy  has the consonants-  ka -the –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is   kalai 
koodam [missing  letter- la-] -  arts school. 
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academy  has the consonants-  ka -the –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kooththu  kattum/ naattiyam  kaththidum  idam-    place where drama and dance 
are learnt / dance school .

academy  has the consonants-  ka -the –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  palli  
koodam[ missing letters-  pa- and- la-]  – school .

academy  has the consonants-  ka -the –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  klavi 
koodam [ missing  letters-  ka -and la-]-  school. 

academy  has the consonants-  ka -the –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  kanaadi 
koodam-  glass house. 

Sanskrit word -sanathana dharmam –according to  Hindu   scriptures / orthodoxy .

Sanaathana dharmam has the consonants  -sa- an - the -an  -the -Ra- ma –ma-  and 
the original Tamil  word is thiru marai  sonnathu   maathiri -  as told by the holy  
scriptures;  thiru marai- holy  scriptures;  sonnathu- told.

                        English  word- brotherhood.

brotherhood  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the –ka- the -and the interpretation  of 
the word is  sakoatharaththuvam[Skt]  missing  letter- sa-]  -  brotherhood. 

brotherhood  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the –ka- the -and the interpretation  of 
the word is  anaivaraiyim  tham   udan piranthavaraaka    karuthum  mana paanku -  
a  mind that considers  others  as brothers. 

                 Sanskrit  word - kosthu [ a dish - mixed vegetables] 
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Kosthu  has the consonants  - ka –sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thottu 
kai /  samaiththa  kaai / koottu – side dish/ cooked vegetables;  mixed vegetables. 

             Sanskrit word -stan [ as in Pakistan /Afganistan] .

stan has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  naadu- 
state .

          Sanskrit word -   sala kiridai – romantic  play  in water . 

sala Kiridai  has the consonants -  sa-la- ka -Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
oadum  Caveri   aatru  neeril  kaathalanum  kaathaliyim  seithidum  kaama/ kaathal  
vilaiyaattu ; the lovers play in the river water;  aaru- river;  neer- water;  vilaiyaattu- 
play;  kaathalan-  lover boy ;  kaathali- lover girl . 

                   Tamil  word -kamam  [ agriculture] .

Kamam has the consonants - ka –ma- and the interpretation  of the word is   
vivasaayam[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  sa-] –agriculture. 

                   Sanskrit  word - Karshakar [  farmer] 
 
karshakar   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
uzhavaara  vaelai seikiravar [missing  letter- la-] -  one who  does ploughing .

                 English  word – extremism .

exteremism  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –the- Ra- ma- [-sa-]- ma  -and the 
interpretation of the word is theevira vaatham [Skt] enum  koat paadu [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  extremism as one’s principle.
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exteremism  has the consonants – ka- sa-the- Ra- ma- -sa- ma  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   van  murai  moolam sikkalukku   theervu  kaanum  kolkai [  missing  
letter- la-] -   indulgence in violence to solve problems .
          

                    Sanskrit word  - thuraakirutham [ rape] .

thuraa kirutham  has the consonants - the –Ra- ka- Ra –the- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word is  kanni  pennin  karppai keduththar[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  raping a 
virgin girl .

                 English  word  - foresight .

foresight has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –sa- ka -the -and the interpretation of the 
word is dheerkka  dharisnam ][Skt]-  foresight .

foresight has the consonants –-pa--Ra –[-sa-] - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word 
is  tholai nokku  paarvai [ missing  letter- la-] -  foresight .

                 English  word -  the purpose.

the purpose has the consonants - the –pa- Ra- [-pa-]- [-sa-] –and the interpretation  
of the word is thaarpariyam-  the purpose. 

the purpose has the consonants - the –pa- Ra- [-pa-]- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
word is  ondrin  munaippu – purpose . 

           Sanskrit  word -  thavuthaseelam [ marble stone; crystal quartz] .
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thavu tha seelam  has the consonants – the- va- the- sa- la- ma – and the original 
Tamil word is  pala palappu  yaeththa patta  maavu  kal [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
polished  stone .

    Sanskrit word – thav reetham [ speed/ walk of a horse]  

thavu reetham  has the consonants-  the- va -Ra -the -ma – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  virainthu  nadakka  vaendum- walk  fast .

thavu reetham  has the consonants-  the- va -Ra -the -ma – and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  kuthirai nadai  nadakka vaendum- walk like horse. 

                      Sanskrit word- thavu leekan[ painter] .

thavu leekan  has the consonants - the –va- la- ka- an - and the original Tamil  word 
is  vannam  kuzhaiththu  oaviyam  theettuvoan -  one who  draws  paintings  using  
colors.

                   Sanskrit word – thelaval [ youth / harm] 

thelaval  has the consonants  -  the- la- va -la – and the original Tamil  word is 
thullum  ilamai vayathu  ;  ilam  kaalai  vayathu -  young age. 
thelaval  has the consonants  -  the- la- va -la – and the original Tamil  word is   
keduthal  alikka  koodiyathu -  harmful . 

                     Sanskrit  word  -  thavu ththiyam [ news] 
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thavuththiya  has the consonants-  the -va -the – and the   and the original Tamil  
word  is  kaathu koduthhu  kaetta  seithi / vantha seithi  [ missing  letter- sa-] - news 
listened/ received .

                        English  word  -news   .

news has the consonants  -an- va- sa- and the  original Tamil word is  vantha seithi 
[ missing  letter- the -]  -  the news received. 

              Sanskrit word – thavutheekam [ pearl/  shell ] 

thavu theekam    has the consonants  - the -va –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  aazha  kadal  thanniyil  munki/ moozhki / kuliththu  thaedi  
kandu eduththa vellai  vannam  konda   muththu  [ missing  letter- la-] - pearl  got 
from deep sea  .

           Sanskrit word -  thavurppalliyam[ weakness] 
 thavurppalliyam   has the consonants - the -va – Ra- [- pa-] - la- ma  -and the 
original Tamil  word is  valimai [ palam[Skt] ]   kuraintha -  weak.

    Sanskrit  word -  thalavai [elder  sister/ mother/ goddess of misfortune].
 
 thalavai  has the consonants -  the- la –va- and the original Tamil word is akkaal  
thankai -  elder and younger sisters;  mooththaval  .

thalavai  has the consonants -  the- la –va- and the original Tamil word is  kuzhanthai
-yin  thaai -  the mother ofa child;  thaai aanaval  .

thalavai  has the consonants -  the- la –va- and the original Tamil word is  azhivu 
alikkum/ keduthal  undakkum  thaeivam -  moothaevi [Skt] – goddess of misfortune.
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thalavai  has the consonants -  the- la –va- and the original Tamil word is  kaaval / 
ellai  thaeivam -  protective god. 

        Sanskrit word  -  pari thushttam [ happiness  ] .
     
parithushttam  has the consonants - pa -Ra -the –[- sa-] - the- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word/ meaning  is   paer  uvakai   kondida vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  to
have excess joy .

             Sanskrit word -  pari thaevanam [ fear/ plaint ] 

parithaevanam  has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -va -an -ma  -and the original Tamil
word / meaning is  perum  peethi / mana aratti  adainthida  vaendum- to get  excess 
fear .

parithaevanam  has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -va -an -ma  -and the original Tamil
word / meaning is eranthavari  ninaiththu / varunthi   oppaari  paattu  paaduthar 
vaendum -  to sing elegy  song  thinking about the dead in grief. 

             Sanskrit  word – pari niyaasam [  to finalise ].
 
pari niyaasam  has theconsonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- an- [- sa-]  -ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word/ meaning  is eruthi   theermaanam seithidu[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to 
take final  decision .

             Sanskrit word – pari pathi [enemy ] .

pari pathi  has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-]  -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
perum ethiri- big foe .
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               Sanskrit word- pari panthi [ thief] .

pari panthi  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- [- pa-] - an- the  -and the original Tamil  
word is  perum  thirudan -  big thief. 

           Sanskrit word-  pari panthakan [ antagonist ] .

pari panthakan  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]  -an –the- ka- an-  and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  ethiraana  karuththai  kondavan- one who has 
opposing views 

            Sanskrit  word  - pari pavam [dishonor] 

pari pavam has the consonants – -pa- Ra- pa-- va- ma –and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  ev -vitha  mathippu/ mariyaathai [ mathippuuravu]   indri / maththippu 
kuraivaana  [ missing  letter-  the -]- dishonor. 

            Sanskrit  word  - pari pavam [ sorrow] .

pari pavam has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-] - va- ma –and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning   is  perum  mana varuththam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  sorrow .

           Sanskrit  word  - pari pavam  [defeat ] .

pari pavam has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - va- ma –and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning   thoarkkadikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]- to defeat .
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    Sanskrit word – pariantham [  end / boundry/ up to  ] 

pariantham  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- an- the -ma -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  athu  varaikkum thaan  [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  up to that. 

pariantham  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- an- the -ma -  and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  mudintha ondru-  over/ end .

          Sanskrit  word -  pari mantham [ miracle / dullness] 

pari mantham has the consonants-  pa- Ra –ma- an- the- ma – and the original Tamil 
word meaning  is ethu varai  yaevarum  kan kondu   kaanathathum  / 
paarthhtidaathethum /  kaathaar  kaetkaathathum [ missing  letter- ka-] -   no one 
has seen nor heard so far. 

pari mantham has the consonants-  pa- Ra –ma- an- the- ma – and the original 
Tamil /  meaning  word is soampaeri  thanam[ missing  letter- sa-] -  leathrgic. 

               Sanskrit word  -  pari pootham [ disgrace] 

pari pootham has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa –the- ma- and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is   perum mathippu  kuraivu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  disgrace .

               Sanskrit word  -  pari pootham [ old]. 

pari pootham has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- pa –the- ma- and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is    pandaiya  murai -  old method .

           Sanskrit word  - paripaakam   [ ripened / matured ] .
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paripaakam  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-] - ka -ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word is    nandraaka   muthira  vaendum [ missing  leter- the-]  –to get 
ripened/ matured .

              Sanskrit word  - paripaakam  [ skill]  .

paripaakam  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- [- pa-] - ka -ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word/ meaning  is  kai  thiramai   vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]-  in need of
skill .

         Sanskrit word  - paripaakam  [ strength] .
paripaakam  has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  pa- ka -ma -  and the original Tamil  word
is   perum uruthi pera vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]-  to  get  good  strength .

              Sanskrit  word  - paraiya vaththai [ opposition ] . 

pariya vaththai   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- va- the -and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  perum   ethirppai   kandida  -to see big  opposition . 

            Sanskrit  word  -   pariyaaththam  [ acceptance]  .

pariyaaththam  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- ma  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is opputhar  thara /  pera  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-] -  to give consent .

            Sanskrit  word  -   pariyaaththam  [ rearrange ] .
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pariyaaththam  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the- ma  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  mun maathiriyaei    thiruththi  amaiththar  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - 
to  correct .

             Sanskrit word  -  pariyaaththi [ protect] .

pariyaathhi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is paathu kaaththar  vaendum -[ missing  letter- ka-]   to protect .

pariyaathhi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is kaappaatruka-[ missing  letter- ka-]   to protect .

              Sanskrit word  -  pariyaaththi [ accept] .

pariyaaththi  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  yaetru   kondida -[ missing  letter- ka-]  - accept.  

            Sanskrit word  -  pariyaaththi  [  qualification ] .

pariyaaththi  has the consonants-  pa-- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   oruvar  petra thakuthi[ missing  letter- ka-]  – qualification  one has got.

            Sanskrit word  -  pariyaaththi  [discriminate] .

pariyaaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  vaetrumai  paaraatta [ missing  letter- ka-]- discriminate . 

            Sanskrit word  -  pariyaaththi [ to repel ] .
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pariyaaththi  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  vittu nakara vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to move away . 

          Sanskrit word  -pariyaayam [ personality traits]. 
      
pariyaayam  has the consonants - pa -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  
pirappu kunam [ missing  letter- ka- ] –one’s nature  from birth .

            Sanskrit word  -pariyaayam  [ regularity ]. 

pariyaayam  has the consonants - pa -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is   
perum muraimai -  regularity  .

            Sanskrit word  -pariyaayam  [ time] . 

pariyaayam  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is   
naeram- time. 

          Sanskrit word  -  pariyaayam [preface] .

pariyaayam  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  
paayiram –preface . 

            Sanskrit word  -  pariyaayam   [example] .

pariyaayam  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word is 
mun   maathiri [ missing  letter- the -]- example. 
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            Sanskrit word -  pariyuthanjanm  [ loan] .

 Pariyuthanjanam  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the –an- sa -an -ma  - and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  panam  kaasu  patraa  kurai yaei poakkida   kadan 
vaankuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to make up for the deficit  in cash  one 
has to go for loan .

             Sanskrit word  - paritu thaasanam [ homage ] .

pariyuthaasanam  has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - an –ma-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kumpiduthar  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to worship .

pariyuthaasanam  has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- [-sa-] - an –ma-  and the original 
Tamil  word is   vanankuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to give  respect .

           Sanskrit word -  pari ratchchanam [protect] .

pariratchchanam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- Ra- the- [-sa-]  -an -ma  -and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is perum   eevu-  erakkam / karunai  kondu  paathu  
kaaththu  vara  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to protect someone  with mercy .

           Sanskrit  word -  pari rapa maanam [ embrace] . 

pari rapa maanam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- Ra –pa- ma -an –ma- and the 
original Tamil  word is  muththam ittu  eruka  katti  aravanaiththar   vaendum 
[ missing  letters- ka –and- the -] embrace and kiss. 
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              Sanskrit word- parivasatham [village]. 

parivasatham  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- va- [- sa-] - the -ma  ans the original  
Tamil  word is  vayar kaattu  puram/ pakkam -   village side .

              Sanskrit  word-  parivathanam [to cry] .  

parivathanam  has theconsonats –[- pa-] - Ra- va -the -an –ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is  kanneer vittu   karainthida  vaedum – weep shedding tears. 

                Sanskrit  word-  parivathanam [ abuse]. 

parivathanam  has theconsonats –[- pa-] - Ra- va -the -an –ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is   ninthiththar  vaendum  -to abuse. 

             Sanskrit  word- parivayaththam [ to  oppose] .

parivayaththam  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -va –the- ma -and the  original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is ethirkka vaendum  / pakaiththar   vaendum / ethirppai  kaata  
vaendum - to oppose.  

           Sanskrit  word-   parivayaththam  [be  contrary ] .

parivayaththam  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -va –the- ma -and the  original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is ethiraana  karuththai kondida vaendum .

            Sanskrit word -  parivayam [ youth ]. 
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parivayam  has theconsonants-  pa- Ra- va- ma- and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning  is   elamai paruvam [ missing  letter- la-]- youth.

             Sanskrit word- parivarukkam[ fortune].
 
parivarukkam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –va- Ra- ka- ma-  and the original atmil  
word / meaning  is   oruvarukku   kidaiththa   ariya  perum koduppinai [ missing 
letter- the -]  – rare  /good  fortune one has got .

                 Sanskrit word- parivarsanam  [ murder] .

parivarsanam  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- va –Ra- [-sa-]  –an- ma  and  the 
original Tamil  word is –oruvarudaiya  uyirai  parikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
the-]  - to take away one’s life. 

             Sanskrit  word- parivaakitham [ inanity] .

parivaakitham  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra -va –ka- the- ma- and the original 
atmil  word is  verumai  konda manathu- feeling empty  .

            Sanskrit word- parivaasam [to stay]. 
 
parivaasam has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –Ra- va –[-sa-] - ma- and the original Tamil  
word is  thankuthar / erunthida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  -to stay. 

             Sanskrit word -parivaatham [ allegation ] .

 pari vaatham has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- va –the- ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  kutram kurai koorida vaendum – to accuse  /find fault with.
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          Sanskrit  word – parushaoththi [ hard  words] .

parushothhti   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- sa- the -and the original Tamil word is  
kadum soar paechhcu-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   hard  words   .

           Sanskrit word -   paratchcham[ past  tense/ past  ].

paratchcham  has the consonants  -pa –Ra- the -sa -ma  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  sendra naream – past ;  sendra – gone;  naeram- time .

              
            Sanskrit word - -paroatchchan  [ascetic].  

paroatchchan  has the consonants- [- pa-]  -Ra –the- sa-an  -and the original Tamil  
word is mutrum thurantha  munivan[ missing  letter- ka-]-  ascetic. 

                       English  word - speak .

to speak  has the consonants  -the –[-sa]- [-pa-]- ka- and the interpretation of  the 
word is nikatham – to speak .

to speak  has the consonants  -the –sa- pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  paesida / kathaikka  vaedum –to speak. 

                  Sanskrit word  - nikaatham [word/ deceit]  .

 Nikaatham  has the consonants  -an- ka- the -ma -  and the original Tamil  word is  
vanjiththida vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-] - to deceit. 
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                                       souk.

souk  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
nikamam[ Skt]  -  market. 

souk  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- and the oprignal Tamil  wores is pakkanam- 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  market. 

                         English  word -smoke .

smoke has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ma- ka -and the interpretation  of the word is  
nikanam [Skt] -  smoke from the sacrifial fire /  hoama[Skt]  pukai [ missing  letter- 
pa-] .

 
                          English  word- to rival .

to rival  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va -la -and the interpretation  of the word is  
nikarththal[Skt] - to rival .

to rival  has the consonants  -the- Ra -va -la -and the original Tamil  word is   maaru 
paadu kaana thakka  vakaiyil  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to rival .

           Sanskrit word-  nikarthal [ to resemble] .

nikarthal  has the consonants-  an- ka –Ra- the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
orae/ oththa   maathiriyaaka  iruththal vaendum- to resemble each  other. 

                        Sanskrit word – nikarppu[  battle] .
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nikarppu  has the consonants  -an –ka- Ra –pa- and the original Tamil  word is   poar 
mukam kaana – to participate in the  the battle front .

                      English  word - heap .

heap has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-]- and the interpretation  of the word is 
nikaesaayam[ Skt] - to heap .

heap has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi- heap.  

                   Sanskrit  word- nikalam [ fetters/ chain] .

niklam has the consonants - an –ka- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
is  kai -kaalkalil vilangu ida vaendum[  missing  letter- the -] - to apply  fetters in the 
heands and legs. 

                 Sanskrit word -nisa kaethu [ moon] .

nisa kaethu  has the consonants  -an -sa –ka- the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
vaan / vin mathi -  moon in the sky. 

nisa kaethu  has the consonants  -an -sa –ka- the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
ven mathi- white moon .

                    Sanskrit word- nithakaran  [sun ]. 

nithakaran  has the consonants – an- the- ka- Ra -an -and the original Tamil  word is  
vai karai naeram vaanir thondrum  kathiravan- the early morning  sun . 
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                  Sanskrit word -nisankam [ harmony] 

nisankam  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- an- ka -ma  -  and the original Tamil  word
is  enakkamaana – harmonious .

            Sanskrit word- nithaththru [ man  ]  . 

nithaththru  has the consonants  -an- the -Ra and the original Tamil  word is 
maanthar- men / mankind.

                       English  word - heat. 

heat  has the consonants - ka-  the  and the interpretation  of the word is  
nithaakam[Skt] -  heat. 

heat  has the consonants - ka-  the  and the original Tamil  word is  kothikka – heat.

heat  has the consonants - ka-  the  and the original Tamil  word is  soodaaka 
[missing  letter- sa-] -  hot.  
 
heat  has the consonants - ka-  the  and the original Tamil  word is  mikuthiyaana  
vetpam kondu [ missing  letter- pa-] – excess heat.   

          Sanskrit word -  nisaarththam [mid night /truth ]. 

nisaarththam  has the consonants  -an- sa- Ra- the- ma -  and the original Tamil word
nadu saama  baeram-  mid night .

          Sanskrit word – nitpathhti  [birth /death ] 
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nitpaththi has the consonants  -an –the- pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
piranthidu [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  be born.

nitpaththi has the consonants  -an –the- [-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
eranthidu – die.

                               English  word -  figure .

figure has the consonants – [-pa-]  –ka- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  
nisaarkam[Skt]  [missing  letter- sa-]  - figure. 

figure has the consonants – [-pa-]  –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  uruvam-  
figure. 

             Sanskrit word- nisthaaram [ to get fulfilled] - 

nisthaaram  has the consonant -an –[-sa-]- the-  Ra -ma – and the original tamil word
is   eedaetram adainthida  -  to get fulfilled. 

                Sanskrit word –nitkanar[ god] .

nitkanar  has the consonants  -an- the- ka- an -Ra -and the orignal Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is aandavarai  vanankuthar  vaendum  - worship the god;  aandavar- god;  
vanankidu –worship. 

                 Sanskrit word -  nishi [ gold] . 

nishi  has the consonants – an-[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  pon[  missing  
letter- pa-] - gold .
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                  Sanskrit word -  nishi [turmeric] .

nishi  has the consonants – an- sa--and the original Tamil  word is  manja-  yellow/ 
turmeric .

                Sanskrit  word - nitchchanam-[ to kiss] . 

nitchchanam  has the consonants-  an- the- sa –an- ma-  and the  original tamil  
word is  uthattoadu uthattai  /sundai  vaiththu/  vidaathu  muththam ida  
vaendum  / uthattai  suvaiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  –to have lips to 
lips - kiss. 

            Sanskrit word-  niteevanam [ to vomit].

 niteevanam  has the consonants - an –the- va -an -ma -and the original Tamil  word 
is unda unavai  kakkida vaendum- to vomit  the food eaten .

                        English  word – spit. 

spit has the consnants  -[-sa-] – [-pa-] - the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
nidutham[Skt]  -  spit. 

spit has the consnants  -sa- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  echchi  thuppu- 
spit the saliva. 

                      English  word - wind. 

wind has the consonants- va –an- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
niththiya kathi [Skt] - wind. 
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wind has the consonants- va –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vanthu- wind. 

                    English  word – saint. 

saint has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
niththiya muththan- saint. 

saint has the consonants-  [-sa-]- an- the -and the sand the original Tamil  word is 
aandi / adiyaan /thondan- saint .

                   Sanskrit word- nitkarudam [ certainty ] .

nit karudam has the consonants  -an –the- ka- Ra –the- ma- and the original  Tamil   
word is mikuntha uruthi kondu -  with confidence. 

               Sanskrit word- nithaekam  - [ command] .

nithaekam  has the consonants – an- the- ka –ma- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is aanai ida vaendum- to give a command. 

                  Sanskrit word -nithaekam  [ nearer] 

nithaekam  has the consonants – an- the- ka –ma- and the   original Tamil  word is  
kittae  vantha vaendum  -to come nearer. 

               Sanskrit word  -nipaththiyaei [ battle field] .

nipaththiyaei has the consonants – an- pa- the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
sandai poadum idam[ missing  letter- sa-]  the place where fight  goes. 
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           Sanskrit word – nipanthanam  [ to tie] .

 nipanthanam  has the consonants – an- pa -the –an-  ma –and the original Tamil  
word is  katti  mudichchu poada  vaendum[ missing  letters- sa- and- ka -]  – to tie / 
knot. 

            Sanskrit  word- nipaakam [ to cook] .

nipaakam  has the consonants-  an –[-pa-]- ka- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  
vaeka vaeikkanum / samaikka num  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to cook . 

                     English  word – expert. 

expert  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -pa –Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the 
word is  anupavam petra / nipunaththuvam  vaaintha / petra -  expert 

expert  has the consonants-  ka- sa -pa –Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
thirami konda/  thurai saarntha  thirami konda /petra /neenda naar sirappu  
payirchchi  / thaerchchi  konda-   an expert  is one who has  high skill and experience
in a particular area. 

 Sanskrit  word – nimpai [Laksmi/ goddess of wealth ]. 

nimpai has the consonants - an –pa- and the original Tamil  word is  ponnammai- 
golden mother. 

 Sanskrit word- niyakkuroathan[ younger brother]  .
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niyakkuroathan  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- the –an- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  udan  pirantha  / kooda  pirantha  / orae  thaayikkum   
thakapanukkm  pirantha   /  annnan  thampi  [missing  letter- pa-] -  brothers born 
from single parents .

       Sanskrit word- niyakkuroathan  [ miser] 
niyakkuroathan  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- the –an- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is   mikuntha  kanja thanam  konda  manithar [ missing  letter- sa-]- 
miser. 

               Sanskrit word -nimiththikan [ astrologer] 

nimiththikan  has the consonants – an- ma- the- ka- an- ad the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is vaan kanitham  kanikkum  kaniyan -   an expert  in  astrology .

            Sanskrit word -niraparaathi  [  innocent person] .

Niraparaathi has the consonants - an -Ra –pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is   kutram- matravan / kutram  puriyaathan/ ariyaathavan   -  one who has
done no mistake .

                    English  word –  force. 

to force  has the consonants -  the -pa –Ra- sa- –and the interpretation  of the word 
is nirpantham[Skt]   sei -   to compel.

to force  has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]  –Ra- sa- –and the original Tamil  word is  
nerukkuthar  sei [ missing  letter- ka-]- to force. 
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                    Sanskrit word- nirupan [ king] 

nirupan has the consonants – an- Ra –[- pa-] - an - and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning  is  mannar – king. 

Sanskrit  word - nirvaana [ nakedness/ stateof libration] .

nirvana   has the consonants -  an –Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil  word is   
udukka  koavana  thuni  yaethum  indri      indri [ missing  letter- the -]  -  even with 
out   the loin cloth to wear.  

nirvana   has the consonants -  an –Ra- va- an –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   ammanamaaka   nirkka -  standing  without dress .

nirvana   has the consonants -  an –Ra- va- an –and the other interpretation of the 
word is  eraivan  adi   saernthida/  vaanakaththirkku   sendrida [ missing  letters-  sa- 
and- the -] -  to reach lord’s foot/ to reach heaven .  

nirvana   has the consonants -  an –Ra- va- an –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   mukthi [Skt]  adainthidar vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- to get salvation .

                 English  word - nakedness

nakedness has the consonants – an- ka- the- an –[-sa-]  –and the interpretaion of the
word is  mukthi [Skt]  adainthida  vaendum- to have libration. 

nakedness has the consonants – an- ka- the- an –[-sa-]  –and the interpretaion of the
word is  ammana kundi -  nakedness. 
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nakedness has the consonants – an- ka- the- an –[-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning   udukka  koavana thuni  kooda indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- not 
having even the loin cloth to wear. 

nakedness has the consonants – an- ka- the- an –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word
/ meaning  is  veedu paeru/ vaanakaththai / eraivan  adiyaei/  adainthida vaendum [
missing  letters-  pa- and- Ra -]  –to reach heaven  /to attain libration. 

                     English  word -  hut 

hut has the consonants-  ka- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
nivasathi[Skt]  [ missing  letter-  sa -]- -house.

hut has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kudi / veedu-  
house.

             Sanskrit word – nivantham[ place of worship] .

nivantham   has the consonants - an –va- an- the- ma – and the original Tamil  word 
is  aandavanai  vanakidum idam- the place for worshipping god.

           Sanskrit word  - nivaruththanam [ to give]. 

nivaruththanam has the consonants - an -va –Ra- the- an- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word is  yaethanum  ondrai koduththar vaendum -  to give something.

         Sanskrit word  - nivaruththanam[ to return] .

nivaruththanam has the consonants - an -va –Ra- the- an- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word is  madanki  varuthar vaendum -  to return .
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               Sanskrit word – nivaasam [ house] .

nivaasam  has the consonants - an –va- sa- -ma – and the original Tamil  word is mun
kudisai [ missing  letter- the -] -  mud house .

     Sanskrit word – nivaapam [ funeral rites for father]  .
nivaapam has the consonants - an -va –pa-ma –and the original  Tamil  word is 
thakapanukkaana  eema  kadan [ missing  letter- the -]  - funeral rites  for the father. 

        Sanskrit word  -nivaethanam [ offering  to god].

nivaethanam   has the consonants – an- va- the –an –ma -and the original Tamil  
word is   aandavanukku   padaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] – offering  to god.

                          English  word -ambrosia 

ambrosia has the consonants - ma –[-pa-] -Ra -sa –and the interpretation of the 
word is nir saram [Skt]-ambrosia.

ambrosia has the consonants - ma –pa--Ra -sa –and the interpretation of the word is
maaru surappu neer -  the water secreting from the breast; maaru –brear;  surappu- 
secrete; neer- water. 

                     Sanskrit word- nilinjikai  [cow] 

nilinjikai  has the consonants-  an- la- an- [-sa-] - ka –and the original tamil  word is  
aavinan-k-kal -  cows .
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                      English  word  -root.        

root has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
naeththiram [Skt] - root; eyes   .

 root has the consonants-  Ra-the- and the  original Tamil word is  maraththin   adi/ 
aani   vaeru  [ missing letter- ka-]-  the main/ deep toot of the tree .

             Sanskrit word- parvatham[ mountain ] .

parvatham has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- va -the -ma and the original Tamil  word 
is  perum  mun kundru – big  mound. 

                Sanskrit  word  -paryu kanjanam[  loan ]. 

paryu kanjanam  has the consonants – pa-Ra- ka- an- sa -an -ma  -and the original 
Tamil  word is patraa kuraikku  panam  kaasai   kadan vaankuthar  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- the-]- to deta loan to make up the deficiency .

               Sanskrit word -parkkan [ sun /Sivan /Vishnu ] .

parkkan  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- an –and the original Tamil  word is   
Murugan – sun god/son of Sivan . 

                          Sanskrit  word -  jothi .

jothi has the consonants – [-sa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is thee- fire;  sen-
thee-  red fire .
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         Sanskrit word-  paraththuvam [ difference] .

paraththuvam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -the -va –ma- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  erandukkum  idaiyae kaanum vaerupaadu -  the difference  
between the two .

          Sanskrit word-  paraththuvam [ war] .

  paraththuvam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -the -va –ma- and the original Tamil  
word is poarida  vaendum –to fight a war .

           Sanskrit word-  paraththuvam [ godly nature ] . 

paraththuvam  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -the -va –ma- and the original Tamil  
word is kadavur  thanmai- godly nature. 

                    Sanskrit word  -paradaesi  [beggar] .

paradaesi  has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -sa --and the original Tamil  word is 
pichchai edukkum  manithar [ missing  letter- ka-] – beggar.

paradaesi  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the –[-sa-] --and the original Tamil  word 
is unavu vaendi  thiru voadu yaenthkiravar [ missing  letter- ka-] – one with the 
beggar’s bowel .

            Sanskrit word - paradaesi [ascetic].   
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paradaesi  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the –[-sa-] --and the original Tamil  word 
is mutrum  thurantha munivar[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  one who has renounced 
everything;  thuravu  vaedam aninthavar . 

          Sanskrit word  -paradaesi [ traveller ].

paradaesi  has the consonants – -pa-–Ra- the –-sa---and the original Tamil  word is  
uoor uoorkaaka  / naadu nadaaka / payanam  seikira manithar[ missing  letter- ka-] -
one who travels  from onvilage to village. 

           Sanskrit word  -paradaesi [ foreigner] .
paradaesi  has the consonants – -[-pa-]-–Ra- the –-[-sa--]--and the original Tamil  
word is  vaetru naattu  kaarar[ missing  letter- ka-  -  one who  belongs  to different 
country .

  
             Sanskrit word- paraloaka kamanam [death] .

paraloaka kamanam has the consonants - pa –Ra-la- ka –ka- ma- an- ma –and the 
original Tamil  word is  ellam  valla   eraivan  adi- poei  saernthida   vaendum 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- to reach  god’s holy feet. 

                 Sanskrit word  - parapava  [the fourtieth year ] 

parapava    has the consonants-  pa- Ra –[-pa-] -va –and the original Tamil  word is  
naarpathavathu aandu [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  40th year.

          Sanskrit word - para para vasthu  [almighty] .

para para vasthu   has the consonants -  [-pa-] -Ra- [-pa-]- Ra –va- [-sa-]  -the –and 
the original Tamil  word is Thiru murugan – Dravidian sun god/ Sumerian Marduk . 
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                Sanskrit word -parapavam [ defeat] 

parapavam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –pa- va- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
ethiri naattu  paor padai- yaei   thoarkadika   vaendum  [missing  letter- the -] – to 
deafer the army of the enemy .

            Sanskrit word – parikalitham [ to melt/ to flow ] .

parikalitham  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- la -the –ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is  uruki  vazhinthoada  vaendum – to melt and flow. 

             Sanskrit word – parikaari [ barber] .

parikaari  has the  consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  
mayirai vettukiravar[ missing  letter- the -] - one who cuts  hair. 

            Sanskrit word – parikaari [ physician] .

parikaari  has the  consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  
maruththuvar  [ missing  letter- the -] – doctor. 

           Sanskrit word –pari kala sattam[ treated as impure] .

 parikala sattam  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- la- [-sa-
] -the -ma  -and the original Tamil  word is   kutram  /kurai/ karai  /kalankam  ullathu
-  with  fault/ impure. 
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                         parikirutha poomi  -[altar]  .

   parikirutha poomi   has the consonants –pa- Ra - the- ka- Ra -the   - pa -ma -   and 
the original Tamil  word is padaiththa   eraivanukku   /aandavarukku  nandri  
kadanaaka  uyirai  kaavu  kodukka  payan padum   kar maedai -  the stone altar 
where  sacrifice is done. 

         Sanskrit word -paritchchiththal [ to examine].
 
parichchiththal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- the- la –and the original 
Tamil  word is  aaraithal –to examine. 

                     English  word - forget  .

forget  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra-ka -the -and the interpretation  of the word is 
parikatham [Skt] – forget. 

forget  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra-ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
ninaivu  indri- lack of memory. 

forget  has the consonants-  pa-Ra-ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
maranthu poei vidu   -forget. 

              Sanskrit word  - parikatham [ knowledge] .

parikatham  has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha arivu  udaiya / paer arivu  udaiya ; katru arivu  -  wise/ knowledge;  arivu 
koormai udaiya.

             Sanskrit word  - parikatham [ obstacle] .
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parikatham  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
thadai kar – obstacle .

             Sanskrit word  - parikatham [ enquiry ]. 
 
parikatham  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaettu  arithar  – enquiry . 

           Sanskrit word  - parikatham [ gain] .

parikatham  has the consonants –pa- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
varum padi -  income  /gain .

                               English  word – oil press .

[ oil]  press   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- -sa-– and the interpretation of the word is  
paranjam  -oil press .

oil press   has the consonants-  la- pa- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil word is  ellu 
ennai aatuthtar/  ennai pizhinthu eduththar [ missing  letter- the -] – to get oil.

                    English  word –to  bear .

bear has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  
paranam[Skt]  -  to bear. 

bear has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    poeru –to bear. 

                     Sanskrit word- panthopasthu [ security] .
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panthopasthu   has the consonants – [-pa-] –an- the- pa- [-sa-]- the –and the original
Tamil  word is  paathu  kaappu  koduththida  /thanthida  vaendum [missing  letter- 
ka-]-to give protection . 

                          Englis  word – fasten.

fasten has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-] - the- an -and the interpretation of the word is 
panthanam [skt] – fasten.

 fasten has the consonants-  pa- -sa- the- an -and the original Tamil  word is  
moodanum / mudichchu  poadanum  -shut/  to tie.

            Sanskrit word  -panjaayaththu [ five member tribunal ] .

panjaayaththu  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an- [-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil  
word is  nattaanmai- village head .

panjaayaththu  has the consonants- -[-pa-]- an- [-sa-] -the –and the original Tamil  
word is  i- n- thinar  mandram [ missing letter-  Ra -]- five member board.

                Sanskrit word-  pakiskaaram [ boycott/expulsion]. 

pakiskaaram   has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -ma –and the original 
Tamil  word veruththu othukkuthar vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] – expulsion.  

pakiskaaram   has the consonants – pa- ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -ma –and the other 
interpreatino of the word is  purakkanikka vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] –to 
boycott. 

                      Sanskrit word - panjikai [ arithmatics] 
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panjikai  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
en - kanakku  - accounts / maths;  en-kanitham [ missing  letter- the -] - arithmatics. 

                Sanskrit word – panjikai / panjaankam  [almanac]. 

panjikai  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
vaan kanitham [ missing  letter- the -]- astrology ;  mani  kanakku -  calculating time .
 

                      English  word- almanac.

almanac  has the consonants-  la- ma- an- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kaala  
kanitham [missing  letter- the -]- calculating time  . 

                  Sanskrit word – panjikai [ hair]. 

panjikai  has the consonants-  pa- an –sa- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  pinniya
sikai- plaited hair. 

         Sanskrit  word  pathi virathai [ devoted wife].

pathi virathai has the consonants-  pa- the -va -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word
is  karppu  neri thavaraatha  pen/ manaivi / madanthai  – woman with chastity .

pathi virathai has the consonants-  pa- the -va -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word
is  kanavanai  yaemaatraatha  manaivi ; kanavanai  thavira  vaeru  aan makanai  kan 
nokkaatha  manaivi / yaeru  eduththu paarkkaatha  pondaatti-  women  who never 
cheats  her husband.  

                    Sanskrit word – sthree  [woman] .
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sthree   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pendeer 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – women . 

sthree   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thiru 
mathi- mrs. 

                  Sanskrit  word – barathi [ learned person].
   
barathi has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – and the original Tamil   word is  padiththa 
manithar – learned person. 

        Sanskrit  word – barathi [ sailing  vessel] .

barathi has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – and the original Tamil   word is  periya  
oadam   – big boat .

            Sanskrit word –parapanthiran [thief] .

parapanthiran has the consonants  -pa –Ra- pa- an -the –Ra- an-  and the original 
Tamil  word is pirarudaiya  panam  kaasai thirudukira manithan [ missing  letter- ka-]
- thirudan .

         Sanskrit word-  paariparchchuvishan [ helper]  .

paariparchchuvishan  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- pa- Ra- sa –va- an  -and the 
original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  pirarukku uthavi  seikira/ purikira  manithar 
[ missing  letter- the -] – one who helps others.

        Sanskrit word- paripaththiyam [ order] .
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 paripaththiyam has the consonants  -pa –Ra- the -ma –and theorignal Tamil word / 
meaning  is perum  muraimai udaiththu - has order .

Sanskrit word  paariyaadan- [ husband as  a pimp  for his own wife] . 

paariyaadan has the consonants – pa- Ra- the -an -  and the original tamil  word is  
kattiya pondaattiyaei / manaivi yaei  pirarukku  kootti kodukkira  kanavan  [ missing  
letter-  ka-]- husband  as a pimp for his own wife. 

                       English  word - pimp .

pimp  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –ma- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
maama -  pimp/ uncle.

Sanskrit  word -paariyaadikan [ husband  who obeys to the orders of his wife] .

paariyaadikan  has theconsonants – pa- Ra- the –ka-an  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  thiru manam  purintha manaivikku  / veettukaarikku   adanki  nadakkum    
kanavan – husband obedient to his wife. 

                 Sanskrit  word – paariyaei  [ wife] .

paariyaei has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thirumanam  
purintha  pondaatti [ missing  letter- the -] -  wife. 
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               Sanskrit word -paraththavu  [husband] .

parthaavu  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  
manam  purintha  kanavan -  husband. 

          Sanskrit word- paarishaethan -  [ watchman] . 

paarisaethan  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –[-sa-]- the –an-and the original Tamil 
word   kaavar kaaththu / kan kaaniththu   varukiravar  [ missing  letter- ka-] 
-watchman. 

                Sanskrit  word-  banu  [ king] .

banu  has the consonants – [- pa -] -an -and the original Tamil  word  is  mannan – 
king. 

            Sanskrit  word-  banu [ beautiful lady ].

banu  has the consonants –  pa -an -and the original Tamil  word  is   penmani – 
lady .
            Sanskrit  word-  banu [ master] .

banu  has the consonants –  [-pa-]  -an -and the original Tamil  word  is  iyan  -  
master /father/ lord .

                 Sanskrit  word-  banu[ sun] .
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banu  has the consonants –  [-pa-]  -an -and the original Tamil  word  is  
saeyon[ missing letter- sa-]  -  sun .

                    English  word-  stomach.

 stomach  has the consonants-  sa -he- ma- [-sa-] – and the interpretation of the 
word is  pisandam [Skt]  missing  letter- pa-] –stoamch .

stomach  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–the- ma- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  word is
moadu - stomach .

                        English  word - wage . 

wage  has the consonants - va sa- and the interpretation  of the word is yaasakam-  
mendicity/ wage .

wage  has the consonants - va –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  kooli[missing 
letter-la-]- wage.
             Sanskrit  word  - pirakasam[ to kill] .

pirakasam has the consonant –pa- Ra- ka –[-sa-]- ma – and the original Tamil word 
uyirai parikka vaendum[ missing letter-the-]- to take away the life.

pirakasam has the consonant –pa- Ra- ka –[-sa-]- ma – and the original Tamil word  
kondru poada vaendum [missing letter- the-]- to kill.

pirakasam has the consonant –[-pa]- Ra- ka –sa- ma – and the original Tamil word  
saaka  adiththar vaendum[ missing letter the-]- to kill.

              Sanskrit word – pirakasitham[ happiness].
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pirakasitham  has the consonants- pa- Ra- ka- [-sa-]- the- ma – and the original Tamil
word  paer uvakai kondida vaendum- to have happiness.

pirakasitham  has the consonants- pa- Ra- ka- sa-the- ma – and the original Tamil 
word  parum makizhchchi  adainthida vaendum/ kolluthal veandum[missing letter- 
zha-]- to have great joy.

pirakasitham  has the consonants- pa- Ra- ka- [-sa-]-the- ma – and the original Tamil 
word   perum kalippu adainthidar vandum[ missing letter-la-]- to have great  joy.

           Sanskrit word – pirakadanam  [publicity].

pirakadanam has the consonants –[-pa-]- Ra –ka- the -an –ma- and the original Tamil
word is  anaivarukkum  ariviththida vaendum- to announce all.

Sanskrit word – pirakanam[ inner yard of the house without a roof].

pirakanam hs the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra- ka-an- ma – and the original Tamil word  is 
veettin  mutram[ missing letter- the-]- front yard of the house.

         Sanskrit word – pirakanam[ copper vessel].

pirakanam hs the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra- ka-an- ma – and the original Tamil word  is 
thammira kundaan [missing letter- the-]- copper vessel.

           Sanskrit  word – pirakampanam [ wind] .
pira kampanam has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka- ma- [- pa-] —an- ma – and the 
original Tamil word perum  kaatru adiththar vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]- to 
have good breeze .
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               Sanskrit  word –pirakamanam[ appearance]   .

  pirakamanam  has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- ka –ma- na -ma  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaikarai  naeram   vaanir  kathiravan    thonandridum / thoandrum -   
appear  [  sun -to appear in the sky] .

pirakamanam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka –ma- na -ma  - and the original Tamil  
word is   paarattathakka  thoatram  oruvarukku vaendum-[ missing  letter-  the -]  
one should have a good  appearance .

               Sanskrit word - pirakaram  [ fragrant tree] .

pirakaram  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- ka- Ra -ma - and the original Tamil  word
is  narumanam   veesum  oru maram- [ missing  letter- sa-] -a  fragrant tree. 

            Sanskrit word – pirakastham [ to expand ] .

pirakastham  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- [-sa-]- the- ma –and the original  Tamil
word is  siriya ondrai   perithaakkida vaendum –to enlarge. 

pirakastham  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- [-sa-]- the- ma –and the original  Tamil
word is   virivu paduththuthar  vaendum  -to expand. 

pirakastham  has the consonants  [-pa-] - Ra- ka- [-sa-]- the- ma –and the original  
Tamil  word is   neettiththar  vaendum – to expand. 

pirakastham  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- sa- the- ma –and the original  Tamil  
word is   viruvuakkam  seithidar vaendum- to expand.  
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                    Sanskrit word- pirakaspathi [ priest of the celestial beings] .

pirakaspathi has the consonants  -pa –Ra- ka- sa –pa- the –and the original Tamil  
word is  vaanththae  veetru irukkum  thaeivam  anaiththirkkum  / poosai seithidum 
- thaeiva  poosaari/ kadavur poosaari -- Siva perumaan  / Thiru Murugan/Kathiravan
-  the godly  priest  -sun god. 

            Sanaskrit word – pirakaasam [  bright chances] . 

pirakaasam has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka- [-sa -]–- ma –and the original Tamil  
word is mikuntha   nampikkai  thara koodiuyathaaka [ missing  letter-  the -] - 
chances which  are  very bright.

                   Sanskrit word – pirakaasam [ brightness] .

pirakaasam has the consonants-  [-pa-] –Ra- ka- -sa - ma –and the original Tamil  
word is mikuntha  velichchamaaka   irukirathu  [ missing  letters-  the –and- la-]- -it is
very  bright.  

             Sanskrit word – pirakaasam[  flatulence]. 

pirakaasam has the consonants-  -pa-–Ra- ka- -[-sa-] - ma –and the original Tamil  
word is  vayitru  porumal [ missing  letters-  the –and- la-]-flatulance .

              Sanskrit word – pirakaasam [ expansion] 

pirakaasam has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -–Ra- ka- -sa- ma –and the original Tamil  
word is   virivaakkam  seithidar  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to go for 
expansion .
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             Sanskrit word – pirakaasam [ sun shine] .

pirakaasam has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -–Ra- ka- -[-sa-] - ma –and the original Tamil 
word is  mikuntha  veyir [ missing  letter-  the-]  -  sun shine .

             Sanskrit word – pirakaasam [ bronze] .

pirakaasam has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -–Ra- ka- -sa- ma –and the original Tamil  
word is   thakaraththiyaum,   eruvai-yim [ seppu -yaeim ] saerththaal / kalanthaal  
kidaippathae  venkalam aakum [ missing  letters-  the- and- la -] -  mixing  tin and 
copper will give bronze .

Sanskrit word  - pirakaaram [ the place around the sanctum sanctorum] .

pirakaaram has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kovir karuvarai  koodaththirkkum   kovir mathir suvarukkum  idaipatta  pakuthai 
[ missing  letters- the -and -sa-] -  the place in between the sanctum sanctorum  and 
the outer wall of the temple .

        Sanskrit word -pirakaram [ on the basis of /accordingly] .
pirakaaram has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
ondrin  adipadaiyaaka  kooruvathu [ missing  letter- the -] -  said on the basis of. 

                      Sanskrit word  -piraki  [well] .
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piraki has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kinaru  
-well. 

                 Sanskrit word – pirkitham  [ that which is ordered] 

pirakitham has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- the -ma –and the orignal Tamil  word is 
yaevi  viduthar vaendum – to order.

                 Sanskrit word – pirkitham  [ that which is sent] . 

pirakitham has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- the -ma –and the orignal Tamil  word is  
anuppi   vaiththar  vaendum  -to send. 

           Sanskrit word- pirakoapanam  [to protect] .

pirakoapanam has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka –[-pa-]- an- ma – and the original 
Tamil  word is  paathu kaaththar vaendum[ missing  letter- the-] -to protect.  

            Sanskrit word pirasaakitham [ water] .

pirasakitham  has the consonants - pa –Ra- sa- ka- the –ma- and theorignal tamil  
word / meaning  is  kudipatharkku suththikari -k-kapatta  [ aatru neerai / kinatru 
neerai  nandraaka  vadi kattiya  pinnarae ]  neerai  payan paduththa vaendum- 
drinking  water should be purified before use. 

                Sanskrit  word- pirasoathanam  [ to tell] . 

pirasoathanam  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- the -an -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word is paarthathai - koorida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to tell. 
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pirasoathanam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the -an -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word is anupputhar  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – to send. 

            Sanskrit word – pirasaekam [ to wet] . 

pirasaekam  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –[-sa-]- ka- ma -and the original Tamil  
word is  eeramaakida  vaendum[ missing  letter- the-]– to get wet. 

            Sanskrit word -pirasaekam [ to flow freely] .
pirasaekam  has the consonants –pa- Ra –[-sa-]- ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word
is  karai purandu  aaraai   peruki  oada vaendum[ missing  letter- the-]-  to flow 
freely  like a river .

 
           Sanskrit  word-  pirasuram [ report/ announce] . 

pirasuram  has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]- Ra- ma –and the original Tamil  word 
is  anaivarukkum  theri-yim vannam  puri- yim padiyaaka   kandathai / kaettathai/ 
paarththathai / aariviththida / koorida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] –
to announce  /tell all so that  every one can know . 

             Sanskrit  word-  pirasuram[  publication].

pirasuram  has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]- Ra- ma –and the original Tamil  word 
is  anaivarum  padikkum vannam  suvadai ayei / puththakaththai   puthithaaka  
pathippiththar vaendum [missing  letters-  ka- and -the -] -  to release  the book  so 
that every  one can read.  

                           English  word-  friend.
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friend  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- an –the- and the interpretation of the word is 
pira nithi[Skt] - friend. 

         Sanskrit word -piranithi [friend /companion ] .

piranithi  hs the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra -an -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
utra tholan [ missing  letter-  zha-] –friend.  

piranithi  hs the consonants – -pa-- Ra -an -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda naar nanpar -  long time friend. 

piranithi  hs the consonants – -pa-- Ra -an -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
puirinthaar- friend. 

                  Sanskrit word -piranithi [spy] . 

piranithi  hs the consonants – -pa-- Ra -an -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
otran – spy. 

                      English  word  - ruin. 

ruin has the consonants-  Ra- an -and the interpretation of the word is   para naasam
[ Skt][  missing  letters- pa- and- sa -]   -ruin.

ruined  has the consonants-  Ra –an- the -and the original Tamil  word is  seer indri [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  lost the splendor.
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ruined  has the consonants-  Ra –an- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
paramarippu indri [ missing  letters-  pa and sa -]- not in maintenance. 

       Sanskrit word – pirasiravanam [ mountain stream ] .

pirasiravanam  has the consonants-  pa -Ra –[-sa-]- Ra -va –an- ma --  and the 
original Tamil  word is siriya   aruvi  neer  perukku eduththu  araaka   kotta/oada  
vaendum [missing  letter-  the -] -  small stream  becoming a big river.

               Sanskrit word – pirasiravanam [urine] .

pirasiravanam  has the consonants-  pa -Ra –sa-Ra -va –an- ma --  and the original 
Tamil  word is siru neer poaka vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to pass urine .

            Sanskrit word – pirasiravanam  [ sweat]. 

pirasiravanam  has the consonants- [- pa-] -Ra –[-sa-]-Ra -va –an- ma --  and the 
original Tamil  word is nandraaka  viyarkka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] – to 
sweat a lot. 

         Sanskrit word –   pirasaathanam  [purity] .

pirasaathanam has the consonants - pa- Ra- sa -the- an- ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word is  sutru puraaththai   thooimaiyaaka  vaiththu-  irukka vaendum[ missing  
letter- ka-]  –keep the  surrounding  place should be clean . 

                    Sanskrit word –   pirasaathanam  [ decoration] .
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pirasaathanam has the consonants - pa- Ra- sa -the- an- ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word is mukaththirkku  oppanai [ sirunkaaram]  seithida vaendum [ missing  letter- 
ka-] – to do ‘make up’ for face.  

Sanskrit word –   pirasaathanam  [decoration /comb] 

pirasaathanam has the consonants - pa- Ra- sa -the- an- ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word is  mayirai   nandraaka   seevi  ennai –yittu  sadai  poattu  pinni  poo sooda 
netrikku  kum -kuma  pottu ida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  to  apply oil  and 
plait the hair and decorate with flowers . 

         Sanskrit word –   pirasaathanam  [  cooked rice] .

pirasoathanam  has the consonants  pa- Ra- sa- the- an -ma -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  arisi soaru unavu suvaiyaaka  irukka  arisiyaei  [ saathaththai ]  
nandraaka   samaiththita/ vaeka vaiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]    - rice 
food will be tasty  only when it is cooked well. 

              Sanskrit word –   pirasaathanam  [ mental  satiscaction] .

pirasoathanam  has the consonants  pa- Ra- [-sa-]- the- an -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is manathai  thaniya [aatru] paduththuthar  vaendum  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- to satify mentally. 

            Sanskrit  word – pirasaathi [ intercourse] . 

pirasaathi has the consonants  -pa- Ra -sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
punarchchi inpam adainthida -  to have sexual pleasure. 
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                  Sanskrit  word  - pirasaapan-  king. 

pirasaapan  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa -]-pa -an - and the original Tamil  
word is  mannar  perumaaan -  king. 

       Sanskrit word – pirasaavathi [ brother’s wife] .

pirasaavathi   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]-va-the -and the original  Tamil  
word is  undan pirantha aannaudaiya  manivi –brother’s wife.  

           Sanskrit word – pirasaavathi[ mother] .

pirasaavathi   has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- -sa-va-the -and the original  Tamil  word 
is  eendru / petru  eduththa  karuvai  sumantha / thun  uyirai  koduththu kaathhtitta
-   thaeiva  thaai 

             Sanskrit  word - pirasiththam [ announce] .

pirasiththam   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- Ra- [-sa-]  –the- ma -and the original 
Tamil  word is   anaivarukkum ariviththida  /ariya  paduththa / therita  paduththa 
vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-] –to tell all. 

               Sanskrit  word – pirasiththam  [ fame] . 

pirasiththam   has the consonants  --pa- Ra- [-sa-]  –the- ma -and the original Tamil  
word is  uooraar  poatrum  peyar petra  manithar -  a famous person / appreciated 
by all villagers .

                  Sanskrit word  - pirathaapam [ fame] .
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pirathaapam  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the –[-pa-]- ma- and the original Tamil  
word is   perumai  adianthida  / paaraattum padiyaa - to   have fame. 

           Sanskrit  word- pirathaapam [ bravery]  .

pirathaapam  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the –[-pa-]- ma- and the original Tamil
word is  poaridum /  mara  thanmai- bravery .

              Sanskrit word – pirathaavanm[ wind ] . 

pirathaavanam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the -va –an- ma  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  perum kaatru/ puyar  kaatru / thendrar kaatru/ then maerkku  
paruva-kaatru /  adikka  vaendum / adikka  thuvankum  naeram  – to have a good  
breeze/  time for the  south west wind  . 

          Sanskrit  word – pirathi  [ opposite].

pirathi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  ethir – 
opposite .

                      Sanskrit  word- pirathi [ obstacle]. 

pirathi  has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thadai  
poaduthar – to  hinder/ obstruct . 

                  Sanskrit  word- pirathi[  insignificant]. 
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pirathi  has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  poruttu 
-andru- insignificant. 

              Sanskrit word  -pirathi-k-kiyaatham [ accept]  .

pirathikiyaatham  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the –ka- the- ma -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   manam uvanthu yaetru  kondida vaendum -  to accept  
whole heartedly.

             Sanskrit word – pirathikaranam [ to hate].
 
pirathikaranam  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra –the- ka- Ra- an -ma  -  and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  theeyoarai  veruththu  othukkuthar  vaendum- to 
hate and avoid  bad persons. 

              Sanskrit word-  piradash [ region/ territory] 
piradash  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -the -sa and the original Tamil  word is   perum
sem mun tharai/ nedum tharai -  big land .

                Sanskrit word – pirapathan [ son] . 

pirapathan  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- an –and the original Tamil  word is 
eendru  eduththa / peththu eduththa  aan  makan[ missing  letter- ka-]- son .

pirapathan  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- an –and the original Tamil  word is  
eendru  eduththa pen – daughter.
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                   Sanskrit word - pirapu  [ noble man ]   .

pirapu  has the consonants - pa -Ra –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  periyar - 
noble man. 

                      English  word - pride .

pride has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -and the interpretation of the word is 
piraputhai [Skt] – pride. 

pride has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is  perumai  
udaiththu -  pride. 

                 Sanskrit word – pirapalam [ fame]   .        

 Pirapalm  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -pa -la -ma – and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  paerum   pukazhum   ulla [ missing  letter- ka-]- famous.

          Sanskrit word – piratheekaaram  [ to reform] . 

piratheeikaaram  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the -ka -Ra -ma –and the original 
Tamil  word  /meaning is  seer  thiruththam  seithidar  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
sa-] - to reform  .
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         Sanskrit word – piratheekaaram  [ door] .

piratheekaaram   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the -ka -Ra -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is  veettin  vaayir  kathavai  thiranthu  vaiththar  vaendum -  
keep the front door of the house opened. 

           Sanskrit word – piratheekaaram [ suitability ]  

piratheekaaram   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the -ka -Ra -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is erandum  ondrukku  ondru   porunthi  iruththar  vaendum- 
suitablity  between the two. 
           Sanskrit word – piratheekaaram  [avenge/ vanjeenam ] 

piratheekaaram   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- the -ka -Ra -ma -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning is ethiraei  vanjiththar  vaendum  -to avenge the enemy .

                 Sanskrit word-  pirathesi [ west] .

pirathesi  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra -the –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan  saayum/ maraiyim   maerkku  thikku – the direction  in which  the sun 
disappears  is the west . 

          Sanskrit word – pirathiyoaki [ crowd] .

pirathiyoaki  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
perum / pothu  makakar koottam-  big human crowd. 

             Sanskrit word – pirathiyoaki [ opposition] .
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pirathiyoaki  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is
ethiridaiyaaka – in opposition .

           Sanskrit  word – pirathirokam [ opposition ]  
 pirathiroakam   has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- Ra- ka- ma- and the original Tamil
word/ meaning is  ethirththu  nirkka  vaendum -  to stand in opposition .

                Sanskrit  word – pirathirokam [ to protest ].

pirathiroakam   has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- Ra- ka- ma- and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is ethiriyin  koattaiyaei   mutrukai  poarida  vaendum  / mutrukai  
poaraattam nadaththida vaendum -  to  surround  fort of the  the enemy in all 
directions /to protest  .

               Sanskrit  word – pirathirokam[   hide]. 

pirathiroakam   has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- Ra- ka- ma- and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is evarukkum  theriyaathu  maraiththu   vaiththida vaendum-  to 
hide from others. 

          Sanskrit  word – pirathirokam [ thef  /steal] .

pirathiroakam   has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- Ra- ka- ma- and the original Tamil 
word/ meaning is  evarukkum   theriyaathu   thirudathar  vaendum- to steal without
the knowledge of others. 

               Sanskrit word- pirathiupakaaram  [ recompense] .
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pirathi upakaaram  has the consonants-  pa -Ra -the -pa -ka –Ra- ma – and the 
original Tamil  word is  kaimaarau  karuthaathu   naam pirarukku  uthavui  
purinthidar vaendum -  help others without any  expections. 

                  Sanskrit word -pirathiroathi   [thief].
 
pirathiroathi  has the consonants - pa –Ra- the- Ra -the –and theorignal Tamil  word 
is  perum thirudan – big thief. 

              Sanskrit word -  pirathivasasam  [ village] .

pirathivasasam  has the consonants - pa -Ra- the- va – [-sa-] -ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  vayar kaattu puram -  country side. 

              Sanskrit word  - pirathivasanam   [echo ] 

pirathivasanam  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra- the- va- [-
sa-] - an- ma -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is ezhuppiya  oli / paechchu / 
oasai  alaikal   kaatril  sendru meendum   ethir thikkil  irunthu  /siru  / vinaadikal  
kazhinthu   athae  oasai  allathu /oli / allathu  paechchai  paer oliyaaka  kaathu 
koduththu  kaettida / ethir  olikka vendum [ missing  letter- la-]  - to hear the  sound 
coming from the opposite side. 

Sanskrit word  - pirathivaatham [ argument  for the defence]. 

pirathivaatham has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- the -va –the- ma-  and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  - maatru / ithera  karuththai  eduththu  koorida  vaendum
-  to tell the other views. 

          Sanskrit  word – pirathi daesham [ opposition] .
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Pirathidaesha  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra -the -the –[-sa-] - -and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is ethir idai- opposition .

            Sanskrit word  - pirathisiravam [ accept] . 

pirathisiravam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –[-sa-] –Ra- va -ma –and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is petroar/aandavar   tharuvathai  yaetru kondida  
vaendum/ petru kondida vaendum -  accept what is given .

            Sanskrit word  - pirathisaakiram [ caution] .
pirathisaakiram  has the consonants- pa- Ra –the- sa- ka- Ra -ma – and the original 
tamil  word / meaning  is  mun arivippu [ mun echcharikkai ]  seithar  vaendum -  to 
caution. 

                 Sanskrit word  - pirathisankai [ fear] .

pirathi sankai has the consonants-  pa- Ra –the- sa- an- ka  - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is achchuruththa   vaendum -  to induce  fear.

      Sanskrit word -  pirathisanthanam  [to counsel] .

pirathisanthanam  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the -sa –an- the- an-ma- and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is manam vittu  karuththu  parimaatram seithar 
vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  exchange of  ideas . 

       Sanskrit word  pirathisamaathanam [ antidote] .
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pirathisamaathanam  has the consonants  has the consonants  pa –Ra- the- sa- ma –
the- an -ma –and the original Tamil  word is  karu naaka  paampin   nachchai  
neekkida/ nachchai murikka  / maatru  marunthu  ondru  vaendum/ thaevai 
padukirathu - need of an antidote for snake bite .

                        English  word – separate .

separate  has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa- Ra –the-and the interpretation  of the 
word is  pirathi paethanam [Skt] – separate. 

separate  has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa- Ra –the-and the original Tamil  word is  
piriththidu – separate .

Sanskrit word – pirathipoatham [to educate].

pirathipoatham  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the –[-pa-] -the -ma -and the 
original Tamil  word is katru  thara  vaendum/ oathi  tharuthar  vaendum [ misisjg  
letter- ka-] - to educate. 

        Sanskrit word  - pirathi patham [frequently ] .

pirathipatham has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -pa -the -ma  -and the original Tamil 
word  isthirumpa  thirumpa – again and again .

             Sanskrit word- pirathi pantham [discipline] .

pirathi pantham  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the- pa –an- the -ma  -and the 
original Tamil  word  is murai paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] – to 
discipline .
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                      English  word – charity .

charity   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  pirathi 
paathanam [ missing  letter- pa-] – charity .

       Sanskrit word- pirathipaathanam[ charity] .

pirathipaathanam  has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra -the-  [-pa-]- the- an- ma – and the
original Tamil  word / meaning  is variyavarukku   nun kodai  tharuthar  vaendum -  
to give donation for the poor. 

           Sanskrit  word – pirathipaathanam [ to originate]. 

pirathipaathanam  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -the-  pa- the- an- ma – and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  pirappiththar  vaendum [ missing  leter- ka-] - to 
originate .

       Sanskrit  word – pirathipaathanam [to complete]. 

pirathipaathanam  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra -the-  [-pa-]- the- an- ma – and the
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  mudiththar  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]   -to 
complete .

              Sanskrit  word  -piramai [ ignorance].

piramai  has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
ariyaamai / piriyaamai -  ignorance .
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              Sanskrit  word  -piramai [illusion ]

piramai  has the consonants-  [-pa-] –Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  maaya  
thotram[ missing  letter-  the -] -  illusion .

              Sanskrit  word  -piramai [ madness] .

piramai  has the consonants- -pa–Ra- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  perum 
paiththiyam [  missing  letter-  the -] -  mad. 

                        English  word – effort . 

effort has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is   
pirayaththanam [Skt] - -effort. 

effort has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is is 
muyandridu - try . 

               Sanskrit  word  pirayaanam [ travel ] .

piraayanam   has the consonants-  pa- Ra –an- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
uoor  payanam -  travel to the village. 

               Sanskrit  word – pirayuththam[ war] 

 pirayuththam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the- ma -  and the original Tamil  word is
poaridanum -  to fight .

               Sanskrit  word- pirayoakam [ to use] .
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pirayokam  has the consonants  pa -Ra –ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
payan paduththuthar   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to use. 

                  Sanskrit  word- pirayoakam [ effort ] .

pirayokam  has the consonants  pa -Ra –ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
paadu paduthar  vaendum[ missing  letter- the - ]- to struggle.
              Sanskrit  word- pirayoakam [command] .

pirayokam  has the consonants  pa -Ra –ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  aani 
iduthar /aanai pirappikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] –to make a command. 

             Sanskrit  word- pirayoakam [horse] .

pirayokam  has the consonants  pa -Ra –ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
parakkum  kuthirai [ missing  letter-  the -] –flying horse  [sun] .

                 Sanskrit  word- pirayoakam  [example] .

pirayokam  has the consonants  [-pa-] -Ra –ka- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
puriya  vaendi  eduththu kaattudan  koorida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] –to 
give an example so that one can understand. 

                       English word-   father .

father has the consonants-  pa-the- Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is  
paramaatha-  grand father. 
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father  has the consonants-  pa-the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is peththa   
thanthaiyaarin  thanthai- father’s  father. 

             Sanskrit word - piramaatham  [excellent] .

piramaatham  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ma- the- ma   -and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  arumaiyinum arumaiyaanathu – super. 

piramaatham  has the consonants  -pa-Ra- ma- the- ma   -and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning  is  paraattun vithamaaka [ missing letter- ka-]- appreciable.

          Sanskrit  word – piramukar [ prominent person] .

piramukar   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
uoorin   kurippidathakka   periya  manithar ;  uooraar  mathikkum  periya  manithar 
[ missing letter-  the-] – respected  person of the village .

        Sanskrit word  - piramippu [ being astonished] .

piramippu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- ma- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  
perum  viyappu [ missing letter- ka-] – big surprise. 

    Sanskrit word  - piramippu [amazement ] .

piramippu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- ma- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  
perum malaippu  [ missing  letter- la-] – amazement .
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           Sanskrit word  - piramippu [ confusion] .

piramippu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- ma- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
perum thadumaatram[ missing  letter- the -] - big confusion .

Sanskrit  word- piramadaesam[ land  granted to brahmins] .

piramathaesam    has the consonants - pa –Ra- ma- the-  sa-ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  paer arasar/ maa-  mannar   - anthanarukku   kodaiyaaka  
koduththa  idam   [ missing letter- ka-] -  the land given by the king  to the Brahmins 
as a gif. 

                     English  word- celibate  . 

celibate   has the consonants - sa -la -pa -the – and the original Tamil word is  
manam  aakatha  aal ;  kaliyaanam  kattaatha/ seiyaatha/ pannaatha   aan makan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  un married man. 

    Sanskrit  word- piramachchaari  [the celibate] .

piramachchaari  has the consonants - pa -Ra -ma- [-sa-] -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thiru manam  puiriyaatha  manithar[ missing  letter- the-] -  one 
who has not married.

   Sanskrit  word -  pirmakaththi  [the sin of a murder which  hounds one  ] .
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piramakaththi  has the consonants  pa- Ra -ma -ka- the – and the original tamil  
word / meaning  is  oruvarai  kondrathaar / oruvarin uyirai  pariththaar -  vidaathu  
thoadarum  /virattum  kaedu – the sin of a murder which  hounds one. 

                 Sanskrit  word  - pirakaatham  [war] .

pirakaatham  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ka -the -ma -and the original Tamil word 
is poarida  vaendum – to fight  a war .

        Sanskrit  word - piraaati [respectable old woman].

 piraatti  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
moothaattiyaar- old woman ; periya  thaai .

           Sanskrit  word- piraakariyam [sharpness]. 

piraakariyam  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- ka -Ra -ma – and the original Tamil  
word is arivu   koormai - sharp mind. 

         Sanskrit  word  piraakkiyan [ intellectual person] .

piraakkiyan  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- ka –an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
arivan /  arivaanavan – wise person. 

              Sanskrit  word – pirashtan  [sun] .
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pirashatan   has the consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- the -an – and the original Tamil 
word is kathiravan  /Thiru Murugan[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  sun .

           Sanskrit  word  -pirasakan [ charioteer ] .

pirasakan    has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- [-sa-]- ka- an- and the original Tamil  
word is  - thaer oattukiravan [ kathiravan] [ missing  letter- the -] – one who drives 
the chariot- the sun god. 

              Sanskrit  word – piralayam  [deluge ] .

piralayam   has the consonants  -pa –Ra- la -ma – and the original Tamil  word is  
peru vellam  [missing  letter- ka-] – deluge.
piralayam   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- la -ma – and the original Tamil  word is   
ulakam  azhiyim  naar [ missing  letter- ka-]- the day when the world is  going  to 
disappear. 

            Sanskrit  word -piravaakam  [flood] .

piravaakam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va -ka -ma -and the original Tamil  word is 
neer perukkam ; perukku eduthtu  oadum  aatru neer [ missing  letter- the-] – river 
flood .

               Sanskrit  word  -piravaakam  [tank] .

piravaakam  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- va -ka -ma -and the original Tamil  
word is  thaenki  irukkum  thanneer-  kuttai aakum  [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  tank. 
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               Sanskrit word - piravaakam  [increase] .

piravaakam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va -ka -ma -and the original Tamil  word is 
perukkam  - increase. 

          Sanskrit word - piravaakam  [ income]  .

piravaakam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va -ka -ma -and the original Tamil  word is 
perum thokai / panam /   varumpadiyaaka   vara  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -  
big money  will come as the income -- money  to come .

               Sanskrit  word  -piravaesanam  [ gate] .
piravaesanam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra - va- [-sa-]-- an -ma  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  veettin   mun pura  vaayir [missing  letter- the -]  -  front gate of the 
house. 

              Sanskrit  word  -piravaesanam  [beginning] .

piravaesanam  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra - va- [-sa-]-- an -ma  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  ondrin   thuvakkam [ missing  letter- the -] – beginning  of  
something .

         Sanskrit  word  -piravaesanam [ to submit] . 

piravaesanam  has the consonants  --pa- Ra - va- [-sa-]-- an -ma  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  ut- paduththuthat  vaendum[ missing  letter- the -]   -to submit. 

           Sanskrit  word  -piravaesanam [ effort] .
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piravaesanam  has the consonants  --pa- Ra - va- sa- an -ma  -  and the original Tamil 
word is   perum muyarchchei maer kondida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  –to 
make big effort .

            Sanskrit  word – piralaapam [ to complain] .

Piralaapam  has the consonants-  [-pa-] –Ra- la -pa -ma  -  and the original atmil  
word is   pulampi  kuraikooru [  missing  letter- ka-]  – complain with weeping.

           Sanskrit word – piraloadanam –[ to roll] .

Piraloadanam   has the consonants – pa- Ra- la -the -an -ma -  and the  original Tamil
word is  mannil/ tharaiyil  veezhnthu  urundu   purala vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]
-to roll over in the soil. 

              Sanskrit  word – piravanjam [ world] .

piravanjam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va –an- sa -ma - ansthe original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  kathiravani  sutri varum  puvi / tharai [ missing  letter-  the - ]-  
the earth revolving around the sun  .

               Sanskrit  word – piravanam  [ to sow] . 

piravanam  hs the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- va- an -ma  -and the original atmil  word 
is  mannir  viththai  vithaiththar/ thoovuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the - ] -to 
sow the seeds. 
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      Sanskrit  word  - piravasanam [ to give a lecture] .

piravasanam  has the consonants-  pa Ra –va-sa- an -ma - and the original Tamil  
word  is paer urai  aatra [missing  letter- the - ] vaendum   -  to give a lecture .

         Sanskrit  word  piravakiththal [ to over flow] .

piravakiththal   has the consonants -pa-Ra- va- -ka-the- la- and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning  is perukkueduththal/    peruki  oaduththal/  peruki  / ponki  
/vazhithal -  to over flow. 

       Sanskrit  word - piravithaaranam [ battle] .

piravithaaranam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va- the- Ra- an -ma -  and the original
Tamil  word / meaning  is  poar purinthinda  vaendum – to fight a war . 

              Sanskrit  word  -piravalam [ child] .

piravaalam   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- la- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
peththa   thaayin  madiyir  thavazhum  kuzhanthai [  missing  letter-  the - ]– child  
on the mother’s lap .

            Sanskrit word – piravalam [ tender sprout] .
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       piravaalam   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- va- la- ma -and the original Tamil  word
is    ilam  thalir  vida vaendum / ilam thalir  vittu maramaaka  pinnar  valarnthida 
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  –to sprout .

          Sanskrit  word - piravisaedam  [ to leave] .

piravisedam  has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -Ra -va –[-sa-] –the- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is vittu neenkuthar vaendum –to leave . 

          Sanskrit  word - piravisaedam  [ to leave] .

piravisedam  has the consonants  - pa- -Ra -va –[-sa-] –the- ma –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is purapada vaendum – to depart / to leave .

            Sanskrit  word – piranaveenan[  innocent person ] .

piranaveenan has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- va -an  and the original Tamil  word is  
ondrum  ariyaathavan [ missing  letter-  the -] – he does not know anything.

               Sanskrit  word – piranan [ soul ] .

piraanan  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- an-  and the original Tamil   word is  
manitha  uyir[ missing  letter –the -]   – human soul .

      Sanskrit  word -  piranayaamam [breathing exercise ] . 
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piranayaamam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- an- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
moochchu  payirchchi   seiyanum/ pannanum [ missing  letter –sa-] do breathing  
exercise .

             Sanskrit  word  piraaanaanthikam [ murder] .

piraanaanthikam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an –the- ka- ma-and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  oruvanudaiya    uyirai  parikka  vaendum – to take off 
one’s life. 

piraanaanthikam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an –the- ka- ma-and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is ethiriyaei   kondru poada  vaendum  -to murder the 
enemy. 

                        Sanskrit  word – akathi [refuge] .

akathi has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is thanjam  
adainthavan  [ missing  letter –sa-] –refuge .

           Sanskrit  word – piraananaathan[ husband] .

piraananaathan   has the consonants  - pa -Ra –an- -the -an –and the original Tamil  
word is  ennai  thirumanam  purintha  kanavan- en  veettukkaarar [ missing  letter- 
ka-]-  my husband.
              Sanskrit  word – piraananaathan  [god] .

piraananaathan   has the consonants  - pa -Ra –an- -the -an –and the original Tamil  
word is  nammai   padaiththa  aandavar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the god who  created
us .
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           Sanskrit  word-  piraana thiyakam [ suicide] 

piraana thiyakam  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an- the -ka -ma – and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is oruvan thun  in- uyirai  thaane  maaiththu  kondida / uyirai
vida - some one  taking his life on his own .

          Sanskrit  word-  piraana thiyakam [suicide] 

piraana thiyakam  has the consonants  --pa- Ra- an- the -ka -ma – and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is thaane  thookkir / thookku kayitrir  thonka  vaendum /  
pinamaaka  thoanka  vaendum – to hang  himself .

       Sanskrit  word-  piraana thiyakam [suicide] 

piraana thiyakam  has the consonants  --pa- Ra- an- the -ka -ma – and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is marunthu  kudiththu  uyirai vida  vaendum  -  to die by  
taking  poisonous   drug .

     Sanskrit  word-  piraana thiyakam [ suicide] .

piraana thiyakam  has the consonants  --pa- Ra- an- the -ka -ma – and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  unavu unnaathu  vadakku -irunthu  in- uyirai vida 
vaendum- to commit suicide by not taking  food.

           Sanskrit  word – pirathakkaalam [ break of the day] .

pirathakkaalam  has the consonants - pa –Ra- the- ka- la- ma  -and the original tamil 
word / meaning  is  iruttai  kizhiththu kondu  vaanil  keezh – thikkil  kathiravan  
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thoandrum  vai karai naeram / kaalai vaelai / vidaiyar  kaalai – the time for the sun 
to rise in the east  .

           Sanskrit  word - piraathakam  [save] .

Pirathakam  has the consonants - pa- Ra-the- ka- ma-  and the original tamil  word / 
meaning  is  poatri / paeni  paathu kaththida  vaendum / kaappaatrida vaendum / 
uy-ivitthhar  vaendum -  to save /to protect/ redeem . 

                    English  word  - brother. 

brother has the consonants  -pa- Ra –the- Ra -  and the interpreation of the word is  
piraathiru [Skt] – elder brother.
 
brother has the consonants  -pa- Ra –the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  udan  pirantha  annaar /thamayaanar – elder brother.

                   Sanskrit  word -piraathu [ complait ] . 

piraathu  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is kurai 
kooridu [ missing  letter- ka-] - to make a  complaint  ; pukaar therivikka .

                Sanskrit  word –piraathu  [evidence] .

piraathu  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is 
saandru [ missing  letter –sa-]  –evidence .

              Sanskrit  word –piraathu  [ manner] .
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piraathu  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is 
murai- manner ;  nadai murai .

                      English  word – worship .

to worship  has the consonants -  the –va- Ra -sa -pa  -and the interpretation of the 
word is piraarththanai [Skt]  seika  -to pray. 

to worship  has the consonants -  the –va- Ra –[-sa-] -pa  -and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is thiru marai oathi  aaandavarai  vaendi  kai- koopi  vanankiduka -  
worship  the god chanting  holy  scriptures. 

               Sanskrit  word  - piraanthi [ firmlessness ] 

piraanthi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- an –the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
uruthi inmai-  firmlessness. 

             Sanskrit  word  - piraanthi [ fault ] .

piraanthi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- an –the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
thavaraanathu  [missing  letter- ka-] – mistake. 

                Sanskrit  word  - piraanthi[ good fortune] .

piraapthi  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is paeru 
adaiya ;  paeru  petrida – to have good  fortune;  athirshtam[Skt] [ missing  letter-
sa-] –good fortune  . 
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       Sanskrit word – piramatheetchchu [ to announce] .

piramatheechchu   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ma-  the –[-sa -] -  and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  theriya  padauththanum ; anaivarukkum arivikka  
vaendum[ missing  letter-ka-]  –to announce to all.

           Sanskrit  word -   piraavirutham   [ offering to god] . 

piraavirutham  has the consonants - pa- Ra –va- Ra- the- ma  -and the original tamil  
word is   Thiru  kovir  aandavarukku  padaikka   vaendum / kaanikkai   thara 
vaendum .

        Sanskrit  word – piriyasanthaekam [ mangolia tree]. 

piriya santhaekam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- sa-an- the- ka- ma -and the original 
Tamil  word is  sanpaka maraththin poo manam -  the smell of the flower of the 
mangolia tree. 

           Sanskrit  word – piriyaththam [ donation] .
piriyaththam  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  perumkodai/ nun kodai   thara  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to give 
donation .

 Sanskrit  word – pithaambaram [ yellow colored silk cloth ] .

pithaambaram  has the consonants-  pa- the –ma- [-pa-] - Ra –ma- and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  manja  niram udaiya  pattu thuni [ missing  letter- sa-] –
yellow colored silk cloth. 
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             Sanskrit  word – vasikari  [to attract ]  .

vasikari  has the consonants - va –sa- ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  oruvar  
matra/ vaeru   oruvarai   thun   arivu  thiramai   kondu / paechchu  thiramai  kondu /
kavarnthu   /thun   kattu  paattirkku   kondu  varuvathu/ thun vasapaduththuvathu  [
missing  letters- pa- and- the -] -  to allure some one .

                     English  word - hypnotism .

Hypnotism has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]  -an -the –sa- ma –and the interpreation 
of the word is  mano vasiyam[Skt]   seithida veendum   -to hypnotize .
hypnotism has the consonants  -ka- pa- -an -the –sa- ma –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   thun vasa paduththa  vaendum -  to hypnotize. 

                     Sanskrit  word – makarishi. 

 Makarishi   has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   perum  munivar[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  greta sage. 

                       English word -   autocracy .

Autocracy  has the consonants-  the- ka- Ra- sa – and the interpretation of the word 
is  yathaechcha-  athikaaram [Skt]- autocracy. 

Autocracy  has the consonants-  the- ka- Ra- sa – and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning is  anaiththu urimaiym thun vasamaakki konda   mannarain  kodum koar  
aatchchi – autocratic rule. 

                  Sanskrit word - yanthiram  [machinery] .
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Yanthiram  has the consonants  -an- the- Ra- ma - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thanni  thanae   iyankindum  karuvi [ missing  letter –ka-]  -  a machine 
is one  which  works  /acts/ moves  on its own .

Yanthiram  has the consonants  -an- the- Ra- ma - and the other interpretation of 
the word  is  thiru marai  oathi  koduththa /  manthariththa[Skt]   thakadu [ missing  
letter- ka-] – magical  plate . 

                Sanskrit word-  aathi [ first  / beginning] .

Aathi  has the consonant-  the   -  and the original Tamil  word is  munthu /  motha  / 
mooththa / munthai  - beginning /first/ primitive /ancient time  /ancestor  .

              Sanskrit word  -roaki [ sick  person].

Roaki  has the consonants - Ra –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  noavu  utravan 
[ missing  letter-  the-]- diseased  person .

                           English  word – wrath .

Wrath  has the consonants   -va –Ra- the - and the interpretation of the word is 
rowththiram [ Skt]- wrath.

Wrath  has the consonants   -va –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is   veri konda
– rage.

Wrath  has the consonants   -va –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is perum  
koapm  mutru [misisng  letter- pa-]– fury.
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Wrath  has the consonants   -va –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kadum 
sinam mutru [ missing  letter- sa-] – excess anger. 

                       Sanskrit word - libi [ letter] .

libi has the consonants - la –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is Tamil mozhiyin  
ezhuthu[ missing  letter-  the -] –Tamil letter. 

                                        levy
levy  has the consonants- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  kattayaa  nellu  kol- 
muthal [ missing  letter- the -] --  compulsory procurement of paddy .

                  Sanskrit  word – laevaa daevi .

laevaa daevi  has the consonants-  la- va - the -va  -  and the original tamil  word is   
vattikku  kadan  koduthhu  vaazhkkai nadaththum  thozhil – money  lending  
profession. 

                       Sanskrit  word-  lavukeeka[ temporal life] .

lavukeeka has the consonants  -la- va- ka- ka-  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is nilai illaa ulaka vazhakkai – temporary  life .

                                  Roopai- [ rupee] .

roopaai  has the consonants – Ra- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  pana muri – 
cheque.
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                       Sanskrti word - vasantham [spring] .

vasantham  has the consonants – va- sa-an- the- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
sedi  /kodi  /maram / poo  pookkindra paruvam [ missing  letters-  pa- and -Ra -] -  
the season fot he plants  /creepers / trees  to  blossom  .

                          English  word – spring .

spring  has the consonants – sa- pa- Ra -an -ka  - and the original Tamil  word is  
sedi/ kodi /maram / poo  pookkindra  paruvam [ missing  letter- the -]  the season 
fot he plants  /creepers / trees  to  blossom  .

                                       Thasildar.

thasildar has the consonants - the  -sa- la –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
vatta   aatchchi  thalaivar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  thasildar-  the government officer 
for a small revenue area .

                    English  word – dowry .

dowry has the consonants – the- va -Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is  vara 
dhachchinai[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  dowry. 
dowry has the consonants – the- va -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  padukkai  
patru [ missing  letter- pa-] -  dowry. 

                          English  word -  row .

row has the consonants-  Ra- va -and the interpretation of the word is kiramam-  
row. 
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row has the consonants-  Ra- va -and the original Tamil  word is   vari  variyaaka / 
varisai  -row. 

                                            Makasul[ yield ] .

makasul  has the consonants -  ma -ka -sa -la -and the original Tamil  word is  nellu 
mani  vilaichchal -  yield of paddy ; pon vilaiyim munnu  .

                                    vasool [ collection] .

vasool has the consonants  -va -sa- la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is 
kaasu  vaankuthal [ missing  letter- the-]  to collect money .

                                English word  -badge .

badge  has the consonants –[-pa -]–the- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
vadam[Skt]  – badge.

badge  has the consonants -pa –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  pathakkam -
badge. 

 
              Sanskrit  word-  vara pirasaatham [ god’s gif] .

 vara pirasaatham  has the consonants-  va –Ra- pa- Ra -sa -the -ma -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  eraivanudaiya  arut-kan- kodai / paarvai vaendum-  god’s 
gif .

                         Sanskrit word -  suthaesam .
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suthaesam  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- [-sa-]- ma -and the original Tamil  word 
is thaai mun- native state.

                          Sanskrit word - sudaesi .

sudaesi  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
thaai munnin  udaimai - -  belongings of a state.

                  Sanskrit  word – vanthae maatharam .

vanthae maatharam  has the consonants - va -an –the- ma –the- Ra- ma –and the 
original Tamil  word is  thaai mannai vanakuthar  vaendum –to salute the mother 
country .

                           Tamil  word-  oppu [  equal by comparison] .

 oppu has the consonant - pa -and the interpretation  of the word is samam-  equal  .

                       English word – sex. 

sex  has the consonants-  sa- ka- sa -and the interpretation of the word is  poakam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - sex. 

                          English  word -  with .

with has the consonants-  va –the- and the interpretation  of the word is sakitham -  
with .
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with has the consonants-  va –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kondu/ udan 
kondu / kooda -  with. 

        Egyptianhierohglyphic word - st [place /seat] .

st has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the original tamil  word is  idam- place/ seat.

           Egyptianhierohglyphic word – st [throne] .

st has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is   maedai- dais;  
peedam [missing  letters- pa -] – stage.  
          Egyptianhierohglyphic word – st  [office] .

st has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is  pani-idam/ pani 
seiyim idam- work spot. 

                   Egyptian hierohglyphic word – sd [clothe] .

sd has theconsonants-  [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is thuni- cloth .

sd has theconsonants-  [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is aadai –clothe.

sd has theconsonants-  [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is udai –clothe. 

sd has theconsonants-  [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  pattu aadai 
[ missing letter- sa-] - silk clothe. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic  word -  sfn [ kindly] .
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sfn has the consonants- sa- pa- an- and the original Tamil  word is  anpu-  kindness. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – swn  [trade] .

Swn has the consonants – [-sa-] -va –an- and the original Tamil  word is  vaanikam- 
trade. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – sTw [sower] .

stw has the consonants-  [- sa -] –the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  vithai  
ankum inkumaaka  thoovu  -sow/ to scatter seeds here and there .

stw has the consonants-  [- sa -] –the- va -and the original Tamil  word is    kutti 
poatta   panni kutti  [ missing  letter- pa-] – mother  pig  . 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- sst [calf of leg] .

sst  has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is kendai  sathai  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - calf muscle. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- sipty [ inspect] .

sipty has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is 
aainthidu- inspect/ investigate. 

              gyptian hieroglyphic  word – ska  [ cultivate] .

ska  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kamam seika – 
cultivate.
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ska  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  
vivasaayam[Skt]  seika – cultivate .

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word -  sryt [cough] .
sryt  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -Ra –the- and the original atmil  word is  irumuthar - 
cough;  irumidu- to cough .

               Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – srxw [ accuser]. 

srxw has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra –ka- [-sa-] -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
kurai  koorukiravar – one who  complains. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic  word -  srx [ to complain] .

srx has the consonants- [- sa-] - Ra- ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kurai 
kooru – make a complaint. 

S

sabbatum : sabbath.  

Sabbath   has the consonants-    sa- pa- [-pa-]- the -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  sani -thiname   poosai  thinam -  Saturday  is the day of  worship .   

Sabbath   has the consonants-    sa- pa- [-pa-]- the -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  sama  panthi- feast/ eating together;  panthi –feast. 
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                       Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sa  [pig] .

sa has the consonant-  sa- and the original Tamil  word is  panni[ missing  letter- pa-] 
- pig.

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word -sty [ Nubia] .

Sty has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is then naadu- 
south -land. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – styw [ Nubians].

styw has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- va -and the original Tamil  word is  then 
naattavan-  man from south .

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word- sD [ break] .

sD has the consonants - sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  udai- break .

    Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  swt [  force of the wind] 

 swt has the consonants – [ -sa-]- va -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kaattu 
adikkum vaekam-  the force of the wind. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  swt [  wheat ]  .

swt has the consonants –[- sa-]  -va –the- and the original Tamil  word is koathumai 
– wheat . 
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           Egyptian hieroglyphic word- sSd [ thunderbolt] .

sSd has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the original tamil  word is  idi –
thunderbolt. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti  [shoot] .

sti has the consonants-  sa –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is  sudu –shoot;  eithidu 
–shoot .

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti   [spear] .

sti has the consonants-[ -sa-]  –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is  eetti- spear. 

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti    [kindle]. 

sti has the consonants-[ -sa-]  –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is   thoondu- kindle .

      Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti   [ set fire to] . 

sti has the consonants-[ -sa-]  –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is   thee moottu –
make fire. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti [inspect]  .

sti has the consonants-[ -sa-]  –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is   aainthidu – 
inspect. 
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             Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sti [glitter].   

sti has the consonants-[ -sa-]  –the- and theorignal Tamil  word is   minnidu – glitter. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word- Sma  [barley ].

Sma has the consonants  sa ma and the original Tamil  word is  saamai- a millet .

       Egyptian hieroglyphic word – it [ barley /corn] .

It has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thinai -a millet.

 

sacculus : purse, little bag, little sack. 

sacculus  has the composition- [-sa-]- ka- la- [sa] - and the meaning of the word is  
kaasu  panam  [ paathu  kaappaaka  ]  vaikka uthavum   thole pai  [ missing letters- pa- 
and -the -]  the  leather  purse for  keeping money ;  kaasu panam-  money;  paathu 
kaapaaka-  safely;  vaikka-  to keep;  thole -  leather-  pai-  bag  .

bag[E] has the composition -pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kai pai-  hand 
bag / kifi [Farsi]   ;  kai-  hand;  pai-  bag. 

purse[E]  has the composition -pa- Ra- sa-and the meaning of the word is panam   
kaasai   paathu  kaapaaka  vaikka  uthavum thore- pai  - surukku pai [ missing letters-
ka -and -the -] ;  the leather bag  to keep the money  safely;   panam  kaasu-  money ;   
paathakaappaka-  safely;  surukkau  pai-  purese;  thore pai-  leather bag  . 
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 sack[E]  has the composition -  [- sa-] - ka -  and the meaning of the word is  koni  pai   
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sack ;  gunny bag .
sack [E]  has the composition -  [- sa-] - ka -  and the meaning of the word is  neekku- 
dismiss. 

purse [E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra- sa  -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
siru pai /  surukku  pai [ missing  letter- ka-]- bag.  

sacrificum : sacrifice. 

sacrifice[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra –[- pa-] -[- sa -] – and the 
interpreation of the word is muruku -  sacrifice. 

 to sacrifice[E]   has the consonants – the-  [- sa-] - ka- Ra –[- pa-] -[- sa -] – and the 
interpreation of the word is   uyirai  kaavu kodu – to  sacrifice  life ;  uyir- life; kaavu- 
sacrifice.  

 to sacrifice[E]   has the consonants –the-  [- sa-] - ka- Ra –pa-[- sa -] – and the 
interpreation of the word is  pundareekam-   a kind  of sacrifice. 

sacrificum  has the composition- [- sa-]  -ka- Ra- pa- ka -ma- and the meaning of the 
word is  porai  erakka  vaedum [ missing  letter-  the-] - to un load ;  porai- burden;  
erakki vai- to put down. 

sacrificum  has the composition- [- sa-]  -ka- Ra- [- pa-] - ka -ma- and the meaning of 
the word is manitha   uyir -ai  kaavu  kodukka/ thiyaakam  seithida   /eekai   seithida  
vaendum [  missing  letter- the -]-  -  sacrifie the  human life;  uyir- life ;  kaavu- 
kodukka- sacrifice; manithan- man . 

sacrificum  has the composition- sa -ka- Ra- pa- ka -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is aandavanukkaa    uyirai  pokkida/ saaka  thayaraaka  irukka  vaendum[  missing 
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letter-  the -]  - prepared to  die for the sake of the god; aandavan-  god ; uyir-  life; 
pokkida-  to loose; saaka-  to die; thayaraaka- prepared.  

sacrificum  has the composition- sa -ka- Ra- pa- ka -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is  naattai  kaappaatra  uyirai  vida thayaraaka  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] - 
prepared to  die to save the nation;  naadu-  nation;  kaappaatra-  to  save; uyir-  l ife; 
thayaar- ready.

sacrificum  has the composition- sa -ka- Ra- pa- ka -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is  saamikku  Sivan  kovilil / kaali kovilil  / Palani Malai Thiru  Murugan  kovilil   manitha
[  mooththa makan/  vayathukku  vantha  , thirumanam  aakaatha kanni pen/  kai pillai
]   allathu miruka  [ aadu /maadu / kozhi / panni ] uyir pali / kuruthi / raththa pali  
kodukka   thayaraaka vaendum [  missing letters- la- and -the -  ]-  prepard to  give 
human or animal   blood  sacrifice  in the temple  of lord Sivan /Kaali /Murugan  ; 
saamy-  god; Sivan-  god;  kaali-  goddess; kovil-  temple;  Murugan- Marduk;  manitha-
human;  mooththa-  elder;  makan-  son ;  kanni pen-  virgin; thirumanm aakaatha-  un
married;  vayaththukku  vantha - coming of age; kai  pillai-  infant; mitukam-  animal; 
aadu-  gost;  maadu-  cattle; kozhi- chicken; panni-  pig;  uyir pali-  sacrifice  of life ;  
kuruthi-  blood;  raththam-  blood;  thayaar-  ready .

sacrilegus : sacrilegious, impious. 

sacrilegus   has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  ozhukka  kuraivu –immoral .

sacrilegus   has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  kadavul  vazhipaattai marukkiravar [ missing  letters-  pa -and -the 
- ] -  not a religious believer ;  kadavul –god;  vazhi paadu- worship.  

sacrilegus   has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- la- ka -[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  Thiru   kovil -in /Murugan / Sivan  kovil -in / Kaali  kovil- in / 
Kottravai   kovil in  / Maari Amman kovil -in   thooimai -yaei  kedukkira  oru  ava   
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seyal / ketta  seyal/ addatha  seyal  [  missing  letter-  the -] -  an act  of  spoiling   the  
sancitity  of the  temple  of Murugan / Sivan/Kaali / kottravai /Maari Amman ;   kovil-  
temple;  thooimai-  sacred;  kedukkira  seyal-  act of spoiling .

sacrilegus   has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- la- ka -sa-  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   Sivan  kovil /Kaali kovil    soththai / venkala   silai yaei / moola  
vikirakaththai [Skt] /  thanka   nakai kalai - /aaraththai /   velli  kolusai/ thanka  
valaiyalkalai / muththu  maalai -yaei /  vaira   mookku-  kuththi-yaei / thanka  
ottiyaanaththai / seelai  thunai yaei  / thitta mittu  kollai adikkira  oru  kaedu  ketta /  
adaatha  seyal [  missing  letter-  the -] ;   robbing  the temple  properties ;   kovil-  
temple;  silai-  statue ;  venklam- brass;  nakai-  jewels;   kollai adikka-  to loot . 
 

saepe sepe : hedge, fence, enclosure, haye. 

sepe has the composition -sa -pa - and the meaning of the word is  thaduppu [mun]  
suvar [ missing letters-  the -  ka -and -Ra- ]- barrier wall  ;  thadupu-  barrier;  suvar-  
wall;  mun-  clay /mud . 

sepe has the composition -sa -pa - and the meaning of the word is  sappi- chaff/ hay .

saepenumero : repeated, again and again. 

saepenumero  has the composition- sa- pa -an- ma- Ra-  and the meaning of the word 
is thirumpa thirumpa pannaathae  [  missing letter-  the -] -  do not do repeatedly ;  
thirumpa thirumpa -  repeatedly; pannaathae/seiyaathae - do not do .

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-]  - the -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is  meendum /  thirumpa   kooruka[ missing  letter- ka-] - tell again .

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-]  - the -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is  meendum  thoandru -  appear again .
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repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-]  - the -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is   meendum  oru murai – once more .

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-]  - the -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is   erandaam murai- for the 2nd time.

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- -pa- the -and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
erattippu-  double .

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- pa-the -and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
marupadiyum  purinthidu / pannidu  - do it  again ; maru padiyum –again ; purinthidu 
–do .

repeat  [E]  has the consonants - Ra- pa- the -and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
thirumpa  sei [ missing  letter- sa-] -  do again .

saepius sepius : often, frequently, repeatedly. 

sepius has the composition -  [-sa-] - pa -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is   
pinna pinna -  often .

sepius has the composition -  [-sa-] - [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
meendum meendum [ missing letter-  the -] - again and again .

sepius has the composition -  [-sa-] -pa-[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
thirumpa thirumpa[ missing letters-  the -and- Ra- ] - repeatedly .

saeta : hair. 

saeta  has the composition- [-sa-] -the - and the meaning of the word is   mudi - hair. 
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saeta  has the composition- sa-the - and the meaning of the word is   sadai – plaited  
hair [ women] .

hair[E] has the composition -  ka - Ra - and the meaning of the word is    karu mayir-  
dark hair;  karu-  dark;  mayir-  hair.

hair[E] has the composition -  ka - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   mayir katrai 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - hair locks.

hair[E] has the composition -  ka - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   viroathem  
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  matted hair. 

hair[E] has the composition -  ka - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   pari  kaaram 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - hair.

                        Remember  ka= va; va= ka. 
          Remember the significance of the letters -  pa –and- sa -. 

  
saeta equina : horse-hair. 

saeta equina   has the composition- [-sa-] - the- ka- an -and the meaning of the word 
is  koonthal- [ missing  letter- la-]-horse/   mane of the horse. 

saeta equina   has the composition- [-sa-] - the- ka- an -and the meaning of the word 
is  kuthirai yin  mudi/mayir [  missing letter-  Ra-] ;  Kuthirai- horse; mudi-  hair;  mayir- 
hair .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - sa-- and the original Tamil  word is   kaesaram-
mane. 
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horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  kuthirai
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  horse  .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  vaara 
keeram – war horse .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  
kuram-  hoof of a horse .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  kura 
katham [ missing  letter-  the -]-horse. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the other interpretation  is  
vaarakam- horse .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - sa-- and the other interpretation  is   rasikam- 
horse. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  yaeru 
kuthirai  [ missing  letter-  the -] -–riding horse .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan [ missing  letter-  the -] -sun .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   kaari 
kuthirai- [ missing  letter-  the -] -black  horse ; kaar- dark ;  kuthirai- horse. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   puravi 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - horse.

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
puruvam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - horse.
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horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  koaram
-  horse. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  korki/ 
karki - horse. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  is  vaan  
kuthirai  - kathiravan /Murukan [ missing  letter- the -] -  sun-  the sky horse.   

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  is   
iraavatham -[ missing  letter-the-]-  horse of the sun. 

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  is   
raavuththan-[ missing  letter-the-] – horse man.

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  is   
raavuththa  raayan--[ missing  letter-the-]  head of the horsemen .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra – [- sa-] -- and the  other interpretation  is  
kuthirai  yaetram -[ missing  letter-the-]    horse ride. 
 
horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - sa-- and the  other interpretation  is   kuthirai  
savaari [Skt] -[ missing  letter-the-]-  horse  ride / to hire  a horse .

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - sa-- and the  other interpretation  is  
asuva[Skt]   vaariyar- horse raider; asuvam- horse ;  asuvai-female horse.   

horse [E]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra – [- sa-] -- and the  other interpretation  is   
vaan pari [ missing  letter- pa-] - the sky horse ;  vaan-  sky ;  pari- horse. 

saevio : to rage, be furious, take violent action. 
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saevio  has the composition -[-sa-] - va- and the meaning of the wod is  veri  
kunam[  missing letter-  Ra-]  - furious nature ;  very-  rage;  kunam-  nature. 

rage[E]  has the composition -Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  veri -  rage. 

rage[E]  has the composition -Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   raenku -  rage. 

rage[E]  has the composition -Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   moorkkai – 
rage. 

take [E] has the composition -the -ka -  and the meaning of the word is edukka-  to  
take; kodukka-  to give . 

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kooththaadu –act. 

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kooththu kattu-  act in a play  . 

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
nadikka /  nadiththu  kattu - to act in a play .

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
seithiduka [ missing  letter- sa-] - do .

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  satta  
vithi [missing  letter- sa-] -  legal act ;  sattam-  law; vithi- rule .

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaedam  iduka -  to  act. 

act  [E]   has the consonants - ka- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vinai  
aatriduka[ missing  letter-  Ra-] - do the act .
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            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sAd [ dig ] . 

sAd has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thoandu/ mannai  
thoandu- to dig .

sal salis : salt, wit. 

sal  has the composition –[- sa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   pulamai –
[ missing  letter- pa-]- intelligence/ wit.

sal  has the composition –[- sa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   kadal  vilaivu  
[ missing  letters-ka- and -the -] –the product  of  sea/ salt;  kadal-  sea;  vilaivu-  
product. 

sal  has the composition -[-sa-]  -la and the meaning of the word is   uppu kal [  missing
letters-  pa -and- ka -] -  salt .

sal  has the composition -sa -la -and the meaning of the word is kadal  vellai  uppu 
[ missing letters-   ka- the- and- pa-] - white salt  from the  sea  ;  kadal-  sea;  vellai-  
whiote;  uppu-  salt.

sal  has the composition -sa -la -and the meaning of the word is
samyal  uppu [ missing letter-  pa -] -  kitchen/cooking  salt;  samyal- cooking;  uppu-  
salt .

 sal  has the composition -sa -la -and the meaning of the word is sool nilai yae  kala 
kalappakka  seiya   [  missing letters-  ka -and- pa -] -  to make the atmosphere  at ease 
and  jovial/lively  ; sool nilai-  atmosphere;  kala kalakka  seiya  - to make vibrant .

salt[E]   has the consonants -[- sa-] - la- the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is
kadal  amizhthu [ missing  letter- ka -]  salt.  
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salt[ E]  has the composition- sa- la -the - and the meaning of the word is  
samyalukkaana   kadal  uppukal [ missing letters-  pa -and- ka -]- the salt from the sea  
used for cooking;  samayal-  cooking ;  sea -  kadal;  uppu kal-  salt .   

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the  original Tamil  word /meaning is   kotti/
kotti adi  -wit.

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the  original Tamil  word /meaning is   
pakadi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – wit. 
 
wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   mana  
vaattaththai  neeki  ullaththil   makizhvu   undaakida [ missing letter-  la -] -  to drive 
away the sad mood and make merry ;  manam -   mind; vaattam-  sad mood;  neekki- 
removed;  ullaththil-  within the mind;  makizhvu-  happiness;  undaakida-  to make. 

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is  vilaiyattaaka  
[ missing letter-  la -]- funny .

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   nakai suvai  
oadu  paesuka [ misising  letters-  pa -and sa-]  -  humorous talk;  nakai suvai- joke.  

 wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   mikka  arivu  
koormai  kondavar [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  one who is very  intelligent ;  arivu- 
intelligence. 

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   vikadam[Skt] 
– witty/ comedy  .

 wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   vikada  kavi -  
one who is witty .

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is    vikada 
kooththu   -  to play a  wit.
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wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   mikka  arivu  
udaiya [missing  letter- Ra -] - intelligent. 

wit [E] has the composition- va - the -  and the meaning of the word is   svaatheenam [
missing  letter- sa-]- in possession  of   wits. 

salus : health, safety, well-being, salvation / salutation.

 salus  has the composition -[-sa-] - la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  nalam/ 
salaam -   health .

  salus  has the composition -[-sa-] - la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  mana 
nalam -  mental health . 

  salus  has the composition -sa-- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  nasal -  
health. 

safe[ E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]  -pa -and the original Tamil  word is    purappu  
[missing  letter-  Ra -]  -safe. 

safety [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - pa - the- and the original Tamil word is  paathu
kaapu  udaiya / konda  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  safety .

safety [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - pa - the- and the other interpretation is   
paththiram [ missing  letter- Ra -]- safe .

health[E]   has the consonants - ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
udalum ullamum  mikuntha   nalamudan /  udal / mana  nalam  mikka/ udal nalam  
kondu -   sound body and sound  mind;   udal- body ;  ullam- soul;  nalam-  helath. 
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saluto : to wish well, greet, visit, reverence, pay respect to. 

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is  thalai  
thaazhiththidu-  bow your head ;  thalai-  head;  thaazhththu- bend down .

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is  thalai  
vanankidu [ missing  letter-  ka -]- to salute .

saluto  has the composition-   sa --la -the -and the meaning of the word is   adi 
veezhchchi  [ missing  letter- ka-]- salute .

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is  
vaazhththukkal[ missing  letter- ka-]-   - greetings. 

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is  
vaazhththu-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to wish . 

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is   
manamum  udalum  nalamududan  vaazha  vaazhththukkal -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  
to wish for a happy mind  and a healthy body ;  manam- mind; udal- body ;  nalm- 
health ;  aazha- to live ;  vaazhththukkal .

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is   
palaandu  kaalam  vaazha vaazhththukkal [ missing  letter- pa-] – wishes for a long life;
palaandu –for many years;  kaalam- time. 

saluto  has the composition-  [- sa -] -la -the -and the meaning of the word is   needuli  
vaazha   vaazhththukkal –-[ missing  letter- ka-]-   wishes for a long life.

saluto  has the composition-  sa -la -the -and the meaning of the word is vaazhththu  
solla / vaazhththu  mozhi  solla [ missing letter-  ka -] -  to wish ;  vaazhththu-  wishes;  
vaazhththa-  to wish ; vaazhththu  mozhi-  greetings. 
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saluto  has the composition-  sa -la -the -and the meaning of the word is  mariyaathai  
seluththida vaendum[  missing letters-  ka -and- Ra -]- to pay respect ; mariyaathai- 
respect ; seluththida- to pay .

greet [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
varavaerkka  vaendum   to welcome .

greet [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
naer kandidu – to greet. 

greet [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
vaazhththu  kooridu [ missing  letter- zha-] -  greet. 

greet [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
aakkam   kooridu – greet. 

greet [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is aakiratham – greet. 

visit  [E] has the consonants  -  va - [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  varukai  thara  vaendum  /  sendru  kaana  vaendum  [ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  to visit
/ go and see ; varukai-  visit .

visit [E] has the consonants  -  va - [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thanka  vaendum-  to stay .

wish[E ]   has the consonants - va-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ukavai -  wish. 

salutor : visitor, caller. 
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salutor  has the composition- [-sa-] - la- va -the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
veettukku  vantha   virunthaali-  guest  came to the house;  veedu-  house;  vantha-  
came;  viruthaali-  guest .

salutor  has the composition- sa- la- va -the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
veettu  vassal il  nindru   alaikiravar -  the caller standing in the door ;  veedu-  house;  
vaasal-  door;  nindru-  standing;  azhaikiravar-  caller .

salutor  has the composition- sa- la- va -the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
azhaippu  viduppavar [  missing letter-  pa -] -  one who makes the call/ caller ;  
azhaippu- call;  viduppavar-  one who makes  [ the call ] 

visitor[E] has the composition -va- [-sa-] - the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
varukai   thanthavar   -  visitor.    

call [E]  has the consonants-   ka- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
azhikka   - call.   

call [E]  has the consonants-   ka- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  koovili 
-  continous cry  of calling. 

call [E]  has the consonants-   ka- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   vilikka
[Malayalam]  - call .

call [E]  has the consonants-   ka- la  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is   
akaval- call .

 caller [E]  has the consonants - ka- la- Ra- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
azhikkiravar   - caller .

salveo : to be well, be in good health. 
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salveo  has the composition -[-sa] -  la -va - and the meaning of the word is   ullam  
nalamaaka  - with  good mental  health ;  ullam-  soul; nalam-  good health . 

salveo  has the composition -sa- la -va - and the meaning of the word is   seekku  pini  
illa  nilai [ missing letter-  pa -] -  without illness ;  sekku pini-  illness;  illai - without .

salveo  has the composition -[- sa-] - la -va - and the meaning of the word is  udalum  
ullamum  nalam [  missing letter-  the -] -  mind and body  in god health;  udal-  body ;  
ullam-  mind;  nalm-  good health  . 

salvus : safe, sound. 

salvus has the composition [-sa-] - la- va-[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  kovil  
mani  oasai   olikka-  ringing of the temple bell;   oasai- sound;   oli oilkka-  noise  
making ; oli- noise ;  olikka-  to make noise ;  kovil-  temple;  mani-  bell. 

sound[E]   has the composition- sa-  an- the-and the meaning of the word is  saththam
[Skt]  osai   undaakka [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to make noise;  saththam-  noise;   osai- 
noise; undaakka-  to make. 

sound[E]   has the composition- sa-  an- the-and the meaning of the word is  
isaiththida   vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to make noise / to play music  .

sound[E]   has the composition- sa-  an- the-and the meaning of the word is   santhadi 
-noise .

sound[E]   has the composition- [- sa-] -  an- the-and the meaning of the word is  
thuzhaani [ missing  letter- zha-]  – sound.   

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is   
naatham  [Skt] -  sound.  
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sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
thoni-[ Skt]   tone.  

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
thanitham- sound. 

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
athirnthathu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- sounded .

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
athankam[ missing  letter- ka-]- sound. 

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is  
adanaa – one of the 42 new Tamil tunes .

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is   nodi-
sound .

sound  [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- the  -and the other interpretation is   
manitham -  sound  of the bell. 

sound  [E]  has the consonants –sa-- an- the  -and the other interpretation is   kandai 
oasai [ missing  letter- ka-]- sound of a bell. 

noise[E]   has the consonants - an –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is    naadi  
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -noise. 

sanctifico : to sanctify, make holy. 

sanctifico  has  the composition -sa -an- ka- the- pa- ka -and the meaning of the word 
is   Sivan  kovilukku  kuda  muzhukku   seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter-  la-]- to 
sanctify  the Siva temple ; kovil- temple; Sivan-Siva; kuda muzhukku- to sanctify. . 
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sanctifico  has  the composition -sa -an- ka- the- pa- ka -and the meaning of the word 
is   kumba  abisaekam   nadathida vaendum-    to sanctify /  kumba abisaekam [Skt].

sanctifico  has  the composition -sa -an- ka- the- pa- ka -and the meaning of the word 
is   Sivan/kaali /Murugan    kovil  karuvarai  yaei ,  kovil   koodaththai  / 
pirakaaraththai / mani mandapaththai ,  kovil  pali   peedaththai    kovil kalasaththai  
aandukku   oru murai    oru nan naaalil    kazhuvi   thoomai akki  thiru / kuda  
muzhukku   seithadal  vaendum [  missing letters-  Ra- and- la -] – to sanctify  the 
temple complex. 

sanctimonia : purity, charity, virtue, sanctity, sacredness. 

sanctimonia    has the consonants -[-sa-] - an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   pakattu  thooimai punthitha  [Skt]    thanmai    konda [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  external appearance of  devoutness. 
 
sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa- an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  unmaiyaana   mana  / aka thooimai   konjamum  indri  [ missing  
letter-  Ra -] - no purity;  manam-  mind;  akam-  psych;  thooimai-  purity ;  konjam-  
little;  indri-  without.
 
sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa-an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  uthavi   seithidum    sinthanai   kondu  - helping  mind  ; uthavi-  
help ;  sei- do; manam- mind.
 .
sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa-an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  anaivarukkum  uthavi  sithidum   ara- sinthanai   vaendum [ missing
letter-  Ra -] - to have a charitable attitude ;  anaivarum- all;  uthavi- help;  ara  
sinthanai-  charitable attitude .

sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa-an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  mana / nenja  thooimai  kondida   vaendum -  to have a pure mind;
manam-  mind;  thooimai- purity.  
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sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa-an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  kutram   kurai  atra   manathai  / nenjaththai    kondida  vaendum 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to have a  pure  heart;  kutram-  crime;  kurai-  mistake ;  atra-  
without;  manam-  mind;  nenjam-  heart    .

 sanctimonia    has the consonants -sa-an -ka -the- ma -an - and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  naermaiyaana  manathai / nenjaththai   kondida  vaendum 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  to have a straight forward mind ;  naermai-    uprightness;  
nanjam-  heart . 

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ara  kodai  [missing  letter- ka-] – gifts/ donations.  

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nan kodai   tharuka – give donation;  nankodai- donation  ;  tharuka- give .

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  variyavarukku  kaasai  vaari  koduththidum  thanmai –[missing  letter- ka-]-
nature of giving alms to the poor;  variyavar- poor; kaasu –cash ;  kodukka- give. 

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the other interpretation is   
Dharma[Skt]  – virtue. 

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the other interpretation is   
uthaaram-  charity .

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ara  kodai  niruvanam- [missing  letter- ka-]-charitable institution; ara 
kodai- charity ;  niruvanam- institution. 

charity [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- the  -and the other intepretaion  is  
Dharma[Skt]    sthaapanam [ Skt] - charitable institution;  Dharma- virtue; sthaapanam
– institution. 
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charity [E]  has the consonants –  sa-Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
aram  seithidum  ennam  konda  / aram seithidum  karuththai konda/   Dharma[Skt]   
sinthanai [Skt]  mikka [ missing  letter- ka-]   - alms giving mind ; aram- virtue ;  ennam-
idea. 

charity [E]  has the consonants –  sa-Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
anavarukkum / variyavarukku   uthavi  [ panam kaasu/ pana  mudichchu / parisu 
thokai   koduththu ] seithidum/ seikindra  mana paanku / nar kunam  [ missing  
letters- pa -and -ka -] -  one who gives  money / help to  everyone ;  anaivarukkum- all;
variyavar – poor; uthavi- help; seithida- do ; mana paanku – nature/ tendency;  
panam- money;  kaasu –cash;  parisu- prize .  

virtue [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
variyavarukku   ara kodai – yaei  vaari  vaari  kodukkum  thanmai  udaiya   manathai   
konda  -one who has the mind to give alms to the poor  .

virtue [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
nar kunam konda - having good quality ; nar –good ;  kunam- nature. 

virtue [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
anaivarum  virupidum nar kunam konda [ missing  letter- pa-] -  having desirable good 
quality . 

virtue [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
arivum thiramaiyum  konda – having high merit;  arivu- wisdom;  thiramai- talent . 

virtue [E]   has the consonants – va- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is
uyar kunam udaiya  -
virtuous .

sanctimonialis : nun
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 sanctimonialis  has the composition -sa- an- ka- the- ma- an- la- [-sa-] -  and the 
meaning of the word is  aandavanai / theivaththai    thirumanam   seithu   kaalam 
muluvathum   kanni    kazhiyaamal    thuravu   vaazhkkai  nadathukiraval [  missing 
letter-  Ra-]  -  the  virgin woman  who has married  to god and leads a  priestly   life all 
along her life  ;  aandavan-  god;  thirumanm-  marriage ;  kaalam muluvathum-  life 
long ; kanni-  virgin; thuravu-  vaazhkkai-  pastoral life;  nadaththukira-   leading. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Dsr [ holy/ sacred] .

Dsr  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -Ra and the original Tamil  word is  thiru- 
sacred. 

sanctus : holy, sacred, / saint. 

sanctus has the composition -sa-an-ka-  the-[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   
sivaandai - Sivan worshipper /saint . 

sanctus has the composition -[-sa-]  -an- ka-  the-[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is  theiva  thanami kondavan   -   godly man/  saint ;  theivam-  god;  thanmai-  nature. 

sanctus has the composition -[-sa-]  -an-  ka- the-[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is mukthi   adainthavan    ascetic / saint .  

sanctus has the composition -[-sa-]  -an- ka-  the-[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word 
is  amaithi  adainthavan /  kandavan  /  saanthi[ Skt]  /samaathi   adainthavan  - saint .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mankalam[ mun- kalam ]– sacred /auspicious;  mun  kalam-  earthern vessel/ uterus.   

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
maankalyam -  marriage  thread .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kallam 
illaa ullam - soul  without  impurities   ;  ullam -soul ; kallam- evil .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vellai   
ullam-  pure heart;  vellai- white;  ullam- soul .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ozhukkam- morality.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaaliyan – holy  person.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vellai  
vannam-  white color ;  vellai- white;  vannam- color.  

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
azhukku  illaa/ neekkiya   vellai vanna  kaadaa thuni  -aadai [ missing  letter-  the -] -   
pure white color cotton cloth ;  azhukku- dirt;  illa- nil;  vellai- white;  vannam- color;  
kaadaa thuni  - cotton;  aadai- dress.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kovil  
kalayam / kovil  kalasam[ Skt]  [missing  letter- sa-] - sacred  temple  pot ;  kovil 
-temple;  kalayam  -pot .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kalayam- pot  ; chalice - kalayam - womb  .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
linkam ; -  alkul- vagina ;  alkul - chalice. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kulam- pond [ amniotic fluid] .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
ulkam- world.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kuvalayam - world.  
 
holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kovil- 
temple. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kovil 
mani- temple bell;  mani- bell. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kalai  
-arts. 

 holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaliyaanam -  marriage .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaliyaana  maalai / kaliyaana   naan    maankalyam [Skt]  -  marriage   garland ; 
kaliyaanam- marriage;  maalai- garland.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mana 
makan - mana makaludiya   kazhuththil  aniyam / kattum thaali[ missing  letter- the -]  
-  sacred thread ;  mana makan- bride groom;  mana makal- bride;  kazhuththu -neck ; 
kattu  -tie; thaali- sacred thread .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalam/ kaalan/ kaliyan/ kaalaiyan   - time-  Sivan;  kaalam- time;   kaalan- Siva .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    alkul -
vagina  ;   vael /  aanin  kali - the male  stick /  eilinkam  -  linkam ;  Kalinkam- Orissa ;  
Elankai  - Sri Lanka .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalinkan - primordial water  snake/ naakam /amniotic fluid and the placenta .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalaiyan makan Vaelan-  Dravidian  sun god  /son of Sivan  [senior Horus]  Thiru 
Muugan /  Marduk / junior Horus/Murugan . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  Vaelan 
manaivi   Valli -  Valli /moon goddess - wife of Thiru  Murugan ;  manaivi- wife. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nila 
makal- Valli -   moon goddess. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  obelisk
/  vael -  spear ;  vaal- sword. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
Azhakan-  god Murugan ;  aandavan-  god.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mayil 
vaakanan - Thiru Murugan who  rides on  the peacock chariot ; mayil -peacock;  
vaakanam -vaegon  . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  malai 
kalvan- Siva/ Murugan  -sun god;  malai- mountain ;  kalvan- thief.  

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  veli 
-space ;  kaali  Ammaal/ valli  Ammaal  / Vaelammaal -  Dravidan  goddess/  thaeiva 
thaai . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kalai 
makal   - Dravidian godess of arts  ;  Laksmi [ missing  letter- sa-] -Aariyan goddess of  
wealth . 
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  malai 
makal - mountain goddess. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  alai  
makal - sea / water goddess. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaai  
mozhi - language;  vaai- moith;  mozhi- language. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   iyakki  
ammaal- goddess of action. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vellai 
vannam- white color .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  velli 
nila /  vellai  nila -  white moon ;  nila- luna- moon .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  velli 
malai- white mountain/ snow mountain/ Himalaya. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaan 
nila-moon ;  nila- luna/ moon 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kaalai 
vaelai- morning time. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kaaali  
ozhi - sun rise. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kaalai- 
bull. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  maalai 
vaelai- evening time. 
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaelai-
time. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalam- time.  

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kal-  
stone / gems ;  koolam- kal- pebble;  kal- kuviyal  . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kal 
vaelai-  gem cutting/ stone carving .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kolli  
-fire.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kanal- 
fire. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vaenal 
kaalam- summer. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vilakku-  lamp .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nalla  
naalum   kilamai yim -  auspicious day. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kuliyal- bath .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is van 
mazhai- rain ;  vaan- sky;  mazhai -rain .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mazhai
kaalam -rainy season. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vali-  
wind. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  veyyal  
-  sunny  . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vilai 
nilam /  vayal  veli / village -  paddy field. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vaazhkkai- life. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vaazhai   / vaazhai kani - banana  .

holy [E] has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word meaning is  vaan 
veli / vellai  vaanam -  white sky /space . 

holy [E] has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word meaning is   kai 
valaiyal-  bangle.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kole  - 
planet .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vin 
meenkal - stars .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   mael  
ulkam- heaven  .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  keezh/ 
naga  ulakam-   under world.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
maavu kolam /  maa-  kolam-  floor drawing   done  in early  morning   with rice flour  
by Dravidian  women  depicting  the   plantary positions of a particular day  .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ozhi  
valayam - circle of light  / halo ;  ozhi- light;  valayam- circle. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaan 
ozhi - light of the sky ;  ozhi- light. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaan 
oli-  sound  of the sky ;  oli- sound;  vaan- sky . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  valam/
valamai- fertility .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  uzhuka
/  uzhavu- plowing .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is vayal 
vaelai-  farm work. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is kalavu 
vaelai-  sexual intercourse .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kalvi- 
education .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kazhuviya   kai- kaal kal -  washed  hands  and the legs ; kai- hand;  kaal- leg. 
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vaelai- 
work . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaelavanin  vael- spear of  Thiru Murgan/ Marduk .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  velli 
kilamai-  friday ;  velli kilamai  -Friday ;  velli kilamai  maalai  - Friday evening /  sabath 
[ poosai  seithidum  thinam - sani -]. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaelai 
illa naal  - velli  kilamai -  no working day - Friday;  vaelai- work;  illai- nill;  naal- day 
/thinam . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   velli  
kilamai -   oaivu  kollum  naal - rest day/ holiday - Friday.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vizhaa
naal  - festival day / holy day .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  nalla 
naalum  kilamaiyum - auspicious day/date;  day- thinam;  date- thaethi  .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kulam 
-  family .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vaayil   / kovil  vaayil  - temple entrance;  alkul vaayil  -  vaginal entrance;  vaayil-  
mouth .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  kuzhi 
vaayil /   al kul -vayil- vaginal entrance;  kuzhi- pit ; vaayil-  mouth  .
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vala- 
kai  -right hand;  valam- right ; kai- hand/ neenda kai . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vellai  
yaanai- white elephant  -sun god. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thaeivam[god]  + thaeiva thaai [goddess ]+thaeiva  makan [son]  kuzhanthai [ child ] =  
thaeiva  kulam[ missing  letter- the -] =  holy  family .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thinkal 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - moon/month .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  maan- 
kulam / maka maka[Skt]  kulam-big pond / uterus with the amniotic fluid /sky.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vaazhvu  alikkum   vaal ulla   anukkal  ulla  aan  makanudaiya   paal  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]   -  the life giving sperms  of the  semen ;  aan paal- semen ; aan- male;  paal- 
milk ;  vaazhu alikkum  anukkal- sperms; vaazhvu- life ;  alikkum- giving.

holy [E]  has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  sukkilam [Skt]  
[missing  letter- sa-]- semen .

holy [E]  has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  antha moonu  
naatkal / thinankal [ missing  letter-  the -]   -those three days  [ menstrual period] .

holy [E]  has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  maatha kuli  / 
maatha  vilakku/theettu kuli - menstrual period.

holy [E]  has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  vilakku- avoid/  
taboo.
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holy [E]  has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  mallikai  - 
jasmine. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
makilam poo [ missing  letter- pa-].

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  pavala 
mallikai [ missing  letter- pa-].

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pookkal[ missing  letter- pa-].- flowers. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  paal 
veli  [ missing  letter- pa-] - milky way . 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pakalavan- sun ;  pakal vaelai- day time.
.
holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mulai  
kaampil  vazhiyum   paal [ missing  letter- pa-]  - milk oozing from the breast nipple ;  
mulai- breast ;  kaampu- nipple; vazhiyum- oozing ;  paal- milk .  

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
maan- kulaththu   thanni  [ missing  letter- the -] – pond water / holy  water/ amniotic  
fluid ;  ma/  maka maka/mega   kulam- holy tank .
 
holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   thaiva 
makan / thaeiva  kulanthai    vaaznthu   madintha   nilam  kolai kalam [ missing  letter- 
the -] – the land where the son of god lived and  got murderd-  holy land;  thaivam- 
god;  makn- son;  vaazhnthu- lived; madinthu- died; nilam- land ; kolai- murder.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is   kazhu mara  
kurukkai [missing  letter- Ra -] – wooden  cross  /post   - which  is  ment  for killing  
criminals ;  kazhu maram- wooden  post;  kurukkai- cross. 
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holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is   siluvai [Skt]  
[missing  letter- sa-] –cross/ 
 holy cross.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is   kovil   kuda  
muzhukku – [ missing  letter- the -]-consecration .

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  thanni -yil  
moozhuku / munki  kulikka [ missing  letter- the -]  - holy dip ;  thanni –water;  munku-
sink ;  kuli-bath. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  muthal kaathal  [
missing  letter- the -]- –first love ;  muthal –first ;  kaathal- love. 

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  vilakku  vaikkum 
vaelai –time to light the lamp ;  vilakku- lamp;  vaelai- time.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  vaelvi - fire  
ritual.

holy [E]   has the consonants - ka- la  -and the other interpretation is  siluvai [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  cross. 

                              Sanskrit word - Veda .

Veda    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  vaai 
aadi- yathai/ vaai  kathaiththathai    kaathu  koduththu  kaetta  kathai -  the story   
which  was told orally  and listened by ears .

Veda    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
oathiduka-  to recite. 

Veda    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
oathi viduka-  to enchant  the manthra.  
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sacred[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  Thiraavidarin /Then  Naattaarin   Thiru Marai- -  the sacred scriptures od 
the Dravidian people. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  Thiraavidarin  sooththira paechchu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -   language formula of 
Dravidan people;  sootthiram-  formula ;  paechhcu- speech . 

sacred[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aaandavan  theriviththathu   -what is said  by  god .

sacred[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  varinthidu  -write . 

sacred[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  katrathu-  the one that  was learnt .

sacred[E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kutarm kurai indri –without any  flaws .

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thaeivam/ aandavanai  saarntha - of god /divine ;  thaeivam- god. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants –[-  sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kathiravan- sun .

sacred[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  paviththiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] - sacred .

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  sa-- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  saaviththiram – sacred thread worn by  certain caste men .
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sacred[E]  has the consonants -  sa-- ka- Ra- the -and the  other interpretaion  is  
saaviththtiri[Skt]  -  goddess .

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka- Ra- the -and the  other interpretaion  is  
baavana   theerththam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sacred water. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka- Ra- the -and the  other interpretaion  is  
thooimai  neeraaduka- bath .

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka- Ra- the -and the  other interpretaion  is  
peyar iduka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to name.  

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka- Ra- the -and the  other interpretaion  is   
nonpu  kayiru  kattu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to have the sacred thread. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  sa- ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is  
goddess  Saraswathi[Skt]  .

sacred[E]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] -- ka- Ra- the -and the origina l Tamil word  / 
meaning is  goddess – Thiru Murukanai  eendru  eduththa   Karu Maari  thaai – 
Dravidian moon goddess. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa-- ka- Ra- the -and the origina l Tamil word  / 
meaning is  Sivanin / Muruganin Thiruvadi – sacred  feet of Sivan/ Murugan .

sacred[E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaeththiram[Skt]  - sacred.

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   meera koodaatha   samaya  neri - religious rules - not to be violated .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   samya  saarpu  konda  [ missing  letter- pa-] - religious;  samyam- religion. 
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sacred[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is thaeiva thanmai  konda ondru   thaeiveekamaana  -ondru -  divine one .

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is kanni  Maari - aayei -in  makan   yaesu natharudaiya   kuruthi pai - thiru  
hiruthayam[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  the sacred  heart of  Jesus/ son of Mary  ;   
Yaesu - Jesus ;  kurithi pai- heart .

sacred[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kuravan  - kuraththi -  sun and the  moon- the nomads .

sacred[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  senk-  kuruthi- red  blood. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kuruuthi  pai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  heart. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  endrandum   thodarnthu vanthu  / en naeramum  vidaathu   / kurai indri / 
kaaththidum  ondru / kaathu nanmai   seithidum  ondru/aandavar  -  the one -  god-
who  protects us for ever. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is   
aasirvathikka [Skt] patta  ondru [ missing  letter -pa-] - blessed one .

sacred[E]  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is   
thiru  ven neeru -  sacred ash. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is  
aandavanudaiya    thiru vadi -  the sacred feet of god;  adi –foot;  thiru –sacred;  
aandavan –god. 

sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation is   
archchikka patta[Skt]   ondru [ missing  letter- pa-]  -blessed one .
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sacred[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning  
kai koopi  vananka / kumpida   vaendiya  ondru [ missing  letter-pa-]  - one that has  be
worshipped.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   karu varai  koodam- sanctum sanctoriam / womb .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kathir/ kathiravan/senkathiron /Diravidarudaiya thaeivam -   Sivan makan  
Thiru Murugan – sun god Sivan /Sumerian Marduk; Thiru Murugan-Marduk . 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is Thaai  karumaarai /saraswathi/ Durkkai [Skt]  amman –Dravidian  moon  
goddess - Karumaarai. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kannaar kaana  mudiyatha ondru- one that can not be seen ; kan- eye;  
kaana- see;  mudiyaatha- can not; ondru- one. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaan  tharukindra  neer- rain water;  vaan- sky;  neer- water.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vatraatha/ endrandum   uyirodu  irukkum  /  Cavaeri   thanneer  - ever 
flowing  River Cavaeri  water. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vatraatha endrandum  uyirodu  irukkum  /   saava   nathi  [Skt] -  konkai  
thanneer –Ganges water;  konkai- breast  .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaikai  aatru  thanni  - water of - River vaikai . 
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kothaavari   aaru - River Kothaavari .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  neela aatram  karai [ missing  letter- la-] - banks of the River Nile .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   vatraatha    Tigris  aatru thanni-   ever flowing  Tigirs  river  water .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vatraatha  porunai  aatru  thanni / thaamiara parani aatru thanni [ missing 
letter- pa-] -    ever flowing  River Thaamira parani -  Thaamira parani  aatram 
karaiyoram  -  the banks of   Euphrates  River  .

sacred  [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kudi thanneer- drinking water.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  petra thaayin   konkai- mother’s breast ;  thaai- mother;  konkai- breasts. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karpu- udaimai [missing  letter- pa-] – chastity.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kuruthi-  blood. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  erikindra  sen-thee-  burning fire.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  masu- atra  kaatru- un polluted air .
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  eruvarukku idaiya  aana  anpu/ kaathar uravu [ missing  letter- pa-] - love 
between the two .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thirumana  uravu /kanavan /manaivi   eruvarukku idaiyae aana   uravu – 
marriage   /sex.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is oruvarudaiya   udar  -one’s  body .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   oruvarudaiya   nenjam/ manathu – one’s heart. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvarudaiya  pirappu  uruppu[ missing  letter- pa-]-  genitals .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvar  koduththa   uruthi  kootru / vaakku/ Vaarththai-   one’s  words  
/assurance.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thirumanam  aakaatha  kanni  pen [ missing  letter- pa-] - virgin.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pen  vayathukku   vantha  naeram /  theettu   vantha  naeram/ pen 
peruvam  adaintha naeram/  pen/    paruvam   adaintha  naeram   /ruthuvaana  
naeram/  poopu  adaintha   pen  -[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  time of  menarche /  girl who
has attained  menarche ;  pen- female; poopu-menarche  . 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maatha  vidaai naeram/ [thooramaaki vittathu ] -  menstrual period; 
maatha vidaai- menstruation; naeram- time . 
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  uthiram kottum  antha  moondru  naatkal / thinankal  [ missing  letter la-]  
-  those three days [ menstrual days] ;  antha - those ;  moondru- three ;  naatkal- days
. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   karu  undaana / thariththa   thaai - pregnant  mother;  vaayim  
vayirumaaka   irukkum thaai 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pirasaviththa [Skt]   thaai  [ missing  letter- pa-]- mother  who has 
delivered .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kuzhanthai  yaei eendru  eduththa thaai [ missing  letter- la-] - mother  
who has delivered  a child.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thaayin   madiyil / thanaththil [aksaya paaththiram]  /  konkaiyil   
surakkum   neer/  aru maruthu  /amirtham[Skt]- paal [ missing  letter- pa- and- la -] -  
mother’s milk ;  thaai- mother;  thanam- breast;  paal- milk . 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karuththamma/ ammavaasai .  - new moon .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaanir thondrum   muzhu  nilavu [ missing  letter- la/zha-]- full moon . 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thaayin  karu pai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  womb .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is karu  undaakkum  thiran konda  aan makanudaiya   uyir anuvai konda   
vinthu  neer- semen .
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is kovir karuvarai koodam- the sactum  sanctorum of the temple. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –- sa-- ka- Ra- the -and the other interpretation  of the
word is  Kuru  /Guru  Saeththiram – temple. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karu muttai - ovum .
  
sacred   [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  eranthu / seththu  ponavarudaiya / uyirai   vittavarudaiya   udar - pinam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -dead body .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aandavarudaiya  thiru-uruvam -  thirai- ittu  maraikka  vaendiya  ondru- 
idol - one that has to be concealed  behind the screen;  maraikka- hide;  thirai-screen; 
thiru uruvam- idol    .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thoda  koodaatha ondru- one that  should not be touched.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   aandavarudaiya  kural /  Thiru kural  [ missing  letter- la-]  - Thiru kural /  
Tamil  sacred literature.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   Thiruvaasakam - Tamil  sacred literature.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   Thiru murukaatreu  padai  veedu/ aaru padai veedu   [ missing  letter- pa-]
-  a  sacred Tamil literature  of lord Thiru Murugan/  six abodes of lord Thiru 
Murugan  .
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ner -kathir- rice. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kuthirai- horse. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kutti  kuranku/ karum / manthi kuranku - monkey .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kuraiththidum  naai- barking dog.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaar-aadu - goat. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  semmari  aattu kutti - sheep/lamb .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karainthidum  kaakam- crow. 

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  karudan- eagle.

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kandru   kutti - buffalo .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kundru- hill .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   saarai  /thanni paampum padam edukkum  karu naaka  paampum-  water
snake and the black cobra . 
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sacred   [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kar kodakan  - snake .

sacred   [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  padam  edukkum  naaga  paampum   saarai paampum[ missing  letter-  
pa-] -  the  cobra and the Saara.

sacred [E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is senkundram- red hills/Ziggurat .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   Sivan-udaiya   uoorthi / vaakanam / vandi-  maadu / nanthi  / eruthu / erumai  -  
the  vehicle of Siva – the bull / buffalo; uoorthi-  vehicle;  eruthu- bufffalo .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   Thiruvaathirai - vinmeen / thaara/  thaarakai /nakasththiram -  star of  
lord  Siva    .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaarththikai   maatham -  Tamil  month - kaarththikai .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  Thiru Murugan - Karththikaeyan .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aru  padi veedu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  six abodes of lord Murugan .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   Thiru param-kundram [ missing  letter- pa-] - abode of  lord  Thiru 
Murugan /Marduk .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  Thiru -senthoor  kadar karai  yil veetru irukkum  -Thiru Murugan  kovil [missing  
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letter- la-] -  sacred abode of lord Thiru Murugan-  Dreavidian sun god/Sumerian 
Marduk .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaikarai naeram  / mukurththa[Skt]  naeram - early morning /  auspicious 
time .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kathiravan saayum naeram / vaanm karukkum naeram -  evening time ;  
kathiravan- sun; saaya- lie down ;  vaanam- sky ;  karukka- getting dark .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thirai vaanam  -sky. 

sacred [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kaasi  kailaasa naathar  Thiru kovil [missing  letter- la-] -  Kasi  Sivan Temple .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aandavar  aruliya   vaai mozhi /Tamizh mozhi[ missing  letter- zha-]  -  
language given by god  /Tamil .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaliyaanththandru  kazhuththil   kanavan   kattiya    thaali kayiru [ missing  
letter- zha-]  -  marriage  sacred thread .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  katru tharum  aasiriyar- teacher .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thaer  kodi – flag of the chariot;  thaer/ratham - chariot;  kodi-  flag. 

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  aandavar‘ / karththar/ thotruviththavar   / undaakiyavar  thaernthu  
eduththa  Thraivida  kudi inam  -  the chosen people of the god- Dravidian people;  
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karththar- creator;  thaernthu  eduththa – chosen;   kudi inam- race;  Thiravidan –
Dravidian people  .

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  maruththuvam- medicine.
 
sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   maruthtuvar-  doctor. 

sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is nokadu  theerkkum marunthu -  drugs that cure the disease;  nokkaadu- 
disease;  theerkkum- curing ;  marunthu – drug .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is Thiravidairin  Thiru marai -  /Vaeda  manthiram  - the sacred scriptures of 
Dravidian people .
sacred [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thiru marai   oathukira  poosaari-/ oathuvaar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
priest. 

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vizhuthakalai  vaeraaka konda  aala  maram[ missing  letter- la-]  - banyan 
tree. 

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  panai mara  kaadu-[ missing  letter- pa-] - palm grove .

sacred [E]  has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is eranthavarukkaana    iruthi  sadanku-/ karumaathi  -  funeral rituals  / last  
rituals.

sacred [E]  has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   narumanam  tharum / vaasanai  veesum   pookkal / malarkal /  mullai   malar  / 
mallikai malar / arali  malar / kanakaambarm / makizham poovu /thaazham poovu  
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/pavazha mallikai / sempanki poo / saamanthi poovu[ missing  letters- pa -and -la-]  - 
flowers/malarkal  .

sacred [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   Thiru kootti uoor- a religious place in Tamil Nadu .

sacred [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  Thiruvarankam - a religious place in Tamil nadu .

sacred [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kundraththur- a religious place in Tamil  Nadu .

sacred [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  Thiru paran-kundram  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -a place in Tamil Nadu 
/Murugan’s abode. 

saint[E]    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  aandi – saint .

saint[E]    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  thooimaiyaana  maanthan  -  one who is  pure.

saint[E]    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the other interpretation  is  
punithan[Skt]  -[missing  letter- pa-]  -saint.

saint[E]    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  mutrum  thurantha  manithar [missing  letter- Ra -]-  one who has renounced every 
thing .

saint[E]    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - an- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  amaithi  adanthavan  [ missing  letter- ka-] -   one who has attained tranquility .
.
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saint[E]    has the consonants- sa-- an- the -and the other interpretation  is   samaathi 
[Skt]  adainthavan / saanthi [Skt] adainthavan [ missing  letter- ka-] -  one who has 
attained tranquility .

saint[E]    has the consonants- [- sa-] -- an- the -and the other interpretation   
neeththaar  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  saint [  those who heve renounced  / dead   
persons  .

sane : rationally, sensibly, really, indeed, to be sure. 

sane   has thecomposition- [-sa-] - an- and the meaning of the word is  unmai -yaa -  
truely .

sanitas : health, soundness of mind, sanity. 

sanitas  has the composition -[-sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
thooimai yudan - hygienic. 

sanitas  has the composition -[-sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
thooimaiyaana/amithiyana  manathu-  pure /calm heart .

sanitas  has the composition –[- sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
thun  mathiyudaiya  - with sound mind .

sanitas  has the composition –[- sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
mana thidaththudan – with strong mind.

sanitas  has the composition -[-sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is 
pakuththarivu/arivu koormai   kondvan [  missing letters- pa -  Ra- and-ka- -] - one who
has reasoning capacity ; pakuththa arivu-  reasoning capacity .
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sanitas  has the composition -[-sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
mathi / puththi [Skt]  kondavan [  missing letters- pa and-  ka -] -  one with wisdom ; 
puththi[Skt]-  wisdom .

sanitas  has the composition -[-sa-] -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
mathi udaiyon  [ missing letter-  ka -]  one with wisdom ;  mathi- wisdom . 

sanitas  has the composition -sa- -an- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
siththa  suvaatheenam[Skt]   [ missing letter-  ka -]  sanity .

sano : to heal. 

sano  has the composition -[-sa-]  -na - and the meaning of the word is  noei  
kunammaka/neenka  [  missing letter- ka -] -  to heal;  noei-  illness; kunamaaka-  to 
heal;  neenka-  gone . 

sano  has the composition -sa- na - and the meaning of the word is  noei  sukamaaki 
[  missing letter- ka -]  - recovered from  illness ;  noei-  illness;  sukamaaka-  healed .

heal[E]    has the consonants -  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
kaiyaal-   kunam  alikka-  -  to cure by hands . 

heal[E]    has the consonants -  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word/ meaning is  thole 
vaikka [ missing  letter- the -] - wound healing  ;  thole- skin.
 

sanus : sound, healthy, sane. 

sanus  has the composition - [-sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  nalam 
[ missing  letter-  la -] -  health ;  mana nalam-  mental  health. 
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sanus  has the composition - [-sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
thanitham [ missing  letter- the -]  - sound .

sanus  has the composition - [-sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the other interpretation is 
naatham [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] –sound. 

sanus  has the composition - [-sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the other interpretation is  thoni   
[Skt ][ missing  letter- the -] - tone. 

sanus  has the composition - [-sa-] - an -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  kosanai  
[ missing  letter-  ka -] – sound. 

sapiens : (subs.) a wise man, philosopher. 

wise man [E] has the consonants  va- [- sa-]  –ma- na  -and the original Tamil  word is  
mathi  vaanan [ missing  letter-  the -] -  wise man;  mathi –wise. 

sapiens has the composition -[-sa-] – pa- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
puththan[   missing  letter- the-]- wise man .   

sapiens has the composition -[-sa-] – [-pa-]- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is   gnaani – wise man. 

sapiens has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
unmai yaei  naadupavan [  missing letters- the -and- ka -] - truth seeker;  unmai-  truth;
nadupavan-  seeker. 

sapiens has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
ennupavan  /sinthanai [Skt] seipavan [ missing letters- the- and - ka -] - thinker;  
sinthanai -  thinking . 
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sapiens has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kanavu  kaanpavan [ missing letters- ka -and- the -] -  dreamer ; kanavu -  dream .

sapiens has the composition -sa-pa- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
soppanam   kaanpavan  -  dreamer ;  soppanam[  Skt] -  dream .

philosopher [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - la- [- sa-]  -pa -Ra –and the original  
Tamil  word is   paer  arivaalar [ missing  letter- ka-] – wise man. 

philosopher [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - la- [- sa-]  -[-pa-]  -Ra –and the original  
Tamil  word is   nooloar -  philosopher. 

philosophy[ E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la- [-sa-]  –[-pa-] -   and the original Tamil 
word is  nool – philosophy/ book . 

sapientia : wisdom. 

wisdom[E]  has the  composition  -va- the- ma –and the original Tamil  word is  mathi/ 
viththai  udaimai-  intelligence. 

wisdom[E]  has the  composition  -va- the- ma –and the original Tamil  word is  
viththam- wisdom. 

sapientia   has the composition-[- sa-] -pa- an- the  - and the meaning of the word is 
mana  poatham  -  good  sense ;  potham- sense ; manam- mind  . 

sapientia   has the composition-[- sa-] –[- pa-] - an- the  - and the meaning of the word
is mikka mathi  kondu [ missing  letter- ka-]  – with superior   intelligence ;  mathi- 
intelligence. 

sapientia   has the composition-[- sa-] –[- pa-] - an- the  - and the meaning of the word
is  un madam / unmathi -  wisdom .
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sapientia   has the composition-[- sa-] -pa- an- the  - and the meaning of the word is 
paer arivu kondu-  wisdom; pakuththu arivu kondu[ missing letters- Ra- and- ka -] - 
with  abstract thinking ;  paer arivu-  wisdom;  pakuththu  arivu-  abstract thinking;   
puththi /mathi  padaiththitta-  with  wisdom;  puththi[ Skt] / mathi -  wisdom  .

                      English  word - savory .

savoury  has the consonants – sa-va- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  kaaram- 
spicy . 

sarcina : bundle, pack, burden, load. 

sacrina   has the composition- sa- ka- Ra- an - and the meaning of the word is   
anaithaiyum   ondraaka   saerththu  moottai yaaka    kattuka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
tie  everything  to gether to  make a bundle   ;   ananithaiyum-  everything ; ondraaka- 
to gether;  saerththu-  to collect/unite;   mootiyaaka  kattu-  to make a bundle . 

sacrina   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- an - and the meaning of the word is  
sumai- yaei / edai yaei  yaetra  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to load ;  sumai-  
load;  sumai-yaei  erakkiyaaka   vaendum [ antonym]  - to unload. 
 
sacrina   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- an - and the meaning of the word is   
thaanka  mudaiyaatha  mana  sumai / thuyaram [ missing  letter-  the -]   -  un bearable
mental  suffering / mental burden ;  thaanka  mudiyaatha-  un bearable;  mana sumai- 
mental   burden .

load [E]  has the consonants - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thulam- load  .
 
load [E]  has the consonants - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is   edai  ulla- 
weight  ;  edai- weight.
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load [E]  has the consonants - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is   pottalam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  bundle. 

pack [E] has the consonants - pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is pothi kattu /   petti
kattu / moottai  kattu [ missing  letter- the -]  -to pack.  

bundle [E]    has the consonants  -pa –an- the- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
kattiya    pottalankal   [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bundles. 

satago : to pay a creditor, satisfy a creditor. 

satago   has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -the- ka -  and the  meaning of the word is   
kadanai  adaikka  -to repay the loan ; kadan- loan; adaikka- to repay .

satago   has the consonants -   sa -the- ka -  and the  meaning of the word is   
kadanaaka    vankiya   kaasu   panaththai    vatti   kaasoadu    kadan  koduthtavar  
manam  niraivu  adaiyum vannam    thiruppi   kodukka  /adaikka / tharuka  [ missing  
letters- pa- and -Ra -]   -  to repay  the loan  with interest  to the creditor ;  kadan - loan
;   vaankiya -  bought / got ;   kaasu  panam-   money ;  vatti-  interest ;   kadan  
koduththavar-  creditor;   manam  niraivu  -  menatal  satisfaction;   thiruppi kodu -  
repay .

creditor   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - the-  the -Ra  - and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is  vattikku   kadan  kodukkira/ tharukira  manithar  -  one who gives 
loan for interest;  vatti-  interest;  kadan- loan ;  kodukkira-  giving;  maanthar/ 
manithar  /maanudan - man .

satago : have one's hands full, have enough to do. 
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satago   has  the consonants - sa- the- ka-  and the original Tamil word/meaning  is   
kaalai  muthal  maalai  mudiya    oaivu  illaamal    kadumaiyaana  vaelai  seitha  
vannam [ missing  letter- la-] -  working hard  from morning  to evening   without 
taking  rest ;  kaalai-  morning;   maalai-  evening;  oaivu -  rest ;  illaamal-  without;   
kadumaiyaana   vaelai-  hard work ; sei- do. -  

*****satio : to satisfy, sate.

satio  has the consonants -  sa- the -  and the original Tamil word is    thaniya 
seithidu- / thaniththidu – satisfy . 

satio  has the consonants -  sa- the -  and the original Tamil word is    thikatta   sithidu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - satiate ;  thikattum mudiya  thinnu -  eat until  satisfy . 

satio  has the consonants -  sa- the -  and the original Tamil word is   manam  niraivu  
adiaya   seithidu [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka -]  -  satisfy one’s mind ;  manam- mind;
niraivu adaiya  -to fulfill.

sate [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thaniththidu/ thani -satisfy .

sate [E]  has the consonants - sa- -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
poathm-ena  seithidu[ missing  letter- pa-] – to satisfy .

 

*****satis : enough, sufficient / sufficiently. 

satis  has the composition- [-sa-] - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  pothum
/ pothumena seithidu  [ missing letter- pa-]   enough.

satis  has the composition- [-sa-] - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
paththum [ missing letter- pa-]-   enough. .
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sufficient[E] has the consonants - [-sa-] - pa-[-pa-] -  [-sa-] - an -the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  pothumaanathu -  enough. 

sato : to sow, plant. 

sato   has the composition- sa- the and the meaning of the word is  vithai yaei   thoova
/ uoona [  missing letter-  ka -] - to sow  / to plant .

sato   has the composition- [-sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is   nadu /  
nadavu / naaththu  nada [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to plant .

sato   has the composition- -sa-the - and the meaning of the word is   sedi nadu- plant.

sow[E] has the composition -sa- va- and the meaing of the word is  vithai  vithikka/  
vithai  thoova -  to  sow;  vithai-  seed;   vithikka-  to  sow . 

plant[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
naduthal- plant .

plant[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  nel 
naduthal- to plant  paddy  saplings. 

plant[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
naaththu naduthal-  to plant  paddy  saplings. 

plant[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la- an- the -and the meaning of the word is   
uoonuthal- plant. 

plant[E]  has the composition-  [-pa-] - la- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  
nilaththil  sediyai  nada / sedi naduthal [  missing letter-  sa-]  -  to plant .
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  satura : satire. 

satura  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
ankatham  saarntha  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -nature of  satire  ;  anktham-  satire .

satura  has the consonants - [-sa-] - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
paaraattukira  maathiri   thittuka/ vasai  paaduka / kurai kooruka / thaaki  paeuska  
[ missing  letters-  pa- and- ka-] - sarcastic ;  paaraattuka-  appreciate;  thittuka-  curse; 
kurai kooruka-   accuse. 

satura  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is    
vasai  paattu  paadukiravar  [ missing  letter- pa- and- ka -]-  lampoonar ;  vasai  paattu 
- satire ; paadukiravar -  singer . 

saturo : to fill, satisfy. 

saturo  has the composition  -[- sa-] - the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word  is  
thirupthi [  missing letter-  pa -] - satisfaction. 

saturo  has the composition  - [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word  is   
niraiththidu -  to  fill.

satisfy[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- [- sa-]  -[- pa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is   thutti- satsfy .

satisfy[E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- [- sa-]  -[- pa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning is    thani  / ichchai   thaniya/ thaniththidu - satisfy ;  ichchai- desire;  
thaniya- satisfy.
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 scaber : scabby, rough. 

scaber  has the composition- sa- ka- pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  sora 
sorappaaka -  rough .

rough E]  has the composition -Ra - va- pa - and the meaning of the word is sora 
sorappaaka [  missing letter-  sa-] - rough .

 rough E]  has the composition -Ra - va- [- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
karadu  muradaaka  [ missing  letter-  the -]  - rough  .

rough E]  has the composition -Ra - va- [- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
thoraayamaaka  [missing  letter- the -]-  rough [estimate ] .

scabies : the itch, mange, a rash. 

scabies  has the composition -sa- ka -[-pa-] - sa- and the meaning of the word is  sori  
siranku [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  scabies. 

rash [E] has the composition- Ra- sa- and the mening of the word is   siru  paru 
[missing  letter- pa-]-  small  eruption  .

rash [E] has the composition- Ra- sa- and the mening of the word is   sori /  soriya-  
itch.

rash [E] has the composition- Ra- [- sa-] - and the mening of the word is   arippu 
[  missing letter-  pa-]  -  itch. 

rash [E] has the composition- Ra- [- sa-] - and the mening of the word is   uoora- itch.  
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rash [E] has the composition- Ra- [- sa-] - and the mening of the word is    kuru   
[missing  leter- ka-] -  small eruptions. 

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   thinavu/ 
thinavu  edukka   [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  itch .

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is padai  
[ missing letter-  pa-] – rash/ ringworm.

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thoamam-  
ring worm. 

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thaemal [ 
missing letter- la-] – rash/ fungus /tinea versicolar  .

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
namaiththida  - itch .

itch[E]  has the composition- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  uththi- 
rash / spot over the skin .

itch[E]  has the composition- the -sa - and the meaning of the word is   sorinthida 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - itch .

itch[E]  has the composition- the –[- sa -] - and the meaning of the word is  ariththida  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - itch .

itch[E]  has the composition- the –[- sa -] - and the meaning of the word is   uooruthu  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - itch .

itch[E]  has the composition- the –[- sa -] - and the meaning of the word is   thadippu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  rash. 
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Jock itch  [E]    has the consonants  -sa- ka –the- sa – and the original Tamil word is   
kakka padai    / kakkoosu  padai -  jock itch .

rursus[Latin]  has the consonants – Ra- Ra- sa- sa  - and the original Tamil  word is  
sori  siranku[  missing  letter- pa-] - scabies  with impetigo,
 
pruritus [E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra -Ra –the- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  udar  arippar   sorinthidu-  pruritus  due to itching  ;  arippu- pruritus;   sorinthidu 
– itch   . 

mange[E]  has the consonants – ma- an- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  mangu- 
facial  skin disease .

psoriasis [E]  has the consonants  -pa –sa- Ra –[-sa -] –[-sa-]  and the original Tamil   
sori punnu -  impetigo . 

psoriasis [E]  has the consonants  [--pa-] –sa- Ra –[-sa -] –[-sa-]  and the original 
Tamil   sori siranku [ missing  letter- ka-]- scabies. 

impetigo[E]  ha the consonants - ma –pa--the -ka - and the original Tamil  word is   
soottu  kopplam [ missing  letter- sa- and-la -] -  boils. 

impetigo[E]  ha the consonants - ma –pa- -the -ka - and the original Tamil  word is   
echchil  thaampalam [missing  letters-  sa –and- la -] -  tinea versicolor .

                   English  word -   leckoderma 

leckoderma   has the consonants - la –ka- the- Ra –ma- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is karuththa  maer thole  niram maari    thittu  thittakaaka    mukam
/  uthadu /  kai kaal   vellai niramaauthal-  the dark skin becoming  patchy  white in 
face/ lips hands/ legs. 

scamnum : bench, stool. 
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scamnum  has theconsonants - [- sa-] - ka -ma- an- ma  -and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is  kunthum  manai   kattu [ missing  letter-  the -] - stool ;  kunthu -sit;
manai kattu- stool. 

stool[E]  has the consonants-  sa- the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
sooththtai  / kundi   vaiththu  kuntha uthavum   / allathu / kaalukku   oaivu   kodukka 
koodiya /  aanaal   muthukai  saaiththida   mudaiyaatha   /kunthu manai  kattu  /   
manaikaal /   mukkaalai -[ missing  letter- ka-]  -stool/foot rest;   soothu- buttocks/ 
kundi  ; kuntha-sit;  kaal- leg;  oaivu- rest; muthuku- back; manaikaal- foot rest ; 
mukkaali- stool .

stool[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
manitha  kazhivu -[ missing  letter- ka-]  - human excreta .

stool[E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
Sivan   kovil-  lil / maatha kovi-lil    sooththai  / kundi -yaei   vaiththu  kuntha uthavum  
mukkaalai - the stool of the Sivan temple / church;  kovil- temple;  kuntha-sit; 
mukkaali - stool  .

           Egyptian hiero glyphic word  - bDA [ jar ] .

bDA  has the  consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  satti  paanai 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  pot. 

bDA  has the consonants -  pa –the-  and the original Tamil  word is   thanni paanai -  
water pot.

bDA  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  –the-  and the original Tamil  word is   midaa- pot. 

bDA  has the consonants – [-  pa-]  –the-  and the original Tamil  word is   thadaa-  
pot. 
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scaphium (sciphus : Herimann, cap. 24) pot, bowl, drinking vessel. 

scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka- [- pa-] - ma -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   kinnam- cup . 

scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka- [- pa-] - ma -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   mun kudam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  caly  pot;   mun- clay ;  
kudam- pot .

scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka- [- pa-] - ma -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   mun kalam [ missing  letter- la-] - eatern pot. 

scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka- [- pa-] - ma -  and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   thanni  kudam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  water pot ‘  thanni - 
water;  kudam- pot  .

scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka-  pa-- ma -  and the  original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  poikkum kalam/ kapalam [ missing letter- la-] – cephalus / begger’s 
bowel ; poikkam- to beg;  kalam- vessel .

 scaphium  has the consonants-   [-sa-]  -ka- - pa- ma -  and the  original Tamil word 
/meaning  is  kudi    thanni  kudikka   payan paduththa  vaendiya   kinnam [ missing  
letter-  the -] -  drinking vessel ;  kudi  thanni- drinking  water ;  kudikka -  to drink ;   
kinnam-a type of  vessel .

vessel [E]  has the consonants - va-[- sa -] -la - and the orignal Tamil word is   kole/   
kalam / kalayam  - planet / pot/ vessel/ ship  .

vessel [E]  has the consonants - va-[- sa -] -la - and the orignal Tamil word is   mallikai –
beggar’s bowel .

vessel [E]  has the consonants - va-[- sa -] -la - and the orignal Tamil word is   
kankaalam-  big vessel . 
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pot[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the -and the original Tamil word is   thippi- pot. 

pot[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the -and the original Tamil word is  thanni  paanai - 
water pot;  thanni-  water;  paanai- pot.

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  satti [ missing  
letter- sa-] - pot  ;  satti paanai  - pots  and pans  .

pot[E]   has the consonants  -pa-- the -and the original Tamil word is   thasumpu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - pot  .

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  thoandi -  
vessel  to  carry  water. 

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  mida- pot. 

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  thadaa- pot. 

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  andaa- wide 
mouthed big vessel for storing water.

pot[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the -and the original Tamil word is   puththodu- new 
pot. 

pot[E]   has the consonants  -pa- the -and the original Tamil word is   mat -paandam- 
earthern  vessel .

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil 
word is   kudam / kadam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  brass  vessel .

pot[E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is  pina  thaazhi 
[ missing  letter- zha-]  -  burial jar; pinam- dead body .  
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bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mun   kalayam -   earthern vessel .

bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is un kalam-  bowel for eating . 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vattil [ missing  letter-  the -] - bowel .

bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kuvalai-  tumbler .

bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thavalai [ missing  letter- the -] – big  vessel  to store  water . 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  pa- va -la -  and the  original Tamil  word / meaning is 
poikkum kalam-  mendicant’s  bowel .
bowel  [E]  has the consonants -  pa- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   
kapaalam-[Skt]  cephalus/skull/  mendicant’s bowel. 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants – pa- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   pakalam 
-  beggar’s bowel .

bowel  [E]  has the consonants – pa- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   
pakalaam   – skull / beggar’s  bowel .

bowel  [E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   
kuvalayam-  world. 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   
vaali-  bucket. 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   
mallikai – beggar’s bowel .
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bowel  [E]  has the consonants –  pa-- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is   paal  
kalayam – mik pot/  breast. 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants –  pa-- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is  kovil  
kalasam/ seppu kalayam  [ missing  letter- sa-]- copper pots  over the temple tower. 

bowel  [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- va -la -  and the other interpretation  is  ulai  
kalam- vessel for cooking [  kitchen ] .

 
sceleratus : wicked, accursed, infamous, criminal. 

sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is kutra vaali - accused .

sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  pukazhai   izhantha oruvan -  in famus one; pukazh- fame;   
izhanthu- lost;  oruvar- one person. 

sceleratus  has the consonants -  sa- ka- la- Ra- the- sa-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  Thamil  naatin / Thamilakththin    satta  thittaththai /  vithi  
muraikalai   meerukira  oru  seyal - criminal  act ;   sattam- law;  vithi murai  -  rules 
and regulations  ;meerukira -  not  abiding ;   oru- one-  seyal- act .

celeratus  has the consonants -  sa- ka- la- Ra- the- sa-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   anaiththum   makkalukkum   veruppai    tharkira / undaakkikira   oru  
kodiya  / theeya /  araththirkku    ethiraana    kandikka thakka   oru  seyal / oru 
kaaruniyam / kaariyam  ;   a criminal  act   condemned   by the people ;   anaiththu- all;
makkal-   people;   veruppu-  hatredness;   tharukira-  giving;   theeya-  bad;   aram-  
virtue;  ethiraana-   against  ;   kankka  thakka- condemn   ;  seyal -act . 
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sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- sa-  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   sirithum  ozhukkam  indri  -  immoral ;  ozhukkam-  morality  ;  
indri-  without  . 

sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa- ]- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  ozhukka  kaedaan aondru- immorality .

 sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thollai   kodukkikra   - causing  trouble;  thollai-  trouble .
 
sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] - ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   yaemaatrukira   vaelai-  an act of cheating ; yaemaatra-  cheat ;  
vaelai-  work. 

sceleratus  has the consonants -  sa-ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  uooraarin   izhi  mozhikku /  sollukku   aalaakikira    vaelai  - in famous 
act ;  uooraaar-  people;   izhi mozhi-  curse ; vaelai-  work. 

sceleratus  has the consonants - [- sa-] -ka- la- Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   izhinthavar - yena   azhaikka   padukira    - to become  an infamous 
one .

scelus sceleris : crime, sin, evil deed, wickedness. 

sceleris  has the composition- sa- ka- la -Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kuttra  seyal [  missing letter-  the -]-  criminal acts;   kuttram- crime;  seyal-  act .

crime [E]  has the composition- ka- Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is kuttram 
[ missing letter-  the -] -  crime.

schola : school / elite troop of soldiers. 
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schola has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- la-and the meaning of the word is kalvi  
nilayam  -  school .

school   pupil [E]    has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka- la- [- pa-] -  [- pa-] - la -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   olai  kanakkil -  school  pupil. 

schola has the composition --sa-- ka- la-and the other interpretation  is kalaa   saalai 
[Skt]- school. 

schola has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- la-and the meaning of the word is kalvi  
payilum  nilayam- [  missing letter- pa -];  educational center; payilum -  studying ;  
kalvi-  education ;  nilayam-  center . 

schola has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- la-and the meaning of the word is  poar  
veerarkal [  missing letters-  pa- and -Ra-]  -  soldiers. 

schola has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- la-and the meaning of the word is  kaalaat  
padai [ missing  letters-  pa- and -the -]- ground soldiers. 

scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   kalvi
yaalar-  educationists.

scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
mozhi  iyal  vallunar- language scholars .

 scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
arivaalar-  wise men. 

scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
pulavar [missing  letter- pa-]- poets. 

scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
kalaignar-  artiste .
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scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
naavalar-  orator. 

scholar [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
vazhakkarignar – lawyer. 

scholar [E]  has the consonants  sa- ka- la -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pal-kalai-
kazhaka  aaraaichhci  maanavar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -   university research  scholar. 

troop[E]    has the consonants  - the- Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thoosar [ missing  letter- sa-]  - troop.

soldier [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
padaiyaalar [ missing  letter- pa-] – soldier. 

elite[E]  has the consonants  -la –the- and the original Tamil  word is  mael thattu – 
upper strata .

scientia : knowledge, science, skill. 

scientia has the composition-[- sa-] -  an- the- and the meaning of the word is  
unmaiyaanthu -  the one which is the truth .

skill[E]  has the  consonants -[-  sa-]  -ka- la - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kai  vaelai  -  hand   work ;  kai- hand;  vaelai- work .

skill[E]  has the  consonants -[-  sa-]  -ka- la - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kai pazhakkam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -skill. 

skill[E]  has the  consonants -[-  sa-]  -ka- la - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
valavai –skill .
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skill[E]  has the  consonants -[-  sa-]  -ka- la - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
valavan-  skillful person .

skill[E]  has the  consonants - sa-ka- la - -and the other interpretation is   kowsalyam 
[Skt]    - skill .

skill[E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la - -and the other interpretation is   valu- skill.

skill[E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la - -and the other interpretation is   valluvan -
one who has the skill in predicting future events  by observing  omen .

skill[E]  has the  consonants – sa -ka- la - -and the other interpretation is vaasaa lakan- 
skilled person in  conversation  and oratory.   

skill[E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la - -and the other interpretation is  vaayil-  
skill/ gate .

skilled  [E]   has the consoants - sa –ka- la -the -  and the original Tamil  word is   sithaal
vaelai  –  semi skilled labourer. 

skilled  [E]   has the consoants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -the -  and the original Tamil  word is   
kai- yaal aakathavan-  one who has no skills [ antonym] . 

scilicet : evidently, certainly, of course, no doubt, assuredly. 

scilicet  has the composition - [-sa-] -ka-   la- la –[-sa-] – the -and the meaning of the 
word is   thelivaaka  ullathu – it is clear. 

scilicet  has the composition - [-sa-] -ka-   la- la -sa- the -and the meaning of the word 
is   ullam kai yil  nelli kani  pola- ulla thelivu  [  missing letter-  pa -] -  having a plum 
over the palm ;  ullam kai-  palm;   nelli kani- amla . 
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scilicet  has the composition -sa- ka-  la- la -sa- the -and the meaning of the word is    
iyam kolla  idam  illaatha  padi [  missing letter-  pa -] –sure/ no need to doubt.

 scilicet  has the composition -sa- ka-  la- la -sa- the -and the meaning of the word is 
santhaekaththirkku  idam illaamal - undoubtedly [  missing letter-  Ra-]  ;  santhaekam 
-  doubt ;  illai-  no . 

  scilicet  has the composition -sa- ka-  la- la -sa- the -and the meaning of the word is  
vettrikaramaaka  kaariyaththai/ seyalai  seithu  mudiththu  vidaalam  ena ula 
poorvamaaka  uruthi  alikkiraen[ missing letters-  Ra- and -pa -] -  assuring you that the
matter will be completed successfully ;   vettrikaramaaka-  successfully ; kaariyam-  
matter;  seyal-  act;  mudiththu-  to  complete;  ula poorvamaak-  whole heartedly ;  
uruthi-  surety /certainly.

certain [E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- the- an -and the meaning of the word is mana
uruthiyudan vettrikaramaaka     kaariyaththai  mudiththu  tharukiraen -  assuring   
from mind to do the matter successfully ;  manam- mind;  uruthi-  firmly;  
vettrikaramaaka-  successfully;  mudikka-  to  complete .  

assured [E]  has the composition -sa -Ra- the  -and the meaning of the word is  uruthi  
seitha  maathiri  thaan-  mostly  assured .

doubt[E]  has the consonants - the -pa- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
iya  paadu  - udaiya  - doubtful.

scindo : to cut, rend, split, divide, separate. 

scindo  has the composition -[-sa-]  -ka- an- the -and the meaning of the word is  vetta 
vaendum-  to  cut .

cut[E]  has the composition- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  vettu - cut . 
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separate [ E]  has the composition -sa -pa- Ra- the - and the meaning  of the word is  
piriththidu- to  separate /to divide .

divide [E]  has the composition- the- va- the - and the meaning of the wordis  vetti  
vidu-  to  cut .

divide [E]  has the composition- the- va- the - and the meaning of  the word is  
vakuthidu [ maths]  - divide. 

divide [E]  has the composition- the- va- the - and the meaning of  the word is  panku  
poada   vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to  share. 

spilt [E] has the composition- [-sa-]  -pa- la- the -and the meaning of the word is   
polaththal-  spilting . 

spilt[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
pakuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]-  spilt. 

spilt[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] -pa- la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
pilanthidu – spilt[ v] . 

spilt[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
udaiththal-   spilt / break .

spilt[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
eerthal [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  - spilt. 

spilt[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] –[-pa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
arithal/ aruththal [ missing  letter-  Ra -]      spilt. 

scio : to know, understand. 
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scio   has the composition -[-sa-] - ka -  and the meaning of the wor is  kaanka  - to 
know. 

know[E]  has the compositon - ka - an  -va-  and the meaning of the word is  kaanka  -  
to know. 

know[E]  has the compositon - ka - an  -va-  and the meaning of the word is  kandu  
unara  vaendum [  missing letters-  the- and Ra-] -  to  understand .

know[E]  has the compositon - ka - an  -va-and the meaning of the word is arimukam  
vaendum [  missing letters-  Ra- and -the -] - to get acquainted with / to get 
introduced;  arimukam-  introduction.  

scisco : investigate, ask, inquire / vote, ordain, resolve. 

to resolve[E]   has the consonants   -the- -Ra- sa- la- va  -and the original Tamil  word is
sikkalukku  theervu  kaana- to find a solution to the problem;  sikkal- problem; 
theervu- solution .

scisco  has the composition -[-sa-]  - [-sa-] -ka -and the meaning of the word is kaekka- 
to  ask;  kaetkka  vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to  ask .

scisco  has the composition --sa-sa--ka -and the meaning of the word is  
theeveeramaaaka   visaranai  seithida  vaendum [  missing letters-  Ra- and- the -] -  to 
investigate;  theeveeramaaka- intense;  visaranai-  investigation/ inquiry 

ask[E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka -  and the meaning of the word is  kaekka  
vaenum - to ask;  vinavuka - ask  .  

inquire[E] has the composition- an -ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is visaaranai 
[  missing letter-  sa-] -  inquiry. 
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vote[E]  has the composition -va- the - and the meaning of the word is   kuda olai  
[ missing  letter- la-]-  vote .

vote[E]  has the composition -va- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaernthedukka/ uruthi  koduththiduka  [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  to  choose/ to  elect / 
to assure. 

vote[E]  has the composition -va- the - and the  other interpretation vaakku [Skt]  
thanthiduka - to vote/ give a word  .
  
 scisco  has the composition -[-sa-]  -ka- [-sa-] -ka -and the meaning of the word is  
udanadiyaaka   aanai  ida  vaendum  [  missing letter-  the  -] - to order immediately   ;  
udanadiyaaka-  immediately ; aanai-  order. 

                      Sanskrit word- likh  [to write] 

likh  has the consonants -  la- ka-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  ezhuthu
kole  kondu  ezhuthuka / ezhuthi kizhikka [ missing  letter- the -]  - write with the 
pen. 

likh  has the consonants -  la- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
laekiththal-[ missing  letter- the -] to write. 

scribo, scripsi scriptum : to write, compose.

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  
Thiraavidar/Then naattavar - Dravidian people/ people from the south. 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  aruvar  
koottaththaar-  Thiraavidar   - Tamil speaking   Dravidian people .

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  varainthidu
-  write. 
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write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  variththar 
/ variththal [ missing  letter- la-] - writing .

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   thoorikai  -
writing pen.

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   kirikkidu  
-write. 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   keeridu  
-write/ engrave .

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   
theriviththidu -  declare /write. 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   Daeva  
nakaram – Sanskrit  letter. 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   viruththi – 
the style of a  book on drama.

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is   kadaitham 
varainthidu – write a letter;  kaditham-  letter;  varaika- write. 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  
poriththiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  - inscribe . 

write[ E]   has the consonants-  va -Ra –the- and the original Tamil word is  sirppam   
sethu-k-kiduka [ missing  letter- sa- and -pa-] -  to carve a statue;  sirppam- bust;  
sethu-k-kiduka- carve . 

scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  varainthida  vaendum -  to draw/ to write.
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scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  viriththu uraikka   vaendum -  to give  a detailed  writings / lecture .

scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  uruvaakka  vaendum –to create.

scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is   kirukkida vaendum – to write. 

scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  kuriththu  vaikka  vaendum –note / write  down/ make a  mark  .

scriptum   has the composition- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - the - ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  thokuththu  thara vaendum  -to compile.

scriptum   has the composition- sa- ka- Ra- pa - the - ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is  varisai  paduththa vaendum -  to  arrange in order .

 scriptum   has the composition- sa- ka- Ra- pa - the - ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is   puthithakka   yaethunum  ondrai  kandu  pidithida vaendum -  to invent  
something new; puthithu -  new;  kandu  pidikka-  to  invent .  

scriptum   has the composition- sa- ka- Ra- pa - the - ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is   kai kondu  seeraaka  varisai varisaiyaaka   muththu  muththuka  mani 
maniyaaka  kannil  oththi   kollum  padiyaaka  arisuvadi yaei    ezhuthi   paarthida  
vaendum [  missing letter- la -] - write legibly ; kai  kondu-  with hands;   seeraaka-  
orderly ;  varisai varisayaaka-  in rows;  mani - stone;  muththu- pearl;  ezhutha  - to 
write .

scriptum   has the composition-sa- ka- Ra-   pa- the - ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is Samaskirutham / Samaskirutha paasa/ paechchu -  Sanskrit language .
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stylus [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –the- la –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is
ezhuththaani-  stylus for writing in palmyra leaf. 

stylus [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –the- la –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is
ezhthu  kole [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  writing pen ;  ezhuthu- write;  kole- stick. 

scrawl [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
kirukkal- careless writing.

scrawl [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -la -and the original Tamil  word is  
keeral- writing. 

full stop [E]   has the consonants  - pa- la-  sa-- the- pa –and the original Tamil  word 
is   sotrodar mudiyim  poathu   mutru pulli  idu[  missing  letter-  Ra -] -  while 
finishing  the sentence make     a  full stop;   sotrodar- sentence; mutru pulli- full 
stop.   

bracket[E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- the -and the original Tamil word is  
adaippu   kuri – bracket . 

 parenthesis[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- an- the –[-sa-] –[-sa-] –and the original
Tamil  word is  pirai  poandru  irukkum oru adippu  kuri;  sathura  vadivam  kondu 
irukkum oru  adippu kuri ;  mukkona vadivam konda adaippu kuri  [ missing  letter- 
ka-] - crescent  /square  /triangle  shaped  bracket  .

vowel  [E]  has the consonants – va- va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  
mozhiyin  aavi  ezhuththkkal [ misisng  letter-  the –] – Tamil  vowel  letters;  aavi- life
;  ezhuththukkal-  letters. 

vowel  [E]  has the consonants – va- -va-- la -and the original Tamil  word is Tamizh 
mozhiyin  elakaana  --  aavi  ezhuththukkal -[ misisng  letter-  the –]   short vowel;  
elaku- shote vowel  .
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vowel  [E]  has the consonants – va- -va-- la -and the original Tamil  word is Tamzh 
mozhiyin  nettu ezhuththukkal [ missing  letter-  the -]- long vowels. 

alphabets [E]   has the consonants – la-  pa- [-pa-] - the –sa-and the original Tamil  
word is  Tamizh   mozhiyin /Tamizh  paechchein   ezhththu  -  the letters of the Tamil 
language ;   mozhi- language;   paechchu- language ;  ezhuththu- letter. 

consonant[E]  has the consonants - ka -an –[- sa-]  –an- the- and the interpretation  
of the word is  manitha   udampukku  oppaanavai / inai -yaanavai  -  equal  to the 
human body ; manithan-  man;  udampu- body ; oppu –equal.

consonant[E]  has the consonants - ka -an – sa-–an- the- and the interpretation  of 
the word is Tamizh  mozhiyin    venjana   ezhuththukkal [ missing  letter-  la/zha-]  -  
consonants  of the Tamil language. 

verb[E]  has the consonants   -va- Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  vinai  
sor [ missing  letter- sa-] – verb. 

verb[E]  has the consonants   -va- Ra-  pa- and the original Tamil  word is   pira vinai  
- causative  verb .

adverb[E]   has the consonants – the- va- Ra –pa- and the original Tamil  word is  
vinai  uri  sor patham [ missing  letter- sa-] – adverb.

finite verb [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –an- the  -va- Ra- [- pa -] –and the 
original Tamil  word is  vinai mutru – finite verb. 

subject [E]  has the consonants  - [- sa-] – [- pa-]- [-sa-] - ka- the – and the original 
Tamil  word is   vinai  muthar [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  subject. 

verbal noun [E] has the consonants  -va –Ra- pa- la-  an- an –and he original Tamil  
word / meaning  is Tamizh  mozhi  elakkanaththil  ulla   vinai   peyar   [ missing  
letter-  the-]-  verbal noun  of the Tamil  language  grammar .  
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verb root[ E]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- pa –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word
/ meaning is Tamizh  mozhi elakkanaththil  kaalam  marainthu  nirkkum   peyar  
echcha  thodar / viani  thokai  [ missing  letters-  la/zha-  and -sa-] – verb root of the 
Tamil  language  grammar .  

grammar [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ma- Ra –and the interpretation  of the 
word is sor  viyakaranam [ missing  letter- sa-]- grammar. 

preposition  [E]  has the consonanst  -[-pa-] - Ra- pa -sa –the- an – and the original 
Tamil  word is   mun – idai   sor patham-  preposition.  

morphology [E] has the consonants - ma – Ra- pa- la- ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  sorkkalin  ilakkanam  koorum   ari -vi – iyal  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  
morphology. 

stanza[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the –an-[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is   nodi – stanza .

abstract[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-] – [-sa-]  –the- Ra- ka- the – and the original 
Tamil  word is  karuththu-urai / katturai yin maiya  karuthhtu-  essence of the article.

anthology [ E]   has the consonants – an- the- la- ka – and the original tamil  word is 
thokai nool-  anthology. 

preface[E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra –[- pa-]  –[- sa-] - and the original   Tamil  
word is  paayiram- preface. 

preface[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -Ra –[- pa-]  –[- sa-] - and the original   Tamil 
word is  munnurai  -  preface. 

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
urai- prose. 
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prose[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –[-sa-]- and the originalTamil  word is  
paayiram -   preface.

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –[-sa-]- and the originalTamil  word is 
munnurai -preface.  

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra –[-sa-]- and the originalTamil  word is urai 
nadai [ missing  letter- the -] - prose form . 

prose[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –sa-and the originalTamil  word is  paasuram- 
poem/ sacred hymns  sung by Vaisnavite saints. 

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –sa-and the originalTamil  word is  seyyur- 
poem. 

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –sa-and the originalTamil  word is  urai 
seyyur- essay . 

prose[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –sa-and the originalTamil  word is  uri 
seer-  prosody  .

prosody[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]   - Ra - sa –  the- and the original Tamil  
word or meaning is  nirai yisai yil mudiyim  iyar seer[ missing  letter- la-] - prosody. 

 essay [E]   has the consonants – sa- [- sa-]  -and the interpreation  of the word is  
viyaasam[ Skt] [missing  letter- ka-]  – essay .

poetry [E]  has the consonants -  pa -the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word meaning 
is  paadar-  poetry .

poetry [E]  has the consonants -  pa -the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word meaning 
is  pari paadr -  a king of poetry .
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poetry [E]  has the consonants – [- pa -] -the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word 
meaning is  urai nadai- verse. 

poetry [E]  has the consonants –  pa --the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word meaning 
is   paru nithar – poet. 

poetry [E]  has the consonants -  pa -the -Ra –and the original Tamil  word meaning 
is  vai tharuppa   neri [ missing  letter- ka-]-  a style of poetry. 

poem[E]  has the consonants - pa-  ma -and the original tami l word is paavikam 
[  missing  letter- ka-] -  charm of an epic poem [ vanappu-   kaaviya  panbu ] .

poem[E]  has the consonants  -pa-  ma -and the original Tamil word is  paavinam -
[  missing  letter- ka-]-   three types of verses viz,  thaaalisai, thurai and viruththam  
which  are related to each  of the four  main divisions of poem.

 poem[E]  has the consonants  -pa-  ma -and the original Tamil word is  pathikam 
[ missing  letters- the -and -ka -] -  a set of ten stanzas in praise of a deity .

appendix  [E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the- ka- sa -  and the original Tamil  word
is   noolin / puththakaththin  /  nikandin / panai  olai    suvadiyin   mudivil    
inaikkapatta    thunai thakavalkal  /seithikal [ missing  letter-  la-] – the material 
attached   at the end of the book;  nool- book;   nudivu- end;   inai- join;   thakaval-  
message .

appendix  [E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the- ka- sa -  and the other interpretation
of the word is   nikandin/ pusthakaththin   anupantham    - appendix of the book ;  
pusthakam- book ; anupantham- appendix. 

scrinium : book case, case for papers. 
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scrinium   has  the consonants  -sa -ka -Ra- an -ma -  and the original tamil word 
/meaning is   arivu  tharum  karkka  vaendiya   suvadi  yaei / paada -  puththakaththai  
karaiyaan   pidaikkaatha  vannam   paathu  kaappudan  vaiththu irukku- uthavum  
pettakam  [ missing  letters-  the- and -pa-] -  the box to keep the books  safely ;  
karkka-  to learn ;  suvadi -  books ;   puththakam- book ;   paathu kaapudun -  safely ;  
pettakam-  box.

scriptor : writer, author, scribe. 

scriptor  has the composition-[- sa-]- ka- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
keeridum  manithar  -one who  writes; keeru/ keeridu  –write .

scriptor  has the composition- sa- ka- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
sorpaduththavar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  one who is good in giving  speech .

scriptor  has the composition-sa- ka- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  siru
kathai / kavithai / perum  kaappiyam   iyatrukiravar / punai pavar [  missing letter-pa-]  
-  short story  writer;  siru -  small;  kathai-  story ;  kavithai-  poem ;  perum 
kaappiyam-  epic;   ezhuthupavar-  writer. 

scriptor  has the composition-sa- ka- Ra- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
katturai /  siru kathai aasiriyar - the author of short  story ;  siru kathai-  short  story ;  
aasiriyar - author. 

scribe[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra -[-pa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  oruvar   sollum karuththai  solvathai   / paesuvathai  /   kooruvathai / 
vaasippathai / padippathai   /   thun   kai yaal / kai pada  ezhuthukira matra oruvar  / 
varainthidukiravar [ missing  letters- zha- and-  the -] - writer ;  kai- hand;  ezhuthu- 
write;  oruvar- one person;  matra  oruvar- other person;  solla  -say ;  karuthhtu- idea; 
paechchu  -speech ;  vaasikka- read ; padikka- read;  padi- paedia .
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scribe[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra -[-pa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  ezhuthukiravar  [ missing  letters- zha- and-  the -] -writer.

scribe[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- Ra -[-pa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   keeru -kiravar – writer .

scribe[E]  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra -pa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
padi  /achchu   edukkiravar [ missing  letter- the -] -  copist ; padi- copy;  achchu- copy .

script[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra -pa – the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  varai padi  - manu  script.

script[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra -pa – the- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kai  pirathi / kai  kondu  keeriyath  koppu -    hand copy / document  
written by hand . 

treatise[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
saaththiram/ saasththiram [Skt]  -  scriptures.  

treatise[E]   has the consonants – the- Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
thirattu -  compile.

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -Sdi [ read /to recite]

 Sdi  has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  oathu-  read 
/recite. 

Sdi  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -and the other interpretaino of the word is  
padi [ missing  letter- pa-]  –read. 

se habere : to keep oneself. 
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sehabere  has  the  consonants-  [- sa-]  -ka- [- pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil 
word  /meaning is   marai -vadakkamaaka  vaikka[ missing  letter- the -] –to keep it 
secretly ;  maraivadakkam- secret.  

sehabere  has  the  consonants-  sa -ka- [- pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil word  
/meaning is  yaarum  ariyaama /    rakasiyamaaka  [Skt]   manathir   vaiththu - 
kaaththu   irukka  -  keep secretely ;  yarum ariyaama-  not  knowing  to any one  ;  
rakasiyam-  secret .

keep [E]   has the consonants  -ka- [- pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  vai/ vaikka- 
keep .

se gero : to conduct oneself, conduct, carry on. 

segero  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
nadaththi  tharuka [ missing  letter-  the -]-  to conduct .

segero  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
thodranthiduka[ missing  letter-  the -]   - to continue/ keep up  .

segero  has the consonants -  sa- ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
nirvakam seika -  to manage  .

segero  has the consonants -  sa- ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
aatchchi  purika [ missing  letters- pa -and -the -]  - to govern /rule .

segero  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - ka -Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
oruvarudaiya   nadaththai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  the behavior of a person ;  oruvar- 
one person ;  nadaththai-  conduct .
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se astringo : to commit oneself to. 

se astringo   has the consonants -[- sa-] - [- sa-]  - the- Ra- an- ka - and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is   vaakku   uruthi   thara  vaendum - - to give assurance/ 
promise  . 

se astringo   has the consonants -[- sa-] - [- sa-]  - the- Ra- an- ka - and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is   poruppu- yaerkka  vaendum  - to take   responsibility ;   
poruppu-  responsible;  yaerkka-  to accept /to take charge  .

se astringo   has the consonants -[- sa-] - [- sa-]  - the- Ra- an- ka - and the original 
Tamil word /meaning is  nampikkai  thara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]  to give  
confidence  /entrust .

se astringo   has the consonants -[- sa-] - [- sa-]  - the- Ra- an- ka - and the original 
Tamil word /meaning  is  mana  niraivaaka  oppu-  kondida  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
pa-] - to accept whole  heartedly .

secedo : to go apart, withdraw.  

secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  pin 
vaankidu [ missing  letter-  pa-]-  to withdraw.
 
secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is   pidunka
vaendum  [ missing  letter-  pa-]- take out  by  force .

secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
neekkidu-  remove .

secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  edukka  
vaendum-  take out .
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secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is   vittu  
viduka -   leave   it  / to pull out .

secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is   
thonduka  - to dig out. 

secedo   has the consonants - [-sa-]   - ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
vadiththu  edukka - to extract / to filter .

secerno secrevi secretum : to separate. 

secretum  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- Ra- the- ma  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  piriththu  vaikka  vaendum[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  to divide .

separate[E ]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa -Ra- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   pirithidu - separate ;  thirunthu paarththidu .

 separate[E ]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] – [ -pa-]  -Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning is  kuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]- separate. 

secundum : (adv.) after, behind. 

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  piraku  vara  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa -and -Ra -] - come later
;  iraku- later ;  varuka- to come. 

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   muthuku    [thandu]  puramaaaka  vara vaendum / pin thodarnthu  
vara  vaendum - missing  letters- pa -and -Ra -] - come  behind/ follow ;  muthuku-  
back ;  puram-  side;  pin thoadaruka-  follow. 
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secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   irandaavathakaa   vara vaendum- come  after the first ;  
irandavthu- second ;  vara –come. 

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   aduththu vara  vaendiya  ondraakum [  missing  letter- Ra -] - the 
one which is coming  next ;  aduththu-  next ;  ondru- one .

secundum : (+ inf.), following, after, during, according to.

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   thodarnthu  vara  vaendum[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  –   to follow .

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   antha  karaniyam kondu –because of that reason ;  antha- that;  
karaniyam –reason. 

 secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   antha  kanam- that moment ;  antha-   that  ;  kanam-  moment . 

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   antha  nimidam-  that  minute ;  antha -  that;  nimidam-  minute .

secundum   has the consonants - [-sa -]-ka- an- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   antha  kaala  kattam[ missing  letter- la-] - during that time ;  antha 
-  that ;  kaalam - time;  kattam-  stage / period .

secundus : second. 
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secondus  has the composition -[-sa-]  -ka- an -the-[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the 
word is  erandaavathu  [  missing letter-  Ra-] - second;  erandu-  two. 

securus : safe, secure, free from care, unworried, unconcerned. 

securus  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- Ra- [- sa -]  -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  uruthiyaaka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  surely .

securus  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- Ra -[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  thavaraatha [ missing  letter-  the -] -  reliable.  

securus  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- Ra -[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   varuththum indri  [ missing  letter-  the -] -without worries ;  varuththam-
worry ;  indri-  without .

securus  has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra -[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  veettu   kathavai   nandraaka  moodi / saathi  vaikka [ missing  letter-  the 
-] -  to lock  the door ;  veedu-  house;  kathavu- door;  moodu-  close;  saathu-ka- 
shut.  

securus  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka- Ra -[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   paathu   kaapaaka / paththiramaaka    vaiththu irukka [  missing  letters-  
pa- and- the -]  -  to keep safely ; pathu kaappaaka -  protected;  paththiram-  safe .

secus + atque  or quam : differently from, otherwise than. 

secus atque  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka-[- sa-] -  the- ka - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  vaeru paadu konda/ maaru paadu  konda [ missing  letters-  pa- 
and- Ra -] - with difference .
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secus atque  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- sa- the- ka-  and the other interpretation 
is   viththiyaasamaaka [Skt[]-  differently. 

secus : wrongly, badly, not as one would wish. 

secus  has the consonants - sa -ka -[- sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  
mosamaaka  - badly .

secus  has the consonants - [- sa -] -ka -[- sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  
thavaraaka/ kurai udaiya    [ missing  letters-  the -and- Ra-]   -  wrongly .

secus  has the consonants - [- sa -] -ka -[- sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is  
unmaikku  maaraa [ missing   letter-  Ra -] -  against  the truth;  unmai-  truth;  
maaraaaka-  against   . 

secuutus : follower, pursuer. 

 secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  pin patrukiravar [ missing  letters- Ra -and-  pa-] - follower  ; pin  
thodarnthu  nadanthu   varukiravar.    

secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   paaraattukiravar [ missing  letters- pa- and- Ra -] -  admirer.  

secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   nampukiravar [ missing  letters-  pa- and- Ra -]  - believer  .

secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   kaaththu   aatharavu   tharukiravar[ missing letter-  Ra -]- supporter .
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 secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  vaettai  aadukiravar [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  hunter;  vaettai-  hunting  .

 secuutus  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -ka-  the- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thuratthi   varukiravar / viratti  adikiravar [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  chaser ; 
thuraththuka-  to chase;  virattuka- to drive away  .

 follower[E]   has the consonants  -the- pa - la -va - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   vazhi  padukiravar  -  one who  worships .

to follow[E]   has the consonants  -the- pa - la -va - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   vazhi  patruka [ missing  letter- Ra -] – to follow. 

to follow[E]   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]- la -va - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   vazhi  kondidu -  to follow. 

follow[E]   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]- la -va - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ozhukuthal – to follow. 

                              English  word - seat  

 seat  has the consonants - sa –the- and the interpretation  of the word is aasitham   
[Skt]  - seat .

seat  has the consonants – [-sa -] –the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
peedam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  seat. 

seat  has the consonants – sa -the- and the interpretation  of the word is  sanni-
thaanam- priestly seat. 

seat  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
aatheenam- priestly seat.
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seat  has the consonants - sa –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   idam- place .

                   English  word  - sea shore.  

sea -shore  has the consonants – [-sa-]- sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
saerppu[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sea shore. 

sedeo sedi sessum : to sit. 

sedeo   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil word is   kuntu / 
kuntha  vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  to sit. 

sit[E]  has the consonants- sa- the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
sooththai  vaiththu  kunthu-[ missing  letter-  ka-]     sit o n the buttocks;  sooththu- 
buttocks ;  kunthu -sit. 

sit[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  the-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  padu 
[ antonym] [ missing  letter- pa-] - lie down. 

sit[E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] - the-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
irunthidu / amarnthidu [Skt] [ missing  letter- Ra  -] –sit .

squat [E]  has the consonants-  sa- ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  sooththai  
vaiththu  kunthu - sit on the buttocks .

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kuttai- 
short. 

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   
kuninthidu- to bend/ bow. 
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squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is  ketti / 
kettiyaanathu   -  thick/solid  .

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kundu - 
bulky .

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is    
nadunka- tremble. 

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is    
naanam kondu  -  to feel shy .

squat [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the -and the original Tamil  word is    
vetkam-  kondu - to feel shy .

seditio : dissension, quarrel, insurrection, mutiny, rising. 

seditio  has  the consonants -  sa -the -the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
sandai  idu -  to fight ; sandai-  fight.
 
quarrel[E]  has the consonants- ka -Ra- - la  -and the original Tamil word is  perum   
karaichchal  [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa -] - big quarrel . 

sedo :  to settle, smooth, calm, allay. 

sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
amaithi -  calm ;   saanthi [Skt] - peace .

sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
amaithi  undakku  [ missing  letter- ka-] - to make calm . 
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sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thanku / thankidu / thankida vaendum [  missing  letter-  ka -] - to stay .

sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is    
kadanai  adaikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to  repay the loan ;  kadan- loan ;  adaikka-  
to settle.

 sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
mudivu  seika [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to decide .

sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  oaivu 
edu  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  come to rest ;  oaivu- rest ; edu-  to take .

sedo   has the consonants - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   kudi 
amaikka [ missing  letter- ka-]-    - inhabit. 

sedo   has the consonants - sa -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  udan 
paadu  sei  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - make an agreement .

sedo   has the consonants - sa -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   oththu  
kondidu  [ missing  letter- ka-]-to  agree .

sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
methu  methu-yena -  soft .

sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thattai yaaka  [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  flat .

 sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is    
adakkamaana- [missing  letter-  ka -]-  polite .
sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
elithaana [ missing  letter-  la-]  - easily.
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  sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
enakkamaana  [  missing  letter-  ka-] - concialiatory .
 
 sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   idar 
indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - without any difficulties ;  idar-  difficulty ; indri-  without .

sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  thani
- allay . 

  sedo   has the consonants - [- sa -] -the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
thanikka  seithidu/ seika [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  to alleviate .

calmness[E]   has the consonants – ka- la -ma –an- [- sa-] - and the original  Tamil  
word is  mana  kalakkam  inmai- mind without confusion .

calm[E]  has the consonants-  ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kavalai  illa  manam -  mind with no worry ;  manam- mind; kavalai- worry;  illa- 
without. 

calm[E]  has the consonants-  ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
mana   amaithi  kola[ missing  letter-  the -]  - be calm ;  amaithi- calm.
 
settle[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
koaluthal [ missing  letter- ka-] - settle .
settle[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
oru  naattil  / thaesaththil   [Skt]  kudi yaera/  kudiyatram kolla  [  missing  letters-  ka 
-and- Ra -] -  to live in a country ;  kudi  yatram - settlement;  naadu- state. 

settle[E]  has the consonants  -sa- - the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
oru idaththil  thanki  vaazhnthidu [  missing  letters-  ka -and- Ra -]-to  live in a  place;  
thanka- stay ;  vaazha- live.  

settle[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
oru idaththil nilai kollu  [  missing  letters-  ka -and-Ra-] -place in permanent position .
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settle[E]  has the consonants  -sa-  the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
udan paadu   seithu  kolla  [ missing  letters- pa -and  -la-] -  to make an agreement ;  
udanpaadu- agreement. 

settle[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  the- la -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
amainthiduthal- settle.  

seductor : seducer. 

seductor  has the composition- sa- the- ka- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   
vaesi  thanam  kondavar –  prostitues .

seductor  has the composition- sa- the- ka- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
mokaththai  [Skt] /  kaamaththai / asaiyaei/ ichchai ayei  thoondukiravar - one who 
induces  sexual desire . 

seductor has the composition- sa- the- ka- the- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
kandavarudaiya  kaama   ichchai yaei /  aasaiyaei /  mokaththai / unarchchi  yaei  
thoondukira   nadavadikkai  yaei /kunam   konda  thaevadiya  maka - the prostitute  
who  seduces others ;  kandaavr- un known; kaamam- sexual desire; thaevar- adiyaa - 
prostitute/ paraththai .  
 
seduce [E]   has the consonants  -sa- the- sa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is
ichchai - yaei  /aasai [Skt] - yaei thoondu - to induce desire. 

seduce [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- [-sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  eththu – seduce. 

semel : a single time, for the first time, even once, once, ever. 
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semel  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ma- la  - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
muthan  muthalil [ missing  letter-  the -]  - first  time. 

semper : always, ever. 

semper  has the composition -[-sa-]  -ma -[-pa-] - Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  
endrandrum [  missing letters- the -]   - for ever. 

always[E]   has the consonants - la -va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   nedukalum- always .

always[E]   has the consonants - la -va- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ellaa  vaelai- yilum  /  ellaa kaalankalilum    / ellaa   samayankalilum - at  all times ;  
ellaa- all;  vaelai- time;  kaalam- time;  samayam- time .

always[E]   has the consonants - la -va- sa -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
allum  pakalum -  day and night;  al-  night;  pakal-  day . 

senectus : old age, dotage. 

senectus  has thecomposition- [- sa-] - an- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   muthumai  akavai / vayathu  adainthu – old age;  muthumai- old;  akavai- 
age. 

senectus  has thecomposition- [- sa-] - an- ka- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the 
word is   vayothikan  - old man . 

age [E]  has the composition- ka -  and the meaning of theword is  akavai -  age. 
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dotage [ E]  has the composition -the- the- ka -  and the meaning of the word is   
athika vayathaana-  advancing age .

old [E] has the composition -la- the -and the meaning of the word is  thol-  old/ 
ancient. 

old [E] has the composition -la- the -and the meaning of the word is  kilattu  / kiladu 
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  old .

old [E] has the composition -la- the -and the meaning of the word is  thallaatha  
vayathu/ akavai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  old age. 

old age[E]   has the consonants - la –the-  ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
muthumai  kaalam – old age. 

old age[E]   has the consonants - la –the-  ka –and the original Tamil  word is  vayothika
kaalam – old age. 

old age[E]   has the consonants - la –the-  ka –and the original Tamil  word is  kiladan- 
old man .

sensus : feeling, sense. 

sensus  has the composition- -sa- an-sa- and the meaning of the word is  mana  
unarchchi  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  feeling. 

feel  [E]  has theconsonants - [-pa-]- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  yael 
– feel .

feel  [E]  has theconsonants - [-pa-]- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mana   kavalai kollu [ missing  letter-ka-] – to be sad .
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feel[E]  has theconsonants - pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mana   
pulan-  sense;   iai-ym -pulan- five senses .

feel  [E]  has theconsonants -pa-la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ula  
thunpam  [ missing  letter- the-] - mental  sufffering .

feel[E]  has theconsonants -[-pa-] -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  mana  
ulai -chchal [ missing  letter- sa-] - mental suffering .

feel[E]  has theconsonants -pa- -la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pulambu – lament .

sense[E]  has the consonants - sa- an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
unarchchi[ missing  letter- Ra -]   –
feeling.

sense  [E]  has the consonants - sa- an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is
manam  / manasu-  mind / heart .

sense [E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]- an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   ennu /   ennam  ;  ninaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]-   thought/knowledge;  
ennu- think .

sense[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an –[-sa-] -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning is  pulan [ missing  letters- pa-
 and- la-] - sense. 

sense[E]  has the consonants - sa- an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
enna ottam  / sinthi / sinthanai  [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] – thought;  sinthi- think .

sense[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   mathi  nalam  [missing  letters- the -and- la-] - wisdom.
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sense[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nun maan  nuzhai  pulam [ missing  letters- pa -and- la-] - wisdom . 

sense[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  nalla- arivu [ missing  letters-  la- Ra-  and- ka-]  -wisdom .

sense[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-] - an –[-sa-] -and the other interpretation is  
gnanam  [Skt] - wisdom . 

sententia : opinion, thought, way of thinking, meaning, purpose. 

sententia   hs the composition-[-sa-]  -an -the -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is manathin  enna ottam -  the  racing thoughts of the mind;  manathu-  
mind;  ennam-  thought; ottam-  racing .

sententia   hs the composition-[-sa-]  -an -the -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is manathu  ennidum   nadai  -way of thinking .

sententia   hs the composition- sa -an -the -an -the -and the  other interpretation of 
the word manam   sinthanai [Skt]   seithida - mental   thinking ; manam-  mind;  
sinthanai- thinking/ thought . 

think [E ] has the consonants - the- an -ka -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
manam  ennida vaendum -  to think .

think [E ] has the consonants - the- an -ka -and the  other interpretation is sinthikka  
[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] - think .

thought [E] has the consonants - the- ka- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
karuththottam [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - idea. 
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sentio : to judge, suppose, vote. 

sentio has the composition -sa- an -the - and the meaning of the word is    sittai maan 
– judge;  sittam – justice .

sentio has the composition -[-sa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the word is  neethi 
pathi[Skt]  / neethi  maan [  missing letter- pa-] -  judge .

sentio has the composition -[-sa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the word is 
kaniththida  [ missing letter- ka -] - to judge .

sentio has the composition -[-sa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the word is    sittam  /
[neethi [Skt]  vaendum[ missing letter- ka -]  -  need justice;  sittam-justice. 

sentio has the composition -[-sa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
thandanai -  punishment . 

sentio has the composition -[-sa-] - an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaernthu edu [  missing letter- Ra-] -  to elect /to  choose. 

judge [E]  has the composition -sa- the- ka - and the meaning  of  the word is   
kaniththida  seika-  to judge;  neethi  kodukka  -  to  give judgement .

judge [E]  has the composition -sa- the- ka - and the meaning  of  the word is   sittam 
vaendum-  need justice;  sittam- justice .

vote[E]   has the consonants -  va- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
ankaththnarai   thaernthu edukka [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to choose/ to select  the 
member ;  ankaththinar -  member;  thaerinthu edukka-  to select;   kuda  olai 
[ missing  letter-  la-]- ballot / poll / vote   .
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sentio : feel, perceive, experience, hold an opinion, 

sentio  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an -the- and the original Tamil word is  thottu  
unarnthidu [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to  touch  and  feel;  thodu-  touch ;  unarnthidu- 
to feel.  

sentio  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an -the- and the original Tamil word is   manathir   
unarnthidu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  to feel with in the mind;  manathir-  within the 
mind;  unarnthidu- to feel - 

sentio  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an -the- and the original Tamil word is   ennam  
kondidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - have  a  opinion ;  ennam- opinion 

sentio  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an -the- and the original Tamil word is  arinthidu  
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] - make out.

sentio  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - an -the- and the original Tamil word is  thunpa  
padu  [ missing  letter-pa-] - to suffer . 

perceive[E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra-[-  sa-] - va  - and the original Tamil  word is  
arika  / purika  / unaruka -  know/ understand/ to sense .

seorsum :  apart,  separately.

 seorsum  has the consonants -[- sa -] -Ra  -[-sa-]  -ma -  and the otrignal Tamil 
word /meaning  is  ovvondraiyum   thani -   thaniya- kaa   piriththu vaikka  vaendum 
[missing  letters-  the -  ka- and -pa-] -   keep separately / to set apart  ;  thaiyaaka-  
alone; pirikka-  separate .
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sepelio : to ruin, destroy, bury. 

bury [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   mannai  pari -  
to dig the ground . 

bury [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   mannai  
pariththu  pinaththai  puthai   [missing  letter- the -] – dig the soil  and bury the dead 
body ;  mun- soil;  pari- to dig ; pinam- corpse; puthai- bury. 

bury [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   marai- 
conceal. 

bury [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   periya kaariyam
[ missing  letter- ka-]- death/ burial. 

bury [E]   has the consonants-  pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pinaththai  
eriththidu [ missing  letter- the -]- cremate;  pinam- corpse; eri- burn.   

sepelio   has the consonants -[-  sa -] - pa-la -  and the  original Tamil  word /meaning  
is   paal nilai  -   spoiled /  ruin  .

sepelio   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -[- pa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
/meaning  is   azhivu  [ missing  letter-  ka -] - destruction .

sepelio   has the consonants - sa -[- pa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word /meaning  
is   veezhchchi  [  missing  letter - ka-]   -  down fall .

destroy [E]   has the consonants - the- sa- the -Ra -   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   sitharththidu- destroy .

destroy [E]   has the consonants - the- [-sa-] - the -Ra -   and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thakarththidu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  demolish .
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sepelio   has the consonants -[-  sa-]  - pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word /meaning  
is    mannil  puthai undu [  missing  letter-  the -] -  buried;  man-  soil ;  puthi undu -  
buried .

ruin[E]  has the consonants  -Ra -  an and the original Tamil  word  is  niranthram  
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  ruin/ permancy. 

ruin[E]  has the consonants  -Ra -  an and the original Tamil  word  is  para naasam[Skt]
[missing  letters- pa- and- sa -]- ruin. 

ruin[E]  has the consonants  -Ra -  an and the original Tamil  word  is   mannir  
maraintha [ missing  letter-  the -]  -  buried in the sand ;  mun-  sand;  maraintha- 
disappeared. 

sepulchrum : grave, tomb, sepulcher. 

sepulchrum   has thecomposition- [- sa-] – [- pa-] - la- ka -Ra -ma-  and the meaning of 
the word is  kallarai  thottam [ missing  letter- the - ]-grave yard garden;   kal arai-grave
yard ; thottam- garden. 

sepulchrum   has thecomposition- sa- pa- la- ka -Ra -ma-  and the meaning of the 
word is  uyir  neeththavanin /  seththavanin   pootha  udalai / praethaththai    
puthaikkum  idamae   mayaanam   allathu   idu  kaadu allathu   kallarai  thottam  
aakum  [  missing letter-  the-] -  the grave yard  for the dead;  seththavan-  dead 
person ;  udal-  body;    pootha udal-  dead body;  praetham-  dead body ; puthaikkum 
-  burying ; idam-  place;  mayaanam-  grave yard;  idu kaadu-  grave yard;   kallarai  
thottam- grave yard. 

tomb[E]  has the composition-  the -ma -pa-and the meaning of the word is  pinam 
puththaiththa  idam / pinaththai  puthaikkum  idam [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  the place
wher dead body  is buried;  pinam-  dead body; puthaikka-  to bury;  idam-  place. 
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tomb[E]  has the composition-  the -ma –[-pa-]-and the meaning of the word is  
samaathi [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] –tomb.

entomb [E]  has the consonants  -an- the- ma- pa –and the original Tamil  word is 
pinaththai   puthaiththida/patha paduththa   vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]- to bury 
the dead body/to embalm; pinam- dead body; puthai- bury; patha paduththu –
embalm.

grave yard[ E]  has the composition- ka- Ra- va - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word
is  uyir pirinathavarin / vittavarin  pinaththai  puthaikkum  idu kaadu  [  missing letter-  
pa-] -  the grave yard  is a place where  dead body  is buried  ;  uyir vittavar-  one who 
has lost his life;  pinam-  dead body; puthaikka-  to bury; idu kaadu-  grave yard. 

sepulcher  has the consonants -[- sa-]  - [-pa-] - la- ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word 
is  kallarai  -  tomb . 

grave[E]  has the consonants-   ka -Ra -va - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
eranthavarai   puthaikkum idam - idu kaadu   [ missing  letters- pa -and- the -] -  grave 
yard-  burial place for the dead ;  eranthavar- dead;  puthaikka- bury ;  idam- place.;  
idu-kaadu- grave yard .

tomb[E]   has the consonants - the -ma –[- pa -]  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  yaedukam [ missing  letter- ka-]- tomb ;  yaedu- body ;akam-  house. 

tomb[E]   has the consonants - the -ma -pa  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pinaththai   puthaikkum  idamae- idu kaadu    aakum [ missing  letter- ka-]- burial pace
of the dead ;  pinam- dead body ;  puthaikka- bury; idam- place;  idu kaadu- tomb .

 seputus : buried, sunk, immersed. 
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septus  has the composition -sa -pa -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning od the word is   
seththavanai  /  pinaththai   puthikka[  missing letter- ka-] - to bury the dead;  
seththavan-  dead one ;  pinam-  dead body;  puthaikka  -  to  bury. 

sequor sequi secutus : to follow, trail. 

sequor  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word/ meaning  is  
pin  thodarnthu  [ nadanthu  ]  varuka [ missing  letters-  pa- and-  the -] -  to follow .

sequor  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pin  pattruka  [   missing  letters-  pa- and-  the -]   to follow .

sequor  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kurukiya   oththai  adi   paathai  [ missing  letter- pa- and- the -] -  narrow  path way ;  
kurukiya-  narrow;  oththai  - one-  adi- foot;  paathai- path .

serius : serious, grave, solemn. 

serius  has the consonants  -[-  sa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  - and the interpretation of the word is  
athi   theevira [Skt] -  [ missing  letters- the and -ka-] - intense. 

serius  has the consonants  -[-  sa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   mumuramaaka [ missing  letter- ka-]- seriously. 

serius  has the consonants  -[-  sa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil word /meaning
is  manam  ennukira / sinthikkira [Skt]   vannam -  [ missing  letters- the-  and - ka-]  
-thoughtful  .
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serius  has the consonants  -[-  sa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil word /meaning
is  mikka   kavanuththukku - uriya[  missing  letters- the-  and - ka-]  -  to be  concerned
. 
 
serius  has the consonants  -[-  sa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  - and  the original Tamil word /meaning
is   mana  varuththam  thara  koodiya  ondru[  missing  letters- the-  and - ka-]  - the 
one that  gives worry ;  manam-   mind;  varuththam-  worry ; tharuka-  to give.

serius  has the consonants  - sa- Ra- sa- and  the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
muraiyaana/  niraivaana /   thooimai  / thaeiveeka / samaya /   sadanku    konda / 
amaintha  [  missing  letters- the-  and - ka-]  - with proper religious  rituals / duely 
performed  religious rituals   ;  muraiyaana  -  methodical;  niraivaana-  satisfying;  
thooimia-  pure;  samayam-  religion;  sadanku -  rites . 

serious  has the consonants  - sa- Ra- sa- and  the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
thiru manam   muraiyaana     samaya  sadanku - udan   nadanthaeriyathu [ missing  
letters- the-  and - ka-] - wedding  solemnized ;  thirumanm-  wedding . 

serious  has the consonants  - sa- Ra- sa- and  the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
samaya   sadanku  murai  thavaraatha  [  missing  letters- the-  and - ka-]  - solemnly. 

serious  has the consonants  - sa- Ra- sa- and  the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
theevira  muyarchchi [ missing  letter-  the -]- serious attempt. 

                       English  word  -severity .

severity has the consonants – [-sa -] -va -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
kaaramaanathu / kadumaiyaana ondru -  severe one. 

sermo : talk, common talk, rumor, report, discussion. 
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sermo  has the composition- [-sa-]-Ra- ma - and the meaning of the  word  is urai  
aatra  vaendum [ missing  letters-  the -and -ka-] -  to give a lecture ;  urai-  lecture. 

sermo  has the composition- [-sa-]-Ra- ma - and the meaning of the  word  is urai aada
vaendum  [ missing  letters-  the -and - ka-] - speak .
 
talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is  
Tamil  mozhiyil  / Thol  mozhiyil  kathaikka -  speak in Tamizh  language ;   mozhi –
language;  Thol- Sumerian Tamil  ; kathakka- speak   .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is  
thaalai  madakku -  fold one’s tongue/ speak;  thaal- toungue.  

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is 
asathi  kilavi [ missing  letter- sa-]-funny  talk .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is  
alaavallauvuthal-  friendly  talk . 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is   
karuththai   theriviththal/ kooruthal[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -tell the idea;  karuththu-  
idea/thought ;  kooru- tell. 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is   
kalai makal  naavil   kudi  irukka vaendum[ missing  letter- Ra -] - let  the goddess of 
arts - kalaimakal  bless your tongue  .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original  Tamil word /meaning is   
kalai makalai  vaazhththuka-  praise the goddess  Kali makal – Dravidian   goddess of 
arts . 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  vaai 
mozhinthiduka -  speak .
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talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the other interpretation is   maatalaaduka
[Telugu ]-  speak .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
kalanthu- uraiyaaduthal   [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  discussion .   

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is   
uraiyaaduthal [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  conversation .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the other interpretation is   
vivaaththiththal[Skt]  - discussion .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word/ meaning is   
kooruthal  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-tell/utter. 

 talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is  
vaai-yaaduthal-  converse  .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is   
kathaiththal  -  conversation .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is  
kathai  alaththal - idle talk /  prate/chatter.
 
talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is  
aandavanudaiya  vaai mozhi/ aandavan  vazhankiya    -  Tamil mozhi -  the language of 
god is Tamil ;  aandavan-  god ;  vaai mozhi- language. 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is   
kalaaiththal - teasing .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is   
naviluthal-  say / speak .
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talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is   
kuthattuthal- to talk indistinctly .

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is   
kunattuthal-  to talk vainly. 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is  
kolaththin /  ulakin  / andaththin / Thamizhkaththin /  Thamaizh nattin   maanthanin    
vaai mozhi  /muthal  mozhi /  thol mozhi /  thaai mozhi  /  mooththa  mozhi  / azhaku 
mozhi / kaalaththal   azhikka  mudiyaatha   / vaazhnithidum /  Tamizh  mozhi-yae -  the
oldest / living  language of the world is  Tamil ;  kolam-  planet ;  ulakam- world; 
andam-  universe;  Thamizh naadu-  the  state  of Tamil people  ; maanthan-  man;  
vaai mozhi-  language/ tongue ;   thol mozhi- ancient language;  thaai mozhi-  
mother’s tongue ;  muthal  mozhi-  the first  language ;  mooththa mozhi-  oldest 
language ;  kaalththal  azhikka  mudiyaatha-   time can not destroy ;  vaazhnthidum- 
living ; Tamizh  mozhi-  Tamil language. 

talk[E]  has the consonants - the -la- ka -and the  original tamil word / meaning is  kisu 
kisuththal  [ missing  letter-  sa-] -   gossip. 

sermo : discussion, talk, common talk, conversation, rumor. 

sermo   has the consonants - [-sa-] - Ra -ma-  and the original Tamil word is  sirithu 
naeram   uraiyaada / urai  aatra    vaendum [ missing  letter-  ka- and -the -] -  to talk  
for some time / to give a speech  . 

sermo   has the consonants - sa- Ra -ma-  and the original Tamil word is  tharkkam  
seithida  vaendum [ missing  letters- ka- and the -] - to have  a discussion .

sermo   has the consonants - [-sa-] - Ra -ma-  and the original Tamil word is  karuththai
therivikka / eduththu uraikka  / eduththu koorida    vaendum [missing  letters-  ka -and
-the -]- to give  one’s opinon .
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sermo   has the consonants - sa- Ra -ma-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
pirasankam [ missing  letter- pa -and -ka-] –talk /sermon . 

sermo   has the consonants - [-sa-] - Ra -ma-  and the original Tamil word is   arattai  
adika  vaendum  [missing  letters-  ka -and -the -]- chat .

*****sero : to sow, plant. also, late, at a late hour. 

sero  has the composition -sa- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  payir sei  [ missing
letter- pa-] -  cultivate ;  payir- crops;  sei- do. 

sero  has the composition -[-sa-] - Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  eravu naeram[
missing letter- ka -]- night time ; eravu-  night;  naeram- time. 

sero  has the composition -sa- Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is  kadaisi  
naeram[  missing letters-  ka- and-  the -] - final  hour ;  kadaisi-  last;  naeram-  time. 

sero  has the composition –[-sa-] - Ra-  and the meaning  of the word is   naeram  
kadanthu  vittathu [  missing letters-  ka- and-  the -] – is is late. 

sow[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -va -and the original Tamil word /meaning is    pen-
panni  kutti  [ missing  letters- pa- and -the-] -  baby  pig / piglet - female ; panni - pig;  
kutti- small;  pen- female. 

sow[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -va -and the original Tamil word /meaning is    
vithai  vithaikka [  missing  letter- the -] - sowing the seeds;  vithai- seed;  vithaikka- 
sow. 

sow[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -va -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  vithai
thoovuka   [  missing  letter- the -] -scatter the seeds . 
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sow[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -va -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
paavu[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sow. 

plant [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
naduthal  /sedi  naduthal [missing  letter- sa-]- to plant ;  sedi- plant;  naduthal- to 
plant . 

servio : (+ dat.) to be a slave to, serve
 
serviodat   has the consonants-  [-sa -] -Ra- va - the - the - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  unavai    parimaarida  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]    -to serve  
food ;  unavu- food;  parimaaruka - serve .

serviodat    has the consonants-  sa -Ra- va - the- the- and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   adimai  pani/ saevakam [Skt]  purinthida / seithida  vaendum  [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  to carry  out duties  as a slave   ; pani -duty ;   adimai- slave;  purika-  to 
carry out .

serviodat   has the consonants-  [-sa -] -Ra- va -the -  the -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  kadamai  aatra  vaendum   to carry out duties ;  kadamai-  duty ;  
aatruka- to carry out.

 serviodat   has the consonants-  [-sa -] -Ra- va  -  the -  the - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  uthavi- yaai  irukka  vaendum  be helpful .

serviodat   has the consonants-  [-sa -] -Ra- va - the- the- and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  thakuthiyaai -  irukka  vaendum  - be suitable .

serviodat   has the consonants-  [-sa -] -Ra- va -  the -  the - and the original Tamil word
/meaning  is  vaelai  kaaranaaka  irukka  vaendum -   be  a servant  to ;  vaelai  kaaran-  
servant;  iru- be .
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 serviodat  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -Ra- va- the- the  -and the original Tamil word is
koththa adimai -yaaka  irukka  vaendum -  be a slave to .

servitus : servitude, slavery. 

servitus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra- va- the -[- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil word 
is   kothth-adaimai-yaaka    iru  - be a slave to ;  adimai- slave. 

servitus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra- va- the -[- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil word 
is   thondaattruka  -to serve .

servitus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra- va- the -[- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil word 
is  kadamai  aatruka- to do the duty ;  kadamai- duty;  aatruka- do . 

servitus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra- va- the -[- sa-]  - and the original  Tamil word 
is  pani purinthiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  to do  the work;  pani –work;  purinthiduka-
do .  

servitus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra- va- the -[- sa-]  - and the other interpretation 
is  saevakam  purinthiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to serve. 

servo : to watch over, keep, protect, observe, save, reserve. 

servo  has the composition- [-sa-] - Ra- va  -and the meaning of the word is  sirithu  
naeram   vaiththiru  [ missing letter-  the -] -  to  keep  for some time;  sirithu -  little;  
naeram-  time;  vaiththiru-  to  keep .

servo  has the composition- [-sa-] - Ra- va  -and the meaning of the word is   
kooornthu  kavani [  missing letter-  the -] - to monitor /watch .
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save [E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] - va-and the meaning of the word is  vaikka  -  to 
keep .

save[E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] - va-and the meaning of the word is   kan  
kaani-  to  watch over .
 
save [E] has the composition-[-  sa-] - va-and the meaning of the word is   kaakka- to  
protect .

save[E]   has the composition-[-  sa-] - va-and the meaning of the word is   vanki -  
bank .

save[E]   has the composition-[-  sa-] - va-and the meaning of the word is meetu   
edukka [ missing  letter-  the -] - to rescue .

watch [E]  has the composition -va- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kan 
kaanikka  vaendum  - to watch .

servus : slave, serf. 

servus has the composition-  [- sa-] - Ra -va-[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is   
thanda kaaran [missing  letter- the -]  - servant. 

servus has the composition-  sa- Ra -va-[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  yaevar
pani   seikiravar [ missing  leetr- pa-] – one  doing   the  work  orderd   by others .

servus has the composition-  [-sa-] - Ra -va-[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
vaelai  kaaran [ missing  letter- la -] -  servant .

servus has the composition-  [-sa-] - Ra -va-sa-- and the meaning  of the word is  kai 
vaelai  seikirvar [ missing  letter- la -] -  one who does  petty  works.
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servus has the composition-  [-sa-] - Ra -va-[- sa-] -- and the meaning  of the word is  
kalamar [ missing  letter- la -]- slave. 

slave[E]   has the consonants-  sa- la- va -and the original Tamil  word is  puzhukkaiyan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  –slave. 

                            English term-severe step.
 
severe step  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- va- Ra- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  
word is viraivu  nadavadikkai edukka- quick  action. 

severe step  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- va- Ra- [-sa-] -the –and the other 
interpretation  is athir adi  nadavadikkai – quick action. 

severitas : severity, rigor, sternness, strictness. 

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  mana   uruthiyaaana  - firmness .

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  kandippu  niraintha  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  strict .

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  kaduramaana – severe. 

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   varampu  meeraatha [ missing  letter- pa-]  precisely  limited. 

severitas   has the consonants  sa-va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  is   sirithum  erakkam / karunai  kaattaatha-  unkind .
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severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is  varpuruththi   paniya  vaikkira [ missing  letter- pa-] -  enforcing   
submission. 

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   viraippu  thanmai /  viraippu  kondu  [missing  letter- pa-] -  rigid .

severitas   has the consonants -[- sa-]  -va- Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is    udar nadukkam -    shivering  of the body ;  udar[l ] - body ;  
nadukkam-  shivering .

                         English  word  - shrewd.

shrewd  has the  consonants - sa –Ra- va –the- and the interpretation  of the word is 
saathuryamaaaka[ Skt] - shrewd. 

shrewd  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  –Ra- va –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
arivu  thirami -  wise/ smart .

                          English  word – sheen.
  
Sheen has the consonants – [-sa-]- an -and the original Tamil  word is  minu minuppu
-sheen .

                        English  word – shell.

shell has the consonants - sa -la -and the interpretation  of the word is  soali – shell. 

sibimet : to them, themselves. 
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sibimet  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- pa- ma -the -and the original Tamil  word is   avar 
thum [ missing  letters- ka -and –Ra-]  -them.

siccus : dry, thirsty / sober, temperate. 

siccus   has the composition - [-sa -] -ka- [-sa-] - and the mening of the word  is  
thaakam  edukka [ missing letter-  the -] -  thirsty.-  

siccus   has the composition - sa -ka- [-sa-] - and the mening of the word  is  soodaaka 
[  missing letter-  the -]   -  hot.

siccus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -ka- [-sa-] - and the mening of the word  is  
mithamaaka [ missing letter-  the -] - mild .

siccus   has the composition - [-sa-]  -ka- [-sa-] - and the mening of the word  is  
kaaintha [  missing letter-  the -] - dry. 

thirst[E]  has the consonants - the -Ra- sa -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is  kudi thanneer  vaendi  naavu  vaetkai kondu /  naakku varandu /  naakku varatchchi 
kondu/ viruppam kondu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -desire to have water ;  kudi thanneer- 
drinking water; naavu- tongue;  vaetkai- thirst;  viruppam- desire. 

sidus : constellation, star. 

sidus has the composition –[- sa-]  -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  
is   mottu meen- sky  fish  ;  mottu- sky ;  meen- star /fish .

sidus has the composition -sa -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  siththira  
naksha –ththiram [Skt] [ missing letters-ka -and- Ra -] - star .
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sidus has the composition –[- sa-]  -the- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  
is  vaan  thirai  meen [ missing  letters- ka-and-  Ra -] – sky  fish ;  thirai- sky / sea ;   
vaan- sky ; meen- fish / star 

sidus has the composition -sa -the- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word is 
thaarakai [Skt]  [ missing  letters- ka- and - Ra -] - star .

sidus has the composition -sa -the- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the word is  
nakasththira  /mottu meen  / vaana thirai  meen   koottam-  constellation of stars 
[ missing letters-ka -and- Ra -] group of stars. 

signum : sign, seal, indication, sign. 

signum  has the composition -sa- ka- an- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  moodi 
/ saaththi  vaikka vaendum [  missing letter- the - ] - to seal / to shut ;  moodu-  to  
shut. 
. 
signum  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- an- ma  - and the meaning of the word is  mai
kondu  oppum ittu  kodukka  vaendum[  missing  letters-  pa- and -the-] -  to  sign with 
ink ;  mai-  ink;  oppum-  signature.  

sign [E]   has the consonants -[-  sa-] - ka -an- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kai naattu [ missing  letter- the -] -  sign/ thumb impression  .

symbol[ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word 
is adai mozhi-[ missing  letter- the -] indication/sign .

symbol[ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word 
is adaiyaalam-[ missing  letter- the -] - identity . 

symbol[ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word 
is  e-linkam [ missing  letter- ka-] -sign . 
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symbol[ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word 
is  e-lakkam[ missing  letter- ka-] –sign.  

symbol[ E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word 
is  e-ilakkiyam [ missing  letter- ka -] sign . 

symbol[ E]  has the consonants –  sa- –ma- [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  
elaanjiyam – symbol. 

seal [E]  has the consonants  -sa- la -and the interpretation  of the word is  elaanjinai – 
seal. 

stamp[E] has the consonants -  [- sa -] –the- ma –[- pa-] and the original Tamil  word is 
muththirai  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] –stamp. 

stamp[E] has the consonants -  [- sa -] –the- ma – pa-and the original Tamil  word is  
poattu  mithi- crush/ beat.  

  silenti etc : the dead. 

silenti  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  uyir 
izhanthu   [  sethth’an]  [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  loss of life  /dead;  uyir-  life ;  
izhanthu-  lost  .

silenti  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
kalaavathi  aanathu [ missing  letter- ka-] – expired. 

silenti  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
azhinthidu- ruined. 
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silenti  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
vaazhvu  / vaazhkkai mudinthathu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  life has  ended;  vaazhvu- 
life;  mudinthathu –ended. 

silenti  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
kaalam aana manithar [ missing  leter- ka-] -  person who is no more/ late .

dead[E]  has the composition-  the -the - and the meaning of the word is  seththu / 
madinthu  [ missed letter- sa-] -  died. 

dead[E]  has the composition-  the -the - and the meaning of the word is   maainthitta-
dead. 

 
silentium : silence, stillness, quiet, repose, obscurity. 

silentium  has the composition -sa-la- an- the- ma-  and the meaning of the word is 
manam/ manasu  amaithi  kolla vaendum -  mind should have peace;  manam-  mind;  
amaithi-  peace. 

silentium  has the composition -sa-la- an- the- ma-  and the meaning of the word is  
aadaamal  asiyaamal  silaiuyaa  nillu  -  to  stand  still  as a statue ; aadamal  asiyamal-  
not moving ;  silai -  statue;  nillu-  to stand.      

silentium : (religion) faultlessness, perfection. 

silentium  has the composition-  sa- la- an- the- ma-  and the meaning of  the word is  
appazhukku  illatha manasu  [  missing letters-  ka- and - pa - ] -  faultness mind ;  
appazhukku  -  fault;  illaatha-  without;  manasu-  mind.  

perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is    mika  sariyaanathaaka [ missing  letter-  sa-] -   precise/  exact  .
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perfect [E]   has the consonants - pa- Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   mika  sirappaanathaaka-[ missing  letter-  sa-]   best  .
 
  perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   kutram  kurai indri-  fault less. 

  perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is    kutram-matra - fault less.

  perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   kaedu  uraatha-  fault less.

perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  [-pa-] - ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  uyarntha  tharam konda / uyarvu mikka /  kaanpoar  paarattum 
vannam -  superior quality /  excellent / appreciable  .  

perfect [E]   has the consonants -[- pa-] - Ra-  -pa-- ka- the -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is  naerththiyum / athi -  nutpamam  /  nunukkamum   konda  - fine . 

sileo : to be still, silent / (+ acc.) be silent about / rest. 

sileo  has the composition- sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is  asaiyaamal  nillu  -  
to stand still;  asaiyaamal-  not moving ;  nillu- to  stand. 

silent[E]  has the consonants  -sa- la -an- the -and the original tamil word / meaning is 
iraichchal   indri  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -without noise  ;  iraichchal- noise; indri- 
without. 

siligo -inis : wheat, wheat flour. 
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siligo inis  has the composition  -[-sa-] - la- ka- an -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
vaal / vellai  kothumai mani-  wheat grain;  vellai –white;  kothumai- wheat;  mani- 
grain/ bead . 

siligo inis  has the composition  -sa- la- ka- an -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
kothumai  maavaal   rotti  seiya vaendum [  missingletters-  the- and- ka -] -  to  make 
wheat bread;  kothumai-  wheat;  maavu-  flour;  rotti-  bread;  seiya - to make.   

wheat [ E]  has the composition- va- the- and the meaning of the word is kothumai -  
wheat. 

wheat [ E]  has the composition- va- the- and the meaning of the word is  koathi  
-wheat. 

silva : woods, forest. 

silva  has the composition  -[-sa-] - la -va - and the meaningof the word is  malai  
vanam  -  mountainous  forest ; malai-  mountain;  vanam-  forest .

silva  has the composition  -[-sa-] - la -va - and the meaningof the word is  malai kaadu 
[missing  letter-  the -]- mountainous  forest ;  malai- mountain ;  kaadu- woods.

silva  has the composition -sa- la -va - and the meaningof the word is   solai vanam -   
forest  grove ;  solai- orchard ;  vanam-  forest . 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra - sa- -the -  and the original Tamil word is  
Thiraavidarin    sooththira  paechhcu [ misising  letter-  ka -] -  the soothira   language  
of Dravidian people .

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -[- sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is   
potrai  - forest. 
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forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -[- sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is 
kaadaraam  pottrai [ missing  letter- ka-] – forest. 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -[- sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word 
is   kaanthaaram [ missing  letter- ka-] –forest . 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra - sa--the -  and the original Tamil word is   
karisarkaadu  [ missing  letter- ka-] –dense  / dark forest . 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra – [- sa-] --the -  and the other interpretation is  
piranthiram – forest. 
  
forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -[- sa-]  -the -  and the original Tamil word is 
perum/ siru  kaadu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – - big forest;  perum –big;  kaadu- wood. 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra - sa- -the -  and the original Tamil word is  
kaadum  kaadu  saarntha  idamum-  kurinchchi  mun/  maedu [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
mountain   forest. 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -sa -the -  and the original Tamil word is  
adarththiyaana   / pasumaiyaana   oru kaadu / vanam [ missing  letter- ka-] –  - 
extensive wood;  adarththi- thick ;  pasumai-  greenery ;  vanam-  forest . 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -sa -the -  and the original Tamil word is  
vananthram- [ missing  letter- ka-] dry  forest. 

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –[- sa-]  -the -  and the other interpretation
is  vidar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  forest .

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra –[- sa-]  -the -  and the other interpretation
is  thurukkam  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  forest.

forest  [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra – sa--the -  and the other interpretation  is  
siththiram – forest /painting.
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woods [E]  has the composition -va- the- and the meaning of the word is kaadu-  
forest  . 

woods [E]  has the composition -va- the- and the meaning of the word is adavi-  forest.

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kattai -  wood/ stick . 

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vadi –wood/ stick . 

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaattam – wood/ fire wood. 

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kaandakam-  base of the tree. 

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
koattai- fort/ woods .

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kumitham-  teak wood. 

wood[ E]   has the consonants  - va -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaekku  kattai – teak wood.  

ply  wood [E]     has the consoants –pa- la - va -the -and the original  Tamil  word is  
ottu palakai – ply  wood .

sorrel  [ yellow wood ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- la-  and the original  Tamil  
word is   puliyaarai [ missing  letter- pa-] - sorrel .

forest [E] has the compositon -pa- Ra- sa- the -and the meaning of the word is  Tamil  
sankam   koorum  i-  inthu   vakai   nilankalil  ondraana  kurinchchi   enapaduvathu   
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malai yum malai  saarntha  idamum  /kaattu  pakuthi yim    aakm [  missing letters- ka -
and - la-]   ] -  mountainous forest is called as kurinchchi ;  ethara naangu   vakai  
nilankal-   mullai /  marutham/ neithal  /  paalai  aakum-  the other sankam landscapes
are  meadow/plains  ,  crop land, seashore and desert.  

similis : similar, like, resembling. 

similis  has the composition  - [-sa-] - ma- la- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is  oththa   thanmai  ulla  [ missing  letter-  the -] - of the same 
kind/nature ;  oththa-  same;  thanmai-  nature/ character .

like[E]   has the consonants - la -ka - and the original Tamil word is   kaathalikka 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  to love .

like[E]   has the consonants - la -ka - and the original Tamil word is    ichchai  kolla 
[ missing  leter-  sa-] -   fond of ;  ichchai- desire.
 
like[E]   has the consonants - la -ka - and the original Tamil word is   anpu  kolla 
[ missing  letter-  pa-] - affectionately . 

like[E]   has the consonants - la -ka - and the original Tamil word is   ullam  makizhvu  
kolla   - pleased / happy ;  ullam-  psych;  makizhvu - happiness .

like[E]   has the consonants - la -ka - and the original Tamil word is    oththa  vakai- ulla 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  similar  type ;  oththa-  similar  ;  vakai- type .

to like[E]   has the consonants- the- la-ka-  and the original Tamil  word is   
vayaavuthal- to like;  vayaa- desire. 

to like[E]   has the consonants- the- la-ka-  and the original Tamil  word is   uoodal  
kolluthal- lover’s quarrel  .
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to like[E]   has the consonants- the- la-ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  vizhithal- to 
like.   

  similitudo : likeness, resemblance / uniformity. 

similitudo    has the consonants - [-sa-] - ma - la - the- the -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning  is   oththa  thanmai  ullathu -  of the same kind ;  oththa-  same ;  
thanmai-  nature .

simplex : simple, unaffected. 

simplex  has the consonants - [- sa-]-  ma -[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa- ]- and the original  Tamil
word /meaning is  mikka   elimaiyaaka  - too  simple.

simplex  has the consonants - [- sa-]-  ma - pa- la- ka-  sa- and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning  is   mika  suluvaaka/ sulapamaaka-   easily .
 
simplex  has the consonants - [- sa-]-  ma -[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa- ]- and the original  Tamil
word /meaning is  mikka  thelivaana  [ missing  letter-  the -]-  clear ;  thelivu- clarity .

simplex  has the consonants - [- sa-]-  ma -[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa- ]- and the original  Tamil
word /meaning is  kadinam  illai[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  not difficult ;  kadinam-  
difficult;  illai-  nil .

simplex  has the consonants - [- sa-]-  ma -[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa- ]- and the original  Tamil
word /meaning is  olivu  maraivu  atra [ missing  letter-  Ra-] -  guileless. 
 

simul atque : as soon as. 
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simulatque  has the consonants - sa- ma- la- the- ka  -   and the original  Tamil word is  
kaalathaamatham  seiyaamal -  do not delay .

simulatque  has the consonants - sa- ma- la- the- ka  -   and the original  Tamil word is  
solli mudikkum  munnmae / solli  mudiththa   antha   kanaththilaeyae  / solli  
mudiththa  antha  nodiyilaeyae /  solli  mudiththa  udannaeyae  /   sollamalaeyae/ 
evvalavu   vaekamaaka    seiya   iyalumo   avvalavu   vaekaththil         vaelai -yaei    
seithu  mudikka  vaendum -   to complete  the work   even before  assigned  /  to 
complete  the work immediately  / to complete the wok within  the next  moment / 
within the next  minute . 

simul : at once, at the same time, together. 

simul has the composition- sa- ma- la-and themeaningof the word is   oththa / athae   
samyaththil [  missing  letter-  the -]  -  at the same time; oththa-  same;  samyam - 
time. 

together [E]  has the consonants  -the -ka -the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil word  
/meaning  is   ondraaka  koodi - unitedly .

simulatio : pretense,  
 
simulatio  has the consonants - sa- ma -la -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
pasaanku  seithidal  vaendum  [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -]  – make believe ;  
pasaanku- simulate. 

 sine : (+ abl.) without. 
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sine[E]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -an -and theorignal Tamil  word is  inmai-  
without. 

sineabl [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa -] – an – pa- la - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is panam  illaaimai-  without money;  panbam- money;  illaaimai- without. 

singularis :  alone, unique, extraordinary, individual, singular. 

singularis   has the consonants - [-sa-] - an- ka- la- Ra -[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   ethu varaiyil  yaarum kandiraatha  kaetttiraatha   vakaiyil  [ missing 
letter-  the -]  - no one  has seen/ heard   such a kind  ;  ethu varai- so far;  yaarum- no 
one;  kandiraatha-  not seen;  kaetiraaatha-   not heard; vakai-  kind.

singularis   has the consonants - sa- an- ka- la- Ra -sa - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   yaarudaiya  thunaiyum- indri  thannan-thanaiyaka  [ missing  letter-  the 
-] - alone  with out any one’s  help ;   yaarum-   no one; thunai-  support;  indri- 
without;  thannan- thanaiyaaka- alone .

singularis   has the consonants - sa- an- ka- la- Ra -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  kurippittu    koorukindra  / solkindra  / mozhikindra   vakaiyil  -  mika
sirappaana   ondru [ missing  letters-  pa- and -the -] -  a remarkable one;   kuripidu - 
remark ;  kooru/ sollu  - say ; mozhindra - tell ;   vakai- kind;  mika -  great ;   sirappu- 
best . 

singularis   has the consonants -[- sa-] - an- ka- la- Ra -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  thaniththu   nirkkindra/ therikindra   vakaiyil  [ missing  letter-  the 
-] - out standing .

singularis   has the consonants -[- sa-] - an- ka- la- Ra -[-sa -] - and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is   varalaaru  kaanatha  vakaiyil   -  history  has not not  seen.
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singuli : one each, one apiece, single, separate. 

singuli  has thecomposition- sa - ka- an- la- and the meaning of the word is  villai  villai 
yaaka /  thani  thani- sillaaka  seithida  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to  make in 
to individual pieces;  villai  villaiyakaaa-  individual pieces;  sillu-  piece . 

singuli  has thecomposition- [-sa-] - ka- an- la- and the meaning of the word is  mana 
vilakkuaanavan- separated / divorced  .

singuli  has thecomposition- [-sa-] - ka- an- la- and the meaning of the word is  thani   
aalaaka-[  missing letter-  the -] - single/ alone .

singultim : stammeringly. 

singultim  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - an- ka - la -the- ma  - and the original Tamil 
word is  thattu  thadumaari  / thadu maatram  kondu   / thikki  thikki  / vaai  
mozhikindra  / urai -yaadukindra   vithaththil   [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  stammeringly ;    
thadu mattram- stumbling/ hesitancy ;  thikki thikki - stuttering ;  vaai-  mozhi-  speak ;
uraiyaadu - converse .

  singultus : sobbing, death rattle. 

singulatus has the composition- [-sa-]- an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  thaembi  thaembi  azhuka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]-  sobbing ; 
thaembu- sob; azhuka-weep. 

singulatus has the composition- [-sa-] -an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is kaalan  kathavai  thattum vaelai  -death god knocking the door;  kaalan- death 
god; kathavu- gate; thattum- knocking ; vaelai -  time.   . 
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singulatus has the composition- [-sa-] -an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  kallan  azhaiththidum   vaelai- call from god of death ; kaalan-  god of death;  
azhaikka-call. 

singulatus has the composition- [-sa-] -an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  madinthidum vaelai- dying time.

singulatus has the composition- [-sa-] -an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  manathai  kallu aakki kolla vaendiya  vaelai  -  to make the heart a stony  one; 
maanthu-  mind;  kal- stone;  vaelai - time.  

singulatus has the composition- [-sa-] -an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  vaazhkkai  mudinthidum  vaelai -  life is coming to an  end ;  vaazhkkai- life ;  
mudinthidum –ending. 

 singulatus has the composition- -sa-an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the  meaning  of  the 
word is  iruthi  uoorvalam  sella  aayuththamaaka   vaendum -   to be ready  for the 
final  procession;  iruthi- final;  uoorvalam- procession  .

singulatus has the composition- -sa-an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the  meaning  of  the 
word is sudu kaadu/ idu kaadu   vaa vaa vena  azhaikkum vaelai -  call from the grave 
yard;  idu kadu- grave yard;  sudu kaadu- cremation  ground ;  azahikka-  call;  vaelai- 
time.  

singulatus has the composition- -sa-an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the  meaning  of  the 
word is  thani  aalaaka  / oththai  aalaaka mael ulkam / vaanakam   sella  vaendiya  
vaelai- the time to go to  the  heaven  as a single man;  thani aal-  single man;  
vaanakam-  heaven ;  sellu –go.  

singulatus has the composition- -[-sa-]-an- ka- la- the- [-sa-]- and the  meaning  of  the 
word is   kaalai  maattu  vaakanaththil  / vandiyil    Yemon  vanthu  vilikkum   vaelai--    
lord Yemon-  god of death is coming   on  his  bull vehicle  to take  away ;  kaalai  
maadu-  bull;  vaakanam-  vehicle; Yemon- god of death;  vilikka- call.
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singulatus has the composition- sa- an- ka- la- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is 
noei vaai pattu   indro  naalaiyo   ena  saaka kidappavan /  mikavam  vayathaana   
kizhavan  / kizhavi  marana  padukkai yil   uyir  koodu  vittu   piriyum  munpaaka   
moochchu  vida  mudiyaamal    sirama/kasta / avasthai  padum  oru  nilai [  missing 
letters- Ra- and- pa-]  -  gasping  in the death bed. 

singulus : single, separate, one at a time, one each

singulus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- ka- la -[-sa -] -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   thani  thani  aalaaka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  one  by one  .

singulus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- ka- la -[-sa -] -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thani   aalaaka [ missing  letter-  the -] - single man .

singulus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an- ka- la -[-sa -] -and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mana vilakku  aanavan-  divorced man . 

single[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-] - an- ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  kaliyaanam   aakathavan  [ missing  letter- the -]- unmarried man  ;  
kaliyaanam - marriage.

single[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-] - an- ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  thunaikku  aal  illamal / aal thunai  ilaamal [ missing  letter- the -]-  – 
without a partner; thunai- partner ; illai-without. 

sino : allow, suffer, permit, let. 

sino  has the composition- [-sa-] - an - and the meaning of the word is  anumathi 
[  missing letter-  the -]-  allow .
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sino  has the composition- [-sa-] - an - and the meaning of the word is  thunpa pada   
[missing  letters-  pa -and - the -]  - suffer.  

permit [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ma- the - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  muraiyaana  anumathi  peruka [  missing  letter-  ka -] - to  get consent ;  
anumathi -allow ; peruka-  to get .

sitio : to be thirsty. 

sitio has the composition- [-sa-] - the -  and the meaning of the word is  vaetkai /   
thaakam  [skt] [  missing letter- ka-] -  thrist ;  thakam  thanikka / thaaka  saanthi / 
thaniya [Skt] -  to quench the thirst  .

sitis : thirst, dryness, drought, eager, desire. 

sitis has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaetkai/ 
thaakam [Skt]  [  missing letter-  ka-] -  thirst . 

sitis has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kaainthu
[ missing letter-  ka-] - dry .

sitis has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  assai  
kondu/ ichchai  kondu / mokam kondu [  missied letter-  ka -] -  to have desire ;  
mokam- passion; aasai-  desire. 

sitis has the composition- [-sa-]  -the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  varatchchi  [ 
missing letters -Ra- and -ka -] -  drought .

thirst [E]  has the composition- the -Ra- sa- the - and the meaning of  the word is  
naakkin varatchchi  neekka  /  thaakam  thanikka  vaendi   sirithu  kudi neer kodu 
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[  missing letter- ka -] -  give  some water to  quench  the thirst ;  naakku-  tongue;  
varatchchi-  dryness;  neekka-  to  alleviate ; thaakam-  thirst;  thanikka -  to  quench;  
sirithu-  little  ; kudi neer-  drinking water; kodu-  to give. 

drought[E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ka- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  than -neer  indri  varandu - dried  because of  lack of water ;  thanneer- 
water; varandu- dried. 

drought[E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ka- the  -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning  is  kudi  thanneer vaetkai kondu  naakku  varandu -  dryness of tongue  due 
to thirst;  kudi- drink;  thanneer- water;  vaetkai- thirst;  naaku- tongue ;  varandu- dry.

                         English  word -smart 

smart  has the consonants-  sa- ma- Ra -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
samarththu [Skt] – smart .

smart  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ma- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
thirami- talent. 

                      English  word –slide.

slide has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- the- and the original Tamil  word is  nuzhunthi 
– to slide. 

                        English  word – skill .

skill has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is valavai-  skill.

                           English  word -  snake  .
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snake  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  naakam-  
cobra. 

snake  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- ka -and the original Tamil  word is    naga 
paampu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  cobra snake. 

snake  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  nakkuni- snake. 

snake  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is anukkam-  snake.  

snake  has the consonants – -sa- an- ka -and the other interpretaion of the word is  
pusankam[  missing  letter-  pa-]  – snake. 

snake  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is   puyankan[missing  letter- pa-] -  lord  Sivan  with snake. 

snake  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is    aki paenam [missing  letter- pa-] – snake poison.  

snake  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is   naka kanni / vaeni  - snake goddess. 

snake  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- an- ka -and the other interpretation of the word 
is   naaka mani- snake gem . 

                   Sanskrit  word-  sarppam .

sarppam  has the consonanst –sa- Ra – pa- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  sarai/
saarai paampu -  water snake. 
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                       English  word  -viper .

viper has the consonants-  va –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is viriyan  
paampu -  viper snake. 

                          English  word-  cobra  .

cobra  has the consonants-  ka –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    karu 
naaka/naga   paampu-  black  cobra .

                           English  word -  serpent. 

serpent  has the consonants - sa –Ra- pa- an -the -  and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is saarai paampum  padam eduthtu  aadum karu   naaka paampum 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  water snake and the nagam .

serpent  has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra- pa- an -the -  and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is thanneer  pampu-  water snake. 

serpent  has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra- pa- an -the -  and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is kattu viriyan paampu[  missing  letter- ka-]  branded krait. 

serpent  has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra- pa--an -the -  and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is kannaadi  viriyan  paampu - [missing  letter- ka-] Russell’s  viper. 

serpent  has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra- pa- an -the -  and the original Tamil  word /
meaning  is  kompaeri  mookan  paampu [  missing  letter- ka-] – common bronze 
back tree snake. 

                      English  word  python.
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python has the consonants - pa -the –an- and the interpretation of the word is  
paanthan- python.

                           English  word – ship .

ship  has the consonants – sa- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  sampan – boat / 
skiff.

                           English  word – smith. 

smith has the consonants  -sa -ma -the -and the original Tamil  word is  sam-matti- 
large hammer. 

                            English  word – sociology.

 sociology has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-sa-]- la –[-sa-]-and the original tamil  word 
is kuzhu vaazhkai iyal [  missing  letter- ka-] –science of  people living in groups. 

socer : father in law. 

socer  has the composition- [-sa-] – [-sa-] - - Ra - and the meaning of the word  is  
maamanaar – father inlaw .

father inlaw[E]   has the consonants – pa- the- Ra -an -la -va – and the interpretation  
of the word is  thaali  katti  kaliyaanam  panni  ennoadu  kudiththanam  nadaththum  
en manaivin  thanthaiyaar / en thaayin  kaal vazhi  uravil  vantha  maman  -  father of 
my  wife ; kaliyaanam- marriage ; kudiththanam- family ;  manaivi- wife; thanthaiyaar- 
father;  thai- mother; kaal vazhi- lineage ; maaman- uncle.  
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socius : sharing,  associated,  allied. 

socius   has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kazhakam [ missing  letter-  zha-]  -  association  .

socius   has the consonants - sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the other interpretation is   sankam  
[Skt]  -  association .

socius   has the consonants - sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the original  Tamil  word is   kalakka   - 
to join/ to get mixed  ;  sankamikka  [Skt]  -  to unite ;  sankamamum - union  . 

socius   has the consonants - sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil   word is   kudi - 
inam [ missing  letter-  the -]  - society ;  samukam- [Skt] -  society .

socius   has the consonants - sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the original  word is   saeruka 
[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  to associate .

socius   has the consonants - sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the original  word is    pankiduka  
[ missing  letters-  pa- and- the -] -  to share .  

socius : partner, comrade, associate, ally, fellow.

socius  has  the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil word is   
pankaali  [ missing  letter-  pa -and -la -] -   associate / partner .

socius  has  the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil word is   
panku kolluka [ missing  letter-  pa -and -la -] -  to associate  .

socius  has  the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil word is    
koottaali [  missing  letters-  the -and -la-]  -  associate/ally  .
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socius  has  the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil word is   
inaika -  to associate .

 socius  has  the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka -[- sa-]   -  and the original Tamil word is  
koodu / kooduka [ missing  letter-  the -] -  to associate .

 associate  [E] [ n]   has the consonants -[-  sa-] -[- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  
word is   thunai-  deputy .

associate  [E]   has the consonants -[-  sa-] -[- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  word is 
uthavi [ missing  letter- ka-] - deputy.
   
associate  [E] [ n]   has the consonants -[-  sa-] -[- sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  
word is  natpu [ missing  letter- pa-] - fiendship .

associate  [E] [ n]   has the consonants -[-  sa-] -sa- the - and  the other interpretation  
is  sankaaththam  [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  - association. 

fellow [E]   has the consonants – pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is  pokkaali  - 
useless  fellow. 

fellow [E]   has the consonants – pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   pallavan-   
person of low qualities. 

fellow [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   keezh  
makan  /keezh  makkal-  persons of low qualities.

fellow [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kaali  
payal - person of low qualities.

fellow [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kullan- 
dwarf / cunning person.

fellow [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kulakan
- lad. 
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fellow [E]   has the consonants –  pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is  payam- 
kaalli  - timid fellow. 

fellow [E]   has the consonants –- pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   kayavaali  
payal --person of low qualities.

fellow [E]   has the consonants –- pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   veku  
kaalamaaka  pazhakkamaanvan -  person  known for a long time ;  veku  kaalm- long 
time. 

fellow [E]   has the consonants –- pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is    pal kazhai 
kazhaka - ththil  udan payilum maanavan [ missing  letter- the-]  -  co student in the 
university ;  pal kazhai kazhakam- university ;  maanvan- student .

fellow [E]   has the consonants –- pa- la -va -and the orignal Tamil  word is   pal kazhai  
kazhaka   pattaya  padippu [ missing  letter- the-]-  certificate  course  form the 
university.
  

sodalitas : fellowship, companionship, secret  society. 

sodalitas   has  the consonants - [-sa-]  -the-  la- the -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is   tholamai   kolluthal  [  missing  letter-  ka -]  -  fellowship .

sodalitas   has  the consonants - [-sa-]  -the-  la- the -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
word /meaning is koodi   kallu  kudiththal-[  missing  letter-  ka -]   to take liquor 
together;  koodi-  to gether;  kallu-  liquir;  kudi- drink. 

sol solis : sun. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   Al /El - sun. 
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sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   ellaan- sun.

sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is    asalan- god/ sun .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is    nila-moon. 

sol  has the composition -sa-- la-  and the meaning of the word is   susilai/ susila -  
moon/  smoke colored cow.     

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   ilaan – sun . 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  ozhi-  light  .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   uoozh- sun. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   oli-sound .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  aali- sun/ wheel.

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  azhal- fire .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  ali -  eunech 
[ sun-  neither a man/ nor a woman]  .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   mani ozhi-  the 
light  from  the  shining  stone/star  ;  mani-  shining  stone. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  aal - a   man/ 
person .

sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is   saalai-  He is our 
pathway. 
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sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is   selli -  Tamil  Nadu  
village  deity – goddess .

sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is       sollu-  say /speak 
/ He is  our speech .

sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is silai - idol  of the  
temple .  

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   palani -[ missing 
letter- pa-] - Dravidian sun god Murugan. 

sol  has the composition -sa- la-  and the meaning of the word is   sollu- paechchu-
[ missing  letter- pa-]   He who has taught us the speech .

sol  has the composition –[- sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  aliyan –uncle’s 
son.   

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   pillai  [ missing  
letter- pa-] – child.

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   Pallan  / 
Mallan[ missing  letter- pa-]- farmer  .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   pazham 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- – the  fruit  [ hanging  from  the heaven  tree . 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   vazhi [ missing  
letter-  ka-]- He who has shown us the pathway .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  kaalan [ missing  
letter-  ka-] -  the time keeper/ sun. 
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 sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  kaalai / kaalaiyan
[ missing  letter-  ka-] -  bull god.  

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  kalaai/ maalai  
[ missing  letter-  ka-] -He whe who  decides  the morning  and evening ; kaalai- 
morning;  maalai- evening. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   Vaelan [ missing 
letter-  ka-] -  Dravidian sun god  Murugan .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is   vael -[ missing  
letter-  ka-]-  lance  [sun ray] .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  Vellaiyan 
[ missing  letter-  ka-] - white man  -sun .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  Valavan-  He is 
our  our wealth   /wealthy man.

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  Azhakan-  He  is 
the handsome man/  Dravidian sun god  Murugan. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  Kallan-  the thief  
[  He who has stolen our hearts]. 

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  Maalan-  sun god
of the Mullai  land .  

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  elli- sun .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  uoozh- sun/ fate .

sol  has the composition -[-sa-] - la-  and the meaning of the word is  ul- oli -  sun. 
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sun[ E]  has the composition -sa -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Saeyon- 
Sivan/Murugan-  Dravidian sun god;   mani -   shining stone  . 

sun[ E]  has the composition -sa -an -  and the meaning of the word is  cheiyaan – sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -sa -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Esan  -sun  god.

sun[ E]  has the composition –[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  
Maayon/Maayan -  sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -sa -an -  and the meaning of the word is   mani / 
Maniyan – sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -sa -an -  and the meaning of the word is  pachchaiyan  
[  missing letter-  pa -] -  Siva;  pachchai mani . 

sun[ E]  has the composition –[-sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  
paniyan[  missing letter-  pa -] - businessman. 

sun[ E]  has the composition –[-sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  poonai 
[ missing letter-  pa -]- cat. 

sun[ E]  has the composition –[-sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  pon / 
ponnan [ missing  letter- pa-]  – sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  thaaman 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  manthi-
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  sun. 

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  saanu- sun.
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sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is   asan- sun 
/king/ god. 

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Aasaan-  
master . 

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is  anji- king. 

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Seenu [Skt]  
/seeni/ Chenni  -  white. 

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is  panju 
[ missing letter-  pa-] - white/ cotton .

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa- -an -  and the meaning of the word is  anjumaan - 
one of the twelve sun gods. 

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  inan- sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is   manian-  
the star . 

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  vaan  kan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - eye of the sky . 

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  ven mani-
[ missing  letter- ka-] -white stone/ star .

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]-an -  and the meaning of the word is  kanavu –-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  He is our dream. 

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]-an -  and the meaning of the word is kan mani-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-    He is our eye sight  ; kan mani –eye. 
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sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Vanaan 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - washer man who makes the dirty clothes in to pure and white 
one  as that of the sky/ sun .

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is   Annan  -   
elder brother / anni[ moon goddess] -   wife of  elder brother ;  maaman- uncle ;   
machchaan- uncle’s sun; aniyan- younger brother.   

sun[ E]  has the composition -[- sa-]  -an -  and the meaning of the word is   Ma 
Mannan-  king of kings. 

sun[ E]  has the composition - sa-an -  and the meaning of the word is   Achchan -  our 
father .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   nainaa/ 
nainan /Maenon [Malayalam]  -father. 

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  unni 
[Malayalam] - son.   

sun[ E]  has the composition –  sa-an -  and the meaning of the word is   Saanaan -  
palm toddy  seller .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   ennam – 
He is  in our thoughts .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   manam-  
He who is  our  mind/ heart . 

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   anpan / 
nanpan  [ missing  letter-pa-] -  He is our  friend .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   unmai-  
He is the truth. 
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sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   aani-    
pen  /stylus – He who  taught us to write  [ symbolism- sun ray ] .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  un / uoon- 
He who gave given us the food .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   aan -  the 
man/ male ; pen[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  female .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   maanam-  
prestige .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   nannan-  
noble .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is   paanan  
[ missing  letter- pa-] –singer .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is  Suman/ 
Soman- moon .

sun[ E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -an -  and the meaning of the word is Ninan/ 
nainaa-  father.  

soleo : to be accustomed, be used to. 

soleo  has the consonants -[-sa-]-la - and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
pazhakkamaana [ missing  letters-  pa -and- ka-] - familiar. 
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solitudo solitudinis : loneliness, solitude. 

solitudo  has the composition-[- sa-]  -la -the -the-  and the meaning  of the word is  
oththa   aalaa   thanimaiyil  - solitude ;  oththa aal-  single man;  thanimai-  in 
isolation .

solium : chair of state, throne / bath-tub. 

solium   has the composition- [- sa-] - la- am - and the meaning of the word is  aalum  
mannaudaiya  ariyanai /  simmaasanam [ missing  letetr-  Ra -] -  the  throne   of the 
ruler;   ariyanai /simmaasanam- throne  ;  aalum- ruling;  mannan- king. 

throne[E]  has the composition -the -Ra- an -  and the meaning of the word is  
uyaramaana  idam/ maedai  -  raised  place/  stage . 

throne[E]  has the composition -the -Ra- an -  and the meaning of the word is  
paththarasanam [Skt]  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]  -throne.

throne[E]  has the composition -the -Ra- an -  and the meaning of the word is   
mannarudaiya   ariyanai   maedai  -  the throne of the king ;   mannar -amir/  king;  
ariyanai-  throne;   maedai- dais .

bath [E]   has the consonats- [- pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
neeraadu [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -bath .

 bath [E]   has the consonats- [- pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thoaithal [ missing  letter- la-]-  bath .

tub  [E]   has theconsonants- the-[-  pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thotti- tank . 
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tub  [E]   has theconsonants- the-[-  pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thanni  thotti -  water tub/tank . 

sollers : clever, skillful. 

sollers  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the  word is  
paer  arivu  ulla  [ missing letters-  pa-  ka -] -  with wisdom ;  paer arivu-  wisdom .

clever [E]  has the composition - ka -la -va- Ra- -and themeaningof the word is   athika 
arivum   kooduthal  thiramyum  ulla  oru  arivaali  [  missing letter-  the -] -  a scholar  
with  extra talent  and wisdom ;  athika-  more;  arivu-  knowledge; kooduthal-  extra-  
thiramai-  talent ;  arivaali-  scholar. 

sollicito : to stir up, incite, arouse. 

sollicito   has the consonants - sa- la-la-ka- the  -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning  kilarchchi uoottuthal /   kilarchhci   adaiya  seithal  - to stir up .

sollicito   has the consonants - sa- la-la-ka- the  -  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   ezhuchchi   kolla  seithduka-  arouse.  

incite [E]   has the consonants -  an - ka- the -  and the original Tamil word /meaning is 
thoondi   viduka -  to provoke .

                        English  word- anxiety   

anxiety  has the consonants  -an- ka-[-sa-] -the-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  aathankam [ Skt] –anxiety. 

sollicitus : uneasy, worried, anxious, restless, agitated. 
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solicitus  has the composition- [-sa-] - la- ka- the- sa- and the meaningof the word is   
kavalai  konda manathu [  missing letter-  the -] -  mental worry ;  manam-  mind;  
kavalai - worry . 

solicitus  has the composition- sa- la- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
amaithi  illa  manam kuzhappaththil    sinthikka   sinthikka   nenjil   pathattamum  pada
padappum   payamum   kai  kall nadukkamum  men- malum   kavalai yum   undaakum 
[  missing letter- pa -] - confused thinking  with fear , anxiety, palpitation,   trembling 
of the hands and legs and worries;  amaithi illai-  no peace of mind; manam-  mind;  
kuzhappam-confusion;  sinthikka-  to think  ;  nenjil-  within  the heart;  pathattam-  
anxiety;   payam-  fear;  pada padappu-  palpitation;  kai kaal-  nadukkam-  trembling 
of hands and legs ;  kavalai-  worry . 

solum : land, country, soil, ground / bottom, floor, foundation. 

solum has the composition -[-sa-] - la -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  nilam -  
land .

solum has the composition -sa- la -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  nun sei  
nilam- wet land .

solum has the composition -sa- la -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  pun sei nilam 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -dry farm land. 

soil[E]  has the composition -[sa-] - la -and the meaning of the   word is   sem mun -  
nilam -   land with  red  soil  . 

land [E]  has the composition- la -an- the -and the meaning of the word is maettu 
nilam - raised  ground .
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solum has the composition -[-sa-] - la -ma  -and the meaning of the word is  adi  
thalam  [ missing  letter- the-] - foundation .

country [E] has the composition - ka- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is 
Thiravidar  naadu-  the land of Dravidian  people;  naadu-  state.   

country [E] has the composition - ka- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is   
kaadum   kaadu   saarntha   idamum [  missing letter - sa -] -  country side /  forest  and
its  nearby  areas;  kaadu - woods   ; vananthiram[S] -  forest ; kattantharai-  stone  
floor  .

country [E] has the composition - ka- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
suthanthiram[Skt]   konda naadu [  missing leteter-  sa-] -  independent  nation ; 
suthanthiram-  independence ; naadu- nation; kanthakar-  name of a place in  
Afganisthan. 

country [E] has the composition - ka- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is    
yaarukkum  adimai  indri   thannai thane  aalum /  suyamakka  aalum  / suya/thun   
aatchchi   athikaram  konda  oru  arasu / oru naadu [  missing letter-  sa-] - self 
governing  state ;  thun aatchchi - self governing ;  athikaram-   power;  naadu-  nation;
arasu- state/government .

country [E] has the composition - ka- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word is  
naattu pura pakkam[ missing  letter- pa-]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- country  side ;  
pakkam- side.   

 
solum : non solum ... sed etiam : not only ... but also. 

solum has the composition  - [-sa-] - la- ma-   and the meaning of the word is  ethu  
mattum  allathu   maelum  [ missing letter-  the -]  - mor than that .
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solum : (adv) alone, only. 

solum  has the composition- [-sa-] - la -and the meaning of the word is  thunai   
illaamal [  missing letter- the -] - alone  . 

alone[E]  has the consonants - la -an -and the original  Tamil word / meaning is  thani 
aalaa / thunai  illaamal -  [ missing letter- the -] - alone/ single man.

solutio : loosening / payment / solution / explanation. 

solutio  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- the- an -and the meaning of the word is  sinna
vilakkam  kodukka / alikka vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to give explanation;  
vilakkam-  explanation .

payment    has the consonants - pa- ma- an- the-   and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   katta  vaendiya   kattana   panam  -    moththa  thukai  [ missing  letter-  
ka -] - the total amount / moeny  to be paid ; kattukuka -  to pay ;  panam-  money ;  
thukai-  amount . 

explain [E] has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[- pa-] - la -an - and the original  Tamil word
/meaning is  thelivaana   vilakkam  alikka   vaedum  [ missing  letter-  the -] - to  explain
clearly ;  thelivaana-  clearly ;   vilakkam-  explanation ;  alikka-  to give . 

dissolve[E]   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] - la -va  - and the orignal Tamil  word is   
kalaithidu – dissolve.

dissolve[E]   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] - la -va  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
karaithal [ missing  leter- Ra -]- dissolve. 

dissolve[E]   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] - la -va  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
urukuthal [ missing  leter- Ra -]-  melt/ dissolve .
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dissolve[E]   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] - la -va  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  
nekuthal  seithidu- to dissolve .

solvo : to loosen, untie, release, free, dissolve, break up. 

solvo   has the composition -sa- la- va - and the meaning of the word is  avizhkka  seiya
- untie  .

solvo  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is   elakkam-  
to become  loose .

 solvo  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is  viduthalai 
[  missing letter- the -] -  freedom ;  veliyae vidu-  to free  .

solvo  has the composition -[-sa-] - la- va - and the meaning of the word is  kalaikka- to
dissolve .

tie [E]   has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kattu  [ missing 
letter-  ka -]  -  to  tie .

tie [E]   has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is    inaiththidu - 
bind. 

tie [E]   has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is   mudichchidu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - knot .

tie [E]   has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is   mudi –tie.  

tie [E]   has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is   nuzhuthuthal 
[ missing  letter- zha-] – to tie. 
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somniculosus : sleepy, drowsy 

somiculosus  has the composition  -  sa- ma- ka- la- sa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the 
word is   thookka  kalakkaththil  kankal  laesa   sokka [  missing letter-  the -]  - sleepy  
eyes/doze  ;  thooka   kalakkam-  feeling sleepy;  kankal -  eyes ;  laesa-  mild.  

drowsy [E] has the consonants  -the- Ra - va -[-sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is  arai- thookkam - slight sleep ;  thookkam- sleep;  arai-  half . 

                           Sanskrit  word-  svapnah [ dream ] 

svapnah  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - va –[- pa-] - an – and the original  Tamil  word 
is  kanavu – dream.  

somnio : to dream / (+ acc.) to dream of, imagine foolishly. 

sominio  has the composition- [- sa-] - ma - an-and the original Tamil  word is  mana  
kanavu [ missing letter-  ka -]- day  dream ;  kanavu- dream  .

sominio  has the composition- sa- ma - an-and the other interpretation of the word is  
soppanam[Skt]  [  missing letter- pa -]-  dream.

somnium : dream, fancy, day-dream / foolishness, nonsense. 

 somnium  has the composition- [-sa-] - ma -an-  and the meaning of the word is  
mana  kanavu [ missing letter-  ka -] -  day  dream;  manam-  mind;  kanvu-  dream .

somnium  has the composition- sa- ma -an-  and the meaning of the word is   kanna  
pinnae -nnu  sinthani  seiyum mansu [  missing letters-  pa -and- the -] -  mind  
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thinking of non sense ;  kann apinna nnu-  adj  for  non sense ;  sinthani-  thinking ;  
manasu-  mind. 

dream [E]   has the consonants – the- Ra –ma-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thur soppanam[Skt]  [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] -  dream that  portends evil ;  thur-
bad;  soppanam-  dream .

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
poliyaana  [ missing  letter- la-] -  false / not original .   

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
poeiyaana  punaivu [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  false imagination .

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- sa- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
karpanai  seika [ missing  letters  -ka -and -Ra -]  -  imagine.

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ieym -  pulankalukku  inpam  alikkum vannam / vakaiyil [ missing  letters- ka- and -la-] 
–giving pleasure to senses; pulankal- senses; inpam- pleasure; alikka- giving .

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ninaippu -  thinking. 

fancy[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ninaivil  moozhka [ missing  letters- ka- and -la-]-  indulging in  imagination.

 fancy[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   azhaku  nalam  mikka[ missing  letters- ka –and- la-] – beauty .

fancy[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word / meaning
is   viruppamaana [ missing  letters-  ka -and –Ra-]  - like.

somnus : sleep. 
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somnus  has the composition -sa-ma- an- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
chinna /kutti   thookkam [  missing letter- the -and -ka -] - nap;  chinna- little /short;  
kutti-  little/short .

somnus  has the composition –[- sa-] -ma- an- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
kan mooda [ missing  letters- the- and-  ka-] - to close eyes/   to sleep /die  .

                          English  word – noise .

noise has the consonants – an- sa -and the interpretation of the word is  sono 
[ Latin] – noise. 

noise  has the consonants-  an -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
asamaaththam-aana[Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] noise.

noise  has the consonants-  an -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  santhadi [ missing
letter-  the -] -  noise .

                         English  word -shriek .

to shriek  has the consonants -the- sa-Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
keechchiduthar -  to shriek.

to shriek  has the consonants -the- [sa-]-Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
kathazhuruthal [ missing  letter- la-]- to shriek with terror. 

                               English  word  -scream.

to scream[E]  has the consonants-  the- sa –ka- Ra- ma –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  vaai  vittu/ vai  thiranthu /   kathara  vaendum ; saththam 
iduthar vaendum – to scream. 
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                      English  word   - cry .
to cry  has the consonants - the –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kathara – to 
cry aloud.

                    English  word-   weep .

to weep  has the consonants - the -va -pa -and the original Tamil  word is  
kanthitham- weep.
 

sonitus : noise, sound. 

sonitus   has the composition -sa- an- the- sa-- and the meaning of the word is  osai 
undu  seithidu – make noise; osai- noise; seithido –do.  

sonitus   has the composition –[- sa-] - an- the- [- sa-] -- and the meaning of the word 
is  kanaiththidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -to neigh .

sonitus   has the composition -[-sa-] - an- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thanitham – noise. 

sonitus   has the composition -sa- an- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
santham.

sonitus   has the composition –[-sa-]- an- the- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
nutham- -  words  of praise. 

            * Look out the relationship  between- pa- and sa- in Tamil  and   Latin. 
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*noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   
pun [missing  letter- pa-]- sound. 

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is  
kanai [missing  letter- ka-]- neigh . 

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
pasanam [ missing letter- pa-]- noise. 

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is   
santham/ santhadi [ missing  letter-  the-] - noise.

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- sa- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is  
isaiththida -num  [ missing  letter- the -]  - to make noise 

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is   
thanitham  [ missing  letter- the -] – noise.

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  kosanai 
[ missing letter-ka-]-  loud noise  . 

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
naaku-[ missing letter-ka-]- noise .

noise[E]   has the consonats  -an- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning   nodi
/ santhadi [ missing  letter-  the -]- noise.

sound[E]   has the consonats  - sa- an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
santhadi- noise.

sound[E]   has the consonats  - sa- an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
isaiththidanum   -to make noise .
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sound[E]   has the consonats  - [-sa-]- an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   ninatham -  sound. 

sound[E]   has the consonats  - [-sa-]- an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  naathiththal [ missing  letter- la-] - to sound .

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[-  sa-] - an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is   kanaikka  vaendum [ missing letter-ka-]-  –to neigh .

sound[E]   has the consonats  - sa- an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
manathukku  ukantha / thakuntha  osai -yae   isai  aakum [ missing  letter-  ka --]- the 
sound  liked by the mind  is  called  music ;  manathu- mind;  thgukuntha- suitable;  
osai- noise;  isai- music. 

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   thuvanam [  missing  letter-  ka -] - - sound .

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  kodanam/ koadanai  [missing  letter- ka-]  - sound .

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is  thoni   
–tone. 

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is  
naatham[Skt] - sound. 

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is   
thuzhani [ missing  letter- zha-]- sound .

sound[E]   has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is   
anakkam  kondu--[-  missing  letter- ka-]-   to sound  ; anakkam- noise. 

sound[E]  has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is  
nintham- sound.   
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sound[E]  has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is  
neettam-  prolongation  of the sound.  

sound[E]  has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is   
ananthal [ missing  letter- la-]  - low sound .

sound[E]  has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is   beema
naatham [ missing  letter- pa-] -  loud sound .

sound[E]  has the consonats  -[- sa-] - an -the-  and the  other interpretation is   
naratar [ missing  letter- Ra -]- to sound. 

sono : to make a noise / sing / celebrate / (of words) to mean. 

* Look out the relationship  between- pa- and sa- in Tamil  and Latin . 

*sono has the composition- [- sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is   pun 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  – sound. 

sound[E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –an- the -  and the interpretation of the word is  
pannidu -  make sound. 

sono has the composition- sa- an -  and the meaning of the word is   kosanai-[-  
missing  letter- ka-]-  noise.  

sono has the composition- [-sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is   nodi [ missing 
letter- the -] - noise. 
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sono has the composition- [- sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is   thanitham 
[ missing  letter- the -] - noise. 

sono has the composition- sa- an -  and the meaning of the word is  saththam/ osai  
ida vaendum [  missing letters-  the- ka -] -  to make noise;  saththam-  noise;   osai-  
noise ; ida vandum-  to  make. 

sono has the composition-[- sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is    kondaada  
vaendum [ missing letters- ka- and- the -]  -  to  celebrate ;   kondaada-  to  celebrate. 

sono has the composition-[- sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is  paattu  paada 
vaendum [  missing letters-  pa- -ka- and- the -] -  to  sing ;  paattu-  song;  paada-  to  
sing .

sono has the composition-[- sa-] - an -  and the meaning of the word is  
anakkam[ missing  letter- ka-] -  noise. 

                   Look out the presence of  the letter- pa- in Tamil  and the absence of  the 
letter- pa- in English .

tune[E]   has the consonants  -the- an -and the interpretation of the word is  pannidu [
missing  letter- pa-] –tuning .

celebrate  [E] has the consonants-  ka- la- pa- Ra- the - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   pandikai naalai /   peru  naalai   /  Thee  vali   thiru naalai  / Thamilar  
thirunaalaam    thai maatha   ponkalai  /aadi kodaiyaei / aadi  pathinettaam  naalai / 
aadi  perukkai /  kolakalamaaka   kondaadida   vaendum-   to celebrate the festival  in a
grand manner ; pandikai-  festival;  peru naal-  great  day ;  thee vali -  deepavali ;   
Thamilar-  Tamil people;  ; thiru naal-  saced day ; ponkal-  a Dravidian harvest  
festival ;  kaolakalamaaka  -  in a grand  style .  
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                              English  word - obscene .

obscenity  has the consonants-  pa- sa- an –the-   and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  aapasamaanathu -  obscenity.  

obscenity  has the consonants-  pa- sa- an –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pachchai  pachchaiyaanathu – obscenity /everything  blue/green  ; pachchai-  green/
blue.   

sophismata : false conclusions, logical fallacies. 

sophismata  has the composition - sa- pa -sa- ma- the -and the meaning of the word is
thappaana   mudivu[ missing letter-  ka -]  - wrong decision;  thappu-  wrong ;   
mudivu-  decision ;  manthukku  pidakkaatha  /manam oppaatha  mudivu . 

false[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la –[-sa-] - and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is  
pizhai   / pizhai ulla  -  wrong .

false[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la –[-sa-] - and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is  
poliyaana- - not original. 

false[E]  has the consonants-[-  pa-]- la –[-sa-] - and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is
unmai  illa-untrue.

false[E]  has the consonants-[-  pa-]- la –sa- and theorignal Tamil word / meaning is  
salli- false. 

false[E]  has the consonants-  pa- la –[- sa-] - and the orignal Tamil word / meaning is  
pazhi -  false. 
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false[E]  has the consonants-  [ -pa-] - la – sa- and the other interpretation of the word 
is salam [Skt] - false .

sopor : deep sleep. 

soper  has the composition- sa -pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   
perum/siriya /kutti  /arai  thookkam [ missed letters-  the- and -ka -] -  deep/ 
prolonged /short / light  sleep ;   perum-  big; siriya -  short ;   thookkam-  sleep. 

soper  has the composition- sa -pa- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  siriya / perum
urakkam[  missed letter- ka -]  -  short/ prolonged sleep;  urakkam-  sleep .

sordes : filth, meanness, stinginess. 

sordes   has the composition -  [-sa-]  -Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
pisu naari  thanam  seiya [  missing letter-  pa -] - stinginess . 

stinginess [E]  has the composition - sa- the- an- ka- an [-sa- ] -  and the meaning of 
the word is  kanja thanam  seiya/kaatta  - stinginess.

sordes   has the composition -  [-sa-]  -Ra- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
thooimai   atru / indri   irukkum  pee/ mooththiram /  maattu  saani   yae thodaathae [
missing letter-  pa -] - do not touch  filthy  materials  ;  thooimai-  pure;  atrathu-  lack 
of ;  pe-  human excreta;   maattu  sani-  cow dung ;  thodaathae-  donot touch .

filth  has the composition- pa- la- the - and the meaning of the word is  pee/   malam /
salaththai  thodaathae -  do not touch  the  excreta ;  malam-  fecal  material ;  pee-  
excreta;  salam[S] -  urine ;  thodaathae -  donot touch . 
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filth [E]   has the consonants-  pa -la- the  -and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
puzhuththa-  filthy .

 mean[E] [minded]   has the consonants- ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is   
eenam- meanness. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  sa-and the original Tamil  word is   
vanjinam [ missing  letter- ka-] – cunning. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  sa-and the original Tamil  word is   
aanavam [ missing  letter- ka-]- arrogant. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  sa-and the original Tamil  word is   sinna 
thanam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  meanness.

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  sa-and the original Tamil  word is   neesa 
thanam [ missing  letter-  the -] -  meanness. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  sa-and the original Tamil  word is  
nachchu thanam - [ missing  letter-  the -] -  meanness. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an- [- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
punmai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  meanness. 

meanness[E]   has the consonants  -ma- an-  [- sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
naanayam  inmai-    not  honest .

sordesco : to become dirty. 

sordesco  has the composition- [- sa-] - Ra -the- [- sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  thuppuravu  kaedu  undaakka  [ missing letter -pa-]  –to make  
dirty ;  thuppuravu-sanitary / cleaniness. 
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sordesco  has the composition-  sa-- Ra -the-  sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  sukaathara  kaedu  seiya – to make dirty  ;sukaatharam- sanitary .

sordesco  has the composition- sa- Ra -the- sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  pothu  idaththai  asuththam  [Skt] seiyaathirukka vaendum [ missing letter
-pa-] -  do not make the public place dirty ;  asuththam[Skt] -  dirty  ; pothu idam- 
public place ; seiyaathu  iru - do not do .

sordesco  has the composition- [-sa-] - Ra -the- [-sa-] - ka - and the meaning  of the 
word is  pothu  idaththai   thooimaiyaaka vaiththirukka  vaendum [ missing letter-  pa 
-] - keep  the public places clean ;  pothu  idam-  public place;   thooimai-  clean. 

sordesco  has the composition- sa- Ra -the- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is  
pothu idankalil  malam/pee  siru neer /salam/ mooththiram   kazhikka  koodaathu 
[ missing letters-  pa -and - la -]- do not pass urine / motion  in the public places; 
pothu idam- public place;  malam- motion; pee- stool; siru neer- urine; salam[S] - 
urine ; mooththiram-  urine; kazhikka koodaathu- do not  pass.

dirty [E]   has the consonants  -  the - Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
thooimai  indri -  not  pure ;  thooimai-  purity ;  indri- without .

dirty [E]   has the consonants  -  the - Ra -the  - and the original Tamil word / meaning  
thuppuravu  indri  [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka -]-  lack of hygeine. 

                          English  word-  species .

species  has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
inam-  species /genus. 

spargo sparsi sparsum : scatter, strew, spread. 
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spargo   has  the consonants-  [-sa-]  -pa-  Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is   parappuka - spread .

spargo   has  the consonants-  [-sa-]  -[-pa-] -  Ra -ka -and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   virikka  - spread .

spargo   has  the consonants-  -sa-pa- Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
paravai   sirakai/erakkaiyaei   virikka  - bird  spreading  it’s  wings ;  paravai-  bird;  
siraku-  feathers;  erakkai-  wings;  virikka-  to spread out.

spargo   has  the consonants-  -sa-pa- Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/meaning is  
ankum  inkumaaka    kaana  padukira- [ missing  letter-  the -]-  scatteringly .

 spargo   has  the consonants-  -[-sa-] -pa- Ra -ka -and the original Tamil word/meaning
is  paravalaaka  eri  / paravalaaka / sitharalaaka [ missing  letter- la-] - scatter /  
scatteringly. 

scatter[E]   has the consonants -  sa- ka- the- the- Ra - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  ankum  inkumaaka   sithara  adikka / thookki erika -  throw here and 
there .    

speciosus : beautiful, handsome, imposing / specious plausible. 

speciosus   has the composition  -[-sa -] -[-pa-] - ka -[-sa-] - [-sa-] -and the meaning of 
the word is   azhakaana  [  missing letter- zha-] -  beautiful .  

speciosus   has the composition  -[-sa -] -pa- ka -[-sa-] - [-sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is polivaaka–[ missing  letter- la-]    good looking  .

speciosus   has the composition  -[-sa -] –[- pa-] - ka -[-sa-] - [-sa-] -and the meaning of 
the word is  kalai ulla  mukam – attractive face. 
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speciosus   has the composition  -sa -pa- ka -sa- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
vasiyam  seia   koodiya   muka   amaippu -  attractive  face  cut  ;  vasiyam -  
mesmerizing ;  muka amaippu-  face cut .

speciosus   has the composition  -sa -pa- ka -sa- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word  is
kaanporai  sundi   izhukka  koodiya  azhakaana  / vasikaramaana /  sowntharyam  
konda  muka/ udal    amaippu [  missing letters-  Ra - la-  and- the -] - attractive  face 
cut/ body ;  azhakaana-  beautiful ;   vasikaram-  attractive ;  sowntharyam[S] -  
beautiful ;  mukam-  face;  udal- body ;  amaippu-  build/shape .

spectaculum : spectacle, show. 

apectaculam  has the composition- sa- pa- ka- the- ka- la -ma - and the meaning of the
word is  kan kaatchchi yil azhaku mikka,  vilai  uyarntha    kai  vinai   porul kalai    
uruvaakki / seithu   pirar  kaanum vannam  vaiththu  nall vilaikku  vittrida   vaendum 
[ missing letter-  Ra-] -  to dispalay  the hand made articles  in the exhibition  so that  it
can be seen by  others and sell  them for good price ;  kan kaatchi-  exhibition;   
azhuku  mikka-   beautiful ;  porul-  item ;  kai  vinai -  hand made;  pirar-  others;  
kaanum  vannam-   can be seen ;  nalla vilai-  good price;  virkka-  to  sell. 

show [E] has the consonants – sa-- va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
sevvi- show. 
 
show [E] has the consonants –[- sa-]  - va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kaamikka- show[ v]   ;  kaattu / eduththu kaattuka  [ missing  letter-  the-] - to show/ 
demonstrate  ;  kan kaatchchi  -  exhibition .

specto : to look at, watch, see. 
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specto  has the composition -[-sa-] -[-pa-] - ka- the - and the meaning of the wiord is  
kanna avendum  -  to  see;  kandu paesa vaendum- to  see and to have a talk;  kaana-  
to see;  paesa-  to  speak . 

watch [E]   has the consonants - va- the - [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  kan -kaaniththida  vaendum - watch .

look [E]    has the consonats -  la -ka-   and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
kannaal-  kaana/ kaanka  - to see with eyes;  kan-  eye;  kaanka- look  . 

look [E]    has the consonats -  la -ka-   and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
vizhikalaal  nokkuka-  look  with your eyes. 

look s[E]    has the consonats -  la -ka- [-sa-] -  and the orignal Tamil word /meaning is  
veli  azhakau -  outer  beauty .

speculum : mirror. 

speculum  has the composition –[- sa-]  -pa- ka- la -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is  pulakam-  mirror. 

speculum  has the composition -sa -pa- ka- la -ma- and the meaning of the word is  
ozhi  ullae  sella  mudiyaatha    / puka  mudiyaatha  oru  puram   rasam  poosa patta   
mukam   kaattum  kannaadi  [  missing letters- Ra -and-   the -]  the mirror which  
shows  the face but does not allow  light ;  ozhi-  light ; pukaatha-    not entering  ;  oru 
puram- one side;  rasam  poosa patta-  chemical appled  ;  mukam-  face;  kannaadi-  
mirror .

specus : cave, cavern, grotto, den. 
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specus   has the composition -[-sa-] - [-pa-] - ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is kukai-  cave. 

cave [E] has the compositon- ka- va -  and the meaning of the word is  kukai-  cave . 

grotto[E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kanthaarai  -cave. 

den[E]  has thecomposition- the- an-  and the meaning of the word is   kanthaarai  
[missing  letter- ka -and -Ra -] -  cave. 

sperno sprevi spretum : to scorn, despise, spurn

 spretum  has the composition- [-sa-]  -pa- Ra- the -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is  muraiththu  paarthida-  angry  look .

spretum  has the composition- sa-pa- Ra- the -ma- and the meaning of the word is  - 
antonym--  siriththu  paarthida vaendum -  to pass a  smiling  look  ;  siriththu-  smiling
;  paarththida-  to look . 

 spretum  has the composition- [-sa-]  -pa- Ra- the -ma- and the meaning of the word 
is  veruppaana   kannottam [  missing letters-  ka - and -pa -] -] -  angry  look ;  
veruppu-  anger;  kannottam-  look .  

scorn [E]   has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- an- and the meaning of the word is  
muraiththida  vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to pass  an angry  look.  

scorn [E]   has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- an- and the meaning of the word is   
veruppaana   kannottam [  missing letters-  pa -and   the -] -  angry  ; veruppu  kondu -  
to  have angry ;  veruppu -  angry . 
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spes : hope. 

spes  has the composition -[-sa-]- pa-and the meaning of the word is nampikkai  
[  missing leteter-  ka - ]- hope. 

hope [E]  has the composition- ka -pa -and the meaning of the word is  nampikkai- 
hope.

spiculum : sharp point, sting, spear, dart.

 spiculum  has the composition- sa- pa-ka -la -ma -and the meaning of the word is  
koormai ulla  oru  porul / pulli [  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  sharp  object ;  koormai-  sharp;
oru-  one; porul-  object;  pulli-  point. 

 spiculum  has the composition- sa- pa-ka -la -ma -and the meaning of the word is  
valei/kaththi   kondu  aalai   kuththi  kolai  seiya / panna  vaendum [  missing letter-  
the -] - with the spear or knife  stab him to death ;  vael- lance ;  kaththi- knife;  
kuththi-  to  stab;  kolai  seiya -  to kill .

sharp [E] has the composition –[-sa-] - Ra –[-pa-]-  and the meaning of the word is 
koorami [  missing letter-  ka -]- sharp .

spear [E]  has the composition -[-sa-] – [- pa-]- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
aavari [ missing  letter- ka-] – arrow. 

spear [E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  ampai 
eriya - to throw  the arrow ; ambu-  arrow;  eriya -  to throw. 
 
throw [E]  has the composition- the-Ra- va- and the meaning of the word is thoora  
eriya vaenum -  to  throw at distance;  thooram-  distance;  eriya -  throw.  
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sting  [E]   has the consonants - sa- the -an -ka - and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   padam edukkum   naaka  paambu   koththa  vaendum  [ missing   letter- pa-] - sting 
of  the cobra  snake;   padam-  hood;  naakam-  cobra;  paampbu- snake;  koththa-  
sting .

spiritus : breath, breathing / life / spirit. 

spiritus has the composition -sa -pa -Ra- the -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
moochchu  paechchu  ninavu  kondu / uyiroadu / irukka [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to 
have  speech , breathing   and memory  is  life ;  moochchu-  breathing;  paechchu -  
speech;   uyir- life;  kondu  irukka-  to have. 

life[E]  has the composition- la- pa- and the meaning of the word is  pizhaippu - life.

life[E]  has the composition- la- [- pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaazhkkai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -   life .

life[E]  has the composition- la- [- pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  vaazhvu- life. 

life[E]  has the composition- la- [-pa-]- and the other interpretation is  ayul [Skt] -  life .

life[E]  has the composition- la- pa- and the other interpretation is   alpa   aayusu [Skt] 
[ missing  letter- sa-] [ antonym] - short life .

life[E]  has the composition- la- pa- and the meaning of the word is  moochchum  
paechchum  ninaivum  vaazhkkai    aakum [  missing letter-  ka and -sa-] -  breathing / 
speaking  and having  memory  is life ;  moochchu-  respiration;  paechchu-  speech;   
ninaivu-  memory ;  vaazhkkai-  life. 

spirit[E] has the composition- sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   uyir 
pirintha  / seththu   ponavanin  pinam- [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  dead one ;  uyir-  
life/spirit ;  pirintha-  gone; seththa-  dead;  pinam-  dead body . 
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spirit[E] has the composition- sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   idu  
kaattu  pinam /sudu  kaattu pinam  /  meendum  uyir  petru   paei  uruvam/ vadivam   
kondu  / aavi yaaka / uoorukku  vara [missing letter-  ka -]  -  –dead  body - getting ife  
again  and  become  a ghost ;  paei --  ghost/ kutti saaththan / kutti pisaasu;  aavi- 
spirit. 

spirit[E] has the composition- [-sa-] - pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
seththa   praetham[Skt]  -  dead body .

spirit[E] has the composition- sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  erantha
manitharudaiya / seththu pona manitharudaiya  uyir-  the spirit  of  the dead man 
;erantha- dead; manithar- man; uyir- life/ spirit.

spirit[E] has the composition- sa- [-pa -] -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
mikka  manam   ursaakam  kondu –[missing letter-  ka -]  encouragement;  ursaakam 
kondu - enthusiastic. 

spirit[E] has the composition-[-  sa-] - [-pa -] -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
mikka  aarvam kondu / paeraarvam mikka –[missing letter- ka-] - much interested;  
much- mikka ;  aarvam- interst. 

spirit[E] has the composition-[-  sa-] - [-pa -] -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is 
mikka  thunivu niraintha/ veeram konda  –[missing letter- ka-]  - courageous;  thunivu-
courage.  

spirit[E] has the composition- [- sa-] - pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
mana uookkam petru [missing letter-  ka -]  encouragement;  uookam- 
encouragement. 

spirit[E] has the composition- [- sa-] - pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is paer
atral [ missing  letter-la-]-energy. 
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spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is   marai 
porul /   mei porul  saarntha [ missing  letter- la-]  -spiritual .

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  suru 
suruppudan- brisk. 

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  
sirantha panpaadu  udaiya  - having high quality . 

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  samaya
thurai  saarntha / samaya  thurai patriya   - spiritual / pertaining to religion;  samyam/ 
matham- religion;  thurai- branch/ department ;  patriya - pertain .

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  udar 
saarpu atra -  spiritual /  not related to body ;  udar- body . 

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  manam
saarntha / patriya  - pertaining to  mind ;  maanthu- mind.

spirit[E] has the composition-  sa- pa -Ra- the -and the meaning of the word is  pothai  
tharum  saraayam – inxicating  arrack .

breath [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra- the- and the meaning of  the word is  uyir   
kaakkum   moochchu / suvaasa   kaatru  [  missing letters-  sa -and- ka -] -the 
repiratory  air which helps to  save one’s life ;  uyir-  life; kaakka  -  to  save;  suvaasa 
kaatru-  respiratory  air . 

breath [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word /meaning   
is   piranthidu -  be born [ take a breath].
 
breath [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning   is  uyirththidu  -  be alive [ take a breath].

breath [E] has the consonants  - -pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word /meaning   
is  uyir piranththu -  soul is born .
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breath [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word /meaning    
uyir pirinthathu/ paranthathu /  eranthathu  – died/   soul  has departed  .

breath [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning   uyir mochchu  kaatru   [ missing  letters-  ka- and- sa-]  - life giving  breath  .

breath [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word /meaning    
uyir  moochchu  indriamaiyaathathu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  breath is very important. 

breath [E] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning   eraiththida -  rapid respiration .

spolio : to strip, plunder, despoil, rob, loot 

spolio  has the composition  - sa-  pa-  la - and the meaning of the word is panam 
kaasai  kollai  adikka [ missing letters- ka- and- the-]  -  to  loot money ;  panam kaasu-  
money;  kollai adikka -  to  loot .

rob[E]  has th composition - Ra- pa- and the meaning of the word is  panaththai  
thiruda / pariththida [  missing letter-  the -] -  to steal money ; panam-  money; 
thiruda-  to  steal. 

loot[E]  has the composition- la- the- and the meaning of the word is kollai  adikka 
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  loot.

strip[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the -Ra –[-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thaar-  band .

strip[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the -Ra –[-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
aadaiyaei   uriththidu – to strip .
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spolium : spoils, plunder, booty. 

spolium - has the composition- [- sa -] -pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
mun   puthaiyal -  treasure under the ground ;  mun- ground;  puthaiyal-booty. 

spolium - has the composition- sa -pa- la -ma - and the meaning of the word is  panam
kaasai  kollai  adika vaendum [  missing letters-  ka- and-  the -] - to rob money;  kollai 
adikka- to loot ; panam kaasu-  money.

  booty [E]  has the composition- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  puthaiyal 
[  missing letter-  la -] - treasure .

                          Egyptian hieroglyphic   word  - Srr [little] .

Srr  has the consonants - sa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is siriya – little .

                         Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - sr [ram ] .

sr has the consonant – sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is semmari- sheep. 

                                  English  word – ram. 
ram has the consonants -Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is semmari [missing  
letter- sa-] – ram. 

sponte : willingly, of one's own accord, unaided. 

sponte  has the composition - sa -[-pa-] - an- the-  and the meaning of the word is    
thun  ichchai / aasai   kondu [  missing letter- ka -]-  willingly .  
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sponte  has the composition - sa -[-pa-] - an- the-  and the meaning of the word is 
manasu  kondu [  missing letter- ka -]-  willingly .  

                         English  word – status

status  has the consonants   -sa-the -the –[-sa-]-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is anthasththu[Skt] -  status .

status  has the consonants   -[-sa-]-the -the –[-sa-]-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  pattam [ missing  letter- pa-] -title. 

status  has the consonants   -[-sa-]-the -the –[-sa-]-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is tharaa tharam [ missing  letter- Ra --] –standard.  

status  has the consonants   -[-sa-]-the -the –[-sa-]-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is thakuthi –[ missing  letter-  ka -]   qualification. 

stabilis : firm, stable, steadfast. 

stabilis  has the composition -[-sa-] - the- pa- la -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is thunpaththai  kandu  kalankaatha mana  nilai /  mano paavam [ missing letter-  ka -] 
- unyielding  in difficult situations ;  thupam-  suffering ; klankaatha - not bothered. 

stable  [E]  has the consonants - [- sa-]- the - [-pa-]  -la-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  nilaiyaanathu -  constant .
statim : firmly, steadfastly, on the spot, at once, immediately. 

statim has the composition sa -the - the- ma -  and the meaning of the word  is  
udanadiyaaka  seithu  mudikka vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  should do 
immediately   ; udanadaiyaaaka-  immediately ;   mudikka-  to  complete. 

statim has the composition -[- sa-]  -the - the- ma -  and the meaning of the word  is  
antha idam  thaan  -  that  spot only ;  antha -  that;  idam-  place  .
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immediate [ E] has the composition- ma- the- the- and the meaning of the word is  
udanadiyaaka  vanthu vida vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to come immediately ;  
udan adiyaaka -  immediately;  vanthu  vida -  to  come. 

                    Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sTt  [ kindle  ] . 

sTt  has the consonants - sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is thoondu/ moottu/ 
thee moottu  -kindle/ fire up . 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sTy  [ odour ] . 

sTy  has the consonants - sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  naaththam-  
odour. 

       Egyptian hieroglyphic word – snk [tongue] .

Snk has the consonants – sa- an- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  naakku- 
tongue. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sTA [ weave/ spin ] .

sTA  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is thuni  neithidu 
– to weave a cloth  ;  thuni  thaeiththidu- to stitch  the cloth . 

sTA  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is pinnidu 
[  missing  letter- pa-] - to spin .

                Egyptian hieroglyphic  word - stA-[ heat ] . 
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stA  has the consonants-  sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  soodu -  heat. 

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word - sTp [ leap] . 

sTp has the consonants – sa- the- pa- and the original Tamil  word is thaandu – leap .

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word sti [- pour water ].

Sti has the consonants - sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is thanni yaei [ mondu]
uoothhtu- pour water. 

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sdi [ dig] .

 Sdi  has the consonants- sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thoandu- dig. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – sdi [  take away] .

Sdi  has the consonants- sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  edu -  take. 

                     Egyptian hieroglyphic word -st [wife] . 

st has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is  pondaatti  
[missing  letter- pa-] - wife. 

                     Egyptian hieroglyphic word-  stp [ strip of cloth] . 

stp has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is naada / 
naada thuni ; thuni pattai-  strip of cloth. 
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statua : statue. 

statua has the composition- [-sa-]- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thaeivaththin vadivam[ missing  letter- ka-]  – image of the god. 

statua has the composition- sa- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  suthai mun 
kattu [ missing  letter- ka-]- statue of plaster; suthai /paste - plaster .

statua has the composition- sa- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  kallai  uli 
kondu   sethukkiya   silai [ missing letters-  ka- and- la-] -]-  to carve  a  statue ;   kal - 
stone;  silai -  statue;   uli -chisel ;  seththukka-  to  chisel .

statua has the composition- [-sa-]- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  maada / 
peeda / maedai  pathumai[ missing  letter- pa-] -  the statue over the stage/ 
maadam/peedam ;  pathumai  doll.  

statuo : to give a ruling, make an arrangement, decide. 

statuo  has the composition -sa- the- the - and the meaning of the word is mudi 
vedukka vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -]- to  take a decision ;   mudivu-  decision. 

decide[E]  has the composition -the – [- sa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  
mudivu  edukka vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to  take a decision; mudivu- decision;
edukka-  to  take. 

statuo : to cause to stand, establish, place, set up. 
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statuo has the composition- [- sa-] -the-  the -  and the meaning of the word is 
amaiththida-  to set up .

statuo has the composition- [- sa-]   -the-  the -  and the meaning of the word is antha 
idam-  that  place; antha -  that ; idam-  place. 
 
establish [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- [-pa -] -la -and the original Tamil  word
is   nilaththu nillu – to stand  firmly .

establish [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- [-pa -] -la -and the original Tamil  word
is  amaiththidutha l- establish 
 

stella : star. 

stella  has the composition- [- sa-]  -the- la -and the meaning of the word is  vin 
meenkalin  koottam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  group of stars  .

constellation [E]  has the consonants - ka -an –sa- the –la- the -an –and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  vaan veliyil  minnidum  vin meenkalin koottam- the 
sparkling  stars of the sky;  vaanam- sky;  minnum –shine;  vin meenkal- stars;  
koottam- gathering. 

galaxy [E]  has the consonants – ka- la- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  vaan
veli –yil  kaanum  kanakku  illa   vin meenkal / aavi   – innumerous stars / gas  of the 
sky ; vaan veli- space;  vin meenkal-  stars;  aavi –gas. 

stella  has the composition- sa -the- la -and the meaning of the word is  vaal  
nakasththiram  [ missing letters- ka- and- Ra-]  -  star. 

asteriscus  has the consonants- sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka – [-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  thaarakai / nakasththira [Skt]  kuri-eedu – star symbol ;  thaarakai -  star ;  
kurieedu –symbol . 
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asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- Ra- sa- ka – [-sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kutti  thaarakai/ kutti naksththiram[Skt] -  little star ;  kutti- little;  
thaarakai- star. 

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka – [-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   aaru  kathirai /mukaththai  / munai   konda thaarakai-  the star which  
has six  faces.  

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka – [-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is    aaru  mukaththai  konda  Thiraavidarin / then naattavarin   thaeivam 
Thiru Murugan /Shanmugan [Skt] -  the six faced  Dravidian sun  god 
Murugan/Sumerian Marduk .

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra- sa- ka –[- sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   mika  sirantha  - superior [  asterisk  denotes star grade in schools in 
Honkong and Singapore .

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka –[- sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  vanika  thara  muththirai-  trade mark. 

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka –[- sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   ondrum  kidaiyaathu -  nothing  [ in computer science  asterisk denotes
zero]. 

asteriskos [G]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra- [-sa-]- ka –[- sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  thavaraanathu  /thavaraana  sor -    wrong [ asterisk denotes wrong  
spelling] .

star [E]  has the composition – [- sa-] -- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  thee
kathir [ missing  letter- ka-] -  fire sparkles. 

star [E]  has the composition – sa-- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  
erasatham – star. 
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star [E]  has the composition –[- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  
uththira  meen  -  fish  of the sky ;  uththiram  -above  /sky ;  men- fish  .

star [E]  has the composition –[- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  thee  
orai-  fire  planet . 

star [E]  has the composition –[- sa-] - the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  
Thiru- Mr ;Thirumathi-Mrs. 

star [E]  has the composition -sa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  thaarakai/
thaara/ nakasththiram[  missing letter-  ka -]  -  star. 

star [E]  has the composition -sa- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the  word is  eravu  
naeram / raaththiri[Skt]   naeram   vaanththir   kan- simittidum  vin meen 
-koottam[ missing  letter-  ka-]   -  group of sparkling  stars  of the sky ;   eravu  -  night; 
naeram-  time;  vaanam- sky ; kan simitta-  to blink ; vin meen-  star;  koottam- group.

                          English  word -style .

style  has the  consponants  -[-sa-]- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  nadalam 
– style .

stillicidium : dripping moisture, rainwater from the  leaves. 

stillicidium  has the composition - sa- the-la - ka- the -ma -  and the meaning of the 
word is  mazhai  nindrum   maraththin/  mara kilaiyin   ialai yil  otti  iruntha / sediyil 
iruntha   mazhai  thuli  sottu  sottu aaka   keelae  vizha  [  missing letter- Ra  -] - rain 
water falling from the tree leaves ;  mazhai-  rain ; nindru - stopped ;  mara kilai-  tree 
branch;  iali - leave;   sedi-  small plant;  thuli  -  drops;  keelae-  vizha -  to fall down .

leaf  [E]  has the composition - la –[- pa -]  -  and the meaning of the word is   ilai – leaf
.
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leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   pachchai  ilai [
missing letter- sa-] -  green leaf;  pachchai-  green;  ilai -  leaf .

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   pachchilai -
[ missing letter- sa-] -  herb .

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is  pullu- grass. 

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   palaasam  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  leaf .

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   paliyam- leaf. 

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   palam -  leaf. 

leaf [E]  has the composition - la -pa  -  and the meaning of the word is   panai  olai  - 
palm leaf. 

stipes : log, stump, tree trunk, branch, post, club. 

stipes has the composition -sa-the- pa- sa- and the meaning of the word is  pachchai  
sedi  -  green plant  ;  pachchai-  green;  sedi-  small  plant .     
 
stipes has the composition -sa-the-pa- sa- and the meaning of the word is  pachchai  
mara  kattai [  missing letter- Ra- and- ka -] - green  wood ;  pachchai-  green ; maram-  
tree;   kattai- wood.

stipes has the composition -[-sa-] the- pa-[- sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
pathi vaedu [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  record/ register .

stipes has the composition -[-sa-] -the- pa- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
pani - idam -  place of duty ;  pani-  job;  idam-  place. 
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post [E]  has the composition- pa -sa-the -  and the meaning of the word is pani- idam 
-  place of duty ;  pani-  job; idam-  place. 
stipes  has the composition -[-sa-] -the- pa- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is adi 
poda- to beat .

club [E]  has the composition- ka- la- [-pa-] - and the meaning  of the word is   
kazhakam  -  association.  

club [E]  has the composition- ka- la- [-pa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  kali- 
stick .  

tree [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra-  and the original  word is   tharu -  tree.

logs [E]  has the consonats - la -ka -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word  is kuchchi / kali 
-  wood / stick .

stips, stipis : small coin, gift. 

stips   has the composition- sa- the- pa-[--sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  sempu  
thuttu  -  copper coin .

stips   has the composition- [- sa-] - the- pa-[--sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  
dappu [Telugu ]   -  coin .

stips   has the composition- [- sa-] - the- pa-[--sa-]-and the meaning of the word is   
pana pothi  -  gift money  / fund .

stips   has the composition- [-sa-]- the- [-pa-]-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  
dhanam[Skt]   –  money  / gift.
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stips   has the composition- sa- the- pa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  panam  
kaasai  thaanamaaka  kodukka[  missing letter-  ka -]   - give money  as a gift ; panma 
caasu-  monet /cash ;  thaanam-  gift;  kodukka -  to  give. 

stips   has the composition- sa- the- pa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is   nayaa 
paisaavai   thaanamaaka  kodu[  missing letter- ka -]  -  give  small coins as gift ;  naya 
paisa -   small coins ; thaanam-  gift;  kodu-  to  give. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is   kada 
paadu- gift/ duty. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- [- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  kodai -  
gift. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- [- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  nun 
kodai- donation. 
 
gift[E]   has the composition- ka- [- pa-] - the - and the meaning of the word is  veku  
mathi-  gift .

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-  pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  pana   
uthavi-   help   by  giving  money;  panam- money;  uthavi- help . 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-  pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  kaanikkai  
panam   kodukka   vaendum-  to offer  money   .

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- [-  pa-] - the - and the other meaning of the word is  
uththa  kosam [Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-]  -gift. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- [-  pa-] - the - and the other meaning of the word is  
varam kodu [missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  give a boon;  varam- boon .

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- pa- the - and the other meaning of the word is  
andavanukku  padaiththa   padaaiyar  soru  kodukka  vaendum-[  missing  letters-  Ra 
-and -sa-]-  to give the remains of the offering .
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gift[E]   has the composition- ka- pa- the - and the other meaning of the word is  kovir  
pira  saatham[Skt]   kodu[  missing  letters-  Ra -and -sa-]- to give the remains of the 
offering .

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-   pa-- the - and the other meaning of the word is upa 
sakthi [Skt] [ missing  letter-sa-] – gift. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-  [-  pa-] -- the - and the other meaning of the word is  
thaakavam – gift. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-  pa-- the - and the other meaning of the word is   
koduppinai- gifted .

gift[E]   has the composition- ka-  pa-- the - and the other meaning of the word is  
thana  paakiyam[Skt] - gifted. 

gift[E]   has the composition- ka- pa- the - and the meaning of the word is  panaththai  
kodaiyaaka /  thaanamaaka [Skt]  kodukka-  to give money  as a gift ; panam  - money ;
thaanam-  gift;  kodu-  to  give. 

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kaanoam 
- gold coin .

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   thukkaani
[ miisng  letter- the -]  - coin .

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  panam  
kaasu  [  missing  letter-  pa- and -sa-]  -  money; panam-  money ;  kaasu- cash .

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  thanka  
naanayam[ missing  letter-  the -]-  gold coin ;  thankam- gold;  naanayam- coin . 
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coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  velli  
naanayam [ missing  letter- la-]- silver coin; velli- silver; naanayam- coin. 

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  varaakan [
missing  letter- Ra -]- gold coin .

coin  has the consonants - ka- an-  and the original Tamil word / meaning is  vanna-k- 
kan -  tester of coins. 

sto, steti, statum : to stand, stand still, stand firm. 

statum has the composition- sa- the- the- ma -   and the meaning of the word is   
aadaathu  asaiyaathu   nindrida vaendum [  missing letters-  ka -and- Ra-] - stand 
without making  any movement ;  aadaathu-  not dancing ; asaiyaathu-  not moving;  
nindrida-  to  stand .

stand [ E]  has thecomposition- sa -the -an- the- and the meaning of the word is  
asiyaathu   nindridu[   missing letter  -Ra-] - to stand still ;  asaiyaathu-  not moving ;  
nindrida-  to  stand . 

strenuus : brisk, active, vigorous / turbulent, restive. 

strenuous  has the composition- sa- the- Ra- an -va-sa-  and the meaning of the word 
is suru suruppaaka   irunthida  vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra -] ;   be active ;  suru 
suruppu-  active / brisk .

brisk [ E] has the composition- pa- Ra- sa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   suru  
suruppaaka -  brisk. 
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 strues : piles, heaps, masses. 

strues  has the composition-[-  sa-] -the- Ra- va-[- sa-] -  and the original Tamil 
word /meaning   is   ondrin  meethu  ondraaka  /adukku  adukkaaka  /kuvinthu  
irukkum  ondru / mun maedu  -  heap  of sand/ mound ;  ondrin meethu ndraaka-  one
over the other;  adukku  adukkaaka-  layer by layer;  kuvinthu irukkum-   heap-  
munmaedu- mound.

pile[E]   has the composition  -pa- la-   and the original Tamil word/ meaning is   
kuviyal [ missing  letter- ka-]- heap. 

piles[E]   has the composition  -[-pa-] - la- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is   moola noei – heamorrhoid.

heap [E]  has the consonants  -ka- [- pa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   kuvi- 
heap[ v] .

heap [E]  has the consonants  -ka-  pa-and the original Tamil  word is   punkam- heap. 

heap [E]  has the consonants  -ka-  pa-and the original Tamil  word is   kumpam -   
heap. 

heap [E]  has the consonants  -ka-  [- pa-] -and the other interpretation  of the   word 
is   koasam [ missing  letter- sa-] - heap .

*****studio : (+ dat.) to study, pursue eagerly, be eager for. 

studio  has the composition- sa- the- the- and the meaning of the word is  paadaththai
padithisda   sei[  missing letter-  pa -]  -  to  read the lesson ;  paadam-  lesson ;  padi-  
to read. 
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study [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  oathidu- recite. 

study [E]   has the consonants  - sa-the- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
vaasiththidu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -read.

study [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  padam  padi/  padiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to read the lesson ;  paadam- 
lesson;  padi-  read/study.
   
study [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  aainthidu -  study .

studio [E]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the- the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  padam  pidiththidum  idam[ missing  letter- pa-] -  the place where photo 
is shoot;  padam- photo; idam- place.    

 

studiose : eagerly. 

studios   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the-  the -[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  mikuntha / athika   aavaludan  missing  letters- la-  and -ka-] -  eagerly  ;  
mikuntha-  more ;   athikam-  excess;  aaval -  eager.

eager   has the consonants - ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil word is  mikka  aarvam -  
strongly desirous;  mikka-  more;  aarvam- desire  . 

 studium : eagerness, zeal. 

studium  has the composition -sa -the- the- ma- and the meaningof the word is   aasai 
konda  manathu [  missing letter-  ka -] - the mind with desire ;  aasai-  desire; 
manathu-  mind .
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zeal [E] has the consonants-  sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  mana  ezhuchchi -  
zeal. 

stultus : foolish / a fool. 

stultus  has the composition -[-sa-] - the -la -the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word 
is  muttaal thanam -  foolishness .
 
fool [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - la -  and the meaning of the word is 
muttaal[  missing letter- the -] -  fool .

fool [E]  has the composition -[-pa-] - la -  and the meaning of the word is koolaiyan 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- foolish man .

fool [E]  has the composition -pa- la -  and the meaning of the word is   paeli – fool .

 fool [E]  has the composition -pa- la -  and the meaning of the word is  payali-  fool .

fool [E]  has the composition -pa- la -  and the meaning of the word is   pull/ pullan – 
fool .

fool [E]  has the composition –[- pa-] - la -  and the meaning of the word is  yaemaali -  
the one who  can be easily  cheated. 

                    English  word-  to be successful .

to be successful  has the consonants – the- [-pa-] – [-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and 
the original Tamil  word is  kai vaathal – successful .

suadeo : to recommend, advise (a person) 
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suadeo  has the compositon - sa- the -  and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
parinthurai  seithidu  [ missing  letters-  pa-  and- Ra -]  - to recommend ;  parinthurai-  
recommendation;  seithidu- do . 

suadeo  has the compositon -[- sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil word /meaning  is    
ari -uruththuka [ missing  letters-  Ra -and- ka-] - advise. 

advise  [E]  has the consonants-  the- va-[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  ari -urai  koora  vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to give  advise  ;  ari urai- advise;  
kooruka-  tell .

advise  [E]  has the consonants-  the- va-[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  eduththu uraikka  vaendum [missing  letter-  Ra -] - to direct / to recommend .

advise  [E]  has the consonants-  the- va- sa- -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  upathasikka [ missing  letter- pa-] advise. 

recommend[E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ka- ma- an- the - and the original Tamil  word
is  parinthu  uraikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  recommend .

sub : (+ acc. or dat.) under, up under, close to, beneath, below. 

subacc    has the consonants  - [-sa-] - [-pa-]  - ka - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  veku arukae [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - very  near. 

subacc    has the consonants  - [-sa-] - [- pa-]  - ka - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   keelae [ missing  letter- la-]- below ; keel -nokki ulla ;  keel- ulla ; keel 
nilaiyil ; keelaaka  .

sub [E] [ deputy]   has the consonants – sa- pa-  and the interpretation of the word is  
upa[Skt] - deputy .
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sub [E] [ deputy]   has the consonants – [- sa-] –[- pa-] -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  thunai [ missing  letter- the -] - deputy .

subitus : sudden, unexpected. 

subitus has the composition- [-sa-] -pa-- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is 
ethir paarathathu [ missing letter-  Ra-] -  -  unexpected. 

subitus has the composition- [-sa-] - [-pa-] - the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
sattena- sudden  .

subitus has the composition- [-sa-] -pa- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
pettana [Malayalam ]  -sudden.
 
subitus has the composition- [-sa-] - [-pa-] - the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is   thideerana  [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  suddenly.

sudden [E]  has the composition -[-sa-]- the- an-  and the meaning of the word is 
thideerana [ missing letter-  Ra-]  -  suddenly. 

expect [E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - pa- ka -the- and the meaning of the word 
is  ethirpaarkum/ ethipaarththa    vannam[  missing letter- Ra-]  as expected;  
ethirpaarppu-  expectation.  

expect [E]  has the composition- ka- [-sa-] - pa- ka -the- and the meaning of the word 
is  ethir paarkaatha  vannam-[  missing letter- Ra-]    unexpected [antonym] .

 
subiungo : to yoke beneath, join, attach, subdue, subjugate. 
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subiungo   has  the consonants  -[-  sa-] - [- pa-] -  an -ka  - and the original Tamil word  
is   inaikka -  unite.

subiungo   has  the consonants  -[-  sa-] -  pa- an -ka  - and the original Tamil word  is   
adakka    vaendum / kattu  paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]  - to control 
/to check.

subiungo   has  the consonants  - sa-  pa- an -ka  - and the original Tamil word  is  
aatchchikku  ut -paduththa  vaedum[ missing  letter-  the -]  - conquer;  aatchchi- rule; 
ut- paduththa-    affix  .

attach[E]   has the consonants-  the- [ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
inaiththidu  -to unite. 

attach[E]   has the consonants-  the- [ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
pinaiththidu- [missing  letter- pa-]- to unite. 

attach[E]   has the consonants-  the- [ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   maattu / 
maattidu-   to join. 

attach[E]   has the consonants-  the- [ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   otta- 
attach .

attach[E]   has the consonants-  the- -sa- -and the original Tamil  word is   japthi [Skt]   
seithidu [ missing  letter- pa-] – attaching the properties of  someone by the 
government  /court .

subdue [E]  ahas the consonants-  sa- pa- the-and the original Tamil  word is  adi  
paniya/ thoda  seithidu- tame/ to touch one’s feet. 

subdue [E]  ahas the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa- the-and the original Tamil  word is  
adimai  paduththu   - make a slave;  adimai- slave. 
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subdue [E]  ahas the consonants-  [-sa-]- pa- the-and the original Tamil  word is  
padimaana  paduththu – make obedient; padimaanam- obedience. 

subjugate[ E]   has the consoants –[- sa-]  –pa-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
adimai  paduththa   vaendum – to make one  a slave .

subjugate[ E]   has the consoants –[- sa-]  –pa-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
adakki  aandida  vaendum – to rule over. 

subjugate[ E]   has the consoants – sa-–pa- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  adi 
paniya  seithida  vaendum- subdue. 

sublime : on high, aloft. 

sublime   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -[- pa-] -  la- ma -  and the original  Tamil  word   
maelae  -  up;   malai   maelae -  up hill;  malai-  hill ;  maelae-  up  .

high[E]  has the consonants - ka - and the original  Tamil  word  is   pokkam-  tall. 

subnecto : to bind on beneath, to tie. 

subnecto  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -pa - an -ka- the -and the original  Tamil word / 
meaning  is    kattu  poda  vaendum-  to apply  bandage  ;  kattu -  to tie.

subnecto  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  - an -ka- the -and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is  katta  vaendum-   to tie; kattu-  to tie. 

subnecto  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  - an -ka- the -and the original  Tamil 
word / meaning  is  inaiththida[/inainthida   vaendum-  to  connect/ to join.
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bind [E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - an- the- and the original Tamil word is   
inaiththidu -  to bind .

tie[E]   has the consonant-   the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  kattu 
[ missing  letter-  ka -] -  to tie  .

tie[E]   has the consonant-   the - and the original Tamil word /meaning is   mudichchu 
idu [ missing  letter- sa-] - to tie a knot ;  mudichchu-  knot;  idu- do .

subseco : to cut away, pare 

subseco has the composition-  sa- pa- [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  
sinna sinna  thundaaka   vetti  podu [  missing letter-  the -] -  to cut into  small pieces;  
sinna  -  small ;  thundu-  piece;  vetti-  cut. 

                          Remember  ka =  va ;  va = ka .

                        vadakku  [ north ]  =  vadavai .

subseco has the composition-  [-sa-] - [-pa-] - [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word 
is   urikka  -  to peel .

subseco has the composition-  [-sa-] - pa- [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  
thayaraaka   irukka vaendum[  missing letters-  the -and -Ra-] - be prepared    .  

subseco has the composition-  [-sa-] - pa- -sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  
mukaththai  savaram  seiya/ panna  vaendum [  missing letters- the- and- Ra-] -  to 
shave ; mukam-  face;  savaram-  shave ; seiya -  to do .
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cut [E]  has the consonants-  ka- the- and the original Tamil word /meaning is   vettu-  
cut .

pare  [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
uri -  peel .

pare  [E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil word /meaning  is  
narukku [ missing  letter-  ka -]- cut .

subsequor : to follow after 

subsequor  has the composition- [-sa-] - pa- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the meaning of the 
word is pin  thodarnthu  poka  vandum[  missing letter-  the -] - to follow ;  pin 
thodara-  to follow after. 

substantia : substance, essence, means of subsistence, property. 

substantia   has the composition -sa -pa -sa- the- an- the -and the meaning of the 
word is  sonthamaaka    konjamaavathu  soththu  paththu  vaendum [  missing letter-  
ka -] - to have  at least  little property ;  sothth paththu-  property ;  sonthamaaka-  to 
own ;  konjam- little.  

property[E]   has the composition -pa- Ra -pa- Ra- the-  and the meaning of the word 
is paarampariyamaaka[Skt]  / thondru thottu   vantha   kudumpa/ kudi   soththu  
paththu [  missing letters-  ka-  and- sa-] -] -  inherited family  property  ;  
parampariyamaaka   vantha -  inherited ;  kudampam -  family ;  soththu paththu -  
property .
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subvenio : to come up to aid, relieve. 

subvenio  has the composition -sa -pa- va- an  -and the meaning of the word is  uthavi 
seiya /panna   vaendum [  missing letter-  the-]  - to help ;  uthavi-  help;  seiya -  to  do.

subvenio  has the composition -sa -pa- va- an  -and the meaning of the word is   
kastapadukiravarukku  pana  uthavi  purinthida vaendum [  missing letters-  the -and- 
Ra-] -  to  help  those suffering ;  kasta padukiravar[S] -  those suffering;  panam-  
money ;    uthavi -  help . 

subvenio  has the composition -sa -pa- va- an  -and the meaning of the word is    
thuyara/ sirama   padukiravarukku  uthavi  seithida vaendum[  missing letters-  the 
-and -Ra-]  -  to help  those suffering ; thuyara  padukiravar-  those suffering .

come [E]  has the compositin- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is  vara vaenum/ 
varanum [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  to come . 

relieve[E]  has the consonants - Ra -la- va -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
vali yaei / vaelai yaei  kuraikka - to lesson the pain/ work ; vali- pain ;  vaelai- work; 
kuraikka-  to lesson .

                               Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
            Remember the significance of the letters- pa -and -sa-. 

succedo : to approach, submit, etc. etc. 

succedo   has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- the- and the meaning of  the word is anuka 
vaendum -  to  approach .

submit [E]  has the composition -sa- pa -ma- the - and the meaning of the word is  
samar pikka [Skt]   vaendum[  missing letters-  Ra- and- ka -] - to submit ; mun 
konarnthida     vaendum-  to  submit.  
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succendo : to kindle, set afire from below. 

succendo  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- an -the - and the meaning of the word is   
thoonduka/ kinduka  -  kindle. 

succendo  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- an -the - and the meaning of the word is 
thee  yaei  mootta  vanedum-  to  make fire;  thee-  fire -  mootta -  to  kindle . 

succendo  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- an -the - and the meaning of the word is 
eriyum   thee yaei  thoondi  vidu[  missing letter-  Ra-]  -  to induce fire  ;  thee-  fire; 
thoondi  vidu-  to  induce/ kindle. 

succendo  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka- an -the - and the meaning of the word is  
ichchai  yaei /  manathai /  aasai yae -  thoondi  vidu -  to  arouse the desire  of the 
mind ;  aasai -  desire;  manam- mind;  thoondi  vidu- to kindle. 

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is  thee 
undaakuthal vaendum  -fire up ; thee- fire. 

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is  
koluththa  vaendum- to fire up. 

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is    
vilakkai anaikka  vaendum – to switch off the light[ antonym]  ; vilakku- light/ lamp ; 
anaikka- switch off. 

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is  
eriyum  akal  vilakkai  thoondi  vidu -  to light the lamp [  missing letter-  Ra-] ;  akal  
villakku-  a kind of lamp; eri-  fire  ;  thoondi  vida -  to induct .

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is eriyum
ennai  vilakkin/ kaadaa  vilakkin     thiriyaei   thoondi viduka [  missing letter-  Ra-]- to 
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stimulate the  burning  thread  of the oil lamp;  thoonduka-  kindle; eriyim- burning;  
ennai- oil;  vilakku- lamp .

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is 
uookkam  alithida  vaendum- to encourage;  uookkm- encouragement. 

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is  
kinduthal- stir up .

kindle [E]  has the composition- ka- an- the -la -and the meaning of the word is 
ezhuchchi  undaakida avendum –to arouse. 

below [E]  has the consonants - [- pa-] - la -va -  and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   keelae -  below.

fire[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   sooran 
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - fire.

fire[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    eri- fire. 

fire[E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thee pori 
[ missing  letter-  the -] -  fire sparkle;  thee-  fire;  pori- sparkle.  

fire[E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   parithi-[ missing  
letter-  the -]  sun . 

fire[E]  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
aasiram [  missing  letter- sa-] -  fire .

successio : succeeding, succession, descent, descendant. 
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successio  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   vazhi  vazhi-yaaka-  [ missing  letter- zha-] - succession . 

successio  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -[-sa-] - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   kaal vazhi [ missing  letter- zha-]- succession .

successio  has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- sa-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  vamsam [ Skt] .

succurro : to run up under / aid, assist, help. 

succurro   has the composition -sa- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is oruvarukku
seiyim  uthavi [  missing letter-  the -] -  help  done to a person ; oruvar-   a person;  
seiyum-  doing;  uthavi-  help . 

aid[E]   has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is   uthavi  / uthavidu [
missing letter-  ka -] -  help .

aid[E]   has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is   kai kodu  [  missing
letter-  ka -] -to give hand ;  kai- hand; kodu- give.

aid[E]   has the composition- the - and the meaning of the word is    oththaasai  
seithidu  [ missing letter- sa-]  - assist. 

sufficio : to be sufficient, suffice, be enough. 

sufficio  has the composition -sa- pa- ka - and the meaning of the word is   
pothumaanathaaka [  missing letter-  the -]  -  sufficient ;  konjam pothum- little is 
enough ;  konjam-  little;  pothum -  enough. 
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enough [E]  has the composition- an- ka-  pa -   and the meaning of the word is 
pothumaanathaaka [  missing letter-  the -] -  enough .

suffoco : to strangle, choke, suffocate. 

suffoco  has the composition- sa- pa- ka - and the mening of the word is  thondai  
adaikka [ missing letter-  the -] -  obstruction    of the throat  ;  thondai-  thorat ;  
adikka -  to block .

strangle[E]  has the composition -sa- the- Ra- an- ka -la - and the meaning of the word 
is moochchu  vidaamal  seithu aalai saaka  adikka  vaendumaanaal    kazhththai  
neriththida vaendum-  to strangle the neck ;  kazhththu -  neck;  nerikka-  to  suffocate;
moochchu  respiration ; saaka adikka-  to kill  . 

choke [E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  thondai  
katta  [ missing letter-  the -] -  throat  block ;  thonadi-  throat;  katta- to block . 

choke [E]  has the composition -[-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   thonadi  
kattai  pottu  adaikka [ missing letters-  pa- and- the-]  blocking  the throat with a 
wood ;   thondai-  throat; kattai -  wood;  adaikka-  to  obstruct .

suffocate [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]  -pa- ka- the - and the meaning of the word is
thondai  kattai  pottu  adaikka- to  block  the thorat . 

suffocate [E]  has the composition- -sa -[-pa-] - ka- the - and the meaning of the word 
is  moochchu  adaikka thondai  adaikka /   vida  mudiyaamai /  kastta pada  -  difficulty 
in  breathing  ;  mochchu-  breathing ;  mudiyaamai- can not;  kasta pada-  difficult.  

suffragium : vote, franchise / approval ,support, aid, assistance. 
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suffragium  has the composition- sa- pa- Ra- ka -ma- and the meaningof the word is 
thaervu  seithida  /panna  vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to  elect ;  thaervu  seiya 
-  to  select . 

suffragium  has the composition- sa- pa- Ra- ka -ma- and the meaningof the word is 
pirinth- unarvu  oppantham  poda/seithda [  missing letter-  the -] - contract .

approval [E]  has the composition- pa -Ra- va- la- and the meaning of the word is  
yattru  kolla pada vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to be approved. 

 support [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is
aatharavu  thara / uthavi  purinthida [  missing letter- ka -];  aatharavu-  support   ;  
thara-  to  give; uthavi- help. 

support [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
poatridu-  support. 

support [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - pa- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
paraamariththidu-  to take care of. 

support [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the 
word is   kaiyaar  thaankidu [ missing letter- ka -]- support ;  kai- hand; thaankidu –
support. 

vote[E]  has the consonants-  va -the - and the original tamil  word / meaning is  
thaernthu  edukka [ missing  letter Ra -]  - to select /choose .

vote[E]  has the consonants-  va -the - and the other interpretation is  vaakku[Skt]   
kodu   -  to give a word;  vaakku –word/ assurance;  kodu –give. 

suggero : to bring up, supply, provide, add, attach, place, next. 
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suggero   has the composition- sa- ka -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
saerththida vaendum [  missing letter-  the -]  -  to  add. 

suggero  has the composition-[- sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
valarkka [  missing letter-  la -] -  to bring  up .  

add   hae the consonants   - the -the- and the original Tamil word is  kottuka [ missing  
letter-  ka -]  -  to add .

attach [E]  has the consonants - the - - sa - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
inaiththidu  to  join /to connect .

attach[E]   has the consonants - the – [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
maattu- attach . 

attach[E]   has the consonants - the – [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
ottu –attach  

next [E]   has the consonants -  an- ka- [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is   aduththathaaka / aduththu  vantha -  the one that  came next .

                          English word -  sulphate .

sulphate  has the consonants-  sa – la- [-pa-] –[-pa-]- the – and the original Tamil 
word is   mayil thuththam- copper sulphate. 

sum fui futurus : to be, exist. 
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futurus  has  the  consonants - [- pa-] - the -Ra -[- sa -]  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  uyirpadu   irunthidu -  exist .

exist[E]   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is    
ulathaaku- exist .

summa : the highest part / whole, sum. 

summa  has the composition -[- sa-] - ma -and the meaning of the word is  ellam 
[ missing leteter-  la -] -  all .  

summa  has the composition -[- sa-] - ma -and the meaning of the word is  muzhumai  
[  missing letter - la --] -  whole .  

summa  has the composition -[- sa-] - ma -and the meaning of the word is  mudi [ 
missing letter-  the -] – summit/ peak . 

sum [E] has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ma  -and the original Tamil  word is    moththam [
missing  letter- the -] – total.

sum [E] has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ma  -and the original Tamil  word is  
anaiththum[ missing  letter- the -] – whole/ total. 

sum [E] has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ma  -and the original Tamil  word is   maayam-  
sum .

summopere : very much, exceedingly. 

summopere   has the consonants -[- sa-] - ma- ma -pa- Ra- and the original Tamil word
/meaning  is   perumpanmai  -  excess.
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exceed[E]   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-]  - [- sa-]  -the –and the original Tamil  word 
is  mikunthida- exceed. 

exceed[E]   has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- sa- -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
mitha minchchiduka  -  excel .

exceed[E]   has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- sa- -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
vinchchiduka- exceed.  

sumo : to take, choose, obtain, buy. / take for granted, assume. 

sumo   hss the composition -sa -ma - and the meaning of the word is   saamaan  
vaanka   vaendum [  missing letters- ka- and the -]  -  to buy  an article  ;  vaanka -  to  
buy;  saaman-  article. 

sumo   hss the composition -sa -ma - and the meaning of the word is  summa  ninaikka
[  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  assume / take it for granted.

sumo   hss the composition –[- sa-]  -ma - and the meaning of the word is  uookam / 
ennam-[ missing  letter- ka-]- guess/ thought .

sumo   hss the composition -sa -ma - and the meaning of the word is  saamanai  
edukka vaendum-  to  take the article [  missing letters-  ka-and the -]  ;  edukka-  to  
take. 

buy [E]  has the composition -[- pa-] - va - and the meaning of the word is  vaanka - to 
buy .

take [E]  has the consonants   -  the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  edukka-   take .
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take [E]  has the consonants   -  the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  yaenthuka- 
take. 

take [E]  has the consonants   -  the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  vaankiduka  
-get [ antonym] .

sumptus : expense, cost. 

sumptus  has the composition -sa-ma-pa- the- [- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is
kattana   kaasu  panam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - money to be paid;  kattanam- fees ; 
kaasu –cash;  panam- money . 

sumptus  has the composition -[-sa-]  -ma-pa- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is
maththippu  mikkathu - precious /  valuable/ costly ;  maththippu  mikka saamaan-  
valuable item ;  saamaan-  thing . 

cost [E]  has the composition- ka –[-sa -] -the - and the meaning of the word is   mikka 
maththippu  konda  saamaan [  missing letter-  pa -] -  valuable item .

cost [E]  has the composition- ka –[-sa -] -the - and the meaning of the word is   katta  
vaendiya  kattanam- price/ charge.

                             English  word -  sun set. 

sun set has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- sa -the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is santhi  /anthi -  sunset .

                              English  word – dusk.
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dusk has the consonants -the -sa -ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  anthi/ santhi  
saayim  vaelai [  missing  letter- la-] -  evening.

dusk has the consonants -the –[-sa-] -ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  vidiyal 
kaalai-[  missing  letter- la-]-  day break.

                              English  word  -dawn .

dawn  has the consonants – the- va- an – and theorignbal atmil  word / meaning  
vaanaththae  kathiravan  thoandrum  naeram /vidikindra naeram -  day break/ time 
for sun rise. 

                      English  word -  day break. 

day  break has the consonants – the- [-pa-]- Ra- ka -  and the original  Tamil  word is  
kathiravan thoandrum naeram/  vidikindra naeram-  morning time. 

day  break has the consonants – the- [-pa-]- Ra- ka -  and the original  Tamil  word is  
vidaiyar kaalai   naeram [  missing  letter- la- ]-  time  for day break. 

day  break has the consonants – the- -pa- Ra- ka -  and the original  Tamil  word is  
pozhuthu pularkindra  / kizhakku  vidikindra  kaalai naeram [  missing  letter- 
la/zha-] – time for day break. 

*****super : (adv.) over, above, besides, beyond, moreover, remaining. 

super  has the consonants- sa- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
sirappanaa-  best .

super  has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
piramaatham [Skt] / paraattu  [ missing  letter-  the -]- best .
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super  has the consonants- [- sa-] - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
apaaram[Skt] - super. 

super  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -[- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   uyarae -  above. 

super  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
maer  puram-  upper side / surface.

super  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  - [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   munnarae  - before .

 super  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  - [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  arukae [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  near. 
 
super  has the consonants-   sa- [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil word /meaning is   
enjei irukkira [ missing  letter- ka-]- remaining ;  michcham  irukkira .

beyond [E]   has the consonants – pa- an- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  athaiyum thaandi-  further than .

superbia : pride, arrogance. 

superbia   has the composition -sa -pa- Ra -pa- and the meaning of the word is  sirithu 
perumitha   padu - -  to have pride;  perumitham-  pride. 

superbia   has the composition -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] - Ra -[-pa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   thimir -  arrogance .

pride [E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is 
perumitham -  pride. 
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pride [E]  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is    
irumpoothu  adaiya -  pride.

pride [E]  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  iru 
maappu  kondu – proud. 

pride [E]  has the composition-[-  pa-] - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is 
perum   thimir  - arrogance / head weight.

pride [E]  has the composition-  pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   perum 
padi –pride .

pride [E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is   thirpu/  
thirpam - pride. 

pride [E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
mathar-  pride. 

pride [E]  has the composition- pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  peththa-  
reekkam [missing letter-ka-]– pride.

pride [E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
thirku [missing letter-ka-]– pride.

pride [E]  has the composition- [- pa-] - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
kirithu [missing letter-ka-]– pride; ? keerththi [Skt] .

pride [E]  has the composition-  pa-- Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  
piraputhai[Skt] - pride. - 

arrogance  has the composition- Ra- ka- an- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
thimiraana   kunam /   niraiya  thimir   kondu [ missing letter-  the-] -  arrogant  
nature ;  thimir-  arrogance .
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arrogant  [E] has the composition- Ra- ka- an- the-- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mikka serukku konda[ missing  letter- sa-] -  arrogant. 

arrogant  [E] has the composition- Ra- ka- an- the-- and the other interpretation is   
mikka  karvam[Skt] kondu   -  head weight  .

superbus : overbearing, arrogant, haughty, proud. 

superbus    has the consonants- sa- pa-- Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   perum   serukku [ missing  letter- ka-] – proud/ arrogant. 

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  
word /meaning  is   karvam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  haughty .

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  
Tamil  word /meaning  is   thimir [ missing  letter-  the -] -  arrogance.

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa- Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  Tamil  
word /meaning  is   thur  perumai udaiya [  missing  letter-  the -] -  arrogance .

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa- Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  Tamil  
word /meaning  is   perumithaththudan [  missing  letter-  the -] - proudly .

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa-Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  Tamil  
word /meaning  is  iru maappu -  proud .

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa-Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original  Tamil  
word /meaning  is   perumai  mikka- [missing  letter- ka-]  - proud .

superbus    has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa-Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original   
word /meaning  is   kampeeramaana- [missing  letter- ka-]  mejastic .
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superbus    has the consonants-  sa- [-pa-] -Ra- [-pa-] - [-sa -] -  and the original Tamil   
word /meaning  is  serukku  unarvu [missing  letter- ka-] - proud.  

superficies : surface, top. 

superficies   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa - Ra –[- pa-]  -[- sa -] –[- sa-]  –and the 
original Tamil  word is  puram- outer  surface. 

superficies   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa - Ra – pa--[- sa -] –[- sa-]  –and the original
Tamil  word is   maer  parappu – upper surface /top . 

top [E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   moadu- 
top .

top [E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   muthan/  
motha – first. 

top [E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  mudi -  
summit / peak. 

top [E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   moodi- 
lid/cap . 

top [E]  has the consonants - the – pa- and the original Tamil  word is   adaippu – lid 
/cap .

top [E]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  mukadu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  peak.   

tops [E] [dress]  has the consonants - the –[- pa-] –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
mukkaadu [ missing  letter- ka-] - veil. 
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superna : north east  by north wind. 

superna  has the composition-sa- [- pa-] - Ra- an- and the meaning of the word is  
uththaraayana   thikku / thisai  kaatru [ missing  letters-  ka -and -the -] –wind  form  
northern side;  uththaraayanm- north;  thikku- direction  ; kaatru- wind. 

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
ethamana /  men  kaatru[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  – breeze.

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kavantham- wind. 

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  niththiya  
kathi- wind.

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  kaatru  
iraivan [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- the wind god;  kaktu- wind;  iraivan- god.  

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  vasantham
[ missing  letter- sa-] -south wind. 

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  vadanthai -
north wind.

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  ankathi  
-wind. 

wind[E]  has the consonants – va- an -the – and the other interpretation is  vindu- 
wind .

north[E]   has the consonants – an- Ra- the  -and the interpretation of the word is  
uththaraanam / uththarayanam -  north .
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superne : from above, above. 

superne  has the composition- [-sa-]- pa -Ra- an-  and the meaning of the word is  
paranil/ maelae   irunthu[  missing letters- la- and -the-]  -  from above ;  paran-  
above; irunthu-  from. 

supernus : above, superior. 

supernus  has the composition – [-sa-] - pa- Ra -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  paran-  above. 

supernus  has the composition – -sa- pa- Ra -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word 
is  sirappaana  -  superior. 

supernus  has the composition – -[-sa-]- pa- Ra -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the 
word is  aparamaana [Skt]-  superb.

super[  E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
paramam-   superior one / super .

super[  E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
pirammam  [Skt] – supreme. 

supreme [E]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] - pa- Ra- ma -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  pirammam[Skt]  – supreme  .

supreme  bliss [E] has the consonants  [-sa-]- pa- Ra -ma - [- pa-] – la- [-sa -] -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  paer – inpa   mana  nilai-  supreme bliss. 
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supero : to be above, have the upper hand, surpass, conquer, overcome. 

supero  has the composition - sa- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  perum  
verti adiya  seiya   vaendum [ missing letters- the- and- ka -]  -  to  have a great  success
; perum-  great;  vetri - success.

supero  has the composition - sa- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
oruvarudaiya  kai yaei  oanka   seiya / panna [  missing letters-  ka -and -the -] -  to take
upper hand  ;  kai  oanka seiya -   to  take upper hand . 

conquer[E]  has the composition- ka- an- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  vetri 
kaana [  missing letter-  the -] - to  conquer. 

conquer[E]  has the composition- ka- an- ka- Ra- and the meaning of the word is vetri  
kandavar [  missing letter-  the -]conqueror .

superus superior supremus or summus : above, upper, high. 

superior  has the consonants - [-sa-] - pa-  Ra -Ra  - and the original Tamil word 
/meaning is  maer puram -   upper side / upper surface .

upper [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra  -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   maer puram-  upper surface/side .

upper [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] - pa- Ra  -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is   paran-  above .

upper [E]  has the consonants - [-pa-] – [- pa-] - Ra  -and the other interpretation is   
uththaram [ missing  letter- the -]- upper. 
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suppellex suppellectilus : ornaments. 

suppellectilus    has the consnants -  [- sa-] -pa - la - ka - the- la- [- sa-]   -and the 
original Tamil word /meaning  is   pattu aadaikalum  anikalankalum -   silk dress 
materials and the jewels;  pattu- silk;  aadai- dress;  anikalan-  jewels. 

suppellectilus    has the consnants -  sa-pa - la - ka - the- la- sa  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  Tamil  penkal   aniyum     anikalankaalaana   / nakaikalaana /   
thankam /  pon / muththu / pavalam/  maanikka /   kai valaiyal / neli /vanki /   nagothu
/ kankanam/  thol valai kaappu/  neththi soodi /  raakkadi / kunjam  /  kazhuththil  
aniyum  thanka   thaali / sankili  / attikai / muththu maalai / kaasu  malai /  maankka  
maalai /   kodi maalai /  chavadi  /  kaathil  aniyum  thodu/ thonkattan /  jimikki / 
kadukkan /  pampadam/ maattal /  lolaakku / kundalini /   mookkil aninithidum-  
thanka  mokkuththi / bullaakku /   iduppil  aniyum  thanka  ottiyaaanam /  velli  kaal  
kolusu /  kaal  kaappu /  kaal silampu  / thandai / metti / padakkam  -  the names of 
the  ornaments  worn by the Tamil women in the forehead/ neck /  chest / hair plait /  
waist / ankle / toes  ;   Tamil -  a  classical language   ;   penkal -  women ;   anikalankal- 
ornaments;  nakai-  jewels;  thankam- gold;  pon-  gold;    muththu- pearl;    kaal-   leg; 
kanukkaal-  ankle;     kolusu-   a kind of  jewel   worn in the ankle;   kai - hand;  valaiyal-
bangle;  neli-  ring;  kankanam-  arm band;  kazhuthhtu-  neck ;   muththu maalai-  
pearl necklace;  attikai-  necklace;  sankili- chain ;  kaathu-  ear;  mookku- nose;  
mookku kuththi-  nose ring.    
  

suppellex suppellectilus : household articles, furniture, goods. 

suppellectilus    has the consnants -  sa-pa - la - ka - the- la- sa  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is  saakku /sanal   moottikalum   koodai   pothikalum -  gunny bags and
the baskets ;  saakku- sack / gunny ; moottaikal- bundles ;  koodai- basket.  

suppellectilus    has the consnants -  sa-pa - la - ka - the- la- sa  -and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   veettil / illaththil   upayokaththil  / payanil /   ulla / samayalukku  /  
kudiththanam     seivatharkku/  thaevaiyaana   thattu muttu   saamankal  / yaenam  
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paanikal /   pala  sarakku  /  porutkal /  pandank-kal /  malikai  porutkal -  house hold  
articles and  provisions  ;  veedu-  home; illam-  house;  upayokaththil -   in use;    
samayal - cooking ;  thaevaiyaana-  necessary ;  paani- pot; yaenam- vessel;  
saamankal-  goods;  porutkal-  things;   malikai  -  grocery .

 suppellectilus    has the consnants -  sa-pa - la - ka - the- la- sa  -and the original Tamil 
word  / meaning is   veettil   kudiththanam   seivatharkku  /   thaevaiyaana  / 
avasiyamaana  /paai  padukkai /  thaekku  kattaaiyaal  seiya  patta /    kattil / 
thalayanai / meththai /  payana   petti / anikalankalukkaana  nakai  petti /   naarkaali / 
maesai /  nilai  maedai /  nilai  paezhai  /  aakiya   porutkal  / saamaankal;   household  
furnitures;     veedu- house;    kudiththanam seiya-  to  lead a household life;   
thaevaiyaana-  necessary ;  paai- mat;  padukkai- bed;    thaekku- teak  ; kattai- wood;  
kattil- cot ;  meththai - mattress  -  naarkaali- chair; maesai- table;  nilai  maedai- 
table ;  thalai-anai- pillow;  nilai  paezhai-  almirah   ;    payana  petti -  travel  box;  
anikalan-  ornaments ;    nakai petti-  jewel box;   porutkal- things .

supplanto : to trip up. 

supplanto   has the consonants  - [-  sa-] - [- pa-] - pa- la -an- the - and the original 
Tamil word / meaning  is  pizhai- yaei   kandu  pidikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to find  
out the mistake;  pizhai- mistake;  kandu  pidi-  find out. 
supplanto   has the consonants  - [-  sa-] - [- pa-] - pa- la -an- the - and the original 
Tamil word / meaning  is  kaal thadumaari  keezhae   veezhnthida [ missing  letter- ka-]
-  to stumble ;  kaal-  leg;  thadumaara  - stumble/ fumble;  keezhae- down;  veezha- 
fall. 

 to trip [E]  has the consonants – the - the –Ra- [- pa -] -and the original Tamil  word is  
thadumaara   - to trip up .

trip [E]  has the consonants – - the –Ra-  pa -and the original Tamil  word is   sutru  
payanam [ missing  letter- sa-]  – journey .
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supplex : kneeling, entreating, suppliant. 

supplex  has the composition -[-sa-] - pa- la- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word 
is mutti  kaal  poda  vaendum[ missing letter-  the -]  - to kneel down;   kaal muttu-  
knee  joint ; kaal -  leg muttu-  joint   . 

supplicium : punishment. 

supplicium  has the composition- sa - pa- la- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is   
kolai  kuththa  vaalikku  pothu makkal munnilai - yil   saalaiyil  / muchchanthiyil   
vaiththu   thooku  thandani   kodukka  vaenum / vazhanka  vaendum -  hang  the 
murderer   in the presence  of the public ; kolai- muder;  kuththavaali- accused;  pothu
makkal- general  public;  saalai- road;  thookku- hang;  thandani- punishment. 

supplicium  has the composition- [-sa -]- [- pa-] - la- ka- ma -and the meaning of the 
word is  aalai  pali [Skt]  yida / kaavu kodukika   vaendum[  missing letter-  the -]  -  to 
sacrifice.

supplicium  has the composition- -sa - pa- la- ka- ma -and the meaning of the word is 
palliyil  payilim  padikkaatha   maanavanukku   thandanaiyaaka  mutti kaal  poda seiya 
vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  as a punishment  [he]  should  kneel  down ;  
thandanai-  punishment;  mutti kaal-  kneel down ; palli- school  ;  padikkaathu – not 
studying ;  maanavan- student . 

suppono subpono : to put in place of, substitute, forge. 
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subpono   has the consonants -  sa- pa- pa- an  -  and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   poei-yaana  kai-oppam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  forgery;  poei- lie ; kai oppam- 
signature.

subpono   has the consonants -  sa- pa- pa- an  -  and the original  Tamil word 
/meaning is  poeiyaana   panam kaasai   sei [ missing  letter-  ka-] -   make  forged  
currency  ;  panam kaasu- money ;  sei  -make .
 
subpono   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- pa-] - [-pa-] - an  -  and the original  Tamil 
word /meaning is  munnaeru/ munnaera  paaru -  move forward .

 
*****supra : (+ acc.) above. 

supra has the composition -[- sa- ] –[- pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of  the word is  
uyarae -  above.  

supra has the composition -[- sa- ] – pa- Ra- and the meaning of  the word is   maer 
puram-  superior surface. 

supra has the composition -[- sa- ] – pa- Ra- and the meaning of  the word is  paran-  
above  . 

supra has the composition -[- sa- ] – pa- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  uppar  - upper. 
English  word  surprise

                       English  word – surprise. 

surprise has the consonants – -sa-Ra- pa-  Ra- sa-  and the interpretation of the word
is  perum aachcharyam[Skt]  ;  aachcheryam-mura-  surprise.
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surprise has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- pa-  Ra- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   perum  narippu;  narippura -  surprise. 

surculus : shoot, sprout. 

surculus  has the composition-[- sa-] - Ra- ka- la- sa-  and the meaning of the word is 
valarkka  / valara  seiya -  to gow .

sprout[E]-   has the composition -[-sa-] -pa-Ra- va- the- and the meaningof the word is 
arumpu  vida-    sprout .

sprout[E]-   has the composition -[-sa-] –[-pa-]-Ra- va- the- and the meaningof the 
word is   ilam  thulir  vida [  missing letter-  la -] -  sprout /to bud  . 

sprout[E]-   has the composition -[-sa-] –[- pa-] -Ra- va- the- and the meaningof the 
word is   thulirththu  vara  [  missing letter-  la -] – sprout. 

sprout[E]-   has the composition -[-sa-] –[- pa-] -Ra- va- the- and the meaningof the 
word is    murunthu  vida – sprout .

sprout[E]-   has the composition -[-sa-] –[- pa-] -Ra- va- the- and the meaningof the 
word is   kuruththu vida  - sprout. 

shoot [E]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the – and the original Tamil  word is   poo 
mottu  [missing  letter- pa-]   –flower  bud ;  poo- flower;  mottu -bud. 

bud[E]   has the  consonants - pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is  mottu -  bud. 

bud[E]   has the  consonants - pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is  poathu – bud. 

 
surgo surrexi surrectum : to get up,  arise. 
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surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  oruvar  anithidum   vanna    aadai  /  virunthukkaana -  matravari  kavara  
koodiya  / matravarin  manathai/ kavanaththai/  errkkum vithanana / thisai  
thirupppum  vithemaana -  aadai /  nadai  /  thottram  -  party dress /  the appearance 
of one’s  dress / style of walking  ;  thotram-   appearance ;  vannaa  aadai  -  colorful 
dress ;    virunthu-   feast;  aadai- dress; matravar-  others;  kavara- to attract ; nadai-  
walk  .  

surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  nirkka  vaendum -  to stand up.  
 
surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   narkaaliyil   irunthu  kaalai thookki   / ezhunthu   nirkka  vaendum 
[ missing letter- zha/la ] - get up  from the chair and stand; naarkaali- chair;  kaal- leg;  
thookku- to lift;   ezhu- arise ; nirkka- to stand.

surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   urakkththil / thokkaththil /  meththaiyil   irunthu  ezhnuthu  arula/ 
ezhunthu  nirkka   vaendum [ missing letter- zha/la ]- to get  up  from sleep / bed  ; 
urakkm / thookkam-  sleep;  meththai-  mattress;  azhu -  to rise ;  nirkka-  to stand.
  
surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   nandraaka   katru  arivai  valarhtthida vaendum   /  thaervil   athika   
mathipenkalai   etta / vaankida   vaendum / thaerchchi  adaiya  vaendum [ missing  
letter-  zha/la-]  -  to study  well  to gain knowledge /to   pass the exam /  to have good
marks  ;   nandraaka-   well ;  katru -  learn;  arivu-   knowledge;   valarththida- to grow;
thaervu- exam;  athikam- more; mathipenkal- marks;   ettuka /vaankidu  -  to get;  
thaerchchi- pass.   
  
surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is   ezhuntharikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  zha/la-] - arise/ to get up .

 surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil 
word /meaning is   uruvaakkida/ undaakkida   vaendum-  to create .
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surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  thondidra  vaendum- arise /appear .

surrectum   has the consonants -[-  sa -] -Ra - ka -the -ma  - and the original Tamil word
/meaning is  keel  vaanaththil  / kilakku  thisaiyil /   kathiravanin   maelae   ezhunthu   
varum   thotram/ kan kollaa  kaatchchi [  missing  letter-  zha/la-]   sun  rise  in the east
;  kathiravan-  sun ;  maelae-  up;  ezhunthu- rise ; thotram- appearance;   kilakku   
thisai-  eastern direction  ;  vaanam- sky .

suscipio : to raise up, maintain, support, accept, receive, undertake. 

suscipio  has the composition- sa -[-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
thookka  seika[  missing leteter-  the -] - to lift up ;  thookka - lift .   

suscipio  has the composition- sa -[-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
yaerkka vaenum  [  missing letter-  Ra-] -  to  accept .

undertake [E]   has the consonants - an- the- Ra- the- ka  -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning is   yaetru  nadaththa  vaendum -  to undertake .

receive  [E] has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -va  -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is  yaerkka  - to receive/ to accept  . 
receive [E] has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -va  -and the original Tamil word /meaning 
is  peruka [ missing  letter- pa-]- to receive  .

receive [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- sa-va  -and the original Tamil word /meaning is  
upa  sarikka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to entertain . 

receive[E]   has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -va  -and the original Tamil word /meaning
is   vara  vaerkka- to welcome .
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accept[E]  has the consonants  - ka-[-  sa-] - pa -the and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning   is  oppu  kondiduka -  to accept .

suscito : to stir up, arouse, excite. 

suscito  has the composition- [- sa-] – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
kinduka – stir. 

suscito  has the composition- sa- sa- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  kai 
kondu  / saattai   kondu  sutri veesi  adi[  missing letter- Ra-] - to  spin rapidly  with  
hand/whip; kai- hand;  saattai-  whip ;  sutri  veesu - to spin ;  adi  to  beat . 

suscito  has the composition- sa- sa- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   manasu 
unarchchi  vasa pada  [ missing letters- Ra- and -pa -]- to get  emotional ;  manasu-  
mind;  unarchchi- feelings . 

suscito  has the composition-[- sa-] - -sa- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
naadi  narampu  murukaera  seiya[  missing letters-  pa- and -Ra-]   - to get excited.

suscito  has the composition-[- sa-] - -sa- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  thun
aarvaththai  undu  panna/ seiya [ missing letters-  pa -and- Ra-] - to develop self 
interest/motivation ;  thun aarvam-  self interest/self  motivation. 

suscito  has the composition-[- sa-] - sa- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
thoondi  vida seiya -  to  stimulate/to arouse . 

stir [E]  has the composition -sa-the- Ra- and the meaning of the word  is   sutri  adi-  
to spin /to beat .

arouse [E] has the composition- Ra- va-sa-and the meaning of the word is  unarchchci 
vasam - excited.
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excite [E]  has the composition- ka- sa -sa- the- and the meaning of the word is  
unarchchi  vasa pada[ missing letters- Ra- and pa-] - emotional .

excite [E]  has the composition- ka- [- sa-]  -[- sa-] - the- and the meaning of the word 
is  thoonduka-   stimulate.

excite [E]  has the composition- ka- [- sa-]  -[- sa-] - the- and the meaning of the word 
is uookkam  kondidu –enthuse.

suspendo suspendi suspensum : to suspend, hang. 

suspendo  has the composition- sa- [-sa-] – [- pa-] - an- the - and the meaning of the 
word is  thonka   seika -[  missing letter-  ka -]-  suspend .

suspendo  has the composition-sa- [-sa-] - pa- an- the - and the meaning of the word 
is  vannaththukkum  poomikkum / puvi  idaiyae   thonga  vida  seithu [  missing letter-  
ka -]  -  to  hang between the earth and the sky ;   vaanam-  sky;  poomi-  earth; 
idaiyae in between;  thonga -  to hang. 

hang [ E]  has the composition- ka- an- ka - and the meaning of the word  is naandu 
kida vaendum /  thonka   vida[  missing letter-  the-]  -  to hang .

sustineo : to hold up, sustain, endure. 

sustineo   has the consonants - [-sa-] - [- sa-]  -the- an -  and the original Tamil 
word/meaning  is   yethaiyum   thankidum    mana thinmai  / thaankidum  sakthi 
[  Skt ]   [ missing  letter-  ka -] -  power of  bearing.  
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suus sua suum : (refl. poss. adj.) his, her, its, their own.

 sua  has the composition- [-  sa -] -va -and the meaning of the word is   avan-  he ;  
avanudaiya [  missing letter-  the -]  - his .

                         English  word – sweet.

sweet has the consonants  -[-sa-]- va- the -and the original Tamil  word is  mathunka 
-  sweet. 

synagoga : synagogue.

synagoga   has the consonants-   sa- -an- ka --  and the  original  Tamil word /meaning  
is   sina  karam [ missing  letter – Ra -] -  small temple/ Jain temple. 

synagoga   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -an- ka - -  and the  original  Tamil word 
/meaning  is   Daevanin  / Thaeivaththin  / aandavanin   veedu [ missing  letter- the -] - 
the house of the god;  daevan-  lord; Thaeivam-  god;  aandavan-  god;  veedu-  house .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

T.
                        Sumerian  word  -thol [  language ] 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  thaal-  tongue. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  mooththa [aathi  
-Skt] ]  mozhi-  the primitive/ oldest   language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  muthan mozhi  - 
the first  language .
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thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   mutal maanida   
mozhi-   the first  language of the human .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   thol  mozhi-   
ancient  language.

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   Tamizh  mozhi-  
Tamil language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   thaai mozhi-  
mother tongue. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is    thallai mozhi-  
mother tongue .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   annai-thamizh -  
Tamil languge - mother .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   thanthai  mozhi-  
father tongue.     

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   pillai Tamizh-  
baby  language.

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   iniya  Thamizh-  
sweet language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   muththamizh -  
the three  aspects  of Tamil .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  thuya mozhi  
Tamizh-  pure language Tamil. 
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thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is   oathum mozhi –
Tamizh  -  the Tamil languge  which is read/ taught /recited in school  and temple. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  azhiyatha Tamil 
mozhi-  the eternal languge –Tamil .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  then mozhi-  the 
language of the Dravidian [  then naattavar] people  .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word  thaen mozhi/ thaem 
mozhi -  sweet language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word thani  mozhi- 
independent language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word amutha  mozhi- 
language elixir. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   senthamizh  
[ missing  letter- sa-] - classical language Tamil . 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   painthamizh / 
poonthamizh  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  ever green language Tamil. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   pandaiya  
mozhi[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  ancient language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   pazham Thamizh 
[ missing  letter- pa -]  ancient  Tamil .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   pathan azhiyaa 
mozhi- [ missing  letter- pa-]    not a spoiled language .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   mozhithal- speak . 
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thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   solluthal [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  to say .

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word    paesuthal-[ missing 
letters-  pa -and- sa-]  to say.
 
thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word  thalai  mozhi-  the 
head / root   of the languages. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word  elaththin  mozhi  –
Latin language . 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word  thulu  mozhi- Tulu 
language.  

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   Maithili  mozhi-   
Maithili  language. 

thol  has the consonants  -the- la -and the original Tamil  word   Santali  language 
[missing  letter –sa-]    Santali  language [ Munda] .

                     English phrase- to take sides .

to take sides  - has the consonants  - the –ka- the –sa- the –[-sa-] – and the original 
Tamil  word is katchchi  kattidu – to take sides.

                      English  word – to curl .

to curl has the consonants-  the –ka- Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kuruluthal – to curl . 
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                        English  word – to walk. 

to walk has the consonants – the- va- la- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kulavuthal – to walk. 

                       English  word  -to scold. 

to scold  has the consonants –the- [-sa-]- ka- la- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
kandiththal- to scold .

                       English  word  -to strike .

Strike has the consonants-  [-sa-] -the –Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
kuttruka- to strike. 

                       English  word  -to shrink .

to shrink  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- Ra –an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is
kundru – to shrink. 

                     English  word – to sweep . 

to sweep  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- va –[-pa -]-and the original Tamil  word is 
kuppai  koottu- to clean  the wastages

to sweep  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- va -pa -and the original Tamil  word is   
thudaikka  / anaiththaiyim  thudaiththu  edukka- to sweep away. 

                        English  word  -to pluck .
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to pluck  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-]- la- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kellu / kelluthal- to pluck .  

                           English  word  - to skip . 

to skip   has the consonants -the –[- sa-]-ka- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
kenthindu – to skip.

to skip   has the consonants -the –[- sa-]-ka- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
vittu vidu- leave/ omit.  

                         English  word- to scoop.

to scoop  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]- ka- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
thoanduka -  to dig. 

to scoop  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]- ka- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
kudainthida-  to scoop. 

to scoop  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]- ka- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
mukanthida  -  to scoop. 

                         English  word – to drill. 

to drill   has the consonants - the -the- Ra- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  
tholluthar – to drill. 

                  English  word  -to loose.
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to loose has the consonants  -the –la- [ -sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is 
thollaaduthal /thola tholaththal- to loose. 

to loose has the consonants  -the –la- [ -sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is 
thoithal- to be loose. 

                 English  word  -to spread .

to  spread has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the original Tamil  
word is  thotrida – to spread.

to  spread has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] –  pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  
word is  padarnthida   -to spread.

                       English  word – to spilt. 

to spilt  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] – [- pa-]  –la- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is tholithal- to spilt. 

to spilt  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]- –  pa-–la- the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is pilaththal – to spilt. 

                     English  word – to happen .

to happen  has the consonants-  the- ka -pa -and the interpretation of the word is 
sampavikka[Skt]   vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-] - to happen .

to happen  has the consonants-  the- ka –[-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
nadakka/ nadakka vaendum  -  to happen .
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                      English  word – to vibrate .

To vibrate  has the consonants-  the- va –[- pa-]- Ra- the- and the interpretaion of 
the word is  athira vaendum – to vibrate. 

                     English  word – to appear .

to appear has the consonants – the- [-pa-]  –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
naaruthar  -to appear;  thoandru . 

                  English  word – to promise. 

To promise has the consonants - the -pa –Ra-  ma- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word is  ninayam pannuthar -  to promise. 

                  English  word – to  string. 

to string  has the consonants  -the- sa- the -Ra -an -ka – and the original Tamil  word 
is  koarththida vaendum/ niraiththida avendum –to string .

                English  word  -to  emigrate .

to emigrate has the consonants-  the- ma- ka –Ra- the-  and the original tamil  word 
is  kudiyaera  vaendum  - to emigrate. 

                   English  word -  to leave .
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to leave  has the  consonants – the- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is neenkuthal
–to leave .

                 English word  - to dissolve .

to dissolve  has the consonants-  the- the –[-sa-]- la- va -and the original Tamil word 
is  nudakkuthal  -to dissolve .

                   English  word – to push. 

to push  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
nettu  -to push. 

                   English  word - to crush .

to crush has the consonants -the –ka- Ra- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
nerikka  vaendum –to crush .

                     English  word – to lif .

to lif has the consonants- the- la- pa- the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
nemputhal / nempi maelae thalluthal- to lif. 

                English   word – to fade.

to fade ha the consonants- the –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nainthida -  to fade. 
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to fade ha the consonants- the –pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is  patu 
poathal   [ missing  letter- la-]- to fade. 

                  English  word  -to boil .

to boil has the consonants – the- [-pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  
nothuththal-  to boil. 

                 English  word  -to produce. 

to produce has the consonants- the -pa –Ra- the- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word
is  padaiththar –to produce. 

                  English  word - to practice. 

 to practice has the consonanst- the –pa- Ra- ka- the -sa –and the interpretation of 
the word is parichchththar[Skt]   vaendum  - to examine. 

to practice has the consonanst- the –pa- Ra- ka- the -sa –and the original tamil  word
is   petra payirchchi  thiran /arivu  thiran  kuriththu   nanku  aaraiththar  vaendum  - 
to test  one’s  experience/ knowledge .

                  English  word – to bear. 

to bear has the consonants- the-pa-Ra -and the original Tamil word is  paritthhar –to
bear. 

                 English  word – to complete .
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to complete has the consonants- the- ka-ma –pa- la -the -and the original Tamil  
word is   paluttal vaendum /  muditthal   vaendum –to complete. 

                    English  word-  to grasp .

to grasp   has the consonants  -the- ka- Ra –[-sa-]- pa –and the original Tamil  word is
patruka – to grasp. 

                     English  word -  to reap.

to reap has the  consonants-  the -Ra -pa – and the original Tamil  word is  
pariththidu –to reap. 

                    English  word-  to classify .

to classify   has the consonants  -the- ka- la- [-sa-] - pa – and the original Tamil  word 
is  vakai  paduthththal vaendum  -to classify .

to classify   has the consonants  -the- ka- la- sa- pa – and the original Tamil  word is   
paaku paadu  seithal vaendum –to classify .

                    English  word -  to relapse /turn down.

to relapse  has the consonants - the -Ra –la- pa- sa-and the original Tamil  word is  
maruthali -  relapse/ turn down .

                      English  word-  to whirl .
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to whirl has the consonants – the- va- Ra- la- and the –and the orignal Tamil  word is
marukuthal- to whirl .

                     English  word  -  to pardon .

to pardon  has the consonants - the- [-pa-]- Ra- the- an- and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is   manniththar –to forgive.

to pardon  has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- the- an- and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  meendum/ thirumpa orumurai  parainthidu -  to  repeat again .

                       English  word – to delay .

to delay   has the consonants – the- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is 
thaamathiththal/ oattuthal – to delay . 

to delay   has the consonants – the- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is 
thanaaththal- to delay. 

to delay   has the consonants – the- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is thanithal-
to delay. 

                  English  word – to sing. 

to sing  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]- an- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
oatha avendum- to sing /recite. 

                   English  word – destroy.
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destroy  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  oa-
mudiththar – destroy. 

                  English  word – to  toddle .

to toddle  has the consonants  -the- the- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is 
thaththi   thaththi nadaththal  /thaththuthal – toddle. 

                  English  word – to trouble.

to trouble  has the consonants- the- the- Ra- [-pa-]- la – and the original tamil  word 
is thatharththal-  to trouble.

 
                  English   phrase– to be full. 

to be full  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- [-pa-]- la –and the original Tamil  word is 
thathaiththal- to be full. 

                       English  word – to break . 

to break  has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]-  Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
tharukkuthar  - to break. 

                 English   phrase   -to be brought .

to be brought    has the consonants-  the- [-pa-]-  [-pa-]- Ra- ka- the  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   tharuvikka  vaendum –to be brought .

                  English  word -  to feel proud .
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to feel  proud  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-] -la – [-pa-]- Ra- the - and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is thalai  nimirthal -  to feel proud [ head upward] .

                  English  word – to broadcast. 

to broadcast has the consonants  -the -pa –Ra- the-  ka- sa -the -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  anaivarukkum  ariviththida avendum/ theriya  paduththa  vaendum –
to  tell every one. 

                     English  word - to notice .

to notice has the consonants-  the –an- the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is 
seenthida –to take notice of some one .

                       English  word  -to praise .

to praise has the consonants –the- [-pa-] - Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  
seeraattu- to praise. 

to praise has the consonants –the- pa- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
paaraattu –to praise. 

                     English  word  -to tease.

to tease has the consonants- the- the -sa -and the original Tamil  word is seendidu  - 
to tease. 
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                    English  word – to revise.

 to revise has the consonants- the- Ra- va-sa- and the original Tamil  word is  seer 
amaiththar  vaendum  -to  revise. 

                  English  word  -to pursuit.

to pursuit  has the consonants -the –[-pa-]- Ra –[-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  
word is thaeduthar /thaonduthar –to pursuit. 

                English  word -  to decamp .

to decamp  has the consonants - the- the- ka –ma- pa  -and the original Tamil  word 
is thappiththu  poka vaendum –to escape. 

to decamp  has the consonants - the- the- ka –ma- pa  -and the original Tamil  word 
is- kampi  neetta  vaendum -  to escape. 

                     English  word – to appear. 

to appear has the consonants - the –pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is oru 
paduthar- to appear. 

             English  phrase – to be possible .

To be possible  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]- [-pa-] -[- sa-] –[-pa-]- la -  and the 
original Tamil  word is onnuthal / iyaluthal -  to be possible .

                  English  word – to say yes to .
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to say yes to  has the consonants- the- sa –sa- the- and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  oththu uoothu -  to say yes to .

                  English  word – to be suitable .

To be suitable has the consonants  -the –[-pa-] – [-sa-]- the –[-pa -] –la- and the 
original Tamil  word is oththal- suitable .

                     English  word – to hold up .

to hold up  has the consonants-  the- ka- la –the- [-pa -]– and the original Tamil  
word  is eduvuthal- to hold up .  

                 English  word – to gallop.

to gallop  has the consonants-  the- ka- la –[-pa -] - and the original Tamil  word is 
ukaliththal- to gallop .

                English  word – to billow .

to billow has the consonants  the –[-pa-]- la- va -and the original Tamil  word is  
ukaluthal- to billow. 

to billow has the consonants  the –[-pa-]- la- va -and the original Tamil  word is  
veenukuthal –to swell.

to billow has the consonants  the –pa- la- va -and the original Tamil  word is   
pithunkuthal- to bulge.
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             English  word- to bear[ a child] .

to bear  has the consonants - the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
eenuthar – to give birth to a child. 

                      English  word – to shed. 

to shed has the consonants – the- sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is sinthidu  - 
to shed. 

                   English  word – to greet. 

to greet has the consonants – the- ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is   ethir 
kondidu /  ethir kondu  varavaerkka  vaendum- to welcome .

              English  word – to  sleep. 

to sleep has the consonants- the –[-sa-]- la –[-pa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
iamiththal / imai modal - to sleep. 

                English  word – to heal .

to heal has the consonants – the- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kunamaakuthal  -to heal. 

                  English   phrase -to boss over .
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to boss  over has the consonants – the- pa- [-sa-]  - va- Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  pani purukindravarai   aati padaiththida  vaendum   -  to boss over workers. 

               English  phrase-  be subjected to .

Be subjected to  has the consonants -  pa –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka- the-  the- and the 
original Tamil word / meaning is aatpaduththa  vaendum/ ut paduththa  vaendum -  
be subjected to.

                      English  phrase– in such  a way .
in such  a way has the consonants -an –[-sa-] –[-sa-]  -va – and the original Tamil  
word is ankanamae -  in such a way. 

                       English  word – to labour.

to labour  has the consonants - the -la –[-pa-]- Ra- and the orignal Tamil  word is  
uzhaiththar -  to labour. 

                       English  word  -to peel .

to peel has the consonants- the- [-pa-]- la- and the original Tamil word is  soliththal [
missing letter- sa-]- to peel.

                        English  word -  to search .

to search has the consonants - the –[-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
aaithar- to search .
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to search has the consonants - the –[-sa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
thaeduthar –to search.

                        English  word -  to perish .

to perish  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is 
theer- to perish. 

to perish  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
pottuthar  - to perish. 

to perish  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
pondruthar  -to perish .

                       English  word – to bite .

to bite has the consonants - the -pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is theendu- to
bite [ as in snake bite] .

to bite has the consonants – the- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is   thin 
pandaththai  thinnidu / theeniyaei  thinnidu  -to eat. 

                            English  word - to quarrel.

   to quarrel  has the consonants – to- ka- Ra- la -and the original Tamil  word is  
karuvuthal –to quarrel .

                              English  word – to exile .
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to  exile has the consonants  - the- ka- [-sa-]- la –and the original Tamil  word is   
thaai  naattai vittu  /  naadu   kadaththuthal-  -  to depart one out of the country 
forcibly .

                         English  word -  to pierce.

to pierce has the consonants – the- pa- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
pothirththar -  to pierce. 

                   English  word – to appear. 

to appear  has the consonants – the- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
podithther -  to appear. 

                   English  word -  to rumble.

to rumble has the consonants - the -Ra -ma -pa –la- and the original Tamil  word is   
porumuthal  -to rumble;  urumuthal- to roar.  

                       English  word -  to cast .

to cast has the consonants – the- ka –[- sa -] -the and the original Tamil  word is    
vadiththidu – to cast. 

                     English  word  -to pull.

to pull  has the consonants-  the- [- pa-] - la -and the original tamil  word is  
izhuththidu - to pull.
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                 English word – to exceed .

to exceed  has the consonants  -the -ka -sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
vinjiduka – to exceed. 

                    English  word -  to throng.

to throng has the consonants – the- the- Ra –an- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is
moeiththar vaendum  -to throng .

                   English  word -  to fall .

to fall has the consonants – the- pa- la –  and the original Tamil  word is madithal-  to
fall. 

                 English  word – to suffer . 

to suffer has the consonants- the- [- sa-] - pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
purithar –to suffer. 

                    English  word – to retch .

to retch  has the consonants –the- Ra –the- [-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  
pirattuthar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  retching .

                       English  word  -to peck .
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to peck has the consonants-  the –[- pa -] -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
koththa –to peck. 

                    English  word – to envelop .

to envelop  has the consonants-  the- en- va- la- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word 
is  kinithal- to envelop . 

                    English  word – to absorb.

to absorb  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- sa- Ra- [-pa-] –and the original Tamil  
word is urinjuthar –to absorb.  

                   English  word – to draw.

to draw has the consonants-  the- the- Ra- va -  and the original Tamil  word is  
karanthida vaendum -  to draw[ milk] .

to draw has the consonants-  the- the- Ra- va -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kavanaththai  kavarnthida/ eerththiduka - to draw attention .

                   English  word – to trouble. 

to trouble has the consonants-  the- the -Ra –pa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
perum  thollai  tharuthar – to trouble. 

               English  word – to disturb.
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to disturb  has the consonants  -the- the –[-sa-] -the -Ra –[-pa-]- and the original T 
amil  word is uruththuthar- to disturb. 

                         Englsih  word - to pronounce  .

to pronounce has the consonants - the –pa- Ra -an –va- an- sa –and the original 
Tamil  word is  paechchai  muraiyaaka  / sariyaaka / kurai indri  uchcharikka/ 
erattuthar  vaendum/  uchcharikka  muraiyaana  payirchhci   edukka vaendum  -  to 
have good  training to  pronounce the words properly .

                     English  word -  to move. 

move has the consonants- the- ma –va- and the original Tamil  word is  iyankida 
vaendum -  to move. 

                  English   word –  to observe .

to observe  has the consonants- the –pa- [-sa-]- Ra- va –and the original Tamil  word 
is  pin pattruthar  vaendum –to follow. 

to observe  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]- [-sa--] Ra- va –and the original Tamil  
word is  aarainthidar vaendum- to examine. 

to observe  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]- [-sa--] Ra- va –and the original Tamil  
word is  kan kaaniththidar  vaendum- to watch. 

                   English word  -to appear . 

to appear  has the consonants – the- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
arumputhar -  to appear .
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                  engilsh  word  -to press  [the shirts] .

to  press has the consonants-  the –pa -Ra –[-sa-] –and the interpretation of the 
word is  petti[ isththri]  poaduthar –to press. 

                         English  word  -to obtain .

to obtain has the consonants - the –[- pa-]  –the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  
adainthida – to obtain. 

                        English word  -to stuff .

to stuff  has the consonants –the- sa- the- [-pa-] -and theorignal Tamil  word is  
adaasidu -  to stuff. 

to stuff  has the consonants –the- [-sa-]- the- [-pa-] -and theorignal Tamil  word is   
thiniththidu –to stuff. 

to stuff  has the consonants –the- [-sa-]- the- [-pa-] -and theorignal Tamil  word is  
adaiththidu –to stuff.   

                       English  word – to establish . 

to establish  has the consonants –the- [- sa-] - the –[-pa-]- la –[-sa-]  -  and the 
original tamil  word is amaiththal – establish .
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                      English  word – to apply .

to apply  has the consonants - the -pa -la -and the original Tamil  word is apputhal – 
to apply [ cream]  .

to apply  has the consonants - the -pa -la -and the original Tamil  word is   poosuthal 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – to apply [ointment] .

to apply  has the consonants - the -pa -la -and the original Tamil  word is   
vinnappiththal / manu  koduththal [ missing  letter- ka-] to apply [for thepost].  

                   English  word – to be caught .

to be caught  has the consonants  -the –pa- ka -ka- the -  and the original Tamil  word
is akapada vaendum -  to be caught . 

to be caught  has the consonants  -the –[- pa--]  ka -ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
word is sikkida vaendm [ missing letter- sa-] - to be caught. 

                    English  word – to rebuke .

to rebuke  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
arivu- uruththum noakkoadu   kadinthuraikka/ kandikka   vaendum – scolding  by 
giving advice.

to rebuke  has the consonants – the- Ra- [-pa-] -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
echcha- araikkai[ mun arivippu]   kodddukka  vaendum  - to give warning .

                   English  word – to connect.
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 to connect  has the consonants  -the -ka- an -ka- the – and the original Tamil  word 
is  inaikka vaendum -  to connect .

                        English  word – to pluck. 

to pluck has theconsonants - the –[-pa-]- la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
inunkuthal- to pluck . 

                    English  phrase  -to be an example .

to be an example  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] an- ka –[-sa-] –ma- [-pa-]- la -and 
the original Tamil word is  elankuthal vaendum – to be an example. 

                     English word-  to destroy 

to destroy  has the consonants-  the- the –sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is
sithaiththar -  to destroy .

                           English  word – to tread. 

to tread  has the consonants -the -the –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
meththuthar-  to tread.  

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – TAw [ to take up ]. 

TAw  has the consonants - the -va -and the original Tamil  word is edukka vaendum –
to take up. 
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        Egyptian hiero glyphic word – txt [ drunkenness ] .
txt  has the consonants- the- ka- [- sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  
poathi [  missing  letter –pa-] -  drunkenness. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Tn [ your] .

Tn has the consonants – the- an - and the original Tamil  word is  unnudaiya  -  
yours ;  ninda [Malayalam] -  yours .

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  tKA [ illumine] .

tka  has the consonants-  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is thaka thaka-  
illuminating .

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word- tkk [ attack ] . 

tkk has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is thaakka-  attack. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word- tr  [show respect] .

tr has the consonants -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  uriya  maththippu  
thara [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  to give the due respect . 

tr has the consonants -the -Ra -and the  other interpretaion of the word is  uriya 
mariyathai [Skt]  thara - to give the due respect.

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word-  tAy .i [ my] .
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tAy.i  has the consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is ennudaiya – my.

              Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – Tnw [ counting] .

Tnw has the consonants -  the- an –ka- and the original Tamil  word is enniduka/ 
kanakkiduka- to count. 

Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- tA nTr [ locality - god’s land ?Punt] .

tA nTr has the consonants – the- an -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thaai  
thiru naadu- mother country .

           Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- tp ra nb [daily] .

tpra nb has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- Ra -an –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word 
is thinam thoarum / naar thoarum -  daily. 

     Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- tp ra Md [ten-day “ week” ]

to ra mD  has the consonants –the- pa- Ra- ma- the -and -the original Tamil  word is 
paththu  – naar-  maatham  =   ten- day-  week / month;  maatham/ month is   taken 
as  week  even in Sumerian language. 

T

tabella : writing tablet. 
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tabella  has the composition -the -[-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is Tamizh  
mozhi  ezhuthu -  Tamil letter.

tabella  has the composition -the -[-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   
elikitham [ missing  letter- ka-]- letter/ writing .

tabella  has the composition -the -[-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   Tamil  
mozhiyil  ezhuthu-  write in Tamil language .

tabella  has the composition -the -pa--la -and the meaning of the word is    ezhuthu  
palakai [  missing letter-  ka -] -  – writing  board. 

tabella  has the composition -the -[-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   
nadu/natta  kal / palakai  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  stone post  ;  palakai- board  .   

tabella  has the composition -the -pa- la -and the meaning  of the word is pazham 
kaalaththu   ezhuthu  porikka  patta / paththikka patta/   palinku-  kal/ karum kal  
[  missing letters- ka -and  -Ra- ] - the marble  stone /black  metal  on which   
inscriptions are made  . 

tabella  has the composition -the -pa- la -and the meaning  of  the word is  pandaiya  
kaala  Tamil / thol  / thaai  / mozhi  kalvettu [ missing letter-  ka] -  the stone 
inscriotions  of ancient times  written in  Tamil . 

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  keeridu  
-write. 

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kirikidu – 
scribble. 

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  ennaththin  /
karuththu  aakkaththin  / urai –yin vari  vadivam -  the script  form  of the  ideas  / 
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thoughts  and speech ;  ennam-  idea; karuththu- thoughts; urai- speech ; vari 
vadivam-  script form .

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  vari / urai  
kattu -  write a commentary.

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  oviyam  
varainthiduka-  draw a  ‘painting’ ;  oviyam- painting  ;  varainthiduka - draw. 

write[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  word is  naavai  
asaiththu/ madakki   uchchariththidu [ missing  letter- sa-] -  pronounce .

writer[E]  ha the consonants-  va- Ra- the- Ra- - and the original Tamil  word is  nettu  
ezhuththu-k--  kaarar[ missing  letter- zha-] - document writer. 

tabellae : letter, document. 

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thiru mozhi 
– sacred voice / language.

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh   
ezhuththu  murai  /  Tamizh  mozhi  urai nadai   ezhuththukkal  -  Tamil  language 
writing system /letters ; ezhuthhu- letter;  urai nadai- prose.

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  ezhuththai  
keeridu-  write a letter ;  ezhuththu- a letter; keeridu – write.

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is Tamizh  
mozhi   uyir mei ezuththukkal [ missing letter-ka-]- 

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is Tamizh  
mozhi  uyir  ezuththukkal [ missing letter-ka-]- vowels.
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letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  
mozhi  ezhuththu - thurai –Tamil   linguistic department. 

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh 
elakkiya  thurai- iyal  [ missing  letter- ka-] – Tamil  literature department. 

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  
naadaka  thurai-  iyal  [ missing  letter- ka-] Tamil  drama/ arts .

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  
kalvettu thurai [ missing  letter- ka-] – Tamil  epigraphy .

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  
vatta  ezhutthu  murai[ missing  letter- ka-]. 

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kirantha 
ezhuththukkal- [ missing  letter- ka-] .

letter[E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kutriyalukaram- [ missing  letter- ka-] .

letter [E]   has the consonants - la –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
nettialukaram [ missing  letter- ka-] .

tabellae   has the composition - the – [-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is   
pandaiya   Tamizh  ezhuthu – Tamil  letter. 

tabellae   has the composition - the – [-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is  Thol- 
Sumerian Tamil language.

tabellae   has the composition - the –-pa--la -and the meaning of the word is  panai  
olaiyil  ezhutha  pattathu -  written in palm leaves ; panai  olai- palm leaf; ezhutha 
pattathu- written. 
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tabellae   has the composition - the – [-pa-]  -la -and the meaning of the word is  
ezhuthhtaani- stylus / pen .

tabellae   has the composition - the - pa -la -and the meaning of the word is  ezhuthu  
palakai [  missing letter-  ka -]  -   writting  board.

tabellae   has the composition - the - pa -la -and the meaning of the word is  panai  
olaiyil  ezhutha   patta  pandai kaala  Tamizh  mozhi  ilakkiyam/ kaapiyam  -  ancient 
Tamil  literatures /epics written in palm leaves ;  panai  kaalam-  ancient period;  panai 
olai- palm leaf; Tamizh-  tamil ; mozhi- language; ilakkiyam- literature; kaapiyam- epic.
. 

tabellae   has the composition - the - pa -la -and the meaning of the word is thanka  
Tamil  mannanaal  [  Caerar /Cholar/paandiyar]   alikkapatta  - thanka   mulam  
poosiya/ poosa  patta  /  velliyaal aana   / velli mulam poosiya   thamira/     paarattu    
pathiram   /  pattaiyam /kaedayam  [  missing letters- Ra- sa-and -ka -] - a  gold plated  
silver shield /  silver plated copper shield / certificate  ; Tamil mannan-  Tamil kings;  
thanka mulam-  gold plated;   velli-  silver;  paraattu   paththiram- letter of 
appreciation;  thamiram-   copper;  pattiyam-  certificate ;  kaedaiyam-  shield .

document [E]   hasthe consonants - the –ka- ma- the – and the original Tamil  word is  
aavana -maakkida   vaendum -  to document;   aavanam- document . 

tabernus : booth, hut, cottage, hove, small shop, inn, tavern. 

tabernus has the composition- the -[-pa-] - Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word 
is   saththira  manai -  inn .

tabernus has the composition- the -[-pa-] - Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word 
is  chinna -thoru  saththiram-  small- inn ;  chinna-  small ;  saththiram-  inn. 
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tabernus has the composition- the -pa- Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
sinna-j- siriya   thaduppu  arai/ muri [Malayalam] -  booth  ;  sinna- small;   thaduppu-  
partitioned ;  arai- room. 

tabernus has the composition- the -pa-Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is   
vazhi-pokkarkal /  payanikal  eravu naeram  thanki  undu   urakkam  kollum uoor   
saththiram [  missing letters-  ka- and- la -] - lodge ;   vazhi pokkarkal-  travelers;    
eravu  naeram-  night time;  thanka-  to  stay ;  urakkam-  sleep;  saththiram-  inn .

tabernus has the composition- the -[-pa-] - Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word 
is  chinnam -  siriya  kadai [  missing letter-  ka -] -  small-  shop ;  chinnam siriya  - small
;  kadai-  shop.  

tabernus has the composition- the -pa- Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
veettukku  thaevaiyana  /  vilai malivaana  / malikai   porutkalai  / saamaankalai   
virkkum   siriya kadai/ petti kadai  [  missing letters- ka- and- la -] - small   grocery 
shop / petty  shop  ; veedu-  house;  thaevaiyaana -  needy ;  siriya-  small ;  kadai-  
shop;  malikai  porutkal-  household goods   ; virkkum-  selling;  petti  kadai-  petty 
shop . 

tabernus has the composition- the -pa- Ra -an- sa-  and the meaning  of  the word is  
kaarai  veettin  mun puram   nizhakku vaendi  vaeya  patta  keetru   panthal / kudisai / 
kottakai -  the thatched  shed  in front of the house[  missing letters-  ka- and- la -]  ;  
veedu-  house ;  munpuram-  front  side;  nizhal-  shadow ;   keetru  panthal-  thatched
roof;   kidisai-  hut; kottakai-  cottage.

hut  [E]   has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   keeththu   
kudisai  [  missing letter-  sa-] - thatched   hut .

hut  [E]   has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is    keeththu   
kottakai -  cottage .

hut  [E]   has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   veedu-  
kouse. 
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 hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kattidam  - 
buiding . 

hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kodam- hut .

hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is    kudil 
[ missing  letter- la-]- hut .

hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is   kudi-  house. 

hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is    vaadi- hut. 

hut [E]  has the composition -  ka- the - and the meaning of the word is  kudiram 
[ missing letter-Ra -] -  house. 

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- [-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is  
keeththu  kottakai - thatched  shelter/ cottage .  

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -sa --and the meaning of the word is  
kudisai  veedu – hut. 

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -[-sa-]  --and the meaning of the word is  
thani  veedu- individual  house. 

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -[-sa-]  --and the meaning of the word is  
vasathiyaana  veedu- comfortable house. 

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -[-sa-]  --and the meaning of the word is  
thankum  viduthi- lodge. 

cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -[-sa-]  --and the meaning of the word is   
maadi  veedu- bungalow. 
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cottage [E]   has the composition- ka- the- -[-sa-]  --and the meaning of the word is   
kutti veedu-  small house; kutti- small . 

booth[E]  has the consonsnts – pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thatti    
thaduppu  /adaippu -  small cabin  with reed fence .

tabesco : to melt, waste away, pine, be spoiled. 

tabasco  has the composition-  the -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  
uruki oada [  missing letter- Ra -] -  melt away ;  melt - uruka; oada-  to flow. 

tabasco  has the composition-  the -pa- sa- ka- and the meaning of the word is  
peruththa   seathaaram   aakida / aaki vidum -  there  will   be  a big damage ;  
peruththa-  big;  saethaaram-  damage . 

spoil [ E]   has the composition - [-sa-] - pa- la- and the meaning of the word is paazh - 
spoil .

tabasco  has the composition-  the -pa- [-sa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  
paazhaaki   poei  vida [  missing letter-  la -] -  spoiled ; paazh-  spoil .

          Sanskrit  word  - sparisa [ touching sensation ] 

sparisa  has the consonants – [-sa-] –pa- Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
uooru - touching  sensation .

sparisa  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[- pa-] - Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word
is   uootram[ missing  letter-  the -] -  touching  sensation.
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tabgo tetigi tactum : to touch. 

tabgo  has the composition- the  -[-pa-] - ka- and the meaning of the word is  thoduka 
-  to  touch.  

touch [E]  hasthe composition  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thodu-  
touch  . 

touch [E]  hasthe composition  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  thattu – 
pat.
 
touch[E]  hasthe composition  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  theendu 
-touch. 

tabula : board, plank, gaming board, painted panel. 

tabula has the composition- the- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is  ezhuthu   
palakai  [missing letter-  ka -]-  writing  board ;  ezhuthu -  write; palaki-  board  .  

tabula has the composition- the- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is  vilaiyaattu 
palakai [ missing letter-  ka -] - game board;  vilaiyaatu-  game ;  palakai-  board. 

tabula has the composition- the- pa- la -and the meaning of the word is  
paallankuzhi   vilaiyaattu  aada uthavum  palakai  [  missing letter-  ka -] ; paallank- 
kuzhi-a king of board game.
 
game[E]   has the consonants-  ka- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  kaelam 
[ missing  letter-  la-]  -game. 

taceo tacuitacitum : to be silent, leave unmentioned. 
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taceo  has the composition  -the- ka - and the meaning of the word is   amaithiyaei / 
kaakka  /  kadai pidikka- - to keep  silence;  amaithi - silence;  kadipidikka-  to  keep . 

*****tactus : sense of feeling, touch. 

tactus has the composition- the -ka- the-and the meaning of the  word is thodu  
unarvu kondu  [  missing letter- Ra -] - sense of touching .

talis : of such a kind, such. 

talis  has the composition- the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is antha 
vakaiyilaana [ missing letter-  ka -] -  of such a kind ;  vakai-  kind .

*****talus : the ankle, ankle bone,. 

talus  has the composition- the- la -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kuthi -kaal 
ezhumbu [ missing  letters- ka -and -]  pa-]  -   heel  bone  ;   kuthi kaal-  heel ;   
ezhumbu- bone. 

ankle[E]  has the composition-an- ka- la -and the meaningof the word is  kanukkaal - 
ankle .

bone[E]  has the consonants  -pa -an - and the original Tamil word is  enpu - bone .

metacarpus [E] has the consonants  -ma –the- ka- Ra -pa -sa -and the original Tamil  
word is  kai / kaar  mutti  karapam / karapa enpu-   metacarpal bones of the had and 
legs  .
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tam ... quam : as ... as possible. 

tam has the compositin- the- ma - and the meaning of the word is  mudiyum  / 
mudiyum mattum  -  as  possible . 

tam : to such a degree, so, so far. 

tam  has the consonants-  the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is   ithu  mudiya – so 
far.

tamdiu : for such a long time. 

tamdiu  has the  composition -the -ma- the -and the meaning of the word is   neenda  
nedu  naeram [ missing  letter- Ra -]- for a long time ;  neenda – long;  naeram- time . 

tamisium : sieve, sifter (Herimann, p. 308). 

tamisium  has the consonants-  the -ma –sa- ma – and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  maavai   salladai  kondu saliththida    vaendum [ missing  letters-  la –and- 
ka-] – to sift  the  flour with a sieve;  maavu- flour; salladai  -sieve;  saliththidu- sif . 

sieve [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] -va -  and  the original Tamil  word is  maavu ari  
-maavari  -  sievu ;  maavu –flour.  

tantillus : so little, so small. 
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tantillus  has the composition -the- an- the- la -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
sinnathaaka   ullathu [ missing  letter- ka-]- it is small  ; sinnathu- small. 

tantum : only. 

tantum  has the composition- the- an- the- ma -and the meaning  of  the word is 
onnae  onnu  mattum  thaan -  only  one ;  onnae onnu -  only one. 

tantus : so large, so great, of such a size. 

tantus has the composition- the- an-the -sa- and the meaning of the wotrd is   
sinnathu  illaaththu  [ missing  letter- la-]-  not little ;  sinnathu- small;  ilaathathu- not.

tardus : slow, late, tardy. 

tardus  has the composition- the -Ra- the -sa-and the meaning of the word is  neeenda
naeram / naar  sendru -  after many days ;  neenda -  prolonged;  naar-  days;  sendru-  
gone. 

late[E]   has the consonants - la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   kaala- 
thaamatham  [ missing letter- ka-] -  lately / delay in time ;  kaalam- time; 
thaamatham- delay .

late[E]   has the consonants - la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   vaelai 
kadantha[ missing letter- ka-] - after the due time .

late[E]   has the consonants - la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaalamaanathu  [ missing letter- ka-] -  died / passed .
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late[E]   has the consonants - la -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
anmaiyil nadantha  - happened recently ; anmai- recent;  nadanthathu- happened. 

latest[E]   has the consonants - la -the-  sa-the-and the original Tamil word / meaning 
is   kadaisiyil  vantha-[ missing letter- ka-]   latest .

te : (abl.) you / no one's sweeter than YOU. 

te has the composition- the- and the meaning of the word is nee than  -  you only ;  
nee -  you . 

tego texi tectum : to cover, bury, conceal, hide, protect, shield. 

tectum  has the composition- the- ka- the -ma- and the meaning  of  the word is  
oliththu  vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]  - to hide   . 

tectum  has the composition- the- ka- the -ma- and the meaning  of  the word is  
moodi vaiththida vaendum- to cover. 

tectum  has the composition- the- ka- the -ma- and the meaning  of  the word is   
kaaththida  vaendum - to protect. 

tectum  has the composition- the- ka- the -ma- and the meaning  of  the word is  
mannodu  manaaka  puthaikka  vaedum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to bury ;  puthaikka- 
bury.

temeritas : rashness, temerity. 
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temeritas   has the composition- the- ma- Ra- the-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the 
word is  thimir  thanam  - temerity / rashness / boldness . 

temeritas   has the composition- the- ma- Ra- the- sa-- and the meaning of the word is
poruppu  sirithum  indri [ missing  letter- pa-] – careless /reckless.

temeritas   has the composition- the- ma- Ra- the- sa-- and the meaning of the word is
sirithum  mun  yosanai   indri -  without any  forethought .

rashness [E]   has the consonants  -Ra –[- sa-] - an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is arivu  inmai  [missing  letter-ka -] - lack of  sense / follishness .

rashness [E]   has the consonants  -Ra –[- sa-] - an- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  
word is thimir thanam- rashness. 

temperantia : moderation, self-control, temperance. 

tempero  has the composition - the- ma -pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
thun  manathai / ullaththai   thaanae  oru   nilai  paduththa [  missing letters- la -and  
-Ra -]  self control of one’s own mind  ;  thun manthu-  one’s own mind;   ullam-  soul;  
oru  nilai  paduththa-  to  control .

tempero : to mix properly, temper, regulate, mitigate. 

temper [E] has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
veruppu  thanami-[ missing  letter- ka-]   angry  nature.  

temper [E] has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   aan
kuriyin  viraippu  thanmai – temper  of the penis;  aan kuri-  penis. 
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tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
pirarudaiya   thunpaththai / mana paaraththai   naam kuraiththida veendum[  missing 
letter- ka-] - to mitigate others suffering ;  thunpam-  suffering;   mana paaram-  
heaviness of heart;  pirarudaiya -  others;  kuraiththida-  to lesson .

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  murai 
paduththu-  regulate  

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  perum
thunpam  adaintha  manathu   -  great  suffering  of the heart  .

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
paramudaiya / porai  udaiya  / thuyaram  manathu  -  heaviness of heart ;  manam-  
mind;  paaram-  heaviness. 

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
perum  yaemaatram  adaintha  manathu -  disappointed/  dejected  mind . 

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  oru  
kaaranamum  indri  varum kopam[  missing letter- ka -]  -  anger without  any reason ; 
kaaranam -  reason;   indri-  without;  kopam-  anger .

tempro  has the composition- the-ma- pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    
porumi  kondirukkum  manathu [  missing letter- ka-] -  dissatisfied mind.  

tempero : (+abl. or with ab) to keep from, refrain from. 

tempero  has the composition -the -ma -pa -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   kudi
pothai  -  yaei   niruththida   paarkka  veendum  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  abstain  
from alcohol;  kudi  pothai-  alcoholic  intoxication ;  niriththida-  to  cease. 
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tempero : (+ dat.) to control, use with moderation, spare, 

tempero   has the composition- the- ma- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
murai paduththu  - organize/ manage  .

tempero   has the composition- the- ma- pa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
michcham   meethi   irukindra/  kai  vasam  irukkiindra /  kai  iruppu  [  missingletters 
-ka-  and- sa-] - the spare  left behind;  kai  iruppu- spare .  

tempero   has the composition- the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   
avasara [Skt]  / indri- yamaiyaa   thaevaikkaaka  vaeiththiruntha   ondru  [  missing 
letters-  sa -and- ka -] -  spare / extra one  kept   for emergency  purpose;  avasaram-  
emergency ;  thaevai-  need;   vaeithiruntha -  kept. 

tempero   has the composition- the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
mithamaana  ondru -  moderate / medium/ average  .

spare [E]  has  the consonants  - [- sa-]  –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
iruppu-   spare .

spare [E]  has  the consonants  - [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
uthiri [ missing  letter- the -] - spare .

tempestas : storm, weather. 

tempestas   has the consonants  - the -ma- pa - [-sa-] -the- [-sa-]-and the original  
Tamil word/meaning is  thatpa  veppam [missing  letter-  ka-]-  weather .
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strom  [E]   has the consonants –- sa- the- Ra -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is    perum  soorai  kaatru[ missing  letters-  pa -and- ka -]-   strong wind ;  
soorai  kaatru  -strom . 

strom  [E]   has the consonants –- sa- the- Ra -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   aadi  maasa  kaatru- [ missing  letter- ka-]  the heavy  wind of  the Tamil 
month aadi  ; kaatru –wind; maasam- month. 

strom  [E]   has the consonants –- sa- the- Ra -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  soorai    kaatru  adikkum  thikku/ thisai [ missing  letter- ka-]   -the 
direction of the heavy  wind. 
   
strom  [E]   has the consonants – sa- the- Ra -ma  -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  sanda maarutham [Skt] – strom .

strom  [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- Ra -ma  -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  amaithi  atru  - no peace.

templum :  sacred precinct,  temple, sometimes church. 

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- [- pa-] - la- ma- and the meaning  of the 
word is   mukkaal  vattam [ missing  letter- ka-]- temple. 

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- [- pa-] - la- ma- and the meaning  of the 
word is   nilai   thaana  maedai -   temple  alter ;  nilai thaanam- temple;   maedai -  
sannithaanam  /alter .

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- [- pa-] - la- ma- and the meaning  of the 
word is   thali  mun madu -  temple mound;  thali- temple;  mun madu- mound. 

templum   has the composition -  the- ma-  pa- la- ma- and the meaing  of the word is  
palani  malai maedu-  palani hills. 
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templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaing  of the word is  
manitha / aadu /  maadu / kozhi /   pali / kaavu   kodukka  padum   idam - 
Dravidarkalin /   Tamil kadavul -   Mayil  Vaakanan/  Azhakan/ Paalan/Mukilan 
/Vaelan /valli knavan /  Kanthanin   - kantha kottam / Palani  Malai  kovil /  karuvakam  
[  missing letters - ka-  and-Ra - ]  ;  the place  where   animal /  human  sacrifice   
was  /is  done ; Palani  temple. 

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaing  of the word is   
kuththa vaaliyaei  thookkil  thonga vida padum  idam  [ missing letter- ka -] -  the  
place  where  the criminal  is hanged. 

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaning  of the word is
pathinettam  padi   maelae   ulla  -  Malayaala/Tamil / kannadam /Telugu   mozhi  
makkalin  kadavul -   Iyappanin   kovil ;   pon   maedu /  thee   ampalam  ;   
pathineetam  vayathil /   puli   vaakanan    Iyappan  /   pali  kodukka  patta idam-  
kovil / padu  kalam/  karuvakam [  missing letters- ka -  and- Ra- ]   ;  the temple of lord
Iyappan  over 18 steps   high in the mountain . 

 templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaning  of  the word 
is   pali   kodukkapadum    kaali   kovil   idam-   goddess   kaali  temple where  sacrifice 
is done .   
  
templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaning  of  the word 
is  pali  kodukka padum  idam-   paalaye  / Maariyaee  /  Mari Amman  / Samya  
purathaayee /  karumaari  Ammanin  - Thiru    kovil [  missing letters-  ka-  sa-  and- 
Ra-] - the temple of Maari Amman.  

templum   has the composition -  the- ma- pa- la- ma- and the meaning  of  the word 
is  neththiyil   pottu   vaikkum  idaththirkku  arukaamaiyil [  missing letters-  ka- and -Ra
-] - neththipottu -  temple  of the head .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  thee  valam [ missing  letters- ka-]- temple ;  thee – fire. 
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  thaeiva  kulam [ missing  letter- ka-] - temple  .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kooththu-ampalam [ missing  letters- ka-]-a place in the temple to enact play  
and dance’ kooththu- paly;  ampalam-  temple/ sky . 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   kovil  anintham  / maedai [ missing  leetr- ka-]   -  a raised platform by the 
side of the temple’s  entrance tower .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  interpretation  of the word
is  thiru  madai  palli [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- kitchen of the temple;  madai- kitchen . 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  interpretation  of the word
is   kadavun- mankalam [ missing  letter- ka-] - ceremony of consecration of new idol in
a temple. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  interpretation  of the word
is   kadavun  mandalam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  sun god. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  interpretation  of the word
is  Thiru kaliyaanam  nadakkum  idam-  Murugan  kovil [ missing  letters-  Ra -and - ka-]
-  the place where marriage is done for god .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is Thiru murukanukku    thiru nadai  maalikai  [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-] – 
paved path  way around  the sanctum sanctorum .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [-pa-] -- la - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   thiru vizhaa  nadakkum idamae -  kovil aakum [ missing  letters- Ra- 
and- ka-] - the place where festivals are conducted ;  thiru  vizha- festival;  kovil 
-temple . 
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa--- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Thiru   palli  ezhuchchi   paadal paadum  idam   [ missing  letters-  sa –and-
Ra  -] -  the place   where  waking song is sung .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Palani malai  Thiru  Murugan kovil  [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]-  Thiru  
Murugan  [Marduk ] - temple in Palani  hills. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Thiru -vannaa malai  kovil [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]-  Sivan Temple of
Thiruvanna Malai .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Thiruvampalam[  missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]-   – Shivas’ shrine  .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Thillai  ampalam – Shiva’s shrine [ sky ]  at Chidambaram ,  Tamil  Nadu .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  Thillayam pathi -Shiva’s shrine [ sky ]  at Chidambaram ,  Tamil  Nadu .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   andavan  palli  kollum idam- [ missing  letter- ka-]  the place where god sleeps
;  aandavan-  god; palli –sleep; idam- palce.

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  thee ampalam- temple ; thee- fire;  ampalam- temple /open space. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  kovil  theppa  kulam[ missing  letter- ka-] -  temple pond;  kovil –temple;  
theppam- boat ;kulam- pond. 
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  kovil  poonthoattam/nantha vanam  [ missing  letter- ka-] – temple flower 
garden  ;  kovil –temple;  poo- flower;  thoattam – garden. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [-pa-] -- la - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  valam  kollum  idamae -  kovil aakum [ missing  letter- ka-] – the place 
to go round from right to left -  the temple.

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [-pa-] -- la - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  upayam  alikkukm  idam – kovil - [ missing  letter- ka-]-the place where  
offering  is done; upayam-  gift ; kovil –temple . 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  nilai   thaanam – temple. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  aadu maadukal   kaavu   kodukka  padum  kaali   kovil   padi  kattu / 
maedai [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the step/ stage  where animal  sacrifice is done – 
temple ;   aadu maadukal –cattle;  kaavu- sacrifice ;  padi kattu- steps/ stage .  

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is   aadu / maadu   pali  maedai [peedam] [Skt] – stage on which  sacrifice is 
done;  pali- sacrifice;  maedai- stage; aadu  goat ; maadu- bull . 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [- pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  kovil    kaavu   maedai [ missing  letter- ka-] -stage on which  sacrifice is 
done ; kaavu- sacrifice;  maedai- stage;  kovil –temple.  

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- - pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is   padaiyal  idam – place where  offering is done;  padaiyal- offering ; idam- 
place. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [-pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  moola  sthaanam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  sanctum sanctorum .
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  palli thaamam -  the garland for the  temple idol .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  -pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  kovil  olakka  mandapam [ missing  letter- ka-] - the hall in which  the 
temple idol is kept. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  Palani  mun maedu –Palani  hills. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  pathinettaam  padi ampalam -  eighteen  steps to  the space ;  pathinettu 
-18;  padi  steps ;  ampalam- open space. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  kovil  karuvarai koodam [ missing  letters- ka- and -Ra -] – sanctum  
sanctorum of the temple. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  ponkal/  maattu ponkal / kaanum  ponkal  vaikkum  idame  kovil  
aakum [missing  letter- ka-]  – temple is a place where  ponkal  is  made .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  ketti maelam  kotti  kaliyaanam   nadukkum   idame kovil   aakum 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  the place where marriages are conducted.  

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  [- pa-]-- la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  Thiru neeru / kunkumam  vazhankum  idame  kovil aakum [ missing  
letters- ka- and -Ra -]-   temple is a  place where sacred ash and kumkum are  given . 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  aandavan   vaazhum  idam / illam – kovil [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the 
place where god  lives ; aandavan- god;  vaazhum- living;  idam- place.
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  kal  silai  vanakkam  seiyum  idamae – kovil  aakum [ missing  letters-  
sa- and- ka  -] –temple -  place where idol worship is done; silai- idol; vanakkam- 
worship .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  Thaevaalayam[Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - - temple  ; Daev- god ;  
aalayam-  temple. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  thoola  linkam [ missing  letter-  ka -] – Sivan  temple ; linkam- phallus.

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  kaali  koattam [ misising  letter- ka-] – Dravidian  goddess  Kaali  temple
.

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-   pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  ampaal  sannithaanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  the shrine for the 
goddess Kaali /P-arvathi .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-  pa-] - la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  Maathaa[Skt]   kovil-[ missing  letter- ka-] – goddess  Mary /Mariyaae  
temple. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  Pazha  muthir  solai [ missing  letters-  sa -and- Ra -]-  abode of Murugan .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  Vaelanukku   alaku  kuththi /  paal   kavadi  thooki  / mottai adiththu  
vazhipadum  -Palani Malai kovil [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the Palani  temple where the 
devotees   worship  lord Murugan .
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma-  pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  Tamizh  kudi inam  thum- udaiya  pillaikalukku   kaathu   kuththum  vizhaa
nadaththtidum  idamae   kovil  aakum- the temple is a palce where Tamil  People 
celebrate their  children’s  ear piercing ceremony ; Tamil kudi- Tamil people ; pillaikal-  
children ;  kaathu  kutthu vizhaa  -ear  piercing ceremony ; kovil- temple .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  kovil vaayil  mandapam [ missing  letter- ka-] – the hall at the entrance of 
the of temple tower .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-pa-] -- la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  kalai  makal maedai [ missing  letter- ka-] – the place of  the Kalai 
makal- goddess of arts and learning .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  palli  araanthanam [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - Jain’s temple .

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  punniya  sthalam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] – sacred palce. 

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- -pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  padai thalam -  dwelling place of god.

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- -pa-- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  Thiru Malai Thirupathi [ missing letter- Ra -] –Thirupathi  temple.   

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  Tamizh mozhiyil  vaetham  oathum  idamae   kovil  aakum[  missing  
letter- sa-] - temple  is a  place where sacred scriptures  are recited in Tamil language;  
Vaetham -  Veda;  oathu –recite;  idam- palce.   

temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- [-pa-] -- la - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word  is  Tamizh  Naattu  kovilkal – [ missing  letter- ka-] - temples of Tamil Nadu
;  kovil –temple .
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temple [E]  has the consonants -  the –ma- pa- la - and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word  is  padimaththaal – divinely inspired  temple priestress. 

temptatio : trial, temptation. 

temptatio   has the composition- the- ma- pa - the - and the meaning of the word is 
manathai  perithum  kavarntha  ondru [  missing letters- ka- and -Ra -]  -] -  attractive;  
manathu-  mind;  kavarntha-   lure/ attract.
 
temptatio   has the composition- the- ma- pa - the - and the meaning of the word is  
maanthai / akathai   vasiya   paduththa  [  missing letters- sa- and- ka -] - to charm ;  
akam-  psyche ;  vasiyam-  charm .

tempus temporis : time. 

temporis  has the composition- the- ma -pa- Ra- [- sa-]  - and the meaning of the word
is  kurippitta naeram  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  given time ;  kurippitta-  stipulated;  
naeram- time. 

temporis  has the composition- the- ma –[- pa-] - Ra- sa- - and the meaning of the 
word is  sariyaaana  naeraththirkku  varukai thara  vaendum –come  at the right time;  
sariyaana- right;  naeram- time; varukai- visit .

tenax : grasping, stingy, clinging, frugal, obstinate. 

tenax  has the composition  -the- an -ka -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
kanjathanamaaka- stingy .
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tenax  has the composition  -the- an -ka -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  kai  
pidikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]  - to hold the hand .

tenax  has the composition  -the- an -ka -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   katti 
pidikka  vaendum[ missing letter-  pa-]   - to hug.

tenax  has the composition  -the- an -ka -[-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   
pidivaatham kondu [ missing letter -pa-]  - adamant.

stingy[E]   has the consonants-  sa –the- an- ka  -and the original Tamil word / meaning
is  kanja thanamaaka – stingy ; kanja thanam- stingyness. 

tendo : to direct, try, attempt, stretch, extend, present, give. 

tendo  has the composition - the- an- the - -and the meaning of the word is kodukka 
vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] -  to  give.

tendo  has the composition - the- an- the - -and the meaning of the word is neettikka  
vaendum-[  missing letter-  ka -]- extend .

tendo  has the composition - the- an- the - -and the meaning of the word is  thanthidu
- give .

give [E]  has the consonants - ka -va- and the original Tamil  word  is   eekka -  give. 

teneo : to keep on, persist, persevere, endure. 

teneo   has the composition- the- an -and the meaning of the word is  thodaranum/   
thodara  vaendum  [  missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -] - to  continue . 
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teneo : to hold, keep, possess, maintain. 

teneo  has the composition  -the- an -and the meaning of the word is  udamai  aakkida
vaendum [ missing letter- ka -] -  to  possess.

teneo  has the composition  -the- an -and the meaning of the word is  kaaththu   
vaiththida   vaendum [ missing letter- ka -] -  to keep. 

teneo : to grasp, know, understand. 

teneo  has the composition- the -an -  and the meaning of the word is   therinthidu  
/arinthidu [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  know. 

grasp[E] has theconsonants- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word/meaning
is  manathir  kondida [missing letter-the-]- to have in to the mind.

grasp[E] has theconsonants- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word/meaning
is arika/  unaruka- to understand.

grasp[E] has theconsonants- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the other interpretaion is   
kirakikka[Skt]-  grasp.

grasp[E] has theconsonants- ka- Ra- [-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the other interpretaion is   
Raagu[Skt] /  kirakanam[Skt] - eclipse .

tener tenera tenerum : tender, delicate, soft, young. 
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tener  has the composition -the- an- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
miruthuvaana [  missing letter- ka -] -  soft .

tener  has the composition -the- an- Ra - and the meaning of the word is vayathu  
kurainthavan[  missing letter- ka-]- a person of lesser age   ;   vayathu-  age;  kuraintha 
- less .

delicate[E]  has the composition- the- la- ka- the  -and the meaning of the word is  
elithil udaiyak- koodiya -  easily  breakable ;  elithil-  easily ;  udayakkodiya -  breakable.

tender[E]   has the composition- the- an -the-Ra   - and the meaning of the word is 
miruthuvaana ondru [ missing letter- ka-]  -  soft one  . 

youngest [E]   has the consonants - an –ka- sa -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
kadaisi  makan/ kadaichchan  – youngest boy  [ last in the order of birth].  

youngest [E]   has the consonants - an –ka- sa -the – and the other interpretation is  
kanishtan  [Skt]  -  youngest boy .

tenuis : thin, slight, feeble, slim, slender. 

tenius  has the composition- the -an-  [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
melintha-  thin ;  melintha udampu [  missing letter-  pa-] -  thin /weak body ;  
udampu-  body.  

tenus : prep. With abl. as far as, up to, to, down to. 

tenus   has the composition- the -an -the -sa- and the meaningof the word is   
evvalavu  thooram  kaalaada   nadanthu   sella    mudiyumo  - athu  varai   sendru  vara
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[ missing letters-  ka -la- and- Ra-]   -  go as  far as legs  can walk ;  evvalavu  thooram-  
as far as  ; kaal-  leg;   nadanthu -  walked;   thorram- distance . 

tenus   has the composition- the -an -the -[-sa-]- and the meaningof the word is    
ennudaiya   arivukku   therintha / ettiya   alavil  [  missing letters-   ka - Ra- and -la -] -  
as faar as i know ;  ennudaiya - mine;  arivu-  knowledge;  alavu-  level ;  ettiya alavil-  
as far as .

cool  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   mikaiyaana   kulir 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] - cold .

cool  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   vaan mazhai- 
rain /cool .

cool [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   kavalai  illa  
manam/  ullam -  mind without worry / ;  calm ;  kavalai- worry ;  illai- no . 

cool [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   amaithi   konda  
ullam/ maanthu  [ missing  letter- the -] - calm mind;  amaithi -calm;  manathu- mind .

cool [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the original Tamil word is   kalankaa   ullam-   
mind without fear. 

cooler [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la-  Ra -and the original Tamil word is    kulir kalam-
cooler;  kulir kaalam- winter.  

tepesco : to cool, grow lukewarm, decrease. 

tepesco   has the composition- the- pa- sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  paathi 
soodaakkiya  thanni - water of littlewarm   ;  paathi  -  half;  soodu-  hot;  thanni-  
water .
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tepesco   has the composition- the- pa- sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   
eriyum  aduppain   soottai   paathiyaka   kuraikka vaendum [  missing letter-  Ra - ]-  
reduce  the  burning  heat  of the oven ;  eriyum-  burning;  aduppu- oven;   
paathiyaaka -  to make in to half;  kuraikka-  to  reduce.  

tepesco   has the composition- the- pa- sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   
eriyum   viraku  aduppai  /    kari  aduppu  /  aduppu maedaiyaei  thanni  uootri  
anaikka avendum  [  missing letter- Ra  -] -  to  put  off the burning   stove/ oven  ;  
eriyum-  burning;  kari  aduppu-  coal  oven ;  viraku  aduppu-  fire wood oven;   
thanni-  water;  uootri-  pour;  anaikka -  to put off . 

tepidus : warm, luke-warm, tepid 

tepidus has the composition - the -[-pa-] - the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
soodaana  thanni  -  hot  water; soodaana -  warm/hot;  thanni-  water. 

tepidus has the composition - the -[-pa-] - the -sa- and the meaning of the word is   
ilam  soodaana   thanni [ missing  letter- la-]- luke warm water  ; ilam soodu- luke 
worm ;  thanni- water .

tepidus has the composition - the -[-pa-] - the -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
thanniyaei   kothikka  seithida vaendum  [  missing letter-  ka -]  - to boil the  water  ;  
thanni-  water;   kothikka - boil.  

tepidus has the composition - the -[-pa-] - the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
thanni -yaei  soodaakka  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  heat the water;   
soodaakku -  heat  .

tepidus has the composition - the -pa- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is   vethu 
vethuppaaka / vethu vethuppaana   soodu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - luke warm .
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 *****ter : three times, thrice. 

ter  has the compositin- the- Ra and the meaning of the word is moondru  tharam-  
three times. 

three[E]   has the consonants- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
moondru – three. 

thrice[E]   has the consonants –the- Ra –[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is moondru tharam – three times. 

three[E]   has the consonants - the -Ra -and the other  interpreation of the word is  
thiri  - three. 

three[E]   has the consonants - the -Ra -and the other  interpreation of the word is  
thirayam-  three. 

terebro :  to bore through, perforate. 

terebro   has the composition - the- Ra- [-pa-] -Ra -   and the meaning of the word is  
thadaariththar-  to bore thorugh. 

terebro   has the composition - the- Ra- pa -Ra -   and the meaning of the word is oru  
puraththil  irunthu  maru  puraththirkku    thualai   / poththal   ida  vaendum[   missing 
letters-  ka- and- la - ] -  make   a hole   in;  orupuram-  one side;  maru puram-  other 
side ;  thuali -hole;  poththal-  hole;  ida -  to  make .

teres : rounded, polished, smooth, fine, elegant. 
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teres  has the composition - the- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  
vattamaana   ondru[  missing letter-  ka -]   - a rounded  one ;  vattam-  round .

teres  has the composition - the- Ra- sa-and the meaning of the word is  sirantha-
ondru-   best  one ;  sirantha-  best / good / fine.

teres  has the composition - the- Ra- sa-and the meaning of the word is   siranthathu  
andru [  antonym  ] -  not the best.

teres  has the composition - the- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  karadu  
muradu  indri [  missing letter-  ka -] - not  rough ; karadu  muradu-  rough ;  indri-  
without .

polished [ E]  has the composition pa-la- sa - the-  and the meaning of the word is  
palichchida-  polished / shiny . 

teres  has the composition - the- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  pattu 
pondra [missing letter-  pa -]  -  silky . 

rounded [E]   has the composition- Ra  -an -the -the -and the meaning of the word is 
vattamaana  ondru [  missing letter-  ka -] -  a rounded one . 

smooth [E]  has the composition -[-sa -] -ma- the- and the meaning of the word is  
methu methunnu - soft .

elegant[E]   has the composition - la- ka- an -the- and the meaning of the word is 
kaana  azhakudaiya - beautiful  to  see;  kaana -  to  see;  azhaku -  beauty  .

fine[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
menmaiyaana- soft. 

fine[E]  has the consonants –  pa- an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thandam / thanda panam  [ missing  letter- the -] –penalty  .
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fine[E]  has the consonants –  pa- an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thooimanathu [ missing  letter- the -]  -  pure.

fine[E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nunniya  / anu -  very  small/micros .

fine[E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -an –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nanku [ missing  letter- ka-]  – good. 

terga dare : to flee, retreat, run away. 

tergo   has the composition -the -Ra- ka -  and the meaningof the word is   uyirai  
kaakka   virainthu  oada-  to run fast  to save life ;  uyir -  life;  kaakka-  to safeguard ;    
virainthu-  fastly;  oda -  to run . 

tergeo tergo tersi tersum : to wipe, scour, clean 

tergo   has the composition- the -Ra- ka-   and the meaning of the word is  thudaiththu
erika- to wipe and throw ; thudiakka-  to wipe ;  erika-  throw .

tergo   has the composition- the -Ra- ka-   and the meaning of the word is  mayirai  
koathi  viduka -  to  comb  the  hair  /scour ;  mayir-  hair;  koathi vidu-  to  comb. 

tergo   has the composition- the -Ra- ka-   and the meaning of the word is   kariyaei  
neeekiduka/ thudaiththu erika  -  to  clear the stain ;  karai-  stain.   

wipe[E]  has the composition- va -[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
thudaikka[  missing letter-  the -] - to wipe ;  peiyei   thudikka;  pei-  shit.  
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wipe[E]  has the composition- va -[-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is thuvatta  
[  missing letter-  the -] - to wipe.

scour[E]   has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  urasuka-  
rub. 

tergiversatio : backwardness, reluctance, evasion. 

tergiversatio  has the composition  -the -Ra- ka- va- Ra -[-sa-]- the -and the meaning of
the word is  virupaththirkku  ethiraana [ missing letter -pa-] - unwillingness.

tergiversatio  has the composition  -the -Ra- ka- va- Ra -[-sa-]- the -and the meaning of
the word is  maruppu  therivaikka vaendum [ missing letter -pa-] - to say no .

tergiversatio  has the composition  -the -Ra- ka- va- Ra -[-sa-]- the -and the meaning of
the word is   munnaeetra  kuraivu - no progress ; munnaetram- progresss ;  kuraivu ; 
less.

tergum : skin, hide 

tergum  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  
mirukaththin  thole [ missing letter- la -];  the leather  ;  mirukam-  animal;  thole-  skin
.

tergum  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -ma -  and the meaning  of the word is  
moodi marikka -  to  hide . 

skin[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an -and the original Tamil  word is konku -  
external  skin .
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tergum : back, rear. 

tergum  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -ma - and the meaning  of the word is   pura 
muthuku-[ missing letter- pa-]   back.  

tergum  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -ma - and the meaning  of the word is  
muthuku  puramaaka[ missing letter-  pa -] - back side  .

rear [E]  has the composition Ra- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  maru  puram 
[  missing letter- pa-] - other side .

back [E] has the composition- [- pa-] - ka- and the  original tamil  word is ven- back  . 

back [E] has the composition- pa- ka- and the  original tamil  word is   uppaakkam- 
back . 

back [E] has the composition- pa- ka- and the meaning of the word is   poraku 
[  missing letter-  Ra -] -  back ;   sooththu  pakkam[  missing letter-  sa -and- the -]  -  
buttocks ;  sooththu-  buttock  ; pakkam-  side. 

termes : a tree branch (especially olive). 

termes has the compositin- the-ma- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the  word is     
kodaram -  punar  [  missing letters- pa- and-   ka -] – tree branch ;  kodaram- tree ; 
punar-  branch .   

branch [E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra- an -[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  word  mara
panar -  tree branch .
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terminatio : termination, determination, setting of boundaries. 

terminatio  has the composition -the -Ra- ma- an -   and the meaning of the word is  
uruthiyaana  manathu - strong mind.

termino : restrict, define, close, set a limit to. 

termino has the composition -the -Ra -ma -an -and the meaning of the word is  
nerunki / arukae   vara vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] - to come close.

terminus : a boundary mark, limit, end, border. 

terminus  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of theword is 
varaiyarukkapatta   oru   paathai   mudiyum  idam [  missing letters-  pa- and -ka -] -  
the  end of an assigned   path way ;  varaiyarukka patta- allotted   ;  paathai- path way; 
mudiyum idam-  the  end place .   

terminus  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of theword is 
iruppu   paathai   mudinthidum  oru  idam  [  missing letter -pa -]-  the place where the
railway  line ends ;  iruppu paathai-  railway  line  ;  muninthidum idam-  the end palce.

terminus  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of theword is 
paerunthu  nirkkum idam [ missing letter- pa -] -  bus stop ;  paer unthu-  bus ;   
nirkkum-  stopping ;  idam- palce. 

terminus  has the composition- the- Ra- ma -an -[-sa-]- and the meaning of theword is 
iru  naattukku  idaiaye  aana   /  iru  naattaiyum  pirikkum /   varaiarukka-  patta   koadu
[ missing letters- pa- and- ka  -] -  the boundry  line  in between  two  countries;  iru-  
two;  naadu-  state;  idaiyae -  in between;   varaiarukka patta -  assigned;   koadu- line.
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tero trivi tritum : to rub, wear out. 

trivi  has the composition -the- Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is  mana  chorvu  
kondu[  missing letter- sa-]  - mentally  tired / exhausted ;  chorvu-  tiredness ; maanm-
mind. 

trivi  has the composition -the- Ra- va -and the meaning of the word is   marunthai   
nandraaka   thaeithiduka -  to  rub the  drug   properly ;  maruthu -  drug;  
thaethiduka-  to rub 

terra : earth, ground, land, country, soil. 

teraa  has the composition -the- Ra -and the meaning of the word is    mun tharai - soil
/floor / earth/ground.

earth[E]  has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is   mun tharai-   
land/ ground. 

earth[E]  has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is   kotharai  
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  earth .

earth[E]  has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is   matharppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – earth . 

earth[E]  has the consonants- Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is   vasuntharai- 
[ missing  letters-  ka -and -sa-] - earth.
  
soil[E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nilam- land   .
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soil[E]  has the consonants  -sa- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   asalai- 
land. 

soil[E]  has the consonants  -sa- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  sem mun 
nilam -  red soil land ;  semmai- red; nilam- land;  mun- soil. 

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
manal-   sand .

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is vilai 
nilam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- farm land .

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   uzhai
mun-  saline soil . 

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  seval-
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  red soil 

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
azhukku [ missing  letter- ka-] - dirt.

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
kazhivu [ missing  letter- ka-] - excreta.

soil[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
kalankam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  - stain /tarnish .

soil[E]  has the consonants  sa- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   maasu 
ulla-   polluted .

soil[E]  has the consonants  - sa- la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   pachchai
pullu  [ missing  letter-pa-] - green  grass; pachchai- green;  pullu- grass. 
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soil[E]  has the consonants  [- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  pozhil 
[ missing  letter-pa-]- place/ land/ earth .

ground[E]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra - an- the  - and the original Tamil word   
kattaaan -tharai/ karattaan tharai  -  rocky  floor. 

land[E]   has the consonants -la –an- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
thundu  nilam- piece of land ;  thundu- piece;  nilam- land. 

*****terreo : to frighten, terrify, scare away, deter. 

terreo  has the composition- the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   aratta -  to  
induce fear .

terreo  has the composition- the- Ra - -and the meaning of the word is  peethi  
uruvaakida [  missing letters-  ka- and -  pa -] -
  to frighten.  

terrify [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra – [- pa -]- and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   arattu – terrify .

terrify [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra – [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is   achchu -uruththa  [missing  letter- sa-]  -to frighten .

terrify [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra - pa - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
perum  peethiyaei  [ ethiriyin manathir ] uruvaakka vaendum-  [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
to terrify the enemy ;  peethi- fear;  uruvaakku- create .

frighten[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- the- an – and the original Tamil  word is  
peethi  uruvaakka  vaendum –to create fear  .
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frighten[E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaiono is 
payam[Skt]  uruththa  vaendum -  frighten .

frighten[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaion
is  achhcu -uruththa  vaendum[ missing  letter- sa-]   -to frighten .

frighten[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaion
is  aratta  vaendum- to frighten.

frighten[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaion
is  miratta  vaendum- to frighten.

frighten[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaion
is  pampu mathiri   seerida vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-] - to frighten .

frighten[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- the- an – and the other interpretaion
is  thunukkutru -  frightened.

terror : fright, fear, terror. 

terror  has the composition -the -Ra- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is  paer aratti  [
missing  letter- pa-] – big fear ; paer- big;   aratti-dread .

fear[E]    has  the composition -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   pari- fear. 

fear[E]    has  the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   murai – 
fear. 

 fear[E]    has  the composition -pa- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   perum  
payam [Skt] -  panic ; perum-  big; payam-  fear. 
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fear[E]    has  the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  soor  
[ missing  letter- sa-]   - fear .

fear[E]    has  the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is   mirai  
-fear. 

fear[E]    has  the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  uru / 
urum   - fear. 

fear[E]    has  the composition –[- pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  theru 
[ missing  letter- the -] - fear .

fear[E]    has  the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  karippu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – fear. 

fear[E]    has  the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pakir 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – fear.

fear[E]    has  the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   pirakkam- 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – fear.

fear[E]  has  the composition – pa-- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  pirappu-fear.  

tersus : clean, neat, correct. 

tersus has the composition - the- Ra-[- sa-]  and the meaning of the  word  is  
thooimaiura -  to  clean  . 

tersus has the composition - the- Ra- sa-  and the meaning of the  word  is  sonnathu  
sarithan  - well said ;  sonnathu-  said;  sarithan-  right/correct .
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tersus has the composition - the- Ra- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the  word  is  
thiruththu- correct[ v]  .

neat [E]  has the consonants -an- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thooimaiyaanathu - neat .

neat [E]  has the consonants -an- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
naerththiyaanathu [ missing  letter- Ra-] - elegant .

neat [E]  has the consonants -an- the -  and the other interpretion is   
suththamaanathu [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]- neat .

correct  [E] has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka- the -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
thiruththi   tharuka- to correct. 

tertius : third. 

tertius has the composition- the- Ra -the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
moondraam  idam -   third place ;  moondraam-  third;  idam-  place ;  moondraam  
tharam-  third grade;  moondraam thaaram-  third wife .

testimonium : proof, evidence, witness, indication. 

testmonium  has the composition - the- sa- the- ma -an –and the original Tamil  word 
is  saandru  thara  vaendum [ missing letters-  Ra- and- ka -] -  to give evidence ;  
sandru- evidence. 

                            Remember ka= va;  va= ka.
Remember  the significance of the letters – pa- and- sa -. 
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testis : one who gives evidence, witness, spectator / testicle. 

testis  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -the -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vithai   kottai  [ missing  letter- ka-] -   seed ;  vithai- seed.  

testis  has the consonants - the -[- sa-]  -the - sa--and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   saandru  tharuka [ missing  letters-  Ra- and- ka-]  - to give witness .

testis  has the composition -the- sa- the- sa-  and the meaning of  the word is  
kandathaiyum   kaettathaiyum   saatchchi  yamaaka[Skt]  / saandraaka   neethi [Skt] / 
sitta  mandraththil   solla/koora   vanthavar   [  missing letters-  ka - la -and -Ra -] -the 
one who gives witness;  kamdathu –what is  seen ;  kaettathu- what is heard;  saandru 
–evidence; sittam- justice; sollu- tell. 

testicle  has the composition -the- sa- the -ka -la - and the meaning of the word is  aan
makanin   thodai kalukidaeyae     thongum  sooddaana  vithaikal / kottaikal[  missing 
letters ka -Ra- and -la -] - the hanging  hot  seeds of a man in between his thighs;  aan 
makn- male;  thodai- thigh ; thongum- hanging;  ssodaana- hot; kottaikal- seeds. 

                                Tamil -  a Sudra basha .

                             Remember  ka=  va;  va=  ka  .

        Greece [-ka -Ra –[-sa-] = Yavanar/Tamil  [ Greek people] .

        Greece [-ka -Ra –sa-] = Soanakar/Tamil  [ Greek people] .

     
         Egyptian  hieroglyphic  word -idr [ stitch /stitching ] 
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idr has the consonants - the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thuni  neither-  to 
weave a cloth;  thuni- cloth;  neither –weave. 

idr has the consonants - the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is    thuni pinnuthar 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to sew a cloth; pinnuthar -sew . 

idr has the consonants - the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   thuni thaeithther - 
to stitch a cloth ; thaeithther- stitching .

                         Egyptian  hieroglyphic word  -sd [cloth].

sd has the consonants –[- sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word is thuni- cloth.
            
sd has the consonants –[- sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word aadai – dress.

sd has the consonants –[- sa-]- the -and the original Tamil word pattu aadai / pattu 
thuni[ missing letter-pa-]-silk material/ silk dress.

texo : to weave, twine together, plait, construct, build. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  sa- and the meaning of the word is   nesavu   
neithiduka-  weave  [cloth]  .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  koadakam
-  cloth. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kottadi-  
saree. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
yaedakam-  a kind of cloth .
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texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is vadakam-  
out fit. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  koadi-  
white cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is vattam-  
dress.
 
texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kandaanki – cotton   saree . 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kaandam- 
a  cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thokku- 
cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kiththaan-
rough cloth of jute .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kappadam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  clothe.

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kat 
-paadaam -[ missing  letter- pa-] -   the colorful  cloth  spread over the face of the 
elephant.  

texo  has the composition- the- ka-   sa- and the meaning of the word is    kachchai  
kattu -  wear the  jacket  .  .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-   [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is    pattakam 
[  missing  letter- pa-] [ missing  letter- pa-] - cloth .
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cotton[E]   has the consonants-  ka- the –an- and the original Tamil  word is  kandaanki
– cotton. 

dress [E]   has the consonants  the Ra- sa  and the original Tamil  word is  sitraadai- 
small dress / half saree /skirt .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   vattu  
udai-  cloth tied around the waist  and reaching down  the knee. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kadi  
vettu- cloth tied around the waist  and reaching down  the knee. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  noor  
nootriduka/ sutruka   [ missing  letter - Ra -] - to spin the  thread  ;   noor- thread ;  
nootriduka- spinning  ;  sutruka- rotate .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kai   thari [
kathar]  aadai / thuni  neithiduka[ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  hand loom  woven cloth  ;  kai
thari-  hand loom ;  aadai- dress;  thuni –cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   thuni   
neika- weave  cloth ;  thuni- cloth;  neika- weave . 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   thuni  
moottuka- to weave/ to stitch .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aadai  
thaikka-  stitch the clothe  ;udai- clothe.

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kai  raattai
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- hand spinning wheel .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   paavu   
poduka–[ missing  letter- pa-] . 
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texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thaevaanku- a kind  of dress. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   paedakam
–[ missing  letter- pa-]- a kind of cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   padanku –
[ missing  letter- pa-]-dress. 
 
texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thunna  
kaaran [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - tailor.  

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thunikku  
saayam  iduka  - to color the cloth ;  saayma- colour ;  iduka- apply  .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   thaiththa  
thuniyaei  madiththu   vaikka  vaendum -  to fold the stitched clothes orderly ; madi- 
fold.

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  sa- and the meaning of the word is   vaetti  thuni  /
mundu  neika-  weave  dhothi  ;   vaetti- dhothi ;  thuni- cloth; neika- weave . 

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thuni   
thaiththiduka-   stitch  the cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  sattai  
thaikka  vaendum – to stitch  a shirt;  sattai- shirt .

texo  has the composition- the- ka-  [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is paavaadai 
sattai   thaikka  vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-] - to stitch  skirt  and blouse;  paavaadai- 
skirt. . 
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texo  has the composition- the- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  kai / uoosi   
kondu  thuni  pinna   vaedum[ missing  letter- pa-]  – to make   hand woven  cloth ;  
uoosi- needle ;  kai- hand ;  pinna- weave 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   paai   
mudainthiduka   [missing  letter- pa-] -  mat weaving   ;  paai- mat.
.
texo has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is kaada  thuni
yaei  neiyya  vaendum -  to weave  rough cotton  cloth ; kaada thuni-   rough  kaada 
thuni / cotton  cloth;  neiyya -  to weave. 

texo has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   vanna  
vanna  pattu  sattai  thuni   /ven pattu  vaetti  thuni  neithida  vaendum[ missing  
letter- pa-]  - to weave  silk cloth/ dhothi  /shirt  ; ven  pattu  -  white silk . 

texo has the composition- the- ka- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  pattu   
pudavai  neithda  vaendum[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to weave silk saree;   pattu –silk; 
pudavai- saree. 

texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is  kaanji  pattu  
pudavai -  the silk saree from the city of Kaanji [Tamil Nadu ] .

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is   udukka  
udai  vaedum -  need of cloth to wear;  udaukka- to wear ; padukka/ kidakka   paai 
vaedum[missing  letter- pa-].
  
texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  udukkai -  
dress. 

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  aadai  
kattuka- iduka – to dress .

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  uduththiya  
aadaiyae   thuvaiththu  kattuka- wash the clothe  before using it again ;  thuvakka- 
wash.
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texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is   panchchu  
undai yaei   thiriththu  noor  aakkuka [ missing  letters-Ra –pa- and -sa -] – twist to 
make thread from cotton balls [ ; panchu –cotton;  undai- ball;  thrikka- twist  to make 
thread .

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  thuni  kadai
-  cloth  shop ;  thuni  kadai thvanka vaendum- to start a clothe shop . 

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aadai akam-
clothes  shop .

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   pattu  
muddaasu  thuni  katta  vaendum  - to wear a silk  turban ;  mudaasu- turban . 

texo has the composition- the- ka-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  pina  paadai
thookka / thukka  veettukku   kodi  thuni vaendum -  to have  a  white  cotton cloth  for
the funeral ritual ;   pinam –dead body ;  kodi  thuni- funeral white cloth .

texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is   thuni  
neithidum  senkunthar / senkunthan  kudi  inam  [saathi][ Skt] [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  
the weaving  caste  – senkunthar .

texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is    thuni  
neithidum / nesavu  neiyim – sowraastirar kudi  inam [ missing  letter- Ra -] - ; the 
weaving  caste -  sowraastirar. 

texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is  thuni  
neithidum / nesavu  neiyim  - Daevaankar  /Daevaanka  setti maar[ missing  letter- Ra 
-]  - the weaving  caste- Daevaankar.   

texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is  thuni  
neithidum / nesavu  neiyim - komutti setti maar [ missing  letter- Ra -] - the weaving  
caste komutti setti maar.
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texo has the composition- the- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is  thuni  
neithidum / nesavu  neiyim –kori kudiyinar - the weaving  caste  kori kudiyinar.

texo  has the composition- the- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   sadai  
pinniduka   [ missing  letter- pa-]- plaiting the hair .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is   mudi  
seevuka-   to comb the hair. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   katta  
vaendum- to build.  

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kattidam 
kattuka-  to build a building ;  kattidam-building ;  kattuka- build. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  veedu 
kattuka- to build a house; veedu- house.   

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  mun 
kudisai  veedu kattuka-  to build a hut;  kudisai- hut. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   keeththu  
veedu  kattuka- to build a thatched house  with reed ;  keeththu- reed. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is kottai   
veedu kattuka- to build a castle;  kottai- castle  .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  padaku    
kattuka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to build a boat ;  padaku- boat. 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kattu – 
wear. 
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texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kandai- 
small piece of cloth .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kappadam-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  clothes/ rags .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kandam-  
multicolored curtain .

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   kandam - 
coat of mail . 

texo  has the composition- the- ka- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kooththu 
kattuka -  to enact a play.  

warp[E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -pa -and the original Tamil  word is  noor paavu  
-warp. 

thread [E]  has the consonants -the –Ra- the and the original Tamil  word  /meaning is 
raattaiyir  noor  nootridu -   make the thread from the hand wheel ;  raattai- hand 
wheel ;  nor-  thread. 

*****texo : the main verb for weaving of cloth. 

texo  has the composition -the -ka –[- sa-] - and the meaningof the word is   kaada   
thuni   yaei  kai kondu   neiyya  vaendum -  to weave the kaada  cloth with hand  ;  
kaada thuni-  kaada cloth ;   kai kondu-  with hands ; neiyya  -  to weave. 

.

.
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textilis : woven fabric, piece of cloth. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thuvaalam -  cloth.

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  ko- thoolam
- cloth .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   thukoolam 
- fine silk .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is    thukil -  
fine  cloth. 
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   thuvaalai- 
towel  .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  kai  thari  
thuni  vakaikal  [ missing  letter-  Ra-]- – hand loom dress materials; kai thari-  hand 
loom . 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   vellai 
vanna   mael  kaadaa thuni   aadai -  white outer garment;  vellai- white;  vannam- 
color;  mael -  outer;  aadai- dress ;  kaada thuni- rough cotton cloth . 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   ezhavam   
nool  aadai / thuni -  cotton cloth ;  ezhavam- cotton;  nool- thread; aadai- clothe ;  
thuni- cloth.

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  ven pattu  
nool  aadai[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  white  silk  clothe ;  ven – white;  part-  silk ;  nool- 
thread;aadai- dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is    kampali  
nool  aadai  /thuni [missing letter-pa-]-  woolen clothe/ cloth ;  kampali –wool .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   kai yaal  
uoosi  nool  kondu  thaiththa  aadai  [missing letter- sa-]-  hand  made / stitched clothe
;  kai –hand;  uoosi- needle; nool- thread. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thunikal /   
thuni manikal -  dress materials and  jewels.

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  veluththa 
adai –washed cloth .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   kalaintha  
aadi-  used clothe.
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   kizhintha 
aadai-  torn cloth .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   kaliyaana/ 
mana vizhaa   aadai- marriage  dress;  kaliyaanam- marriage.  

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   
kuzhanthai / kuttikalukkaana  / mathalaikalin  aadai-  chidren’s  dress;  kuzhanthai- 
child;  mathalai- child. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  aaanklin  
ulladai/ mael  aadai -  men’s dress . 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  penkalin  
ullaadai-[ miisng  letter- pa-]  women’s  inner dress .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  poo  
vaelaipaadu  / kalai nunukkamm  konda  azhakaana  adai – a beautiful  dress  with   
embroidery  flower work   ; poo- flower;  azhaku- beautiful  .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  
mikuthiyaana / kollai  vilai konda aadai- costly  dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is   vilai  
malivu ulla aadai- cheap clothe .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  kanthal 
aadai –torn clothe. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation  is  koadai 
kaalaththu / veyil  kaalaththu  aaadai- summer dress. 
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  mazhai / 
thanuppu  kalaththu  aadai-[ missing  letter- pa-]- winter dress. thanuppu- cold.

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  vizhaa  kaala
aadai- festival dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thai  
Ponkal  /thai thinkal  puthaandu /  vizhaa   kondaatta  puthiya   aadai [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- the new dress for the celebration of Pongal  festival / new year  celebration;   
ponkal- harvest festival;  thai- - Tamil month ;  puthiya aadndu- new year;  vizhaa-  
festival;  puthiya- new;  aadai- dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  theepa vali  [
thee  vazhi  paadu- vizhaa  ]  pandikai[Skt]  kondatta  aadai –the dress for Deepavali 
festival .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thaiyal 
akaththil  / kadaiyil  /ankaadi   thaiththitta  aadai -  the clothe  stitched in the  tailor’s 
shop ;  thaiyal-  stitch;  kadai- shop ; aadai- dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   yaanthillaal 
/  yanthillanukkaana  aadai -  dress for  youth ; yanthillaan- young man;  yaanthilaal- 
young women .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  
kaalaththirkku  yaetra aadai [ missing  letter-  Ra -] –trendy dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  vanna  
vanna  aadaikal -  colorful clothes ;  vannam- color; aadai- dress. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  vaelai 
idaththil  aninthidum aadaikal – the dress for the work spot / formal dress;  vaelai 
idam- work spot  ; aninthidum –wearing .  
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  veettil 
aninthidum aadaikal – the house dress ;  veedu- house. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  aadaikalin 
ulakam -  big shop for dress  materials ;  ulkam-  world. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  kuliyal  
aadai-  swimming / bath dress .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  kaalai / 
maalai vaelikalil  aninthidum aadaikal-  evening dress ;  kaalai- morning;  maalai- 
evening. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  theettu 
kaalaththil  aninthidum  ullaadai- napkin for women during mensus;  theettu kaalam- 
menstrual period.  

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  mulai  
katchchai / mulai  moodikal  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  bra;  mulai- breast;  katchchai-  
dress.   

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is ull naattil  
neithitta  aadaikal -  locally made dress .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is veli nattin 
vaankiya aadaikal-  dress brought from foregin  countries. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  
Thamilakaththu  aadaikal-  the clothes from Tamil Nadu .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  ezhavu  
veettukkaana  aadai  / vellai kodi  thuni -  the funeral dress; kodi  thuni – dress 
material  to cover the  dead body  . 
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   vellai  
vaetti-  white  dhoti . 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   
aankalukkaana  mundukal[Malayalam]  -  dhoti .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  muzhu kai 
sattai-  full hand shirt;  muzhu –full;  kai- hand;  sattai- shirt. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  aankal  
thollil  aninthidum thundukal- towels .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  kuliyal  
thundu -  bath towel. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   ilam  
penkalukkaana  kuttai  paavadaikal [ missing  letter- pa-] –  short  skirt  for girls ;  
kuttai- short ;  pavaadai- skirt. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  ialm 
penkalukkaana  thavani  thunikal missing  letter- pa-] –   half  sarees  for girls. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  ravikkai  
thunikal  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – blouse/ soeli   materials for women  ;  ravikkai- 
blouse. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  lank-kodu – 
man;s  loin cloth .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   keel udai-  
man’s loin cloth;  keel- below ;  udai- dress.
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cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   
penkalukkuaana   seelai  thuni  vakaikal [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] – sarees  for 
women  ; seelai- saree.

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  
aanklukkaana  lunki  aadaikal/ kaili   thunikal  -  lunki/ kaili .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thuvaththa  
aaadaikal-  washed clothes.

 cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thaeththa  
aadaikal/ udaikal/ thunikal  – ironed clothes. 

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is  thalaiyil  
kattum  mundaasu  thuni -  turban cloth .

cloth[E]  has the consonants  -ka- la- the -and the  other interpretation is   kathalikai-  
flag  cloth. 

texilis  has the composition-  the  -ka- [-sa-]- la- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  
kai yaal [  uoosi   noolaal ]   neitha   vellai  vanna kaada thuni   / thundu  thuni -  the 
hand made white  kaada  cloth;  kai-  hand;  neitha-  to weave ;  vellai  vannam-  white 
color;  kaada  thuni-  kaada cloth;  thundu  thuni-  piece of cloth . 

texilis  has the composition-  the  -ka-sa- la- [-sa-]- and the meaning of the word is  -  
semmariaattu   tholil   irunthu  uriya-  patta  mayirai  kondu / Tamil  mozhi   paesum  
kaikolar   senguntha  muthaliyaaraal / Souraastira  mozhi paesum   pattu  nool   
kaarar/ kathtiyawaar  makkal /  kai  kondu   kai  thari  maedaiyil   neithitta  / naesuvu  
neitha / paruththi  thuni /   kampali  thuni / pattu  thuni/ kaanchci vara pattu  
[  missing letters- pa -and- Ra -] -  the hand  -loom   made    cotton /   woolen/silk  
cloth ;   semmariaadu -  sheep;  thole-  skin;  mayir-  hair; kai- hand  ;   paruththi-  
cotton ;  kampali  - wollen;  thuni- cloth;  pattu-  silk  .
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texilis  has the composition-  the  -ka-sa-la-sa-and the meaning of the word is   kai  
kondu uoosi  noolaal / kaikolaal    thaichcha mael  muzhu kai   sattai /  muzhu  kaal 
sattai  /  ull- aadai -  the hand made full shirt /  full pant /  inner wear  ;   kai- hand;  
uoosi-  needle;  nool-  thread; thaichcha-  stitched;  mael sattai-  shirt;  muzhu kai-  full
arm;  kaal sattai-  pant ; ull aadai-  inner wear .

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- the - and the interpretation  of the  word is  
pattikai [ missing  letter- pa-]- waist  coat / bra .

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  sa –ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  iduppu  
kachchai [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  waist coat;  iduppu-  hip;  kachchai- dress.  

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
paavaadai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  full  skirt . 

petti coat [E]   has the consonants  -pa- the -ka -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  
ut- paavaadai  - inner skirt. 

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kuttai  
pavadai-[ missing  letter- pa-]-half skirt. 

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  
kandaanki  pudavai- [ missing  letter- pa-]- cotton saree ; kandaanki- cotton; pudavai- 
saree.

jacket[E]  has the consonants- -sa -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kandaanki  
seelai [missing  letter- la-] – cotton saree. 

jacket[E]  has the consonants- -sa -ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kai  sattai-  
full hand shirt .

jacket[E]  has the consonants-  sa –ka- the - and the original Tamil  word kaada thuni  
kachchai- cotton clothe ;   kaada thuni- rough cotton cloth; kachchai- dress. 
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skirt [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
mutti  kaar varai  moodum  paavaadai [missing  letter- pa-] - half skirt covering up to 
the knee joint ;  muttimkaar - knee joint;  moodum –covering; paavaadai- skirt. 

skirt [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kanu kaar  varai  moodiya paavaadai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  full  skirt covering up to 
the ankle; kanu kaar- ankle; varai -up to; moodiya –covering; paavaadai- skirt. 

skirt [E]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
koorai  pudavai [ missing  letter- pa-] - marriage saree/ silk saree. 

blouse[E]   has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -va- sa –and the original Tamil  word is  
penkal  aniyum  mulai kachchai -  bra;  mulai- breast;  kachchai- dress.  

shirt[ E]  has the consonanst - sa -Ra -the –and the original tamil  word is  kai thari  
sattai [ missing  leter- ka-]  – hand loom shirt; kaithari- hand loom; sattai- shirt. 

panties [E]   has the consonants – pa- an- the-[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is   
pee thuni / pochchu – sanitary  cloth;  pee- faces; pochchu- anus ; thuni-cloth. 

panties [E]   has the consonants – pa- an- the-[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  
theetu  thuni / pochhcu  thuni – sanitary napkin ;  theettu-  mensus;  pochchu- vagina;
thuni-cloth .

panties [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- the- sa-and the original Tamil word is  
satti  thuni- jocks;  satti- under wear.  

shorts[E]  has the consonants-  sa- Ra -the –[- sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is   
sitraadai- small dress. 

jocks[E]   has the consonants – sa- ka -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  kuttai  aadai- 
shorts;  kuttai- short ; adai- dress.
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brazier[E]  has the consonants - pa-  Ra- [- sa-]  Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
thana porai urai [ missing  letter- the -] -  cover for the  breast;  thana porai- breast;  
urai- covering. 

trouser [E]   has the consonants- the- Ra  -va- sa-Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  
siriya / uyaram  kuraivaana  kaar  sattai -  shorts ;  siriya-  small ;  uyaram kuraivu - 
short ;  kaar sattai- pants .

gloves[E]  has the consonants - ka- la -va- [- sa-]  -and the original  Tamil  word is  
kaalakam-  gloves. 

saree [E]   has the consonants  -sa – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  seerai-  saree.

dress[E]  has the consonants – the- Ra- [- sa-]  -and the  interpretation of the word is  
parattayam [ missing  letter- pa-] –close fitting  drawers. 

        Egyptian hieroglyphic  word – dAiw [ loin cloth] .

dAiw  has the consonants- the -va -and the original Tamil  word is  koavana   thuni / 
udukkai - -  loin cloth .

textor textrix : weaver.  

weaver [E]   has the consonats - va -va -Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kaaru  kan  -weaver. 

weaver [E]   has the consonats - va -va -Ra -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
neikiravar -  weaver. 

textor has the composition- the- ka -sa-the- Ra -and the meaning  of  the word is  
kaithari  thuni /  nesavu   neikindravar -  hand loom  weavers ;  neikidraavr –weavers.
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textor has the composition- the- ka -sa-the- Ra -and the meaning  of  the word is  kai 
thari  thuni / naesavu   neikiravar -  neikira  sengunthar  /  kathiyavaar/ Thaevaankar  / 
saathi  sanam -  the Sengunthar  caste  /  Kathiya war people/ Thaevaankar / Thanti / 
kori   people  who  made  hand made clothes ;  kaithari  thuni-  hand loom  cloth ;  
naesavu-  weaving;  naeikiravar-  one who  does weaving.   
 
Sengunthar  has the composition - [-sa-]  -an- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  Thiru  Murugan-in   mainthar  -  the sons of lord  Murugan  .  

Sengunthar  has the composition - [-sa-]  -an- ka- the- Ra - and the meaning of the 
word is  kaithari   thuni  neikiraavr -  hand loom weaver .

Kaikolar  has the composition- ka- ka-  la - Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kaiyil  
kole ullavar -  one who has the  kaikole  in the hands ;  kaikole-  loom  shuttle . 

Kaikolar  has the composition- ka- ka-  la - Ra -and the meaning of the word is  kaithari
nesavaalar [  missing letter - sa-]  hand loom weaver .

Kaikolar  has the composition- ka- ka-  la - Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kaiyil   
vaal / vael    ullaavr- one who  has the sword/ spear  in the hands;  vaal-  / vael -  
sword/ spear. 

Kaikolar  has the composition- ka- ka-  la - Ra -and the meaning of the word is  vaelan -
Muruganin  vazhi  vanthor -  the decendents  of lord Murugn . 

Kathiyawar  has the composition -ka-the - va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is   kai
thari  thuni / kaada thuni  neikiraavr-  one who  makes  kaada cloth - hand loom 
weaver .    

Kori  has the composition- ka- Ra -and the meaning of the word is   kaada  thuni/ kai 
thari   thuni  neikiravar  [  missing letter- the -] - one who  weaves kaada cloth . 

Daevaankar  has the composition- the- va -an -ka- Ra - and the meaning of the word is
kaada thuni / kaithari  thuni  neikiraavr -  one who  weaves kaada cloth/ hand loom  
cloth  . 
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Tanti   has the composition-  the -an- the-  and the meaning of the word is kai thari  
thuni  nei kiravar  [  missing letters-  ka- and- Ra -] -  hand loom weaver .

textus : woven cloth, web. 

textus  has the composition- the- ka -sa- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
kai kondu  neitha -  naesavu  neitha -   kaadaa thuni -  the woven  kaadaa cloth ;  
neitha -  woven ;  thuni -  cloth ;  kaada thuni- rough cloth / cotton cloth .

textus  has the composition- the- ka -sa- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is  ettu-
kaal  silanthi  pochchi   pinniya  azhukudaiya  valai [ missing letters-  pa- and- la -] -  the
beautiful  web made by the eight legged spider ;  ettu kaal-  eight legged;   silanthi-  
spider;  poochchi-  insect;  pinniya-  woven ;  azhudaiya -  beautiful;  valai-  net / web .

web [E]  has the consonants - va -pa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  valai 
pinnu [ missing  letter- la-]  - make a web.

web [E]  has the consonants - va –[- pa-] - -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
savvu [ missing  letter- sa-] – web. 

 web [E]  has the consonants - va -pa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
pinniya   valai  [ missing  letter- la-] – net.

 web [E]  has the consonants - va –[- pa--]  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
meen  valai [ missing  letter- la-] -   fish net . 

web [E]  has the consonants - va -pa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  ettu 
kaal  pochchi  pinniya valai - silanthi valai  [ missing  letters- the -la  -and- sa-]  - spiders
web;  silanthi- spider  ;  valai web;  ettu kaal- eight legged;  poochchi- insect  .
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web [E]  has the consonants - va -pa- -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
pinniya / neitha   kaada  thuni  aadai [ missing  letter- the-] -  woven cotton fabric ;  
neitha- woven ; kaada - cotton;  thuni- cloth;  aadai- dress. 

web page[E]  has the consonants - va- [-pa-]  -pa- ka-  and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is valai  pakkam [ missing  letter- la-] - web page;  valai web;  pakkam- page.  

web site[E]  has the consonants - va- [-pa-] - [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil word / 
meaning is valai thalam [ missing  letter-la-] - web site; valai- web;  thalam-  site  .

 net  [E]   has the consonants - an –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kanni kattu 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  net .

thalassinus : sea-green. 

thalasa-  has the composition - the- la -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   kadal  [
missing letter-  ka -] -  sea.

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- sa  -  and the meaning of the word 
is  kadalin  neela/ pachchai   vannam [  missing letter- ka -] -  the  blue/ green color of 
the sea;   kadal-  sea;  neelam-  blue;l;  pachchai-  green;  vannam-  color. 

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning of the 
word is senk-kadal  [  missing letter-  ka-] -  red sea;  semmai-  red;  kadal-  sea .

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la – [-sa-] -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning of 
the word is karunkadal [  missing leteter- ka -Ra -]  - black  sea ;  karumai-  black;   
kadal-  sea .

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning of the 
word is uppu  neer   konda   kadal   vaazh uyiranankal   vazhaa   iyaalaatha   saavu  
kadal [ missing letters-  ka -pa -and- Ra-]-   the  salty  water of the   dead sea where  
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life is not possible  ;  uppu  neer-  salt water;  kadal  vaazh  uyirnankla-   sea livings;    
vaazha iyalaatha  -  can not live;  saavu  kadal- dead sea ;  saavu-  dead .

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - [-sa -]-an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning  of 
the word is  nadu  tharai   kadal  [  missing letters- ka -and -Ra  -]- Mediterranean  sea. 

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - [-sa -]-an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning  of 
the word is  “Thirai   kadal   [  nadu  tharai   kadal] oaadiyum thiraviyam  thaeda  
vaendum”[  missing letters-  ka -and- Ra -] - Awaiyaar -in Aaththi  soodi -  39 .

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning  of the 
word is   senkadalukku  sivappu  vannamum  /  karumkadalukku   karu  vannmum   
tharuvathu -  kadal vaazh  uyiranankalaana     kadal  paasi  in   niramae  
aakum[  missing letters   ka- and - pa- and- Ra -] - the colors of the black sea and red 
sea  are   because of  the colors  of the alage ;  kadal paasi-  alage . 

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning  of the 
word is  paarkadalil [  paal  veliyil]     palli   kondu irukkum  Aathi  Siva Perumaan 
[  [  missing letters   ka- and - pa- and- Ra -]-  lord Siva in the primoprdial  ocean  of 
milk /  miky  way ;  paar kadal-   ocean of milk ;    paal veli-  milky  way  . 

thalasainus   has the composition-  the- la - sa -an- [-sa-]   -  and the meaning  of the 
word is  neela  kadualukku  neela  vannam     tharavathu   vaanin  neela  niramae 
-yakum/   vaanamaeyaakum [  missing letters-  ka -and  -Ra -]  -  the blue  color of the  
sea  is because of the blue color of the sky . 

theatrum : theater. 

theatrum  has the composition  the-the - Ra -ma-and the meaning of the word is    
thirai/ naadaka   aranka maedai-  missing  letter- ka-]-  stage;  naadakam- drama.

theatrum  has the composition  the-the - Ra -ma-
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and the meaning of the word is  theru  kooththu  nadai    perum   veethi  mukanai  /  
idam/ muchchanthi  [  missingletters-  ka -and -pa -]  - the  street corner where street 
play  is  done ;  theru  kooththu-  street  play ;  veethi  mukanai-  street corner ;  
muchchanthi-  the place wherr three roads  join .

*****theca : case, envelope, covering. 

theca  has the composition- the- ka -and  the meaning of the word is  koodu -  case/ 
nest .

theca  has the composition- the- ka -and  the meaning of the word is  otttiya 
kaditham- envelope  /sealed letter  . 

thema : subject, topic, theme. 

thema   has the composition- the- ma- and the meaning of the word is  pada thittam 
[ missing letter- pa -] -  syllabus .

topic [E]  has the composition- the- pa- ka - and the meaning is nadaththa/ padikka    
vaendiya  vakuppu   paadam-  class lesson  to be read ;  vakuppu-  class;  padikka -  to 
read;  paadam-  lesson .

topic [E]  has the composition- the- pa- ka - and the meaning is  aaivu- kkuriya  
paadam / paada karuththu [  missing letter-Ra -] - the lesson/ message  to be  
researched ;   aaivu -  research ;   paadam-  message; karuththu-  concept  /idea  
/topic. 

topic[ E]   has the composition- the- pa- ka - and the meaning is vivaatha  / padikka  
vaendiya    paadam -  the lesson to be discussed ;  vivaatham-  discussion ;   padikka  
-read;  paadam- lesson . 
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subject  [E] has the composition-[- sa-] - pa- sa-ka -the- and the meaning of the word 
is  vivaatham / aaivu   seiya  koodiya /  seiya   pada  vaendiya/ paesa  vaendiya   
paadam -  the topic / lesson  to be discussed  / researched. 

subject  [E] has the composition-[- sa-] - pa- [- sa-] -ka -the- and the meaning of the 
word is   padikka  vaendiya  paadam -  the subject  to be studied;  padikka-  to  study;  
paadam-  subject . 

theologus : theologian. 

theologus   has the consonants –the- la- ka- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is   
Sivanai /Kaaliyaei  /  kadavulai  /aandavanai / thaeivaththai / daevanai  / thaeduthal/ 
naaduthal – seeking the god ;  aandavan –god; naaduthal –seek.

 
thermae : warm springs, warm baths. 

thermae  has the composition -the- Ra -ma -and the meaning of the word is   
kothikkum  neer uootru  [  missing letter-  ka -] -   hot  water spring ;  kothikka-  to  
boil;  neer uootru -  water  spring. 

bath  [E]  has the  consonants –[- pa -] –the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
neeraadu   [ missing  letter- Ra -]- bath .
bath  [E]  has the  consonants – pa -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kulithiduka / kulipaattuka [ missing  letters- ka –and- la-]- bath; kulithhtidu ; kai / kaal /
mukam/ udalai / thanni kondu  kazhuvidu  . 

bath  [E]  has the  consonants – [- pa-]  -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
thalai  kuli [ missing  letters- ka- and- la -] - to take head bath;  thalai- head; kuli- to 
take bath .
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bath  [E]  has the  consonants – pa -the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
manjanam poosidu [ missing  letter- sa-] – to bath  by  applying  turmeric ;  manja-  
turmeric; poosidu- apply / soap .

thesaurus : treasure, horde / store-room, treasury. 

treasury[ E]   has the consonants - the- Ra- sa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   thirai saeri - treasury .

thesaurus   has the composition -the -[-sa-] - Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is 
mannirkku   adiyae   kidantha   kaasu  panam  -  money  found below the ground 
[  missing letter-  ka -and -pa ] ;  mun-  ground;  adiyae-  below;   kaasu panam-   
money  .

thesaurus   has the composition -the -[-sa-] - Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is   
thattu   muttu    samaanai   vaiththidum   arai  / paran[  misising letters-  pa - and - ka-]
-  store room/ loft ;  thatu  muttu  saamaan-  household articles;   vaiththidum-  
keeping;  arai-  room;  paran- loft . 

thesaurus   has the composition -the -[-sa-] - Ra -sa -and the meaning of the word is 
kaasu  panaththai   paththiramaaka   paathu  kaaththu  vaikkum  arasu   kattidam/ 
kidanku  [  missing letters- pa- and- ka -] ;  treasury ;  kaasu panam- money ;   
paththitam-  safe; pathu  kaaththu -  protected ;  arasu - government ;  kattidam- 
building ;  kidanku -  godown .

thesaurus   has the composition -the -[-sa-] - Ra -sa-and the meaning of the word is 
perum /siru  paravai   koottam [  missing letter -pa-] -  big /small  crowd / flock ;  periya
-  big;  siriya-  small;  koottam-  crowd ; paravai -  bird .
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thesis : proposition, thesis. 

thesis   has the composition- the- sa--[-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is  
vivaathikka   pada  vaendiya /  aaraaichchi   seithida vaendiya   oru  puthiya   seithi  / 
nar seithi /  karuththu / katturai /ennam/  visayam [ missing letters- ka - pa and- Ra -] -
a  new thought  to be  discussed and  researched  ;  puthiya-  new;  katturai-  article;  
vivaatham-  discussion;  araaichchi-  research .

  thesis   has the composition- the- sa -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  puthiya 
ennam/ sinthanai   [  missing letter-  pa-] -  new thoughts/ message  ;  puthiya- new/  
novel;  ennam-  thoughts;  sinthanai- thoughts .
   
  thesis   has the composition- the- sa -[-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   aaivu  
seiya  pada  vaendiya  puthiya   ennam / sinthanai [  missing letters-  pa- and- ka -] - a  
novel  thought to be researched ;  aaivu-  research ;  puthiya- novel;  ennam-  thought.

thesis  [E]   has the consonants - the -sa –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  seithi-
news.

thesis  [E]   has the consonants - the -sa –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
puthiya seithi [ missing letter-pa-]-new news.

hypothesis [E]  has the consoants - ka - pa - the –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word 
is  koat paadu-  concept / hypothesis. 

hypothesis [E]  has the consoants - ka -pa - the –[- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is
edu  koal -  hypothesis .

                    English  word  - balcony .

balcony  has the consonants  [-pa-] - la -ka –an- and the original Tamil  word is  
kanna  saalai [ missing  letter- sa-]- balcony .  
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                     English  word-  palmyra .

palmyra  has the consonants  - pa -la –ma- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  karum
pul [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  - palmyra ;  panai  mara  oalai -  palmyra leaf .

                            English  word –scar. 

scar  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  karuppu-   
scar /black  .

                     English  word  -villain 

villain has the consonants  -va- la- an- and the original Tamil  word is  kallan-  wicked
person. 

thorax : breastplate 

 thorax   has the composition- the- Ra- ka -sa -and the meaning of the word is   kuruthi
aka  pai  -  yaeiyim / iruthayam  erandu    nurai  eeralaiyim [  kaatru  adaiththa   pai ]  
paathu  kaakum  uruthiyaana   nenju  enpu  koodu [  missing letters-  pa- and- la -] -  
the  bony  chest  which   protects   the heart  and the lungs ;   kuruthi  aka pai -  heart; 
erandu-  two;   nurai eeral- lungs;  kaatru  adaiththa   pai-  lungs;   paathu kaakka-  safe
guard;  nenju koodu-  chest/   box ;  enpu- bone. 

thymbra : the herb savory. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
varudakam-  [missing  letter- the-] - herb .
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herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   vasiram
[ missing  letter- sa-] – herb .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
karasam-  a herb .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
vasikaram[ missing  letter- sa-] - a herb.

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  sikaram-
[ missing  letter- sa-] - a herb. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
herchchi [  missing  letter- sa-] – herb [ siru vazhuthalai] .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   karu 
manjarai [  missing  letter- sa-]  - a herb .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   kevari- 
a kind of herb [ vellai  kaakknaan- kodi ] .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kooranam – a kind  of herb  [ koadaka saalai poondu ] .

 herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kukkuram- a herb[ koadaka saalai mpoondu] .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- pa-  and the original Tamil  word is  kaar poaki- a
herb[ poondu ]. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- pa--  and the original Tamil  word is  
kubaerakam-  a herb [ sinnipoodu ] . 
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herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   kuda 
karam  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  a herb [ vaeli  paruththi ] .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    
kaththtriyam[ missing  letter-  the -] -  a herb [ aadu thinnaa  paalai] .

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kantha 
kaari-[ missing  letter-  the -]-  a herb. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
karudan--[ missing  letter-  the -]-    a kind of herbal  plant. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
karanthai -[ missing  letter-  the -]-  - a herb. 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kukkuram- a herb[ koadaka saalai mpoondu] 

herb[E]   has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-  pa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  kari  
mulli [ missing  letter- la-] - a herb .

thymbra    has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumana  mara  pattai-  cinnamon ;  narumanam-  aroma-tic ;  maram-  tree;  pattai-  
bark . 

thymbra    has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
narumanm tharum  poondu -  galic  .

thymbra    has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-]- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
maanam  tharum   sompu [  missing letter-  sa-] -  aromatic fennel  seeds / ani seeds.

thymbra    has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-]- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
narumanam   tharum  inji [  missing leteter- sa-] -  jinger -  inji .
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 thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
naru manam  tharum   kiraampu[   missing letter- ka -]  -  aromatic  clove . 

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
narumanam tharum    perum kaayam[  missing letter-  ka -] -  aromatic  asofitedia  .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
narumanam  tharum venthaiyam[  missing letter-  ka -]  - fenu  greek seed .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam   tharum  kaduku [  missing letter-  ka -] -  aromatic  mustard  ;  kaduku- 
mustard. 

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma-pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam   tharum /veesum pachchai   /sinna venkaayam [  missing letters-  ka- and
- sa-] -  small onion  .
 
thymbra  has the composition- the - ma-[- pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam  tharum  nalla /   pachchai  / yaelakkaai -  aromatic   black  / green  
cardamom [  missing letters-  la- and- ka -]  ;  yaelakkai-   cardamom; pachchai -  green 
.

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
narumanam  tharum/veesum    kodi  milaku -  yayitru  upaathaikkaana  marunthu    
[  missing letters-  ka -and -la -]  - aromatic pepper-  the drug  for  gastero-  in testinal   
discomfort   ;  kodi-  creeper;  milaku- pepper ;  vayiru - stomach ;  upaathai-  
discomfort . 

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
samayalukku  narumanam  tharum  kari  vaeppu ilai [  missing letters-  ka -and- la -] -  
aromatic    cooking curry  leaves ;  samayal-  cooking ;  kari  vaeppu ilai-  curry  leaf .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
samayalukku  narumanam/ vaasanai    tharum  / veesum  koththa malli   ilai /  vithai -  
coriander   leaf  /seed [  missing letters-  sa-  ka and- la-]  ;  koththamalli-  coriander .   
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thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa-- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam   tharum/ veesum   pachchai   milakaai   [  missing letters-  sa-  ka and- la-]
-  green chilly  .
 
- thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam/ kaaramudiya    tharum  kaaintha   sivappu   milakaai [  missing letters-  ka
- la- and- sa-] - dried  red chilly;  kaaintha -  dried;  sivappu-  red;  milakaai-  chilly ;  
kaaram-   spicy .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam  tharum   omam -   aromatic   carom  seeds/ thymol.  

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
naru  manam  tharum  karun- seerakam[  missing letters-  ka - and -sa-  ]-  aromatic 
black  cumin .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is 
vayitru  upaathai yaei  neekkum      narumanam   tharum   sukku  [ missing  letters-  sa 
-and -ka -] -  aromatic   dried  ginger for gasrero  in testinal  discomforts -  sukku ;  
vayitru  upaathai-  gasterintestinal  dis comforts   . 

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam   tharum  moondru  kadukam -  sukku /  milkau  / thippili -  maa 
marunthu  [  missing letters- la-  ka - and - sa-]  -   thiri  kadukam  [S] ;  marunthu-  
medicine .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanm  tharum   kasa  kasa [  missing letters-  ka- and -sa-] -  poppy  seeds .

thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- [-pa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
narumanam   tharum / vesum / kodukkum   saathikaai [  missing letters-  ka -and - sa- ]
- aromatic   nutmeg . 
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thymbra  has the composition- the - ma- pa- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  
irumalai  pokkum   narumanam   tharum    thippili [  missing letters - ka - - la -] - long  
pepper  for cough relief ;  irumal-  cough;  thippli- long pepper.    

timidus : fearful, timid. 

timidus   has the composition - the- ma -the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is    
manam   peethi [ payam/Skt ]   adaiya  / -  fearful  mind  ;  peethi –fear;   payam-  fear; 
manam-  mind. 

timid[E]   has the consonants - the- ma- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
achcham - mudaiya  manathu [ missing letter- sa-] - fearful mind .

timid[E]   has the consonants - the- ma- the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
mara - thanam / thaeriyam [Skt]  indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  without courage .

timor : fear, dread, object causing fear. 

timor  has the composition - the- ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   mana  
aratti – fear. 

timor  has the composition - the- ma- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   peethi   
utra  manathu  [ missing letter- pa-] - fearful  mind ; peethi- fear; manathu -mind.
  
dread[E]  has the consonants- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word  aratti - 
dread. 

                   Egyptian hieroglyphic word – tn [ this] .

tn has the consonants – the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  intha -  this. 
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titulus : label, title, placard. 

titulus  has the composition -the - the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
thalaippu  / thaliyaaya    seithi [  missing letter- pa-] - head news ;  seithi-   news;  
thalai-  head. 

titulus  has the composition -the - the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
paadaththin  thalaippu [  missing letter -pa-]  -  the title of the lesson;  paadam- 
lesson;  thalaippu-  title. 

titulus  has the composition -the - the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  
ezhuththu / seithi  palakai  -  writing   board/ notice  board;   ezhutha-  write;  palakai- 
board;  seithi-  message .  

titulus  has the composition -the - the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  solla  
vantha   ennaththai    thannkidum / thooki   pidikkum   pathaakai - thattikal [ missing 
letters- ka- and- pa -] -  hoarding/placard   ;  solla vantha  ennam-  the idea to be 
expressed;  thookki pidikkum-  to hold above;  pathaakai- placard;  thatti- board.  

titulus  has the composition -the - the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is  kaalam -
kaalamaaka / vazhi   vazhiyaaka    vazhanki   varum   oruvarudaiya  kudampa  / 
arasarudaiya / maanarudaiya   vili  paeyar  / patta  paeyar [  missing letters- Ra- pa- 
and -ka -]  - the family  name - title/  the title of a king ; -kaalam- kaalamaaka -  for a 
long time;  vazhi vazhiyakka- for generations to gether;  kudupam- family ;   arasar-  
king;  vili  paeyar-  the name  by which  to call some one ; patta paeyar- title.  

tolero : to tolerate, bear, endure, sustain. 

tolero  hasthe composition- the- la-Ra -  and the meaning of the word is   ethaiyum   
thaanki   kolkira  uruthiyaana   manathu  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] -  have a 
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strong  mind to  bear  anything ;  ethaiyum-  any thing;  thaanka-  to  bear;   
uruthiyaana -  strong ;  manathu-  mind. 

                   English phrase-  to go afer .

to go afer has the consonants  -the- ka- pa- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is 
pin thodarnthu  poaka – to  go afer. 

              English   phrase - to make in to  ball.

to make in to  ball-  has the consonants – the- ma- ka an- the –pa- la –and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is pindiththal vaendum – to make  in to ball. 

                   English  phrase  -to be caught .

to be caught   has the consonants-  the- -pa- ka -the – and the original tamil  word / 
meaning  is   idam  koduththida ; pidi koduththida – to be caught. 

                       English  word –  to garble.

to garble   has the consonants  -the -ka –Ra- pa- la –and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning  is  puratti kooruthal – dostort. 

                           English word – to chew. 

to chew  has the consonants-  the- sa –va- and the original Tamil  word is savattu – 
to chew;  men-niduka . 
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tonsor : barbar. 

tonsar  has the composition -the- an-[-sa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
naavithar  [ missing  letter- ka-] – barber. 

tonsar  has the composition -the- an-[-sa-] - Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
mudi vettukindravar [ missing  letter- ka-]- one who cuts hair;  mudi- hair;   vettu - cut. 

tonsar  has the composition -the- an-sa- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is    mayirai
vetti  muka   savaram   seiyum / saraikkum [Skt]   naavithan [  missing letter-  ka -]  -  
the barber;  mayir-  hair;  vettu-  to cut;  mukam-  face;  savaram-  shave;  seiyum-  
doing;  naavithan-  barber. 

barber[E]   has the consonants-  - pa- -Ra- [ -pa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
pariyaari  - barber. 

barber[E]   has the consonants-  - [- pa-] - -Ra- [ -pa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is mayir  vinaignar [ missing  letter- ka-]-barber. 

barber[E]   has the consonants-  pa -Ra- [ -pa-]  -Ra - and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  pari kaari  [missing  letter- ka-]-  barber .

barber[E]   has the consonants-  -pa- -Ra- [ -pa-]  -Ra - and the interpreetaion is   mayir
malippavar [ missing  letters- ka- and -la-] - one who shaves the hair.
. 
barber[E]   has the consonants-  [ -pa-]  -Ra- [ -pa-]  -Ra - and the other interpreetaion 
is  mayirai  saraikkiravar [Skt]  [ missing  letters-  sa -and -ka -] -  one who shaves the 
hair. 

torqueo : to twist, curl, rack, torture, torment, distort, test. 
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torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is  
parisoththikka  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] -  to  test .

torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is   
murukkiduka  - to twist. 

torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is thirikka-  
to  twist;   kayiru  thirikka -  to  make coir . 

torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is   thiriththu
kooruka - say with  distortion ;  thiriththu-  distort;  kooruka- to  tell.  

torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is   
thunpuruththuka  [  missing letter- pa -] -  to torture /  to make suffer . 

torque  has the composition- the- Ra-  ka -  and the meaning of the word is  nirkka  
koodiya   adukkukal  pala konda  mara  petti /  mara koodu  / alamaari [  missing letter-
la -and - pa-] -   muti  level /  free  standing  wooden   rack  -  almirah  ;   nirkkum-  
standing  /  pal adukku-  multi level;  mara  petti-  wooden box;  koodu-  chest ;  
alamaari-  almirah . 

test[E]  has the consonants  -the- sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
sothanai  seithidu- test .

torture[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is thunpuruththuka  [ missing  letters- pa -and -ka -] – to make suffer. 

 torrens : rushing, seething, burning, parched / a torrent. 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
virainithidu  / vaekamaaka   oadi  vara [  missing letter- ka -] -  rushing / running  
quickly . 
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torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
methuvaaka nadanthu  vara [  missing letters-  ka -] [  antonym]   walking slowly ; 
methuvaaka -  slowly;  nadanthu  vara -  come by walk .

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
kotti  theerththa  vaan / adai  mazhai [  missing letters-  ka-  and - zha -]  -  heavy  
down pour ;  vaan-  sky;  mazhi-  rain ;  adai mazhi-  heavy  shower . 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
vidaathu   peithitta    ippasai   maasa  adai  mazhiyaal   Caveri  aatril  /Tigris  river /  
Thaamira parani   aatril / vaikai aatril /  kankai  aatril   vellam  perukkaeduththu  oada [
misising letters- ka- pa- and- la- ]  heavy  down pour   causing flood in the rivers  Caveri
/  Thamiraparani /  Ganges;   vida ththu  peitha   adai mazhai-  heavy  down pour; 
Caveri  aatru  thaanani  - Tigris  River;  vellam-  flood;  perukkaeduththu oada-  over 
flowing . 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is   neer 
sotta sotta -  trickling of water ;  neer-  water;  sottu-  drop. 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
nirodai-  stream .

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
thanneer -  water .

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
neer indri / thaneer indri - without water/    dehydrated ;  neer -  water;  indri-  
without. 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
aatru  neer -  river water .
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torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
thooimaiyaana  neer -  pure water .
torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
varandu  poachchu   [ missing letters-  pa-  and- ka-] -] [  antonym] -  dried . 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
madai   thiranthathu   poandru     thanni / neer/  peerittu  varukindrathu [  missing 
letters-  ka and- pa -] -   water is coming as if  gushing  /surging  from the dam ;    
madai -  dam;  thirantha- open;   thanni-  water; ner-  water;  peerittu  - surging  ;  vara
-  to come.

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is   
patri  eriyum  neruppu [  missing letter-  pa-] - flaming / burning/ on fire .

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
erikindra  thee [ missing letter- ka -]  -  burning  fire ;  thee -  fire;  eriya -  burning . 

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is   
neeru  pooththa  neruppu [  misising letter- pa-] [  antonym] -  burnt out  fire .

torrens  has the composition- the- Ra- an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of  the word is  
patri eriyum  thee yaei   thanneer  uootri   paravaama  ananithiduka [  missing letter- 
ka -] -[  antonym ] -  to put off  the burning  fire   by  pouring water  so that  it would 
not spread;  patri  eriyum-  burning;   thee-  fire ;  paravaama-  stop  spreading;   
thaneer -  watwer;  uootra-  to  pour; anaithiduka-  to put off  .

                      English phrase – to pass through.

to pass through  has the consonants  -the- pa- sa –the- Ra -ka -  and the original 
Tamil  word  is nedum piri viduthar- to pass through. 

                         English  phrase  -to brag about .
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to brag about  has the consonants – the- pa –Ra- ka –and the original  Tamil  word   
thaanae-   thannai    kuriththu -perumai adiththu kondida – to talk high of oneself. 

                    English  word  -to  ascribe .
  to ascribe  has the consonants- to-  [- sa-]- ka –Ra- [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil   
word is   yaerittu kooridu / paesu – to ascribe. 

to ascribe  has the consonants- to-  [- sa-]- ka –Ra- [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil   
word is   maattu erika- to ascribe. 

                  English  word  -to sparkle 

 To sparkle  has the consonants-  the – [-sa-]- pa- Ra –ka- la -and the original Tamil  
word is vittu vittu thee porikal  milirthal / olirthal  -to sparkle. 

               English  word  -to meet. 

To meet   has the consonants  -the- ma- the -  and the original Tamil  word is muttu  -
to meet. 

                 English  phrase- to go  beyond .

To go beyond  has the consonants – the- ka –[-pa-] -an -the  - and the original Tamil  
word is   meethaada vaendum-  to go beyond .

              English  word  -to crown .

To crown  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- va-  an  -and the original  Tamil  word is 
thiru marai oathi pattaththu  mannarukku   makudam  aniviththar  mudi sooduthar  
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vaendum[ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-]   - to crown the king  chanting  holy 
scriptures. 

                        English  phrase- to be close.

to be close has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- ka- la- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  mayankuthal – to be close.

                   English  phrase- to get goose flesh .

to get goose flesh  has the consonants- the- ka- the- ka- sa- [-pa-] -la -sa –and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  mayir   koochcherithal   vaendum [ missing  letter-
Ra -] -  to get goose flesh ;  udampu  muzhukka  pulleriththal vaendum .

                             English  word – to wear. 

to wear has the consonants – the- va -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
poaerthuka- [ missing letter- pa-]   to wear. 

                                 English  word  -  to garb.

to garb  has the consonants-  the- ka- Ra -pa -and the original Tamil  word is  aadai 
kondu   udampai / mukaththai   moodi  marikka / poarththiduka -  to veil with 
cloth / dress.

                       English  word- to drape .

to drape has the consonants-  the –the- Ra -pa – and the original Tamil  word is  
poarththu- to cover. 
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                 English  phrase -to say good bye. 

to say good bye  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]-  ka- the –[-pa-]- and the original 
Tamil  word / meaning  is  vidai kodukka   vaendum –to  give ‘send off’. 

                   English  word – to chisel .

To chisel   has the consonants-  the –[-sa-]  –la-  and the original Tamil  word is  
polithal [ missing  letter- pa-]  – to chisel .

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts  [ unite - two lands ] .

Ts   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is   inaithhtidu-  
unite ;  naattai  inaiththidu-  unite the land  . 
           Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts  [ tie –knot ] .

Ts   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is    mudichchu idu
–make a knot.

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   [weave- cloth] .

Ts   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is thuni nithidu- 
weave a cloth. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   [  speech/ utterance ] 

Ts   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is paesidu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - utter/ speak .
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              Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   [troops]  .

Ts   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is sandai idum / 
poadum  padai [ missing letter- pa-] -  fighting troops. 

             Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   [ phrase/ sentence].

Ts   has the consonants – the-  sa- -and the original Tamil word is sotrodar[ missing  
letter-  Ra -] -  phrase /sentence. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   [sand bank] .

Ts   has the consonants – the-  sa- -and the original Tamil word is mun maedu- 
mound. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  Ts   pri   [fighting] .

Ts pri has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] -pa  Ra- and theorignal Tamil  word is  
poaridu /poar/ sandai  purinthidu  –fight a war . 

totidem : just as many. 

totidem  has the composition - the-  the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   mika  
athika  ennikkai   kondathu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  numerous ;  athikam-  excess ;   
ennikkai-  numbers ;  athika  thokai -  excess amount . 

toties : often, so many times
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toties  has the composition -the -the- [-sa-] -  ansd the meaning of the word is  adikadi
[  missing letter-  ka -] - often .

totus : whole, entire, complete, all. 

totus  has the composition- the- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
moththam-  total.
 
totus  has the composition- the- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  michcham   
meethi  indri  moththamum/ anaiththum [  missing letter-  Ra -]  -  in total.

totus  has the composition- the- the-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  koottiya 
moththam [  missing letter- ka-]  -  sum total .

totus  has the composition- the- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is   moththa   
thokai / kaasu [  missing letter - ka-] -  total  amount . 

totus  has the composition- the- the-[- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
anaiththai-yim   thanthidu-  give   everything ;  anaithum- all;  thanthidu-  to  give .

whole[E]   has the composition- va- la -and the meaning of the word is  avvalavumae/  
muzhmaiyaaka -  whole .

whole[E]   has the composition- va- la -and the  other interpreation is  sakalam  [Skt]
[missing  letter-  sa-]- whole .

whole[E]   has the composition- va- la -and the  other interpreation is  akilam [Skt]  -  
whole. 

all[E]   has the composition- la -  and the meaning of the word is elaam/ ellam-  all .
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all[E]   has the composition- la -  and the meaning of the word is nikilam  [ missing  
letter- ka-] -all .

complete [E]  has the composition -ka- ma- [-pa-] - la- the - and the meaning of the 
word is  muzhuvathumaaka / mutrilumaaka -  completely / entire . 

entire[E]   has the composition- an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
michcham  meethi   indri   anaithum/ moththamum [  misising letter- sa-] in  total .

entire[E]   has the composition- an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is    
ondrariyum  vidaathu  moththamum  [  missing letter- ka -]- in total . 

tracto : to drag, handle / treat, discuss, deal with. 

tracto  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of  the word is tharai 
yodu  thara thara  vena  izhuththu kondu  [ missing letter-  zha-] -  to drag  over the 
floor;  tharai-  floor;  izhukka-  to pull /drag .

tracto  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of  the word is 
nandraaka   kavaniththida  vaendum   -  to look after well /  to deal with .

tracto  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of  the word is  kari  
virunthu  vaiththu-  meat  feast ; kari-  meat;  virunthu-  feast . 

tracto  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -the -  and the meaning of  the word is   
kalanthu  uraiyaadal [  missing letter-  la -]  -  discussion . 

trado tradidi traditum : surrender / hand over / transmit, teach. 
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trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and the meaning of the  word  is  aayutham 
indri  / saranadanthidu  [ missing letter- sa -]-  without weapon /  to surrender . 

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and the meaning of the  word  is  poar 
kalaththil   ethiriyidam  thotru /   ethirppai  kai vittu  /  porida   aayutham indri  
[ udamiyaei  thuranthu ]   adi paninthu  niraayutha  paaniyaaka  /  nirkathhtiyaaka  
mandiyittu  thalai kuninthu    nirkka  [  missing letters- la- pa -and-  ka -] - abandoning  
possession   because of losing the war . 

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and the meaning of the  word  is  
ethiriyidam  mandiyittu  nirkka [  missing letter-  ka -] - to  prostrate before the 
enemy .  

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and the meaning of the  word  is  saerthidu[ 
missing letter-  sa-]  -  to hand over . 

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and  the meaning of the  word  is  katru   
tharuka  [  missing letter- ka-] - teach .

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and  the meaning of the  word  is  thotru   
noei -  communicable disease;   thotru;  noei -  disease . 

trado   has the composition -the -Ra -the -and  the meaning of the  word  is   
theriviththidu -  convey . 

teach  [E]   has the consonants -  the - sa- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
sitchchai – teach.

teach  [E]   has the consonants -  the -  [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  oathuvi  [ missing  letter- ka-] - teach .

teach[E]  has the composition- the-  sa-  and the meaning of the word is  katru  
tharuka [  missing letters- ka -and-  Ra -] - to teach .
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surrender[ E]  has the composition- sa- Ra- an- the -Ra -and the meaning of the word 
is  nam nattu  arasaridam  ethiri  naattu  arasan /  saran -adainthida/ adi  
paninthida[  missing letter- pa- ]  - enemy  surrendering   before  our king;  nam naadu 
-  our country ;  ethiri  - enemy; arasr-  king;  saran  adaiya-surrender;     adi  paniya -  
to  surrender.   

traho traxi tractum : to drag, pull / derive, get. 

traho   has the composition- the- Ra- ka -and the meaning of the word is  kutrvaliyai/ 
thirudanai / ethiriyaei   kaikalaiyum  kaalkalaiyum   kayiru  katti / vilanku  ittu   thara  
tharannu  tharaiyodu  izhuththu  kondu   varavum [  missing letter-  la -] -  drag the 
enemy/ criminal  with hands /legs tied with rope  or shackled;  kutravali-  accused;  
thirdan-  thief ;  ethiri-  enemy;  kakal-  hands;  kaalkal-  legs;  kayiru-  rope; katti -  tied;
thara tharnnu  izhuththu  vara-  to drag. 

traho   has the composition- the- Ra- ka -and the meaning of the word is  thara 
vaendum -  to give;  pera avendum[missing letter- pa -]  -  to get  .  

get [E]  has the composition- ka- the -and the meaning of the word is   vankida  
vaendum -  to  get 

drag  [E]  has the composition- the- Ra- ka -  and the meaning of the word is  thara  
tharannu  tharaiyodu   izhukka [ missing letter- la -] - to  drag  on the floor ;  izhukka-  
to pull;  tharai-  floor.  

trans : (+ acc.) across. 

transacc  has the composition- the- Ra-  an- sa-ka  -  and the meaning of the word is  
oru thikkil/   thisaiyil  / idaththil   irunthu   ethir  thisaikku/ idathirkku    sella[  missing 
letter- la-]  -  to  go  from one side to opposite side . 
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transacc  has the composition- the- Ra-  an- [-sa-]-ka  -  and the meaning of the word 
is  thervin  kurukkae    nadanthu  vara - to walk  across the road . 

transacc  has the composition- the- Ra-  an- sa-ka  -  and the meaning of the word is  
kurukku  santhu -  cross road / cross way .

across [E]  has the composition-  ka-Ra -[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  
kurookae -  across.

across [E]  has the composition-  ka-Ra -[-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  oruvu
-  cross. 

transeo : to go over, pass over, cross over, go past. 

transeo  has the composition -  the- Ra -an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
oridaththil  irunthu   vaeru  oru  idaththirkku  sella [  missing letters-  ka- and -la -] -to 
go from one  side to  another side ;  oridam-  one place;  vaeru  oru idam-  other place;
sela-  to go .

over  has the composition -va- Ra-  and the meaning of the word is    oruvaaraaka   
kanakku  mudiutrthu[ missing letter-  the -]   -  account -  comes to an end  ;  
mudiutrathu-  ended ;  mudiutrathaaka  arivithiduka .

go  past [E]  has the consonants  -ka- pa- [-sa -] -the - and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   kadanthu  poka  vaendum- go past. 

past[E]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] –[- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is   
moothai- past.  

                        English   word  -translate .
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Translate  has the consonants – the- Ra –an- sa- la- the – and the original Tamil  
word  /meaning  is   oru  mazhiyil   solliya  / paesiya  /  ezhuthiya  /  porikkapatta   
karuththai    vaeru  oru  mozhiyil    porul maaraamal  mazhi  maatram  seithal 
vaendum[ missing letters-  pa and ka -]-  to translate a matter from one language   to
another   language   with the same meaning .

transmitto : to send, carry, or convey across. 

transmitto   has the composition- the- Ra- an- sa-ma -the -and the  meaning  of the 
word is  oru  idaththil   irunthu   vaeru  oru  idaththrkku   seithiyaei  / karuththai  
/kaasai / kondu  sella vaendum   [ missing letters-  ka -and- la -] - conveying  news  
from  one  from place to another place ;   oru  idam-   one place ;   vaeru  idam-  
another palce ;  seithi-  news;  kaasu- money ;   karuththu-  thought  ;  kondu  sella-  to
carry . 

send[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -an- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
anupidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  send. 

tredecim : (indecl.) thirteen 

tredecim has the composition- the- Ra -the- ka- ma- and the meaning  of the word is  
enn  paththai  yim   yim  enn   moondrai  -yum  koottinaar  varum   enn - pathi  
moondru  aakum [ missing  letter- pa-] -  addition  of  10 and 3 is equal to 13;  enn- 
numeral;   paththu- ten ; moondru- three;   koottu –add;  pathi mondru -13.   

tredecim has the composition- the- Ra -the- ka- ma- and the meaning  of the word is  
enn  ettaiyum    enn   iyanthai -yum  koottinaar  varum   enn - pathi  moondru  aakum [
missing  letter- pa-] -  addition  of 8  and 5 is equal to 13;  enn- numeral; ettu –eight;  
iynthu  -five;  koottu –add;  pathi mondru -13.  . 
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tredecim has the composition- the- Ra -the- ka- ma- and the meaning  of the word is   
ennikkai  pathi moondru   varai  enna  vaendum [ missing letter-  pa -] -  count  up to  
13;    pathi  moondru-  13;  ennu- count.  

tremo : to tremble, shake, shudder. 

tremo has the composition- the- Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is udar 
nadukkam [missing letter-  ka -] -  trembling body ;  udar- body;  nadukkam-  trembling
.

tremo has the composition- the- Ra -ma -  and the meaning of the word is  tharai  
nadukkam [ missing  letter- ka-] – tremors of the earth ;  tharai- earth;  nadukkam- 
tremors. 

tremble[E]  has the composition- the- Ra -ma- pa- la- and the meaningof the word is  
naadi  narampukal  nadu nadunka [  missing letter-  ka -] - nervousness;  naadi  -  pulse
;  narampu-  nerve; nadu nadunka- trembling . 

shake[E] has the composition -sa- ka- and the meaning  of the word is    asaikka  -  
shake .

shake[E] has the composition –[- sa-] - ka- and the meaning  of the word is   kulunka 
[ missing  letter- la-] – shake. 

trepide : with trepidation, in confusion, 

trepide   has  the composition  -the -Ra-pa-  and the meaning of the  word is   
puriyatha/  puthiraana    ondru -   puzzle  .   
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tres *****tria : three. 

tria  has thre composition- the- Ra- and the meaning of the word is moondru -  three.

*****tribuo : to give out, divide, allot, assign, grant, give, allow. 

tribuo  has the composition- the -Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is piriththu-  to
divide. 

tribuo  has the composition- the -Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  perum  
kodai   tharuka-  [ missing letter- ka -] -  give a  big grant ;  perum-  big;  kodai-  grant;  
tharuka-  give. 

tribuo  has the composition- the -Ra- pa -and the meaning of the word is  thanthu  
paaru-  to give out;  thanthu-  to  give ;  paaru-  to  see. 

tribuo  has the composition- the -Ra- [- pa -] -and the meaning of the word is   
anumathi  thara –admit. 

tricesimus : thirtieth. 

tricesimus has the composition- the- Ra -ka -ma –[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word 
is  moondru  paththu  kondathu  muppathu  aakum [ missing  letter- pa-]-- three tens  
are 30 ;  moondru- three;  paththu- ten;  muppathu -30. 

tricesimus has the composition- the- Ra -ka -ma -sa-and the meaning of the word is    
ennikkai   muppathu   varai   sariyaaka   enna   vaendum[  missing letter-  pa -] -  count 
correctly  up to   30  ;  ennikkai- numbers;  muppathu -  30;  sariyaaka -  correctly ;  
ennu-  to count.  
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*****triduana : lasting three days. 

triduana  has the composition -the- Ra- the -an - and the meaning of the word is 
antha moondru  thinam/ naar  -  theettu -  those three days [ ?menstrual [ theettu]  
days ] ; antha-  those;  moondry-  three;  thinam /naar -  day.

triduana  has the composition -the- Ra- the -an - and the meaning of the word is    
moondru  naar  thodarum -  continue for  three days ;  moondru- three;  naar- day; 
thodarum- continue. 

day[E]  has the consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is   aatchchai  
[missing  letter- sa-] – day. 

day[E]  has the consonant - the -and the interpretation of the word is thinam [Skt]  - 
day . 

triduanus : three days' duration, lasting three days. 

triduanus   has the composition-  the- Ra- the-  an -[-sa-]-  and the  meaning of the 
word is theettu/  thooramaana /  uthiramaana  / ruthu    aana  antha monndru  
thinam-   three  days  of menstrual period ; theettu / thooram/ ruthu [S]  -  menstrual 
period ;  uthiram-  blood ;  antha -  those;  moondru-  three;  thinam-  day .

triduanus   has the composition-  the- Ra- the-  an -sa- and the  meaning of the word is
muthar  murai  sadankkaana   thinam /thaethi  /naeram  -  the day /date/time   of 
menarche ;  muthar murai-  first  time;  sadankaana -   ritualistic ; thinam  day ;  
thaethi-date;  naram-  time  .

triginta : (inedl.) thirty. 
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triginta has the composition- the -Ra -ka- an- the-  and the meaning of the word is  
ennikkai  muppathu   varai   enna    vaendum [ missing letter-  pa -] - count   up to  30  ;
muppathu-  30;   ennu -  count ;  ennikkai- numerals .

tripudio : to leap, jump, dance (as in a religious procession). 

tripudio  had the composition- the- Ra- [ -pa-] - the -and the meaning  of the word is  
uyare  thaanda  vaendum[ missing  letter- ka-]  - to jump up;  thaandu-  jump; uyarae- 
up . 

tripudio  had the composition- the- Ra- [ -pa-] - the -and the meaning  of the word is  
karaka  aattam  aada  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to dance  with the vessel  over 
the head-  called karakam  ; aattam –dance; aadu-  to dance .

tripudio  had the composition- the- Ra- pa- the -and the meaning  of the word is  
Thiraavidarin   paratha  naatiyam aada  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  - to dance 
Dravidian Paratha naatiyam .

tripudio  had the composition- the- Ra- pa- the -and the meaning  of the word is  kovil 
thiru  vizhavin  pothu   thaerottam  veethiyil   thodankum  munnae  thaarai  thappattai
ekkaalm  muzhanka   poikaal kuthirai  ,  karakattam  nyaandi maelam   nadakka  , kovil 
mandapaththil   mokiniattam ,  kathakali ,  paratha nattiyam   ena   thiru  vizha 
mudiyum varai   aattam paattam   kondattam  thaan [ missing letter-  ka- and zha-] ; 
dance  and celebration in a temple festival  .

leap[E]  has the consonants  -la- pa- and theorignal Tamil  word / meaning is  
paaichchal [missing  letter- sa-] – leap. 

 to leap[E]  has the consonants  -la- [- pa-] - and theorignal Tamil  word / meaning is   
thullu - leap. 
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 to leap[E]  has the consonants – the  -la- [- pa-] - and theorignal Tamil  word / 
meaning is  marithal [ missing  letter- Ra -] - to leap.   

 to leap[E]  has the consonants -the- -la- [- pa-] - and theorignal Tamil  word / meaning
is  ukuliththal  [ missing letter- ka-]- to leap / gallop .

jump[ E]   has the consonants-  sa- ma-pa – and the orignal Tamil  word is   simpu -  
jump .

jump[ E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-] - ma-pa – and the orignal Tamil  word is   yembu 
– jump. 

tristis : sad, gloomy, downcast. 

tristis has the composition -the- Ra -sa- the- and  the meaning of  the word is   
theeratha  mana varuththam /   sokam [  missing letter-  ka -] - everlasting  worries ;  
varuththam- worry. .
gloomy [E]  has the composition- ka -la -ma - and the meaning of the word is mana  
kavalai - mental  worries. 

triumphus : triumphal procession, triumph. 

triumphus   has the composition -the- Ra- ma -pa-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word  is  vetri  petru / vetri  adainthu  vittoam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - got won  ;  vetri- 
victory.   

triumphus   has the composition -the- Ra- ma –[-pa-]-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word  is  vetri  uoorvalam [ missing  letters- ka –and- la -] – triumphal  procession – 
vetri- victory; uoor valam- preocession.
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                               English  word – trust .

trust  has the consonants - the -Ra –[-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
thondu mandram – service organization.

trucido : to kill cruelly, slay, butcher, massacre, slaughter. 

trucido  has the composition- the -Ra- ka -the- and the meaning of  the word is   
koduramaaka   kondridu  -  kill cruelly ;  kondridu-  kill;   koduramaaka – cruelly . 

trucido  has the composition- the -Ra- ka -the- and the meaning of  the word is  karai   
kadai  kaarar-  meat  shop  man;   kari- meat ;  kadai- shop. 

trucido  has the composition- the -Ra- ka -the- and the meaning of  the word is  
kasaappu  kadai  kaarar [ missing letter-  sa -and pa-]  -  butcher. 

truculenter : (adv.) wildly, savagely, fiercely, cruelly, roughly 

truculenter   has the composition -  the- Ra- ka- la- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of 
the word is   poar kalaththil  ethiri naattavar  mael   koduramaana   thakkuthal  
nadaththi  avarkalai   kondru  kuviththida   vaendum ;  should make a brutal  attack  on
our enemy  in the battle field [  missing letter- pa -] ;  ethiri-  enemy;  kodura 
thaakkuthal-  brutal attack ;  poar kalam-  batttle field ;  kondru  kuvikka-  to kill. 

truculenter   has the composition -  the- Ra- ka- la- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of 
the word is   kaattu  miraandi  thanamaka    ethiri  nattu makkalin  mael /  poar virarkal
mael   thaakuthal  nadaththa  koodaathu ;  pothu  makkaludaiya  uyirukkum/ 
udaimaikkum  entha vitha maana  saethamum    vilai vikka koodaathu;  karpinikal/  
penkal /  makalir /  vayathanavarkal   /  muthiyor/  siruvarkalukku  entha vithamaana  
achchuraththulum  koodaathu ;    penkali  maan panka  padutha   koodaathu  ;   
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puraathana  sunnankalai  azhiththida  koodaathu  ;  kudikkum neeril  vidam  kalakka 
koodaathu[ missing letters-  pa -and -sa-]  [  antonym ] ; ethics  of  war   .  

truculenter   has the composition -  the- Ra- ka- la- an- the -Ra - and the meaning of 
the word is  naaka rikam  illaatha  kaattu  miraandi   makkal -  savage people . 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word  Tst [  tie a knot ].

Tst has the consonants – the- sa -the -and the original Tamil  word is  mudichchu idu 
– to tie  a knot. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - tit [ amulet] . 

tit has the consonants -the –the- and the  interpretation of the word is  thayaththu-  
amulet. 

tubineus : cone shaped 

tubineus  has the compodition- the- pa- na-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
koombu  vadivamaana   [missing letter-  ka -] - cone shaped  .

cone [E] has the composition- ka- an-and themeanin gof the word is   mukkonam-  
triangle;  konam-  angle .

tui : your yours / I read YOUR letter that said, dear John. 

tui has the composition- the -  and the meaning of the word is unnudaiyathu  -  yours .
English  word  tuft 
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tum : at that time, then / thereupon, in the next place. 

tum  has the composition- the- ma -  and the meaning of the word is  antha naeram  
[ missing letter-  Ra -] - at that time ;  antha-  that;  naeram-  time. 

tum  has the composition- the- ma -  and the meaning of the word is  aduththa  idam -
next  place;  aduththa-  next ;  idam-  place. 

that[E]    has the consonants - the -the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
athu -  than    - that . 

place[E]   has the consonants-  pa -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
pulam-  place. 

place[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -la - sa -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
soozham-  place. 

place[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -la – [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   ill- place. 

place[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -la – [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  uzhi – place.   

place[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   gnaazham – world.  

place[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   naa nilam- earth. 

place[E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  na-nilam-world. 
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place[E]   has the consonants-  pa- -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   paazhi – place. 

place[E]   has the consonants-  pa- -la -[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   panthal [ missing  letter-  the -]- place. 

tumultus : uprising, disturbance, riot, tumult. 

tumultus has the composition- the -ma- la- the- [- sa-] -and the meaning of the word 
is  kalakaththai  thoonda  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to instigate riot;  kalakam- 
riot;  thoonduka- instigate.   

tumultus has the composition- the -ma- la- the- sa-and the meaning of the word is  
arasnaukku   ethiraaka  naattu   makkalin   kandana   ezhuchchi   uoorvalam-  [  missing
letter- ka -and- Ra -]  -uprising   of the people   against  their  king;   arasan- king;  
ethiraana- against;  naadu –state; makkal- people;  kandana  ezhuchchi- up rising ; 
uoor valam- procession. 

tumulus : mound, grave, heap of earth. 

tumulus has the composition- the- ma -la -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the  word is   
manal  maedu-  mound  .

tumulus has the composition- the- ma -la -sa-- and the meaning  of  the  word is   
seththa  pona  manithanain  pinaththai     puththikkum  idam -  idu kaadu/ samaathi 
[Skt]  [  missing letters- ka -and-   pa -]  -  the place  where one will be buried after 
death ; seththu -  die;  pinam- dead body ;  puthaikkum-  burying ;  idam-  place ;  idu 
kaadu- grave yard.
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 mound[E]   has the consonants - ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word is mun 
maedu/ mun thittu - mound.

tunc : then, at that time. 

tunc  has thecompcosition- the- an -ka -and the meaning of the word is  antha  
vaelaiyil  [missing letter- la-] - at that time ;  antha -  that;  vaelai-  time.

turba : uproar, disturbance / mob, crowd, multitude. 

turba has the composition- the -Ra -pa -and the meaning  of the word is  ethirppu-  up
rising .  

turba has the composition- the -Ra -pa -and the meaning  of the word is  arasukku /  
mannanukku  ethiraana   puratchchi -  revolution  against  the  king/government ;  
mannan-  king;  arasu-  government;  ethiraana-  against; puratchchi-  revolution . 

turba has the composition- the -Ra -pa -and the meaning  of the word is  perum  
koottam [  missing letter-  ka -] - big crowd;  perum-  big;  koottam- crowd. 

turba has the composition- the -Ra -pa -and the meaning  of the word is  
upaththiravam[Skt]  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  disturbance .

turba has the composition- the -Ra -pa -and the meaning  of the word is   thontharavu
pannu  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  create disturbance.

disturbance [E]  has the composition- the -sa- the- Ra- pa -an sa- and the meaning of 
the word is upaththiravam / thontharavu  pannu/sei  [  missing letter-  ka -] -  create  
disturbance ;  upaththiravam-  disturbance;  pannu -  make / create .
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turbatus : angered, exasperated / disturbed, restless, troubled. 

turbatus  has the composition- the- Ra- pa- the- sa-and the meaning of the word is 
oruvarai  kopamadaiya  seithu [  missing letter-  ka -]  - make one to get angry ;  
oruvarai- a  person ;  kopam -  anger.  
 
turbatus  has the composition- the- Ra- [- pa-] - the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the 
word is  manam   amaithi   indri -  no peace of mind;  amaithi- peace.

turbatus  has the composition- the- Ra- pa- the- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is
mikuntha   para  parapu  udan [ missing  letter- ka -]  restless;  mikuntha- more ;  para 
parappu- restless.    

turbo, onis : hurricane. tornado, that which spins. 

turbo has the composition- the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning  of the word is  perum  
kaatru[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  tornado  .

turbo has the composition- the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning  of the word is   paei  
kaatru [ missing  letter- ka-] – hurricane.

turbo has the composition- the- Ra -pa -  and the meaning  of the word is  perum  
mazhai  peiya   puyal   kaatru  adikka   [ missing letters-  ka -and- la -] - heavy  shower 
and  hurricane;  perum mazhai-  heavy  shower;  puyal kaatru-  hurricane  .

                            Remember  ka=  va;  va= ka. 
           Remember the significance of the letters – pa and sa -.
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turbo : to disturb, upset, throw into disorder, confuse, 
unsettle. 

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra –[- pa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  murai  
thetri   poka [missing  letter- ka-]  -  disordered. 

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra – pa- -and the meaning of the word is  irukka  
iruppidam  indri  thiriya  [missing  letter- ka-]  - wandering  for want of settlement ;  
iruppidam- residence; thiriya- wander.  

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra – pa- -and the meaning of the word is  perum 
mana vaethanai [ missing  letter- ka-]   - mental  distress;  vaethanai- pain  .

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra -pa -and the meaning of the word is  
upaththiraavm [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]  - disturbance;   thontharavu  [missing letter 
-ka-] - disturbace. 

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra -pa--and the meaning of the wordis  peruththa  
mana  varuththam [ missing letter- ka -] -  big  mental  upset ; peruththa- big; manam- 
mind; varuththam- upset.

turbo  has the composition - the -Ra -pa--and the meaning of the word is   puriyaatha  
puthir/ puthiraana – puzzling .

turpe : a disgrace. 

turpe has the composition -the- Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is  perumai  
indri -  disgrace. 

turpe has the composition -the- Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is   mathippu  
indri -  lack of respect. 
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turpe has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
mariyaathai indri- lack of respect. 

disgrace  [E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  
word is  mathippu uravu  kuraiyum  vithamaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  lack of 
respect .

disgrace  [E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -the  - and the other 
interpretaion is  apa keerththi [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  adaiya -   to disgrace .

disgrace  [E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -the  - and the other 
interpretaion is   keerththi  udaiya [ antonym]  – famous. 

turpis : foul, ugly, disgraceful, morally corrupt. 

corrupt  [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
perum  kaedu  utra /adaintha – damaged. 

turpis has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-] -[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is  
thavaru / thetri  [ missing  letter- ka-] – wrong .

turpis has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-] -[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is    
thur [Skt]   naatram-  bad smell.

turpis has the composition -the- Ra-[- pa-] -[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is  
thooimai  indri- unclean 

turpis has the composition -the- Ra- pa- sa- - and the meaning of the word is sirithum 
maththippu  indri- lack of respect .
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turpis has the composition -the- Ra- [-pa-] - sa-  - and the meaning of the word is   
sirithum  aram mindri- lack of virtuous 

turpis has the composition -the- Ra- pa-[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is 
poethu indri-  lack of beauty ;  pothu- beauty ;  indri- without. 

turpis has the composition -the- Ra- pa-[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is  
paraer indri – not pretty ;  paraer- pretty  .

turpis has the composition -the- Ra-pa-[- sa-]   - and the meaning of the word is   
thappum   thavarmaakavumaaka     [  missing letter-  ka -] -  with mistakes ;   thappu-  
wrong;  thavaru-  mistake.    

turpis has the composition -the- Ra-pa- sa- and the meaning  of the word is  paava  
kaaraiyaththai  naam seithar koodaathu   [ missing letter-  ka -] -  do not commit  any  
sinful acts; paava kaariyam-  sinful act;  seithar koodaathu-  do not do. 

ugly[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is muka  
azhaku illa  - without beauty;  mukam- face;  
azhaku- beauty;  illai- nil.   

ugly[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is muka  
kalai  illaamal - with out facial charm ;  kalai- charm .

ugly[E]  has the consonants-  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is muka 
pozhivu  illaamaal[ missing  letter- pa-] - without facial  charm ;  pozhivu -charm .

ugly [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kankalukku  asinkamaana  / asinkam  ulla   mukam  /  avalachchanamaaka  [Skt]
[ missing  letter- sa-]  - ugly  face ;  kankal- eyes;  asinkam- ugly.  

ugly [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
kankalaal kaana  onnaa  - unsightly;  kankal- eyes;  kaana- see;  onnaa  - can not.   
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tutis : protected, safe, secure. 

tutis  has the composition- the- the -[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is paathu  
kaappudaiyathu    [ missing letters-  pa -and- ka -] -  protected ; paathukaappu-  safe.  

safe[E]   has the consonants –[-  sa -] –pa- and the interpretation  of the word is  
purappu [ missing  letter- Ra -]  –safe. 

safty[E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  paaathu 
kaapu [ missing  letter- ka-]- safty. 

tyrannus : tyrant, absolute ruler.

tyrannus  has the consonants  - the- Ra- an- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  
kodum-koar  mannan [ missing  letter- ka-]- tyrant;  mannan- king. 

tyrannus  has the consonants  - the- Ra- an- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  
adakku  murai  aatchchi  seithidum mannan [ missing  letter- ka-] - dictator;  adaukku –
suppress;  murai- method; aatchchi –rule  ; seithidum- doing;  mannan- king.

tyrannus  has the consonants  - the- Ra- an- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  
murai kaedaana  aatchchi  seithidum mannan – bad ruler. 

tyrannus  has the consonants  - the- Ra- an- [- sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is  
evvitha   neethi [Skt] – yim  /sittam -mum   / naermai yim   indri aatchchi  seithidum   
kodum koar mannan – tyrant ;  sittam- justice;  naermai – honesty ; mannan- king. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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U

*****uberrime : most luxuriantly, most abundantly, most fruitfully. 

uberrime  has the composition -pa- Ra- Ra -ma- and the meaning of the word is   
piramaandamaana [ perum andam]  ondru-[ missing letter -the -] - huge one/ giant 
one . 

ubi : when, as soon as / where in, whereby, whereas. 

upi  has the composition - pa-  and the meaning of the word is eppo -  when . 

upi  has the composition - pa-  and the meaning of the word is
athan padi [  missing letter-  the -]-  by  means of  . 

upi  has the composition - pa-  and the meaning of the word is
pettana [  missing letter-  the -]  - as soon as. 

upi  has the composition - [-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  udanadiyaa 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  immediately .

ulciscor : to take vengeance for, avenge / take vengeance on. 

ulciscor  has the composition - la-  sa - ka -Ra- and the meaning of the word is  poar 
kalaththil  /   mannil   sinthiya  ovvoru   thuili   kuruththikku  kuruthi / raththaththirkku 
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raththam ;  ethiri  naattu   padai  veerarkalai    pidiththu   pazhikku  pali  thara /  
vaankida  vandum [  missing letters-  pa and -the -] -  to  take revenge .

ulciscor  has the composition - la-  sa- ka -Ra- and the meaning of  the word is   ethiri  
naattu   mannanai/ arasanai   pidiththu  thookku  kayitril  thonka vida  vaendum 
[  missing letters- pa and- the -]  -  to  catch the enemy and hang  him to  death . 

ulciscor  has the composition - la-  sa- ka -Ra- and the meaning of  the word is  
kutravaali yaei / thavaru  seithavani / pennai  maan panka paduththivanai     
thirudiyavanai  / kolai kaaranai / kalavu  seithavani /  kolli  adiththavani-    pidiththu  
sattaththin munnae niruththi  siraiyil  ittu   thakka   thandanai  thara 
vaendum[  missing letters-  pa- and- the -] -  to  catch the criminal  and make to  stand 
before the law  and  punish him  by  putting him in the jail . 

 
ulterius : farther, more advanced, more remote. 

ulterius   has the composition- la- the- Ra -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   
nalla  munnaettram  adaintha - well progressed .

ultio ultionis : avenging, punishment, revenge. 

ulitonis    has the composition- la- the - an -[-sa-] - and the  meaning of the word is   
thandanai  ali-  punish. 

ulitonis    has the composition- la- the - an -[-sa-] - and the  meaning of the word is   
pazhi   vaankida -[ missing letters-  pa and - ka -]  

ulitonis    has the composition- la- the - an -[-sa-] - and the  meaning of the word is   
pazhikku   pali  koduththida  / thanthida  vaendum ; pazhi - accusation ;  pali- 
sacrifice .
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ultra : (+ acc.) : farther (than), more (than). 

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   theevira  
vaatha  karuththukalai   kondavar / aatharikkiravar [  missing letter- ka-] - one who  
supports extreme views .  

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   ellai  
kandantha ondru [  missing letter- ka -]   beyond the boundary .

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is 
valakkaththukku  maarana [  missing letter-  the -] -  un usual  

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is tholai  
thooram-  far  away  -  at a long distance .

 ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  kannukku  
ettaatha   thooraththil [  missing letter-  ka -] -   beyond  a distance   which   our eyes 
can not see .  

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  nira maaliyil  
kannukku  theriyaatha    karu  neela/ uoothaa    niram udaiya  ozhi  kathirukku  appaal 
-  ultra violet  rays ; kannukku  theriyaatha-  eyes can not see;    karu neelam-  blue;  
uoothaa-  violet ;  niram-  color;   ozhi-  light ;  kathir-  ray ;  appaal-  beyond . 

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is  manitha  
kannukku  theriyaatha  ozhi  kathir / oli  alaikal [  missing letter - ka -] - the  light/sound
rays  which can not be seen by human  eyes.  

ultra  has the composition - la-  the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kaalaththirkku   yatra   puththam  puthiya / naveena    kalai   azhaku  ulla   aadi/ udai  /
nadai  / uraiyaadal   konda   thotram[  misisngletetrs-  ka- and -pa -]  -  ultra modern ;  
kaalm-  time; puththam puthiya -  ultra  modern  ;  naveena-  novel;   kalai  azhaku -  
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beauty;  aadai-  dress;  udai-  dress; nadai-  style;   uraiyaadal-  conversation ;  
thotram-  appearance. 

umbra : shade, shadow. 

umbra  has the composition- ma- [-pa-] - Ra - and the meaning of the word is  mara  
nizhal [ missing  letter- zha/la  -] - shadow  under a   tree .

shadow [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the –ka- and the original    Tamil  word is  
padakam [ missing  letter- pa-]- shadow .

umerus *****humerus : shoulder, upper arm. 

humerus  has the composition-  ka- ma- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
maer karam /maer  kai   - humerus / upper arm ;  maer-  upper;  kai/  karam-  arm.
 
humerus  has the composition-  ka- ma- Ra- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
munnank- karam-  fore arm. 

arm[E]   has the consonants - Ra -ma-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
karam-arm  .

umquam : ever, at any time. 

umquam has the composition-  ma- ka -ma -and  the meaning of the word is  
ekkaalaththilumaaka   [ missing letter-  la-] - for ever .

ever  [E]  has the consonants - va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
orukka-  ever. 
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 una : (adv.) in one, together. 

 una  has the composition - an - and the meaning of the word is onnaa - to gether; 
onnaaka [ missing  letter- ka-] – together; ondraaka  [ missing  letters- the – Ra- and 
-ka-]-together.   

one  has the consonants  -an- and the original Tamil word / meaning is  onnu- one.

together[E]  has the consonants- the- ka –the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
ondroadu  ondraaka-  to gether. 

*****unde : whence, from where / how, from whom. 

unde  has the composition- an- the - and the meaning of the word is   entha idam-   
which place .

unde  has the composition- an- the - and the meaning of the word is   yaaridam 
irunthu  [ missing letter-Ra-] -  from whom . 

undique : from all sides, everywhere, on all sides, altogether. 

undique  has the composition- an -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  anaivarum
ondraaka [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  altogether .
 
undique  has the composition- an -the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  ananithu  
idankalilum [ missing letter-  la -] - in all places;  ananithu -all;   idam- place. 

universe : generally, in general. 
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universe  has the composition - an- va- Ra- [-sa -]- and the meaning of the word is   
pothuvaana  ondru- [ missing  letter- pa-]  general one. 

universe  has the composition - an- va- Ra- sa - and the meaning of the word is  veku  
saatharamaanathu  [  missing letter-  the -]  -  ordinarily / usually / normally. 

universi : all together. 

universi  has the composition- an- va -Ra- sa-   and themeaning of the wordis 
anaivarum   ondraaka  /  saernthu [  missingletter-  the -]  -  all together. 

universitas : the whole, total, universe, world / university. 

universitas  has the composition  -an- va- Ra -sa -the- sa - and the meaning of the 
word is   pal averu  naadukalil  irunthu  pal averu  mozhi   paesum   pal vaeru  inaththai
saarntha   aan/  pen maanavarkal    pal  veru  kalaikalai  -  kallori   viduthiyil -  
saththiraththuil    thanki /  arivu-iyal / vanaviyal/ kanitham / sariththiram / varalaaru / 
puvi -iyal /  iyal piyal  / uyir- iyal/  vaethi-  iyal/  iyal / vilangu- iyal  /  isai / naadakam / 
mozhi  ilaakkanm -   thuraikalil   meththa  padiththa    arignar  peru  maaklaidam  
naeradiyaaka    maer  padippu  padikka  /  karkka /  aaraichchi  seithida   sellum idame 
pal kalai  kazhakam aakum  [ missing letters-  pa - and-  la -]  -   university  . 

universum : universe, the world. 

universum  has the composition- an -va- Ra- sa- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
kathiravani / suriyanai[Skt]    sutri varum  poomi / mun tharai  [  missing letters- the- 
and - pa -] -  the earth that  revolves  around the sun;  kathiravan-  sun;  sutri  vara-  to 
go  around;  poomi / puvi- earth .
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universum  has the composition- an -va- Ra- sa- ma - and the meaning of the word is  
kathiravan/ suriyan / kathiravanai  sutri  varum  poomi /  vaan nila / Karumaari  thaai  /
Kaanthaari  alias Chandira  /  paal veliyil   ulla  ennatra  nachchththirankal  / vin 
meenkal/   onpathu   kirakankalaana   Puthan-   Mercury / Sukkiran - Venus   / 
Chevvaai-  Mars / Kuru -  Jupitar/  Sani-  Satrun /  Uraenus /  Neptune  / Plato  - aakiya 
aniththum  saernthathae   paer andum  /perum veli   aakum  [  missing letters- pa -  
the - and- la -] - the universe consisting of the sun / moon milky way / stars/ and the 
nine planets . 

universum  has the composition- an -va- Ra- [- sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word
is  piravanjam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  universe. 

universum  has the composition- an -va- Ra- [- sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word
is   parantha  vaanam [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  wide sky .

universum  has the composition- an -va- Ra- [- sa-] - ma - and the meaning of the word
is   vaan parappum   tharai-yim-[ missing  letter- pa-] -   sky  and the earth  .

world[E]   has the consonants-  va- Ra- la- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  urulum
ulaka   urundai -  globe.

world[E]   has the consonants-  va- Ra- la- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin  ulakam  -Dravidian world. 

world[E]   has the consonants-  va- Ra- la- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
pakalavanai   sutri  varum  ulakam / tharai  / poomi/ puvi  panthu [ misising  letters- pa
-and -sa -] - the earth revolving  round  the sun;  pakalavan-  sun;  kathiravan- sun;  
puvi- earth; panthu- ball .

world[E]   has the consonants-  va- Ra- la- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  vaan 
veli / andam/  vin meenkal / maeka kottam  /kaatru / kathiravan/  sutri varum nila / 
tharai / kadal  vaazh uyir inankal   /kattu / vettu  vilankukal /marankal  /thaavarnakal  /
malaikal  / aarukal /  manitharkal  – than- ulakm  aakum -  the world is   comprised  of 
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sky/  universe/ stars/ clouds/ air/ sun  /moon / sea/ sea living creatures / animals/  
trees/ plants/ mountains/ rivers /humen beings .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la- pa-and the original Tamil  word is  poo valaym-  
globe .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la- [- pa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  kolam 
/kole – ball/   world/ planet .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  pa- and the original Tamil  word is  poo ulakam- 
world   /earth .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  nila 
ulkam -  earth .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  nila  
valayam- earth .

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  veli 
ulkam- outer space. 

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
kakolam- sky. 

globe[E]   has the consonants  -ka- la-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  naam  
vaazhum  ulakam – the world where we live;  naam- we; vaazhum- living ; ulkam- 
world .

universus : combined in one, whole, entire. 

universes  has the composition- an- va- Ra-[- sa-]  -[-sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is  oruunk-kinaintha   ondru[  missing letter-   the -] -  combined  one . 
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universes  has the composition- an- va- Ra-[- sa-]  -[-sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is   anaivarum  ondraaka [  missing letter-  the -] -  all together. 

universes  has the composition- an- va- Ra-[- sa-]  -[-sa-]  -and the meaning  of the 
word is   niraivaana /    pari   pooranamaaka  [Skt]  [  missing letter-  pa -] -  whole  / 
entire .

unus : one, only one, at the same time / single, alone. 

unus  has the compositin -an -an  -and the meaning of the word is  onnu - one ;  
onnae  onnu- only  one .

unus  has the compositin -an -an  -and the meaning of the word is  thannam  thaniyaa 
[  missing letter-  the -] -  alone . 

one[E]  has the consonant-   an-  and the original Tamil  word is onnu   [slang]  -one .

urbanus : urban, urbane, pertaining to the city. 

urbanus   has the composition - Ra- pa- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is  nakar 
puram   saarntha  [ missing letters-  ka -and -the -] -  pertaining  to the city . 

*****urbs urbis : city. 

urbs  has the composition - Ra- pa-sa--and the meaning of the word is  puram saeri-  
sub urban .
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urbs  has the composition - Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is  uoor 
puram- town   .

urbs  has the composition - Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is pura nagar  
[ missing letter-  ka -]  -  urban area . 

urbs  has the composition - Ra- pa- [-sa-]  -and the meaning of the word is   nakar 
puram [ missing letter-  ka -]  -  city .

city[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
muttam- village .

city[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
paadi [ missing  letter- pa-] - city. 

city[E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pattu-[ missing  letter- pa-] -village. 

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thotti-  town /  city .

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thondi – harbor city . 

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
thaamam-  city .

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
patti [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  village. 

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pattam [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  – town 
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city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
pathi  [ missing  letter-  pa-]  -town .

city E]   has theconsonants -  sa-the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  paettai
[ missing  letter- pa-] / santhai -  market  near the town ;  santhai- market. 

city E]  has theconsonants -  sa-the-  and the other interpretation  of the word is 
aasitham-[Skt]  city . 

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
patti -thotti [ missing  letter-  pa-]   -  village and  town .

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
padai veedu [ missing  letters-  pa- and -ka -]  - capital  city .

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
naththam-  village .

city E]   ha stheconsonants -  [- sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  ut 
–kidai[ missing  letter- ka-] -  a hamlet in a bigger village. 

capital[E]   has the consonants  -ka- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is   padai  
muthal veedu  [ missing  letters-  pa- and -ka -]  – capital  city. 

town [E]   has the consonants –the- va -an -and theorignal Tamil  word is  thiru  nakar [
aatram karai- yoaram amainthu  irukkum  uoor ][ missing  letter-  Ra -]  – city of wealth
; thiru –wealth;  nakar-  city. 

town [E]   has the consonants –the- va -an -and theorignal Tamil  word is  thankum 
idam-   lodge. 
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uredo : a plant blight. 

uredo  has the compositon - Ra- the - and the meaning of the word is  maram    
karukida  / uyirai  vida [  missing letter- ka -]   -  charred/   death  of plants;  maram-  
tree . 

blight  has the composition - pa- la- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  sedi /  
kodi / kilai /  iali /  thazhai  /  poo/   kaai / kani   aakiyana     vaadi   - kaainthu  - karuki  
azhinthu  / seththu poka -  death of  plant/  creeper/ leaves/  branch/  flower/  fruit;   
kaainthu-  dried;  karuki- charred;  azhinthu- ruined;  seththu-  dead .

usitas : customary, usual. 

usitas  has the composition-  [-sa-] - the- [-sa-] - and the meaning  of  the word is  
nadai  murai  /  saatharanam  [missing  letter- Ra -]  -  usual/ ordinary .

usque : all the way, up (to), even (to). 

usque  has the composition - [- sa-] - ka -and the original tamil  word / meaning is  
vazhi  enkum [ missing  letter- zha-]   -all the way. 

ustilo : to burn (Herimannn, p. 308). 

ustilo  has the composition -  [-sa-] - the- la - and themeaning of the word is  thanal -  
fire ;  thanalai moottu - to make fire /  to burn .

usus : use, experience, skill, advantage. 
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usus  has the composition - [-sa-]- [-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the word is  payan 
[  missing letter-  pa -] -  use. 

usus  has the composition - sa- sa -  and the meaning  of the word is   anupavam 
[ missing letters-  pa- and -ka -] -  experience .

ut : (+ subj.) (result) so that, that. 

ut   has the  consonant - the -and- the interpretation  is  athu  kondu -  so that .

ut : (+ indic.) when, as. 

ut  has the composition- the-  and the meaning of the word is    aeppothu ?[ missing  
letter- pa-] -  when? .

ut : (+ subj.) (command) to, that. 

ut  has the composition  -the- and the meaning of the word is antha -  that .

that  [E]  has the consonants –the- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thaththu  -that . 

uter utrius : either of the two 
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uter  has the composition- the-Ra- and the meaning of the word is  erandil  ondrai  
thaernthu  edu [  missing letter- la-] -  choose  one  of the two ; erandu-  two; ondru- 
one;  thaernthu  edu-  to  choose .

uterque : (gen. utriusque) both, each side, each party. 

uterque   has the composition - the- Ra- ka- and the  meaning of the  word is   erandu  
pakkamum [  missing letter-  pa] -  both side  ;  erandu-  two;  pakkam-  side .

party [E]   has the consonants- pa -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
tharappu- party .

party [E]   has the consonants- pa -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
perum  virunthu [ missing  letter- ka-] – feast .

party [E]   has the consonants- pa -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
perum  panthi-  big feast;  perum- big;  panthi- feast.

party [E]   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -Ra- the  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is thondar-  party  worker.   

utilis : useful, advantageous, helpful. 

utilis  has the composition -the- la -[ -sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
aathaayam   ullathu-  advantageous . 

utilis  has the composition -the- la -[ -sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is payan 
ullathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – useful .
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  utilitas : utility, usefulness. 

utilitas  has the composition- the- la- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
payan  paadu  ullathaaka  [-missing letter-pa-] ;  useful  ;  payan paadu- usefulness  .

utique : at any rate, certainly, at least. 

utique  has the composition  - the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  enna  vilai  
koduthtavathu [ missing letter-  la -] - at any  rate; vilai-  price/ rate .

utique  has the composition  - the- ka -and the meaning of the word is  mudivaaka -  
surely .

utique  has the composition  - the- ka -and the meaning of the word is   ithai yaavathu 
- at least .

 utor uti usus : to use, employ, possess, enjoy / associate with, find. 

employ[E]  has the consonants -ma –[-pa-]- la- and the original interpretation of the 
word is  aalai    amaththu  [ missing letter- the -] -  employ. 

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   urimai  
kondaadu [  missing letter- ka-] -  have power over ;  urimai-  rights .

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   kandariya  
vaendum [  missing letter-  ka -] - to  find out .
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utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   ondrai   
upayokkim/ payan paduththum    murai/ vitham [  missing lettera- pa- and- ka -] -  the 
method of  using ;  upuyokam-  usefulness;  payan paadu-  usefulness. 

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  theera 
aarinthida-  to  find/  to  research /  to  unearth .

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   payan  
tharuvathaana [  missing letter-  pa- and -ka -] - useful . 

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  varum padi 
[ missing letter-  pa -and- ka -]-  profit . 

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  thaevai  karuthi [
missing letter-  ka -] - need based .

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   payan 
paduththa  patta ondru  [ missing letter- pa-] -  used one. 

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   payan 
paduththa pattu  varukira  [  missing letters-  pa-  -and -ka-] -  in use .

utor  has the composition-  the -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   payan 
paduththupavar [  missing letter- pa- and - ka -]  -  user. 

utpote : seeing that, in as much as. 

utpote  has the composition - the- pa -the-and the meaning of the word is  paarththa 
udan  [  missing letter-  Ra -] - on seeing that .
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utroque : to both sides, in both directions / at each point. 

utroque   has the composition -  the- Ra- ka -and the meaning of  the  word is   erandu 
pakkamum [ missing letter- pa-] -  both sides ;  erandu- two; pakkam -side. 

utroque   has the composition -  the- Ra- ka -and the meaning of  the  word is    
vevaeru  thisai  [missing letter -sa-] -  different direction ; vevaeru -different;  thisai- 
direction.

uxor : wife, spouse.

uxor  has the composition - ka –[- sa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  veettu 
kaari  [ missing  letter- the -] -  mistress of the house .

uxor  has the composition - ka –[- sa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  veettu 
kaaran-[ antonym] -   head of the house/ husband  .

uxor  has the composition - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
oruvarudaiya   pendaatti -  thaan  manaivi [  missing letters - pa- and - the -] -  wife ;  
pendaatti-  wife. 

uxor  has the composition - ka -[-sa-] - Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   
kanavarum  manaiviyum  -  husband  and wife ;  kanavar-  husband;  manaivi-  wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants - va- [- pa-]   - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is    
manaivi  - wife ;  kaamuki - lover;  naayaki - heroine.    
   
wife[E]   has the consonants - va- [- pa-]   - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kanaatti  [ missing  letter-  the -] – wife. 

wife[E]   has the consonants - va- [- pa-]   - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
thunaivi [ missing  letter-  the -] - companion .
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wife[E]   has the consonants - va- [- pa-]   - and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Daevi [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -] - goddess/ wife . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

V

vaco : to be free from work, of a master, of property. 

vaco  has the composition -va -ka -and the meaning of the word  is   oaivu  aaka-  rest. 

vaco  has the composition -va -ka -and the meaning of the word  is  oaivu  edukka 
[ missing letter-  the -] -  to take  rest . 

vacuus : empty, devoid of, free from. 

vaccus  has the composition -va- ka- [- sa-] - -and the meanin gofthe word is kaaliyaaka
[  missing letter-  la -] -  empty .

vaccus  has the composition -va- ka- [- sa-] - -and the meaning  of  the word is  vetru  
idamaaka [  missing letters-  the- and- Ra -] - empty  space. 

*****vado : go, hasten, rush. 

vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is   neenkiduka- go .
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vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is yaekidu –go. 

vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is vanthidu  – come  
[antonym] .
  
vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is   vaekamaaka   
oduka-  to  run   fast. 

vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is  vidu  vidunnu   
vaa-   come fast. 

vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is  ottam eduththu  
vaa-  come fast. 

vado  has the composition -va- the -and the meaning of the word is  vidu vidu -nnu- 
po [ missing  letter- pa-]- go fast. 

valde : intensely, very much, extremely, greatly 

valde  has the composition - va- la- the  - and the meaningof the word is   ennikkaiyil  
adanka -  numerous / very much .

valde  has the composition - va- la- the  - and the meaningof the word is   
mikuthiyaana  alavil-  more in quantity ;  mikuthi- excess;  alavu- quantity. 

valens : strong, powerful, healthy / able, worthwhile. 

valens  has the composition - va- la- an- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word  is  
valimaiyaana - strong .
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valens  has the composition - va- la- an- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word  is  
palam [Skt]  / valimai vaaintha [ missing letter-  pa -]  -  strong .

valens  has the composition - va- la- an- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word  is  
udalum ullamum   nalumudan [  missing letter- the -]- healthy  mind  and body . 

able[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning  
ollena- able .

valeo valui valiturus : to be strong, have power, be well. 

valiturus   has  the composition -  va -la- the -Ra -the- -sa-- and the meaning of the 
word is  arasai aalukindra   kandeeram / urimai   vaedum -  to have the power to rule  ;
arasu- government;  aala- rule; kandeeram- power ;urimai – rights. 

valiturus   has  the composition -  va -la- the -Ra -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  valaimai udaiya ondru - a strong one ; valimai- strong.

valiturus   has  the composition -  va -la- the -Ra -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is  naattai   aalum   athikaaram [Skt] /aalumai   seiyum  urimai   vaendum -  to 
have the power to  rule the nation;   aalum -ruling;   athikaaram- power; urimai- 
rights. 

valiturus   has  the composition -  va -la- the -Ra -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the 
word is   nalla udal  nalamum  mana  nalamum   oruvarukku  vandum- one should  
have   good  mental  and physical health; nalla- good;  udal- body ;  naalm- health;  
manam- mind;  oruvarukku- for some one. 

*****valetudo : health,  good health, bad health. 
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valeotudo  has the composition-   va- la-  the- the  - and the meaning of the word is  
udalum  ullamum    nalamudan  kaana / nalla  nilamaiyil   ullathu-  body and mind  is in
good health ;  udal nalm-  body  health;  ullam- soul; nalla  nilami-  good condtion  . 

valeotudo  has the composition-   va- la-  the- the  - and the meaning of the word is  
udal  nalam  indri [ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  body is in ill health ;  nalam-  health;  indri-  
without .

health [E]  has the composition - ka- la -the-  and the meaning of the word is  udalum  
ullamum    nalamudan   kaana / kolla -  body  and mind in good health ; nalam-  
health;  udal-  body;  ulam-  soul . 

validus : strong, mighty, powerful, exceeding. 

validus  has the composition- va- la- the - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
valimai udaiya -   powerful . 

validus  has the composition- va- la- the - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
alavu  kooduthal - exceeding the level .

validus  has the composition- va- la- the - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  valu 
ullathaaka-  strong.  

validus  has the composition- va- la- the - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
palam konda [ missing  letter- pa-] – powerful .

validus  has the composition- va- la- the - sa-  and the meaning of the word is   sakthi 
[Skt] -  ullathaaka -  powerful .
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vapulus : flogged, beaten, knocked about. 

vapulus  has the composition - va -pa- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
saattaiyaal [  saattai  kuchchiyaal]    palamaaka  valikka - valikka  pasu / vandi  kaalai  
maattai   adippathu  pola [  missing  letter - the-] – beaten  up by whip ;  saattai-  
whip ;  adikka -  to beat;  vali-  pain ; pasu  maadu - cow;  kaalai - bull.    

vapulus  has the composition - va -pa- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
adiththu / kuthu  vittu   aalai  keelae  thalli  saaiththu poadu -  knock  him down by a 
blow;   adi- beat;  kuththu  vidu- give a punch;  aalai- person;  keelae- down;  thalli-  
push . 

                English  word – van .

Van has the  consonants-  va- an –and the original Tamil  word is  vankam- akind of 
vehicle. 

 varietas : variety, differences, diversity. 

 varietas  has the composition -  va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vev-vaeru  vithamaaka -  variety . 

varietas  has the composition -  va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vaeru patta  vakai  [missing letter- pa-]-  different  type .

varietas  has the composition -  va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
vaetrumai-  difference .

varietas  has the composition -  va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is 
vaetrumai yil  otrumai kaana [  missing letter- la-] -  unity  in diversity ;  otruami-  unity
;  vaetruami-  diversity. 
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varius : various, varied. 

varius  has the composition -va- Ra- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vevaeru  
vakaiyaana -  various kind ;  vevaeru-  various;  vakai- kind . 

varius  has the composition -va- Ra- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vevaeru 
vaki yaei  saarntha  missing letter-  the-]-  belonging  to different /various  kinds .    

various[E]  has the consonants -va- Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word / meaning 
is    vevaeru/  vevaeru vakaiyaana  -  various .

vehemens : violent, furious, impetuous. 

vehemens   has the consonants  va –ka- ma –an- sa –and the original Tamil  word is  
mikka   veri / aavaesam[Skt] kondu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  furious;  veri- rage ; 
aavaesam-  enraged. 

vel : or, (adv.) even, actually, for example. 

vel  has the composition- va- la- and the meaning of the word is  unmai- 
yaalumaakavae  -  truely .

vel  has the composition- va- la- and the meaning of the word is        eduththu  
kaattukal   [ missing letter-  the -] -  examples ;  eduthtu  kaattu- example .  
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velociter: quickly, rapidly, swiftly. 

velociter  has the composition -va- la- sa- the- Ra - and themeaning  of  the word is  
naalu  kaal paaichchalil  paainthu varuka –  come quickly   galloping    with  four legs;  
naalu kaal - four legs ;  paaichchal-  leaping 

velociter  has the composition -va- la- sa- the- Ra - and themeaning  of  the word is  
kaalil  sakkaraththai   kattiyathu  pondru   vaekaamaka  oadi  vara  -  rapidly;  kaal-  leg;
sakkaram-   wheel;  kattu-  tie;  vaekamaaka -  quickly ; oadu-  run;  vara-  to  come. . 

rapidly [E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa- the- la- and the original Tamil  word is  ethir 
paraaatha  vakai -yil [missing  letter-  ka-] -  un expectedly .

velox : quick, rapid, swift, fast. 

velox has the composition -va- la- ka-sa- and the meaning of the word is   naalu  kaal  
paaichchal [ missing  letter- pa-] – gallop  with four legs 

quickE]   has the consonants-  ka -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vaekamaaka-  
quick. 

quickE]  has the consonants-  ka -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vedukkena 
[ missing  letter- the -]-  suddenly .

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-]-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaduththam / kiduththam – swift. 

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  pa-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
padu  vaekamaaka- swift. 

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kidu kidu vena – speedily. 
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swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kudu kudu vena   -speedily .

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kada kada vena- speedily .

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kathu -vena – swiftly .

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kathi- swiftness. 

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kavanaththoadu – swiftly / carefully .

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kadithu –swiftnes. 

swift[E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-]  –va-  [- pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is
kadikai- swiftness.    

fast [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –[- sa-] - the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   
kaduththam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  fast. 

fast [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  – sa-- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   
saduthi – fast. 

fast [E]  has the consonants –  pa- [- sa-] -- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   
pettena  -fast. 

fast [E]  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -  sa- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   
sattena -  fast/ sudden.
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fast [E]  has the consonants – pa-  sa- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   sattu  
puttu-nu    - fast .

fast [E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] - [- sa-] -- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is   
ottam edu- run fast .

fast[ ing]  [E]  has the consonants –  pa- [-sa-] - the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is  
pattini -  not taking food. 

fast[ ing]  [E]  has the consonants –  pa- sa- the  -and the  original   Tamil  word is  
saappida/ pusiththida  maattaathu -  not eating .

fast[ ing]  [E]  has the consonants –  pa- sa- the  -and the   other interpretation  is  upa 
vaasam[ Skt]  seithida  vaendum [missing  letter- ka-] - to fast;  upavaasam- fasting. 

fast[ ing]  [E]  has the consonants –  [- pa-] – [- sa-] - the  -and the  original   Tamil  
word/ meaning   is   umainthida  koodaathu [ missing  letter- ka-] -    not to eat ;  
umaiththal- eating ; koodaathu –do not .

fast[ ing]  [E]  has the consonants –  [- pa-] – [- sa-] - the  -and the  original   Tamil  
word/ meaning   is   unna   koodaathu – do not eat;  unnu- eat. 

velum : sail, covering, awning, curtain. 

sail[E]  has the consonants - sa –la- and the original Tamil  word is   salakai [ missing  
letter- ka-]  – a kind of boat- thoani .

sail[E]  has the consonants - sa –la- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aeilaesa ! aeilaesa  – the song  sung  by the boat riders while  rowing  /sailing . 

sail[E]  has the consonants - sa –la- and the original Tamil  word sala  saram[Skt] 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- a kind of boat- thoani;  salam[Skt] - water. 
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velum  has the composition - va- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  vallam-  a 
kind  of  boat .

velum  has the composition - va- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  kalam- 
vessel/ ship. 

velum  has the composition - va- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  kappal  
payanam [  missing letter-  pa -]  -  cruise ;  kappal-  ship ;  payanam-  travel.

velum  has the composition - va- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is   moolaiyin   
veli urai [  missing letter- Ra-] -  the external  covering of the brain ; moolai - brain;  
veli-  external;  urai-  covering.

velum  has the composition - va- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is  veiyil  
mukaththil  adikkaamal  irukka  sannalai  thiraiyal  mooduka  [  missing letters- the-  Ra
-and- sa-]- close the window with the screen  to  avoid sun light ;  veiyil-  sun light ;  
mukam-  face;  sannal-  window;  thirai  - screen ; mooduka-  to close.

curtain [E]   has the consnants - ka -Ra the- an -and the original Tamil  word is  vanna 
thirai – colorful  screen ;  vannam- color ;  thirai- screen.

screen [E]   has theconsonants - sa -ka -  Ra -an – and the original Tamil  word is  
vaaranam-  screen.  

carpet [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa -the -and the original Tamil  word is  thari  
virippu – floor spread. 

venia : grace, indulgence, favor, pardon, forgiveness. 

venia   has the composition -va -an-  and the meaning of the word is  mannikka -  to  
forgive. 
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venia   has the composition -va -an-  and the meaning of the word is   azhakaana 
[  missing letter- zha -]  - beautiful .

venia   has the composition -va -an-  and the meaning of the word is   karunai / 
erakkamaana  [  missing letter- Ra -] - kindness .

forgive[E] has the consonants - pa- Ra- ka- va -  and the original Tamil  word is  kurai 
-yaei   porukka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]- forgive. 

venio veni ventum : to come. 

ventum has the composition -va -an- the- ma  and the meaning of the word is   
veettukku   vanthida  vaendum -  should come  to the home;  veedu- home.  

ventito : to come often, to visit frequently. 

ventito  has the composition - va -an -the- the -and the meaning of the word is   adi-
kadi  [  veettukku ]  vanthiduka/  vanthu  poka  vaendum  [  missing letter- pa-] -  to  
visit  frequently ;  adi kadi-  frequently ;  vanthu poka-  to visit ;  veedu-  house.

                        The word  Kaalathar [ window ].

Kalathar   has the consonants - ka –la- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word  
/meaning  is kaatru  varum vazhi -  the passage for the wind .

ventosus : full of wind, windy, breezy. 
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ventosus   has the composition -va -an -the- sa- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
vakantham  veesa –  windy  ; vakantham-  wind.

ventosus   has the composition -va -an -the- sa- [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is 
thooimaiyaana  / suththamaana   kaattu  vanthu  pokum idam [  missing letter- pa -] -  
the place where good air comes ;  thooimai-  pure;  kaattu - air; idam- place . 

ventosus   has the composition -va -an -the- sa- [-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is
thooimaiyaana   pirana   vaaivu / moochchu  kaatru /  uyir  kaakkum  kaatru /  vanthu  
pokum idam[  missing letters- pa -and -Ra-] -  the place  where  pure oxygen  is there ; 
piraana vaaivu- oxygen ; moochchu  kaatru-  oxygen;  uyir-   life.  

ventosus   has the composition -va -an -the- sa- [-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is
veettu   sannaali  thiranthaal  thendra l kaatru  ullae   varum [  missing letters-  Ra- and
-la -] -  open  the window to have seasonal  air  ;  sannal-  window;   thira-  to open   ;  
ullae-  inside ;  varum-  will come ;  moodiya  mana kathavai   thiranthu     vaai  vittu   
aalavinaal   nalla -  nalla   sinthanikal    uruvaaki  -  varuththam  vilaki  -  manam  
amaithi  adaiyum/ kollum  -  open up  your mind  to  relive  your  worries   and  to  
have  peace  within you. 

ventosus   has the composition -va -an -the- sa- [-sa -] -and the meaning of the word is
neenda naalaaka  avuthiurum   nurai -  eeral   [  sali -  irumal/ kaasa  noei   ] noei - 
yaalikalukku   nalla   thooimaiyaana  veli    kaatru  otta vasathi   ulla  idam  thaevai  
aakum [  missing letters-  Ra -and- la -] - patients with chronic lung  diseases  
[Pulmonary  tuberculosis]   need  good ventilation;  neenda naal noei-  chronic  illness;
nurai  eeral - ling;  kaasa noei-  pulmonary  tuberculosis;   nalla-  good;  kaatru  otta 
vaathi-  ventilation ;  thaevai- needy   . 

ventus : wind, rumor, favor. 
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ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vindu
– wind.

ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
vanthu  -wind. 

ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
vaathaayanam-  window. 

ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
vakantham-  wind .
  
ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
vathanthi -  rumour.
  
ventus has the composition -va -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is naam   
suvaasikka [Skt] / moochhcu  vida   thooimaiyaana  kaaththu  vaendum -  we should 
have pure  air to  breath ;  naam-  we ; suvaasikka- to breath;  thooimai -  pure ; 
kaatthu-  wind. 

ventus has the composition -va -an- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is vaendiya  
oruvarukku   saathakamaaka   nadanthida   koodaathu [  missing letter-  Ra -]  -we 
should not  favor some one  known to us;  vaendiya oruvar;  known person;  
saathakamaaka-  favorable;  koodaathu-  should  not . 

ventus has the composition -va -an- the-[-  sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  thani 
apimaanam[Skt]   kondu [  missing letter- pa-] -  favoritism .  

ventus has the composition -va -an- the- sa-and the meaning of the word is  uthavi  
seithida  vaendum - to help .

ventus has the composition -va -an- the-sa-and the meaning of the word is   sannal   
vazhiyaaka   kaaththu  vanthida [ missing  letter- la/ zha-] -  air flowing  through  the 
window  ;  kaaththu- air ; sannal –window. 
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wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the interpretation is   vakantham- 
wind .

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the interpretation is   kunna vadai – 
north east wind. 

wind [E]  has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the interpretation is  vaekaththudun  
adikkum  kaatru  [ missing letter-Ra-]-  wind  blowing  fastly ; vaekam- speed;  kaatru- 
wind. 

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   thaara 
vaani[Skt]  [ missing letter-Ra-]-wind. 

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is  vaatha 
raayan [ missing letter-Ra-]-wind.

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   vaaiuyu 
daevan- wind god.

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   vindu –
wind. 

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   ankathi – 
wind. 

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   
kanthavakan-  god of air. 

wind [E]   has the consonants-  va- an -the- and the  other interpretation is   kaaman 
uoorthi[ missing  letter-  Ra -] -  south wind. 

dry  wind[E]   has the consonants - the -Ra - va –an- the-and the original Tamil  word is
varanda  kaatru –dry  wind;  varanda- dry ;  katru- wind.  
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Varuna [Skt]  has the consonants-  va- Ra- an -  and the original  Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin   neither  thaeivam- kaatru   [ missing  letter-  the-] – the  Dravidian  wind
god  of the coastal tract. 

venustas : loveliness, charm, attractiveness, beauty. 

venustas  has the consonants  -va- an –[- sa-] - the- [ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is   mikuntha   vanappu udaiya  kanni  pen  -  beautiful  girl; vanappu- 
beauty ;  kanni pen-  virgin girl. 

ver, veris : spring, the production of spring. 

veris  has the composition-  ka- Ra- sa- and the meaning of the word is  surul  
surulaaka [  missing letters - la-] -  coil / spiral/ curl . 

verbum : word. 

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- pa-  -  and the meaning of the word is   aandavar 
Thiraavidarukku  koduththa    paechchu  -  Hebrew  [ missing  letters- the- and-  sa-] -  -
Hebrew language  of the god  given to Dravidians .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- pa-  -  and the meaning of the word is   Hebrew –
Hebrew- the language .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- pa-  -  and the meaning of the word is   kavar  
padu  kootru [ missing  letter-  the -]- one word with several meanings. 
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verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-]   -  and the meaning of the word is   urai 
yaaduka  [  missing letter-  the -]  -  to converse .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- -pa-  and the meaning of the word is   vari  
variyaaka   padikka [  missing letter-  the -] -   read line by line ;  vari-  line;  padikka-  to
read .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is    
karuththu  uruvaakkam  [  missing letter-  the -] -  creating  ideas .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   oru /iru
adi  / vari   kavithai  [  missing letter- the -] -  one  line poem .

 verbum has the composition- va- Ra-pa-  and the meaning of the word is   eeradai  
venpa - couplet .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra-pa-  and the meaning of the word is   perum 
kaapiyam  - epic .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-]   -  and the meaning of the word is  uraika- 
to  say   .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-]   -  and the meaning of the word is   
kooruka-  to  say .

 verbum has the composition- va- Ra- -pa-  -  and the meaning of the word is   
paraiyuka [Malayalam] - speak .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- pa - and the meaning of the word is  oru  
vaarththai-yaavathu    paesuka   [  missing letters-  sa-  pa -and- the -] -   at  least  
speak  a single word ;  paesa-  to  speak;  vaarththai-  word ;  oru- one .

verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
Thaeivam  varainthathu    / Deva  nakari [ missing  letter- the-] -  Sanskrit letters.
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verbum has the composition- va- Ra- [-pa-] - and the meaning of the word is  aksaram 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  Sanskrit letters.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
Thiraavidarin  paechchu  [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] – Dravidian language .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  vari  
vadivu-  letter. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
aruvar   /aravar  koottaththaar /Thiravidar – Dravidian people;  aruvar- Tamil people .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Thiru 
Muruganin kootru -  voice of the Dravidian sun god Marugan. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   kavar  
padu  kootru [ missing  letter- pa-] —one word with many  meanings. 

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – sa- and the meaning of the word is  ari 
suvadai – alphabet  book . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – and the meaning of the word is  
theerkkam/ nettu uyir - long  vowels. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – and the meaning of the word is  
thivaakaram -  literary  work in which the meaning of hard words  are given in pithy 
aphorisms. 

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kaathir  oathidu – told in the ears .

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
urai kilaththi- [ missing  letter- la-]    Dravidian goddess of arts and learning .
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words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
Sarasvathi-  Aryan goddess of learning . 

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
oru porut kilavi [ missing  letters- pa -and- la-]  - synonym .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
akaraathi-  dictionary .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
karuththu-  idea/ thought.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kootru – 
word. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kootram-
word. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  nodi  
kattridu  – learn to speek ;  nodi-  word ;  kattridu- learn .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
vaarththai[Skt] -  word.   

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kooriya  
kootru - the said  statement . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
aaviruthi- document. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  virunthu-
a new style in poetic composition. 
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word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  urakka  
kooriduka -  say  loudly ; urakka-  loudly ;  kooruka-  to  say  .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   urai 
yaaduka- speak.  

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vaai  
maatram  - word / speech .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is vaai  
thiranthidu – speak/ open the mouth. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is vaai  
thiranthu  uraiththidu- speak. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  adukku  
thodar –  speaking  /writing with pun   .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kirukidu 
– write. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  kar vettu 
– stone inscription .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   katru  
thaa- teach .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is    katridu -
learn .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vaai   
parimaatram [missing  letter- pa-] -  exchange of words. 
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word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   murai 
varainthiduka-  write document. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Thiru  
mukam-  letter. 

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vev- 
vaeru  yezhuththakalai  ellaam  ondraaka    korthu/ saerthu   oru  thani  sollaaka   
aakiduka;   vev - vaeru  sollai  saerththu  oru  sotrodarai   uruvaakiduka ;  sotradarai  
inaiththu  oru  muzhu vaakiyam  amathiduka  [  missing letter-  - la -] -  make a word  
by  joining  several  letters ;  several  words   in to a  sentence.  yezhuthu -  letter;  
sollu-  word ;  sotrodar-   many  words to gether ;  vaakiyam-  sentence.   

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
vaarththai  vilaiyattu [ misising letter- la-]-word play;  vaarthai -  word ;  vilaiyaattu- 
play.  

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
karuththai  kaathu   koduththu   kaetka   -  listen to  the ideas ;  karuthu-  idea;  kaetka-
listen.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   katturai- 
prose/ article. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is enna  
ottaththai   pakarnthidu  [missing  letter- pa-] – share  your ideas   .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
Draividarin   Tamil  mozhi [ missing letter-  la -] - the Tamil language  of  Dravidans . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  vir 
paththi [ missing  letter- pa-]  - erudition/ derivation of a word. 
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word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
Kathiravan -  Thiru Murugan -in  thanthai   Siva Peruman   Dravida  inaththukku  
thantha /vazhankiya  / avan   vaayil  iruntu   uthirththa  Tamil mozhi -the language 
given by lord  Siva to  Dravidans is Tamil . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Tamil  
kirantham[Skt]  /  noor kandu [  missing letter-  la-]  -Tamil kirantham . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Tamil  
vattta  ezhuththu  / vadiva/ uruva  murai  [  missing letter-la-]  -] . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Tamil  
Tikalaari  yezhuththu  vadiva  /uruva  murai [  misisingletetr-  la -] . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Tamil   
Bhrami  yezhuththu  uruva   murai [  missing letters -  pa- and - la -] -  Tamil  Brami .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
pirakiruthi [ missing  letter- pa-] – root of  a word. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  patha 
urai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  word for word[ meaning] ; synonym. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Thiru  
kural [  missing letter- la -] . 

Thirukural - 110. 

Ennandri  kondraarkkum  ueivu  undaam ;  ueivu  illai 
sei nandri  kondra makarkku [  missing letters-  sa- and- la -] . 

Thiru kural  391.

karkka  kasadara   kattra pin 
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 nirkka  atharkku  thaka [  missing letters-  pa- and- sa-] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Daevaram
.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Thiru vilai
yaadal [  missing letter-  la -] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Thiru 
vaathirai  nachchaththiram -  Thiru  vaathirai  star .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Deva  
nakari  ezhuththu  murai[  missing letter- la-] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
Samaskritham [  missing letter-  Sa-] -  Sanskrit ;  Thiru  vaasakam ;  serum  sirappum  
konda  paechchu /basha[ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  piraa- 
kirutham [ missing  letter- pa-] – Prakrit language.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
viruththam .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   kar 
vettu/   Tamil kalvettu  thurai [  misisngletetr-  la-] -  department of  Tamil  stone  
writing   . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Dravida  
Naadu -   the land  of Dravidan  people.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Aariya   
varththam-  the land of  Aryan  people. 
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words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the – [- sa-]  and the meaning of the word is  
Makha  Barath[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- an epic.  

Maka Barath  [Skt]   has the composition - ma -ka- pa- Ra- the - and the meaning of 
the word is  thondru  thottu kaathaar  kaettu vantha   perum  kathai  / puraanam  ;   
pandaiya   Sumaeriya  Thiraavida  maravar   koottaththarudaiya   poar kathai [ missing 
letter- sa-] -the oral story  heard  since ancient  days  -about the fight  among  the   
Sumer  Dravidan siblings  is the epic  Maka Baratham  .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Thiru  
Muruganudaiya   / Thiru  Maranidaiya     Ramanudaiya - Raamayaana   kaathai -  the 
story  of Murugan  alias  Maran is   Ramayanam  . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
manthirathai  kooruka –chant the  manthira . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
sooththiraththai   kooruka [  missing letter-  sa -] -   tell the formula .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
thanthiramaaka  kaariyaththai  seithu  mudithiduka [  missing letter-  sa-] -  do the 
trick and make the work done. 

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the –sa-   and the meaning of the word is  
Deiva  Arasan  . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Rig  
vaetham  / kaathar  kaettu  vanthu  vaayaar oathi  vanthathu  - orally told and  listened
.

vaetha   has the composition -va- the- and themeaning of the word is  vaai  vazhiyaaka
kaathu kodutthu  kaetta/ oathi  vantha  Tamil  kathai [ missing  letter-  la-]  - Veda  - the
Tamil story told in oral tradition. 
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word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
Atharvana   vaetham. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Yasoor  
vatham [  missing letter-  sa-] . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Thiru 
maraiyaei  oathuka-  chant  the Torah / sacred scrpitures .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
kathiravan - karumaari  thaai/ kannaki - sun and the moon .  

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
Thiruvarul [  missing letter -la-] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Thiru 
vilaiyaadal [  missing letter -la-] – god’s  play .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
Thiruvaarur ;Thiruko  karnam .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Caeveri /
Kankai / Kothaa vari /  Kirutina /   aatram karai yoram -  near the banks of the River 
Kaeveri /  kothavari and Ganga . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
Duvaarakai- Dwaraka  .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Madurai 
Nakaram-  Madurai  city  .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
Karumaarai  thaai-  Durkkai  amman  .
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word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
kathiravani  sutri  varum poomi [  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] -   the earth  revolving 
around the sun .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is en 
kanitha  murai-  maths.

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Thiru 
varankam . 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is Caeveri  
poom pattinam [ missing letter-  pa -] .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is 
Diravidam.  

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  yukam/  
aandu / varudam/ maatham/  vaaram/ thinam  /mani/ nimidam/  nodi -  year /  
month/ week/ day/ hour/ minute/ second. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   Thiru  
manthiraththai  oathuka -  chant  the Thiru manthiram .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  Thiru ven
kaadu  .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  
Thiruvonam .

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   
Thiruvidai  Maruthur- a place. 

word [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   veithurai
– harsh  words .
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words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the –sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
aasirvathikka [Skt]  vaendum -   utter words of blessings .

words [E]  has the composition- va- Ra- the -sa - and the meaning of the word is  vaai  
thiranthu  vaazhththa  vaendum[ missing  letter- zha-]  -  to utter words of blessings .

verecundia : feeling of shame, shame, bashfulness. 

verecundia  has the composition- va- Ra- ka- an- the - and the meaning of the word is 
vetka  kaedaana ondru -  shameful one. 

vereor : to respect, fear, be in dread of, to be afraid. 

vereor  has the compotion - va- Ra- Ra- and the meaning of the word is  mariyaathai   
thara/ kodukka   vaendum [  missing letter-  the -] -  to  give respect ; mariyaathai-  
respect .  

vereor  has the compotion - va- Ra- Ra- and the meaning of the word is   anja /  
achcham  varum  thotram  udaiya[  missing letters-  sa -and- the -] -   fearsome;  
achcham-  fear;  thotram-  appearance.   

vereor  has the compotion - va- Ra- Ra- and the meaning of the word is    nadukkam   
tharukira [  missing letter-  the -] - fearsome. 

vereor  has the compotion - va- Ra- Ra- and the meaning of the word is    thaeiriya   
kuraivu [  missing letter-  the -] - lack of courage  ;  thaeiriyam-  courage ;  kuraivu- less.

dread [E]  has the composition - the- Ra- the - and  the meaning of theword is   
thaeiriyam   indri -  lack  of  courage .
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dread [E]  has the composition - the- Ra- the - and  the meaning of theword is   aratti  -
fear. 

fear[ E]   has the composition - pa-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   eripu- fear .  

fear[ E]   has the composition – [- pa-] -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   soor 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - fear. 

 fear[ E]   has the composition - [- pa-] -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is aru /arum  
urum -  fear .

fear[ E]   has the composition - [- pa-] -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  achchura 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – fear. 

fear[ E]   has the composition - [- pa-] -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sooram / 
soor [ missing  letter- sa-] – fear. 

fear[ E]   has the composition - pa-  Ra -and the meaning of the word is    perum  
payam   -   big  fear;   payam-  fear .

respect [E]  has the composition- Ra-[- sa-] -pa- ka -the -   and the meaning of the 
word is  mathippu uravu kodukka- to respect. 

respect [E]  has the composition- Ra- sa -pa- ka -the -   and the meaning of the word is 
periyorukku  siriyor   mariyaathai   thara  vaendum -  elders  should be given  respect   
by the juniors ;   periyor;  elders;   siriyor;  juniors;  mariyaathai-  respect. 

respect [E]  has the composition- Ra- sa -pa- ka -the -   and the meaning of the word is 
muraiyaana  upasarippu  seithida vaendum – to show good hospitality .

afraid [E]  has the composition -[ - pa-] - Ra- the  -and  the  original  Tamil  word is   
aratti   -  fear. 
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afraid [E]  has the composition -[ - pa-] - Ra- the  -and  the  original  Tamil word is  
aritchchi  [missing  letter-sa -] -fear  .

afraid [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra- the  -and  the meaning of the word is  payam -
muruththa  -   fearsome.

afraid [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra- the  -and  the meaning of the word is perum  
peethi-  big  fear  .

afraid [E]  has the composition - pa- Ra- the  -and  the meaning of the word is  
payanthu  vara [  missing  letter-  ka -]  - afraid . 

afraid [E]  has the composition - [-pa-] - Ra- the  -and  the meaning of the word is  
thaeriyam  indri-  lack  of courage .

vergo : to bend, incline, verge, to draw to an end. 

vergo   has the consnants-  va- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    kurukku -  
bend/ hip  .

veritas : truth. 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
sirithum   kutram/ kuraivu   indri -  without  any  mistakes .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
kuttraththirkku   sirithum idam indri-  no  poosibility  for mistakes .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
kutraththukku  idam udaiya - possibility  for mistakes [ antonym] .
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veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
vaaimai / thooimai   kondathoru  manam -  truth ful . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
sirithum manthir  vaaimai / thooimai  indri - truthlesness [  antonym] 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa - and the meaning of the word is  
sariyaana  vidai - correct answer ;  sariyaana-  right;  vidai-  answer.  

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
nampa  thakuntha  ondru/ oru  kaariyam  [ missing letter- pa -] -  can be believed  . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
sirithum  nampikkai  atra  [ missing letter- pa-] - unbelievable [  antonym ] .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
sonna   vaakku/ vaarththai   thavaraatha - keeping one’s own words . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
paechchu   thavaraatha [ missing letter- pa -] -  keeping one’s own  words . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
kadami  thavaartha-  sticking to one’s assigned duty  . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
kanniyam  thavaraatha .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
naermai  thavaraatha -  honest  . 

 veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
unmaiyaei  thavira  veru  andri-  nothing but the truth ;  unmai-  truth . 
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veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is 
aethaarthamaaka -in reality . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is sirithum 
ara neri  thavaaratha  - truly.

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
sirithum  thavaru  indri-   without any  flaws .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the--sa- and the meaning of the word is  satta  
reethiyaaka[Skt] / muraiyaaka   - legitimate.

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaning of the word is  mika 
sariyaanana  ondru-   accurate one . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
uruthi  konda- certainty.  

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
sirithum  uruthi  indri - un certainty [  antonym ].

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kuna 
kundru-  one with character .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaning of the word is  
manathir  visuvaasm[Skt] / nandri   udaiya  -  loyal .  

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
manthir  satrum / sirithum visuvaasam indri -  infidelity [ antonym]  .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
manthir  endrandrum  nandri   konda -  - loyal .
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veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
nandri  kuraivu  - not  sincere.  

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaning of the word is   
kanavarukku   thorkam  seithidum  manaivi /  kattiya  kanavari  vittu -  vittu  vaeru  oru 
aanidam  uravu   konda manaivi   -  disloyal  wife  .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kathiravan-  sun-  the truth. 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
karuththamma-  moon goddess-  the ture one . 

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
iyarkkaiyaaanthu  -   the one which is natural  .

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
thirai  ittu  maraikka  mudiyaathu -  the one that  can not be hidden;  thirai- screen;  
maraikka-  to hide.  

veritas   has the composition -va -Ra- the-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vaimaiyae  vetri  tharum- truth alone triumphs 

*****vero : in truth, indeed, to be sure / however. 

vero   has the composition- va -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   uruthiyaaka  
[  missing letters-  the -] -  surely .

vero   has the composition- va -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   atharkku  
maaraaka  [  missing letters -the -]    conversely/  on the contrary  .
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truth [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the and the interpretation  of the word is  
yathaarththam[Skt]  - truth  /reality .

truth [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the and the interpretation  of the word is  
nisaarththam[ Skt] - truth .

truth [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the and the interpretation  of the word is  
paramaarththam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - truth .

versus : line, verse. 

versus has the composition- va- Ra- [- sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  vari- 
line/   vari  variyaa- line by line .

versus has the composition- va- Ra- [- sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is    urai- 
prose. 

 versus has the composition- va- Ra- sa -  and the meaning of the word is   varisai  
varisaiyaka -  in rows .

versus has the composition- va- Ra- sa -  and the meaning of the word is  siru kavithai/
kathai / katturai/urai nadai   [ missing letter-  the -] -  short  poem/ prose / story ; 
kavithai- poem;  kathai-  story;  katturai- prose.  

verto : to turn, turn around, turn up / to put to flight, rout. 

verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  urundu  oda
- to roll over. 

verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is thirumpi  
varuka[  missing letter-  pa-] - come back.
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 verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is thirumpuka 
[  missing letter-  pa -] -  to  turn. 

verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is  thirumpi 
paarkka-[  missing letter-  pa -] -  turn around;  thirumpu- turn;  paarkka- to see. 

verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is ethiri  naattu
padai  nammai  kandu  pura muthuku  kaatti  oda- [ missing letter-  pa -] -  enemy  
troops   withdrawing   back   on seeing us ;   ethiri naadu-  enemy;  padai-  troops;   
pura muthuku-  showing the back ;  oda -  to run. 

verto  has the composition -va- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is   vaer -odu  
aruthidu – rout ;  vaeru- root;  aruthidu- tear.

verto : to flee / interpret, understand / upset, overthrow. 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is   virainthu  
oada-   to  flee;  paravai   pondru   parnthu   varuka/oaduka  [  missing letter-  pa -] . 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is adaththavar 
koora varum  karuththai  nangu  unarnthu  kondu   - understanding the matter;  
karuththu-  thought ;  unarnthu  kondu-   understand .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  
purinthiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – understand.

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  kandarinthu
-  to  know/  to  recognize .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  therinthu  
kondu-  aware of .  
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verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is mana  
varuththam-   worry  .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is manathu  
kurukurukka-  disturbed mind. 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is yaematram  
kandu -   disappointment . 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is 
thontharavu-  trouble. 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is kutram/ 
kurai   koorida- to  offend/  to  accuse .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  
thaorkadikka-  to  defeat .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  oru  
mudivukku  kondu  vara -  to  put an end .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  
athikaaraththai  pariththiduka [  missing letter- pa-] -  to remove from power;  
athikaaram-  power;  parikka-  to  snatch. 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  paaraattuka
[  missing letter-  pa -]-  to appreciate . 

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  vetri kondu 
-  to  conquer .

verto  has the composition - va- Ra- the - and the meaning of the  word is  thuraththai 
adikka- oust / drive out .
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throw[E]    has the composition- the -Ra- va  -  and the meaning of the word is thookki 
erika-  over throw .

understand [E]  has the composition - an- the- Ra-  [-sa-]- the- an the - nokkaththai /  
ut-  karuththai   nanku  arinthu/  therinthu / purinthu/ unarnthu    kondu [  missing 
letters- pa- and - ka-] -  to understand;  karuththu-  thought;   nangu arinthu  therinthu
-  to understand ;  unarnthu / purinthu-  understand .

verus : true, real, proper, right. 

verus  has the consonants – va- Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
muraiyaka  irukkirathu [ missing  letter- the -] -  it is proper;  murai- proper. 

verus  has the consonants – va- Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  
sariyaaka-ththaan  irukkirathu [ missing  letter- the -] – it is right only ; sari - right .

vesco, vescor : to feed, to eat. 

vescor  has the composition - va -sa -ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  vaeka 
vaiththa / samaiththa / unavai /  arisi  sorai / saathaththai /  unnuka/ uoottuka 
[ missing  letter-  the -]  -  to  eat / feed   the rice food ;  unavu-  food;  arisi-  rice;  
uoottuka- feed. 

vescor  has the composition - va -sa -ka- Ra  -and the meaning of the word is  arisi  
sorai /  kampu  sorai / unavai  parimaaruka -  to  serve the rice/ millet  food ;  kampu- 
peal  millet  ;  parimaaruka-  to  serve .

feed[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is  
uoottu- feed. 
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feed[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  word / meaning   is  
theettai- feeds . 

feed[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the-  and the other interpretation is   saappida  sei /
uoottu [ missing  letter-  sa-]- to feed .

feed[E]   has the consonants  - pa- the-  and the other interpretation is  unavai  
pukattu  [ missing  letter- ka-] –feed. 

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  theen- 
eat.  

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   thinnu- 
dine / eat  .

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   undidu - 
eat .

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
umainthidu -  eat. 

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is thuei - eat
.   

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the other interpretation  is    saapidu [ missing  
letters-  sa -and- pa-]  -eat. 

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the other interpretation  is    pusiththidu - 
[ missing  letters-  sa -and- pa-] -  eat .

eat  [E]   has the consonants - the- and the other interpretation  is    unnpaadu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –eat .
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diet [E]  has the  consonants-the -the -and the original Tamil  word is   theettai –diet. 

diet / fasting [E]  has the  consonants-the -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
paththiyam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – restricted  food .

vesica : bladder, bladder-like tumor. 

vesica   has the composition - va- [- sa-] - ka - and the meaning of the word is   
kundikkaai   pai   [ missing  letter- the -] –kidney bladder  ; kundikkaai- kidney ;  pai- 
bag .
 

vesper : evening star, evening. 

vesper  has the composition- va-[-sa-] – [- pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is  
mun   eravu  naeram  varum  vin meen- evening star ;  mun eravu- evening;  vin meen-
star. 

vesper  has the composition- va-[-sa-] – [- pa-] -Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
mun eravu naeram-  evening time. 

vespera : evening prayer, vespers. 

vespera has the composition- va-[- sa-] – [- pa-] - Ra- and the meaning of the word is  
mun eravu naera  erai  vanakkam -  eveing prayer;  mun eravu- evening;  eravu- night;  
naeram –time;  erai- god;  vanakkam-  worship .

vester vestra vestrum : (pl.) your, yours. 
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vester  has the composition -va-[-sa-]  -the- Ra  - and the meaning of the word  is   
avarudaiyathu -  his .   

vestigium : footstep, trace, mark. 

vestigium  has the composition- va-sa -the- ka- ma- and the meaning of the word is  
nadanthu  vanthathaal  mannil kaanum  kaal   adaiyaalamae  kaal  suvadu  aakum 
[  missing letter-  la -] -  the foot step  seen while walking on the ground ;  nadanthu  
vantha -  walking ;  mannil-  on the ground; kaal-  adaiyaalam-  foot mark;  kaal 
suvadu-  foot step. 

footstep [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -sa- the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  paatha /adi  suvadu [missing  letter- ka-]   - foot step  .

footstep [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -[- sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   oththai adai  paathai- foot path . 

footstep [E]  has the consonants - pa- the -[- sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   nadai  paathai – foot path  .

vestio vestivi vestitum : to clothe. 

vestio  has the composition-  va-[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning  of the word  is   / aadai 
/ udai   uduththuka- -  to cloth; udai- cloth;  uduththuka- dress/ wear. 

vestio  has the composition-  va-[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning  of the word  is   aadai  /
udai   kondu  udampai   mooduka- [ missing  letter- pa-]   cover  the  body  with the 
cloth ;  aadai-  dress;  udampu-  body ;  mooduka- cover. 
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vestio  has the composition-  va-[-sa-]  -the - and the meaning  of the word  is 
venmaiyaana   kaada  thuni - white kaada cloth ;  venmai-  white;  kaada  thuni - rough
cotton  cloth .
 
clothe[E] has the consonants  - ka -la -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
vellai vanna    kaada  thuni  mael  aadai  aninthida  vaendum   -  to dress  in white  
cotton cloth ;  vellai - white;  vannam- color; kaada - cotton;  thuni- cloth;  aadai- 
dress;  aninthidu- wear .

clothe[E] has the consonants  - ka -la -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
maael  aadai  aninthuduka – to wear external cloth. 

clothe[E] has the consonants  - ka -la -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
aththa vaalam -  external clothe.

clothe[E] has the consonants  - ka -la -the - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
ull aadai   aninthiduka- to have inner wear;  ull aaadai-  inner wear;  aninthiduka- 
wear. 

*****vestis : clothing, garment, covering, blanket, carpet, tapestry. 

vestis has the composition- va-sa -the- and the meaning of the word is  venmaiyaana  
kaada thuni  kondu seththavanin  udampai  mooduka  [  missing letter- pa-] -  with the 
white  kaada cloth cover the  dead body  ;  venmai-  white;  kaada thuni -  kaada cloth;
seththavan-  dead person;  udampu-  body;  mooduka-  to cover. 

vestis has the composition- va-[- sa-]  -the- and the meaning of the word is kaadaa 
thuni  adai-  rough cotton clothe  .

vestis has the composition- va-sa -the- and the meaning of the word is 
vasththiram[ Skt]  [ missing  letter-  Ra-]  - dress . 
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carpet[E]   has theconsonants -ka- Ra -pa- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  tharai  virippu- floor  spread ;  tharai-  floor;  virippu- spread .

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kaithari  aadai  anithida / uduththida  vaendum- to wear a hand loom 
weaved clothe;  kai thari- hand loom;  aadai –dress. 

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  karai  vaetti  aninthida vaendum-  to wear a bordered dhoti ;  karai- 
border;  vaetti- dhoti;  aninthiduka- to wear. 

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  koorai  pudavai  uduththida vaendum  [missing  letter-  pa-] – to wear a 
saree;  pudavai –saree.

  garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  kai  vaiththa  ravikkai  thuni/  aadai  aninthida vaendum-  to wear a  
blouse;  ravikkai- blouse. 

  garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  maarpu  kachchai   aninthida vaendum [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-] -  
to wear a bra ;  maarpu  kachchai- bra .

  garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  arai  paavaadai thuni   aninthida vaendum -  to have a  skirt ;  arai 
paavaadai  thuni - skirt. 

  garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   kaar  sattai  aninthida vaendum-[missing  letter- sa-]-   to have a trouser  ;
kaar  sattai- trouser. 

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   matravar  paraattum  padiyaaka  udai  uduththida  vaendum [ missing  
letter- pa-] - dressing  to be appreciated  by  others . 
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garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   koadai  naeram  murattu  kaadaa thuni  aadai / vaththiram [Skt]  
uduththida vaendum- to have cotton clothes during summer time;  koadi  naeram- 
summer time; kaadaa thuni-  cotton dress. 

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  pirappu  uruppai  aadai kondu  nandraaka  moodi  maraikka  
vaendum[ missing  letter-  pa-]  -  to cover the genitals  with the dress properly ;  
pirappu  uruppu- genitals .

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  naeraththirkku  yaetra tharamaana  udai uduththida  vaendum-  to dress 
according to the situation and time . 

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  Thaevaankar  neitha tharamaana   aadai – the dress made by Daevankar 
caste people .

garment[E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ma -an -the -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is   Senkunthar   kudi- inar  neitha  tharamaana  aadai- the dress made by  
Senkunthar caste people .

 to cover [E]   has the consonants  -the-  ka -va -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  urai
ittu  moodi maraikka  vaendum -  to cover .

vetus : old. 

vetus  has the composition- va- the -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the  word is  mooththa
vayathinan /akavai  mikunthavan -  elderly   . 
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vetus  has the composition- va- the -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the  word is  
muthiyavan- old man . 

vetus  has the composition- va- the -[-sa-]-  and the meaning of the word is   
vayathaana   manithan-  old man ;  vayathaana-  old;  manithan- man. 

old[E]  has the consonants - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  mooththal – 
getting old.  

old[E]  has the consonants - la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  mudithal- coming 
to an end. 

old  man [E]  has the consonants - la -the  -ma an- and the original Tamil  word is  
moothaalan- old man. 

                    English / latin  word-  virus .

virus has the consonants -  va- Ra- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nun 
kirumi  -micro  organism.

virus[ Latin ]  has the consonants – va- Ra- sa  - and the original Tamil  word is   
nachchu/ visa [Skt] kirumi – poisonous  micro organism ;  nachhcu- poison .

via : road, way, street. 

via has the composition -va- and the meaning of the word is  vazhi [ missing letter- 
zha-]  - way.

via  has the composition -va- and the meaning of the word is   thervu / theru veethi 
[ missing letters- the-and-   Ra -]- street .
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via  has the composition -va- and the meaning of the word is   veethi [ missing  letter-  
the -]  –road. 

road[E]   has the consonants- Ra- the  - and the original Tamil  word is   theru/   nedum
theru -  street/ high way   /rastha[Skt] .
way[E]   has the consonants – va- and the orignal Tamil  word is vaayil  [ missing  
letter- la-] –way /entrance .

street[E]   has the consonants-- sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  theru 
santhu -  street lane. 

street[E]   has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Idaiyar  theru  /eda theru  santhu -  shepherd’s  street .

street[E]   has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Chettiyaar  theru -  banker’s street. 

street[E]   has the consonants-  sa-the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
Nadaar saathi – inar  theru – sanaar street .

street[E]   has the consonants-  -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Sinthu Nadar theru -  fishermen street. 

street[E]   has the consonants-  [- sa-] -- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Anthanar  theru -  Brahmin’s  street.

street[E]   has the consonants-  sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Sooththirar theru – Sooththirar street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Arunthathiyaar theru – Arunthathiyaar street. 
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  street[E]   has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Senkunthar  theru [ missing letter – ka-]- weaver’s street.

  street[E]   has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Padai aatchchi  theru [ missing letter – pa-] – Vanniyar  street.

street[E]   has the consonants-  -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  Thiru 
marai  oathum  Para saathi  theru [ [ missing letter – pa-] –priest  street  .

street[E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
paraththaiyar  theru-[ missing letter – pa-]  prostitute street.  

  street[E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Reddiyaar  theru – Reddi  street. 

  street[E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Naidu  theru – Naidu  street .

  street[E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
Thaevar theru [ missing  letter-  ka -] – Daevar street. 

street[E]   has the consonants-  [ -sa-]-- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
kadai  theru [ missing  letter-  ka -] – -  market street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
thanka Aasari theru [ missing  letter-  ka -] – goldsmith street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
Thaevaanka Chettiyaar   kudi / saathi   theru [ missing  letter-  ka -]- Daevaankar  
street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
Komutti Chettiyaar theru [ missing  letter-  ka -].  
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street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
Sowraastirar  theru [ missing  letter-  ka -]-Sowrastiras street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Vannaaththeru [ missing  letter- ka-]  - washerman’s street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Aathi  [Skt] / Mooththa   Draavidar  theru[ missing  letter- ka-]-   Primitive /Ancient  
Dravidian  people street/  Scheduled caste street.   

street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Tachchar  theru – Carpenter’s street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Muthu Raasa theru-  Muththaraiyar street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Ottar theru –Naikkar street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Thoti theru- Thoti  street. 

street[E]   has the consonants- -[- sa-] - the- Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
Naayadi  theru – Naayaadi street.  

vicinus : neighbor / (med.) resident. 

vicinus  has the composition - va-[- sa-] - an –[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is   
andai  veettu kaaran [ missing  letters-  the- and- Ra -] neighbor;   andai- near by ;  
veettu kaaran- house owner. 
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vicinus  has the composition - va-[- sa-] - an –[-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
kudi   irukkiravan   [ missing  letters-  the- and -Ra -] -  one who lives here. 

vicinus  has the composition - va-[-sa-]- an -sa- and the meaning of the word is    
inkaeyae   vasippavan [ missing letter-  pa -] - the one who is  living here ;  inkaeyae-  
here  itself;  vasippavan - who is living . 

vicissitudo: change, alteration. 

 vicissitudo   has the composition - va - -[-sa-] -[- sa-] - the -the-
and  the meaning of the word is  veettai /  maatthi  amaiththida  vaendum -  to make 
alteration [  of the house] ;  veedu-  house;  maathi  amaikla -  to  make alteration. 

change [E]  has the composition - [-sa-] - an- ka-and the meaning of the word is  
maaththi  amaikka  vaendum  [  missing letter-  the -] - to make alteration.

alteration[E] has the composition -la -the -Ra- the -an- and the meaning of the word is
nadai muyraiyil   ullathai  maatri amaikka  vaendum[ missing letter - ka-]-  the existing 
one has to be modified ;  nadai murai-  the one in vogue ;  maatrai  amaikka-  to  alter. 

 
*****victor : victor, winner. 

victor has the composition- va- ka- the- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  vetri  
kandavar/ adainthavar   -  the winner ;  vetri-  victory.
 
victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kotravan -  victor/ king of kings . 

victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thoar- kadikka  pattavar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  one who got defeated[ antonym];  
thaor kadikka- defeat . 
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victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
thoar adikka  pada  mudiyaathavar -  - one who can not be defeated by any one. 

victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vetri  veeran – victor.

victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
vetri -kani  yaei  koithavan  - one who has  got the  fruit ;  vetri- win;  kani –fruit;  
koithavan-  one who  has  plucked.  

victor  has the consonants – va- ka- the- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
valam  varuthar [ missing  letter- la-] - to win over. 

winner[E]   has the consonants-  va- an – Ra- and the original Tamil  wird is   veeran 
/maravan - hero .

winner[E]   has the consonants-  va- an – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
vendravan [ missing  letter-  the -]-  one who  has won .

winner[E]   has the consonants-  va- an – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
thotravan[ missing  letter-  the -]-- one who got defeated[ antonym] . 

conquerer [ E]   has the consonants-  ka- an  -ka- Ra –Ra-and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is vetri  vaakai  kondavar [missing  letter -the -] - the winner ; Vetri –win. 

              Egyptian  word - rwd [ victory ] .

rwd   has the consonants – Ra- va- the -and the original  Tamil  word is  vetri – 
victory. 

  ******victoria : victory. 
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victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the meaning of the word is  vetri 
vaakai  - victory .

victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the meaning of the word is  vetri 
kandavar /adainthavar  – one who has won ;  vetri-victory .

victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the meaning of the word is  vetri 
varum  naeram- the time for   victory;   vetri -  success;    varum-  coming;  naeram-  
time .  

victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the meaning of the word is   vetri
yaei  kaana  -  to  taste victory.  

Victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the original  Tamil  word is  
kotravai /Durga Devi [Skt]– Dravidian goddess of victory .

Victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the original  Tamil  word is  
Thiraavida   koottaththaarin  vetri  kadavur / poar kadavur    Pidaari   thaeivam  
/amman[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  the Dravidian  goddess of victory –Pidaari Amman.

victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the original  Tamil  word is  ven 
kotra  kudai – white umbrella  of victory .

Victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the original  Tamil  word is  
kaadu -  amar[Skt]  thaeivam    /selvi  / kaadu  urai  selvi [ missing  letters- sa -and- la-]-
kottravi  - Victoria.

victoria   has the composition -va -  ka- the-  Ra - and the original  Tamil  word is   vetri 
murasu  kottuka [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to beat the drum –as   a  sign of success.  

                     English  word -  diarchy .
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diarchy has the consonants – the- Ra -sa –and the original Tamil  word is  erattai 
aatchchi-  diarchy .

                   English  word - monarchy .

monarchy  has the consonants  -ma- an- Ra –-sa -and the original Tamil  word is  
mannar  aatchchi [ missing  letter-  the -]-  king’s rule.

         Egyptian  hieroglyphic word – wTs [  wear  a crown] .

wTs has the consonants- va- the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  mudi  sooduka /
makudam soodu -  to wear a crown  .

victus : living, manner of life / nourishment, food. 

victus  has the composition- va- ka- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of  the word is 
vazhkkai   vaazhnthida [ missingletter- la-] - living .

victus   has the composition- va- ka- the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vaazhkkai  vaazhum  vitham-  manner  of living ; vaazhkkai-  life; vaaazhum- living ;  
vitham-  manner   .

victus   has the composition- va- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   vakia  
vakaiyaana  theeni -  variety  of snacks ; vakai  vakai  yana- variety; theeni-snack . 

victus   has the composition- va- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   uootta  
saththu  mikka  -  highly nourished. 
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victus   has the composition- va- ka- the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
udampukku  thaevaiyaana   saththu  konda  unavai  ut- kondida vaendum  [  missing 
letter-  pa -]- the nutritional  food necessary  for our body ;  udamu- body;  thaevai- 
needy ;  saththu-  nourishmnet ;  unavu -food .

videlicet : it is clear / (adv.) clearly, plainly, namely. 

videlicet  has the compositin- va- the- la- [-sa-]  -the -and the meaning of the word is   
thella thelivaaka  ullathu-  it is clear. 

videlicet  has the compositin- va- the- la- [-sa-]  -the -and the meaning of the word is   
thella thezhivaaka   ezhuthi  ullathu -  it is  written clearly .

 videlicet  has the compositin- va- the- la- [-sa-]  -the -and the meaning of the word is  
thella  thezhivaaka  vaai mozhinthidulka -   speak  clearly ;  thella thezhivaaka-  clearly ;
ezhuthka-  write;  paesuka-  speak .

videlicet  has the compositin- va- the- la- [-sa-]  -the -and the meaning of the word is  
uduthhtum udai yilim   ullaththilum   elimai   vaendum -  simplicity  in the  mind  and 
in  the dress ;  udai- dress; ;  ullam-  soul;  elimai -  simplicity  .

*****video vidi  visum : to see, observe, understand, comprehend. 

video   has the composition  - va- the - and the meaning of the word is  kan  kondu   
kaana  vaendum -  to see with  eyes;  kan-  eye;  kaana -  to  see. 

video   has the composition  - va- the - and the meaning of the word is  manam  kandu
kondida -  to understand .
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video   has the composition  - va- the - and the meaning of the word is  kan   
kaaniththidu / nokkidu - to watch . 

*****videor : to be seen, seem, appear. 

videor  has the composition- va -the -Ra  - and the meaning of the word is   anaivarum
kaana   vaendum  -  to be seen by all;  anaivarum- all;  kaana – to see .

videor  has the composition- va -the -Ra  - and the meaning of the word is  thondruka 
-  appear. 

videor  has the composition- va -the -Ra  - Aand the meaning of the word is  thotram  
kandu-  it seems .

videor  has the composition- va -the -Ra  - Aand the meaning of the word is   kanaathu
irukka   [  antonym ]-  do not see. 

appear[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   thondru 
[ missing  letter-  the -] - appear . 

appear[E]  has the consonants –- pa-Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   pura  thotram
[ missing  letter-  the -]  - external  appearance.

*****viduata : deprived, widowed, bereft. 

viduata   has the composition- va- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  kai vida 
patta [ missing  letter- pa-] –neglected  .

viduata   has the composition- va- the- the - and the meaning of the word is   vithavai  
[Skt] thaai – widowed mother .
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viduata   has the composition- va- the- the - and the meaning of the word is  
kanavanaal  kai  vidapatta  kaim-pen / apalai  pen [ missing letters-  pa -and -la-] ; 
neglected wife ; kanavanai    izhnatha  thaai [  missing letter-  la -] -  widowed 
mother  ;  vithavai[ S] -  widow;  kanavan - husband;  izhantha - lost;  thaai-  
mother.;kai  vida patta - neglected; pen - woman . 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
kaada thuni /  koadi  thuni  aadai  aninthitta   kai pen [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the 
woman  dressed in koadi  [ koadi  thuni-]   the  white dress  worn by woman  at the 
time of  the funeral of her husband  ];  aadai- dress;  thuni- cloth ;  anithidu- dress;  
kaipen- widow .  

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  kali  kala  
mahadoo [ missing  letter- la-]  – widow. 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  kai-n- 
thalai  maka [ missing  letter- la-]  – widow.

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  kanavani  
izhanthava-[ missing  letter- la-]  –   woman who has lost her husband. 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  
kazhuthila   thaali   illaathava --[ missing  letter- la-] - woman  who has lost  her  sacred
thread- thaali . 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is   vaazhaa  
vetti -[ missing  letter- la-] – woman  who  is living  with her parents  - separated from 
husband. 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  vellai  
aadai  aninthava -[ missing  letter- la-] -  woman in white dress. 
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widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  mun  
neththiyil  kunkuma   pottu  illaathava -[ missing  letter- la-]-  woman without the  
kum- kum on her fore head .

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  
thalaikku / pinniya  sadaikku   poo  vaikka   mudiyaathava [ missing  letters- pa- and 
-sa-] – woman who  can  not have flowers on her hair.

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  nakai  
nattu  aniya  mudiyaathaava -  woman who  can not have  jewels .

 widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  vithavai-
[Skt]  widow. 

widow [E]  has the consonants - va- the -va -and the other interpretation  is  
vaithaviyam – widow/ widowhood. 

*****viduo : to deprive 

viduo  has the consonants -  va- the -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   kai 
vittu vida  – neglected .

viduo  has the consonants -  va- the -and the original tamil  word / meaning is  neekka 
patta  /edukka patta/ kodukka padaththa  [ missing  letter- pa-] - remove/ take  away ; 
neeku-  remove; edukka- take. 

deprive  [E]  has the consonants - the- pa -Ra- va -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  parikka  patta /marukka patta  urimai -  robed / denied rights ; pari- rob ;  
urimai- rights; marukka-  deny . 
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*****vigilo : to be awake, watch, be vigilant / to keep vigil. 

vigilo  has the compostion - va -[-sa-]  -la- and the meaning of the word is  kan 
vizhikka- awake. 

vigilo  has the compostion - va -[-sa-]  -la- and the meaning of the word is  kan   
vizhiththu  kan kaanikka / kaakka  [ missing letter- the -] -  be vigilant ;  kan vizhiththu- 
awake;  kan kaani-  watch;  kan-  eye;  vizhiththu- awake;  kan kaanikka-  watch  . 

watch [E]   has the composition -va -the- sa - and the meaning of the   word is  kan 
kondu  koornthu  kavaniththiduka [  missing  letter-  Ra -] - watchful .

watch [E]   has the composition -va -the-[- sa-]  - and the meaning of the  word is  
naeram kattum   kadi kaaram [  missing letter- Ra -] - watch  that  shows   time  ;  
naeram-  time;  kaattum-  showing ;  kadi kaaram-  watch .

awake [E]  has the composition  -va- ka - and the meaning of the word is  kan vizhikka [
missing letter-  zha-] - wakeful  .

keep [E]  has the composition-  ka- [-pa-] -and the meaning of the word is  vaikka-  to 
keep . 

vigil [E]   has the consonants – va-[- sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  kan 
vizhiththu  kan kaanikka  - watch ful . 
                            Remember ka= va;  va= ka. 
         Remember the significance of the letters- pa -and -sa-. 

vigor : vigor, liveliness. 

vigor  has the composition - va- Ra- ka -and the meaning of the wordis  viru  
viruppaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  lively . 
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vigor  has the composition - va- Ra- ka -and the meaning of the word  is  suru 
surupaaka  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]- active. 

vilicus, villicus : pertaining to an estate, overseer, steward. 

vilicus   has the composition- va -la- ka- sa - and the meaning  of the word is nalla  
vilaichchal /makasul  [Arabic]   ulla vilai nilam -  the  farm with good  yield;  nalla-  
good;  vilaichchal- yield;  vilai nilam-  agricultural  land .

vilicus   has the composition- va -la- ka- sa - and the meaning  of the word is  vilai / 
pannai  nilaththil /  thottaththil  vaelai  seiym  pannai  / vaelai  aal  [  missing letters-  
pa- and- the -] -  the  farm worker ;  pannai  aal-  farm worker;   vilai  nilam-  
agricultural land;  thottam-  garden  . 

*****vilis : cheap, worth little. 

vilis  has the composition -va- la- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   malivu  vilai
– cheap price; malivu-  cheap;  vilai- price.  

vilis  has the composition -va- la- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  sakaaya  vilai-  
cheap price . 

vilis  has the composition -va- la- [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   naya  vilai-  
cheap price. 
  
vilis  has the composition -va- la- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  salli kaasu 
vilaiyil -  cheap/  low price ;  salli-  cheap; kaasu-  coin/money;  vilai-  price. 

cheap[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-]  – pa-  -and the original Tamil  word is  nayappu – 
cheap .
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cheap[E] has the consonants  -[- sa-]  – [- pa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is  
nayam- cheap. 

cheap[E] has the consonants  -sa—[-  pa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is  sallisu 
[ missing  letter- la-]- cheap. 

cheap[E] has the consonants  -sa –[- pa-]   -and the  other interpretation is  sakaayam [
missing  letter- ka-]- cheap. 

cheap[E] has the consonants  -sa - pa--and the interpretation  of the word is  panam 
kaasu  kuraivu [ missing  letter- ka –and- Ra -]  less money ;   panam kaasu- cash and 
money ; kuraivu- less. 

vilitas : cheapness, low-price, worthlessness. 

vilitas  has the composition-  va- la- the- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
malivu  vilai   noduththal  -  selling for low price;  malivu- cheap;  vilai- price;  
noduththal  – sell.

vilitas  has the composition-  va- la- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is kaasu  
koduththu  vaanka   thaukthi  ilaaththu -  worthless  to buy;  kaasu- cash;  vaanka- buy 
; thukuthi –worth ; illai- nil . 

vilitas  has the composition-  va- la- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  vilai  
illaatha - no price ;  vilai- price;   illai- without .

price [E]  has the composition  pa- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  porulin 
sariyaana  vilai [ missing letter- la- and- ka -] - price of the object ;  porul- object;  vilai- 
price .

price [E]  has the composition  pa- Ra -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
parisam- price.  
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cheap[E]  has the consonants  -sa-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
savatham [ missing  letters-  ka- and- the -] -  cheap. 

cheap[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
nayappu –cheap. 

cheap[E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   nayam- cheap.  

*****villa : country house, country estate / (med.) manor, village. 

villa  has the composition - va -la -and the meaning of the word is   vayal veli manai- 
country house;  vayal veli- village;  manai- house. 

villa  has the composition - va -la -and the meaning of the word is   makakal   vaazhum 
illam   -  the  house in which  people live ;  makkal-  people;  vaazhum - living;  illam-  
house.

villa  has the composition - va -la -and the meaning of the word is   vayal  veli  -   farm 
field/  country side. 

village[E]  has the consonants  -va- la- la- ka - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vayal veli  - yil ulla  vaeedukal / manaikal  [ missing  letter- the-]-  houses in the farm 
fields; vayal-field;  veli-space;  veedu- house.  

estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  pannai  thoattam [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  garden / estate .

estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  thottam  - small piece of land .
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estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  mitta[Skt] -  estate. 

estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kudi  kaadu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  dwelling  place .

estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vaattam-  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  garden .

estate [E]  haa the consonants - [- sa-] -the -the -and the orignal  Tamil  word / 
meaning is  veettu manai [ missing  letter- ka-] -    - house plots. 

vinculum : bond, fetter, tie. 

viniculum  has  the  composition -  - va -an -ka- la- ma - and the meaning of the word is
kai  kalkalil  vilankittu  katta   vaendum[  missing letter-  the -] -  to apply  shackle . 

bond[E] [n]   has the consonants - pa -an -the - interpretaionof the word / meaning is  
pantham  - relationship/  bond. 

 bond[E] [n]   has the consonants -[- pa-]  -an -the - interpretaionof the word / 
meaning is   sontham [ missing  letter-  sa-] - relationship/ bond.

vindico (vindicatum) : claim, arrogate, assume, appropriate. 

vindico   has the consonants - va -an -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  sutti  katta  vaendum[ missing  letter-  sa-] -to state .

claim [ E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -ma -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kilamai- claim . 
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*****vindico : to avenge, punish, liberate, deliver, protect. 

vindico  has the compositin -va -an- the- ka - and the meaningof the word is  
thandanai  kodukka  vaendum -  to give  punishment ;  thanadani-  punishment;  
kodukka-  to give .

vindico  has the compositin -va -an- the- ka - and the meaningof the word is  kaakka  
vaendum-  to safeguard ; kaakka- to protect.

 vindico  has the compositin -va -an- the- ka - and the meaningof the word is naattai  
viduvikka  vaedum -  to librate the  country ;  naadu-  state;  viduvikka -  to librate. 

vindico  has the compositin -va -an- the- ka - and the meaningof the word is kodukka 
vaendum-  to  give .

wine[E]   has the consonants  va an and the interpretation  of the word is paanakam- 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-   a  sweet drink mixed  with jaggary  and spices. 

vinum : wine. 

 vinum   has the composition -va-  an- and the meaning of the word is  thiraatchchai    
kani rasam  [  missing letters - the -Ra- sa- ]-  grape  juice ; thiraatchchi-  grape;  kani-  
fruit;  rasam-  juice. 

vir : man, hero, man of courage. 

vir has the composition- va- Ra and  the meaning of the word is  
maravan-  soldier /  man of courage.  
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vir has the composition- va- Ra and  the meaning of the word is  veeran [Skt] -  
soldier/  man of courage. 

hero[E]  has the consonants - ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
maravan / veeran .

hero[E]  has the consonants - ka -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is  iraivan-
god/ hero .

heroism [E]  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] -ma  -and the interpretation  of the 
word is  vairam-  heroism/ diamond.  

man [E]  has the consonants-  ma -an- and the originalTamil  word / meaning  is   
maanthan/manithan - man .

virga : a green twig, rod, stick, wand, broom, streak, stripe. 

virga  has the composition- va -Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is   viraku-  fire 
wood. 

virga  has the composition- va -Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  pachchai  
viraku [ missing  letter- pa -and -sa-] -  green-  fire  wood  . 

virga  has the composition- va -Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is   vilakkumaaru 
[ missing letter-  la -] -  broom  stick .

virga  has the composition- va -Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  vari  variyaaka 
-  striped .

broom[E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra –ma- and the original Tamil  word is maaru-
broom .
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twig[E]   has the consonants – the- va –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kavadu – 
twig. 

virgo : maiden, virgin, young girl. 

girl [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is   ilam  kumari – 
young  girl ; ilamai- youth; kumari- young  girl .

girl [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is  elam  paruva /
mankai / pen / kumari [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  young girl ; ilam paruvam- youth . 

girl [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the original Tamil  word is  paer  ilam  
mankai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  young woman  aged  25- 35 .

virgo has the composition -va- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is  paruva  mankai
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -   young girl. 

virgo has the composition -va- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is kanni- kai –yar- 
virgin  girls; kannikai-virgin; kanikaiyar- prostitutes.  

virgo has the composition -va- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is   kanniya  
kumari-   virgin  for ever .

virgo has the composition -va- Ra- ka - and the meaning of the word is thirumanam  
aakkaatha  /  thirumanaththukku  vaendi kaaththu  irukkum kanni  [  missing letter-  
the -]  -  a girl who has attained  menarchy  but  still  unmarried ;   thirumanam-  
marriage;   aakaatha-  not  undergone ;  kanni -  virgin. 

virgin [E]  has the consonants – va- Ra- ka –an- and the original Tamil  word is  yu-va  
kanniyar -   young girls ; uvaa- young ; kanni- virgin .
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viridis : green. 

viridis   has the co mposition- va- Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
adarththiyaana   karum  pachchai   vannam – thick/ dark green color. 

viridis   has the co mposition- va- Ra- the- sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
karuththa -  sivaththa-  uoothaa-  venmai  - manja - pachcha  -  vannam [ missing 
letter- pa-] ;  black, red , blue, white, yellow, green -  color;    karuththa-  black;  
sivaththa-  redf;  manja -  yellow;  uootha-  blue; vebmai-  white;  vannam-  color.  

virtus : manliness, excellence, character, worth, courage. 

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the- [-sa-] -  and the meaningof the word is  
veeram/ thairiyam/ vivaekam / mara thnmai     konda manithan-  the man with 
courage;  veram-  courage;   thairiyam -  courage ;  vivaekam-  wisedom ;  konda- 
having;  manithar-  man . 

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaningof the word is  anja  
nenjaththai  kondavar-  a courgeous man;  anja nenjam-  fearless  heart .

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is  
oruvarudaiya  manitha  thanami-  human nature ; oruvar-  a person; manitha-  human;
thanmai-  nature. 

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaningof the word is   
oruvarudaiya   thani  kunam /kunaathesiyam -  a person’s  character ;  thani kunam-  
individual    character;  kunaathesiyam-  character. 

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaningof the word is  ethiriyaei  
nadu nadanka   seiyum  veeran -  the one who makes his enemies  afraid of him  ;  
ethiri-  enemy;   nadu nadunka-  adj  for fear;  veeran-  soldier. 
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virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-sa- and the meaningof the word is  
aanguvatharkku  sirithum thayakkam vaendaam -   do not  hesitate to buy;  vaanka-  to
buy;  thayakkam-  hesitation;  vaedaam-   do not . 

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-[-sa-] - and the meaningof the word is  
vaankuvatharkku  mikavum  thakuthiyaana  ondru -  worth of buying  ; vaanka-  to 
buy;  thakuthi-  worth.   

virtus has the composition- va -Ra- the-sa-- and the meaningof the word is  sirantha 
thoru vakai -  a  superior kind ;  sirantha-  superior;  vakai- kind. 

vis : (sing.) violence / a large number, quantity, a force / nature 

vis  has the composition  - va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is   iyarkkai  -  
nature  ;  iyarkkaiyaaka -   natural ;  seyarkkai yaaka -  un natural[  missing letter-  Ra -] 
.

vis  has the composition  - va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is   virotham  -  
hostility ;  kroatham -  aggression [  missing letter-  Ra -] .

vis  has the composition  - va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  mikka   
ennikkai-   large number.

vis  has the composition  - va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  athika  ennikkai
[ missing letter-  the -] - large nember ;  athikam-  large;  ennikkai-  number. 

vis  has the composition  - va- [-sa-]  -  and the meaning of the word is  vaekam-  speed
.

vis  has the composition  - va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   sakthi[Skt]  
[ missing  letter-  the-]  - power/ energy / strength .
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vis  has the composition  - va-sa- and the meaning of the word is   aavaesam [Skt] -  
aggressive .

vis  has the composition  - va-[- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  kopam [ missing 
letter- pa -] - anger;  kopa aavaesam .

  vis vires : (pl.) force, power, strength, might, influence. 

vires  has the consonants  -va- Ra -[- sa-] - and the interpretation  of the  word is  
athikaaram[ missing  letter-  the -] -  power.

vires  has the consonants  -va- Ra -[- sa-] - and the interpretation  of the  word is   
veeriyam -  strength .

mighty [E]   has the consonants - ma- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  thaattikam-  mighty . 

power[E]   has the consonants-  pa- va- Ra- and the interpretation  is   kaar par  -power
.

power[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is    veeriyam – 
power. 

power[E]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  kandeeram [
missing  letter- the -]  - power. 

power[E]   has the consonants-  pa- va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  perum  kedi 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – high power;  kedi- power;  perum –big;  kedi parakka . 

power[E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  athikaarm 
[ missing  letter- the -] - power .
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power [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is udar vanmai-
[ missing  letter- the -] - muscle power;  udar- body . 

power [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  naadu  
aalum  urimai  kondu[ missing  letters-  the- and -la-] - power to rule the state; naadu –
state;  aala- rule ; urimai- rights. 

power [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  urai vanmai-
power of speech ; urai- speech ; vanami- power. 

power [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - va- Ra- and the interpretation  is  keerum 
vanam- power of writing; keeru –write; vanmai- power. 

 viscus : flesh, internal organs, bowels, entrails, heart. 

viscus  has the composition- va- sa- ka- sa- and the meaning of the word is  manitha  
udalin   kuvattil  ulla   paakankal -  moolai/ mochhcu  pai /  ithyam /  unavu  pai /  
kanayam /  kalleeral / maneeral /   kudal / kutham  [ missing  letters- the- pa- and -la-] 
-  parts  inside the  human body  cavities   are  the brain/  lungs/ heart /  gastrum / 
liver/ spleen / pancreas /intestines/ rectum .

cavity  [E]   has the consonants – ka- va- the -and the original Tamil  word is   kuvadu -  
cavity .

 panceas [E]   has the consonants -  pa- an- ka -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil   word is  
kanaya neer surappi – the gland that  secrets   pancreatin .

 liver[ E]  has the consonants-  la -va –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  kal- eeral-  
liver. 

spleen [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –[- pa-] - la- an  -and the original Tamil  word is 
mun -eeral [ missing  letter- Ra -] – spleen. 
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heart [E ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
kuruthi  pai [ missing  letter- pa-] – heart /  blood bag ;  kuruthi- blood;  pai- bag . 

pericardia[ E]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- ka-Ra- the  -and the original Tamil word is  
kuruthi pai   poarvai -  the covering of the heart ;  kuruthi pai-  heart;  poarvai-  
covering .

auricles [E]   has the consonants - Ra –ka- la - sa- and the original  Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  thakaraththin    surunki  viriyum   thasaiyaal  aana  iru  mael  araikal -   
two top rooms of the  heart  ;  thakaram [ heart] -  inner side of the heart;  iru –two;  
araikal -  rooms;  mael- top ;  surunku-  constrict;   viriyim -  dilating  ;  thasai /sathai - 
tissue  . 

ventricles [E]  has the consonants – va- an- the- Ra- ka- la- sa-and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  thakraththin    surunki   virinthidum   thasai  yaal  aana  iru  keel  
araikal -  the  two lower rooms of the heart .

heart [E ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- the -  and the other interpretation  is  
hiruthayam [Skt] - heart  .

organ[E]   has the consonants  -Ra- ka -an -  and the interpretation of the word is   
karanam[Skt] -  organ . 

 sense organs[E]   has the consonants-[-  sa-] - an –[-sa-]- -Ra- ka -an – sa-  and the 
interpretation of the word is   unarvukkaana  uruppu[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sense 
organ;  unarvu- sense;  uruppu- organ .

digestive organs[E]  has the consonants  -the- sa –the- va –Ra-ka -an -sa –and the 
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  unda unavai   seeraaka  / sariyaaka  serikka  
seithidum  kudar/ kudal   uruppukalaana   eraipai / kanayam / kalleeral - piththa neer /
siru kudal/ perum kudal [ missing  letters- pa -and -la-] -  the organs that  helps in 
digesting the food  taken- namely  stomach/ pancreas/ liver and  small intestine and 
large intestines. 
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flesh [E]  has the consonants – pa- la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  pulaal-  
flesh/ meat .

ovary [E]   has the cpnsonants – va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  karuvakam- 
ovary ;  karu- ovam;  akam- place/ house. 

thorax [E]  has the consonants-  the- Ra –ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
maarpu  koodu [missing  letter- pa-] – thorax. 

thorax [E]  has the consonants-  the- Ra –ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
kuruthi pai yim  kaatru  paiyum  paathukaappudun   irukkum  idam /akam [missing  
letter- pa-] -  the  safe place  for the  heart and  lungs. 

thorax [E]  has the consonants-  the- Ra –ka- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is aakuroadam [Skt] –thorax. 

muscle [E]   has the consonants – ma- sa- ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  thasai 
kolam- rounded mass of muscles. 

bowel [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - va- la- and the original Tamil   word is  kudal- 
[ missing  letter- the -] -  bowel. 

colon[E]   has theconsonants  -ka -la –an-and  the original Tamil  word is  kalani- colon.

Kidney[ E]   has the consonants - ka –the- an- and the original Tamil  word is  kundi - 
kaai – kidney. 

urethra [E]  has the consonants-  Ra- the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  neer 
thaarai- urethra .

urine [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- an -and the original Tamil  word is  siru neer 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  urine. 
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urea [E]   has the consonants-  Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  siru neer  uppu 
[ missing  letters-  sa –and- pa-] -  urea  of urine. 

cuticle [E] has the consonants - ka –the- ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   
kettiyaana  / udalai  moodi ulla  veli  thole -  thick  outer skin ;   ketti- thick ;  veli-  
outer;  thole;  skin .

dermis [E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra –ma-  sa-and the original Tamil word is  thoar 
adi puram [ missing  letter- pa-] - under  surface of the skin .  
 
epidermis [E]  has the consonants -  pa- the- Ra- ma- [- sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  thoar maer puram- surface of the skin.

cartilage [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- the- la –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
kuruththu ezhumpu [ missing  letter- pa- ] -  tender bone. 

tendon [E]  has the consonants - the -an –the- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda  thasai  naan [ missing  letter- sa-] – long  muscular tendon. 

tendon [E]  has the consonants - the -an –the- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda naar  thandu  - [ missing  letter- Ra -] – long  fibrous  tendon;  neenda- long;  
naar- fiber;  thandu- stem.  

aorta [E]   has the consonants – Ra- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  perum 
thamani [ missing  letter- pa-]-  big  artery. 

arterial [E]  has the consonants  -Ra -the -Ra -la -  and the original Tamil  word is  nalla 
kuruthi   sen- kuruthi  yaei  eduththu  / kondu   sellum  thamani [ missing  letters-  ka- 
and -sa-] – the artery  which carries the pure blood. 

anus / os  [E]   has the consonants  -an -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is  
aasanam[skt] ;  chair; pei-  lower/ shit .

retina [E]  has the consonants -Ra -the -and  the original Tamil  word is  kan -thirai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] – retina/ eye screen .
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 corpuscles [E]  has the consonants   -ka- Ra- pa -sa -la-sa  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   kuruthi  anukkal [ missing  letter- the-] -   blood  corpuscles ;  kuruthi- bolood;
anukkal- cells. 

 blood corpuscles [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -the -  -ka- Ra- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  -la-
[-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   kuruthi - yil ulla – vellai  anukkal -  white blood  
corpuscles. 

blood corpuscles [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -the - ka- Ra- -pa-sa- -la-[-sa-]  
and the original Tamil  word is   kuruthiyil ulla   sivappu  anukkal  -  blood  red  
corpuscles.;  kuruthi- blood;  sivappu-  red;  anukkal- cells.  

buccal [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kuzhi- buccal cavity  ; vaai- mouth;  kuzhi- cavity;  cavity –kuvadu .

diaphram [E]   has the consonants – the- [-pa-] -Ra - ma – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is uthara vithaanam[ Skt] [ missing  letter-  ka-]-  diaphragm;  utharam-  
stomach/ uterus  ;  vithaanam-  canopy.

diaphram [E]   has the consonants – the- pa--Ra - ma – and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  vayiru  pakuthi- yaeim  nenju  koottai -yim [ maarpakaththaiyim ]  
pirikkum  thirai / thaduppu [  missing  letter-  ka-] -  the screen between the  stomach  
and the  thorax;  vayiru-  stomach;  maarpakam-  thorax;  pirikkum -  separating;  
thirai-  screen. 

diaphram [E]   has the consonants – the- [-pa-] -Ra - ma – and the   original Tamil  
word is  moada  thirai – diaphragm ;  moadam- stomach ; thirai- screen.

cholesterol [E]  has the consonants  -ka- la –[-sa-]–the- Ra- la  -and the orignal Tamil  
word is   kuruthi oataththil   kalanthu  irukkum  ketta / nalla   koluppu  neer  thivalaikal
[missing  letter- pa-] – the good/ bad cholestrolin the blood;  kuruthi- blood;   oattam- 
flow; kalanthu irukkum-  mixed; nall- good;  ketta-  bad;  koluppu  -fat.
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physiology [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- [-sa -]-la –[-sa-]- and the original  Tamil   
word is  udal  iyankiyal  [ missing  letters-  the –and-ka -] –physiology . 

psychology[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- ka- la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil 
word is ulaviyal/ manviyal / akaviyal – psychology .

lump[E]  has the consonants-  la- ma- [-pa -] -and the original Tamil  word is mulai-  
swelling. 

secrete[E]  has the consonants  -sa –ka- Ra- the – and the original  Tamil  word is neer  
suranthiduka/ neer uooriduka -  to secrete. 

gland [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -an -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  naalam 
illaa kalalai  katti / kattikal - endocrine  glands .

gland [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -an -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  mun  
kazhuththu  kazhalai- katti -   swelling of the thyroid gland .

gland [E]  has the consonants-  ka- la -an -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  kundi 
kaayin  mael kaanum  kazhalai -  adrenal gland over the top  of the kidney  ;  
kundikkaai- kidney. 

bone[E]  has the consonants  -pa –an- and the original Tamil  word is  enpu-  bone. 

joint  [E]  has ther consonants  -sa- an- the- and the original  Tamil   word is   muttu 
santhu- joint  gap .

 joint [E] has ther consonants  -[-sa-]- an- the- and the original  Tamil   word is  netti-  
joint. 

joint [E] has ther consonants  -[-sa-]- an- the- and the original  Tamil   word is  inaippu 
muttu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  joint. 
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pelvis  [E]  has the consonants  -pa -la –va-sa -and the original Tamil  word is  iduppu  
elumpu  kattu / koodu  [missing  letter-  the -]- ;  pelvis;  iduppu-  hip ;  elumpu-  bone.

vaccinate [E]   has the consonants – va- ka –[- sa-] - an- the –and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  ammai  kuththa  vaendum -  vaccinate .

 microbe  [E]  has the consonants-   ma- ka -Ra –[-pa-] – and the original  Tamil  word is
kannukku   theriyaatha  nun- uyir inam [ missing  letter-  the -] –  microbes  which   can
not  be seen by  eyes. 

vita : life, way of life. 

 vita has the composition - va- the - and the meaning of the word is   vaazhnthidum  
vitham -  [ missing letter-  zha-]  - way of life.  

vita has the composition -va- the - and the meaning of the word is  vaadikkai -  way  of
life .

vitamins [E]   has the consonants-  va -the –ma- an – sa-and the original  Tamil  word is
uootta  mani  saththu – nutrients. 

proteins [E]  has the consonanst – pa- Ra - the- an – sa-  and the original  Tamil  word 
is  puratha  mani  saththu -  proteins from grains ;  puratham- protein; mani-  grain;  
saththu- nutrients. 

way [E]  has the consonants-  va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  vayavai  
-way .

way [E]  has the consonants-  va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  pokum   
pokku [ missing  letter-  pa-] -  way .
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way [E]  has the consonants-  va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   vazhi 
[ missing  letter-  zha-] -  way .

way [E]  has the consonants-  va -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   vatti 
[missing  letter- the-]- way .

vitiosus : vicious, full of vice, corrupt. 

vitiosus has the comoposition -va- the- sa-[- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   
kaedu ketta kunam/ manasu   konda -  a mind with vice; kaedu  ketta kunam -  vice; 
manbam-  mind.  

***** vitium : fault,  vice, crime. 

vitium has the composition-  va- the -ma  -and the meaning of the word is kuththam-  
crime/ fault ;   kaedu  ketta kunam- vice  .
crime[E] has the consonants- ka-Ra- ma – and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kutram-[ missing letter -the-]-  crime.

vito : to avoid, shun. 

vito  has the composition- va -the - and the meaning of the word is  vittu viduka -  to 
leave it ;  neenkiduka;  athanai  vittu  neenki  vanthu vidu . 

vivo vixi victum : to live, be alive. 
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vivo  has the composition - va - va - and the meaning of the word is  vaazhkkai  vaazha 
[  missing letter-  la -]  -  to live ;  vaazhkkai-   life ;  vaazha -  to live .

live[E]   has the  consonants   -la -va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is 
vaazhkkai /   vaazha – to live .

live[E]   has the  consonants -  la -va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
nikazhvu  - live .

live[E]   has the  consonants -  la -va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  il 
vaazhkkai-   domestic  life. 

live[E]   has the  consonants -  la -va  - and the original Tamil word / meaning is  il 
vaazhvoan - one who lives with his family .  

vix : scarcely, hardly, with difficulty, barely. 

vix has the composition -va- ka- - sa- and the meaning of the word is  seiya  
kadinamaaka/ kastamaaka [Skt] - [ missing letter-  the -] - hard  to do / difficult to do  ; 
seiya -  to do;  kadinam-  hard/ difficult. 

vobis : (abl.) you / who knows more than YOU? I do! 

vobis has the composition- va- [-pa-] - [-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  neenka 
- you .

vociferor : to cry aloud, shout. 
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vociferor  has the composition- va-sa- pa- Ra- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
uraththa   kuralil  saththam  pottu azhuka[  missing letters-  Ra -and- la -] - to cry aloud
;  uraththa kural-  loud voice;  saththam  pottu-  shouting;  azhuka-  to  cry .

shout[E]  has the consonants - sa -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
oasai /ochchai[Malayaalam]  idu -make noise ; osai- noise ;idu- make 

shout[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
kaththu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -shout .

shout[E]  has the consonants - [-sa-]  -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is    
koopaadu podu [ missing  letters- ka-and- pa-]  - shout .

                            English  word- volatile .

volatile has the consonants  -va- la- the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  mika 
elithil  aaviyaakam   thanmai  kondathu  –easily volatile nature  ;  elithil –easily; 
aaviyaaka- evaporate/  volatile;  thanmai- nature.   

*****voco : to call, summon, name invite. 

voco  has the composition-  va - ka- and the meaning of the word is   koovuka-  call  / 
summon. 

voco  has the composition-  va - ka- and the meaning of the word is   koovi  alaikka- 
[  missing letter-  la -]-  to shout  calling  some one .  

invite[E]  has the consonants - an- va -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
vara  vaerkka vaendum [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - to invite 

invite[E]  has the consonants - an- va -the -and the original Tamil word / meaning is  
manathai  kavarkindra  vithamaaka [ missing  letter- ka-] - attractive / inviting .
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call [E] has the consonants - ka- la--and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  aalai  
koovi  azhaikka- call a  person ; aal- person;  azhaikka- call;  koovu -shout .

call [E] has the consonants - ka- la- -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  kooval  
ittu azhaikka  [ missing  letter-the -] - shout ;  kooval- shout;  azhaikka- call. 

call [E] has the consonants - ka- la--and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  aalai  
kaanal- visit a person  ;aal- person;  kaanal- seeing. 

volatilis: winged, flying / swift, rapid / fleeting, transitory. 

volatilis  has the composition- va- la -the- la- [- sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
ukalaiththal – to gallop .

volatilis  has the composition- va- la -the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
ulakil  manitha   vaazhkkai   enpathu  sirithum  nirantharam/ nilai    ilaatha  ondru  
[  missing letters-  pa- and- Ra -] -  human  life  in the world  is  temporary one ;  
ulakm-  world;  manithan- man;  vaazhkkai- life;  nirantharam-  permanace; illai-nil .

volatilis  has the composition- va- la -the- la- sa- and the meaning of the word is   
paravai   yaanathu   thun  udampai   munnokki     seluthi / unthida   /  poovi  eerppu   
visaiyaei  eththirththu  kaatril    kizhithhtu    kondu   vaanil   malae   parakka   seiya   
athu   thun   sirakukalai  / rakkaikalai    kuviththu    satru  keelaakka  pinnokki   
azhuththukirathu  [  missingletetrs-  pa -and- Ra -] -  to fly  up  in the air   against the 
gravity  the bird  pushes its wings  down  ;

volatilis  has the composition- va- la -the- la- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
nilai  illaatha  vaazhkkai-  life is  unstable  . 
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volens : willing, favorable. 

volens   has the consonants -  va—la- an- sa  –and the original Tamil  word is   manasu
/ ullam / aaval kolla /   vizhaiya / ichchai  /aasai kolla -    willingness of mind; manasu – 
mind;  vizhaiya –willing;  aasai- desire .

volo (sibi velle) : to mean, signify, denote.

sibi velle  has the consonants –  sa-[-pa-]  -va -la –and the original Tamil  word is   vaai  
soll -  one’s idea . 

sibi velle  has the consonants –  sa-[-pa-]  -va -la –and the original Tamil  word is   enna
ottaththai  eduththu  solluka  / eduththu vaai mozhika [ missing  letter- the -] -  to tell 
the idea ;  ennam-thought ;  solluka-tell .

sibi velle  has the consonants –  sa-[-pa-]  -va -la –and the original Tamil  word is   
alosanai  vazhankuka  -suggest ;  alosanai- suggestion .

volo : to fly, speed, move rapidly. 

volo  has the consonants –va- la- and the original Tamil  word is 
naalu kaal   paaichchalil   paaika  [ missing  letter- pa- and- sa-]  – galloping  with legs;  
naalu –four;  kaal- leg; paaichchal- leaping .

volo : to wish, want, will, ordain, suppose, maintain that, be willing. 

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is  ullam   aasai  kolla 
[ missing letter-  sa-] -  to  desire  .   
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volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is   aaval  kolla -  
willing. 

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is   oru  vaelai  
[ missing letter-  Ra-] -  suppose .

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is    ullam kollai  kolla  -
love .

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is   kattalai 
[ missingletter-  the -] -order.  

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is    vidamal nadathuka
[ missing letter-  the-] - continue to do. 

volo  has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is aatharavu alikka- to 
support [ missing letters- the- and- Ra -] . 

volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is  thakka vaiththu  
kolluka [ missing letter-  the-  ]- to  retain .  
 
 volo   has the composition- va- la-and the meaning of the word is    azhiyaamal/ 
keelae  vilaamal    kaakka [ missing letter-  zha-] - to maintain / to safeguard from  
decay/ decline ;  azhivu-  ruin;  kaakka-  to  safe guard.   

wish [E]  has the composition -  va- sa - and the  original Tamil word is  ukavai-  wish. 

wish [E]  has the composition -  va- sa - and the meaning of the word is  kenji   kaetka/ 
kaekka  [  missing letter- the-] - request  . 

wish [E] has the composition -  va- sa - and the meaning of the word is   ullam 
ichchai / aasai [ mokam]  kolla[ missing letter-  la -]- wish.
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wish [E] has the composition -  va- sa - and the meaning of the word is   kollai  aasai  
[  missing letter-  la -] - excessive  desire .

wish [E] has the composition -  va- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  aanai  
iduka [  missing letter-  the -] - command.  

wish [E] has the composition -  va- [-sa-]  - and the meaning of the word is  
viruppam[  missing letters-  Ra- and- pa -] -desire. 

wish [E] has the composition -  va- sa-- and the meaning of the word is  aasai 
[ mokam]   paduka [  missing letters-  pa -and-  the -] - to  wish . 

wish [E] has the composition -  va- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  nalam  
vaazha   vaazhththukal [  missing letters- la- and- the -] - wishes  for good health ;  
vaazhththukkal-  wishes ;  nalam-  health . 

want[E]   has the composition -va -an- the- and the meaning of the word is  aasai  / 
mokam  pada  vaendum[  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] -  to  wish . 

want[E]   has the composition -va -an- the- and the meaning of the word is mokam 
kondu-   desire .

want[E]   has the composition -va -an- the- and the meaning of the word is   
vaenduka/vaendum -  to  request/  to wish.  

volubilis : (of speech) rapid, fluent, voluble. 

volubilis  has the composition - va- la -pa -la- sa-and the meaning of the word is  vazha
vazhana   paesa/  vazha vazha   paechchu -  non stopping  / boring  speech . 

volubilis  has the composition - va- la -pa -la- sa-and the meaning of the word is   
madai  thirantha  vellam pola   saralamaaka  paesuka/   urai aatruka /  paer  urai   / 
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sitru  urai  / thalami urai/   aatruka  / mandraththil   koodiyulla   makkal    
anaivaraiyum  kavarum  vannam / anaivarudaiya  kaaathil   vizhum  vannam urakka 
paesuka  /   uraiyaaduka / kooruka/ mozhinthiduka/ vaathiduka /  tharkkam seika/ 
patti -manththil   vaatha  poar seika [  missing letters- the -and- Ra -] - fluent  speech ;  
madai  thirantha vellam  pola-  as the water gushing out of the dam ;  saralamaaka -  
fluently ;   urai-  speech;  paer urai-  lecture;  siru  urai-  short  speech;   thalami  urai-  
presedential  speech  ; mandram- haal;  makkal-  people;   urakka  paesuka-  talk  
loudly ;vaathidu-  to  argue; kooruka-  to  tell.  

voluntarius : voluntary. 

voluntarius  has the composition -  va -la -an -the- Ra -sa- and the meaning of the 
word is  panam  kaasukku  indri / laapa nokku indri / vanika nokku / viyaapaara  nokku
indri /  indri  mulamaiyaana   ulla  viruppam  kondu  / mana  isaivu kondu /   oru   
pothu  nala  kaariyaththil  pothu  makkalin  nanmai  vaendi   /  thun aarvaththodu /  
evvitha  nirpantham indri /   eedupaduthal/ seithal  [  missing letter-  pa -] ; 
participating  in some  public  works   with  out any  payment   but  then  for the 
satisfation of one’s own soul ;  panam  kaasu- money;  vanikiam-   business;   ulla 
viruppam-  whole heartedly; pothu  nalan-  common benefit    ;  thun aarvam-  self  
interest ;  seithal  to  do . 

voluntas : wish, will, inclination / good will. 

voluntas  has the composition --va- la -an- the- [-sa-] - -and the meaning  of the word 
is  vaazhththa   vaendum-  should  wish ;  nal  vaazhkkai   vaazha   vaazhththa 
vaendum;  vaazhththum manathu/  mansu vaendum  .

good[ E]  has the composition- ka -the -and the meaning of the word is  thakunthathu/
ukanthathu / thakum - good. 
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voluntas : last will, testament / meaning, sense. 

voluntus  has the composition- va- la- an- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is 
saakum tharunaththil /  tharuvaayil  ezhuthiya  uyil [  missing letter-  Ra -] - will  
written when one is about to die;  saakum  tharunam-  the moment  of dying;  
exhuthiya -  written;  uyill-  will .

voluntus  has the composition- va- la- an- the -sa- and the meaning of the word is  
katturai  siriyathaanaalum   karuththu   ullathaaka  irukka vaendum [  missing letter-  
Ra -]- article may be short ; but then it should  be meaning ful  ;   katturai-  article;  
siriyathu-  small ;  karuththu-  meaning .

will[E]   has the composition -va- la- and the meaning of the word is uyil- will .

volup : agreeably, pleasantly. 

volup   has the consonants -  va- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kollaam 
[Malayalam] – agreed.

volup   has the consonants -  va- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  kalippu  
kolla  - gladly .

volup   has the consonants -  va- la-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   ula  
makizhchchiyaaka [ missing  letter- sa-] – happily .

voluptas : pleasure. 
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voluptas has the composition- va- la- pa -the- [-sa-] - -and the meaning of the word is 
ullaththil   makizhchchi   kondu [  ullam kuthukazhikka ]  -  aadi  paada    -  pleasure   
and  fun ;  ullam-  mind;  makizhchchi-  pleasure ;   kuthulazhikka  -  delightful . 

pleasure[E]   has the consonants -  pa-la- sa -Ra and the original Tamil  word is  ullam  
perum  makhizhchchi/ kalippu   ura[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  mental  happiness. 

voluptuosus : delightful, pleasurable. 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -[-pa-] - the- [-sa-]-[-sa-]-and the meaning of
the word is  koodi  ulla  makkal    makizhchchi  adaiyam vannam   paesuka   -  deliver a 
talk  which makes  the  people  a pleasurable one  . 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- [-sa-]-[-sa-]-and the meaning of 
the word is  ullam  kollai  pokuthae -  delight ful . 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the--sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is  makizhichchi   ponkida-  happiness.  

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is   kannaki -yin  kaaal  kolusu    kathai  -- Elanko  adikal    ezhuthiya   
silapathikaaram   kaapiyam /   kaetka / panai  olai yil   ezhutha patta  noolai/ 
puththakaththai  /   padikka / vaasikka  /    ullam   kazhippu  adaiyuthae ! uvakai 
ponkuthae !![  missing letter-  Ra -]; it is  a pleasure    to  listen to / read   the story  of 
kannaki-     the epic Silapathikarm  .

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is   thiru kural   noolai    padikka  padikka   ullaththil /  manathil /  akaththil     
makizhchchi   peerittu   varukiraethae![  missing letter-  Ra -] -  it is a pleasure   to  
read  Thiru kural  -  

  Thiru  kural  athikaaram-  kalaamai - 402.   
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Kallaathaaan  sorkaa-muruthal mulaiyirandum
Illaathaal  penkaamam-u- ratru   [missing letter- Ra -] . 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is  Thol kaapiyam  enum  Tamil  elakkana  noolai / panai olai  suvadiyaei   padikka
padikka   manam makizvu   kolluthae !-  it is apleaure to  read  Thol kaapiyam. 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is   Tamil  makkaludaiya   / Thamilaththai  aanda   Tamil  mannarkaludaiya /    
Caerar / Cholar/  Paandiyar /mun aasaiyinaal   yaerpatta    pankaali  sandai / panai olai
suvadiyil  ezhuthapattu ulla   Maka Paratha   kathaiyaei   padiakka - padikka   manm 
makizhchchiyil  thulluthae  [  missing letter-  Ra -] -  it is a joy to  to read Tamil  epic   
Maka Paratham . 

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -sa-[-sa-]-and the meaning of the 
word is  paandiyar  /  Caerar/  Cholar Tamil  maanarkaidyae   moonda   sandaiyaei  
pattriya  kathai - Tamil kaapiyam Raamayanaththai  padikka  manam   mikuntha   
makizhichchi  kolluthae!!- it is a pleaure to  read  the  story about  the clash  among 
the Tamil kings   - Raamayanam-  Tamil  epic.   

voluptuosus  has the composition-  va -la  -pa- the- -[-sa-] -[-sa-]-and the meaning of 
the word is   vizha  kaala attam/  paattam / kondaatam -  festive  celebration ;  vizha 
kaalam-  festive  time ; kondattam-  celebration. 

     
                         upaththa-    female genital .

upaththa  has the consonants-  pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is  pon 
-udampu -  female  genital.

 upaththa  has the consonants-  pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is  pundai 
[ slang]  / poo andai -  female genital .
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upaththa  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- the -  and the original Tamil word is   aa- vudai
– vulva .

                   English  word  glans penis  .

glans penis  has the consonants - ka -la -an –[-sa-]-[- pa-]- an –[-sa -]–and the 
interpretation  of the word is  yoni yim  linkamum -  yoni  and the linka  [Skt] .

glans penis  has the consonants - ka -la -an –sa-pa- an –-sa -and the  original  Tamil  
word is  Kaali annaiyin    pen puzhai yim   Sivanin  poolum/ sen- kolum   -  the 
phallus  of the lord Siva anf the vulva of goddess Kaali .

glans penis  has the consonants - ka -la -an –[-sa-] -pa- an –[-sa -]–and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kanavanin   poolum  manaivi-yin  pen puzhai  yim -  genitals  of the 
husband and the wife.                              

volva vulva : womb (particularly that of a sow). 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   kovilin   moola  
vaasal -  the primary  gate of the temple. 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is    kamala  vaai  - 
lotus  mouth .

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is     azhakulla   
alkul  beautiful   vagina; azhaku-  beautiful;  alkul-  vulva ;  alkal- dark / night . 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   linkam- um   
alkullum   -phallus  and the vulva; linkam-  phallus; alkul- vulva  .

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   kalavu iyal-  
sexuality .
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vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  alkul  vazhiyae /
vazhiyaaka   kulaviyin   ulaka  vaazhvu - via  the  vagina -  the worldly  life of the baby  ;
alkul-  vagina ;  vazhi- via;  ulakam- world; vaazhvu- life ;  kulavi- baby .
   
vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   alkul  vaayil   
vazhiyaaka -   vulva- the  entrance ;  alkul-  vulva;  vaayil- door.   

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  pochchu  
vazhiyaaka  [  missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  via the cunt - pochchu-  cunt . 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is   kuzhavi- baby .

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  vellai  kamalam 
-  white  lotus-  vulva   ; vellai-  white;  kamalam- lotus. 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  vaazhai  kulam- 
uterus. 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  kuda 
vaasal[ missing  letter- the –and- sa-] - mouth of the uterus; kudam- pot; vaasal- way. 

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  kamalaaya  
kulam -  lotus pond – vulva ; kamalam-  lotus;  kulam- pond.

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is  pavala vaai 
[ missing letter- pa-] -  uterus opening .

vulva  has thecomposition -va- la- va -and the meaning of the word is ulakai   kaakkum
mulai yum al  kullum-  the  life saving  breast  and  the vulva- mulai- breast ; alkul- 
vulva; ulkam- life; kaakkam- rescuing.

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kosam  [ missing  letter-  sa-] --womb .
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womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- pa--and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pakam-  female genital .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- [-pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  panniyin  kosam-[ missing  letter-  sa-]   womb of the pig;  panni- pig;  
kosam- womb;  pennin kosam-the womb of the woman ;  pen-  woman  . 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -pa-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   makavu  pai -  bag for the baby ;  makavu- baby;  pai- womb. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -[-pa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   utharam [ missing  letters-  the –and- Ra -] – uterus .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -pa-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   karppakam[ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -  uterus. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -pa-  -and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is   karu varai koodam[ missing  letters- Ra -and- the -] - sanctum sanctorum .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -[- pa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is   antha kaaram-[ missing  letters- Ra -and- the -] -  primitive darkness. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -pa--and the original Tamil  word / meaning is
kumpa konam   makaa maka kulam / maankulam [ missing  letter- la-] -   kumpa  
konam  sacred tank. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- -[- pa-] --and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  vaazhai  kulam [ missing  letter- la-] – uterus; kulam- pond.   

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- pa-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
kumpam -  uterus .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word / meaning 
is  kamalam -[ missing  letter- la-]- lotus .
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womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word / meaning
is  karppam [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - pregnancy .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- pa-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
mun kudam /  pani kudam[ missing  letter-  the -] - amniotic sac. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- pa-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
karuppasayam [ missing  letters-  Ra- and -sa-] –womb. 

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma- [- pa-] -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  kuiyam   -womb .

womb[E]   has the consonants   -va -ma-  pa-and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
pavam-  womb .

pirasana[Skt]/  [ female genital ]    has the consonants-  pa- Ra –[-sa-]  -an – and the 
original Tamil  word is   pennin   pirappu  uruppu – female genital  . 

pirakiruthi [Skt] [ female genital ]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra -ka -Ra -the –and 
the original Tamil  word is  thaayin  karuvarai -  the womb  of the mother. 

amniotic   sac  [E]   has the consonants  -ma- an –the- ka  -  sa- ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is   saei   mithakkum   thanni  kudam  / panikudam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
the water  pot  in which  the baby  floats amniotic  sac .

embryo [E]  has the consonants  -ma –pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pillaiyin  
palai/   karu  paruvam [ missing  letters-  la- and-  ka-]- embryo. 

embryo [E]  has the consonants  -ma –pa- Ra -and theother interpretation  of the 
word is  karppam[Skt] -[ missing  letters- ka-] - embryo .

embryo [E]  has the consonants  -ma –[-pa-]- Ra -and the
other interpretation  of the word is  amara  saayam [ missing  letter- sa-]- embryo. 
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embryo [E]  has the consonants  -ma –[-pa-]- Ra -and the
other interpretation  of the word is  urumaari varum  karu-[ missing  letter- ka-]  - the 
developing  embryo .
 
foetus  [E]   has the consonants – pa- the- sa- and the interpretation  of the word is   
manitha   sathai  / thisu  pindam [Skt] – mass of tissue ;  thisu -  tissue. 

foetus  [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- [-sa-]- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  maethai-  meat  /flesh.   

foetus  [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- -sa-and the interpretation  of the word is
manitha  sathai -  human  flesh  .

cunt [E]has the consonants-  ka –an- the -and the original Tamil  word is kundi- 
bums/perineum /vulva .

phallus  [Gr]  has the consonants – pa- la- [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  poolu 
– phallus .

phallus  [Gr]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
nool  - phallus  .

phallus  [Gr]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
puluththi [ missing letter- the -] -  one who indulges in the masturbation.  

phallus  [Gr]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- [- sa-]  and the other interpretation of 
the word is linka [ missing  letter- ka-]- phallus. 

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - an- [-sa -] – and the original Tamil  word is  
aayamaanam -  male genital;  secret. 

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  pa-- an- sa - and the original Tamil  word is  punjinam- 
penis .
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penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] -- an- sa - and the original Tamil  word is   sunni- 
penis .

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] -- an- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   
maani- penis. 

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] -- an- [-sa-]-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   yoni [Skt] -   vulva .

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] -- an--sa- - and the original Tamil  word is   kunju 
[ missing  letter-  ka -]- genital of a boy .

penis  [ E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] -- an- sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   samaan  [Kannada] -  penis .

glans [ of the penis][ E]    has the consonants -  ka- la- an –[-sa-] -and the  
interpretation of the word is  linka[ Skt]  -  phallus .

glans [ of the penis][ E]    has the consonants -  ka- la- an –-sa--and the  interpretation 
of the word is  sen-k-kole  /aanin kali -  red stick  /scepter .

pda / penis [Egyptian hieroglyphic word ]  has the consonants  pa – the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is pudukku [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  male genitals [ penis and the 
testis].

pda / penis [Egyptian hieroglyphic word ] - has the consonants  pa – the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  pundai -  vulva.

sd [Egyptian hieroglyphic word]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  pundai [ slang] [ missing  letter- pa-] -  cunt. 

sd [Egyptian hieroglyphic word]/ vulva-   has the consonants –-sa--the -and the 
original Tamil  word is   sooththu- buttocks .
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nfr[Egyptian hieroglyphic word] /penis-   has  the consonants  -an- pa –Ra- and the 
original Tamil  word is aan uruuppu-  male organ;  aan-  man;  uruppu- body part .  

*****vomer : plowshare. 

vomer   has the consonants  - va- ma -Ra - and the original Tamil  word / meaning is  
vaaram-  plough share ; urimai .

vomica : ulcer, sore, boil / plague, curse. 

vomica  has the composition -va- ma -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  uoor  
maakalidaiyae  vaekamaaka   paravi   makkalai   thaaki   uyirai   parikkukm   kollai  / 
thoththu   noei/ uyir  kolli  noei / pini [ missingletetrs-  pa -Ra -  the-  and -  la- ]-  
epidemic out break.

vomica  has the composition -va- ma -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  vaai / 
unavu  kuzhal /  vayiru -   irappai /  siru  kudal  / perum kudal / mal  kudal  -  lil   
undaakum   pun -  putru  noein  arikurikalil   ondraaka   irukkaalam [  missing letters-  
pa -  sa-  Ra -la -and the -]  -  the ulcers seen in the mouth /  esophagus/  stomach /  
intestines   can be one of the symptoms of cancer. 

vomica  has the composition -va- ma -ka-  and the meaning of the word is  veyil 
kaalankalil   thalai  vali/ kaaichchal / suram   aakiya  naoei  arikurikaludan   udampil  
siru  siru   thadippukal  / koppalankal  kaanapattal  athu  sinna   ammai  /  allathu  
periya  ammai  noei-  yin   arikuriyaak  irukalam [  missing letters-  pa -  sa -Ra -the- 
and -la -  ] - head ache /   fever  accompanied by  body  blisters could be the 
manifestation  of  chicken  pox or small pox ; veyil kaalam-  summer   thalai  vali-  head
ache; kaaichchal-  fever;  arikurikal-  symptoms ;  kopplankal-  blisters;  sinna ammai-  
chicken pox ;  periya  ammai -  small pox ;  noei  disease .
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boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
koppalam [ missing  letter- ka-] – boil.

boil [E] has the consonants –[- pa-] - la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
mulai- lump .

boil [E ] has theconsonants   -pa -la -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   seel 
pun [ missing  letter-  sa-] -- pustule ;  seel/ salam  -  pus;  punnu- ulcer.  

                            *Remember  ka=  va ;  va-= ka .

*boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
palakku [ missing  letter- ka-] - boil .

*boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  
pilavai- boil  /abscess.

boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   mulai 
– central part of the boils.

boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is   
kopplam [ missing  letter- ka-] - boils. 

boil [E] has the consonants – pa- la  -and the original Tamil word / meaning  is  seel  
punnu  [ missing  letter- sa-]- abscess. 

sore[E]  has the consonanst-[-  sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   kuru [ missing 
letter- ka-] –boil .

abscess [E]   has the consonants  pa –sa-sa- and the original Tamil  word is  punnu /   
seel punnu  [missing  letter- la-]- sore. abscess. 
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*****vomito : to vomit, vomit forth, throw up. 

vomito has the composition- va - [-ma-] - the -and the meaning of the word is   vaai  
kumatta -   nausea ;  vaanthi-  vomit .

vomit  [E]  has the consonants  -va- ma -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is
kakka  vaendum – vomit ; vaanthi  [Skt] edukka  vaendum – vomit.

vomit  [E]  has the consonants  -va- ma -the – and the original Tamil word / meaning is
oa-k-kaalam  edukka [ missing  letter- la-]   - vomit/ nauseate . 

voro : to eat greedily, swallow up, consume, gorge oneself. 

voro  has the consonants  -va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  aavaeriyaa unnu  -  
to eat greedily .

*****votum : prayer, wish, desire / promise to God. 

votum has the composition-va -the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  aandavani  
vaendi  vanankida  vaendum -  worship  the god.

votum has the composition-va -the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   aandavanai 
mandi - yittu   kaariyam  nirai vaera  /  vaendi   vanankuka  [  missing letter-  Ra -] - to 
pray  to god  to  fulfill an obligation ; aandavan-  god;  vaenda-  to pray ;  vananka -  to 
worship ;  karriyam nerai vaera-  to  fulfill an obligation .  
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votum has the composition-va -the -ma - and the meaning of the word is   
aandavanukku  uruthi  thara  vaendum- give promise to the god;  aandavan –god;  
uruthi –promise; thara- give.  

votum has the composition-va -the -ma - and the meaning of the word is  aasai  
vaiththida / kondida  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to wish .

voveo vovi votum : to promise to God, vow, pray for. 

voveo   has the composition-  va -va - and the meaing of the  word is   kaanikkai    -  
votive offering . 

god [E] has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil word / meaning is   
aandavan / thaeivam/ thaevan[Skt]  – god. 

pray [E]  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word / meaning is 
mandraadu [missing  letter-  the -]-  pray;  irainthidu . 

 promise[ E]  has the consonants -pa –Ra- ma -sa - and the original Tamil  word is   
paechchu   maaraamai  - not deviating from  the said  words;  paechchu- speech ; 
maaramai- not changing. 

promise[ E]  has the consonants -pa –Ra- ma –[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   
piraamanam -  promise.  

vox *****vocis : voice, word / (med.) power, right, authority. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka –  sa--and the meaning of the word is   vaasakam-   
word/ phrase/  prose/ news/ poem .
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vox   has the composition -va-  ka –  sa--and the meaning of the word is   vaasikka- to 
read. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka – [- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   vaai  
asaikka-  to speak. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka – [- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is   kilavi 
[ missing  letter- la-] -   word. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka - sa-and the meaning of the word is   osai/ ochchai / 
saththam[Skt]   undaakka  vaendum [  missing letter- the -] - to make noise ;  osai-  
sound;  satthham-  noise;  undaakka-  to make. 

 vox   has the composition -va-  ka – [- sa-] -and the meaning of the word is    uraiyaada
vaendum/ uraiyaaduka  [  missing letters-  Ra – and-  the -] -to  conversate  .

vox   has the composition -va-  ka – [-sa-]-and the meaning of the word is   thakaval 
[  missing letter- the -] - message . 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka - sa-and the meaning of the word is   kalai sorkkal 
[  missing letter-  la -] – scientific  terms/ words . 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka - sa-and the meaning of the word is   kuriyeettu   
sorkkal [  missing letters- Ra- and -the -] - pass words / symbols /  signs. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka - sa-and the meaning of the word is   vaai  mozhi  
sorkkal [  missing letter- la -] -   words  uttered  from the mouth  .  

vox   has the composition -va-  ka - sa-and the meaning of the word is  sol vadivam 
[ missingletters- the- and-  la-]- word form. 

vox   has the composition -va-  ka – [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  kalvi- 
education. 
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vox   has the composition -va-  ka - [-sa-] -and the meaning of the word is  
unmaiyaakaave -  truly .

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
naeradiyaaka-  straight /direct. 

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   sariyaana 
vidai [  missing letter-  sa-] -  correct answer.
 
right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
sariyaanathaaka -[  missing letter - sa-]    appropriate  .  

 right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   
naermai  / nan neri  konda-  honest. 

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   
poruththamaaka [  missing letter-  pa -] -  fitting.  

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is  
thiruththamaanathaaka-  correct .

right [E]  has the composition- Ra- ka- the- and the meaning of the word is   kutram 
kuraivu  indri -  without any  flaws .

voice[E]  has the consonants  -va -sa- -and the original Tamil  word / meaning is   
kosanai /  ko- ena  osai -   -  loud noise;  ko vena -  loud;  osai-  noise.  

vulgaris : common, ordinary, usual. 

vulgaris   has the composition- va- la- ka -Ra- [- sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is   
valakkamaana ondru  [ missing  letter- the -] – usual one. 
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vulgaris   has the composition- va- la- ka -Ra-  sa--  and the meaning of the word is   
keezh  nilaiyil   irukindra  sila  kudi makkal  [ missing  letter- the -]- ordinary  citizens .

vulgaris   has the composition- va- la- ka -Ra - sa- and the meaning of the word is   kudi
makkal  / naattu pura  makkal paesukindra   kochchai mozhi -[ missing  letters-   pa- 
and -the -]-  the  language of the common ;  kudi makkal- citizens;  kochcchai mozhi  - 
vulgar language;  mozhi-  language  .

vulgaris   has the composition- va- la- ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is  
vazhakkil  irukkindra  mozhi  nadai  -  the  language  which is in vogue ;   nadai –style . 

usual [E]   has the consonants- [-  sa-] - va- la - and the original  Tamil  word / meaning 
is  vazhakka- maana  -  usual .

vulgivagus : wandering, vagrant, itinerant. 

vulgivagus  has the composition - va- la-  ka -va- ka- sa-  and the meaning  of the word 
is  uoor  ulakam    muzhukka   / kizhakku   thisaiyil   irunthu  vaikarai  naeram  thodanki
maerkku  nooki    naalum  kaalai  muthal  eravu /  maalai  varai   oaivu  indri    sutri  
varukiravan-   naadodi /  kuravan  makan  /  Mayil  vaakaanan -  Thiru  Murugan  
-kathiravan -  Vaelan   aavan [  missing letters- Ra -and- the -]  ;  the one  who  is 
wandering  from east to west  daily  from morning to  night without taking rest is the 
sun god Marduk .

vagarant [E]   has the composition -va- ka- Ra- an- the - and the meaning   of the word 
is  uoorai /  nakaraththai    sutri / kiranki  varukiravan - kathiravan-  Thiru  Murugan 
[  missing letter- sa-] -  the one who goes  around  is lord Marduk  -  the sun god .

wanderer [E]  has the composition- va -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
uoor  sutri  varukiravan - the one who goes  around the town[  missing letter-  sa-]  ;   
uoor-  town ; sutra  varukiravan-  wanderer .
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wanderer [E]  has the composition- va -an- the- Ra - and the meaning of the word is   
kaadu  karai  maeikindravar -  wanderer.  

*****vulgo : to spread, publish, impart, make accessible. 

vulgo has the composition -va- la -ka- -   and the meaning of the word is   kolkai  
vilakka    noolai / nool  kattu    veliyida vaendum [  missing letter-  the-] - to publish  
the  book  of doctrine ;  veliyida-  to  publish;  nool-  book;  kolkai  villakkam -  the 
explanation for the doctrine.  

vulgo has the composition -va- la -ka- -   and the meaning of the word is   makkal  
anaivarin / ellarudaiya    kaikalilum    kidaikkum  vannam  noolaaka   veliyiduka   
[  missing letters-  the - and-  Ra -]-  publish  the book  so that  the doctrine  reaches  
all the  people . 

spread [ E]  has the composition -[- sa-] -  pa- Ra- the -  and the meaning of the word is
parapidu [ v] / parantha [ n]   -  spread. 

vulgus : the common people, mob, rabble. 

vulgus   has the composition - va -la- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  keezh
/ samaanaya[Skt]   makkal- lower class people; keezh-  below;  makkal-  people. 

vulgus   has the composition - va -la- ka -[-sa-] -  and the meaning of the word is  
makkalaal/ makkaukku / maakka -lalaeyae !!-  by the people/ for the people/ of the 
people .

vulgus   has the composition - va -la- ka -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  makkalai 
izhivu  seiyum vakaiyil    kochchaiyaaka /kaevalamaaka / ozhukkam illa vakaiyil   
paesu/ yaesu  [  missing letter- pa -] - vulgur talk  .
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vulgus   has the composition - va -la- ka -sa-  and the meaning of the word is  
saatharana  makkal  upayokkim  mozhi [  missing letter-the -] - the vulgur/ common  
language.

people [E] has the composition- pa- pa -la-and the meaning of the wore is pothu  
makkal  [  missing letter-  the -and - ka -]  -  general  public.

ulnero : to wound, injure, hurt, harm. 

vulnero  has the composition - va -la-an- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is  
elithaaka   thakkuthalukku  aalakaa   koodiya ondru [  missing letter-  the -] - 
suceeptible to invasion /attack . 

vulnero  has the composition - va -la-an- Ra -  and the meaning of the word is 
elithaaka  noei  nodi/ kirumi   anuka koodiya /  thakka  kodiya / azhikka koodiya / 
uooru  kolla  thakka  vakaiyil  /  kurai  ulla / kurai kaana  koodiya/   oru  udal  paakam  [ 
missing letters- the- -]  vulnerable  organ. 

hurt [E]   has the composition -ka -Ra -the -  and the meaning of the word is   udar  
kaayam  undaakku -  to  injure the body ;  udar kaayam-  body  wound ;  undaakku-  to 
make. 

hurt [E]   has the composition -ka -Ra -the - and the meaning of the word is  kutram  
kurai  koori   oru  manitharin/ maantharin   akathai/ manathai   kaaya  paduththu 
[  misising letter-  pa -] -  to hurt  one by  accusing .

hurt [E]   has the composition -ka -Ra -the - and the meaning of the word is   oruvarin  
manthai / akaththai  noka  adikka -  to  hurt  one’s  heart . 

hurt [E]   has the composition -ka -Ra -the - and the meaning of the word is   theenku  
tharukira / kodukkira   ondru  - the one that  hurts/  the one that  harms  . 
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vulnus : wound. 

vulnus has the composition- va- la -an- [- sa-]-and the meaning of the word is  udalil   
undaana  kaayam  [ missing letter-  the -]-  wound over the body  ; udal-  body;  
kaayam-  wound. 

wound[E] has the composition- va -an -the -and the meaning of the word is   kaayam  
adainthida - wounded ; kaayam-wound  /zakham[Farsi].

deep  wound [E]  has the consonants-  the- pa -  va- an- the  and the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  padu  kaayam  adainthida – deeply wounded .

vulpes volpes : fox. 

vulpes  has the composition -va- la- [- pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
kaattil  vaazhum onaai [  missing letter-  the -] - the wolf /wild dog ; kaadu-  forest;  
vaazhum-  living ; onaai-  wolf.  

vulpes  has the composition -va- la- [- pa-]  -[-sa-] - and the meaning  of the word is  
uoolai  yidum  ko naai [ missing  letter- the -] -  the howling  dog/ wolf ;  uoolai yidu- 
howl .

fox[E]   has the consonants  -pa- ka -sa  -and the original Tamil  word is   sampookam- 
fox. 

fox[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –ka- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  ko naai
–fox/ wolf. 
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fox[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –ka- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  ko 
maayu – fox. 

fox[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –ka- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
nakkan- fox. 

fox[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –ka-  sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  vanjakam 
– wicked.

fox[E]  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –ka-  sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  sivai- fox. 

vulticulus : look, aspect, appearance. 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  manathai  kollai  kollum  azhakaana   veli  thotram [  missing  letter-  Ra-]-  
good looks;  azhuku-  beauty ; veli thotram-  external  appearance .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is    kalaimakal-udaiya  azhaku-  the beauty of  Kalai Makal ;  kaalil  velli  kolusu  
ittu ;  kaikalil  thanka / vaira  valiyal  ittu;  neththiyil  thilakam ittu ;  mookil  vaira  
mookuthti  kuthti ;  kaathukalil  vaira thodu  ittu ;  idaiyil  thanka  ottiyaanm  aninthu/  
thooya vellaadai  aninthitta    - Tamil  annai/Tamil  thaai-  kalai Makal.  

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  azhakaana  kuzhanthai -  beautiful  child. 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  valli yudaiya  kanavan vaelan-   husband  of  valli  is  Murugan .  

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is   azhakaana   vaelai  udaiya vaelan-  lord Murugan  with beautiful  spear.  
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vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  azhakaana  vaazhv-  idam   -a   good  living  place .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is ulakai  aalum  kaaliyan makan -kanthan/vaelan-  the son of Siva is Murugan  . 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is kallum  mullum  kaalukku meththai ! saamiyae  Ayyappa  !  saami  saranam  
Ayappan saranam  [  missing letters-  pa -and- Ra -]- worship of   lord  Ayyappan .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  kannakiyin  kaal  kolusai   kovalan    koola vanikanidam  virkkum  pozhuthu  - 
sirai pidakkapattu   Nedun chezhiyan  mannaalaal / arasanaal    kolai yundu  maanda  
kathaiyae  /   Caera mannan  Elanko  Adikal  ezhuthiya  silapathikaaram kaathai  aakum
[  missing letters- pa -and- Ra -] - the story  of anklet  - silapathikaaram -  written by  
Elanko . 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is kaalam kaalamaaka /  vazhi vazhiyaaka  Tamil  kulam   kaakkum / Tamil  kudi 
makkalin  nalam  kaaakum  Vadi Vaelan- lord Murugan is the  savior  of the Tamil 
people since ancient  times .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  Tamil  kadavul/ aandavan  /  thaeivam/  devan-  vaelan -  Murugan is the god 
for Tamil  people . 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  thol  mozhi /  sem mozhi /nam thaai mozhi /   Tamil mozhiyaei   azhiyaathu  
paathu  kaaththida vaendum[  missing letter- pa -] -  should  keep  Tamil language  
alive .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is   Tamil  annai  kalai makal  needozhi   vaazha vaendum- long live our mother  
tongue-  goddess kalai  Makal. 
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vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  kaalaththal  azhikka mudiyaatha  Tamil  mozhi  vaazhka vaazhkavae !  vaazhiya
vaazhiyavae !!-  long live Tamil language.

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  “kal  thondri  mun  thondraa kaalathae   mun  thondriya  ulakin  muthal   
mozhi - mooththa  mozhi -    thol mozhi -  sem mozhi - thaai mozhi -Tamil mozhi” 
[  missing letter- Ra -] ;-  the antiquity of  Tamil language  can not be determined as the
language is  very  old  .

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  vaikaasi  maasa  nan- naalil  /  Palani malai  vadi  Vaelanukku  / alaku  kuththi; 
poo kavadi/  paal  kavadi / pasha kavadi/  edukka  ;  Tamil  kudi  makkal  nadai   
payanam   sella vaendum -Tamil  people  going  for a pilgrimage  by walk  to worship  
lord Murugan of  Palani Malai .    

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  ullaththil    ondrai  - vidam-   vaiththu  kondu   veliyil  ondrai /  vaayil  thaen 
valiya  kooraathae!  [  missing letter-  Ra -] . 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  veli  thoraththin  azhakai   kandu  yaemaanthu  /mayanki   vidaathae  
[  missing letter- Ra -] -  do not get  cheated by  external  appearance. 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is   pandaiya  kaalam thottu /  vali valiyaaka /  kaalam   kaalam- maaka /  thondr 
thottu  / Tamil  makkal  -  Caerar- Cholar- Paandiyar / vaai  vazhiyaka  kathaikka  / 
kaathaal  kaettu  vantha -   pinnar  panai olaiyil   yezhtha  pattu / paathu kaakka pattu  
vantha  Tamil   nool-  Thirukural ;  Tamil  ilakkana  nool  -  Thol kaapiyam ;  perum 
kaapiyankal-Maka  Paratham/ Raamayanam ; pathi nen keel kanakku ; aka naanooru;  
pura naanooru /  Silapathikaaram [  missing letters-  pa- and -Ra -]  . 
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vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is   

Thondrin  pukazhotu thondruka  akthu ilaar  
thondralin thondraamai nandru . [  missing letters- pa- and -Ra -] -Thirukural- 236. 

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  kaalam  kaalmaaka/ muthal  muthalaaka    kadal  vazhi yae   padaku  otti /  
kappal  ottiya   makkal  nam Tamil kudi  makkal than[  missing letter- pa-] -  the ancient
sailors are the Tamil people.    

vulticulus  has  the composition  va- la - the- ka -la -[-sa-] -  and the  meaning of the 
word is  vaazhu  /vaazha  vidu - live and let  live . 

look [E] -   has the composition - la- ka- and the  meaning  of the  word is  veli azhakai  
kannaal  kaana -  to  see the external   beauty;  veli-  external;  azhaku-  beauty  ;  kan- 
wye;  kaana -  to  see.

appearance [E]   has the composition - pa - Ra - an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of the 
word is  maanthanin/ manithanin  / purusanin /  pura  thotram [  missing letter-  the -] 
-  the external  appearance of a man ;  maanthan-  man;     puram-  external;  thotram-
appearance .   

appearance [E]   has the composition - [-pa-]  - Ra - an -[-sa-] -  and the meaning  of 
the word is  thaanae  thondriya   ondru  [  missing letter-  the -] -  manifesting   one /  
emerging one  on it’s own  ;   ondru- one;  thondri-  appearing ;   thaanae -  on it’s own
;  ondru  thaanae  thondrida -  appearing on it’s own ;  thaan thondri -  one that  
appeared  on it’s own   . 

appearance [E]   has the composition - [-pa-]  - Ra - an -sa--  and the meaning  of the 
word is  darshan  [Skt] [ missing letter-  the -] – appearance.  

appearance [E]   has the composition - pa - Ra - an -sa -  and the meaning  of the word 
is  pirasanam [Skt]- appearance/ presence .  
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vultuosus : grimacing, affected.  

vultuosus   has the composition - va- la- the- sa- sa -and the meaning of the word is 
mukaththai  suzhuikka   seithidu -  grima cing ;  mukam-  face ;  suzhikka seithidu - 
frown .  

                         English  word -peacock 

peacock [E] has the consonants – pa- ka -ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
aki pukku  -peacock. 

                        English  word -  tail  

tail has the consonants  the la -  and the original Tamil  word is  thazai – peacocks 
tail. 

vultur voltur vulturius volturius : vulture. 

vultur  has the composition-  va  -la-  the -Ra- and themeaning of the word is   vaanil   
vaeku   uyaraththil   parakkum  /  paranthu   vattamidum /  kuri  paarththu  koththum /
eranthavanin /  erantha  manitharin  /  pinaththin  / eranthu  pona mirukaththin   
azhukiya/ naatram  eduththa    kudalai /  pidunkki  /  kari yaei   thinnum - pinam  
thinnum  kazhuku[  missing letter- pa-]  ;  the eagle  that  flies  high in the sky  which  
eats the human and animal  dead  body ; 
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vultur  has the composition-  va  -la-  the -Ra-   and themeaning of the word is   pazhi  
paavaththirkku   anjaathavanae - kutra vaali  aavaan-  [  missing letters- pa- and- sa-] - 
vulturous  -  who has  no guilt  will become a criminal .

vultus : the face. 

vultus ahas the composition- va -la -the- sa- and the meaning of the word is   thalaikku
keelae  ,  kazhuththukku maelae  ulla  mun  neththi ,  kan / vizhi  ,   mookku ,  sevi , 
vaai  , uthadu  , naakku   pallu  , kannam ,  thaadai   akiya   udal pakuthikalae    mukam 
enapadum [  missing letter-  pa -] - the  body parts below the head   and above the 
neck  like  fore head , nose,  ear, cheek, mouth, lips, tongue  and jaw make  together , 
the face;   thalai- head;  kazhththu-  neck;  maelae-  above;  keelae-  down;  ull-  
situated;  mun neththi-  fore head; mookku-  nose;  sevi-  ear; vaai- mouth;  uthadu- 
lips;  naakku- tongue; pallu- tooth;   kannam-  cheek;  thaadai-  jaw;  udal pakuthikal-  
body  parts;  mukam-  face.    

vultus ahas the composition- va -la -the- [-sa-] - and the meaning of the word is   
kazhuththu- neck. 

face[E] has the composition -[-pa-]  -sa-and the meaning  of the word is  moosi  / 
monju- face;   mukam[  missing letter-  ka -] -  face;  muka paavanai -  facial expression.

face[E] has the composition -[-pa-]  -[- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  aananam 
- face. 

face[E] has the composition -[-pa-]  -[- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  munai- 
face. 

face[E] has the composition -[-pa-]  -[- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  ani – 
face. 
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face[E] has the composition --pa-[- sa-] -and the meaning  of the word is  aasiyam- 
face.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

                                  English  word- worship .

 to worship  has the consonants – the-  va –Ra- [-sa-]  –[-pa-]--  and the 
interpretation of the word is  aakiratham [Skt]  -worship. 

to worship  has the consonants – the-  va –Ra- [-sa-]  –pa--  and   the original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  aandavarai  vananki  kumpiduka-    to worship  the god.  

                      English  word – whale .

whale  has the consonants – va- la- and the original Tamil  word is   thiminkilam 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – whale .

whale  has the consonants – va- la- and the original Tamil  word is   moankil -   a kind
of whale. 

                  English  word – great  wisdom .

Great  wisdom has the consonants - ka -Ra -the –va-[- sa-] - the  -and the the original
Tamil  word is  muthu  kuraivu kondida -  to have great  wisdom .

                        English  word – wise. 

wise has the consonants- va—[- sa--] and the original Tamil  word is amaivan- wise 
man . 
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                     English  word – witness.

Witness has the consonants-  va- the -an -sa -and the original Tamil word is  muthu  
kan -  wisdom. 

                       English  word – weep .

weep has the consonants – va- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  visumpuka 
[  missing  letter- sa-] - weep. 

                     English  word  -wise.

wise  has the consonants - va –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  kaankaiyan- 
wise man .

                   English   word – wheel chair. 

wheel chair  has the consonants-  va-  la -  sa- Ra -  and the interpretation  of the  
word is  sakkara[Skt]  naarkkaali -  wheel chair. 

wheel chair  has the consonants-  va-  la -  [-sa-]- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is 
uruli naarkkaali  -wheel chair. 

                         English  word  -wind.

wind has the consonants – va- an- the- and the interpretation  of the word is  aki 
kantham[Skt] - wind .
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wind has the consonants – va- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vanthu- wind.

                    English  word – wide. 

wide has the consonants - va -the - and the original Tamil  word is  akanda- wide. 

                     English  word  -weep.

weep   has the consonants-  va –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is avayam-  
weep. 

                    English   word  -way. 

way  has the consonant-  va-  and the original Tamil  word is  vaai-  way. 

way  has the consonant-  va-  and the original Tamil  word is   iyavu –way.

Egyptian hieroglyphic word -   iwr- [ to become pregnant ] .

iwr has the consonants -  va- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  karu ura -  to 
become pregnant. 

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – iwty  [house]. 

Iwty has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kudi / veedu – 
house. 

                Egyptian hieroglyphic  word- wt  [  bind/ bandage] .
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wt has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kattu  bind / 
inaitthiduka-  bind. 

         Egyptian hieroglyphic  word - kAr [  shrine] .

kAr  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  kovir- temple. 

        Egtyptian hieroglyphic word – kmt [ completion ] . 
Kmt has the consonants – ka- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word is  mudikka  
vaendum-  to complete. 

         Egtyptian hieroglyphic word – kmt [  total account] .

Kmt has the consonants – ka- ma- the- and the original Tamil  word moththa 
kanakku-  total account. 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word – km [  black ] .

Km has the consonnst – ka- ma- and the original Tamil  word is karumai [  missing  
letter- Ra -] -  black .

          Egyptian hieroglyphic word – kmt [ black land / Egypt].  

Kmt has the consonants - ka –ma- the- and the original Tamil  word is  karu naadu 
/karu naadaakam [ missing  letter- Ra -] – Karnataka. 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  wTs [ wear crown] .
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wTs has the consonants  -va- the -sa -and the  and the original Tamil  word is  mudi  
sooduka  / mani makudam  sooduka  -  to wear crown. 

        Egyptian hieroglyphic word – wAd[  fortunate man ] .

wAd  has the consonants – va- the – and the original Tamil  word is  koduththu 
vaiththavan-  gifed man .

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word – wAt  [ road /way  ] . 

wAt has the consonants- va -the -and the original Tamil  word is veethi  -  road. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word wDH  [pour out] .

wDH    has the consonants - va –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  uooththuka-
to pour .

xiphias : sword-fish.

Xiphias  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] – [-pa-] – [-sa-]   -and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  koala meen / vaal meen/ koala  paasi  [ missing  letter- la-]- - sword
fish .

                 Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - xt  [throughout].

xt has the consonants-  ka-[-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  neduka-  long 
time. 
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              Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - xti [ retire ].

Xti has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  oaivu  
edukka- to retire. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word  - xti [ carve] .

Xti has the consonants  -ka- sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is sethukka – to 
carve. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  xt [ wood/ tree ] .

xt has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is kattai-  wood /
tree ;  kaadu –woods. . 

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  xt aA [  an edible bird] .
xt Aa has the consonants-  ka-[- sa -] -the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kaadai- an

edible bird. 

              Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  xbt [ dance] .

Xbt  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - pa -the  - and theorignal Tamil  word is  aadi 
paada vaendum -  sing and dance .

      Egyptian hieroglyphic word -  xbt [ place of execution ] . 
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Xbt  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - pa -the  - and theorignal Tamil   word is  thooku
poadum- idam;  thookku thandanai   kodukka padum idam – place for hanging . 

            Egyptian hieroglyphic word – xar [rage] .

xar has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is very- rage. 

    Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -wAD [  an  offering  loaf ] . 

wAD  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vadai-  an oil 
fried  cake .

   Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -   pr wAD [ an  offering  loaf ] . 

  pr wAD  has the consonants – pa Ra -  va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
paruppu vadai-  an oil fried  cake made from bengal gram .

               Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -  wD [stela] . 

wD has the consonants  va the and the original Tamil  word is  kal vettu [ missing  
letter –la-]  –stone inscription .

wD has the consonants - va -the -and the original Tamil  word is kuththu kal / nadu 
kal [ missing  letter- la-] -  stela. 

           Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -wpt  [top knot hair] .

wpt has the consonants  -va- [-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kudumi- to 
knot of hair –  for men .
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wpt has the consonants - va –[-pa-] -the a-nd the original Tamil  word is   kondai- top
knot of hair- for woman. 

                  Egyptian hieroglyphic word  -wpt  [ judgment ].

wpt has the consonants - va –[-pa-] -the a-nd the original Tamil  word mudivu-  
decision. 

                     English  word – zoology. 

zoology  has the consonants – [-sa-] –la- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  
vilanku- iyal [ missing  letter- ka-]- zoology. 
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	leader [E] has the consonants – la- the -Ra -and the original Tamil word is muthalvar-[ missing letter- ka-]- firstman/ head.
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – Dw [ evil ] .
	Dw has the consonants –the- va -and the original Tamil word is theenku / kettathu /kaedu –evil.
	Egyptian word -DAtt [ estate ].
	DAtt has the consonants- the- the -and the original Tamil word is thoattam- garden/ estate.
	………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
	E
	
	English word - earn .
	earn has the consonants – Ra- an- and the interpretation of the word is arusanam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] - earnings; arusanan- man who earns .
	earn has the consonants – Ra- an- and the original Tamil word is varuvaai kaana [ missing letter- ka-] - to earn ; varuvaai- earnings; kaanu-seek.
	English word – enormitiy.
	enormity has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the interpretation of the word is aparimithamaana[Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] - enormity.
	enormity has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is perum ennikkai kondathu [ missing letters- pa -and -ka -] - high quantity.
	enormity has the consonants - an –ma- Ra -the - and the original Tamil word / meaning is perum vadivam /edai /vannam/ kondathu- huge size/ shape/ weight.
	English word -embryo .
	embryo has the consonants – ma- [-pa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil word is karumai [ missing letter- ka-] - embryo.
	English word - eclipse.
	eclipse has the consonants -ka -la –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the interpretation of the word is kanthalam[ missing letter- the -] – eclipse.
	English word - keep mum .
	Keep mum has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the original Tamil word is kammunnu -keep mum .
	Keep mum has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the original Tamil word is kumukkamaaka - keep mum .
	Keep mum has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– ma- ma- and the other interpretation of the word is maunam - keep mum.
	English word – eagle wood .
	eagle wood has the consonants -ka- la- va- the -and the original Tamil word is akil kattai - eagle wood.
	E
	F
	G
	Iiaceo : to lie, lie prostrate, lie dead. 
	liaceo has the consonants – la- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil word is alikam [ missing letter- ka-] - lie .
	J
	L
	luxuria has the consonants- la -ka –sa- Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is nalla vazharchchi ulla vaakkai – fertile life .
	luxuria has the consonants- la -ka –sa-Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is sirithum kavalai atra vaazhkkai [ missing letter- the -] – happy life; kavalai- worry; atra- without; vaazhkkai- life.
	luxuria has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is naakarika vaazhvu – cultured life .
	luxuria has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra –and the original Tamil word / meaning is kidaththarkkariya vaazhkkai [missing letter- the -] –rare life to get .
	…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
	M.
	English word -medieval .
	medieval has the consonants -ma -the –va- la –and the original Tamil word is idai kaalam- medieval time .
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – mAa –truth .
	mAa has the consonants ma -and the-orignal Tamil word is unmai- truth.
	M
	O
	P
	Q.
	qAs has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is kakku- vomit.
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – qa [vomit] .
	qa has the consonants – ka- and the original Tamil word is kakku – vomit.
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rx [ knowledge] .
	rx has the consonants -Ra -ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is arivu – knowledge.
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rx [ wise man] .
	rx has the consonants -Ra -ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is arivaanavan- wise man .
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word – rxt [ knowledge] .
	rxt has the consonants -Ra -ka –[-sa-] –the--and the original Tamil word is koormaiyaana arivu udaiya / arivu kondu – knowledgeable.
	R
	English word- ragi .
	ragi has the consonants- Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word is kurakkan- ragi .
	English word – rain fall.
	rain fall has the consonants - Ra –an- pa –la- and the original Tamil word is mazhai neer pozhiya - rain is falling .
	Egyptian hieroglyphic word- r ib [chest ].
	r ib has the consonants- Ra- pa -and the original Tamil word is maarpu -chest.
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